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TIGHT, BUT THEY ARE NOT ^^

TIPSY : AND THEY ARE GOING

TO BE BETTER THAN EVER.

BE SURE YOU ARE PREPARED

FOR PROSPERITY. THE MIS-

SION OF THE BUSINESS EDU-

CATOR IS TO MAKE YOUR

SUCCESS SURE AND SECURE.

KEEP YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

STENCIL IN THE PROSPERITY
1

i FILE — IN THE "ISER" CLASS.

f NOT WITH THE "HAS BEENS."
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THE BUSS SVSnM Of ACTIWL BOSINESS

THE SCHOOL BUILDER
Thore is notliing al^oul a Buisness College that will attract more attention than

a line Office Practice Department. A department, fitted up like the one herein

shown, will pay 100%^ on the investmentevery year. This is a photo of'a portion

of an Office Practice De])artment fitted last summerespecially forthe introduc-

tion oi the Bliss System of Actual Business. This new school, The Bliss-Alger

Collef>"e of Saginaw, Mich., has met with wonderful success, over 200

students having been enrolled since September last.

What the Bliss System has done for this school, it will do for others. If you wish

to make an investment which will pay better than any investment you
have ever made, introduce the Bliss System of Actual Business from the Start.

F. H. BLISS PUBLISHING CO., sagINAW. MICH.

X
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A MANUAL

LANGUAGE LESSONS.

F. R. HEATH.
A texi-bopk on English, designed more especially for use in

Commercial Colleges and Schools of Shorthand.

Cloth. i2mo. 275 pages. $1.00.

The Phonographic Institute Company,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

The following subjects are briefly but comprehensively expounded,

and suitable exercises are furnisht:

1. Grammar.
2. Practical Analysis—Missing-word Exercises.

3. Synonyms.
4. Definition and Use of Words.
5. Capitalization.
6. Punctuation.

7. Composition.
8. Correspondence.
9. Spelling.

10. Etymology,
n. Homonyms.

ingle examination copy of A Manual o/ Language Le
ill be sent to any teacher who will fill out and retur

upon \i'\\.\i/orty-eight ants in stamps or silver.

P.O. Addr
School witl

Learn to Write
and Teach Advertising
A complete course In Advertising with personal in-

structions and advice for only Five Dollars.

Commercial teachers, prepare to teach advertising and thus
increase your salary.

Clerks, salesmen and stenographers, learo tt3 plan and write
your employer's advertising matter and place yourself in line
for rapid promotion. Business students, if your school doesn't
teacn advertising, don't enter business without making good
the defect by taking our course in the subject at home.
Every
should strengthen hi
ing in this the greate
advertising has don*
trade than all other i

To get a thorough kr
pay the prohibitive p
the kind of instructic
edge of the subject,

ppledg

mmercial field who wishes
personal equipment by acq

t creative force in business
and is doing more to incre
ifluence combined.
owledge of advertising, it is

iked by some school;

o make rapid progress
iring a practical train-

The judit

and build

tha

Dollars will pu

l-COMPLETE COURSE IN ADVERTISING, 50 lessoi

longer necessary to

Our course includes
dent a practical working knowl-
pert advice after he has begun
'ing outline of what only Five

ubje
ring the

pies of type faces and

every lesson,

2—APPENDIX TO ABOVE containin
model advertiseineiiis mentioned in the
3-SPEClAL ASSIGNMENT OF WRITTEN WORK
to be performed by the student
4-SPECIAL TYPEWRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS supplementing the
lessons and assignments and making the work practical and individual.
All purchasers of our course who write us their object in studying adver-
tising will receive a personal letter of advice.
5-OUR PERSONAL. EXPERT ADVICE on tive questions or criticism
of five pieces of advertising matter sent us. This feature alone is worth
the cost of the entire course. The only restriction is that the advice
must be sought within one year, and must relate to the business of the
student or his employer.

Send us a bill, check or postal order for Five Dollars and you will receive
the above Course 0/ Instruction, assignments, personal letter and an
order good for five expert criticisms as described above. Write today.

THE CHAMBERLIN ADVERTISING SERVICE,
OSSEO, MICHIGAN.

Free Course for Teachers

Chartier Shorthand
BY MA.IL

Send for the first lesson and begin the

study of the greatest system of short-

hand ever published.

Mr. L. C. Spencer has just completed
the most simple, pedagogical and learn-

able shorthand mail course ever pre-

sented to the American people.

Ten simple lessons.

The theory of the system can be mas-
tered in ten nights by any teacher of

average intelligence.

A postal card addressed to us will bring
yon the first lesson, and then will begin
the most fascinating study of your life.

Write to-dav.

CHARTIERSPENCER PUBLISHING CO.

NEW ORLEANS

L. C. SPENCER. President

LOUISIANA

S. C. SCHWING, Sec-Treu.

MAIL COURSE
IN ACCOUNTING
AND AUWTING

BY R. J. BENNETT, C. A., C. P. A.
Principal Detroit Business University.

Certified Public Accountant.

.-V course of carefully graded lessons in Theory and Ac-

counts, Auditing. Business Law, Cost Accounting,

Corporation Organization and Practical Accounting,

together with numerous sidelights and specialties pertaining

to the accountancy profession. The course is thorough,

authoritative and complete, and prepared with the assistance

of Certified Public .\ccountants and Lawyers. It will bear

the closest inspection, and any person who is anxious to ad-

vance cannot afford not to take the course.

Every commercial teacher should aim to improve himself

in auditing and accounting and thereby increase his money-

making ability. We can prepare you for a first-class position.

We prepare candidates for C. P. A. examination in any

state.

Send for outline of course and special summer rates.

R.. J. BENNETT, C. P. A.
15 Wilcox St., Detroit, MIoh.

^^,^A^tft4.iid*^UC.ani^'-'^i^^dk^tdiM^t^-M^i'Mj€y^JK^ Xj
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Business School Course in Letter-Writing
By Carl Lewis Altmaier, Drexel Institute

It Is Unique. It Has 43 Graded Lessons.Have You Seen It ?

The even pages of the book are in the form of printed letter heads representing all

businesses. On the odd pages is the text explaining the lessons. The student writes

his letter upon the letter head, detaches it, and hands it to the teacher for correction-

For simplicity, uniformity, and practicability, nothing like it is offered.

X A. B X<E OF CON'r E N X S
Period Hyphen Acknowledgments
Comma Rules for Capital Letters Remittances and Inclosures
Semicolon Form of a Business Letter Letters Requesting Payment
Colon Signature Letters of Recommendation
Interrogation Point .

Composition of the Letter Letters of Introduction
Apostrophe Envelope or Superscription Letters of Application
Marks of Parenthesis Letters Asking for Credit Circular Letters
Double and Single Quotat ons Letters Ordering Goods The Writing of Telegrams

Price, 60 Cents. School exam, copy, 40 cents.

Park. PublisHifi^ Compaitiy
2134 North Camac Street Philadelphia, Pa.

THE MUSSELMAN
PUBLICATIONS

Business Letter Writing—One of the neat-

est and brightest little works on Commer-
cial Correspondence. Unlike anything

else published. Write for sample pages.

Single copy sent postpaid for 50 cents.

NEW COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC

A book of 479 pages, thoroughly cover-

ing the subject. Copy sent postpaid for

$2.00

PRACTICAL BOOKKEEPING
COMMERCIAL LAW
HIGH SCHOOL BOOKKEEPING
BUSINESS SPELLER

Try a box of Musselman's Perfection

Pens, 25 cents. For full information

and sample pages, write

D. L. MUSSELMAN PUBLISHING CO.
QUINCY, ILLINOIS

Gillotts Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN, No. 1

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F

Gillott's Pens have for seventy-five years stood the
uiost exacting tests at the hands of Professional and
Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, but never
equalled, Cillolt'a Pen» still stand in the front rank, as
regards Temper, Elasticity and Duraliility.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

Joseph GiUoit (Si Sons
ALFRED FIELD <& CO.. Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

GX '-^'^'^^'^'''^''^'^^^'^'-^'^^^^^^^'^^^^^'^'^^^^^ ]^
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IF YOU WISH TO TEACH A LIGHT-LINE SHORTHAND THAT IS
MUCH BRIEFER THAN LONGHAND, YOU WILL HAVE TO TEACH

BCCRS SHORTHAND
and no one who is up-to-date cares to teach a shaded position system

Light-line Forward movement Non-position Connective Vowel

BEERS SHORTHAND made its first appearance April 12, 1908. You can judge for your
self as to how it is succeeding when we tell you that we have just issued theSECOND EDITION
REVISED RE-WRITTEN RE-ENGRAVED IMPROVED
Any Word in the English language may be written without lifting the pen

It is the ONLY Light-line system that does not
i

It ia the ONLY Light-line system th&t has a

Drop terminations Whittle up outlines
Teach false orthography

Evade phonographic dilViculties

Use arbitrary signs for prefixes, terminations and other
portions of outlines.

complete alphabet

Was devised by a man having years of practical experience
Indicates Prefixes and Terminations by suggestive signs
That uses the available, useful, phonographic material

in a logical manner

CoMrLETE Te.xt, 112 p p Cloth, $1.00 Half price to schools and teachers

Free Course of Instruction by Mail to Teachers (including book) and no obligations incurred by the
Teachers. Teachers, take advantage of this offer. You can lose nothing. You may gain much.

Send for "Some Points." It's free to all.

Beers Publishing Company, 1008 Simpson Street. B. E., New York

'F YOU are interested in the latest and best in the line of a

) Penmanship Text you need to look into the revised and im-

proved Complete Compendium or Teachers' Manual entitled

The Zaner Method of Arm
Movement Writing

intended for pupils and teachers in Commercial and High Schools.

Correspondence solicited with school proprietors.

ZANER & BLOSER
PENMANSHIP PUBLISHERS COLUMBUS, OHIO
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Add a Course
of

MULTIGRAPHING
\.o Yox«r

Curricul^itn

THe
Field of the

!ii«

Gammeter MucltigrapH
IS almost as wide as that of the typewriter, and its diversity of use even greater.

There is a big and growing demand for Multigraph operators throughout the country

and enterprising Commercial and Stenographic Schools everywhere are including

multigraphing in their curriculum.

WHat tHe MuliigrapH Does.

1. As a Multiple Typewriter.

The Multigraph typewrites form letters identi-

cal in every way with the work of a high grade

typewriter, at a speed of 3,000 to 6,000 per hour,

according to the experience of the operator, ft

uses movable type (automatically composed) and

prints through a wide typewriter ribbon on paper

backed up by a typewriter platen.

2. As an Office Printing Press,

The Multigraph docs all kinds of office print-

ing at the bare cost of paper and operator's time

—

a saving of fully 50% over the printer's charge.

For printing, a Direct Inking Attachment—simple

and clean— is substituted for the ribbon.

WHY YOU Should Teach Multigraphing.

No high priced instructor is required—simply

a young man or woman who can readily learn the

instruction work from our demonstrators. A

three or four weeks course will make any student

an expert operator, able to command a larger

salary even at the start, than stenographers.

Many who cannot afford to spend the time and

money necessary for a stenographic course will

jump at the chance to take a course in multigraph-

ing. Our 17 Branch Offices will assist in quickly

securing positions for all graduates. A tuition

fee of $25.00 can easily be secured for a course of

multigraphing, and the work turned out by the

students can be used in your own business. All

your form letters, instruction sheets, card index

supplies, statements, etc., can be printed by your

Multigraph students practically without expense

to you, and you get paid for their work.

We have a special offer to make to all Busi-

ness Colleges and Schools who will teach multi-

graphing. Write us today for samples of work
and full information concerning our "School
Agreement."

dAe America.!! Multigraph Sales Co.
Branch Offices : Everyivhere General Offices : Clevelandf O.

(j(_ '.>(t^vet^e'iJ!4^ha^u^^^i/ft^:^>u4^^<'<^^ y^
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The Decisive Victory
in the Central Commercial Teachers' Association Student Typewrit-

ing Contest (heldJune 20th, Davenport, Iowa) of operators trained by

RATIONAL TYPEWRITING
is striking proof of the fact that it is

Rational

TVpewriitng

THE RIGHT START
which the " Rational " operator receives that lands him
a winner in the end.

*^o*bm4e

This contest was confined to pupils who had begun the

study of typewriting since April, 1907.

The "Brown Trophy" was won by Cornelia H. Dammers, a

"Rational" operator and a graduate of the Gregg school,

whose average net rate of speed was 48 fo words a minute
and whose record for accuracy was the best made

Second place was taken by the only

other "(iational" operator entered

i( There is a lieason ?>

for the supremacy of the "Rational" operators. If you

are not familiar with the great central idea of RAT-
IONAL TYPEWRITING, which makes such victories

possible, send for a sample copy, (fifty cents to teachers)

and for a copy of "How I Teach Typewriting," free.

Price $ 1 .00
Discounts to Schools

MISS CORXELIA DAMMERS

The Gregg Publishing Company
NeM^ York Chicago

Q^ ,,^(,^v£l/ide4Jca'ni^*^^/^SjAe4^,^i'e:^jyl^i^n^ X3
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PON^T BE HELrP DOWN

ISAAC Pitman Shorthand
Holds the World's Record for Speed and Accuracy

Miss Nellie M. Wood Makes a new World's Record

with a NET Speed of 253 Words per Minute

]T the Third International Contest for Speed and Accuracy in Short-

hand Writing, held at Philadelphia, April 18, 1908, under the

auspices of the Eastern Commercial Teachers' Association, the

L supremacy of the Isaac Pitman Shorthand was again fully demon-

strated in the winning, for the second time, of the Eagan International Cup
liv Miss Nellie M. Wood, with a gross speed of 260 words i)er minute and a

net speed of 253 words a minute, which constitutes the world's record.

Mr. Chas. Currier Beale, the Chairman of the Speed Committee, when
announcing the results, called especial attention to the remarkable accuracy
of the transcription handed in by Mr. Godfrey (an Isaac Pitman writer),

Irom the notes of his dictation at 180 words a minute in the Miner Medal
test. Of the 900 words dictated, iVlr. Godfrey's transcript had 895 absolutely
correct. Of the five incorrect, three were rated as material and two as im-
material errors, thus making the transcript 99 1-5% correct. This is the

world's record for accuracy in shorthand writing.

f•" As at the last International Speed Contest (Boston, 1907), there were
no entries from the writers of the Lig:ht-line or other non-Pitmanic systems

The
net
inth

adjoin
speeds

inc t

atta
iagram
ned by

represents the highest
the different systems

1stlnterna<lana
2nd
3rd

Speed Contest Baltimore
" ' Boston

" Philadelphia

1906
1907
1908

Hli-|^'lHfW*IW<gyi

T »-i -j-p -j-r-i o -j-
1 Q t-i o 1 In 'he "World's Championship Contest." also held under the auspicesillLCl iia.LHJlia.1

of the Eastern Commercial Teachers' Association, Miss Rose L. Fritz broke all

TT7 r> <:> Tur t-i t i n rr
previous records by copying, for twenty-five minutes, at a net speed of 99 wordsypcWrillll^

' per minute. In the ' 'School Championship Contest" Miss Elise Scott, of Toronto.

—^ ^-^ ^_ rj-^ -p\ r-\ r-r\ ^^°° '^e Gold Medal with a net speed of 52 words per minute. Both Miss Fritz and

(^ (_) ]\ j_ 1^ ^ J_
Miss Scott learned the subject from Chas. E. Smith's "Practical Course in Touch

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 'I'ypewriting."

WHAT THE WORLD'S CHAMPION TYPIST SAYS
"I am pleased to state that I consider 'A Practical Course in Touch Typewriting,' the only text-book from

which 1 studied, the best typewriting book that I have seen. The exercises are excellent and have helped me
wonderfully in working up speed. The whole course is very interesting from the beginning, and it cannot but
produce the best results in the shortest time."

—

Rose L. Fritz.

SEND FOR A COPY OF -INTERNATIONAL SPEED CONTESTS' AND - PITMAN'S JOURNAL"
ALSO FOR PARTICULARS OF FREE INSTRUCTION BY MAIL TO TEACHERS

ISAAC PITMAN <a SONS :: 31 Union Square :: New York
I

-'COURSE IN ISAAC PITMAN SHORTHAND," $1.50
Publishers of- "PRACTICAL COURSE IN TOUCH TYPEWRITING," 50c. CLOTH, 75c

I
"STYLE BOOK OF BUSINESS ENGLISH," 60c
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THE BOSFNESS EDUCATOR
Entered at Columbus, O., Foat Office as Snd Class Matter

C. P. Zaner, Editor

£. W. Bloser> - - Business Manager

Published Monthly (except July and August) by
Zaner & Bloser, 1 18 N. High St., Columbus, O., as
follows: Teachers' Professional Edition. $1.00 a
Year (Foreign Subscriptions 30 cents extra; Cana-
dian Subscriptions, 20 cents extra). Students' Pen-
manship Edition. 75 cents a Year [Foreign Sub-
scriptions 20 cents extra; Canadian Subscriptions,
10 cents extra).

Rennlttances should be made by Money Order
or Bank Draft, or by currency at sender's risk.

Stamps accepted If personal checks are sent, add
90 cents for collection fee.

Professional
elve pages of

Two EdlMon». The Te:
Edition contains 48 or more pages, twel
which are devoted to Accounting, Finance, Mathe-
matics, Englishi Law, Typewriting, Advertising!
Conventions, etc., and Departments specially suited
to the needs of teachers, principals and proprietors.
The Students' Penmanship Edition contains 36

pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,
less the twelve pages devoted to commercial sub-
jects. This edition is specially suited to students in
Commercial. Public and Private schools, and con-
tains all of the Penmanship. Engrossing, Pen Art.
and Lesson features of the Professional Edition.

voted to the pro-
Business Educa-

1 lio lousiness lidu«:ator i

gressive and practical interest;;
tion and Penmanship. A jourr
to dignify, popularize, and improve the world's
newest and neediest education. It purposes to in-
spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, and to
further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-
ness education-

Change of Address. If you change your ad-
dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as
the new address. We lose many journals each issue
through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to forward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

Subscribers.
of your subscripti

we received your

please notify us.

we do not acknowledge receipt
, kindly consider first copy of
2ive as sufficient evidence that
ibscription all right. If you do
rnal by the 10th of each month.

Advertising Rates furnished upon application.
The Business Educator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the
most intelligent and well-to-do amonp those inter-
ested in business education ana penmanship in the
United States, Canada, England, and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of High Schools, Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among office workers, home
students, etc.

Rates to Teachers, Agents, and Club
Raisers sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or manj
lubscrtptions. Sample ooplei furaiihed to tscur*
vbsorlptlont.

$25.00 Tweniy-five Dollars in Prizes. $25.00

Mr. Fred Berkman, whose lessons in business

writing begin in this number, has donated the

money and will have full charge of the awarding

of the prizes as follows :

1. The most accurate business writing submitted. ... $5 00

2. The most beautiful penmanship design submitted. 5 00

3. The most improvement made during one month. . . 5 00

4. The most improvement made during entire course. 5 00

5. The best letter, and work received as to composi-

tion, spelling, punctuation, arrangement of work,

and neatness 5 00

NOW, if you have any ambition at all,

busy."

get

The prizes will be awarded at the completion

of the series of lessons next June. The name and

address of the one whose work merits first" in

each of the five' contests will be published each

month in The Business Educator. All work

should be at Spokane prior to the 20th of each

month.

This will mean much labor on the part of Mr.

Berkman, but it will mean much to you if you try

to win, or get your pupils to try to win.
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SUCCESSLETS
FOB AMBITIOUS YOrNO PEOPLE

E. D, SNOW, Principal,

Maple Cit-y Business School, Hornell, M. Y.

rr^

I CAN'T.

The "I can't" boy is about the
sickliest, mushiest one of all. He
ought to have been baked a few
hours longer. He has a very aggra-
vated case of curvature of the spine;

that is, his spine is always curving
backward in a desperate attempt to

find the soft side of a Morris chair.

What he needs is a change of diet.

He ought to be boarded for about a

week with a board, say one inch
thick, three inches wide and three
feet long. This kind of diet thor-

oughly clears the system of all mi-
crobes antagonistic to progress, and
so wonderfully stimulates the mem-
ory that "I can" stands big in the
vocabulary of the person treated.

Of course, a great many boys are
not wholly responsible for their at-

titude toward things that should be
done.

As a boy, the parents thought little

Johnny was about the sweetest,
brightest bunch of loveliness that
ever came down the pike—and that is

the ideal way to look upon one's
child, because that kind of phos-
phate sprinkled liberally upon him is

what makes him grow and wax strong
but they made an awful mistake when
they decided that "tootsey-wootsey"
was too cute to ever help himself.
There is nothing, if you will per-
mit the paradoxical expression, so lov-

ingly cruel as doing for a child what
he could and should do for himself,
thus instilling into his mind and ac-
tion the deadening "I can't." An in-

heritance like that is infinitely worse
than a legacy of a poor farm covered
to the third rail in the fence with a
never sleeping mortgage.
However, a person can change this

attitude into one of irresistible posi-
tiveness, and it is imperative that he
do so if he wishes to be successful
and enjoy that which is the birth-
right of every individual—a happy
and useful existence.

The boy who has been helped into
the "I can't" condition and who goes
forth into the world without making
a change, will find that people are
still willing to help him—down the
front steps.

The young man who expects pay
for what he cannct do, or thinks he
cannot do (it amounts to the same
thing—inaction) is attempting to
work the bunco game; he is a non-
producer and is trying to get some-
thing for nothing.

"I can't" anchors one to incompe-
tence. If you feel that you must give
expression to your temporary inabil-
ity to do a thing say, "I am not able
to do it nou\" That means that you
are going to spit on your hands and
get a jiu jitsu hold on it later.

"I can't" is an expression of the
weakness of the finite. "I can" is

rooted in the Infinite which sustains
your true self, and if you will persist-
ently hold to that mental attitude,
all seeming obstacles will fade away
as quickly as an ice cream soda be-
fore a thirsty boy in June.

It will take some little time and will
power to eradicate a habit of thought,
expression and action that has be-
come so much a part of your life, but
you cati do it, and experience the ex-
quisite thrill of knowing that you are
a factor in increasing your own and
the world's happiness. All that is

necessary is to hold unswervingly to
the truth that the omnipotent, omnis-
cient and omnipresent Life within
your being is the same Life that has
animated and developed the most il-

lustrious and noble men and women
of all times, and Who stands ready to
do equally as much for you if you
will omit all thoughts of weakness,
and boldly declare and work for the
development of those wonderful
talents which are implanted in every
human being at the inception of life.

"1 can't." Ouit it.

THE N. C. T. F. OFFICIAL REPORT.

The official report of the National
Commercial Teachers' Federation
and Constituent Associations, for the
1907 meeting held at Pittsburg is a
credit to that body as well as to its

Editor-in-Chief, Mr. A. F. Harvey,
Waterloo, la.

This, the only authentic Year Book
of Commercial Education, is being
read and prized by an increasing
number of people each year, and if

published economically, edited broad-
ly and printed promptly, is destined
to do much for the organizations which
give it existance to make them na-
tional in fact as well as in name.

It comprises 307 large, compactly
printed pages, giving the best that
was spoken and done at the conven-
tion. Many splendid contributions
to our calling are here given public-
ity and permanency—two very desir-

able ends. Through this report,
members are able to secure and be-
come acquainted with the programs
of the various sections, whereas by
attending in person he comes in con-
tact with but one section at a time.

It's a good thing and deserves to
be published earlier. The fault has
not been with the Editor or Secretary,
but with people who delayed submitt-
ing their papers. Let's round up the
program material at Indianapolis and
get everything lined up early for the
next report.
Many and many an otherwise idle

hour is being spent by members read-
ing this Report and reenjoying the
very enjoyable Pittsburg meeting.
Here it is viewed in perspective and
appreciated in full. It's the after-
dinner speeches of an enjoyable meal
—the capsheaf which preserves the
whole. Let us have more of them and
as good. Here's our thanks for so
much for so little money.

Illustrating correct position tor writing.

C. Warren Jones Miss Ulive Smith
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Lessons in Business Writing

Penman, Blair Business College, Spokane, Washington.

Subscribers* writing criticised free. Send specimens to Mr. Berkman at above address by the
20th of each month. Then watch for your initials in these columns about five weeks later.

^
'

_=^

INTRODUCTION.
"The only way to have a friend is to be one," by Emerson, is as true today as it ever was. For many years past THE BUSINESS EDU-

CATOR has been one of my very best friends—have constantly gone to it for information and inspiration. Many, no doubt, will turn to

these pages for a similar purpose, and to you let me say : "Do your very beat—or not at all." And if you are in a position to be of assist,

ance, of service, of real help to some one, by all manner and means do the work that is for you to do—willinjfly, cheerfully, enthusias.
tically—trying to so live that the world will be better around and after you. If you do, you will taste the sweetest of all rewards—"Duty
well done." That is to be the "key-note" of the series of lessons which are to follow. Your cooperation, assistance, suggestions, and
criticisms are earnestly solicited.

Copies.

The copies were all written with free Arm Movenient Writing, and quite rapidly, after which they were reproduced by the photo-en-

graving process. They were not drawn slowly for the sake of accuracy, as is often the case, but quite the reverse. No "patch-work"'

about it. It shows the style of writing that is in demand, the kind that pays dividends for life, the kind that is easily written, easily

read and plain. Need we say more? What are you going to do about it ? Are yougoingto learnitor will you let someother person—
maybe next to you—do the work and you just "look on?"

Arm Movement Writing.
The "arm movement" system, or style of writing, is to penmanship what the '"touch" system is to typewriting. It is the most popular,

serviceable, and practical writing in use at the present time.

Arm movement means the use of the arm instead of the fingers to propel the pen. The fingers should hold the pen, lightly, while the

arm propels it.

Arm movement may be somewhat difficult (at first) to acquire, and control, but when once mastered you can write with ease, rapidly,

and hour after hour without tiring.
Position at Desk, Etc.

Sit well back in the chair and lean slightly forward, bending at the hips. Avoid letting the head drop over leftward, and don't "sight"

at the writing. Both eyes should be the same distance from the line of writing—from 12 to 16 inches. Keep both elbows near the edge of

the desk, or table, and bend at about right angles. Both feet should be flat on the floor, uncrossed, and the left foot forward. In regard

to the writing arm, just three things should touch the paper or desk as you write—The muscles of the arm a little in front of the elbow^

the side and back of the nails of the little and ring fingers, and the point of the pen. Let the holder point toward the shoulder—a little

below and to the right. That will make the holder cross the hand somewhere near the knuckle joint of the first finger. The end of the

first (index) finger should be right on top of the wide part of the holder. Then, it In correct position, the point of the pen will be from
three-fourths to one inch from the end of the index finger.

Materials.

PENS. For business writing, a pen with a medium point (not too fine and not too coarse) is best,—such as Spencerian No. 1 and 2,

Zauerian Ideal, et al.

Ink. Any blue-black ink that flows freely. Avoid colored inks for practical purposes.

HOLDERS. A cork-tipped holder is excellent. If not attainable (just when you want it), get a wooden or rubber-tipped holder. Small

holders are not as good.

Paper. Paper cut SX by 11, with lines from \ to "^2 inch apart, is recommended. And as to quality, the best is none too good.

Blotters. Blotters containing bright colors are injurious to the eyes. A soft blotter is much better than one with a hard or glazed

surface. Use your judgment in getting blotters.

Pen Wipers. Nothing better than a wet sponge. And if you use cotton or woolen cloth -get some rather soft.

First Specimen.
Spokane, wash., September 1. 1908

This is a specimen of my very best writing before beginning practice on the series of lessons in The BUSINESS EDUCATOR. I will

practice faithfully each lesson, following instructions carefully, and do my very best to improve in penmanship. Kindly let me know
when my writing is up to Certificate standard of excellence.

(Sign your name.)

(Write and mail the above to Fred Berkman, Spokane, Wash., changing the heading to your own address and proper date.)

Lesson One.
INSTRUCTIONS. Name the exercises the direct compact ellipses-two spaces high. Make it both ways around. Study carefullywhat

is said about position, material, movement, etc., (given above) before you begin to practice. See illustrations.

COUNT. About 2(X) revolutions in a minute. Count for "down strokes" only in these exercises. Say-one, one, one, one, one, one

or down, down, dowe, down, down, down ; or round, round, round, round, round, round.

Two POINTS. Watch your position. Work rapidly at all times.
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Lesson Two.

Instructions. These are the direct compact ellipses—one space high. The "indirect" is made with the reverse movement-as the

hands of a clock move. Use arm movement. No flnger action. Lines near together—and very light. Heads up.

Count. Make from 226 to 250 revolutions in a minute. Count silently, accurately and rapidly. Wake up!—and one, one, one, one—one,

one, one. one; or I've just woke up,— I've just woke up; or I'll soon be there,—I'll soon be there.

Two Points. Avoid finger movement. See how uniform you can make this ellipse.

/^ %

Lesson Three.

INSTKUCTIONS. The direct or indirect retraced ellipses—one space high. Make this copy so it will appear the same when paper is re-

versed. Master each lesson thoroughly and then the following lesson will be within your grasp. Try it.

Count. Make six revolutions for each exercise—and at the rate given in previous lesson. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (for each exercise), and then

make two or three revolutions with the pen raised a little above the paper— 7, 8, 9; or round, round, round, round, round—up-in-air; or

one, one, one, one, one, one—light-stroke-round.

Two Points. Follow instructions carefully. A good ellipse is made in the proportion of two to three—two-thirds as wide as high.

Lesson Four.

Instructions. Makelike copy in previous lesson with finishing stroke of capital "O" added. Do not check the motion as you
finish each exercise. In other words—keep the writing machinery in gear. Watch position. Maybe your pen is worn out.

Count. Exercise and letter made by the count of seven—six for the retraced ellipse and one for the finishing siroke. 1,2,3,4,5.6^

finish : or one, one, one, one, one, one, whirl ; or come, come, come, come, come, come, now.

Two Points. Make the smaller circle in upper right-hand corner. Are you examining each copy, when you make it, as to the width,

height and slant ?

Lesson Five.

Instructions. Make from 12 to 14 letters on each line—and from 60 to 70 to the minute. See how uniform you can make these letters

while using an easy, rolling arm movement. Writing will be a pleasure if you master the movement. All aboard

!

Count. The capital O is made by thecount of two—one as the pen travels downward (the first part of the letter), and two as the little

circle is made in the upper right-hand corner. Say one, two {for each letter)—one, two,^one, two; or down, curve,—down curve; or

round, up,—round up-

TWO Points. Curve both sides equally. Finish with curve pointing upward.



Lesson Six.

INSTKUCTIO.NS. The letter "C" and direct retraced ellipse combined. Also, be sure to combine tnotemetit and form—the two
essential elements of good writing. Do not sacrifice one for the other. Aim to equal or excel the copy. Where is your blotter?

Count, l, 2, for the letter C—and 3. 4, .5. li, 7. for the direct retraced ellipse. Again— 1, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. or round, down, down, down, down,
down, down; or I-will-make-a-goodC-now
Two Points. Let the first loop extend about half ways down. The exercise should be made the same in slant, height, and propor-
ion as the one given in Lesson Four.

Lesson Seven.

Instructions. See lesson five for number of letters to be written in a minute. Watch slant, width and height of each letter. Let the

first loop extend about half way down. Keep the motion rolling from one letter to the other. Think before you write.

Count. There are four capital letters made by the count of two—O, C, A and P. Count for the C—one, two,—one, two,—one, two; or

curve, round,—curve, round,—curve, round; or down swing,—down, swing,—down, swing.

Two Points. Keep the smaller loop the same in slant as the larger loop. Watch space between the first loop and the upper left-hand

corner of letter

a (3

Lesson Eight.

Instructions. You'll enjoy practicing this exercise after you get the movement under control. Don't get discouraged. Remember
—discouragement reveals desire which is the motive of success. Conquer it. Success to you if you are willing to do your part.

Count;. Let the first part of exercise rest on the line of writing. Say-one, for the first part of A, and two as the pen swings around.

One, two,—one, two,—one, two; or down, swing,—down, swing.—down, swing. Retrace about five times for each exercise.

Two Points. The second part can be made a little larger than the first. This is a most excellent drill to develop movement, free-

dom and control.
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Lesson Nine.

Instructions. Better to say "not how many but how well." Now, Miss Smith, about how many letters should be written on each
line? Correct! Avoid letting the wrist touch the paper or desk as you write. Are both feet flat on the floor? Ready pull.

Count. For each letter count, one. two,—one, two,—one, two; or left, curve,— left, curve,—left, curve; or A-1, A-1, A-1. How many made
at least 60 g:ood letters in a minute? Hands up!
Two Points. Watch space between the "up stroke" (at bottom of letter,) and the "down" or finishing stroke. Start with the stroke

leftward—retrace about half ways down—finish with stroke pointing downward, a little to the right, curving it gracefully.

Lesson Ten.

Instructions. The push-and-puU exercise and letter "P" combined. Keep the paper in usual position. Quality of line shows qual-
ity of movement. Combine movement and form, please. Make same size as copy. Keep the ink well 'or bottle on right-hand side of

paper.
Count. 1,2,3, 4, 5. 6, for the retrace pushand puU exercise, 7, thetop part of letter. Again, 1, 2, 3, 4, ">, ti, curve; or down, down, down,

down, down, down, round; or pull, pull, pull, pull, pull, pull, push. You'll enjoy writing if you use the Arm Movement.
Two Points. Do not pause between the count of six and seven. The push-and pull exercise should point right towards you—not a

little to the right or left.

Lesson Eleven.

Instructions. Mote that the loop is almost egg shapped and slants more than the first part of letter. This is the style of letter used
very much in business writing and you will do well to master it. The only safe and sure way to improve along any line is first to find
your mistake—then correct it.

Count. Time, 1,2, 1,2,—1,2. Count 1 for the first part and 2 for the finish. And there'll be "something doing" if you practice these
copies interestingly, enthusiastically and intelligently. Are you willing to do your part?
Two Points. Make about 60 letters to the minute. Let the last stroke cross the down-and-up stroke near the middle, and finish with

a circular swing pointing upward.

({
^

Berkman's Lessons are Good, BETTEI^, BEST. Nothing more prac=

II

tical has probably ever been given. Follow them and win a certificate.
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Lessons in Practical Business Writing
R. C. KING

285 1 OAKLAND AVENUE MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

Specimens for Criticisn should reach Columbus by first of month preceding
month of publication.

-J
PLATE 22. First line—Retrace each letter three times, and use great freedom of movement in doing so. Do not use finger motion.

Second line—Make /? without raising the pen. Use a free arm movement. Curve finishing stroke. Third line.—Use care in making the
small letters, but do not use finger motion Fourth line.—Write the required number of pages. Repetition gives confidence and skill.

Fifth line.—Be sure to curve up strokes. Make but four letters in group. Sixth line.—Usefree arm movement. Study vertical stroke in
r. Pause at the shoulder of letter. Seventh line.—Use a free gliding a ^m movement.

Plate 23. First line—Use a free arm movement. Be sure to curve up stroke. Keep crossing low. Divide oval in center. Second
line—Strike for freedom of movement. Follow instructions for first line. Third line—Work as faithfully on a word as you would on an
easy movement exercise. Fourth line—Use will power. Study and practice. Fifth line- Use free, swinging arm movement. Curve
upstrokes. Sixth line-Same as fifth. Seventh line—Use a free arm movement, glide gracefully and freely from one letter to another
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PLATE 24. First line-Make downward strokes with a quick, backward movement of the arm. Do not use fingers. Make loop in

cap small and finishing stroke should be a compound curve. Second line—Same as for first. Third line—Get uniform slant and spac-

ing. Fourth line-Fill out the required number of pages. Fifth line—Curve initial stroke. Do not make loop at top. Use arm move-

ment. Sixth line—The t is best made by making initial stroke with a free gliding movement lifting the pen while in motion. Then

place pen at top and decend with quick, backward motion of arm. Seventh line-Take time to get the letters well formed, but at the

ame time put life and movement enough Into it so you will get smooth, even lines.

X /.^t^^J-T-t-fy /..^o^-yyt^ /^.yC^^p-ytuy /^o-t-t-z-^ /^x^-ry^^ /^yC^ifT-Z/ /̂ ^c-fj-uLy /

7._jty ^-^ly 'Z^^^^ ^A^1^-^ ^-^ -^^ _^_-^--^_,^ ^^^^cZ^

X.^^Z^^^ZZ.^reU-y—-^C'SL^^^ ^-'Z^'tZ^^^ 2-iz-<'Cdy_.--^-«Z-V€z^_.-^-ZZ-.-:>'£^X_^

PI.ATB25. First line-Use a free rolling arm movement. Do not slight the movement exercise. Second line—Make oval at top of [/small.

Do not make the letter too wide between downward strokes. Curve final stroke. Third line— Use an easy, gliding movement. Fourth

line—Good advice, and the only way to learn to write an easy, rapid, graceful business or ornamental hand. Fifth line—Use a free,

gliding, movement. Curve up strokes. Make down strokes straight, and uniform in slant. Sixth line—Same as for fifth. Seventh
line— Strive for uniform height, slant and spacing.
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"What Others

Have Done You
Can Do
Also."

^

STUDENTS* WOK.K AND PAGE
Dedicated to the best engravable specimens of exercises and business

writing received from schools and students; improvement,
timeliness and excellence considered.

Observation,

Care and Appli
cation -The
Essentials.

J

/
By Mr. H. McChesney, National Business CoUeee, Minneapolis, Minn. C. E. Lowder, Penman.

-^.^-tzA^^-

A class using arm movement, Kentucky School, 5th grade, Cleveland, O., Miss Lucretia Cavanah, teacher.

Good strong writing by Miss A ddie B. Dore, Bliss College, Lewiston, Me., R. C. Haynes, Prin.

By Eiss Lena Ferrini, pupil of^W. A. Bagby, Armstrong Business College, San Luis Obispo, Calif.
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EDITOR'S PAGE—PENMANSHIP EDITION
A Forum for the Expression of Convictions Relating to Metliods of Teaching and the Art of Writing

=^

OUR PLATFORM: FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH

V =^

THE REAL ISSUE.

Some still continue to argue for and
against vertical. What's the use?
Practically it's dead, except the dis-

cussions, in a few isolated commu-
nities and belated cities.

The issue today is not vertical, but

form and freedom. Do we want med-
ial, semi-slant, semi-vertical, and
what not with the same old, slow,

cramped, labored modes of execution.

That's what the modern copy-book
means.
A change from vertical to slant

copies does not mean a change from
finger to arm movement in execution.

Not unless you get away from the

copy-book and its restrictions and
w(?-;»<'Mc(/of teaching writing- simply

a slavish mode of lifeless imitations.

What is needed, and what therefore

constitutes the present-day issue, is

an improved method of teaching writ-

ing. Method needs to be emphasized
rather than system—method of teach-

ing and method of writing.

Teachers need help quite as much
as pupils. Teachers need texts on
methods of teaching writing as much
as they need texts in teaching any-

thing else. Pupils need texts to aid

them in writing as much as in other

branches — texts, however, that en-

courage rather than restrict freedom.
Improved methods of writing and

of teaching the art is the present need
and consequently the present-day
issue.

OUR ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

The Business Educator has en-

joyed during the past year the largest

subscription patronage sinceit began
to ask for public support. Moreover,
it has seemed to receive a larger share
of professional support and confi-

dence than ever before.

For these we are truly thankful.

This year we hope to merit still

greater cooperation. We hereby
pledge our best powers for a better

periodical than has ever graced our
profession.

THE OUTLOOK.

Despite the uncalled for tight times
of the past few months, conditions
have improved a good deal during
the summer with indications that they
have but fairly begun.
Commercial schools have suflEered

less than most lines of business, with
an outlook that is encouraging for

fall and winter.

We wish all worthy schools an

abundance of success, and believe

they who merit the same will receive it.

We wish, furthermore, that the

public may be discriminating enough
to choose wisely which schools to at-

tend and which to avoid, and there-

by better the worthy schools and put

the unworthy out of commission.

WHICH .>

Mr. and Miss Commercial Student,

as you enter upon your school duties

this fall, do so with the determina-

tion to get the most for your time,

effort and money. By so doing you
will unconsciously but nevertheless

effectively and surely be but laying

the foundation for success in what-
ever you thereafter attempt.

Now is your first great chance to

earn a dividend which will continue

all through life. Be a loser in school

and the chances are you'll be a "down
and outer" within a decade instead

of a director in some incorporation

within the same period of time.

Determine now to be a Director.

Direct your daily efforts diligently,

wisely and effectively and the Direc-

torship will follow.

Decide today.

Mrs. Margaret Cleghorn Eddy
announces the marriage of her daughter

Helen Dell
to

Mr. Harry Eugene Barnes
on Wednesday, May the twentieth

nineteen hundred and eight
Denver, Colorado

Mr. C. J. Potter, of the Elliott Business
College, Burlington, Iowa, recently stepped
into the matrimonial harness by marrying
Miss Hannah Davis, Bangor, Wis. We are

personally acquainted with the groom and
have every reason to believe that he has
exercised the same good judgment in the
choice of a wife that he has in other things.

We therefore wish t(i extend congratula-
tions to both parties and wisli for them a

long, happy and prosperous life

Mrs. Joseph Allen Gardner
announces the marriage of her daughter

Eleanor Stillman
to

Mr. George Hart Rowe
on Tuesday June twenty third
nineteen hundred and eight
Gloucester, Massachusetts

At Home
after August first

The DeHaven,
2201 Calvert Street North

Baltimore

Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Ossian
request the honor of your presence
at the marriage of their daughter

Lydia Maria
to

Mr. Lloyd V. E. Peterson
on Wednesday evening

the twenty-fourth day of June
nineteen hundred and eight

at six o'clock
Stanton, Iowa

Mr. and Mrs. Philip Osgood Currier
announce the marriage of their daughter

Mary Torrey
to

Mr. Andrew Harris Paton
on Monday, June the twenty-second

nineteen hundred and eight
Amesbury, Massachusetts
At Home

Thursdavs in September
Nineteen Whittier Street
Amesbury. Massachusetts

Hymeneal Results.

Albert Saylors
July 2, 1908 16 Belmont Ave.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert S. Weaver
San Francisco

Our New Title Page

Doubtless ere this you hav^ noticed our
new title page by Mr. G. S. Henderson, now
at Portland, Ore. This we consider the best
title page we have yet had from an artistic

as well as from a professional standpoint.
It typities business and education in a real-

istic as well as in a symbolical manner. Mr.
Henderson deserves and is receiving a large
amount of public patronage. His schooling
has been the right kind, as was also his

selection of parents.

CONTENTS

Of the Professional Edition of

the Business Educator for

September, 1908.

Editoriai,.

Accountancy, R. J. Bennett, C. A.,

C. P. A., Detroit, Mich., Business
University.

Arithmetic, G. H. Van Tuyl, New
York City, N. Y.

TALKS ON English, S. Rowland
Hall, International Correspondence
Schools, Scranton, Pa.

CoMMKKCIAL LAW, Clarence E. Birch,

L. L. B . Haskell Institute, Lawrence,
Kans.

Ad Writing, C. L Chamberlin,Osseo,
Mich.

Commerce in Turkey, Ion E. Dwyer,
Robert College, Constantinople, Tur-
key,

Typewriting, H. Breltenstein, Abbott
Business College, Billings, Mont.

Typewriting Contest, C. C. T. A.
Davenport, la.

Association announcements. Etc.

SCHOOL AND Professional.
Nbws Notks and Noticks.
Catalogs and Circulars.
Etc. Etc Etc
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EDITOR'S PAGE—PROFESSIONAL EDITION
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Devoted
are cordially invited to ei

Editor and Publishers re;

pressed in these columns
reasonably expect respectful
harvest is sure. We hope th
public. Let us hear from yo

Best Interests of Business Education, and Dedicated to the Expression of Conscientious Opinions upon Topics Related thereto
:o enter the Arena of Publicity to discuss those things uppermost in the public mind, or of which there seems to be most need.
s reserve the right to reject any communication they see hi. Nor do they desire to be understood as endorsing all of the opinioi

They believe a Journal of this class and calibre is in part a public institution, and a vehicle in which the professional public
tion and liberal space. Your thought plants may here find soil for propagation, and if rightly used and cultivated, i

ther timidity on your part, nor an editoral frost
,
on our part, may be responsible for anything good failine to reac

inever the spirit of good will, fair play or originality strikes you. We await your contributions with cordial anticip

J)
THE SPIRIT THAT SPELLS

SUCCESS.

A commercial teacher wanted a

raise in salary. His employers hes-
itated to meet his demands but final-

ly concluded to do so.

In a recent letter to the editor of

The Business Educator he said

:

"I propose to make them happy over
their new deal with me." And we
know him well enough to recognize
that he proposes to redouble his ef-

forts and to double their profits in his

department so far as it shall be in his

power.
This is the true spirit of the true

teacher. Strive for what you are
worth; then strive to make yourself

even more valuable to others than to

yourself.
Now and then an employee will

work "tooth and toe-nail" before sal-

ary raising time only to "let down"
as soon as he secures his alloted an-
nual raise. This is but hustling for
an ill purpose and will result in no
great good.
Have you, Mr. Commercial Teach-

er, resolved to make your employer
happy over his contract with you?
If so, another raise to you next year,
and then another upward climb.
Here's our heartiest for a good year

to you and your employer.

Does it Pay to Employ a Solicitor ?

This is a question that every business
school proprietor is trying to decide, and a
great many have decided tliat it does not
pay, yet all admit that it would pay if a so-
licitor could be found who would go out and
get business, and plenty of it, and yet tell

the whole truth and nothing but the truth.
That it is a very difficult matter to secure a
solicitor who will not do the school more
harm than good is generally admitted by
all. But why is this so? If one were in the
har<lware or clothing business he could
tiiid plenty of experienced men who would
be glad to represent him on the road, and
they would sell enough goods, not only to
pay their salary and expenses, but to leave
a nice margin of profit. If we are correctly
informed, every reliable manufacturing
and wholesale concern has one or more
traveling men who are absolutely reliable.
They get business, and get it in a way that

is a credit to the firm for whom they are
working as well as to themselves, but
school proprietors tell us that it is a A\K\-
cult matter to find a man who is willing to
go into the field and solicit, and when one
is found he injures the school by telling
things which are untrue concerning the
school he is representing, and business
education in general; in fact, he tells al-

most, anything that he thinks might in-

duce a pupil to enroll.

Some school men say it is wrong to do so-
liciting and that a school should secure pu-
pils by advertising and not by personal so-

licitation, but where is the difference, in
effect, between soliciting by writing letters,

sending circulars, etc., to those who are in-

terested, and visiting them in person, so
long as the truth is strictly adhered to. As
the advertising matter is usually written
by some one financially interested in the
business and one who is anxious for its

success, there is much more chance for
triath-telling than when transient help
does personal work. For theone who meets
the prospective face to face, is called upon
to answer tiuestions which the man who
edits the advertising matter never thinks
of being asked. He is asked <iuestions
which he fears to answer truthfully, for

fear of losing the pupil. So he either
evades the question or he tells a downright
lie, and believes he is justified in doing so.

Personally, I believe that all schools would
be better off.in every way, if no one except
those who are financially interested were
allowed to solicit. This would save the cost
of a solicitor, which amount would be used
for attractive and convincing advertising,
and when a new pupil entered, those in

charge would know just what inducements
had been offered him and, as the proprietor
or teacher knows that the pupil will have
an opportunity to prove every statement
made to him, he is not likely to go far from
the truth in representing his school, wheth-
er in writing or talking.

But it is said, "My competitor employs a

solicitor, and if I don't he will get all the
business." Did you ever hear of one firm
getting all the business? If one has a good
school, a good corps nf terchers and is hon-
est and upright with patrons, he will get

business provided he lets people know
about his school by the right kind of adver-
tising. Again, it is said, "I can't get enough
business." Very true, but does the compet-
itor with the increased expense of a solici-

tor get all the pupils be wishes, or can
take care of? .\o. While he is racking his

brain in order to keep that solicitor busy
and earning his salary, he could be giving
his time to building up the reputation of

his school by doing good work on the in-

side and by placing pupils in positions

where they will be walking and talking ad-

vertisements for the school.
P. W. FKEDERICK,

Mansfield, Ohio, Bus. Coll.

•100 WORDS IN SPELLING. "

Contributed in response to Mr. E. D.
Snow's suggestion in the May number of
The Business Educator :

Pianos, halos, mementos, solos, lassos,
tithing, eying, tingeing, dyeing, dying,
lying, nursing, accruing, abridging, argu-
ing, ceiling, grieve, fierce, neither, perceive
believe, fiend, deceit, conceit, archive, brief,
seize, siege, besiege, receipt, yield, con-
ceive, seine, relief, priest, shield, weird,
tier, acknowledging, judging, judgment,
lodging, peace, piece, vice, vise, suffice,
these, souvenir, transient, credence, indel-
ible, efficacy, delicacy, pneumatic, saddle,
pedal, preceding, safety, emancipate, sus-
picion, extension, fossil, boycott, Philip-
pines, greyhound, seizable, owing, assess-
able, contraband, deficiencj', parcel, coin-
cide, initiatory, hereditary, indolence, civ-
ilities, perseverance, misinterpret, incredi-
ble, corruptible, supersede, precedetit, lilies,

feasible, tranquility, emanate, diphtheria,
acquiesce, chargeable, codicil, ecclesiasti-
cal embryo, panacea, silhouette, protege,
buffet, solitaire, niche.

Contributed by Allen Backus,
Baker City, f)re.

ADVERTISING SHORTHAND SYS-
TEMS.

The Beers Publishing Company, 1008

Simpson St., New York City.

Aug. 5, 1908.

Business Educator :

Columbus, Ohio.
Gentlemen :~Are you interested in sta-

tistics? We are—in one kind. Here they
are: We "keyed" our ad. in your June issue.
(You didn 't know it, did you?) Here is the
result : (lot 11 requests from teachers for

particulars. Five similar requests from
school proprietors. Nine of a like nature
from students. Got 31 orders for bc.oks from
teachers Eleven orders from proprietors
and 17 (with one dollar each t from students.
Of the teachers, 22 are now taking our Free
Course by Mail. F<»ur schools have adopt-
ed it as a result of that one ad. Others are
considering the question.
Now don't get a swelled head and think

your little paper is entited to all the credit.

It is NOT. Of course it gets the credit for

the replies, BUT, BEEKS SHORTHAND is

responsible for what followed up.
We are going to try you another whirl.

Inclosed find our half-page ad. Place in

conspicuous location at top of page.
If you think worth while, you might an-

nounce our second edition—but you needn't.
We'll do that. Never before was a second
edition of a new system called for in three
month's time. This new edition is a big
improvement over the other. Many
thought it about perfect. It was not— it is

now \'ery truly yours.
The Beers Publishing Co.
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ACCOUNTANCY
R. J. BENNETT, C. A., C. P. A.,

Principal l)^.^r.«i^, Mich., B rss Llniverslty.

Special Information.

In this series of articles my hope
shall be to make each one of special

interest to the readers of The Busi-

ness Educator, and I shall take great

interest in receiving and commenting
upon communications that may be of

interest to the readers. Several years

ago I contributed to this magazine a

series of articles on Higer Accounting
and am happy to have been selected

to contribute a second series, which 1

shall aim to give along authoritative

lines. I was pleased with the recep-

tion accorded my articles on Practical

Finance last year, and especially with

the kindly and courteous treatment

received at the hands of the worthy

Editor of The Business Educator.

Accountancy. This has reference

to the work of an accountant; that

profession which engages the atten-

tion of the professional accountant as

distinguished from the work of the

bookkeeper. The term Higher Ac-

connting seems to have gained some
recognition, but I am unable to define

it or to tell from whence it came.

Probably it was coined as a suitable

name for the work which takes higher

rank than that performed by the book-

keeper. At any rate " accountancy

"

is the proper term as its meaning is

comprehensive, including as it does

the science of accounts and account
keeping, involving all lines of work
from simple to difficult and complex.

An accoinitaiit is a person who is skill-

ed in the science of accounts and ac-

count keeping; one who is capable of

devising systems and records which
will exhibit all of the information that

the business management may wish
to know. It is by no means sufficient

to say that an accountant is one who
is skilled in accounts, or one who is

capable of devising books of account,

or that he must have a good education
and be able to keep his head under all

conditions. These of course are

essential; but to my mind an account-

ant should be well posted in all lines

of business, and be familiar with
manufacturing details and the pro-
cesses by which articles of commerce
are brought to completion. Commer-
cial and Industrial Geography are

very essential, and the subject of

Finance is indispensable.

I am constantly receiving letters

from all parts of the country, from

bookkeepers, business men, commer-
cial teachers, and accountants in

which is revealed the mistaken idea

that the accountancy profession is

easily entered, or that an accountant

can be made by a few months' study.

An accountant canuot be made in a

year, nor in two but by persistent

effort and faithful study he can in

time reach the goal. Too many have
an idea that the "C. P. A." examina-
tion can be passed by any one who
has kept books for a few years, or who
has taught bookkeeping in a business

school for an equivalent length of

time. It is a mistaken idea. One may
teach bookkeeping to young people

until doomsday and not be able to

audit or devise a suitable system of

accounts for a corporation or exten-

sive business enterprise.

The term "Expert Accountant"
means no more than the much abused
title of "Professor," and the so-called

"expert" is usually a "bookkeeper
out of a job." The self-styled titles,

"P. A.", meaning public accountant,
"N. A.", meaning national account-
ant, "I. A.", meaning either incor-

porated or international accountant,
etc., have no standing whatever and
are not even recognized. The degrees
of Master and Bachelor of Accounts,
which are issued by so many small
colleges to students who complete a
few months' course, have no weight
whatever and should not be issued.
Any one with judgment knows very
well that to become master of any
subject takes more than eight or ten

months. The degree of " B. C. S."
(Bachelor of Commercial Science), if

conferred by the University of New
York, or an institution of equal stand-
ing, is worth having. The titles which
today receive recognition from busi-
ness men and accountants are, "Cer-
tified Public Accountant" (C. P. A.),

and "Chartered Accountant" (C. A.
or F". C. A.), both of which are con-
ferred by legislative authority and
given only to experienced accountants
after having passed the technical ex-

aminations.

The Work of an Accountant. —
The accountant's work leads him into

all lines of business, and his ability

to succeed will depend largely upon

his efforts to please his clients, to

make straightforward reports, and
give satisfactory service. If he under-
stands his work thoroughly and will

do it well he cannot help but succeed.
No accountant can afford to do poor
work or make slovenly statements.
He should do his very best at all times
and under all conditions, no matter
how insignificant the job may be or
how small the fee. I have in mind an
accountant who has a large clientele

composed of leading business men
and business concerns. The presi-

dent of a large bank told me that he
always employed this accountant
when he had any professional work to

be done, because, he said, he is care-
ful and thorough and does every de-

tail of the work well. What a fine

testimonial. Another feature of this

accountant's policy is to treat the
business of his clients as sacredly
confidential, without even an allusion
to the fact that he has done work for

them. Not even an assistant in his

office is allowed to tell another assist-

ant about his work unless they happen
to be working on the same job.

Here are some of the things an ac-

countant may be called upon to do:

Open a set of books for an individ-

ual, partnership or corporation; close

books and prepare suitable financial

stacements; locate errors and make
trial balances; make regular or perio-

dical audits, either partial or com-
plete; examine certain portions of the
books to settle some point that may
be in dispute; make an examination
for the purpose of detecting actual or

supposed fraud or embezzlement;
make an examination of books for the
benefit of a creditor, partner, stock-
holder, or intending purchaser, as

well as for a bank or individual from
whom a loan is sought; make exami-
nation of a business or company
about to amalgamate its interests with
another, or to be taken over by a com-
peting concern; make examination of

estates in bankruptcy, or in the hands
of a trustee, receiver or administrator;
to devise proper systems of account
for any line of business and to pre-

pare reports, exhibits, and compara-
tive statements; to install suitable
cost systems in manufacturing con-
cerns of moderate or large dimen-
sions; to amalgamate the accounts
and records of two or more concerns ;

to organize corporations and advise
on the methods of procedure at each
step; to audit, investigate or prepare
the accounts of a bank, trust com-
pany, loan association or other finan-

cial institution; to audit or prepare
suitable books or systems for a muni-
cipality or public service corporation.
The list might be extended ad infini-
tum.
Rehuirements for Practice. Any

person who is competent and can get
the work to do, may practice as ac-

( Continued on page 2b.)
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METMODS IN

A R I T M M E T I C
Q. M. VAN TUYL,

-OS VV.-.st I 35th St., New York City, N. Y.
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AROUSING INTEREST—SHORT

CUTS.

A new class of students is always
a g:reat inspiration to me. My first

efEort in their behalf is to enthuse,
inspire and interest them in the sub-
ject of arithmetic. This is not al-

ways easily done, for many members
of the class feel they have no need of
more arithmetic than they already
know. They think that, because
they have "been clear through arith-
metic," (though very little arithmetic
has gone through them), or because
they have had higher mathematics,
or as one student put it, "all the
'math' there is," there can be no
need for them to study arithmetic.
They are taking it simply because it

is prescribed in the course and they
cannot get a diploma without it.

There is also that other class of
students who "never did like 'rith-

metic,' " and for whom fractions are a
terror. Again, I say, to interest
these students in the subject of arith-

metic, is not always an easy task.

In my experience I have found that
interest is most easily aroused by
showing how results maybe obtained
with very little work. I give a simple
problem like this. Find the cost of 48
yards of cloth at 121 cts. per yard; and
let the class find the result by any
method thej- wish. 1 call for answers
and I am sure to get a variety. A
number of these answers are placed
on the blackboard without anything
being said as to which is correct. I

now ask them to watch me solve the
problem, and I place on the board
this simple operation:

8 _48

$6 cost.

Some few students will understand
the operation, while others will have
a question, "How did you do it?"

on their faces. I e.xplain that ]2ic is

one-eighth of a dollar, and that the
cost will be one-eighth as many dol-

lars as there are yards of cloth. The

students are now anxious to "try" one
themselves. Several problems similar
are dictated with the result that all
answers are correct. I now change
the price and give more problems. If

students are unable to tell what part
of a dollar the price is, I tell them
and they at once apply their new
learned knowledge to the solution.

The class is now thoroughly inter-
ested. They begin to see that arith-
metic is not so hard as they thought.
In this connection let me suggest

that teachers make haste slowly. Do
not unload too many "shortcuts" at
once. Save some with which to re-

vive interest later if it lags.

I now group the aliquot or fraction-
al parts of a dollar as follows, and
place them on the blackboard where
they can remain for several days or
even weeks.

25c=$} 8ic=f,', 65c=$,'s
75c=$5 41§c=$,\ 183c=$»„

3nc=$.\
3.3.^c=$J ^\=%h 435c=$,'„
(«-c=$,? 91i=${i .56'c=$,»„

68^]c=$ii

16?c=$i 14f=$>- 81ic=lli!
83ic=3;S 28*c=$5

42fc=$?
y3?c=$ia

12ic=$' 57ic=
?

37ic=IS 71fc=$5
62.1c=$5 85?c=$?
S7.1c=$i

]Uc=$,', 2Jc=^
22Sc=|^ 3Jc=$Jo
44.<,c=$,; 4c=$,'5

.'55;-;c=$5 5c=$,L

ll^=%l 6fc=$Js
88;;c=$i; 7}c=$,L

Students are required to make a

copy of this list and save for refer-

ence until they have them learned.

The first work of new students on en-

tering the class at a later date is to

copy the list from the board.

Simple problems in bill form are

now dictated, using at first only the

easiest aliquots, as follows :

.36 yds. rti 25c 28 yds. @ 25c

48 " " 25c 42 " " 33Jc

60yds.e33Jc 46 yds. fS, 50c
90 " " 33Jc 56 " " 25c
6r. lbs. " 33Jc 72 bu. " 33ic
24 " " 75c 76 " " 25c
36 " " 66tc 87 " " 33ic
96 " " 25c 51 " " 66jc

I believe it highly important that
these first few lessons be made very
easy. Give the students a chance to
become familiar with the new method
of solution without having to work
hard to apply the method.
After a few lessons in which most

of the aliquots in the list have been
used, I add one step in the problem.
Thus:
Find net cost of the following

items allowing a discount of 25%.
38 yds. (Jr. 50c 84 lbs. @ 14?c
68 " " 25c 35 " " 28?c
96 " " 12Jc 32 " " 18|c
49 " " 14|c 36 " " Sic

The principles of Trade Discount,
can just as well be taught here inci-

dentally. There is but little, if any,
practical use made of the subject
other than in finding the net cost of a
bill of merchandise, save, possibly,
the finding of a desired marking price
of an article, the net selling price
and discount having been determined
in advance. This latter operation is

one which the average student will

have comparatively little use for,

hence can just as well be left until
later in the course, when it will be
better understood.

I dictate one step at a time, using
as far as possible, the knowledge the
students already possess.

Find the gross cost of the following
invoice :

120 yds. @ 12Jc

160 " " 37Jc

45 " " 63c

Having found the desired result I

now direct the class to find a dis-

count of 33^%. The discount is then
deducted leaving the "net amount"
which term now being used for the

first time is carefully explained, and
then used in the next problem.

Find the net amount of the follow-

ing invoice allowing 12J% discount.

32 yds. (5 18|c

48 " " 25c

56 " "37Jc

After careful drill of this kind I ex-

tend the solution to include two or

three discounts, using in each case

what the students already know to

lead them to what they do not know.
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TALKS ON ENGLISH
S. ROWLAND MALL,

Direihor of School Advertising, International
(Correspondence Schools,

SCKANTON, PA.

ACQUIRING A VOCABULARY.

It is related of Mark Twain that

once, on being asked where he had
been after an absence of several

hours, he replied, "I've been hunting
for a word, and I found it, too."

Perhaps the business writer's need
for an appropriate word is not often

such that he would be justified in

spending several hours to find it, but

it is certain that every person who
has much writing to do must make a

constant effort to increase his vocab-

ulary if he expects to get the best re-

sults from his work and to have the

pleasure in it that he should have.

Increasing the vocabulary is not the

mere crowding of more words into the

memory. Along with the increase in

the number of words must come a
corresponding development of one's

knowledge of the proper use of those
words and a greater appreciation of

word-differences. It is not enough
to know what words are, to under-
stand their meaning when we see

them in writings of others. A per-

son of fair enducation recognizes
anywhere from five to eight thousand
words of the English language, but
with only from one thousand to pos-

sibly three thousand of these words
is he well enough acquainted to

use them in conveying his own ideas
and messages; and these few thou-
sands he uses to excess.

Most people suffer from poverty of

language. "Elegant," "splendid,"
"clever," "awful," "horrid," are
used to signify—they really do not
express approval or disapproval of

everj'thing. Such persons are un-
mindful of the fact that there lies

within their easy reach a mighty
wealth of words, a reserve never de-

pleted. "Like the shivering tenant of

the Alaskan zone, they wrap them-
selves in furs and cower over a fire of
sticks with the untouched coal mines
beneath their feet."

The English language, on account
of its composite origin, is rich in

synonyms. Few realize that there are
fifteen synonyms for beautiful, twen-

ty-one for begintiing, fifteen for be-

nevoleucc, twenty for friendly and
thirty-seven for pure.

Yet, scarcely any two of the syno-
nyms for a given word have the iden-

tical significence. Almost everyone
of the thirty-seven synonyms for

pure conveys a slightly different im-
pression to the mind and is a more
fitting descriptive word for some one
noun than it is for any other. Take
any masterpiece of literature and try

to substitute synonyms for the words
used by the author. You will then
see how much of its charm depends
on its exactitude of expression.
Macaulay makes this comment on
Milton's diction :

Change the structure of tiis sentence,
substitute one synonym for another, and
the whole effect is destroyed. The spell

loses its power, and he who would then
hope to conjure with it would find himself
as much mistaken as Cassim in the
Arabian Nights' tale when he stood crying
"Open Wheat!" "Open Barley!" to the
door that obeyed no pound but "Open
Sesame!"

One of the first steps in acquiring
a good vocabulary is to become
more careful with spoken language.
A person that has no more pride in his

conversation than to pronounce again,

giving to the last syllable the pro-

nunciation that we give gain, that ac-

cents exquisite on the second syllable

and inquiry on the first is not likely

to'make much progress with his writ-

ten language. Study Phyfe's Ten
Thousand Words Often Mispronoun-
ced, or some other good work. Speak
deliberately and strive to use words
that exactly express your meaning.
Instead of holding to funny as an ad-

jective to describe any and every
thing out of the ordinary, use amus-
ing, humorous, ridiculoiiSy strange,

curious, queer, odd, etc., when occa-

sion makes them fitting.

Some years ago two college stu-

dents, having become impressed and
dissatisfied with the limited range of

their vocabularies, resolved that

thereafter they would not use the

same word in referring to two things
that were in any way different. At
the time of graduation both were

noted for their fluency and their dis-

criminating choice of words.

Some time ago a business acquaint-
ance of the author, referring to the
questionable action of a newspaper,
said : "They did that as a matter of

principle." What he meant to say
was that the action was a matter of

policy, for the newspaper referred to

had no principle; it always did what
was politic.

We may acknowledge or reply with-
out ansiverijig; an appeal may bring
a response or a refusal; a retort car-

ries the sense of wit or severity.

We speak of a calm sea, a placid
lake, a sere7ie sky, a still night, a

quiet day. Note how each adjective

goes with the noun better than any
other.

We constrain a person to an action,

but restrain him from it. A work
may be ended when it is far from be-

ing completed or finished. Censure
carries the idea of fault but not of a

criminal act, while accuse strongly
implies the criminal. Doubt is mere-
ly lack of conviction, but credulity

suggests that an improbable state-

ment has been made. Suspense con-

veys the idea of anxiety, but u)icer-

tainty does not.

You cannot use a good book of

synonyms diligently without dis-

covering many errors and inaccur-

acies in your diction or without ap-

preciating a thousand new beauties
of your language. Do not make a

task of the study of such a book.
Make it a daily companion, studying
it in any spare moments that you
may have, and referring to it when-
ever you are in doubt as to the prop-
er use of a word. Force yourself to

become critical of your language.

Good reading is the important
thing. From childhood, we learn to

use words by first hearing or seeing
them used by others. The value of a

good knowledge of grammar is not

to be undervalued, but to learn to use
words well, you must study the best
usage.
For the business writer, the most

helpful reading will be found in the
editorials and reviews of the best

newspapers, the essayical articles of

the leading magazines, and in selec-

tions from standard authors. Fic-

tion is not recommended strongly
unless the student will reread several

times, for on the first reading of a

story too much attention is invariably
paid to the narrative and too little to

the language.
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METHODS OF TEACHING

COMMERCIAL LAW
Clarence E. Birch, L. L. B.,

i-.for. Commercial Departmt-nt, Haskell Instituh-,

LAWRENCE. KANSAS,

PURPOSE.

Commercial law should be taught
because of its practical value and be-

cause the information derived is es-

sential to good citizenship. It should
not be included in the course of

study for ornamental or advertising
purposes merely. Properly taught,
it establishes a foundation upon
which the years of business life

which are to follow may safely rest.

We should teach commercial law,

then, upon its merits. I believe, upon
the whole, that commercial law has
not had the same earnest, thoughtful
consideration that we have given to

the most of the other branches in the
commercial course, yet it is undeni-
ably one of the most important ones
we are called upon to teach. Let us
clearly impress upon the student at

the outset, both in the catalogue and
in the recitation room, that our aim
is not "every man his own lawyer,"
but rather an intelligent understand-
ing of the purpose of the law and a

knowledge of his legal rights suffi-

cient to enable him to steer clear of
expensive litigation.

Our public schools teach physiology
that we may know the general laws of

health, but it is not expected that we
shall become able to dispense alto-

gether with the services of physicians.
So it is with law. It would be dan-
gerous to lead our students to think
themselves competent to settle all

the legal problems that might arise

in the course of a busy career It is

worth much to know when the ser-

vices of a physician should be se-

cured, and it is likewise worth much
to know when a matter involving the
law is serious enough to be referred

to an attorney. There are serious
mistakes made every day, however,
which might have been avoided if

the persons involved had been care-

fully trained in the essentials of com-
mercial law. Here, it seems to me,
is our greatest field as teachers of

this subject : To give such training
as will enable our future business
men and women to avoid legal pit-

falls. Our students must acquire a

working fund of information which
experience and reading will supple-

ment. This information should be
properly labeled and classified in the

mind, not a jumble of facts and
vague ideas. There should be pro-

vided for our commercial law classes

some practical exercises, legal busi-

ness practice, if you will, which will

help the student to properly judge of
the character and scope of a deed, a
lease, a note, or in fact any ordinary
business document. True, we have
been having our students fill out a
few blanks now and then, but have
we taught them, for instance, the ne-
cessity of giving careful descriptions
of chattels which are mortgaged, in

order that they might be identified

by the description? Have we pointed
out by concrete examples the danger
of buying premises where the chain
of descent shows defects and shown
what the defects may be? Why not
submit a defective deed, mortgage or
lease now and then for criticism?

I suggest that there is a field for

some publisher who will prepare a

set of construction and analytical ex-

ercises which shall be to the study of

commercial law what business prac-

tice is to bookkeeping.

To lay a foundation for the proper
assimilation of such information as

future experience and observation
may bring within the range of our
students and to prepare for intelli-

gent citizenship should be our aim.

THE TEXT-BOOK METHOD.

This is the method generally used
by law schools. A certain portion of

the text is assigned for reading and
study. Later, the teacher questions

the class regarding the subject mat-
ter of the lesson. This is a test of

the skill and training of the teacher,

as well as a test of the knowledge of

the class. He may read the printed

questions at the end of a chapter in

a more or less perfunctory way and
he may be satisfied with equally

stereotyped answers, or he may in-

fuse some life into the discussion by
unexpectedly varying the questions

and drawing out an application of

the principles to some local case.

He may encourage the students to

ask pertinent questions or he may
fight shy of anything not specifically

answered in his text. I should un-

hesitatingly say that the discussion

should reach out into the actual ex-

periences and observations of the

pupils, but that it should be kept

well in hand and not allowed to get

too far from the real question. It is

no disgrace for a teacher to occasion-

ally admit a lack of positive knowledge
when even our Supreme Court jus-

tices do not always agree. It is better

to arouse interest in a class and leave

some question unsettled than to be-

come narrow and remain in a rut.

To prevent any misconception of
what should be expected from the
study of commercial law, we should
explain to our classes something of

the vast field they are entering, the
origin of the common law, the rise of

the equity courts, how these have
been changed and modified by stat-

ute, how precedents are established,

and how apparently parallel cases
may be decided differently owing to

some slight variation in the circum-
stances surrounding them. Then
bring them back to first principles

and show that underlying all court
decisions is a beautiful and harmoni-
ous system, the essentials of which
are embraced in the study of com-
mercial law.

David P. Page, in his immortal
"Theory and Practice of Teaching,"
dwelt upon the necessity for "waking
up mind." One sentence is particular-

ly applicable here: "The teacher of

any experience knows, that if he will

excite a deep and profitable interest

in his school, he must teach many
things besides book-studies." Thus,
for the purpose of vitalizing our in-

struction and of securing the co-op-

eration of the members of our class-

es, we may request that clippings

descriptive of court trials and de-

cisions be brought in daily. These
should be pasted into scrap books,

or they may be carefully classified in

envelopes. Such a method will be

productive of much good, not only

in obtaining valuable information,

but in "waking up mind."

THE CASE METHOD.

This method has been made fa-

mous by the Harvard Law School, its

leading exponent. Leading cases are

carefully selected for study. These
are examined critically. The salient

facts are noted and the ground upon
which the decision is rendered con-

sidered. From such examinations

the principles of law governing such
cases may be determined. It would
seem to be largely an inductive form

of reasoning. Referring to Mill's

"Logic" we find induction defined as

follows : "Induction is that opera-

tion of the mind, by which we infer

that what we know to be true in a

particular case or cases, will be true

in all cases which resemble the for-

mer in certain assignable respects."

Probably the ideal use of the case

method for commercial law classes is

that employed in a few of the recent

texts published for business schools,

the giving of illustrative cases in

connection with the subject matter.

It seems probable that we shall make
more use of the case system in the

future.

THE LECTURE METHOD.

Auxiliary work of this kind is com-
monly used in law schools. The stu-

( Conliriued on page 26.)
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The Principles of Ad Writing

C. L. CHAMBEBLIN,
OSSEO, MICHIQAN.

J
Advertising may be considered the

greatest creative force in modern bus-

iness enterprises. It has been a grad-

ual growth, a development, which is

all the more sane and lasting because

it was brought about by the necessi-

ties of modern commercial life.

During the past fifteen or twenty
years the development of advertising

has been simply marvelous. Previ-

ous to that time business men made
use of advertising more because they

thought it proper for a merchant to

keep his name and goods before the

public than because they expected

any direct returns. Advertising of

no kind was expected to sell goods,

and the cost of it was usually reckon-

ed as expense.
In fact all advertising in those days

was what is now called "general pub-
licity," but there was no intelligent

system about it which marks the

"general publicity" advertising of

the present time.

During the past ten or fifteen years

close competition has forced business
into new channels, and new methods
of securing and increasing trade be-

came necessary. And from that time
dates the idea of using the various
methods of advertising for the pur-

pose of making sales directly both
locally and by mail.

Advertising is no longer conducted
merely for the little general publicity

gained from it. It has now become a

system for making known the valu-

able qualities of any kind of goods
to that class of people who are most
apt to be interested in them. Its

methods of proceedure have been re-

duced to a science which becomes
more and more exact with every pass-

ing year. It shall be the purpose of

these articles to explain the more
important principles upon which
this science is based, and to show
how its art may be acquired and ap-

plied to existing business conditions
anywhere.
Advertising in general may be di-

vided into three distinct classes.

Each has a different object in view,

and each requires different methods
of proceedure if success would be at-

tained in its use.

These classes are: (1) Local retail

advertising. ("2) Wholesale, manu-

facturer's, or general publicity ad-
vertising, as it is variously called,
and (3) Mail order advertising. Be-
fore taking up the special properties
of each class, we shall first mention
some of those qualities which are not
the mark of distinction between the
different classes.

We will first consider the language
to be used in advertising, and shall

apply these discussions to the com-
mon newspaper ad seen in the daily

or weekly papers.

The language must first of all be
simple, clear and direct. Count all

the people living on an average street

or country road, and note the ability

of each person to use or comprehend
language. It is in the proper use of

words that many a highly educated
ad writer goes wrong. He writes for

the class of people to which he be-

longs and forgets that the majority

of those who read it will not be able

to comprehend the words. The ef-

fect is that no interest can be aroused
and the ad has failed in its mission.

The best plan is to use the shortest

and easiest words which will tell the

story. This rule may not apply so

closely if the ad is to appear in a high

class magazine, or in one usually

read only by the educated class. But
for the general run of dailies, week-

lies, and the cheap monthly storv pa-

pers the suggestion given cannot be

observed to closely.

The second thing to be observed is,

never use a long involved sentence,

nor combine too many sentences into

one paragraph. The strict observ-

ance of this rule has led to the use of

what is called the sentence para-

graph. While there can be no real

paragraph development from a rhe-

torical standpoint, the paragraph
of but a single sentence has the de-

sirable feature of being easily read

and understood, and this rather than

rhetorical beauty is to be sought in

ad writing.

In no kind of writings is there

greater demand for skill in the right

use of words. The writer who tries

to show his familiarity with the dic-

tionary is a failure from an ad writ-

ing standpoint. No one consults a

dictionary to learn the meaning of a

word in and ad. The question is not
to produce something which a por-
tion or even most of the people may
be able to understand. Everyone
who reads MUST understand and
comprehend the meaning of EVERY
word, or the ad has not fulfilled its

whole mission.

Figures of speech are of value in an
ad only when they add strength or
clearness to the story it is trying to

tell. The simile and metaphor are
the most useful figures. Everyone
can be impressed and convinced by a

good comparison of the new with
something with which they are al-

ready familiar. But when a figure

adds only rhetorical beauty, it ceases
to be of value in an ordinary adver-
tisement.

All advertising is of two kinds.
Creative or Directive.

Creative advertising is used to cre-

ate demand for goods for which no
demand has already existed. Most
articles of luxury or pleasure are ad-

vertised in this way. For many ar-

ticles the demand is not real or nat-

ural and must be created by tempting
illustrations and descriptions.

Directive advertising is written to

give publicity to a class of goods for

which the demand is real and con-

stant. Generally the demand is one
which cannot be much increased ex-

cept by increase of the number of

people. Such advertising has the ef-

fect of throwing the demand into new
channels. The retail merchant who
sells mainly necessities, or as they

are usually called, staples, many
times does not advertise because the

demand for his goods is constant and
not to be easily increased. The fal-

lacy in this lies in the fact that

though the demand may not be in-

creased it may be thrown into new
channels, and the man who advertis-

es may get a larger share of this de-

mand than formerly.

Lessons on Article One.

Define advertising. Into what three

branches may it be divided? What
is Creative advertising ? Directive ?

Select from a daily paper five

ads which are creative and five which
are directive. In what do they differ?

In what respects are they alike?

What kind of language must be

used when writing advertisements ?

Why is "Put yourself in his place," a

good motto for an ad. writer? Why is

advertising a modern requirement ?

How do business conditions differ

now from those of twenty years

ago.
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Professor of C(

ROBERT COLLEGE, <:ONSTAN IINOPLE.

After Wealth, What ?

As most of you are taking a busi-

ness course it is probable that you
intend to enter business. That being
the case, the logical conclusion is

that you are preparing to make mon-
ey. That is a very commendable am-
bition for money justly earned and
wisely used has great possibilities.

Before beginning a mad rush for

wealth it is well to get as many side-

lights as we can on the subject. Why
do people desire wealth? Why are
they willing to sacrifice pleasure,
home, health, even, and sometimes
other things in order to get it?

The answer is that, aside from the
ordinary comforts of life, the major-
ity of people desire wealth that they
may have the happiness, position or
power that wealth is supposed to rep-
resent. It is the purpose of this ar-

ticle to discuss the first, only, of
these three motives. It may be stat-

ed as a principle that we all desire
happiness. The capacity for enjoymeiil.
Most business men expect first to

make their fortunes and then to en-
joy them, but it may be as difficult to
enjoy the fortunes when made as to
make them. One must have the ca-
pacity for enjoyment before he can
enjoy anything, llnfortunately some
men are slaves to their business and
shut every other influence out of
their lives. Living thus for a period
of years they lose all power of enjoy-
ment and the fortune brings no
pleasure to the later years—all out-
side interests are dead. It is only by
getting some pleasure out of the
days as they go that we can be hap-
py. This is a double investment in

enjoyment—getting it as we go along
and at the same time cultivating a
power for larger future enjoyment.

FELLOWSHIP ESSENTIAL

Robinson Cruso had no social ri-

vals, business competitors, nor po-
litical enemies. No one in the little

kingdom held a higher position than
he and no one had more power. He
had all the money he could use and
was undisturbed by financial panics.
He did not have to dodge automo-
biles and was unhampered by game
laws, yet we cannot think of him as
being perfectly happy— he needed
fellowship. It was neccessary to his
happiness and development.
The writer trusts that no one who

reads these lines will become a mod-
ern Robinson Crusoe by isolating
himself from all interests save busi-

ness, thus robbing himself of help-
ful contact with other men.
A certain well-known merchant of

two or three decades ago might as
well have been on a desert island as
far as his pleasure in companionship
was concerned. He gave no time or
thought to his fellows, even outside of
business hours. The doors of his tomb
like mansion never swung outward in
hospitality and when he died his wife
was the only mourner at the funeral.
He had formed no ties with his neigh-
bors in life and none were broken by
his death.
During the Civil War a man in

Baltimore cornered quinine for which
the wounded soldiers were in great
need. Physicians ordered its use
but the hospitals could not buy as
there was none on the market. The
price went up, still the owner refused
to sell, though men were dying from
need of it. The price advanced by
leaps and bounds till finally the own-
er sold out at a price that made him
wealthy for life—a fortune bought
by human suffering. He gained a
large bank account, but, in the larger
sense of the word, he was a poor
man, for in the transaction that
brought him the money he lost what
his money could not buy, viz: the
esteem of his fellow men. For the
last 25 years of his life, not one man
in ten would even speak to him as
they met on the streets of his city.

Both of these men were what the
world calls wealthy but they were
none the happier for it. To them
happiness was impossible, not be-
cause they had wealth but because
of their attitude toward others.

AN UNSELFISH SPIRIT

A philosopher once said, "It is as
easy to live without breathing as to

be happy without unselfishness."
As a matter of business policy, if for

no other, it pays to be considerate.
The firms that have been the most
successful are those that have been
considerate of their employees and
have allowed them to grow and were
not afraid to pay them in proportion
to the services rendered. It's the
small man that fears to have his as-

sistants develop lest they outgrow
him and know more about the busi-

ness than he does. I submit it as a

business proposition whether it is

not better to give an adequate com-
pensation for the services rendered
thus allowing the employees to pro-

vide for a rainy day rather than to

underpay them and then spend the

fortune keeping their families from
want. Generosity in thought and
speech as we meet our fellows from
day to day costs us nothing and
makes a bright spot in the dav for
both.

It is, of course, every man's duty
to provide for those dependent upon
him and to be careful of his business
iriterests, but he can maintain a
kindliness of heart without spoiling
his bank account and gain for him-
self that priceless treasure, the es-
teem of his fellowmen.
Wealth is, and always has been,

the means by which the products of
civilization are given to the world
and it is not my purpose to under-
rate wealth or discourage honest
money-getting, but rather to show
that a man should be master of his
business, not its servant, that man-
hood is greater than wealth and char-
acter grander than fortune. The end
here sought is not gained by neglect-
ing business but by using the daily
contact with those around him for a
closer touch of friendship and a few
moments of the daily relaxation time
to make his life a little brighter.
Thus one enriches his life and brings
a more alert mind to his business.

THE SURPLUS.

To discuss the use to which the
fortune is to be put before you have

.
begun to make it would be like
climbing a mountain before reaching
it, still a mountain five miles away is

as easy to see as a mole-hill at your
feet and the mountain lends an inter-
est to the traveler and gives charac-
ter to the landscape. It is worth
while to look ahead occasionally and
it may be a great heip. It is well to
have a goal and to work toward it,

but by sharing our comforts as we go
along we make possible a greater
pleasure in helping in a larger way,
later.

The present decade is one of op-
portunity and the young men in train-
ing today will be holding responsible
positions tomorrow and be men of
affairs a little later. The amount of
pleasure they get and give and the
degree of service they render de-
pends upon starting right in the be-
ginning.

Powers & Lyons announce

the Munson Second Reader,

which will be ready for dis-

tribution October 1. Teachers

of Munson will welcome this

addition to a line of short-

hand publications long re-

garded as excellent and com-

plete.
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In taking charge of this depart-

ment it is the earnest desire of the

writer that he will receive the loyal

support of all the teachers of short-

hand and typewriting. It is a con-

ceded fact that "everybody knows
more than anybody," consequently

by putting our ideas together, we
should be able to make a splendid

department in this magazine and to

materially improve our method of

teaching this important subject.

In my seven years' experience with

one of the largest business colleges

in the Uuited States, it was my good

fortune to meet many students during

the course of the year, and the ma-
jority of these students entered school

with the idea that inasmuch as they

were abo'it to commence the study

of an entirely new subject; viz..

Shorthand, they should give it first

consideration, and the accompanying
branches only passing attention.

This is the first and greatest mis-

take the teacher has to overcome, and
while I think that the subjects I am
about to mention are of equal im-

portance, still I have an order of pre-

cedence, which is as follows : Spell-

ing, Punctuation, Typewriting and
Shorthand.

The business man of today will not

tolerate a letter with a single mis-

spelled word; his letter must be so

punctuated, as to convey the same
thought that he dictated; it must be

neatly typewritten, correctly ar-

ranged, and promptly returned for

his signature—but he will not so

readily recognize that his stenogra-

pher has not given him a verbatim re-

port.

So then it is the duty of the con-

scientious teacher to point out the

path to follow at the very beginning,

disabusing the student's mind of the

erroneous ideas concerning his

course, and to explain the impurlance

of each subject- and so we come to

the typewriting section of our pro-

gram.
It is my opinion that typewriting

like spelling can not be (in a strict

sense of the word) taught; although

it can be learned. Much depends on

the student; he must be true to him-
self—he must make an honest effort.

However the teacher has some very

important work to do. Start your
typewriting student right. Spare no
pains in explaining every detail of the

machine, which at the beginning ap-

pears so intricate to him. Remain

with him a short time to see that your
instructions have been understood.
Encourage finger exercises just as a

piano teacher does. Talk to him fre-

quently about his progress, which
at the beginning cannot be anything
but slow, and above all don't let him
get discouraged. Preach the princi-

ple, "Sticktoitiveness," and never,
never accept a page of typewriting
with a single error or an erasure on it.

Insist on perfect work, and the result

will be rapid, accurate operators.
Speed should never enter the mind
of the embryo typist, but accuracy
should ever be his watchword. Dis-
courage the "carriage-lifting" habit.
This destroys the self confidence of

the student, and is another thing that
retards speed later on in the course.

The position at the machine is also
important, just as the position at the
table must be considered in penman-
ship. See that the feet are fiat on the
floor, the body erect, and the head up.
This last point, if carefully observed,
will assist the student in overcoming
the temptation to look at the keys or
watch the fingers.

From the very beginning the stu-

dent should be taught the necessity
of taking proper care of his machine.
Explain the necessity of keeping the
parts properly oiled; also explain that
too much oil is about as detrimental
to the free and easy running of the
machine as too little. See that the
oil cans contain oil, and that there
are plenty of cloths for dusting the
frame and rubbing the bright parts
of the machines. Cheese cloth is the
best for this and is so inexpensive
that it can be replaced often. A rub-
ber eraser will be found very efficient

in "rubbing up" or brightning the
nickel, but it should never be used
for any other purpose.

If all these points are taught at the
beginning, the result will be that your
finished stenographer will be more in-

dependent of the repair man, and
consequently a more valuable office

assistant.

I have no doubt, but that every
teacher in the country observes the
most of these points, but as this is

my first article, I wish to begin at the
beginning, and it is my intention to

take up a different phase of the sub-
ject each month, as well as to carry
on a question and answer depart-
ment. 1, therefore, trust everyone
will feel free to write offering sugges-
tions or asking questions.

Commercial Law—Continued from
page 23.

dent is required to attend the lectures

and make notes of what appeal to

him as the vital points. To use this

method exclusively would mean that

much of value would be lost to the

student, as necessarily he could not

remember all that was said and would
often err in his judgment of what was
of the greatest importance. While
this method is hardly advisable in a

business school, yet a supplementary
course of lectures, such as is provid-

ed in some of our leading schools,

should be of much value, since it

would serve both as a review and an

inspiration. These lectures should

be given by the best legal talent

available.

In conclusion, let us briefly note

the objects to be sought in any reci-

tation. 1. To test the student's

knowledge of the lesson in hand.

2. To impress this knowledge more
firmly upon his mind. 3. To correct

any misconception. 4. To pave the

way for future lessons. ,t. Review.

Many of our students do not know
how to prepare for a recitation prop-

erly. It is often necessary to go over

the advance lesson pointing out in

detail the method of study to be pur-

sued and removing possible stum-

bling blocks. Above all, arouse in-

terest. Without this the most elab-

orately planned lesson may fail; with

it an otherwise poor teacher may
succeed.

Accountancy—Continued from page 20.

countant. Even in states where the

accountancy law is in force, the certi-

fied accountant by no means has a

monopoly of the business; but be-

cause of his credentials he is likely

to get the best appointments, and in

time will be given the preference.

The C. P. A. in most cases has the

advantage, but any person who has
the ability and experience may do
equally well, or better. He must have
the implicit confidence of his clients.

Bookkeepers or commercial teachers
who wish to improve themselves or to

secure odd jobs could do so by a little

effort. In this way they may gain
confidence and get an insight into

different systems and lines of busi-
ness. Another plan is to attach ones
self to the staff of an accountant by
giving his service gratis during spare
time or during vacation. Saturdays
and evenings might be used to advan-
tage in the office of some company for

the purpose of learning the business
and accounting system. It is well
always to keep ones eyes open for

whatever new ideas may happen to

come into view. The aspiring ac-

couuntant must not expect to gain his

end too soon nor to reach the goal
without a great amount of hard work,
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continuous eflfort and faithful study.
If he is not permitted to go on exami-
nation because of insufficient experi-
ence (which is the case with most
commercial teachers) he should not
be discouraged nor give up hope en-
tirely. Strive all the harder to get
ready by seeking outside work and by
devoting spare time to study and pre-
paration. If he has the chance he
may devote his entire time to the pub-
lic service. He may practice without
the C. P. A. certificate and if he does
well need not feel concerned. How-
ever, the day will come, I believe,
when every practicing accountant will

be required to have a certificate; and
it must be kept in mind that the ex-

amination and admission require-
ments are likely to be more difficult

as years go by. The different states
are uniform, I believe, in requiring
of each candidate at least two or three
years' experience as public account-
ant as well as satisfactory evidence
as to fitness, character, age and gen-
eral education. The latter require-
ment is a high school diploma or its

equivalent.

Lecislation and E.xaminations.—
The following states have passed C.
P. A. laws: New York, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, California, Illinois, Wash-
ington, New Jersey, Michigan, Flori-
da, Rhode Island, Utah, Connecticut,
Colorado, Ohio, Louisiana. The New
York law passed the Legislature in
1896, and the others followed in the
order given. Other states are getting
into line, and before long will join the
procession. In New York and Illinois

the law provides that the Regents of
the State Universities shall examine
applicants and issue certificates. In
all of the others, a Board of Account-
ancy consisting of three or five persons
shall be appointed by the governor.
Pennsylvania, California and Wash-
ington have five persons on the Board
and Maryland four. The examinations
cover Theory of Accounts, Auditing,
Practical Accounting, and Commer-
cial Law as affecting Accountancy.
The different State Boards are re-

quired to formulate their own rules,
and their own experience and qualifi-
cations usually determine the stand-
ard of requirements and the grade of
examination questions. Certificates
are issued by the governors. Most of
the Boards are very strict and adhere
rigidly to a high standare of admis-
sion, and all of them look upon ex-
perience and breadth of training as
of importance. Two or three of the
states divide the examinations so as
to include higher arithmetic and gen-
eral business knowledge but the
Pennsylvania State Board has set the
pace in formulating a broad standard.

In Pennsylvania a great deal of at-

tention is given to preparation and
qualifications. The candidate first

must pass a preliminary examination
to prove his fitness and general educa-

tion. He must then register with the
Board as a student in accounting, (a)

in the office of a certified public ac-
countant, and devoting his time to the
study and practice of accountancy;
or (b) in the office of a certified public
accountant, and as a student in a re-

cognized school of accountancy. Be-
fore entering upon the final examina-
tion, he is required to file with the
Board a certificate from the certified
accountant with whom he has been
practicing, stating that he has spent
an average of thirty (30) hours per
week during not less than forty-five

(45) weeks during each of the two
years in bona tide accounting work or
study in his office and is in the judg-
ment of his preceptor prepared to
practice accountancy in a creditable
manner. If he is attending a school
of accountancy he must present a dip-
loma from said school after complet-
ing the work of three school years.
Any public accountant who has been
in practice on his own account for a
period of not less than three years
and who is over 30 years of age, may
at the discretion of the Board be ad-
mitted to final examination and the
above requirements as to registration
waived.

The idea of requiring study and
technical preparation in addition to

practical experience is certainly com-
mendable and should be required by
all states. The Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Ontario is probably
the only other association on this con-
tinent approaching closely the
Pennsylvania requirements. Next
month I shall give more details as to
the different associations of account-
ants, which are wielding so much in-

fluence in the business world.

in Kansas City Business College. He served
as cashier for a milling company and later
as a stenographer for a box and lumber
company and also had some valuable ex-
perience as law stenographer.
Under competitive examination he was

chosen as business teacher at Haskell
Institute, Lawrence, Kansas.; Healsoaudit-
ed books for the City of Lawton, Okla., and
served as private secretary to the Govern-
ments Indian exhibit at St. Louis. He was
next chosen principal of the Chilocco Agri-
cultural School of Okla. He is now princi-
pal of the business department of Haskell
Institute, a government school conducted
in the interests of the Indians.
The work in this school is far above the

average, and Mr Birch seems to be well
qualified for such work and is achieving
much more than ordinary success.
He is the author of a very practical work

on rapid calculation published by the wellknown firm. Powers A- Lvons, Chicago
Hisf articles on Commercial Law which ap-
pear elsewhere in these columns will speak
for themselves.

MANY SCHOOLS NOW TEACHING
"MULTIGRAPHING."

Mr. Clarence E. Birch, the subject of this

sketch, was born at Boonesboro. Iowa,
where he worked on a farm and had to hus-
tle for himself, attending country schools
when he could and later the Atchison
County High School, Kans.
He taught country schools for five years,

spending his summers in Campbell Univer-
sity and Atchison College, He next taught

Many Business, Commercial and Steno-
graphic Schools have added "multigraph-
ing" to their curriculm during the last
two years as a result of the growing de-mand for experienced Multigraph operat-
ors. The Gammeter Multigraph. wellknown to most of our readers, is the latest
device for typewriting in multiple quanti-
ties and printing office forms, stationery,
etc. The same machine does both kinds of
work-typewriting and printing-and in
diversity of use is unequalled by any other
office appliance yet on the market
While the multigraph is exceedingly

simple in construction and operation, well
within the capabilities of an v boy or girl of
ordinary intelligence, it is of course a fact
that an operator thorougly understanding
the possibilities of the machine,and capable
ofoperatingit at maximum speed, can com-mand a sRlary commensurate with the in-
creased results attained. The demand for
experienced operators has grown to such
an extent that an excellent opportunity for
immediate employment is afforded Multi-
graph students. A full course in multi-
graphing with ample actual practice to in-
sure a speed ranging from ;»(I0 to 6000 copies
per hour (two to four times as fast as a
printing press! can be given in a month's
time. Schools can well afford to give this
instruction for a comparatively small fee
{.f'.'.i to $35 is the average tuition charged)
because no high priced instructor is re-
quired, and because all of the work turned
out including printed torms of all kinds can
be used to advantage in other departments,
materially cutting down printer's bills.

The manufacturers of the Multigraph,
The American Multigraph Sales Co., of
Cleveland, O., write us that thev have a
"special agreement" ;to offer schools who
will teach "multiyraphing." This arrange-
ment, we understand, includes the neces-
sary demonstrating of the machine to the
instructor who takes charge of the depart-
ment. The proposition is certainly well
worth investigating, for we are advised
that over 50 business colleges already have
installed Multigraphs, the graduates find-
ing positions readily through the 17 branch
offices established by the Multigraph Com-
pany, The great diversity of use of the de-
vice promises to give it a field almost as
great as that of the typewriter, and it will
only be a question of time before "multi-
graphing" will beincluded in the curriculm
of every up-to-date school. The opportunity
seems greatest, however, right now, and
the first schools to enter the field are nat-
urally reaping the biggest returns.
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ASSOCIATIOiN AND CONVENTION COMMENT, COMMUNCIATIONS
AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

Department is Dedicated to the Interests of the Federation. Associa

CERS OF these ORGANIZATIONS ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO COMMUNICATE WITH
THE Commercial Teaching Profession.

V
uld be received in Columbus by the first of the month preceding date of publication. However, they may be i

and in cases of important proeram announcements, as late as the fifteenth of the month.

; late as the tenth.

JJ
The C. C. T. A. Convention.

The Central Commercial Teachers'
Association convention held at Daven-
port, la., June 17-20, 1908, proved a

complete success in attendance, in

program features and in a social way.

The new officers for the coming year

are as follows: President, R. H. Peck,

Davenport, la.; Vice-President, Miss

Carrie A. Clarke, Des Moines, la.;

Secretary, O. D. Noble, Sedalia, Mo.;

Treasurer, C. W. Ransom, Kansas
City, Mo.
A great deal of interest was mani-

fested in the typewriting contest

being the result of a prize offered a

year ago in the form of a beautiful

silver cup, known as the Brown Tro-

phy, donated by ("i. W. Brown. Five

persons were qualified for the contest

and their pictures are shown here-

with. The contest was fifteen minutes
writing from dictation and fifteen

minutes writing from copy. The re-

sults are given herewith.

We are indebted to the Gregg Wri-

ter, Chicago, for the data of this

report, as well as for the half-tone

illustration of the contestants.

The Record of the Typewriting

Contest.

DICTATION

Or. W. Gr. R E. P. NelR.
Cornelia Dammers 7« 49 H-15

Guslav Tretzcer H77 .IS 7-15

Georce I. Abel H57 .57 4-15

Ruth Drysdale 7M 49 13-15

Will Adderley X14 .54 4 15

17
85
78
48
85

51

2.55

234
144
2.55

46 2-15

41 7-15

41 8-15

40 4-15

37 415

COPYING
Gr W. Gr. R. E P. Net R

Cornelia Dammers 8.50 .56 2-3

Guslav Trefzcer 996 K6 6-15

Georce I Abel 909 60 3-15

Ruth Drysdale POI .5.3 2-5

Will Adderley 889 59 4-15

31

79
.54

21

122

93
237
162

63
366

m 7-15

50 9-15

49 4-5

49 1-5

34 13-15

NET AVERAGES
Cornelia Dammers, Grees School

U
Chicago,
iderwood |K 9-30

Guslav Trefrger. GrecK School. Chi -ago,
lineton 46 1-30

Geo. I. Abel, Cedar Rapids Bus. Col . Cedar
Rapids. la . Reminelon 45 2-3

Rulh Diysdale. Browns Bus. Col.. Rockfon,
III . Underwood 44 11-15

Will Adderley. Browns Bus. Collcce. St
Louis. .Mo., Remincton 36 1 15

Brief Report of Business Department
of N. E. A.

The Business Educator's Conven-
tion held in Cleveland, Ohio, June
30th to July 1st in connection with
the N. E. A. was a complete success.
For the first time in the history of
such meetings, the entire program

was carried out exactly as printed in

advance, not a single person being
absent when called for.

The meeting was distinctive in one
other feature, that it was the most
largely attended convention since the

department was organized. This in

spite of the fact that each of the oth-

er 20 departments of the N. E. A.
was below its usual attendance.
The secretary of the N. E. A. de-

clared that Secretary Curry's report
of the meeting was the best ever
handed to him from any of the de-

partments.
The officers elected for 1908-9 were

as follows : Mr. S. R. Hoover, Direc-
tor of Commercial Department, West
High School, Cleveland, O., Presi-

dent, Mr. H. C. SpilliTian, Director of
Typewriting, High School, Butte,
Mont., Vice-President and Mr. D.
W. McMillan, Director of Commer-

cial Department, Western High
School, Detroit, Mich., Secretary.
The success of this meeting is due

in part no doubt to the fact that it

was centrally located. Next year it

goes to Decver to visit about July 1st.

Doubtless many commercial teachers
will journey in that direction at that
time and be profited professionally,
socially and physically.

pro(;r.\m
omcers for 1907-I!HIS : President, IT. B.

Brown, Valparaiso, Ind.; Vice President,
James Ferjjuson, San Francisco, Cal.; Sec.
retary, James Curry, Cleveland, Ohio.

Tuesday Morning, june;!0-9:uo a. m.

President's Address—H. B. Brown, presi-

dent, Valparaiso University, Valparaiso,
Ind.
The High School Commercial Course; its

Subjects and their Practical and Education-
al Value— I. R. Garbutt, director ofCommer-
cial Department. Central High School.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Discussion.

Contestants for the Brown Trophy at Davenport, la.
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Proper Methods of Instruction in Short-
hand— Selby A. Moran, director of Short-
hand Department, High School, Ann Ar-
bor, Mich.
To what extent may Commercial and In-

dustrial Training be properly included in

the Grammar School Course? -H. M. Kowe,
educatinnal publisher, Baltimore, Md.
Discussion.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 1—9:00 A. ?I.

What should be done to encourage Col-
lege Education beyond the Commercial
Course in High Schools?—Pemberton J.

Twiggs, director. Commercial Department,
East High School, Cleveland, Ohio.
Discussion led by S. R. Hoover. Presi-

dent of Commercial Club, High School,
Cleveland, Ohio.
How tu get Teachers of Commercial sub-

jects who are better prepared, and t'l im-
prove those now at work—Chessman A.
Herrick, Central High School, Philadel-
phia, Pa.
Discussion led by Edward Rynearson,

director of High School, Pittsburg, Pa.
Standards for Commercial Teachers,

present and ideal; Comparison with Stand-
ards for other teachers--Durand W. Spring-
er, High School, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Discussion.
Methods of Preparing Teachers in Ger-

many—Charles DeGarmo, professor of
Science and Art of Education, Cornell
University, Ithaca, N. Y.
Discussion.

r
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The NorthwL-stern Business College, Chi-
cago, III., reports an excellent early enroll-
tuent this sutnnier. with indications that
their fall trade is goinK to be very sood.
They have recently enlarged their space by
remodeling the building, so that now they
have o.ie of the best equipped schools to be
found anywhere.
The Abilene. Texas. Business College, T.

H. Gatlin, principal, has purchased the
West Texas Business College. We wish the
new enlarged institution the success it

merits.

On August 1st, The Shorthand Training
School, of Terre Haute, Ind., became Lyon's
Business College, in conformity with the
school of the same name at Sullivan, Ind.
We wish the president, Mr. G. M. Lyons,
continued success,

Mr. D. A. Casey, of Pittsfield, Mass., re-

cently opened the Capital Commercial
School, Albany, N. Y. He believes in due
course of time he can build up a good school
in that community, and we have every rea-
son to believe he will not be disappointed.
We wish him success, because we believe
he deserves it,

Mr. D. A. K'eagh, formerly of Owosso,
Mich., purchased the Piqua, Ohio, Commer-
cial College of C. E. Beck, and reports the
prospect good for a first class school, Mr.
Reagh has been a constant supporter of The
Business Educator, and a large per cent
of his students has secured certificates of
proficiency in business writing, indicating
that his instructions are practical as well
as thorough. From our dealings with him,
and from reports from those associated with
him in the past, we have formed a high
opinion of him and therefore wish him the
success he deserves in his new location.

Mr. R. F. Kennedy of Kennedy's Commer-
cial College, Eau Claire, Wis., and Mr. Mar-
tin of Allen's Business College, also owner
of the Neillsville College, have formed a
school corporation with a capital of $20,000,

and next year will do business under the
bead of Union College. Their rooms, equip-
ment, faculty, etc-, are first class, and they
expect to do a fine business.

Messrs. Martindill & Rose have sold the
L,udington, Mich., Business College to Mr.
C. A. Rinehart, Commissioner of the Mason
County Schools. Mr. Rinehart is a practi-
cal man and will maintain the high stand-
ard of the Ludington Business College.
Messrs. Martindill i Rose will devote their
entire time and attention to their Manistee
Business College.

The Albin-Williams studio, M. A. Albin
and H. K. Williams proprietors, Portland,
Oregon, is the name of a recently organized
institution, the object of which is to do en-
grossing and issue diplomas. These gentle-
men possess the necessary skill and enter-
prise to make the business a success, which
we hope they may realize in doing.

Mr. A. Mohler, proprietor of the Kewanee,
III, Business College, recently moved into
larger and more finely equipped quarters,
bespeaking the growth and prosperity the
institution no doubt merits.

Mr. J. H Rogers, recently purchased the
Warrensburg, Mo., Business College of B.
E. Parker, and is therefore now the sole
owner. We wish him success.

Marietta, O., Commercial College, M. A.
Adams, president, is prospering, if we may
judge from what we hear, as well as from
what we see from the appearrnce of the 12-

page Journal before us Mr. Adams de-
serves much credit for the success he has
thus far achieved in building up that insti-

tution,

Mr. T. X. Carswell of Abbeville, Ga.. is

now the teacher of shorthand in the Abi-
lene, Texas Business College. Mr. Gatlin,
principal of the institution, reports that not-
withstanding the urfavorable financial
condition, they have been able to maintain
a very satisfactory enrollment.

We acknowledge receipt of a splendidly
written letter and also a page of signatures,
ornamental style, from the pen of Mr. Gat-
lin. Mr. (iatlin swings a very forceful pen
and his work ranks well with that of the
best penmen.

O. J. Browning, recently a student of the
Gem City Business College. Quincy. Ill, is

now teaching the commercial branches in

the High School, Newton, Iowa,

Mr. C. W, Fogarty, formerly of Dakin's
Business College. Syracuse, N. Y,, now has
charge of Drake Business College, Plain-
field, N. J. Mr. Fogarty is one of the fine

young fellows of our profession and we con-
gratulate the good people of Plainfield for

having him in their midst. Our best wishes
to him and the institution over which he
presides.

/^= =^
NEWS NOTES

AND NOTICES ,

Mr. C. E. Solberg. formerly of the Allen's
Business College, Eau Claire, Wis., has been
engaged to teach penmanship in the Bay-
less College, Dubuque, Iowa, for the coming
year.

Mr. E. W. Frear, recently of S. C, is the
new penman in the Hoopeston, 111., Normal.

Mr. E. A. Bock, formerly manager of the
Los Angeles, California, Business College,

is now connected with Wilson's Business
College, Seattle, Wash.

C. H. Blaisdell. formerly of the Haverhill,
Mass., Business College, is now principal of

the commercial department, Khode Island,
Commercial College. Providence, Khode
Island. The BUSINESS Educator extends
best wishes to Mr. Blaisdell for success in

his new tield of work.

Mr. A. H. White, recently of South Caro-
lina is the new penman and commercial
teacher of Orr's Business College, Chicago,
111.

Mr. G. T. Wiswell, recently with Craeger's
School, Louisville, Ky., now has charge of
the commercial department of the Ply-
mouth, Ind., high school. We wish to con-
gratulate the good people of Plymouth for
having secured such excellent ability in
their department.
A postal from Glasgow, Scotland, con veys

the information that Mr. C. S. Chambers,
supervisor of writing in the Covington, Ky.,
schools, is spending the summer in Europe
having a most delightful time.

Mr. J. H. Bachtenkircher, for the past two
years supervisor of penmanship in the
Evansville Public Schools, has been re-
called to his former home, Lafyette, Ind.,
by an increase in salary which speaks well
for both the city of Lafayette and for Mr.
Bachtenkircher. Mr. Bachtenkircher is one
of the foremost supervisors of writing in
this country.

Mr. J. C. McClanahan, of Doyle College,
Doyle, Tenn., is now connected with Ste-
phen's Business College, Columbus, Ga.

Mr. E. T. Whitson, who last year had
charge of the commercial branches in the
Nebraska Central College, Central City,
Nebr., is now teacher of penmanship and
bookkeeping in the School of Commerce,
State University of North Dakota, at
tirand Forks.

Mr. M. P. Kopp, recently with the Heffley
School of Brooklyn, is now connected with
Heald's Business College. San Francisco,
Calif.

Mr. C. E. Birch, director of the business
departmentof Haskell Institute, Lawrence.
Kans., was recently favored with a b^nd-
some increase in salary, indicating eflScient
service on his part and appreciation on the
part of his employers.

Mr. D. M. Winkleman, who has been with
the Waterloo, la.. Business College the past
couple of years, is now engaged in the Al-
bany, N. Y., Business College. Mr. Winkle-
man is a fine fellow and a strong teacher
and goes to a strong school.

Mr. J. W. Martindill, formerly with the
College of Commerce, Kenosha, Wis., will
be principal of the commercial department
of the Waterloo, Wis. High school.

Mr. L. O. Cummins, of the Western Nor-
mal College, Shenandoah, la., has been
elected principal of Mr. G. W. Weatherly's
Carthage. Mo., Business School.

Mr. E. H. Norman, of the Baltimore, Md.,
Business College, and president of the So-
ciety of North Carolina, on the evening of
June 5th at the New CarroUton Hotel. Bal-
timore, added new laurels to his splendid
reputation as an able and witty toastmaa-
tcr, the occasion being the annual June
dinner. Adtlresses were made by Messrs.
Thomas G. Hoggs, A. S. Goldsborougb,
Dr. Henry E. Shepherd, Dr. Charles G. Hill
and Allen S. Will.

Mr. R. C. Cottrell, supervisor of writing,
etc , of Elwood, Ind., for the past two years
has been elected to a similar position in
the Logansport, Ind., public schools. Mr.
Cottrell is forging rapidly to the front as
one of America's moat progressive as well as
one of its moat succesful supervisors. His
future looks quite as promising as his past
has proven successful.

From the Press of Chicago we learn that
on May '_'Otli the friends, faculty and stu-
dents of the Northwestern Business Col-
lege, gave a surprise party to Mr. and Mrs-
J. F. Fish of that institution, it being their
liSth wedding anniversary. They received
many handsome presents, among them be-
ing a beautiful silver punch-bowl which
was presented by Mr. Robert F. Rose on be-
half of the teachers and members of the
Alumni Association. Luncheon was served,
after which a fine musical program was
rendered. If anybody in our profession de-
serves such treatment, and if there is any-
one capable of fully appreciating it, it is

Mr. and Mrs. Fish.
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A rather novel and effective (older is being

issued by the Joplin, Mo., Business College.

The I,ingle Teacher of New Shorthand
Ideas, volume 1, Number 1, June IHOS, Phil-
adelphia, Pa. is a new claimant of public
favor along the line of advertising and let-

ter writing to shortbanders. Doubtless a
sample copy would be mailed free of charge
if you were to ask for it.

The "Typist," a monthly magazine de-
voted to the direction and inspiration of
stenographers and typists, published
by the Typist Publishing Company,
^(39 Broadway, New York City, price .^)C or
50c per year, is a unique, original, first-class
product. Its size is most inviting, as are
also its wide, variable margins. You'd
better take a look into it.

"The Young Man in Business" is a splen-
did title of what appears to be a most ex-
cellent paper, published by the Kobert
Harding Co., Inc., Richmond, Va., priceSdc
a year. It reveals splendid editorial abil-
ity, and with a little more care in the print-
ing to improve its surface appearance, it

ought to prove a genuine success.
The Ilazelton Business College Prospec-

tus and ( Juide appears to have been done
on the mimeograph with halftones mount-
ed by hand. It is quite novel and there-
fore an effective piece of advertising. It
clearly indicates that there is more than
one way of advertising a school. It is
printed on different colored paper, the
whole presenting a genuine typewriting
effect.

John T. Yates and C. S. Jackson, proprie-
tors of Bliss College, Newark, O.. issued a
good 4 page advertising sheet. This is a
mighty good school, although located in a
comparatively small city. Few cities of its
size are blessed with as good a school.
"The Commercial World" is the appro-

priate title of a very good school paper pub-
lished in the interests of the Michigan Bus-
iness and .Normal College, Battle Creek,
Mich. It is well illustrated, attractively
printed, and therefore, a good representa-
tive.

The Metropolitan Business College,
Cleveland, < )hio, issues an attractive eight-
page circular bespeaking a prosperous in-
stitution. It contains an unusually attrac-
tive full page half tone group of graduates,
with names and address of those holding
positions.

The Monroe Wis., Business Institute,
puts out a very clean looking, 16-page jour-
nal, entitled "Opportunity."
Not long since we had the pleasure of re-

ceiving and reading one of the uniquest
school advertisements we have seen for
many a day. It is a little booklet of 18
pages, gotten up by students and printed
on the mimeograph. It is handsomely
covered in red with the seal of the school
stamped thereon. It is issued by the Jop-
lin, Mo., Business College Co It's presi-
dent. Mr. U. W. Weatherly, modestly says
"it is a student affair and the news it con-
tains may not be exactly literature." So,
BO, Brother Weatherly, but it is a "blamed
•ight" better than literature without news.
We are from Ohio but you have shown us a
thing or two even though you are in Mis-
souri.

The Review is the title of a very well
gotten up IG-page quarterly journal publish-
ed in the interests of the Lawreuce, Kans.,
Business College.
The Coleman National Business College,

Newark, N. J., recently published an un-
usually attractive and well written and
convincing Mpage journal, indicating that
the Coleman School is being conducted
plonK modern and progressive lines.

The German Wallace College, Berea, Ohio,
publishes an excellent catalogue advertis-
ing the work done in the school of com-
merce of that institution, ably presided
over by our friend and former pupil, Mr. C.
H. Haverfield. The cost of living, the ad-
vantages offered by the other departments,
etc., make this an attractive place for pu-
pils of moderate means to attend,

The Campbell Co., Chicago, 111., are put-
ting out some attractive advertising in
stock form for business schools.

The Capital City Commercial College,
Madison, Wis., Spohn and Adkinson, pro-
prietors, publish an attractive catalogue
printed in two colors containing a large va-
riety of illustrating portraits of students
and faculty as well as views of the school
and city. In it we find some very attrac
five script from the pen of its president-
Mr. G. E. Spohn.
The Columbis College, Hagerstown, Mary-

land, S. M. Funk, prop., although not a
large school, is one of the best in our pro-
fession.

The New Albany, Ind., Business College,
H. O. Keesling, Pres., issues a graceful 21-

page large-envelope-size booklet in the in-
terest of that institution.

"Indian Leader," published by Haskell
Institute, Lawrence, Kans., is a very finely
printed eight-page journal issued in the in-
terests of that institute.

The MacCormack School, Chicago, re-
cently issued one of the tastiest catalogues
received at this office. Borders and por-
traits are printed in yellow and brown, giv-
ing the page a pleasing effect. The type is
compressed into small quarters making it

easily and quickly read.

Bliss Business College, North Adams,
Mass , is putting out an excellent lO-page
catalog. The half-tones are printed in
brown and the type in green. "The College
entrance" as is shown is an inviting af-
fair—the kind to appeal to the best patron-
age. The catalog is a credit to the school it
fairly represents, and therefore a credit to
our profession.

The Rochester, N. Y., Bulletin of the Nor-
mal Course for commercial teachers of
HX)8 came too late for reviow in the June
number of The Busine.'^s Educator,
which we regret, for from it one is soon con-
vinced that this institution is doing its
share towards solving the problem of
more thoroughly qualifying commercial
teachers. The booklet is straightforward
in its statements and the subject matter
is presented very explicitly in detail.
Aside from the regular commercial sub-
jects, special emphasis is placed upon psy-
chology, pedagogy, English, Commercial
law, commercial geography, etc.

The Celery City Commercial College, K.
C. Anderson and W. E. Garvey, proprietors,
Kalamazoo, Mich., publishes an attractive
large-page catalogue, indicating a well at-
tended, prosperous school.

One of the most sumptuous as well as one
of the largest catalogues issued during the
year, has been received at this office from
the Minneapolis Business College, 1). C.
Rugg, proprietor. This catalogue and in-
stitution seem fit representatives of that
great and growing city. It is printed on the
creamiest of rich cream paper of two quali-
ties, the one suited to type and the other
for illustration.

The American Book Co., New Y'ork, Cin-
cinnati and Chicago, publishes a 50-page
bulletin of commercial school publications
including the well known Williams &
Rogers series.

The Norwalk, Ohio, Business College,
publishes a creditable four-paged circular
announcing the opening of that institution
under the new management of Messrs.
Ileaney and Wonnell.
The Haverhill, Mass.. Business College,

recently issued a very good 16-page pros-
pectus.

The Ferris Institute Journal, Big Rapids,
Mich., announceslthe fall term of thatschool
in no uncertain tone. Mr J. A. Snyder is the
new principal of the penmanship depart-
ment. Mr. E. J. Losie has charge of the
shorthand. Mr. W. W. Knisley has charge
of the commercial department, and Mr.
Elbert E. Magoon has charge of the Gregg
shorthand pepartment. These are four
strong men in an institution noted for its
vigor and strength. The Ferris Institute
therefore proposes to take no step backward
this year.

One of the finest catalogues issued during
the year is hereby acknowledged from the
Capital Citv Commercial College, Des
Moines, la , B. F. Williams, Pres.; I. H.
Carothers, Vice-Pres. ; Carrie A. Clark, Sec.
The school is now in its twenty-fifth year
and appears to be in a more prosperous
condition thanp ever before. Certain it is

that the school is doing unusually thor-
ough and practical work. Moreover it does
somethings not attempted by the average
business school. One of these things is

. that it looks after the welfare of its students
both physical and moral to a greaterextent
outside of school hours than most schools
of this kind do. Another thing is that it

is taking a stand against cigarette smoking.
No one being eligible to enter who smokes
cigarettes or who will not agree not to do
so. The Central City Commercial College
is therefore a mighty factor in Iowa, not
only for bookpeeping and shorthand but
morals as well- "The pages of the catalog
are beautifully decorated with specimens
of well-executed penmanship from the stu-
dents of the school as well as from the
principal of the penmanship department,
Miss Mary Louise Champion.

St. Johnsbury Academy, St. Johnsburg,
Vt., issues an unusually good catalogue
advertising its commercial department,
presided over by that thorough and con-
scientious gentleman, Mr. A. H. Barbour.
It is one of the best received at this of-

fice for many a day.

Recent advertising literature has been
received from the following:—Packard
Commercial School, N. Y., McCann's Busi-
ness College, Mahanoy Citv. Pa., The Bart-
lett Commercial College. Cincinnati, O.,

The Meredith College, Zanesville, O., Key-
stone Business College, Chambersburg,
Pa., and The Jacobs Business College, Day-
ton, O.

The :!Sth annual catalog of the Gem City
Business College, Ouincy, 111., is a fit rep-
resentative of one of the finest schools to

be found anywhere. We presume the Gem
City draws a larger patronage of attendance
from outside of its own city and state than
any other institution in this country. In
this we may be wrong, and if so, we would
like very much to learn of a school that
has a wider reputation than the Gem City
as evidenced in attendance. The catalog
is beautifully illustrated by schoolroom
scenes, many large groups of students,
portraits of faculty, pupils, etc.. as well as
some ver>' artistic specimens of penman-
ship from its penman, H. P. Behrensmeyer.

Artistic, appropriate and cordial invita-
tions have been received to attend Com-
mencement e.xercises, etc., from the follow-
ing : Curry College, Pittsburg, Pa.; Robert
College, Constantinople, Turkey; Lima, O.,
College; Goldy College, Wilmington, Del.;
Meadville, Pa., Commercial College:
Elizabethtown, Pa„ College; St. Marys,
Monroe, Mich. ; Capital City Business Col-
lege, Helena, Mont.; Spencerian Commer-
cial School. Cleveland, O. ; Ferris Institute,
Big Rapids, Mich. ; Rhode Island Commer-
cial School, Providence, K. I.; Polytechnic,
High School, Los Angeles, Calif.; St. Jo-
seph, Mo., Business L^niversity; Utica, N.
Y. School of Commerce; The Taylor School,
Philhdelphia, Pa.; Central Business Col-
lege, Denver, Colo.; New London, Conn.,
Business College; Highland Park College,
Des Moines, la.
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MY ONERY BOYS.

One of the most interesting things
I ever did while teaching was private-

ly to make out a list of the boys in

the department and record for each a

prophecy as to his future success or

failure. You would be surprised at

the success with which one can do
this after he has watched students
in school go out into the world for a

few years.

Now the strange part of it is that
some of the very worst, most trouble-
some ones were slated for a fine ulti-

mate success. For it is true, abso-
lutely true, as Elbert Hubbard has
said that "Oneriness is only energy
gone wrong." There is mighty little at

the time to lead a teacher to believe
some of the really onery ones arn't
headed for the penitentiary. I am
not sure I didn't feel that way on oc-

casions. The boy who can study up
fourteen new ways a minute to jab
pins into a long-suffering teacher is

headed a little ways in that direction
provided he doesn't change, but the
beauty of it is, his common sense
comes finally to his rescue, and his

sense of decency as well, and when
he dees get headed around in the right
direction, look out for him. He'll "go
some." The ingenuity to invent new
ways to be onery will be turned
around to inventing as many new
ways to go ahead and he is then like-

ly to head the list or nearly do it.

What a pity for him, as well as for

others, he doesn't always head
around sooner and get ahead just

that much further. Now among my
choice specimens of iniquity to deal
with in one school was a boy named

Fay Shannon. Usually it isn't fair to

name one right out in public and call

him mean. But Fay won't care. If he
ever sees this, he will grin and say
I'm right and to go right ahead for I

couldn't even up this way if I tried

in mean spirit, which I do not.

Well, Fay was a choice bundle of
surprises and variations in iniquity.

He was so full of it and so success-
ful generally that I sometimes won-
dered how he found time the night
before to study it all up. He was
never untruthful, nor sneaking, but
just seemed to believe he had a right

to do as he pleased, that we "had it in

for him," and if you don't know what
patience past understanding it takes
for a teacher to endure that day after

day, just you put yourself in the

place of your teacher for a day.
Every school has one or more of

them.
But, and here I am glad, before

leaving school Fay came to his good
senses and changed all about. He
settled down to accept reason, gov-
ernment and to realize we were the

last people in the world who could
even afford to be working against his

best interests. So there soon was a

new boy close to the top in class

work. He became an element of har-

mony and good influence among the
students. Instead of trying to sail

against the wind, he had turned
about and was running ahead in a

way that was carrying him rapidly

toward his own good. We got to be
the finest of personal friends in

school and out of school. Then he
left.

That was about six years ago.

About a year ago, I was surprised to

get a letter from him out in California

where he was] doing well. A few
days ago, he dropped me word again
and that old ingenuity and energy'
that used to keep him on the ragged
edge of expulsion for days at a time,
is now turned into the right channel,
bringing him real success. I wrote
him I was mighty glad indeed that
he, along with so many others of that
"choice band of pirates,'' was making
his friends glad to know him even in-
cluding the one who used to endure a
new form of irritation every fifteen
minutes or so.

For Fay and I now understand each
other perfectly. I know now, that to
his mind I was tyranny personified.
And he knows now, that I rather
liked him all the while ffor he
would'nt lie, nor sneak nor cheat)
and was doing my duty by him and
the school. He knows now that
while a teacher is human just like a
student, the teacher cannot afford to
"have it in for" anyone and is the
last person in the world who wants an
enemy of anyone around him. Yes,
we understand each other. Both of
us only wish we had understood each
other sooner. How much better, how
immeasureably more pleasant and
profitable to both. I'm proud of him
and if we ever meet again, there'll be
a two-handed pow wow that will let
loose enough good feeling to vitalize
the air with good will for a mile
around.
Elbert was right; energy gone

wrong, that's all. It hurts most the
one who is directing it wrong. If

there's a student in this broad land
headed the wrong way, there's one
thing that would work a revelatiou.
That's for him to get up into the
teacher's chair for just one day. Yes,
just one day. I know, for I sat there
year after year, and I think a heap of
my former "bad boys" too—they are
the ones who have written me since
and it's "peace between me and
thee " with us now for good and
all.

Yes, I'll admit it, and it worked
true, some of the finest prophecies
were for members of the "trouble
makers " I felt sure they would
some time see the right way—and no
one is happier that they did than I,

and it is partly because they now
knew I was their friend when it

didn't look that way. We wouldn't
waste time in foolishness again.
Not we. We know better now.

e^ ^
Ho boy or girl tc>t)o besircs to act]ier>e an enviable business success

can afforb to miss ITTr. .^ccfoper's articles tl^is year.

^ J
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By Mr. Rene Guillard, with Ransonierian School of Penmanship, Kansas Citj-, Mo.

By H. L. Darner, teacher in the .Zanerian.
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By J. D. Todd, Salt Lake City, Utah.

2J5>)

By F. B. Courtney, Prln., Palmer Method School of Penmanship, Cedar Rapids, la.

'(^^

By Mr. A. J. Karlen, Policy EnKroseer Equitable Life Insurance Co., Dea Moines, la.
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LESSONS IN OKNAMENTAL W KITING

NorM'alk Business

Specimens for criticism

Mr. Wonnell by the

College, Morwalk, O.

should be mailed to

25th of the month.

^
FOBBWDRD. Havinc been requested a number of times by the publishers of THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR to prepare a series of

lessons in Ornamental Writing for their excellent journal, and never having found time to prepare the lessons, when I received

their invitation again a few months ago, I felt duty-bound to undertake the vpork. I do so, however, keenly realizing the magnitude

of the task of following such artists as Heath, Courtney, Lister, Taniblyn and others who have presented such excellent courses in

the past few years. I dislike apologies and excuses, but for the benetit of those who may care to follow my course of lessons, I must

say that my first two lessons have been prepared under unfavorable circumstances incident to doing heavy work teaching and

change of location from Big Rapids, Michigan, to Norwalk, Ohio, but as the lessons progress, I hope to give you something worthy

of your careful practice and study—copies that may really inspire you to become professional penmen.

Who Should Take Up This Course in Ornamental Writing?

ANSWER: Any one who has a desire to do fine writing. For, desire nearly always carries with it, abilitjr. However, it is best

to master business writing first.

Who Should Not Attempt It?

ANSWER: Those persons who have a scant supply of patience and perseverance or those who have never learned to write a

plain business hand with arm movement.
NATBRIALS: It is poor economy to use cheap materials in learning penmanship. In fact, it is almost useless to try to learn

ornamental writing unless you use good paper, pens and ink. Use good, firm paper with fairly smooth surface. The regular letter

size about SxlO inches, with wide ruling is best.

The best pen for beginners is Gillott's No. 604 or Zanerian Ideal. Later on, or as soon as you have a light touch and free move-

ment, use Gillott's Principality or Zanerian Fine Writer. Use a good oblique holder. Some of the cheapest ones do very well, but

I prefer the .Zanerian oblique. Adjust the pen so that the point comes near to being in line with the center of holder.

It is of no use to practice with poor ink. Don't use writing fluid. Get some good black ink. Arnold's Japan ink is the best I

have used for ornament writing As soon as it becomes a trifle too thick, add a small quantity of writing fluid.

Position. The position for ornamental writing is practically the same as for business writing. For the best control use a low

chair or high desk, thus elevating the arm a little more than is usually done.

Movement. Penmen differ somewhat in regard to the best movement for ornamental writing. Some prefer the arm-rest move-

ment for all work, but the best penmen whom I have seen work, lift the arm from the desk just enough to use the whole-arm in

making capitals. Use combined arm and finger action for small letters. More finger movement may be used in the small letters

in ornamental writing than in business writing, because greater accuracy is required. The application of the movement required

will be taken up more specifically in connection with the instructions on the copies.

Copies. It is my experience that the movement exercises usually given for ornamental writing are more difficult than the letters.

Therefore. I omit them. Nanj- of the letters can he mastered best h.r workinn: on them in parts, afterward combining the

different parts, as the C, D, and .-1, in this lesson. This is not practicable, however, on other forms which are more simple as the

O and E. It is a good plan to practice the capitals first without shade. Then study the copy closely in reference to location of the

shade, beginning and finishing ovals. Make shades quickly, and don't forget that you can't shade on up-strokes. That is the reason

for practicing on C and A as given in the copy.

Important Points in Making the Different Capitals Given in This Lesson.

O, down strokes parallel. Keep ovals true.

yi, curve left side of oval more than right. Finishing oval horizontal.

C. beginning and finishing ovals horizontal. Keep bulk of shade above the crossing. Watch slant of loop.

I), beginning and finishing ovals horizontal. Keep little loop and "O-part" both resting on the base line.

E, use free rapid action. Keep ovals true. Middle loop points downward.
Thorough mastery of the upward right and left curves and downward straight line and the principles in line nine means a

right start in small letter work. Failure to master these means failure in making small letters. Watch closely the beginning and
finishing strokes. Keep spacing between letters wide at first to get free movement. Stttdj' form and practice.

/.

oi
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Engrossine script by the Editor (said to be the name of an Indian maiden,)
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Business Educator certificate winners, Bugbee Com'l. College, Stanstead, Que.,

Ernest A, Marshall, Penman

Mr. Rene Guillard, whose countenance
appears above, was born at Robertsdale, a

coal mining town in Huntington Co., Pa.,

in 1887.

When five years of age his parents moved
to a farm in Fulton Co., where after com-
pleting the common branches he secured a

high school education and taught a term in

the public schools.
He attended the Zanerian during the

winter of '07 and '08, and having made the
most improvement, was awarded the Zan-
erian Gold Medal of Merit given June 1st,

1908.

He is now ernploj'ed by the Ransomerian
School of Penmanship Kansas City, Mo.
Mr. GuiUard's penmanship, possesses

many excellent qualities— qualities which
usually come through year's of toil, but
which came to him within a year's time.
He is a hard worker, a conciencious fellow,
and is bound to make a success in life. The
profession will doubtless hear more of him
from this time on.

Diplomas
For Business and Public 5chools

I do diploma work for Harvard Uni-
vcrBity. New England Conservatory
of Music, all the Massachusetts State
Normal Schools, etc. Your favors
will receive my personal attention.

PRICES REASONABLE

Samples. Sketches and Estimates upon request

Frank W. Martin
100 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

HOW ARE TOO IH FIKUHES?
Do you want to know what is latest and best

in Rapiii Calculation' What would a series of

eiehty lessons to develop speed and accuracy
in addition, tractions, billlinR, lumber measure-

ultiplic

pra ratii

nd

rth to

?thods of proving additi
nterest, discount, pay

financial statements, bankinc. etc , be w
you? And if over 2,000 practice and illustra-

tive problems were given in a form suitable for

home study and practice, together with a letter

of helps and suggestions, would you think it

worth t.SlHI'-- But the course will be sent to you

POST PAID for SIXTY CENTS

C. E. BIRCH, Lawrence, Kan.
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By H. D. Goshert. Columbia Com'l. College, St. Louis, Mo.
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40 STARS.

PROPOSED ARRANGEMENT OF STARS FOR "OLD GLORY"
' by Darnel fV. H.iff. La- Mass , March . igoS.

Significance : The anaents used the circle as a symbol o( eternity, ei

national inatltutions. The star portion is symbohcal o( tht brilliancy o( o

Development : There arc now forty-six slates in the Union. As othe

•ymroetry or changing its character* by simply grouping two, three, or fou

as often as five have accumulated. First add ten to the circle. Later place on<

the pentagon formed by the bases of the rays of the star.

idless, etc In the above design it symbolizes the strength and perpetuity of our

ir Nation*! achievements for universal peace and prosperty.

-s are admitted new stars may be mcorporated in the design without disturbing its

at the center, then Iransfefing them to the circle, or to other portions of the star

at the base and one in the midst of each ray 'of the star. Finally, group five within

^
Pointers In

PENMANSHIP
For Teachers and

Paplls.

By D. W. nOFF.
Supervisor of Writing,

Lawrence, Mass.

-.^

BODY POSTURES.

The human writing machine embraces
every part of the body. Like inanimate
machines it lias both its fixed and its mov-
ing parts. While the former are subordi-
nated to the latter their functions never-
theless constitute a most important factor
in the successful manipulation of the ma-
chine as a whole. The availability of the
recording or moving parts—the right arm,
hand and fingers— is contingent upon the
positions and strength of the fixed or sta-

tionary parts—the body, feet, back, chest,
and left arm. .\s a strong, erect body posi-

tion firmly braced by the left upper-arm
will permit greatest freedom of action on,
the partof the right arm, so will a stooping
posture or wobbly frame-work caitse its ac-

tion to be cramped or unsteady. Strength
and firmness, not rigidity, is what is

needed.
THOUGHT HABIT.

So far does thought habit transcend in

fundamental importance every other ele-

ment of successful muscular training that
I wish here to place special stress upon this
phase of the subject. Keep in touch with
the pupil's mental attitude and activities,

to the end that he may derive the maxi-
mum results with the minimum amount of

expended energy. Help him to form the
habit of holding his mind to its work of
planning and directing the action of his
arm. One of the greatest services a teach-
er can render a pupil is to say to him just
the thing thqt will cause him to under-
stand how to try, which warms his ambi-
tion into intelligent activity, and causes
him to realize the economic value of cor-

rect habits of thought.
A very common habit among pupils is

that they deceive themselves into thinking
they have thought it out, have planned it,

and have made due physical preparation.
It seems wise to require of pupils first the

maximum amount of thinking and plan-
ning and the minimum amount of record
making until right thought habits are so
well grounded that every move in subse-
quent practice will register an improve-
ment. "If you aim at nothing you are sure
to hit tt."

Do more asking, and less telling is a good
tonic for the average instructor to adminis-
ter to self. It is frequently true that "tell-

ing is not teaching." Talk much—or rather
frequently—of the rea.sonsfor each require-
ment—leading the pupil to tell you the rea-
son therefor. Talk more about the mental
processes.

COMMERCIAL STATE BANK
SUn?IEKFIEI.D, KAN.

May 18, 1908.

Friend Zaner:
Publish the following names

as having sent in correct solution to prob-
lem in my recent article regarding per cent,
of income on investment of real estate:

G. E. Hitt. Columbia, S. C.

Nels Jacobson, 73 Humboldt Boulevard,
Chicago.
Oscar Bolin, Route 2, Columbus, Ohio,

J. W. C. Williams, K. W. B. C, Salina, Kan.
John G. Kunkel, Ideal B. C, Piqua, O.

Rupert F. Anderson. Bliss Col., Newark, O.

J. S. Koshinsky, W. Leyden, Mass.
Geo. W. Robbins, Fremont, O.
A. R. Stone. Dalton, Pa.
R. A. Flory, Bremen, Ind
Elmer E. Meyers, Phila. Penna.
Florence Weitz, Jersey City, N. J.

Carl Hanson, Wausau, Wis., W. B. C.

Otto A. Jahnke
Roy Lawrence " "

Van Eno Lawrence " "

Mabel J. Kasten " "

Richard A. McHugh " "

Newton A. Martin " "

Arthur Pagel "

P. W. Hoeper
H. J. Schmidt
Gertrude Sterten " "

August Hefele " "

A PERFECT MEMORY
F^ot- Names and l^ac«s

or anything else that you desire to remem-
ber. You would be willing to give anything
within reason for sach a memory, and now
you can have it for a very small sum, plus a
little effort on your part.

XK« N&txif-al Mcnraory System
showa you how to employ the same methods
thatthe emotions use in giving you a perfect
memory of all the details of anything that
you love. This is the method used by all

great men and women, and you can make it

spell success for you. If you want to have a
perfect raemorv for names and faces; to

secure commaad of excellent English: to

spell well; to have all of your information
available for instant use, send for a copy
today PRICE 50 CENTS.
E. D. SNOW, 172 Main St.. HOHNELL. N. Y.

E. L- Benson, Commercial School, Shel-
don, Iowa.
E. H. Beldt, Commercial School, Sheldon,

Iowa.
J. F. Wolf
Edwin Hogan, Monroe, Wis.
J. L. Cope, Rich Hill, Mo.
L. Zachmann, Packard School, N. Y.
S. C. Fogelgren, Augustana, B. C, Rock

Island, III.

C. B. Nelson, Augustana, B. C, Rock
Island, III.

William Jones, Edmonton, Alberta, Can.
Fred Ferry, Punxutawney, Pa.
Vincent DeMatteis, Punxutawney, Peter-

son Actual Business Col.
Chas. O. Rose, San Louis Obisqo, Calif.
I. R. Fossett, (iardiner. Me.

F. A. KEEFOVBB.

/^ '•^

CLUB CHAT

^z -^

Thelarfiest number of certificates award-
ed the students of any high schctol this
year found their way to the students of
the commercial department of the Central
High School, Toledo, Ohio, presided over
byMr. K. E- H. Jaeger. There were 49 who
were entitled to certificatea, representing a
little more than half of the number of
specimens submitted. The work was
unusually neat and business like and
indicated that Mr. Jaeger is one of
our most successful teachers of business
writingto high school pupils. The interest
he aroused and maintained was something
of which he might well be proud. It is

needless to say that he is an advocate of
Arm Movement writing.

Mr. Dudley Glass, penman and commer-
cial teacher in the Tyler, Texas. Commer-
cial College, early in June favored us with
a list of subscriptions numbering twenty-
one, clearly indicating enthusiastic in-

struction and unrelenting interest in pen-
manship.

f//Am^/f//^
FRANCIS B. COURTNEY, PRINC

C. R. B. 0. Catalog Free
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Mr. O. L. Rogers, the subject of this short

sketch, came upon this stage of existence

Feb. 25, 18M. He was raised on a farm in

Hickory Co., Mo., which is on the border of

the Ozark. He worked in summer and at-

tended either district or village school dur-

ing winter up to the age of sixteen years,

when he began teaching during the winter

and spending the summer on the farm, un-

til 190t>, when he went to Chicago for better

fields of opportunity.
He gives the Business Educator much

credit in influencing him in making this

change, for by following the lessons pre-

sented therein he had learned to write a

good business hand, having won the BUS-
INESS Educatob certificate. Its "Inspir-

ing and instructive literature," he says,

taught him that in the city were opportuni-

ties in the field in which he desired to

work and he was not deceived, for with a

good handwriting as his only recommenda-
tion, aside from an honest face, he was
offered a position with the Metropolitan
Business College, Chicago, 111., which he
has held for the past twoyears.
He is a brother to C. S. Rogers, of the San

Francisco Business College, who is a grad-

uate of the Zanerian. Mr. Roger's skill in

penmanship has been acquired by home
practice, his only special instruction being
by correspondence, having taken courses
from F. W. Tamblyn,of Kansas City, Mo.,

and E C. Mills, of Rochester, N. Y.

He says when he has attained some-
thing of the dash and strength and free-

dom of Tamblyn, and something of the ac-

curacy of Mills, he hopes to be able to exe-

cute a handwriting that will stand the test

in all kinds of commercial weather and
Commercial Schools.

SOME PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS.
EUITOK :

I do not claim to be much of a pen-

man, but am reasonably successful in ob-

taining good results from pupils. You
probably know that the majority of stu-

dents, who enter a Shorthand and Type-
writing School, are especially interested in

these subjects, and I find that half of them
have given up the idea that they can learn

to write. The attempt to teach vertical

writing in the New York schools, for some
years past, has been a failure, as far as its

practicability is concerned, and the result

is that young people come to us in a dis-

couraged and dissatisfied frame of mind.
The first thing we hear is, "I cannot write

and never could and never will be able to

do so." Our hearts go out to them in sym-
pathy the moment they grasp the pen.

The hand, or its position, very much re-

sembles a pickled pig's foot, as we see it in

the market. This is a very uncouth com-
parison, but it is the best description we
can give of it. Were the hand to remain in

this position, we would consider the pupil

seriously deformed. As we witness the
awkard attempts of the tyro to bring his

hand and arm into proper position, it re-

quires considerable effort on the part of

teachers and pupils, who have passed this

stage, toconceal their amusement. If the
pupil succeeds in making a few oval move-
ments, we discover that his elbow is shoot-

ing up into the air, and if he brings down
the elbow, the hand goes all to pieces. Fi-

nally the pupil again tells us he will never
learn to write, but we know better, .So we
tell him to keep his elbow on the table and
to keep on making those circles, and then
leave him alone in his misery, knowing
that he will be able in a few days to handle
his pen just as nicely as those students
who have a few days the start of him. It is

much better for the teacher to give the be-

ginner a few ideas and then leave him for a
while, as he will practice with less nervous-
ness. This is about the experience we
have with nine out of very ten pupils who
enter our school. Probably it is the ex-

perience of most teachers in Business
Schools.

Now a word or two in regard to some of

the good points of your Magazine. There
are many, but I cannot speak of all of them,
but will tell how we find it helpful. As we
said before, pupils, who enter a Business
School, are not greatly interested in pen-
manship. They have even told us that
they did not come here to learn to write.

We cannot spend a great deal of time on
the subject, but we devote two half hours a

day to penmanship, ending with a spelling
lesson each time. In writing these lessons
we kill two birds with one stone. Our aim
is to teach our pupils to write a good busi-

ness band, as that is allthat is required of

them as stetiographers. In this we are

quite successful. A certain length of time
is devoted to exercises, and then we work
on the form of letters, because pupils must
be taught to form both capitals and small
letters correctly at the start, even if they
become careless after they have acquired a

good movement, and find it necessary to

write very rapidly.

We have found that every class of stu-

dents make about the same mistakes,
when it comes to the form of letters, so we
have been very much pleased with the
pages devoted to Criticism, and perhaps
something that I may say will prove help-
ful, if couched in your own words, to some
teacher who may not be a very good writer
or successful in getting pupils interested.
I find that the criticisms are the same as I

comes, I take it to the class, and, as they
write, I read your criticisms. In this way
they learn how the letters should be made,
and, at the same time, see whether they
are making their letters correctly, for in-

stance, from your last issue, I read :

"First up-stroke of the 'W too far from
the down-stroke."
"Keep loops below the line shorter."

"Your 'm's' and 'n's' are too sharp at the
top."
"Close the 'o' at the top."
"Do not shade the down-strokes."
"Y'our 'W is too wide and not tall enough."
"Do not loop the 't' and 'd.'

"

"Make capitals with more vigorous arm
movenient."
"Do not shade. You are not ready for it."

In this way our pupils become well ac-

quainted with each letter, and know how it

should be made, even if they cannot make
it just right. They know that they will

master it if they work faithfully. Then I

frequently make poor letters on the board
and ask them for criticisms, and when
they are able to criticise them, I know that
they have the proper form of the letter in

mind, and all they need is practice.

Then I have been trying another plan
and like it very much. I get so tired of

hearing "roast beef, roast lamb and roast

pork" at my boarding house every day,
that I know that it is not a good plan to

have one certain way of teaching pen-

manship, or anything else. So I invent all

kinds of schemes to get pupils interested,

and as far as possible, try to make work
seem like play.
Another scheme. At the beginning of the

writing hour, I start a pupil around with a

pad and a pencil, and as he passes from ta-

ble to table, he must make a favorable or

unfavorable criticism of each student's
work. They hesitated at first, but now
they enjoy it, and our students take the
criticism kindly. They all work much
harder, and at the close of the hour, the
student reads his criticism. For instance.
"1 notice that Mr. Turner is making the

first part of the 'y' sharp instead of round-
ing it."

"Mr. Allen has the upward curve of the
'
W' too far from the first stroke."

"Miss Coy wriggles her fingers and has
not acquired a good arm movement.
"Anothor pupil is not sitting properly."
"Another isimproving rapidly, and soon."
I find that all concerned are benefited,

and not only that, but the hour is very en-

joyable. A pupil learns a whole lot by
teaching, and has the privilege of showing
new students how to hold their pens, and
calls their attention to anything that will

benefit them. I know that there is nothing
that inspires confidence in a pupil so quick-
ly as to place him in a position where he
miiat do somctliiriir. The party who
looks after the class today will do better

work for himself tomorrow. Thus I try to

vary the work in all my classes.

In conclusion, will say that any teacher
of penmanship from the country school
teacher to the teacher in the Business
School can obtain good results by making
use of that page of criticisms.

Very truly yours,

C. C. K. Eva M. WOLF, Mgr.

By Mr. O. L. Rogeri, Metropolitan Business College, Chicago.
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JUVENILE WRITING.

We're the tribe of Mother Goose. We
who are grown up children, although we
may not be exactly "old girls" and boys, or

in our second childhood, find that the nur-

sery Rhymes that lulled us to sleep in in-

fancy still linger and fascinate u*.

Possibly I have stretched my imagina-
tion, but it seems to me that the capital

letters could be made interesting to the
"wee Willie winkles" if linked with stories

of fairy lore.

The army of letters begins with Simple
Simon (A). He is almost as unadorned
as a Chinaman, the only noticable feature

being his pig tail-

Then follows "Ole King Cole (B) a merry
old soul, a merry old soul was he." Most
good natured people are corpulent and the
fatter the B, the better.

His baby boy (C) "Diddle, diddle dump-
ling" took after his father, being about as
broad as he is long.

"Mother Goose has a house;
'Twas built in a wood.
Where an owl at the door
As sentinel stood."

Notice how the "wood" (1) overshadows
the house and the little "owl" (2) at the
step of the D.

Look at the E and see the plum found
by "Little Jack Horner who sat in the cor-

ner eating Christmas pie "

By the F we are reminded of Red Riding
Hood. Only two articles remain of the
story; the hood (the top of the F) and the
knocker on grandmothers door (the cross-

ing of the F). Suppose the wolf ate Red
Riding Hood and her relative.

"Jack and Jill went up the hill to fetch

a pail of water, (notice how deep the pails)

Jack fell down and broke his crown and
Jill came tumbling after."

You will remember "Little Bo-peep lost

her sheep" but they finally came home in

the H, X, Y and Z ; you can see the brand of

the shepherd's crook upon them.
Her old mother still lives in a shoe (S).

She has but one remarkable son. "My son
John" who "went to bed with ona shoe off

and one shoe on." He still wears but one
shoe and that is a rubber-boot (J).

There was a lazy man by the name of K
who couldn't tie a pretty bow; so he sang:
"Oh, Jennie, come tie my bonnie cravat."
See what a nice loop she tied — almost an
Klbert Hubbard neck tie!

There were not only sheep but a goose
(L) and gander (Z). Observe what big feet

they have— number twelves if they wore
boots.

"Goosie, goosie, gander,
Up hill, down dale,
Whither dos't thou wander?

Said graceful M to blithesome N:
"'Where are you going my pretty

maid?'
'I'm going a'milking, sir', she said,

'May I go with you, my pretty maid?'
'.Nobody asked you, sir, she said."

You find he, man-like, followed after her,

however.
Have you heard that " Peter piper killed

his pig and away he ran?" (O).

"There is an old woman who lives

under a hill.

And if she's not gone, she lives there
still."

And I think she is gone for just the hill

and one post of her house remains (P).

" This (R) is the house that Jack built and
this is the cat (K) that caught the rat, that
lived in the house that Jack built." and he
ate up all but the tail.

"Poor old Robinson Crusoe" lived all
alone on top of a hill but the tree is there
(T) under which grew the garden that
caused hiui to say:

"Mary, Mary, quite contrary,
How does your garden grow?"

We must not forget Jack Sprat (U) and
his wife(V).

"Jack Sprat could eat no fat
His wife could eat no lean."

Look at the three bears sitting in a row
(W) eating their porridge I suppose: first,

the little bear, then the middle-sized bear
and lastly the big bear but there is some
thing the matter with his right ear.

We might call this a Mother Goose Pie of

six and twenty birds of fancy instead of

four and twenty, there being twenty six
letters in the alphabet. I leave the decision
to you whether this were a dainty dish to

set before the king."
Nina P. H. Noble,

S, Framingham, Mass.
NOTE: The author asks the reader to re-

fer to each letter in the written alphabet

printed with this article, as that letter is

spoken of , else the meaning would be vague.

.CARDS
I will write your

,

name on one doze
for 15 cents.
I will give free a, pack of
samples and send terms to

agents with each order.

AQENT8 WANTED
BLANK CARDS !...^7^r lT^,^r\^^l
Hand cut Come in 17 different colors. Sample 100
postpaid, 15c. l.liOO by express, 75c. Card Ciicular
for 1

2,'"i ditterent
COMIC JOKER CARDS ^'i'n

ino postpaid, 25c, Less for more. Ink, Glossy Black
or Very Bevt White, 15c, per bottH. 1 Obliqne Pen Hol-
der, loc. (iiilott's No 1 Pens. 10.v per doz. Lessons in

Uurd Writing Circular for stamp.

W. A BODE Box 176, FAIR HAVEN. PA.

CARDS
The better kind of

I cards, written in my
' best style 15c doz.;two
doz. 25c.

Zaoerian Graduate.

J. O. P ETERSOFf
478 Hutton Place COLUMBUS. OHIO

CARD WRITING
My best is my bid for your business.
I am prepared to rise or fall by tde
work I do.

One dozen cards written any style, 20c
One neat scrapbook specimen, lOo

E. H. McGHEE
255 Mar-oar St. Ti-anton, N.J.

BEN THE PENMAN
The
Name

Tells the
Story

I Will White
2 DOZ. Cards fob 2Sc.

S Woodelill Strut. ROXBURY, MASS

AT HOME DURING SPARE TIME.

WRITE FOR OUR BOOKLET. IT TELLS HOW.

°°'^
THE HOME STUDY SCHOOL.BRWFORD, PA. ^^°l,.

become: A.N EXPERT
Have anexpert knowledge of the art in which you are

engaged and thus make peoinanship interenting and
fncinatingto jourpuiils

, .. ^ ^ ,.., ..
Secure a copy of Courtney s Method ot detecting t org-

ery and Raised Lhecks. Kaclnating, interesting ahd in-

structive from cover to cover. Profusely illustrated with
photogaaphic reproductions of famous forgeries

A dollar and a half brings it to you by return mail.

r. B. COVRTNEY
fedar Rapids Business College, Cedar Rapids, la.

Training School for Commercial Teachers
We have just closed a very successful Summer School session

for Teachers. Ten states and foreign countries represented.

Send. postal card for our new 88-page catalogue, giving full par-

ticulars of our Normal Training Department, maintained from

September to June,

Thorough instruction in the subject matter and the pedagogy of

the commercial texts. Graduatesreadily placed. NoCommisions.

ROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE, Rochester, N. Y.

By Mrs. Nina Pearl Hudson Noble, South Framingham, Mass.
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H. M. Heaney A. M. Wonnell

Messrs. H. M. Heaney, and A. M. Wornell, recently with the FerriH Institute, Big Kap-
ids, Mich., July 1, 1908, purchased the Norwalk, O., Business College, and are now conduct-
ins it. Both have had special training, both are teachers by nature, and both are high-
minded, enthusiastic, aggressive gentlemen. The BUSINESS EducATOK welcomes them
to Ohio and congratulates the people of Norwalk and vicinity for having in their midst
such men and such an institution which they will build up and conduct. They have our
best wishes for success, and all they deserve, no one would need more because no one
would deserve more.

FREE ROUNDHAND BY L. MADARASZ.

^/ / < - ^/> ^/
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This plate shows very clearly where the pen is raised and how the retoucliing is done
by Mr. Madarasz. You should study it closely. It shows how the master hand of the
author perfortui the art. The completed alphabet will be preaeoted next mantb.

HELP
IN YOUR

ADVERTISING

The summer campaign should

do four things

:

Find the student

Interpret his thoughts
Create the demand
Implant conviction.

For some years, in mercantile

and school advertising, I have

made a special study of the cam-

paign. Perhaps I can help you.

Anyway it won't hurt to write me.

I cannot attempt to write wholly

new advertising for you, not

knowing your exact situation.

My special service consists in

strengthening matter in prepa-

ration — placing vour ideas in

effectual, convincing language

and balancing the four elements

first mentioned.

I have nothing to sell but ideas.

Those who have tested them

find them worth money. You
have certainly struck the right

cord in advertising" says a

recent client.

There is no obligation in find-

ing out. Write me all summer
like this.

M.W.CASSMORE
2025 SIXTH AVENUE

SEATTLE, - WASH.
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SPECIMENS
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Mr. M. K. Staller. Mt. Carmel, Pa., recent-

ly favored us with some flourishes execut-
ed with a lead pencil which bespeaks a
good deal of ability along the line of grace-
fulness and harmony in this line.

Howard K. Miles, a nephew of the inimit-
able W. E. Dennis. Brooklyn. X. Y.. is work-
ing to the front through his uncle's guid-
ance as a penman and engrosser. His pen-
manship is getting to be exceptionally
good.
E. H. McGhee, penman in the Hnrton-

Large Business Institute Trenton. X. J.,
seems to be improving his penmanship
from time to time as shown by specimens
received from him. The last received
seems to be the best we have seen from
his facile hand.
Mr. \V. C. WoUaston. proprietor of th^

Port Huron. Mich., Business University,
writes a splendid business hand and a cred-
itable ornamental style, even though he
is not following penmanship as a profes-
sion. Mr. WoUaston evidently appreciates
the value of good writing on the part of his
pupils as they enter the business world,
and as a medium through which to secure
pupils.

Mr. O. G. Martz. Mackeyville. Pa., is get-
ting to be a thorough going professional,
although not as yet following penmanship
as a lifelihood.

WANTED
J3..50U.IH) for h,

SCHOOL MAN to teach and manage sui
cessful B. C. Prefer married man whoB
wife can handle Shorthand. Must hav

Llf interet^t. Will devote my entire time I

other college in city of iKi.OCO.

Addr ILLINOIS. Care Bu Educator

To hear from schools in need of teachers.
I have some good material among those
taking Penmanship instrnctxon of me.
STUDENTS, (new and old) desiring posi-

tions, -write me. giving full particulars re-
garding experience, qnalitications, Ac.
This Sertice i3 Free to mv students.
I Teach Penmanship F. W. TAMBLYN,

by Mail 1114 Grand Ave..
Circulars Free Kansas City, Mo.

40 Commercial Teach-
ers Needed

For Positions that are now open.
Good Salaries.

If you contemplate making a change
next fall, now is the time to register.
Many of the best schools eoiploy their
teachers early in the season.

Gomiiieiital Teactiers' Hoeiicg

Bowling Qt-ee.n, Ky.

FREE enrollment if you mention
tills paper.

Indiana B-usIness College

Ande
Faye LoRa

Richmond.
Columbus and Indianapolis. The INDl.^N.'i
BUSINESS COLLEGE of Indianapolis is the
CENTK.^L BUSINESS COLLEGE.

Qualified T«aohers
In either the Gregg. Chartier or Pitman sys-
tems furnished schools on short notice. Tell
us your wants and we will make a selection
that will please you.

Prospeotlve
f a business college si

Students
Duld send for ou

IncHana Buslnass Colls^s
Box 353, Indianapolii. Ind.

Mr. J. C. WohlenberK, who iias been witli
the Dakota Business College. Fargo. X. D.,
for the past four years, has sent us some
cards which show an unusual degree of
skill with the Oblique holder. Mr. Wohl-
enberg's work is very dashy and at the
the same time quite accurate.

Mr. J. G, Christ, Lockhaven, Pa., has again
enriched our desk with a variety of speci-
mens of penmanship all the way from the
simplified to the highly ornate.

A beautifully written letter in the run-
ning hand style of penmanship, together
with other well executed miscellaneous
specimens, is acknowledged from Mr. C.
H. Nc(ihee, penman in the Horton-Large
Business Institute. Trenton, N.J.
Mr. J. D. Carter. 1527 First Nat'l Bank

Bldg., Chicago. Ills., recently favored us
with a photo of a bounding stag done with
white ink on black cardboard, which is

quite a little out of the ordinary in concep-
tion and execution. It is quite suggestive
and artistic and skillfully executed.

WANTED Business Colleges. High Schoolsnnil I CU „d would-be Teachers to know
that a superior Training School for Teachers in
both the Commercial and Shorthand (Isaac Pitman
Courses) is conducted by the School of Commerce.
Accounting and Finance. Picton. Ont.. Canada.

Mr. Sayers, the Principal is an honor graduate
of the School of Pedagogy and has had an experience
of several years in both High School and Model
School work, having been connected as an instructor
for four years with a Government Training School
for Teachers.

WANTED Cominercial and Shorthand
teach ers to know that they can

secure the bes t pos tions through the Central
Teachers Agency. Established 1899. Regis-
iration free; v icancies everywhere. Drop us a
line today.

E. C ROGERS
ANACER

20 E. Gty St., Colutnbua, O.

At Portlanci, Oregon
my aildrest; until further noti.e will he care ...f tlie

HOLMES BVSINESS COLLEGE.
Portland, Oregon.

from which point I intend to dobetter work
than ever. Anyone wanting artistic work nf
real merit should not fail to write me before
placing his order. I do a wide range of art
work, moat anything from penmanship for
reproduction to portraits in oil, and I feel
that I can salt you.

''^^^^^f^^^>^y

Formerly at 112 W. 61st, New York

The Pratt Teachers' Agency
70 Fifth Avenie, NEW YORK

Recommends college and normal graduates,
specialists, and other teachers to colleges,
schools and families.

The Agency receives many calls for commer-
cial teachers from public and private schools,
and business colleges,

WM. O. PRATT, MANAGER

THE KINSLEY- DRAKE CO.

SCHOOL A.GENCY
Removed to Trenton, N. J., solicits
correspondence from teachers, and
from schools looking for teachers,
and from schools for sale.

Free registration

KINSI^BY-DRAKE CO.
TRENTON, N. J.

MIDLAND TEACHERS' AGENCIES "» enrollment fees

WAnRENSBURC. MO. RICHMOND. KY. PENDLETON. OREGON

IF YOU NEED A TEACHER WRITE US

this tine should register at once and be ready.

Even after September
1st there will be calls

inercial schools and commercial departments of high schools. We don't know how many
but all good teachers open for engagen.eut .at

g|„g|| JEg(;|JE|JS' Bypg 22|^Bro^,da,

mC&VP¥>nrYP'MI¥%.TP1^ Two of our members begin work in newpositions^MldMr M. £#f^DILrIV in the university of Wisconsin, two in the Cleve-
= land High Schools, two in Duff's College of

. ,.,. J
Pittsburg—but we can't give the list here. We

placeour members in the best schools, public and private. It is to vour interest to be registered with
us. No advance fee. Get in line for the position you desire in the future,

THe Specialists* Educ&tional Bureau
WBBSTER. GR.OVES ... gx. LOVIS. MO.
Managed by R. A Grant, Head of Commercial Department. Yeatman High School. St. Louis. Mo

650 CALLS FOK TEACMEKS
Have come to us this season, from January 1 to .\ugust 1. .\s usual, our search has
been for GOOD PENMEN, who are all-round commercial teachers of good exper-

ience and strong character, .\lmost always we can help such teachers—especially men
— to realize a net gain financially even the first year in a new position. During July we
placed teachers in these high schools: Peabody. Mass.; Hillsboro. Ohio; Junction City,

Kan.; .\rlington, Mass.; Augusta. Me.; Le Mars. Iowa. And. among others, we sent

teachers to these business schools: Strayer's, Baltimore; Schissler's. Norristown. Pa..

Goldey's. Wilmington, Del.; Spencerian, Milwaukee; Northwestern, Chicago; Albany.
N. Y. : American. Allentown, Pa.; R.-M. & S., Trenton, N. J.; Muskegon. Mich.

k is commonly admitted that promptness, courtesy and intelligent

effort characterize our service. In emergency, let us help you.

THE NATIONAL COMMEBCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
A SPECIALTY BY A SPECIALIST

E. E. Gaylord. Manager Pi-ospect tllll. Beverly, Ma»».
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Lessons

Roundhand
W. A. Baircl,

118 N. Hl^h St..

Columbus, O.

=^

^
INSTRUCTIONS FOR LESSON

NO. 1.

By way of apology for this course in

Roundhand or Knerossing Script, little

need be said of this style of penmanship
itself. While it is an old style.it seems to

be quite popular at the present time, and
its popularity seems to be increasing.

To execute it to a fair degree of accuracy,
you must first have a clear idea of the
forme to he made, but outside of the shad-
ed down strokes there is not such a great
diflference between the forms used in

Roundhand and those used in Light-line
writing, as at first seems apparent.
This style is strictly ornamental, and

like most ornamental arts, is slow in exe-
cution.

Materials.

There is no paper, pen or ink made, that I

consider ton good for Roundhand. Most
cheap papers will soak up ink like a blotter
when any shading is attempted, and since
Roundhand is a shaded hand, such paper
is entirely unfit for this work. There are a
number of good grades of paper on the mar-
ket, but for a high grade paper, cut to a con-
venient size I would recommend the "17^
lb. Wedding" paper, handled by ijaner &
Bloser.

I use "Zanerian" India ink; it ia more
convenient than and gives as good results
as stick India.
Use an oblique holder, specially adjusted

for Roundhand ; the 10c holders handled by
Zaner & Bloser are as good as any, and
they will adjust theni if instructed to do so.
For these lessons use a Zanerian Fine
Writer or a Gillotts No. 1 pen.

Position and Movement.

Use the same position at the table as In

light-line writing, both as regards the arm
and the paper. Owing to the comparative-
ly slow speed, the pen must be held some-
what tighter than for business writing.
The hand may be turned farther to the
right and may rest on the side; the little

finger being the center of control.
The movement comes principally from the

forearm and the wiist, giving the wrist a

sort of rocking motion; the fingers are not
used as much as might be expected. I

would advise each one to lose no opportun-
ity to watch some one write Roundhand, as

you could then see the movement employ-
ed, and the work would be easier.

In the first exercise in the copy, try for

uniformity in width of stroke and spacing
between lines. Place your pen on the pa-

per and press down on it until the points
are forced open as wide as you desire the
stroke to be, then move the pen downward
and make the stroke; starting in this way
will make the tops square.
The lower-turn exercise will naturally

start the same as the straight line, and
should hold the same width until the pen
has traveled between two-thirds and three-
fourths of the distance to the base line,

when it should begin to taper in order to

make the turn. See that the right side of

the stroke is nearly straight, and that the
taper comes from the left side. Raise the
pen as you come to the base line and re-

place it to make the hair line connecting
stroke. Always raise the pen at the base
line, and you will find it equally as helpful
to raise it at the top of all minimum letters.

Take particular notice where the hair line
apparently joins the shaded stroke.

In making the upper-turn, the introduc-
tory stroke should begin slightly below the
base line; the upper-turn will naturally be
the the reverse of the lower turn.

The hard part will be to keep the strokes
from getting wedge-shaped, too wide at the
square end of the stroke, and too narrow
near the turn.

In the exercise giving the double-turn, try
to make the upper and lower-turns equally
round.
The rest of the lesson is composed of

these principals joined together. Strive for
uniformity in width of line, in spacing and
in slant.

Nearly every stroke used in making min-
imum letters is given in this lesson. Work
hard and study the copy carefully.

Send in your best work for criticism, and
enclose postage if you wish your work re-

turned.

By Bloser, Zaner and Dar

n
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Good Writing Easily Taught
The enthusiastic teacher who provides for his student good copies,

logically arranged and carefully graded, ought to get good results in

penmanship. The mediocre teacher who uses Modern Commercial Pen-
manship, will get fairly good results in spite of his mediocrity.

WHAT IT IS
Modern Commercial Penmanship is a carefully graded course in

plain, business writing, containing 60 lessons, 60 pages of copies, and
accompanied by as many sets of instruction very carefully wrought out.

The price of this book is 50c. Copies will be sent to teachers for exam-
ination upon receipt of 25c.

The Commercial Text Book Company
DES MOINES, IOWA

Modern Illustration by

Ct S Henderson

Portland. Ore.,

Holmes Business College
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CALLl WRITE DRTELfPhONE.

An elaborate, artistic, display design from the pen and brush and brain and hand of Mr. P. \V. Costello, Scranton. Pa.
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BOOK REVIEWS

"Speech of Robert Y. Hayne, on Foote's

Resolution" in tlie United States Senate,

Jan. 21-25 1830, is the title of another of those
splendidly engraved and printed booklets

published in the interests (if Benn Pitman
shorthand, which writers of this system
doubtless will hail with usual pleasure.

A Manual of Language Lessons by F. R.
Heath, published liy the Phonographic In-

stitute Co., Cincinnati, O., is the title of a
275-page, substantially-bound, well-printed
book, which in every way seems to conform
to the subject implied in the title. The ta-

ble of contents gives one a more compre-
hensible idea of the completeness of the
book, and we therefore give it as follows :

Grammar, Missing word exercises. Synon-
yms, Definition and use of words. Capital-
ization, Punctuation, Composition, Corres-
pondence, Fortv-twn lessons in spelling.
Etymology and Homonyms
The t3'pe is large and bold and plain. If

you have never examined this Manual we
believe you would do well to do so. Price.
$1.00.

Manual of Bookkeeping and Accounting,
by L. B. Moffett. Director of Peirce School,
Philadelphia, Pa., is the title of a splendidly
bound art linen and leather book of 175

pages, 7x10 inches in size. It is designed as
a text for commercial school use. Special
attention has been given to gradation, each
succeeding set including new features. It

is adapted to home study. It gives atten-
tion to corporation bookkeeping, trading
and manufacturing accounts, cimparative

revenue, financial statements, etc., etc.
.Six pages are devoted to mercantile terms,
abbreviations and signs. At the end of the
book is 102 practical problems, covering the
various phases of bookkeeping and ac-
counting, which impress us as being es-
pecially valuable and suggestive. All in
all the book impresses us as being all that
its title implies.

Commercial Law, by A. T. Hills, member
of the Cleveland Bar, published by the
Practical Text Book Co., Cleveland, O., Is

the title of a :)08-page book devoted to the
subject named in the title. It is substan-
tially bound in linen and printed in appro-
priate type for easy reading and also ar-

ranged for ci>nvenient reference. The vol-

ume wras specially written to meet the need
of schools, and to furnish for private use a
work that is thoroughly practical and un-
incumbered by the usual dull details of
regular law books. The object of the book
is not to make every man his own lawyer,
but rather that he might know something
of his rights and duties and thereby avoid
complications and losses incident to ex-
pensive litigation. The review questions
and the general plan of the book impresses
us as being well suited to class room use.

Circulars announcing the "Fountain At-
tachment" to his Automatic pen is hereby
acknowledged from Mr. C. -\. Faust, Chica-
go, 111., 40 Dearborn St. Mr. Faust possesses
a good deal of the inventive genius and
anything he turns out is first class His
new device enables one to accomplish a
great deal more in a day in show card work
than is possible by the old method.

IFYOV^VISHTO EARN
PaLfeion^s Perktn&rm« Keolctxlc, la.

Questions and Answers.

Is it a good idea for a person to imitate
another's writing? <_)r should one use his
own characteristic style ?

Until you can call yourself a "mas-
ter," you will do well to follow as
faithfully as you can the work of peo-
ple who are recognized as masters in

our profession.

If we mistake not, such men as
Madarasz, Courtney and Doner have
at some time or other followed faith-

fully the work of the finest penman
known. We believe you can make no
mistake in doing so. Your individ-
uality will assert itself in due course
of time in spite of anything you may
do to the contrary. Masters in any
line, be it music, oratory or art, have
some time during their lives wor-
shipped at the shrine of some one's
product and have striven to equal it.

Aspiring penmen will make no mis-
take in doing the same. And the
more masters you attempt to imitate
the better, providing you stick to one
long enough to accomplish results.

CARD WRITING High grade and pie as-

15 cards
-M cards
One set
One set

Eicht ir

. best quality, blacli c

. best quality, black
ornamental capitals
business capitals
ch oblique holder, so

r whi
ar wh

methi

te -

ncfi

$ .20

.60

.15

.10M
CASH PREMIUM t

foi tine sample boot: a

o aeent
nd tern

s. Set dter cents

W. H. EARLES MACON, GEORGIA
1

PRACTicALr, inte:re:sting and vp-to-date:
is our new Commercial Law just from press. Nothing di-y or prosy
about it. A veritable storehouse of practical legal lore. The philosophy
of the law is not presented, but its application to everyday transactions.

This text contains all of the essentials that a student
shouUl study to anderstand his legal rights and obliga-
tions, and to determine for himself how to preserve
such rights and properly discharge such obligations.
At the same time, ihe text is condensed, paragraphed,
and suitably arranged for class-room use. It is designed
to meet the needs in business schools and the commer-
cial departments of high schools, as well as other
schools in which the lime devoted to this subject is

limited.
The book is written in a simple lucid style. Points

usually difficult to understand are made clear and in-
teresting to the student by illustrations. There are 240
of these illustrations—a larger number than in any

Write i

sUthe practical text book CO ,

PRACTICAL TEXT
-' CLEVELAND

Other text-book on business law. The illustrations in
our text are founded on actual cases, and the legal
forms are photo-engraved from documents in actual
use,
Among the topics treated you will find a valuable

chapter and table setting forth the rights of married
women, according to the statutes of the several states,

a chapter of 103 pages on Negotiable I'aper, 37 pages of
which give the exact text ofthe Negotiable Instruments
Law. already adopted by 33states, and 16 pages showing
28 engraved specimensof Irregular Commercial Paper.
Suggestive questions for review work are given at the
close of each chapter, and a very convenient and useful
glossary of legal lerms is included.

Euclid Ave. and 18th %U CLEVELAND. OHIO

QOOKCOAVPANY
-OHIO — ^



By C. W. Rice, about 25 years ago. Loaned by J. M. Holmes, formerly of Mansfield, O., now at San Diego, Calif.

Suitable, for all kinds of schools and colleges. Out- new 1 6-paSe
oataloS fells all. Free for the asking. The H. &" B. iinprinf on a diploma l»
a Suaranfee of ai-flsfie quality, correct usa^e, tasteful dest^ninit. DIPLO-
MAS MADE TO ORDER. Send for estimates and samples. Resolutions en-
grossed and illuminated.

DIPLOMA FILLINCi A SPECIALTY
HOWARD i? BR.OWN Rockland, Maine

'1" WT 1*^ H V^ Wliy schools in California, Maine, Oregon, Minnesota, Ken-
, tucky. New York City and scores of otiiers nearer Chicago,

^^^ 15 3^ ^^Z^ buy my Special Kuled Practice Paper.

^^ One re&aotv is because it does not cost them soDK^^^CQM iiuicli and have it shipped as it would to buy at hou

I'HOK. C. A. FAUST,
CHICAUU, ILLINOIS,

UenrSlr: After uninntirtj' rt-amr of y

DUFF'S COLLKGE
Sixth St. and Liberty

r paper In my classes I i

vhftt 1 had lon^ wiijbed for.
readily understands what Is required of him. co

thoughtless serihbling of careless studenti

ults than ever befor

Pittsburg. Fa., May 6, 1908.

nmend It a< the IDEAL PKAC
TKTE FAPEK, and ju;

By it< ustthest
ercises are (-orreetly spaced, the u
mutic work secured

'

Since usintryo

nur sec jnd order ot Hfty reams ju^t arrived. Yours very

Send for sample sheets and circular showi
other papers.

NO OTHER. SYSTEM OF WRITING has equalled the Faust as a result getter
More graduates and less labor to get them, has been the record in schools usint
the FAUST METHOD. It tells the Pupil and Teacher How. It will pay you to in
vestigate. If you are interested, write and I will tell you all about it.

C. A. FAVST, 40 Dearborn Street. CHICAGO, ILL,

ts many advantages

Constant

Qbr>crtis=

inoi Pays
in tlje

Business

(£5ucator.

Designs and C&rd Writers' Manual.
Coutaina 70 pa^es, l9ostyles of cards illustrated. Teils

all about how to order the best and cheapest cards—cards
that are <4Uick sellers. Don't fail to send for this book and
samples before placing your order for cards, A '2c stamp
will bring it to your door. Address,

W. McBEE, 19 Snyder St., N. S., rilllburg. Pa.

YOVR. SIGNA.TVRE:
Written in the Mills style of business
writing and a cut furnished of the same
for $2.25. Send copy of the combination
of initials you prefer and also state size
of cut desired. Address,

E. C. MILLS. Scrip! Specialist,

195 Grand Ave., ROCHESTER.. N. Y.

BY MAIL
I am the man who won the World's

First Prize iu Peumaiiship. By mj
new system 1 can make an expert pen
man of you by mail. I also teach Book
keeping and Gregg Shorthand by mail
Am placing my students as instructors
ill commercial colleges. If you
become a better penman write
full particulars, I winsendy
one of my Favorite
Uie Hansomeriar Jou

and a copy of
Inclose stamp

C. W. RANSOM,
3825 Euclid Ave. KANSAS CITY.Mo

for

An Old Subject Taught in a New,

Scientific Way

If you have studied penmanship
under old methods and failed to ac-
quire a rapid business hand or an
accurate professional style, enroll with
us as we guarantee to make you an
expert or refund your money.

All liraiiches of penmanship and
pen art taught. Cards written and all

kinds of pen work executed to order.
Send stamp for full information and
samples.

Scientific School of Penmanship
too Main St. Kewanee, 111,
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I Teach Penmanship
BY MAIL

No better
one. 1 send my pen-work to
every state in the Union, Cana-
da and Mexico. My finest Cards
and Writing, any style, any
color, the best you can get any-
where, 25 cents per dozen. Or-
namental caps., 20cent9. Fine
Scrap Book specimen. lO cents.
If interested write for my Jour-
nal. Inclose stamp, " Address.

M. A.. A.<la.nrvs, Pr«s..

Nu-ietta Commercial College. M&rielta, Ohio

One of tbe leading schools of Penmanship and
Drawing in the U. S. Under the personal super-

onof L. M. Kelchner.
interested write for information. Address

Pres. 0. H. Lon£well.Bl^land Park College, Des Moines, la.

.

EvS'SLUTIONS &E-

INDRD55ED. -PB*

-^D iNKPORTRAirS.

e:ste:rbrook's pe:ns
" Easy to write with, —— Hard to use up."
CORRECT DESIGN UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

150 STYLrES

Al PROFESSIONAL TEXT WhrllKHS 4:,3Hrsi\KSS AMI L'cpl.lKi.E
Fine pointed and elas- Made in 3 widths and witli With tine and extra tine

tic for card writing long point to both left points. Elastic and
and right smooth writing

ESTERBROOK STEELr PEN MF'G. CO.
26 JOHN ST., N. Y. CITY CAMDCN. NEMT JERSEY

FINEST PENMANSHIP SVPPLrlES OBTAINABLtE:.
PENS AND HOLDERS.

Zanerian Fine Writer Pen—The best
and finest fine writine pen made—best
for enerossine, card writing and all fine

icripl work. Gross ll.OO. >i gross 25c
1 do 12c

Zanerian Ideal Pen—One of the best
p*Ds made for eeneral penwork—busi-
peas or ornamental. One of the best
pens for beginners in penmanship.
Gross 75c. K crois 25c. 1 dozen 10c

Zanerian Medial Pen—A high-grade
medium, extra smooth pan for business
writing. None better. Just right for

students and accountants. Gross 75c
M gross 25c

Zanerian Business Pen—

A

oth.

For unshaded bi

never been excelled, if equaled. Gross
75c. ii gross 25c. 1 dozen lOc.

Gilhtfs Principality No. ! Pen—

A

fine writing pen. Gross $1.00, ]^ gross
25c, 1 dozen I2c

Cillotfs Double Elastic E. F. No.
604 Pen—A medium fine writing pen.
Gross 76c, K gross 25c. 1 dozen---- 10c

Cillotfs Magnum Quill E. F. No.
601 Pen—A business pen. Gross $1.00
^ gross 25c, 1 dozen 12c

Cillotfe No. 503 E. F. Pen—Used
largely for drawing purposes. Gross
$1.00. «grosB25c, 1 dozen 12c

Cillotfs Lithographic Pen No. 290
—One of the hnest pointed drawing
pens made. 6 pens 25c, 3 pens 15c

Cillotfs Crow Quill Pen No. 6S9—
Very fine points. 6 pens 25c, 3 pens 15c

Soennecken Lettering Pen — For
making German Text, Old English, and
all broad pen letters. Set of 12-num-
bers 1, \Vi. 2 VA, 3, 3!«, 4. 5, and 6
single pointed and 10. 20, and 30 double
pointed 25c

Zanerian Oblique Penholdei— Hand-
made, rosewood, nearly 12 inches long,

a beautiful and perfect holder. 1 holder
- - 50c

Fine Art Oblique Holder— Inlaid
and fancy, hand-made, rosewood, and
by far the most beautiful holder made.
Nearly 12 inches long. 1 holder sent in

a small wooden box $1.00

Excelsior Oblique Holder—The best
low-priced oblique holder made. Many
hundreds of gross have been sold.

1 holder 10c, 6 holders $ .35

% gross 1.35

'A gross - 2.60

I gross 5.00

Straight Penholder— CoiV tipped
and best for business writing, fiourish-

ing, etc. I bolder 10c, 6 holders 40c. 12

holders 65c

CARDS, INK, PAPER, ETC
Arnold's Japan Ink—Nearly }A pint

bottle by mail postpaid $40
Blank Cards—White bristel with

finest surface for tine penmanship.
100 by mail postpaid $ .28

500 by express .75

1000 by express 1.35

Black Cards— Best made for white ink.

100 by mail postpaid $ .2«

500 by express--- 75

1000 by express - 1.35

White Cardboard—V/edding Bristol

for fine pen work. Sheets are 22x2«.
6 sheets by express -- $ .60

12 sheets by express - 1.00

2 sheets by mail postpaid 50

White Cardboard- With hard finish,

much like ledger paper. Sheets are
20 '2X23
6 she by . ipre .$ .40

13 sheets by express vo

3 sheets by mail postpaid 50

Black Cardboard—Finest for white
ink. Sheets are 22x28 inches.
6 sheets by express $ .50

12 sheets by express 75
2 sheets by mail, postpaid 50

Wedding Papei—Finest for penman-
ship or drawing. Sheets are 21x33.
6 sheets by express ... $ .50

12 sheets by express 70

3 sheets by mail, postpaid 50

Zanerian India Ink—A fine drawing
ink and best for preparing script and
drawing for photo-engraving.
I bottle by mail, postpaid $ .30

1 dozen bottles by express 2.00

White Ink—Very fine.

1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .25

by ipre
1 quart by

Writing Papers—All our
papers are 8xl0'i inches in •

contain 960 sheets to the ream,
is faint and can be furnished
inch) or narrow ( i-a inch).
Extra fine 14 lb. white wove—

1 ream by express

50 sheets by mail postpaid.. 55
Extra fine 12 lb. white wove

—

1 ream by express $2.70

100 sheets by mail postpaid .65

Extra fine 10 lb. white wove—
1 ream by express $2 15

^i
" ' 1,30

100 sheets by mail postpaid 60
Extra fine 12 lb. Azure (blue)—

1 ream by express $2.20
^2 " " 1.20

100 sheets by mail postpaid .65

Extra fine UA lb. Wedding stock—
1 ream by express --- $4.50

'.; " 2.50
\

"
---- 1.40

'Ai sheets by mail postpaid .70
Grade Practice Paper

—

1 by express $1.70

Medii

100 sheets by mail postpaid 65
Send 5 cents in stamps for a sample

sheet of each of the six grades.

All goodi go b7 mail postpaid, except those mentioned to go by express, on which purch;
the heavy goods ii to order fair aised quantitiea and have tbem go by freight.

We handle the best and can save you money. Cash must accompany all orders.
Remit by money order, or stamps for small amounts

pays carriage charges. Of course the cheapest way to £

Prices are too low to keep accounts.

Addr«M, ZANCR (SL BLOSER, COI^VNBVS, OHIO.

Qx '-^'^''^l^i'i^^'^i^^'^^^^^^-'i^t^i^it^^je'i-^^^^*'^^^^ JL J
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ANOTHER NEW PUBLICATIQK

Booth's Progressive Dictator
This book is designed to supplement the regular dictation work in shorthand classes, and
to relieve the teacher of much of the drudgery of continuous dictation. In addition, it

has proved to be a powerful medium for increasing accuracy and speed in writing. It can
be used in connection with any shorthand system. The dictator is in two parts, pad form,
and the paper for the dictation is supplied in each pad. A descriptive circular, giving
information in detail, will be sent upon request.

The BUDCiET SYSTEMS of BOOKKEEPING and OUR OTMEIi TEXTS
have displaced the books of other publishers in many schools this fall. We never make
exchanges except for small quantities of books; yet we have new and second-hand books
of nearly every publisher on hand, which are for sale at greatly reduced prices. Write
us for what you wanf if you ai'e in the mat^ket.

The New Essentials of Business Arithmetic, announced in May, has had a sweep-
ing adoption. If you have not made your selection this year you had better see a copy.

When you ai^e thinking about texts don't forget that the Sadler-Rowe texts dominate
in the commercial school field today just as they have for the last ten years.

Take note of the GRADE of schools that use our books

SadIer=Rowe Company = = Baltimore, md.

WHAT about munson
shorthand ?

For years and years MUNSON SHORTHAND has been used in first-class, high-grade commercia
schools. During that time it has quietly and insistently made itself felt and gained the recognition
and pre-eminence to which its superiority entitles it. Nobody has shouted its praises from the house-
tops. At no time have pyrotechnic methods been resorted to for its advertisement. What it is toda>

—

the foremost position it occupies—are the results of merit only.

Munson Shorthand writes the language as it is spoken. It is based on sound, well-defined prin-
ciples, and is without question the most logical and consistent system in use. The system may be
learned in less time than any other reliable system, and when learned it is equal to every requirement.

Manual of Munson Shorthand presents this system in a concise, attractive and teachable form.
It is a thoroughly up-to-date text. Truly pedagogical in treatment and businesslike in content, it

combines the features necessary to make an ideal text for the schoolroom, and to give an ideal pre-
paration for the office.

Write to us for further information and circulars in regard to Manual of Munson Shorthand and its

Auxiliaries, the Munson Exercise Book, the Munson First Reader, the Munson Dictionary, and the
Munson Second Reader, which will be ready October 1st. Do it now while you have the matter
in mind. Address,

CniCAtiO k'UWt.lCC^ O LYUM^ NEW YORK
378 Wabash Avenue i US Broadway

CX -^*^'^^'^='<^^^^^^^fe<g^^<^^t^g^^^^i.^^^.^ia^<^<:^^ )[~)



1^ STUDENTS' PENMANSHIP EDITION SEVENTY FIVE CENTS A YEAR
OCTOBER 1908
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YOUNG MAN ! YOUNG WOMAN !

BE CAREFUL AND WISE IN THE

CHOICE OF YOUR JOURNAL-

ISTIC AS WELL AS YOUR
PERSONAL COMPANIONS. THE

BUSINESS EDUCATOR IS HELP-

FUL, STIMULATING BUT NOT
INTOXICATING, AND FAITH-

FUL. LET IT ACCOMPANY YOU

AS YOU START IN LIFE ; LET IT

CONTINUE TO HELP YOU AS IN

THE PAST; TURN TO IT FOR

ENCOURAGEMENT AND HELP

WHEN NO OTHER TEACHER
OR FRIEND IS NEAR.

^
.J W

^J''^;,W^'^ -^x
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THE BUSS SYSnM Of ACTUAL BUSINESS

THE SCHOOL BUILDER
There is nothing about a Biiisness College that will attract more attention than

'\ a fine Office Practice Department. A department, fitted u]) like the one herein

%

^

t shown, will pay 100% on the investment every year. This is a photo ofa portion

of an Office Practice Department fitted last summer especially for the introduc-

tion of the Bliss System of Actual Business. This new school, The Bliss-Alger

College of Saginaw, Mich., has met with wonderful success, over 200

students having been enrolled since September last.

What the Bliss System has done for this school, it will do for others. If you wish
to make an investment which will pay better than any investment you
have ever made, introduce the Bliss System of Actual Business from the Start.

THE F. H. BLISS PUBLISHING CO., sagINAW.

.. . n jW^u . . i «

fcyyyrrryyryscr. ;... . .: ?r^
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A MANUAL

OF

LANGUAGE LESSONS.

F. R. HEATH.
A text-book on English, designed more especially for use in

Commercial Colleges and Schools of Shorthand.

Cloth. i2mo. 275 pages. $1.00.

The Phonographic Institute Company,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Tlie following subjects are briefly but comprehensively expounded,

and suitable exercises are fumisht

:

1. Grammar.
2. Practical Analysis—Missing-word Exercises.

3. Synonyms.
4. Definition and Use of Words.
5. Capitalization.
6. Punctuation.

7. Composition.
8. Correspondence.
9. Spelling.

10. Etymology.
11. Homonyms.

i II

2 M

A Miigle examination copy of .•! Manual 0/ Language Les-

sons will be sent to any teacher who will fill out and return
this coupon v.-h\i/oriy-ezght cents in stamps or silver.

Name of Teacher

P. 0. Address

School with which

Name of text-book
hereiofore u^ed __...

Free Course for Teachers

Chartier Shorthand
BY MA.II,

Send for the first lesson and begin the
study of the greatest system of short-

hand ever published.

Mr. L. C. Spencer has just completed
the most simple, pedagogical and learn-

able shorthand mail course ever pre-

sented to the American people.

Ten simple lessons.

The theory of the system can be mas-
tered in ten nights by any teacher of

average intelligence.

A postal card addressed to us will bring
you the first lesson, and then will begin
the most fascinating study of your life.

Write to-day.

CHARTIERSPENCER PUBLISHING CO.

NEW ORLEANS

L. C. SPENCER. President

LOUISIANA

S. C. SCHWING. Sec-Treat.

If you are seeking a text in writing as helpful and

scientific as in other subjects; a text that tells and

shows the pupil how and what to practice to suc-

ceed; ask to examine " The Zaner Method of Arm

Movement Writing" Complete Manual. Free to

school proprietors or principals upon request.

ZANER & BLOSER, Publishers, Columbus, Ohio

CJL '-•'''^'^^'^^^^^^'^-^^i^^g^'z^Z^t^i^^^^^!^'^^.^^^ ^(~^
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''The System that is Free of Obtuse Angles''

JUST A MOMENT, PLEASE!
Are you one of those who have been tricked by the apparent simpHcity of some Hght Hne scheme because

you were shown how easv such frequently (?) used words as nap, kit. tincan, dingdong. lick, midge, fig. pig.

Dave, tiff, and some others, could be written only to later discover that when you tried to write REAL
WORDS you had to take the pen around a course about like that taken by a child's

Tourth of July Devil Chaser?
If you are one of that numerous class, do not condemn all light line shorthand on that account.

All light line shorthand is not built upon such Scientific (?) princijiles. BEERS Shorthand is not.

All light line shorthand does not have that class of Intrinsic Merit ( ?). BEERS Shorthand has not. All

light line shorthand is not burdened with such Sterling qualities (?) BEERS Shorthand is jiot, BUT—

BEERS SHORTHAND
HAS a greater brevity than any other light line shorthand in existance, and in the writing will be found as many consonants as is

found in any Pitmanic System and as many vowels as in any light line system, which means that there are many more consonants

written than is possible (with a brevity greater than longhand) in any other light line system and, with the same exception, many

more vowels than is found in any Pitmanic writing. All this means LEGIBILITY.

Free Course by Mail to Teachers and No obligations incurred by the Teachers. All correspondence Confidential. Investigate.

Complete Text, SI. 00. Dictionary, 80 cents. Key to Text, 25 cents.

Examination Copy, half price to schools and teachers.

The BEERS PVBLISHING COMPANY
1008 Simpson Street, B. E., New York

THE

mm.mi publichtions

Business Letter Writing — One ot the neatest and

brightest little works on Commercial Correspond-

ence. Unlike anything else published. Write for

sample pages. Single copy sent postpaid for 50 cts.

NEW COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC
A book of 47!) pages, thoroughly covering the sub-

ject. Copy sent postpaid for $2.00.

PRACTICAL BOOKKEEPING
COMMERCIAL LAW

HIGH SCHOOL BOOKKEEPING
BUSINESS SPELLER

Try a box of Musselman's Perfection Pens, 25 cts.

For full information and sample pages, write

D. L. MUSSELMAN PUBLISHING CO.

QUINCY, ILLINOIS

Gillotts Pens
The Mosi Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN, No. 1

TT'S 1

"IP
•^- o GiiLorr;

:^uihOJ.,E^TR.A.e

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F

Gillott's Pens have for seventv-five years stood the
111.1.^1 e.KaitiuK tests at the hands of Professional and
business Penmen. Extensively imitated, luit never
eiiiKiUeil, Gilloll's Pens stiU stand in the front rank, as
regards Temper, Klasticity and IJurability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

JosepH Oilloti (Sl Sons
ALFRED FIELD <ti CO.. Sole Agents

93 Chambers Si. NEW YORK

\J^ _^^a!W<<i<v:1^^4:i«z^'z<g^o;^g<i^^k^/^A^f<<vt<iZ£<i'^«g^z>fej«;.^^ jLj
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IT IS VERY EASY
TO CHANGE TO

i^^d^^d^^i^^

("The Shorthand of the English-speaking people. "—Guilbert Pitman.)

FliOM ANY OTHER. SYSTEM

'ILet us explain how it can be done without

in any way disturbing your present arrange-

ments.

Tt Let us demonstrate the benefit it would be

to YOU.

Tf Hundreds of schools have made the change.

Why not yours? And why not NOW?

WlilTE US TODAY

The Gregg Publishing Company
New York Chicago

CX '^^''^''^^^^^^'^^''^^^g^z^Z'^-^gS:-'^^ d'^^^^c^z^^^^X̂
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Ready November 1st. T l_l C" LIFE O F

SIR. ISAAC PITMAN
INVENTOR OF PHONOGRAPHY

For the first time the authentic story of Sir Isaac

Pitman's career is told fullv and completely in the

new "Life." The narative will, without doubt, have
great attraction for all Shorthand Teachers, and also

for all who use Phonography. Thousands of in-

structors who have for many years past been engaged
in imparting a knowledge of the system the "Father
of Phonography" invented, to innumerable students

in every part of the world to which the English lan-

guage has penetrated will, we feel convinced, con-

sider it a duty to acquaint themselves with the life

story of one whose shorthand system forms, either

wholly or in part, the foundation of their vocation
in life.

In the narrative of the genesis and development
of Phonography many things are related with which
every teacher ought to be fully acquainted. His
teaching will be more convincing and more interest-

ing the greater the knowledge which he possesses of

the life and work of the inventor of Phonography,
and of the circumstances under which the art was
developed and brought to its present perfected state.

The invention and improvement of Phonography
will be more fully illustrated than has ever before
been attempted. There will be facsimiles of the
early editions, and a fully detailed account of the
growth of Phonography under the hand of its In-
ventor from 1837, down to a comparatively recent
period. Full bibliographical details will also form
a supplemental portion of the "Life." In a word,
no pains have been spared to tell the story of the
sj^stem completely and thoroughly in association
with the everyday life of its originator.

With manv Portraits, Illustrations and Facsirfiiles.—
376-pp.. Demy 8vo, Cloth, Gilt, $2.00.

Special Offer

Purchasers of this work who send their orders
direct to Isaac Pitman & Sons, on or before Novem-
ber 1st, will be presented, free, with a high-class
reproduction of the Memorial Portrait of Sir Isaac
Pitman (by A. S. Cope, R. A., and accepted by the
National Portrait Gallery) mounted, 17} by 23J ins.

SIXTH EDITION READY SEPT. 15th

A Praciicekl Course in Touch Typewriting
BY CHARLES E. SMITH

The reason of the phenomenal success of "A Practical Course" rests mainly in the scientific and

pedagogical way in which the student advances while mastering the keyboard. The strong fingers

are not strengthened at the expense of the weak fingers; neither are the weak fingers wearied with

drills in advance of their more nimble brothers. All the fingers are trained all the time, with due

consideration for the strength and suppleness of each. The student goes from the known to the

unknown, the line of least resistance being followed throughout, so that he acquires the ability to

write by touch almost before he knows it. ThIs method has been One of the fundamental
factors in producing the majority of the most rapid and accurate typists of the last

few years.

'I am pleased to state that I consider 'A Practical Course
in Touch Typewriting,' the only text-book from which I

studied, the. best typewritinjt instruetion book that I have
.seen. The exercises are excellent and have helped me won-
derfully in working up speed. The whole course is very in-

teresting from the beginning, atad it cannot but produce the
best results in the shortest time. I attribute my success in
typewriting in a large measure to the assistance given me
by Mr. Smith, the author of the book, and I am sure anyone,
who use* It- will be more than pleased with the re.sult.s."

—Rose L. Fritz. The World's Champion Typist.

"It seems to me that the thousands of lucky students
who have tested the merits of 'A Practical Course in Touch
Typewriting' makes anything I mav add as to its worth
almost unnecessary. I believe it is the most constrictive
text-book on touch typewriting that has e\'er been written.
The underlying principle of teaching the student to use all
the fingers all the time, and to go from the known to the
unknown, ^compels him to become a skillful typist witli the
least expenditure of time and effort. I iieartily recommend
this work to those desiring the best system of all."
— Elise Scott. Winner Gold Medal. Students' Championship Typewrit-
ing Contest. Philadelphia. April 18. 1908.

PRICE, 50 CENTS; CLOTH, 75 CENTS

gffif" Send for new pamphlet "Why the Isaac PHman Shorthand is the Best," and copy of

"Pitman's Sh<irthand Weekly." Write for particulars of FREE MAIL COURSE FOR TECHERS.

Is^lac Pitman & Sons, publishers. 3 lumon sq.,M. v.

\/X. ^^<:^tif't/k^i^ldCa.fi^^^^i^(/(i!lJ^£.-tJ<M'e^.-£^ji-nj€yy^'uy.^^ IT^
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THE BUSINESS EDUCATOP
Entered at Columbus, O., Post Office as 2nd ClasB Matter

C. p. Zaner,
E. W. Bloser,

Editor
Business Manager

Published Monthly (except July and Aucustl by
Zaner & Bloser. 118 N. Hich St., Columbus. O . as
follows : Teachers' Professional Edition, $1 (Kl a
Year (Foreicn Subscriptions 30 cents extra ; Cana-
dian Subscriptions 20 cents extra). Students' Pen-
manship Edition, 75 cents a Year (Foreign Sub-
scriptions 20 cents extra : Canadian Subscriptions
10 cents extra.)

Remil-tanees should be made by Money Order
or Bank Draft, or by currency at sender's risk.

Stamps accepted. If personal checks are sent, add
20 cents for collection fee.

Two EdiHons. The Teachers' Professional
Edition contains 48 or more papes. twelve pages of

which are devoted to Accounting, Finance, Mathe-
matics, English, Law, Typewriting, Advertising,
Conventious, etc., and Departments specially suited
to the needs of teachers, principals and proprietors
The Students' Penmanship Edition contains :)6

pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,

less the twelve pages devoted to commercial sub-
jects. This edition is specialty suited to students in

Commercial, Public and Private schools, and con-
tains all of the Penmanship, Engrossing, Pen Art,

and Lesson features of the Professional Edition.

The Btislne.ss Educator is devoted to the pro-
gressive and practical interest of Business Educa-
tion and Penmanship. A journal whose mission is

to dignify, popularize, and improve the world's
newest and neediest education. It purposes to in-

spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, and to
further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-
ness education.

Change of Address. If you change your ad-
dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as
the new address. We lose many journals each issue
through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to forward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

Subscriher.*. If we do not acknowledge receipt
of your subscription, kindly consider first copy of
the journal you receive as sufficient evidence that
we received your subscription all right. If you do
not receive your journal by the 10th of each month,
please notify us.

Advertising Rates furnished upon application.
The Business Edpcator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the
most intelligent and well-to-do among those inter-
ested in business education and penmanship in the
United btates, Canada, England, and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of High Schools, Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among olfice workers, home
students, etc.

Bates to Teachet-s, Agents, and Clab
Raisers sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or many
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished to secure
subscriptions.

PENMANSHIP TEXTS.

The oM order of teaching most of

the commercial subjects has given
way to more motJern and practical

methods.
The "actual business" method, with

all its faults, shortcomings, promises
and over-dosage has revolutionized
commercial teaching.
The teacher no longer stands before

his classes and teaches b> the force

pump method. Instead, each pupil is

provided with the budget of informa-
tion and transactions and told to

"dig." He is thrown upon his own
resources and responsibility; to call

for help only after having tried to

secure the information first-hand him-
self.

As a consequence, a teacher can
handle more students and the pupils

achieve more. Thus it is that by the

modern way each pupil is handled
most of the time as a unit and not as

a generality. At stated times they

are all treated to a budget of gener-

alities which save each and all includ-

ing the teacher.

The subject of writing , however, not

infrequently takes more time and
vitality on the part of the teacher than

any other subject; whereas, if handled
rightly, it could and should take less.

If the right text is placed in the hands
of the pupil he can go ahead " on his

own hook" just the same as in other

subjects, going to the teacher only

when he has apparently reached the

end of his string. A criticism and
suggestion from the teacher straight-

ens this curve or lines up that slant,

and so the work goes merrily on.

Put into the hands of each pupil as

complete, reliable, practical and au-

thentic a text in writing as in other
subjects, and results at the minimum
of effort on the part of pupil and
teacher will be forthcoming, the same
as in other things. Try it and see.

The day of bombastic penmanship
instruction is at an end in all up-to-

date schools; also the notion that

fresh-from-the-pen copies for each
individual are a necessity. Less en-

thusiasm and more self-interest result

—likewise more uniform and practical

writing— more individuality as well.

Let the good work go on.

Extract from Recent Letter from one
of America's Brainiest Educators.

"I must not close this letter without expressing

my pleasure in the really artistic (from my point

of view, at least! cover design that conspicuously
ornaments the first uumher of the new year's

Educator. It is not only properly symbolical

of the calling; which the Educator represents,

but for once it has figures that ilu look lil;e hu-

man beings. Yiiu know quite as well as I, that

the effort of the average pemnan to depict a hu-

man countenance, even when idealizeil or con-

ventionalized, is a thing tn provoke the laughter

rif the gods, but Mr. Henderson has drawn nat-

ural figures with fine human faces, and above all

because he has succeeded, even with nothing

but stipple for the purpose, in putting into those

faces just the sort of genial, pure-minded, hope-
fulness and ambition that ought tn characterize

both the student and the teacher in the great

work in which we are engaged. I cannot, for

myself, too highly commend these t«-o faces as

nrible interpretations of the spirit that should an-

imate us.

f^'-

'-^

Berkmart's Cessons tn Business ll'^ting

are certainly right up to ^ate. iEbcij are prac-

tical, pedagogical (xxk^ enthusiastic. — dl^e Best

of tl]c year.

^: -J
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SUCCESSLETS
FOB AMBITIOUS YOUNG PEOPLE

i;. D. SNOW, Principal,

Maple City Business Sehool, HorneJI, N, Y

-J

TWO WAYS OF LOOKING AT IT.

Too many men wear out the south-

ern exposure of their trousers while

sitting- around waiting for the god-

dess Success to kidnap them.
It's all luck anyway—so they think,

or at least talk, and if a person is

born to be successful he cannot pos-

sibly sidestep it, while if he is born

to be poor, he may as well acquire a

taste for prunes as soon as possible.

You remember Johnny Jones, the

little whiteheaded dub. who started

in the railroad office about the time

the rest of the bunch began to draw
pay, which, by the way, was only
about one-third of what they actually

earned, and how he has been shown
favoritism, boosted at anv and every

opportunity, and sometimes without
an opportunity, until he has land-

ed in the Manager's chair at $10,000 a

year. When it comes to bullheaded
luck wouldn't that frost you ?

Johnnie was always a queer duck
and never seemed to realize that he
was "easy" and was being "worked"
by the Company for over-time and
extra stunts entirely outside of what
he was hired to do.

Now there is Billy Mason who has
it all over Johnnie when it comes to

brains and natural ability. Billy can
do more work, when he feels like it,

than any other three men, but he
doesn't propose to be skinned by any
grasping, grinding monoply and until
they wake up to that fact and pro-
mote him to a salary that is commen-
surate with his real ability, he is not
going to earn several times his salary
for ungrateful, thieving officials.

Billy is one of the most popular men
in the office and how much do you
suppose he gets? Only a measly $50
per, or the princely sum of $600 a
year. Wouldn't that jar you?
Ever hear anything like that be-

fore? Are you a Johnny Jones or a
Billy Mason man? Johnny and Billy
are both excellent men but they look
upon the world from entirely different
standpoints. Johnny looks upon bus-
iness as a tremendously practical
school where they pay a man while he
is absorbing chunks of knowledge,
and where every extra hour put in
adds a "plunk" or more to his capi-
tal, while Billy voted his education
complete when he got his diploma
from the Business School, and he
doesn't see that he should hurt him-
self and do more than the prescribed
work until a raise of salary puts in
an appearance.

Johnnie gets chummie with the

business, finds some new and inter-

ing wrinkle to learn each day and
after every meal rushes to work to

learn, and annex to his working cap-
ital.

Billy also rushes to his work, but
it is because he has barely time to

get there—so he will not be fired for

being late; he finds work a grind and
every man in authority against his
advancement.
Johnnie smokes no "coffin nails"

sidesteps the "harmless" booze,
takes in a few parties, never misses
an opportunity to ask pertinent ques-
tions that will cause well informed
people to give up information, de-
votes the most of his evenings to
books and the daily papers, all ex-
cept the accounts of murders, sui-

cides, divorces, and other sewage.
When Johnnie reaches the office he
gets busy at once and accurately and
methodically cleans his desk, licks
his chops and looks around for more.
If a Chief of some Department wants
an extra piece of work gotten out on
the jump, Johnnie is right there with
a smiling face to do it. Johnnie av-
eraged a hundred hours a month ex-
tra during the first year and as he
figured it out it was worth $1800.00 to
him. That plus his $40 a month, or

$480, for the year made him $2280,

which was not so bad for the first

year out of school.

Billy was the life of the office—

socially. He knew more good stories,

was acquainted with a larger number
of perfectly entrancing girls and
could dress in better taste than any
other man on the job.

Billy was a stickler for promptness
- in getting away from the office on
the stroke of the clock, or a little be-

fore if the Chief was absent. He
had no time to read, as he was too
busy attending parties, being out
with the boys until all hours of the
night, entertaining at his clubs or

taking in plays. What was the use
of reading, anyway, so long as all

of the information was printed and
could be had when actually needed?
No use to load one's mind with a lot of

dry facts that might never be needed.
Johnnie might want to know all

about the resources of the world and
especially of our own country, but
the resources would remain the same
and not be wiped off the map if he
failed to make himself an index of

them.
There was no reason why such a

bright, sociable fellow as Billy was,
should not be pushed along into a

better position— at least that is what
his friends thought. What do you
think about it ? At the end of the

year Billy had drawn 1480.00, did not

have a cent left and was in debt to

his tailor $4.'5. 00. He started in the

next year at |45.00 per month, while

Johnnie was jumped over several

men into a $70.00 place. Unjust,
wasn't it?

Now, honestly, what are you V A
Johnnie Jones or a Billy Mason man ?

Follow Berkman faithfully and you'll

have no difficulty in capturing the B. E.

Certificate ( with illuminated seal in four

colors) the most highly prized certificate

procurable from a penmanship journal.
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Lessons in Business Writing

Penman. Blair Business College, Spokane, Wn.

Subscribers' writing criticised free. Send Specimens to Mr. Berkman at above address by tlie

20tb of eacli niontb. Then watch for your initials in these columns about live weeks later.

-J
Supplementary Lesson Number One.

First make a circle on your paper. I'se ink-well if you can't tind anything else that is round. Then take your pencil, rule, and draw lines that will

diverge to a point in the center. Fill up the spaces with different exercises—any that you can make well. When the circle is finished, put the paper in

a typewriter and make border around by striking the same key repeatedly. If you do not like to use the percent, sign for 'border work" use some other
characters. It's very interesting. Try it.

Lesson Twelve.

Instructions—Here we have the compact ellipses, retraced ellipses, and push-and-pull exercises—all one-fourth of a space in height. Make
ellipses both ways around. These are excellent drills for shorthand students and many writers can—and will—increase their speed very materially by
practicing these exercises daily, for one month.

Count—Make from 375 to 300 revolutions in a minute for the first exercise. Time yourself. The retraced ellipses are retraced six times. In the
push-and-pull exercise, count for down strokes only.

Two Points—Read instructions again andagain. Keep all the writing machinery in good oriler— i. e. in sood position, well oileil, cleaned and
IJolished.

Ill
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Lesson Thirteen.

Instructions—Make this a lucky number. You will note that the o is made taller than wide. Let the connecting lines between letters swing down
a little—as telephone wire drops down, gracefully, between posts. It looks better As soon as you have filled four lines, turn paper half way around and
place one letter in each space.

Count—One, glide—two, glide—three, glide—four, glide; or o, swing—o, swing— o, swing—o, swing: or (counting for each letter) 1—2-3-4. 100
a minute is a fair average.

Two Points—Strive for accuracy rather than speed. Connect all letters at the top, and let bottom of letters rest on line of writing.

»^^BK0
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Lesson Fourteen

iNSTRUCTiovs-Rememher it is ti.e muscles of the am. tliat propel the pen. Let the little tinger glide freely in makirtg'the up strokes. See:how orderly

COCNT—Glide, one -glide,

down—curve. And you can co
Two I'dTNTS Make the li-

e—glide, one—glide, one—glide
'ach letter if vou prefer—I— II

nted at the toj'- Alwavs keei

-glide, one—gli'

sliile.

irl that till
and sharp at the top

Lesson Fifteen.

iN.'iTRi-CTIONS-Here-s an exercise that you will enjoy practicing. Raise the peii at about everj th nl lette

the elbow three times while writing across the paper. Always keep the paper, peii, hngers. arms and bod\ in

CorNT-1 2 .S-l 2 3 1-2 3 ithen raise the penl 1.2. 3-1. 2. 3-1,2, .S. again, down, down hook-dow
1 littie Mavbe vou are doing too much writing and not enough thinking-criticising-comparing letters, etc.

Twi) I'otXTS - \void inakini; letters too tlTt and "•=''• "•••» "" i-">"-<.o" toMorc_-j11 iii=t =o fur nnart

You willneedto move the paper or shift
lod position. Studv illustrations again,
down, hook—ilowh, down, hook. Rest

Watch spacing between lette all just so far apart.

Lesson Sixteen.

iNSTRL-CTION.s-The second part of "a" is made like "i." Do vou notice the pohit in upper right-hand corner, and how straight the dow;n stroke

is made'- Like "J," isn't it? After vou have written four lines containing the letter "a," turn paper half way around and write the letter e as m copy.

Count—Same count of capital ''^," 1.2—1, 2—1, 2; or left, ilown—left, down—left, down: or h—/-a—/—a- ' ^-_»..

line of writing—not a little above or helow. It's the "little things" that we
Two Points—when people brag about your writing- keej) cool. \\ h>

vatch most carefulh
sk some of your friends tf

And be f

vriting t

• that

;

t letters rest on

Ixs-l'Krcrio.NS -Hetler Hii

all the lessons, no matter who
the edge (»f the table.

Coi'XT—For the first exerci.se. count for down strokes oul
and "n" sav: 1. 2. 3—1. 2. Three for "ni" .and two for "n."

Two I'olXTS Hcsure:thal these letters are round al tin

lazv-IikeiiH.tion.

Lesson Seventeen.

i-l)teiiiber HfsiXKSS Ki>rr.\TOR and read what is said about "Position at Desk, etc." And you'll do well to review

or what you are doing. Notice how many turns, angles, and retraced strokes in each letter. Keep elbow ju.st ott

:. .Same time as exercises J

In words and sentence writ
top. pointed ill die bottoi

ven in Lesson 12. 1, 1 , 1. 1, 1. 1 : or 1, 2, 3, +, 5, R.

ig. it is well to pronounce each.letter as it is written.

Better give up dragging the pen sluggisldv witli
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Lesson Eighteen.

Instructions—In this lesson we practice all the small letters that are made the same height—a. c, e, i. m, n, o, ti, v. tr. jr. The letters are all

presented, systematically, in the series of lessons Nos. 13 to 18 inclusive. Combine movement and form for good writing. Do not sacrifice one for the
other.

Count—Make five letters in a group and count for each letter. It is well to count t\\'0 for each letter, in the "V" exercise. Watch spacing between
letters as well as between words—in sentence writing, .\hvavs count rapidly, accurately and thoughtfully. "Snap it off," as they say.

Two Points Watch i»)sitin.i ,.f l„Kly. arm. hand and ijaper. If >-(iiir \v(irk bn-inuf^ nu.notonoii-. ~t(>i' and read some mnnl book.

t 5 L « ^

S^OA
_^ J„

Lesson Nineteen,

Instructions—Name the exercise The Capital E Tracer. Review the lessons gi

tempt this one. It is always well to master each lesson well before tr\'ing the next. Doi
letter or word, before you try to reproduce it.

Cou.nt— 1, 2— 1. "3,— 1, 2—1. 2—1. 2 for each tracer. Count how many are written on each line. Again, 1,

swing. Keep tracer in the same slant as capital letters. Use pure Arm Movement—and success to you,
'1 wo Points—Make loop near center and let it point diagonally across main slant of tracer. Study which part is the larger—top or bottom

the September Bu.stness Educator liefore you at-
believe that? (jet a good mental picture of exercise,

king-1, .swing-1, swing— 1. swing— 1.

Lesson Twenty.
We will now begin to practice on letters made |by the count of tJiree. Of course, you all remember how many letters are made by the count of

two. Keep the motion rolling from one letter to the other. Learn to criticise your own wTiting, as well as other things. That's no saying you'll be-
come a "crank" C)n that account.

Count—Say one, as the pen strikes the paper, two, the first swing leftward, and three as you make the bottom and finishing stroke. 1, left, whirl—1,
left, whirl— 1. left, whirl ; or one, good, E—one, good, E—one, good, E. .\ny way to get the best results in the shortest time possible and with the least
elTort,

Two Points—Make about 50 to the minute—pure .^^m Mn\-ement. Stud>- arrangement, appeararance and classification anfi your writing will soon
show a marked improvement.

^^^
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Cl^c Business €bucator Certificate is an f?onorary Document,

not a (5raft. 3t is giren for goo5 u)riting, at cost, not soI6 at a

profit io all vo\[0 apply for it.

^z J)
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Lessons in Practical Business Writing
^

R. C. KING
285 1 OAKLAND AVENUE MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ciiiiens for Criticism slioulil reach Cnlumbus by lirst of month pf

month of publication.

-.J

PLATEU'fi. Make loop of top of I'small. Notice the downward as well as upward lines are compound curves. Make turn at bottom nar-

row and do not make letters too wide at top. Second line-Same as for first. Third line—Use a free movement, but do not get careless,

Fourth line—Write as rapidly as is consistent with good form. Fifth line—Do not lift pen. Round at top and bottom. Pause in finish-

ing I' but do not raise pen. Sixth line—Round at top and bottom. Pause in finishing and curve final stroke. Seventh line-Strive for

uniform slant and spacing.

'^ ^ 7 r ^ ^:

/^n-i'Z^-^^—T'n^^-^z^ 6yi:^'<^-<'<-c/^^^C^t^'i'}-'L^^

Plate 27—Do not lift pen in making retraced IF. Use a free arm movement. Second line—Make oval at top of ir small. Do not lift pen. Notice

that all the lines in If are curved lines. Third line—Fill out the required number of pages. Strike out with a free, vigorous movement. Fourth line—

"Working to Win." That is the only way to win. Fifth line -Curve all upward lines, and get downward lines uniform in slant. Do not lift pen in go-

ing from one letter to another. Sixth line—Curve upwanl lines. Pause in finishing. Seventh line — L'se a free movement. Strive for uniform height,

slant and spacing.
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Plate 28—Use a free arm movement. Strike for freedom. Second line—Notice carefully that lines are curved. Keep ovals at top and bottom

small. Third line—Get small letters correctly proportioned as to height, slant and spacing. Fourth line—A good thing to do. "Xell if you can." Fifth

]ine.—Round at top and bottom. Keep downward stroke straight. Make crossings upward. Sixth line—.Same as first. Seventh line—Use a free,

gliding movement. Cross jr upward.

2,.<«i/ y,fl>^ /*2^^ /^=*^ ^^2=^ ^«^ ^^^2*^ /iiSX ..^^^

Plate 29—Use pure arm movement on the retraced Y. Second line—Use a free up-and-down or in-and-out movement of the fore arm, causing the

elbow to act somewhat like a hinge. Third line—Same as for second line. Fourth line—Use arm movement. Fill out the required number of pages.

"^'ou must rontinne to strive to win. Fifth line -Make hut four.r'-*» in a group. Do not lift pen. Round at top and bottom. Sixth line—Round at top

;ui(l h()tti>m. Make ktops short and cross on line. SeNcntti line -Do you work carefulh'. an<l always till out rec|uired number of pages.

777T777T
^.
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Plate 30—Strike for creat freeiloin (if mdvemeiit. Do not draw mit the Z. Second line-Make oval at top of Z small and avoid makinc loop at

base line too large. Koiirth line-"Zealoiisly lalior for the rigrht" in all thinfrs. Fifth line—Make hut four letters in a group. Do not lift pen. Sixth line

—Round z at top. Pause at base line. Make loop short. Seventh line-l'sc a Kliding arm nK.vement. Strive for uniform slam and spacing. Kill out

the required number of pages.

Review the entire course

'^yi^-T'T^cy gj^i?—T-t-^-/ ^ht?-')-i,-iy

%e^l^t.,tzX--e'~t-i^d---C^l^-.-'i^^
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PL.\TE 31.
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By J. D. Todd, Salt Lake City, I'tali.

¥

By H.IL. Danier.'A-^sistaiit Teacher.iii the Zaneriaii
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Actual-like Business WritiiiR by K. B. Courtney, Prin. Palmer Method School of Penmanship. Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
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STUDENTS' WOR.K AND PAGE
ated t(i the best engravable specimens nf exercises and hu?

writinu received from schools and students; impni\ enient.

timeliness and excellence considered.

IMMATURITY AND PREMATUR-
ITY IN THE TEACHING OF
WRITING TO CHILDREN.

To expect mature writing at the

hands of immature pupils is folly.

To teach children small writing with
either finger or so-called muscular
movement is uneducational. Vet
this is what is being attempted in

some communities.
We have never contended such

could not be done, but that disas-

trous results are sure to follow.

Small writing demands too high a

tension on the eyes and motor im-
pulses of the child to be healthful
and therefore practical.

Children at the age of six or seven
are too immature to acquire rightly

small writing. Small writing, there-

fore, on the part of children, means
premature teaching and require-
ments.
Children can, however, learn to

write freely and well with little or
no harm to child or writing if taught
or allowed to use the arm and to

make the forms large, and this is the
way thousands of little tots are being
taught for the first time in accord-
ance with pedagogy and physiology.
The work on this page is a fair

sample of what is being done by
children without the use of the fin-

gers, thereby avoiding the formation
of wrong habits in writing. It is in

accord with nature and the old, old
truth, "An ounce of prevention is

worth a pound of cure."
It is without question the most im-

portant reform in the teaching of

writing of the past half century.
Such eminent pioneer educators as
Col. Parker, of the famous Cook

Observation,

are aiul Appli-

cation—The
Essentials.

Rohi. tree, plain, arm movement wTitiny:. somewhat rednceil in phi

pupil, Emma E. Lentz. teacher. Eig^hth .\\e. School. Colnmbus.
turitv" herewith.

County Normal, Chicago, 111., and G.
Stanley Hall, of Clark University,
Worcester, Mass., first suggested the
wisdom of large writing for children,
and showed the harmfulness of small
writing, upwards of a decade ago

—

before vertical was proposed—and

the Editor of The Business Educa-
tor accepted the suggestions and
carefully planned the details of what
is known as "Arm Movement Writ-
ing" and what is now working won-
ders in the teaching of writing to

children.

^'- '-%

Ct]c Business (Ebucator was tl7c first to a5t?ocate anb cdoIdc a

rational mobe of teaching ct^ilbren to ir>rite ipitt^ tt^e arm mot^e^

ment anb tt^crcby avoib ttjc injurious l^abits of cxccssipc finger

movement anb gripping.

^z J^
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EDITOR'S PAGE—PENMANSHIP EDITION
A Forum for the Expression of Convictions Relating to Methods of Teaching and the Art of Writing

OUR PLATFORM : FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH
V^ J

I HK MEDIAL MOONSHINE.

Book agents are busily engaged
doting upon the merits of "a little

slant"' in writing, "natural slant,"

"semi-slant,', etc., as though that

were a cureall in penmanship.
The essentials of good writing are

legibility and rapidity, neither of

which are dependent upon any par-

ticular slant. Since slant is not one
of the chief essentials of practical

writing, it cannot be of much value in

improving the writing of our com-
mon schools.
The writing generally in the public

schools is not what it should be, not
because of the presence or absence of

slant, but because form only has been
taught at the expense or sacrifice of

movement.
What is needed is better teaching

of writing and more stress upon
movement. Copy books prevent
rather than aid freedom in execution
because of their restrictions and the
absence of movement exercises.
Teachers need help, because they

have not had until recently anything
adapted to graded school conditions
combing form and movement fea-

tures.

It is gratifying to know, however,
now that there is something suited to

these real needs, there is a corres-
ponding eagerness on the part of
school superintendents, supervisors
and teachers to secure it and employ
it in the service of better teaching
and consequently better writing.
The arguments, therefore, of book

agents to magnify the importance
of medium slant only emphasize the
fact that they do not know what is

wrong, or how to remedy it, and do
not in consequence have the right
method to supply.
For keep clearly in mind the fact

that improved method rather than
novelty in system or slant is what is

required to right the principal wrongs
of the writing in our schools.
Thousands upon thousands of pu-

pils are being drilled this fall for the
first time in writing rather than in
script drawing, for arm movement is

being adopted in many cities.

THE SPECIALISTS' SAFE RULE.

The man who said "Know every-

thing of something and somthing of

everything," knew the secret of suc-

cess and knew how to express it in

words so that it could be understood
by all and used as a rule in the mea-
suring of one's real education.

No better motto could be framed to

confront daily the specialist. No one
needs it more than the specialist, for

specialism tends to narrowness. Too
many specialists are ignorant of too
many things. And too many special-

ists do not know all about their own
specialty.

The educated man of today is the
specialist who knows his specialty
from a to z, and then knows some-
thing of what the world knows and
does in general. The man who at-

tempts to know everything of every-
thing is the making of the biggest
fool that treads the city streets of
mother earth—the man who thinks he
knows everything. This is the rank-
est ignorance; it is educational tom-
myrot.

Therefore, master your specialty;
keep on mastering it, for so long as
the world moves and progresses there
is no such thing as perfection in any-
thing. Living things are always on
the ascendency; things on the de-
cline are dead.

And no thing today offers better
opportunities for development than
the science and art of teaching.
Methods of teaching are far from
perfect, because the "science of the
soul" is as yet but imperfectly under-
stood, and consequently its develop-
ment is but partially comprehended.

Ilow to teach is a bigger and more
vital problem than what to teach.
Strive, therefore, with all your soul
to know more and more of your spec-
ialty, and at the same time more and
more of the world at large.
Knowledge of things in general

broadens; knowledge of some one
thing intensifies and makes for ef-

ficiency, and efficiency and intelli-

gence is what the world today de-
mands.

r
Cbc y. *£. terttficate is woxWs lobilc because not all get it

uibo applii—only tbose mbose nuitincj reacl|es tlje Columbus
stan^ar^

; ant> tbat means success.
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CONCERNING CASSMORE.

The eulogistic verses Mr. Melville

W. Cassmore, Seattle Commercial
School, Seattle, Washington, are con-
tributing to our columns and thereby
to the profession are certainly out of

the common mold of conception
and execution, and best of all he is

one of us. He sees our problems,
lines our tasks, and lives our strug-
gles and is thus able to express that

which we common folk vaguely or in-

difierently feel. "The Pioneers" in

the Professional Edition of this num-
ber, is, in our opinion, worthy a
frame in every school.

Mr. and Mrs. John R. Carpenter
announce the marriage of their riaiighter

Harriette Louise
to

Mr. Clifford E. Livingston
Monday, August the tentli

one thousand nine hundred and eight
HonoluUi. Hawaii

.\t Home
Kaimuki, Honolulu

Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Houser
ainiounce the marriage of their daughter

Maren Elizabeth
to

Mr ZuTaverii
III Tuestlay evening, September fifteenth

nineteen hundred and eight
at six thirty o'clock

Three hundred four Third avenue west
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
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INITIATIVE -THE POWER THAT
PUSHES PEOPLE.

Every business of any size in this

land has a sufficiency and to spare
of people who can nail boxes, copy
etters and add up the sales that
somebody else makes, provided they
are taught and shown and don't have
to do any extra thinking on their own
account. The land is full of them—
purely mechanical people— automa-
tons—human machines that never
invented a new thing, devised a short-

er, better way to do work, nor caught
a mistake and corrected it before it

made trouble. They're plentiful and
cheap, and cheap because they are
plentiful and because they are only
human machines instead of iron

ones.
But workers who can see and un-

derstand without always being told,

people who read what their eyes and
brains should bring to their attention
—such people are scarce, so scarce
they are competed for as managers
and heads.
Ask any of ripe experience in such

things and he will tell you that out of

twenty average young people perhaps
seventeen will settle down in a job
and never see the possibilities all

around for making themselves into a

higher-priced worker. Perhaps three
of the twenty have initiative and in-

vention. Everything means something
to them. There is a wide-awake, pro-
gressive spirit that keeps them look-

ing for new things to learn that will

be useful, keeps them forever pre-

paring for better things to come.
And when the chance does come, it is

these three of the twenty who are
ready to step on to higher things be-

cause they were ready. It is in the
initiative.

The clerk who is satisfied to go on
merely doing his work in a mechani-
cal way will continue to be a clerk.

Nobody is going to take him out and
lift him into better things. He isn't

worth the lifting. The people in this

world who can help have mostly
learned to help only those who help
themselves, the others would slide

back anyway.

Initiative— it is one of the cardinal
virtues in business and no man ever
yet got past the quarter post without
it. Initiative, the power to go ahead,
the mainspring that pushed every
business that ever was, that won
every battle and made every reform a
reality. Get it. Without it no man
or woman having things to accom-
plish can ever hope to do more than
sink intoobscurity. The worker who
has it not, finds his job only a bayou
where he is buried from sight and
progress The one who has it is out
in the current where other boats are
passing, where there is life, traffic

and opportunity.

Initiative— It stands next to honesty
and even honesty without it is an as-

set locked in a forgotten vault. Even
in rank with efficiency, it produces
efficiency by impelling the brain to

exert itself. 1 have never yet seen a
young person without it sought out
for fine positions or do more than
merely to live along from month to

month and year to year. And I have
seen young persons with it sought
for, with the refusal of one position
after another, where good aggressive
work was to be done and rewards
were accordingly.
Who is going to risk his capital,

his business, his own success and
sustenance, in putting it in charge
of one who merely does what comes
to him? What business ever was
made that wa)', and what business
ever would last that way?
The objection made to government

work is that it kills ambition. In

other words, it allows the initiative

no chance to exercise, and by and by,
progress, energy and push die of in-

action. The mechanical part of the

mind is all that works and the work-
er is narrowed till he is incapable of
nsing initiative. But the same ob-
jection exists with other places. In
every city can be found thousands
who have found existence not diffi-

cult in holding a job; and there they
stay year after year with no reasonable
hope on earth of ever having even a

piece of ground big enough to stand
on and escape the policeman who
says 6"move on." Sorry, pitiable

spectacles they are, those derelicts

who have no initiative to move them
and only drift with the current or go
down before the tempest of hard
times.

Youth is the time to cultivate it,

when the cast of the mind is not set.

And whether he believes it or not,

the young person who does not have
it nor cultivate it, will find his dreams
of prosperity fade in the years to

come. He will very likely find him-
self, fifteen years hence, asking for a

loan till pay day, from one of the oth-

er clerks, working for some one who
has initiative.

Doctor Oliver Wendell Holmes says

one is young mentally so long as

his mind seeks and uses new and
better ways to do the same things.

You are old mentally at twenty if

your mind has not the tendency to

find new short cuts to work. To do
this requires getting out of the rut,

requires more energy, imagination

—

initiative, in other words. When do-

ing this is no longer agreeable or

possible, it means the loss of brain
power that should go with youth, it

means the loss of drive and force and
real creative energy that are abso-

lutely necessary in building up or

maintaining a business.

Judged by this standard, some peo-

ple are born old, and others through
lack of cultivating originality, are

old at twenty or twenty-five. Every
office of any size has them—and
passes them up by promotion, for

they are fit only for simple mechani-
cal work and seldom have any real

idea of what business is. They
dwarf and narrow until their eyes
never see over the top of the desk,

nor further than the box they may be
mailing. They never realize there is

anything else to the business than
doing the mechanical work of getting

out the orders.

The real parts that are vital to

business are close buying, low man-
ufacturing cost, good sales and good
collections. This is the blood and
bone of the business body. The
ones who can attend to these are rare

and high priced. The work of filling

orders and making records of busi-

ness others have done is almost pure-

ly mechanical, comparatively easy to

do, and seldom remunerative be-

yond the ten to fifteen a week line.

The young worker must of neces-

sity generally begin with the mechan-
ical work for the business building
requires skill, initiative and breadth
of mind. If he merely "holds his

job," he becomes in time the mere
machine, prematurely old mentally,

incapable of growing up to the stand-

ard for business management. If he

is wise, if he has the rudiments of

initiative in his make-up, it shows
itself in intelligent work distinguish-

ed from thoughtless mechanical
work. He will never be content to
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transcribe a letter the way it sounds
instead of the waj' common sense
should make it read. A shipment
will not be billed to Cape Town,
Rhode Island, though someone else's

mistake makes it read that way. He
will never be content at mechanical
work till he can see a chance to make
it send him higher up or further

along to higher work. Shorthand
and bookkeeping are to him only the
stepping stone to the door of real

business management. Whenever
he loses that ambition and ceases to

move in that direction, he has drifted

out of the current that makes prog-
ress and rests quietly in the stagnant
bayou, hopelessly lost from advance-
ment
Whoever imagines a business

schooling or any other schooling
makes a success of him should be un-
deceived. Whoever imagines his

schooling is thorough when he re-

ceives a diploma from any school,
should look about him. The work in

school will do its part and serve its

purpose. That part is to prepare
him to conti)ii(e to learn, that purpose
is to get him the chance to learn.
The moment further learning ceases,
the chance to become a real and suc-
cessful business man or woman is

passed by.
Only the elementary lessons are

taught or learned inside the school
room. Nothing more should be e.\-

pected there; that is enough for the
time and place, and it is necessary
and worth the time and effort. With-
out it the advanced schooling of bus-
iness management would be slow and
well nigh impossible of trial. But
the high school, the college and the
university of actual life all come
after the diploma. Most persons
miss these because they think they
are through. They lay aside books,
study, initiative, progress, simply sit

and drift into machines at fifteen per.
That gives a better chance for those

who goon the three out of twenty.
Nor let it be forgotten, the element-
ary part must be well learned before
there can be success in learning the
higher. Each complete and perfect
in its own time and place, but with
no limit to the end.

CARDS
The belter kind of

) cards, written in niy
beslstylelnc d07..;two
doz. 25c.

1 Graduate.

J. O. PETERSON
478 Hulton Place COLUMBUS. OHIO

Charlton Valentine Howe was born in La
Grange, Missouri, February 14th, 1S70. He
be^ian his penmanship career at the early
age of seven and in a rather unusual way.
His father paid the tuition fee to an itiner-

ant teacher Young Charlton was slow in
making up his mind to attend writing
school and failed to comprehend the value
of good penmanship until hie father instill

ed the love of art in him through the medi-
um of a switch. This brought about the de-
sired result and he became thoroughly in-

terested in penmanship. In fact it was the
switching which proved to be the turning
point in deciding his future vocation in
life.

At the age i>f seventeen he was a clerk in
the office of the Chicago and Alton R. R. at
Louisiana, Missouri, which position he se-

cured through hi-i superior penmanship.
Two years later he was employed as a clerk
and bookkeeper for a w^holesale lumber
Company. Not being satisfied with his
prospects for future advancement, he saw
the wisdom of preparing for a higher and
more remuenrative position. With 1 his ob-
iectinview he decided to attend the Gem
City Business College, to perfect himself in
penmanship, bookkeeping, and all other
branches. In February 1892 he entered this
well known institution and received in
struction in penmanship from Mr. H. P.
Behrensmeyer whose skill and reputation
are so well kTiown that any further com-
ment is unnecessary. His improvement
was ever gratifying and time has since
proven that he made no mistake in decid-
ing to adopt penmanship as a profession.
After completing the penmanship course,

he went to Chicago in 1893 to attend the
World's Fair and to seek a position. Not-
withstanding the great competition at that
time as a result of the large number of
clerks who came to Chicago to attend the
fair, he soon found a position in the audi
tor's office of the Chicago and Eastern
Illinois Kailroad, at a good salary. He was
offered a position later in a Wholesale Jew-
elry House at a better salary and prospects.
He remained in this position for about six
months when he took a course in Engrav-
ers' script from Mr. I. W. Pierson, the well-
known penman and business educator,
with the view of preparing himself for a
position as policy engrosser.

In May 1894 he accepted a position with
one of the leading Life Insurance Compan-
ies of Chicago at a largely increased salary,
and continued with the Company until its

consolidation with another Company.
There were over forty letters of application
for the position as policy engrosser, and Mr.
Howe was selected on account of his supe-
rior penmanship, The summer of 1899 he
was associated with Mr. C. L. Ricketts the
leading engrosser of Chicago in the capac-
ity of engrossing diplomas, etc. He then
re-entered policy engrossing in April. 1901

having been offered a position by the II

linois Life Insurance Company of Chicago
and remained with this company for four
months when he was offered a much better
salary by the Fidelity Mutual Life Insur-
ance Company of Philadelphia, which he
accepted and where he is now employed as
chief policy engrosser for the Company.
In March 1901, he became acquainted with

Miss Fanny Sargent through a title page
which she made for the"Penman, Artist and
Business Educator." also a pen portrait of

herself which appeared in the same issue.
He was so favorably impressed with the
work of the title page and the appearance of

her portrait that he wrote to Mr. Zaner and
requested him to arrange a correspondence
between Miss Sargent and himself for mu-
tual benefit. The correspondence was sat-

isfactorily' arranged and continued for
more than a year when it terminated in a
very happy marriage in Editor Zaner'e
home April V2X\\, 1902.

Mr. Howe has taught Penmanship in the
evening High School in Philadelphia for

the past three years, he having secured the
appointment therethrough his merit as a

penman. Mr Howe has given lessons in
Engravers" script by mail and has had
some of the best known penmen as his stu-
dents. He has always been brimful of de-
termination and ambition to reach the top-

most round of the ladder of his profession,
and success has crowned his efforts in hav-
ing attained seemingly the highest degree
of skill. He believed in himself and his
work and that his chosen field of labor was
as noble as any of the fine arta.

F. L. T.

DKAR readers :

It is with the utmost plea-

sure that I may add that I have known
Mr. Howe personally for the past four years
he having fitted me out for policy en-
grossing during the summer of, 1904. In
April 1905. I accepted a position with
the New England Mutual Life Insur-
ance Company, of Boston, Mass., which
position I now hold. Mr. Howe is a cultur-
i-d and m<»st refined gentleman, and with-
out question one of the finest script pen-
men in America. I sincerely hope those
who wish to acquire a skillful handwriting
will keep a sharp eye on his script course
of lessons which are to follow through the
valuable columns of THE BUSINESS Edu-
cator.

Most Sincerely,
Francis Leon Tower,

With the New England Mut. Life Ins.

Co., Post Office Square, Boston, Mass.

IDonncII is surely giping our reabers a a^ooh tiding along

the ornamental irritimj line. Ctnb i\\<t beauty of it is, h^'s

as mobest as l^e is moral anXi skillful.

^. J
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LESSONS
rSorwalk Business

Specimens for criticism

Mr. Wonnell by the

OKNAMENTAL W K I T I N

G

should be mailed to

35th of the month.

1. In this lesson we take np the reverse-oval capital stem, and the capitals, H, M, N, and IC, all Ijesinnine with this principle.

Xotice in lines 15 and 16 the modifications of this principle, proceeding from the simplest to the most complex form.

The mo.st important points are. True oval for beginning, slight curve only in main down stroke, shade, beginning at about one-
half the height, heaviest on bane line.

15-16. To get this shade, make it with a quick, springy action and lift the pen in motion, swinging to the left after lifting pen.

17. Be sure to make beginning oval horizontal. Shade same as in lines 15 and 1(!.

18. To make second part of fl' place pen on base line and make it upward, swinging well to the right, lifting pen in motion.

19. You will find second part of K' difficult. Practice it ia parts. Shade heaviest at one-half the length of the compound cur^e. Be careful
to join high.

20. Make last parts of M a little lower than the stem, being careful to get the last two parts equally round at the top and equally wide. I prefer to
lift the pen twice in making J>/. Make it. however, by lifting only once if you can get better results that way. The last shade may be omitted if you
find it too difficult. Makeiinishing oval horizontal.

21. Same as for M except omitting the middle part of .Y.

23. Here is another style of H preferreil by many penmen. Beginning and finishing ovals horizontal. Keep shade on last part high.

33. Begin last part of 11' close to the shade but be careful not to get into it. Study the form closely. Not a straight line in IF if properly made. Let
finishing stroke swing well to right, with lots ofcurves, lifting pen in motion.

24. Here's a point in word practice which many penmen overlook. Don't begin your small letter following the capital, running the beginning
stroke of the small letter through the down stroke of Ihe capital. This applies to your business writing as well as ornamental.

25 and 26. Study the form of rand s very carefully. Go slowly till you get the form. Notice the little retrace at top. Finish the body of s with a
dot. then lift the pen and make finishing stroke.

27. Watch size, slant and spacing in word practice. Keep them uniform. Watch closely the beginning and finishing strokes of words. They
are always curves. In making v. better lift the pen after making the little retrace, before making the finishing stroke.

Here's a Secret—Be Sure to Try it.

In learning to make capitals, make them large, two or three times as large as they are made after you've learned how. Reduce the size gradually
till they are about the the size of the copy. I guarantee this one point to do you more good than any other in learning ornamental writing.
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WHAT MAKES FOR BETTER
TEACHING ?

Ought a Teacher to be More Than a

Good Classroom Instructor ?

n. W. Huff, Si-pervisor of Pkn-.manship

Lawrence, M.\ss.

Naturally, and rightly, iloes the young business

college instructor look to those journals which
are devoted to promoting the cause of commer-
cial education, for information as to how to

strengthen himself Drofessionally. Nor is there

a lack of helpful literature in this direction,
so far as the method side of the subject goes.

.As it is fundamentally important that a teacher

.should be a gootl drill master, this phrase of the

subject has very wisely received first and chief

consideration. But as there are many other

things upon which hissuccessmay depenti. would
it not be well for these journals to discuss other

than the "shop" side of a teacher's activities?

As someone has ver>' aptly put it. "a teacher

should be a jack of all trailes. and master of
ONE." though it might licttcr have lieen written

"a jack of all trades" that he tnigbt BK "master of

THE MAKIXl

dspeake

most fruitful sources of inforniatioil. Again,
while religiously avoiding active participation in

partisan polit ics. still, should the teacher be suffi-

ciently in touch with the great political and eco-
nomic prtiblems of the (la\'. to enable him to

converse with at least some degree of intelligence
upon their relative merits. Nor should he neg-
lect any tipportimity to lentl moral support to

any movement that gives promise of bettering

the conditions of the community in which he
lives.

.\s a tree adds new growths at its circumference.
so is the growing teacher constantly adding to

his intellectual girth through a sympathetic con-
tact with these e.xternal agencies.

If a man receives a large salary you say, and
rightly so, "Lucky fellow !" Yet have you paused
to reflect that there are pleasures, profitable pleas-

ures, that cannot be purchased with Rockefeller's

gold >-et which ma\- be had without price, through
personal contact with the earnest, active, pro-

gressive, practical, work-day thinkers to be found
in ever\' community r No one will deny the fact

that here and there a man has risen to a point

where he cimiinands a good salary, and has at-

".\ man of culture, "sail

something of everything, and everything of

something." A well rounded out teacher should

be and is a cultured man. He has a good idea of

things in general, and specific knowledge of his

own special subject. Every instructor should
strive for this broader self- culture; first, that be
may the more fully live, and also that he
may be more and more a man among men — a

factor in the life of the community, and thus

gain that larger confidence of THiNKiN<i
people which contributes so largely to his use-

ness an an educator.

The teacher who never leaves the rut of routine

class room work, misses the broad landscape of

human activities through whuii his evertleei^cn-

ing pathway leads. He fails to drink in the rich

invigorating atmosphere, laden with the pleasure
giving, prt)fit giving experiences of others, which
so strengthens and invigorates that mental muscle
essential to complete success.

A teacher shoukl make it a point to form the
acquaintance of people who are entirely (iutside

his professional sphere, leaving his pedagogical
personality behind. Once the real men of the
community —the meji who do things — become
convinced that a teacher really knows something
more than his bread and butter subject: that he
even prefers discussing subjects which interest

them to riding his own pet hobby intt) every con-
versation, they take hint int<i their confidence,
interest him in their social or ci\ic organizations,
and afford him many opportunities for testing

his metal. He must do the re.st.

The intelligence of a community is not all con-
fined to the class room, nor are text books the
only store houses of useful informatic^n. A teach-
er should tap every available source of knowl-
edge. He should be a habitual reader of books,
other than those of a professional character. As
he wishes to broaden his sphere of usefulness, so
must his reading cover a wide range of subjects.

The best magazines of today will bring him into

touch with industrial, educational, anfi political

problems; with the popular sciences, natural
history, and a hundred other subjects. Even a

superficial knowledge of such topics will enable
him to open a conxersatitm upon another man's
favorite theme, with the result that he gains the
impression that here at least is one teacher wh<i
shows an interest in scmiething liesides "shop."

Ever>" teacher should have at least one useful,

or pleasure-giving fad. a mental play-grounft
wherein his minfl may fiufl rest and recuperation.
No teacher can afford to miss an instructive talk

upon any subject. One gathers many choice bits

of meat from such talks, which ma>' contribute to

his own special subject. Nor must he deem un-
worthy of his consideration the man whose bread-
winning \i.ication happens to be in some other
Held than his own. Here, in fact, is one of the

U. W. HOFF.

trac-teil no small iittention from those in his own
profession, >'et who has kept within the narrow
rut of his own special line of work. This he has

done not bec-'Iuse of. but in spite of the fact

that he has neglected the opportunities for de-

veloping a broader usefulness. With the same
amount of time, energy. an<l nerve force, more
intelligently invested, the same man might have
attaineil real success where he has but partly

succeeded. For complete success for any man
measures the full development of his capacity
for usefulness.

Money is not all of success, after all. Both skill

and money are but tools, which help the teacher

to attain that higher success which rounds out to

complete fulness those faculties which enable
him to make .most of SELF, and to be of great-
est USE to others.
Since writing the above I happened for the first

time upon the following article by Edward Ever-
ett. As he clothes the ideas I have tried to ex-

press in so much better form than I could hope
to do, I quote his remarks in full: "Man has

three teachers— the schoolmaster, himself, his

neighbor. The instruction of the first two com-
mence together; and long after the functions of

the schoolmaster have been discharged the duties

of the last two go on together. .\nd wliat tliey

efl'ect is vastly nuire iuiportant than tlie « ork of

the 'eacher, if estimated l)y the auiount of knowl-
edge self -acquired, or caught by the collision or

s>mpathy of other minds, compared with that

which is directly imparted by the schoolmaster,
in the morning of life, fn fact, what we learn in

school and in college is but the foundation of the

great work of self-instniction and mutual instruc-

tion with which the real education of life begins,

when, what is connnonly called the education
is finished."

Paxton Hood writes: "Every accession a man
makes to his knowledge enlarges his power."

the making of a MACHINE.

So much for Jones the man. Now as to Jones
the machine. For. sentiment aside, every teacher
is, in his relations ft) his pupil, but one of many
machines which help to convert the "raw mater-
ial" into the "finished product." A true teacher,
however, is essentially both a good man and a

good machine.
A close familiarit\' with his subject and the

"cut and drietl" plan — provided it is not too
thoroughly dried — are essential in the routine
work. Yet, well laid plans are not all of success
in teaching. Nor tloes this accomplishment of

routine work alone constitute the whole of a tnie
teacher's sphere of usefulness.

don't be a HUMAN PHONOGRAPH.

Should not a teacher be something more than
a retailer of stereotyped phrases? Every teacher
must tell the same story over and over. Each
time, however, it should be presented in a new
form. He who never varies his phraseology
when giving class directions is in the stagnant
pool of retrogres,sion. He that rarely repeats
himself who yet keeps his eye upon the pupil's

ultimate goal, draws his pupil's mind into that
current of enthusiastic interest which leads to

success.

LEARN FROM THE LEARNED.

E\ery teacher should be an active energetic
member of some progressive organization of

educators. It is a false and dangerous notion
which some supervisors and commercial school
instructors have, that because their pet subject is

not down on the program, consequently the>*

can derive no benefit from attending a meeting
of public schortl reaches. For how better can
one put himself in touch with the newest thought
in educaticmal methctds. in their broadest appli-

cation, which so vitally effect his own work, than
through a sympathetic contact with recognized
leaders in the etlucational world? So, also, might
the public sch(K>l teiicher reap a rich har\'est by
attending meetings such as this, at which are

gatherefl the greatest intellectual giants among
commercial educators of the world.

ORIGINALITY'.

.\ teacher should be original, not only creating,
but in the larger sense so aptly ilefined by Prof.

Griggs, who says: "The most original man is he
that gathers itleas most wirlely from every source,

puts them through the spectrum of his own soul,

infusing into them his own pers(Uiality." While
weighing the opinion of others, adopting or
endorsing those which appeal to his sense of

reason, a teacher should be an independent
thinker, if possible a creator of new ideas, an
originator of new plans, methods, and devices,

for the furtherance of the cause he represents.

No more fatal error could be made by the teacher
who hopes to succeed, than to suppose that all

the good methods have been discovered, and
that he has but to make choice between them.

BROAD-MINDEDNESS.

Every teacher should be sufficiently broad-
minded and <ipen to conviction to concede the
possibility that opinions differing from his own
may be at least partly right. 1 believe it was
Rabbi Fleischer wh<i said: "To the average man
there are but two sides to a cjuestion, his side and
the wrong side."

Some teachers seem convinced that there can
lie but one best way to present a subject— their

way.
Henry Ward Beecher said: "(Jod .Almighty

himself can't make a sheet of paper with but one
side to it." Another has wTitten : ".\ wise man
reserves the right to change his opinion when
convinced that he is in the wrong." Let us be
wise. Let us be willing to be convinced.

PERSONALITY.

.\n agreeable personality is one of the most
valuable assets a man can possess, no matter

what his vocation. In teaching, genuine cheer-

fulness facilitates while a disagreeable manner
retards progress, even though in each case the

same degree of technical abilit\' is employed.
To the real teacher, theories, plans and methods
are but implements which help to mould thought-

habits into proper forms, (ioou WILL is the

LUBRICANT which makes the moulding process

LESS DIFFICULT, MORE RAPID, and MORE
L.4STING in its benefits.
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KNTHl'SIASM.

Every teacher should be H livhig spring of well

(lirecteil, forceful though noiseless energy; a

generator of contagious enthusiasm. I use the

qualifying terms well directed, noiseless, and

contagious advisedly. For it would he difficult

to say which is of least value, lack of energy,

aimle'ss energy, or mi.sdirccted energy. Nor can

you palm off noise for enthusiasm, for any great

length of time, any more than you can a smirk

for a genuine smile, or flattery for sincere praise.

Cinlv the genuine article is contagious.

A teacher should he unselfish. He should he

willing to help others with no expectatitm of re-

wanl beyond that which conies through a con-

scientiousness of having added to the conven-

ience, comfort, or happiness of another.

A teacher should be selfish. There are two

types of selfishness. The one seeks personal

advantage at the expense of. or regardless of the

intere.sts of others, the other is that commendable
.sort which prompts one to make the most of self.

to embrace every opportunity and employ every

right means for self-improvement. With this

latter sfirt of selfishness should every teacher be

liberally endowed.
INSPIRATION.

A teacher should be an inspiration to his pupil.

His whole manner and bearing should constitute

a moral force. This quality often has more to do

with his pupil's welfare than his intellectual

strength or peilagogical qualifications. The com-
mercial instnictor for example, who while teach-

ing thescience of accounts, matheniutics. or any

other subjects, fails to arouse in his pupils a sense

of the importance 111 that true Ijusiness integrity

which should characterize his dealings with men,
has but panlv fulfilled his mission.

Itissaiilof the late Marshall Field: "He was
not the wealthiest man in his state, (miy the

heaviest tax payer." His idea of business integ-

rity forbade the too frequent practice of tax doilg-

ing. It is not worth a teacher's while, brierty, to

contrast the business code of this merchant prince

with that of the typical Wall street shark.

A teacher should take both retrospective and
prospective views of the work of his pupil, that

he may the better know the proper relations of

his present work thereto. His prospective view
should reach far beyond the school life. Also

while beslowiiig the greatest care upon details

that make for present success, a teacher should

train his eye upon the pupil's goal of ultimate

success, that the pupil may reap from his instruc-

tion PERMANENT benefits.

INyiSIBLE HELPS.

A notetl composer once said: "Where language
leaves off music begins." Might we not as truth-

fully say that often when the medium of words is

found wholly inadequate, that of facial expres-
sion most fluently conveys thought and feeling?

Adapting this sentiment to our purpose might
we not say of some teachers we know, that in

their relation to pnpils. they radiated an atmos-
phere of genuine sympathy that reaches out antl

envelopes the pupil's min<l, who, though at times
unc^mscious of the cause, is n(me the less in-

tiuenced by its contact, and filled with a desire to

"do his level best?"

In a system (if wireless telegraphy, when two
instruments are keyed to the same pitch, one
point of sensitiveness to electric waves or vibra-

tions, each will instantly respond to the activities

of the other, truthfully inlerpreting the message
sent. .\ similar relationshii> may be sai.l lo exist

between teacher and pupil in a well nrdered
school. Through the establishment of a bond of

mutual sympathy, speechle.ss mes.sages are

flashed from mind to mind. A look from the
teacher conveys tf) the mind of the pupil the
assurance of confidence, sympathy or encourage-
ment. The repl>' is a smile which indicates that

message is both understood ancl appreciatefl, and
a loftk pledging renewed effort.

, CULTIVATE (JE.NIfS.

I believe it is Edison who defines genius as

"a capacity for hard work."
A yoinig poet once exclaimed, "(ienius is in-

spiration." Buta listener full of years and honors
drylv replied: "(Jenins is perspiration." Doesn't
that sc.unil like our own I'ncle Robert?
Tlu-tend.nc.\ t.i overinental and physical re-

laxation the disinclination to wilt an occasional
collar has proven the undoing of many a would-
be instructor. Yet genms may be cultivated at

small cost, "Collars 3c, cufTs 4<;,"

.Some one has said: "Let me write a nation's

songs, and I care not who » rites her laws." Let

us paraphrase this quotation and we may say with

equal force: "Let me choose a boy's teacher,

and I care not who arranges his course of

study."

Finally does not any teacher owe it to self to

improve every opportunity for self help and right

enjoyment, as to deepen his sense of enjoyment

of the good things of life, sweeten his tempera-

ment, and to multiply his resources of enjoy-

ment. Then will his declining years be such in

a physical sense only. Only a wanton waste of

opportunities can prevent his adding to his men-
tal store house, an abundance of experience, the

recollection of which in later years will prove an

inexhaustible source of satisfaction and pleasure.

Fellow teachers, whether you be thirty years

old or sixty years young let us not be content

simply to exist. Let us live.

A PERFECT MEMORY
F'or Na«ne« &n<l F'&G«a

or anything else that you desire to remem-
ber. You would be willing to give anything
within reason for such a memory, and now
you can have it for a very small aam, plus a
little effort on your part.

TW* NAtxiral Memory System
shows you how to employ the same methods

yo Thi! the
iliot 1

ngyo

great men and won
spell success for you. If you want to have a
perfect memory for names and faces; to
secure commaod of excellent English: to
spell well; to have all of your information
available for instant use. send for a copy
today PRICE 50 CENTS.
E. D. SNOW, 172 M»ln St.. HOHNELL, N. Y.

FRANCIS B. COURTNEY. Principal
C. R. B. C. Catalog Free

FOR SALE
1
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usiness College in a city of

inhabitants. Only school in

le hundred miles. Will sell

on for selling, proprietor is

linistry. .Address,

Mc. Boic M. Br ownwood, Texas. 1

I Xeak.cK Penm&nship By M»II

ritii No be
nd my pen-w

ada and Me
style, any <

en by an
n the Un

nd WritinB, any
It you can cet anywhere, 25
ental caps, 30 cents. Fine

Scrap Book specimen. I" cents. If interested write
for my Journal. Inclose stamps Address,

M* .A. A«le^m«, Pres.,

Nariettft. Commercial College, Marietta., Ohio.

IN SIXTY DAYS Uurlng ,Iuly and August, 'OS we enrolled 2S0 students—placed a numberui/\ I I \iT\ J
jjj goQ(j positions as teachers in colleges—had many more calls unfilled.
If you want to become a better penman; or a teacher of penmanship

;

increase your salarv-in short, if
you want the BEST in the penman-
anship line ! R AN.SOMERIAN"
stands for the BEST), write rne. A
copy of the R A N S O M E R I A N
J O U R N A li and a sample pen
sent FREE.
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3S25 Euclid Avu. THE RANSOMERIAN SCHOOL, Kansas City, Mo.
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Seventy-two aubscriptious have been re-

ceived this vear from the Lauriuuii Mich..
Commercial School, Mr. A. J. Holden. prin-
cipal and Mr. H. A. Don, penman and com-
mercial teacher. We have heard excellent
reports concerning the work being done by
this school, and we desire to congratulate
the people of Laurium for having such a
school in their midst. A good business
school is an asset to any community and
exerts an influence for its future prosperity
that cannot be measured in dollars and
cents.

Mr. Dudley Glass, penman in the Tyler, Tex-
as. Commercial College began the subscription
session early in August by sending a very nice
list to The Business Educator. The Byrne
Business Colleges, of which the one spoken is

the head, keep hammering away on penman-
ship the year around, just as all good schools do.

Mr. L. M. Crandall, President of tlie .Norwich,
Conn., Commercial School, reports tile pros-

pects for a large school are very good the com-
ing year. He winds up by saying that he in-

tends to club The Business Educator during
the coming year.

Supt. D. F. Dickerson, of Atlanta, Neb., has
started the new school year right by sending
The Business Educator a handsome list of
subscriptions. Mr. Dickinson is a believer in

practical arm movement writing, and knows how
to get results.

A handsome list of suliscriptions is received
from Mr. S. O. Watson, penman and commercial
teacher in the Meredith College, Zanesville, O.
The Meredith College is one of our most prac-
tical and progressive schools.

From the Mobile, Ala., Business College,
Meux & Munro. proprietors, comes a nice list of

subscriptions, including their own subscription
to the Professional Edititm. From all appear-
ances these gentlemen are conducting a practi-

cal, progressive schtjol.

CONCERNING PENS.
Editor of The Business Educator :

What in your opinion is the best pen to use in

classes of business writing in business schools?
We have been using the (504 Cillott with the
idea that the student thereby aiiiuires aligbter
touch, and that he can therefore write better with
a coarse pen than he could if he had practiced in

a class with a coarse pen.
Coukl we obtain better results by having the

pupils use from the first a course pen, such as
the\' will use in business.

A. .M. C.

The 604 pen is a fine one—too fine

in our opinion to be used in a
straight holder. If you do not rec-

ommend the use of the oblique hold-
er then, we believe you should rec-

ommend the use of a coarser pen.
There is no question but that better
writing can be done by the use of the
fine pen than by the coarse pen, pro-
viding the student will stay with it

long enough to master it, or to mas-
ter both. All in all we think the day
of the fine pen for business purposes
is past, both in business and in busi-
ness schools, where business writing
is taught for business purposes.

yyL£^^.

Mr. A. S. (jregg. whose portrait and signature
are shown above, was born in Knox Co., Ohio,
near Fredericktown. where he was raised on a

farm and became acquainted through necessity
with all the details of farm life. After attending
the district school he graduated from the Freti-

ericktown High Schools in 1892. He taught
countr>- schools for three years and attended
during the summer the University at Wooster,
O.. at Harvard, and at the Ohio State University
at Columbus. He also graduated from the Tri-

State Business College, Toledo, ()., and taught
for some time in that Institution.

He was .superintendent of schools at Harvard.

O., for two years and resigned to accept the su-

pervisorship of Carden Ave. School at Lorain.

O. Later on he was transferred to the High
School where he taught for five years. At the

same time he was given the position as super-
visor of penmanship in the grades and later was
made supervisor of drawing and penmanship,
which position he now holds. During the sum-
mer of 1906 he attended the Zanerian in order

to further perfect his work along penmanship
lines.

As a super\'isor of writing and <lrawing he is

right up-to-date. Few men in our profession
can write as well as can he upon the blackboard,
either reaching high up ft) do the work or bend-
ing over to do it below the waist line. Few men
possess the ability' to write equally well at al-

most any height upon the blackboard.
On June 17th past, he was married to Miss

Celia Bowen.
He has been president of the Lorain County

Teacliers* .\ssociation and is now president of

the L(train City Board of Examiners. These
various offices indicate very clearly that Mr.
Gregg, although a specialist, -is a very broad one,
being many sided and consequently well bal-

anced.
It is almost needless to add that he is get-

ting excellent results in the schools and that he
is an advocate of .\rm Movement Writing in all

of the grades, from the first grade to the High
.School. We are promised an article from his

pen for these columns before very long, and we
are sure it will he well worth reading when it

appears.

f——
=

SPECIMENS

The students in the Willis Business College,
Ottawa. Ont.. are getting a hne start in pen-
manship ver,- early in the new school year un-
der the skillful guidance of Mr. S. O. Smith, the
penman, in the aljove named institution.

Mr. E. W. Miller, Principal of the commercial
ilepartnient of the Williss Business University,
Springfield, O., recently sent us a fine lot of
students' practice «ork. The quality of this
work leads us to believe that a great many Busi-
ness Educator certificates will find their way
to the W. B. U.

-Mr. Victor Zarambo, of Philadelphia. Pa.,
sends us work, some of which is quite profes-
sional. Mr. Zarambo is a Polish gentleman and
could not write the language fifteen months
ago. The Business Educator has been his
only teacher.

Mr. E. H. McGhee, whose advertisement ap-
pears elsewhere in our columns, just favored us
with a number of well written canis, ornamental
style. Mr. McGhee 's work will undoubtedly sat-
isfy all persons who see fit to favor him with
onlers, his work being free, bold and dashy.

Mr. F. E. Persons. 445 Breckenridge St., Buf-
falo. X. Y., who about a year ago advertised in
the columns of The Business Educator, is

again occupying some of our advertising space.
A number of written and flourished cards just
received from him are the best we have ever
seen from his pen. This means that he is giving
the work careful attention and pushing his pen-
manship up to a still higher .standard.

Mr. V. M. Rubert, of the Eastman College,
Poughkeepsie, N'. Y.. writes a good card. The
specimens which he recently mailed us are bet-
ter than many penmen of wider reputations can
execute.

Mr. M. A. Adams, President of the Marietta,
O., Commercial College, sent us some speci-
mens of ornamental work which reveal the fact
that he is one of our liest penmen. The work of
Mr. .\dams possesses a great deal of boldness
and individuality. He also writes a strong busi-
ness hand and is one of our most progressive
teachers of practical writing.

Mr. Fred Lafoiitaine. Bristol, K. I., has sent us
a letter written in uriiamental stNie together with
some cards which indicate tliat he could soon be-
come a very tine professional penman. His
work already has a delicacy possessed bv but
few.

Mr. M. Davis, with the Capital Business Col-
lege, Salem. Ore., submits .some very handsome-
ly written cards in ornamental style. Mr. Davis
also writes the engrosser's script better than the
average penman.

A pack of cards most skillfully executed in
the ornamental style, comes from Salem, Ore.,
written by Mr. R. W. Long, who signs his name
"Indian Penman." We feel safe in saying that
there is no other Indian living who can dupli-
cate the work of Mr. Long. He is yet a young
man and intends fellowing penmanship pro-
fessionally. With the bunch of skill he has up
his sleeve we see no reason why he cannot be-
come one of America's ver\' finest penmen.

fr~-

No Other System of Writing
It tells the Pupil and Teacher How. It will pay y

Don't Buy Your Practice Paper ".

Faust Method
vesUgate

mil yo
and lab'

has equaled the Faust as a result
,

More graduates and less labor to get
has been the record in schools usii
If you are interested. WRITE AND I WILL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT.

ive examined the FAUST IDEAL. Itsspecial ruling saves time, money
Send for sample sheet and circular giving full description of the plan.

Vz
C . A. FAV ST , 40 Deai-born Street, CHICAGO. ILI^.
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Mr. I. S. I'rcstiiii. wluisc portrait appears

abiivc anil whose penmanship appears herewith,

is 72 years young. We say .\oung atlvisedly.

for he is still teaching writing in the greatest

lity in the new world. (Jreater New York.

.Mr. Preston is probably better acqnaiiiteil with

the leaders of our profession than any other

penman, having started the stiuly of peiinian.ship

when but 13. His first inspiration and instruc-

titin were received from S. M. Bassett. a travel-

ing penman. Later he took lessons from such

penmen as A. J. Phelps. E. (i. Folsom and Piatt

K. Spencer.

Hec(mniienced work for himself at the age of

eighteen, by organizing writing classes and
writing cards. He was a very successful or-

ganizer hence the work was exceedingh' ijrofit-

able.

His first work as supervisor of penmanship
was at Abington, Mass.. in the public schools,
atid later on he held positions in business and
public schools of Boston. Melrose. St. Paul. St.

Louis. Cincinnati and Phihulelphia always giving
entire satisfaction ami securing niarkcil results.

In his later years Mr. Preston has lieen couLiect-
cd with Adelphi Academy. Brooklyn, while for
the past decade or more he has been supervisor
of penmanship in the public schools of Rich-
mond Borough, New York City, being the only
person in the greater cit>' ttt hold that title.

He is a constant and therefore ctmsistent sub-
.scriber and supporter of The Businkss Edi'c.a-
TOR, his signature ha\'ing been a faniilitir ijer-

sonality a quarter of a centur.\- ago -long before
The Business Educator was dreamed of.

and he bids fair to continue in the good work a
decade or two more.

His work fresh from the pen is better still than
as shown herewith. Indeed man>- of our young-
er men would give a good sum to be able to do
as well.

May his hand grow no less steady am! his en-
thusiasm no less marked until he has influenced
by his teaching many, many more thousands to

write well.

HIGH GRADE PENMANSHIP.
1 Dozen Cards ....
1 Flourish

1 Scrap Book Specimen

25 cents

2rt cents

25 cents

Scientific School of Penmanship
100 Main St.. Kcwanee. III.

In I

C. P. A.

iine

MAIL covrse:

eturn for a small outlay of

and money I can prepare commercial

teachers or bookkeepers to increase (

their salaries from $200 to $600 per

yea I Write now for informa tion

and special rates. Have you read

mv articles on Accountancy in the

Scpteinlu-r and October numbers ot

Th( Business l^ducator? It will pay

you to do so.

R. J. be:nne:t, c p.
Principal Business University.

A.

DETROIT, MICH.
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WANTED Commercial iind Sho thand
teach ers to k now that hey can

secure the bes ; pos tions throuffh the Central
Teachers' Age ncy. Establi shed 1899 Reeis-
tration free: va es everyvphere. Drop us a |

line today.

E. C. ROGERS
MANAGER

20 E. Gay St., Co Ivimbtjis, O.

It isouraim to assist both Commercial teach-
ers, and those in need of them. If yon are a
Commercial teacher and want a position,
remember we charge you nothing to enroll with
us; it's free. If vou are a Manager of a Com-
mercial College, or Principal of a High School
and need a Commercial teacher, let us help you,

ill recommend only those who we think
ill .'

n. S. Com'l Teacher's Boreaa, CbUUcothe, Mo.
J. D. Rice, Pres. G. W. Beckler, Sec'y-Treas.

The Pratt Teachers' Agency
r.l Fifth .\vf.nue, XEW YORK

Recommends college and normal graduates,
specialists, and other teachers to colleges,
schools and families.

be Agency receives many calls for (

teachers from public and private schools
business colleges,

WM. O. PRATT, MANAGER

THE KINSLEY -DRAKE CO.

SCHOOL a,ge:ncy
Removed to Trenton, N. J,, ,solicits

correspondence from teachers,' and
from schools looking for teachers,
and from schools for sale.

Free regisiraiinn

KINSLEY-DRAKC CO.
XRENTOPf, M. J.

Indiana B'uslness College
Has schools at La Fayette. Logansport, Koko-
mo, Anderson, Marion, Muncie, Richmond,
Columbus and Indianapolis. The INDIANA
BUSINESS COLLEGE of Indianapolis is the
CENTRAL BUSINESS COLLEGE.

Qualified Teachers
In (

'ill

shor

that will please y

Prospective Students
Of a business college should send for our
literature 'Write:

Indiana Business College
Box 353, Indianapolis, Ind.

Positions Not All Filled

We now (September 10th) have the
following openings for commercial
teachers to be filled :

One |1.")00 High School position.

Five fl'^OO positions. Two High
School places.

Ten positions paying from J'.IOO to

|l-.iOO.

Eighteen positions paving from f.iOO

to $900.

We Need More Firsl-Class Teachers

Continental Teachers' Agency,
Bowling Green. Ky.

Free Enrollment if you mention this paper

MIDLAND TEACHERS' AGENCIES ^°
^^^°^!;^^^7Jr^J^lo

WARRENSBURC, MO. RICHMOND, KY. " " ''"^
°

PENDLETON

A Hai.If Minute Tn-lk. To
-\11 things considered this has been a good sea

coming. School principals and teachers should get i

.vou ean cet on without our services but let's be ready for the
VNlOPf TE:>VCHE:R.S' BVRE:A.V. No. ZZa Bt-oaaway. Nfew York

uslness Educak-tors.
and the indications are that a better one is

3 at once for next year. We hope

IN SEPTEMBER Three of our members began work in new positions in St.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Louis Business College, two in the Cleveland High Schools,
two in University of Wisconsin, one in University of Nebraska,

two in Pittsburg, and many more in all parts of the United States. What about vour
future ' Will you not let us assist you ? Free registration.

THE SPECIALISTS^ EDVCA.TIONAL BVREAV,
ad of Com'l Dep t

il, St. Louis. Webster Groves, St. Louis, Mo.
Managed by R. A. Gr

TCN MEN AT $1200 E:A.Cil

In .\ugust we placed ten men at $1'300 and upward, and several at flOOO, besides

a number of men at smaller salaries, not to mention the lady teachers. Among
positions filled were the following high schools : Augusta, Me.; Springfield, Mass.:

Oil City Pa.; Utica, N. Y. And these commercial schools: Schissler School of

Business, Norristown, Pa.; Metropolitan Business College, Chicago ; Minnesota
School of Business, Minneapolis; Yale Business College, New Haven. Conn.;
Strayer's Business College, Baltimore ; College of Commerce, Kenosha, Wis.

\ou who knosv anything about the school field will recognize at once from the

list (only a fragment of the season's business) the high-grade character of the posi-

tions we fill. If we had had the right kind of candidates in sufficient number, we
could have multiplied this record six-fold. In fact, to-day—Aug. ,31—we have 20

vacancies, in both high and business schools, at $1000 and upward. Fully ~'>% of

those who need high-grade help come first to us, and many go nowhere else. This
is an exchange office for character and efficiency. May we serve you' Enrollment
Iree

; no charge to schools.

THE NATIONAL COMM EBCIAL T EAC H E BS' AG EN C Y
A SPECIALTY BY A SPECIALIST

E. E. Gaylord, Manager Prospecl- Hill, Beverly, Mass.

Training School
FOR COMMERCIAL TEACHERS

Commercial teaching offers exceptional opportunities for College, Nor-
mal and High School graduates and for High School and Public School
teachers. Here is a field that is certainly not overcrowded, and there are
manyteachers who could easily qualify for commercial teaching who would
immediately prepare themselves for this work if they understood the
actual conditions.

salaries far above the average ved byCommercial teachers are at a premium at
teachers of other preparatory branches.

The normal training department for commercial teachers conducted by the ROCHES-
TER BUSINESS INSTITUTE is proving a decided success, but many more candidates are
wanted for the attractive positions constantly offered to graduates of* this itistitution.

A postal card will bring by return mail a copy of our new illustrated prospectus and
catalogue, which gives a complete outline of the normal training department.

Fall term. September 8th to November 30th; Winter term, December 1st to February
*J8th; Spring term. March 1st to May 31st; special six weeks' Summer term, July 6th to
August 13th.

High school, normal school and college graduates not familiar with the commercial
texts require from three to four terms for preparation in subject matter and methods,
An estimate of the probable time required in given cases ean be furnished on information
supplied through correspondence.

Rochester is widely known as one of the most desirable

residence cities in the United States.

ROCHESTER. BUSINESS INSTITVTE:
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

CJL '-^'^'^'^'^^''^^^^-^^^t^^^^S^i^fidk/^e^^^^t'^^
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Lessons In

Roundhand
W. A. Baird,

1 18 N. nisi> sf-.

Coluiiil)>i>, O.

\\ A BOUQUET OF RECENT ZANERIAN PENMANSHIP PEDAGOGUES.

J
INSTRUCTIONS FOR LESSON

NO. 2.

We liave in this lesson the reniainiiiK strokes

used ill the minimum letters.

: have given voii a half line on the double

tuni the same as in the first les.son in orilerthat

you may have a chance to redeem yourselves

for the mistakes you ma>- make in y<nir first at-

tempt. Tr\- to get both the top and the bottom

tuni equaliv round, and the shade heaviest at

half the height. .\ gooil test for this exercise is

to turn the paper up side down and see if

your work looks equally well in that position.

if it does not start in to remedy it.

The e c ti and « contain the same princiiile

an<l when one is mastered tlie others will come
easy. The beginEiinj; >troke shoul.l be tiracefnl-

ly curved and made with a free movement, the

shaded stroke should be made nmch slower, it is

curved but not circular. Notice that the heaviest

part of the shade is below half the height of the

letter. In the e the second shaded stroke is made
ilownwaril the shade being near the top. The
hook on the c is made downward and the dot

should not be shaded too heavily. The first

shaded stroke of the o is the same as that in the

e and c. The second shade is made after the

letter has been completed. The a is similar to

the o so far as the oval part is concerneil. It is

finished same as the letter /.

The letter -r will be somewhat difficult, the

heaviest part of the shade should be above half

the height of the letter. The down stroke in

the seconil part of the x is slightly curved. The
main stroke of the x if turned upside down will

make a good letter c.

The letter s will perhaps give you more trouble

than the others. The up stroke should be more
slanting than the up stroke in the other letters,

this will make it easier to get the shaded stroke

Miss Carrie L. Youni;.

Supervisor of Penmanship.
Jame.stown, N. Y.

Miss .\lice E. Curtin,
Supervisor of Penmanship,

Pittsfield, Mass.

Miss Kate Woods, Mi.ss Nora E. O'Neill, Miss Cornelia Koch,
Departmental Penmanship Teacher, Pittsfield, Supervisor of Writing,

Evansville, Ind. Mass. Evansville, Ind.

on the same slant as the other shaded strokes,

the dot or blind loop at the top of the s should
be somewhat higher than the other minimum
letter. See that the dot at the bottom of the s

does not cro.ss the first stroke.

In writing tile word see to the spacing, try to

keep the down strokes equally distant. Gootl
spacing will co\er up nu)re faults than any otlier

one factor.

This lesson will conclude the large work.
It was given in order that your faults would be
more readily noticed than in small work.
Work hard on this and the first lesson as the

minimum letters are used much oftener than
the exteiKled letters or the capitals.

Send in >-our liest efforts on this work and you
will not regret in the end the time spent in

learning this style of script.

caveeea'i^'

Aoa''?^/C€^/MAe'
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HELP
IN YOUR

ADVERTISING

The summer campaign should

do four things :

Find the student
Interpret his thoughts
Create the demand
Implant conviction.

For some j'ears, in mercantile

and school advertising, I have

made a special study of the cam-

paign. Perhaps I can help you.

Anyway it won't hurt to write me.

I cannot attempt to write wholly

new advertising for you, not

knowing your exact situation.

My special service consists in

strengthening matter in prepa-

ration — placing your ideas in

effectual, convincing language

and balancing the four elements

first mentioned.

I have nothing to sell but ideas.

Those who have tested them

find them worth money. ' You
have certainly struck the right

cord in advertising" says a

recent client.

There is no obligation in find-

ing out. Write me all summer
like this.

M.W.CASSMORE
2025 SIXTH AVENUE

SEATTLE, - WASH.

Mr. Dudley (ilass. whose portrait appears
herewith, is a Texas product of the year 1882, an<l

of Hill Co. Seven years ago he attended a

writino; school taught by Houston Shipp and he-

came an enthusiastic practitioner of the art of

good writing. Three years ago he entered the

Tyler, Texas, Commercial College, where he
took up a course of bookkeeping and special

penmanship. When his teacher resigned he
was selected to take his place, which he holds

with credit to all concerned. He handles from
200 to 300 pupils daily in regular class work,

and he does it successfully as shown by the re-

sults he secures. Many of his students capture

The Business Educ.\tor certificates. Mr.

(ilass. therefore, although young, has demon-
strated his ability to achieve success, and best of

all. he has but barely begun and promises mnch
more in the future. What Mr. (jlass has done
many other young men and women now attend-

ing commercial schools can do as well.

^'\ (f^

I'll the 6<rcilh of ihcirfcllou' mombcr.
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By H. L. Darner, .\sst. Teacher in the Zanenaii. It represents almut S12.50 wurtli nf work.
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Off-Hand Round Hand by L. Madarasz. Engraved nearly the same size as the original writing. This is truly inspiring

work for all penmanship aspirants.
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Good Writing Easily Taugiit
The enthusiastic teacher who provides for his student good copies,

logically arranged and carefully graded, ought to get good results in

penmanship. The mediocre teacher who uses Modern Commercial Pen-

manship, will get fairly good results in spite of his mediocrity.

WHAT IT IS
Modern Commercial Penmanship is a carefully graded course in

plain, business writing, containing 60 lessons, 60 pages of copies, and
accompanied by as many sets of instruction very carefully wrought out.

The price of this book is 50c. Copies will be sent to teachers for exam-
ination upon receipt of 25c.

The Commercial Text Book Company
DE:S MOINES, IOWA

THE PIONEERS.

" They that missaid

These men, yet living, praise them dead."

We too shall praise, but not alone their

ways

Of goal and ended toil.

Shall we recant

Like some pelf-mad communicant

And lose in greed, their full transmitted

creed.

Of service to our day ?

We shall attain

Some measure of the tested strain

Of faith and hope, that trod the mistv

slope

Of barren, thankless soil.

So be our mark

Set far ahead beyond the dark

Of present days, beyond these dreary

human ways.

Their deeds exalt alway.

—Melvin Cassmcre.

#IHHIilHiS
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DKSIONING

and
ENOROSSINO

By

E. L. BKOVVN.

Rockland, Me.

J^

Kor study this iiuiiitli we present a very neat
anil etTec-tive piece of engrossing, wroujtht in

[jiirple. goM and l)l,ick on gray board. Make
yotir design from one-tliird to one-half larger

than the copy, and be very particular in drawing
the wild rose decoration. Study color values
carefully. It will be unnecessary to pencil any
of the lettering in detail save the initial. The
color should be handled freely for clean, trans-

parent values. After the design is otherwise
tinished. mix up some Chinese white, and wash
over the liigh light sp.ices, making the tine
Imes with a pen lillerl with white.

Diplomas
For Business and Public Schools

I do diploma work for Harvard Uni-
versity, New England Conservator.v
of .Music, all the Massachusetts State
-Vormal Schools, etc. Your favors
will receive my personal attention.

PRICES REASONABLE
Samples. Sketches and Estimates upon request

Frank W. Martin
100 Boylston St., Boston, iVlass.

3S ColleEes. High Schools
Id-be Teachers to know

ing School for teachers in both
d Shorthand
d by the School of Commerce,

ntingand Finance, Picton, Ont . Canada.
Mr. Bayers, the Principal, is an honor graduate of

the School of Pedagogy and has had an experience
Of several years in both High School and Model
School work, having been connecte
tor four years with a Government Training School for
Teachers.
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BOOK REVIEWS

very recently issued from tlieir press a little

pocket dictionar>- entitled. "Pnpular Dictionary"
containing 25.000 words accnrately pronounced
and clearly defined. It is 3x5 3-4 inches in size

and contains 203 pages. Cloth bound 25c.

Black Morocco 50c. It is indexed, compactly
constructed, with clear type and is therefore a

seniceable little volume. Aside from the regu-
lar dictionary", it also contains a key to pronunci-
ation, rules for spelling. 300 selected words of

reformed spelling, together with much more
valuable information needed everyday by ever>-
day people.

•'The Natural Memor>' System," by E. D.
Snow, Homell, X. Y.. is the title of a little but
valuable booklet of 28 pages. It is exactly what
its title infers, the natural memor>' system. It is

not a mere device by which the memor>' may be
taught certain tricks but is really the only safe,

sure and sensible method of memory training.—
the kind that is thoroughly educational and
therefore philosophical as well as practical. Its

truths are so simple and its methods so sensible

that its results can not be other than practical if

one will but follow its instructions.

Tinus Shorthand, by Willard I. Tinus. pub-
lished.by the Tinus-Harmon Pub. Co.. 109 Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, III., is the title of the latest

claimant in public favor in the shorthand line.

This seems to be a ver>' complete even though
new system. It also seems tti be a combination
of the light-line and Pitmanic Systems. The
author has gathered many vahiable ideas from
both systems of shorthand, and has as far as

practicable, incorporated them in his new sys-

tem. Mr. Tinus. the author, has had sufHcient
experience in teaching and in writing shorthand
and ill publishing a iu.nk (U-vnie<l to dictatiun

studies, etc.. to get up and to publish a system
far ahead of the average at least. Of course lime
will tell to a large degree as to the merits of the
system, but from what we can see as presentetl in

in this book and from what we know of its

author we believe it has a future. The !jook is

ver>" substantially bound in cloth anil contains
210 pages of type and cuts. The latter are skill-

fully written and well engraved, giving the book
an artistic appearance. If you are interested in

the latest in the shorthand field you will tlo well
to atldress the author or publishers as above.

A Practical Course in Touch Tvpewriting bv
Chas. E. Smith, pulilished by Isaac Pitman .S:

Sons. 31 I'nion Sq. West. New York City, price

75c. is the title of a new editi<in of their widely
used text on typewTiting reviewed a year ago.
The edition before us is adapted specially to the
Oliver Keyboard. The book is substantially
bound in art linen and board and ctnitains 40
pages.

(T-
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Pointer* In

PENMANSHIP
For Teachers and

Pupils,

By D. W. HOFF,
jupervisorof Writing,

Lawrence, Mass.

=^

-.JJ

Klueiic\' of action in [jennianship, a?; in the

performance of any other act. depends botli up-

on the writer's mental and pliysical famiharit\-

with the fundamental or basic form elements.

That is to say the more familiar the mind and

arm are made with the forms of the various lit-

ters, and cf)mbinations of letters, the more read-

il>' will the i>en ^lide from word to word even
rh(tus:h the suliject matter ma>- be new.

Mai habits as to pen holding, movement, or
the formation of letters are not replaced in a day
by correct ones. If we do a thin.e 1000 times
in a wrong way we nmst attempt it 1000 in the
right way to reach the starting point again. We
must then ilo it looo time more in the right way
before we have groundeil the right habit. This
is t>f course but a comparative way of putting it.

The spirit of the statement, ho\\'ever is literally
true. Pupils should be made to realize this that
through expecting too soon the impossible they
ma>' not become tlisheartened.

Put yourself into a cheerful mood then "stay
put." One look at a teacher's cheerless face is

to the ambition of some pupils like a chilling
draftfrom an open window on a rainy day—it is

tlepressing. Moods are largeh' creatures of
habit, subject to the will power.

All mental wrestling matches in which the
wills of the teacher and the taught appear in open
strife, should be religiously avoided.

.\ teacher should be an interpreter."

The distinctis'e clifferences between desirable
and undesirable movements should be clearly
impresse<l upon tlie [lupil's mind at the very out-
set, while •habit is .still m the gristle form," be-
fore it has readied the un>'iekling. bone like

ATTENTION liookkeeptM all bus Do
not deface your books or pape
USE THE INK ERASING ELECTROSINE PENCIL

which works instantaneously and does not
abrade the paper. lAiriting disappears as if by
magic.

No. I Extra Large 76c, No. 2, Medium 60c
No 3 Small Size 35c.

V. E. MADRAY, 161 Nellston St.. Columbus. Ohio.

'TUp PRAAF of 'he pudding is in the eating,

IIIL riivUr and the merit of our books on
the commercial subjects is proved by a careful
test in the school-room. Every one is "full as an
egg" of practical instruction. The subjects have
been presented in an attractive manner and non-
essentials omitted, thus enabling students to ac-

quire a thorough business education in the least

possible time.

Wide-awake principals and teachers are quick
to recognize the superiority of our publicatious.

and the fact that these books "make good" is

proved by their continued use in the leading com-
mercial schools.

We have "the" books on the important subjects
of spelling, correspondence, and English for use
in business schools and commercial departments
of other institutions.

Our Practical Shorthand presents an ideal sys-

tem in an ideal way.

The sale of the New Practical Typewriting
(published last season) is unprecedented. It

needs onlv to be seen to be appreciated.

The new Commercial Law (just out) makes
enthusiastic students. The book is up-to-date,

comprehensive, and well arranged for class-

room use.

New Practicnl Arithmetic covers all the sub-

jects, presented in such a way as to li.x the
methods firmly in the student's mind.

Practical Bookkeeping and Twentieth Century
Business Practice develop competent and think-
ing accountants, at the greatest possible saving of

the teacher's time. The text-book is published in

three editions, to meet the needs of various
schools, and the Business Practice is in five

parts, each entirely independent of the others.

The Everybody's Dictionary is the most accu-
rate, complete, and popular pocket dictionary on
the market. We furnish it by the hundred, and
in many cases by the thousand, to prominent
schools in all parts of the country. A copv
should be in every pupil's outfit.

Write us at once in regard to your needs. In-
terested teachers will be given an opportunity to

examine these popular books without cost. We
pay the freight. Illustrated catalogue free.

The Practical Text Book Co.,
Euclid Ave. and iSlh St..

CLEVELAND. OHIO

PRACTICAL T£XT- CLEVELAND
aOOK COMPANY

^'
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BECOMC AN EXPERT
Have an expert knowledge of tbe art in which you arc

enfratred and thus make penmanship interesting and
! to your pupils

Secure acopy of Courtney's Method of rteteetiog Forg-
ery and liaised t.hecks. Kacinatine. interesting and in-

- - - - Profusely illustrated with
of fi orneri

you by 1

F. B. COVRTNEY
>'edar Rapids Business College, Cedar Rapids, la.

Written in the Mills style of business
writing and a cut furnished of the same
for $2.25. Send copy of the combination
of initials you prefer and also state size
of cut desired. Address,

E. C. MILLrS. Script Specialist,

195 Grand Ave.. ROCHESTER. N. Y.

I will write your
name c

for 15 cents
I will give free a pack of
samples and seod terms to

agents with each order.

AGENTS WANTED
Bl AMI/ PADnC I hav* '*»« ^^'T l>e8t blank
LANIX l/AnUO c-arcls now un the market.

Hand cut (•ouie in 17 dirtVrent colors. Sample 100
postpaid, 15c. l.OOO by express, 75c. Card Circular

dittei

f?C5tDEfrT —
COftOESPONOEKCC
INSTBUCTIOMS-

U.H. Lockwood. In

itho of 1 RST
f this kind in

America. 1892. Guar-
antee plan FREE
TEST LESSEN.
iformatlo
imple

nd Free
copy Stud

Lockwood Stoltz

Art School, Dept. F,

Kalamazoo. Mich.

CARD WRITING
My best is my bid for your business.
I am prepared to rise or fall by the
work I do.

One dozen cards written any style, 20o
One neat scrapbook specimen, lOo

E. H. McGHEE
255 MarcerSt. Trenton, ^f. J.

COMIC JOKER CARDS i?S Many
KMI postpaia, 25c, Le..ts for more. Ink. Glossy Black
or Very Beat White, 15c, per bottle. 1 Oblique Pen Hol-
der, l(ic. liiilotfs No 1 Pens, lUc- per doz. Lessons in

Card Writing Circular for stamp.

W. A BODE. Box 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

.Sulfjblf for .ill kinds of .si;hool.> iiiid i^olle^e.s. Out- nt-.w ib-p^^e
.:utalo4 lells all. Free for Hie a.^klnj. The M. (f B. imprint on a diploma i.s

a ftuaranhee of arfisHo iiuallty, ivirreeh usage, tasteful desi^nin^. DIPLO-
MA.S MADE TO ORDER. Send for estimates and samples. Resolutions en-

I> I l> L O M A I- I 1. 1. I M t'i

HOWARD ^sT BR.OWN
A SPECIALTY

Rockland, Maine

A,t Pof-tlancI, Oregon
my address iintil further notice will be care of the

HOLMES BUSINESS COLLEGE.
Portland, Oregon.

from which point I intend to do better work
than ever. Anyone wanting artistic work of
real merit should not fail to write me before
placing his order. I do a wide range of art

work, most anything from penmanship for
reproduction to portraits in oil, and I feel

that I can suit you.

Formerly at 112 W. 6l8t, New York

I%
'jdC^j

IPLOMAS l^

Constant

CtbDertis=

ing pays

in tl^e

Business

€bucator.

m HUE YOD IN FIGOnES?
Uo you want to know what is latest and best

in Rapid Calculation^ What would a series of

eighty lessons to develop speed and accuracy
in addition, fractions, billling. lumber measure-
ments, practical mensuration, short cuts in

multiplication, methods of proving addition and
multiplication, interest, discount, pay rolls,

financial statements, banking, etc., be worth to

you? And if over 2.000 practice and illustra-

tive problems were given in a form suitable for

home study and practice, together with a letter

of helps and suggestions, would you think it

worth $5.00^—But the course will be sent to you

POST PAID for SIXTY CENTS
Send stamps

C. E. BIRCH, Lawrence, Kan.

i_X. '^''''('^/i!i-J^i'^^^>'i<^^<'-!^^^^i^^>^^i'^^:^'*'^^^^^ jC j
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DON'T DO IT Don't take lesson by mail
1 Business, Urnaniental
riting. Card writing, or
1 have seen my Special
mailed for 2c.

I white, black, royal blue
or',>Oc. for 12 gray, white
2'4x:j^4in. written in my

i and Mrs. cards, 20c. per
Card Agents

list

F'lourishing, until yc

Mail Course Circular

;

SEHD 15c. for 12 pla
or assorted color card
engravers bristol, size 2'4i
tinest style. Mr-. Miss an
dozen in finest engraved
Wanted 1 and 2c L'. S. stamps taken
of penwork, 2c. Address, F E. PERSONS,
445 Breckenridge St. Baffalo, H. Y.

PENMAW'S SUPPLIES.—Pens, Inks, Penholders,
Envelopes, Practice Paper, Keepsake. Comic,
White and Colored Cards. Itfannal. 70 pages all

about these cards for "-.'c. Write for samples of
my latest comic cards. New cards out every
month. Agents make money selling my written
and printed cards, Send for prospectus, 2c. You
will find it easy taking orders for these cards.

Address, W. McBEE. 19 Snyder St.. H. S..

IPittsbnrg, Pa.

e:ste:rbrook's pe:ns
" Easy to write with,

CORRECT DESIGN
— Hard to use up."

UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

150 STYI^ES

A 1 PKOFESSIONAL
Fine pointed and elas

tic for card writing

Text Writers
Made in 3 widths and wi

long point to both left
and right

453 Business and C»->llege
With tine and extra fine
points. Elastic and

smooth writing

ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN MFG. CO.
26 JOHN ST., P«. Y. CITY CAMDEN. NEW JERSEY

pine:st pe:nmap4SHIp svppi^ie:s obtainable:.
PENS AND HOLDERS.

ZanerJan Fine Writer Pen—The best
and finest tine writing pen made—best
for engrossing, card writing and all fine

script work. Gross $1.00 5i gross 25c
1 do .12c

Zanerian Idea! Pen—One of the best
pens made for general penwork—busi-
pess or ornamental. One of the best
pens for beginners in penmanship.
Gross 75c. K gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c

Zanerian Medial Pen—A high-grade
medium, extra smooth pen for business
writing. None better. Just right for
students and accountants. Gross 75c
% gross -- 25c

Zanerian Business Pen—A smooth,
durable, common sense business pen.
For unshaded business writing it has
never been excelled, if equaled. Gross
75c. J< gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c.

GUIott's Principality No. 1 Pen—

A

fine writing pen. Gross $1.00, li gross
25c, 1 dozen 12c

Ciliotfs Double Elastic E. F. No.
604 Pen—A medium fine writing pen.
Gross 75c, ?4 gross 25c, 1 dozen 10c

Gillott's Magnum Quill E. F. No.
601 Pen—A business pen. Gross $1.00

% gross 25c, 1 dozen ---12c

Gillott's No. 303 E. F. Pen—Used
largely for drawing purposes. Gross
ll.OO, Ji gross 25c, 1 dozen 12c

Gillott's Lithographic Pen No. 290
—One of the finest pointed drawing
pens made. 6 pens 2oc, 3 pens 15c

Gillott's Crow Quill Pen No. 659—
Very fine points. 6 pens 25c, 3 pens 15c

Seen For'cken Lettering Pen
makmg G srman Text. Old English, and
all broad pen letters. Set of 12—num-
bers 1. 1^. 2 2^A. 3, 3^. 4. 5, and 6

single pointed and 10. 20, and 30 double
pointed 25c

Zanerian ObliQue Penholdei—Hand-
nade, rosewood, nearly 12 inches long.

I beautiful and perfect holder. 1 holder
- 50c

Fine Art Oblique Holder— Inlaid

and fancy, hand-made, rosewood, and
by far the most beautiful holder made.
Nearly 12 inches long. 1 holder sent in

a small wooden box $1.00

I holder 10c, 6 holders .

% gross-- - 1.35

M gross- - 2.60

I gross -- 5.00

Straight Penholder— Cork tipped
and best for business writing, flourish-

ing, etc. 1 holder 10c. 6 holders -iOc. 12

holders 65c

CARDS. INK,

Blank Cards—V/hite bristol with
finest surface for fine penmanship.
100 by mail postpaid 1 .28

500 by express 75

1000 by express 1.35

Black Cards—Best made for white ink.

100 by mail postpaid I 28
500 by express -75

1000 by express 1.35

White Cardboard—'Wedding Bristol

for fine pen work. Sheets are 22x28.

PAPER, ETC.
Arnold's Japan //jj!c—Nearly }4 pint

bottle by mail postpaid $ .40
1 pint by express
1 quart by express

Writing Papers—AU our writing
papers are 8x10'^ inches in size and
contain 960 sheets to the ream. Ruling
is faint and can be furnished wide

"'

inch) or narrow {H inch).
Extra fine 14 lb. white wove—

1 ream by express |3.15

iby expre
-1.0012 sheets by express

2 sheets by mail postpaid 50

White Cardboard—With hard finish,

much like ledger paper. Sheets are

20'/^ s2.^ inches.
6 sheets by express $ .40

12 sheets by express 70

3 sheets by mail postpaid 50

^,lack Cardboard— Finest for while
ink. Sheets are 22x28 inches.
6 sheets by express $ .50

12 sheets by express 75

2 sheets by mail, postpaid 50

Wedding Paper—Finest for penman-
ship or drawing. Sheets are 21x33.

6 sheets by express ....- $ .50

13 sheets by express 70

3 sheets by mail, postpaid 50

Zanerian India Ink—A fine drawing
ink and best for preparing script and
drawing for photo-engcaving.
1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .30

1 dozen bottles by express --2.00

White Ink—Very fine.

1 bottle by mail, postpaid --$ .25

s by mail postpaid .55
e 12 lb. white wove

—

by express $2.70
-- 1.45

100 sheets by mail postpaid .65
Extra tine 10 lb. white wove—

1 ream by express $2.15

% " "
- 1.20

100 sheets by mail postpaid .

Extrafinel21b. Azure (blue)-
1 ream by express

% -- .70

100 sheets by mail postpaid .65

Extrafine 17^ lb. Wedding stock-
1 ream by express $4.50

}'2 " " 2.50
H

" *
1.40

50 sheets by mail postpaid .70
Medium Grade Practice Paper-

1 ream by express $1.70
M " '

.55

100 sheets by mail postpaid .65

Send 5 cents in stamps for a sample
sheet of each of the six grades.

All goods go by mail postpaid, except those mentioned to go by express, on
the heavy goods is to order fair sized quantities and have them go by freight.

We handle the best and can save you money- Cash must
Remit by money order, or

which purchaser pays carriage charges. Of course the cheapest way to s

Prices are too low to keep accounts.

Address, ZANE^R (Qi. BL0SE:R, COLrVMBVS, OHIO.
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OTHER POBLISHERS SHOOT ABPyi NONESSENTIALS

For the school room, such as carbon duplication, cash register systems, sales

order systems, loose leaf systems and other purely mechanical devices that may be

purchased at any stationary store, in order to draw a veil over the Educational
Deficiencies of their books

WE TALK ABOUT TH[ SUBSTANTIAL EDUCATIONAL ADVANTAGES
Of our publications—their pedagogical excellence, their practical subject matter illustrating the reali-

ties of business transactions and methods, and the superior training for business employment which

thev give the student. Which are more important—essentials or non essentials ?

English, Bookkeeping, Arithmetic, Commercial Law, Penmanship, Letter-writing, Shorthand,

Typewriting, Commercial and Industrial Geography, Business Practice and Office Work ; these are

the subjects we cover with unequalled texts— texts that command the approval of the most learned,

the most practical, and the most efficient teachers of the land in all classes of schools, public and
private. See our books. Read our literature. USE OUR BOOKS and test them by any
standard, no matter how high, and PROVE THEIR WORTH.

Is the wool pulled over your eyes ? The country is overrun with inferior

texts. Sadler-Rowe boolis are clear as ether and wholesome as sunlight.

Sadler-' Ro^we Company
Edvicaiional Publishers Baltitnot-e, Marylancl

ACCOUNTING
SERIES

Ox»r Ncw^ Oouirse In Book.k.eeptng
has more strength, more grit, and the student who covers it will have

more information about modern business practice and a more com-

plete knowledge of up-to-date bookke;eping methods than he can get

in the same length of time from any other course in the market. These are strong claims, but they

arc true. Put them to the test. Can you afford to overlook them ? There are four parts :

No. I. Modern Acootxntant

IJoes not use the vouchers. It lays the founda-
tion and it does it well. Time in a business school,
two months.

No. 2. Wholesale Accounting
Makes use of the vouchers. The bookkeeping

taught is the kind found in the well designed office.
Business is taught as it is done. Time, one and
one-half months.

No. 3. Me(-can.tlle Accoisivtln^
Uses the vouchers. Just a little more difficult

and a little more scientific than No. 2. Thoroly
modern and practical to the slightest detail. Time
one and one-half months.

No. 4. Modern Corporation Accounting
A new plan that concentrates the pupil's efforts

on tht: peculiarities of corporation bookkeeping.
Thoroly reliable. Ihstructive and interesting. Time
one month. Special teacher's examination price, $1.00:
withdrawable without notice.

The pupil who is otherwise qualified and who covers thin course in a satisfactory manner can

safely be recommended to go into a modern office and there "make good" as a bookkeeper. If

these are your demands the course will meet them. Address,

POWE^RS (^ LrYONS
CHICAGO NEW YORK
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contributions in The

Business Educator.

Young Americans can

congratulate them-

selves for having such

valuable articles exclu-

sively in this journal.
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THE BLISS SYSTEM Of ACTOAL BySINESS

THE SCHOOL BUILDER
There is nothing about a Buisness College that will attract more attention than

a fine Office Practice Department. A department, fitted up liTcethe one herein

shown, will pay 100% on the investnientevery ycai'. This is a piioto of a i)ortion

of an OiTicc Practice I )e])artnient fitted hist summer especially for the introduc-

tion of the Bliss System of Actual Business. This new school, The Bliss-Alger

College of Saginaw, Mich., has met with wonderful success, over 200

students having been enrolled since September last.

What the Bliss System has done for this school, it will do for others. If you wish
to make an investment which will pay better than any investment you
have ever made, introduce the Bliss System of Actual Business from the Start.

THE F. H. BLISS PUBLISHING CO., saginaw. mich.

X
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In the last half dozen years the

schools teaching

The Benn Pitman
OySXem of Phonography

Have prepared more successful

candidates for the United States

Civil Service Examinations
than have the Schools of all other

Systems put together.

For particulars, read the paper on "Shorthand

in the<-)tiicesofthe United States Government,"

by Frederic Irland, Official Reporter of Debates,

of the United States House of Representatives,

a copy of which, together with "A Table Show-
ing the State of the Shorthand Service in the

departments of the United States Government,"
arranged according to systems of shorthand

written, will be sent free to any address on re-

ijuest to

The Phonographic Institute Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BENN PITMAN, President.

JEROME B. HOWARD, Manager.

If you are a Special Teacher or Sup-

ervisor of writing you recognize that

the conventional copy-book hinders

you in securing satisfactory results.

If you want something that helps

you to get the best possible resuhs, in

conjunction with the copy-book you

may by law be compelled to use, or

without, write us.

The right copy in the hands of the

pupil for imitation and inspiration,

and the right text in the hands of the

teacher for intelligent teaching will

make your work effective and suc-

cessful.

Ask for what you want.

Zaner &. Bloser Co., Publishers,

Columbus, Ohio.

the;

MVSSGLrMAN
PVBLICATIONS

Business Letter Writing— One of the neatest anc

Drightest little works on Commercial Correspond-
ence. Unlike anything else published. Write for

ample pages. Single copy sent postpaid for 50 cts

NEW COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC
K book of 479 pages, thoroughly covering the sub
ect. Copy sent postpaid for $2.00.

PRACTICAL BOOKKEEPING

COMMERCIAL LAW

HIGH SCHOOL BOOKKEEPING

BUSINESS SPELLER

Try a box of Musselman's Perfection Pens, 25 cts
For full information and sample pages, write

D. L. PlOSSELIIilK POBLISHINB Eo.

QVINCY, ILLINOIS

C. p. A.

MAIL COVRSE

In return for a small outlay of time

and money I can prepare commercial

teachers or bookkeepers to increase

their salaries from $200 to $000 per

year. Write now for information

and special rates. Have you read

my articles on Accountancy in the

September and October numbers of

The Business Educator? It will pay

you to do so.

R. J. BENNKT, C. P. A.
Principal Business University.

DETROIT, MICH.
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''The System that is Free of Obtuse Angles''

JUST A MOMENT, PLEASt!
Are you one of those who have been tricked b}' the apparent simplicity of some light line scheme because

you were shown how easy such frequently (?) used words as nap, kit. tincan, dingdong. lick, midge, fig, pig,

Dave, tiff, and some others, could be written only to later discover that when you tried to write REAL
WORDS you had to take the pen around a course about like that taken by a child's

Fourth of July Devil Chaser?
If you are one of that numerous class, do not condemn all light line shorthand on that account.

All light line shorthand is not built upon such Scientific (?) principles BEERS Shorthand is not.

All light line shorthand does not have that class of Intrinsic Merit (?). BEERS Shorthand has not. All

light line shorthand is not burdened with such Sterling qualities (?) BEERS Shorthand is not, BUT—

BEERS SHORTHAND
H.\S a greater brevity than any other light line shorthand in existance. and in the writing will be found as many consonants as is

found in any Pitmanic System and as many vowels as in any light line system, which means that there are many more consonants

written than is possible (with a brevity greater than longhand) in any other light line system and, with the same exception, many
more vowels than is found in any Pitmanic writing. All this means LEGIBILITY.

Free Course by Mail to Teachers and No obligations incurred by the Teachers. All correspondence Confidential. Investigate.

Complete Text, SI. 00. Dictionary, 80 cents. Key to Text, 25 cents.

Examination Copy, half price to schools and teachers.

The BEERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
1008 Simpson Street, B. E., I\ew York

Gillotfs Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN, No. 1

3 CULOTT'S
I~

—

'- '^-'

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F

Gillott's Pens have for seventy-five years stood the
most exactioK tests at the hands of Professional and
Business P«nmen. Extensively imitated, but never
equalled, Gillott'a Pent still stand in the front rank, a;*
regards Temper, Elasticity and Durul.ility.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

JosepH Gillott (Sl Sons
ALFRED FIELD <& CO.. Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

Free Course for Teachers

Chattier Shorthand
BY MiiVILr

Send for the first lesson and begin the

study of the greatest system of short-

hand ever published.

Mr. L. C. Spencer has just completed
the most simple, pedagogical and learn-

able shorthand mail course ever pre-

sented to the American people.

Ten simple lessons.

The theory of the system can be mas-
tered in ten nights by any teacher of

average intelligence.

A postal card addressed to us will bring
yon the first lesson, and then will begin
the most fascinating study of your life.

Write to-day.

CHARTIER-SPENCER PUBLISHING CO.

NEW ORLEANS

L. C. SPENCER. President

LOUISIANA

S. C. SCHWING. Sec-Treai.

OC -'^'^'^'^^^-^'^''^'^''^'^^'^'^^--^c^^^
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WHY
GREGG SHORTHAND
IS BEING ADOPTED EVERYWHERE

It Enables the School to Graduate Better
Stenographers- and More of Them.

The ease with which the system is acquired

makes it possible for the teacher to devote

more attention to the teaching of typewrit-

ing, spelling, punctuation, business forms,

actual practice, etc.

It is the JVlost Popular System in America Today,

Gregg Shorthand is now the most popular
system in use, and every week adds to its

popularity. By the force of its intrinsic

merit it has gained this remarkable status

within ten years.

It Keeps the Students Interested and Enthusiastic.

They tell their friends about it. Thus many
people who could not be induced to begin
the studv of one of the old-time systems, or

who have begun it and become disheartened,

are encouraged to take up the study.

It Has Made Speed Records that are Unequaled.

The student who is ambitious to attain a

high rate of speed finds it easier and more
interesting to do so in Gregg Shorthand than
in one of the old-time systems. Young
writers have made records in Gregg Short-
hand that would have been considered im-
possible in the older systems.

Its Textbooks and Publications are Up-to>Date
and Pedagogical.

They are compiled by a practical teacher
and are original, simple, pedagogically cor-

rect, and beautifully made.

It is Represented by the Largest, Cheapest and
Most Artistic Shorthand Magazine Ever
Published.

The GREGG WRITER, with a circulation

of over 20,000 is a little schoolmaster in

itself. It stimulates the interest of the

student and keeps him in touch with the
studv after he has left school.

It Advertises Itself—Makes Business.

The rapidity with which the Gregg system
has spread and is spreading throughout the
English-speaking world attracts the atten-

tion of the public wherever the system is

introduced, and brings a great many inqui-

ries to the school.

It is a Remarkable Success in the Night School.

Students in the night school are able to do
practical stenographic work at the end of

one season. They are kept interested and
do not discontinue the study. It builds up
the night school as no other system can.

It Enables the Teacher to Handle a Larger
Number of Students.

The arrangement of the textbook and test

exercises keeps the students busy in the pri-

mary department without the continuous at-

tention of the teacher. The ease with which
students take up new matter in dictation

renders it possilile to combine classes in

the advanced department.

It is the Only Practical System for Cor-
respondence Instruction.

Because of the simplicity of the system,
many schools are using the correspondence
lessons as a "feeder" for the school, and
are thus increasing their chances for future

business. The separate lessons and tests,

uniform with the manual, make the cor
respondence course easy to handle.

It is Based on Principles that Appeal to the Rational
Mind.

Prospective students instantly recognize the

advantages of a system that is written with
the uniform slant and movement of ordinary

writing, and a system free from shading and
position writing.

Its Publishers are Liberal and Progressive.

Schools teaching Gregg Shorthand enjoy an
unusual degree of co-operation and liberal-

ity from its publishers. It is the only sys-

tem supporting a national association of

writers and teachers.

FOR INFORMATION ADDRESS

THE QBEQQ PUBLISHING COMPANY
NEW YORK rniCAGO

^_J^ •..^itii'e4^tAM^ii^t'n^^-i^i^^^iJ^e4.^Cii'<^^'A^^fij€^^,yi^^<^rry^rn^^rz^urru^r^ j^ j
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THE LIFE OF

SIR. ISAAC PITMAN
THE INVENTOR OF PHONOGRAPHY

The story of Sir Isaac Pitman's career as the

most successful shorthand inventor our country has

produced, is told for the first time in /«//and complete

form in the "Life."

As far as possible his own words are used, for he

recorded with great exactitude interesting particu-

lars of a personal nature about himself and his work

in innumerable shorthand communications to his

friends and the public. The result is a volume which

will be found to possess all the charm of an autobi-

ography.

The origin and development of Phonography are

described more completely than has been attempted

hitherto. To all shorthand writers the "Life" appeals

with very special interest from the fact that it nar-

rates the inception, the growth, and finally the

universal acceptance of the system of brief writing

based on phonetic principles which Sir Isaac Pitman
invented and developed.

For the general reader, and to such as are espec-

ially interested in biographical literature, the life-

story of Sir Isaac Pitman has many attractions. It

covers the whole period of the Victorian Era, and
throws vivid sidelights on the movements of the time,

and on the lives of well-known personages with whom
Sir Isaac Pitman came into personal contact.

With fifty Poriraifs, Illustrations and Facsimiles.—
376-pp.. S 1-2x5 1-2 in. Cloth. Gilt.Gilt Top. $2.00.

Special Offer
Purchasers of this work who send their orders

direct to Isaac Pitman & Sons, will be presented,

free, with a high-class reproduction of the Memorial
Portrait of Sir Isaac Pitman (by A. S Cope, R. A.,)

mounted, 171 ins. by 23^ ins. Each copy of the portrait
will be mailed in a strong cardboard tube.

SIXTH EDITION NOW READY

A Prckctical Course in Touch Typewriting
BY CHARLES E. SMITH

The reason of the phenomenal success of "4 Practical Coutse" rests mainly in the scientific and

pedagogical way in which the student advances while mastering the keyboard. The strong fingers

are not strengthened at the expense of the weak fingers; neither are the weak fingers wearied with

drills in advance of their more nimble brothers. All the fingers are trained all the time, with due

consideration for the strength and suppleness of each. The student goes from the known to the

unknown, the line of least resistance being followed throughout, so that he acquires the ability to

write by touch almost before he knows if. Thi's method has been One of the fundamental
factors In producing the majority of the most rapid and accurate typists of the last

few years.

"I aril pleased to atate that I consider 'A Practical Course
in Touch Typewriting,' the only textbook from which I

studied, the best typewritin* instruction book that I have
seen. The exercises are excellent and have helped me won-
derlfully in working up speed. The whole course is very in-
terestine from the beginning, and it cannot but produce the
best results in the shortest time. I attribute my success in
typewriting in a large measure to the assistance given me
by Mr. Smith, the author of the book, and I am sure anyone
who uses It will be more than pleased with the results.'*

— Rose L. Fritz. The World's Champion Typist.

"It seems to me that the thousands of lucky students
who have tested the merits of 'A Practical Course in Touch
Typewriting' makes anything I may add as to its worth
almost unnecessary. I believe it is the mt>st construc;tive
text-book on touch typewriting that has eN-er been written.
The underlying principle of teaching the student to use all
the fingers all the time, and to go from the known to the
unknown, cximpeLs him to become a skillful typist with the
least expenditure of time and effort. I heartily recommend
this work to those desiring the best system of all."
— Elise Scott. Winner Gold Medal. Students' Championship Typewrit-
ing Contest. Philadelphia. April 18. 1908.

PRICE, 50 CENTS; CLOTH, 75 CENTS
8^* .Send for new pamphlet "Why the Isaac Pitman Shorthand is the Best," and copy of

"Pitman's Shorthand Weekly." Write for particulars of free MAIL COURSE FOR TE'CHERS.

ISfiaC Pitman & Sons, publishers. 31 union Sq.. N.Y.

/'nltJishers of

Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand, $1.60. Practical Course in Touch Typewriting, 76 cents. Style Book of Business English, 60 cents.
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THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR
Entered at Columbus, O., Post Office as 2nil Class Matter

C. p. Zaner. Editor

E. W. Bloser, - - Business Manager

Published Monthly (except July and August) by
Zaner & Bloser. 118 N. High St.. Columbus. O . as
follows : Teachers' Professional Edition. $1 DO a
Year (Foreign Subscriptions 30 cents extra : Cana-
dian Subscriptions 20 cents extra). Students' Pen-
manship Edition, 75 cents a Year (Foreign Sub-
scriptions 20 cents extra : Canadian Subscriptions
10 cents extra.)

R-enrtittances should be made by Money Order
or Bank Draft, or by currency at sender's risk.

Stamps accepted. If personal checks are sent, add
20 cents for collection fee.

Two Editions. The Teachers' Professional

Edition contains 48 or more pages, twelve pages of

which are devoted to Accounting, Finance, Mathe-
matics. English. Law, Typewriting, Advertising,
(Conventions, etc., and Departments specially suited

to the needs of teachers, principals and proprietors.

The Students' Penmanship Edition contains 36

pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,

less the twelve pages devoted to commercial sub-
jects. This edition is specially suited to students in

Commercial. Public and Private schools, and con-
tains all of the Penmanship, Engrossing, Pen Art.

and Lesson features of the Professional Edition.

The Business Educator is devoted to the pro-
gressive and practical interest of Business Educa-
tion and Penmanship A journal whose mission is

to dignify, popularize, and improve the world's
newest and neediest education. It purposes to in-

spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, and to

further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-
ness education.

Change of Address. If you change your ad-
dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as
the new address We lose many journals each issue
through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to forward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

Sabscriber». If we do not acknowledge receipt
of your subscription, kindly consider first copy of
the journal you receive as sufficient evidence that
we received your subscription all right. If you do
not receive your journal by the 10th of each month,
please notify us.

Advertising Rates furnished upon application.
The Business Educator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the
most intelligent and well-to-do among those inter-
ested in business education and penmanship in the
United States, Canada, England, and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of Hiyh Schools, Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among office workers, home
students, etc.

Rates to Teachers, Agents, and Clab
Raisers sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or many
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished to secure
subscriptions.

PROSPERITY returning.

The reports that have thus far

reached the office of The Business
Educator since the opening of the

commercial schools of our country
clearl)- indicate the return of that

great and good friend of our race,

better known as General Prosperity.

From one or two places we received

unfavorable reports, but we think

these are due to the fact that the (ien-

eral has not yet had time to visit these

portions of the country since his re-

turn. The improved conditions of

business generally leaves no doubt in

our minds that he has returned, and
is e.xerting all of his powerful in-

fluence and energy to bringback what
are known as good times. He is cer-

tainly in our midst and his presence
has already benefitted us greatly.

Where he has been and why he left

us are debatable questions, and it

seems that he refuses to divuldge the

secret. For some cause, probably
mistreatment of some kind, he leaves

us occassionally. and it may be that

he refuses to return until he believes

he will receive better treatment at our
hands. We know that he is now re-

ceiving a royal welcome and we be-

lieve all will be more careful in deal-

ing with him in the future, for the

lesson he has taught us was certainly

a severe one.

The conditions of commercial
schools is a good barometer of busi-

ness conditions generally. The com-
mercial schools are now held in favor

by all classes of people and if money
is plentiful these schools should be

crowded with student. If the enroll-

ment is small, it simply means that

parents do not have money with which

to pay tuition for their sons and
daughters.

All who are interested in the cause

of commercial education surely have

reasons for rejoicing, since the en-

rollment of students thus far this

year is greater then was to be ex-

pected. This news is encouraging

and productive of cheerfulness and

enthusiasm. This ought to be the
best year commercial schools have
ever had, and we hope that it will be.

If it is, ic will mean that the cause
of commercial education will be ad-

vanced more then in any previous
year.
Following are some of the reports

recently received :

"Our enrollment is much better

than last year at this time."
S. B. Fahnestock,

McPherson College,
McPherson, Kans.

" We had a fine opening and indi-

cations for the future are flattering."

E. S. Cook,
Maryville Business College,

Maryville, Mo.
" School began Sept. 1 with an ex-

ceedingly large enrollment and the
prospects are such that I believe this

will be our banner year."
P. W. Errebo,

Pittsburg Business College,
Pittsburg, Kans.

"Our August school business was
over three times what it was a

year ago. Where can you beat that

these times ?"

W. F. Giesseman,
Beutel Business College,

Everett, Wash.
" Every seat in our penmanship

department has been taken, and I

have been obliged to refuse a class

of about twenty owing to lack of room
and time."

A. A. Erblaxc,
Com'l Dept. High School,

Quincy, 111.

" Prospects look so good I shall em-
ploy an additional teacher this

year."
H. G Phelps,

Phelps Com'l School,
Bozeman, Mont.

"Our school is much better and
larger than last year."

P. W. Frederick,
Mansfield-Ohio Bus. College,

Mansfield, O.

C Contimied on page 15.)
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SUCCESSLETS
FOB AMBITIOUS YOUMG PEOPLE

I-:. D. SNOW, Principal,

Maple City Business Sehool, Hornell, N. Y.
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IF I ONLY HAD A CHANCE.

The person who thinks that way, is

a direct descendant of Lot's wife, and

he is generally about as inactive as

she was after the fatal glance to the

rear.

The "no-chance" boy will be found

on the observation platform of the

last car of the train where he will fre-

quently notice that he has been

whisked by opportunities that some

one else is prying loose and preparing

to carry away with an ever-ready

shawl strap.

There are thousands of opportun-

ities on every hand but we fail to see

them because we have our eyes glued

to a Lick telescope looking into the

"glorious past."

There were splendid chances for

success fifty years ago, but compara-

tively few got a strangle hold on them,

because the majority of the people

had their backs turned and were gaz-

ing with longing eyes upon the "gol-

den days" of 1800.

No smiling faced "Chance" singled

out Abraham Lincoln and screamed,

"Here am I, come and take me." U
no. Abe had to get out a search war-

rant and go after Miss Chance in a

determined, persistent way that has

locoed a lot of near-sighted people

into yelling "genius, what a genius."

Miss Chance is a very coy maiden
who never throws herself into the

arms of a suitor. You must go forth

boldly, capture her and take her to

your own home where you will " live

happily ever after."

Frank A. Munsey has a magnificent

property, in his magazines, worth
several million dollars yet the

"chance" that he saw he had to mort-

gage for thousands of dollars before

the money began to roll in so he could
lift the mortgage.
Do you know that over ninety per

cent, of the business ventures are

failures. That does not mean that

ninety per cent, of the men who em-
bark in business make a failure of it,

because lots of men make scores of

ventures and a few of them are suc-

cesses prominent enough to wipe out

all memory of failure.

A great many people with angle
worm spines give up at the first re-

verse or serious proposition that con-
fronts them, while others who believe
in themselves and the value of hard
work, do not know when they are

licked, and as a result they win out.

"If 1 only had achance." Honestly,
now, what do you want? Would you
like to have the government pension
you for what you expect to do ? Are
you looking for work the way the
tramp did—with a club, or would you
like to have some philanthropic mil-

lionaire hand you a well developed
Chance: in other words, would you
prefer to have some one "start the
gum ?"

Thos. Edison began as a newsboy
and studied telegraphy on the side.

He took a position as a telegrapher
and studied electricity on the side.

He always did things just a little bet-

ter than any one else and found that

that opened the door to innumerable
opportunities. History tails to record
that he bemoaned the lack of chances:
he was too busy qualifying himself
for what the world wants and is wil-

ling to pay well for.

Any person who wants to rise in the
world can do so. If you lack educa-
tion and cannot afford to go away to

school, you can have your training
brought to your door by the mail car-

rier. If you qualify you can readily
find a market for your ability, but the
world holds out no welcoming hand
to incompetence
Omit all "hard luck" stories, for

they are self-confessions of indolence
and they will excite contempt, not
sympathy.

If there should be a reader of this

article who feels that he has not had
a square deal—a Chance to do things
— 1 wish he would write me a full

statement of the case and I will take
pleasure in writing him a letter of ad-
vice such as I have given to thousands
of young people and which I know,
judging from results, has been of con-
siderable value to them
The only object I have in writing

these short articles is to awake young
people to the tremendous truth that
they can become what they will to be-
come, and are willing to work for

;

that the ability to make opportunities
lies within their own mind ; that the
Supreme Mind can take the tiniest

seed within your mentality and de-
velop a magnificent tree that will bear
wondrous fruit.

Merge your wish into action and
results will follow quickly.

If a* follows your criticism yoiirwi.rk is al.out

up to the certificate stamianl.

M. R.H., Ark. Your ink is niiirlilv. Strive for

a lighter line. Will look for coiisiiier.ible \m-
provement in your writing next month.

W. R. .S., Nebr. Verj' good. Send tlie orna
mental writing to Mr. Wonnell. Stuily form
and practice less.

C. W. K.. Wis. Make top part of "V smaller,

especially in lesson In. Ke\iew the second
lesson. Glad to receive so much of \-our prac-

tice work.

S. E. S., Wash. Capitals too small for other
letters; the ellipses will help you. Write
larger. Success to you.

O. L. H., O. Learn to criticise >*our own
writing by frequent comparisons with copy,
(jlad to know that you are an assistant in the
bookkeeping department.

T. \'. C, Tenn. Give close attention lo posi-
tion at desk, etc. By the time you complete
your course you should merit a certificate. Hov\-
ever, that will depend on you.

O. B. W., 111. You need better grade of mk
and paper. Watch finishing strokes. Try for a

lighter line.

(;. E. H., S. C. \>ry good. Yi.ur writing'
however, lacks unifi.trmity. Practice eacli lesson
faithfully and you will be surprised at the results
within a few months.

R. B. W., Pa. Letters look too stifT-like.

Otherwise fine. Spend considerable time on the
different movement exercises.

.1. I.. R., N. C. Form .study is what you need,
^'ou will lie surprised atyourown improvement
if \(iu stud\- form and do less practice work. Try
it -and tell me the results.

P. L. P.. Ky. You crowd some of the small
letters too much. I am well pleased with the
quality of your paper. You ought to win a cer-
tificate this year.

B. M. P., O. Shows you are trying your ver\-

best—you haven't had enough practice in

ellipses and movement drills. Why not try to

win one of the prizes—especiallv the 2nd one?

E. C. P.. O. You are on the right track. Keep
on. Pull the whistle occasionally to keep the
track clear.

J. M. M.. La. "^'ou ought to attend some pen-
manship school. .Some letters are too daint.\-.

.Surprise me with a specimen showing consiil

erable improvement. Practice sheet O. K.

M. B., O. Your ink doesn't flow freely. I am
waiting for your practice sheets. The only
suggestion j'ou need now is to follow instruc-
tions carefully.

F. E. Mc. D., Ida. Why not try to win in con-
test Number three? Practice each lesson until

you, your-self, can see some noticeable improve-
ment. Better get one thing real well than 100
not so well.

F. T. C, Calif. Glad to know the "quake"
didn't scare you out of your interest in penman-
ship. Your writing lacks freedom, but you will

overcome that in due course of time. Work
nicely arranged.

M. C. W., Miss. A certificate will soon be
yours if you follow instruction carefully. Would
like to see some excellent ellipsis from j'our pen.

Keep letters right on line of writing.

E. I. B., Tenn. Study form of each letter;

\YA\e plenty of movement. Remember it takes

a combination of movement and form for good
writing. Keep on.

C. B., Tex. Thanks for your letter. The
Spencerian is O. K. Do not shade in business
writing. Wish that all were as ambitioiiw as you

{Continued on page 14.)
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Lesson Twenty-one.

Instruction.—This is a combination of the letter D. the retraced ellipse, and letter U. It's really better than killing two birds with one stone—
THREE, if you please, Make the exercisCvCompIete, without raising the pen or checking the motion. Let " ease of execution " be your motto just now.

Count.—1, 2, 3, +, 5, 6, finish (beginning with the first stroke in D and finish like O) ; or down, round, round, round, round, round, swing. REMEM-
BER we count for " down " strokes only in capital letters and exercises.

Twi) Points.— I'se the same movement in makinsr letter and exercise. ,Stuti\- as well as practice is necessary for the hesl results in the shortest time

Lesson Twenty-two.
Instructions.—You will note that the top part of letter J is a trifle larger than the bottom. It used to be the custom to tnake both parts the same in

size—but the prevailing style and custom in the days of our fathers an<l fore-fathers won't work (always) in this day and age of keen competition.

Count.—Make the letter J as good as you can (keeping the pen down on the paper! and retrace four or five times—go in the same track. This is the

count : 1, 2, 3—1, 3, 3—1, 2, 3—1, '2, 3—1. 2, 3. For the letter it.self : 1, 2. 3 ; or up down, up: or start, straight, cross.

Two Points—The first stroke should start right on Ihe line of writing. Keep your eyes and ears open always—especially the eyes, and your writ-

Lesson Twenty-three.
Instructions.— You will note that the top part of I is smaller than in letter J. .Vlways study the shape or proportion Uhe width, height, slant,

thicknessi of letter before you begin to practice. It won't do you a particle of good to simply '" blaze away." In short—THIXK before you act.

Count.—Get in a good position before you begin to count or practice. When ever\-thing is in good running order— 1, 2, 3—1, 2, 3—1, 2, 3: or up,

down, cross (and try to have the lines cross at the same place. It will make more of a clear-cut letter i. Write " I am gaining." witlinut raisinc; tlie pen.

Two Points.—Make about .50 letters in a minute. Be sure and .\SK if there is aTiything yon don't umlerstand.



Lesson Twenty-four.

ISSTRDCTIONS.-Only one lesson will be devoted to figures. Practice considerably on tlie fisures -until you can make all with a graceful ARM
.MC)VH;MENT (easily, rapidly, well) and without the least hesitancy. As in copy, make a set ,.f tieiirt'> quite large m orderto learn FORM

Count.—Count for each hgure .is you write it. Bear in mind that the 7 and 9 a

line of writing: the t>
- higherup " anil starts with a straight stroke. Notice the la

Two Points. -Make figures unmistakahlc. I lioiisamls (

lo make legible figures -so make figures plnin.
lars are Ic lall

ade loiiHcrtliall th
,.kr m 4 i..articiilarl\-.

, u-^in-riallv In- large

ther figures,

cenisl lieca

d extend a little below the

npln\-ee's inability

X3^^^7rfo / X ^ ^ ^ ^ 7 ^ f\o /

/ 2- 3A^ ^ <^ 7 ^f o / ;^ o- ^ \^ / 7 ^ f o- •/-:z c3 A^ s- ^7 r- f o / z 3

fr7i>dr^3:i- / o f r 7 d. ^ ^ ^ z /'of f- 7 ^ -^'^ 3 % / o f ry

Lesson Twenty-five.

INSTKCCTIONS.—This lesson will be devoted to some of the many characters and signs used in writing. Ifs really a "short form " of writing certain

mis It is well to know these characters and signs as they are very commonly used in certain lines of work and business—and custom dictates their use.

Coi'NT -The characters, below, stand for cents, dollars, per cent, account, in care of, number and pounds, uiumber when placed Ijefore figures, and
.

. - ... : : :..-:.., _ij:.: ' visiOH, uiult iplicat i ( 111 , ec| iKil it v . cliBck Hiatk,
ine or space.

^.OUNT.— 1 ne cnaraciers, ueiow, siaiiu lui ccms, nuiiais, pci ^.trut, t»,„,-viuiiL, m ^-wt^. m, iiui>i,j,,t ui.v. ^^,.^.,,^.3, ^

pounds if placed after figures), at, and, question mark, parenthesis iwith minus sign within), addition, divi

semicolon, colon, comma, and the " wavy lines " used in notes, drafts, checks, etc., to fill up any unwritten lin

_,,.,,; -5^ -^ -^ Y^\yc^ '7- fo Y" y" ^ ^

# # # # # (^ @, (g. @ (^ c)^ <)^ c^V ^ p p p^ p 'p y -
j^

'f -J r - J

-h+ + -^^'-i- — ^>c v^ v^ y^
i ; , ; ;

Instructions.—Name th
• excel the copy before you tr

Count.—Make about 15 di

irve. Letter -V—1.2, 3; or SI

•|'\yo PoivTS. Re satisfiei

Lesson Twenty-six.

iiiishing t^.xercises " Note liow rounding on top and sharp at base line. Try to equal
1 thiiiijrs well—as gootl as the best. What do you prefer—quality or quantity.
itniiiixliiiig exercise. For letter jV—count four. 1, 2. 3, 4; or round, straight, straight,

.V.

;r Ann ,Mo\eniciit while writing exercises, letters, words and sentences.

"^^^^^.y A^99???>^..^y V97?7??7?.^ y /yZ^TTTT?^.^^^^mm^HKII^B^K^II^ WH^KM^
'v^-"?,^ .''^.'^'.'Sr^^'^7 ^ ^-/^^^M/

Lesson Twenty-seven.
I XSl'KUCTIOXS. -ilo'
tools when he gets tin

leanss well as the quality of paper, pen and ink that \'oii are using ? Woiuler if the skilled workmai
I'xamine your foundation again before you buikl too much. A HINT—review the first lessons.
I . 'I. 3. 4, 5. 6. Don't be afraid about getting the lines tangled up. Say " git-ap " instead of *' whoa

apidlv, please.
own ^ncpss. IniiTovprnent will folli>\v iMlpllii;cnt and eiithiisiastir effort.
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Lesson Twenty-eight.

Instructions.—This the first lesson devnted to words. Practice the words initil you can write all as easily as the capital letters or exercises that

have been ^iven. Tliere'll be plenty' of sentence writing, and page writing, near the close of the series of lessons. .\s sonte one has wisely said : "Tal^e

care of the pennies and the S's will take care of themselves."

Count.— In words and sentence writing it is well to pronounce each word as it is written. If that becomes monotonous, invent some other way of

counting or keeping time. .Always bejon the alert for something practical, progressive, serviceable and up-to-date.

Two Points.- If yi>u arc;sleepy, rub yonr eves : if lazy no cure. Hold blotter with left hand, and an inch or so helow the line of writing.

Lesson Twenty-nine.

Instructions.—Two letters— C, /?, R. V. iread it any way you want to 1—, each made by the count of three. Note the resemblance in the finishing

strokes. .Make each letter without raising the pen. If you don't remember "about " how many letters shouUl be written in a minute,—" look it up" in

previous lessons.

Count.— C^—1. 2, 3; or round, down, curve. R \. 3, 3: or <lown, round, swing. Keep thinking about what you are going to write or you are liable

to get "em " mixed up " occassionally. Keep paper in correct position.

Two Points.-Better to make one real good letter than ten |,oorones. .\ gooil phin is to tile specimens of wrilins; for future comparison.

^iHSBBHSBKHS^^H^B^^HBH
Hi^9i^^9i@^^Bi^9^H@^^9i^BI
^KBBB^SKB^^KB^UISKBKI^KSI^^
WBimmwwmamaK^BaSBmm

Lesson Thirty.

INSTRUCTIONS.-Here's the exercise that kioks easy-unlil you try it. Call it the Capital \' tracer. Begin as in letter V. keeping pen down on

paper, and retrace four or live rimes. .Avoid covering too nnuli territory in making the exercise. The more you practice tlie exercise the better xi.u'll

like it.

Count.— 1, swing, 3 swing, 3 swing, 4 swing, 5 swing. (Jr, <lown, round, down, round, down. roun<l. down, round, down, round. Keep botli parts

about the same in size, but the seconil part lower ilown. Study copy carefully.

Two Points.—Master the exercise ami a Certificate will soon be looming up in the distance. Keep both feet rtat on the tloor. uncrossed, and left

foot forward.
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month of publication.
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Plate 36.
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Criticisms Continued from page 8.

J. H. J., t). Well pleased with arrangement
of work. Watch margins, however. Make '*P"

a little wider accimlinpr to height.

R.N.T., N. Y. Better write on ruled paper.
Do not neglett the movement exercise work as

this will give your writing more strength.

H. K.. Okla. Your loop letters are too tall and
flown strokes too straight. Movement shows up
tine. Now study form.

E. R.T.. Wash. Practice more on ovals and
ellipsis. You are making a good start. Follow
instructions carefully.

J. V. R.. Ha. Your letters fluctuate too much
in size. Write slower and compare your w-ork

with the copy unite frecjuently. Come again.

.\. E. M., I*a. Keep right down on line. Some
of your capitals are very good ; others are not so
gootl. You will make it fine if yon follow in-

structions carefully.

.T.C" R.. Minn. Letter "J" in signature slants
too much. Your practice page is one of the best
received so far. You sh(»nld feel encouraged.

C. S. K.. Miss. .S<ime letters are altogether too
large, especially the capitals. Coiicentrate yovir

thoughts, efforts and energies on "form" and
you'll win a certificate within a few months.

A. W. A.. Conn. Your movement is not yet
free enough. A daily drill on the ellipsis will

help you very materially. Your signature is

O. K.

(j. B. (r.. Colti. Yourspecimen ranks at the
head of the list in contest No. 1. You should
try to win a professional certificate during the
year. Send me work regularly.

V. E. M., Ohio. Your letter shows you are a

student of wTiting. You should have daily crit

icism. Send me considerable practice work.

J. W. M., Ark. Put in most of \'ourtime on
the tirst four lessons: they are really the founda-
tion of business penmanship. I like the tone of
your letter.

(J. D. R.. Va. Your work is very l)nsinpss like.

Try to make letters more uniform. Learn to
criticise your own writing.

E. B. K., N. Y. Several letters too tiat. Make
letters taller and writing will be more legilile.

Watch your "e."

E. .A. T., Wa.sh. You need a stronger line.

Use less finger movement. Let the arm do the
work.

K.T., Iowa. Line a little heavy; ink muddy.
.Senil me specimens of all lessons given. Kine
"T" in signature.

D. M. D., Wis. You are using too much wrist
movement. Omit stiading entirely in business
writing. Practice and study will make you a
penman.

A. R. I„. Ohio. Good movement. Well
pleased with your writing. Better ink is what
you need in your case.

F. B. E.. Iowa. You have the ability, 1 be-
lieve, to become a very fine writer. Will watch
your progress with much interest. Come regu-
larly.

C. II. M.. Mich. Review lessons one, eight
and ten. Success will crown y(nir efforts if you
do your part. Will you do it ?

W. R. v.. ( )hio. Letters appear a little crowd-
ed. Practice each lesson until some substantial
improvement is shown. You are trying hard.

H. W. S., Ohio. Try to win a certificate by
Christmas. Daily practice-of the right kind
will do it. Now, it is up to you.

W. A. N., .Ark. You should develop tlie artis-
tic nature that you posse,ss. Do not forget to
master each lesson. Stay with one copy until
you know it well with eyes clo.sed.

E. B. B., Pa. Review the first Jive or six les-
sons every day for some time. You are ready
to begin work as soon as you get a good founda-
tion. .\ good foundation always pays.

II. T. K., Wyo. You are making a good .start.

Writing on niled lines would help you. No
pecial criticism.

F. C. K., Texas. Your writing'seems a little

cramped. Try writing larger and use more
movement. You will make it all right.

.1. B. W., Kans. Many words are too far

apart. Keep loop letters the same in height,
(iood movement.
F. C. N., Iowa. Better cniality of ink will help

yon. Letter "1" too sharp at the iiottom in

many letters. Practice considerably on the
ellipsis.

J. E. P., Canada. Work nicely arranged.
Study slant of letters. Best work received so
far from Canatla.

E. S. B., Ind. Small letters too near together.
Put double time on le.ssons in the October BlLS-
iNE.ss Educator. Do your very best ami a
good hand writing will follow.

L. L. W., Tenn. Pay more attention to finish-
ing strokes. Second : Study relative size of
letters. Some fine characteristics in your writing.

J. F. S.. Kans. Too much water in ink. Con-
siderable practice on the ellipsis will have a
tendency to make your WTiting appear more
rounding. It will also help in the strength atul
cpiality of line.

<;. V. F., Ohio. Too much finger movemetit
used. Very good otherwise. Send me consid-
erable practice work each month.

C. H. M.. Mich. Your writing has Zanerian
characteristics. The extended loop letters are
too short in comparison with other letters. Some
letters fine.

B. M. P., Ohio. Shows you are trying your
very best—but you have not had enough jirac-

tice on the ellipsis and movement drills. Why
not try to win one of the prizes, especially the
second one?

NewMatamoras, O. No name on your work.
in and u too sharp. Capitals are ver.\' tine. You
are doing exactly the right thing by reviewing
the lessons in the back numbers.

R. L. H.. Cincinnati. If you are working for
the Professional Certificate you should try to
write slower and more accurately. You already
have a fine business hand.

A.W. S., Philadelphia. Watch the hasp line.
.Stuily last part of k. E is ixior. Practice it.

Work some on Mr. Berkman's lessons.

.1. R. B.. 111. Send ornamental work to Mr.
Wonnell. This paper is not the best for orna-
mental writing, although it will do very well.
-No criticism on your work. Very good indeed.

T. H. McK. You are working on something
entirely too difficult for you. You have not
thoroughly mastered Mr. King's begininng les-
sons. You can do nothing with these lessons
until >"OU do.

H. W., Pa. Your writing is the best receivetl
from your town. Why not try for a Professional
Certificate this year. Let the good work con-
timie.

(f. S., O. Very good way to send specimejis—
as yon did. Letter O wa.sn't made fast enough.
You have no reason to feel discouraged.

R. H., O. Try to hit the base line with each
and every down stroke. That will keep the writ-
ing more in line. Your w-riting is very plain.

V. B., Ind. You need to put in two or three
weeks' work on the first and second lessons.
Ma.ster each less(m as you go along. REMEM-
BER more practice on the ellipses.

H. N. C, O. You. too, have sliglited the el-
lipses somewhat. Put a great deal of time on
the .September and October le.ssons. Strive for
more force in your writing.

(i. \". F., O. You have done real well on the
tirst eleven lessons. Avoid using the fingers
too much. Can't you send me some tine pen-
manship design?

H. H. P., la. The arrangement of your work
is very good, indeed. You should be headed
towards Columbus some of these days. Ink is

too thin.

J. B. W.. Kans. Allow me toiongratulate yon
oil the appearance of your letter. Your writing
will soon he up to the same standard if you keep
on working faithfully as you have begun. Don't
work too hard.

D.IM. K., Wis. You have not mastered the
ellipses. Quality is better than quantity—and it's

certainly true in writing. Keep going.

<;. S.. O. Yo\n specimen will he filed with
some of the best received this month. What a
pleasure it is to examine neat specimens. Study
slant of letters.

(i. E. II.. S. C. .Start flr.st stroke of letter C
with a circular swing. You did real well on les-
sim nine. Try to do as well on all lessons.

•T. G. P. M., Can. A little too much of a hurry.
Write slower and study form of each letter.

Practice less—but study more.

W. H. M.. O. Doing nicely. Glad to see that
you are so careful with punctuation marks. Will
watch your progress with much interest.

-f. (i. K.. Pa. Pleased with your work suli-

mitted. Review lesson six. Leave more space
between letters and increase speed.

G. k. Coggan, Mich. Capital R rather small
in comparison to other letters. Decide as soon as
\-ou can and let me know what prize you will try
to win.

A'. E. H., Wis. Omit shading entirely in hnsi-
Tiess writing. If yon are really inteiested in
writing, the hour that yttu flevote to writing will
be a pleasant one. .Are yon a home student?

D. B. .1.. Ky. Practice more on the compact
ellipses, two spaces high. Lesson 8 needs a
thorough review. Letters C and Pare made fine.

H. B. R.. Pa. You are starting out nicely. Do
vou use much finger movement? Watch ex-
fended loop letters.

H. K. Okla. Work c|uite systematically ar-

ranged. Well plea.sed with your work. Lesson
111. however, needs more attention.

E. H.. Wn. Your writing looks as natural as
ever. Which conte.st will you compete in? Send
me specimens each month.

H. E. M., Pa. Y(m use the fingers a trifie too
much in certain letters. Try to learn the pure
arm movement. Watch spacing between letters.

F. P.. Mo. You will need to review all the les-
sons. Strive for more movement and freedom,
(iood writing must possess movement ami form
coTnbineil.

D. B. H.. Ky. Did you get the letter sent you?
The quality of your paper is O. K. Keep capi-
tal letters within the space -some of your letters
are too small.

W. R.F., O., Ellipses O.K. Your O a little

too tall for its width. Letters of this nature
should be made in the proportion of 3 to 3 2-3 as
wi<le as tall.

.\. M. J. L.. Ont. You seem tohea littleafraid
when you make the .-I tracer. Evidently not
enough confidence in your own ability. Better
ink would help very materially.

F. C. R.. O. Yourwritingisquite plain. More
movement would help in appearance. Try il

and let me know the result.

C. L. Y., O. A very neat specimen indeeil.
Study form very particularly. Some letters seem
a little Hat—not tall enough.

R. 1). M.. Mo. Well pleased with tlie ellipses.

Why not send in some penmanship design to
onnpete in the second contest? Lesson In—
finish letter with graceful swing, pointing up-
ward and to the left.

R. C. L., Okla. Watch margin on paper. Ap-
pearance always shows uj) tirst. You will make
it all right if you follow instructions carefully.

C. S. F.. Miss. Good quality of pajier. Red
ink. however, should not be used. You need to
study form more than movement just now.
G. .\. E.. O. (Jlad to receive .so many speci-

mens from the Marietta C(un'l College. Ynn
have bad good training heretofore. Keep mar-
gins straight on both sides of paper.
V. B., Ind. Your writing lacks freedom. The

first five le.ssons should demand most of your at-
tention just now. Send me only \-onr best
work.

W.S. F., Ida. -iour writing has not deterior-
ated the lea.st. The work that vou are doing in
the bank is surely "right along yom line." Win-
not try to win in the .second contest. »

E. A. T., Wash. You make fine A 's. C.
however, lacks freedom. Review lesson six
thoroughly.
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A. G. M.. R. I. Von have plenty of move-
ment but nut form. Practice each lesson until

\<)ii can make it practically as good as the copy.
\\'atch punctuation marks.

I'. L. P.. Ky. Ink is too pale. Good quality

of paper, however. Lessons five and eight need
more "fixing."

K. N. T., X. Y. Your work is ver>' systemati-

calh- arranged. In fact, it compares well with
the lie.st receivetl. No special criticism.

1,. H. L.. O. Thanks for first specimen. No-
tice beginning and ending strokes particularly.

Be sure you always write while in good position.

.\. M. J. L.. Ont. Tr>- using a finer pen. It

will have a marked effect on the appearance of

your page writing. Send me specimens of all

copies.

T. \Vm. T.. Ont. Extended loop letters need
attention first—in your case. Watch the little

things in writing and tlie big things will take

care of themselves.

N. S. S., Tex. Well pleased with your fine

lines. For accurate work, however, .study form.
Thanks for stamps sent me. *

.1. E. P., Wash. Work on the eleventh lesson is

(). K. Try to do as well eacli month. Well
pleased with arrangement.

L. .S.. Mich. Ink isn't mixed well. Why not
tr\- to win one of the prizes? Let me know
which one you wish to contest in.

K. H.. Ore. .Ml lessons O. K. except No.
eight. Review lesson and then get ready for

Ihe next number of The BrsiNE.ss Edicator.
M. R. H.. Ark. You write tiuite a strong hand.

Tlie specimen was written with an old pen.
Study arrangement of work on page.

.1. L. R.. N. C. Be sure and .send the other
seven lessons, ^'ou raise the pen to<i often.

Watch besriiming and finishing strokes.

.1. B. W.. O. C<iunt the number of letters

written on each line. Keep margins straight on
paper. You are writing too rapidly.

E. W. C. Mass. More movement in your
writing would help in appearance. Do you use
>'our fingers in arm movement writing?

E. C. Pa. Your writing possesses some good
characteristics, .\void using fingers too much.
Watch finishing strokes.

Z. C Minn. You have made a g(»od start.

Review lessons one and three and then get
ready for lessons in the ( )ctober Business Edu-
cator.
L. L. W.. Teiui. Tip the indirect compact

ellipses a little more— if you can. .,4. O and C
look good. AvoitI writing too rapiply.

E. R.T.. Wash. Some of the work shows up
w ell. The indirect ellipses are not made as well.

-Mways practice what seems the most difficult.

II. W. S., O. More practice on first lesson.

.\lso lesson eight. If you are willing to pay the
price—study, practice, care—you will succeed.

M. M. R., Ky. .\re you using pure .\rm
Movement ? Keep pen down on paper while
writing worils—imless words are loo long. In
short—av(tid niising the pen too often.

C. D. B.. Va Practice considerably on the
ellipses. Try for a lighter line. Walch spacing
lietween letter

E. H. M.. N. .1. Your work is some of the best

received. The first loop in capital C is a trifie

large. Daily perstmal criticism would help \"ou

wonderfully.

L. M. N., Me. Small letters are too large.

Keep close t^> base line. Study form.

C. W. B.. Tenn. Your practice page shows
up quite well. Re\'iew the ellipses—especially
the indirect compact ellipses two spaces high.

G. P. B.. Pa. Bring down the second stroke,
or swing, lower down in the A Retracer. Exer-
cises in lesson six are too tall for the width.
Other work fine.

J. C. J., (Ja. Will look for iinprfivement in
vour work next month. Do not neglect the first

few lessons. You shouhl try to wIti a Certifi-
cate this >ear.

W. H. D.. Mo. (Joodwork. Better write on
rulefl paper. Do you possess a Certificate? *

A.E. C. Pa. Watch slant of letters. No oth-
er special criticism this month. Send me work
regularly.

H. H. P.. la. Let me congratulate you on
the qualitv of paper you use. Practice each les-
son faithfully and you will make it all right.
However, do not be too certain about 3'our own
success.

T. G. B., Mo. Small letters fluctuate too uuich
iti size—especially a, m and s. Leant to criti-
cise your own writing and j-ou will not need
much instruction from others. Good start.

J. E. W.. Kans. Starting out nicel>". .\ sug-
gestion—Capital A a little larger. Lesson ten fine.

C. W. A., Pa. Some very- neat work, indeed.
Wish that all would send in work as systemati-
cally arranged.

O. L. H., O. Second part of letter P not
round enough. Compare vour work with cop\'
quite frequenth'. I'ou are on the right track.

F. B., HI. Ellip.ses O. K. You should try to
bring your «Titing up to certificate standard
within a couple of months. Send specimens of
le-sson eight. Work hard.

G. E. .A., O. Note instructions carefully in

lesson seven—more space between first loop and
upper left hand corner of letter. Write slower.

H. T. E., Wym. .\void shading down strokes
in making ellipses. Lesson eleven needs more
attention. Others O. K.
M. B.. O. Practice, practice, practice. Trv for

a lighter line and <lo not give up. Your work
shows that >'<.)U have ambition.

J. V. K., Pa. Why not omit using finger
movement entirely in liusiness writing. Re-
view lessim six and eight. .\re vou using a
blotter?

A. G. M.. R. I. Study proportion of letters,
i e, relative width and height. It is much better
to practice on one thing until it is masteretl than
to skip about practicing several things.

J. (J. B.. Kans. Perhaps you are using wrist
movement insteail of whole arm movement.
If you can, cultivate more of a rounfl, rolling
mo\'ement.

E. C. P.. O. Le.sson No. 2 is excellent. No
•10, however, is not up to your standard. You
ought to make it O. K.
M. E. C R. I. No special criticism on speci-

mens sent. Follow instructions and a good
hand writing will be the result. Send speci-
mens as early as yiui can each month.
O. B. W.. III. You have omitted lesson one.

That is really the foundation for gooil business
writing. l"se l>etteri|Uality of [.aper.

R. H.. <). First specimen shows up quite
well. You ought to win a Certificate within a
short time. Have a certain time each day for
daily practice in penmanship.

J. C. H. W.. Mo. Your ink is not mixed well.
Make the bottom of letter C wider. Compare
your writing with cop\- quite frequently.

E. H. T.. Wyo. "^'ou have a fine line. Make
small letters a little taller. When letters are t()0

Hat. it makes writing illegible.

T. J. Tenn. "^'ou are starting out nicely.
What you need is dail\' practice as wellascon-
tiiuial ' study (if excellent specimens. Some
letters are fine.

M. M., Tenn. To write faster would help you.
Watch spacing between letters as well as words.
Come regularly.

T. .A. J.. Tenn. You neetl not spend ain-
more time on the ellipses. Make the A tracer a
little faster—P wider. Work well arranged.

M. .M. R., Ky. Words "arm movement"
shows that you practice what \'ou preach. When-
e\*er yitu start to practice, begin on some Ino^'e-

inent exercises first. C is not tjuite as free as the
other letters.

(i. F. J.. Ida. .\ll down strokes should be in

same slant. Watch this little "point" very
closel\'. Trv tfi get more davlight in small let-

tere ean<l /."

E. B. B.. Pa. The exercises in les.son -l and
are. as a nde, too tall for their width. Do you
notice that? Watch slant in letter P.

C. C. G.. O. Your writing shows ".spots"—
(lue to poor (juality of ink and considerable
dust in it. The copy slips sent, show up better.

E. S. B.. Ind. Did vou notice tlie iiistrnrtions

carefully in lesson -ir Bring down second stroke
more in the .\ tracer. The other work is (). K.

A. W. A.. Conn. Your method of sending
specimens is quite unique. Have you won a

certificate? -\ personal letter from you would be
appreciated.

G. C. B.. Mo. .\void all extni lines in business
writing. Keep close to base line anil watch
spacing—distance between letters as well as
words.

E. J. M.. N. J. Larger writing. 1 believe,
would help vou. Try making the ellipses 3 or 4
spaces in height occasionally.

T. \. H., Ind. Lessons sent are up to stand-
ard. Be sure anti send other lessons next time.

*

L. A. N., Pa. Your sentence writing is veni"

plain. Alwavs tr\- to write with a free arm move-
ment and you will not get tired as quickly. Us-
ing good quality of paper.

Prosperity Returning Continued from
page 7.

" The school year has opened up in
excellent shape with us. The pros-
pects are for a larger school than ever
before." J. E, Weiss,

Kansas-Wesleyan Bus. College,
Saline, Kans.

" Our school opens with an increase
of two-thirds over last September, a
very agreeable indication of the times,
inasmuch as last year more than
doubled the number of the previous
year." W, J. Stillm.\n,

Northern Business School,
Watertown, N. Y.

" Prospects are very encouraging
for the coming year,"

M, C. Nixox,
Nixon Com'l College,

Austin, Texas.
" Our enrollment at the opening of

our fall term is very encouraging, and
the indications now are that we will
have the largest enrollment this year
that we have ever had."

G. E, King,
Cedar Rapids Business College,

Cedar Rapid, Iowa.

"Business has been exceptionally
g'ood with us so far this month, and
indications points to a very success-
fvl school year. 1 believe we shall
have as large a school, if not larger,
than last year, which is gratifying at
this time' owing to financial condi-
tiions." T. B. Bridges,

Heald's College,
Oakland, Cal.

" I am pleased to inform you that
prospects here for the coming school
year are excellent."

W. R. Hamilton,
Toland's Business University,

Mason City, Iowa.
" School started off with twice as

many in attendance on opening as I

expected."
D, M. Keeper,

Beaver Falls Com'l College,
Beaver Fall, Pa.

"The Horton-Large Business In-
stitute opened with an idcrease of
25 % over last year. We are working
for a high grade school. All of the
teachers are specialists."

E. H. McGhee,
Horton-Large Bus. Institute,

Trenton, N. J.

" Fall enrollment good in all of my
schools ; far ahead of my expecta-
tions." L. A. Arnold,

Central Business College,
Denver, Colo.

"The business department has an
enrollment of one-third more than in
September, 1907."

C. A. Wessel,
Highland Park College,

Des Moines, Iowa.

"Despite the present hard times we
have a large enrollment, greatly in-

creased over that of last year."
C. O. Miller.

Douglas Business College.
McKeesport, Pa.

"We have opened with the largest
school we have ever had."

A. A. KuHL,
Georgia Normal and Bus. Inst.,

Douglas, Ga.
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A page of business-like business wTiting by Mr. F. B. Courtney, Cedar Rapids, la.
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" What Others

Have Done You
Can Do
Also."

STUDECSTS' WOR.K AND PAGE
Dedicated to the best engravable specimens of exercises and business

writing received from schools and students; improvement.

timeliness and excellence considered.

Observation,

Care and Appli

cation — The
Essentials.

J

By E. J. Pdildhik, 792 Alliiort St., Chicago. Mr. P. is but 15 years old and has hart no instructor exi ei)tiii}.' the Bisinkss p;L)r(ATOR.

By John M. MiK.sc, Calilwell. (). Pupil of M. A. Adams, Marietta. ()., Cniniueri-ial Colle

^^
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THE BERKMAN CONTEST.
1. The most accurate business writing submitted G. B.Greene, Denver, Colo.

2. The most beautiful penmanship design submitted Emanuel Bareither,

Spokane, Wash.

Contests 3 and 4 can't be reported at this time.

5. The best letter, and work received as to composition, spelling, punctuation, arrange-

ment of work, and neatness E. H. McGhee, Trenton, N. J.

=^

J
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EDITOR'S PAGE—PENMANSHIP EDITION
A Forum for the Expression of Convictions delating to Methods of Teaching and the Art of Writing

OUR PLATFORM : FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH

^ J
ARM MOVEMENT.

Why is it arm movement is in the

ascendency and muscular movement
on the wane ? Simply because the

one is up-to-aate and the other on the

decline. Arm movement, as advo-

cated by the business educator, and

as used by all good penmen every-

where, means that enough arm move-

ment is taught and acquired to make
writing uniform in size and easy in

execution, with enough cooperation

of the fingers in advanced writing to

make it legible or accurate.

No good penman writes without the

cooperation of the fingers and the arm

.

Yet there are some who profess to do

so, but they are not even second rate

penmen, and have never evolved a

first class penman by such teaching.

The first class penmen everywhere

use a combination of finger, fore-and-

upper-arm movement.

What penmen use is good enough
for us— it is far safer than what some
say they use.

/jeac'-"^

Mr. ami Mrs. Frank Weilepi)
aDiuMtnrc the marriage of their (laiipliter

Leila
to

Mr. X'irgil George .Mussehnaii
'rhiir>>(lay, t!ie twen»y-fovirth of .Sei)ten

One thoiisan*! nine hundred and eight
Deratiir, Illinois

.Mr. and Mrs. George Wells
ainuunice the marriage of their daughter

Harriet Evans
to

.Mr. DeLafayette Musselman. Jr.

on \Vednesda>' the seventh of ()ctf)i)er

one thousand nine hundred and eight
Uuincy, 111.

At home after the
first of Decemher. 2600 Maine St.

THE BEST POSSIBLE.

Some one has well said "Not fail-

ure but low aim is harmful." Better

to fail in honorable endeavor than
succeed in questionable enterprise,

because one gathers moral strength

in aiming high and moral weakness
in achieving low.

Another has very wisely said "The
good is the enemy of the best." Be
satisfied with "good" and you will

never know the value of "best." And
if you are content with the best, you
will never know the inspiration

which comes with the struggle for

Ihe best possible.

Whenever we measure our product
by another's, and are content if it

is better, we unconsciously let him
put the seal of limitation upon our
product. But whenever and only
then that we strive for the best that

is within us we as unconsciously
as before set the seal of limitation

upon our self-satisfied brother.

It is therefore not sufficient to do
or be better than someone else, but
to do our "level best" and thus rise

in time to the service that serves. No
matter whether it be the lesson you
are teaching, the school you are con-

ducting, or the journal we are pub-
lishing, let us make it the "best pos-

sible" and thereby better and bless

all concerned.

The Business Educator the Best Ad-
vertising Medium.

One of our advertisers wrote us
under date of September 12, '08, as

follows: "Our advertisement in The
Business Educator exceeded all ex-

pectations, and yours is our best me-
dium by a good margin."
Prospective advertisers who may

have doubts regarding the value of

our journal as an advertising medi-
um will cheerfully be supplied, if de-

sired, with proof of the most con-
vincing kind that The Business
Educ.'^tor is the best result getter of

its class.

A young penman, weight 10 pounds,
called at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
H. L. Darner, Sept. 23, 1908, and
asked for food and clothing. He
will be known in our ranks as Charles
Leister. His father's rotund face

wears a perpetual smile and his pen-
manship has taken a decided jump
upward, his shades being broader
and his light lines finer than ever be-

fore. Congratulations.

CONTENTS

Of the Professional Edition of

the Business Educator for

November, 1908.

Editorial.

.Accountancy, R. J. Bennett, C. .\..

C. P. A., Detroit. Mirliigan. Business

I'niversiU'.

Arithmetic, (J. H. Van Tuyl. New York

City, N. Y.

Talks on Enolish. S. Rowland Hall.

International Correspondence Schools,

Scrant4)u, Pa.

Co.MMERCiAL LAW, Clarence E. Birch,

L. L. B., Haskell Institute, Lawrence.

Kansas.

\I) Writing, C. L. Chamberlin, Osseo.

.Michigan.

TYPEWRITING, H. Breitenstein, .\bbott

Business College, Billings, Mont.

Association Announcements, Etc.

School and Professional.

News Notes and Notices.

Catalogs and Circulars.

Etc. Etc. Etc.

(r'-

V

I am particularly infatuated with the articles which you are running from Mr. Keefover. Each
article is worth ten times the cost of a year's subscription to the Business Educator.

1 wish also to congratulate you for such splendid articles in all of the departments of your paper.

They impress me as being the very cream and quintessence of the profession.

C. W. Ransom, Kansas City, Mo.

-J
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EDITOR'S PAGE—PROFESSIONAL EDITION
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d Publish
pressed in these columns. They bel
reasonably expect respectful attentio
harvest is sure. We hope that neithi
public. Let us heai from you whene

lidity

the
al ix,

ill. fair play or originality strikes y

part, may be responsible for anything good failii

=^

Devotetl to the Best Interests of Business Education, and Dedicated to the Expression of Conscientious Opinions upon Topics Related thereto. You
cordially invited to enter the Arena of Publicity to discuss those things uppermost in the public mind, or of which there seems to be most need The

reserve the right to reject any communication they see ht. Nor do they desire to be understood as endorsing all of the opinions ex-
; a journal of this class and calibre is in part a public institution, and a vehicle in which the professional public may
nd liberal space. Your thought plants may here find soil for propagation, and if rightly used and cultivated, a rich

\Vt ibut: the
ch the

rdial anticipatic
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INFLUENCE VS. ABILITY.

The teaching- profession is some-
thing more than an ordinary vocation,
business or calling', because it in-

volves something more than mere
money; something more than the ex-

peditious handling of merchandise;
something more than dealing with
people of your own e.xperience, im-
pulses, and ability.

The teacher is necessarily a leader
and a molder. He leads largely be-
cause he has had experience, and
he molds chiefly because his posi-

tion places him where he commands
attention and influence.

It is because of this latter fact that
a teacher influences for good or ill

unconsciously. Few pupils there
are who do not think their teacher is

about the best. If he smokes, why of

course they think it is all right, and
feel not only justified but dignified in

imitating him.
If he drinks, the same holds true.

For this reason a teacher cannot con-
sistently or safely do that which oth-

ers may with far less influence and
consequent harm. A teacher is

therefore the victim or beneficiary of

circumstances which do not surround
any other person, not even the
preacher. We say "victim or ben-
eficiary." The former, if you con-
sider a consistent, upright moral life

a restriction; the latter if you appre-
ciate the wholesomeness and courage
which comes from contact with
youth.

As a teacher, therefore, you are
something more than brains. Abil-
ity counts more today than ever, but
influence outweighs it many times.
The teacher who influences most is

better by far than the one who teach-
es most. Are you a mere teacher ? If

so, you have missed your calling and
should cease to continue to disgrace
it by resigning and by entering some
other field of endeavor.

Unconsciously pupils pattern af-

ter their teacher. For this reason
alone he needs to live as well as
teach, since his living influences and
his teaching develops, and thus it is

that moderate ability coupled with
morality influences and benefits more
than great ability coupled with im-
morality.

A teacher who smokes cigars will
not readily convince boys of the evil

of cigarettes. Let us as teachers look
at these things from the light of teach-
ing and not merely from the stand-
point of common callings.

This year let us live that which we
teach, and not alone our pupils, but
we ourselves will be the better by and
for it.

Program.

SCHEDILK OF MEETIXtiS OF
NATIONAL COMMERCIAL

TEACHERS' FEDERATION.

.\IO.\DAV. DECEMBER 28. 1008.

10;(I0 Meetiiifj^ of Atlvisori" Council.
2:U(» Ft^dfratioii—Opening Session.
8:U(I Section Meetings.

rrESD.VY, DECEMBER 29.

9:00 Scftion .Meeting.
2:00 Federation.
H:oo Congress of Commercial School .Associ-

ations.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 30.

9:00 .Section Meetings.
11 :0t) Federation—Demonstrations.
2 :00 E'ederation—Election of Officers.

8 :00 Social Entertainment.

THIRSDAY, DECEMBER 31

9:00 Sections—Election of Officers.

11:00 Federation. Closing Exercises.

HE.\D<H'.\RTERS : Hotel English. Rates:
European plan, two in a room, 81.00 per da.v;

one in a rooni. 81.50 per day. Rooms with

hath, two in a room. 81.50; one in a room, 82.25

and up. E'oiir persons in suites of two rooms
each, with private b-tth. 81.25 each. American
plan, add 81.25 to above rates. Owing to the

fact that the Public School Teachers' Association

ctHiN'enes same week, rooms should he reserved

as early as possible. For reservations or other

information, iuidress S. H. East. Chairman Ex-
ecutive Committee. 424 Law Bldg., Indianap-

olis.

NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACH-
ERS' FEDERATION.

.MOND.W .\FTERNOON, DeCE.MBER 28, 2 P. M.
Invocation—Bishop John H. Vincent, In-
dianapolis, Ind.

.\tUlre^ of Welcome on behalf of the
Cit\* of Indianapolis—Mayor C. A.
Bookwalter.

.\ddress of Welctime on behalf of the
Commercial Teachers' Association of
Indiana—E. J. Heeb, Indianapolis Bus-
iness University, Indianapolis.

Response to the Addresses of Welcome-
President's .\ddress—E. N. Miner, New
Y'ork City.

Report of Secretary—J. C. Walker. De-
troit. Mich.

Appointment of Committees, Reports,
New Business, etc.

Tuesday Afternoon, December 29.
2:00 .Address. "Psychology Applied to Busi-

ness Branches"—A. F. Sheldon, Chica-
go, III.

2:30 Demonstration by the Dictaphone—J. W.
Binder. New YorkCity.

2:50 Demonstration by the Burrows Bros.,
Company-James .S. Curry, Cleveland.
Ohio.

3:10 Demonstration by the Underwood Type-
writer Company—C. \. Oden, New
York City.

3 :30 Address—Benn Pitman, Cincinnati, Ohio.
4:00 Demonstration by Smith Premier Type-

writer Company—W. H. Gleason, New
Y'ork City.

4:20 Demonstration by the Writerpress.
4:40 Demonstration by H. M. Storms Com-

pany—H. B. C. Vannote, N. Y'. C.
5 :00 Demonstration by \'ictor Typewriter

Company.
5:30 Demonstration by Burroughs Adding

Machine Co.

Wednesday Forenoon, December 30.
11 :00 Demonstration by (ieneral .Accoustic Co.
11:20 Demonstration by
11:40 Demonstration liy

Wednesday Afternoon. December 30.
2:00 Address—"Efficiency" — W. N.- F"erris,

Big Rapids, Mich.
2:30 Address—"Higher Educatit^n as a Prep-

aration for Business"—J. S. M. (joodloe.
Columbus, Ohio.

3:00 Aildress— "Practical Value of Psychol-
ogv in Commercial Teaching"—R. H.
Peck. Davenport, Iowa.

4:00 Business Meeting. Selection of Place of
Next .Meeting, Elect i,.n of (Jfficers, etc.

8:00 .Social Entertainment -(J. V\'. Brown,
Master of Ceremonies.

Thursday Forenoon. December 31.

11 :00 -Address—James .\. Kimball, New Y'ork
City.
Closing Exercises.

(r'-
'-"%
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ACCOUNTANCY
B. J. BENNETT, C. A., C. P. A.,

Principal Detroit, Mich., Business University.

^^

J
PETTY CASH RECORDS—IMPREST

SYSTEM.

The handling of petty cash items is

a source of annoyance and weakness
in any business office which does not

have a definite, systematic plan to

follow. In all modern well regulated

concerns a commendable system pre-

vails, of making daily deposits in the

bank of all cash receipts and of ma-
king payments by means of checks
duly signed and countersigned by
the proper officials. Each day's re-

ceipts are usually deposited the fol-

lowing morning. This plan prevents

the possibility of fraud, collusion or

error, and secures greater accuracy
in classifying details and in keeping
them constantly before the view of

the officials. In nearly every corpo-

ration the above rule is imperative,

and the periodical audit of receipts

and payments can be made more
readily because of the easy access to

definite results.

In order to meet all conditions and
to make small payments it is not pos-

sible to carry this plan out to the let-

ter; indeed it is not at all necessary
that it should be done. There are

numerous small payments that can-

not always be made by check, and
for that reason it becomes necessary
to have a fund of ready cash on hand
to meet them. The express man
drops in with a parcel on which there

are 25c charges and he does not want
a check for the amount. It is neces-

sary to call a messenger, send a tele-

gram, pay for car fare, buy luncheons,
etc.; therefore ready money must be
available. For the purpose of prop-
erly keeping track of these payments,
some one person in the office is usual-
ly entrusted with a definite amount of

money known as the petty cash. He
is known as the petty cashier. It is

his duty to look after these small
items and at the end of stated periods
to be able to give a detailed account
of his expenditures.
The petty cash book can be made a

fruitful source of fraud and trickery
unless a careful, systematic "inter-

nal check" is provided or a regular
detailed audit maintained. Items
that have already been paid by check
may be included in the petty cash
payments while the petty cashier
pockets the amount. This weakness
and the numerous irregularities due
to a lax system of handling petty
payments, can be eliminated by the
system which I am about to explain.

The Imprest System. The very best
way to handle small payments is to

provide a special fund which is set

aside for that purpose. The method
usually followed is to place in the
hands of the petty cashier whatever
amount is thought sufficient, say $50

or $100, out of which he makes the
payments when necessary. The
amount of the check given to him is

charged to Petty Cash account, which
account remains intact until the petty
cash fund is abolished. This amount
is sometimes charged to Imprest
Cash, or to Expense; but the latter

is not correct, for the reason that it is

part of the assets of the business and
should be so treated until it has been
fully vouchered. When it is charged
directly to Expense there is a possi-

bility of its being lost sight of, which
could not possibly happen when a

special petty cash account is main-
tained.
1908 Petty Cash

\

July 1 To Cash 40.00 50 00
j

An Illustration. The petty cashier
is given a check for $.S0.00, consider-
ed sufficient to cover the petty cash
disbursements for the month. Charge
Petty Cash through the Cash Book
with $50.00. This amount will from
that time forward appear on the

debit side of Petty Cash account in

the General Ledger. We will now as-

sume that $33.00 has been spent dur-
ing the month by the petty cashier
as follows : Postage, $10.00: station-

ery, $11.00; general expenses, $12 00.

A check would be drawn for $33.00

Petty Cash

and given to the petty cashier to re-

imburse him for the amount used and
to replenish the $50.00 fund; at the
same time the chief cashier would
charge Postage, Stationery, and Gen-
eral Expense with their respective
amounts through the General Cash
Book. It would not be necessary for
him to make an entry affecting Petty
Cash account when issuing the $33.00
check. When the check had been
cashed the petty cashier would again
have in his possession $50.00 in mon-
ey consisting of the unspent $17.00

and the $33.00 just received. At any
time during the month the petty
cashier should have on hand the dif-

ference between $50.00 and the amount
of his disbursements for the month
up to that date, and the cashier
should satisfy himself each time a
new check is drawn that the petty
cash fund contains the required
amount.
The above entries reduced to Jour-

nal form would appear thus

:

Postage $10.00

.Stationery 11.00

Expense 12.00

To Cash $33.00

The system above outlined is some-
times called the "Imprest System,"
so called from the demand (or im-
prest) presented to the chief cashier
by the Petty Cashier, from time to

time, for the amount necessary to re-

imburse him for the disbursements
made as shown by the report or
voucher submitted.

In case a Voucher Register is used,
the petty cashier would make out at

stated periods, once a week or once a
month, or when the fund is nearly ex-

hausted, a voucher containing a
classification of the payments. The
voucher amounts would then be dis-

tributed on the voucher record ac-

cording to classification, and a check
drawn to reimburse the petty cashier
for the amount of the voucher.

Evidence of Payments. Attached to

the report or voucher, when made up

Book.

Date Explanation

1908
Sept. 1 To Cash received

" 1 By Express
" 1 " Postage
" 2 " Car Tickets
" 2 " By Luncheons—customer
" 3 " Telegram
" 3 " Express
" 3 " Messenger
" 4 " Postage
" 4 " Freight

4 " Suppers—overtime
5 " Donation—charity
(1 " Telegrams

" (i " Postage
" C " To Cash from Cashier. .

.

By Balance in drawer...

Sept. 8 To Balance

Re-
ceipts

50 00

Pay-
ments

[Post-
age

Freight Gea-
E.xpress eral

25
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for submission to the chief cashier,

are receipts for all of the payments.
This sometimes makes a bulky state-

ment, but it is a good voucher. It

would not be, in case it contained
merely a list of the payments with
nothing to show as evidence of pay-
ment. The petty cashier should be
instructed to get a receipt for every
payment, and where such is impos-
sible a special ticket should be made
out for each payment and contain the

"O. K." of one or two officials or re-

sponsible parties. With a little

special effort some form of receipt

can be produced for each payment.
If a bill is rendered it of course may
be receipted; if a light service is per-

formed the details can be stated on a

paper or blank receipt, to be receipt-

ed or at least initialed by the party
receiving the money. There are nu-
merous ways of securing receipts for

small payments providing a little ef-

fort is made; but as stated, either a

receipt or the "O.K." of the cashier
or some other official should be pro-

duced for each payment. It may
prove interesting to the reader to in-

quire at the office of some well con-
ducted company as to how they se-

sure receipts for petty expenditures.

Petty Cash Book. I submit the ac-

companying form as a suitable one
for petty cash book. If the expendi-
tures are to be subdivided, one or

more special columns may be used as

shown in the specimen form, other-

wise two columns will be sufficient.

The cash receipts will consist of only
one or two amounts, and therefore re-

quire only one column. The form to

be used may vary to suit the book-
keeper, and as many subdivisions
may be made as thought desirable.

I have shown all of the payments in

the second column. This plan may
be changed and that column used for

general expenses only. In case a

two-column book is used, the period-

ical reports should contain an analy-

sis of expenditures. The book may
be bound, or it may consist of pads
or loose leaves. The latter could be
removed at regular intervals and filed

with the cashier or head bookkeeper
to serve as the regular report. This
plan provides, of course, that the

statements or reports are to be sub-
mitted by the petty cashier at regular
intervals. The journal entry which
follows indicates the manner of hand-
ling the amounts shown in the petty

cash report, and the accompanying
account for Petty Cash shows how it

should appear in the ledger.

I'ostage $7. as
Freight and Express 3.64

Expense 5.2.5

To Cash $16.84

The above amounts of course would
appear in the general cash book; and
the check stub or check register

should have a summary of the
amounts for which the check is

drawn.

(r'-
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MULTIPLICATION OF FRAC-
TIONS.

Multiplication and division of frac-

tions are two operations understood
by a very small percentage of busi-

ness college students when entering
the commercial school.

It is my plan always to begin with
something easy, arranging the sever-

al cases in such order so that each
succeeding step follows naturally and
logically that which precedes it.

We first take such a problem as

this : 8X5?
I find very little difficulty with this

case or with the second which I always
introduce in connection with this first

one. The problem is stated thus :

8X9?
In the third case an integer is

placed with the fraction making the
mixed number, as one of the factors.

I find it advisable to introduce this
" new" integer, into a solution which
we have just finished in which were
only a whole number and a fraction

as factors. Thus :

7X5=35
The class is now asked for the sum

of the two results.

We then take
7 X 5J= ?

followed by a considerable list of

similar problems, using small num-
bers and small easy fractions, the ob-

ject being a large number of correct

solutions rather than long tedious

examples which only a few of the

students would solve correctly. I

thoroughly believe in requiring the

class to do a great deal of mental
work. Too much time and energy are

expended by students trying to work
everything on paper. My classes are

therefore required to lay aside pencil

and paper, after they once discover

the correct method, and read results

for work like the following which I

place on the board.

6X ••>=? 9 '81 =
6X2J = ? 8 ,:6i =
8 V 31 = ? 6^ 8 =
4 X 3J = ? 7i X 6 =
5X4i = ? 51X8 =
3X6J = ? 4|X7 =
3X8| = ? 9|X6 =
4 •. fij = ? 8iX7 =

5 72- = ?

In this list it will be observed that

I have included the fourth case.

The fifth case in which a fraction is

multiplied by a fraction gives no
trouble, consequently w'ill be given no

space here. The sixth and last case,
however, is one which troubles a large
majority of students.

I ask my class to solve the following;

4J X 12] = ?

A variety of answers are gathered
and written on the blackboard. This
list of answers, all but one of which
must, of course, be incorrect, serves
to intensify the interest and to em-
phasize my solution which I am then
ready to give. I rewrite the factors
in this form :

121

4-3

The class is then invited to follow
me very carefully as I solve, outlining
the solution as I proceed, thus :

12] i of 1 = i, writing the

\\ \ as the first part of

J the product.
6 ^ of 12 = 6, writing the
1 6 next in the result.

48 4x1=1, written un-

55J der the 6.

4 X 12 = 48, written un-
der the 1.

The addition is understood by the

class and needs no explanation.
This will be new to many of the

students and some of them will shake
their heads and scowl, thinking that

now the)' have reached their "Water-
loo " Another explanation or two
will soon clear away any difficulties

that may exist. This is followed by
a careful class drill and home work
in which all solutions are made by
this method.
The class drill consists of first a

few problems in which students are

allowed the use of a pencil and paper,

after which we work a large number
of similar problems mentally. I

write such as these on the board :

6^ 8J 51 43

4i 64 6'l 6>

6i

Thus far we have used such exam-
ples as result in only one fraction in

our several partial products. We now
take such numbers as will give two
fractions whose numerators shall

both be one. This gives us an oppor-

tunity to put to practical use our
short method of addition explained
last month. These examples illus-

trate our list.

9), 13; 71 6' s;

6j 8^ 10^ 5J %
iConlimted on page 22.)
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TALKS ON ENGLISH
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PERSONALITY IN LETTER-

WRITING.

One of the earlj- things that the

stenographic student learns is that

in business correspondence there
are a great many expressions that oc-

cur again and again in the same
form, for which he is expected to

memorize phrase-signs. It is hardly

strange, therefore, that as the sten-

ographer develops into a correspond-

ent he should follow in his composi-

tion the forms of expression that are

so familiar—that he should begin his

letters with, "Yours of the 15th in-

stant is at hand and in reply to same
would state-." Not only stenogra-

phers but most other business letter-

writers express themselves in this

hackneyed style. Immediately on

beginning a letter, the mind, by rea-

son of its previous training to com-
pose in the style of others, begins to

search for stock phrases to express

its meaning. The result is that a

bright youngster ten years old will

write a much more natural letter than

will the typical graduate of a busi-

ness course. The youngster knows
no conventional forms; he has some-

thing to say and though his vocabu-

lary is a scant one, he goes straight

to the mark.
There is entirely too much of what

has been appropriately called "com-
mercial jargon" in modern business

correspondence. Examine a file of

letters and note the monotonous fre-

quency of such ungraceful phrases

as "beg to advise," "in regard to

same," etc. The free, colloqiual style

of expression is more natural, more
winning, and better in every other

respect.

The highest compliment I ever heard
paid a letter-writer was an expres-

sion by an uneducated man who, re

ferring to a letter from a profession-

al correspondent, said, "He told me
exactly what I wanted to know and
he told it to me just as if we had been
talking together. That man could

sell anything with his letter."

Instead of writing, "Yours of the

5th received and noted," you might
write, "Your request of June 5 has
been carefully considered" or "We
wish we could justify ourselves in

granting the re<iuest you have made"
anything to get away from the stiff-

ness that is characteristic of nine-

tenths of business letters. Use
thereby, Iherefrom and therelo, as

sparingly as possible. They consti-

tute "forbidding formality." And do
not use such words as trusting, es-

teemed and vaiiied to excess. Watch
yourself to see that you do not re-

peat noticeably pet expressions such
as "you know, "of course," "as far

as that is concerned," etc.

There is danger, on the other hand,
that some in following the new style

of letter-writing now so much urged
will adopt a style that is too familiar.

The so-called "snappy" letter, be-

sprinkled with dashes and over-par-

agraphed, that shows in every sen-

tence the intended cleverness of the

writer, is no more effective than the

letter full of stereotyped phrases.
Between the two extremes there is a

style of business composition that is

as natural and courteous as the

writer's oral conversation, and if it

is a sales-letter it is as convincing as

the talk of a skilful salesman, with-

out at the same time being smart or

clever. In letter writing an ounce of

earnestness is worth a pound of clev-

erness. The following is an example
of an easy, natural style.

I thank you heartily for the compli-
mentary copy of your little book.
This book interests me, and yet 1

hardly know what to say about hand-
ling it. Suppose you let me think it

over a while, and in the mean time
tell me your best price on the book in

lots of one hundred. I wish you great
success with it.

Sincerely yours,

There are few such letters as this

—

few that reflect anything of the indi-

viduality of the writer. How can this

individuality be brought into written
language? The rule itself is simple.
After writing the salutation, imagine
that the man who is to receive the

letter is on the other side of the ta-

ble from you. Write in the style that

you would talk to him. Don't be
afraid to use contractions like

"don't" and "doesn't" in your effort

to write as you would talk.

Devote a little attention to matters
in which your correspondents are in-

terested. Mention events; send clip-

pings; your thoughtfulness will be
appreciated.

For years I had occasional corrres-

pondence with the manager of a

Western publishing house, whose
letters so reflected the personality of

the writer that I came to know and to

admire the man as much as if I had
met him frequently. I did meet him
in after years, and I found that my
estimate of him was accurate. Ha

was as pleasing and appreciative,

obliging and business-like as his let-

ters showed him to be. I have before

me now his acknowledgment of a

letter that I wrote him informing him
of the death of one of his customers.

"Thank you for your kind thought-

fulness," he writes; and he replied at

once, too. That sincere expression

of thanks went to the mark. Know-
ing that he is sincere, it makes me
feel that there is no reasonable ser-

vice that I would not do for so ap-

preciative a man.
In my file I put a few days ago an-

other letter of acknowledgment, this

one from a firm that is likely to re-

ceive several orders as the result of a

little enterprise on my part. I had
been informed that they paid com-
missions where orders came through

such efforts as I had put forth. I

mentioned the matter to them, but

explained that 1 knew nothing of the~

commission arrangement at the time

I worked in their interests and made
no claim on them.
Although the manager of this com-

pany knows me well, the letter came
back with a cold "Dear Sir" -a brief

acknowledgement of my service and
the information that the company
would wait to see how many orders
would be secured before decidingwhat
commission they would pay, if any.
Now, 1 happened to know that the

manager of this concern appreciates
what I did and will see that 1 am re-

warded; but he turned my letter over
to his secretary for attention and the

young man erred in answering it in

such an impersonal spirit. Had I not
known the circumstances it is not
likely that I should ever again have
taken the trouble to interest myself
in behalf of that firm.

Multiplication of Fractions Continued
from page 21.

From this step we proceed to the

next wherein we have three fractions

in our partial products. This list of

problems is by far the longest of

these last three in every day life and
will need repeated reviewing. These
are the kind of problems:

13', X 15^= ?

\\S\ Xllj=?
243, X 175 = ?

56« .' 131 = ?

The monotony of this work may be
somewhat relieved by helping stud-
ents to find short cuts for themselves.
The following is a suggestion I give
myclasses sometimes. It helps them
o be on the alert.

In problems in which both factors
have the same fraction the work may
frequently be shortened thus :

Multiply 8J J of J = i

^ (7 + 8) X J=5
5.',

56' 7x8 = 56

61,',

It always eliminates one and some-
times two of the three fractions in the
partial products.
Next month I shall discuss division

of fractions.
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Owing to the fact that the common
law courts prescribed certain set

forms of procedure in civil cases and
that these forms were rigorously ad-

hered to, it often happened that the

complainant could not obtain proper
relief. The courts were inflexible

and would not devise new forms of

action to meet new emergencies or

conditions. Cases were continually
arising in which the existing system
was found to be inadequate. For
instance, there was no way by which
the courts could prevent a threaten-

ed wrong or injury. The courts had
no power to compel specific perform-
ance of any contract. They could
not command anything to be done
except the payment of money. There
were a great many cases where no
remedy had been provided for some
previously unthought of wrong or

complication; in other instances the

remedy was inadequate. Again, the

e.xpense of conducting a suit at com-
mon law was so great that the poorer
people were thereby practically de-

barred from seeking relief from the

courts.

It is not known that the Anglo-
Saxon kings ever assumed to correct

any of the evil results of this system,
but after the Norman conquest it be-

came quite customary to appeal to

the king for relief. He was consider-

ed the fountain of justice and could
and did grant relief when the merits
of the case seemed to warrant it.

This work becoming burdensome, it

was soon delegated to the chancellor,

a sort of private secretary to the

king. In the reign of Edward III,

the custom had become so definitely

established that the English Court of

Chancery became a regular court for

administering extraordinary relief.

The American colonies were set-

tled mostly by a class of people who
had learned by experience to appre-

ciate the benefits conferred by a sys-

tem of equity jurisprudence. The
settlements were made at a time
when the Chancery of Equity court

was very influential in England,
hence it was natural that the system
should have a place in the new coun-

try. The procedure of the high court

of chancery of England at the time

of the adoption of the Constitution of
the United States, became the model
for our state and federal courts of

equity. There have, however, been
many statutory changes since that
time. In Alabama, Delaware, Miss-
issippi, New Jersey and Tennessee
the separate court of equity still ex-

ists. Another group, including Ar-
kansas, Florida, Georgia, Illinois,

Maine, Massachusetts, Maryland,
Michigan, New Mexico, New Hamp-
shire, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
Vermont, Virginia and West Vir-

ginia, administer law and equity in

the same courts, being very careful,

however, to preserve the identity of

each. Other states have adopted
what is known as the Code system.
All distinctions between law and
equity actions are abolished in these
states, but the established principles

of both are recognized in their courts.

The writ of injunction was probab-
ly the most important and far-reach-

ing of the remedies introduced by
the equity courts. Other important
changes were made with reference to

securing evidence, etc. Such rem-
edies as accounting, contribution,

cancellation and reformation were in-

troduced to promote the cause of jus-

tice. Space forbids our going into

even a brief examination of the many
supplementary forms provided for

the correction of the common law de-

fects.

It was said in the early days of

equity courts that the petition for re-

lief was addressed to the king's con-

science. The chancellor was known
as the "keeper of the king's con-

science." As conscience was a rath-

er uncertain and elastic thing, the

common law judges made some rath-

er sarcastic remarks concerning it.

Blackstone, in his commentaries,
cites the following : "Equity is ac-

cording to the conscience of him who
is chancellor; and as that is larger or

narrower, so is equity. 'Tis all one

as if they should make the standard

for the measure a chancellor's foot.

What an uncertain measure this

would be!" iSeldon). However just

this criticism may have been origi-

nally, it did not long apply, for the

chancellors developed a system of

procedure, following certain princi-

ples and maxims, that is wonderful
for its clearness, simplicity and jus-

tice.

It was well established that equity
had no jurisdiction over crimes, nor
would it assume jurisdiction when
there was a plain, adequate remedy
at law. Equity would take juris-

diction to prevent multiplicitj^

of suits, often settling in a single

action a case involving the interests

of many parties which would have
required many suits and vastly more
time and expense if carried through
the regular course.

It will be of interest for us to note

a few of the maxims which were
laid down for the guidance of the

equity courts. In all there are 12 or

13 of these, embodying much of the

judicial wisdom of modern times.

"He who seeks equity must do
equity," or, in other words, if he
wants a square deal he must be will-

ing to give one." "He who comes
into equity must come with clean

hands." If he is a wrong-doer
in the same case, he is not en-

titled to any standing in the court.

"Equity aids the vigilant, not the

slothful," which is another way of

saying that one must not slumber
upon his rights; he must not allow
other persons to expend money in ig-

norance of rights which he possesses.

If he sees a wrong about to be com-
mitted against himself he has the

remedy of injunction, but if he neg-

lects this he must accept what dam-
ages he can secure in a suit at law.

Other maxims are: "Between
equal equities, priority of time will

prevail." "Equity suffers no wrong
without a remedy." "Equity regards
the substance and intent, not the

form." This last maxim was aimed
at a great evil. The common law
courts were so bound up by their

rigid rules and forms that they were
often forced to do a gross injustice.

For instance a penalty or forfeiture

would be enforced according to its

strictest interpretation, regardless of

any mitigating circumstances. Mort-

gages were regarded merely as con-

ditional sales. A sealed instrument
was presumed to have been executed
for a consideration and no evidence

could be adduced to show that there

had been none.

Taken altogether, there is no more
interesting or enjoyable subject in all

the realms of law than equity. A
few weeks' reading in some standard
work of this kind should prove a val-

uable and fascinating recreation for

any commercial teacher.
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The Principles of Ad Writing

C. L. C II A IM B E B L I N ,
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SOME GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF
ADVERTISEMENT WRITING.

There are several general principles

entering into the construction of all

advertisements which should at all

times be kept in mind by the ad

writer.

The first point to consider is the

function of the advertisement. What
do I expect this ad to do?
The function of an ad is three-

fold.

1— It must attract attention.

2— It must give information about

the article advertised.

3— It must convince the reader of

the merits of the article and result in

his purchasing it.

It is evident that no ad can pro-

duce results of the right kind unless

it is seen bj- the right class of people.

Hence the choice of a publication to

be used as the medium is the next

question to settle.

The advertiser knows the class of

people to whom his goods appeal
most. He should then select those

periodicals which circulate largely

or wholly among this class.

Trade journals and some other pub-
lications having a limited circulation

and high rates are frequently worth
more to the advertiser than another
Dcriodical having three times the cir-

culation and one-half the rate.

A periodical of 5000 subscribers
wholly of the kind the advertiser

wishes to reach, is cheaper at $30 a
page than a magazine of 50,000 sub-
scribers among all classes at the same
rate.

When the question of mediums is

settled the next point is to arrange
the ad so as to attract the attention
of the public. This may be accom-
plished by

1—Illustrations.

2— The use of display type.
.3—Special position in certain parts

of the periodical.

4— Giving special shape or design
to the body of the ad.

In a former lesson the rules for the
use of illustrations were stated. It

will be sufficient here to say that the
picture which shows some important
feature of the goods advertised will

always bring better results than the
merely pretty picture. The latter
may attract attention but it is not the
kind of attention which brings re-

sults and results are what count.
In general every ad should begin

with a strong, usually descriptive

heading set in display type. A short

headline is read more easily than a

long one, hence is better than one
which requires more time to read.

By stating a fact about the goods
advertised the headlines will draw
the attention of a casual reader of the

periodical. One good headline is

better than two or three.

Do not use fancy type such as

script, Old English, (German face and
the like, for the headline. Too much
time is required to read it, and the

time taken by the reader in reading
an ad is valuable to the advertiser.

Any plain faced type, Gothic for

dark, DeVinne for medium, and
Bookman for light effect, may be de-

pended upon to bring the desired re-

sults.

Regarding the value of one page
over another, there is a difference of

opinion. With those who believe in

preferred position, the covers of a

magazine, or a position next to read-

ing is considered better than the

"run of the paper" as any position is

called. Most publishers charge more
for such space. Certain pages are

considered to be more valuable for

certain purposes.

Thus in a daily paper, goods in-

tended for men and boys are adver-

tised on the sporting page. If the

trade of farmers is, sought, the page
of the farm produce market is the

place to advertise. The "home,"
"recipe," or "fancy work" pages are

the ones on which to reach women.
The upper part of a page is con-

sidered better than the foot.

By design, or shape, we mean the

general outline of the space occupied
by the entire ad. Square, rectangle,

diamond, triangle, round, oval or

cross, are some of the designs used
by various advertisers.

Plenty of white space never fails to

make an attractive border.
The use of various type faces rang-

ing from very light to very dark il-

lustrates some of the effects obtained
wholly from the use of type faces.

There are two distinct kinds of ad-

vertising now in use. Retail adver-
tising, by which an effort is made to

sell the goods advertised direct to

the reader. 2—General publicity ad-
vertising, by which the object sought
is to keep the name of some article so
constantly before the public that peo-
ple will recall it when they wish to

purchase, and will ask the local deal-
er for the article. A later lesson will

treat of each kind in. detail, hence we

will only state a few general princi-

ples at this time.
The "copy" of an ad should consist

of a list of the best selling points
about which cluster the necessary
details.

A selling point is either 1—A rea-

son why the reader has need of the
goods, or 2—A reason why these par-

ticular goods are more desirable
than others of their class.

The ad writer should make a list of

as many selling points as possible,
and should explain each briefly but
completely. He will then go over his

work cutting out all unnecessary
words so that the same thoughts are
expressed in short, concise sentences.
He may even cut out part of the sell-

ing points in order to increase the
strength and effectiveness of the rest.

The completed ad may tell just

enough to arouse interest and cause
the reader to write for particulars, or
it may supply all details and endeav-
or to secure an order from the ad
itself. In the latter case much more
space is required, but it saves the
expense of printing and mailing a
folder or booklet.
The giving of selling points as we

have defined the term is sometimes
called "reason why" advertising.
It is the latest development of mod-
ern advertising, and is one of the
best, if not THE best methods of ad-
vertising anything which the adver-
tiser wishes to place before the pub-
lic.

The use of this style of advertising
requires a word of caution. Since
the ad abounds in arguments in fa-

vor of the goods, there is danger that
it may become too assertive, that

it may arouse a feeling of opposition
and a desire to argue against the

goods.
While the "reason why" advertising

aims to convince the reader, it should
do so in a pleasing, agreeable man-
ner. If the writer can base his argu-
ments upon something naturally
agreeable to people and then by easy
stages take them into his confidence,
as it were, he will be far more likely

to do away with all feeling of antag-
onism which his arguments might
have aroused.
There is a possibility of overdoing

this seeking the confidence or friend-

ship of the public. Any intelligent

person who gives the subject a mo-
ment's thought knows that the cause
of all this pleasantry is a desire to

sell goods. Unless the advertiser

takes the public into his confidence
far enough to show that in some way
he too expects to make something
from the sale of his goods, many
readers are apt to become suspicious
and fail to order.
Price should be a leading feature in

all ads. With most people price is a

matter for consideration before a

purchase is made. If an ad des-

{ Co7iti?iued on page 25.)
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H. BBEITENSTI^rN,

Abbott Business College,

BlLLlNtiS. MONT.
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In writing my last article. I forgot
almost entirely, that 1 was supposed
to talk to the teachers, and my re-

marks applied particularly to the

students. However, I trust thr.' the
teachers may have remembered ihat

it is the student we are in the habit

of addressing, and excuse me accord-
ingly.

It seems that the opinions 1 have
expressed in my former articles co-

incide with the opinions of most all

the teachers. At any rate, I have
received but a few communications
from my co-educators, and they con-

tained no matter of an argumenta-
tive character. I would like very
much to have the opinions of those

who think differently, for in this way
we can discuss, through these col-

umns, the many interesting phases
of typewriting.

I will now try to confine my re-

marks to the teachers.

The writer has received a few fa-

vorable comments on the "Don'ts"
which appeared in the last number.
Consequently I would advise placing
a copy of these "Commandments" on
the bulletin board. And by the way,
teachers, what do you think of the

bulletin board? Personally, I consid-

er my school room equipment incom-
plete without one. You know the

student pays but passing attention

to our "lectures," especially if we are

continually lecturing. In fact, I be-

lieve that in the course of a day we
give more advise, and supplement
the work with more new principles

that is, principles not found in the

text-books—than an average student
can retain.

For instance, in teaching short-

hand there are so many things we
can tell the student that he cannot
find in his text; so many words we
could have him write, according to

the very principles he maybe study-
ing at the time,—words which he has
never seen that we continue to fill

his head with new things faster than
he can comprehend them and the re-

sult is that he is entirely at sea, and
remembers but little that he has been
told. But just post an article on
your bulletin board and at once you
have excited the curiosity of every
student -they read, learn and inward-
ly digest, and you have saved a great
deal of breath, and they have learned
something.
Early in my career as a teacher 1

gave short talks every morning or

read some good article bearing on

the work in general, but my experi-
ence has taught me that most of the
seed fell on barren soil; that is on
ears that would not hear. My bulle-
tin board is a success.

It is now about time to begin post-
ing typewritten forms of various
kinds. It is true that most all forms
are to be found in the typewriting in-
structor, but there are many which
the up-to-date teacher can place be-
fore the student for special attention.
I also place on the bulletin board any
perfect copy of special work that anv
student may do. This creates com-
petition among the ambitious ones,
and the result need not be pointed
out. Bear in mind, that my plan is
to accept only perfect copies—not a
single "strike-over" or an erasure on
a page. The fac simile pages in the
instructor must be copied absolutely
perfect. This is severe, I know, but
this method turns out "touch oper-
ators."
Often 1 have asked the question of

my typewriting students, "What gives
you the most trouble?" Invariably
the answer is, "I want to look at my
hands." Here isthe cue for us teach-
ers. We must preach against this
"evil" and help the student keep his
determination strong and unconquer-
able. It will never do to give a few
instructions to the typewriting stu-
dent and then leave him to fight the
battle entirely alone. Of course, the
student must do his own practice
work, but the cheerful, encouraging,
solicitous, conscientious teacher can
help the student accomplish things
that would otherwise seem impossi-
ble.

In the majority of schools the short-
hand teacher also has charge of the
typewriting, and on this account
this important branch of the work is

apt to be slighted. Why not make it

a point to spend about five minutes
in the typewriting room at some time
during every period ? Perhaps you
are aware of what you will see—the
very things I mentioned in my
"don'ts" last month. You could
call attention to these in a few words
and in a short time mistakes of this

character would be few.
Push punctuation marks, don't

strike them.
The following paragraph I remem-

ber reading a few years ago. It will

apply to the advanced student doing
"Office Work," or to the finished

stenographer. "An eraser is like an
antidote to poison—useful in an ex-

treme emergency. Avoid error as
you would poison and you won't need
the antidote. But if you find it abso-
lutely necessary to erase, do it so
neatly that nobody can discover it

vvithout holding the paper up to the
light and scanning it carefully."

1 am as anxious as ever to hear
from you, teachers. Let's get into
the game and do the best month's
work we ever did.

Principles of Ad Writing Continued

from page 24.

cribes something attractive, one of
the first things which occurs to the
reader is its price. Price is quoted
sooner or later, and it is best to set-

tle the matter at once. If the price
be given a good display along with a
picture of the article, or an effective

headline about it, this feature alone
may lead to a thorough reading of
the ad.

We have reserved for the last one of
the most important principles which
enter into ad writing.

Every ad must be strictly truthful
in every detail.

We use the word "must" instead of
should in this statement.
Aside from the moral point of view,

and regarded from a purely bu.siness
standpoint, truthfulness should pre-

vail. Few ads would pay were it not
for the repeat orders received from
them. No repeat order will ever be
received from a deceptive advertise-
inent.

There is a wide difference between
what is usually known as "trade
talk," and actual deception. Every
dealer endeavors to convince the pub-
lic that his goods are the best of their
kind. There is usually a reason
why any particular kind of goods are
manufactured, and this reason con-
stitutes the dealer's trade talk. The
dealer is privileged to use a certain
amount of trade talk, but he should
see that it does not degenerate into
deception or untruthfulness.

Questions on Lesson III.

1—What are the functions of an ad-
vertisement ?

2 — How should a medium be
chosen ?

3—How may an ad be made attrac-
tive ?

4—Discuss the meaning of "reason
why" advertising talk.

5—Why should prices be given?
6—What is said to be one of the

most important principles of ad
writing?

7— Study four or five ads designed
to sell goods. Write two or three ads
which embrace the features stated
in this lesson.
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ASSOCIATION AND CONVENTION COMMENT, COMMUNCIATIONS
AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

This Depar
Officers o»

IS Dedicated to the interests i

: Organizations are Cordially Inv

rioN, AssociA

nicate with

Communications should be

V
1 Columbus by the first of the month preceding date of publication. However, they may be i

1 in cases of important proeram announcements, as late as the fifteenth of the month.

ti.NG Profession.

TV AND Progress.

; late as the tenth,

=^
CONCERNING THE N. C. T. F.

Pessimists, conservatives and pro-

gressives, we have in all lines and
professions. The commercial teach-

ing profession is no exception to the

rule.

A few of the first believe the Na-
tional Commercial Teachers' Feder-
ation should "go back" fit would be
going backward) to Chicago, to stay
there and become in consequence a
local organization. They lack faith

in the future of our calling.

The conservatives think the Feder-
ation should not stray far from Chi-
cago, or the maximum attendance
cannot always be maintained. .-^Z-

tcndancc ii.\.\\\Q meetings, rather than
membership, seems to be their idea.

The Federation exists for a few of
the members of the profession—those
in the upper Mississippi valley

—

rather than for all.

The progressives believe that per-
manent membership is more import-
ant than constant attendance, de-
sirable as that undoubtedly is. They
believe, however, that it is better to
move the meetings from place to
place to give all a chance to attend
part of the time than to hold the
meetings in one place so that a few
can attend all of the time.
The progressives also believe that

the future of our profession and con-
sequently of the Federation is preg-
nant with great possibilities, and
that to realize them we must meet
them rather than expect them to meet
and overwhelm us.

If the P'ederation is to become truly
National in influence, as it is in part
already, it must move to the chief
centers of population the same as all

similar successful organizations.
Mohammed in this instance, as of old,
will find it necessary to go to the
mountains of civilization rather than
that these great mountains of hu-
manity will go to .Mohammed.
Let us keep on expanding safely but

surely as in the past.

"THE GRAND DEMONSTRA-
TION HALL."

An Innovation for Our Session at In-
dianapolis Which is Meeting with
General Approval and Unprec-

edented Success.

.Many times (liiririK the past cij-'lit iiicMith.s :

from many, many members of the Kederaticii

—reprcsenlini.' nut only the Keilenition it

self, but practically ever.\- section atiiliateil will

1(1

If—have come to Pre.sideiit Miner intimations

and complaints that what we have been pleased
to term our "Exhibit Room" in the past has been
only a grreat farce, of interest to few and of \-alue

to no one.

During the month of.luh". last, the liapp\- sus-
eestioii was made by .Mr. \V. H. (ileazen. of the
Smith Premier Typewriter Company, to Mr. .S.

II. Kast, of having at Indianapolis a "Demon-
stration Room." where the larger exhibitors

(and those whose products were of more than
ordiruiry value for exhibition before the attend-
ing school men anil teachers I could be afforded
an opportunity of a practical demonstration be-
fore audiences and at times when no other
meetings were being held. Correspondence
wa.s at once had by the two gentlemen named
above with President Miner, who at once favor-

ed Ihe idea and through whose efforts land
kindly co-operation of the (ieneral Executive
Committee) the innovation will lie made a de-
cided success at the forthcoming Indianapolis
session.

Whereas the Federation has never heretofore
charged, or received, more than S2i) per page
for advertising in the annual program (with pro-
portionate lesser prices for lesser spaces. I Pres-
ident .Miner, as a business man, saw the tremen-
dous advantage not only to the mamifacturers
but to all concerned in thus combining the edu-
cational advantages of the exhiliitwith the ad-
vertising features of the program, and therefore
he at once issued contracts demanding S.50 a
page, with the following prices for le.sser spaces:
Half-page. 827. .50: <iu:irter-ij;ige. Slo: eighth-
page, 89. The result h:ts l>eeii th:it. with only
one month's work, the President of the Federa-
tion alone has secured contr:icts up to the time
of going to press with this number of theWORLD amounting to S657.50 and has still a
month and a half in which to work in securing
:idditional contracts. As this new departure
was endorsed by the (ieneral Executive Com-
nihtee (by a vote of four in favor of to one
against) at the special meeting called by Chair-
man East, at Indianapolis, cm the lOtli of last
month. President Miner and (jeneral Secretary
.1. C. Walker in Detroit, will now go to work in
earnest on this^niatter and there is good reason
to believe tlKit whereas only $489 i secured last
year for the Pittsburg iirograni) is the largest
amount ever lleretofore obtained by the Federa-
licui for its ])rogram :id\ertising anil Exhibit
Room sp:ice. for any one ye;ir. we should now be
easily able to very considerably swell the
:imoim1 of Sei57.50 already secured for the 10(18
session. No single exhibitor has as yet suh-
scril>ed to more than one p;ige, at S50. and all
obtained have contracted to pay the uniform
Ijrices.

The development of the plan is this: 'riirough
the efforts of Chairman S. II. East and member
.\. H. Spioul. both of the (ieneral Executive
Committee :it lndian;ipolis, aided b\ .Mr. .1. D.
Krunner. Chairman of the Executive of the .Man-
agers' Section, we have been enabled to secure
for the four days' session. Dec. 28-31, in the
mammoth buildings known as Shortridge High
School icontaining .seventy-one class rooms,
:iiid all of the buildings being connected as one)
a N-ery hirsie room, with movable Hat-top desks,
or tables, and which is as large or larger than
any room which the Federation has ever luid for
a like purpose, being room numbered .SI on the
second Hoor, for the (ieneral Exhibit Room.
Here, all exhibitors including those subscribimr
to less than a full page in the program, will have
the same privilege of exhibiting their products
as in years past, with the added privilege if de-

sired, of the free personal services of Mr. Carl
Horton Pierce, who will have charge of this

Exhibit Room and who will look after the dis-

plays made, see that proper space is given to
each anil that every exhibitor (though some may
have no personal representative on the gromidi
will be properly anil conspicuously displayed.
.Mr, Pierce is one of the oldest, best and most
personally popular ailvertising and "Scientific
.Salesmanship" men in this country and has
fjositively no affiliation with or prejudice for any
concern in the world; he will conscientiously
represent all alike.

Directly opposite the two main doors leading
into this Exhibit Room (right across the hall)
are the grand entrances leading into the upper
floor of the great Auditorium of Shortridge High
School, and which immense hall will be gi\-en
over to the meetings of the F'ederation and to
the "talks" or personal demonstrations before
vast audiences of those of our patrons who shall
have subscribed to a full page (at 8501 in our
program. These "talks" will consist mostly of
twenty minutes each, although a few of those
who first subscribed will be entitled to thirty
minutes, as we placed the latter time at their dis
Ijosal before we found that the proposition
would prove to be so popular that we were suh-
sequeiitly compelled to reduce the time to
twenty minutes. These "talks" will be inter-
spersed throughout the regular F'eileration
meetings, will be presided over (according to
action of the (jeneral Executive Committee i

by the President of the Federation, who will"
personally see that nothing objectionable is per-
mitted to creep into any one of them. These
talks will also be announced in the regular pro-
gram.
While these talks and demonstrations are in

progress the great auditorium will be known as
"The (Jrand Demonstration Hall," as well as
Federation heaiUiuarters for meetings. This
Auditorium is one of the largest and handsomest
in the country. At one end. an immense plat-
form stretches across the entire width of
the room, and at each end of the jilat-

form is a grand piano, in connectioii,with which
the Executive Committee have prepared for vo-
cal and instrumental music (popular national
airsi to intersperse the proceedings. F"rom the
main Hoor of this great Auditorium rise tier up-
on tier of se:tts, stretching away to each side,
filling the center, and connecting with the long
rows of seats in the gallerv, the entrance to which
las before st:ited I are ibrertlv oiiposite the en-
trances to the regular Kxlnbit Koom ;icross the
hall-way.

It was further determined by the Executive
Committee (assembled at Indianapolis on the
10th of last month) that the official program for
1008 shall be a very handsome one, printed
throughout on tine plate paper, and will contain
in addition to the regular programs, (to include
the "Demonstration Hall i advertisers), the Con-
.stitution and By-laws of the Federation and a
number of ver\- handsome pages devoted to
views of the main buildings and places of inter-
est in Indianapolis.
Our talks for Demonstrators will in no po,ssible

manner interfere with the regular Federation
programs and the talks are rei|uired to be purely
along ediicatioiKil lines. Thev cannot in any
sense be adverlising talks and no "knocking"
or invidious references to competitors will be
perndtted.
The article recently sent you stated that we

had up to that time received contracts for
Sli.-,7..50; since that article was written we have
increased this to »K41.50aiid all of that has been
secured from this office, although Mr. J. C.
Walker will at once get to work and begin to
send in those contracts that he may secure.
The offlcers of the Executive Coniniittee of

the six affiliated bodies are all working in per-
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ect hariiKiTiy and Ihere is no question but tliat

we will have at Indianapolis the most interest-

"ing and the most valuable program that has ever

been presented by an\- commercial association

in this countr>".

In addition to the novel and attractive feature

of the Grand Demonstration hall, several other

important matters will be brought liefore the

Keileration, including the "National Congress
of Associations" which will be composed of :i

certain number of delegates selected from our

own body and delegates officially appointed liy

and who will represent many of the other lead-

ing commercial school associations. This body
will be in session, under the auspices of the Fed-
eration, on Tuesday, Dec. 29, and before it will

come up for discussion a number of subjects of

importance to commercial schools in all parts of

the country.
The .\ilvisory Council which will meet on the

morning of the first day. at ten o'clock. Monday.
Decenilier 28. will also have for consideration

and for rejiort to the Federation other matters

of almost e(inal importance to the federated

Ix.dy.

It is impossible to announce the complete<l

program as vet. but we have lieen assured that

the invocation will l)e delivered by Bishop \'in-

cent. one of the most celel>rated divines in Ibis

country and we have on our list of speakers a

number of the most prominent and the most
eloiiuent men in their lines. The social enter-

tainment will take place on the evening of Wed
nesday. December 30. which will be sonn-wliMt

in the form of a banquet and will be pn-idrd
o\er b\- Mr. fi. \\'. Brown, the great c<)nnnercial

school' man of the central states. Mr. Hrown
will call upon about 20 for five-minute talks.

The demonstrations will not be dry. uninter-

esting, advertising talks but every one of them
will be given by celebrated men in their various

lines and will rank away up toward the toi> in

point (tf value and interest.

E. N. MINER.
Presitlent.

THE MISSOURI VALLEY COM.
MERCIAL TEACHERS-

ASSOCIATION

To Meet in Kansas City Nov. 27 and 28.

February of last year an informal
meeting of Commercial teachers was
held in Kansas City. There was an
attendance of nearly one hundred
enthusiastic and progressive teachers,
a number coming over 400 miles. A
banquet and an instructive program
were carried out.

The meeting being such a pre-emi-
nent success it was decided to form a
permanent organization to be known
as the Missouri Valley Commercial
Teachers' Association and to meet
annually during Thanksgiving week.
The next meeting will, therefore, be
held Nov. 27 and 28 and in Kansas
City. The Business Managers in at-

tendance also organized a section for

the purpose of considering their

special needs. This section held two
meetings during the spring and sum-
mer months and have under consid-
eration some constructive features
that are already resulting in good.
They will hold their next meeting in

conjunction with the Association
meeting.
During the summer months the

Executive Committee has been busy
arranging the program and other nec-
essary details and as a result offer

one of the most attractive programs
ever given by an association so young
in years. Some of the chief events

will be a trip to the Executive offices

of the Armour Packing Co. in charge
of a guide who will give necessary ex-
planation. Some Ethical phases of
Business Education. A Rapid Cal-
culation Contest. Higher Account-
ing, its value and place in a Business
Course. A paper on the \'alue of
Commercial Geography in a Business
Course, illustrated by means of lan-
tern slides. An old fashioned "spell-
ing match" in which all the members
will participate and a valuable prize
is to be given to the successful con-
testant.

The use of the Phonograph for dic-
tation. Many other attractive fea-

tures will make the program well
worth attending. The printed pro-
gram is now ready for distribution
and is worth sending for even tho it

may be impossible to attend. A pos-
tal card request is all that is neces-
sary.

P. B. S. PETERS, President.
Kansas City, Mo.

INDIANA.

The Commercial Teachers' .Association of In
(liana, will hold its annual convention in Inilia-

napolison Friday and Saturday, November 27
and 2S, Ii)08. A strong program is being pre-
pared and an unusually good meeting is antici-
pated. Our friends in neigbhboring States are
cordially inviteil to meet with us.

Ctunplete program will be rea<iv for mailing
ill about two weeks.

\'ery respectfully.

E. J. Hef.b.
Chairman Executive Committee.

S. II. Ea.st.

President.

TO TEACHERS OF SHORTHAND
AND TYPEWRITING

Vou should plan now to attend the
meeting of the National Shorthand
Teachers' Association at Indianapo-
lis, on December 28-29-30. You need
the Association and the Association
needs you. You need it for two rea-

sons—first, because the practical

pointers on teaching your specialty
which you will pick up from listen-

ing to the papers and participating
in the discussions will be worth dol-

lars to you in your work; second, be-

cause you need the uplift which the
contact with your fellow-teachers and
the leaders of your profession will

give you. You cannot help being a
better and a stronger teacher for hav-
ing attended this meeting. You
ought to go if only for the uplift and
inspiration of such a gathering.
The Association needs you because

without you it has no reason for ex-

istence. It is for you that the officers

and committees are planning and
working to arrange a good program
and it is to rub elbows with you that

your fellow-teacher is coming from
the North, the South, the East and the

West.
The program published in these

pages is a strong one, and something

that yon can hardly afford to miss.
Office practice, the correlation of

shorthand and typewriting, the teach-
ing of English, the acquisition of
speed, developing typewriting abil-

ity, and other vital topics will be dis-

cussed by competent and experienced
teachers.
Come to the convention at India,

napolis if you possibly can; anyway-
join the Association now and encour-
age those who are responsible for its

success by showing that you appre-
ciate what they are doing for you.

RAYMOND P. KELLY,
President.

E. C. T. A.

.\t a meeting of the Executive Cnnnnittee of
tlie Eastern Conunercial Teachers' .Association,
the following committee was appointed to con-
clnil the International .Shorthanil Speed Contest
at I'rovidence, K. I., on Saturday, April 10.
1009:
Charles C. Beale. 8 Beacon St.. Boston. Oflicial

reporter and author ; former President Na-
tional Shorthand Reporters' .Association.
Chairman.

Oscar E. Detweiler. Philadeli.hia. ( ifticial re-
porter; President. National Shorthand Re-
porter's .\ssoriation.

.Tames N. Kimball, New York Cily. Reporter
autliftr anti teacher.

(ieorge .\. McBride. Philadelidiia. Ofticial re-

porter: Chairman. Committee on Legisla-
ture. National Shorthand Reporter's As.soci-

ation.

.Augustus T. Swift, Providence, R. 1. Teacher.
Edward H. Eldridge, Simmons College, Boston,

Reporter and teacher. .Acting Secretary.
One other member was appointed, but will

not he able to serve. The vacancy will be tilled

later.

-Any member of the Committee will be glad to
receive suggestions. Those who intend tf>

compete should send their names to either the
Chairman or .\cting .Secretary.

The following committee was appoinied to

take i-harge of the Typewriting Conlest :

V. (J. Nichols. Rochester Business Institute.
Rochester. New A'ork.

MisstJertrude Harvey. Providence, R. I.

.Miss (iertrnde \V. Craig. Boston, Mass.
Edward H. Eldridge,

Sect'v Ex. Ccnn.
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CATALOGS
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V CIRCULARS
-J

The Coleniiin National Business College of
Newark, N. J., recently mailed us their hand-
some cataloo^iie. This printing: is done on a very
high-grade slightly colored paper. The print-

ing and engraving are fine. We are led to he-
lieve in looking over this catalogue that it is in

no 'W'ay superior to the school it represents.

D. D. Mueller, proprietor of the Mueller
Scliool of Business. Cincinnati. O., is mailing to
pnispfctive pupils one of the neatest little pock-
et felders we have seen this year. It is nol so
Mnall either when one undertakes to read all

that is in it. The cover is neatly emlxissed so

that before one opens the fiooklet he gels an
i<Ieaof elegance and excellence. Mr. Mueller
is conducting a thoroughly modern school.

,\ neat, orange covered catalogue bound with
<.l.i gold braid and seltlng forth the advantage of

attentUng a high grade school is used by Duff's
College. Pittsburg. Pa. The school is entrench-
ed behind sixty-eight years of trust-worthy
reconl. It advances on the sixty-ninth year
better fortified than at any time in its history.

Ontlie last thirteen pages are given the names
nfthe students in attendance fortlie year eutling

June ist. iyus.
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The 1008 catal<igiiei>f the Proviileiur. K.I..

Hryaiit & Strattoii Business College is a gem of

the printer's art. Tlie hooklet is 6 1-2x0 12
inches ami IxiHnil with a rich cream cover, wiih

the title printed in colors. On the first page is a

.steel engraveil. portrait cut of the principal and

owner. Mr. F. B. Slowell. The type is printed

on a delicate deckle-edge paper, while the class

room illiustrations are priTited on a highly enani-

cle<l paper in ilouhle tone ink. After reading

this catalogue one is .strongly impres.sed with

the iilea that the average young man and woman
shouUI hy all means secure a practical husiness

education.

Mr. T. A. McLean, the energetic iiroprietor of

the I«itrobc, Pa.. Commercial College is issuing

information to his prospectives in the form of a

catalogue 7 1-2x10 1-2 inches. .X striking ef-

fect is secured with a hlack cover with title in

golil. Wry little space is taken up in this cata-

logue with school room views. It is not a large

alTairlnit what it lacks in iiuautity it makes up in

(inality.

Parks Business .School. Denver. Colo., issues

one of the finest catalogues we have seen tliis

year. It is hand.soiriely decorated with fine pen

manship. It is printed on eggshell i)aper in dark

brown anil i>ale blue. The high graile pejunan

ship and headings printed in blue give a most

delicate effect. The arrangement is i)erfect and
the halftone cuts used are about as fine as we
have ever seen. Mr. \V. T. Parks, principal is to

be congratulated on this product and we luiglit

aild. on the school he is couducting.

.\ recent copy of the North-West News. Chi-

cago. 111., contains a df^uble cohmui half-tone of

the tyijewriting department of the Nfirthwestern

Business College. J. F. Fish. President, together

with a fine write-up regarding the school. The
building which this school occupies has been re-

modeled and e(|uipped with up-to-date ofiice

appliances. The Northwestern is known as a

high grade school.

The Hutchinson. Minn.. College, issues a 38-

page catalogue which presents a most pleasing
appearance. The printini; is d(nie on r"ire white
deckle-edge paper. M. S.Cheatliam has charge
of the commercial ami iieinnansliip work in this

institution.

From Seattle, Wash., comes a very fine, imt-
of-the-ordinary catalogue setting forth the ad-
vantages of a course in Wilson's Modern Busi-
ness College. The catalogue is profusely illus-

trated with fine peumanshiiJ. Photographs of
graduates together with school-room views oc-
cupy a great deal of the space. President .). T.
Wilson undoubtedly is endeavoring to conduct
an up-to-date school.

Some .splendiil catalogues and circidars liaxe

been received from the following ; .Vndrew
College. Huthbert. (Ja.: The Western .Scliool

Co.. Marysville. Mo.; Columbus. <).. Business
College: (Jeorgia Normal College. Douglas.
(ia.: .Sadler-Rowe Co.. Baltimore. Md.: Nor-
folk. Nebr.. Business College; Braniger's Busi-
ness College. Parkersburg. W. Va.: Carlisle.
Pa.. Commercial College; Horton-Large Busi-
ness Institute. Trenton. N. J.: Link's .Modem
Business College. Boise. Idaho; The Browus-
berger llonu- Schiuil. Los Angeles. Calif.; Char-
tier Spencer Publishing Co.. New Orleans. La.;
Kankakee. III.. Commercial College; (Jranil
Trunk Business College. Edmonton. .Alta.. Can.;
The Inter-.Stale School. Cedar Rapiils. la.;

Haskell Institute. Lawrence. Kans.; Me;Klville.
Pa.. Commercial Colleu'e; Brown's Business Col-
lege. St. Louis. .Mo.. Messrs. Powers & Lyons.
Chicago. 111.; Inter-State Commercial Coflege,
Keailing. Pa.; The Detroit Business I'niversity.
Detroit. Mich.; The Beers Pulilishing Co.. New-
York, N. y.: Lanslev Business College. Kliza-
beth. N. .1.; Practical Text Hook Co.. Cleveland.
O.. Ferrell's Morlern Business College. New Or-
leans, La.: Hattiesbnrg Business College. Hat-
tiesburg. .Miss.; Mr. S. KowlamI H:dl. .Scrantou.
Pa. : Bingham's .School, Mebane, N. C. ; Lawrence
Business College. Lawrence. Kansas: and The
Northwestern Business College. Chicago. 111.

CHAMPIONSHIP GOLD MEDAL
AND CASH AWARDS FOR
ISAAC PITMAN WRITERS

ls:mc Pitman & Sons, of New York, are orter-

ing the Pitman Journal Championship Troi)liy

lvalue S175I. for competition at Proviilence. K.
I.. <ni .Saturday', .\pril 10 next, in connection
with the animal meeting of the Kastern Com-
mercial Teachers' .Vssociatiini, when the Kagan
International Cup loijen toall shorthand writers,

:iud now held by an Isaac Pitm;in writeri, and the
.Miner (rold Medal lopeu to :ill writers of less

than ten years' experience), will be competed for.

The trophy, which is of gold and weighs four

and one-half ounces, is given for the purixise of

arousing enthusiasm :uid emulation among
writers of Isaac Pitman Shorthand, an<l must be
won three times consecutiN'ely before it can be
retained permanently. The c()mpetition is

ojjen to writers of the Isaac Pitman system who
ha\e commenced to .study within the limits of

.North .\inerica. and there is no limit to age. sex
{)r color. This medal will luit be ;i\\arded un-
less the gross speed exceeds ItiO words per
minute, and the net speed 150. Ciinditlates

must enter their naiues with Isaac Pitman it

Sons. 31 I'niim Square. New York City, before
tlie date of the Providence meeting. The [jres-

ent liolderof the medal is Miss Nellie M. Wood,
of West SomerviUe, M.ass.

In ad.lition to the PITM,\N'S .lOl'KNAL
TKOP111'- .Me.ssrs. Isaac Pitni;in & .Sons, also

offer a cash award of .S350 to any writer of tlie

Isaac Pitman Shorthand \\ho may lie successful

in winning the E^agan International Cup, also

a cash award of 8175 to any writer of the Isaac

Pitman Shorthand winning the MINKK (iOLD
MED.\L. This offer is open to all Isaac Pit-

l.tlM

t

\.

NEWS NOTES
AND NOTICES
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Mr, n. S. Hill, formerly of the L.ukM.ar's

DiiMiir.,. tnllcge, Evansville. IimL, 1i;i- I>ii Hus-
inr-^ Cnll.L;,. work ami is now hniMi|,,il nf tlie

Ciinnneri lal department in the .Sei-iuui.i riiloii

lligli .School. Redwood City, Calif., which he
states is one of the be.st high schools on the Pa-
cific Coast. -Mr. Hill has been very busy for

some months past getting out a line of commer-
cial texts for an Eastern publishing concern.

Bernard C. Ansted, formerlv with Draughim's
Practical Business College. .Tacksonville, Fla..

was recentlv appcunted as head of the depart-
ment of Business Science and Econimiics in tlie

high school of tliat city. :Mr. .\iisted states that
the .Savannah HigliSihool is the largest in the
South, having in daily :ittendance nearly 1,000
students. He will also h.-ive charge of the iien-

maushipwork. Mr. Ansted has theref(.re a verv
responsible and ilesiralile position.

T. N. Ciirswell now has charge of the Peiim;in-
ship and Shorthand Departments of the Wichita
Falls, Tex., Commercial -School. He is a piiiiil

of our friend. Mr. A. A. Kuhl, the well known
school man of Douglas, (Ja. Mr, Carswell in-

fends using The Busine.ss Educator in his

classes during the coming >'ear.

W. F. Merscb. formerly of Stevenspoint, Wis.,
is now jirincipal of the Jones Business College,
Hammond, Ind, Mr. Mersch reports that the
new students are entering school in very satis-

factory numbers.

(). E;. Beach, the enterprising manager of tlie

Key.stone Educiitional Bureau. Bradfonl. Pa., and
proprietorof the Bradford Business ColleKc of

that place, is making an unusual otfer to persons
who wish to take ;i course in (in-gg Sliortliaiid

by mail. We wish to refer our re;iders t(. the ad-
vertisement that ;ippeats elsewhere in these col-
umns. It will be seen that Mr. Beach is offering
to give a typewriter free of cluirge for a limited
time to persons taking his mail course.

•Miss Bertha F. Hayes, a graduate of Boston
I'niversity and the Bryant & Stnitton School.
Boston, and last year with Fryeburg, Maine,
.\cademy, has just accepted a position as com-
mercial teacher in the Franklin, Mass,, High
School.

J. Clarauce Howell, principal of the Wiscou.
sin Business College. Kenosha. Wis., is the new
head of the commercial department of the Le
Mars. Iowa, High School,

Miss .-\nna M. Sharood, last year commercial
instructor in the Mechanicville. N. >'., lligli

School, will teach these branches next year in

the Natick, Mass., High School.

.Miss .Vnnie I-. Rogers, last year with the

Boone, Iowa, High School and during the sum-
mer with the Drake Business College. Plain-

field, N. J., will have charge of the shorthand
department of the Muskegon. Mich.. Business
College during the coming year.

T. B. Steward. Charleston. W. \'a.. is the new
commercial teacher in Sherman's Business
.School, Mt. Vernon, N. Y".

M. T. Skinner, who sold the Eastern Shore
Business College, Salisbury, Md., recently, will

open a commercial department in Hillsdale,

Mich,, College.

Link's Modern Business College, Boise. Ida

ho, has these new teachers : Miss Nettie C.

Breese, luNid of the shorthand deijartment; Miss
Pearl .birM--, .|..-.ivKint sli..rtliaiirl te.icher: anil

Harry M.Ncil.x, assistant bookkeeping teach-

er. L. Broadwater, the etHcicnt principal of the

commercial department, remains with tlie scIk'oI

another year.

H. W. Leyenberger. of .\tlanla. (ia.. is the

new head of the commercial department of the

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.. High School, and MissS.
(J. Miller, of Freeport. N. Y.. is the assist:iut in

that department.

W. B. Holden. of Enosburg Falls. \t.. last

\ear with (Joddard Seminarj'. Barre. W.. will

i>e the assistant commercial teacher in Bugbee
Commerci;il College, which is associated with

the Staiisteail Wesleyan College, Stanstead.

Que.

J. C. Olsen, the well known principal anti pro-

prietor of the Parsons, Kan., Business College,
has announced his candiflacy for the Republican
nomination as State Senator from Labette

County. Kan. Mr. Olsen's many friends will

wish for the success thev will expect him to

achieve.

B. 1. Vantiilder. who taught last year in the

Detroit Business Institute, will take a >-ear otl"

and will attend Valparaiso, Ind., I'niversity.

E. T. Whitson. last year with the Central Ne
br;tska College. Central City, Neb., is to be an

assistant commercial teacher in the rniversity

of North Dakota.

E. P. Blanton. a recent grailuate of the South
em (ieorgia Normal School at .Abbeville, has

been engaged as an assistant commercial teacher

in the Modern Commercial School, Brockton.
.Ma.ss.

Miss Fern Frayer, a graduate of the Ehria,
Ohio, Business College, has accepted a position

as shorthand teacher with the Northwestern
Business College, Chicago.

E. F. Metzger, who taught la.st year in the

Penns>-lvania Business College, l^ancaster. has

engaged as commercial teacher with (Joldey

College, Wilmington. Del.

Miss Clara Means, of Hazelhurst. Wis., takes

charge of the .shorthand work in the Spenceriaii

Business College, Milwaukee.

Mi.ss Ethel Henderson is a new assistant in the

Erie, Pa., Business College.

G. T. Wiswell goes from the Creager School.
Louisville. Kv., to the head of the commercial
work of the Plymouth. Ind., High School.

F. R. Salway. formerly with the (Jambier.
Ohio. Military .\c<ademy, spent last year in a

law school at Portland, Ore., and he has just

been niaile librarian of the Multnomah Law Li

brary of Portland.

F. E.Mitchell, who had charge of the com
mercial work of the Rutland, Vt. High School
last year, has bought an interest in the Bradford.

Pa., Business College, where he will be associat-

ed with O. E. Beach. Mr. Beach anil Mr.
.M itchell were formerly associated in the Law-
rence. Mass., Commercial .School.

Edward Youtz, of Des Moines, will teach the

commercial branches next year in Way's Busi-

ness College, Aberdeen, S. Dak.
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Bvn.ii Foster, of the Loiiff BrMiuh. X. J.. High
Siliool will have charge of the shorthand anil

t\pewritiiig work of the Atlantic City, N. J..

High School next year, and M. H. Bigelow.
who last year was with the L'tica, N. Y.. Free
Academy, will be in charge of the commercial
department of the Atlantic City High School.

Miss Mary S.Harris, a recent gratluate of the
Bliss Business College, Morth Adams. Mass.,

will teach shorthand and typewriting in the
Connecticut Business College, Middletown,
Conn., during the coming year.

Duncan McDonald, a Ferris graduate, will

iKue charge of the shorthand department, and
.V.B. Good, of the Williams Business College,
Oshliosh, Wis., will have the commercial de-
partment tif the American Commercial School,
.Vllentown, Pa.

W. W. Knisley, a former Ferris gracUiate, who
has had some very valuable business and teach-

ing experience since leaving Big Rapids, Mich.,
goes back to his Alma Mater for the coming
year as head of the commercial department.

L. M. Crandall, who was with the Douglas
Business College, McKeesport, Pa., last year,

has opened the Norwich, Conn., Commercial
Si-liool.

A.J. Drossart, just graduated from Ferris In-

stitute, goes to the Cream Cit>' Business Col-
lege, Milwaukee, as an assistant commercial
teacher.

D. Iv. Hunt is the new commercial teacher in

the Eau Claire. Wis., Business College, at a sal-

ary so muniticent as to make the ordinary com-
mercial te.icher dizzy, Mr. Hunt deserves his

gruul fortune.

Charles R. Hill, who has been with the Bowl-
ing (ireen, Ky., Business I'niversity for a year
or two as special teacher of penmanship, will

teacli penmanship during the coming \'ear in

the Pennsylvania Business College, Lancaster,

and at the same time will tit himself for all-

round commercial work. He is going to an ex-
lellent school for that purpose.

Mary L. Moser, who was with the Drake Busi-
ness College. Plainfield, N, J., last year, will be
with the New Martinsville, W. \'a.. High
School during tlie coming year.

N. D. Beglin, who taught last year in I^a

Plata, Md., will have charge of the commercial
department of the Easton, Md.. High School
during 1008-9.

K. W. Rand, a recent graduate of the Dorclies-

ter, Mass., High School, goes t.) (niddard Semi-
nary, Barre, Vt., where he follows A. H. Delano,
who next year will have rliargi- of the connner-
cial department of the Arlington, .Mass., High
School, succeeding A. L. Morgan, who will have
a similar position in the .\sbury l*ark, N. J.,

High School.

Denton .Stillwell goes from Mercer. Pa.,

Academy to the West OraTige, N. J.. High
School.

Nettie E. Moody, recently graduated fr<im the
Worcester. Mass., Business Institute, will have
cliargeofthe shorthand work in the Tro\' Con-
ference Academy, Poultney, \'t.. and C. E. Her-
rick, a 1908 graduate of the C(unmerc"ial depart-
ment of the Beverly, Mass., High School will be
tile secretary for this school.

Henry C. LefRngwell goes from the New
Britain, Conn., Com'l College to SjjeTicer's Bus-
iness School, Kingston, N. Y.

(j. P. Jones has sokl the South Georgia Busi-
ness College at \'aldosta and has accepted the
Chair of Mathematics at .\ruirew Female Col-
lege, Cuthbert, (ja.

A. P. McCarroU goes from the Modern Com-
mercial School, Brockton, Mass.. to the Duff
School, Pittsburg, Pa.

E. I. Fish, last year with the National Business
College, Roanoke. Va., is a recent addition to
the staflf of the R.M. & S. Schools, Trenton, N. J.

S. C. Coulson, a teacher last year in Brown's
Business College, Danville, 111., will be an as-
sistant in the Bellingham, Wash., Business Col-
lege during the coming year.

P. 1!. (;il..s,>n, of Brooklyn, \. ^.. will have
charge of tlie connnercial department of the
Lowell Commercial College, Lowell, Mass.. dur-
ing the coming year.

Lena McCartney, who was with the Interstate
Connnercial School at New HamptoTi, Iowa, last

year, will have charge of the shorthanil depart-
ment of Toland's Business University, Nebras-
ka City, Neb., during next year.

M.A.Conner, last year with the Morse High
School, Bath. Me., goes to the Medford, Mass.,
High School to open a new commercial depart-
ment.

J. Mills Le.slie. who was at the head of the
shorthand work of the Chicago Business College
last \-ear. will have a similar position with the
National Business College. Roanoke, Va.. dur-
ing the coming year.

J. W. Domiell. who was with the Interstate
Connnercial School. Cedar Rapids, la., during a

riart of last year, is engaged with Spalding's
Comnu-rciarCollege. Kansas City.

H.B.Smellie goes from the I'liijer .\lton. 111..

Military Academy to teach with Mr. S. .\. .Mo-

ran in the hitter's shorthand school at Ann Ar-
bor. Mich. Mr. .Smellie will teach only part

time, giving part of his time to work in the Ciii-

versity of Michigan.

E<lith Blum, a graduate of the University of

Michigan, is anew member of the high school
faculty at .Vppletcm, Wis., where she will assist

in the commercial department.

W. E. Man.sfield. with the National Normal
University of Lebanon, Ohio, goes to Toland's
Business I'niversity, Sioux Falls. S. Dak.

Miss Lydia V. Johnson, of Aurora. 111., will

have charge of the new commercial rlepartuieiit

III the Watseka, 111., High .School.

L. V. E. Peterson, last year at Red Wing.
Minn., is now in charge of the Braiiierd, .Miiui..

Business College.

Miss Martha Kittrell, of the Bowling Green,
Ky., Business University, has taken charge of

the shorthand department of Heald's Business
College, Reno, Nev.

(). T. Johnson, who last year liandled llu-

commercial department of t'he Urownsberger
School. Los.Xngeles, has taken a positional a

niiiniliceni salarv. as secretary of the Los .\nge-

K-sColinger and the Riley Oil Company, Con-
.solidatcd. Mr. Johnston is one of our finest

men in commercial work and his many friends

will certainly congratulate him on the well mer-
iti'd promotion that he has earned.

.Miss May Freligh goes from the Williams
Woods College, F'nlton, Mo., to take the com
mercial department of the Junction Cit\-, Kan..
High .School.

J. K. Condcm. la.st year in charge of the com-
mercial department of Lima. Ohio. College, will

next ^ear be in charge of the cf)minercial work in

the Elillsdale, Ohio, High .School, following J,

A. Kirbv, who lakes a similar position in the

Kullicrford. N. J.. High School.

The hundreds of friends of Edgar M. Barber,

many years one of the foremost among commer-
cial teachers, will he glad to know that, after

main* previous jiromotions, he has been made
chief clerk to the United States appraiser of the
port of New York, at a salary of S3000 a year.
Tliis is the position hehl h\ V i.-nruc Cortel'vou.

the Secrelarv of the •riea-iirx . liiM licfore he
went to Waslniiglon to heijiii , hiiiiiiin: die lad-

der near the lop rounds of wliicli lie is ik.w rest-

J. W. McCaslin is> the new penmanship teach-

er in the Chicago Business College, following
R. W. Ballentine, who is with the Albany. N. ^ ..

Business College.

B. F. Watson, of Osnaburg, Ohio, a Zanerian
graduate, is the newsupervi-sor of penmanship
in the Sharon, Pa., public schools.

G. H. Helming will he a new assistant com-
mercial teacher in the C.inada Business College
of Hamilton, Ontario,

A. E. Caskey, for many years sujiervisor of
penmanship in the Parkersburg, W. \'a., public
schools, has accepted a position in .Strayer's Bus-
iness College, Baltimore, as ccmimercial teacher.

F. L. (Jroom. a graduate of the Kansas Wes-
leyaii Business College, Salina. Kan., will be at
the heail of the commercial work of the Stafford,
Kan., High School.

Rena E^ Bennett, of Brockton, Mass., will
teach shorthand with Drake Business College
Newark. N. J.

'

D. S. Hill, a well-l<iiowii peiinian and com-
mercial teacher, who has lieen with the Paris.
Tex.. Commercial College, goes to the Red-
wood, Calif.. High School.

Mi: Ma V Bingham is the
the N. TonowaiM

C. A. Reid, of Dallas. Texas, goes to the
(.ainesville, Texas, Business College, as com-
mercial teacher.

F. M. Fazel. of ( J.sceola, Iowa, is a new assist-
ant in the School of Commerce of the Dakota
Wesleyan University, .Mitchell, S, Dak.

W. J. Goggin, of (iardner, Mass.. a recent
graduate of Tufts College and also a Fitchburg,
Business College grailuate, has taken a position
as assistant commercial teacher in the Cam-
bridge. Mass., Commercial College.

•Miss Annetta M. Page has been cliosen as
head of the shorthand department of the Parsons,
Kan., Business College.

\A'. H. Patten, of Shenandoah, Iowa, goes to
the Merrill Business College. Stamford. Conn.,
as head of the commercial department.

The Columbus. Ohio, Business College has
added H. G. .Swope to its teaching staff. Mr.
Swope was with Taylor University, Upland,
Intl., last year.

Spokane, Wash., has lost J. U. \'oriibrock ni
the Santa Bariiara. Cal.. Business College, where
he will have charge of commercial branches.

Hugh S. Jeffrey, of Huntington. Ind.. is

leaching commercial subjects in the Illinois
Business College, Chicago.

Richard Scholz, Troy, N. >'.. is a new teacher
in the commercial departiiieiii of Schuylkill
Seminary, Reading, Pa.

Mary McDougall has gone from Elizabeth
College. Ch.-irlotte. N. C., to the Randolph-
.Macon Woman's College, Lynchburg, Va.
w here she will have secretarial work.

.Mi.ss Jean E. Pearson, of York Springs, Pa., is

a recent addition to the faculty of the Drake Bus-
iness College, New York.

Miss Christina Bowles, last year in charge of the
shorthand department of the (iem City Busi-
ness College, (juiiicy. 111., has moved to Seattle,
wliere she will teach shorthand in Wilson's
Modern Business College.

Miss Anna L. Dobson, who graduated from
Eastman Business College last year, is in charge
of the commercial department of the Reids-
ville. N.C., High School.

Miss Florence I. Powers is teaching shorthand
111 the Stratford. Conn., High School.

.Miss Nettie C. Gilmore. who finished a course
in the Gregg School, Chicago last year, is teach-
ing in Thompson's Connnercial College. Min-
neapolis.

C. E. Dwight. .\bilene, Kan., is in charge of
Ihe shorthand work of the Tri-.State Business
College, Cumberland. Md.

E. \'. (rraves, Chillicothe, Mo., is teaching
commercial branches in the St. Louis, Mo., Bus-
iness College,
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is. A. Riihertson. last year with the Massachu-

setts CoUesre of Commerce, is now in charge of

the commercial departiiu-nt of tlie MacCormac

Si'hool. Chicago.

F. X. Delahuiity. of Phila.lelijhia. follows K.

V. Snyiler, in the Mahanoy City, I'a.. H it'll

School, where he is in chare:e of tliecommenial

department. Mr. Snytler goes to the Nutley.

N. J., High School for similar work.

W.A. C. Doering is a new teacher

New York School, Fifth .Avenue and la.'ith

St.

Mi.ss Lorena L;me will have the shorthand de-

partment of the Shelilon. Iowa. Business Col-

lege this year.

Wilham Pugh. formerly with the Wisconsin

Business College. Fonddu Lac. Wis., has charge

of the commercial department of the Schissler

School of Business. Norristown. Pa.

L. A. Newton is at the head of the commercial

department of the new Britain. Conn.. Connner-

cial C<illege.

K. D. Pennell. formerly with the Ailrian.

.Mich.. College, is now in the .Miiniesota School

of Business, Minneapolis.

H. A. Keneau now swings his facile pen in

Lawrence I'niversity. .\i>pleton. Wis., where

he has a delightful school home.

Alliert Hiltpold. a recent student of the .North

anipton, .Mass.. Commercial College, is now

teaching in Yonkers. N. Y.

Miss Cora M. Pryor, of the (jlobe Business

College, St. Paul, Minn., is this year in charge
of shorthand in the BloomiTigton. 111.. High
School.

II. K. Congdon. last year with the .Meriden.

Conn., High .School, is this year in charge of tlic

commercial work of the Rutland. \'l.. Iligli

School.

E. K. McClain, who has been speiuling the

summer in the Zanerian .\rt College, is openiTig

the new commercial <lepartment in the Oil City.

Pa.. High School.

C. (). Weeks, last year with the lluntsinger

Business College. Hartford. Conn., will open a

new commercial department this year in the

Shelton and the Derby. Conn.. High Schools.

The buildings are near to one another, and Mr.

Weeks will divide his time between the two in-

stitutions.

.Miss Beatrice K. Co>
Karleli. Chihls, of Pro

teachers in the Coleman
lege. Newark, N.J.

if It N. >.

• K. I., are i

al Business (

C, T. Forcaile follows N. B. Cood as coi;

cial teacher in the VN'iUiams Business Co
Oshkosh. Wis. .Mr. (iood goes to the Am

C. B. Edgeworth has charge of the commercial

work of the W'estfield, 111., College this year.

W. H. McCauley, for many years principal of

the four C"s at Des Moines, is now with the

Brownsberger School. Los .Xngeles, and, associ-

ated with him, are two other lowans: K. K.

Wiatt. formerly at Council Bluffs, and Mrs. An-
na .M. J. Crouse. at one time in Centerville, but

more recently with the Santa Rosa, Cal.. Business

College.

.M. A. Conner, of the Bath, Me,, High School,

opens a new connnercial department in the Med-
ford, Mass., High School.

L. W. (jreathouse. a recent (Jem City Business

College man. is directing the work of the com-
mercial department of Hill's Business College.

Waco. Texas.

T. N. Carswell has gone from the .\bilene,

Texas, Business College to the Wichita, Texas,

Business College, owned by the principal of the

former .school.

C. A. Marone. of Brown's Business College,

St. Louis, has charge of the shorthand depart-

ment of the San Francisco Business College.

Miss .Mice Campbell, who was with the Eagan
.School, New York, last year, will teach in the

public schools of Plaintield. N. J., this year.

.Miss Millie H.Maier. a re<-ent prclnct of the

Summer .School of Rochester. N. 'I'., Business

Institute, will teach connnercial work in the

Schenectady. N. "1„ High School this year.

.\tlee L. Percy goes from the Spencerian

Commercial School, Cleveland, to the Techni-

cal High School, Springfield, Mass.

11. (i. Staton. is a new commercial teacher in

file Kly, .Minn.. High .School.

.\. W. Ross, last year with the East Troy Con-
ference Academy, is now with the B. & S. Busi-

ness College, Manchester, X. H.

Miss' Eloise Winhafer. who was with the

Drake Business College, Jersey CTty, last year,

is now at tlie heail of the shorthand department
of the Worcester. Mass.. School of Commerce.

Hattie N. Burch. last year in the Des Plaines,

III., High School, will have charge of connner-
cial work in the .Stilwater, Minn.. High .School.

B. W. Freeman, of Highland Park College,

Des Moines, is at the head of the commercial
work of the Staustead, (.Juebec, Wesley I'nix'er-

Thc .\merican Business College. Pnel.lo.

oradn. has a new (iregg teacher m lliepers

CiMirad .Mcirris. of Swayzee. Ind.

1). .M. .Murphy, recently witli tlie On
Neil.. Commercial College, is now with tin

atrice, Neb.. College.

Miss Dorothy W. Fitts, a recent gr:i.lii:

the Dorche.ster. .Mass., High S.Ikk.I. i- .1

teaclier on the staff of the Rochester. N. H.,

High School. Miss Fitts will teach tlie com-
mercial branches.

B. F. Hart, for many years at the head of the

connnercial dei-iartment of the Peru Tow iiship

High School. La Salle. III., is now at the heail of

the commercial departtnent of the splendid new
Westport High School, Kansas City, Mo.

T. J. Kirker, who has been with Spalding's
Business College. Kansas City, Mo., is now in

charge of the commercial department of the

Central High School of that city.

Miss Marion V. Ney, of St, John's, Mich.,
goes this year to the Traverse City. Mich.. High
School. She was in the Iron Mountain, Mich.,

High School last year.

Ernest McCoUuin goes fioni Rcckfoid. 111., to

the commercial departtnent of Barnes Business
College, St. Louis.

C. .M. Drake, last year principal of Drake Bus-
iness College. PlainHeld. N. J., is principal of

the commercial department of the Yale Business
College. New Haven, Conn.

E. B. Moore, has gone from Dixon. III.. Col-
lege to the Lewiston, Idaho, High School,
where he will have charge of the commercial de-
partment.

W. D. Wigenl. a recent graduate of Central
College, Central City, Neb., is with the Lake
City. Minn.. Connnercial College,

Ij. C. Brink is a new commercial department
man in Brown's Business College. Kansas City.

Oscar Sarstield is a recent addition to the staff

of the School of Commerce of Highland Park
College, Des Moines.

(;. (i. Gudmundson, a grailuate last year from
the I'niversity of North Dakota, where he com-
pleted the course in the Schtx^l of Commerce, is

luiw principal of the (ioderich, ( Intario. Business

College.

Leon F. Hussey. a last year's graduate of the

Bliss Business College, North Adams, Mass,, is

the new teacher in charge of the commercial de-

partment of the Mechanicville. X. '^'.. High
School.

John T. Yates, one of the proprietors of the

Bliss Business College, Newark. Ohio, was
cli(")sen for the shorthand <lepartment of the Met-
ropolitan Business College. Cliicago. but was
unable to take tin

attack of illness.

J.J. Forney, of the Abilene. Kan.. Business

ollegc. is incliargeof tlie connnercial depart

-

neiit of the Denison, Iowa. .Noniutl School.

.\. (i. Bertv, fontierly of New Brightuii. .\. "i ..

^ now connected with the big Huntsinger Husi-

less College. Ilartfi.r.l. Cnmi.

ff'-

^Z

^£assmorc l^as—more sense—stimulatina stuff at tl^e top of bis spinal

coi^ for our subscribers—so sec that you keep your subscription stencil in

tbe • cjoino," instead of tbe beab class.

Ctn article from l]is pen mill appear in tbe December number that is

trortb tbe subscription price of anyone's money.

'^

.^
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WHERE THE SELF SUPPORTING
COME IN.

"Talk about ejycation", says my
friend the pessimist, "I can't see it's

got much to do with people's gettin'

on. If I was to name all the grad'yates
I know that's failed, I reckon it'd fill

a small d'rectory --business college,

'cademy, university, college, law, and
the whole bunch of schools that's

s'posed to make you a howlin' suc-
cess. Wy, there's—."
"Wo-p", said I, "you're back in the

last century on your ideas and no-
tions. For instance, you're all off on
the notion that a school is even sup-
posed now-a-days to make a success of

you, howling or otherwise."
"Not make a success of you ? Well

then what in tarnation are they for ?

What are they supposed to do? What
are they good for if it ain't to make
you git there over the other fellow
who's shy on college education and
degrees an' such?"
"Well, you see," I answered, "every-

one that knows, long ago gave up the
idea that anybody or anything could
make a success out of anybody. May
help some, may put him where he can
do it for himself, but he has to do it

for himself. Nobody can build up an
athlete frame on you and give you
hard, bunchy muscles with an appe-
tite for anything that can be chewed
—nobody but old Mr. E.xercise.

They can give ycu the chance to

exercise and the stuff to eat to make
the bones and muscles and that's all.

If you don't do the eating and the ex-

ercise to aid digestion and assimila-
tion to convert the food into muscle,
why, you won't have the muscle.
That's all."

"Well, then what's the sense in

spendin' money sendin' young folks
to school? If you can't make suc-
cesses out of them, better save the
money."
"Not a bit of it. You don't catch

my meaning, don't savvy. Education,
or rather schooling, is all right. It's

the meat and the bread and the other
things to eat that will build muscle
if they are given to the fellow who can
and will digest them and make them a

part of him. But food isn't helping any-
body unless he does digest and assim-
ilate makes it a part of him—has the
power to make use of it, to use it."

"Guess I don't quite savvy. That
'similate' sticks me. Can't di-gest it.

'Spose yau give it a little plainer, just

simple language like."

"Well, you see, it's like this.
Schooling or knowledge is a power,
or can be made a power, that's all,

and nothing else. It won't lift you
nor push you along a single inch un-
less you have the enterprise and the
ability to use it. No more than steam
in a boiler will pull a train of cars
unless you have the rest of the ma-
chinery and the connection is all right

to the cylinder and it's regulated
right."

"Oh yes, I see. Then this ejycation—

"

"Schooling", I interposed.
"Schooling is the word. Education
starts when you are about a day old

and goes on till you end life."

"All right, then this schooling ain't

all of it, at all. Just a part of it—the
steam, so to speak."
"That's it exactly. Schooling isn't

all. It's only a part, but a mighty
important part and the more you have
of it, the better off you are, that is,

provided you can use it. In other

words, the bigger head of steam, the

more power, the more speed to the

engine and the longer the train, //the

machinery for using the steam is big
enough and all the force of the steam
can be used.
The reason some people succeed so

poorly with a good schooling is they
have never learned how to use it to

get the most out of it. The practical

side of their nature or mind has not

been developed enough to utilize all

their knowledge to the best advan-
tage. At least, that's one reason.

Just imagine a man trying to stuff

himself full enough of food to last a

week and then expecting it to work out

into muscle and bone. That's partly

why so many fellows show up short

after they've been kept in school per-

petually from five to twenty-five. No
practical side developed. No develop-

ment of power to use what they have
accumulated.

Look at the fellows who have to

work a while, then go to school a
while, then work again, and so on.
These fellows are eating one meal at

a time and working to make it a part
of themselves.
Then they repeat it over and over.

As fast as they get a thing, they learn
how to use it. So the strength from
each meal gees into them to make
them strong."
"Then j^ou're in favor of ed —

schooling ?
"

"To be sure. How could a reason-
ing person be otherwise? It is the
hope, the salvation of everyone. But
the strongest men have been those
with whom learning and doing have
gone pretty much hand in hand. The
truth is, knowledge and the ability to

use it are two different things. Knowl-
edge alone makes the 'educated fool'

you were talking about. Combined
with ability to use it to advantage—
practical ability — it makes the big
successes. It takes a team to draw
the big success-wagon, one horse
won't pull it very far—Knowledge and
.\bility to Use It."

"Yes, indeed, there's nothing in the
world will take the place of schooling.
To work a field you must first find the
field — that's hunting opportunity—
then you must get the co-operation or
consent of some one else for the work
— this is the practical or real busi-
ness part ; then you must have the
things to plow with and know how—
that's the schooling part, where mere
knowledge comes in. Of course, you
must have the plow on hand when
you propose to work next day. And
the better you plow and team, the
better the work and more profitable."
"Then the first thing you'd do",

said my friend, "would be to get the
plow and the team."
"There's the practical sense", I re-

plied, "the ability to carry out what
you propose, and with profit to both,
first. But it won't hurt any if you
keep hunting for garden spots to plow
and perfect yourself on them before
tackling the big fields. In other
words, earning some money along,
finding how it's done, and learning
to use what you may already have,
right along with the schooling or be-
fore, is going to help in making good
use of all future schooling. One's
education never ends, and pretty
nearly everyone who ever 'got there'

did some studying for years after he
was out of school. Yep. Nothing
like schooling; nothing better except
education, which includes the ability

to use the schooling."
"You mean", said he, ''it's worth

about as much to know how to land
the job you're after and be able to

manipylate a salary raise as it is to

be able to do the work."
"That's it exactly. You've caught

a part of the meaning at last. That
wouldn't be all of the meaning, but it

would be a part."
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LESSONS IN OKNAMENTAL WRITING

rSorwalk Business

Specimens fcir criticisin

Mr. Woiinell bv tlie

Colleee, Norwalk. O.

should be niailetl to

25th of the nioiitli.

-J

1 have not givpii :i larse miinber of copies for this month, but they are (lirtiinlt enough to l;eep you busy if you give them the practice you should

Just two capitals Z. ami S and the upper loop letters. I consider £ and .s' the most difticult of all the capitals and most penmen consider the upper

loops the most dilKcult of all the smal letters.

We can best study the £ and S by noticing their points of similarlity. Each begins with a large horizontal oval. Xntice that this oval is a little

largerand that it comes ne.arerto the base line in tlie .S than in the L. .Strive to get the stem of these letters a graceful conipouiid curve. Crossing

of .S one-half its height. Crossing of £ the same ora little aliove one-half the height. Be careful to keep the shade low. entirely below the crossing.

Base line loop of I, horizontal. Finishing oval of £ horizontal and same size as begimung oval. ,

Now, here ciinics the important point in the instruction for I. and .S. important liccause it is usually overlooked by .students and 1 have never seen it

nieiiticined in any instruction. It is this: The loop of .Sand the inrrespuuiling kiop in £ stjoidd lie widest at half its length—that is. it shoulil taper to the

top as well as toward the crossing. Most students get it ballofin-shaped.

This will help yon to get it right. Stop at top of loop, thus avoiding the uusiglitly hroatl turn and resulting baloon -shaped loop. Vou may do the

same thing with the base-line loop. I always have my students stni) attbeeml of these loops in business writing, until they have learned tu

make tliem properly.

Now watch carefully my instruction on upper loops. .Students liave tlie same trouble here that I have just mentioned in connection with £ and .S,

they get their loops too broad at top.

Now watch—Use a rather quick action, a combination of finger and arm movement. Get plenty of curve in up-stroke and a little in down-stroke

fill you almost reach the crossing. LIFT THE FEN IN MCJTION .\T THE CROSSlNfJ. Catch up the stroke very carefully and finisli like /. 1 be-

lieve the line of dissected loop letters in copy will make my instruction transparent.

I received a nice lot of practice vi'ork on the .September lesson, which 1 went over very carefully. You will find criticisms in this issue. I hope vou

will be benefiteil by them. Keep coming—that is, keep up the wrrk till Ihe ch se of Ihe lessons if you possibly can. You'll be happy then- and so

will I.
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CRIIICISMS
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J. R. B., 111. You write a very neat business

hand— a little too slow though—get a little more
movement. I admire your neatness but it is al-

most a fault with you. Strike out boldly but

carefully. Make your capitals much larger for a

while and your shades heavier, (iet more
swing.

J.C. R.. Minn. You do remarkably well for

one engaged in your line of work. You could

become quite professional if you were to take a

regular course. Your capitals are the best. I

don't believe you need any further criticism on
this lesson.

R.L. H., Ohio. You do quite well. O and ^
are your best letters. Get shade higher on C
and throw finishing oval either below or around
base line, not above it. Go slowly on B. Don't

make the little loop so horizontal and large and
make "Opart" larger. Notice position of E
in relation to base line. You get it too high.

You can secure a certificate provided your work
is up to the standard.

W. A. H., Pa. You do excellent work. Y'our

business writing is professional now and all

you need, to learn ornamental is lots of study

and practice. Your small letter work is best and

the onl\- criticism is on small c. Get more of a

hook ami dot at the top. You make the usual

mistake on £—too high from 'base line.

F. W.. Iowa. You are doing fair work, your
small letters being the best. E is your best cap-

ital and D your poorest. I believe you'll have to

put a little more speed into your capitals but be

careful not to go to the other extreme. Study
form.

J. A. X., Pa. Capital O is your best letter.

Keep shade higher on C and A, especially C.

Judging fnim your work, I woulfl think that you
have had little training in ornamental so far.

That being the case, you can reach the top if you
practice, practice, practice.

E. H. M.. N.J. Yours is the best work I've

received. Your small letter work is fine— I don't

think you need any criticism on it. You make
the mistake of not getting your finishing ovals

on capitals horizontal and when you finish with

oval entirely below base line, you carry top

stroke of oval too far to the left. Right side of

oval of A should be nearly straight but not as

straight as you make it.

W. J. E., N. J. Y'ou are doing good work.

Make capitals larger. Do you use suspended

arm movement? I recommend it. Capital K
too high above base line. Small r too large.

You can become very fine.

C. S. F.. Miss. Yes, you have the earmarks of

a "comer." Slow down considerably both on

caps and small letters, .\gain—Slow down. I'll

excuse the ink this time. Don't let it happen

again.

C. T. E. S., N. J. You are quite a penman
already. Slow down and study form. Too
much slant on A and C. Work on D, reading
very carefully. "Keep little loop and Opart
both resting on base line.

A. D. S.. Mich. Throw finishing oval of E
around base line. Same for C. I believe you
used a pen that had seen better dajs. A little

better quality of paper will help some. I was
very glad to see your work. Come again with-
out fail.

A. P. M.. N. Y. You are doing very good
work but your paper and ink are so poor, it is

hard to tell what you can do. You have a good
eye. Get a little niore movement on your capi-

tals. I believe you write fast enough on small
letters.

J. H. J.. Ohio. Your work is smooth. Finish-

ing oval of D should be horizontal. Your small
letters need more attention than capitals. Change
your style of c. loop e. close o at top and get re-

trace on finish of w. Work on line 9.

J. F. C, Pa. You have a nice start. Study
fonn. Do lots of thinking as well as practicing.

Watch finishing ovals of O. A and D. Get them
horizontal. Don't begin C with a dot. C and E
both too high from base line. Write page after

page of small letters, both crosswise and length-

wise of page.

H.N.C.. Ohio. You <lo very well indeed Tiot

to have had any lessons at all in penmanship. I

lielieve you can learn to write but for H. N.'s

sake, get some bigger and better paper and put

some water in your ink to thin it. Come again

and I'll be more specific in my criticism.
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The Employer's Standpoint
By ION E. I>WYER,

Professor olf <". omme. rce,

KOBEKT COLLEOE, <:ONSTANTINOPLE.

"^^
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Many of the readers of this number
of The Business Educator are just

beginning their business courses and
the matter of getting a position is

purposely brought early to their at-

tention. It is of great importance
that the student should go at this

matter properly. A correct start

hastens a happy result. The princi-

pals of the following incidents were,

a few years ago, facing the same
problem you are now facing and they

were no more, nor less, likely to er-

ror than the young men of 1908.

A young man once asked the writer

for assistance in getting a position.

"What are you qualified to do?" I

asked. He replied, "I am not quali-

fied for any position but if 1 could
get one, I would then fit myself for

it." All efforts to show this young
man that he was going at the matter
backwards wereunavailing. His pol-

icy is a short-cut to the free lunch
counter where he is now probably
taking his meals.

Mr. F., a young shoemaker, was a
delightful contrast to the above.
After spending his evenings for two
winters studying in an evening
school, he said, "I want to get this

thing well— I don't care how long it

takes." Redid get it well and be-
gan making good at once. He is now
holding a responsible position in

Baltimore, with promotion just ahead.
He believed in preparation first and
position ne.xt and has proven his
theory to be correct. The time to be-
gin getting a position is at the very
beginning of the course for the sub-
sequent getting and keeping of the
position depends upon the prepara-
tion. The way to maki a thorough
preparation is to get the daily lessons
perfectly. This done, the happy re-

sult will be forthcoming.
If some of the best business men of

your city were to leave their offices

and go to your home to tell you what,
in their ripe experience, they had
found to be the most useful for office

beginners to know, you would profit
by what they had to say. It is not
possible for these busy men to go to
you in person, but here are some
things that they have said about
preparation for office work. The fol-

lowing remarks were gleaned from
personal interviews with representa-
tive American business men and are
as authorative and valuable as
though spoken in your hearing.
"What do you consider the most

important things for an office begin-

ner to know?" I asked the manager
of a widely known shoe factory.
After a moment's thought he replied,
"Penmanship and Arithmetic with
accuracy and rapidity are the most
important." I don't care whether he
knows much about book-keeping or
not, if he has the qualifications just
mentioned and a knowledge of debit
and credit he will, if he is bright, get
along all right. Business graduates
don't step from school to the position
of head bookkeeper in this office.
They begin at the bottom where they
are given one book to keep, when
they have mastered that they are giv-
en another and so on until they know
all the books in the office. Rapidity
and accuracy are great things."
The head bookkeeper in a large

furniture store declared, in response
to my question, that four-fifths of a
bookkeeper's mistakes are made in
addition. Athorough goingbusiness
man said, "A stenographer must
know how to spell, punctuate and
use English well. So many of our
young people study but a few months
after finishing the Grammar Grades
that the language is but poorly
learned. It is a great mistake."
"Were I to take one of your clerks

and fit him for your office, what
would you wish me to teach him?"
I asked the head of a department
store. "I should want him taught to
keep his books in balance," he re-

plied. "I should, of course, prefer a
good penman to a poor one but he
must be able to keep his books
straight."
To the question, "What are two

most essential qualifications for a be-
ginning stenographer?" a judge re-

plied : A good command of the F^n-

glish, including, of course, spelling,
punctuation, capitalization; etc., ami
accuracy in transcribing lier miles.

In my legal work I use many words
that are generally considered sy-

nonymous, yet each has its own
meaning and is used for a purpose.
Unless the stenographer knows the
definite meaningof each one, she gets
muddled and makes nonsense out of
what 1 intended should make sense.
Neatness is essential—fresh linen,

unsoiled hands, fingernails clean,
clothes well brushed, pages free from
finger marks, blots or erasures, etc.

I once had a man for outside work,"
he continued, "who wore very inex-
pensive clothing and it was often
frayed but it was always neat and
clean. He could do better work be-

cause of it—he was a valuable man."
These things may seem elementary,

but it was just upon these things
that all the men interviewed placed
the emphasis. The young reader is

again reminded that these men are
speaking from experience; and an
ounce of experience is worth a pound
of theory.

It is not to be inferred from the
foregoing that these are the only im-
portant things in the course, f/iey

are not. The other subjects such as
Commercial Geography, Commercial
Law, Office Practice, etc., are just as
important. But thetestimony of bus-
iness men shows where to place the
emphasis. When the more element-
ary subjects are thoroughly mastered,
superior work can be done in the ad-
vanced part of the course as well as
in the office. Of this the business
men are well aware, but in wisely
placing the emphasis on the element-
ary part of the course they are strik-

ing the key-note of preparation.
Nine students out of every ten

could profitably spend more time
than they do on their business
courses. Not all who profess to be

,
qualified for office positions are real-

ly capable of holding them. The ex-

perience of most commercial teachers
is that young people are so anxious
to begin work that they shorten their

time of preparation, their progress
being, thereby, retarded all through
life.

Out of liSO replies received to a
want "ad" in a Boston paper, only
six were worthy of serious considera-
tion—the others were only partially
fitted. Such instances as these, of
which there are others, indicate that
there are but few really good book-
keepers out of a place. These six

may have already had positions and
looking for a chance to better them-
selves.

A thorough preparation plus com-
mon sense and a desire to please
makes the keeping of the position a
logical result.

Some years ago a >oung man whom
we will call Mr. A. applied for a posi-
tion as stenographer in an office where
many had tried before him and failed..

During his two weeks' trial, he found
that he must take dictation from
three men, each of whom had differ-

ent charactertstics. The first spoke
very fast but Mr. A. could write rap-
idly and make a good transcript. The
second hopelessly muddled his let-

ters. He would dictate a sentence,
then alter it, then another with sub-
sequent change, and so on until the
paragraph was finished. He would
then treat the paragraphs in the same
way. By the time the letter was dic-

tated it was so jumbled up that it re-

quired much revising and frequently
complete reconstruction at the hands
of the stenographer. This he could
do because of his knowledge of the
language, and his transcripts came
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back to the dictator worded in a clear,
straightforward, business-like way.
The third man had the eccentricity of
rushing into the room and beginning
the dictation before reaching his desk
or speaking to the stenographer. Mr.
A. overcame this difficulty by always
keeping his note book open, and
within reach, and a pencil over his
ear, ready to write at the first out-
burst of dictation. It is almost use-
less to say that he won the apprecia-
tion of his employers and was made
a permanent member of the office

force. Such men are bound to suc-
ceed—the world can't keep them down
even if it wanted to.

The world has more inefficient
workers than it can well get along
with and it needs more well qualified
ones than it can get. Men of affairs
are constantly looking for men who
can do things a little better than any
one else. At least one corporation
makes the practice of engaging goad
men whenever it can find them,
whether there is an immediate open-
ing or not—it can use all the good
men it can find.

The world calls loudly for men and
women who can do things better than
anyone else and is willing to reward
them for it. The need was never
greater—there are greater things to
be done than ever before. This call

goes resounding through all the
avenues of trade and is for you,
young men and women The world
needs you—otherwise you would nev-
er have been—and it needs you at
your best. The exactions are greater
than ever before but your opportuni-
ties for preparation and the reward
offered are correspondingly greater,
therefore, you have an equal chance
with your friends of yesterday.

You Don't Care
so MUCH ABOUT THE
PRICE -IT'S QUALITY YOU

WANT
Try These

One ilozeii C":irils laiiv iiMinei 35 cents
S<T.-ii.b(>ok SpcriMirii uiiy best i .. 50 cents

LESSONS BY MAIL

A. M. WONNELL
Norwalk ... Ohio

pra

H. LDckwood.
ictor, 16 yea
^•tical experi

FIRST
• oiirseof this kind In
Amtiica 1892. Ouar-
antPe plan FREE
TEST LESSON.

' today I or full
nforn tlon

copy Htiid-
ents Art MaKalliie.
Lockwood Stolti

Art School. Depl. F,

KalamatoD. Mich.

.\ tine lot of specimens have been rei'eived
from Mr. .S. (). Smith, the skillful penman in the
Willis Business College, Ottawa, Ont., Can.
These specimens are very good for this time of
the year an<l show that Mr. Smith is securing his
usual results.

Mr. C. J. Potter, penman in the Elliott's Busi-
ness College. Burlington, la., submitted speci-
mens of his pupils' work about the time our Oc-
tf>ber number went to press, a large percentage
of which was up to our certificate standard. Mr.
Potter is to be congratulated on the results he is

getting so early in the season.

.Specimens of penmanship executed by the
pupils of the Commercial H4gh School, Pitts-

l)urg. Pa., have recently been received from Mr.
H. (r. Burtner. penman and commercial teacher.
All (if tliese pupils are writing practical business
hands. Every page is the embodiment of neat-

ness. Mr. Burtner is to be congratulated upon
the success he is achieving.

.\. R. Merrill, the skillful penman of Saco. Me.,
renewed his subscripti(m to The Business
EDfCATOR and enclosed some superbly writ-

ten cards, ornamental style. Mr. Merrill's work
is certainly of a very high standard.

H. B. Cole, penman in the Quincy. Mass..
High School, sent us some exercise work done
b\-si)meof liis pupils that is exceptionally fine.

Tlu-se pupils are evidently getting the right kind
i.f instructions.

Specimens of a high order were received from
E. W. Miller, principal, commercialtdepartment
Williss Business University, Springfield, O. We
have written Mr. Miller to Iiave some of his
[jiipils prepare work in India ink so we may
have it engraved for The Business Educator.

Specimens of lettering, roundhand, business
and ornamental penmanship have been mailed
us by E. H. McGhee, penman in the Horton-
Large Business Institute, Trenton, N. J. Mr.
McGhee is yet a young man, and from the way
he is improving, it seems as though he is des-
tined to become one of our finest penmen.

J. W. Washington, the penman and engrosser
of Boston, Mass., recently favored us with a page
of signatures in ornamental style, as well as a

number of written cards, which are ver\'

creditable indeed. Mr. Washington is entleav-

oring to build up a gtiod business by mail, and
we doubt not that his work gives entire satisfac-

tion. We wish to refer our readers to his adver-
tisement in another part of this journal.

tmmmi^mi
B World's First Prize In Penman

hip. By my new system I cuu make an ex

pert penmao of you hy mail. I also tear

Book-beeping and Shorthand. Am placin

my students as instructors in commen
lesei If J

Favorite Pena and \

C. W. RANSOM,
EncUd Ave. , EansoB City, UlsBonrl.

Hy n. B. Lehman, St. Louis, M

By D. Beauchanip. with the .\. N. Palmer Co.. New York City.

e
No Other System of Writing
II tflls the Pupil and Teacher How li will pay yon to investigate.

Don't Buy Your Practice Paper a"dla^bo"r'"'sen

Faust Method
(inaled the Faust as a result getter,
graduates and less labor to get them,
een the record in schools using the

If you are interested. WRITE AND I WILL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT

ed the FAUST IDEAL. Itsspecial ruling saves time, money
id for eaiuplf sheet and circular giving full description of the plan.

^

VC . A. FA V ST , 40 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILrLr.

J
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A fine engraving of a fine specimen executed by a fine penman. \V. F. (iiesseman. Beiitel Business College. Everett. Wasli,
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TO H. M. ROWE.

As some strong swimmer, alone and far from shore,

Counts every sullen wave but a caressing friend.

And smites with joyous stroke that leaves no trace or trend

Of enmity or ire; fronts foam and spume and roar

With smile of fellowship, that, understanding, asks no more

Than privilege of battle 'gainst what odds may lend

Enchantment to the clash; ever overcoming, send

No taunt into the ruins of the fray; then, sore

From bruise and strain to turn again for healing home;

Forgotten all the sturdy pose and unrelenting blows;

(ione all the tumult, lost in passion turned to foam

At sight of friends so few, and yet who knows—who knows

How strong since they subdue a spirit wont to roam
Afield iu conquest, far from friends and nearer foes.

— Mtivi/i Cassmore.

BECOME A.M BXPERX
e tin t-xpii t kri'i" Ifii^e of the art in which you are

enKa(r*-<i "ii'i tmi- mukc penmanship interehting and
facii

th

1 Method of detet'ting Korpr-
natine. interestitiK u-nd in-

Btructlve from cover to cover. Profusely illustrated w
phutOKaaphic reproductions of famous t'orgeries-

A dollar and a half bringi^ it to you by return mail.

r. B. COVRTMEY
Cedar Rapids KusineHS College, Tedar Kupids,

YOVR. SIGNATVRi;
Written in the Mills style of business
writing and a cut furnished of the same
for $2.25. Send copy of the combination
of initials you prefer and also state size
of cut desired. Address.

C C MIL#L#S, Scripl Specialist,

195 Grand Ave.. ROCHESTER. N. Y.

r

v^
BOOK REVIEWS

=^

.^
"Metlioiliii Penniaiisliiu," by .1. II. Ha.lilt'ii-

kircher. supervisor (if peninanshii) in the ijublit-

schools of Lafayette, Ind., is a neat little booklet,

which all teachers of penmanship will do well to

secure. It is adapted to the use of any system

and is chock-full of g:ood thing:s.

Beers Shorthand, Complete Text. A system

of light line phonography adapted to every

purpose for which shorthand is used, by J. W.
Beers. Second edition—revised and re-engrav-

ed—and pubhshed by the Beers Publishing Co.,

1(108 Simpson St., New York, N. Y. The fol-

lowing is not tndy what the author claims for

Beers Shorthand, but what be states he can jirove:

'It is onl>' light-line system that does not dmp
terminations. It is the only light-line system

that HAS Pitmanic Brevity. It is the only light-

line system that does NOT mutilate the English

language. It is the only light-line system that

does not have to distort the regular word-out-

lines in order to make facile phrase-signs. It is

the only system by which any word in the En-
glish language may be written without lifting

the pen. It is the only system that does not use

arbitrary or symbolical signs for prefixes and af-

fixes, it secures as great brevity as any system
ever published and, at the same time, gives as

full a consonant indication as any Pitmanic sys-

tem anil as full a vowel indication as any light-

Itiu- s\stem which is much more than any Pit-

inaiiir system does. This means ABSOLl'TK
LKiilBILITY.
"It is the only text that does not have a lot of

'mush' that has no connection with what the
stuiient needs. The book was ma<ie by a practi-

cal man for practical people. '.Slush' belongs
in the atlvertising literature—not in a Text.
There are practically no obtuse or difficult com-
binations. Read ',Some Pohits.' That is the
biggest proved claim ever jjiit out in tlie his

tor\' of shorthand."
The book is attractively jirinted and boinid

and MO doubt a copy will tin

of e\ ei y stLident of shortliaii

id its way to the desk
d s.\'stems. .And, as

th( UtlK Impes. it I :iftli(

leailing systems of shorthand in this countrw In

witring us the author .states that we should give
the book a notice if we can, and that we are not to

be afraid to give it "Hts" if we feel like it. "That
won't hurt us," he says, "nor it." "The book
that is afraid of attacks had better not get to the
printing press." Mr. Beers will gladly send a

copy of the booklet, "Some Points," tf> which he
refers, to all who are interested.

"Accountancy," an entirely new work dealins;

with Acci>untaiirv from a theoretical and iiracti-

cal |joint..iMe« b\ I'r.nuis \V. Pixley. London.
Kng. Publishfil \,\ Sir Isaac Pitman ,.>i Sons,
Ldt.. London, .ni.l handled in this country l.y

the well-kni.wn imhlishing firm, Isaac Pitman
& .Sons. -.U I'lnon Siiuare, N. Y. This book
treats the snbjeci of .Vccountancy on a scientific

basis. Some of tlie chapters treated in the liook

are as follows: The Constructive Branch of .\(-

(duntancy ; The Construction of Books ; The Con

-

struction of Cost .\cconnts; The Construction of

Stalenicnts nf Aiciumtsto Show the Financial
Results: 'Ibc Construction of the Profit and
Loss Account: Depreciation; The Construction
of the Balance Sheet; The Law Relating to the
Construction of Books and Statements of Ac-
count. It is well printed, sub.stantially bound
:iMd contains 311 pages. Undoubteilly this is a

\ er\- \-aluable work for all who are are interested

in the subject of higher ;iccounting. Price. S'J.

By C. W. Ra City, Mo.
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TO PENMEN AND TEACHERS OF

PENMANSHIP.

The next annual meeting of the

National Penmanship Teachers' As-
sociation will be held at Indianapolis,

Ind., December 28-31, 1908, in the
Shortridge High School building.
The Federation headquarters will be
at the English Hotel,

The officers and executive commit-
tee of the Penmanship Association
desire very much to have an enroll-

ment of 200 members in the penman-
ship section. Remember the number
—200—think about it, talk' about it,

and help to make it this number, first

by enrolling yourself and second by
interesting others to become mem-
bers. The fee for the first year is

$3.00, and renewal thereafter is |1.50.

The fee includes a copy of the Of-

ficial Report free. If possible, pay
your fee before going to Indianapolis.

1 am sure you would enjoy the pro-
gram of the next meeting. If you at-

tend one of the meetings, I know
you will want to attend another. The
social feature, the cordial greeting,
the glad hand shake, the inter-

change of thoughts and ideas—these
are qualities that belong distinctively

to the Federation meetings. Can
you afford not to identify yourself
with a Brotherhood of this kind ?

Help the Association and the Associ-
ation will help you.

Remember the 200—do all you can
to make the membership reach this

mark. Please join.

Yours most cordially,

C. E. DONER,
Secretary N. P. T. A.

PROGRAM

"Writing from Superintendent's
Point of View,"— F. W. Cooley, Su-
perintendent Public Schools, Evans-
ville, Indiana.
"Little Sermons in Penmanship by

Grade Supervisors"—J. W. Woodruff,
Superintendent Penmanship, India-
napolis, Indiana.

Wedxesd.w, DECEMrSER 30, 9 .v. M.

Address—Charles F. Coffin, \'ice

President and General Counsel, State
Life Insurance Co., Indianapolis,
Indiana.
"The Creation of Penmanship"

—

C. W. Ransom, President Ransomer-
ian School of Penmanship, Kansas
City, Mo.
Discussion led by W. W. Smith,

Indianapolis Business University,
Indianapolis, Indiana
"Lesson at the Board" — J. H.

Bachtenkircher, Supervisor of Writ-
ing, Lafayette, Ind.
"Teaching Helps in Penmanship"

—H. ('. Kessling, President New Al-
bany Business College, New Albany,
Indiana.
Experience Meeting.

Thursday, December 31, 9 a. m.

Address—"Our Work and Health"
Miss Charlotte Ziegelbauer, Super-

visor Writing, New Albany, Indiana.
Discussion led by H. C. Walker,

Supervisor of Writing, St. Louis,
Mo.
Address— "Card Writing" — J. O.

Peterson, Columbus, Ohio.
Report of Committees on E.xhibits.

Election of Officers.

Closing Exercises.
Such men as these will talk in our

general discussion—C. P. Zaner, C.
E. Doner, L. C. McCann, C. S.

Chambers, C. R. Tate, A. M. Won-
nell and R. A. Grant.

U/ANTFn *" <"si-o"i"ieruial8ebuol owner.
"rtniLU experienced teacher, a lliaiiager

practical accountant want^ a pi
tion a> manager and solicitorfor a good comni
cial school. Addiess. KEP., care Kuainess Edu

12c. WRITTEN CARDS 12c.
Finest WRITTEN C-4RDS. 1 diTie ( silver) and 2c stamp.

New and Beautiful Illuminated Scroll Cards in Colors and
Gold with name only -JSc par doz. * Twenty (20) lessons
Business Writing by mail only tiCd

BOSTON PEN ART COMPANY
30 WESLEY AVE DORCHESTER. MASS

a central city of 4<X».('00.
Partner has other interests—

I*ho is willing to assume some
merest for«1.500. School now

Care of BU.SI.NESS EDUC.tTOK. Columbus. Ohio

IPYOV^ISHTO EARN
PaLfsora^s P«tvnnmn, Keok.t.ilc« la.
My propositions and price lists will interest you. They

For a U
ited til

areA TYPEWRITER FREE
giving a Junior Typewriter to every
person taking our Gregg Shorthand
Mail Course.

WRITE TUDAV FOR FULL FARTICCLARS

.CARDS
for 15 cents.
I will give free a pack of
samples and send terms to

agents with each order.

AGENTS WANTED
Dl AMI/ PADnC I li^ve the very best blank
DUHrllV l/HnllO .-ai-ds now on the market.
Hand fut Come in 17 different colors Sample lUt
puatpaid, 15c. 1.(XjU by expre>3, 75c. Card Cii-oular
lor red stamp.

COMIC JOKER CARDS .tr LTnlw'
11X1 postpaid, 25c, I.eas loi moi e. Ink, Glossy Black
or Very Best White, 15c, per bottl?. 1 ublique Pen Hol-
der. IOC. Uiilotfs No I Pens, loi per doz. Lessons in
Card Winting, Wrcnlar for atanip

W. A BODE Box 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

National Penmanship Teachers' As-

sociation.

MoND.w, December 28, 8 p. m.

President's Address — L. C. Mc-
Cann, .Mahanoy City, Pa.
Reports of Secretary C. E. Doner,

Beverly, Mass.
Reports of Committees, Xew Busi-

ness, etc.

"The Beginning Class" — T. A.
Hopper, Manchester College, North
Manchester, Indiana.
Discussion led by W. C. Henning,

Associate Editor American Penman,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
General Talks and Experience

Meeting.

Ti'Esn.AY, December 29. 9 .a. .\r.

Address—"How I Teach Penman-
ship," M. A. Adams, President Mari-
etta Business College, Marietta, Ohio.
Discussion led by N. H. Wright,

Bryant & Stratton Business College,
Louisville, Ky.

.XlMil-Williani:

Sluili.i.

I'l inland. Ore
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR LESSON
NUMBER THREE.

The exercise on the first hne of this lesson is

one that should be mastered before beginning

work on the letters themselves. You will find it

extremely hard to keep the down strokes of

equal heft, there will be a tendency to swell the

shade when you have completed about one half

of the stroke. This will be due to the fact that

the stroke is much longer than in the minimum

letters and you have to exceed your range of

motion. You will soon overcome this difficulty

however if you practice on the first line of the les-

son and stick to it. Uo not try the letters or words

until you feel reasonably sure of the first line.

Another tendency will be to taper the shade

too mucli as you near the liase line. After you

have made a line of this exercise place your

ruler over the upper half of the work and see if

the hiwer part would resemlile your best effort

<m an exercise of the small letter it. It ought to.

Be sure that you have your paper ruled and

make the exercise two spaces high. The con-

necting hairline should extend up one space.

The letter t, given in the second line is a repe-

tition of the first line with the crossing added.

The crossing is maile 1-3 of a space from the

top.

The letter rf consists of the oval used in the

a and is merely an a with the second shaded

stroke extended another space higher. See to

it that both shaded strokes are of eciual width.

The letter p is three spaces high being 11-2

spaces above the base line and 11-2 spaces

below. The second shadeil stroke of p is the

same as the last stroke in the ni and D. Re-

touch the strokes that are finished 00= square at

either one. or both ends just as soon as you

make them. It will soon become a habit to do

this, and will in time lie done almost uncon-

The letter h in this syle is 2 1-2 spaces higli,

the second shaded stroke is the same as that in

the letter p.

The first part of the Jc is the same as in the h,

the second part however is entirely different, it

consists of a hairline stroke commencing one

space to the right of the first stroke and joining

the first stroke 1-2 space above the base line, it

should be a compound curve and can be made

upward instead of downward if preferred. The

second part of the finishing stroke begins at the

junction of the two other strokes and isa com-

pound curve, the general direction of which is

nearly vertical. The joining of the two parts of

the finish for the k forms a small loop.

The letter / is the same as the first line exer-

cise only l-^ space higher.

The letter b is the same as 1 except the finish-

ing stroke which is the same as the finish for the

V and w.

This lesson will be good training in slant as

the long shaded strokes are what determines the

slant of page writing, that is, more so than the

minimum strokes do.

BAIRD'S CRITICISMS.

R. L. H.. Cincinnati. (). Lower turns too

sharp, and you are not particular about hitting

the head line. Up strokes are made too fast.

In fact all your work has the appearance of hav-

ing been ruslied. Square up strokes in m and n
by retouching after the stroke has been made.

Raise the pen at the top of all minimum letters.

Rene G., Kansas City, Mo. Your work is

very fine. Shades taper a little too much in

making the double turns. Would advise you to

raise the pen at the top of all minimum letters,

you will notice the benefit more when you get

on smaller work.

Penfield, Pa. Work is altogether too fast,

shades are not heavy enough. Read the in-

structions carefully as to pen liftings. You use

too much connective slant, the up strokes should

be on nearly the same slant as the down strokes.

Sign your name to your work.

W. A. D., Hartford, Conn. Your work is very

good. It is a little too high for the width, but

expect you to overcome that fault on small

work. In writing words you are not careful

enough about bringing all letters to the head line.

To get ends of strokes square it is necessarj' to

retouch the work.

TYPEWRITERS
NEW AND

SECOND HAND

Some o( Tdem but

ALL OF THE BEST AMERICAN MACHINES

Remingtons $20 Densmores $IB

Smith Premiers $25

Olivers . . $30 Underwoods $40

Also all other machines from 40 to

80 per cent lower than regular deal-

ers prices.

We guarantee them to be in perfect

condition. We send them to your
nearest express office C. O. D., with
privilege of examination before

paying.

Send for our free catalogue, price list

AND 5 DAY TRIAL OFFER

EASTERN SALES CO.
192 WEST BROADWAY
NEW YORK

OEPT. 317

PEKMAH'S STIPPLIES.-Peiis, Inks, Penholders,
Envelopes, Practice Paper, Keepsake, Comic,
White and Colored Cards. Mannal, 70 pages all

about these cards for Jc. Write for samples of

my latest comic cards. New cards out every
month. Agents make money selling my written

and printed cards. Send for proipi ctns, 2c. You
will find it easy taking orders for these cards.

Address, W. McBEE, 19 Snyder St., B. S.,

Plttibarx, P«.
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WANTED Comn

teach
t posi
ncy.

C.

lercial and Shorthand
ers to know that they can
ions through the Central
Established 1«99. Regis-
s everywhere. Drop us a

ROGERS
kNASER

Coluinnbus, O.

secure the bes
Teachers' Ag
(ration free; v

line today.

E.

20 E. Gay St..

WANTED Business Colleges, High Schools
andwotild-be Teachers to know

)r Training School (or teachers in both
cial and Shorthand ( Isaac Pitman
onducted by the School of Commerce,

ince, Picton, OntAccounting and F:

Mr. Sayers, the Principal, is an honor gradua
the School of Pedagogy antj has had an experi
of several years in both High School and M
School work, having been connected as an instri

for four vears with a Government Training Schot
Teachers.

of

w
1 now have 20 ^ood paying posi-
tions open for well qualified
Commercial Teachei.s, Penman-
ship essential. Enrollment free.

Write for blank. Schools forsalu.

U. S. COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' BUREAU

J D RICE. M»r.«GE»

CHILLICOTHE - MISSOURI

THE KINSLEY- DRAKE CO.

scHOOi^ a.ge:ncy
Removed to Trenton, N. J., solicits

correspondence from teachers, and
from schools looking for teachers,

and from schools for sale.

Free registration

KINSLBY-DRAKE CO.
TRENTON, N. J.

Positions Not All Filled

We now (September 10th) have the

following openings for commercial
teachers to be filled ;

One ^I.^OO High School position.

Five $1200 positions. Two High
School places.

Ten positions paying from J'.tOO to

11200.

Eighteen positions paying from $.')00

to $!tOO.

We Ne«d More First-Class Teachers

Continental Teachers' Agency,
Bo-wrlln^ Green, Ky.

Free Enrollment if you mention this paper.

MIDLAND TEACHERS' AGENCIES '*» enrollment fees

^RRCNSBURC. RtCHMOND. KY. PENDLETON. OREOON

UNFORTUNATE FOR BOTH When we have a call for a teacher arid can't fill it, it

is uiifiiiluiiate for the school and for the teacher who
t Iml we've been there once or twice. Were von the

UNION TEACHERS BUREAU, 229 Broadway, New York

IN SEPTEMBER Three of our members began work in new positions in St.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Louis Business College, two in the Cleveland High Schools,
two in University of Wisconsin, one in University of Nebraska,

two in Pittsburg, and many more in all parts of the United States. What about your
future ' Will you not let us assist you ? Free registration,

THE SPECIALISTS^ BDVCATIONA.L BVRCA.V,
Webster Groves, St. Louis, Mo.

TRAINirfG SCHOOL FOR COMMERCIAL TEACHERS
The NOl>MAL TRAINIISr. DEPARTMENT for commercial teach-

ers conducted by the Kochester Business Institute is proving a decided
success, but many inore candidates are wanted for the attractive posi-
tions constantly offered to graduates of this institution.

lit haveSim e .la in rv 1st, 1 fUK-^. rt. stsfn 'T idil tesfr..m o ir Horn aldepartiiu
bee 1 rec 'IVed from New 1 irl. (_'ll\ . liilll.d, , Korliesti r SN'rac use, .-\lbaii

Srh enect
ster.

, Elniira
unt Ver

North
ion, K

lu d.i H.i Mvia, K..n
•.ills. I'nio

e, Hai iiick Boli\
Che loll drli. I .'s, and ^'al
I'hi Mdeli hi 1, I'ittsbi rtr, I^- 1 III •J. .M •Ke,-S| .d, Wavn eslioro. Indiana, a
P.I.. ler e\ Cit\-, Nt wark, a Id 'lea.-: iitville N. J., \\ inter P irk, Fla.. f

.\CN llav ei , Daiihur v. New Hri id Stan fnrd. Com ., Sprii Sfield, Cat
S:ili ni 1 itt tielil, M .hokv. M ddleli iro ai 1 iMarlhor .. Mas ^., Lewisti
Mn itl.el er \t., Ro moke. nil fro, t Ki.v; 1. Va., B^ Itiinore Hayrrst.i
Cn- sti.-l.

. M(l., Cliic iKo, 11 iMliaii ipohs, In.l,. Mih ankee. Wis., Hit
l.:ii M ch., Ciiu ) KmUS, s Citv. Mo„ Keiltield, S. :>., M.TidLi
.Mil eiie. It X. Ken. 1, Nev. M .-.Mcs er, <M 1.. Bozeni: n, Moi t., Ln.•kll..^

A postal card will bring by return mail a copy of our new illustrated
prospectus and catalogue, which gives a complete outline of the normal
trainin.s? department.
ROCHESTER BVSINESS INSTITVTE. Rochester. N. Y.

e:me:roe:ncy caLtLs
Are numerous all fall. Let us help you. On such calls in September we
sent teachers to the following business schools : College of Commerce,
Kenosha, Wis.; King's Business College, Charlotte, N.C.; Heald's Bus-
iness College, Reno, Nevada; Miss Olmstead's Shorthand School, Hart-
ford, Conn.; Burdett College, Boston. And to these high schools : Long
Branch, N, J.; Hackettstown, N. J.; Grand Forks, N. D.; Oakland, Md.;
Utica, N. Y. These represent only a small fraction of the vacancies we
were asked to fill, and manyof them are still open this morning, Octobers.

E)i)oUnic)il free. No cliaige to schools.

The National Connmercial Teachers^ A.^ency
A. Specialty by a Speoialtst

E. E. Gaylord. Manager Prospect Hill. BEVERLY, MASS.

By J. D. Todd, 114 N. Main St„ Salt Lake City, Utah.
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Charlton V. Howe's Sugges-

tions and Instructions for

Learning and Executing

Engrosser's Script.

A Few Sugoestioxs as to Pens, Ink, etc.

Pens -After fourteen years' experience with

various pens, I have come to the conchisiim that

tlie(;ilIott X(i. 303 pen is best adapted for Kn-

eravcr"s Script. It is sufticiently flexible for

shading and the point line enougli to jiroduce

delicate liair lines. Kr)r very small, delicate

script there is no pen eciual to the Cillott 290 or

291.

Ink—The proper ink to use in writing Kn.

cravers" script is a very important consideration.

The best tiowing ink I have ever used is a com-
bination of Higgin's Eternal, two parts, and

I'nderwooil's Egyptian Black, one part. This

combination produces a dead black shade with

a delicate hair line. The objection to this ink is

that it is not water proof and is affected b\-

the moisture in the atmosphere which causes it

to become sticky and smears whenever it is

toucheil. It can be used successfidly on work
Ihat reipiires little if any handling and the iirop-

er ijrecantions taken. Walkden's Japan is a very

ilependable ink. While it does not flow as

smoothly as the combination of Hipgin's Eter-

nal and Egyptian Black, it is more durable and

will stand a great deal of erasing, without affect-

ing the ink in the least. This ink is not acid

proof, but other^^ise it is absolutely permanent.

Pen Holders—This is also another import-

ant considerarion in writing Engraver's script.

Personally, 1 do not think the average oblique

holder is well adapted to script writing unless

the top side is flattened .so the forefinger can

rest upon both the holder and the tin at the same
lime, (bus overcoming the tenrlency to gri|j or

tu,t\. The triangular oblit|ue holder is well

adapted to engrossing script.

Pen Holding 'I have learned through ex-

[icrieuce that the nearer the point of the pen is

grasped the bettercontrol of the penis the re-

sult. In writing Engraver's script, I place my
forefinger on the pen below the side piece of the

oblitiue lu>lder abovit half an inch from the point

of the pen, which results in perfect control of m>'

pen. It may seem awkard at first in grasping

the holder and pen in this manner, but it is

worth tr>'ing and may profiuce the results for

which vou have long sought.

Movement—Should be rather slow at first,

lake sufficient time to properly form the shaded

strokes. The tendency is to make the shaded

stroke too fast, which results in a lack of uni-

formity of the length of the shades. This ap-

lilies especially to the small m, n, etc.

Retouching—After a page of script has been

completed, it should be carefully gone over and

the defects of each letter remedied, the bottoms

of the Ill's., n'.s, r's. /'.s, li 's, k's and tlie tops

of the ti'.'i.ii's. i's, J's, p's.Q's.fs.d's, ir'.v.

ii's anil j-'f! accurately sipiared. This is the

liest kind of training and cultivates the most

painstaking care, which, after all, is the secret of

mastering Engravers' Script.

What Constitutes First Class Engrav-
ers' Script ?~l'niformity of size, slant ami

spacing, are the principle elements, and such

details as being careful that each stroke comes

exactly to the base line, and guide lines, to care-

fully round the dots of the i's, c's and s'.s, and

to observe exact uniformity of shaded strokes.

Laying Out Work- A section liner is an

important aid in ruling a page for accurate En-

gravers' .Script. After the page has been ruled

carefully, sketch the wording to be wTitten,

taking particular pains to have each line come
o'lt even on the right side. Do not sketch the

words so that some will be loo open an<l other:^

crowded at the end of a line.

Use a very soft pencil for ruling and sketching

the wording, taking care to hold the pencil at the

end so that there will be a very slight pressure

on the point of the pencil in ruling. If the

ruled lines are too heavy they will be difficult to

erase. Always hold the pencil at the same

angle in ruling and when the point becomes

slightly dull, sharpen it on emery boards ma<le

for the purpose; this will prevent variation in

the distance between the ruled lines and the

size of the script.

One of the secrets of first class Engravers'

Script, I learned from one of the best engravers

in Chicago. He pointed out to me how grace-

ful script was constructed upon the principles of

ovals. Instead of making tlie shade.l stroke of

the small I straight, it is curved slightly to the

left and all similar strokes the same. This was a

revelation to me and I have cartied out his sug

gestion in all my work e\er since with the best

results.

[The alphabet will follow, and next the finest

letter ever printetl in a penman's paper. Editttr.)

Instructions.

Exercises No. 1.—The object of this exercise

is to assist in mastering long strokes which ap-

pear in the t d and p, and for the upper extended

letters in Bank Note Script—a style of script much
used by Engravers. The small f is always made
with a loop. Carefully true tops.

P;xercise No. 2—This exercise will be helpful

in mastering the capital stem. This princiiile is

used in the following letters : F, T, P, B K. H.

K. G, T, L, D. and .S. The stem is three spaces in

height in the following letters: li, P. R, I. A,, and

S', 2 1-2 spaces in D, F, T. H and K. and in the

G a space and a half.

The stem is a most important principle and if

is well to study the form, the length of the shade,

its beginning and eruling, so as to impress upon

the mind the proper conception of its form. Care-

fully round the dot at the bottom of the stem.

The dot should be made one-half space above

ba.se line. Avoid making the turn at the bottom

of the stem too flat, it should be round antl full.

In conclusion, I hope the foregoing suggestions

will prove to be helpful to all who are trying to

master Engiaver's Script. Wi.shing you Ihe

greatest possible success, I remain,

\'ery truly yours,

Charlton V. I Iovvk,

One
Dra - „ -_ -_, _

vision of L. M. Kelcliner.
If interested write for information. Address

Pres. 0. H. Lon^well,airland Puk College,Du Moines, la.

A PERFECT MEMORY
Vor Names anci I^ac«B

or anything else that you desire to renieni-
Lild be

n reason for such a i

an have it for a very
efTort on your part.

t Natxiral Mc

: to giveanything
lemory, and now
small sum. plus a

r-y System
shows yon tiow to employ the same methods
that the emotions use in giving you a perfect
mtmory of all the details of anything that
you love. This is the method used by all

great men and women, and you can make it

spell success for you. If you want to have a
perfect memory for names and faces; to

secure commaad of excellent English: to

spell well; to have all of your information
available for instant use. send for a copy
today PRICE 50 CENTS.
E. D. SNOW, 172 Main St.. HORNELL, N. Y.

K.jrrr/^c.Ao./.
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Good Writing Easily Tauglit
The enthusiastic teacher who provides for his student good copies,

logically arranged and carefully graded, ought to get good results in

penmanship. The mediocre teacher who uses Modern Commercial Pen-

manship, will get fairly good results in spite of his mediocrity.

WHAT IT IS
Modern Commercial Penmanship is a carefully graded course in

plain, business writing, containing 60 lessons, 60 pages of copies, and
accompanied by as many sets of instruction very carefully wrought out.

The price of this book is 50c. Copies will be sent to teachers for exam-
ination upon receipt of 25c.

The Commercial Text Book Company
DE:S MOINES, IOWA

S:::;:!:::
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By J. D. TniM, III X. Mam St.. Salt Lake City. V
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DESIGNING
and

ENGROSSING
By

E. L. BEOWN.
Rockland, Me.

J^
AI-BIM I'ACJK This is the secoiui page of

an cnjjrosseil allmin and it contains some artistic

ilisplay worthy of critical study. Sketch in very

rouiihiy the first word WHEREAS, giving

special attention to the initial "V\"' and its dec-

onttion. Next nde lines an<l write the text mat-

ter in order to ascertain the space it will occupy.

Draw desigrn in detail and then outline in

waterproof ink. .Add the water color work next.

using ivory black. The hackgrountl of "\V" in

first "Whereas" should he very dark, and the

effect will be enhanced hy the aildition of a few

touches of vermilion to the ivory l>lack. Tlu-

W. in second WHEREAS may he treated in the

same manner.

Make a carefid study of all the values, and
keep your color njo\'ing for clean, transparent

results.

The "KausI .\utoniatic Fountain Pen .\ttach.

nient" is a device by which ink is store<l up in a

reservoir attached to the holder by which letter-

ing, particularly automatic lettering, may be

done (iiiite rapidly and continuously without

stopping to fill the pen from time to time with

ink, which has alwaj's l>een a tedious process and
a <lrawback to the automatic work. This seems
to be practically overcome by this new invention.

Price made known and information given upon
application to the inventor. Mr. C. .\. Faust, 4ii

Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Mountain View, California, Leader con
tains a news item which states that our old friend.

Prof. Daniel T. .\mes, who has been in the "Val-
ley of the Shadow" has now recovered. Mr.
.Ames in speaking of his recent illness very
characteristically said; " I tell yon I was mighty
near gone this time, but I didn't smell any brim
stone, and, in fact, I have serious doubts as ti i

whether there is any there."

xjcar^cfUxxifdiii

service upon tltCcBoai*^

HELEN SHMfih

^uscb wbat 9aVc every w-
i

j

t'u*aticn;of'iUittnintou5^rc-

^urina hcrUnn.

~Z \ of c>l|icc ,no jnofiVc

but iKc foUtt>o> oflkc

!>chooi5^cvcr Inf^uoncc^m
the ;$lfaiTic;$h^c^rcc Jtcx' o)^

/T ^=^

By R. (iuillard, with Ransomerian School of Penmanship, Kansas City, Mo.

CLUB CHAT

An appreciated chibbiiig: has been received by
The Business Educator at the hands of A.

G. Bauer, principal of the Lebanon, Pa., Busi-

ness College. Mr. Bauer writes an easy grace-

ful business hand.

A club nearly :i half hundred is arkiu.w Ic.lpt-.l

from Miss Mary L. Champion, that skillful lady

penman in the big Capital City Commercial
College, Des M<iines, la. As an all-round Ia<ly

penman we presume that Miss Champion has

nosuperior. This is a chstinction of which she

should be pmud.

Rev. Pius Meinz. penman and commercial
teacherin the St. John's University. CoUegeville,

Minn., patronizes the Business Educator year

afler year to an extent that is encouraging to

riie publishers. Rev. Meinz is a fine penman, as

some of our older readers will remember. More-

over, he knows how to teach the subject practr

callv and enthusiastically.
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C. A. Cowee, penman and principal of the

Wausau, Wis., Business College, recently mailed
us a handsome list of subscriptions. It is such
support as this that enables (he editors to make
The BU.SINESS Educator lietterfrom year to

P. O. Peterson, president of and penman in

the Peterson Actual Business College. .Scott-

dale, Pa,, shows his appreciation of the pood
things we are putting in The Business Edu-
cator l5y sending in a fine list of subscriptions.

Mr. Peterson is a former pupil of the Zanerian
and is getting good rcsidts in his penmanship
classes.

Mr. E. E. Long, penman in the College of

Commerce, Ada, O., is stirring up penmanship
matters in his neck of the wooils. It is unneces-
sary to say that he is a supporter of The Busi-
.VESs Educator. He has just mailed us a nice

hst of subscriptions and incidentally says'that we
may look for another clubbing.

J. .\. Snyder, penman in the big Ferris Insti-

tute, Big Rapids, Mich., is again throwing his

chilis in our direction. One of sufficient size to

make the office force a great deal of extra work
recently landed in our office. Still, Mr. Snyder,
we are not complaining.

.\ goodly list of subscriptions comes from the
.MacCormac Schools of Chicago, Morton .\.

.MacCormac, President, and C. A. Robertson.
Penman. We have always heard gooii reports

of tlie MacCormac Schools.

S. (). .Smith, penman and commercial teacher
in the Willis Business College, Ottawa, Ont..
and an. .Id cluliher, has just mailed us a remit-
tance to cover the cost of a good list of sul)scrip-

tions. ,Mr. Smith not oidy writes well himself
l.iLt knows how to teach others the trick.

T. W. Emblen, that graceful penman in the
I'^hnira, N. Y., School of Commerce, has started

the ball rolling by sending a good sized list..f

subscriptions.

T. A. Hopper, penman in the Manchester
College, N. Manchester, Ind., has started to

chil) The Business Educator. Strenuously
too. Mr. Hopper is not only getting to be a

\'ery fine business writer liut he is climbing to

tlie top edueaticmally.

.\. A. Erblang, penman antl commercial readi-
er in the Quincy, III., High School, is an oM
Irienil and clubber of The Business Educa-
tor. He is (m hand again this year with a

handsome list of snltscriptions for a starter. .\t

tile present time we do not know of anyone who
is getting better results in public school work
than Mr. Erblang. He reports to us that every
seat in his department is filled and that he has
hatl to refuse admission to a numlier of others.

E. P. Bower, penman and commercial teacher
in the Laurium, Mich., Commercial School, has
shown his appreciation of The Business Edu-
cator in a substantial way by sending in a good
hst of subscriptions. Mr. Bc.wer is one of our most
enthusiastic young teachers, and we predict for

liim a successful career.

R. W. Nickerson, Direct<ir of the School of

Business in' connection with Lawrence Un-
iversity, Appellton. Wis., recently favored us
with a good list of subscriptions for The Busi-
ness Educator, and writes as follows : "I
have always felt that The Business Educator
lias kept well to the front in the upward move-
ment along pen art lines and I am glad to know
tliat we are to have this friend of ours enter our
room again with inspiration for our students."

.\ nice list of subscriptions is at hand from Mr.
.1. F. Schuck, President of tlie Holdredge, Xelir.,

Husiness College.

.\ list of 28 subscriptions has lieeil received
from the genial, energetic and successful pro-
prietor of McCann's Business College, Mahanov
City, Pa., Mr. L, C. McCann. Mr. McCanii
knows how to conduct a good school and he
knows that the best way to keep up entliusiasm
in liis penmanship classes is to have his stii-

ilents subscrilje for The Business Educator.
We are confidentsome splendid results will be
secured in this institution during 1908-Oy.

Pupils in the Blinn Memorial College, Breii-

ham, Tex., are receiving the right kind of in-

struction in penmanship as evidenced by the
handsome list of suliscriptions recently received
from their penman, Mr, G. W. Kopp. Mr.
Kopp says The Business Educator is dear to
him and he will not tr\- to teach penmanship
without it.

.\ list of suliscriptions ver\' near half the liun-

dred mark is received from Mr. C. W. Carlton,
penman and teacher in the Scranton Business
College, H. D. Buck, owner and principal. Mr.
Carlton writes a business hand that is intensely
liractical and teaclies Ills pupils to write the
same st>le.

C. S. Rogers, penman in the San Francisco,
Calif., Business College, the gentleman who
contributed such a practical course of business
writing in The Business Educator last year,

is again on hand with a good club. \\'e consider
Mr. Rogers one of our most practical teachers of
pennianshij.

C. V. Crumley, Enid, Okla.. recently favored
The Business Educator with a magnificent
list of subscriptions. Mr. Crumley is teaching
the commercial branches in the Enid High
.School and states that they intend to teach the
students something more than how to make a
few debits and credits and peck out a letter on
the typewriter with the first finger. He states
that the subscription list sent is indicative of the
interest and enthusiasm maintained in the pen-
manship classes. All of this clearly shows that
the gentleman in the Xew States are not at all

behind the brothers in the okl states. Success to
you, Mr. Crumley, in the good work.

O. J. Morgenson, of Trainer's Private -School,
Perth Amboy, N. J., sent a fine list of subscrip-
tions and states that with the aid of The Busi-
ness Educator they hope to turn ont some
excellent business writers. Mr. Trainer, pro-
prietor of this institution, belongs to the first

rank as a practical penman and as is well known,
he maintains a high stan.lard in the penmanship
w.irk in liis classes.

COMING
WE are reminding you

early, so that you will
have time to consider

our Everybody's Dictionary as
a Christmas j^ift to your stud-
ents. We are confident they
would be more than pleased
with it. This little dictionary
is conceded to be the best of
its kind published. Many of
the most prominent commer-
cial schools in the country
have solved satisfactorily the
"Christmas" problem, by or-
dering enough of these at-
tractive and valuable books
to present to each pupil.

EVEBYBODY'S

BIETIBNflBY

contains 33.000 vords. andisagnide
to correct spelling, pronunciation,
syllabication, capitalization, and
definition, Being vest-pocket size,

it can always he kept at hand, and
is invaluable to students and ste-
nographers .With the name ofyour
school stamped in gold on the cov-
er, this dictionary would prove a
unique and dignified advertise-
ment for many years.

Write to us at once for rates and

full particulars, so that we may get

the books to you be/ore holiday time.

Don't forg^et that we also publish the best books on spelling, letter

writing, English, shorthand, commercial law, typewriting, arithme-

tic, bookkeeping, and a Business Practice. Illustrated catalogue free.

THE PRACTICAL TEXT BOOK CO.

EUCLID AVE. AND 18TH ST. CLEVELAND, OHIO

Cf^J:^^''^^'''^'!^^^^ )^
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Suitable, for all kind* of s<thools and colleges. Out- new Ki-pa^r.

la'aloS tells all. Free fop the a>kin§. The M. f.^ B. imprint on a diploma Is

a guarantee of artistic quality, correct usa^e, tasteful desiSnin§. DIPLO-
MAS MADE TO OBDER. Send for estimates and samples. Resolutions en-

><l illuminated.

DIPLOMA F I L L 1 N O

HOWARD i^ BR.OWN
SPECIALTY

Rockland, Maine

Has schools at La Fayette. Logansport, Koko-
mo. .\nderson, Marion. Muncie, Richmond.
Columbus and Indianapolis. The INDIAN.^
BUSINESS COLLEGE of Indi
CENTRAL BUSINESS COLLEGE.

QuAllflecl Tsaohers
In either the Gregg, Chattier or Pitman sys-

tems furnished schools on short notice. Tell
us your wants and we will make a selection
that will please you.

Prospective Stuclenta
Of a business college should send for our

Indiana Business College
Box 35}, Indianapolii. Ind.

Diplomas
For Business and Public Schools

I do diploma work for Harvard Uni-
versity, New England Conservatory
of Music, all the Massachusetts State
Normal Schools, etc. Your favors
will receive my personal attention.

PRICES REASONABLE

Samples, Sketches and Estimates upon request

Frank W. Martin
lUU Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

Constant

CI^ocrtis=

\\\<\ pays

in tl^e

Business

£t)ucator.

At Portland. Oregon
1 furthf tie .

HOLMES BVSINESS COLLEGE,
Portland. Oregon.

from which point I intend to do better work
than ever. Anyone wanting artistic work of
real nterit should not fail to write lue before
placing his order. I do a wide range of art

work, most anything from penmanship for
reproduction to portraits in oil, and I feel

that I can suit you.

iierly at 112 \V. 6l8t, New York

(~]f ^^t^z,MXcJ.e4J.i4i/n<^^2&ii^SJ^e^i^.M'<^-^^^i^t^/^^>^ X.J
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PENMiflkNSHIP
Poor writers iiade good ones and

good on es made better.
\Vr lip for my t ook. "How to Become

a Guod Penmai ." and elet ant s peci-

meiib ot penman ship, HKEt
h *. TAMBLYN, KJNS4S OITY, MO.

TAUGHT-BY-MAIL

e:ste:rbrook's pgns
Easy to write with, : Hard to use u}j."

CORRECT DESIGN UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY
150 STYLES

Al FKOFESSUI.NAL TEXT WkIIKKS 4:'j:i lU' SIN HSS AMI CiT.I.KOK
Fine pointed and elas- Made in 3 widths and witli With tine and extra fine

tic for card writing long point to both left points. Elastic and
and right smooth writing

ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN MFG. CO.
26 JOHN ST., N. Y. CITY CAMDE^N. NCVr JERSEY

I Teak.cK Penvnarmship By M»ll
Finest of copies; complete instruction; thorough

criticism. No better courses given by any one. I

send my pen-work to every state in the Union, Can-
ada and Mexico. My finest Cards and Writinp, any
style, any color, the best you can get anywhere, 35
cents per dozen- Ornamental caps.. 30 cents. Fine
Scrap Book specimen, 10 cents. If interested write
for my Journal. Inclose stamps Address.

M. A.m A.clek.ms, Pres.,
Marietta. Convmercial College, Mariell&L, Ohio.

)JlDDfRA1t

lieuJTIONS &E.

BiGRDSSED, -PH(
' -m^ Ink P0RIRA1I6

FINEST PENMANSHIP SVPPLIES OBTAINABLE.
PENS AND HOLDCRS.

Zanerian Fine Writer Pen—The best
and finest fine writing pen made— best
for engrossing, card writing and all fine
cript work. Gross $1.00 H gross 25c

1 do .12c

Zanerian Ideal Pen—One of the best
pens made for general penwork—busi-
pess or ornamental. One of the best
pens for beginners in penmanship,
Gross 75c. M gross 25c. I dozen 10c

Zanerian Medial Pen—A high-grade
medium, extrasmooth pen for business
writing. None better. Just right for
students and accountants. Gross 75c
y* gross - 25c

Zanerian Business Pen—

A

oth.

For unshaded business writing it has
never been excelled, if equaled. Gross
75c. M gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c.

Gillott's Principality No. 1 Pen—A.
fine writing pen. Gross $1.00. M gross
25c, 1 dozen - 12c

Gillott's Double Elastic E. F. No.
604 Pen—A medium fine writing pen.
Gross 75c, K gross 25c, 1 dozen lOc

Gillott's Magnum Quill E. F. No.
601 Pen—A business pen. Gross $1.00
% gross 25c. 1 dozen --12c

Gillott's No. 303 E. F. Pen—Used
largely for drawing purposes. Gross
$1.00, }igross25c, 1 dozen 12c

Gillott's Lithographic Pen No. 290
—One of the finest pointed drawing
pens made. 6 pens 25c. 3 pens 15c

Gillott's Crow Quill Pen No. 659-
Very fine points. 6 pens 25c, 3 pens 15

Soennecken Lettering Pen — Fo
making German Test, Old English, an.

all broad pen letters. Set of 12—nun:
bers 1. \}4, 2 2li, 3. Z'A, 4. 5. and 6
single pointed and 10. 20, and 30 double
pointed --- 25c

Zanerian Oblique Penholdei— Hand-
nade, rosewood, nearly 12 inches long,
i beautiful and perfect holder. 1 holder

50c

Fine Art Oblique Holder— Inlaid
and fancy, hand-made, rosewood, and
by far the most beautiful holder made.
Nearly 12 inches long. 1 holder sent in

a small wooden box .__$].00

Excelsior Oblique Holder—The best
low-priced oblique holder made. Many
hundreds of gross have been sold.
1 holder 10c, 6 holders ---$ .35

Ya. gross 1.35

% gross - 2.60
I gross 5.00

Straight Penholder— Cork tipped
and best for business writing, flourish-
ing, etc. 1 holder 10c. 6 holders 40c. 12

holders - 65c

CARDS. INK, PAPER, ETC.
Blank Cards—White bristol with

finest surface for fine penmanship.
100 by mail postpaid $ .28
500 by express ---- - .75

1000 by express 1.35

B/ac/c Carrfs—Best made for white ink.
100 by mail postpaid $ .28
500 by express 75
1000 by express -. 1.35

White Cardboard—'Wedding Bristol
for fine pen work. Sheets are 22x28.
6 sheets by express $ .60

12 sheets by express I.OO
2 sheets by mail postpaid -- .50

White Cardboard—With hard finish,

much like ledger paper. Sheets are
20'2x23 inches.
b sheets by express $ .40

12 sheets by express -- 70
3 sheets by mail postpaid 50

Black Cardboard—Finest for white
ink. Sheets are 22x28 inches.
6 sheets by express $ .50

12 sheets by express --. .75

2 sheets by mail, postpaid .50

Wedding Paper—Finest for penman-
ship or drawing. Sheets are 21x33.
6 sheets by express --$.50
12 sheets by express ., .70

3 sheets by mail, postpaid -- .50

Zanerian India Ink—A fine drawing
ink and best for preparing script and
drawing for photo-engraving.
1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .30

1 dozen bottles by express 2.00

White Ink—Very fine.

1 bottle by mail, postpaid -$ .25

ritmg

Arnold's Japan /nA^—Nearly 5^ pint
bottle by mail postpaid $ .40
1 pint by express ,45
I quart by express 75

Writing Papers—AU our
papers are 8x10^4 inches in
contain 960 sheets to the ream
is faint and can be furnished
inch) or narrow [H inch).
Extra fine 14 lb. white wove-*

1 ream by express $3.15

.95
5(1 sheets by mail postpaid .55
Extra fine 12 lb. white wove—

I ream by express--- $2.70
'2 " " 1.45

its by mail postpaid --

le 10 lb. white wove—
I by express .-

.70
100 sheets by mail postpaid
Extrafinel21b. Azure (blue)—

1 ream by express - $2.20
% " ' 1.20
y* 70
100 sheets by mail postpaid 65
Extra fine 17^ lb. Wedding stock—

1 ream by express --- $4.50

>2 " " ---- 350
^i " "

1 40
50 sheets by mail postpaid ,70

Medium Grade Practice Paper

—

1 ream by express $1.70
H " " ,95

'i " " -.- ,55

100 sheets by mail postpaid .65

Send 5 cents in stamps for a sample
sheet of each of the six grades.

All goods go by mail postpaid, except those mentioned to go by express, on which purchaser p
the heavy goods is to order fair sized quantities and have them go by freight.

We handle the best and can save you money. Cash must accompany all orde
Remit by money order, or stamps for small ai

riage charges. Of course the cheapest way to i

Prices are too low to keep accounts.

Address, ZANER (Si BLOSBR, COI^VMBVS, OHIO.

I T . yi^t^AA^Jyyt^ i^i^^z^nz .^^Ai- ^.-.. ^?^.. ^..
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THE FfllDODS BUD&ET SYSTEDIS OF BOOKKEEPINI}
that show the highest development of correct methods in teaching theory and practice ot ac-

counts in print. For years they have set the standard of excellence in America.

^'Business BooKReeping aim PraciicB*' ''Cowrcial aim limustiiai BookReeping''

Five sets in complete course Five sets in complete course

A postal will bring booklets giving full detailed information in regard to each set of either system.

** BootK^s Progressive Dictsttor^^

Our latest success. The first edition was exhausted within 15 days from date of publication.

Now filling orders from our new edition. A great time and labor saver for shorthand teachers.

For use with any system of shorthand. This is the great discovery of recent years in the

teaching of shorthand. It is the "speed-maker" to shorthand that the "touch" method is to

typewriting. We have full printed information. Send for it.

Neiv Rapid SHortHaixcl
The svstem that has all the advantages of both the Pitmanic and Light Line Systems without

their disadvantages. Another revelation to teachers who investigate. Full particulars for the ask-

ing. The last edition has some valuable improvements. 21 supplementary exercises to accom-

pany the lessons. New schools adopting right along. Big demand for teachers.

SADLER.ROWE COMPANY Sl'i'vT^NS

A QUIET WORD WITH YOU

ABOUT BOOKKEEPING. ^^

V.

You want to prepare your students for the busines.s world. The b(H)kkeeping text
\(iu would use must do this. It must not only teach bookkeeping— it nuist teach busi-
ness as well. Your graduates must have a thorough knowledge of bookkeeping and
uf business as far as you can give il to them in school.

WHICH TEXT MTILL YOV CHOOSE 7 The text which is fairly

. good from a purely theoretical standiioint. Inn worthless as a business guide ? Or will

you choose a text "which not only excels others in theoretical excellence and pedagogi-

cal development, but has in addition nuich practical tra'ining and instruction which others cannot, or at least do not, give ?

YOVR ANSWER, can only lie "I prefer the Powersand Lyons kind " Powers and Lyons have taught and published for many
years and know more about gettnig out teachable and superior texts than most publishers. But in addition to this they have a distnict advan-

tage over othir>. They are located in;the two commercial centers of the co\mtry, and are ni closer touch with the centers of trade than others.

Their books are lifelike and have a practical business value that others liave not. They have business tone and atmi>sphcrc. I hey teach the

actual cust.iiiis aii.l practices of trade. They teach business as business is d<ine. Others apologize for the absence of this feature by clanuing

that it is not iieiessary. What <lo users think ? Which will you choose .'

OVR PVBL.ICATIOPfS themselves are the best evidence. Examine them and you will see that they are not only superior in

content and development, Init that they possess this other quality, the true business ring, that others lack,

OVR, WEW^ ACCOVWTIWG SERIES
The recent publication of cModern Corporation c/lccounting completes a series of texts on

bookkeeping that are collectiljely and se'berally far ahead of anything else

ever offered you. They are :

No. I. Modern A.GCouniin^

No. 2. WKolesa,le A,ccoun,tin^

No. 3. Mercantile A.ccountin^

No. 4-. Modern Corporation Accotxnttn^

We publish a complete line of commercial texts. What^er it is you are in need of, ivrite

us. We publish it.

POWERS m, LYONS
CHICAGO NEW YORK

^^ ^^/((i,,f.t.^ij^4^t^^a,n/^.i^c^i^SjAe'iJ-Ui^i^ii(--^^^ X.J
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Have you planned to be

at Indianapolis Holiday

Time?

If not, begin now and ar-

range to go. It will be a

meeting of the busiest and

brainiest Business Educa-

tors of America, and to rub

elbows with them will be

w^orth many times the cost

t o anyone interested i n

Commercial Education.

liliW^"^

x/-
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THE BUSS SYSHM Of ACTOAL BUSINESS

THE SCHOOL BUILDER
There is nothing about a Buisness College that will attract more attention than

a fine Office Practice Department. A department, fitted up like the one herein

shown, will pay 100% on the investment every year. This is a photo of a portion

of an Office Practice I )ei)artment fitted last summer especially for the introduc-

tion of the Bliss System of Actual Business. This new school, The Bliss-Alger

Colleo-e of Saginaw, Mich., has met with wonderful success, over 200

students having been enrolled since September last.

What the Bliss System has done for this school, it will do for others. If you wish

to make an investment which will pay better than any investment you
have ever made, introduce the Bliss System of Actual Business from the Start.

THE F. H. BLISS PUBLISHING CO., saginaw. mich.

(_J^ ^^/^t^l'e^ZtA£4^t^4^'n^^^^i^^jA^4AiM't^^Ui4ir^ny€y^J>t^y.^rryn^z9^./i^^ j^ J
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In the last half dozen years the

schools teaching

The Benn Pitman
System of Phonography

Have prepared more successful

candidates for the United States

Civil Service Examinations
than have the Schools of all other

Systems put together.

For particulars, read the paper on "Shorthand

in theOtticesofthe United States tKivemment,"

by Frederic Irland, Official Reporter of Debates,

of the United States House of Representatives,

a copy of which, together with "A Table Show-

ing the State of the Shorthand Service in the

departments of the United States Government,"

arranged according to systems of shorthand

written, will be sent free to any address on re-

quest to

The Phonographic Institute Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BENN PITMAN, President.

JEROME B. HOWARD, Manager.

Gillott's Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN, No. 1

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F

Gillott's Pens have for seventy-five years stood the
most exacting testa at the hands of Professional and
Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, but never
equalled, Gillott's Pens still stand in the front raulc, as
regards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

JosepH Gillott (Si Sons
ALFRED FIELD <& CO.. Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

A DECISIVE VICTORY FOR CHARTIER SHORTHAND OVER GREGG
(Chartier Students Gain 41« Words on Gregg During the 5th and 6th Months.)

In the great shorthand contest which has just closed in Jersey I'ity, N. J., between Chartier Shorthand and Gregg
Shorthand, Chartier Shorthand won out, in the Final Examination, by One Hundred Seventy-two words.

The management of the whole affair was left to live business men. Thirty pupils were secured, by advertising, and they

were alloted by drawing, fifteen to the side. One or two days after the students had been assigned two of the Gregg students quit.

The Committee allowed Gregg to go to the High School and get two others of his own selection. The Committee decided on a

six-months contest, with two examinations, one at the end of four months and the Final at the end of six. It was ruled that each

side teach its fifteen students for four mouths, then select its seven best for the contest. A few days before the first contest we
were instructed to meet at the People's Palace, a local club, with our seven students. Mr. A. L. Spencer, Principal of .Spencer

Business College, reported with eight to be sure of seven in case of accident, etc. Gregg showed up with only six. The Com-
mittee did not require Gregg to return and get the seventh. Gregg had eight more stuck away somewhere, but forced one of the

Chartier students out of the contest. Some days before the first contest Mr. L. C. Spencer, author and owner of Chartier

Shorthand was called home, on urgent business, and was not present.

The reading was selected from papers brought there by the fifth committeeman. The students were not required to swear

that they had never practiced the matter before, as they were at the final contest. This time the Gregg students won by 246

words. There were three readings, 80, 100, and 120 weirds a minute, each reading three minute in duration.

THE FINAL CONTEST AND GREGG'S FINISH
L. C. Spencer and .Tno. R. Gregg were both present. The same Committeeman brought with him matter to be read. Three

readings, 110, 130, and 150 words a minute, each reading three minutes. The reader, a lady from Brooklyn, objected to read-

ing the matter selected in advance and insisted on its being selected from the library of the Club and this was finally done. In

this, the final contest, with matter selected from the library and read at the rate of 150 words a minute, the Chartier students

defeated the Gregg students one hundred seventy-two words, making a total gain during the fifth and sixth months of

418 words on the Gregg students. Think of it ! Falling behind 418 words during the last two months is as great failure, on

the part of Gregg, in an effort to do high-class work, as his attempt at similiar work at Baltimore, in a National Contest, April,

1905. Gregg Shorthand fails when you attempt to write hard matter with it at the rate of 150 words a minute.

Gregg has been given an opportunity to make good this tremendous loss of 418 words during the last two months, by

continuing the Contest, monthly public demonstrations, reading to be selected from the latest newspapers, transcripts corrected

immediately by persons selected from the audience. These last precautions are for the public's benefit. One week has expired

and we have not heard one word from John R. Gregg. Will he, in future, be called John R., " the Silent? "

This wonderful system of shorthand is taught by mail. Ten Simple Lessons Free of Charge to teachers.

Chartier=Spencer Publishing Company
L. C. SPENCER. Pt-es. NEW ORLEANS. LA.
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A PETITION OF BUSINESS MEN TO BUSINESS COLLEGES :

We believe that if you would teach your pupils, stenographera and bookkeepers alike, how to compose a simple, natural,
common-sense, intelligent business letter, they would be worth from 25 to 50 per cent more to us when they get into our ofiQces.

In order to do this you must absolutely cut out all stereotype and formal phrases such as " We acknowledge receipt of your
esteemed favor and beg to advise," " Referring to same, and other words and phrases which would not be used in talking. Busi-
ness men do use these phrases, but they are trying to get rid of them, as they make letters stiff and unnatural.

You should place real business 1 -tters in the hands of your pupils to be answered. If a stenographer knows how a letter
ought to be answered on common-sense business principles, she will not put in some fool word or phrase and say, "I thought
that's what you said" She will realize that business letters must make sense, and that she is just as capable as any one of
knowing what a straightforward business letter ought to be.

Your teachers should also realize that forms and usages diiTer somewhat, and that even technical grammar should be held
quite subordinate to the development of business common sense and intelligence.

We have examined Sherwin Cody's book " How to Do Business by Letter" and believe that in it you have a text that will
accomplish the results outlined above. This is the only book adapted to school use we have ever seen which really represents
the business usage of today, and develops in the student that business common sense and intelligence which is important
above all other things. We believe Mr. Cody is generally regarded in the business world as a high authority on up-to-date
usages and the best forms and style in letter writing and correct business English, on account of the wide distribution and
acceptance of his books " The Art of Writing and .Speaking the English Language," which we believe he has adapted for schoo
use in his " Short Term Grammar Drill " and " Word Study for Schools."

^

JOSEPH S. EDELMAN
48 and 50 Park Place

New York

E. S. LEADBEATER & SONS, INC.

per C. C. Leadbeater, Pres.

Alexandria, Va.

A. P. STRIETMANN
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

CINCINNATI

GEORGE E. MANSEHOT
Correspondent and Sales Manager
JOHX B. A. KEKN & SON'S

Milwaukee

THE CAMDEN & PHILA. SOAP CO.
507-511 Main St.

Ca^idEN. N.J.
Branch Offices in Chicago and New York

By Wm. E. Hark

JAMES G. WEBSTER, M. D.
COLFAX, IND.

C. B. Johnson, Trees, of

THE J. G. JOHNSON CO.
MANITOWOC, Wis.

MILLER BROS. DRUG SUNDRY CO.
Jos. C. Miller
BALTIMORE

JOHN A. STEWART ELECTRIC CO.
Paul Shnael, Treas.-Mgr-

Wm. J. H. Strong
MISSOURI MINING, MFG & MER. CO.

Des Moines, Ind.

THE DIXIE LUMBER CO.
By J. C. McLacheir, \. Pres. and Mgr.

LYON & HEALY
B. H.JEFFERSON

AND ONE HUNDRED OTHERS

THE MONARCH DRUG COMPANY
By H. A. Langdon, Treasurer

W. T. BROM
56 North Duke Street
LANCASTER. PA.

NATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE
INSTITUTE

PerC. H.Weikert

R .B. HIGBEE, BROKER
ST, Paul. Minn.

A. D. Schiek, Mgr
DUBUQUE ADVERTISING AGENCY

DUBUEljUB, lA.

E. R. Carbin
with

ARMOUR & COMPANY

A Great Success
Sherwin Cody's New Business English Series

1. HOW TO DO BUSINESS BY LETTER, with Exercises in Business Letter Writing

( facsimile letters in two colors to be answered), cloth te.xtbook, 176 pp., with paper-bound exercise book,
price for both together 60 cents.

2. SHORT TERM GRAMMAR DRILL, paper covers, price 25 cents; with How to Do
P)usiness by Letter or Word-Studv, 15 cents additional to price of other book.

3. WORD-STUDY FOR SCHOOLS, a Speller for Business Colleges and High Schools,
cloth 35 cents.

The three books when ordered as a set, $1.00 for all.

Recognized as the best text on Letter Writing and Business English and used in (among manv)
Seattle High School
Ferris Institute
Winter Hill Business College

South Bend Business College
Central Business College, Denver
Plainfleld Business College

Neslon &. Drauehon Business College
Three of Brown's
Two of Toland's, etc., etc.

^

SCHOOL OF ENGLISH
1411 Security Building CHICAGO

=^
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(The Shorthand of the English-speaking people.—Guilbert Pitman.

Is used in More Schools than anv Other System.

Is not the Best because it is Used in Most Schools, but

l^a^i^
Is used in Most Schools because it is the Best !

It would be easy for YOU to introduce GREGG SHORTHAND in YOUR school.

Let us explain how. Ask for a copy of "The Achievements of Gregg Shorthand," when

you write.

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
New York Chicago

CX ,v^:eivgt/^.i^l^.a^ne^Sii/^&iAe4^,.a^t^.M4Z.9zy£y^i^ Xj
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A CLEAN SWEEP FOR

'*PRACTICAL TYPEWRITING"
BOTH THE PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR CONTESTS

WON BY ADVOCATES OF CHARLES E. SMITH'S

"PRACTICAL COURSE IN TOUCH TYPEWRITING."

AT the National Business show, Madison Square Garden, New York, October 22,

Miss Rose L. Fritz demonstrated her supremacy over all competitors by

again winning the Silver Trophy, (value |1,000); Leslie H. Coombes won the

Gold IMetal and Title of Champion Typewriting Amateur, and Miss Celia Shanrauth

beat the one-year record by seven words a minute.

The reason of the phenominal success of "A Practical Course." rests mainly in the scientific

pedagogical way in which the student advances while mastering the keyboard. The strong

fingers are not strengthened at the expense of the weak fingers; neither are the weak fingers

wearied with drills in advance of their more nimble brothers. All the fingers are trained all

the time, with due consideration for the strength and suppleness of each. The student goes from

the known to the unknown, the line of least resistance being followed throughout, so that he

acquires the ability to write by touch almost before he knows it. This method has been one of

the fundamental faotors in producing all of the most rapid and accurate typists of the pres-

ent day.

The following typewriting records are now held by advocates of Charles E. Smith's method as presented in

"Practical Course in Touch Typewriting," and all are writers of ISAAC PITMAN SHORTHAND.

WORLD RECORDS DICTATION FROM COPY
^^o^(ls per minute

ROSE L. FRITZ . World's Champion . . . .99
L. H. COOMBES Amateur Champion .... 75

CELIA SHANRAUTH . One-Year Champion 59

ELISE SCOTT . . School Champion 52

JOSEPHINE KROEPLIN Minimum-time Champion .... 34

In tliese contests five words are deducted for every error

In the Amateur Contest, October 20, Madison Square Garden, Miss Celia Shanrauth established a new
record by writing at a net speed of 59 words per minute, after 50- '/z weeks' school time. Miss Josephine
Kroeplin made the remarkable record of 34 words, net, after three months and 2S days of school time.

Both these contestants acquired a knowledge of typewriting in Wood's Brooklyn School from Chas. E.

Smith's "Practical Course in Touch Typewriting."

FORTY PER CENT. BETTER PROCESS
"We certainly are highl.v pleased that we have introduced your 'Practical Course in Touch Typewriting." We have

now a class of seventy-five using it and wc are confident that we make no mistake in saying that we are getting 40 per
cent, better results than with the text previously used. Vour books keep up the interest from start to finish and also gives
the student considerable information not found in otbL-r works of this character.

Central Business College. Kansas City. Mo.

SIXTH EDITION ISOW RLADY. Price 50c.; Cloth 75c.
Published for Single and Double Keyboard, also for the Oliver.

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS 31 Union Square, New York
Publishers of -Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand." $1.50

I I *-^W%^<<5i4^r'^^4<^Z-?Z<9;:Vv^!<;;$^^ yj^j^y. .,^^,;/x^?>oXX'Yo x><A/
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THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR
Entered at Columbus, O., Post OITlce as 2n(l ClasB Matter

Editor
Business Manager

Published Monthly (except July and Aueust) by
Zaner & Bloser. IIH N. High St.. Columbus. O . as
follows : Teachers' Professional Edition. $1 W a
Year (Foreign Subscriptions 30 cents extra ; Cana-
dian Subscriptions 20 cents
manship Edition. 75 cents
scnption
10 cents (

20 (

Students' Pen-
( Foreign Sub-

n Subscriptions

Remittances should be
or Bank Draft, or by curi
Stamps accepted. If person
20 cents for collection fee.

ade by Money Order
cv at sender's risk.

Two Editions. The Teachers' Professional
Edition contains 48 or more pages, twelve pages of
which are devoted to Accounting. Finance, Mathe-
matics, English, Law, Typewriting, Advertising,
Conventions, etc., and Departments specially suited
to the needs of teachers, principals and proprietors.
The Students' Penmanship Edition contains 36

pages and is the same as tlie Professional Edition,
less the twelve pages devoted to commercial sub-
jects. This edition is specially suited to students in

Commercial. Public and Private schools, and con-
tains all of the Penmanship, Engrossing, Pen Art,
and Lesson features of the Professional Edition.

The Business Educator is devoted
gressive and practical interest of Busin
tion and Penmanship A journal whose
to dignify, popularize, and improve t

newest and neediest education. It pun
spire and instruct both pupil and teacl
further the interests of those eniraeed ii

in private as well as in public
ness education.

the pro-

itions of busi-

Chan^e of Address. If you change your ad-
dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as
the new address, We lose many journals each issue
through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to lorward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

Subscrtbers. If we do not acknowledge receipt
of your subscription, kindly consider first copy of
the journal you receive as sufficient evidence that
we received your subscription all right. If you do
not receive your journal by the 10th of each month,
please notify us.

Advertising Rates furnished upon application.
The Business Educator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the
most intelligent and well-to-do amonp those inter-
ested in business education and penmanship in the
United States, Canada, England, and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of High Schools, Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among o£5ce workers, home
students, etc.

Rates to Teachers, Agents, and Club
Raisers sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished' to i

subscriptions.

nany A seasonable editorial.
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SUCCESSLETS
FOB AMBITIOUS YOUNG PEOPLE

E. D, SNOW, Principal,

Maple r.ity Business Sv.hool, Horne.li, N. Y.

Honestly, young people, isn't the
society of the cultured, thinking peo-
ple of the world worth breaking into
—worth an hour of your time each
day? Think it over for five minutes
then buy a "jimmy" and begin.
Do it iioiv.

-J

DIAMOND DICK STORIES.

The boy whose mentality has not

been developed beyond a desire for

that kind of sewage is certainly to be

pitied.

If there is anything more deadly

in its effects, or quicker in reducing

the mind to a "cipher with the rim

rubbed out" than the yellow backed
five cent thriller, it has yet to be dis-

covered.
It is no crime to begin reading

them—just a mistake—but it surely is

a crime against yourself to continue

to pour into your mind something
that merely excites and never im-

proves or enriches that repository

where one should be heaping up
those riches that "moth and rust

cannot corrupt and thieves break
through and steal."

When I was fifteen years old, a

young man with a gothic head loaned
me one of the "yellowbacks" and I

was running hot and cold over the

hair breadth escapes of the hero,

when my father, who weighed two
hundred and twenty-five pounds,
shot some good, wholesome advice

in my direction that has stayed with
me ever since. While there was no
threat made, there was a feeling on
my part that if another thriller found
its way into my handsthere would be
an adjourned session in the wood-
shed and some inspiring conversa-
tion with abed slat.

You cannot take the lurid product
of a Brooklyn flat dweller, pour it into

your mind, and draw out anything
that has a market value. Decayed
hen fruit is a drug on the market.
The hero of the "yellow back" ap-

pears on the scene just as the mil-

lionaire's daughter is about to be
dashed to death by her runaway
horse. He makes a superhuman
lunge, grasps the nose of the horse
in a "vice-like grip" and stops him
on the brink of the precipice. The
wedding occurs three weeks later and
the father digs into his jeans for an
auto, a palace, a yacht and a barrel

of money and tells the young man
that he will have to find his own fur-

nace.
Or, just as "Mazie'" is sinking be-

neath the water for the third and last

time, "Diamond Dick" hisses "/will
save youse," plunges into the icy

stream and—another wedding; auto,

palace, yacht, money and furnace.
Or, as the special train bearing the

president of the road hurls itself

through space at the rate of ninety
miles an hour, the hero takes a

drink of oil from the now useless lan-

tern, lights his breath and flags the
train, which comes to a stop with the

pilot over a yawning chasm. The
president has no daughter, but the
hero is made vice-president of the
road on the spot and is presented
with three palaces in Utah.
The hero never works, and the read-

er soon acquires a distaste for any le-

gitimate effort.

The sentimental gush that some
young ladies read is just as deaden-
ing. The heroine is the first on the

scene after the millionaire prince is

hurled from his auto, nurses him
back to health, and is married to

him as soon as he is strong enough
to say "yes" to the minister's ques-

tion. After that she can revel in

red plush furniture, have crayon por-

traits of all of her ancestors, and eat

pie three times a day.
It's lovely, but that kind of reading

leads to frowsy hair and an intellec-

tual development that can be best ex-

pressed with the minus sign.

No one but yourself can pry you
loose from this pernicious habit, and
yon can do it.

Every one who has risen very high
in his chosen line of work has ac-

quired the study habit, which means
the reading habit— plus.
The reader of "thrillers" imagines

that anything else would be dry and
insipid, but 1 assure you that there

are hundreds of books that are not

only exciting enough to satisfy the

lover of sensationalism, but they in-

spire you to set about developing
your latent resources, and they fill

your memory with excellent, simple
English.
In nearly every place of a thousand

or over in the United States is a free

library containing a stock of books
that will enable you to associate with
the great minds of every age, and to

think their thoughts upon all the sub-
jects that are of interest to mankind.

If you will devote an hour a day, for

five years, to systematic reading and
study, not only of fiction, but of

science, art, music, commerce and
the resources of our country, you
will have a well trained mind, a fund
of information that will enable you
to talk intelligently upon any topic

and a command of language that will

astonish and delight you. You will

find yourself living in a delightful at-

mosphere of achievement.

Z, C, Minn. Well pleased with arraiiKenient
(if ynnr specimens as well as writinpr. I.essiiii 12
is especially fine.

H. E. McL., Pa. Lesson 19 should be review,
ed. The letter ir is much too wide for its height.

n. M. K., Wis. Bring up the finishing stroke
of E with a graceful upward swing.

B. W., Mass. Do not stop the motion as yini

finish a letter. It is (luite noticeable in the letter

P. (rood arrangement.

P. L. P.. Ky. The sliding strokes in Lessons
1.3 anil 14 were Inade altogether too slowly.
Speed up and your writing will soon show a

a marked improvement.

L. S., Mich. You sent too mucii [laper rather

than your best work. Practice on one copy un-
til you master it befctre t:iking up the next.

L. N., Me. Your i''s are not as good as the
other letters. Used too much finger movement.

Calumet, Mich. No name. PajK-rs without a

name are worthless.

K. M. P.. (Jhio. Do not use red ink. It is in-

jurious to the e,\'es.

E. N. H., Ore. You should have daily criti-

cisms. P slants more than the other letters.

E. C. P.. Ohio. The supplementary lessou is

excellent. Why don't you send in some pen-
manship designs for C(nnpetiti<in in the sec(^nd

contest?

H. W. S.. Mich. Letters u and II- too fiat -in
other words, too wiile for height.

F. E. B., Kans. Avoid loop at the bottom of

P. Try to get darker ink.

E. B., Mich. Send the other specimens as

soon as you can. First specimen shows up
well.

\'. E. H., Vt. The 12tli lesson is away up in

G. ^'ou have started out in good shape.

R.M.C., Mich. You should try liy all means
to win a prize offered for the nuist imiirovement
made during the year.

J. E. P.. Out. The lines in your writing are

certainly <lainty and light. Have you a cer-

tificate ?

R. H., Ohio. The improvement in your writ-

ing is quite noticealile. Letter e should be
made the same in height as other small let-

ters.

C. E. B.. \"t. The border work executed with

the typewriter is higli-grade work. Your writ-

ing, too, is getting to be of similar ciuality.

W. A. D., 111. Yon have neglected the com-
pact ellipses. They are really the fouiulation of

good business writing.

.7. H. J.. Ohio. Don't spend your time telling

others how busy you are. You have omitted the

little book in w.

G. A. E., Ohio. You need more practice on
the m and n exercise—Lesson 17. The supple-

mentary lesson is very good.

P. M. L., la. The ellipses are rather round.

Tip them more—the slant of j-our writing, Send
the other specimens as soon as you can.

M. J. W., Mass. All your work is arranged

very nicelj-. Y'ou ought not have much difficul-

ty in capturing a certificate during the year.

(Contitiued on page 14.)
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Supplementary Lesson Number Two.—Lesson Thirty-One.

See October BUSINESS Educator for Supplementary Lesson Ni

writer. The circles given in this lesson were made b>' placing a ct)in (

iTik afterwards. One must be verj' careful in the "inking in" process o

ner\'es—and develops accuracy, sureness. preciseness.

imher One. You will note that the "b()rtier work" is done by the aid of the type-
n the paper, drawing the circle carefully with the pencil and then "inked in" with

it wont look well. It's well worth anyone's time and effort. Helps to quiet the

Lesson Thirty-Two.

Instructions—Here we have a complete set of Capital Letters—just what you've been looking for. Some of the letters are not as accurately writ-

ten as they should be. It is quite difficult to make all letters well from A to Z. Here is a little recipe for improvement: First—Make a set of capital

letters the best you can. Second—See which letter is too small (in comparison with the others i. or larsje or wide, or tall—out of proportion. Third—Fix

It. And if it doesn't go good. SMILE.

Lesson Thirty-Three.

Instructions—This is the first lesson devoted exclusivel>' to sentence writing. A good plan is to practice the sentences separately for a while be-

fore trying four different ones in succession. There are many people who tlo not write any better, any faster, any easier, than they did 3, 10 or 15 years

ago. Why? Simply because they don't practice on one thing until it is mastered. .\n(l then they say they were not born "a penman," that it takes

"natural talent." etc. Anything worth accomplishing requires considerable WORK and if you are not willing to pay the price you might just as well get

"on the fence" nttw as later.
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Lesson Thirty-Four.

Instructions—Two capital letters—// ami A"—that begin the same. Notice their similarity, especially the first stroke or two. In practicing, be

careful to join the second part of A'a little above the middle. In /T don't bring the last stroke (luite up to the middle.

Count—In letter AT say 1, 2. (then raise yi)nr pen) 'A.\\ or round, down—]oin, curve. For H 1, 2-3,4; or round, down—down, swing. Keep
changing the count so it wont become monotonous. A hint- Don't fall asleep.

Two Points—Heads up; shoulders hai-k. .Notice beginning and encUTm strnl<es very p:irtii ularly.

Lesson Thirty-Five.

In.structions--Two letters— y and .Z—that begin and end the same. If you will learn to make one real well you won't have but little difficulty in

mastering the other one—can use the same set of trained muscles. Examine all the capital letters carefully and see how many begin like the J" and 7..

Count—Practice these letters by the count of four. Choose your own words for counting and then people can't say to you; "You are imitatnig, pat-

terning or doing things like such-and-such a person."

Two Points—How about your good resolutifms-that you woidd devote so much time each da\' f()r penmanship? When is tlie best time for \'ou to

learn writing-yeslerilay. today or tomorrow -

^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^. ^ ^
^ ^^./7 ^

<i^ ^
'^ .^ ^

^//^. /^^ /7^

Lesson Thirty-Six.

IN.STRUC-TIONS-We are now to l)egin practice on the extended loop letters. Considerable practice on the compact ellipses and the push-and-pull
exercises is needed before attempting the letters, All the extended loop letters will be given in Lessons ;^(i. 37 anil 38. The thiril line illustrates where
pen can be raised in making the letter. However, in rapid business writing, it is well to keep the pen ilown on the paper wliile writing the ccnniilete

etter, orword, and even join several words together at times. Note crossing—one-third the heighth of letter.

Lesson Thirty-Seven.



Lesson Thirty-Eight.

iNSTRrcTIONS—Name the following letters "The extended loop letters made below line of writing." Small g". j-, z, j and q. It is well to practice

several letters in a group. Don't be satistied to write only a line or two of each letter. Make it at least a page or two. Then again—quality is worth
much more than quantity. In learning, however, it seems to take the multiplication of quantity to make quality. No one appreciates good writing
more than the ones who have been "over the road"—those who have worked, and have become eilucated along that (jarticnlar line.

Lesson Thirty-Nine.

INSTRUCTIOXS—In this lesson A'e have three letters— f. cfanil p—'hat are made the same in height. They are made higher than the small letters

and lower than the exteniled loop letters aluive the line of writing. Just halfway between, to be exact. The commercial styled and d can be made a

little taller or higher than the other styles. They are given on third line in copy. Letter p is written in two styles. One tinishes like letter 7j and the

other as letter d begins. Turn your paper around and see if it .loesn't look like rf. Work lively at all times-and remember (;()( )D PO.SITION.

iH11 W^SSk ^^^B^B^^m' H
VMBMBU wSmmm^9
IM SIipmPiSsSI^BP 91^H1^^^Bi HIIHI 1wiskiHllgmWKI^HkHWKMKjk MP1

Lesson Forty.

INSTRUCTIOXS—The rand s. Here are two letters than many people liave trouble with. The letters should be made taller than the other small let-

ters—tuiite pointed at the top, and the initial stroke curved considerably. A most excellent way to study form of letters is to make letters large, as in

copy, and retrace several times. Note the second stroke in rcarefuHy—made downward, slightly curved, and to the right. The second stroke ins is

made with a compound cur\'ed stroke and in line with the perpendicular. The best part of penmanship is—The more you practice writing the more en-

joyment you will get out of it.
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Specitneiis for Criticisiii shcmlil reai-li Culutiibus by first l^f Tiiuiitli prcieili

month of publication.
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I,ESSON 42.
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Criticisms Continued From Page 8.

W. H. D., Mo. You have (ione exceptionally

well on Lessons 11 and 16. The (lot in letter

ir seems rather prominent.

G. L. Y., Ohio. All work up to standard as

far as you have gone. You will do more "good
work" hy practicing Lesson 8.

M. J., Me. Your specimen shows plenty of

movement. Study form of each letter carefully.

K. B. B.. Pa. You have d(uie (luitc well on all

lessons except the 18th. Study tir.sl part of li-

very carefully.

A. G. M., R. L Capital E is excellent. Stick

close to base line in small letters.

J. K. S.. Kans. All work O. K. except ir and
capital E. Compare your writing with copy
quite freciuently.

L. H. S., Mo. Ink little muildy. Otherwise
work is line.

L. M. K., X. Y. Watch margins on paper.

Try to get better form in connection with your
excellent movement.

J. A. H., Pa. Letter J in signature too wide at

top. Many of the small letters fluctuate in size.

E. R. L.. 111. Your work is not systematically

arranged. Do your best to follow instructions to

the letter.

Chattanooga, Tenn. You did real well on
Lesson 12. Name, please.

G. B. C, Mo. Letter received from you is

ver>- free and business-like. Much l)etter than
any received from your part of the country.

J. B. W., Kans. You have a tendency to

write up hill. Study position at desk and es-

pecially position of paper while writing.

H. M. C, Ohio. Say, you are starting out
nicely on design work. You will make some of

the advanced students hustle before long.

A. H., Wis. Finish letter E with a light grace-

ful stroke pointing upward. Make the down-
ward stroke in letter e quite stniight.

F.C Kans. You need consitlerable jjractice

on the movement exercises. Keep in mind that

the muscles of the arm should be used in writing
instead of the fingers.

R. E. W,, Kans. Your ink doesn't flow free

enough. Excellent movement and form good.

B. M. I.. 111. Ink rather pale. Writing, how-
ever is just the kind business men like.

J. G. R., Pa. All work satisfactory except Les-
son 17. Always practice on copies that seem
the most difficult to you.

J. C. R., Minn. Watch second part of ip,

Keep it as wide as the first part. The i-u exer-
cise is excellent.

N..S. S., Tx. Notice the little hook in the let-

ter w very closely. Keep seconti part of a just

like letter /.

A. W. A., Conn. You have not nuistered the
jr. The other work is all right.

J. A. H., Pa. The J is rather wide in signa-
ture. Practice more on the E tracer.

E. C. S., Wash. Glad to know you spend two
hours a day on penmanship. Your reward will

come later.

B. F. Q., Ky. Letter X is not made like copy
—aiul you also make it too large forthe other let-

ters. Study uniformity of letters.

Sheldon, la. You have omitted your name.
Letters and business forms that do not have
names on them are worthless.

II. E. W., Ore. You have not mastered the
lessons given in the September Business Edu-
cator. Leave the other lessons alone for a

while.

M. L., Ind. Your specimen is very neat in-

deed. You have a most excellent start in writ-

ing. Keep on.

L. M. L., Minn. You shouhl get better ink.

The quality of work sent in, however is up to

standard.

M. L., Kan. You have followed instructions

'very carefully antl your word is tlie liest received
so far from Kansas.

H. W.. Pa. Watch finishing stroke in letter 1'.

Make C more circular. Sentence writing looks
good.

L. C, Tenn. Would suggest lliat you write

larger when you practice. Why not try for one
of the prizes?

L. M., Ind. Spend most of your time on
movement exercises just now. The c. v and x

are much too large for the other letters.

(j. E. H., S, C. You have done real well on
the October lessons. All up to standard as

far as you have gone.

L. P. S., Mass. Lesson two is excellent.
Work more on plate 19.

(i. T., Wis. No, you are not too late to start

with the series of lessons, and no doubt you will

be able to win a certificate during the year.

T. A. H., Ind. The material you u.se—pen,
ink and paper— is the very best. Here's con-
gratulations.

N. E. S., Md. Try to have j'our specimens for

criticism reach me before the 20th of each month.
Use the best quality of material.

E. W. C, Mass. The 18th lesson is not up
to yotir other standard. Review letter h'.

L. V. M., Okla. You have arranged and
written all your work quite carefidjy. Careful-
ness in the little things means more in writing
than any other one thing.

M. C. R., Md. Watch the size of letters as

well as to have all letters rest right on the line

of writing. Spend much time on lesson 18.

V. E. M., Ohio, You have made the most im-
provement of anyone during one month's time.
Hope you will continue to do so.

E. M., Pa. The retraced ellipses are not round
enough. Keep ellipses in the proportion of two
to three—two-thirds as wide as tall.

A. M. J. L., Tor. Try to have lighter line in

the letter E. Use plenty of movement.

H. K., Okla. Do not retrace so mucli in tlie

letters— i, u and w. The same is true of tlie in

and n exercise.

C. W. B., Tenn. Your ink is not as good as

your writing. Watch the base line carefully

ami let all strokes (bottom of letters) touch the
line.

M. M. R., Pa. Curve the up stroke in i and u
more. Make (luite a di,stinctioii between turns
antl angles.

I. V. W., Md. Spend considerable time on the
ellipses two spaces high. Your writing has a sort

of an angular effect.

H. C Neb. Yes, practice on all copies given
in the Educator and send me only your best

work each month before the 20th.

H. C. E., Ga. You do not make enough dis-

tinction between angles and turns. Make loop
letters larger.

L. V. M., Okla. Write faster. Form good.
Practice until improvement is shown.

I. V. C. Tenn. You did not heed instructions

carefully in lessen) 11. Review the Capital A
tracer.

<». B. G., Colo, Very good work indeefl. "^'o

are on the right track. Keep going.

J. .\. X., Pa. \'ery good, "^'oii ought to wi
a certificate by June all right— perhaps before.

N. S., Nebr. You write cjuite a neat hand bt

y<m need a better quality of paper and inl

Come again.

if. That's right.

Sue aid

(iet riglit after on
ig an\' line mean

R.T.. C;i

of tlie pri:

hard work.

C. L. II., Me. You'll be a second Zaiier if you
keep fMi. Why not specialize in penmanship?

W. B. I., Nebr. Practice more on the push and
pull exercise. Stvidy form as well as angles and
turns.

D. McL., Mich. Some of the work is excel-
lent. The main criticism—not enough mo\"e-

<i. (i. B.. Ind. Review lessons 5 and be

sure to send me the other lessons. Trv other

ink.

(i. (i. G.. Xebr. Your small letters are too

Hat. Make letters higher and write slower.

D. T., Pa. The ellipses need more attention.

Heed instructions carefully in lesson 10.

E. R. L.. 111. Your writing looks quite busi-

ness like. Many letters fluctuate in size.

J. F. S., Kan. Note the finishing stroke in let-

ter O particularly. Omit the firstloop in letter P.

E. H. K., Va. Make rand s pointed at the top

and a little higher than the other small letters.

Watch slant of writing and use more move-
ment.

H. B. R.. Pa. Your work indicates that vou
are working hard to improve in writing. Well
pleased with the arrangement ofyourwork and
work in general.

G. S., Ohio, It is a pleasure to examine speci-

mens that are as systematically arranged and
carefully written as the one you sent. Let the

gooil work continue.

D. X., Wash. You have made much iniijrove-

ment since receiving your first specimen. Make
letter C higher according to its width.

C. H. M., Mich, Your supplementary lesson

looks fine. In fact, all your work indicates care-

ful practice and intense interest on your part.

W. H. S., Pa. Xot enough daylight

loop letters such as 1, h, b and k. Read \

said about position at desk, etc., again.

T. G. B., Mo. Work good but ink no
Will await your next specimens with iiu

terest.

in thi

•hat i

Elmira. X. 'l

-low much do
Do lit while -ite?

I jjractice a daj'?

E. R. T.. Wash. You are coming right along.

The ir is especially fine, as well as the 12th
lesson.

I. T. T., Va. Copies in Lesson to do not

slant as much as the others. They should.

W. D., 111. Congratulations for excellent ar-

rangement of all your work. Carefidness in this

respect will mean more to you than any amount
of shiftless practice.

D. B. J., Ky. Your writing covers too much
territory. Keep it more compact and send me
only your verj^ best work.

C. D. F., la. Avoid spots on your paper.

Maybe you are not using a blotter.

F. C, K., Tx. Your practice sheets are much
freer than the first specimen sent me. You will

make it fine, if you keep on as you have begun
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K. N. T., N. Y. You have made wonderful

impnivemeiit in nne month's time. Have used

vnur penmanship design on the bulletin board

for a while.

H. B. H.. Calif. You do not make enough dis

tinction between small and large letters. Study

copy quite often.

C. \V. M., Okla. Xo. you are not too late to

begin with the series of lessons. You write a

real neat hand.

A. P.. III. Your pen is too sliarp for the pa-

per. Cultivate a smooth line, and use plenty of

nio\-ement.

.I.K. \V.. Pa. .Small letterji too Hat. (Jo to the

other extreme now for a while and make small

letters high.

K. T.. la. Watch finishing strokes carefully

in letters (>. A and C. and keep the motion roll-

ing from letter to letter.

.7. T. A.. Miss. Wish that all specimens re-

ceived were as good as yours. Work on Sept,

lessons (). K.

I. F. T., Va. Why not write larger while prac-

ticing? You will notice the mistakes quicker

and be able to criticise your own writing better,

B. H.. Tenn. Y'ou need better ink. Do not

change to some other copy until line is com-
pleted.

iM. W.. Miss. The extended loop letters are

pointed at the top-should be round. Other
work gootl.

D. J. M., La. You have done considerable

careful practice, ^'ou are using the fingers too

much.

W. D.. 111. Some of your letters are excellent.

Keep all the same size, if possible.

(r. P. B., N. Y'. Thanks for excellent penman-
shii) design submitted. Your ink is rather pale.

J. E. S.. Cuba. Watch the angles and turns in

small m and n very particularly. Write all the

small letters higher.

E. L. B., Md. .Are you a subscriber to The
Business Educator? Be sure to count while

practicing the capital letters.

C. M.. \. .1. You have written the () anil C
ton slowly. (Joodform, but not enough move-
ment.

K. V. \.. iMd. I'se darker ink. Some letters

are good and then tliere are others that need
fixinn-

X . B.. Kans. You make some excellent m's
and n's. Review letters e and u.

D. E. B.. Kans. Your work is up to Certificate

grade. Wh\- not tr\- for a professional certifi-

cate during the \'ear.

M. R. S.. Md. Do not give up the E tracer un-

til vou have mastered it. Y'ou are working very
liard.

.\. P., 111. Betterquality of paperwill help you
in writing. Try to make bottom of E larger.

P. M. L.. La. A very fine line all through
your writing. Avoid flourishes for business
writing. Watch margins.

(j. C. B.. Mo. Lesson 19 is not up to your
other standard. Review lesson 17.

J. W. M., Ark. Y'our practice-sheet is much
better than your first specimen. Writing is easy
if you use the arm movement.

E. C, Pa. Use ink that flows more freely. It

will improve the quality of line.

(j. A. C, Mich. Lesson six is tine. Review
7 and 8—and keep on.

(i. G. Brown. You omitted your adtlress.

Postmark on envelope too dim to read.

K. T. C, Calif. You are improving. Send
work in envelope hereafter, if possible.

R. M., Mich. You write a free easy style of

writing. Why not send scmie work to compete
in second contest ?

J. C. P. M.. Can. Y'ou liave a tendency to

shade a little. The ( ). C and P slant too nuuh.

B. L. W., Mass. Y'our work shows that yi>u

liave had Excellent training in writing. You
uld be able to secuie a certificate this year.

C. E. B., Ky. Good movement all through
.\our work. Now study form very critically.

C. H. H.. N. D. You, no doubt, enjoy the

hour devoted to penmanship. Go on.

M. N., Mich. Make y and g shorter below line

of writing—so it won't conflict with writing on
line beneath.

F. R., Ohio. Glad to know that you are now
convinced of the value of good penmanship.
You no doubt will make the necessar>' improve-
ment if you are willing to work.

E. .A. T., Wash. Yes, raise the pen or shift

the paper about three times in writing across the

page. Nice work sent.

G. G. G.. Nebr. Y'ou need not send me so

much w'ork hereafter—only the best. You
omitted your name.

O. L. H., Ohio. Please sign your name to all

practice sheets hereafter. Many specimens are

lost on that account.

J. C. H. W., Mo. More movement, please-
especially in the small letters. Read instruc-

tions again and again.

F. B. E.. la. Your work is by far the best re-

ceived from Iowa. You have no reason to feel

discouraged.

C. E. .\., Pa. Your initials have been changed
in some way or other, since we met. Y'our writ-

ing is gradually changing for the better.

C. D. B., W. \'a. Y'es. it is possible for you to

become a good penman. There was a day when
the editor of The Business Educator couldn't

do any better than vou are doing now.

(i. \'an F., Ohio. Lesson 12 is away above
standard. Do not spend too much time on
movement and then neglect form.

H. R.. la. You need to develoj) move-
ment rather than form just new. -Always prac-

tice while in a good position.

C. B. H.. Ky. Excellent movement all

through your specimens. Study form and you
will become a professional writer before you
know it.

H. -A. H., Va. Are you a Home Student or a

student in some school? Don't practice when
you are tired or worn out.

(). B. W., 111. Many good characteristics about

your writing. Why tlon't you make aspecialty

of penmanship?

C. D. F., la. Make loop in letter f below line

shorter. Send me specimens of all work given

in The Business Educator.

V. E. M.. Ohio. Y'ou are evidently spending
most of your time at penmanship. Second
part of A tracer isn't free enough.

H. H. W., Ga. Glad to receive your speci-

mens. Watch loop letters and finishing strokes

particularly.

D. N., Wash. Y'our specimen is a very neat

one. If you can develop little more move-

ment, your writing w'ill soon be up to Certificate

grade.

E. M., Pa. Words too compact—too near to-

gether. Form of letters good.

(j. E. W., N. Y'. Study proportion as well as

form of each letter as you write it. Ink rather

pale.

E. C. S.. Wash. That's right, (iet right in

the ring and go after it. Will watch your ini-

provement with much interest.

D. J. K.. 111. For development of muscles,

you shouhl write rapidly. Read all instructions

carefully.

B. F. Q.. Ky. .Stick close to line of writing.

Watch finishing strokes and use plenty of arm

movement.

C. H.. Okla. Movement is what you want to

go after now. Spend considerable time on les-

sons in the September Business Educator.

(.;. A. P., Cal. Did you receive letter sent you?

Follow instructions carefully and you will no

doubt be able to capture a Certificate.

H. E. W., Ore. Y'ou write real well for a Ijoy

of your age. Be sure to use the muscles of the

arm in writing instead of the fingers.

H.E.!M.. Pa. Thanks for your words of com

-

mendation. Will reciprocate the favor by say-
ing that the specimens you sent are good.

F. L. W., Pa. Watch the down stroke in let-

ter a. A good letter a contains a good letter i.

Other workO. K.

M. L.. Kans. Make the ellipshs quite com-
pact. Well pleased with your other work.

H. D. A., Mass. Your main trouble seems to

be in not writing straight enough. Stick right
to base line.

J. F. L., S. Dak. You are starting out nicely.
Try to have a certain time each day for penman-
ship practice.

Chicago, 111. {The following below.)

F. G. W. Practice quite a little on the move-
ment exercises.

H. T. W. Let the muscles of the arm do the
work instead of the fingers.

C. M. L., Do not try to write with an old pen-
throw it away.

W. C. T. Strive for a lighter line and more
movement.

H. M. N. Don't l)e afraid of hard work-and
plenty of it.

W. A. H. Your writing tells me that y<»u are
careful in your work.

I. S. M. Avoid spots or blots on your paper

—

and in books.

F. M. Study spacing in your writing.

R. E. M. Make small letters taller and note
improvement.

I. S. M. Write faster and try to combine
movement with form.

R. C. .Avoid gripping the pen. Omit shad-
ing.

J. F. W. Ha\'e your teacher criticise your
writing quite often.

J. C. W. Make p siiorter—so it won't interfere

with writing on line beneath.

L. B. Many gootl points in \-(.)ur writing.
Watch slant.

E. F. R. Good specimen iufleed. On tlie cer-

tificate track.

R. Y. Cultivate more of an aiigidar style of

writing. Motion faster.

E. D. L. Capitals too small for otlier letters.

Study proportion.

J. H. The ellipses will help you. Review
first lessons quite often.

L. V. \'. Very good. You will make the oth-
ers hustle.

E. F. .\re \"ou watching the finishing strokes

carefully?

E.J. Don't neglect the movement. Combine
movement with form.

H. S. The more \'ou practice the more >'ou'll

etijoy it.

H. D. The indirect ellipseswiU help you.

C. H.S. Learn to criticise your own writing.'

H. R. Make loop letters shorter. Others are

fine.

G. B. The slant of your writing needs atten-

tion first. Come again

L. R.. Ky. \'ery good. We have no special

criticism. You are ready to make a trial for the

certificate.

J. H. J., Ohio. Very good. No special criti-

cism. Your work is up to ourcertificate standard.

J. F. L.. S. Dak.. Small r needs attention.

Ending strokes do not slant enough. Stem of

rtoo straight. You have not studied carefully

the way the cap is put on this letter.

T. H.McK., O. You have not mastered the

previous lessons of Mr. King's. Neither do you

study form closely enough. Begin on Mr. Berk-

man's September lesson and follow it closeh',

K. N. H., Ore. Your lines seem to be nervous,

You need also to study form. You have probab-

ly not mastered the beginning lesson sutticiently.

Study Berkman's beginning lessons.
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"What Others

Have Done You
Can Do
Also."

STUDENTS* WOR.K AND PAGE
Dedicated to the best engravable specimens of exercises and business

writing received from schools and students; improvement,

timeliness and excellence considered.

Observation,

Care and Appli-

cation—The
Essentials.

~1

^J^

'OICl.^J.lAA^ ''i^iA.^L.l^'^^^6^<lA^

The two specimens above were written by pupils of E. W. Miller, penman and teacher in the Williss Business University, Springfield. O.

KliiiMiiiiMii* m^:mm.

By Geo. W. Klotz, AUentown, Pa., pupil in American Commercial School, N. B. Good, penman.
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EDITOR'S PAGE—PENMANSHIP EDITION
A Forum for the Expression of Convictions Relating to Mettiods of Teaching and the Art of Writing

=^

OUR PLATFORM: FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH

^ J^
PENMANSHIP STANDPATTERS.

The man who stands still will win
for a while, but ere long events are

sure to outdistance him. The man
who teaches what and as he did a
decade ago is behind the times. The
teacher who boasts that he never
changes is a near-fool.

And we have them in our profes-

sion as well as in the medical and
ministerial. Some people can sell

anything. It depends upon ability

as a promoter, quite as much as up-
on product, as tothe number of sales.

But sales do not necessarily mean
success.
Results, however, count, not neces-

sarily dividends produced by squeez-
ing processes, but those secured by
evolutionary processes. Almost any
method will produce results if work-
ed shrewdly and strenuously enough,
but a weak method rarely lasts long,
however much it may be pushed.
The better way is to have the right

method, and then by normal effort a
practical result will necessarily fol-

low. A good teacher, a pedagogical
method and a series of carefully
graded copies and exercises are the
necessary means to a sure and safe
end.
These The Business Educator

stands for and so do all progressive
teachers. Common sense, rather
than some theorj- which no one uses,
is our method and yours if you're up-
to-date. If you were not up-to-date
you'd not pay your dollarto read this.

KEEFOVER.

A most excellent article from Mr. F.
A. Keefovercame too late for the Stu-
dents' edition of the December num-
ber of The Business Educwtor.
This is especially suited for the new
year and we shall therefore hold it for
the January number. It contains
just such advice as young men are
needing who are entering the com-
mercial world. Every reader of this
magazine should give it careful at-

tention as it is one of the most whole-
some articles we have had the pleas-
ure of reading for many a day.

"The Problem of Adolescence in the

Business School"

by Melville W. Cassmore, Seattle,
Washington, Com'l School, is the
title of, in our opinion, one of the
most vitally important contributions

to commercial teachers which has
ever appeared in one of our profes-
sional journals. It will appear in the
January number and we want every
school proprietor and teacher to give
it a careful reading. It contains some
truths that have been overlooked and
neglected but which should be given

I serious consideration.

PROFESSOR SADLER RECOV-
ERING.

An article in the Baltimore Sun of
October 24th states that W. H. Sad-
ler, president of Sadler's, Bryant &
Stratton Business College of that
city, who has been ill five weeks with
intestinal trouble, is much improved
and hopes to be at his office regular-
ly in a short time. The members of

our profession will be pleased to

learn of his recovery.

APPRECIATION.

The last of Mr. King's lessons which were hepun
in the January number of this \ ear appear in Ihis

number. On behalf of the humlre.ls of youn;;
people wh<» haye been following this course we
wish to thank Mr. King for the goofl work he
has carried on so successfully. We asked Mr.
King to present lessons in real business
writing, free from that accuracy and stiffness

which is sometimes characteristic of a model
hantl. He has presented just such a course
which has been admired by the intensely practi-
cal teachers and pupils. Mr. King is still swing-
ing the pen and we hope to present more of his
work fr<mi time to time.

Editor Business Educator :

Will you kindly inform your readers that 1 am
not in a position to fill any orders for lessons or
penmanship of any kind as I h;iv.- 11..1 t,iiii:iit for

oyer a year and am entirel>' "iit Mt prai ik <•.

(3wing to changes of address, letter-- r.nitaiii-

ing remittances may haye gone astray. I haye
endea\-ored to return all money receiyed, and if

any has been sent me that has slipped m>' mind.
1 wish the parties who sent it wouhl write ine,

so that 1 coukl adjust the matter.
Yours truly,

T. COURTNEY.
73 S. Diamond St., Grand Raiiids.

A LETTER FROM MR. ADAMS.

"I think the November number of The Busi-
ness Educator is far ahead of anything that
has eyer been mailed by you. It does not seem
possible to make it any lietterthan it has been and
is at the present time, hut you seem to know-
how to make each number better than the pre-
ceding one. 1 congratulate you upon your suc-
cess. I am getting quite a number of my stu-
dents to follow Mr. Berkman's lessons. I sin-
cereh' lielieye them to be the finest copies that
was eyer before given to the public. I am very-
anxious to have all of my students follow or
pursue the course from the beginning to the
enil, for I know that they will be greatly ben-
efited by so doing.
•'Wishing you continued success, I remain.

Cordiallj' yours."
M. .\. .\DAMS.

.Marietta, O., Nov. 4, 1908.

In a recent letter from E. E. Long,
penman in the College of Commerce,
Ada, O., appeared the following:
"An 8 lb. voter came to our place on
election day, asked for board and
shelter, and promised faithfully to al-

ways vote the Democrat ticket. Son
and mother both doing well."
The Business Educator extends

congratulations and hopes that this

youngster will some day equal his fa-

ther as a penman and teacher.

Grant Gordon Dwyer
Son of Mr. and Mrs. I. E. Dwyer

Robert College
October 4, 1908 Constantinople

Sept. 2li-uS

Hariet Medora
Mrs. auil Mr. J. \'. Dillman

Connellsyille, Penna.
Supr. Writing and Dra\\-ir|ig.

Capt. and Mrs. W. M. Somers of Indianapolis,
announce the engagement of their daughter.
Gaile Hamilton and Mr. Martin .\. Baltozer. of

the Scranton. Pa., Business College.
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Devoted to the Best Interests of Business Educatioi
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t. nor aneditoral fro:

will, fair play ^
THE POLICY OF THE SCHOOL.

In that profoundly significant book,

"The Life of the Bee," Materlinck

refers again and again to the

"spirit of the hive," that marvel-
ous, invincible power that governs

the acts of the workers and sits im-

placably in judgment on all that men-
aces the welfare of the tranquil and
prospering colony.

We may find to our surprise and
curiosity, this same "spirit of the

hive," where many people are gather-

ed together in common pursuit.

Every store, permanent office, and
school has an atmosphere which the

casual visitor detects and notices.

It is the constant study of store man-
agers to perfect and preserve this

feeling between store and customers.
The department store in many res-

pects is the most remarkable develop-
ment in our commercial system and
the observant school manager can
learn much from its methods.
School and department store are

not so widely at variance as might be
thought. Each one has to handle and
train a force of people, who come to

them untrained, and nearly all stores

have their instruction facilities as

complete as possible. Each one
has its system to follow. Any
school can, to advantage, adapt
certain rules from the regulations of

any well ordered store. I have be-

fore me now a very suggestive little

sixty page booklet of rules from one
of our large department stores.

Every great store reflects the per-

sonality of the man who built it; so,

inevitably, will every school reflect

and typify the man behind it. If

this spirit is good and sweet, it is a

valuable commercial asset; if sordid,

grasping, obtuse and ignorant it is a

distinct detriment and an insuper-
able obstacle to permanent greatness.
In accord with the changing condi-
tions of the times, it is becoming
manifest that the great trading insti-

tutions of the future are to be those
founded on true dignity, self-respect,

unselfish wisdom, and the highest
form of altruism, The best business
will be founded on the best service.

The keenest business men of today
are students of the spirit of the times
and of the motives of human action

and they will give you an hour out of

a busy day gladly if you will talk

over with them an abstract principle
of psychology or sociology—anything
that goes to the heart of things.

It is the misfortune of many busi-

ness schools that they have not been
conducted on this plane. They have
never considered how they could
most acceptably serve the public.

They have been constantly fretting

and scheming about how to get stu-

dents and no great or broadening
idea ever has come to them.

A larger aspect will enable a person
to comprehend a selling plan and a

service plan as problems to be solved
and not as a succession of office in-

terviews or as a distribution of circu-

lars. This shortened sight is as a
vision in a mist obscured by the shin-

ing dollar. They have bowed the

knee to Rockefeller and have rendered
homage to a minted image in temples
whose domes echo only the silvern

thuds from the stalls of the money
changers. The golden calf of Horeb
has been exalted upon their holiest

altars and the priests of the gallery

are the interpreters of the gospel of

the blind god of chance.

I would then complain, most of all,

because the school manager has not

sought to obtain an outlook upon the

world of business, of art, of litera-

ture. He has been content with his

daily paper, and he may glance cas-

ually at the professional journals. I

have seen elaborate homes of school

managers in which there was no li-

brary, the only approach to a recog-

nition of it being three horrible gift

books upon a center table and a little

case of volumes bought under protest

from an agent. Of a surety this com-
plaint may not be lodged alone

against the schoolmaster. It may,
with equal reason, be urged against

all the workers of the world.

I make these complaints not to be-

little but to elevate. The teacher, in

what ever sphere he labors, has infi-

nite responsibilities. He is the sec-

ond creator of the world, a molder
and a shaper of mankind. When he

crawls, all mankind grovels. When
he walks erect, then does the world
renew itself in the image of divinity.

The blight of age is the crime and
terror of the teacher and he must, at

all cost and hazard, keep the sap of

growing youth in his veins. He
must stand as the very essence of

growth and development.

From observation and report, I am
forced to conclude that mental stag-

nation is a common condition among
school managers and that extreme
narrowness of vision and pettiness of

spirit are not unusual. These condi-

tions may exist in a store of moderate
success, but they are most damaging
in a school. The leader and example
in a school must be a worker. He
must bear the marks of a student.

He must work—work for usefulness
and development, realizing that the

reward for work well done is the ca-

pacity for greater work. Then he
may expect his students, some of

them, to work for him and with him.

Because of this defect in interpret-

ing and forcasting the needs of busi-

ness, the business school has not

rightly judged the demands of mod-
ern life. Few educational methods
have. They have been content with
easily taught text books, prepared to

permit the handling of many students

and have not considered the ultimate

effect of a course so weak and flimsy.

When, for instance, after diligently

studying the smattering of prepara-

tion given in the stenographic course,

the innocent child goes out and hears

about certioraris and bull-nose coup-
lers and lixiviation and cyanide of

potassium and such harsh expres-

sions—then she realizes that she has

never heard business dictation. This
is but one concrete result of the con-

dition 1 have mentioned.

A school must help whenever it

can. Its ideal is essentially one of

service, yet to look for gratitude, ex-

cept in rare cases, is weak and vain.

So when we find gratitude missing
we must not allow it to embitter or

discourage us but gain consolation

in the fact that all good deeds have

their own reward, and it is sufficient

for us to have done them. In fact

gratitude is not the noble virtue it is

sometimes painted. In many of its

aspects it is menial and degrading.

For any service rendered, which
creates expense, the school should re-

ceive compensation. I am very much
opposed to free "post-graduate"
courses in review or things of that

nature. All forms of gift-charity

simply prolong the evils they seek to

ameliorate and giving a man a dollar

today only puts him in a position

where he must have two tomorrow.
The only method that will raise the

alms-taking class must be one that

will make them able to help them-

selves. This is infinitely more dif-

( Coutiuued on page Z7 )
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ACCOUNTANCY
R. J. BENNETT, C.

Principal Detroit. Mich., B
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PRACTICAL ACCOUNTING.

The demand comes from all parts

of the country for assistance in anal-

yzing and coping with actual and ex-

amination problems in practical ac-

counting. I am constantly receiving

letters seeking information relating

to accountancy, especially with refer-

ence to the heavy problems set by the

different examining boards. To meet
this demand, I shall endeavor here-
after to throw as much light as possi-

ble upon those points which may be
of special interest. The following
proposition is taken from the exami-
nation of the Ontario Association of

Chartered Accountants of May, 1904,

and is given as an excellent study in

the adjustment of accounts and in

the preparation of statements. 1

give the solution with the hope that it

may contain some helpful sugges-
tions for the accountancy student.
The reader is advised to try his hand
at working the problems before con-
sulting the answers. Indeed this is

the only way to derive any real bene-
fit from it. In doing so a better in-

sight can be gained by opening up
the ledger accounts, so as to show in

detail the adjustments and closing
entries.

PROBLEM.

The trial balance of a sugar manu-
facturing concern on April 30, 1900,

stood as follows:

Account.s Receivable-

J

Accounts Payable
Acreage, Campaijjn "90

Beet .Xccounts, Cam-
paign 1899 18,438.53

Bills Receivable 291.15
Bills Payable
Bonds .'.

Capital .Stock
Buildings and Plant.. 400.0U0.Ut)
Construction Co. (over-

payment)
Cooperage Account,

Campaign 1899....
Coke. Carnpaipn '99...

8(11.73

3,15-1.33

(il 3.118

133,(i0().0(>

150.U00.0U
237,aa5.0U

952.11
379.30
327.(i7

I0.3ti9.49
4,829.47

Cliem
Coal,
Klectric Planet
Sugar and Molasses

hand 32,800.31
Inventory. Supplies... 5,164.74
Kilter Cloth Account,

Campaign 1899.... 705.07
(iencral Kxpense Cam-

paign 1899 051.54
Intere.st and Discount,

(jeneral 2.757.33
Interest and Discount,

Campaign 1899 1.224.25
Insurance and Taxes.. 102.45
I-egal Account, Gen'l. 910.04
Limestone Account

Campaign 1899... 599.93
Profit and Loss, April

30,1899 08,781.42
Oil, Urease and Waste,

Campaign 1899 193.34
Cash cm Hand H2.I7
Cash in Bank 1.006.18

Real Estate 3,429.20
Subscribers (Unpaid

.Stocki 33,195.24
Salary .\n..nm. t'am-

paii^ii 1
s'.t'.i 097.65

Sugar Ib.ll^r Mij.i'lies,

Caiui'Uigii i>^'jit 1,118,80
Seed Account, Cam-

Loan from Town Coun-
cil

Wages, Campaign 1899
Molasses, Sales Ac-

9,220.10

count- . 1,229.81
Sugar and Molasses Ac-

count 32.800.31

$604,730.82 $604,730.82

Above is the trial balance as found
by the auditor. An inventory has
been taken and the necessary entries

made in the several accounts affected.

In course of the audit the following
items are found, which must be in-

cluded in the accounts.
Accounts payable, campaign 1899,

$1,055.11; sums due from farmers for

beet seed supplied during season of

1899, $1,000.00; sums due to farmers
for beets supplied factory, during
same campaign, $15,625.03; sum due
from Ontario Government as bounty
on beets grown during campaign of
1899, 14,905.00; interest due and unpaid
on bond issue $5, .500. 00; interest due
and unpaid on corporation loan f(i24.-

25; provision forbad and doubtful ac-

counts, -$402.92; interest due and un-
paid on loan made for construction
purposes |7.50.

Stock subscriptions and charges
appear in the Stock Ledger, amount-
ing to $27,925 which have not been en-
tered in the general ledger, of this
amount $14,900 has been issued as
bonus on shares sold and paid for.
It is estimated that not more than
$23,000 will be realized out of sub-
scriptions, including the additions
made above, and this asset in the
statement of affairs is to be based on
the realization as stated.

Interest is due to creditors upon
extension notes given two years pre-
vious $1,192.00; and it is found that
an officer of the Company has collect-

ed $275.00, in payment of stock which
he failed to account for; of this sum
$261.60 is added to accounts receiv-

able, and $13.40 is charged in the
campaign of 1899, as general expen-
ses.

From the information given above,
make the adjusting entries necessary
and prepare:

(a) Profit and Loss Account, divid-

ed as between "campaign 1899" and
general profit and loss.

(b) Assets and Liabilities, divided
as between "available or cash as-

sets" and "current or floating liabili-

ties," and "permanent or fixed as-

sets" and "bonded and capital lia-

bilities."

(c) Impairment or Deficiency ac-

count.

Note—The accounts ent
cover onh- one year prexiou
sugar business is referreii to

Answer—The proposition is not
difficult, but it involves so many
different condition that many who
have attempted to work it have either

been baffled or have erred in some
particular point. It is not uncom-
mon for the auditor to find upon in-

vestigation that several items have
been omitted as shown above, either

intentionally or otherwise, and it is

his duty to be on the watch at all

times for such omissions. The ledg-

er accounts should first be adjusted
in accordance with the information
presented by the auditor, and a new
trial balance made to show the true

condition of the accounts after the

alterations are made. The following
adjustment entries should be made
and posted and a new Trial Balance
presented:

ADJUSTMENT ENTRIES.

1 1 1 Sundry Expense,
Canipaign 1809-S 1,055.11

To Accounts Pay-

nto earnings
h in the beet
"campaign."

For accounts not previ-
ously entered, specific
distribution of which is

not stated in question

Dr. CAMPAIGN ACCOUNT, 1899. Cr.

1

S 3,154 33
34,063 56
1,190 70

9,220 10
327167

10,389 49
379 30
599 93
193 34
70507
952 I 1

1,118 80
038 14
l(i2 45

_1.055|ll_

607 65
1.224 25

838,414

25,721

1,921

£66,058

61

90
00

Campaign ( )\Uput:
.Su^iaranii .Molasses
.Molasses Sales
.Seed Sales

Beets Bounty

Balance, Loss on
Campaign, carried
ti. Prolil and Loss
Aicimiil,

S32,800
1,229
1,000

31
81
00 335,030

4.905

Cost of Seed
12

00
39,935

26,122

12

Coal
Coke
Limestone 88

Kilter Clotli...
Cooperate
Slmai H..liM-Snj.|.lies.
(iencral K.\|.en^e
Insurance and Taxes
Sumlr>' Kxijenses Owing

Interest and Discount. . .

.

886,058 00
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(2» Accounts Receiv-
able

To Seed Account
Campaign 1899

Due from Farmers for
seeds not previously
charged, names of cus-
tomers not mentioned
in (luestinn

Beet Account.
Campaign 1899 15,625.03

To Accounts Pay-
able.

Due to Farmers for
beets received from
them and not yet cred-
ited to their accounts,
names not given

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT, April 30. 1900.

Uiss Campaign. 1899,
per Campaign Ac-

S 5.500
624
7.50

1.102

00
2.5

00
00

826.122

2.757

8,066
916
402

_38,266

88

33

25
64
92
02

Xet Loss for year
ending April 30,
1900 carried for-
ward 838,266

^38,266

n-J

Total Xet L<isk to
date being Impair-
ment of Capital to
this extent

] nterest accrneil

:

On Bonds
" Town Loan
" Construction Loan.
• Extension Notes...

S

Provisions for Bad
Debts

02"

.Net Loss carried for-
ward, .\pr. 30. 1899....

.\ct Loss year ending
.\pr. .30, 1900.

68,781

38,266
14,900

23,220

145,167

42

02
00

24
68

145,167
Bonus Stock issued

Provision for Loss on
Realization of Stock

145,187 68

NOTE—Sometimes bonus stock is carried as an asset and spread over a term of years. If this company
were in good condition the bonus could be given a valuation, but the present outlook does not justify our

doing so-

STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES, April 30, 1900.

Assets Available

.Accounts Receivable:
Trade 8 815.
Farmers ' 1.000

1.815
Less Bad Debts Reserve. 402!

Bills Receivable
^

n..^h S Oil hand 92
*-•"*"

1 In bank 1.666

Beets Bounty—Ontario
(Jov '

Supplies, as per
Inventory

Sugar and ".M.. lasses on
hand

Construction Co..
( )\'eri)a\'ment

In paid Stock 46,220
Less Prov. on Realiza-
tion for Loss 23.220

Balance: Excess of
Current Liabilities
over .Available .Assets.

Fixed Assets

Buildings and Plant
Electric Plajit
Real Estate

B a 1 a n c'e : Excess of
Bonded and Capital
Liabilities overFixetl
-Vssets

S 1,412 21

291 l.'i

1,758 35

4,905 00

5,164 74

32,800 31

613 98

23,000 no

69,945174

400,000 00
4,829:47
3,429|20

408,258 67

415,150 00

Liabilities

Current

Accounts Payable
Trade '.

Farmer

Bills Payable
.\ccruedlnt.:
On Bond Issue..
( )n Town Loan..
On Constr. Loan
On Extensions.

.

Town Loan

Bonded and Cap-
ital Liabilities

Capital .Stock.

5.500
624
750

1,192

IMPAIRMENT ACCOUNT.

Excess of Current
Liabilities over
Available Assets 8

Excess of Bontled
and Capital Liabil-
ities over Fixed

(4) Ontario Govern-
ment 4,905,00

To Beets Bountj',
Campaign 1899 4,905.00

Bounty from govern-
ment earned but not
yet entered.

(5) Bond Interest 5,500.00
Town Loan Inter-

est 624,25
Construction Loan

Interest 750,00
Interest and Dis-
count, General.. 1,192.00

To Interest Pay-
able --..'.- 8,066.25

Accrued Interest on
items shown not vet en-
tered.

161 Profit and Loss...- 402.92
To Provision for
Bad. Debts 402.92

Estimated loss in col-
lecting accounts receiv-
able.

|7) The 8275.00 coUecteil by an officer of the
Company and not accouiited for has been
charged to some account among the Ac-
counts Receivable for 8281.60 and "Gener-
al Expense, Campaign 1899" for the re-
maining 813.40. The entrj' to be made
now depends upon whether or not the said
officer is to be found or worth this amount:
if he is, he must be charged with the full
amount, unless he was entitled to the
813.40, in which case he would only be
charged with 8281.60. Taking this view
of it. his account would be debited and
some other one of the .Accounts Receivable
credited. leaving the net result exactly as
before. If he were not entitled to the
813.40 the entry would be

-Accounts Receivable
(Officer's account I--. 275.00

To Accounts Receiv-
able (Account Previ-
ously charged) 261.60

To General Expense
Account 13.40

Or
-Accounts Receivable.- 13.40
To General Expense.-. 13.40

NorE—\ve infer from the question that the
:imount paid was credited to Subscribers* Ac-
((tunt at the time, and charged to some cus-
tomer's account.

t8i Subscribers (L'n-
paid Stock) 13.025.00

Bonus --. 14.900.00
To Capital Stock 27.925.00
Subscribed and bonus
stock not previously
entered up

(9) Profit and Loss... 23.220.24
To Provision for Loss
on .Subscriptions.. .. 2.3.220.24

.Amount of estimated
loss in realization.

Note—Since each subscriber for stock is liable

for the full amount of his subscription, it would
seem from the problem that some of them are

unreliable financially when the large provision
for loss is considered.

A GOOD WORD FOR BENNETT.

The Phelp Commercial School.

Bt)ZE.M.\N. MONT.\NA. NoV. 6, 1908.

Mr. R. J. Bexnett.
Uetkoit. Mich.

De.\r Sir :

I wish to compliment you on the clear

explanation you have given to the Imprest Sys-

tem of Petty Cash in the November issue of The
Business Educator. If your Correspondence

Lessons in the Higher .Accounting Course are

pUiced before your stuilents in such ;i lucid man-

ner thc>- shoulil certainly be able to master theni

in the shortest time possible. In this particular

subject you seem to have left nothing unsaid.

Sincerely yours,

H, G, PHELPS.
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THE SALES LETTER.

A paragraph that I read the other

day in a business school prospectus
ran something like this : "We teach

our pupils to write the brief style of

letters in demand in the business
world today." The writer then

passed on to another topic, evidently

ijelieving that in covering the point of

brevity he had mentioned the import-

ant thing in business correspondence.

I am a foe to verboseness, but a

great deal of this "brief" advice ir-

ritates me, for much of it is given
without qualification. In the adver-

tising world, advisers are shouting,

"Be brief, people won't take time
nowadays to read much." They for-

get about the hundred of thousands
of sales brought about by the closely

packed advertisements and mammoth
catalogs of the great mail-order firms.

They forget to explain that while a

man may not be inclined to read more
than a sentence about new scouring
soap he will read pages of pertinent

information about an automobile
that he is thinking about buying or

about an investment that he is think-

ing of making, that a woman will

read five hundred words about a new
suit. One page is certainly enough
for a great many letters— often one
paragraph is enough, but I have seen
single-spaced letters that covered
four pages and were not too long.

Lincoln was once asked how long a
man's legs should be. He replied that

they should be long enough to reach
from his body to the ground. Some-
what the same principle applies to

letters. They should be long enough
to accomplish the object.

Millions of dollars worth of goods
are nowadays sold by means of let-

ters. A new position has been
created—the mail-order correspon-
dent. The mail-order correspondent
is a salesman. The difference be-
tween him and the clerk behind the
counter or the traveling man is that

he sells by means of the written word.
He does not talk to prospective buy-
ers face to face ; he talks to them by
letter. He must be interesting, he
must be clear, he must be convincing.
if he is to make sales.

No business school, so far as I

know, has made any serious attempt
to give a thorough course in mail
salesmanship. The subject deserves
special consideration, for there has
been a wonderful development in ad-

vertising during the last dozen years,

and the demand for mail-order sales-

men is sure to be permanent. Large
advertisers like the Larkin Soap Com-
pany and Montgomery, Ward & Co.
employ numbers at good salaries.

The subject is such a broad one
that only a few general suggestions
can be given a short article.

Since the mail-order correspondent
is to play the part of a salesman it

follows that he will do well to study
methods of successful salesmen.
Does the good salesman start off with
"We are pleased to announce?"
Hardly. He begins with a question
or a suggestion that interests the
prospective buyer. A common weak-
ness of sales letters is the "we" style

of beginning. The better way is to

begin with something that will com-
mand the reader's interest, something
about his needs. Of course if he is

already interested and has shown
such interest by requiring for a cata-

log, prices, etc., the need for the in-

teresting beginning is not so impera-
tive. It is, however, safer to begin
most sales letters with the "you"
style of talk: "Could you use some
hemlock boards if you could get them
at a saving of a fourth off the usual
price ?" "What would a book be
worth to you if it would enable you to
save fifty per cent, of your present
bad accounts?" Such beginnings
are the kind that save letters from the
waste-basket. The language need
not be slangy or smart ; but it should
be earnest.
Having rivetted the attention of the

reader, the next step is to present the
information and argument as logical-

ly as possible, so as to hold interest
and gradually increase desire and
thus prepare for the climax—a subtle
appeal, in the final paragraph, to send
on an order, to write for something
more or to give a salesman leave to

call. The letter-writer should do as
writers of advertisements do ; that
is, ask himself. What is there about
this article or this service that is at-

tractive ? Why should I, or any one
else, purchase ?

Suppose, for instance, that the let-

ler is to deal with a lot of overcoats
that are to be sold : Is the style good,
and are the coats made usually well ?

Is the cloth of superior quality, and
can it be depended on to hold its color
and general appearance ? Are the
buttons out of the ordinary ? Are the
coats better than those usually priced
at $18 ? Such questions as these can
hardly fail to bring out all the selling-
points that the writer needs.

There are correspondents who can
describe so realistically that a pro-

spective buyer can almost see the ar-

ticle. Read these sentences from the

description of a well-known brand of

hams :

This mark certifies that the hog came from
good stock, that it was corn-fed in order that it

migh be firm. full-fia\'nred and juicy, that it was
a young hog, making the ham thin-skinned and
tencler-well-comiitioned and fat, insuring the
lean of tlie ham to be tasty and nutritious. The
mark certifies that tlie liam was cured in a liquor

nearly goofi enciugh to drink, made of granulated
sugar, pure saltpetre and only a ver>' little salt:

this brings out all the fine, rich, natural fiavor of

the carefully selected meat and preserves it

without "salty pickling."

What lover of fine ham could resist

such a description, and descriptions

of like character are possible of all

good merchandise.
The following, sent out by the pro-

prietor of a cleaning, repairing and
dyeing establisement, is an example
of a good soliciting letter.

Dear Sir ;

You will certainly do me a service, and I am
sure yon will do yourself a service, by taking
time to read this letter.

My business is that of cleaning, repairing and
dyeing clothing, and I think I have the best-

equipped shop in this city for my work. My
patronage hastmore than doubled during the last

year, but I have put in the latest equipment, em-
ployed more skilled help, and I want more or-

ders. I seek an opportunity to show you how I

can help you t<i be well dressed at all times and
how mucli money yon can save by having me
keep \-our clothes in first-class condition, instearl

of buying new suits so often.

Soon now you will want to wear that light suit

and yourspring overcoat. Let me fix them up for

you. I do not like to cut prices, but I am send-
ing this letter to a list of people that have never
patronized me. and the first suit you let me have
I will clean and press for fifty cents, just to show
you the kind of work 1 do. Thereafter, the price

will be one iloUar.

Don't think that the pressing of a pair of

trousers is too small a job to give me. It will re-

ceive ju.st the same careful attention that we give

a full dress suit. That principle is what has en-

able me to double my Inisiness.

Retiect a moment. Isn't there something I

can do for you today? I have both telephones.

Call me up now and I will send for the clothes.

Truly yours.

How suggestive this letter is. It

reminds the reader that it is economy
to keep clothing cleaned and pressed,

and the writer takes advantage of the

spring season to suggest that the

light suit will soon be needed. A
special price is offered to get a trial

order, but giving a good reason for

reducing the price, the proprietor

does not cheapen his work. He wise-

ly puts stress on the uniformly care-

ful attention given work, and closes

with a final appeal to the reader to

think of something that should be
attended to at once. Note the ab-

sence of the overused "Trusting to

receive your order" closing para-

graph.
Mrs. A. M. Sanders, of Wytheville,

Va., writes a letter to a mail-order
manufacturer about a refrigerator.

She says she wants one like that sold

to Mrs. William of her town, but she
does not know that she can afford to

pay the price.

( Continued on page 2i )
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CONTRACTS.

The study of commercial law is

virtually a study of contracts, as part-

nership, insurance, shipping, sales,

etc., are but examples of different

classes of business contracts. No
intelligent person can conduct even
the ordinary affairs of life without
exercising the rights and assuming
the liabilities incident to the contract
relation. Since the subject is almost
as broad as the law itself, it is mani-
festly impossible, in one brief article,

to give anything like a comprehensive
view of the leading principles in-

volved. The writer desires rather to

present a few suggestions that may
be of use in teaching the application

of some of the principles to be found
in any good commercial law text.

Thf Essentials of a Contr.\ct.

After the student has learned that

a contract requires legal subject mat-
ter, good or valuable consideration,
competent parties and mutual assent,

he should make an application of his

knowledge in a concrete manner. For
instance, the teacher may place a

crude, imperfect agreement on the

board, purposely making it so defec-

tive that the student can have no
difficulty in recognizing the imperfec-

tions. The following will serve as an
example

:

Mr. Jones agrees to build a house
for Mr. J. E. Shields for $1500.00.

House to have five rooms. When one-
half completed Mr. Shields agrees to

pay Mr. Jones $500.00 on account

;

balance later.
J. E. Shields.

A class to whom this was recently

submitted made the following criti-

cism :

1. No date is given.

2. No time is set for completion.
3. There are no builders' specifica-

tions.

4. There should be two copies and
both parties should sign.

5. There is no way specified for

determining when the building is

half done.
I). Time for paying balance is too

indefinite.

7. Nothing is said as to any penal-
ty for failure to complete as per agree-
ment.

8. The location of the house is not
given.

9. "Mr. Jones" is not sufficiently

identified.

( It is suggested that the pupils 1

I
be required to look up the subject

'

I
of forfeiture in this connection, 1-

I
as it is said that "the law abhors

1

I a forfeiture." J

These criticisms seem to cover the
principal defects in the original docu-
ment. The next step should be the
construction of an agreement that has
all the essential elements and which
sufficiently safeguards the interests

of both parties. Other exercises of a

similar nature, but introducing more
difficult and technical points should
be taken up later. Chattel mortgages
may be drawn and the importance of

careful descriptions of property mort-
gaged may be shown. The same can
be shown in regard to property leased
or sold. Show also that the exchange
of letters and telegrams may consti-

tute good contracts. Draw attention

to the fact that it is good business
policy to stipulate in an offer made by
letter that the letter of acceptance
must actually be received by the

offerer. Require certain members of

the class to make written offers to

other members. Let these be an-

swered in various ways. Submit of-

fers and answers to the class to de-

termine whether there is a valid con-

tract.

While it is true that the average
person cannot safely undertake to

draw his own contracts in all

cases, or to judge in all instances of

the character of the ones he is asked
to sign, yet it is also true that every

business man must make contracts

that cannot be submitted to his law-

yer. A busy correspondent makes
scores of offers and acceptances in a

single day's mail. He must know
something of contracts himself. It

is suggested that the members of

your class may be benefited by con-

structing a series of simple contracts

similar to the following:
1. You are manager of the school

basket ball team. Draw up an agree-

ment between yourself, as manager,
and the manager of the team.

The game to be played at , and
the proceeds are to be divided equally

after the reasonable expenses of each
team have been paid. If there is a
deficit the team is to pay of
the sum and your team . In
case either team fails to put in an ap-
pearance there is an agreement that
the team in fault shall forfeit to the

other team the sum of $ . Put
in any other conditions thought
essential.

2. James Greene has agreed to sell

to C. T. Smith a certain lot of land in

the city of , , for the sum of

$300.00. The parties are not ready to

complete the sale. Draw up a bind-
ing agreement, specifying that the
money shall be paid at a certain time
and the deed delivered. Draw the
agreement so as to fully protect the
interests of both parties. (Take into

consideration the abstract, the nature
of the deed, whether the wife is re-

quired to join in the deed, or the con-
tract for deed, etc.)

3' Draw up an agreement whereby
Thomas Mayle agrees to be responsi-

ble for a bill of goods not to exceed
$500.00 to be purchased from the Jones
Dry Goods Company by William
Caisse. (Must such an agreement
be in writing ?)

4. William Morrell offers a certain

piece of land to Theodore Brunt for

$450.00. Brunt replies that he will

give Morrell $25.00 to hold the offer

open thirty days. Write the agree-

ment. (Can Morrell sell to any other

person during the time this agree-

ment is in force ?)

A very interesting method of con-

ducting an occasional recitation, is

somewhat on the principle of a moot
court. Submit questions that seem
to have good arguments on each side.

Appoint two or three lawyers for the
plaintiff and an equal number for the
defendant. Select other members to

act as a jury. The teacher may act

as judge. After the attorneys have
made their arguments, let the "jury"
render the decision, being guided by
the arguments of the attorneys and
the instructions of the "judge."
Example: A woman of very defi-

cient education desired to mortgage
a farm for 1500.00. She signed what
she believed to be a mortgage. It

afterwards developed that she had
signed a warranty deed. The land
has now been transferred to an inno-

cent holder, who knew nothing of the
original transaction. Question: Can
the woman retain possession of her
land? I It may be assumed that she
has never given up possession.)
Nearly all of the late texts on com-

mercial law supply questions that

might be used in the above manner.
It is not necessary that court proced-
ure be strictly followed, but some-
thing of the method of conducting a

trial may be shown.

Start tt^e Xlivo IJcar witl] a big club for tt^c 3. €.
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ject in this article without unduly ex-
tending its length. Next month I

shall continue this discussion show-
ing its practical bearing and applica-
tion to the work in percentage.

DIVISION OF FRACTIONS.

As we stated last month, division of

fractions is understood by but a few
of our commercial students. It there-
fore, becomes necessary for the teach-
ears of arithmetic to at least revive
the subject, and in many cases to pre-

sent it as though the students knew
nothing of it. In this article, I shall

endeavor to set forth the several steps
together with a brief explanation of

my method of presenting the subject
to those classes needing considerable
assistance.

In the first place, I find, as in multi-
plication, there are six separate
distinct cases to be considered. Our
first case is to divide a fraction by a

whole number. Thus.
«

: 4 = ?

At this point I find it advantageous
to review the meaning of "numera-
tor" and "denominator." "Numera-
tor" is simply another name for

"number" and represents the num-
ber of parts or "things" in the frac-

tion, just as in the expression $8,

eight is the number of "things" or
dollars represented. This helps to
emphasize the fact that the term "de-
nominator" is the same as the word
"namer," hence "ninths" is the name
of one of those parts making the
fraction. The class readily under-
stands that $S f 4 equals $2, and they
are now ready to divide % , \ and
know why they are doing it a certain
way. A number of similar exercises
are given in each of which the num-
erator of the fraction is exactly divis-

ible by the integer used as a divisor.
Next we take one like this,

\ ;-5=?
It is just like the example given

above save that the numerator is not
divisible by the divisor "5." The
class is sure to report a variety of
answers for this operation.

In this connection I like to review
that principle of division of simple
numbers, which is stated thus :

"Dividing the dividend or multiply-
ing the divisor, divides the quotient."
This necessitates calling to the at-

tention of the class the fact that a
fraction is one way of indicating a
division which can be performed
(without resorting to decimals), the
numerator of the fraction being the
dividend, and the denominator the
divisor. The principle is then ap-
plied to the example given. Consid-
erable drill is needed here and I dictate
such an exercise as this, requiring

much of the work to be done orally.

5 -5=? I -4=? ^^-^4=?
?^4=? ?H-5=? 1^7=?
4^4=--? g -^ 2 = ? jS, -^ 4 = ?

,\^2--? 9g^5= ? T^6=?
,9g^3 = ? -,t-^4 = ? ,^5^7=?
i^5=? 1^-5 = ? A^5 = .S

The case next in order, to my mind,
is that in which a mixed number is

divided by an integer. We take first

a small mixed number in which the
integer is smaller than the integer
used as a divisor.

IJ^ 4 = ?

Here we have the same solution as
in the preceding case with the added
work of changing the mixed num-
ber to an improper fraction, which, of
course precedes the division. I find

little difficulty just here for it has been
my experience to find that nearly all

public school pupils are taught to
change all mixed numbers to improp-
er fractons before multiplying or
dividing. That may be the best way
to teach the subject to little children,
but I would like right here to register
my protest against its use by com-
mercial students. It is too long and
tedious. I do not mean that I would
never change mixed numbers to im-
proper fractions, for in the example
before us it is necessary. I urge
against its indiscriminate use.

I have given the preceding example
to lead up to the more important
part of this case, viz : those problems
in which the integral part of the
mixed number is larger than the
divisor. In examples like

46435 :-

7

the work is materially shortened by
not changing the dividend to an im-
proper fraction. To emphasize the
brevity of my method I ask my class
to divide 4643 by 7 doing the work by
short division. When that is done I

repeat the solution on the board, thus:

^ I
4643

663^ 2

The class is now directed to write
the \ back in the dividend. They see
at a glance that the remainder is 2^,

which changed to an improper frac-

tion and divided by 7 gives j', . I write
it complete on the board, thus :

7
I
4643 I

2- ; 7 =
663/, 1->1 =

j"i

In the drill following this exercise
the pupils are urged to do away, as
quickly as possible, with pencil and
paper in dividing the mixed number
by the integer.

I shall be unable to finish this sub-

( The Sales Letter—Continued from
page 22

)

Suppose the letter were answered
in this style :

Cnmplying with your request, we seudyimby
tliis mail, uuder separate cover, one of our cata-
logs, in which you will tind descriptions of all

the refrigerators we manufacture. Our goods are
all high-grade, and we shall be pleased to receive
your order, knowing you would be satisfied.
Trusting that you will write us for any further
information needed, ue are Yours truly.

Now, this woman may not be able
to find in the catalog all the needed
information. Even if she could, the
order is certainly much more likely

to be secured if a letter something
like the following were written :

\N'e are pleaseil to knttw that you need a re-

frigiT.itor, and we send you by thi.s mail, in

.iiiiiiliii iriM'lniip. a catalog giving descriptions

.till! illii^rtiitions of all our refrigerators.
Mrs. Williinns of y(..ir town purchased the

rifrij;(i;ii(u- shown at the top of page 42 of the
catalog the Klondike No. 5. Perhaps you will
l)c interested to learn that we sold one of these
also to Mr. A. F. Wilkins of VVytheville. and
ani>tlier to Mr. Thomas Calking, postmaster of

Fulaski. Va.
The illustration hardly does credit to the re-

frigerator. It embodies every modern feature-
note the eiglit points of superiority explained on
page 42—antl represents our experience of ten
\'ears in manufacturing. It is built ^'ery strongly
of thonnighly season oak of the best quality, and
is finished in the natural color of the wood.
Xote that the entire food chamber is lined with
wliite enamel; this will never chip off. Fifty
pound of ice should last at least three days in

this refrigerator.

The l)est price we can make you on the Klon-
dike No. 5 is $25. If this is more than you can
pay aiul your family is small, you would find the
Klonilike No. 3, described on page 30 of the
catalog, well suited to y^)ur needs. The onl>'

.htference between this aiul the No. 5 is in size,

anil for a famdy of three or four. No. 3 is just as

good. The fooil chandler of No. 3 is 20 inches
wide. 24 inches high, and 14 inches deep. We
can sell you No. 3 for 818.50.

If any refrigerator you buy from us is not en-
tirc!\' ,satisfaitor>-. \\'e regard it as a favor to l^e in-

formed :iiid we will send another or refund the
iinMit\- wilhoid ciuibbling. If you send cash
uith \ our or^ler, we will prepay all freight

charges.
We are .sending you one of our order-blanks,

and liope to enter you on our list of pleased
customers soon.

Truh' yours,
American Refrigerator Company.

By E. L. C.

Anything that makes it easier for

the order to be sent should be adopted.
A Chicago publishing house sent me
last year a first-class soliciting letter

in behalf of a business book. The
closing paragraph was "Just pin a
two-dollar bill to this letter and mail
it in the enclosed envelope at our
risk."

It was an appeal to the reader not
to put the letter aside and forget it.

Many fail to send orders through the

mails because of the trouble in regis-

tering a letter or securing a money
order, but by this proposal the pub-
lishinghouse assumed the risk of loss

in the mails and remove the obstacle.

It was an admirable scheme.
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RETAIL ADVERTISING.

One of the most important features
of a retail advertisement designed to
appear in the local newspaper is that
it must be conspicuous.
The newspaper is read hastily and

is rarely referred to after the first day
or two. Hence the ad must be so ar-
ranged that it will attract the atten-
tion of the reader whether he is look-
ing for something of the kind or not.
In size the ad may run from two

inches single column to two pages.
The size thus permits the use of large
display type and cuts which would
be utterly impossible in an ad ap-
pearing in the magazines or story pa-
pers.

Since there is much space to
be filled and, in many instances, lit-
tle idea how to fill it, the advertiser
confines his efforts to a few large
type generalities about the line of
goods offered without attempting to
describe any one article, or state the
price for which they are sold.
In order to be a success the retail

ad must describe the goods and give
prices. There are two things which
naturally arise in the mind of anyone
who contemplates making a purchase.
What is it like? and. How much does
it cost? Of course this involves more
words and smaller type, but they are
not so much of a drawback as might
be supposed. If space is used suf-
ficient for a good cut or displav head-
line the body of the ad may be set in
small type without any resulting loss.

If a good sized type headline is used,
or if the same result is sought
through theuse of a cut, either should
be surrounded with plenty of white
space. Even a medium sized type
will "stand out" from the surround-
ing page if plenty of vacant space is
left around it.

The wording of the headline does
much to increase its display. A few,
pointed words stating a pertinent
truth in a peculiar wav will call the
attention of the reader to the ad,
and if the ad writer has rightly per-
formed his duty, the facts about the
articles mentioned will be told in
such clear, direct, intense language
that they are fixed upon the mind and
recur again whenever anything sug-
gests the subject to the mind.
A good headline is worth dollars to

a dealer who advertises. This is es-
pecially true if it relates to the busi-
ness in a way which will permit of its
permanent use. It is an easy matter

^

J
to recall many of these phrases
which are familiar to all magazine
readers, and they are just as useful
to the retailer.

As already stated the body of the
ad may be set in small type. We
have seen excellent ads, ten inch,
double column with body type as
small as six point. As a rule ten or
twelve point would haye been better.
The smaller type may be used in an
ad which describes several articles
better than in one devoted to a single
article. When a single article is des-
cribed the reading matter will be in
continuous form. People will not
read a large ad composed of small
type unless they are already particu-
larly interested in the goods.
But when several articles are listed

each should be described in a separ-
ate part of the ad. It is well to ar-
range the entire ad in the shape of
several separated parts or panels.
Each panel will contain its own head-
ing and prices in large type, and the
description may then be set in small
type with little if any loss of effect.
Such an ad is really a collection of
several small ads joined together, and
the reader begins to read just as he
would a single small ad when many
of them appeared upon the same page.
Small body type may be the ordi-

nary "book type" neither very light
nor very dark in effect. In some cases
when the effect of the entire ad is
light, the body type will be in keep-
ing with the general effect sought.
So when a dark effect is sought, dark
body and heavy border aids in bring-
ing out the desired appearance.
Two (or at most threei different

kinds of type are the limit for use in
any one ad. However different sizes
of the same face may be used as free-
ly as desired.
Advertisers have learned by experi-

ence that large lower case letters
may be read with less effort than all
large capitals.
There is a divided opinion concern-

ing the use of italics. We have seen
one or two ads wholly in italics of a
heavy face which made an excellent
contrast with the other ads on the
same page. The experienced ad writer
or typesetter may experiment with
type to a certain extent but the begin-
ner had better confine himself to styles
which years of successful use have
proved to be result bringers.
Closely connected with the subject

of display is that of the shape of the
ad. In many cases this in itself is a
most excellent attraction.

Almost any shape is allowable.
Many effective ads are being used re-
cently in the form of a single column
of full length. Sometimes an oblong
space is effective. For an ordinary
ad, space eight to fifteen inches from
top to bottom and two or three col-
umns in width is useful. For effect
this may be changed to four to six
inches in height, and four to five col-
umns in width. The extreme either
way, is the single column from top to
bottom, or three inches height and
the entire page in width.
Novel effects in shape are not pos-

sible in ads wholly type set, as in the
case with most retail ads in the local
papers. They are intended for brief
use and no plate is made. If the ad
IS something intended for permanent
use, a line cut may be made. In this
case much care mav be exercised in
arranging novel effects in form dis-
play, etc.

Borders are desirable, but there are
two occasions on which it would be
better to omit them. The one is
when the entire ad is set in light face
type and the display aims after the
so called "gray effect." The other is
when most other ads found in the pe-
riodical are set in borders. The ad
will then attract more attention with-
out a border than with one.
Variety and contrast are always to

be sought though of course they
must keep within the bounds of good
taste. Unusual forms are desirable,
but they must be symetrical. That
is there must be regularity to the
shape. This is especially true of ads in
which several articles are described.
The ads of the large department
stores which appear in all daily pa-
pers are examples of the large ad
describing several distinct articles
each of which occupies a separate
panel or section. If the panels are of
different sizes they should be bal-
anced as regards position so that the
entire ad has a symetrical appearance.
The name of the firm should always

appear in type which is easily read,
but should never be made over-con-
spicuous. If the public are interest-
ed enough in the goods to read the
various descriptions they will take
the trouble to find the name of the
firm no matter how small and obscure
it may be.

There is a certain style of ad whicli
is now enjoying considerable popu-
larity for advertising a single article
or line of goods which every adver-
tiser should know. It is usually set
in not more than three sizes and two
styles of type. There is a heading in
DeVinne, Heavy Caslon, or other
similar face, in large size, just what
size will of course depend upon the
size of the entire ad. Then follows
the body of the ad in some ordinary
face, 10, 12, 14 or 16 point. At the
close the price is given, same face as

(Vontiiiueil on fju^e S?6y
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TYPE W KITING

H. BREITENSTEIN,

Abbott Business College,

BILLINGS, MONT.
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This month I want to present my
views to the teachers on a particular

phase of the typewriting course that

I believe is just as important as any

that I have ever heard discussed. It

concerns ACCURACY. I would say

that it is especially important at this

time of the year when the student has

advanced to a point in his typewrit-

ing where he can write most kinds of

matter and has the desire growing
upon him to write fast. Of course we
have prea^'hed accuracy all the time

but now that the student is supposed
to write matter other than is found in

his manual -transcribing his notes,

etc.—his thoughts naturally turn to

speed. "How can I gain speed?" will

be his cry. There is only one answer
to this question—by being ACCUR-
ATE.
Speed in typewriting does not

mean writing so many words per

minute or in an hour as most stu-

dents at first believe; but it does
mean turning out neatly written,

well-balanced, errorless, erasureless

copies in a reasonable length of time.

The time of the year is now approach-
ing when our students who have been
led into the right paths and who
take one or more magazines devoted
to their particular line of work, will

find announcements of the various
conventions that are to be held dur-

ing the Holiday season, and invar-

iably there are a few contests men-
tioned and among these typewriting
plays a most important part. It

would be well to have our students
read the rules governing such con-
tests, for by so doing they will soon
learn that accuracy means everything
to the contestant. For instance, to

overcome such an error as striking

the wrong letter, omitting a space
between words, piling letters at the

end of a line, leaving out a word or
punctuation mark, or deviating from
the copy in any way whatsoever, it is

necessary to write live words: that is,

it is the usual practice to deduct five

words from the total number of

words written for each error of this

kind. Let the student know this and
think about it and it will not take
him long to realize that accuracy
plays a more important part than
speed.

Now someone will contend that the
above is all right in a contest but in

business it is different. I will admit
that it is somewhat different in busi-

ness—mistakes can be corrected -

but affairs in modern business of-

J)
tices move along at too lively a gait

to permit of time being consumed to

correct errors. Things must be done
light the fiis/ time. This is a good
argument to present to the student
who persists in getting out a "rough
draft" of his letters and then making
a correct copy from it. This is not
only impracticable, but will iiever be
tolerated by an employer. Just as a
business house is judged by its letter

heads, so it is judged by the quality
of work on the letter head. If I re-

ceive a letter containing many strike-

overs, erasures or other errors, I im-
mediately come to the conclusion
that the letter has been written by a
six-dollar-per-week stenographer,
and six-dollar-per-week stenogra-
phers are always hired by six-dollar-

per-week firms.

The students in our business col-

leges today can rest assured of the
fact that there is a good position wait-
ing for them when they complete their

course, /rorvV/crf they are competent.
Competency means good salary, but
to be a competent stenographer one
must be a rapid and accurate type-
writer operator. It has been but a

few years since the touch method of

typewriting was introduced, but now
even though the average business
man does not know exactly what
"touch" typewriting means, he does
know enough about it to know that it

is what he wants. He has learned
enough about it to know that it is a

method, which, when followed, is

more accurate and has greater speed
possibilities. He knows that a sten-

ographer who is truly a touch opera-
tor can keep a cheerful disposition
and turn out more work than one who
is a "sight" writer. I know it is not
necessary to present such an argu-
ment as this to the teachers, but it

leads up to my subject of accuracy
again—touch operators are accurate,

but unless we are very painstaking
with our typewriting instruction,
some of our students will not make
the proper effort and the first thing
we know we will catch them looking
at their fingers and the keys.

I think it is about time for a little

dictation exercise in our typewriting
work, if we have not already begun
it. It should be very simple dictation
and not kept up for too long a time;
and the dictation should not be fast

accuracy should be the watchword.
This will give the teacher an oppor-
tunity to learn if his students are
truly touch operators. Perhaps I will

be taken to task for what I have just
said, for I really believe that some-
one will say that if my students had
been properly started in typewriting
and had sufficient attention, they
would all be touch operators. How-
ever, I must admit that occasionally
some student will disappoint me in

spite of every effort I may make in

his behalf; that while I am in the
typewriting room, he will write line

after line with his eyes "glued" to

his copy, but the moment my back
is turned, he will "glue" his eyes on
the key board, and while I admit, too,
that this is the problem that tests the
teacher's skill, still I have to ac
knowledge that I have been defeated
many times. "Preaching" does not
do much good, but I again have re-

course to my bulletin board. In ad-
dition to this I read a few paragraphs
every morning from "Practical Point-
ers for Shorthand Students" by
Frank Rutherford, and this has a
stimulating effect on the whole school.
Try it teachers.
So now let our constant cry be AC-

CURACY. Speed will then take care
of itself.

Ketail Advertising, Coatiniied
from page 25

heading, but smaller. The firm's

name closes, in same face, somewhat
larger than the price.

Questions on Lesson Four.
1. What are the functions of the

retail ad?
2. Discuss the kinds of type best

adapted to a retail ad.

3. What can you say as to the kind
of headline to use? Of the shape?
Of the border?

4. What effects .may be produced
by means of different kinds of type?

5. How should an ad be arranged
when it lists several different articles?

6. Make a "dummy," or outline of
form showing exact space, and both
sizes and kinds of type to be used in

writing an ad listing a new brand of

men's working shoes. The ad is to

appear in daily or weekly paper.
Give several "reasons why" argu-
ments.

7. Prepare a "dummy" similar to

above but let it contain six articles

sold by a grocer.

John R. Carnell, principal of the
Albany Business College, was recent-
ly elected President of the Albany,
N. Y., Banker's Association, an or-

ganization composed of Albany bank
officials. In addition to filling the
above position Mr. Carnell has been
president of the Albany County Bank
for nearly twenty years and a trustee
in the Albany County Savings Bank
and a director in the Union Trust
Company for about the same period.

Mr. Carnell has associated with
him in his school work his two sons,
John R. Carnell, Jr., Prentiss Car-
nell, and Benton S Hoit, an exper-
ienced business college man. A new
wing is now being added to the Al-
bany Business College building to
provide for some extensions to the
college course of study.
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( The Policjr of the School—Continued
from pape 19 i

ficult than tossing a coin to them now
and then. The same principle should
prevail in school administration.
For this reason, the free public night
schools, giving a high school course
to adult pupils of ample means, paup-
erize the community and despoil the
dignity of every attendant.

I am not sure but that all our
trouble goes back to a deeper primal
cause. The real danger in America
today lies not in panic or in pauper-
ism, in Oriental incursion or racial

hatred. It has a deeper psychic ori-

gin. It is simply that our ideals are
emotional and not intellectual. Thus
we become the merry sport of the pol-

itician and the dupe of his transpar-
ent artifice.

This national weakness has been
most demoralizing to the business
school in particular, and to all

schools in degree. We have sought
to make education popular, pleasing
and palatable. We have tried to give
thf people what they wanted instead
of what they needed—to tickle the
fancy and to conduct a pedagogic
vaudeville for the delectation of
dummies. Education should not de-
base itself to the level of its audience,
but the auditors should seek to ap-
preciate and understand its high and
lofty message. In this respect, all

have capitulated to _their_ eternal
shame and to the manifest injury of
all the people.
Wearing betimes the spangles and

motley of the jester, education has
fallen from the throne of its ancient
authority and for the voice of the
teacher to be heard with reverence is

so rare that it causes comment and
surprise. If we are to reinstate edu-
cation where it of right ought to be
we must become seekers after truth,
consumed by a missionary spirit,

with an eye single to what is helpful
and right.

Commercialeducation is good and its

promises are all toward a fairer day,
but commercialized education will
wither and decay and die amid the
jibes of those who needed most the
help it alone could give.
Failing to invoke an undeserved re-

spect, many have fallen back on
rules and regulations. "Thou shalt
not" has been their iteration and the
school room has been strewn thick
with penalties. All authority is to a
certain degree degrading. Whoso-
ever would grow in strength and dig-
nity must follow his own true impul-
ses. He cannot, dare not, conform to
any code or platform. I am not seek-
ing the abolition of order or arguing
for a haphazard system in which each
student follows his own sweet will;
but 1 would wish to send each student
out from school firm-poised and self-
controlled, and not weakened and en-
slaved by subjection to rules and
authority. We must use Nature's
plan. Nature has no prevention and
no punishment except the conse-
quence that follows unalterably any
violation of her laws. Every individ-
ual must be permitted to learn of his
own experience. You may advise
with your superior intelligence but
you must not substitute your mind

for another. There cannot be any-
thing learned from arbitrary rules.

Man learns only by working out ex-
perience, and what we call sins and
consequences are but lessons in the
primer of our Nature's God.
There should be, and is, in eyery

real school a personality that guides
the "spirit of the hive" in peace—
that makes this spirit the real dicta-

tor, the multiplied conscience of the
community. When the school is gov-
erned by inner impulses, and not by
restriction, then may we expect
healthful results.
The school cannot attempt any-

thing less than the complete man—
the perfect woman. It is useless to

hide behind the excuse of being a
technical school, because work is

character and character is work
and we cannot separate them. This
is so obvious thai every teacher has
noticed it in the type written sheets.
Yet the school must ever remember
that all is but a means to the end of
making a living. We must teach
faith, not as a beautiful vision only,
but as a commercial asset. We must
teach reason, not alone as the crown
of mankind, but as business protec-
tion; and the voice of language not

alone as the music of the spheres,
but as the instrument to sell goods.
This discussion might be carried

on interminably, growing more and
more disjointed and fragmentary as

it proceeds. I am convinced that
commercial education will broaden as
the time goes on. It must! Some
years ago, I wrote out for myself, my
hopes for the ideal education and to-

wards the ideal the commercial school
may well struggle. There now seerns
small chance of competition. This
WcS then my hope and is yet that the
ideal education will lead the people to

be generous, kind, and thoughtful;
alert and accurate in mind; graceful
and precise in action; self-poised,

resourceful, undismayed by disaster;
gracious in speech, grateful in dispo-
sition, loyal in friendship; to do one
thing supremely well; to earn a living

and to live by earning; to have
deftness of hand, quickness of brain,
kindness of heart.

When this becomes an actuality,

business conditions, now so deplor-
able, will disappear. The schools
are the only prophets who can fore-

tell the millennium.

MELVIN CASSMORE.

MISS ROSE L. FRITZ AGAIN WINS THE INTERNATIONAL TYPE-
WRITING SPEED TROPHY AT THE NATIONAL BUSINESS

SHOW MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, NEW YORK.

Mr. Leslie H. Coombes, The Business System School, Toronto, Wins Title

of Champion Typewriting Amateur.

iMLss Kose L. Fritz, who astnuruied all Europe
a year ap:o by the marvekms speed at which she
operateil the typewriter, has again demonstrated
her superiority by retaining: hertitle to Cham-
pion of the World in Typewriting: and defeating:

a score of the faste.st operators in America. This
latest victor>* came to her in the annual Interna-

tional Contest for the Championshii) of the

World ill TypewritiiiK. which took place on

Thursday evening, October 22, at the National

Business Show in Madison Sciuare (jarden.

This contest was an hour in length, copy was
handed to contestants one minute before the

trial began, and the usual five words penalty

was in force. The record made by Miss Fritz

in this contest would have been higher had it

not been for the constant shifting of her desk
wliirh caused her to drop liercoi.y.

Results of the Final Contest.

CHAMPIONSHIP OF THE WORLD.

Name Machine
Gross
Words
Wr't'n

Errors
Per Cent
of Errors

Penal

-

• ties

Net
Words
Allowed

Net
Speed pr
Minute

Fritz. Rose L.. Brooklyn 5838 119 2.0 595 5243 87.4

Remington .'iSlS 126 2.2 630 5188 86.5

Blaisdell. O. H., New York. ,
Underwood 5900 223 3.7

.larrett. Fred. Toronto
!
I'liderwood 4802 74 1.5 370 4432

Coombes. Leslie H., Toronto I'nderwood 4800 80 1.7 400
Fowle, Adella M.. Denver

!
I'liderwood 507S 149 2.09 745 4328 72.1

LePard. Rav, Toronto I'nderwood 4l>7ll 187 4.0
4720 216 4.6 1080 3640 60.7

Weclisk-r.()lga(i.. New ^'ork Remington 4.304 151 3.5 755 3600 60.2

Siiiwciik.Carl \N',, New York Remington 40OO 329 6.7 1645 3255 54.3

I.aTif:,MalMnaA...IfrsevCit\- Smith Pr'inr 4710 327 6.9 . 1635
Thirkield. Harriet C. N. Y.|Smith Pr'mr 3B7fi 290 7.9 1450 2226 37.3

A new form of contest was inaugurated this prizes were a (Jold Medal and the title of Cham-
year known as the Amateur Contest. This con- pion Typewriting Amateur, to the first; a silver

test was declared to he open to all who had not medal to the second; and a bronze medal to the

competed in any previous Business Show. The thiol.

Results of the Contest for the American Amateur Typewriting Championship.

Name Machine Gross
Words Errors

Per
Cent of
Errors

Penal-
ties

Net
Words
Allowed

Net
Speed pr
Minute

Undeiwood 2383 27 1.2 135 2248 75
.Tarrett. F'red, Toronto Underwood 2340 45 1.9 325 2115
Fowle. Adella M., Denver Underwood 2535 89 3.5

T.pPanl, Rav. Tonnito Undemood 2342 92 3.0 460
\"ariaii, Kilith, Detroit Underwood 2338 93 4.0 465 1873
Muegge, Minnie A. .Bavonne Uiider\\'0Ofi 2035 42 2.1 210

Underwood 2417 120 5.0 600 1817 60
Wiese, Ernest G., New Y'ork Remington 2047 47 2.3 235 1812

Underwood 1975 40 2.0

Trefzger, Gus. R.. Chicago Remington 2050 71 3.5 355 1701
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Program.

NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACH-
ERS" FEDERATION AND

SECTIONS.

latest Outline by Presiilent Miner.

Monday. Dec. 28.

10:01) .Advisory CdiHuil. i Large Study Hall, i

.\u(iiti>rium—opposite roomKederalii

an
Invocation liy Bisliup John H. Vincent.
Indianapolis. Ind.

.\ddress of Welcome on lielialf of tlie

City of Indiaiiapolisi—Mayor C. .\.

Bookwalter.
Address of Welcome on behalf of the

Commercial Teachers' Association of

Indiana—E. J. Heeb, Indianapolis Bus-
iness University.

Response to Addresses of Welcome -

by Robert C. Spencer. Spencerian Bus-

iness College. Milwaukee.
President's Address—E. N. Miner. New
York City.

Report of (jen'I Secretary—J. C. Walker.
Detroit, Mich.

Appointments of Committees, Reports
of Committees. New Business, etc.

Meeting of Sections.;-

Tuesday. Dec. 29.

Meeting of .Sections.

Federation. ( .\uditorium.(
.Address. "Psychology Applied to Busi-

ness Branches"— .A. F. .Sheltlon. Chica-
go. 111.

J.W.

The \'iitor Tvpewr
New York City, 'by L.

Addii

I the

2:30 Demonstration,"The Dictaphone"
Binder, New York City.

2:50 Demonstration, The Burrows Bros.,

Company—James S. Curry, Cleveland,
Ohio.

3:10 Demonstratidn by Smith Premier Type-
writer Conipanv. Syracuse. N. V.

3:40 Address Benn Pitman. Cincinnati. ( )hio.

1:00 Demonstration, Underwood Typewriter
Company, by C. 'v*. Otlen, New York
City.

4:'.^0 Demonstration. The Writerpress, by H.
L. Bean, ButT;d<., N. Y.

4:40 DemonstratuHi
5:00 Demonstratioi

Company
Perry.

5 :3o Demonstration by Burroughs
.Machine Co., Detroit. Mich.

8:00 The National Congre.ss of Comn
School Associations. "To be held in

Large Stu<ly Hall,"

Wednesday, Dec. 30.

0:00 Meeting of Sections.

11:00 Federation. (Auditorium.)
11:150 Demonstration, (ieneral Accoustic Co..

by K. M. Turner. New York Cit>'.

11:30 Demonstration. The Edison Business
Phonograph Company, by James N.
Kiniliall. New York Citv.

.\ddress • Ktliiieniv" l.\ W . N. Ferns.
Big Rapids. Mich.

.\dilress-"Higher Kilucation as a Prep-
aration for Business" by J. S.M. (ioodloe,
Columbus, Ohio.
.\ddress"Practical \'ahie of Psychol-
ogy in Commercial Teaclnng"R.H.
Peck. Davenport. Iowa.

Jnsiness .Meeting Untinisbed Business.
Report cif the Treasurer. Selection of
Place (if Next Meeting, (ieneral Flec-
tion.

2:oo

2:30

4:00

K:00 Social Entertainment—G. W. Brown,
Peoria. 111.. Master of Ceremonies, at

Hotel English, or?

Thursday, Dec. 31.

0:00 Meeting of Sections. (Election of Of-

ficers,)

Federation (in Large Study Hall I

2:00 Demonstration, H. M. Storms. "The
Hi.story and Proper U.se in Schools of

Typewriter Ribbons and Cariioos,"

by H. B. C. Vannote. New York Citv.

2:20 Address. "Where King David .Made a

Mistake." by J. N. Kimliall. New
York City.

3:00 Music. Closing Exercises.

PROGRAM.

National Private Commercial School
Managers' Association.

President-E. E. Merville, Cleveland. Ohio.
Vice-President—.\. D. Wilt. Dayton. Ohio.
.Secretary-Treasurer—T. W. Bookmyer, Cincin-

nati, Ohio.
Executive Committee—J. D. Brunner, lndi:i-

napolis. Chairman; Jenmie B. Howard, Cin-
cinnati; E. H. Norman, Baltimore, M<I.

Monday, Dec. 28, l!i08, 8 p. m.

President's Address—E. E. Merville. Cleveland.
Ohio.

Report of Secretary-Treasurer—T. W. Book-

myer. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Reports of Committees and New Business.
"Howaod Why Lengthen and Strengthen the

Bookkeeping Course"— J. .\. Lyons, Chica-
go, 111.

Discussion.

Tuesday, Dec. 29, t) a. m.

Tuition—"How Much and How Collected?"—
.\. F. Harvey, Waterloo, Iowa.

Discussion.
"What shall be the Standard cif graduation of

Business College Stutlents ?" K. M. Hinit-
singer, Hartforcf. Conn.

Discussion.
"How to get and Hold the Students in .Night

School"—Round Table Discussion.

Wednesday. Dec. 30. 9. a. m.

(Joint Meeting with Business Teachers' .Associ-

tute. Big Rapids. Mich.
Discussion.
"The Advisability of Students Completing both

Business ami Shorthand Courses".^ P. S.
Spangler. Pittsburg, Pa.

Discussion.
"Some Elements Which Contribute to the

Thoroughly Desirable Teacher" — E. M.
Huntsinger. Huntsinger Business School.
Hartford. Conn.

H. B. Brown. President \'alpariso University.
\'alpariso. Ind.

(leneral Discussion.
"Uses and .\ buses of Teachers' .Agenc\""— K. E.

(Jaylord. High School Beverly. Mass.

Thursday'. Dec. 31. u. a. .m.

"Suitable .School Buildings and Ecniipment"--
H. T. Loomis. Cleveland. < ).

Discussion.
"Is our Standaril of Busine.ss Training What il

Should be?"— H. C. Yocum. Massillon. Ohio.
Discussion.
"The Best .\dvertising Medium for Coniniercial

Schools"— Rounil 'I'able Discus.sion.
Election of Ofiicers.

Unfinisheil Business.
.Vdjominnent.

PROGRAM

National Shorthand Teachers' Associ-
ation.

Presideiit-Ka\nii)n(i P. Kellev. Chicago, 111.

Vice-President-W. D. M. Simmons. Nashville.

Tenn.
Secretary-Treasurer -F". E. Havniimcl. E\ans-

ville. Ind.
Executive Committee—Robert .\. (jrant. Chair-

man, St. Louis. Mo.; Mi.ss (jertrude O. Hun-
nicutt. Lansing. Mich.; J. Walter Ro.ss. Wheel-
ing. W. Va.

Monday. Dec. 2!^. Uiok. 8:oo p. m.

Invocation—Kev. Lavton C. Bentlev. Pastor
Broadway M. E. Church. Imlianapolis.

President's .Address— Raymond P. Kelley.
(^jregg School, Chicago.

Secretary's Report—F. E. Ha^'mond. Lockvear's
Business College. Evansville. Ind.

\*ice-Presideiit's Reijort (Employment Depart-
mentl—W. D. .M. Simmons. Draughon's
Business College. Nashville. Tenn.

"The Cortelation of Shorthand and Typewriting
and the Protluctit)n of Accurate Transcripts"
—J. L. Harmon. Bowling Green Business
University, Bowling Green. Ky.; L, P. Het-
tinger. Bettinger Business Institute. Lock-
port. N. Y. (leneral Dissussion.

"Latter Day Tendencies in Shorthand Writing
and their Significance to the Teacher and
Pupil"- Clyde H.Marshall. Court and Gen-
eral Reporter. Chicago; Mrs. S. H. East. (Jen-

eral Reporter. Indianapolis. Ind. General
Discussion.

Appointments of Committees. Reptirtsof Cimi-
mittees. Ne\\' Business.

Tuesday. Dec. 29. 1908. 9;oo to 12:oo a.m.

"What Some of tlie Largest Sclmols are Doing
in their .Shortliiuid Departinents and their
Requirementsfcir(iraduati(in"— D. J.George.
Principal Shorthaml Department. Wood's
New Y'ork School. New York. General Dis-
cussion.

"Can we as Teachers of Shorthand and T>-pe-
writing Do What We .\tteinpt to Teacli
Others to Do?"--C. B. Bowerman. Principal
Commercial Department. Central High
School. Detroit. Mich.; Charles McMullen.
Director of Hiismess Department. High
School, M.kIi^cuk Wis. Cieneral Discussion.

".\ Prarlical .Mctlioii of Teaching the Principles
of Sliortliancl'-.Miss Elizalietb \:m Sant.
Van Sant School of Shorthand. ( )mah;i.
Neb.; .Miss Kdith C.Crum. Brown's Business
College. Terre Halite. Ind. General Discus-
sion.

Round Table-"What are the Greatest Difficul
ties Encountered by the Teacher of Short-
hand and How may such Difliculties be
Overcoine?"

Wednesday. Dec. 3o. ]oo8. 9:ootoii a. >t.

.A Joint Meetino of the Hh}H School
and Shorthand Association.

Organize ;ind Conduct Office Practic
forSte ;i|,Ih

Loll,.
;tephi
LMi

Metn
.; L. A.
iimt;C.

il.lc- cb lii

itelligence in Letter U'ritiiig?"
-Sherwin Cody. Cody's School of Kiiglisb.
Chicago; H. .\.' Hagar. Gregg .School. Chi-
cago, (ieiieral Discussion.

"Pedagogy ;is .\i. plied to the Teaching of
Shorthand" WUlKim A. Hadley. Lake
View High Schciol. Chicago. (Jeneral Dis-
cussion.

Question Box.
Business.
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THrRSDAY, Dec. 31. 1908. H:OU to 12:0(1 A. jM.

"Shorthaiul from an Kdurational Standpoint—
Clarence A. Pitman, Isaac Pitman & Sons,
Xew York. General Discussion.

"The Essentials of Correct Typewriter Operat-
inK and Methods of Securing Desired Re-
sults"—H. F, Pratt, Central High School, St.

Louis, Mo,; Orton E. Beach, Bradford Bus-
ine.ss College, Bradford, Pa. (jeneral Dis-
cussion.

Report of Typewriter Keyboard Committee—
W. D. ^I. Simmons, Chairman Draughon's
Hiisniess Ciillege. Nashville, Tenn.

"A S\ iiiiM.vinin of Practical Suggestions, Col-
lected friini Prominent Teachers of Short-
hand and Tx'pewriting throughout the Unit-
ed States"—J. Walter Ross. Elliott Commer-
cial School. Wheeling, W. Va. (Jeneral
Discussion,

Reports of Committees—Business, Election of

Officers. New Business. Adjournment.

PROGRAM.

NATIONAL BUSINESS TEACHERS'
ASSOCIATION.

MoND.w, Decemiser 28, 8 P. M.
President's Address—M. H. Lock-

year, Lockyear's Business Col-
lege, Evansville, Ind.

"Some Thing^s a Business College
Should Teach Besides Text Book
Matter"—A. F. Harvey, Waterloo
Business College, Waterloo, la.

Discussion.
"How I Interest My Students in Com-

mercial Law"—Mrs. J. M. Niswan-
der. Central Normal College, Dan-
ville, Ind.

Discussion.
"A Commercial Education vs. A Lit-

erary Education"—A. R. Brown,
Chicago Business College, Chic-
ago, III.

Discussion.

Tuesday, Dece.mber 29, 9. A. M.

"The Study of Accountancy"—R. J,

Bennett, C. P. A., Detroit Busi-
ness University, Detroit, Mich.

Discussion.
"Should Commercial Geography

Have a Place in the Curriculum
of the Commercial School" --

Frank O. Carpenter, English High
School, Boston, Mass.

Discussion.
"The Commercial Ciraduate. Worthy

or Worthless. "Which" — Earl
Tharp, Wood's Business College,
New York City.

"What has the Preceptor Done"— J.

L. Bennett. Secretary Continental
Employment Bureau, Bowling
Green, Ky.

Discussion.
"How I Teach Bookkeeping to Be-

ginners"—J. B. Williams, Hall
Business University, Youngs-
town, O.

Discussion.

Wednesu.'^y, December 30, 9 A. M.

"The Value of Morning Exercises in

the Commercial School"—W. N.
Ferris, Ferris Institute, Big Rap-
ids, Mich.

"Some Elements Which Contribute
to the Thoroughly Desirable
Teacher" — D. M. Huntsinger,
Huntsinger's Business College,
Hartford, Conn.
H. B. Brown, President Valpa-
raiso University, Valparaiso, Ind.
S. C. Williams, Rochester Busi-
ness Institute, Rochester, N. Y.

General Discussion.
"Uses and Abuses of Teachers'

Agencies"— E. E. Gaylord, High
School, Beverly, Mass.

Thursday, December 31, 9. A. M.
"School Discipline"—J. M. Niswan-

der, Central Normal College, Dan-
ville, Ind.

Discussion.
"English in the Commercial School"

—Josephine Turck Baker, Editor
Correct English, Evanston, 111.

Discussion.
"Evolution in the Methods of Teach-

ing Bookkeeping" —J. W. Baker,
Author 20th Century Bookkeep-
ing, Knoxville, Tenn.

"Modern Bookkeeping as a Business
Exponent"-J. A. Hiner, Spencer-
ian Commercial School, Louis-
ville, Ky.

Discussion.
Election of Officers.

Speakers will be expected tc limit

their addresses to about twenty min-
utes.

PROGRAM

National High School Commercial
Teachers' Association.

President-G. P. Eckels, Pittsl)urg, Pa,
\'ice President—W, H. Shoemaker, Chicago, 111

Secretary—Mrs. Ida K. Brainard, Erie, Pa,
Executive Committee— .-V. H, Spronl, India

napolis, Chairman; H. C. Cummings. Cedai
Falls, Iowa; J, H. .Saul, Pittsburg. Pa.

Monday. Dec. 28, 1908, 8 p, m.

Invocation— Re\', (Jeo. ,T, Crist, Pastor Moraviai:
Church,

President's Address—(i. P. Eckels, Pittsburg, Pa
Secretarj's Report—Mrs. Ida E. Brainard. Erie

Pa.
Reports of Committees and New Business,
Round Table-".\re the commercial require-

ments fornuilated by the North Central .dis-

sociation of Colleges and Secondary Schools
Reasonable, .\1tainahle and Sufficient for

Commercial Teaching \\\ the High School?"
(A cop>- of this report may be had in ad-
\'ance of the meeting by addressing ,\. H.
,Sproul, Chairman Executive Committee.
Sliortridge High School. Indianapolis, Ind,

i

Discussion-Openedby P, B, S. Peters, Mamial
Training High School. Kansas City, Mend_^er
of Conunittee formulating report.

Tuesday, Dec 39, 1908, 9 a, m.

Paper—"Value or Aid of Psychology in the
Class Room"—Frank E. Lakey, P^Liglisli

High School, Boston. Mass.

1 ieneral Discussion.

.\ddress: "Attrtude of the College and Univer-
sity toward commercial training and to-

ward commercial work in the High
School"—H. A. Wilde, Principal Northwest-
ern Academy, E\'anston, 111,

Paper: "Ways in which the commercial teacher
in general fails to measure up to the require-
ments, and what he may do to increase his

efficiency"-Durand W, Springer, Director

Connnercial Deiiartment, Higli Scliool, Ann
Arbor. Mich.

(ieneral Discussion—Opened by E. E, (iaylord.
Director Commercial Department, High
School, Beverly, Mass,

Round Table:—"To what extent is'it practicable
and advisable to modify the High School
course in English for commercial pupils?'

Wednesday, Dec, 30, 9, a. m.
A Joint Meeting of the High .School and Short-

hand Associations,

Paper:—"How to organize and conduct office
practice for stenographers— J. A. Stevens.
Metropolitan Business College, Chicago;
L. -V, .\rnold. Central Business College.
Denver; C'. A. Balcomb, Spencerian Com-
mercial School, Cleveland. Ohio.

(Jeneral Discussion.

Paper:—"Is it Possible to teach business com-
mon sense and intelligence in letter writing?"
—Sherwin Cody, Cody's School of English,
Chicago; H. A. Hagar, Gregg .School, Chi-
cago.

(ieneral Discussion.

Paper—"Pedagogy as Applied to the teaching
of Sliortliand"-Wm. A. Hadle\-. Lake \'iew
High -School. Chicago.

(Jeneral Discussion.

(.Question Box.
Business.

Thursday, Dec, 31, 9 a, .m.

Paper:—"Can Touch typewriting be successful-
ly taught in the High School?"-P. A. Fish,
el. Commercial Department. High School.
McKeesport, Pa.

(Jeneral Discussion, Opened by Miss Mary E.
Sullivan, Shortriilge High School, Indianap-
olis, Indiana.

Paper;—"Commercial (ieograpln-" i.Spe:(ker to

be annr)unced.

)

Round Table;—"How are we meeting the pen-
manship problem?" "What shall comprise
the second years' course in liookkeeping?"
"To what extent is office practice actually in

use in the High Schools?" "Has the subject
of economics a place in the High School
Commercial Course?"

Reports of Committees.
Business.
Election of Officers.

Adjournment.

To the Private School's Managers
Association.

The next meeting of the Private .Schools Man-
agers' Association, one of the affiliated liodies of

the National Commercial Teachers' Association.
will be lield in Inflianapolis December 28th to

31st. We wish to make the appeal thrf)Ugh the
medium of this journal to all the managers and
superintentlents as well as princijjals of private

business schools to send \'our n;ime an^l address
for registration to Mr. E. E. .Merville. President.
•Spencerian Business College. Cle\elan(l, Ohio,
Tlie emoluments to be derived from this Asso-

<-iation, are mnnerous and it is one of the largest

of the afliliated bodies of the federation yet there
are a great many school proprietfirs who have
never made application for membership. It

will cost you only S.'i a year, and it will be worth
much more to you if you will take the benefits.

The progra'm is completed for the next meet-
ing, and will be \'ery interesting, because the
larger part of the time is devoted to "round ta-

ble talks." which will give every one an oppor-
tunit\' to tell his experience an<l sa>' wliat he
thinks aliout managing his school. (ii\'e us the
benelits of >'our experience and thought at the
Indianapolis meeting. It. undoubtedly, will be
the greatest in the history of the convention.
There will be a great many otherteachers in

the city of Indianapolis (.luring the H()lida\'

week, therefore, you should send to Mr, S, H,
East, or J, D. Brunner, Indianapolis, for the res-

ervation of a room at headquarters, the Hotel
English, Do it early and you will receive good
accommodations. 'Fhe banquet will cost you
nothing this year, therefore, crune and have a

good and profitable time.
J. D. BRUNNER,

Chairman, Executi\'e Committee.
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NEW ENGLAND HIGH SCHOOL

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS-
ASSOCIATION.

Reported by F, E. Lahey, English
High School, Koston.

The sixth annual meethig of the above associ-

ation met Saturday. Dctolier 31. 1908. in the
High Scliool. at Malilen, Mass. President E. E.

Kent, of SpriTifrtielil. .Mass.. presided. Cmisiil-

eral)ly over one hundred teaciiers attendeii.

In oijerune the Presiileilt noted tlie demand
for commercial graduates and stated that tlie

greater pay of the first fi\'e years of service

.slioweil tile vaUie of commercial training.

Mayor \..\\. Richards, in a corflial address of

welcome, said business men <lemanded persons
who possesse<l accuracy, the ability to write and
read English, in short, practical education.
Mr. Lewis R. Watson, Beverly, Mass., in ilis-

cusing "Form and M{)vement" said the twti go
hand in hand. Seek to have the same nn^ve-
ment in writing as in the exercises. Letter ex-
ercises by count help here. The change from
capitals to small letters was noted. The meth-
od was skillfully illustrated on the blackboard.
"Special Plans an<l Devices" followed l)v -\.

R. Dormaii, Middleboro, .Ma.ss. Special cross
ruletl paper to be bomul at the end of the \'ear.

Counting is one of the greatest helps. Drill on
simplel W(mls as mine, moon. etc. Pen-
manship is not a necessary evil. l>ut of real \'alue

in real life.

D. \V. Hoff. Lawrence, Mass., treated "Inter-
est and Enthusiasm" in an original and sugges-
tive manner. To create interest, get full—of
your 'subject. Be prepared, enthusiastic, ener-
getic, firiginal. Gather information from every
source. Dim't tell when you .should ask. Be
the teacher lieautiful. Be more careful to com-
mend than to condemn.
"Begiimer's Bookkeeping" by R. G. Laird,

B(tston, received the careful attention it deserved.
Today the better class of concerns will not
train help. Floor space is too valuable even for
persons who will work for nothing. Premium is

placed on knowledge, skill, ideas, brains and
ability. Public and private coTnmercial schools
have so influenced each other that both are do-
ing better work than ever. The result is that
business men seek the commercial graduates.
The worth of commercial training is recognized
l)y our higher institutions of learning. Book-
keeping is more than merely utilitarian. .Ac-
curacy, neatness, thoroughness, dispatch are es-
sentials. From the outset, teach what will not
later be reversed, .\void excessive account
study. Emphasize comparison feature. The
most skillful instruction sliould be employeil at
the begininng. Correct iial)iis should be ac-
quired and the seeds of business honor sown
early.

Dr. \. E, VVinship, Editor of the Journal of
Education, Boston, discussed "New Englantl's
Xeed of Commercial Courses in the High
Si-hool," in an energetic manner. We are at the
parting of the ways. Commercial training is

necessary to enable New England to continue
to lead. .All boys whether in grannnar or high
schools should have some commercial training.
.Spell the words used in business and read much
about the countries with whom we trade. In
Omaha an investigation showed commercial
graduates efficient and in every way a gratifying
succe.ss. In Pennsylvania commereial grailuates
enter the .State I'niversity with only three years'
training and take as many honors and as many
.\. M. and Ph. D. degrees as classical graduates.
Every boy nuist have enough conmiercial train-
ing to lit for success in business.

After lunch .Mr. J. .\. Pitman, Principal of the
State .Normal Scl I, Salem, .Mass.. in discussing
the "Professional 'I'rainiEig of Commercial
'reachers, said comiiien iai education had come
to slay, that the number of high schools in Mass-
achusetts giving all connnercial subjects was
large. an<l the supply of teachers less than in
any other department. While many institutions
taught tlie subjects, very few taught the peda-
gogical side. The Salem schools seek to

1) Combine the business oHice and the school.
2) Create reference library.

3) Commercial museum.
4) Lectures by outsiders.

Principal C. W. Irish, of Lowell, said it was
no longer true that the lazy pupil sought the
connnercial course. Mr. F. O. Carpenter, of

the English High School, Boston, said commer-
cial subjects not only could be but must be made
as cultural as old line studies. The waiting list

in Boston, of commercial teachers is exhausted
while other lines are full. State Superintendent
MacDonald said the commercial subjects had
come to save the high schools from dry rot.

Mr. G. B. Kingsbury, Hartford, Conn., had a

valuable paper on the matter included in second
year bookkeeping. Good scholBrship\?>\\\^
greatest result a pupil can get from his studies.

The work shouki be as difficult as is consis-
ent with good work. Penmanship shovdd be
retiuirecl during the whole fouryears.
Thirtv-ti\e new memliers were elected, ma-

king a total membership of over 125. The fi-

nances are in a healthy condition. .\ valuable
bibliography of commercial books was prepared
by Chester M. Grover and A. T. Swift and
printed for the members. The next meeting
will be in the Salem Normal School, Salem.
Mass.
The new ofhcers are :

President, T. T. Wilson, Maiden, Mass.
V. President. .Mr. Wright, Melrose, Ma.ss.
\'. President, Klizabcth Hughes, New Haven,

Conn.
Secretary, W. O. Holden, Pawtucket, R. I.

Treasurer. J. C, Moody, New Britain, Conn.

On to Indianapolis.

It is hoped that every school proprietor and
teacher of Commercial iaranches, shorthand and
typewriting, including the teachers of these sub-
jects in High Schools throughout the I'nited
States, has already completed arrangements to
attend the Indianapilis Convention. No school
Ijroprietor, manager or teacher can afford to miss
an\- of ttie meetings of his section or of the Gen-
eral Federation. The new features which have
been announced in the columns of this publica-
tion should appeal to ever>'one interested in all

that tends to the betterment of Commercial
Education.
.Any session of any section or of the General

Federation meetings will be worth the entire
expense of the trip, to say nothing of the inspir-
ation to be gathered from coming in contact with
the leaders in the profession. The old timers
will lie enthused by the younger element which
is coming full to the brim with ideas, many of
them new and somewhat experimental. The
younger members will be brought to more
steady deliberation by those who have profited
by experience and experimenting, and the
good that is to result will be far reaching and
of undoubted benefit to the youth of our land.
Our President and his co-workers will .see to it

that a large representation will come from the
Ea.st. Tiie teachers of the Central .states can
have no excuse for not being present, and this is

an appeal to our Western brethren to see to it

that every state West of the Mississippi is repre-
sented, and well, too.

Most reasonable rates have been obtained at
Hotel English, our head-quarters, and while no
special railroad rates are obtainable, the rate of
two cents per mile which is in force in nearly all
of the states adjacent to Indiana, is equivalent to
the old one and one-third rate round trip. The
Chicago contingent will leave Chicago over the
.Monon Route. Sunday, Dec. 27111, at noon, and
they will be glad to have all who go via Chic-
ago join them.
Special accommodations will be provided, in-

cluding a combination parlor and dining car.
Special a la carte menu will be prepared at rea-
sonable rate. The writer will be glad to hear from
all who contemplate joining the Chicago party,
as the more, the merrier. The short run will af-
ford us a splendid opportunity to renew old ac-
ciuaintances and to form new ones, so that by
the time we reach Indianapolis, we will be good
and ready for work.

Come, and induce everybody else interested
to join you.

Fraternally,

J. F. FISH,
Northwestern Bus. Coll. Chicago, 111.

News Notes.

Miss Frances Hamilton, of Frankfort, Ky., has
charge of the commercial department of the
Central High School, Grand Forks, N, Dak.

Mr. Stewart, a Ferris student, is the new com-
mercial teacher in Elliott's Business College,
Wheeling, W. Va.

E. D. Misner, formerly with the Western
School of Commerce, Stockton, Calif., and more
recently with the Butte, Mont,, Business Col-
lege, has accepted an excellent position with the
Watsonville, Caiif., High School.

O. E. Burse, of Flint, Mich., is a new teacher
in the Salamanca, N. Y., Business College.

The Winter Hill Business College, Somer-
ville. Msss., has added E. G. Parkinson, of Phil-
adelphia, to its teaching staff.

A. V, Swarthout, of Pinckney, Mich,, goes to

the Pensacola, Fla.. Business College.

The new commercial department of the State
Normal School, Salem, Mass., under the direc-
tion of A. J. Meredith, has opened with great
promise. There are about sixty-flve students
in the entering class.

A. N. Moritz, for some time teacher with
Brown's Business College at Rockford, III., and
more recently at Danville. 111., is now at the
head of the commercial department of the Wa-
terloo, Iowa, Business College.

Miss Helen Woodward is a new shorthand
teacher in Ithaca, N. Y., High School.

E. C. Ryan, of Storm Lake, Iowa, has charge
of the commercial department of the Boulder,
Colo., Business College.

The North Division High School. Milwaukee,
has taken as its commercial teacher C. H.
Preston, who has been principal commercial
teacher for some time in the Oshkosh, Wis.,

High School, and Mr. Roudolph Soukup, of the
Department of Commerce of Wisconsin Uni-
versity, follows Mr. Preston at Oshkosh. Miss
Mabel Hamilton is an assistant commercial
teacher in the Oshkosh High School, which has
an excellent faculty for its commercial depart-
ment.

Miss M. Louise Clute, who during last sum-
mer took the Teachers' Normal Course at the

Rochester, N. Y., Business Institute, is now
with the Pittsfield, Mass., High School.

Miss Margaret Demaree is a new shorthand
teacher in the Kennedy's business College,
Rushville, III,

W. E. Benscoter is teaching bookkeeping in

the Springfield, Mass., Business School.

The Salem. Ma.ss., High School has added two
new teachers to the commercial department in

the place of MLsses Emma Tibbetts and Bertha
Ferguson, who have resigned. These new
teachers are Murray Gross, at the head of the
commercial department, and Miss Abigail Hil-

ton, as assistant.

J. Breaker, a millionaire New York importer,
who recently died, left a bequest of S500,000 to

fountl a School of Commerce, Accounts and Fi-

nance at Tuft's College, which is in Medford, a

suburb of Boston. This insures an instituticm

for higher business training et-iui\'alent in range
to the famous Tiitk School of Adminis-
tration of Dartnioutli College, the School of

Higher Business .Vihninistration of Harvani Col-
lege, or the Wharton School of Finance of the
University of Pennsylvania,

C, Ross .Appier, for several years at the head
of the commercial deparlment of the Melrose.
Mass., High School, has receiilly been appoint-
ek a special instructor in the (iirls' High School,
Boston.

Charles M. Gray, who (aught a few months
as head of the commercial department of the
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., High School last year,
but who ilid not take the State examination as
required, in order to qualify for a continuance in

that position, has been chosen as commercial
teacher in the City College of Baltimore, which
is the High School for that city.
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What Experience Has Taught Theiv^

By rON E. DWYEB,
Professor of Commerce,

ROBEET COLLEGE, CONSTANTINOPLE.

^=^

-.^

Following the opinions of business
men on the qualification of office

workers, given in last month's article

under this head, an expression from
the workers themselves will be of in-

terest.

The writer interviewed, in America,
a number of bookkeepers and stenog-

raphers and sent circulars to many
more, asking for some expression
based upon their experience. Com-
ing thus from one of your own num-
ber, as it were, their replies will be
of interest to the readers of the Stu-

dent edition.

Two of the questions asked were :

1. What three things did you find

most difficult in the beginning of

your office experience?

2. What suggestions would you
offer to beginners?

It is with the thought of helping
you to avoid needless difficulties

when you step into the office, that

the substance of their replies is here
given. Knowing some of the difficul-

ties beforehand you can avoid some,
at least, which might retard your
progress or work positively against
you.

Everybody knows of the proverbial
"office boy" with his inflated concep-
tion of his own importance. The
feeling that one has a part in the con-
cern for which he is working is a

good thing and no one should re-

main long in a position into which he
cannot put his interest and enthusi-

asm. The "office boy" attitude of

being the "whole thing" is simply a

good thing overdone. One ought to

take a keen interest and may justly

feel that his place is one of some im-
portance, yet he must not act as

though he owned the establishment.
In reference to this matter, a pro-

gressive bookkeeper said: "Thebc-
giiiner must remember that he is the

employee and not the employer that he

is to be dictated to and not the dictator."

Imagine the condition of chaos ex-

isting in an army where soldiers and
officers alike refused or neglected to

obey orders. It is no less necessary

that the employee, regardless of the
position he holds, should follow the
instructions given him. As he ad-
vances, fewer definite instructions
may be given him, yet, he must still

follow the "policy" of the business as
outlined by the director.

The writer once had a young man
in his employ who was a hard and
willing worker and seemingly anxious
to please his employer but he would
vary some detail of the instructions
given him, and it was usually some
important detail which defeated the
purpose for which the direction was
given—he left the key-stone out of
the arch. His intentions were good
but he couldn't follow instructions.
One needs to listen intently and in-

telligently when spoken to by the one
from whom he is to take orders and
then do as he is told. One office work
er writes : '' Absolute obedience to the

employer's instructions is essential to

success."

Another says : "The hardest thing
is getting used to the ways of the em-
ployer " If one keeps his eyes open
he will soon learn the ways of his

employer, then he should do them
that way without waiting to be told.

His way may not be your way—you
may know a method superior to his

yet, he will resent being told that he
is behind the times. It will be to

your advantage to do your work as

he wishes at the outset and await
an opportune moment to introduce
an improvement. When you have
become a permanent member of the

force, a timely suggestion will have
a more kindly hearing.

One stenographer found it difficult

to get "into the swing" as she ex-

pressed it. This calls for adaptabil-

ity. The person who has always had
his own way, except under pressure,
will find it difficult to fit himself into

the ways of the office. He must now
live and work with reference to the
wishes of others. There are times when
self must be kept in the background.
Another help in getting "into the

swing" is to acquire, before leaving

school, a higher speed than is ordi-

narly needed, then there will be a re-

serve to fall back upon when new and
difficult matters are encountered.

" You may smile," said Mr. W., "but
my suggestion is that the student spend
one hour a day, all through his course
(I yr.) on addition and rapid calcula-

tion." Mr. W. in theory and prac-
tice alike, is an exponent of accuracy
and, to my personal knowledge, this

quality has put him ahead of his fel-

lows who started at the same time.
" The Ifhole matte)' can be summed up

in the one word accuracy " said a
stenographer. "// applies not only
to the addition of a column of figioes
but it means accuracy in transcribing
the shorthand tiotes, in the operation
of the typewriter; accuracy in spelling,

in the use ofEnglish, in doing the work
on time, and in carrying out instruc-

tions. Accuracy in its broader 7nea?i-

ing covers about everything."
This is not a matter to be applied,

like veneer to the surface but it should
get into every fiber of our being and
become a part of us. Nature, the
great teacher, shows accuracy to be a
normal condition. We can depend up-
on the accuracy with which She does
her work. Ages before history was
written, spring and summer, autumn
and winter each followed its predeces-
sor in regular succession; the sun
and moon came and went at regular
intervals; the seed time gave place to

harvest bringing forth fruit with as
great precision as today when man is

so dependent upon Her. Then, as
now, She yielded her fruit with as
perfect regularity as though the eye
of man were watching. Is your im-
agination vivid enough to picture the
calamity to mankind should Nature
be inaccurate in one particular? All

down through the procession of the
ages She has proven true to Her trust
— Her accuracy can be relied upon.
These few suggestions are suffi-

cient, I think, for the wide-awake
readers of this magazine. The writ-

er trusts that the nature of this ar-

ticle and the one in the preceding
number of The Business Educ-\tor
under this head, will not lead anyone
to think that elementary training is

all that is necessary in a business ed-
ucation. Their purpose is to draw
your attention to a phase of business
preparadon which is too often neg-
lected. The one who gets the right

start is already several laps ahead of

the fellow who is not properly pre-

pared.

fr'-
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IN GREAT DEMAND.

Clean, earnest, honest, capable young men who are willing to shoulder responsi-

bilities, do their work well, and see it through even though it take a portion of the

night occasionallv.
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LESSONS IN ORNAMENTAL M'RITINQ

Collece, Morwalk, O.

==^

Norwalk Business

Specimens for criticism

Mr. Wonnell by the

should be mailed to

2Bth of the month.

'.^

AM I PLEASED?

with the work which I am receiving? Yes, and I'm not so easy to please either. I have received a number of

specimens which are quite professional &nd.—others.

I am a firm believer in the philosophy, that desire carries with it ability. Of course there are exceptions

but when one enjoys looking at good penmanship and is impelled to pick up the oblique and get into the game,

I know he is going to win if—he isn't a quitter.

Here's hoping that there are no quitters among those who have started en this course of lessons.

It isn't too late yet to start in, if you feel an attack coming on.

Instructions.

We take up in this lessons the vP, Z^, /?, /and /and a few signatures for study. No special instruction on the

signatures this time - they're just thrown in for good measure. Beginners should not spend much time on

them but take one letter at a time and practice, then study and criticise, then practice some more etc.

First style P, try to make the stem a compound curve, then make the beginning oval with the indirect ac-

tion. Second style P, make beginning oval with the direct action. Don't forget that beginning and fin-

ishing ovals must be horizontal. Fourth style P, notice the parallel ovals in stem. No instruction neces-

sary for stem of B and R. See instruction in October number for stem of K. The second part of B requires

free and rapid action—no stops. See that the little loop at center points upward slightly and keep finishing

oval parallel with shaded oval. You can succeed best by making the center loop rather large at first. In the

A*, lift pen where oval joins the stem. Watch start of loop in/ and keep the crossing and shade low. In the 7 you

have the same beginning as in the copy inline 16 in the October number. Give it careful study— it's not so easy

to make right. Keep back of /straight (yours too) , crossing on base line and shade low.
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A v.itxe of free-liHiicI ruiHiclli;incl by L. Madarasz.
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W. K. Cook, H. (i. Burtner. F. C. Knowles, J.

F. Fish, W. A. Hoffman, W. J. Shaffer, L. C.
McCann, M. E. Bennett, Fred Berkman, J. W.
Creig, H. G. Reaser, C. E. Doner.

Signed,
C. E. DONER,

Sec'y N.P. T. A.

O. J. Browning was born in 1878 on a farm
near Vandalia, 111. He attended school in the
country for a time and was graduated from the
\'andalia schools in 1K08. The next few years

he spent in teaching iluringihe winter and going
to college during the summer at EfKngham, 111.

He was graduated from the Austin College at

this place in 1902 and the following year entered
the National Business College at (Juincy. 111.

On completing his course there he became a

member of the faculty. After three years of

successful teaching he accepted a position as
Head Costkeeper.'of a large manufacturing com-
pany in Quincy. Later he accepted a position
in a bank in Oklahoma, but not liking clerical

work he entered the duties of a teacher as princi-

pal of Hagerstown school.
To better prepare himself as a Commercial

teacher, he entered the Gem City Business Col-
lege at Uuinay, 111., in the spring of 1908. He
is at present employed as principal of the New-
ton High School. Newton, Iowa, where he has
full charge of tlie Commercial Department and
is proving himself exceptionally strong not OTdy
in his special department which is becoming one
of the most popular courses offered, but in his
ge?ieral management of the High School.
l"pon first entering college, Mr. Browning be-

came interested in penmanship, and since that
time has taken a great deal of interest in it. He
has received special instruction from the follow-
ing Penmen: John F. Siple, T. Courtney. H.
P. Behrensmeyerand J. M. Latham, all of whom
have a world wide reputation.

FROM THE SECRETARY OF THE
N. P. T. A.

Lp to date, the following persons have paid
their dues in the National Penmanship Teach-
ers' Association for 1908-1909 :

F. W. Martin, M. A. .Adams, S. B. Fahnestock.
N. H. Wright, \V. Irving Turck, L. E. Stacv. A.
N. Palmer. C. A. Faust, G. T. Wiswell, Adel-
bert Mclntvre. C. C. Dorney, E. H. McCihee.

PROGRAM.

National Penmanship Teachers' As-
sociation.

President -L.C. McCann. Mahanoy City. Pa.
Vice-President— L. E. Stacey, Meadville. Pa.
Secretary—C. E. Doner, Beverly. Mass.
Executive Committee -J. H. Bachtenkirch-

er. Lafayette, Ind.; W. A. Hoffman. Valparaiso
Ind.; R. C. Cottrell, Logansport, Ind.

Monday, December 28, 8 p. m.

President's Address—L. C. McCann, Mahanoy
City, Pa.
Report of Secretary—C. E. Doner, Beverly,

Mass.
Reports of Committees, New Business, etc.
The Beginning Class."—T. A. Hopper. Man-

chester College, North Manchester, Indiana.
Discussion led by W. C. Henning. .\ssociate

Editor American Penman, Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
General talks ami experience meeting.

Tuesday. December 29. 9 a. m.

.Address—"How I Teach Penmanship."—M. .\.

.\dams. President Marietta Business College,
Marietta, Ohio.
Di.scussion led by N. H. Wright. Bryant &

Stratton Business College. Louisville, Ky.
"Writing from Superintendent's Point of

View."-F. W. Cooley, Superintendent Public
Schools, Evansville, Ind.
"Little Sermons in Penmanship by Grade Su-

pervisors,"-!. W. Woodruff, .Superintendent
Penmanship. Indianapolis. Indiana.

Wednesday, December 30, 9 a. m.

.\ddress-Charles F. Coffin. \'ice President
and General Counsel. .State Life Insurance Co.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
"The Creation of Penmanship,"—C. W. Ran-

som, President Ransomerian School of Penman-
ship. Kansas City. Mo.
Discussion led iiy W. W. Smith, Imlianapolis

Business I'niversity, Indianapolis. Infl.

"Lesson at the Board, "-J. H. Bachtenkircher.
Supervisor of Writing, Lafayette. Indiana.
"Teaching Heljjs in Penmanship." H. O.

Keesling. President New Albany Business Col-
lege, New .\lbany, Indiana.
Experience meeting.

Thursday. Dece.mber si. n a. m.

.\ddress—"Our Work and Health."—Miss
Charlotte Ziegelhaur, .Supervisor of Writing,
New .-Vlbany. Indiana.
Discussion led b\' H. i

Writing, St. Louis. Mo.
Writi:

Walker. Supervisor of

g,"-J. O. Peterson.

1 Exhibits.

Address -"Card
Columbus, Ohio.
Report of Committees
Election of officers.

Closing exercises.

The following persons among others will take
part in the discussions: C. E. Doner, L. C. Mc-
Cann, C. S. Chambers, C.R.Tate. A. M. Won-
nell and R. .\. Grant.

Many readers of The Business Educator
are familiar with the features of Mr. S. E. Leslie,
which appear above. Mr. Leslie is a self-made
young man after whom our young readers will

do well to pattern. He is today one of -America's
finest penmen. His ability as a penman is ex-
celletl only by his ability as a teacher, he having
won first prize for having exhibited the best lot

of students' work at the National Commercial
Teachers' Association at Cleveland, O., last

year.

He started asa volunteer in the Spanish-Amer-
ican War and saved enough out of his scant
wages to allow him to attend the Valapariso.Ind.,
Normal School, since which time he has attended
the Alma, Mich., College and the Hiram, O..
College, working enough outside of .school

hours to pay his expenses. He next completed
a Correspondence course in penmanship from
E. C. Mills, to whom he gives great credit.

More than four years ago he took charge of the
penmanship department in the Eastman Col-
lege, Poughkeep.sie. N. Y.. following such pen-
men as Mr. R. (J. Lainl. He is still holding
this position with credit to himself and the
high-grade .school.

We are pleased to announce to our readers
that we have persuaded Mr. Leslie to present a

course of lessons in practical business writing to

the reailers of The Business Educator, be-

ginning in the January' number. To our read-

ers who are not aciiuainted with his work we
woultl say that you may expect something fine.

To those who are acquainted with his work we
need say nothing.

Never before has a course of lessons been so
popular as Mr. Berkman's, which were started in

the September number. Two such men as

Messrs. Berkman and Leslie are sure to arouse
a great deal of enthusiasm.

Incidentally we might say that there has never
been a time in the history of The Business Ed-
ucator that we have had so many good things

on tap for our readers and followers.

=^

^z

THE BERKMAN CONTEST.
Those who are at the head of the different contests :

Contest No. 1 C . E . A. , Pa.

Contest No. 2 Raymond N. Thompson, Albany, N. Y.

Contest No. 3 V. E. Madray, Columbus, Ohio.
Contest No. 4 ^ Cannot report at this time.

Contest No. 5 F. B. Evans, Des Moines, la.

==^
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Through the efforts of X. H. Wright the pu-

pils in the Brj-ant & Strattou Business College,

Louisville, Kj'., will be well supplied with pen-

manship material during the coming year. The
receipt of a hamlsome list of subscriptions is

hereby acknowleilgeil. Mr. Wright is one of

our most practical business writers, although his

modesty prevents his penmanship from being

published.

E. C. Barnes, president of the Barnes Com-
mercial School, Denver, Colo., and an old time

Zanerian, is supporting The Business Educa-
tor again tnis year. The Barnes Bros, are

hustlers and are conducting an up-to-date

school.

H. (>. I'belps. proprietor of the Phelps Com-
mercial .School. Bozenian. Mont., is one of the

oldest supporters of The Business Educator.
He is still dubbing us in the good, old fashioned

way. Mr. Phelps is conducting a school of the

right sort—one that he need not be ashamed of.

Mr. .\. L. Peer, formerly with the Elliott Com-
mercial School. Wheeling, W. \a.. is now with

the University at Tonkawa. Okla., and is club-

ing The Business Educator very strenuous-

ly from his new location.

,\ fine list of subscriptions is on hand from
McCann's Business College. Reading, Pa. Mr.

McCann is a very tine penman and is one of

our best teachers of Arm Movement Writing.

The pupils in the Elliott Com'l School.

Wheeling, W. \'a., are receiving the proper at-

tention in penmanship, whicli is evidenced by a

list of subscriptions recently mailed us by Man-
ager W, M. Evans.

John A. Blair, penman antl commercial teach-

er, in the Maryland Collegiate Institute, Union
Bridge, Md.. is a young man just entering the

commercial teaching profession. He has started

in, in the right way. One of the first things he
did was to club The Business Educator
strenuously. Success to you, Mr. Blair.

X nice list of subscriptions, which we are in-

formed is only a beginning, is received from C.

K. Koehler, president and manager of the Brand-
rup & NettletcMi Business College. Winona,
Minn. We have always heard the best of re-

ports regartling this school, and have every rea-

son to believe th.it it is one of the high grade in-

stitutions,

W. J. (Jilpin, super\'isor of Penmanship in the

Putland's Business Colleges, located at Rock-
ford, Joliet, and Bclviilere, 111., has sent us a

nice list of subscriptions from among his Rock-
ford pupils. Mr. ( jilpin evidently understands
his business, else he would not be entrusted with
the position he now holds.

.Miss Annabella Crawford, the efficient short-

hand teaibcr in the lola. Kans., Business Col-
lege, has awakened a good many of her pupils to

the fact that they should l)e suiiscribers to The
Business Educator. As a result, a hand-
some list of subscriptions has been received at

f(ur ortice.

By the Sandusky. ()., Business College. R. D.
Mitchell, principal and proprietor, we have been
called upon to acknowledge the receipt of a

good club.

I. E. Berkeypile, penman in the Elkhart, Ind.,

Business College, has sent us a handsome list of

subscriptions, eleven of these subscriptions be-

ing to the Professional Edition. We believe
that a great many pupils who are taking the
Students' Edition would do well to subscribe for

the Professional Edition instead, as the articles

by Beiniett, Hmch, Brcitcnstein and others are

very heliiful to (lUpils just leaving the Business
College.

From the big Kansas Wesleyan Business Col-
lege. Salina, Kans.. where .T. K. Weiss, has
charge of peinnanship matters, ccunes a long list

of sulwcriptions. Mr. Weiss is a graduate of

the peinnanship despartnient of the tjeni Cil\'

Business College, and later a Zanerian, and
Iherefore knows what he is ab(uit.

T.J, Jonet. penman in the (ireen Ha\' Husi-

ne.ss College, is ajjprecialing the good tilings

that are appearing in THE BUSINESS Educa-
tor. He recently showed his appreciation in a

sulwtantial manner 1>>- lianding us a good sized

list of suliscrii)tions. which included his own
suliScriijtion to the Professional Edition.

E. H. McGowen, vice president of and pen-
man in the Western School of Commerce,
Stockton, Calif., ever on the alert for the best

aids to good penmanship for the use of his stu-

dents, has again favored The Business Edu-
cator with a substantial list of subscriptions.

Mr. McGowen is doing much to further the in-

terests of penmanship on the Pacific Coast.

H. C. Leffingwell. of Spencer's Business
School, Kingston, N. Y., is now clubbing The
Business Educvtoh. A nice list of subscrip-

tions was recently received from him.

I. H. Booth, penman in the Richmond, Ky.,
State Normal School, a Zanerian of 1908, is do-
ing things in the penmanship line. He recently
sent a good list of subscriptions to The Busi-
ness Educator. He states that more are to

follow, and that a great many of his pupils will

try to win Business Educator certificates

during the coming year.

E, P. Bower, penman in Laurium, Mich..
Commercial School, chdibed us furiously last

month. He is on hand again with another fine

list. Mr. Bower attended the Zanerian tluring

the past summer and has just entered the teach-
ing profession. He will no doubt make a success
of it.

K.C.Atticks, penman in the Baltimore, Mil.,

Business College, an old friend and clubber, is

still supporting The Business Educator. A
handsome list of subscriptions is hereb>- ac-
knowledged from him.

From the Bartlett Commercial College. Cin-
cinnati, O., where Mr. O. H. Crmise makes
things hum in the penmanshiii department, we
have received along list of suliscriptions. The
Bartlett Commercial College claims the distinc-
tion of being the oldest in the the world. Those
who are acquainted with business colleges know
it is also one of the best.

"The students enjoy The Business Educa-
tor very much. I find it a great assistance in
my work in penmanship. The articles given in

it by the different writers are certainly very help-
ful to the student and the teacher. No student
should be without 'The Educator." "

The above is an extract from a letter in which
C. A. Cowec, principal and penman in the

Wausau, Wis., Business College, enclosed a fine

list of subscriptions. Some of our readers will
remember the fine blackboard lesson which Mr.
Cowe'e presented in The Business Educator
a short time ago.

F. E.Chaffee, penman in the Huron, S. Dak.,
College is endeavoring to give his students the
proper penmanship material by placing a copy of
The Business Educator in their hands. We
acknowledge the receipt of a good list of sub-
sciptions.

J. C. Anderson, teacher in Ricks Acad-
emy, Rexburg, Idaho, is warming up penman-
ship matters in that institution. He recently
remitted the price of a good sized list of sub-
scriptions. "These pupils no doubt receive the
right kind of instruction.

We acknowledge a fine list of subscriptions
from A. R. James, principal of the Ideal Busi-
ness School, Piqua, O. Mr. James has always
been an ardent supporter of The Business
Educator and from specimens of the students'
work which we have seen we have reasons to be-
lieve that he knows ho«' to teach the subject of
penmanship properly.

From now on The Business Educator will
be a Jiiniithh visitor to practically all of the
teacheiNiii tlir i.iil.li,' s,1m „,ls of Monroe, Wis.
Tnisli.-i- lirrn l>r..u^hl al...ut livii. F. Krick.son,
the |>nif;n>siM- sii|,erviM,r .,f penUKinship and
drawing ni tlie Monroe Public Scliools, who re-
cently sent us a handsome list of subscription.

If we may judge the size of the Tri-State Busi-
ness College, 'Toledo, O.. by the lists of sub-
scriptions we receive from that institution, it is

certainly a large one. In fact, the lists received
from that school are among the largest that
come to our office. Mr. C. H. Melchior is the
owner and manager and is to be congratulated
on the success he is achieving.

C. A. Wessle, principal of Commercial Dep-
artment of the the Highland Park College, Des
Moines, la., is trying to see that each one of his
pu|)ils learns to write well. He is a teacher of
lonjz experience anil is sure to succeed in his
unileiiakiiig. We acknowledge receipt of a nice
li.stof siibsrnptionsfroin him.

A TYPEWRITER FREE ^^^^^
we are

giving a Junior Typewriter to every
person taking our Gregg Shorthand
Mail Course.

WlilTI-: TODAY F, I! FULL PARTICULARS

THE RANSOMERIAN OBLIQUE
THE HOLDER THAT MAKES WRITING A PLEASURE

I use it exclusively in my expert writing; invaluable to the professional,

to the amateur or to the beginner. You can write easier, longer and better

by using this great instrument.
Some of the special features of this holder are very clearly expressed in the following
unsolicited letter from G. W.' Wealherly, President of the Joplin-Carthage Business

Df .lopli This letter tells its ( vn story. Read it.

Joplin.Mo., Sept. ai, 1!)

I'lther. V

iionths' long trial : a careful and severe
J ho'ders made, ones costing three or four timesas much, and

desk—it lias forced the others baclt into the drawer among the

absolutely iiseless for tlit

. W. Weatherly. President.

This beau'iful suliU rubber holder will last you a life time and the price is only
,10 cents escfc post paid. Special prices to schools and colleges; write for them.

Address :

C. W. RANSOM, Prest., Ransomerian School, KANSAS CITY, MO.
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CRITICISMS
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C. H. H., N. D. Ydur work is among the best

that I received. How long have you been
working on penmanship? You can become
very tine. Try stopping at top of C to get loop,

right shmt anil shape. Make finishing oval

horizontal. Make E lower, in reference to

liase line. Take a little more time on your
small letters, especially the finishing of small
IC.

W. J. \V., Mo. You have a good start. Y'our

signature is quite good, but I had to smile

when I looked at your N. Watch the middle
part. Clip it off about an inch. Study the form
of reverse-oval stem ; the last forms in lines 15

and 16. Y'on don't get it like the copy. Make
all finishing ovals horizontal. Take more
time on your small letters.

C. E. B., Vt. You have an excellent start and
if you stick to it, can be in the front ranks. Make
finishing oval on A larger. .Make beginning
oval on C larger. Try to finish the E so that

finishing oval will not interfere with small letters

following. Make all finishing .ivals horizon-
tal. See criticism of "W. J. \V.—Mo., " rela-

tive to reverse-oval stem—last forms in lines 15
and 16. Y'ou haven't learned to make it eith-

er. Make finishing ovals of A/and A' so that

finishing stroke does not extend so far through
tlie oval.

J. H. J., Ohio. Glad you like the lessons. I

will tr>' to make >'ou "gladder." Try to make
shade on reverse-oval stem shorter. You fall

ilownon second part of J*/, especially the mid-
dle part, you get too small. Make finishing ovals

horizontal, and either entirely below the

line, or swing around the line, so it does not in-

terfere with small letters. Take a little more
time on small letters. Lift pen in making small

s. ami make beginning part of small r. rouml at

top.

-A. L., Sask. I think it will pay you to give
quite a little attention, yet, to Business Writing.
However, you can make some progress in the
Ornamental. Make your capitals with whole
arm movement. .See instructions in September
number. Read the last instruction in October
number, under heading, "Here's a Secret."

Come again.

.T.F. C, Pa. .\dd a little gum-arabic to your
ink. Your shades are too light. Y'ou have nice
movement on your capitals, but you are a little

shaky on small letters. Study seconil part of II',

closely, especially the first up-stroke, curve It

more. Second part of U should curve well to

the right at top. Trj' lifting pen in making
principle in line 17.

G. C. R., Minn. You are going to be a fine

tme some day. You don't need much criticism.

It is simply a question of time. I would sug-
gest that you make your small letters smaller.

E.N. H., Ore. I don't think that you should
attempt Ornamental until you have a better

foundation in Business Writing. Do not let

this discourage you. I simply am trying to put
you on the right track, and there will be no
harm done if you want to tr\' the Ornamental
occasionally. In fact, I do not despair <if any-
one's learning Ornamental who enjoys the

work. Read mtroiUiction to my lesson in De-
cember number.

W.J. E., X.J. You sent me some ver>- neat
and systematic practice work. Get more of a
compound curve in the up-stroke of H. line 22,

and watch slant of the upper loop. Make \'our

capitals larger. Beginning ovals on reverse-

oval principle, as in line 15, should be smaller
than you make them. This makes your iV and
and A' too wide. In your word—practice, you
shoulil have made tlie shades heavier on the
capitals. Make i- smaller.

c;. T., Wis. You have the sj'mptoms, anil I

wouhl not be surprised if we have a well devel-

oped case a little later on. I shall he glad to re-

ceive some of your practice work.

J. R. B., 111. You have a very good founda-
tion in your Business Writing to take up the

work in Ornamental. Use whole arm move-
ment and make capitals larger, and shades
heavier. Read what I have to say about materi-

als, in September number, especially concern-

ing pens. Come again.

A. P. M., N. Y. Your capitals are pretty good
in form, but a little shaky. Overcome this b\'

making from 10 to 50 pages of each capital, and
by practicing for an hour and a half to two hours

at a time. I think you used Japan Ink. but it

seems a little too tiiin. If you will thin it with

writing fiuid, you will get better results. Tnis
work looks as if you had used water.

E. E. W., Ohio. Y'our signature antl addres-.

is a hummer, ver\' fine indeed. Make your capi

tals a little larger, in your practice wprk. In the

reverse-oval principle, second form in line 15,

get your ovals higher, and smaller in proportion

to stem. Make finishing oval of M.Xaiu\H.,i
litde larger, and do not allow finishing stroke of

ovals to extend so far through the dowii stroke.

Begin second part of 11' with a little more curve.

You make r a little too slanting, and up-.stroke

too straight aline.

J. A. N., Pa. Y'our set of business capitals is

pretty good, but I am at a loss to know where to
begin to criticise your "Ornamental" work:
but stick to it, J. A. N., "There is pleasure in

the FJursuit." Now tlo some faithful and s_>-s-

tentatic practice on my copies, and come
again.

F". L., R. I. Your work is among the best that

I have received. In fact it is real professional.

You make a peculiar /i top oval too large, and
letter too narrow. A. (J anil D are fine. Loop
of C a little too slanting. £ is your "Waterloo"
tif you have any.i Shadeil stroke in second
part of A" needs careful attention. You haven't
learned to make reverse-oval stem like the sec-

ond form in line 15. Look at it. Up-stroke in H,
line 22, too much of a compound cur\'e. Lift

pen in making s.

C. B. H.. Ky. Glad that my criticism diil you
some good. Y'ou write an excellent business
hand, and have a nice start in Ornamental, your
work being among the best that I have received.

<iet a little more shoulder on r. and make a dot
on s more neatl\\ Make first up-stroke. second
part of ll'with more curve.

S, O. S., Can. \'ery sm(»oth work. Your ink

did not work right. Do \ou use sugar to make it

glossy? Something has caused it to granulate.

It looks like a comliination of Diamond Dyes
and (iranulated .Sugar. 1 believe this would be a

nice ink. if you can get it properly mixed, al-

though I do not know what it is. If you want to

get your ink glossy, use a small quantity of gum-
arabic. You write an excellent Inisiness liand.

and have a good start in the Ornamental, '^"ou

make your small letters a little too large in the
ornamental work. Watch finishing strokes of

small letters, they're nearly always right curves.

I will be glad to hear from you again.

478 Hutton Place. COLUMBUS. O.
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Mr. J. Arthur Snyder, the subject

of this sketch was born on a farm

near Mazomanie, Dane Co., Wis.,

April 3, 1883.

He spent most of his early boyhood
days in town pursuing the English
branches and at the age of ten he

moved with his parents to Fort At-

kinson, Wis., where he completed his

high school education. In the spring

of 1901 we find him in Milwaukee pur-

suing a commercial course. His pen-

manship was quickly noticed by the

head of the department and he was
given the position as assistant teach-

er in writing after being there a few
days.

Upon the completion of his course

he secured a position with an Insur-

ance Co., where he was employed for

over a year filling out policies. From
there he went to the C. & N. W. R. R.

where he secured a more lucrative

position. The next two years found
him engaged in various vocations,

every position secured being better

than the one he had left. During the

early part of 1904 his insatiable thirst

for more knowledge and skill led him
to consider a school that would meet
all his demands and he selected the

Zanerian as the only institution that

would give him the opportunities

that he so earnestly desired. He
completed the nine month's profes-

sional course in just six months and
before his graduation secured a posi-

tion with the Metropolitan Business
College, of Chicago, which position

he held for 2 1-2 years.

In April of this year he took unto
himself a helpmate in the person of

Miss Mary Harr, of Chicago, who is

following him closely in his penman-
istic career.

He now fills the enviable position

of teacher of penmanship in that

large, well known institution, Ferris,

Institute of Big Rapids, Mich. Hire
he finds plenty of work to be done
and is acquitting himself with great
credit.

Mr. Snyder's greatest aim is to

broaden out both mentally and execu-
tionally and from now on we may ex-

pect to see many specimens of his

beautiful work in penmanship.

YOVR. SIGNA.TVRI: n
\v
wr
for
of
of

ritten in the
iting and a
$2.25. Send

initials you
cut desired.

Mills style of businesi
cut furnished of the same
copy of the combination
prefer and also state size
Address,

E. C MILLS, Script Specialist,

195 Grand Ave., ROCHESTER.. N. Y.

Written bv Mr. Snyder.

You Don't Care
so MUCH ABOUT THE
PRICE -IT'S QUALITY YOU

WANT
Try These

One dozen Cards (any name) 35 cents
Scrapbook Specimen (my best)—50 cents

LESSONS BY MAIL

A. M. WONNELL
Norwalk ... Ohio
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BOOK REVIEWS
^ zti^

Powers >S: Lv.ins, puljlishers. CliitMtid, 111., are
putting nut some very readable four-pageil
pamphlets, the tirst of which is entitled "A
Heart to Heart Talk." designed to advertise bus-
iness education and business schools.

Brown's Business Magazine. G. VV. Brown,
publisher, H. K. Read, editor. Peoria, 111., is the
title of a new magazine published in the inter-
ests of the Brown .Schools. It has taken the
place of the magazine heretofore publishetl by
Mr. Read entitled Business Monthly Magazine.
The new twenty-four-page, convenient-size.
splendidlv-wTitten, and attractively illustrated
magazine strikes us as being one of the ver\'

best productions in our possession.

The Commercial Messenger, is the title of the
wide-awake sixteen-page journal issued by and
in the interests of Powers & Lyons, Publishers.
Chicago, 111. The November number is devoted
to the discussion of shorthand systems, etc.

"Pitman's Shorthand Weekly." Isaac Pitman
it .Sons, 31 Union Sq., West, New York City,
Pulilishers, subscription price per year SI .75. is

the title of a 16-page journal which will be
hailed by the many teachers and students of
Pitmanic Shorthand.

I CO

THE LATESXIII
iipound embossing liquid for monograni-

ing stationery by hand. "lias the raised effect."

A perfect success. .\ny penman can use it and
make big money: in fact ans' one who can write.
Send SI .00 for a bottle with full particulars.
Four bottles will earn you S500 thru the holi-
days. Nothing like it in the market. Try a

lif>hle and make better mone\".
.\ guarantee with each bottle, .\ddress.

A. W. H. Ronish, 205 Catherine St., Syracuse, N. Y.

w
! now have 20 good paying posi-
tions open for well qualified
Commercial Teachers, Penman-
saip essential. Enrollment free.

Write for blank. Schools forsale.

U S. COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' BUREAU

J D RICE. Manioer

CHILLICOTHE - MISSOURI

Indiana B'uslness College
Has schools at La Fayette, Loganspcrt. Koko-
mc. Anderson, Marion, Muncie. Richmond.
Columbus and Indianapolis. The 1NDI.\N.\
BUSINESS COLI.ECE ot Indianapolis is the
CENTRAL BUSINESS COLLEGE.

Qxiallfled Teachers
In either the GreuB, Chartier or Pitman sys-

tems furnished schools on short notice. Tell
us your wants and we will make a selection
that will please you.

Prospective Students
Of a business coUeje should send tor our
literature. Write

Indiana Business College
Box 353, Indianapolis. Ind.

Positions Not All Filled

We now (September 10th) ha\'e the

following openings for commercial
teachers to be filled ;

One ^l.-jOO High School position.

Five $l'.iOO positions. Two High
School places.

Ten positions paying from $000 to

f 1-200.

Eighteen positions paying from f.'iOO

to $!»00.

We Need More Firsl-Class Teachers

Continental Teachers' Agency,

Free Enrollment if you mention this paper.

FOR ^AI F Well equipped Business Ciil-
• VflV OML,!^ iege_ established 1893, in
thriving .Mfg. City of Ohio.

.\ddress B.ARGAIN.
Care Business Educator.

irVOVW^ISHTO EARN
uhilf yuu l^ain. vMile tu

Pak.t-ao>«*s Perkman, Keolculc, la.
My propositions ami price lists will interest you. Tbfy

2Sc LEA.R.F* TO MTItlTE 25c

DESIGNS AND CARD WRITERS' MANUAL
C intains 70 pases. 190 styli-s ut .biH illustrated Tells
all about how to order the lielt and eheape-t cards—cards
that ate iiui-ksellei-s. Don't f»il to send for this book and
samples before placing .vouroi-der forcai'ds. A '.ic stamp
will bring it to your door. Addiess.

W. McBEE. 19 Snyder Si . N. S.. Pittsburg. Pa.

WANTED Commercial and Shorthand
teachers to know that they can
t positions through the CeniT&l
sncy. Established 1899. Reeis-
acancies everywhere. Drop us a

C. ROGERS
MANAGER

Columbus, O.

secure the bes
Taaohers Ag
tration free; v
line today.

B.

20 E. Gay St..

LEST YOV rOR-GETI
TEACHERS PLACED— POSITIONS FILLED— SCHOOLS SOLD

UNION TEACHERS' BVREAV. 229 Broadway. New York

MIDLAND TEACHERS" AGENCIES "» ^""S^h^fJ'/o.^^'o, .....
RICHMOND KY. PENDLETON. OREGONWARRENSBURG. MO.

IN SFPTFMRFR Three of our members began work in new positions in St.
>3*>i il>l tui^iv

^^^.^ Business College, two in the Cleveland High Schools,

^^^^^^^^^^^ two in University of Wisconsin, one in University of Nebraska,

two in Pittsburg, and many more in all parts of the United States. Wfiat about your

future? Will you not let us assist you"' Free registration.

THE SPECIALISTS' EDVCATIONAL BVREAV.
I'l Dep't

Webster Groves, St. Louis, Mo.

mum SGEOOL for GOminERGIIlL TEiGHERS

The normal training department of the Rochester Business Institute

received a number of urgent calls during the past month for graduates to ac-

cept excellent positions as commercial teachers, but there were absolutely

no candidates to recommend.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY High school, normal school and college graduates,

also teacher.s of experience from all parts of the United States to correspond

with us regarding the opportunities we can place before them.

Our new illustrated prospectus andcatalogue containing complete out-

line of our normal training department, mailed promptly on request.

Rochester Business Institute, Rochester, ^. Y.

Some High School Positions

That we have filled during 1S)08, at salaries ranging from $7.") to IlliO per

month: Sioux City, Iowa; Passaic, N. J.; Meriden, Conn.; Iron Mountain, Mich.

;

Des Moines, Iowa; Creston, Iowa; La Junta, Colo.; Nutley, N". J.; Akron, Ohio;

Peabody, Mass. ; Hillsboro, Ohio; Junction City, Kan.; .\rlington, Mass.; Le Mars,

Iowa; Augusta, Me.; Springfield, Mass.; Oil City, Pa.; Mahanoy City, Pa.; Utica,

N. Y. ; Oakland, Md.; Long Branch, N. J.; Grand Forks, N. Dak. This list does

not include all of the high school positions we filled, nor does it take note of posi-

tions in colleges, universities, and normal schools that we have filled. Next year

will see the beginning of a wonderful period of renewed prosperity in this country,

with a consequent development and e.xtension of the field of commercial educa-

tion. We should like to get into touch right away with good teachers who desire

to better their condition in life, whether as well-prepared beginners or as experi-

enced teachers. No charge for enrollment; full information free. Our manager will

be glad to meet you at the annual convention of the National Commercial Teachers'

Federation in Indianapolis Christmas week.

The National Concixnercial Teachers'* A.^ency
A Specialty by k Specialist

E. E. Gaylord. Maixager Prospect Hill. BEVERLY, MASS.
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A piece of effective, oiit-of-tlie-onliiiary engrossing by Mr. J. K. Sonic. Hhilailelphia. The colors used in the iirigiuMl wt-re ton delicate to engrave
successfully, therefore little of the original beauty appears in this engraving.
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ARTISTIC
BOOKPLATES
LETTER HEADS
AND DIPLOMAS.

Something fine in the way of a letter head by C. L. Krantz. Ruck Island, 111.

A. SCHOOLr THA.T PAYS
iw ninv on the market at a tiRure that i> fair to

both purchaser and seller. No debts,no hoi air,

no bluff; just a straight forward business propo-

sition that it will pay ytm to investigrate. Some-
bddy gets it—will it be YOU? Write today to

"O. ^r. C." care of BUSINESS Kdccator,
CoLi'MBrs, Ohio.

BCCOME AN EXPKRT
Have an expert knowledge of the art in which yovi a

eiigELffed and thus make peninaoship interesting a
facinating to jour pupils.
Secure a copy of Oourlneys Method ot detet.-ting Foi

ery and Raised checks. Facinating, interesting and
itructive fromcover to cover. Profusely illusitrated wi
photogaaphic reproductions of famous forgeries
A dollar and a half brings it to you by return mail.

r. B. COVRTNEY
Cedar Rapids Business College, Cedar Rapids, I

CARD WRITING
My best is mj-
I am prepared
work I do.

bid for your biL-iin

to rise or fall by toe

One dozen cards
One neat scrapb

written any style,
jok specimen. -

20o
lOo

E. H MoCHBE
255 M«i-oer St. Trenton, N.J.

THIS BOOK.
CANMAKEYOUA -FREE-

GOOD PENMAN
at Your Home Dur-

ing Spare Time.

\Vhy go away To r-rhool to

pennianehip when by thi

iilyn System" it con be (

quickly at home ^vith le

one t*nth the cost and
giving up present occupat:

My book, "Hnv 1,, B,r,,mc
Pfjimfirj" contains copifs R
imens and tells how others
cd it. FREE. If Ton enclot

F. W. TAMBLYN, 1118 Grand Ave., Kansas Cily, Mo.

WANTED Bu:

UPCFK

5S Colleges. High Schools
d would-be Teachers to know
ine School for teachers in both
d Shorthand ( Isaac Pitman
d by the School of Commerce,
ice. Picton. Ont , Canada

ercial
Courses) is condu
Accounting and Fi

Mr. Sayers. the Principal, is an honor graduate of

the School of Pedagogy and has had an experience
of several years in both High School and Model
School work, having been connected as an instructor
for four years with a Government Training School (or
Teachers.

A GRAND CHRISTMAS OFFER
Fifty Cents Worth of Artistic Penwork for 25c.
One half dozen large, fine (lualily cards v^ith Merry

(.'hristmas I9liS and your name written in our beat orna-
mental style One-half dozen pen flourished cards all dif-

ferent designs and Merry Christmas, name and year
finely lettered in. One large flouri*hed Christmas Card,
bird design—postal card size—with name, etc . interted
This whole lot only 2.'.c postpaid : vahie 5f)c.

The above are sent separately for I,5c. 2.'ic and 10c re-

respectivelv. Icand2c U.S. stamps received. Zaner and
Palmer highly commend our work. Order early.
Addi-ess.F.E. PERSONS. 44.5 Breckenridge St.. Buffalo.N.V.

SIZES SHADING PENS $1.00. Catalog and Price
List Free, write tor It.

R. R. LEE. Shading Pen Mfgr., Pontiac, Mich.

aren CARDS
for 15
I will give free a pack of
samples and send terms to

agents with eacb order.

AGENTS WANTED
Dl A U 1/ PADnC 1 have the very best blank
DLHIllV l/HnUO cards now on the market.
Hand cut Come in 17 different colors. Sample KXl
postpaid, 16c, l.txjo by express, 75c. Card Circular

comVcToker cards k^i-^r 'i^r^.
inil postpaid, 25c, Less for more. Ink. Glossy Black
or Very Best White. I5c, per bottle. 1 Oblique Pen Hol-
der. Hie. liiilott's No 1 Pens, Hlc. per doz. Lessons in

CardWinting, Circular fiir stamp.

W. A. BODE. Box I7t. FAIR HAVEN, PA.

A.N OPPORTUNITY
For You I

Will sell 45 shares of stock (par value $.iO,00)

in School Company. Ownsaschools Receipts
about $1000 per month; expense about $oOii

Capital Stock fSOOO. Reason: Owner is inter-
ested in other business. Write at once!

G. H. M., P. 0,Bo>1l. MARYVILLE, MO.

Wanted to Buy a School
Must be alive and on a moiiev making: basis.
Daily attendance 60 to KiO or'more.
Population not less than 10,000, 40,000 to

100,000 preferred.
Location : Middle West to middle Eastern sec-

tion, (live price and full particulars.

.\cldress, "Good Opportunity"
Care of Business Kducatnr, C-oIuiiiI.tis. ( I.

ORIGINAL HANDWRITING
The most inspiring, valuable iind beautiful of all copies

A bi^h standard of original puinionf-hip designed for the
teacher or student who has the ambition to become a tine

penman. Each course consists cf twenty farts.
Compendium of Bu&inefs Writing t3.U0
Compendium of Omamenfal Writing 4.(;o
Compendium of Card Writing 4.C0
Compendium of Flourishing 5 00
Rosewood Oblique Holder, the finest .50

H.B. LEHMAN
CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL ST. LOUIS. UO,

immwm speed dbiees
Fifty snappy, well graded lessons in type-

writing, leading from a low rate of speed up
to 75 words per minute. Nothing so care-
fully eraded from one speed to another has
heretofore appeared. The ascent is so easy
and gradual that you hardly realize the in-
crease until you find yourself in the ranks
of the rapid operators. The price:

FIFTY LESSONS FOR FIFTY CENTS
Send Stamps or M. 0.

C. E. BIRCH, Lawrence, Kans.

/f^ =^

J

No Other System of Writing Faust Method
equaled the Faust as a result getter.
e graduates and less labor to get them,

has been the record in schools using the
vesligate. If you are interested. WRITE .\ND I WILL TELL YOU ALL .\BOUT IT

fknn'i Riiv Yntir Pr><>ii/<A Pnn#p until you have examined the F.\UST IDEAL. Itsspecial ruling saves time, money
Ifon I DUy I our rraCIICe raper and labor, send for sample sheet ana circular giving full description of the plan.

It tells the Pupil and Teache ill pay y<

^
C . A,. F A.V ST

.

40 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO. ILrl^.
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Roundhand
W. A. Balrd.

_ 118 M. nt^h Sh.,

Columbus, O.

-J
III this lesson we have the tipper UKip letters

and you will no doubt find that the loop is quite
difficult. There are two ways of making the

loop. 1st. make it the same as you would make it

in ordinary business writing by making the right

side of the loojj upward antl going o^'e^ the top
make the heavier side downward. 2nd .\fter

making the introductory stroke, which at the be-
ginning of a word should begin a little below the
base line, raise the pen and begin at the top of

the loop and make the heavier side of the loop
first, antl after reach/ng the base line raise the
pen again and lieginning again at the top of the
letter make the right side of the loop. In this

way both sides of the loop are made downward
and I believe tliat the average person will learn
t<i make good kiops in much less time than in

the first way described. This is only my belief

and it may have been formed on account of hav-
ing learned that way myself, as the best wrfter of

Engraver's Script that I know of makes the loops
as first describeti. If this is your first attempt at

RoundhaiKl it would perhaps be a good idea to

practice them both wa>-s and b>- all means
adopt the way by which \'ou can do the best
work.

In following the work rule lines for the tops
of the loops which in this lesson are three
spaces in height as compared with two and one-
half spaces the height given the extended letters

in the 3rd lesson, but while the letter itself is

longer by actual me;isurement in the loop style,

it would not appear so on account of the shade
tapering at the top while in lesson No. .3 the
shade of the extended letters was as great at the
top a.s at any other point.

You will notice that in beginning the loop the
pen at first travels just about as much to the left

as it does in a downward direction. Notice also
that after the beginning of the shade the stroke
is straight. This feature is cjuite noticeable in
the/, /i and A-. The shape of the loop itself is

a very important feature and a fault which seems
to be a general one is to have a saggy looking
loop, which is caused by keeping the loop the
same width almost its entire length. Another
fault is t<i drag the shade on the right side of the
loop too far. This shade which should be very
slight and kept as close to the top as possible
adds greatly to the life of the letter, but if carried
down too far. detracts from it.

The loop is the feature of this lesson, the lin-

ishing strokes of the h, k, 1 and b are the same
as given in lesson three.
In this lesson however. I have given you two

different finishes for the b, one is the loop and
the other a blind loop or a loop that is afterward
filled in. We also have an additional letterthe
/. The f is always made wiih a loop, the letter

extends three spaces above the base line and one
space below it. Notice the dot on the base line

to the left of the stem, it should be made large
enough to avoid looking weak, but not large
enough to attract more attention than the rest of
the letter.

Do not practice on the loops to the exclusion
of the minimum letters, but try and build them
all up together.

^

This is a hard lesson so work hard to master it.

Let me receive your work between the 2(ith anil

25th of the month.

Baird's Criticisms,

C. E. B.. Winooski, \'t. Most of your work
is very good and graceful. Second shade on
first style of r is too heavy. Watch joinings in

the small o exercise. Dots at top of sand sec-
ond style of r are too large. Your lower turns
generally are too sharp. I would advise you to use
an ink that would produce soft brown hair lines
and a black shade, the hair lines in your work
are too black.

P. E. C, Bowling Green, Ky. Your work is

very good. Second shaded stroke of first r is too
heavy, while the second style of r is too wide.
The -r is too wide. The -v should be closed.
Watch spacing in the words. I have some sus-
picions about you.

W. A. D., Rockford. 111. Your work is fairly
good but has a labored appearance. Square up
ends of strokes by retouching. You would do
well to slant your work more. Send your work
earlier next time.

A. A. A.. Fitchburg. Mass. Your paper and
ink are both poor, and your retouching is not
verj- skillfully done. Both shaded strokes in
small a should be the same in width. The down
stroke in second part of small j- should be a hair
line, you have shaded yours slightly. You have
a good idea of the work, use better ink and pa-
per and in large work write oil every other line,

rather than on every line. Your work will be
more encouraging to you. You can easily he-
come a good Roundhand writer.

F. L., Bristol. R. I. Your work is good but
you are inclined to write too angular, but this
fault you can easily overcome. You , raise your
pen too soon on your lower turns in w, nt antl
ir. You make shaded stroke in .r and s too
light. Raise your pen at top of minimum letters
as well as at the base line.

J. F. C. Bellefontaiuc, Pa. The width of

your shaded strokes varies too much in different

letters. You get too much of a running hand
effect in your work, this is especially true in

your line of k's and jr's. If you study the
copy you will see that there is very little differ-

ence between the slant of down strokes and up
strokes. Shaded stroke in first r is wedge
shaped. Study form.

R. L. H.. Cincinnati, C). Your work on the
third lesson is very good, especially so on the
first two lines of the copy. You end the shade
on the lower turns too abrupt. Your slant is bad
in some places where you have an extended
letter in connection with the minimum letters.

Not knowing, I am unable to give you the in-

formation asked for. Would advise you to

communicate with a few different companies.

SPECIMENS
V^

=^

J
R. C. Cottrell, supervisor of penmanship in the

Public Schools of Logansport, Ind., has sent us
a specimen of penmanship by a 13 year old pu-
pil which would do credit to a great many of

our older business college pupils. He slates

that this pupil wrote the vertical six weeks ago.

Mr. L. H. Hausam, of the Salt City Business
College, Hutchinson, Kans., is doing much to

influence the penmanship and commercial
teaching professions by preparing young per-

sons to engage in these lines of work. The fol-

lowing named students who have been under
his instruction have recently taken positions as

penmen and commercial teachers in the schools
mentioned : C. A. DiUman, Nevada, Mo., Bus-
iness College; F. M. .Mlworth, Metropolitan
Business College, Red Wing, Minn.; C. L.
Swenson, Bethany College, Lindsborg, Kans.;
I. D. Smith. Southwestern Business College
Meade, Kans.; C. J. Hemphill, Commercial
High School, Kingman, Kans.; N. A. Camp-
bell, Manhattan Business College, Manhattan,
Kans.; E. R. Cornell, Bethany College. Beth-
any, Nebr.; A. E. Wright, Los Angeles. Calif.,

Business College; C. Stralini, Pittsliurg, Kans..
Business College, and H. C. Hanson, Normal &
Business College, Concordia, Kans.
We acknowledge the receipt of a number of

very beautiful specimens of penmanship, orna-
mental style, executed by his students, all of
which bear to a marked degree the characteris-
tics oi Mr. Hausam's work.
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Good Writing Easily Tauglit
The enthusiastic teacher who provides for his student good copies,

logically arranged and carefully graded, ought to get good results in

penmanship. The mediocre teacher who uses Modern Commercial Pen-

manship, will get fairly good results in spite of his mediocrity.

WHAT IT IS

Modern Commercial Penmanship is a carefully graded course in

plain, business writing, containing 60 lessons, 60 pages of copies, and
accompanied by as many sets of instruction very carefully wrought out.

The price of this book is 50c. Copies will be sent to teachers for exam-

ination upon receipt of 25c.

The Commercial Text Book Company
DBS MOINKS, IOWA

The reproduction opposite, represents the work
on the first page of a five page album. The sheets
of paper used in this album were 8" x 10'' in

size. A margin of 2J" was left on the left

side of the sheet and a margin of 1:{" on
the top, bottom and right side. The extra ] inch
at the left side was left on account of the space
used in binding. From the wording given it was
easy to tell which words were to be especially em-
phasized, or lettered in preference to being written
in script. Next it was necessary to rule lines on
which to work, care being taken to distribute the
work equally over the page. The width inside the
margin was 4" x 64", and the main thing was to see
that no line of the work was more than 4 inches
long. In order to be sure that you will not run over
that distance, the lines of work must be sketched
in pencil and sometimes where it is necessary to
crowd a great deal it will be found advisable to do
the work roughly on another piece of paper which
would serve as a sort of scale to go by.
When you feel sufficiently sure you maybegin on

the work in earnest, being careful that the center
of each line of work corresponds with the center of
the page.
Head and base lines were ruled for both the let-

tering and the script. The lettering was done with
the broad pen and afterward trued up with an or-
dinary pen, with the aid of a ruler. The script re-

quired no retouching. Next came the shading,
which in this case, is line shading and was put on
with a ordinary writing pen, using pale ink.
Next, the lines underscoring the different words

were ruled in. Last, but not least was the remov-
ing of the pencil lines and incidentally the clean-
ing of the page with a sponge rubber eraser, being
very careful to erase in one direction and not work
the eraser back and forth for fear of doubling up
the paper. Try your hand on something similar.

/r/"/'r /'r^/r////"/'//// ///r

n;rt'(6fiti*rn(j^S5cmlily

(Ohio
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Mr. Brown's Christmas lesson m_ pen drawing
as applied t(_) engrossing:.

the:

MVSSCLrMAN— PUBLICATIONS=
Business Letter Writing— One of the neatest anri

brightest little works on Commercial Correspond-
ence. Unlike anything else published. Write for
sample pages. Single copy sent postpaid for 50 cts.

NEW COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC
A book of 47!t pages, thoroughly covering the sub-
ject. Copy sent postpaid for $2.00.

— PRACTICAL BOOKKEEPING—
COMMERCIAL LAW

HIGH SCHOOL BOOKKEEPING

BUSINESS SPELLER

Try a box of Musselman's Perfection Pens, 25 cts.
For full information and sample pages, write

D.L.
QVINCY, ILLINOIS

MAIL COURSE
IN ACCOUNTING
AND AUDITING

BY R. J. BENNETT, C. A., C. P. A.

Principal Detroit Business University.

Certified Public Accountant.

A course of carefully graded lessons in Theory and Ac-

counts, Auditing. Business Law, Cost Accounting.

Corporation Organization and Practical Accounting.

together with numerous sidelight and .specialties pertaining

to the accountancy profession. The course is thorough,

authoritative and complete, and prepared with the assistance

of Certified Public .Accountants and Lawyers. It will bear

the closest inspection, and any person who is anxious to ad-

\'ance cannot afford not to take the course,

livery commercial teacher should aim to improve himself

in auditing and accounting and thereby increase his money-
making ability. We can prepare you tor a first-cla.ss postion.

We prepare candidates for C. P. A. examination in any

state.

Sena Jor outline oj course ana special rates.

R.. «T. BENNETT, C. P. A,
15 WIIoox St., Detroit, Mich.
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A LITTLE VACATION.

Aug. 8, '08.

If you want to avoid dust, take the (). R. & X.
train from Spokane to Portland—don't let it take

Aug. 9, '08.

Cross all day. When you fret out of your berth
in the morningr. avoid occupying too much
space in the aisle with your feet—especially the
toes—as some one may come along about the
same time wearing a pair of shoes and o o

o Portland! Change cars. Isn't it a
shame thai all stores are closed on Sunday in

the Rose City? Even the drug stores, except a
few hours when people are taking in "Portland
Heights." That's worth talking about, tho—es-
pecially the lemonade—that is to the Cashier.

.\UG. 10, '08.

Monday morning—going south, (jlory! Most
geese travel northward to avoid warm weather.
Exceptions to all rules, however. Trains going
up to Siskiyou Mountains, in Southern Ore., are
pushed and pulleil 1)V three monster engines.
Highest point seems to be about 4125'. The
Dollarhide Trestle can be seen best by looking
right at it—straight down — or on some souvenir
postcards, while Pilot Knob can be seen very
distinctly, off in the distance, with both eyes and
mouth open. Bear in mind that you are now
on the "road of a thousand wonders"—that is to
some people, and then there are others who
won't bite at anything. Mt. Shasta now appears
only a few miles away from the car window.
And a great mountain it is-snow capped, rugged,
gorgeous, picturesque and other big synony-
mous names like that. (You'll find 'em in the
clutionarv- Supplv what is needed.! We
.trc [speeding along and "Shas'a Springs,"
s.i\s the conductor ratlier suddenh', wlieii we all
rush out to get a "sip" of die famous water—and
it seems to be quite plentiful— it comes dripping
down, rolling down, rushing down, nnnbling
down, and, in fact, in anv wav to get down. It's
worth taking a day or two off of most anv calen-
dar to see it. Biit if you get vour nose right
near the Oxone Springs (that fs if vou get it

near enough), you will leave it laug'hing. It's
worth trying, and then some. Of all the moun-
tain streams, the stream alongside tlie track near
Sha.sta Springs seems to be the ideal one— but it

is now dark and we are all thinking, wondering,
dreaming—perhaps—of the past, the present, and
thehiture. What a day!

Aug. 11, '08.

Woke up at Sacramento. Didn't ask any ques-
tions concerning the location of State Institu-
tions. Thouglit theofficials, as well astrainmen,
ought to know their business. Level country.
Quite coi>Iat Oakland Pier. California is well
known as the "land of sunshine and Howers."
hut intlie.San .lua.|uui X'allev "Sinishine" is i)i

the lead. Six hundred thousand acres, more or
less, of land under irrigation makes it a verv in-
teresting vallev to visit for anyone who is at all
interested in irrigation either on a small or large
scale.

.Aug. 12, '08.

Arcade Depot, Los Angeles. You are now in
the city that "knowshow" to entertain vis-
itors, tourists, travelers, and anyone who
makes a blutf as tho tliev hail some extra

11 as beach g(

change in tlieir pocket:
seekers, as well
visit Los .\iigel _

it." The street railv
or Huntington Build
of its kinil in the wi

iight ers, pie
1 ilo well to
nothing like

ld-aiidth(
deredthe li

vice and acroniinndations are nothing to sneer
at. 1 he City also lioasts of having more tele-
phones and automobiles, according to its popu-
lation, than any other city of equal size. True
it is. however that a large Department Store, la-
beled Hamburger, is a credit to the city and the
entire West—being the largest and finest Depart-
ment store west of Chicago, next to Marshall-
Field & Co.

Aug. 13, '08.

In the greatest orange growing district in the
world -Riverside, San Bernardino and Redlands.
If you lean out of the car window—just a little—
you can toiiih the leaves that grow on the
orange trees, evidently orange leaves, but you
cant reach the oranges. Funny! It's now get-
ting warmer and warmer and we are almost
there-Imperial \'allev. Well named. Prior to
1900. it was a desert and lifeless, ^'oii will now
hnil some 20,000 pe.,ple there, 2r,o,ooo acres of
land under irrigation, some of the richest soil in
the world (with plenty of real estate men to
nooni it) and "sunshine" 365 days of the year.

Aug. 14 to 19. 1908.
Days indescribable by tongue or pen. A com-mon eyerj-day slang phrase puts it "Xothing

doing."

Aug. 20, '08.

Riverside-the heart of the orange growing
district. And the oranges bearing the same
name. The kind vou and I like -the great big
juicy palatable "n'avals." ((iive me a dozen.)
(.;ther things almost as good are called Mognolia
Drive, Rubideau .Mountain and (ilenwood Inn.
Redlands—the city of beautiful homes. Smilev
Heights—"fine." Los Angeles—"it." Beaches
—Santa Monica, Ocean Park, Venice, Playa del
Rey, Redondo, and Long Beach. Balloon
Route—"fun." Mt. Lowe -"wonderful scenery."
"Hands up" if these names sound good to you.

Aug. 21 to 28, 1908.

Visited Commercial and Shorthand Schools on
return trip.

Riverside Business College
San Bernardino Business College

-• .liege
^ Ac

W.H.dlll
rles Bil

-V Hum
i College
•nllet;e

Harvard 1 .Militarv 1 School
San Era uisro Bus. College
Heald's S. !• .1 Bii>. College
Metr,,p, htai. Business Colle
(iailage -.Mar>li Business Co

Heald's Dixon Bus. Coll., Oakland.
Polytechnic Bus. Coll., Oakland
Portland Bus. College, Portland
Holmes Bus. College, Portland
Belinke-Walker Bus. Coll., Portland
Wils.ins ,M,,,kni Bus. Coll., Seattle
Seattle Business College, Seattle
Seattle Coin'l School, Seattle
.\cme Business College, Seattle
The Hyatt-Fowells School. Seattle

Found fjregg Shorthand taught, in .some form
or other, in seventeen of the twentv-one schools
visited. Shook hands with several Zaiu-rianites
—and they are all as loval and true to the scliool
as they were the day tliey entered. As follows :

O. T. Johnston, Los Angeles; C. S. Rogers,
San Francisco; Mr. Decker, Oakland; S. M.
Blue, M. A. Albin and B. F. Ader, Portland; G.
F. Roach and M. W. Cassmore, Seattle.
Landed safelv at Spokane .\ugnst 29, 1908,

andfoundthe Blair Business College to be one
of the largest, haiidsoniesl. well patronized and
reputable schoolson the Pacitic Coast and ranks
well with the most modern uij-to-date school of
its kind and class in thel'.S. Now, if you are
from Missouri, come to Spokane.

FRED BERK.M.W,
Spokan \Vi

Christmas

Gift
could not be selected that
would delight your students
more than our Everybody's
Dictionary. They would pro-
nounce it the most useful
book they have ever owned.
With the name of your
school stamped on the cover,
in gold, the edition in green
leather binding, gold edges,
indexed, (or in red leather,
red edges, indexed), would
make a handsome and last-

ing advertising medium, as
the book, being of vest pock-
et size, may be consulted at
all times and in all places.

Orders for the Dictionary for
holiday use should be placed
A T ONCE.

It will also pay you to inves-
tigate the merits of our oth-
er popular publications, with
a view to their introduction
at the beginning of

THE NEW YEAR
Illustrated catalogue free, de-
scribing the Practical Spell-
ing. New Practical Spelling,
Letter Writing, Graded Les-
sons in Letter Writing, Plain
English, Exercisesin English,
Practical Shorthand, New
Practical Typewriting, New
Practical Arithmetic, Prac-

tical Bookkeeping (three editions), and Twentieth Century Business Practice.

Our new text on commercial law is a leader.

THE PRACTICAL TEXT BOOK CO.

EUCLID AVE. AND 18TH ST. CLEVELAND, OHIO



Mr. W. E. (Jay, New Lomlou, N. H.

HIGH GRADE

DIPLOMASan^
CERTinCATES.—<s^*

Our 1908-9 catalog will be issued early in January

IT WES NO DIFFEBENGE
whether you prefer the severely plain diplo-
ma or the bold •'flourishy" style, we have
the goods. We are designing a new penman-
ship certificate and believe it will be a win-
ner. Samples of diplomas or certificates on
request. Remember that the H. A B. im-
print guarantees the very best value at the
lowest possible prices.

It will pay you to investigate.

HOWARD m. BR,OWN
Penm&n an<i Wlrx^rossTS

ROCLKAND. MAINE

FOR SALE!

UCATOK

It or "hole inlerest
sseollegf located In
1 .ity of 401.11,00.
u.s nher interestB—

SI.50O. School now

Columbus, Ohio

liabilities,, an t-i-t hulf ii

paylnir. A.IJiess. s. W .

Cairot BUSINKSS EL

THE KINSLEY- DRAKE CO.

SCHOOI^ AGENCY
Removed to Trenton, N. J., solicits

correspondence from teachers, and
from schools looking for teachers,
and from schools for sale.

Free registration

KINSLEY-DRAKC CO.
XRENTOIH, N. J.

A PERFECT MEMORY
For Nannes and. F*ac««

or anything else that you desire to remem-
ber. You would be willing to giveanything
within reason for such a memory, and now
you can have it for a very small sum, plus a
little effort on your part.
TKa NatxBt-al Memory Systenn
shows you how to employ the same methods
that the emotions use in giving you a perfect
memory of all the details of anything that
you love. This is the method used by all
great men and women, and you can make it

spell success for you. If you want to have a
perfect memory for names and faces; to
secure command of excellent English: to
spell well; to have all of your information
available for instant use. send for a copy
today price: SO CENTS.
E. D. SNOW, 172 Main St.. HOHNELL. N. Y.

Constant

Ctbr»erti5=

tng pays

in tl^c

Business

€bucator.

OPEN TO AN ENGAGEMENT
A well-known commercial teacher and pen-
man of 22 years' experience who teaches all

commercial subjects and shorthand ((Jregg).
is open to an engagement to begin Jan. Isl,

or sooner. Desires position as principal of
some well-established school.

H. L., Care Businese Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

A.t Portland, Oregon
HOLMES BUSINESS COLLEGE.

PortUnd. Oregon,
from which point I intend to do better work
than ever. Anyone wanting artistic work of
real merit should not fail to write me before
placing his order. I do a wide range of art
work, most anything from penmanship for
reproduction to portraits in oil, and I feel
that I can suit you.

Y^^^/^^'^^^J^?^^

[lerly at 112 W. 6l8t, New York

I Teak.oK Penmanship By Mail
Finest ot copies; coinplete instruction; thoroueli

criticism. No better courses given by any one. I

send my pen-work to every state in the Union, Can-

ada and Mexico. My hnest Cards and Writine, any

style any color, the best you can set anywhere, 25

cents per dozen. Ornamental caps.. 20 cents. Fine

Scrap Book specimen, 10 cents. If interested write

for my Journal. Inclose stamps. Address,

M. A.. A<lBk.ms, Pres..

MtrietlK. Commercial College. Marielta, Ohio.

(^ ^^t^v£t^cA£,iJ/,^n^^-i:^{/£d.jAe'tJ<:M't^(i?Ui^^i^^
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^(J^mrni^u/Qb e:ste:rbrook's pe:ns
" Easy to write with.

CORRECT DESIGN
— Hard to tise ap."

UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

150 STYI^ES

A 1 PROFESSIONAL Text Writers 453 Business and College
Made in 3 widths and with With fine and extra tine

long point to both left points. Elastic and
and right smooth writing

GSTERBROOK STEEL PEN MF"G. CO.
26 JOHN SX.. PC. Y. CITY CAMDEN. NEW^ JERSEY

^a^*-.^ Indrossed -Pffl

~-tm Ink P0RIRA1X6

/?f^fi'Oj9i/ce/! //v Fwiza^ss ^ryif sy

^^^!./A^Q^4^<nM^

J-f-lf-JSO 0£^/fBOf>/v ,sr

fine:st pe:nmanship svpplie:s obtainabLtE.
PENS AND HOLDERS.

Zanerian Fine Writer Pen—The best

id tinest tine writing pen made—best

r engrossing, card writing and all fine

icript work. Gross $1.'-M)

I do .12c

Zanerian Ideal Pen—One of the bes

pens made for general penwork—bus
pess or ornamental. One of the be;

pens for beginners in penmanship.
75c. K I do 10c

Zanerian Media} Pen—A high-grade
medium, extra smooth pen for business
writing. None better. Just right for

students and accountants. Gross i5c

% gross -- 25c

Zanerian Business Pen—

A

shaded business writing it has
^. „een excelled, if equaled. Gross

75c. K gross 25c. 1 dozen ----lOc.

Gillott's Principality No. 1 Pen—

A

fine writing pen. Gross $1.00. 54 gross
25c, 1 dozen 12c

Gillott's Double Elastic E. F. No.
604 Pen—A medium fine writing pen.
Gross 75c, K gross 25c. 1 dozen. .. -10c

Gillott's Magnum Quill E. F. No.
601 Pen—A business pen. Gross $1.00

)i gross 25c, 1 dozen-- - 12c

Gillott's No. SOS E. F. Pen—Used
largely for drawing purposes. Gross
$1.00, H gross 25c. 1 dozen 12c

Gillott's Lithographic Pen No. 290
—One of the tinest pointed drawing
pens made. 6 pens 25c. 3 pens 15c

Gillott's Grow Quill Pen No. 659—
Very fine points. 6 pens 25c, 3 pens 15c

Soennecken Lettering Pen — For
making German Test. Old English, and
all broad pen letters. Set of 12—num-
bers 1. l!^. 2 2'/^. 3. 3!4. 4. 5, and 6

single pointed and 10. 20. and 30 double
pointed. -25c

Zanerian Oblique Penholdei— Hand-
made, rosewood, nearly 12 inches long,

1 beautiful and perfect holder. 1 holder
- --50c

Fine Art Oblique Holder— Inlaid
and fancy, hand-made, rosewood, and
by far the most beautiful holder made.
Nearly 12 inches long. 1 holder sent in

a small wooden box $1 .00

Excelsior Oblique Holder—The best
low-priced oblique holder made. Many
hundreds of gross have been sold.

1 holder 10c, 6 holders $ -35

% gross - 1.35

H gross---- 2.60

I gross 5.00

Straight Penholder— Cork tipped
and best for business writing, flourish-

ing, etc. 1 holder 10c, 6 holders 40c. 12

holders - 65c

CARDS, INK, PAPER, ETC,
Arnold's Japan /nA'—Nearly J4 pint

bottle by mail postpaid $ .40
1 pint by express ,45

1 quart by express - 75
Writing Papers—AM our writing

Blank Cards—V^hite bristol with
finest surface for fine penmanship.
100 by mail postpaid $ -28

500 by express -- ."5

1000 by express 1.35

Black Cards—Best made for white ink.

KXlby mail postpaid $ -28

500 by express - - 75

1000 by express 1.35

White Cardboard—Wedding Bristol

for fine pen work. Sheets are 22x28.

6 sheets by express ---$ .60

12 sheets by express--- 1.00

2 sheets by mail postpaid .50

White Cardboard—"With hard finish,

much like ledger paper. Sheets are

20'2x23 inches.
6sheets by express $ .40

12 sheets by express 70

3 sheets by mail postpaid 50

Black Cardboard— Finest for white
ink. Sheets are 22x28 inches.
6 sheets by express - $ .50

12 sheets by express --- .75

2 sheets by mail, postpaid - .50

Wedding Paper—Finest for penman-
ship or drawing. Sheets are 21x33.

6 sheets by express $ .50

12 sheets by express 70

3 sheets by mail, postpaid 50

Zanerian India Ink—A fine drawing
ink and best for preparing script and
drawing for photo-engraving.
1 bottle by mail, postpaid --$ .30

1 dozen bottles by express 2.00

White Ink—Very fine.

1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .25

papers j

contain i

inch) or
Extra fin

1 ream

8x10'/-

) sheets to the ream,
d can be furnished
irrow (H inch).
14 lb. white wove—

pressby

50 sheets by mail postpaid .55

Extra fine 12 lb. white wove—
1 ream by express -$2.70

5t: ' " t.45

100 sheets by mail postpaid .65

ixtra fine 10 lb. white wove—
1 ream by express - $2 15

100 sheets by mail postpaid -

Extra fine 12 lb. Azure (blue)-
1 ream by express
% ' "

- 1.20

70
100 sheets by mail postpaid .65

Extra fine 17K lb. Wedding stock—
1 ream by express $4.50

Va " 2.50

U " " 140
50 sheets by mail postpaid - .70

Medium Grade Practice Paper—
1 ream by express $1.70

Vz " " ---- 95

H " ' 55

100 sheets by mail postpaid .65

Send 5 cents in stamps for a sample
sheet of each of the six grades.

All goods go by mail postpaid, except those mentioned to go by express, on which purchaser pays carriage charges- Of
the heavy goods is to order fair sized quantities and have them go by freight.

We handle the best and can save you money. Cash must accompany all orders. Prices are

Remit by money order, or stamps for small amounts.

the cheapest way to

w to keep

Address, ZANER <Sl BLrOSE:R, COLrVMBVS, OHIO.

\__X. '-^^^^^^^''^^^.-^^n^^^^i(ie/!^uJA^tJ-iii't^y.Ji^a^i^/y.<>t^^.^>7y^ jC3
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THE HABIT OF DISCRIMINATION IN TEXTS
is one every teacher should cultivate. It is this discrimination that

has placed the Sadler- Rowe texts in the position of rec-

ognized authority and superiority in the estimation of

a large majority of the commercial teachers of this conntry.

Both of Our Budget Systems—"Business Bookkeeping and Practice" and "Commercial

and Industrial Bookkeeping" HAVE A LARGER SALE THIS YEAR THAN EVER BE-

FORE, and the same is true of our "New Essentials of Arithmetic," "Richardson's Commercial

Law," "Correct English," "Lister's Writing Lessons," "New Rapid Shorthand," Smith's Type-

writing Lessons," and our other texts, while

Booth's Progressive Dictator

has had a phenominal adoption for a bran-new offering to the commercial schools. Its adoption in

something over 200 schools within three months from its publication is a convincing proof of its pop-

ular approval by shorthand teachers.

We want to hear from more teachers WHO DISCRIMINATE.

THE HARD TIMES DON'T AFFECT THE SCHOOLS THAT USE SADLER-ROWE BOOKS

Depositories in the principal cities.

SADLER-ROWE COMPANY, Educational Publishers

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

ANNOUNCEMENT
MODERN CORPORATION ACCOUNTING

No. 4 Accounting Series,

This is a new text which really teaches corporation ac-

counting as the subject has never been taught before.

Note the following features:

{ I ) It concentrates the pupil's attention upon corporation

problems.

(2) It illustrates the different processes of CLOSING
corporation books under various conditions of business and
accounting, as well as illustrating the difterent operating

conditions. It does this through unique and striking dia-

grams accompaning the drill exercises assigned.

('i) It miy be safely taught in any state, the provisions

of state laws regarding corporations are carefully considered

yet the student is not compelled to study the laws of any
state but his own.

(4) It illustrates the voucher system for accounts payable,

dispensing with the purchase ledger.
(.)) It teaches the fundamentals of cost accounting.

The Powers & Lyons .\ccountiDg Series is as follows:

No. I . Modern Accounting.
No. 2 Wholesale Accounting.
No. 3. Mercantile Accounting.
No. 4. Modern Corporation Accounting.

The four constilutet
any publishing house
Powers iSi Lyons Accot
suits such as you nevei
add an attractive and '

rime for the (

nting Series i

had before,
aluable teatu

:ourse ever offered by
It six months. Use the
ol and you will get re-

e of them and you will

To introduce Modern Corporation Accounting we ofifer

POWERS & LYONS
CHICAQO, 378 Wabash 1133 Broadway, NBW VORK

MANUAL OF MUNSON SHORTHAND
Munson Shorthand is so well and favorably known as a leading

system of shorthand that it is not necessary to enter into a detailed

explanation of its merits. It is the most logical and consistent system

published. Manual of Munson Shorthand is pre-eminent among
shorthand texts for its freedom from exception. Its absolute consist-

ency in principles and rules makes it the easiest system to learn,

the easiest to write, and the most rapid and efficient.

Interested parties can se^

the advantages of Munson
which it shows superiority
of prominent report
which have tauelit it for ye;

We

hoi

i from us circulars presenting
>rthand, the points of

?r other leading syste
ite the Munson, and of lead
with eminently satisfactory i

the

Manual of Munson Shorthand
Munson Exercise Book
Munson 1st Reader
Munson 2d Reader
Dictation Studies (6 systems)
Complete TouchTypewritlnglnstructor(4 machines)
Shorthand Dictionary i^3 systems!
Stenographer's Business Practice (any system)
Modern Business English
Modern Business Speller

Stenographer's Business Practice ^tt

necessary for the graduate who would enter

C'luipped. It bridges the gulf between i

and by actual practice fits the graduate
many office duties with which he must b
ence book or a miscellaneous coUectior
^estions.but it is a definite course in whic
is the time to make this course a part of

vhicH i absolutely
vorld fully

nee and experience,
performance of the

familiar. It is not a refer-
of practical hints and sug-

daily work is outlined. Not-
our shorthand department.

for

POWERS & LYONS
tXEW VORK

\^_X. -^<t*«''''^^i^itg^-afc>»^t'»^<^^''^^^<<^''^'^:^<^''^<<^^<^^<g'^'>^^ jLy
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Principals of Commercial Departments in

High ScHools ^^^

Parochial Schools
will do well to learn more in regard to our

Folder System of Business Practice

WINTHROP HIGH SCHOOL
WiNTHROP, Mass., Nov. I, I'.IOS.

Messrs. F. H. Bliss'.Publishing Comp.anv,

Saginaw, Michigan.

Gentlemen:—It gives me great pleasure to report that my

pupils, both beginners and advanced, are making fine

progress in your system. Never have I had classes that

show such enthusiasm and devote so many study periods to

their bookkeeping, simply because they enjoy it. At the

end of two months, the beginners are doing the most com-

plex work with an ease and understanding that is wonder-

ful.

After meeting with such success, I am most certainly an

ardent supporter of the Bliss System.

Yours very truly,

John Tritkev.

As the above letter written by Mr. Trickey, Principal of the Commercial Depart

ment in the High School at Winthrop, Mass., is self-explanatory, no comments
are necessary.

OUR REGULAR ACTUAL BUSINESS SYSTEM
(Over-the-counter transactions)

is for use in

Business Colleges and Large Commercial High Schools

For further information in ref;ard to the most practical

system of bookkeeping in use today, write to

C/fe F. H. BLISS PUB. CO. Saginaw, Mich.
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OHBTIEH-GBEGI} GOKTEST

OFFICIAL REPORT
DRAKE SCHOOL SPENCER SCHOOL

PUPIL

Exam.
Aug. 29
Total
Words
Credited

Exam.
Oct. 24
Total
Words
Credited

PUPIL

Exam.
Aug. a9
Total
Words

Credited

Uct 24
Total
Words
Credited

Ada Munson.-
Edith Evans --

Seville Smith-.

Anna Lohse .--

Salome Tarr.--

]. W. Rush ....

4576 5121

Clara Boormani
Mildred Payne
Gladys Taylor .

E. Buermeyer-

A. Jarvis

E. Decker

4330 5293

Examine the figures in the above report. Note that at the

end of four months, August Silth, the Drake students were
(4.")TI>—43;iO) 241) words ahead, then look at the close of

the Contest, October 24th. when Spencer students were
(.i20:i—.1121) 1T2 words ahead, A clear gain for the Spencer
students in less than two months of (2lti plus 172) 418 words

on the Drake students. Think of it. US words, a gain for each

Spencer student over the Drake student of liO 2-3 words in two
months, August 20th to October 24th.

If the Chartier students had won at the end of four months,

then suffered such a defeat, in the final contest, as the Gregg
students did, the money would have been returned to

Mr. Gregg, if the committee had sent it to us.

If Mr. Clregg wishes to sijuare himself and the committee, he

can do so by accepting our challenge to continue the contest,

with public monthly demonstrations.

We do not accuse Mr, Gregg or the committee of trickery,

we wish to be just. If he will have his three or four best

students write against our three or four best students, and if

his students write within .50 words of our students, we
promise to quit the shorthand business. Conditions: Matter
is to be read at the rate of 150 words per minute from papers

just from the press. Public Demonstration, People from the

audience selected to correct the papers, Results announced
immediately A prediction: Mr. Gregg will not accept.

EXTRACT FROM PITMAN'S LETTER
"From a close study of the two systems, we have never

had any doubt in regard to the outcome of the contest. It

is simply a case of the Survival of the fittest' and we of-

fer vou our congratulations in this connection.
'•(SignedJ Isaac Pitman i- Sons.

"C. A. Pitman."

Mr. Pitman, after a close study of the two systems, recog-

nizes the superiority of Chartier Shorthand over Gregg.

CHARTIER SHORTHAND by MAIL
Free Course to Teachers. Any intelligent teacher

can master the course in ten nights and be ready

to apply it.

Write today for the first lesson and begin the most
facinating study of your life.

GHIIBTIER-SPEjIGER PUBLISHIIII} GO.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
L, C. SPENCER, President

^z

The Musselman
Publications

Business Letter Writing—One of the neat-

est and brightest little works on Commer-
cial Correspondence. Unlike anything
else published. Write for sample pages.

Single copy sent postpaid for 50 cts.

New Commercial Arithmetic

A book of 479 pages, thoroughly covering
the subject. Copy sent postpaid for $2.00.

Practical Bookkeeping

Commercial Law
High School Bookkeeping

Business Speller

Try a box of Musselmans Perfection

Pens, 25 cents.

For full information and sample pages,

write

D. L. Musselman Pub. Co.

Qiiincy, Illinois

fT-
THIRD SESSION

=^

Shorthand Teachers'

Training School
JULY 1909

Ann Arbor, Michigani^=

=^ ^

The first two sessions were remarkably successful and

demonstrated the need of just such a school. The instruc-

tors are the best in the country and the course very com-

plete and practical. It offers a real Teacher's Training

Course, a course that will benefit the teacher of any sys-

tem, whether in public or private school, whether

experienced or inexperienced. Those who attended former

sessions are filling some of the best positions in the country.

This school is under the direction of Selby A. Moran. It

deals with both the theoretical and practical side of Short-

hand and offers a far more thorough course of study along

these lines than any other school in the country. If you

are interested, and every teacher and every would-be

teacher of any system of Shorthand should be, send for full

information concerning our Shorthand Teachers' Training

Course. Vou could not spend a small part of your sum-

mer vacation in a more profitable way than by attending

this school. It will pay you to investigate. Address all

communications to

IHE STENOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

=^
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MAIL COURSE
IN ACCOUNTING
AND AUDITING

BY R. J. BENNETT, . A., C. P. A .

Principal Detroit Business University.

Certified Public Accountant.

A course of carefully graded lessons in Theory and Ac-

counts, Auditing. Business Law, Cost Accounting,

Corporation Organization and Practical Accounting,

together with numerous sidelight and specialties pertaining

to the accountancy profession. The course is thorough,

authoritative and complete, and prepared with the assistance

of Certified Public Accountants and Lawyers. It will bear

the closest inspection, and any person who is anxious to ad-

vance cannot afford not to take the course.

Every commercial teacher should aim to improve himself

in auditing and accounting and thereby increase his money-

making ability. We can prepare you for a first-class postion.

We prepare candidates for C. P. A. examination in any

state.

Sena Jor outline oj course ana special rates.

R.. J. BENNETT, C. P. A.
15 WIloox St., Detroit, Mich.

Book of Alphabets
By H. W. Shay lor

A COPY BOOK OF LETTERING

Standard Roman torms; French Script
adapted to quick work; various styles of

Old Gothic alphabets suitable for broad-

pen use: and Outline, Italic, Lombardic,
as well as Simple, Plain and Slieleton
Letters for plans, specifications and the

like, are included. These are so arranged

that the letters to be made shall come
directly below the copy.

Many illustrations are given showing an ap-
plication of letters in title pages, headings
and illuminated texts.

This book is invaluable for classes or individ-

uals desiring to become proficient in lettering.

Price $!,00 per dozen

Qinn & Company, Publishers
Boston New York Chicago London

Gillotfs Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN, No. 1

"CT ~ O CIILOTT'S )^^"^ Oi-FVTP.a.r.t..:,^

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F.

Gillott's Pens have for seventy-five years stood the
most exacting tests at the tiands of Professional and
Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, but never
equalled, Gillolt's Pen* still stand in the front rank, as
regards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

JosepH Gillott (Si Sons
ALFRED FIELD <& CO.. Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

" The Pioneer Business Educators of America,"
is the title of a picture 2'i x 28 inches in size, (a reduced
illustration of which is shown on page 2.5-87) con-
taining the photographs of the early business educators of

our country, two photographs being large group pictures

of the members in attendance at the first and second
convention held by business educators in the United
States. Being historically correct, it is the most valu-

able picture of the kind in existence. The name and
address of each person appear with each photograph,
which, however, have been lost in the illustration here-

with on account of the great reduction.

Get this picture, look at each photograph, and you
will come to the conclusion that commercial education
has been blessed with as fine a lot of men as ever be-

came engaged in any work. These men blazed the way,
and made it possible for us to do even greater things

than they—if we have the right kind of stuff in us. The
pictorial presence of these battle-scarred veterans of

forty and fifty years ago, some of whom are still bat-

tling among us, ought to be an inspiration for us and
urge us to continue to do battle for the practical in ed-

ucation. These men did a work of which they might
well feel proud, and for which we should be truly

grateful.

We ought to honor these men, as well as ourselves, by
hanging a copy of this picture on the wall of every bus-

iness college and commercial department in this country.
.•\ copy of it ought to be well worth $5.00 of the money
of any one engaged in commercial education. The
public ought to see this picture and learn something
of the class of men who have been pioneers in the great

cause of commercial education.

Price "lO cents, mailed securely in a tube.

The Business Educator, one year, fl.OO I „ ., r «, .,-

T, „. „. .

'
-,i ,- Both tor$l.2.)

The Pioneer Picture .lO \

Address,

THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR, COLUMBUS, O.

\^J^ ^.^'^i^i'e^^i^^-i^^^z^t^i^i^Zi/^i^O&tJ^U^'e^iSS^S^^^i'ey^.-y^'t/:^^^^^^ J^ J
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WE HAVE TOLD YOU
ABOUT

(The Shorthand of the English-speaking people.—Guilbert Pitman.

NOW LET US SHOW YOU

LET US SHOW YOU HOW EASY IT WOULD BE FOR YOU TO CHANGE TO

GREGG SHORTHAND

Let us SHOW you by actual demonstration how much

better it would be for the school, the teacher and the pupils.

Write for particulars of our free course. Ask for copies

of our new literature. It's interesting.

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY

Chicago New York

(^ ^U,^^^t&AAlA^ya^^.^i!^^iJ:^^j^i^.u^t:^-^>(^^^ XJ
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FOR

Writers of Isaac Pitman's Shorthand

IISCREASED CASH AWARDS AMOUNTIISG TO $525.00

MEDAL AWARD

We give in reduced facsimile an illus-

tration of the Isaac Pitman Shorthand

Championship Trophy (value flTo) offered

by Pitman's Journal for competition at

Providence, R. I., on Saturday, April 10,

1000, in connection with the annual meet-

ing of the Eastern Commercial Teachers'

Association, when the Egan International

Cup (open to all shorthand writers and now

held by an Isaac Pitman writer) and the

Miner Gold Medal (open to all writers of

less than ten years' experience), will be

competed for. The trophy, which is of

solid gold and weighs four and one-half

ounces, is given for the purpose of arous-

ing enthusiasm and emulation among the

writers of Isaac Pitman Shorthand, and

must be won three times consecutively

before it can be retained permanently.

The competition is open to writers of the

Isaac Pitman system who have commenced

the study within the limits of North Amer-

ca, and there is no limit as to age, sex or

color. This medal will not be awarded

unless the gross speed exceeds 1 (iO words per

minute, and the net speed l.")0. Candidates

must enter their names with Isaac Pitman

& Sons, :U Union Square, New York City,

before the date of the Providence meeting.

The present holder of the Medal is Miss

Nellie M. Wood, of West Somerville, Mass.

CASH AWARDS
In addition to the trophy. Pitman's Joirnal also oflers a

cash award of fri.iO to any writer of the Isaac Pitman short-

hand who may be successful in winning the Eagan Internat-

ional Cup, also a cash award af f175 to any writer of the Isaac

Pitman system winning the Miner Gold Medal. This offer is

open to all Isaac Pitman writers, American or otherwise.

THE WORLD'S RECORD FOR
SPEED

is held by Miss Nellie M. Wood ( an

Isaac Pitman writer) who won the Eagan

International Cup ( 1908) with a gross speed

o( 2li0 words per minute and a net speed of

253 words per minute.

THE WORLD'S RECORD FOR
ACCURACY

in high speed shorthand writing is held

by Sidney H. Godfrey (an Isaac Pitman
writer) who wrote at the third Interna-

tional Speed Contest, Philadelphia, 1908,

at the rate of 180 words per minute and

turned in a transcript 99 4-5 per cent

correct.

Isaac Pitman Shorthand Has Demon-
onstrated Its Superiority Over

All Other Systems

l)y winning the principal honors in the

following International Contests.

First International Shorthand Speed

Contest, Baltimore, IHOG. The Miner

Gold Medal, the only trophy award-

ed, won by Sidney H. Godfrey.

Second International Shorthand

Speed Contest, Boston, 1!I0'7. Miner

Gold Medal, won by Sidney H. God-

frey, and Eagan International Cup,

won by Miss Nellie M. Wood.

Third International Shorthand Speed Contest, Philadel-

phia, IDOS. Eagan International Cup, won for the

second time, by Miss Nellie M. Wood.

Send for "Why the Isaac Pitman Shorthand is the Best"

and a copy of "International Contests."

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, 31 Union Square, New York
( "Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand," $1 .50

Publishers of J "Practical Coarse in Touch Typewriting," 75c

( "Style Book of Business English.
'

' .60
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THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR
Entered at Columbus, O., Poat omie as 2nil 01a3» Mai

C. p. Zaner,
E. W. Bloser,

Kditor

Business Manager

Published Mor
Zaner & Bloser
follows : Teach
Year (Foreien Si
dian Subscriptio
manship Edition
scriptions 20 cei

thly (except July and Autrust) by
118 N. High St.. Columbus. O , as

;rs' Professional Edition, $1 00 a
bscriptions 30 cents extra ; Cana-
ns 80 cents extra). Students' Pen-

-h cents a Year (Foreign Sub-
ts extra : Canadian Subscriptions

10 cents extra.)

Remittances should be made by Money Order
or Hank Draft, or by currency at sender's risk.

Stamps accepted. If personal checks are sent, add
20 cents for collection fee,

Two Editions. The Teachers' Professional

Edition contains 48 or more pages, twelve pages of

which are devoted to Accounting, Finance, Mathe-
matics, English, Law, Typewriting, Advertising,

Conventious. etc., and Departments specially suited

to the needs of teachers, principals and proprietors

The Students' Penmanship Edition contains M
pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,

less the twelve pages devoted to commercial sub-

jects. This edition is specially suited to students in

Commercial, Public and Private schools, and con-

tains all of the Penmanship, Engrossing. Pen Art.

and Lesson features of the Professional Edition.

The Business Educator is devoted to the pro-

gressive and practical interest of Business Educa-
tion and Penmanship. A journal whose mission is

to dignify, popularize, and improve the world's
newest and neediest education. It purposes to in-

spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, and to

further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-

ness education.

Change of Address, If you change your ad-
dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as

the new address, We lose many journals each issue

through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to forward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

Subscribers. If we do not acknowledge receipt
of your subscription, kindly consider first copy of

the journal you receive as sufficient evidence that

we received your subscription all right. If you do
not receive your journal by the 10th of each month,
please notify us.

Advertising Kates furnished upon application.

The Business Edvcator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the
most intelligent and well-to-do amonp those inter-

ested in business education and penmanshjp in the
United btates, Canada, England, and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of High Schools, Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among of&ce workers, home
students, etc.

Rates to Teachers, Agents, and Club
Raisers sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or many
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished to secure
subscriptions.

HOLIDAY GREETINGS.

About the time this number of Tmk
Business Educator is ready for the
mails, the holiday season will be
here, and we earnestly hope that all

of our readers may find it joyful and
worth while.

The Christmas holiday naturally
arouses ones thoughts and feelings

concerning the eternal truth that "It

is better to give than to receive,"

even though we may experience both
the major and minor pleasures.

The New Year's holiday turns one's
thoughts backward and inward, and
then forward and outward. We
hope all may take an introspective
inventory of the past, and then face

the future with a hope and courage
and determination that is sure to

bring large returns in health, in pro-

fessional service, and in enough
wealth to help but not enough to

hinder true living and true happiness
and true service.

As publishers of The Business Ed-
ucator we shall endeavor to profit by
the past and thereby produce a still

better journal. Not a bigger journal,

but a better one. Quality is what
counts in this enlightened age.

All in all the past year has been the

best the publishers of The Business
Educator have ever enjoyed, in spite

of the business depression, all of

which is due to you who have con-

tributed lessons and articles, to you
who have advertised in our columns,

to you who have subscribed, and last

but not least to you who have induced
others to subscribe and read The
Business Educator.

SOME ENCOURAGING SIGNS CON-
CERNING PENMANSHIP.

Public schools generally, including

high schools, are awakening to the

needs of better writing on the part of

the pupils. They are beginning to

recognize that the slant, vertical and
medial experiments did not strike at

the root of the penmanship problem,
but that better teaching is the real

thing, coupled with more practical

forms and a more scientific method
of grading the exercises.

They are also conscious of the fact

that arm movement should be taught
from the be.ginning, and that teacher
and pupil alike need help.

As a consequence of this almost
universal awakening, a larger de-

mand for trained teachers of writing

in public schools has existed the

past season than we have ever

known. And this will not only con-

tinue but increase indefinitely.

All in all, therefore, The Business
Educator and its suporters are do-

ing more for the cause of good writ-

ing, better teaching and more meth-
odical practice, than any other

source, and perhaps all others com-
bined.

MR. DWYER'S CONTRIBUTIONS.

Doubtless thousands of our read-

ers have ere this noted the excellence

of the articles contributed by Mr.

Ion E. Dwyer, Professor of Com-
merce, Robert College, Constanti-

nople, Turkey. They are worthy the

attention of every young man or

young woman who is ambitious to

succeed in the commercial world.

They are not at all sensational or

novel, but chock full of good, sub-

stantial thought, careful observation,

and timely information. Pass them
on to your aspiring friends.

FOR FEBRUARY.

We have on hand for the February
Business Educator a splendid arti-

cle from the pen of Mr. Ion E. Dwyer,
Professor of Commerce, Robert Col-

lege, Constantinople, entitled, "On
the Business Training Track." The
article is worth looking forward to

and reading by every ambitious

young mail or young woman prepar-
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ing for the commercial world. Mr.

Dwyer's experience and education are

such as to enable him to give just the

information that most young people

are needing.

MR. HALLS TALKS ON ENGLISH.

We are hearing some very compli-

mentary things concerning Mr. S.

Rowland Hall's articles on English,

which appear in the Professional

Edition of The Business Educator.
They are certainly practical and in-

teresting, making of English the live

subject it should be. Mr. Hall knows
how to infuse into his subject the

personal element and thereby make it

of human service. And the good
part is that we have many more arti-

cles yet to come from his pen.

MR. LESLIES BIG BOW.

And now what do you say about the

new course of lessons with two such

courses of Business Writing as are

now running in The Business Edu-
cator by Messrs. Berkman and Les-

lie, The Business Educauor comes
as near being in a class by itself as

any journal has ever been in the pro-

fession.
Mr. Leslie is reaching a higher

level in skill and knowledge in the

course just begun than he has hereto-

fore attained. Our readers as well as

ourselves are to be congratulated for

the excellence and timeliness of the

lessons in Business Writing now run-

ning in The Business Educator.
Let's shake.

A NEW KIND OF A BUSINESS ED-
UCATOR CLUB.

RHODK ISLAND COMMERCIAL SCHOOL,
PROVIDENCE. R. I.

Deceinlier 2, liio8.

Messrs. Zaner & hloser,
Columbus, Ohio.

Geiitlenien :—I organized a Business Educator
Society in this school in November, for the pur-

pose of creating interest and enthusiasm : to col-

lect monthly specimens, and levy atax for pay-
ment of postage, and in general to secure better

results in the subject of Penman.ship. Any stu-

dent can become a member by subscribing for

The Business Educator.
The following officers were elected: William

T. Ward. President: Anastasia Conrick, Secre-
tary: Harolil (Joodby, Treasurer. The duties of

the President :ire to preside at the monthly
meetings, and to appoint two collectors of spec-
imens, one from each department. The Secre-
tary shall keep the record of attendance at each
meeting, the Treasurer shall keep a record of

all funds received atid paid on account of pos-
tage.

The students here are required to bring in not
less than two pages of home work each morning.
Those who especially nee<l it are recjuired to

double that amount. Border exercises of differ-

ent movement drills are use<!. and the body of

the page is filled with regular work, which is

assigned. Students enjoy this work, and with
few exceptions the work is ready when called

for, some bringing in two or three times the re-

quired amount.

SUCCESSLETS
FOR AMBITIOUS YOUNG PEOPLE

E. D, SNOW, Principal,

Maple City Business Sehool, Hornell, N, V.

=^

-J
IT ISN'T NATURAL.

Ever meet the "It-isn't natural-for-

me" boy? Of course you have. And
some times you would like to meet
him out behind the barn, for a few
minutes, with a good oil-of-beech

gad, where you could have a heart to

heart talk with him.
You know the boy who "can't"

spell because pa and Uncle John and
Aunt Mary can't spell: in fact, "it

does't run in the family." Of course
not. Nothing runs in a family like

that. Anything that was caught go-

ing faster than a slow walk would be
arrested for exceeding the speed limit.

Just take the boy who tries to side-

step any ordinary subject because
"it isn't natural," bore into him a

sixteenth of an inch and you will find

a bottomless lake of pure and unadul-
terated laziness.

Now young man, just look me in

the eye for a few minutes while I put
on the high speed clutch and get
your vibrations up to a point where
you will see things in a different

light.

Ancestors and posterity are all

right in their place, in fact, at times
are quite necessary, but when it

comes to learning plain, easy things
so you may earn a good living and be
a valuable citizen, ancestors cut very
little ice.

The young man who uses the "isn't
natural" excuse, and looks to you for
sympathy because of this defect
needs, as some genius has delightful-

ly put it, "Two swift kicks properly
placed" in order to change his point
of view.
Let me tell you, young man, that

every person that has made a success
of life had ancestors, but he prompt-
ly forgot them when he started in to

boost the world to a higher plane of
life. Ancestors are all right as a fad
but you cannot coin them into cash or
use them as an excuse for deficiencies
when you reach the business world.
Once a person awakes to the tre-

mendous truth that the Life that
flowed into the mind of a Washing-
ton, a Lincoln, a Franklin and into

We select the best specimens, and fasten to
specimen board in a conspicuous ijlace. We al-

so exchange specimens with other schools. We
.should be pleased to exchange work with any
school <lesiring to do so, as much interest is man-
ifested by pupils in the work of students of oth-
er schools.

Yours verv Iruh',

C. H. BLAISDELL,
Teacher of Pemnanship.

the minds of thousands of others who
benefited themselves and humanity,
is the same Life that sustains him,
and will do even greater things for
him if he will but sincerely believe
and act on that belief, we will hear
no more lame excuses, but we will see
a symmetrical development that will
astonish, delight and enrich man-
kind.
The only really natural thing for a

person, is eating. That is about the
first act on entering this world and a
great many people consider that their
special stunt during life. Everything
that is worth while to one's self and
to others comes only after long,
persistent, thoughtful effort.

The child prodigy and youthful
neighborhood genius who can recite
"Curfew Shall Not Ring Tonight"
until the eyes of an Indian sign drip
with moisture, generally fade away •

about the time they should begin to
be useful, without leaving even
a hole in the atmosphere, while the
child whose system is not seething
with genius in the raw, but who has
ambition and get there, plus, con-
tinues to saw wood whenever he gets
a chance, and eventually becomes a
useful member of society.
Now, young man, if your vocabu-

lary includes the "It-isn't-natural-for-
me-to-do-it" phrase, omit it. The
market for that kind of stock in trade
is flat, besides the expression is not a
true index of your condition, but is

rather a statement of your monumen-
tal ignorance of the fabulous wealth
of possibilities that reside in your be-
ing.

The young person who cannot, after
persistant effort, master the common
branches that will equip him to give
value received, is a prominent candi-
date for a feeble-minded institution.

Get busy.

Appreciation.

Calumet, Mich., Nov. 28, 1908.
Gentlemen:—

I can restrain no longer from writ-
ing you my opinion of The Educator. It

certainly is an educator in every sense of the
word.

I monthly devour the contents of Messrs.
Snow and Keefo\'er's contributions, and as a re-

-sult deri\ e itnniense benefit from them.
I also turneagerh- to the excellent penman-

ship instructions included iti The Business Ed-
ucator ; and find monthly the honest face of

my former successful instructor, Prof. A. M.
Wonnell, whom I wish to congratulate heartily
through the worthy columns of The Educator.

h Life Subscriber,

L, ALFRED KEARY.
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Lessons in Business Writing
S. E. LESLIE.

PENMAN, EASTMAN COLLEGE, POUQHKEEPSIE. N Y.

cribers' writing criticised free. Send Speci _ ._ __

t>f each iiioiitli. Tlien watch for your initials in tliese colunnis about ti\'e weeks later.

; to .Mr. Leslie at above address by the

-J/

About se\"en years ago while attending school
at Alma College. Alma, Mich., I almost accident-

ally, one evening, ran acrf)ss a copy of The
BUSINESS Educator. I borrowed it; took it to

my room and actually staid up the greater part

of the night admiring the beautiful penmanship
contained in its pages. I did not up to that time
know there was such a publication as a penman-
ship journal. It was the greatesl find I ever
made. The inspiration that 1 got from that copy
has in a measure dominated my career ever since.

And while I never expected X^^ become a profes-

sional penman or a teacher of writing, here I am,
endeavoring to give to young people a course in

Business writing in the same magazine from
which 1 received my inspiration, seven years

ag<i. If lean through this course be a means of

improving the fiandwriting of young people or

Inspiring even a few capable young men anil

women to become professional penmen, I shall

be satisfied.

Many will begin faithful practice on this course
and continue for perhaps three or four lessons

and then because of discouragement or lack of

determination will quit just at the time when
they are beginning to make most improvement.
Now if you are one of those who yields easily to

discouragement, I want to urge you to give this

course a fair trial. If you don't enjoy practicing,

learn to enjoy it. You can if you go at it in the
right spirit. The mind, eye and hand must work
in unison to produce a good writer. Too many
young people practice with the hand and e>'e

only, while the mind is left to wander at will. If

you want to succeed, keep your thoughts on your
work. Study your work critically at all times.

As an inducement to secure results, I am going
to offer a hanilmaile certificate to the >'oung

man or woman who makes the gTeatest impro\e-
ment in this course of lessons. If you wish to

compete for this prize, prepare one page of the
following sentence and send to S. E. Leslie, Box
176, Poughkeepsie. N. Y. {Present date.i

This is a fair specimen of my best business
writing at this time. {Your name.)

MATERIALS.

i'.\PER. I'se a good quality of foolscap. Don'T
use cheap paper. I have had pupils who pur-
chased a p4ior ciuality of paper simply because ii

cost tfiem a few cents less, but these pupils were
not noteil for their superior handwriting.
PENHOLDER. A cork-tipped, straight pen-

holder is the best for business writing. But I do
not discourage the use of an oblique holder, if

the pupil thinks he can write better with it.

PENS. GiUott's No. 604, Zanerian Ideal, Speii

cerian No. 1 or Eastman No. 1 are in my opinion
the best for beginners. For preparing the copie-
in this course. I used an Eastman No. 1, which i--

similar tt> either of the other three named. -\

coarser pen may be used later, but I would noi

advise it at first.

INK. Use black ink. The writing fluids arc

poor for penmanship practice. The best ink of

which I know for business writing, is Higgins'
Eternal. If you cannot get it in your city, send
10c to Chas. M. Higgins & Co., Brooklyn, N. "I .

Dilute the ink with about one-third water. Al
ways keep the inkwell or bottle covered when
not in use.

Many penmen use a blotter constantly for the

hand to glide on while writing. From my ex

perience. I think this is unnecessary. 1 have
never used one and when I did attempt it, fouml
that my left hand and blotter were usually ni the

(MIT ti^l

•X,

^
\Utt.\i^\.ou.t\v

^
^B

U
way. If you don't use a blotter you jiiiist not

run your fingers through your hair and then put

them on your iiaper. This always ruins a writ-

ing surface.

POSITION.

BODV. Insteail of asking you to reatl instruc-

tions about the position of the body, I am going

to ask you to study very carefully illustration

No. 1.

ARMS. The arms should lie on the desk at

right angles to each other. Do not pull the

elbows too close_ to the bod\'. Tliis always

cramps the movement. Stiuly position of arms

iTi Cut 1.

HANDS AND FiNiiERS. The left hand shoul<l

always be on the paper above the line of writing.

T<i fully understand the resting position of the

right arm and hand study illustration No. 2 and 3.

A good position is absolutely necessary in

learning to write. You should watch care'fully

your position for a few weeks until you acquire

the habit of keeping in a good position and after

that it will give you little trouble.

.MO\'E.MENT. With the arm resting on the

nniscle just in front of the elbow, begin the de-

\ elopment of the movement by rolling the arm
around on this muscle. Do not have the pen in

haiid at first. Remove any tight clothing on the

right forearm, that interferes with the freedom of

the movement. The arm should rest very lightly

on the desk and extend over the edge of the desk

about one inch at the elbow. After you are sure

you understand the movement, begin practice

with a dry pen and continue until you are sure

you thoroughly understand the movement.
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Now. if you have procure.! the proper materials, can manitain a correct position, au.l understand the movement thoroughly, you are ready to begin

""copy No 1 Swing the hand hack and forth half-wav across the page. Do not liend the wrist or turn the hand over on the side. The movement

all conies from the arm." Hold the penholder lightly. Beginners iiivariihly grip it too tightly. Spend at least one hour on each copy ni this course. \ ou

may need more practice than this, and if you do, <lo not hesitate to give it, as the person who learns to write must not count the hours spent in practice.

COPY No " This exercise is similar to the preceding one, but you should endeavor to control the hand sufBciently to make the lines straight

nstead of curveil. In practicing these movement exercises, you are laying the' foundation for future success or failure as far as acquiring a handwriting

s concerned. Lay a good foundation and your success is assured.

Copy No. .3. This .straight line exercise determines the slant of the letters. Make it two spaces high. Do not change the iiosition of the paper.

Make the lines rapidly with sharii turns at the toj, and hottoni.

Copy No + Make this exercise one space high and ino\e the hand one third the dist nice atross the page without lifting the pen. .Make the lines

very close together -and ,tll on the ^.ime '.hint.

Copy No. 5. We continue our practice on the straight line exercise in this copy. These lines should be exactly one-half space high. This will

require much more control of the mo\ement th.m any copy thus far. hut these small exercises'are especially designed for gaining control of the arm.

COP\ No (1 With this cop\ we take ui) more niterestiiv work 1 he o\ als ire iiini li inon interesting than straight line exercises Thisisthe

rctraceil direct oval and should be made two siiaces high. If a line is drawn through Ihis oval in the longest direction, the line will lie on exactly the

same slant as the straight line exercises which have just been practiced. Retrace each oval at least eight limes and link them together the same as in

the copy.

Copy No. 7. This is the extended direct oval. The ovals in this exercise are on exactly the same slant and are the same size as the ovals in Cop:

You should be able now to move the hanil at least half way across the page without lifting the iien. There is usually a tendency to sh.ide on the di

strokes, but yon shoiihl fu.leavor to make tliem iilst :is light ;is the upstrokes, M:ikf from 1 .^o lo 1 so r.-vohifions per miiinti-.

Cdi'V .No. s. Ill making this oval, you will be reiiuired to exercise greater coiitnd of the movement than in the larger one. Begin rather slowly at

first but work up to a speed of at least 200 revolutions per minute.
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Copy No. 9. Make the retraced oval here the same as in Copy 8, except join the ovals without lifting the pen at least one-third the distance across

the page. These should be made very rapidly, linked together, and kept on the same slam.

Copy No. 10. You will observe that the movement exercises are growing gradually smaller, and that you have greater difficulty in controlling the

hand in these small exercises, but they are designeii especially for giving you control, so you should practice them with much diligence. If you have

trouble in making this oval exactly one-half space high, you might draw light lead pencil lines half way between the blue lines on yourfoolscap.

Copy No. ll. This is the most difficult copy given thus far. Follow the direction of the arrow, making the compound curve exercise first. These

should be made one space high, and extend one-third the distance across the page. Fill in the blank spaces with the straight line exercise.

Copy No. 12. Notice the peculiar shape of these ovals. They should be made exactly one sp;ice high and twice as long as they are high. Astraight

line drawn through these ovals in the longest direction should be parallel to the base line.

Copy No. 13. We will now take up the practice of the letters, and iti order that you may become familiar with the correct styles of the different

letters, I have decided to give a large form of each letter for study when the letter is first taken up. Begin your practice on the O two spaces high. Ke-

trace each letter four or five times and gradually make them smaller. In the second line of this copy the letters should be retraced about three-fourths of

a space high, and all made the same size. In the tliird line put exactly the same number of O's on a line as given in the copy, and make them at the

rate of at least .50 per minute at first aT>d later work up to a speeil of loo per minute.

/^ /U. xn. ^. _

<m. /m. 0)

cy cy a o- c

Copy No. 14. .Study the form of the B very carefully before beginning practice on the cojiy. This is a different letter, but it is made in the same

direction as the direct oval and should give you little trouble if you have practiced previous copies faithfully. Be sure to begin the letter with a small

dot, and tiinsh exactly the same as the copy. If yon have been accustomed to using a ilifferent style, this may seem difficult at first, but it is really the

simplest, easiest st\'le to use.

(Z^ Cy 0«- <Zy (fy

Copy No. I'S. The style of C used here may he a new one to you Imt for practical business writing 1 consider it a most excellent one. It is made
very quickly ami can be joined easily to other letters without lifting. Finish the letter exactly as you finished the E \n the previous copy. Lift Ihe pen

while the hand is in motion
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Copy No. 16. The beginning strolte in tlie .-1 is similar to the beginning stroke in the O but slants more. Study the form of this letter carefully.

It is quite a difficult and important capital, so you need not be afraid of getting it too well. Endeavor to close it at the top. Xote that the finishing

stroke drops below the base line just a little.

Copy No. 17. This jvill give you an excellent review of not only movement work but of the capitals as well. They should be joined quite rapidly,

and while I have joined only four of each in the copy, if you have plenty of movement, you might try joining them clear across the page without lifting

tlie pen from the paper. With this copy you finish your first lesson. You may have tlone \'Our best and yet made unsatisfactory pvogress. If this is

true perhaps something in the instructions is not thoroughly understood. Y'ou must liecome accustomed to a new position, movement, and perhaps

materials. A failure to give the proper attention to any one of these three things, might retard your progress. At first you need to watch yourself con-

.stantly and endeavor in every possible way to learn how to practice. I have endeavored to make the instructions clear, and to arrange the copies in a

logical manner, but if there is anything you do not thoroughly understand, feel free to ask any questions, and send your work to me regularly for criti-

cism. This work should be arranged neatly, and should show that you have studied the instructions regarding the proper materials to use.

Some model exercises by E. H. McGhee, penman in the Steward & Large Business Institute. Trenton. X. J.

6r
'>^-y^Tft-j-f^i^

^^ycy
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Lessons in Business Writing

Penman, Blair Ba College, Spokane, Wn.

Subscribers' writing criticised free. Send Specimens to Mr. Berkman at above address by the

20th of each month. Then watch for your initials in these columns about five weeks later.

-.^

Lesson forty-one.

H.\PPY XEW YEAR (Oh, I said it first)—and may it last throughout the year. And may your penmanship, too. contain lasting qualities—quali-

ties that appeal to the busy men and women of 1909. Better resolve NOW that you will master each lesson before attempting the next. Many resolu-

tions will he made, and broken, .it this season of the year. Let us hope lliat the resolutions made by the readers of The Business Educator are for

the betterment of mankinil— ami hut few broken resolutioTis.

Lesson forty.two.

Make the first part of "H" the same as in "K." Start either with a circle or a dot and then swing to the right—finishing with stroke made downward

and on line of writing. Retrace four or five times in each part of the exercise. Keep the pen "down on the paper" while you make the second part of

letter or exercise. Make "H" by the count of four, .is well as letter "K." N'ole the resemblance in the finish of letter L and Q. (Jet plenty of freedom

and movement in your writing—and be carefid aliout 'gnod position."

Lesson forty-three.

Let us one and all revere the name of V. K. Spencer, the .\uthor of the accompanying verse, by writing and rewriting the verse until it is known

and admired by hundreds and thousands of people in this country-and in keeping with the spjrit of the day "pass it on." Do not be satisfied to WTite

the verse four or Jfive times, but rather 'four or five hundred times. If you lose a battle now and then, do not let it discourage you, but go right into

the battle again with renewed determination, pluck, perseverance, stick-to-it-ive-ness. Success will follow.
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Lesson forty-four.

This lesson will be rlevoted to different exercises. "Warm up" (as the lioy.s say in liase hall basket ball, foot ball, etc.) before you "get in the

game." All contestants before entering a game or contest of any kind will practice a while (some say/ 'limber up") before the game takes place. And

the sooner you "warm up" on some of the exercises, the better for you, your writing and those who must read your writing. The successful captain

knows his players the weak and strong points of each individual player. In short -get some gymnastics" applied to your writing.

Lesson forty-five.

In many instances it is necessary that the writing be <|uite small. Journal entries, for instance

b(u)ks. and the many innumerable notations on cards, books, periodicals, magazines, letterheads, etc.

aiulwith an arm movement writing—keepnig it small and covering but four lines on the paper. No
the third most valuable possession? Don't be liashful-speak U|j.

ders in vest pocket

can write it rajiidlN'

Lesson forty-six.

-\ few more exercises for "practice sake." Don't sijend too uuicb time on the exercises and then neglect the otlier lessons an

py medium," as they say. Combine movemement with form and you'll have good writing. Spend considerable lime on tlie ex
difficult. If you spend all the time on one exercise, you'll develop only one set of nniscles. Writing is made up of several nii

and indirect ellipses, ovals, retraces, push and pull movements etc. Develop the untrained nmscles.

co[)ies. Strike a "hat-

rcises that seem rather

\ementy, such as direct

Lesson forty-seven.

The title or subject for the words given in this les.son is omitted, being implied. It's nothing
every human life. Did you ever stop to think that our influence is constantly working for us

speaking for or against us—like our writing. Xow, honestly, doesn't it make you feel "pretty go
"how well you write?" It really makes one put forth the very best efforts.

id"loccasionallv;

l.\KI,rEXCK-the i.otcnt power of

lut. >-ear in and \-ear out. and always

when someone makes the statement
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Lesson forty-eight.

I'kk (Hit the best letter you can find in the lesson, and then try to equal or excel the copy. Keep changing from one letter to the other—that is from

.'WtoF" alternately. A good plan is to make a letter as good as you can, using a lead pencil,—then take eraser and rub out the part that doesn't look

'just right," keep on erasing and correcting luitil the letter is as good as you are able to make it. By that time you will have a gooil mental picture of

the letter, and you'll be surprised to le;irii how quickly you will be able to reproduce (with pen( what you have in your miiuls eye.

Lesson forty-nine

Say, wliy not write this les.soii at least once a day during the entire month of January. Don't you think your last specimen would be lietter than the

first? Try to wTite it a "little better" each time—watching carefully the spacing between words, between letters, height and width of letters, slant

straightness, margins, ink, pen. position, movement, etc., and the many little things not usually taken into consideration by the thoughtless writer.

There is a lot of fun, pleasure and real enjoyment in writing if you get on the "sunny side."

ble to prac

graceful a.

Lesson fifty

1 l,e M review lesson. See liow orderly, syslematicly and gracefully you can make the exercises-and in all yourwriting trv to excel. It is possi-

; e I just "blaze away"i too much and neglect the "study part" of writing. It pleases business men to see writing tliat is ..rderly, syslemalic.

plain. Not the number of strokes in each letter, tlourishes, curlymacues, etc.. Imt HOW HASH. V. H( )\V K.M'l Ul.V, 111 i\V FLAl.N. Let

I'JUi) be (if you haven't already chosen oiici- LEAKN MoKK. EARN MOKK. BK M( )K1-:.
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G. F. R., Md. Avoiil retraces, blots and era-

sures on pages. Try to have all work neat.

E. E. M.. N. V. The "w" exercise is a "peach,
"

as the boys say. All your work is gooil.

W. A. D., 111. Lesson 12 is a good one. Down
strokes in "i" an<l "u", seem rather short.

D. M. McI,.. (). (Jood: (Jlad to know von
know what t<i practice on without being told.

You are Jiow ready for the t>ther plates.

K. M.C-., Mich. Yon are doing real well for

not having had any more i)ractice than you have.

Stay right with it and you'll noou lie in a position

to appreciate the etTorts >'ou have put forth.

D. L. J.. (la. You need better quality of paper.

Better material all around wouUl assist you.

C. \V. B., Tex. Yon are still inclineil to shade
a little in business writing. Ju.st see how accur-

ately yon can make each letter while you practice.

L. H. B., Md. You sent considerable work
that did not belong to the series of lesson.s.

Make "E tracer" wider according to height.

R. L. H.. O. (jlad to know you are so pen-
manistically (as yon expressed it in the Compli-
mentary Closing of \'our letter) inclined. That
means half the battle.

O. 8., (Jkla. Some ofyour letters are too com-
pact -too near together. Would suggest that >'on

spend considerable time on movement exercises.

H. A. T., O. You have developed a very light

dainty line. What you nee<l now is form stud>'.

M. B., Ky. Use a finer pen. Avoid using the
fingers in Arm Movement Writing.

F. M., Ky. Tri" for a lighter line — and more
movement. Spend most of the time on move-
ment work for a while.

D. L., Mass. Y(nir lines are very strong and
busine.ss-like. The top part of "C" bothers yon.

n.C, Mich. All your work is above ijar. You
write your name very beautifully.

F. M., Mich. You have not practiced as nuich
as your classmates. However, your writing may
soon be away in the lead if you keep on as you
have begun.

M.S., Mich. Ink too riale. "Ion have started
i'Ut nicely, what yon need now is more prac-

tice.

• K. MacD., Mich. Stick close to line of writing,
(jood grade on all w'ork sent.

B. W., Mass. First stroke in letter "p" slants
more than the other letters. You are doing very
good work, indeed.

P. A. S., Md. Yonr specimen sh.iws up well.
You'll surprise some of \'onr neiglihors ttith a
Certificate ere long.

I,. I.. W., Tenn. Appreciated your letter very
much. Yonr specimens are models when it

comes to arrangement ami neatness — anil fairly
good execution.

J. J., Md. Read carefully the criticism of others
from Md. Avoid gripping the pen.

W. ,S., Pa. You are doing better. However,
you need to spend much time on the exercises.

H. A. C, Pa. That's right. Start right in on
the lessons and go after it for all you are worth.
Try for any prize you want to.

C. H. H., N. I). You, too, have some excel-
lent work this nunith. All up to grade. Keep on.

W.S. S., 111. Many good things about your
writing. Watch extended loop letters — both
above and below line of writing.

L. A. (;.. (). Make bottom part of "E" larger.
Also watch all enditig strokes.

D. M.T.. O. Curve the first stroke more in
"i." Doing some good work.

E. A., O. Xol enough movement in >-onr
work, (iood writing means the combination of
"movement and form."

F. L. W., Pa. That's right, go right after the
Professional Certificate. Study tumS and angles
very carefully. "X."

P. M. L., la. Watch the loop part in P care-

fully. You are ready for next month's work.

H. H. Z,, S. D. You have a tendency to press

ilown a little on the pen in making down strokes.

Keep all lines light, smooth and even.

.\. A. A., Mass. Certainly, you are eligible for

competition in one or more of the prizes. Come
right along with oidy your very best work.

L. A. N., Pa. Watch finishing strokes more
particularly, Yonr work shows that yon are

working hard to learn. Success to you.

D. S. W., Md. .Stick right to copy until you
master it before changing to another one. Hard
work means as much as anything else when it

comes to learning to write well.

W. S. F., Pa. Would suggest that you write

the small letters taller. Your writing appears
rather flat on account of letters not being tall.

.\. M. J., Me. You have followed instructions

and copies very carefulh'. If yon keep ()n, as

ytm have begtni. a Certificate will soon l>e within
>'Our reach.

K. E. M., N. Y. Your novel way of sending
all copies on *)ne page received and appreciate!!.

C exercise not rounti enough. Other work fine.

W. H. S., Pa. You have not made the ellipsi-'^

compact enough. Practice more on the cilipsrs,

and also lesson 10.

D. E. B., Kans. All your lines are dainty and
free. Now study form very carefully and "good
writing" is yours.

G. G. B., Ind. Your work on lesson I'i is the
liest received, ''idn'll be a "top notcher" if you
keep on.

B. L. W., Mass. Doing good work. No spe-
cial criticism on specimens written Nov. Isl.

M. J. \\'., Mass. Your product pages are ar-

ranged and written very well. In fact, it is some
of the neate.st work received this month.

L. M. N., Me. Figure U slants more than the
others. Also watch the slant in all yonr writing.

E. W. C, Mass. Yon reatl the wrong criticism

in The November Business Edvc.\tor.
Avoid sharp turns as you finish the m and n.

P. L. P., Ky. Your "compendium-ft)rm" way
of sending copies isO. K. You will do well to
spend more time on Lesson 25.

D. B. J.. Ky. Yon sent altogether loo much
paper and not enough of >-our very be'^t work.
Quality is wanted instead of ciuantit\-.

L. J. R., Mass. You need lietter qualitv of

paper. In practicing capital letters, avoid liav-

ing letters touch one another.

H. T. K., Wyo. You need a thorough review
on Lesson 27. Why not write on ruled paper?

F. T. C, Calif. You are improving — but you
need more movement in your work. Avoid
making letters too round.

C. W. B.. Tex. Yonr work this month shows
systematic practice. It's always best to stick tci

one thing until it is mastered.

D M. K., Wis. You need to review J. r and
the sentence writing. On the right track.

A. T. O'C, Mass. You have followed instruc-

tions to the letter. All work up to grade as far

as you have gone. "X'"

Britt, la. No name. Am afraid you are too
anxious to secure a Certificate instead of a gOotI
hand writing.

.1. T. T., Nebr. Yon write a good hanil now,
and, no doubt, will be able to secure a Cerfiticate
by March, (xood work on letter "o."

I. Y. W., Md. Say! Some of you penmanites
in M<l. are "comin' right along." Stick close to
baseline. Compare yonr work with copy every
now and then.

C. W. B., Tenn. .Sorry to hear that yon have
not been well. Yonr writing is weak in places-
hut that will get stronger as you get stronger.

J. V. L., S. Dak. You miss the base line quite
frequently. The pen you used was worn out.

E. II. T., Wyo. You are doing exceptionally
good work. First stroke in D slants too much,

O. B. W., 111. Ask your teacher how to fold
paper to insert in envelope. Figure 3 seems
most difficult to you.

M. B., O. Avoid blots and spots on paper.
.Some business men are very strict when it comes
to neatness. Review letter/.

J. B. W., Kans. Yonr work is very strong and
business-like. Watch spacing between words —
nearly all loo far apart.

G. R. M<l. Review lesson 2.5 - especially the
wavy lines. You make several tine letters.

M. L., Kans. If you can. use darker ink.
Quality of work sent, however, is up to ".\."

Hilda Roesch, 1113 Franklin St. Strive for

more movement in capitals. Some of your work
is real good.

O. D., Mass. You make your .v's three times
too long. Improvement comes by careful, sys-
tematic, thoughtful practice.

(i. C. B.. .Mo. Yonr work de.serves special
lomiuenilatiyii. Watch shoulder part in r. "X."

J. W., Mo' Well pleased with scnue of your
work -but yon lack movement. Let the rau.scles
of the arm clo the work instead of the fingers.

.\. P.. 111. Send spcimciis of all lessons given
ill TMK ( )lT(IBKH lirslNKSS Ei>rcATOR. You
will iiiakf It fine if \(.ii use more movement.

E. B. B. Don't know wliere yon live. Yon
have not practiced enough on the October les-
sons. Spend much time on Lesson 30.

V. E. M., O. Review lessons 25 and '27. Top
rnirt ofy too wide.

B. E. W., Ky. You need to waliii slant uuire
than anything else. Study copy frequently.

F. V .. Md. Certaiidy, yonr w.irk will be ac-
cepted. You will make yonr sister hurry.

B. F. Q., Ky. Belter spend more time on the
figures. .\lso review/, rand ['.

A. W. A., Conn. Writing O. K., but you
ought to clip or fasten your specimens together
in some way. Business men like things orderly.

V. B., Ind. Spend more time on the lesson
containing the different "signs," etc. ,\lso re-
view rand s.

W. S. v.. Pa. Review the ellipses. Make
small letters taller—and let the work continue.

.\. Wismar. See that the second part of "a" is

make like"i." You have a teiulency to retrace
too nnich.

P. L. O.. Pa. Well pleased with the quality of
I'onr paper and ird<. Do you possess aCertifi-
ate? •X.

E. M. W.. la. Finishing strokes in many let-

ter are too blunt -not free eruiugh. Continue
the movement after the pen is raised from the
paper. "X."

H. T., Wis. Review the V tracer. Yon. no
doubt, will lie alile to win a Certificate by June.

(i. E. W., X. Y. You have done very good
work on all copies except the r and s. Curve
the up-stroke considerably — and get letters
pointed at the top.^

H. E. H., Md. You have not mastered the
rand s. You can learn to make the r and .s

as easily as the other letters by careful thought-
ful practice.

N. S. S., Tex. My heart began beating just a
little faster as soon as I read your letter, and that
you contemplate entering tlie Zanerian the first

of the year. You have made a wise decision.

Z. B. B.. Wash. Glad to receive your good
specimens. Hereafter, send only about 1-10 as

nuich paper. Watch finishing strokes.

(j. S., O. You are following instructions and
copies very carefully — and doing good work,
Not enough movement in some letters. "X."

D. S. W,. Md. Letter R is twice too long for

its.width. You.'should study form inore.
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G. A. E., t). The figures are not as good as

your other work. Many fine letters.

Z. C. Minn. Startthe first stroke in /upward.
I'slants too much. Other work "fine."

M. E. S., Md. Not enough movement in letter

/. Make >! taller according to width.

M. R. S., Md. Will answer your question in

one word — "carefulness." And that is of more
importance than the other two requisites.

M. M.. Tenn. Make ir smaller and watch fin-

ishing stroke carefully. First stroke in in and n
is made with a left-hand curve.

P. A. S., Md. Good work on Lesson 29. Les-
son 22, however, neeils a thorough review.

L. L. \V., Tenn. Yes, you have made improve-
ment in one month's time — and on the right

track, (ilad you are working in a "real bank."

E. T., Mich. You sent consiilerable work that

did not belong to the series of lessons. On ac-

count of being used to the vertical style of writ-

ing, you need to watch slant very carefulh'.

L. V. \V., Mich. Review lessons in THE Sep-
tember Business Educator. You have not
had enough drill on the movement exercises.

T. G. B., Mo. The large design shows up well.

Make bottom of E larger and round.

R. N. T., N. Y. You read the wrong criticism

in The November Business Educator. Did
you receive personal letter sent you ?

R.\'. C, la. Your practice sheets are very
systematically arranged. It tells me that you
are careful in other things Review lesson 10.

G. P. B., Pa. Did fine on letters D, I and V.

Study form of figures 4 and 7 carefully.

F. L. C, Ind. Pratice only the copies as given
in The Business Educator. Get plenty of

movement in your writing right from the start.

H. H., Md. Good paper—but ink rather dim.
Watch angles and turns in small letters.

E. McK., Pa. Make top part of P larger. All

your capitals are small. More movement, please.

F. K., Tex. Well pleased with lessons 14 and
15. You will be a "good writer" some day if you
keep on as you have begun.

N. C. I.. W. Va. Yes, can recommend The
Business Educator most highly. There were
six mispelled words in your letter. Don't spend
too much time on penmanship and then neglect
your spelling.

R. P. S., Md. The letters made below line of

writing are too long. The same is true of manj'
of the loop letters above the line.

E. R. T.. Wash. Doing nicely. -A good grade
on this month's work. Keep on.

J. F. L.. S. Dak. You used too coarse a pen —
or perhaps it was worn. Review the direct and
indirect ellipses.

A. A. A., Mass. You, no doubt, have the abil-

ity to become one of the finest penman. No
criticism needed on work sent.

M. W., Ky. Get more freedom in your work.
Watch extended loop letters— and the line you
Avrite on.

C. A.W., Wis. All copies sent are good. Your
page wTiting, however, doesn't show up well.

V. B. E., la. You are improving right along.
.\m proud of your work. "X."

F. W. H., Calif. Very good, indeed. Now go
right after the other lessons.

B. M. p., O. Your movement ilesign is "fine."

Just one "a little better" received this month.
Your penmanship, too, is coming right along.

H. W. S., O. No, the slant of your writing is

all right. Study form of letters more closely.

D. N., Wash. You have done exceptionally
well on all copies. All up to grade as far as you
have gone.

F. L., R. 1. Your writing is up to certificate

grade right now. Why not get after the Profes-
sional Certificate? "X."

C. H. H., N. Dak. You have a good quality of

line all through your writing. Study form —and
you'll make it fine if you keep on.

L. M. L., Minn. Good work on E and E
tracer. Will await your other specimens with
much interest.

R. L. K., O. Make the o smaller. Review let-

ter £. Other work O. K.

L. H.S., Mo. You used too coarse a pen. Make
down stroke in small c straight.

M. S. L., Mass. Study figure 4 carefully. Fin-
ish O with a swing to the right and upward.

H. J. C, N. Y. Sorry to know you have been
afflicted with Pneumonia. Your penmanship,
no doubt, will improve as you improve.

E. A. T., Wash. You have done real well this

month. Review letter/— and then go ahead.

K. Taylor. Not enough movement as you fin-

ish letters. It is quite noticeable in the letter D.

W. A. D., 111. Lesson 22 isn.t up to your other
standard. Also review Lesson 27.

D. N., Wash. Continue the motion or move-
ment after you raise the pen. Letter / too per-
pendicular.

H. B. R. No state given. Lesson 12 is ex-
cellent. In fact, all your work is good.

C. E. B., Vt. You have made considerable im-
provement since receiving your first specimen.
Notice beginning stroke in /carefully.

W. B. 1. You, too, omitted your address.

Have made a good start. Curve up stroke in

"C Exercise" more.

C. H. M., Mich. The quality of your line is

excellent. Study height of small letters.

M. R.. Md. Figure 8 too open at top. You
are improving.

M. L. Ind. Letter E isn't made as good as the
other letters. Start it with dot or small loop.

M. D. A., Md. Watch spacing between words
in "1 am gaining." First stroke in 8 too short.

R. H., O. You make excellent Vs. Practice

more on the wavy lines.

C. D. B., W. \'a. You have developed a light

line. Now you need ink that flows more freely.

J. D. (j., Ky. You have not mastered the first

few lessons. Don't see how many copies you
can write but how good you can write each one.

T. F., Ky. You slant the P too much. Not
enough movement in capitals.

W. J. B., Ky. Why not get better ink and
paper. Learn to criticise your own writing.

E. N. H., Ore. See that the second part of r

is made almost like a right angle. Figures good.

R. A. N., Md. Watch beginning as well as

down strokes in nj and n. No other criticism.

M. M. R., Ky. Study form of R carefully.

Work on M and A' is excellent.

L. Flesher. Watch the "fiook part" in letter

w. .\lso stuils form of E carefully -and then

go aheac-l.

.T. A. H., Pa. Nice work on the different

"signs." You have not mastered the letter r.

C. M., N. J. Not enough movement in many
of your letters. You have good form and ought
to make it O. K.

O. L. H., O. All your work is arranged fine.

Some "fuss" in your ink.

L. A. N., PA. You are using too much finger
movement in small letters. Try for freedom

J. A. T., Ida. Your letter and work did me
about as much good as any received. Letter P
IS the only weak letter,

W. H.S., Pa, 2c due. You enclosed 19 sheets.
One would be plenty if it contained only your
very best work.

J. H. J., O. Little more practice needed on
lesson 30—and then go on. Avoid extra flour-
ishes and strokes.

E. R.L., 111. Review letter /. Study form as
well as arrangement of work on page.

E. C. Patten. Keep all capitals the same in
height. Watch finishing stroke in R.

D. L., Mass. Your work is arranged very well.
Don't bring up the last stroke in f^ so high.

W. .\. M., Mo. Thanks for your good letter

and enclosures. You will need to study form
ver>' carefully in small letters.

E. H. McG., N. J. Excellent specimens. P,
occasionally, slants too much.

M. A. D., Ga. Good work on all copies sent
except the [' tracer. Study form of R.

Mr. Henry Wolfe, of Butte, Mont., enclosed
some cards in a recent letter to us which indicate

that he has a great deal of natural talent and
could becomes a very fine penman.

A Ijeautifully written letter, in the ornamental
style, is received from Mr. J, G. Christ. He
states that the "Grip" has stung him hard. His
writing, however, shows none of the evil effects

of the stinger.

.\. N. Symmes, proprietor of the Madison, In-
diana, Business College, mailed us specimens
showing what his penmanship students are do-
ing. This is the best lot we have ever received
from Mr. Symmes. He is an old hand at the bus-
iness, having held the principalship in some of

the best business colleges in the country-. He
undoubteiily knows how to teach the sul^ject of

peinnanship in a practical way.

Some more excellent work in arm movement
from the pupils in the primary grades is hereby
acknowledged from R. C. Cottrell, supervisor of

writing in the public schools of Loganspot, Ind.

Mr. Cotttell is one of our foremost supervisors
and as a consequence he is securing most excel,
lent results.

S. O. Smith, penman in the Willis Busines.s

College. Ottawa, (Jut., sends in a large roll of

students' penmanship practice work. We
do not see how the instructions Mr. Smith is

giving to his pupils could be improved upon.
They are writing easily, rapidly and legibly.

T. W. Emlilen, the man who has charge of the

penmanship in the Elmira, N. Y., School of

Connnerce, recently showed us what his pupils

are doing in their penmanship classes. He sub-
mitted a large number of beautiful designs, every
one of which was well executeil. .\ design of

Mr. .\. D. Beveridge was very unique and had it

reached us before our Thanksgiving number
was published our readers would have enjoyed
looking at it.

Not alone brains, but willingness to serve. So if you have brains and ambition you can see what the "top" looks like, if you prepare in Wilson's

Modern Business College, Seattle, Wn., or some other first class school. Script cut loaned by J. P. Wilson, proprietor of above school.
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EDITOR S PAGE—PENMANSHIP EDITION
A Forum for Mie Expression of Convictions Relating to Methods of Teaeliing and tlie Art of Writing

OUR PLATFORM : FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH
V^ J
ARM MOVEMENT WINNING.

But a few years since itwas thought
that finger movement pure and sim-

ple, was the natural method of writ-

ing for children.

Then came the announcement from
eminent educators, specialists who
were recognized as something more
than theorists, that the large muscles
in children develop before the small

muscles, and that, as a consequence,
children should not be required to

do small, tedious acts and arts, for by
so doing fingers were forced prema-
turely into action with resulting

harmful after effects.

These same educational specialties,

and many more since, also discovered
that small arts focused vision too

closely and too soon, thereby injur-

ing the eyes. Much small, taxing
kindergarten work was soon aban-
doned, writing being one of the

things.
About this time (about a decade

ago) the publishers of The Business
Educator became intensely interest-

ed in the question of how children
should be taught to write.

One of the first things they did was
to acquaint themselves with the find-

ings of men in authority, such as G.

Stanley Hall, of Worcester, Mass.;
Col. Parker, of the Cook County Nor-
mal, Chicago; and others.

The next move was to spend time in

the dissecting room of a medical col-

lege to learn the mechanism of the
writing machine — the human hand
and arm.
Books on psychology, physiology,

and anatomy were eagerly and care-

fully studied to discover the truths
rather than the theories of human ef-

fort and of such acts and arts as
writing in particular. A human skel-

eton of the shoulder, arm and hand
was next secured and mounted.
About this time, too, a specialist was
employed to deliver a series of lec-

tures upon the composition, function,
etc., of the bones, muscles; how they
are nourished, trained and employed
in performing simple as well as dif-

ficult acts.

Next again came the study of the
child in relation to youths and adults,
physically, and mentally; and a com-
parison of its ability to do common
things with that of youths and
adults.

They knew full well that without
this basic and preliminary informa-
tion, a rational scheme of teaching as

well as of writing for children, youths
and adults, from the three-fold stand-
points of phychology, physiology and
pedagogy would be out of the ques-

tion.

Their next move, covering in all

some ten years, was to test this infor-

mation by seeing how children wrote,

why they wrote as they did, whether
they could write otherwise if so

instructed, etc. Many of these

experiments were made through
wide-awake supervisors of writing
(former students of theirs, to whom
credit is cheerfully given), who re-

ported the results obtained from
widely different sections of the coun-
try as well as from varied local con-

ditions.

This information and those test ex-

periments enabled them to know how
to adapt the child to the art of writ-

ing through proper training at the

right period of development, as

well as to adapt the art of writ-

ing to the changing mental and
physical conditions from childhood
through youthood to manhood.
As a consequence, Arm Movement

is now being taught to thousands and
thousands of children, who, pre-

vious to a year and two years ago.
were struggling along with little, eye-

straining, cramped, finger movement
forms.
More healthful positions, less eye

straining, plainer forms, and free

arm movements are the result of fol-

lowing carefully, patiently and logi-

cally the suggestions of men who are

recognized and revered the world
over as educational seers.

Arm Movement is winning reforms
and results under normal conditions,
without extra time or effort on the

part of teacher and pupil, never here-

tofore secured. No wonder book
companies are waking up, and com-
petitors are endeavoring to cling to

their pet hobbies of one way for all,

no matter how young or old, big or

little, ignorant or wise, innocent or

shrewd, clumsy or supple.

The teaching of children is a vastly

different problem from the teaching
of adults. But their training should
lead gradually and logically from the

child to the adult without unlearning
or wrong habit forming, as well as

vi'iWoViX straining for rest/lls along the
way. This is what Arm Movement is

accomplishing at the hands of regu-

lar teachers and common, average,
every days pupils from the age of six

years and upwards.

GLAD AND SORRY.

By the time the October Business
Educator was printed all of the Sep-
tember numbers were gone, and by
the time the November number was
ready for the mails the October Busi-
ness Educator was exhausted. For
this we are thankful, bespeaking a
most healthy support, yet we regret
very much that we have been unable
to grant the request of hundreds to

have their subscriptions begin with
the September number. We can date
subscriptions from November only.
If preferred, new subscriptions may
be dated from January, the begin-
ning of Mr. Leslie's lessons.
Again we desire to say, we are glad

and thankful for your generosity in

the way of support, and sorry we can-
not accommodate those who wish
September and October numbers of

The Busine.ss Educator.
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Devoted lo the Best Interests of Business Educatk
are cordially invited to enter the Arena of Publicity to d
Editor and Publishers reserve the right to reject any coi

pressed in these columns. They believe a journal of thi:

reasonably espect respectful attention and liberal space.
We hope that neither timidity on your part,

^:
public. Let i : from you whenever the spirit of good will, fair play

d Dedicated to the Expression of Conscientious Opinions upon Topics Related thereto.

5 those things uppermost in the public mind, or of which there seems to be most need,
they see tit. Nor do they desire to be understood as endorsing all of the opinioi

and calibre is in part a public institution, and a vehicle in which the professional public

r thought plants may here find soil for propagation, and if rightly used and cultivated. ;

1 frost on our part, may be responsible for anything good failing

riginality strikes yc We vait your contributions with cordial anticipatic J
THE BY-PRODUCTS OF COMMER-

CIAL TEACHING

Not a few commercial teachers, and
that includes special teachers of al-

most all branches, seem to think that

if they instruct in bookkeeping, cor-

respondence, penmanship, spelling,

arithmetic, commercial law, etc.,

they have thereby done their full

duty to their pupils, their employers,
and themselves. But nothing could

be much further from the truth and
consequently from true teaching.

If something is not said or done
each day to encourage more hygienic

living, by way ot sufficient sleep,

physical exercise, and nutritious

food, then an opportunity has been
missed to do some one good. For,

no matter how efficient our profes-

sional or technical instruction may
be, if health is not safeguarded by
correct living, ill health will soon
undermine and vitiate the knowledge
and skill taught and attained.

If something is not said or done to

encourage square dealing, faithful

service, and industry, then the set-

ting of the sun has seen an asset

turned into a liability through neglect.

For a machine which may be worth
much today may soon be rendered
worthless by neglect and nonuse.

For, after all, what we teach our
commercial and shorthand students

is of value to them, and consequently
to the school and the teacher, only in

the proportion that it is backed up by
health and reliability.

A word of caution or of advice or

of reproof or of cheer or of encourage-
ment or of criticism or of suggestion
at the right time and in the right

manner is sure to bear fruit on the

part of one or more of your hearers.

Be bigger and broader than the

mere technic of your profession, and
you'll be both better and more val-

uable for it.

THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF
COMMERCIAL TEACHERS

"Holiday Time" to Commercial
Teachers means something more
than Christmas joys and New Year
aspirations; it means nonethe less of

these old and yet ever new feast and
flow of soul days, but it means Feder-
ation time, fraternal greetings, re-

newed inspiration, loftier aspirations,

higher ideals, increased enthusiasm,
broadened ideas, a more unselfish de-

votion to our cause, and a larger

faith in our fellow workers. And are

these not worth while to sandwich
between Christmas and New Years?
The week if spent at home is too long
for continual feasting and yet too

short for much business achievement.
The Federation fills the gap most ad-

mirably.

Christmas or New Years or both
can be spent with kin and personal
friends; the time between can be
spent with professional and personal
friends; thus making the holiday-

time of ten days one round of enjoy-
ment, inspiration and improvement.

It may be a little too strenuous
for those past the Osier limit of inia-

tive, but it seems not a whit too much
for those who recognize that "A
change is better than a rest." And
what is more restful than a change of

scene, of landscape or city; and what
is more beneficial than to be separat-

ed temporarily from those with whom
we associate three hundred and sixty

days in the year and to be allowed to

mingle with those who have like abil-

ities, aspirations and enthusiasms
the remaining four or five days of the

year?

And the pity of it is that because of

distance and minor causes we cannot
all attend each year. But by becom-
ing members we can enjoy to some ex-

tent these annual meetings through
the medium of the "Official Report"
containing the papers read and
speeches made there.

Then, too, by becoming a member,
whether you can attend this year or

not, the inclination of those who do
attend will be to move the next meet-

ing in your direction so you can at-

tend. Indeed this is the only way to

make the Federation truly national;

let all commercial teachers become
members from the Atlantic to the Pa-

cific, from the Gulf to and including

Canada, and then let the Federation
visit the various sections of our coun-

try, benefitting alike those who visit

and those visited.

The Business Educator is there-

fore heartily in favor of two things:

Holding the Federation meetings be-

tween Christmas and New Years; and
holding the Federation meetings in

the chief cities of our great and be-

loved country. East, South, West and
North.
"A rolling stone gathers no moss,"

neither does a moving Federation
gather, and therefore comprise,
moss-backs. Let us move and there-

by keep young and enthusiastic and
continue to be useful.

Hall—Chamberlin

Editor, The Business Educator,
Columbus, Ohio,

De.\r Sir:
Mr. Ch.iniberlain's talks on advertising are in-

teresting, but he makes some statements that, if

allowed to pass uncorrected, may lead readers
into serious error.

In the October article, the writer refers to

ti-point type as agate. Now, 6-point was ne^er
known as agale. The size now usually referred
to as 5^^-point is sometimes called agate, but it

is not true agate, for only thirteen lines of it may
be set in tlie space of one inch, while fourteen
lines of tlie agate would go in one inch. Agate
is. tiierefore, even smaller than 5^2-point. The
tj-point size is known in printing offices every-
where as nonpareil—not as agate. Mr. Chamber-
lin seems to be confused as to agate and non-
pareil, for he asserts that newspapers sell space
on the basis ot the nonpareil line — which, he
adds, is the one-fourteenth part of an inch. The
facts are these : that very, very few publications
sell space on the basis of the nonpareil line unless
figuring on reading notices which are usually
soltl by tlie counted line; those who do measure
disi>la\- space (tn tlie iwiupareil basis regard the
nonpareil line as the one-twelfth part of an inch,

which is its true value, an inch being seventy-
two points and six being contained in seventy-
two jusi twelve times. However, nearly all large

newspapers sell space on the basis of the old

agate line — no matter what goes in the space,

and the agate line is always counted as one-
fourteenth of an inch. This is one of the first

tilings the beginner learns in newspaper adver-
tising.

Mr. Chamberlin says in another article : "Price
should be a leading feature of all ads." It would
be business suicide for Dotld, Mead & Co. to

state in its magazine (ads.) that the price of the

cheapest bound set of the New International

Kucvclopedia is about »80. In retail advertis

ing, it is usually advisable to give price, and
price sluiuld always be given when it is a selling

argument,^ but tlie rule as given is a dangerous
one to follow invariably.

S. RoLAXD Hall.
November 2S. 1908.

LINES

I Written after hearing a lecture by my friend,

Hrnf. W. N. Ferris, Dec. 28. 1906.1

1 liearil the voice I longeil to hear

Kepeat the worils I knew so w ell

;

But what I felt that moment there

.My heart, but not my tongue can tell.

It were as if a star, which I

Had chosen as my friend and guide.

Had left its orbit in the sky
.\nil shone in splendor at my side.

For I. albeit in humbler strain.

B>- narrower limits compassed round.
Essayed to cast off custom's chain
.\nd raise the lowly from the ground.

But let that pass. It is not those

Who Hatter that foretell the true:

Tliiiught is immortal: he who sows
The germ becomes immortal too.

The world will change from year to year,

.\nd with the world mankind will change ;

.\nd what may now so strange appear
In ages hence maj' not seem strange.

W. P. STEINHAEUSER.
Asburv Park, N. J.
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ACCOUNTANCY
B. J. BENNEI T, C. A., C. P. A.,

Principal Detroit, Mich., Business Onlverslty.

-J

Financial Statement

Brown & White, Oct. l. 1908

Cash and cash items - -

(Joods in stock - -

.\ccrucil cliarges on consignments -
o„n,^ nr,

St, in- and lot * 800U.UU

I ii
1 rii iation on store, 5 per cent, yearly - - B50.00

Inrnituri- .ind fixtures
Il..r>,s and wagons -

, .t^onnn
B.inkaicounts ^'*SSS-2S
I'riA iMon forbad accounts, 5 per cent <^y.5(i

\Vaf;^^ advanced ;-

Notes receivable -

Taxes and insurance, prepaid --

Total assets - -

LIABILITIES

LciaTi account, special - -

Interest aicriied on above, 6 months
.Mortgage on property - -

Interest accrued on above, 3 months -

Accounts pavable, on the books S 5820.00
Accounts payable, not entered --- 1310.00

Notes pavable - -

Bank loan
Due on labor account -- -

Total liabilities -

Present capital of firm

Deduct—
Brown's private account 2200.00
White's private account - - 1110.00

Net profit

NOTE -Customers' notes under discount at the bank form a conting-

ent liability and therefore should be watched.

Partners' Statement

MR. BROWN'S ACCOUNT
Investment account .-- --

Private account-
Credit one-half net profit - 10036.25
Deduct drawings..-- - - 2200.00

Total interest

MR. WHITE'S ACCOUNT
Investment account
Private account-
Credit one-half net profit 10036.35
Deduct drawings - - lllO.uo

Aggregate capital

$4000
120

4000

7350
2800
050

20000

7830

15000

8926

Journal Entry

Sundries to Sundries SUI1777.011

specify)

specify)..
specify^

Wages—overpaid

.

S 3450.00
37600.00
7350.00
2800.00
i)50.00

14590.00
2680.00

55.00
210.00
02.00

Loan account
Mortgage account
Accounts payable (specify) -

Notes pavable I specify)
Bank loan
Interest a. , ,,iiiii , nc.rued) ..

Wa;;es .n.irliu-

Kt
Brown's iuvestinuiil account.
White's investment account.
Brown's private account
White's private account

S 4UOU.O0
4000.00
6930.00
1540.00
600.00
170.00
45.00

729.50
20000.00
15000.00
7836.25
8920.25

The reader is no doubt familiar
with the theory and practice of single
entry bookkeeping but it is possible
that I may be able to add some light

to the subject by means of a practical

problem. This plan of keeping books
has some merit, though details are
not always shown, and it is no doubt
more convenient for the business
man who keeps his own books during
spare moments, than a set which re-

quires extra time and work to keep
them in balance. Indeed the book-
keeper or accountant will usually find

a sort of single entry books in vogue
where he is employed to open for the
first time a new set of books, and
much of the data required may have
to be gathered from sources outside
of the books entirely. From experi-
ence I have found that the majority
of so-called single entry systems ap-
proach more nearly the double entry
principle, by keeping numerous nom-
inal accounts in addition to the
purely personal accounts on whose
use the single entry principle is based.
Therefore they cease to be purely sin-

gle entry books.
The following problem is given and

answered for the benefit of the less

experienced readers:

Problem.

The following data are taken from
a set of books that have been kept by
so-called single entry. The firm of

Brown & White is a partnership in

which they share profits and losses
equally. Each partner received a
salary of $150 per month.
Adjust the accounts, prepare the

necessary financial statements, and
show the journal entry required to

change the books to double entry- in

case the same ledger is used, and in

case a new ledger is used.
Oct. 1, 1908. Brown's investment

$20,000, his personal acct. Dr. $2800;

White's investment, $15,000, his per-

sonal acct. Dr. $2,100 and Cr. $390.

The firm has a special loan from
Brown of $4000, dated April 1, 1908, at

6 per cent, interest, both principal
and interest payable in one year;

cash and cash items |34.50; goods in

stock, $37,600, $8510 of which are in-

ventoried at the market price; con-
signed goods in store room $1080, and
$.55 accrued charges on same; store

and lot valued at $8000 two years ago
when the $6500 store was built; furni-

ture and fixtures, $2800; horses and
wagons estimated $9.50; book ac-

counts, $14, ,500, expected to net 05

per cent; salaries and wages paid,

$5,725; wages paid ahead, $02, also

due and unpaid, $45; interest paid, $84;

accounts payable, $6,930 (only 1-3 of

this amount is shown on the books, the
remainder is collected from other

sources); trade notes outstanding,
$1,540; notes receivable $2,680 (one of

these notes for $1,000 is lodged with
the bank as security for a temporary
loan of $600, for which they hold the
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firm's collateral note); customers'
notes to the amount of $820 are under
discount at the bank; mortgage on
store and lot $4,000, interest accrued
for 3 months, at 5 per cent.; sales of

merchandise $64,000. For the past 4

months, salaries to partners have
been charged to their private ac-

counts. Taxes and insurance pre-

paid are estimated at $210. The
books are to be kept hereafter by
double entry.

Order of Changing to Double Entry.

1. Inventory all assets and liabili-

ities. See that everything is included.

2. Prepare financial statements,

similar to the one shown herewith.

3. Credit each partner with his

share of the profits and balance the

account. In the accompanying prop-

osition the investment accounts re-

main intact.

4. If the same books are to be
used, open such additional accounts
as may be required to exhibit all

of the assets and liabilities. At the

same time plan the nominal ac-

counts that maybe required, and ar-

range their locations in the ledger.

If a new ledger is to be used, it is ad-

visable to close up all accounts in the

old ledger with the necessary expla-

nation in each.

5. Prepare journal entries which
when posted will bring the ledger in-

to balance. This entry will be prac-

tically a copy of the assets and liabil-

ities taken from the statement. These
amounts already in the ledger are to

be checked and not posted. Instead

of making a journal entry the

amounts could be entered directly in-

to their respective accounts.
fi. If a new ledger is used, proceed

as usual in the matter of journal en-

tries and provide a proper classifica-

tion of ledger accounts. Post all

amounts that appear in the journal

entry described herewith.

7. After the books are opened take

off a trial balance to test the equili-

brium of the ledger. This is import-

ant and should not be neglected.

Profit and Loss Accounts for Single

Entry Books.

I have frequently been asked to

compile from single entry books the

details of income and expenditures

for the past year in the form of a Loss
and Gain Statement. This informa-

tion can be secured readily enough as

a rule and though considerable work
is involved in doing so a fairly accur-

ate statement can be prepared.
Shortly stated, the system consists of

analyzing the cash into Cash received

from Customers, Cash Paid for Goods,
Business Expenditure, under various
convenient headings, and other spe-

cial items, so that the analysis as a
whole may absolutely agree with
the Cash Book. Stock must of course,
be taken at the commencement and
end of the period, or if the Opening
Stock is unknown it must be estimat-
ed upon the best available basis, and
the accuracy of the resulting account,
will be entirely dependent upon the
accuracy of this estimate. Assum-
ing, however, that the opening and
closing inventories are known, the
Sales are arrived at by adding to

the Cash received from customers, the
closing Sales Ledger Balances and
deducting the opening Sales Ledger
Balances; the figure of purchases is

obtained by adding the closing Pur-
chase Ledger Balances to the Cash
paid for goods, and deducting there-

from the opening Purchase Ledger
Balances; while in the same manner
the various items of Business "expen-
diture are adjusted by outstanding
amounts at the opening and closing
of the Period, so as to obtain the Ex-
penditure incurred during the cur-

rent period, whether actually paid or

not. These figures being arrived at,

they are put together in forms of a

Profit and Loss Account in the usual
way. The details of receipts and pay-
ments appear in the Cash Books and
may be separated at any time into

classified lists or accounts, showing
outlay and income. To these must
be added the current bills or accounts
that are not yet shown on the books.

THE CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT
A GREAT SAFEGUARD

AGAINST FRAUD

At the opening of the autumn ac-

tivity, the proprietors of two of the

leading business schools in Brook-

lyn were comparing notes in a friend-

ly and confidential manner. The
successes and failures of the past

year and the prospects for the future

were spoken of without jealousy or

restraint. The conversation was in-

cidentally turned to the matter of

canvassers; and they were comparing
notes as to the individuals employed,

the prices paid for their services, the

methods of work, the results obtain-

ed, etc. So interested in each other's

affairs did they become that the fact

dawned upon them that each had em-
ployed a canvasser whose methods,
personal appearance, former experi-

ence, and personal history were sus-

piciously similar. Upon comparing
the handwriting of these two (?) gen-
tlemen, there was no doubt but that it

was one and the same.
He was engaged, under the name

of Edmon L. Wellman, to solicit for

one of these schools in April, repre-

senting himself as having been grad-
uated from the University of Wiscon-
sin, and his services were continued
until September. About the first of

July, he approached the other princi-

pal and stated that he was out of em-
ployment looking for a situation as
canvasser, and was engaged on trial

under the name of E. C. Turner, and
a graduate of the University of Chi-
cago. At first, his services in the
new situation were quite satisfactory;

but his reports seemed more vague
and inaccurate as the time passed.
The principal made several personal
investigations to verify his reports
and found them to be for the most
part inaccurate and many of them en-
tirely false. At the end of the third
week, he was notified that his services
would not be continued.

Upon making further investigation,
it was found that this solicitor (?) re-

ported, on certain days, a full day's
work for each school. On one occa-
sion in particular, he made a report
to one that he had visited a dozen or
more prospectives in Richmond Hill;

for the other school, he reported that

he had called on forty or more pros-

pectives in the city on the same day.

All good school proprietors will

agree that this is too much to expect
from any solicitor; and they are

hereby warned against a man of such
excessive ambition. In personal ap-

pearance, he is of medium size, has
prominent nose and chin; his hair is

black ; his face is covered with a

heavy growth of beard which he en-

deavors to keep cleanly shaven; he
wears stylish clothing and presents a

generally good appearance and makes
a favorable impression. He speaks
rapidly and hesitates between sen-

tences; his real nameis still unknown
to either employer; and it is hoped
that he will keep it a secret until he
materially mends his morality. He
seemed like a young man of sufficient

ability to earn an honorable living in

any legitimate business.

This information is given not only
to prevent other proprietors from be-

ing defrauded, but to encourage a

hearty local cooperation in the man-
agement of private school work.

M. L. Miner,
Miner's Business Academy,

Brooklyn.
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WRITING FOR PUBLICATION.

Manuscript should be written on

only one side of sheets of uniform size.

Sheets anywhere from six to eight and

a half inches wide and anywhere
from nine to eleven inches long will

do, but those longer than eleven or

twelve inches are not convenient for

printers. Nothing is better than

white paper, though a great deal of

"copy" (the word means anything
that is to be set up) is nowadays
written on yellow and buff papers,

these shades being considered easier

on the eyes. The regular typewrit-

er letter sheet, 8oxll inches, when
folded twice fits the "official" envel-

ope well and makes good manuscript

for both editor and printer. When
possible, all manuscripts should be

typewritten, for typewriting not only

insure more careful preparation but

shorter appearance and a reduction in

weight. The better and the shorter

appearance increases chance of pub-

lication. Leave ample margins for

editing. Double-space the regular

matter. Quoted items may be writ-

ten single-spaced to advantage.
If manuscript is pen written, only

black ink should be used. Don't ex-

pect editors to puzzle over poor hand-
writing. Edit and correct with strict

care. Make capital letters where you
want capitals used and don't leave

punctuation to the printer. Putting

a ring around periods will make it

certain that they will not be mistaken
for commas. A diagonal line drawn
through a capital means "use a small
letter here," and three little marks
under a small letter means, "Use a

capital here."

There's no objection to corrections

and transpositions if they are clearly

made. And manuscript may be cut

apart and pasted together without
prejudicing editors.

If an illustration is to be used,

draw a square, rectangle or oval— as

the case may be—and write in it—
"Cut comes here." It is still better

to paste in a proof of the illustration,

if you have a proof.

Number all sheets at the top. If

the manuscript is to be sent to a mag-
azine or a trade paper, write the title

of the article or story about three

inches from the top of the first sheet

Put your name and address in one of

the upper corners of the first sheet

and in the other corner the approxi-

mate number of words in the manu-
script. If a pen name is used, that

maybe written directly under the title.

If the manuscript is unsolicited, al-

ways enclose an addressed and
stamped envelope for its return.

Words may be divided at the end of

a line and carried over to the next,

but a part of a word should not be
carried over to another sheet.

Do not write unless you have some-
thing to write about. Get into your
subject with the first sentence. In-

troductions are rarely necessary; if

necessary, they should be brief.

Cultivate conciseness. The story
of the creation of the world is told in

about six hundred words. Paragraph
when there is a distinct turn in the
thought. Preserve balance by the
use of both long and short sentences.

You will make your work ridiculous
if you affect "fine writin' " or use ex-

pressions like "lurid glare," "hoarse
sob," etc. Avoid the hackneyed ex-

pressions such as "in our midst,"
"has accepted a position," "your
scribe,' etc.; these smack of rural
journalism.
Editors do not want articles that

have appeared wholly or partly in

other publications.
In quoting extracts from copy-

righted articles, be sure not to quote
so much that your article becomes a
substitute for the other, for this
would constitute an infringement.

Practical articles accompanied by
good photographs or drawings are
welcomed by most editors. Illustra-

tions not only make articles much
more interesting but aid greatly in

making explanations clear.

Trade papers usually welcome
interesting items that tell of new
things. Items may be written up in

this style about a manufacturer's
products that will at the same time
be excellent advertisements, but if

such items are filled with mere praise
of the product or of the manufactur-
er's enterprise, they will probably
not be used; if used, such items will

more likely disgust readers than to
impress them favorably.

It is not necessary to write the edi-

tor a long personal letter. State
briefly that the manuscript is for sale
at the usual rates of the magazine or

sent complimentary—as the case may
be. It is not a good plan for young
writers to set a price on their work.
Do not expect an editor to pass on

your article at once. Editors of prom-
inent publications have thousands of

manuscripts to read.

Do not feel aggrieved if your man-
uscript comes back. Put it aside for

a week. Then read it critically and
you will often see that the editor had
a good reason for not using it. Feel
grateful for all criticisms and sug-
gestions.

Be prompt in sending items to news-
papers. A paragraph on the day the

news is fresh is better than 500 words
on the following day. The largest

daily papers pay out-of-town corres-

pondents from three to ten dollars a

column for matter used. They have
representatives in large cities, how-
ever. Make some arrangement be-

fore undertaking to serve as a news-
paper correspondent.
Important items are always sent by

telegraph (usually after six o'clock,

so as to get night rates), and ordi-

narily preceded by a query, inform-
ing the editor that such and such an
aft'air has happened and asking how
much matter is wanted.
An invariable rule about newspa-

per articles is that the first paragraph
should give the gist of the entire

"story." Magazine stories and gen-
eral articles usually begin with some-
thing designed to create in:erest, and
in the case of stories the unfolding
of the plot and the climax is left to

the last, but in the newspaper ar-

ticle the important part is told first.

The next important detail follows the

first paragraph and so on to the end,
the least important part of the ac-

count coming last. If, for instance,

there were a large fire in Minneapolis,
the first paragraph of the item should
be a statement of about this style :

Three blocks in the heart of the
business district of Minneapolis were
destroyed by fire early this evening,
entailing a loss of ten millions of
dollars.

If the reader goes no farther, he at

least has the most important fact.

In writing newspaper items, care

should be taken to get facts. Re-
member that the paper is liable for

damages for anything of a libelous

nature published. Never send any-

thing in the nrture of a hoa.x to a

publisher.
Three things are necessary to suc-

cessful authorship: A live, interest-

ing topic, the ability to get the most
out of your topic in the least space,

and judgment in finding a publisher,
(iet a copy of a publication and study
its purpose before trying to write for

it.

Never submit anything for publica-

tion on which you have not done your
best. Most successful author.s find it

necessary to write their articles sev-

eral times.
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REAL ESTATE.

The share of land or property given
by William the Conquerorto afollow-

er was called a feud or free. From
this came the name feudal system.
As noted in a previous paper, the

feudal system did not long prevent
the sale of land. The different inter-

ests in land conveyed gave rise to va-

rious titles or estates in land,
such as estates for life, estates

in remainder, estates in reversion,

estates tail, fee simple, etc. The lat-

ter is the highest interest in land that

can be granted. The owner of land
in fee simple has an unrestricted

right to dispose of it as he likes, so

long as it is unincumbered. If not
disposed of it descends to the heirs of

his body, or if there be none, to his

collateral relations. The other es-

tates are more or less restricted.

REMAINDERS AND REVERSIONS.

Suppose A should deed land to B
for a term of years, or for B's life:

A would still have an interest in the

land, since it reverts to him or his

heirs after the period of years has
elapsed. This interest that A retains

is called an estate in reversion.

Should the estate be granted to B for

life, then to B's son, C, for life, the

interest C has in the land during the

life of his father would be termed an
estate in remainder.

DOWER ,\Nn CURTESY.

I'nder the common law, and by vir-

tue of statutes in many of the states,

a widow is entitled to a specified part

of the property the husband leaves.

This interest is called dower. .Simi-

larly the husband was given an inter-

est in the property of his wife, called

curtes}'. As the states have made
many changes and modifications of

the old rules, some of them abolish-

ing dower and curtesy, we shall not

undertake to specify what the com-
mon law allowed to each, but shall in-

stead refer the reader to the laws of

his state.

JOINT TENACY AND TENACY IN COM-
MON.

When by sale or inheritance two or

more persons became owners of a

single estate they became either joint

tenants or tenants in common. The
peculiarity of joint tenancy is the right

of survivorship, under which the sur-

vivor or survivors took the part
of a deceased joint owner. The
equity courts made it possible for

one joint owner to compel a

division or partition of the estate. In

joint tenancy the shares were equal.
Tenants in common did not necessar-
ily have equal shares. There was no
right of survivorship, and in the case
of the death of one his share went to

his heirs and not to the surviving
owners. A tenant in common could
dispose of his share freely.

WHAT LAND INCLUDES.

A deed of land includes not only the
land but all that is above or below it,

and all that is attached permanently
to it, unless some reservation is made
in the deed. Nothing being said in the
deed to the contrary, growing crops
would go with the land. Fences, trees,

buildings, etc., belong to the land.

A body of water cannot be deeded,
but ownership may be passed by
deeding the land lying under the wa-
ter. The purchaser of land lying be-

side a flowing stream gets title to the

center or thread of the stream;
likewise, a purchaser gets title to

the center of an adjoining street or

road. However, this does not mean
that the purchaser has the right to

fence or close the road, nor to stop
or divert the stream.

CONTR.^CTS FOR THE S.\LE OR PUR-

CH.\SE OF LAND.

All such contracts must be in writ-

ing in order to be valid. This pro-

vision was first made by the famous
English Statute of Frauds and has
since been re-enacted with some
changes by nearly all of the states.

Contractors should see that provi-

sions of the contract are incorporat-

ed into the deed. For instance, if it

is the intention of the seller to pro-

hibit the use of the premises as a sa-

loon, or if it is desired to prohibit the

building of a house of less than
$2,000.00 in value, such provision

must be made a part of the deed.

The writing need not be formal, but

must contain all necessary informa-

tion regarding the agreement and
must be signed by the parties con-

cerned. The common impression
that paying money down will hold

the property is wrong so far as real

estate is concerned. There must be

writing whether money is paid or not.

THE ABSTRACT.

Many persons seem to have the

idea that if an abstract is furnished

with property sold that the title to

the property is necessarily good.

The abstract may show the opposite.

as it is merely a history of the title of

the property and it may show many
defects in the title. It will show for

instance, whether the taxes have
been paid, whether there are any
judgments against the owner that
might be collected- from the estate,

whether there are any mortgages
standing against the property, etc.

If the seller is to pay the cost of ma-
king the abstract it should be so
stated in the contract. The seller is

under no obligation to pay for the
same otherwise.

THE DEED.

A Ouitclaim deed merely passes
what title the seller has, whether it is

good or bad. A warranty deed is a

better form, not that it gives a better

title, for the seller can convey no
better title than he has, but it binds
the seller to make the title good.
The seller is bound to defend the ti-

tle and to prevent the purchaser's be-

ing turned out of possession by some
other person claiming the title. In

contracting to purchase land, the

purchaser should stipulate that the
title must be free from defects.

DELIVERY AND RECORDINC.

A deed must be delivered to the
grantee after it has been properly
drawn and executed. No express,

formal assent is necessary on the

part of the grantee, but if the deed is

found among the private papers of

the grantor and has never been de-

livered to the grantee, it cannot then
be recorded in favor of the grantee
unless he can show that there were
acts and words showing clearly the
intention to deliver. In order to pre-

vent other papers obtaining preced-

ence, a deed or mortgage should be
immediately recorded. Recording is

done by the county register or record-

er.

IN CONCLUSION.

The writer has enjoyed the work
of preparing these brief talks. That
they are brief and inadequate, he
fully realizes. This last article, in

particular, has been pruned and
pared to fit the space for which it is

intended until it is questionable
whether much of value remains.
Possibly something that has been
said may set a train of thought in

motion in the mind of some one that

will result in benefit. That is as

much as I dare hope.

INSPIRE THE PUPILS.

I am lieKiniiing to learn the vaUie nf The
BcsiNESs Educator in the school room.
The many good articles inspire the pupils to

higher ideals. The quality of writing presented

speaks for itself. My most enthusiastic pupils

are subscribers, and they look forward to the

coming of the paper as if it were a ship laden
with precious jewels.

Mr. A. E.COLE,
Prin. Commercial ne|)t.. High .School,

T;u'entiini, Pa.
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DIVISION OF FRACTIONS—CON-

TINUED.

Last month I explained the first

two cases of division of fractions.

In this article I wish to take up the

other cases, showing in detail how I

lay a considerable foundation here

for our work in percentage later.

The first step then, as usual, is to

get the problem before the class.

Let us take this one :

It is surprising how many difEerent

answers one will get from a class as a

result of this simple operation. The
majority of students have been taught
to invert the divisor and multiply.

Some, however, "invert" the "eight."
Others do something else. Few do
the right thing. Here, it seems to me,
is a good place to call to remem-
brance the fact that division is a
proof of multiplication. The divi-

dend is a product obtained by multi-

plying our divisor by some factor

which it is our object to find.

If then we write this problem in

this form, ;, of some number = S;

find the number, and then proceed to

explain every step of our solution by
means of a simple diagram, even the
dullest pupil will beginto see "light."
Let me give here a simple diagram
and explanation for the special bene-
fit of any readers who may be new to

this kind of business.

8Jt^

I

2 ft.
:
2 ft.

I

2 ft. 2 ft. 2 ft.

A J \ \ \ C^ B
The line A B represents the number

we are trying to find. According to

the conditions of our problem i of

this unknown number is 8. i of this

line, then we will say is 8 feet. By
reference to the diagram it is seen
that .! of the line takes in the distance
fromAtoC. Now covering that part
of the line from C to B, the class will

at once see the remaining 4 parts as
clearly shown in the illustration.

The question, "If these 4 parts of the
line equal 8 feet, how long is one
part?" brings clearly to the minds of
the class the thought we wish them
to get. The length of each of these
4 parts is now written in the diagram.
Every pupil now sees that the remain-
der of the line from C to B is 2 feet,
and that the whole line is 10 feet long.
To clinch this I now take this same

example in the abstract and require
the class to give me the following :

If \ of a number = 8
J, of the " =i of 8 or 2

and 5 of " " =5x2 = 10

It is worth while to go slow here.
I sometimes require every member of

the class to give an analysis like the
above. Following this are many sim-
ilar exercises, and for a day or two
my students either write or give oral-

ly an analysis for each problem. In

a short time, however the complete
analysis will be superfluous. It has
served its purpose in fixing clearly
the method of solution and may now
be abbreviated somewhat. For
written work it may appear like this :

5 = 35

', = 5

I =45
For rapid oral work in class stu-

dents are asked only for the answers.
This work leads directly to problems
of which the following are a few
samples.
A dealer sold ? of his potatoes for

$360. What was the value of the en-
tire stock?

A merchant buys dry goods worth
$4,500 with I of his bank account.
How much money had he in the bank?
A boy lost ? of his marbles and had

15 left. How many had he at first ?

Two boys have |25; One has two-
thirds as much as the other ; how
much has each ?

A ball and bat cost $1.40. The ball

cost A more than the bat; find the

cost of each?

These and many others like them
are typical percentage problems,
only here the relation, or ratio of the
numbers is expressed as a common
fraction and not as per cent.

Practically all our business college

students have some knowledge of

percentage. I think it an advantage
to call students' attention, at this

time, to the use to be made later of

this method of division. In the sub-
ject of percentage, and its applica-

tions, (profit and loss, commission,
and trade discount) we find frequent
use for this operation. In a later pa-

per I shall hope to apply this idea di-

rectly to the subjects indicated.

By the method outlined students
experience little difficulty in dividing

a mixed number by a fraction. They
have now learned to divide by the
numerator and multiply by tne de-

nominator. Thus :

4821 : ?,
- ?

482J ; 4 = 120,'j

5 X 120,'5 = 602}i or

\ = 482J
^. =:-120,',

\ -1602}^

This is just the same as the illus-

tration given above with the addition

of the fraction to the dividend, and
and needs the same kind of drill.

The fourth case is now easily dis-

posed of. In dividing an integer by
a mixed number I always use the

same form of solution as that for

simple numbers. Thus:
Divide 72 by 13i

135-
i
72

41 216

The point to be emphasized here is,

that both dividends and divisor are

to be multiplied by the same number.
I have never found any student who
would admit any difficulty in under-
standing this method of division, no
matter what method he had been
taught. The fact that the denomina-
tors are not expressed causes no
trouble.

Our fifth case is to divide a fraction

by a fraction, and as my experience
has brought me no serious difficulties

here, I shall assume that others are

similarly blessed.

The sixth and last case, however,
is one with which most students have
difficulty. To divide a mixed num-
ber by a mixed number is the proposi-

tion. I will use

148K - 17t = ?

as an illustration

Here again I use the common divi-

sion form.
175

I
148;|

The principle stated above under
case four is now called up and review-

ed, and re-emphasized. This clearly

shows that we must not multiply the

divisor by 3 and the dividend by 4.

Most students will not know what to

do here. I direct them to change the

fractions to equivalent fractions hav-
ing their least common denominator.
In the place of i write its equivalent.

Do the same for '4 • The work will

now appear like this :

12
148?

12

Now we can multiply both dividend
and divisor by the same number.

212 1785

This done the remaining part of

the solution is very easily performed.
With a little practice students are

able to supply the changed fractions

very quickly. I find this method a

good one for three reasons, viz: it

enables students to become more rap-

id in changing fractions to their least

common denominator, they make the

the division more rapidly, and they
make fewer errors.

Next month I shall consider divi-

sion of decimals.
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Wholesale and General Publicity Ad-
vertising.

LESSON 5.

The kind of advertising we shall

first mention is that usually known
as "general publicity," or "ask the
dealer" advertising. The latter term
e.xpresses what many of its users
mean by the term, but the expression
wholesale advertising is a broader
one as will be shown in this lesson.

"Ask the dealer" advertising is

that form of publicity which is intend-
ed to act upon the consumer and in-

fluence him to ask his local dealer for

any article he has seen advertised.

The ad has two results— first, to

send the interested consumer after

the article; second, to influence the
local dealer by the amount of such
advertising and the number of such
calls made upon him, so that he will

order it, and, in future, keep it in
stock.

"Ask the dealer" ads appear in

any and all classes of periodicals;
the more these periodicals are read
the better it is for the man who ad-
vertises in their columns.
In placing advertisements of this

kind the advertiser must take into
consideration the class of people who
are known to read the periodical.
The popular magazines of the better
class are used, perhaps more for this

purpose than any other. We do not
mean the cheap story papers issued
monthly which are used so extensive-
ly by the mail order advertisers. The
manufacturers of soap, coffee, ex-

tracts, all kinds of groceries, machin-
ery, and in fact about all lines of
goods kept for sale in our retail

stores do not use the cheap story pa-
pers as much as they do the popular
magazines selling at ten, fifteen and
twenty-five cents a copy. The poorer
classes are not to be infiuenced to ask
for high grade foods or other goods
because in many cases they are
obliged to purchase the cheaper
goods of all kinds.

The subscribers and buyers of the
magazines named are mostly the
prosperous middle class, all working
on fairly good salaries or in business
of their own. These are the ones
that may be reached and if the adver-
tisement is worded as it should be
they may be influenced to inquire at

their local dealer's for anything from
which they believe they will derive
more satisfaction or better service

for the money than from the kind of
goods formerly used. Such people
are to be sought in any kind of oeri-
odical which is found to be read by
them, and if the right paper is found
it is cheap at the price usually asked.

It is for this kind of advertising
that The Ladies' Home Journal re-

ceives $72fOO for the use of one of its

pages in twelve monthly consecutive
issues. It is in the preparation of
this kind of advertising matter that
the ad writer finds full scope for his
ability.

Cuts of all kinds, types of all kinds,
engraved work of all kinds, and in

fact every method of modern printing
is taxed to its utmost in order to keep
up with the demand for originality
and new methods of expression.
Funny pictures, comic verses, etc..

are used by many of the "old school"
advertisers under the plea that they
attract attention to the ad in the first

place and that after reading the ad
people are attracted and interested
by the goods described.
We have never been in favor of com-

ic verses, still, if they can be shown
to produce results our objections all

vanish. Results are the final tests

for everything in advertising.
The same may be said of funny

illustrations. Many cuts are used
which have no real connection with
the goods whatever. Some are even
misleading and seem to call the read-

er's attention away from the goods
advertised rather than to them.
However "the test of the pudding is

the tasting" and the test of an ad is

as we have said, to bring results.

Advertising of this kind is not in-

tended to sell goods direct; it only
creates a general publicity which
leads people to recall certain articles

and call for them when the need for

them arises.

Comic pictures and verses can do
no more than create this general pub-
licity, hence they may, at times, as-

sist this method of advertising. But
it would be money thrown away to

use them in retail or mail order ad-

vertising where the ad is expected to

create a desire for the article which
is strong enough to cause the reader

to purchase.
There are a great many words and

phrases used by this class of adver-

tisers which have become household
expressions all over the land. When
a word, phrase or sentence can be
made so catchy and attractive that

the public will read it and thus re-

member and repeat it afterward, such
expression is of almost priceless val-
ue to the advertiser.

"Beecham's Pills, Worth a Guinea a
Box," is one common ad heading
widely quoted on two continents.
"Hammer the Hammer" is a sentence
now in use by the makers of a popu-
lar revolver. The reader will readily
recall many more of these expres-
sions.

There is another kind of general
publicitv which calls for a greater ef-
fort on the part of the ad writer than
any other branch of advertising. We
refer to the ads of manufacturers and
wholesalers placed by them in the va-
rious trade papers for the purpose of
attracting and influencing jobbers
and retailers. Every trade, profes-
sion or occupation has its own period-
icals devoted to furthering the inter-
ests of the trade. The readers of
these papers are the various progres-
sive dealers in the goods of their line
who read these papers in order to
keep informed concerning the new
goods being manufactured for their
trade.

These men are themselves close,
keen business men who expect to re-

ceive one dollar's worth of goods for
every one hundred cents paid for
them. Funny pictures and verses
may call forth a smile from these
men but they will not bring orders
unless backed up by strong selling

^arguments. Only the strongest and
most convincing statements support-
ed by unquestioned proofs and dem-
onstrations will reach and influence
such men.
Perhaps you say a traveling sales-

man gets these orders and no adver-
tising is required. Such is the case
in many instances, but a progressive
business man will give a salesman
little chance to show the good quali-
ties of his goods unless he has al-

ready had his attention called to
them by advertisements in his trade
journal as well as by letters and cir-

culars.

In order to create the impression of
being a prosperous, up to date busi-
ness house the firm must put out ad-
vertising of the most logical and doubt
removing kind. When a novelty is

manufactured and put on the market
for the first time it is advertised in

the colums of its trade journal. Here
jobbers and retailers see the ad and
send for prices and samples. Thus
the article is introduced to the public.

The difficulty of writing advertis-

ing matter for this purpose is greater
than that experienced in producing
any other class of ads. It is impos-
sible for one man to have had experi-

ence in the manufacture of all articles

for which he may be called upon to

write ads. Yet he must know the
goods thoroughly if he would con-
vince others of their desirability.

Thus if the advertising of medieval
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This month there will be new stu-

dents entering our schools, so it be-

hooves the conscientious teacher to put

into practice the new ideas that have
undoubtedly come to him from time to

time and to profit by the mistakes he

may have made. We certainly have

learned something the past year that

will make us stronger and more in-

fluential teachers than ever before.

The students entt ring school at this

time are therefore to be congratulat-

ed, for they will have every attention,

care and help—the benefit of what the

teachers have learned through long
years of experience and from the de-

mands of the business public.

The demands of the "Business
Public," by the way are becoming
greater every year and the business

college must keep pace with the de-

mands. This can only be done by
the aid of wide-awake teachers.

Why, I can remember that it was
only a few years ago when the

prospective stenographer was only

required to write three short letters

of about one hundred words each;

the first at 80, the second at 90, and
the third at 100 words per minute.

These letters were then to be trans-

cribed in fifteen minutes; or in other

words, a transcribing speed of about
twenty words per minute was all that

was required.

This test you will probably remem-
ber was the one adopted by the dif-

ferent typewriting companies, and
when satisfactorily passed, was "safe

and sure evidence" that the applicant
was a "sure 'nough" stenographer
and entitled to all the rights and ben-
efits as such. Things have changed
very materially in the last few years.

Stenographers must be rapid, accur-

ate, and able to maintain a speed of

100 words per minute for at least

three minutes. When this rate is ac-

quired, I believe \\\aXWie sliidenl has
become a stfiioi^i'aplie)\ all other
things being equal, and he need not

be nervous in the presence of any or-

dinary dictator. Consequently the
recognized test for a stenographer in

our Business Colleges now-adays is

a dictation lasting from three to five

minutes at 100 words per minute.
This, I consider, a hard test in itself,

but there is still another side to it

—

the typewriting. We will grant that

the shorthand can be read but will

the typewritten transcript pass the

test?

So we come to our subject again.

For the student that is about to enter

his career as an amanuensis, at this
time, I would advise that he acquaint
himself with every make of machine
that is in his school. At least try
each one, so that if the first position
offered should happen to be in an of-

fice where some other than his favor-
ite machine were used, he would not
be entirely "at sea." A beginner has
enough to contend with when all con-
ditions are favorable, but the teacher
knows that often his best student will

lose confidence when confronted with
some unforseen difficulty, like the
one I have just s poken of. Then let

us have our students PREPARED.
In one of my former articles I ad-

vised the teacher to see to it that the
student thoroughly understood his

machine from the start. Of course,

all of our students are not mechani-
cally ingenious but if we could make
them feel the responsibility of taking
proper care of their machines, and
impress them with the importance of

trying to do things for themselves,
we would go a long way towards ma-
king them independent. Such sten-
ographers are valuable and are soon
recognized by the employer—and the
salary will take care of itself.

We will also have new students en-
tering school this month, but in a
way the foregoing part of this article

can be made to apply to the beginner.
It will at least help him to understand
what will be required of him later on.
We will soon begin to read of new

records of speed in typewriting and
we teachers should post such records
on our bulletin board. They will be
an incentive to our students, but let

us ever be careful to explain thor-
oughly what "Net Speed" means.
Accuracy first, you know. There
never was nor never will be a place in
the business world for the "now-is-
the-time-etc," person who claims the
ability to write eighty or ninety words
per minute.

It would be well to post on your
bulletin board (you surely have one
by this time) a copy of every form of
typewritten work that comes to your
notice. Also, the actual letters from
business houses that you may receive
from time to time. This actual busi-
ness work placed before the student
will corroborate the many rules we
have laid down and it will also show
what will be required of him some
day. While there is but one recog-
nized form for a letter, there are, like
in dress, many styles. Every dicta-
tor has his own special style of ar-

rangement for his letters, and if we
display these different styles as ihey
come to our notice, we can broaden
our students along the line of type-
writing.

Advertising Continued From Previous
Page.

goods or machinery be considered, it

will be seen that the facts of their

structure, making, and use, are so

far reaching in extent and so techni-

cal that it is well nigh impossible for

one to pick up a smattering which
will tide him over an occasional job

of this kind. In some lines the sub-

ject is still further complicated by
the demand for knowledge of all

goods with which the stated article

is bound to compete.
In additition to the advertising

proper there are many other things to

be looked after by the advertising de-

partment of a wholesale house. There
are premium plans to develop and
make public. There are many han-
dy little articles to prepare and dis-

tribute to jobbers and retailers and
to the public at large. All these
bear the name of the house or the

goods and tend to keep the name ever

before the consumer. There are the

many cards, circulars, pamphlets,
posters, car cards, etc., which must
be put out in the right place and the

advertising department must see that

it is done.

nUESTIONS ON LESSON FIVE.

1. What is meant by wholesale and
general publicity advertising?

2. State exactly what is expected
from "ask the dealer" advertising?

3. Discuss the use of comic pic-

tures and verses for this purpose.
Think over the matter carefully and
state your own opinion.

4. Make a list of five common
headlines to ads which have become
familiar words.

.S. Why is the writing of ads for

wholesalers intended to attract the

trade of jobbers and retailers more
difficult than the writingof other ads?
State all that should be known say by
a man who writes ads for a gasoline
engine.

6. Write an ad designed to attract

the attention of the public to a new
make of soap. Then write an ad for

the same article designed to attract

and draw orders from a jobber or
retailer. Make a list of the differ-

ences.

Reading, Ph., Dec. 14, 1908.

/..\NER & Bl.OSER Co..
Coliinibiis, Ohio,

(iciitlemeii:—

I enclose check for $2.(i(i in pay-

ment of Business Educator for two years in

advance. I con.sider it one of tlie finest Busi-

ness Magazines p\il)Iished. Tlie excellent les-

sons in penmanship contained in each nnmber
make it so valuable that it should be in the

hands of every commercial student in the L'nited

•States.

Wishing you the compliments of the Season,

I am. \'er\' Sincerely yours.

L. C. McCANX.
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At sixteen, it is said, J. Pierpont

Morgan wrote poetry and was devot-
ed to mathematics. The mathemati-
cal propensity has remained, we may
judge, while the love of beauty and
harmony now manifests itself in oth-
er directions.

Napoleon graduated forty-second
in his class. No one knows who were
the forty-one above him. James
Russel Lowell was expelled from col-

lege for continued neglect of his

studies. General Grant lost his

grade of corporal in his class and
served the last year as a private. \V.

H. Seward was called "too stupid to

learn" and Harriet Martineau was
thought very dull as a child. In-

stances of this kind might be multi-
plied indefinitely.

That period of life, which our
amusing friend, Cieorge Ade, apostro-
phizes thus: "Young man, you are
just now passing through the d
fool period of your life," begins some-
times as early as twelve and not in-

frequently lasts until twenty-five. It

It is a stage of transition, of change,
of formation, and what the boy or
girl is today gives us no hint of the
creature of tomorrow.
This age and time has its own

spirit, its own vagaries (and they
are many), its own secluded and un-
approachable haunts of the soul.

During this time the adolescent
walks apart and is not moved or in-

fiuenced by the impulses of an older
age. He may be morose, jubilant,

misanthropic, untruthful, dishonest,
reverent, dreamy, greedy, precocious,
( worst of faults I, lazy, timid, ungrate-
ful, quarrelsome, cruel, gluttonous,
whining— in many ways the peculiar-
ities of this time manifest themselves
Hardly anyone escapes a period of
lying and deceit, although nearly all

will resent this imputation, the mem-
ory of adolescence fading so rapidly
that we forget our own misdeeds.
Deep broodings upon suicide are
common.
A knowledge of these conditions

gives us patience and sympathy—
perhaps the first essentials of the
teacher. The adolescent is a wan-
derer, astray in unfamiliar lands, and
welcomes the first friendly face he
meets. Young people are "queer."
Of course, we were different, you and
I, for our memories of youth are
vague and misty, while childhood is

but as yesterday compared to them.
No, except so far as the race has ad-
vanced a step, we were just like these

young demons, you and I—we were
mean and deceitful, full of lies and
hypocrisy, or else "unco gude," stu-
pid, lazy, atheistic or superstitious -

we did not escape and our elders were
distressed beyond measure by our
unfathomable eccentricities.

The teachers of America handle
mankind in the making and we should
touch it reverently. We must realize
that we deal with the formative period,
during which all the virtues are foster-
ed in the mind. The child of twelve
has no particular morality. Ideas of
right and wrong are merely imitative
— and, to tell the fact, many adults
never get beyond this stage—reason
is in its infancy and honor and jus-
tice are but taking root.
Growing-ups seem to be at their

worst at about fifteen. In an exam-
ination of some three thousand stu-
dents, conduct was found good at

eighteen in 74 per cent, of the cases
and the figures for the age of eleven
were similar. Conduct declined from
eleven to fifteen, at which age only 58
per cent were properly behaved.

It is probable that the fifteen-year
old has at this time reached the com-
bative stage of the race— that period
where the war spirit was rampant.
The individual repeats the history of
the race. The boy is a savage, find-

ing joy in torturing flies and injuring
defenseless creatures. Under proper
conditions he outlives, exhausts,
these primal instincts in growing up
and civilizes himself as he expands,
sloughing off the habits of his ances-
tors.

If this process is arrested we have
a degenerate, a thug, an incendiary,
a murderer, a half formed, pitiable,

creature, struggling with and suc-
cumbing to impulses that an active
youth should have outworn—lived up,
as it were.
We have noticed that adulthood de-

lights in doinga thing repeatedh' and
sets up the ideal of perfect skill. The
man or woman becomes a devotee of

one game— the youth is equally
adept at several, tires of a thing done
frequently and seeks variety. This
is a sign of organic change. For a

time bonfires and fireworks give him
joy, but when this emotion has been
exhausted by use, something else ra-

cial and prehistoric takes its place.

At another age the company of
"gangs" is wholly desired. At an-
other, the boy wants to be a mighty
hunter. If these longings are denied,
they remain through life, the charred

embers of an old desire, breaking in-

to flame when stirred by a seasonable
breeze. We have many perfectly
desirable citizens who, after a period
of harmlessness, have to don leggins,
buckskins and accouterments, and
go out and kill something. Defec-
tives of this kind still have a residue
of adolescence which crowds out the
higher virtues of mercy and manli-
ness.

I have always been grateful to my
parents that my "gun-fever" was ful-
ly satisfied, though at the imminent
risk of my anatomy, and now these
hankerings after slaughter are slight
and feeble.

So, I say, we must allow and en-
courage expression of these impulses
and not repress them. But recently
I have observed a young woman, al-

most perfect mentally, and yet she
cannot accomplish anything in her
school work because of a playful and
"flighty" disposition. She admits an
arrested period of play between the
ages of twelve and fifteen. Without
doubt this is the cause of the delayed
and inharmonious result. Probably
every teacher has observed instances
of similar nature.

Memory at this period is usual-
ly imperfect. Liebig, the great
chemist, as a child had no au-
ditory memory and could not re-

member anything told him. There is

rarely, in any course, any true mem-
ory training, and if the business
school but attends to this, it will do
well. Strictly speaking, however,
there is no such thing as an imper-
fect memory. What is at fault is the
process of recollection and the modes
of thinking. For a full discussion of
the memory, see James' Pyschology,
Vol. 1, page 643. There should be at
frequent intervals, the necessity for
recallingpast instructions and events.
The necessity for doing some partic-
ular duty at a pre-ordered time is ex-
cellent. "Memory drills" such as
memorizing quotations or verses to
"strengthen" the memory are quite
useless.

It is a frequent complaint made by
querulous elders that young persons
"cannot think of anything." This is

quite natural, but in a training for

business, so great a lack must be
supplied. Frequent exercise of the
power of recollection is an excellent

aid. Herein lies the benefit of week-
ly or monthly tests.

Deductions are quite odious, to be
sure, yet many will wish to know just

where this interminable discussion of
juvenility hits the mark. We may di-

vide the business course into artifi-

cial and natural activities. Under the
former we class the results of acquir-
ed knowledge, of investigation and
reason, such as bookkeeping, arith-

metic, spelling and language as the
science of grammar. Under natural

(Continnt'd oil page 29.)
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Report of the

MISSOURI VALLEY COMMERCIAL
TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION

Held in the Kansas City Central High
School, Kansas City, Missouri

Reported by E. R. Sanford, St. Joseph,

Missouri

November 27-28.

The meeting was called to order by the Presi-

<lent, P. B. S. Peters and with a few words re-

Kardinp the purposes of the organization and its

liopes for the future, introduced Mr. C. T. Smith,
President of the Western School Managers'
,\ssoriation who delivered a liearty address of

welcome to all. This was responded to by re*

presenlatives from the several states represented

at the meeting. .Mr. .\. K. Harvey for Iowa.

Mr. C. E. Birch for Kansas, Mr. E. D. Lobaugh
for Illitiois, and G. \V. Weatherly for Missouri.

Mr. F. N. Weaver, a public accountant of Kan-
sas City delivered the first address on the pro-

gram on Higher .\ccounting, its place, and
value in the business course. Mr. Weaver left

some splendiil thoughts with his audience from
the view point of the practical accountant.

In the kindly care of J. E. Boyd, Kansas City,

Kansas, the .\s.sociation made a visit to the ac-

counting department of the .Armour Packing Co.

FKID.W .\FTERNOON

.Mr. J. P. Richardson from the Prosso Prepara-
tory School of Kansas City was the first member
nn the program, wlio rliscussed Some Ethical

Phases of Business Kduration. He suggested
more atteTition to careful and accurate advertis.

ing, proper selection of teachers and the teaching
of lovaltv to employers.
Mr. E. K. <;,ard of St. Joseph, Mo., talked upim

Methods and Results in Teaching Rapid Calcu-
lation. He gives much time to adtlition. some
bhickboard work: does not recommend the teach-
ing of special combinations. Accuracy is his

watchword. Isually closes his recitation with
some rapid fire mental work.
Mr. M. M. Link of St. Louis discussed the sub-

ject of What We Need in (^ur Business Course
to Inspire the Student with Kntluisiasni and Self-

confidence. I'ldess tlie student is enthusiastic
in the school, he will not be out of it. The pri-

mary thing, he believes, to be the teacher. Mr.
Link teaches the ledger account before explain-
ing the journal.

The meeting was a.ljourned to the Assend)lv
llallofthe liiyh Sch.u.ltolistentoan illustrated

li-.ture en the Sable of Industrial ( ie(.i.Taphv in

a Business Course, by L.C.KiisTniM-1. St, J..sfr)h.

Mo. Mr. Rusmisel's lecture with tin ^trr...i.ti

con was a new <ieijartiire for the .\v--Mri,iiiMii. but
was received with much interest .mm I i'iiitiusi;i.^ni.

Mr. F. M. Kude of Carthage. .Mo., reail a paper
<m Wliat the Business World Kx|)ects of Is. He
,st;ited that we were expected to furnish properly
((ualitied moral young men and \dung women.

S.VTURDAY MORNMNO

.\ motion was niaile and carried thai a delega-
tion of ten be appointed by the Chair to repre-
sent the .Missouri \alley Commercial Teachers'
.\ssociati(m at the National meeting in Indiana-
|)olis during the Christmas holidays.
On the subject of How 1o Develop Business

Intelligence and Common Sense in Handling
lluslnes^ Letters, .Mr. Slicr«ui Codv of Cliiiago

P. B. S. Peters, Prest. inos, M. V. C. T. A.

ga\'e an address. Mr. Cody thinks that in teach-
ing Business English we begin at the wrong end.
We should teach composition first, and arrange-
ment, form, etc., later. Place good niotlels in the
hands of the pupils, teach them compiisition and
you will be astonished at ttie ra[ii(iit\" with which
they will pick up the little details of form, ar-

rangement, punctuation, etc.

The Practical Text Book Company of Cleve-
land offered a prize of five volumns for the best
speller, aiul the .-Vssociation resolved itself into

an old time sijelling bee. the members lined up
around the room and proceeded to spell down.
Prof. Phillips, Prin., of the Manual Training
High School pronounced the words. Words
misspelled were not offered to the next person
to spell, but the correct spelling was given and
the next person recei\etl another word. This
was one of the most interesting, enthusiastic and
j>ractical numbers on the program and everj'one
entered into it with good spirit antl determina-
tion to Win. Mr. C. E. Birch, Lawrence, Kans.,
succeeded in remaining standingthe longest and
was awartled the prize.

Mr. G. W. Hootman. Eureka, 111., delivered an
address on the Spelling Problem. He believes
that the principal reason for so many poor spel-
lers is because most of us are inclined to be lazy
and it takes much hard and persistent labor to
become good sjjellers. There is no royal road,
it requires faithful effort and diligent study.

The Speed Problem was discussed by Mr. W.
I.Tinus of Chicago, from the standpoint of the
teacher of stenography. Proper position of the
hand and arm are among the first essentials, fol-

lowetl by some technical training upon phonetic
soimds. The principles of the system must be
thoroughly learned. Permanent improvement
in speed comes frcmi a reiJetitioii and not from
new matter. Nothing is more detrimental to the
pupil's progress than the habit of pondering
before long and diflicult words. Students are
(|uick to imitate, hence the teacher must be a
good writer if he would expect to lead his cla.ss.

.\n invitation was extended to all present to
attend the Central Commercial Teachers' Asso-
ciation to be held at Des Moines sometime in

June.
On the New Education in Penmanship, Mr. L.

H. Hausam of Hutchinson, Kansas, gave a very
interesting and excellent addre.ss. He discussed
the topic from the standpoint of psychology, and
developed the malter in such a way that left no
room for doubt as to his thorough command and
knowledge of the Milne.t. The three steps which

he gave for the development of good writing,
and, by the way, they may well be applied to
any other study in our courses, are as follows:
Desire determines the course of progress. Will
determines the kind of desire and the intensity
of thought. Thought determines the rate of pro-
gress.

It was voted to hold the next meeting at St.

Joseph, Mo., during the Thanksgiving vacation
of IBOO.
The following officers were elected : President,

L. C. Rusmisel. St. Joseph, Mo. : Vice-President.
C. E. Birch, Lawrence, Kansas: Secretary-Treas-
urer. Miss Nettie Huff, Kansas City, Mo.

The Western School Managers'

Association

N<)\ EMBER 27 2K.

With President C. T. Smith in the chair, the
meeting of the Managers' Association was open-
ed and the first number of the program at once
taken up. Mr. A. F. Harvey, Waterloo, la., gave
an address on the Ideal Business College vs. the
Fake School. The ideal school should develop
American citizenship, should have at its head a

man who will realize his respcmsibilities, should
have an adequate equipment, and a properly
trained teaching force. The faker has the wrong
ideal, has not the true spirit of the teacher, he is

iu the business for the money only, he is robbing
the student of his time and money, but more
important still, his life's opportunity. To remedy
the e^'il we must co-operate, work together, pull
for a single end.

SATURDAY MORNING
.Mr. T. W. Roach, Salina, Kansas, read a paper

on the Moral Influence a School Should Exert
Over Its Students. This influence should begin
with the entrance of the student in the school.
The teachers must be moral and teach moralit\-.

Religious organizations have their influence.
He careful in the selection of boarding jjlaces.

ami the places where the students are to work.
Weed out the innnoral element.
Sch<iol and College Advertising was discussed

by J. C. (Jlson, Parsons. Kansas. The news-
papers he finds to be the strongest medium to
enable the school man to keej) the name before
the public. The ach ertiscment must not be mis-
leading, and all that is claimed in it must be sub-
stantiated in the school. Mr. Olson is emphati-
cally opposed to guaranteeing positions.

B. F. Williams, Des Moines, Iowa, addressed
the meeting upon the subject of How May the
Employment Department he Mo.st Effectively
Managed. He said that there was such a demand
for thoroughly competent .students that it was
not necessary tti gi\e the time and attention to
the employment department that was necessary
some ten or flfteen years ago, although it was a

factor not to be neglecte<l. Too many stutlents

enter school fora position rather than for an edu-
cation. Mr. Williams made a plea for better
t-!ualifications that the stiulents might be able to
demand better wages.
State Supervision of Commercial Schools was

the subject of ;i paper by G. W. Weatherly, Jop-
lin. Mo. He does not believe State Supervision
is necessary. If better super\Msion is necessary,
he believes it must come from within. If the
business college proprietors will perform their
respective duties as they should there will be no
need for .State Supervision. Better leachers are

needed, but State Supervision will not brmg
them. The remedy for better teachers is in the
establishing of State Training Schools for Com-
mercial Teachers with examinations similar to

those required for the meilical anil legal profes-
sions.
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The following officers were elected for the en-
suing year: President, G. L. Moody, Hutchin-
son, Kansas; Vice-President, B. F. Williams,
Des Moines, la.; Secretary-Treasurer. A. F.

Harve.w Waterloo. Iowa.
It was decided to meet with the Central Com-

mercial Teachers' Association at Des Moines
next June.

The Banquet.

The reception and bantiuet held at the Dens-
more Hotel were among the pleasant tliversions

of the meeting. Mr. F. J. Kirker of the Kansas
City Central High School acted as toastmaster
and chairman of the entertainment c<mimittee.
Covers were laid for about 90 members in the

banquet room and a most excellent -Menu was
served.

Adolescence Continued From Page 27.

activities fall writing of all kind.s and
language.

Here we see the reason why more
inducement, more advertising is nec-

essary to create a desire for a busi-
ness course than for a musical or

drawing course. Music and drawing,
being natural activities appeal to in-

nate instincts, while business is yet

new and has not left its impress up-
on the personality of the race. Few,
if any, persons will take a busi-

ness course because they have an ab-

sorbing passion to enter business,
while the art student is usually moved
by just such a motive towards his vo-

cation.

So the business school advertiser is

compelled to use artificial induce-
ments, such as the necessity for earn-
ing a living, the love of good clothing
—working on a natural instinct to-

wards an artificial end. The school
advertiser who holds out the ideal

of mental improvement, of increase of

culture, cannot hope to strike a re-

sponsive chord.
We can also find in this a reason for

lack of interest in many students, es-

pecially towards the culmination of

the course, and this may suggest a

plan for awaking the necessary inter-

est. We know that the "special stu-

dent" taking selected studies, rarely
completes anything. Such a student
cannot maintain an interest unless of

mature age and bej'ond adolescence.
There must be in everycourse change
and variety. Attention wavers at this

age. A half day session of bookkeep-
ing will soon see a diminution of the
bookkeeping department.

In the program, the natural and the
artificial activities should alternate

—

typewriting follow the arithmetic pe-

riod, handwriting the grammar, etc.

I would here differentiate between
grammar and language. Grammar
arises in the old age of language and
to graft it on the language sense by
means of the eye is essentially artifi-

cial.

If this plan is followed there will be
a greater interest in all work and a
lessening of the discontinuance of

courses. The bookkeeping course,
because of the weakness of adolescent
attention, should include numerous
short sets, with frequent closings.
It will be found quite impossible to

1.. C. Rusmisel. Prest. li»Oii M. V. C. T. .\.

hold the interest of the student on
long continued similar work, or work
which does not have frequent climaxes.

I have touched but lightly here and
there, on some of the phases of adol-
escence. At best, I feel that this ar-

ticle can serve but as a few discon-
nected suggestions. The reader who
wishes to pursue the subject further
will find opportunity fpr much study
in "Adolescence" by G Stanley Hall;

"Mind in the Making" by Swift;
"The Play of Man" by Groos; "De-
scent of Man" by Darwin, and other
works which these will suggest.

MELVIN CASSMORE.
^'-
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NEWS NOTES
AND NOTICES
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C. .M. .Miller, of Condersiiort. Pa., is the new

commercial teacher in the Oakland, .Md.. High
School.

C. L. Butcher, of Chicago, takes charge of the
new conunercial department in the Decatur, 111..

High School.

Charles A. Ehlers. of West Alexandria, Ohio,
will have charge of the cotnmercial work tins

vear in the Tri-St;ite Rusiness College. Cuniber-
iand. .Md.

O. K. Kol.insoii. formerly of Seattle, is now
with Heald Business College. San Francisco.

William H. Kuhntz, of Paynette. Wis., follows

B. F. Hart in the La .Salle and Peru Township
High School. La Salle. 111., and MissOlga \'oad.

racek, of Chicago, takes charge of the shorthand
department.

Mi.ss Mary (Jallagher, of Brown's Business
College, (ialesburg. 111., takes a position with

one of .Mr. Brown's .St. Louis schools to teach

shorthand. aTuI .X. C. Owings. formerly with

Brown's Business College at Decatur, 111., and
more recently with the MacCormack Schools,

Chicago, takes a position as commercial teacher

in Mr. Brown's St. Louis .Schools.

.Miss Mary Bingham, a recent graduate of the

Teachers' Normal Course of the Rochester. N.
^.. Business Institute, has accepted a position

in the commercial department of the North
Ton.awanda. N. 'i'.. High School.

.\. B. Opfer, last year with Tilford .\cadem>".

N'intoir, Iowa, has charge of the commercial
work in the 'i'ork, Neb., Business College.

A. J. Drossart, a Ferris graduate, is commercial
teacher in the Cream City Business College,
Milwaukee.

M. B. Roaney, a Ferris graduate, has been
elected commercial teacher in Heald's Business
College, Reno, Nevada.

Howard \'an Densen. who last year was in
charge of the commercial work of the new York
Preparatory .School, New York Ciiy, is now at
the head of the commercial department of the
Bayonne, N. J.. High School.

A. E. Marston goes from the Bay City, Mich..
High School to the Wichita, Kans., High
School.

.\. G. Berry, who sold his school at Rochester,
N. H., during the summer, is now with Hunt-
singer's Business College at Hartford, Conn.

C. V. Crumley is the new commercial teacher
at the Enid, Okla. High School.

Harold Mitchell, a graduate of Colby College,
Waterville. Me., has charge of the commercial
department of the East Troy Conference Acad-
em>% Poultney, Vt.

C. H. Shaw, of Bronson. Mich., has been en-
gaged for the commercial department of the Mi-
not. N. Dak., College of Commerce.

Miss Harriet Brittan is the new commercial
teacher in the Maine Township High School,
Des Plaines. 111.

Walter .M. Eby. a Harvard graduate, formerly
ill charge of the commercial <lepartment of the
-\sbury Park. N. J.. High School, is now at the
head of the a<ivanced office department of Spal-
ding's Commercial College, Kansas City, Mo.
D. .\. Reagh. of the Piqua, Ohio, Com'l Col-

lege, has sold his school and is taking charge of
tlie commercial department of the Columbus.
Ohio. Business College.

C. J. Crouch, a graduate of Strayer's Business
College. Washington, D. C. has been employed
as an assistant commercial teacher in that school.

Miss .Alberta Slaughter, of Kahoka. Mo., is

a new assistant commercial teacher in the Kan-
sas City, Kan., High School.

F. B. Hudson, of Glean. X. Y.. formerly for
manv years at the hea<l of the commercial work
of St. John's Militan,- School, .Manlius. N. Y.. is

a new commercial teacher in the Spencerian
Com'l Scliool, Cleveland, Ohio.

.May Vilas, of Burlington, Vt., is this year in

charge of the oommercial work of the Berlin. N.
H., High .School.

Prof. K. A. Riley, of the University of Chicago,
and H. C. Stanley, of St. Joseph, Mo., are new
ailditions to the staff of the School (tf Connnerce
of the Millikin I'niversity, Decatur, 111.

(jlenn W. Slade, of (joo<lrich, Mich., a Ferris
graduate, is in charge of the commercial work of
the Breck School. Wilder, Minn.

John R. D>'kstra has recently been adiled to
the faculty of the Patterson. N. J., High School.
He will handle commercial branches.

W. .\. Patton, of Oneonta. N. Y.. goes to the
Pennington, N. J., Seminary to follow B. D.
Stowell. who has been engaged to teach in Bur-
ilett College. Boston.

Miss Delia Brake, of Rock Cave. \'a.. formerly
with the Mountain State Business College,
Parkersburg, W. \'a.. goes to the Bliss Business
College. North Adams. Miss., to teach short-

hand, where she follows Miss .\ngeline N. Car-
ver, who takes up similar work in .Miss E. M.
Olmstead's .Shorthand School. Hartford Conn.

Miss Mar\- Lindsay, of Freeland, Pa., is a new
teacher in Kinv<iu's Commercial .School. Paw-
tucket, K.I.

Mi.ss Laura Bolyard. of Middleton. Mich., a

Ferris graduate, is teaching shorthand in the
American Pitmaiiic School, a correspondence
school of shorthatrd, Lansing. Mich.

We recently paid a short visit to the Scranton,
Pa., Business College. H. D. Buck. Proprietor,

ami was pleased to see such a prosperous school,

w ith the outlook for a continued large patronage.
Mr. "iuck is one of our best all roimd ctmnner-
cial educators, and conducts a high graile school.

Mr. C. W. Carlton, the penman, is a tine pen-
man, a fine fellow and a fine teacher of writing

as well as other subjects.
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A neat, eight paired foltler has reachftl us

from the Beutel Business CcilleRe. Everett.

Wash. It is well illustrated with tine penman-
ship from the well known penman and teacher.

W. F. (iiesseman. who isX(mnected with this in-

stittititm. Such advertisinjj oue:ht to produce
good results.

A lar>re map of the state of Michifian. with
school room views of and information regardinj?

the Lauriiim, Mich.. Commercial Colleye. ap-
jjearinp at t!ie t(»p and sides of tlie map. has just

reacheil us. The map is in attractive colors and
wdl no doulit reach its way to the walls of those
who receive it. as our did. H.A. Holden is the
enterprising principal of this institution and K.

P. Bower penman.

"The Logical Outcome." is the title of a 16-

page booklet which covers a report of the type-
writing contest held in connection with the
Davenport Convention. .\n>Mne interested

may secure one ()f these booklets free of charge
by addressing the (iregg Publishing Co.. of Chi
cago.

".New Kngland .Audit Company," Springfield.

Mass., T. J. Hillman. President and Manager, is

the title of a beautifully gotten up little booklet

in the interests of that incorporatetl institution.

Mr. Hillman has made a splendid success in

his work as au<litor. expert accountant, etc.

etc.

.\iiotlier little bociklet. entitled "The Bank and
the .\u.litor." comprising an address by Mr.
Hillman. is also hereby acknowledged. It is a

I'ompact little document; compact in form and
conii^act in the sense that many ideas of practi-

cal nature have been condensed into but few
pages with large readable type. Those interest-

ed in auditing would flo well to secure one of

these little booklets.

We acknowledge Thanksgiving Greetings
from the Northwestern Business College. Chica-
go. 111., in the form of duplicate type-writing
gotten out by the students of the institution.

"Public Acconntant" by L. L. Branthover.
Pittsburg. Pa., fnion Bank Bldg., is the title of a
neat little folder announcing the fact that he has
opened an office in Pittsburg tti render service
along the line of accountancy. Mr. Branthover
was first heard from as a teacher some time ago
in the Northern Business College. Chicago, and
later he went to New ^'ork where he studied
higher accounting, ami has now oijened an of-

fice in Pittsburg. We wish him success ami we
believe he will have it because he is a man of

more than ordinary ahilit.v.

( >rie of tlie neate.st little booklets we have ever
received is hereby acknowledge from Ibe.M
bin Williams Studio. Portland. Ore., containing
as itiloes illustrations of the high grade work
they are doing along the line of script and letter-

ing for commercial and engrossing purposes.
If you want a nice letter head or a business card
\'ou will do well to correspf)nd with them.

The Wichita. Kans., Business College, F. ..\-

Hibarger & Will <i. Price, proprietors, issues a

very cretlitable 5(i-page catalogue bespeaking a
good school an<l a prosiierous one as well.

The Barnes Commercial School, Denver, Colo.,
puts out a high gnide fort\'-eight-page catalogue
liespeaking a school of like quality.

'.School of Commerce and Finance." of the
Young Men's Christian .\ssociati(m." Los \n-
geles. Calif.. (J. T. Johnson, principal, is the ti-

tle of a 24- page booklet outlining a C()urse of

stu<I>' and practice (luite as tine as conwnercial
schools, together with a course designed for the
purpose of giving instrmtion in higher accoinil-

ing with a \ iew of preparing persons in expert ac-
counting etc. With Mr. .lohnson's unusual en-
ergy ami ability, we have every reason to believe
it will be a genuine success.

The Davidson Business College, Ironton, ().,

I)iiblishes a splendid catalogue indicating a good
school as well as a well patronized one. The
citizens of Ironton should congratulate them-

selves for having a school the grade of the Da-
vidson in their midst.

"The Show Caril Writer." is the title of a
riionthl\- magazine devoteil to up-to-date show
lard lettering, published and eilited by W. .\.

Ihoiiipson. Pontiac, Mich. We have had deal-
ings with Mr. Thompson for many years, and
tbiiil< faxiirably of him and of the journal before
us which is of an unusually practical nature.

No better catidogue during the year has been
received than the one hereby acknowledged
from the Salem. Mass.. Commercial School. Oeo.
P. Lord, presiilent. It is covered in leather like
material, fawn-color, with linen-like, deckel-
edged paper within. The type is unusually
plain and bohl with colored initial and side
headings, making it the mo.st easily read cata-
logue we have had the pleasure of receiving.
The catalogue, like the school, is therefore right
up-to-date, and possesses an individuality that
few catalogues and few schools possess.

.\dvertising literature has been received from
the following: Southern Business College.
Wilmington. N. C. T. E. Cupper, Principal;
Central Business College, Denver, Colo.; Par-
sons Business College; Lawrence. Kans. Busi-
ness College; Eastman College, Poughkeepsie
N. Y.; Mr. T. H. M'Cool. Philadelphia. Pa.!
13'Ja Real Estate Trust Bldg.; Isaac Pitman.
.New York. N. Y.. :il L'nion Square; Chartier-
Spencer Publishing Co.. New Orleans. La.;
Rochester. N. Y., Business Institute ; W. O.
Joens. Des Moines, la.. Highland Park College;
and the Patrick Commercial School, York, Pa.;
Ame Business College. Everett. Wn.; New \\.
bany.lnd., Business College.

e
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.Mr. H. \an Deusen, formerly with the New

"^'ork Preparatory School is the new commercial
teacher in Bayonne, N. J., High School. The
Business Educator wishes him a pleasant
year's work.

The Ideal Business School, Piqua, Ohio, has
purchased the Piqua Commercial College. The
two schools will be consolidated and be conduct-
ed under the name of the Ideal Schools. Messrs.
Miller & James are the proprietors.

B. F. Hart recently resigned his position M La
.S;ille. 111., after serxing there for eight \ears, to
accept a position in the comiiienial dc|Jartniciit
of the Westport High .School. Kansas Citv, .Mo.
.Mr. Hart states that they have one of the finest
school buililings in the I'niteil States and that
the enrollment is over 1-ioO pupils.

W. F. Mersch, formerly with the Jones Business
College, Hammond. Ind.. in connection with a
.Mr. Rice have opened the Ladysmith, Wis., Kiisi-
ne.ss College. We understand that the Jones
Business College has been closed.

The Minot College of Connnerce, .Miimt, .\.

Dak., A. E. .Stossmeister proprietor, and C. .\.

.Shaw principal, was recently opened with tiat-
tering prospects.

Daniel T. .Ames, the veteran i)eiirnan.authiir;inil
expert examiner of forged and disinited haiiil

writing, of Mountain \'iew. California, reports
that he h.is left on his hands hut seventy copies of
his great work. Ames on Forgerj'. This book, as is

well known, is recognized as a standard author-
ity on matters pertaining to forged and ilisputed
handwriting. Mr, .Ames states that the last or-
der he tilled came from .Melliourne. Auslndia.
and a recent order came from a Judge in a high
court of BomlKiy. The fame of this Ixiok has
reached practicalh- all quarters of the world.
Persons wishing to purchase a copy should order
one from the author soon, for it will not be long
until the supply will be exhansteii.

Lockwood-Stoltz Art School. Kalamazoo,
.Mich., is the title of one of the be.st pieces of a<l-

vertising recentl\- rei'eived at this office. .Any
one interested in the siil>ject of ;irt, illustrating,
cartooning, etc., shoiihl write for a sample copy.
We have known this firm, particularly Mr. Lock-
wood, for many years and consider hinj one of
the finest teachers and practical illustrator s in

this country.

In November the Ossian Commercial College,
Ossian, Iml., reopened its doors to the public,
and we wish it success.

Miss Alice Doilge has been elected to teach
Shorthand in the Neptune Township tfigh
School, Ocean Grove, N. J. She is a graduate of
Boston I'niversity.

Mr. W. E. Keen, who resigned his position as
Commercial Te.acher in Vincennes, Ind., has ac-
cepted a position with the Civil Service Com-
mission. Washington, D. C. The work consists
in making out questions, grading papers and
notifying applicants of standing. He reports
the work as being nice and good pay.

Mr. H. A. Reneau. penman in the Lawrence
University. Appleton, Wis,, reports a fine school
and Mr. Nickerson. the propriet(ir a tine man to
work for. To stimulate interest in penmanship,
for Air. Reneau is an enthusiastic teacher of good
writing, he is giving S,'5.00 in the form of two
Ijrizes to the ones making the greatest improve-
ment.

John D. Koch, a ISKIT Zanerian. now has en-
tire charge of the penmanship in the Empire
Business College. Walla Walla. Wash. He is

at the same time attending the Walla Walla
College, where he is specializing in (Terniaii,

Mr. Koch is one of our young men who has the
necessar>' grit to climb to the top.

C. B. Munson. of the Brazil. In<l.. Business
University, reports that this institution is boom-
ing. He states that they \\t^'^^ have the largest

attendance they have ever had, and new stu-

dents are still coming in every week.

Prof. W. P. .Steinhaeuser, Supervisor of Pen-
manship in the (Jcean (jrove Public Schools, X.
J.. Iki> been reelected for another year with a

liaiMKi'ine increase in salar\\ Prof. Steinhaeuser
is forging ahead rapidly as a successful super-
visor He is getting excellent results, and is

placing the penmanship in Ocean Grove upon a

substantial basis. He recently awarded prizes

for good writing which were won by Miss Helen
Rankin and Mr. Ralph Davidson.

On Saturday evening. November 21. 1908, the
graduates and former students of the Rochester
Business Institute, Rochester, N. Y.. attended
the Forty-fifth Anni\'ersary and Alumni Ban-
quet of that institution. It was held in the Pow-
ers Hotel, there being upward of 700 at the
baiKiuet tables, taxing the capacity of the dining
room. Eminent speakers were present and
made addresses, the Honorable M\ N. Ferris,

Ferris Institute, Big Rapids, Mich., being one
who spoke not only at the .\lumni dinner but at

the anni\'ersary exercises held in the school on
Frida\" afternoon. These anniversary dinners of

the R. B. I. ai-e assuming unusual proportions
and indicates a loyalty and enthusiasm on the
part of ex-students that must be very gratifying
to the proprietors of that institutions.

Miss Harriet Britten is a new commercial
teacher in the Maine Township. High .School.

Des Plaines. 111.

Miss Carrie H. Jonas, of Torrington. Conn.,
is teaching commercial branches in the A'onkers.

N. Y., High School.

W. A. b. Clark, of Milford. Mass., has been
chosen as head of the commercial department of

the Long Branch, N. J.' High School.

N.J. .Aiken, who last year was with Miner's
lousiness Academy, Brooklyn, N. A'., is an a'ssist-

:int suijervisor of penm;inship in the St. Louis
pulilic schools during part of the week, and dur-
ing ten hours each week he is an instructor at

the Teachers' College.

F^rank Fleet is principal of the Central Busi-
ness College. Greeley, Colo.; O. U. Desha, of

the Central Business College, Ft. Collins; T. \.
Horner, of the Central Business College. Chey-
enne. Wyoming. S, C. Hoel, of the Centtal Bus-
iness College. M<introse. Colo. These schools
are all branches of the Central Business College,
of Denver, owned by L. A. Arnold.

\V. E. Milliken, formerly of the Jackson,
Mich.. Business rni\'ersity, is opeidng a new
school at .\marillo, Tex:is, and he conducts, also

the .Albiuiuerque, .N. Mex.. Business College.

Miss Grace B. Cooper is a new teacher in

Browne's Business College. Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Did i'ou ever get the idea that your
schooling or education quits when you
get through school? Did you? Did
you? Land alive! What a notion!
if you work as hard in your course as
I have studied for the past year, you
will make a star pupil.

Not to be egotistical, nor to throw
any laurel wreaths over my bald spot,

but just to give you a taste of what it

means to tackle a real, live job, and
so get you rid of a foolish idea that
your education ends with the diplo-

ma, here are a few experiences in brief

of the past fourteen months.

Up Against THE Re.\l Thing.

After organizingthe bank and look-

ing after the legal formality to be
gone through with, all of which was
new except in general principles,

and had to be learned step by step as

matters proceeded, I found myself
standing behind the bank counter for

the first time in my life. ! was there

to loan money by the thousand with-

out ever having loaned a dollar be-

fore, and without ever having seen
more than three of the three or four
thousand people in the community.
Every loan had to be good. A bad
loan not only lost us the money, it

marked me as incompetent that far,

and the knowledge by the public that

I had made bad loans would injure

us as a bank to deposit with. When-
ever a man was good without secur-

ity, I was to know it. It was neces-
sary to know as soon as a man's
name was given, whether he was good
for ten dollars, nothing, or a thous-

and, how he fixed his notes if secured,
who his brothers, father, cousins and
friends were, who signed with him
and what they were worth. All that

had to be learned and known as much
as possible to use whenever a man
stepped up to borrow, and there were
many, many strangers came to bor-

row during the first five months. A
mistake in a loan would maybe mean
the loss of a year's salary,

That was only the beginning. It

was necessary to learn to use the
typewriter by picking out the letters

in actual correspondence. That
alone you call a fair job for several

months, but it was one of the least of

my troubles.

BtisiXESS College Training to
THE Rescue.

The system of bookkeeping had to

be learned and made to work out with
the cash balance to a cent every day.
Here my business college training
helped. It would have been compar-
atively easy had it not been for the
frequent interruptions. Often cash
would nokt balance, from some slight

oversight or error from having to

jump from one piece of work to an-

other, all of it strange. That meant
from a few minutes to several hours
or maybe Sunday work. But the use
of general principles of bookkeeping
would in the end bring things out
correct.

Must be Absolutely Safe.

flight from the beginning there was
insurance work to do with reasonable
profit in it. Starting with no income
for the bank, we could not afford to

wait and learn it at leisure, but had
to handle it some way. The state

general agent of our company told

me later, that he never had another
agent to take such a thorough school-

ing in the business from the ground
up. This was done by correspond-
ence while learning to pick out the

letters on the machine. If you imag-
ine it doesn't take work, just take a

jumbled up mass of blanks, all new,
sort out the twenty or thirty kinds,

learn what each is for, go through the

intricate details correctly, see that

your policy is correct with all the dif-

ferent clauses adapted to each risk,

and make nc mistakes. Mistakes

cost money and patrons, in the bank-
ing business. It may be a small one,

but if your patron fails to discover it,

your competitor has a habit of finding

anything that even looks like a mis-

take, and he will wear the end of his

tongue down telling about it. That
makes you unsafe, and a banker must
be absolutely safe in every way.

An Ignoramus, a Shark and a

Knave.

Along in the beginning I began to

have legal work to do and legal ad-

vise to give on almost every phase of
state and general law. Most of the
questions that come up are such as
you would never dream of, solved
only by a good knowledge of commer-
cial and general law with references
to state law.

You must remember a bank and a
banker are supposed never to make a
mistake. The country cashier in a
town without a lawyer, is supposed
by the public to know about every-
thing from who will be elected next
President to international law and
the price of corn next month at five

o'clock, .^nd woe to the banker who
guesses wrong. His customer will
likely pay for it—then the banker pays
for it, for the customer takes out his
money, and brands the banker as an
ignoramus, a shark and a knave, all

of which hurts.

In various ways that would not in-

terest you, we have built up a credit
system for the community, and will
keep adding to it for years to come.
I can now pound out a letter at a fair

rate, with more errors than ought to
be accepted by your teacher, but will
never become a good operator be-
cause of wrong methods of fingering
and sight writing.

Didn't Know Digest From
Digestion.

One by one we have added law
books to our library, with the com-
piled state statutes, state digest and a
copy of the negotiable instruments act
as the main part. I'll wager, or
would if I ever bet, that you don't
know "digest" from "digestion."
Neither did I, till by continued in-

quiry of others for a book of certain
recjuirements, the digest was recom
mended. A digest is a brief sum-
mary in plain English of the cases of

state law that have been decided by
the supreme court of the state.

Still, without an exceptionally good
business college training in commer-
cial law, I should have been lost be-
yond redemption time and again.
Practically, what would have happen-
ed without the law schooling, I don't
know. But I know that few days
have passed, that the business col-

lege law training has not been used
to protect the interests of the bank or
some patron.

Let me impress one thing— in every
legal question and paper written and
appearing thus far, the backbone of
it has rested on the principles of
contracts you will find in any good
commercial law text. Practically all

business is a matter of some kind of
contract. Even the stale law on sale
of property for tax, redemption there-
of, and rights therein, is in short a
special specific contract in the form
of a special law. Learn the general
principles thoroughly, learn how to

find specific law, and your own
"noodle" must do the rest for you.
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Somewhat of a Lawver, Too.
My first year's work has included

as much, yes more, law work than

the average law>-er for his first few

years, and much of my work has

been inspected by lawyers hoping to

find flaws that would invalidate my
client's interests, some of it has been

in court. Among other things I have
written two wills conveying half a

hundred thousand dollars of prop-

erty. Both wills were out of the us-

ual in disposition of property. One
of them has passed through court

with attorneys scanning to find a

weak spot to attack. One contract of

sale with lease attachment has passed
through court. The work was so well

done, the lawyer would not attack

the contract itself, but tried to prove
fraud in the representations of the

sale and that the written contract was
not the real contract. In this he
failed. His recognition of my part of

the work was a feather in my cap,

just as a flaw would have been a
"black eye" for me.
Business College Training of Val-

ue Twenty Years After '

Taking It.

Centracts for sale of real estate,

deed in escrow, part payment, ab-

stracts to be passed on — all

this with leases, chattel mort-
gages , deeds , bonds , tax titles

,

while you are interrupted every
few minutes to cash checks, receive
deposits, make loans, receive pay-
ments, and one of them called me
out about midnight and was nearly
two pages single space—that's what
and how you work, and how my busi-
ness college training is being used
twenty years after taking it. That's
how I quit studying and finished my
education when the diploma was re-

ceived. Vour experience is not likely

to be similar in kind, but it will be
similar in principle if you ever hold a
position of profit.

Your diploma is only a license to
begin to learn, with a certificate that
you have mastered enough of the ele-

ments to be able to know how to learn.
1 have loaned probably forty thou-

sand dollars, and every cent of it is

good, excepting three dollars out of
my own pocket that I "took a chance
on'' with a stranger. But it wasn't
bank money, mind you. No mention
has been made of the real estate
department, the land loan depart-
ment, each requiring work with all to
learn. No mention has been made of
the mental strain of the financial pan-
ic that wrecked many a nervous sys-
tem, and we paid every check in full.
No mention has been made of the
continued effort to secure deposits,
all of which is absolutely necessary to
make a success, and all of which was
new.
To Knock Foolish Notions Out

OF You.
All this is submitted, not as a tale

of glory, for the road is just begun
and the end is far, but to knock any

foolish notions of a "finished educa-
tion" out of the plans of those who
have not yet come to the "real thing"
and may be figuring on an easy time
for the future. Forget it. Forget it,

my friend, forget it. That sounds
like slang, but it isn't. By the time
you go home at night with your head
fairly buzzing and dizzy with the ef-

fort of trying to learn the lessons you
have to learn in any new position of

worth, you will not need to be told to

forget it. In the meantime you can-
not possibly have a true notion of
what you may want to do or be called

on to know. All your schooling can
teach you is none too much as a

means of preparing you to learn the

new, particular work you may have.
If you are afraid of learning too much,
or too well, better give it up and buy
a buck saw or a washtub. It will save
trouble and expense to anyone who is

going to go on the plan of a finished

education or on easy time. Even
Teddy had to work hard and keep on
working hard to learn his new job.

As a closing I'll say I like my work,
I have learned more in this year than
in any other five years.

,^J>Z./<_//''T:S«e^^^^J^Z<i<
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By J. D. Todd, 114: N. Main SI., .Salt Lake City. Utah.
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LESSONS IN OKNAMENTAL WRITING
CSorwalk Business

Specimens for criticism

Mr. Wonnell by the

ColleEe. Norwalk. O.

should be mailed to

25th of the month.

z:^

These caiMtals l)el<i the I,: iKvuiR the right curve base line shade. Remember

1 height of stein and oval: also cap. It requires very rapid action to make

Tliis rniiiitli I present the T, F ;

to keep tlie shade low.

1

.

This is a good skill producer. See how uniform you can make tli(

the large oval following the shade. Keep the oval horizontal.
2. This line of copy explains itself.

3. Don't miss it in making the little cross and tick stroke in F. Use your eyes.

4. Make some measurements on this letter. Keep crossing low. See line 2.

Notice the signatures. Parallelism, symmetry and balance are tlie characteristics of good signature writing. Notice in "F. T. Gorman" that the be-
ginning oval of (; is maile very large. Make it small and you get a mixing of lines and destroy the symmetry. Leave off the finishing oval of G and
the signature will be out of balance. It is not always best to try to combine the capitals. Be careful that your capitals appear evenly spaced. Much
"Poetic license" is allowable but be careftd you don't get mixed in the meter. Better study closely after some of our best penmen until you get well
along in the work. Send me some original sigii.itures which I will be glad to criticise through The Br.'siN'Ess Educator.

1 have received some unusually fine work the past month. It is not too late for any aspiring penman to start in yet and I hope to receive work from
all the old ones and many new ones the coming month.
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WONNELL'S
ClilTICISIVIS

F. L., K. I. Your work is very line - I laii see an

improvement. You need to practice on L. >()ii

miss it in the shaded part and you don't get

vourloop at the top the risht shape, try stop-

ping at the top. 1 believe you write a little too

fast on small letters.

J. H. .1.. Ohio. Make beginning oval of I,

larger and shade shorter on both L and S. Your
capitals show a good movement. Take a little

more pains with your small letters, watch Hnish

of b. try making f according to the instructions

in the" copy, lifting the pen at the crossing.

Little oval on finish of k a little too large.

K. W.. Iowa. Your kind words are very much
appreciated. Having faith in your teacher is

very essential to success, having faith in your-

self is more so. You have a nice start and can

win out in time. Make shades on L and S lower

and shorter. Some of your shades appear to

have been made too slowly. Watch begiiniiiig

stroke of m in the word "milllion". Watch be

ginning stroke of o in the word "offer". Knot
long enough below the base line, Stuily and
practice will make a winner of you.

S. A.. Ohio. Better give considerable atten-

tion to business writing, (jet a finer pen isee

September number i and some better paper.

E. H. Ci., N. Y. You are doing excellent

work not to have any instruction except that

through The Business Editcator. Some of

your shades appear to have been made too slow-

ly. Second part of K shaded too low. r.se a

little more pains in retouching t. I believe you
write too fast on small letters. Watch closely

the second part of W, don't let it touch the shad-

ed part—just come close, Come again.

C. E. B.. X'erniont. Shades on L and S too

high and long. Beginning oval of the SshouUl
come nearer to ba.se line, cutting the finishing

oval of the S more nearly through the center.

Watch finish of b. 1 am afraid you hurry too

much. .Speed is all right if judiciously used.

E. H. T., Wyoming. Make your capitals large,

using whole arm movement. The blue lines

were made to write on. Keep the shade of C
above the crossing. Take a little more [>ains in

making your small letters. You can learn to

write.

K. H, M., N. .1. .\m glad that some of my
suggestions have helped ytni. You have sent

me some very fine work indeed. Try stopping
after making shaded stroke in second part of K,
lift pen, nuike the little loop, then finish. Use a

little more pains in retouching the shade of t.

You'll get along all riglil on the loops by lifting

the pen at the crossing. Make beginning oval

of S wider vertically. Shade of f should be
heaviest half the length of the loop below the

line.

(i. E. M.. Kails. Your work pleases nie very

much. It is among theliestthat I have received.

Keep at it. it takes a long time to reach the limit

of one's possibilities. I am sure you have not

ro.iched yours yet. I think I can tell from your
work whom your teacher has been. No special

(Titicism to offer but be sure to send me some
more work.

C. B., Texas. You need to study form more
than movement. Your writing possesses some
very decided chaiacteristics, not bad ones, but it

wili take close study to work them out. I think

you write too fast in your small letters. Study

the .Septemfier lesson regarding position, move-
ment and materials.

(i.W. P.. Wis. You're getting after the orna-

nient.il in tri'od -^ivle. Make the shade in last

Ii:nf..fM ,iM.I \ iinitc sliort. Don't begin your
sMi.ill li'ttrr^ 111 ilir unrcl pnirtice so that the ini-

tiiil stnilsr runs tlimuKh tin- linishing stroke of

the capital. Don't use quite so much speed on
small letter work.

Z. C, Minn. Curve shaded stroke in .\ more.

Don't let your pen skip on finishing oval of D,

Make the O part of D wider. Your small letter

work is very neat. C will require more study
than tlie other small letters. You have a very

Hue start.

E. E. W., Ohio. You did splendid work on
tlie loop letters and I have no criticism to offer

on them. L and S seem to strike you rather

liard. .Stu<ly the beginning oval of C and apply

it to the S. Study L in parts making the begin-

ning oval, lifting the pen, then the compound
curve, lift the pen and you will get it all right.

The card viiu sent me was very tine. Watch the

.shape ami the slant of the loop in these two let-

ters.

.T. K. B., 111. .No. Fountain pens were not

made for penmen. Use Gillott's No. H04 and
when you get a little farther along, then use

(iillott's No 1 and you will get better results

than you are now getting. .Study form, and
practice very carefully.

W. J. P:., N. J. Your small letter work is vers-

neat. Put a little more soft water and a little

(ium ,\rabic into your ink. Your L's are rather

too vertical and the beginning oval comes too

close to the liase line. Watch Hnislling .strokes

of small letters, make them simple right curves.

M.. E. C. McCann, who clubbetl us se\'erely

during the last two months, is on hand again
with another big club. Mr. McCann is one of

our most skillful penmen and intends that each
one of his pupils be able to write well.

Mr. J.W. Martindill. an old ami appreciative
snlfscriber, is again on deck with a fine list t»f

subscriptions. He is this year principal of the
Watertown, Wis., High .School and is arousing
a great deal of interest in his penmanship classes.

Mr. (ieo. T. Brice. penman in the well-known
.Spencerian Commercial School. Cleveland, O.,

recently favored us with a list of subscriptions

for which we hereby extend thanks. Mr. Brice

is a penman of much more than ordinary ability

and a teacher w-ho gets results.

We .'icknowledge receipt of a giuul-sized club

from Mr. L. E. CJoodyearof the Watedoo Col-

lege of Commerce, Waterloo, Iowa. Mr. (iooil-

\'ear states that their school is but two months
old and they now have an enrollment of 167 .stu-

dents, with bright prospects for the future.

.Surely this is making a record of which the pro-

prietors lia\'e reason to be proud.

W. F. Hostetter. who for many years iiast has
been connected with the South Bend Business
College, South Bend, Ind., is one of our heaviest

clubbers. .\ chili just received from him has en-

larged our cirrnlation to no small extent. !t is

due to such earnest and capable teachers of pen-
manship and loyal supporters of our journal

that The Business Educator is able to grow
liigger and better from year to year.

Mr. C. H. Pruner, penman in the Union Com-
mercial College, Charlottetown, P. E. I.,, recent-

ly favored us with a good list of subscriptions.

In the letter accompanying the suliscriptions

Mr. Pruner states that "Berkman and Wonnell
are giving us work that is not to be duplicated."

Mr. Pruner is a good penman and is therefore a

competent judge.

M. H. Koss, the skillful penman in the I,. D. S.

Business College, Salt Lake City, Utah, never
loses an opijortunity to secure subscriptions for

The Business Educator. He is one of our

heaviest clubbers. We hereby acknowledge re

ceipt of a good sized list just received.

One of the largest clubs thus far received this

year is hereby acknowledged from Mr. C. C.

kreighbaum. penman in the Cleary Business

College, Ypsilanti, Mich. This list of .subscrip-

tions liespeaks eloquently for Mr. Kreigh-
lijiiMi'-- cntliiisiasm in matters pertaining to rien-

111. m^lii|i :i- "I'll as for the Cleary Business Col-

lct;i\ liis|H:iking a largely attended institution

N. H. Wright, penman and commercial teach-

er in the Bryant & Stratton Business College.

Louisville, Ky., is an old friend and patron of

The Business Educator and he is sending
clubs this year as regularly as heretofore. From
the number of BusiNE.ss Educator certificates

that keep going to the B. & S. B. C. we know-

that his pupils are getting the proper instruction

in penmanship.

Mr. F. S. Wolfe, penman in the Lincoln
Nebr.. Business C ollege, recently favored us

with a list of subscriptions numbering sixty

-

four. This means enthusiastic instruction on tlie

part of Mr. Wolfe as well as a well attendeil

.school. The Lincoln Busine.ss College has long
since enjoyed an enviable reputation for excel-

lent work. The list of subscriptions is concrete
evidence that the school is still maintaining its

reputation.

A. E. Wright, Manager of the Business Prac-

tice Department of the Los Angeles, Calf., Busi-

ness College, recently favored us with a
list of subscriptions frorii his students, together
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with his own subscription for the Professional
Edition. This is the Icind of interest that makes
for successful work in the business department,
for good writing on the part of pupils preparing
for business will do more in determining the na-
ture of positions they secure in the beginning
than any other one thing outside of the in-
fluence of the school they attend.

.\ list of subscriptions containing tniire than
half a hundred names has just been received
from C. H. Blaisdell. of the Rhode Island Com-
mercial School. Providence. R. I. Mr. Blaisdell
also sent us a large bundle of .studenfs speci-

mens which show that he fully understands how
to impart his skill to his pupils.

"I presume." states' Mr. Blaisdell, "vou are
aware of the prosperity that the Rhode Island
Commercial School is having under the efficient
management of Mr H. L. Jacobs. The rooms
are large, airy anil nicely equipped. It is one of
the largest in New p:ngiand. and is favored with
a heavy enrollment of high grade students at the
present wTiting."

Mr. H. O. Warren. secretary of the Troy Busi-
ness College. Troy, N. Y., is certainly a success
when it conies to using persuasive eloquence be-

fore his students. He recently favored The
Business Educator with an unusually large
club of subscriptions which he secured bv giving
his students a short address. At the end of his
address he requested each student who cared to
subscribe to «Tite his name on a slip of paper
and hand it in. Everyone in the department
with the exception of three, came forward with
his little slip, ami the three a little later on gave
their names to Mr. Blews the etliciem teacher
of penmanship in that institution. We wrote
Mr. Warren that we wish one of their advanced
shorthand students had made a copy of the ad-
dress and forwanied it to us, so that we could
learn the secret of his success.

/^//r/^/^<^
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THE BERKMAN CONTEST.
Those who are in the lead, at the present time, in the different contests :

Contest No. 1 E. H. McGhee, Trenton. N. J.
Contest No. 2 Helen Cunningham Monroe, St. Mary's, Mich
Contest No. 3 Jack E. Pearl Delhi, Ont.', cknada^
Contest No. 4 (Can't report.)

Contest No. 5 Carlos L. Hill, Woodfords, Me.

^^

J
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An Increasing Demand for commercial

ographers.typewr it inc,bookkeeping, penmanship,
and allied subjects Personal recommendation
for positions in hieh schools. Business Collenes.
Universities Salaries $6lXi to $1800.

Your desires realised throueh Th« THURSTON
TEACHERS' AQEIMCY.
Free enrollment until March 1st. Send for booklet

ANNA M. THURSTON, Hanaeer
378 WabasbAve. Chicago, HI.

WANTFD A teacher of Benn Pitmau Pho-n An 1 E.U j,ography, having several years'
Business College experience, desires to pur-
chase an interest in a well established progres-
sive school and assume charge of the Shorthand
Department.
He is at present engaged as principal of such

a department in a large eastern coUece.
Address. Fairfield.

Care of Business Educator. Columbu-^. Ohio.

WANTED ess Colleges. High Schools
luld-be Teachers to know

that a superior Training School for teachers in both
the Commercial and Shorthand ( Isaac Pitman
Courses) is conducted by the School of Commerce.
Accounting and Finance, Picton, Ont . Canada.
Mr. Sayers. the Principal, is an honor graduate of

the School of Pedagogy and has had an experience
of several years in both High School and Model
School work, having been connected as an instructor

for four years with a Government Training School for

Teachers.

THE DVGOVT PENMAN
Will give more and better service than

any other penman in America for the same
money.
Send 2.1C for circulars and samples. No

postal cards or empties answered.

Address,

JASPER JAY STONE. Niolaze, Kans.

IFYOVW^ISHTO E A.[R N
while you learn, write to

P&.raoti's P«tvm&n, Keolctxk. loi.
My propositions and price lists will interest you. They

WANTED Commercial and Shorthand^^^^^^^ teachers to know that they can
secure the best positions through the C&nir&l
Teachers' Agency. Established 1899. Regis-
tration free; vacancies everywhere. Drop us a
line today.

E. C. ROGERS
MANAGER

20E. GayS<.. Columbua, O.

Not Hovir Oheap bxit Ho-w GoocI

I5c, or 3 doz. 5uc. Diplomas letti. . ._.

or Old English text. Send postal for prospect'

."STRTKEI!, 211 N, Fifth St., COLUMBUS, O.

A GOOD BUSINESS COLLEGE
FOR SALE

Immediate possefsion can be had.

Write Lock Box 372. Paris, IN.

IF YOV
have studied pentaan
ship under the old
methods and failed to

acquire a rapid busi
ness hand or an accur

ate professional style,

enroll with us, as we guarantee to make
you an expert or refund your money.

-Ml brandies of penmanship and pen art

tauslit. Cards written and all kinds of
pen wnrk executed to order. Send stamp
for full iiifdrniation and samples.

SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL OF PENMANSHIP
101 MAIN ST.. KEWANEE, ILL.

TE BETTEa KIND OF GflllDS

Six ways to write your name, I5o
Written on two dozen cards, 25o

COI-l'MBl'S, OHIO
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PIONEER BUSINESS EDUCATORS OF AMERICA

Fur further intormation concerning; these war-horses of the profession see page four. The oripmai picture is three tunes as lone each \w
as this illustration ; each portrait is clear and all print readable at a distance. Whv denv longer yourself the inspiration to be derived from having this

picture in your office where it may cheer vou during times of depression, and where you can point to it with pride when Bome one attempts to belittle

Business Education or when some one suggests that Commercial Education is a ver>- new thing.



By Mr. K. M. Bakhvi

Policy engrosser,

The Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co.,

Philadelphia.

An excellent

objective move-
ment exercise by
Miss Grace Gil-

bert. (The loca-

tion and name of

the school ht-

.ame.lelache.l
Inini the speci-

men, thus pre-

venting: us from

e^iviuK fullcrediti
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By A. E. Cole, Priii., Commercial Department, Tarentum, Pa., High School.

rrPEWHiriKif spttu ukills
Fifty snappy, well graded lessons in type-

writing, leading- from a low rate of speed up
to 75 words per minute. Nothing so care-
fully graded from one speed to another has
heretofore appeared. The ascent is so easy
and gradual that you hardly realize the in-
crease until yoa find yourself in the ranks
of the rapid operators. The price:

FIFTY LESSONS FOR FIFTY CENTS
Send Stamps or M. 0.

C. E. BIRCH, Lawrence, Kans.

THE KINSLEY- DRAKE CO.

SCHOOLr AGENCY
Removed to Trenton, N. J., solicits

correspondence from teachers, and
from schools looking for teachers,
and from schools for sale.

Free registration

KINSLEY DRAKE SCHOOL AGENCY.
TRENTON, N. J.

Indlainii B'uslncss Colle^a
Has schools at La Fayette. Loeanspcrt. Koko-
tno, Anderson, Marion, Muncie, Richmond,
Columbus and Indianapolis. The INDIANA
BUSINESS COLLEGE o» Indianapolis is the
CENTRAL BUSINESS COLLEGE.

Qualified Taaohers
In either the Greue, Chattier or Pitman sys-

tems furnished schools on short notice. Tell
us your wants and we will make a selection
that will please you.

Prospective Students
Of a business collene should send for cur
literature. Write

:

Indiana Business College
Box 353, lndian«polia, Ind.

Positions Not All Filled

We now (September 10th) have the

following openings for commercial
teachers to be filled :

One f].iOO High School position.

Five fl200 positions. Two High
School places.

Ten positions paying from $900 to

$1200.

Eighteen positions paying from f.'iOO

to $900.

We Need More First-CUss Teachers

Continental Teachers' Agency,

Free Enrollment if you mention this paper.

The Pratt Teachers' Agency
70 Fifth Ave., New York

Recommends teachers to colleges,
public and private schools.
Advises parents about schools.

WM. O. PRATT, Mgr.

TX7P]_have placed over 50 Commercial
Teachers in good paying positions
this fall and every one has "made

id." We never recommend a person
es^ he can till the place. When in need
I teacher let us help you. Enrollment

al Teachers. Penmanship
.l^f..

D. S. Gonimerciai Teacners' Bureau,
G. W. Beckler, Secy. ChilMcolhe. Ohio

LEST YOV rOICGETI
TEACHERS PLACED— POSITIONS FILLED— SCHOOLS SOLD

UNION TEACHERS- BVREAV. 229 Broadway. New York

MIDLAND TEACHERS' AGENCIES "^ *^'"'°,^h^'i!lV,c"c
WARRENSIURS. MO. RICHMOND. KY. PCNDLETON. OREOON

IN SEPTEMBER Three of our members began work in new positions in St.

Louis Business College, two in the Cleveland High Schools.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ two in University of Wisconsin, one in University of Nebraska,
two in I'ittsburg. and many more in all parts of the L'nited States. What about your
future"^ Will you not let us assist you"^ Free registration.

THE SPECIALISTS' EDVCATIONAL BVREAV.
Webster Groves, St. Louis. Mo.

iiaged hv R. .\. (irant. Head of Cmn'l Dei.'t
YeafiTiHii High School, St, Louis.

Tiiless all signs fail, next spring and summer will Ijreak all records

in the oiler of opportunities for worthy teachers who desire to cliange

their positions for any
valid reason. Already
we are booking confi-

dential calls for next
year's teachers. O n e

man, meanwhile, who
now has three of our

LOOK
AHEAD

men at from $1400 up-
ward asks us for an Al
penman and commer-
cial man at from ijilOO to

$r25 per month to begin
now. Whether manager
or teacher, we should

like to help you; and the earlier we get into touch with each other,

the more efficient will be the results.

THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
A SPECIALTY BY A SPECIALIST

E. E. Gtylord, Manager Prospect Hill Beverly. Mass.

TBHINIHG SCEOOL FOK GOPIIQEBKIflL TEafiHEBS

The requests for graduates of the Normal Training Department of the Rochester

Business Institute for unusually desirable positions continue to he very active,

although this is the middle of the school year.

The students now in attendance in this department are pursuing their work with

absorbing interest, while the reports from recent graduates in their new positions

regarding their success and prospects are gratifying in the highest degree.

Our illustrated prospectus and special bulletin, fully describing this department,

mailed promptly to any address,

Rochester Business Institute, Rochester, /V. Y.

CJL '-^^^^^^'^'*^^''i^''^^'i^^^^^'^^^^'^^^^^'y^!^^^
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•• What Others

Have Done You
Can Do
Also."

STUDENTS' WOR.K AND PAGE
Dedicated to the best engravable specimens of exercises and business

writing received from schools and students; improxemeiit.

timeliness and excellence considered.

'=^

Observation,

Care and Appli

cation — The
Essentials.

J
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Note the time and the improvement. Pupil of the S;ile , P. Lonl. proprietor; Mrs. N. P. H. Noble, teacher of

MONOGRAM STATIONERY
aOTlVE ' Th. iatrst out^ Juat discoveredr Some

thing iitMs M. Penil.-ni' Send 50c for a half pint hot. of
myembossinKilqind. ItHosthe Raised Klfecl". as a start-

er; for monouraroing'fltaUonery.eto- Any pen enthusia.st

cftnuseit. Nothing like it In the world: Send 3of for an
excellent box of high grad« linen stationery « ith your
initial! enibn^Bedinlo a monogram, in gold or colors, post
paid. Send 'Jbr for H> white, (.-olored, comic, or flouriJ-lied

<-ard« written to order 500 per cent guarantee.
A. W. H UONISH, 205 Catherine St.. Syracuse, N V.

A TYPEWRITER FREE fJeiiVi'^

Ki\ :iior Typewriter to every

Mail Course.
WKITK TUtlAV FOR FULL PAKTICULAKS

KEYSTONE EDUCATIONAL BUREAU
DEPT. E BRAOFOno. PA.

A PERrECT MEMORY
row ff»m«s »nd F^ao**

or anything else that you desire to remem-
ber. You would be willing to giveanytbing
within reason for Buch a memory, and now
vou can have it for a very small sum, plus a
little effot^ on your pan.
XK« N»t'ur-a.l M«mor*y Systcnn
bows you how to employ the same methods
tbat the emotions use in giving you a perfect
mamory of all the details of anything tbat
you love. This is the method used by all
great men and women, and you can make it

spell success for you. If you want to have a
perfact memory for names and faces; to
secure commaad of excellent English: to
spell well; to have all of your information
available for instant use. send for a copy
today PRICE 50 CENTS.
E. D.SNOW 172 Main St.. HORNELL. N. Y.

THE RANSOMERIAN OBLIQUE
THE HOLDER THAT MAKES WRITING A PLEASURE

I use it exclusively in my expert writing; invaluable to the professional,

to the amateur or to the beginner. You can write easier^ longer and better

by using this great instrument.
Some of the special features of this holder are very clearly expressed in tbe following
unsolicited letter from G. W. Weatherly, President of the Joplin-Carthage Business
College Company of .Toplin, Mo. This letter tells its own story. Read it.

Mr C. \y. Ransom, President. .loplin. Mo.. Sept. 21. 190«.

Itansomerian School of Penmanship, Kansas City Mo.
My dear Mr. Hansom;-! have given one of your penholders a three months' long trial: a careful and severe

one. side by side with the best and most expensive hoWers made, ones costing three or four times as much, and
today yours is the only one remaining on my desk— it has forced the others back into the drawer among the
tilings Kept for "old times sake "

I have never found the equal of the holdpr With it the finest writing can be produced all day
long without causing that "tired feeling" so common to professionals for "it fits the finger." To the beginner,

it opens up the gate to a new tield, creates a new ambition along penmanship lines, as it is a progress maker—
with it you can fairly see the improvement In your writing.

The holder occupies a field of strictly its own ; in fact, two of them, it being the only one, ao far

as I know, that can be changed Into either an oinamental or business holder at will, and is equally fine in

cither. This feature ia rahiable. It is a handsome holder, will last forever, and it i> abs^olutely useless for the
penman to look for anything better oreven "just as good" for it is not made.

Very truly, U. W. Weatherly, President.

Tbis beauMful solid rubber holder will last you a life time and the price is only
50 cents emch post paid* Special prices to schools and colleges; write for tbem.

Address

:

C. W. RANSOM, Prest., Ransomerian School, \^ISsa"s%Vmo:
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A photugraphic ensravnig of eugrcissiiig script fri>m tlie pen of Cliarltoii \'. Howe, Philadelphia, whose suggestions and instructions to students
iif such work were given in the October number of this journal. This is probably the finest alphabet of the kind ever printed in a penman's paper.

Follow = up
Advertising

for Schools

Direct, catchy Advertising to fit

the ideas of young people.

"What appeals to adults in Advertis-

ing may not interest youth."

Complete campaigns outlined
and material furnished, cheap
outdoor publicity, mailing cards,
etc. Write for samples and prices.

M. W. Cassmore

122 East 55th Street

Seattle, Washington

By H. B. Lehman, St. Louis, Mo.
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Koundhand
W. A. Balrd.

I 18 N. niSh St.,

Columbus. O.
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This iiu.ntli we iKivf tiR- h.iips l.fl.uv the line,

which coinpletes tlie work on tlie small letters.

This lesson will umlouhteilly he harder than
the previous lessons in many ways and will call

for harder work on your part.

The lower loop is just the reverse of the up-
per loop, the main stroke of the loop is practical-

ly straight on the inside as far as tlie shade ex-
tends which is about 2^ .spaces. Write your
work the same size as the copy and rule head
and base lines for the minimum letters and al.so

for the loops, be careful about pen liftings, all

liftiufTs are plainly shown in the copy and you
shouhl study the copy carefully.

The lower lnoj) like the upper loop can be
made in two ways: lirst. make both sides of the
loop tlownward. the heavy side first and second.
by making the loop with but one stroke. I

would recommend the first way to beginners,
but after (uie has become quite proficient I be-
lieve bettertlooking work can be turned out by
the seconil method.
The./ is composed of a preliminary stroke and

the loop wilh a ilot alicAc it. I>e sure tlie dot is on
a line with the loop and do not make it too large;
the first stroke of 1 he.r IS a double turn same as hii-

ishiiig stroke of n. The i.'- is composed of an oval
same as the o or a with the loop added, see to it

that there is a small sjiace between the hair line
of the oval and the shaded stroke of the loop.
The (/ is tile same astlie g'as far as it gfies, it ex-
tenrlsonlv 1 1-2 spaces below the liase line the
same as the letter /). while all the other loops ex-
tend two spaces lielciw llie l.asc line, the tinish-
ing stroke <.f the V is a sh;;ljtlv ciir\ ed slroke to the
riyht of the inainstr.ikc of the loop. The <? is

spoken of here as a loop Ijiit in reality it is not, at
least in tins stvle. The z will be found to diflfer

some from the other loo|.s. the first part of the z
isthesante as the first stroke of the ti. In be-
ginning the loop the pen sw ings ti i the right and
thendownward.be careful to keeii the shade on
this loop rather high as there is a tendency to
drag it too far down, more so than in the other
loops.
Study very carefully the spacing in the words,

lookout especially for letters which follow the o.
In the low er line of the copv we have the en-

tire small alphabet, tins will afford an excellent
o|;|)ortunit> to see how often certain strokes are
repeated. I have not given many different
styles of letters, but have tried to gi\-e those
which seem to me to be the most commtui in
use. -Ml the upper Ioo|j letters with the exceji-
tion of the f can he made with a straight stroke
the same as the second A-. the g- and > may be
Hnished the same as the .r. but when this finish

more than one space be-

jr^c business 66acator.

Veniremen:— ^Pfcasc senS ine Irjd ®as-

ines-s <b6ucaior }|)c coniinc^ ucav jor inc-

^offar cncloseo, Professional ^bliioix.

^LL auh mau\{ Iprs coccR uc\ as cJ

am ao'ma pome ncrf weak on muoacahon.

iihu complqinq w\\t) \n<i atoac re-

t|a(2sl ucu unll Jrcafm. otFiac,

1003 (?fi. (9pcraI/foasc (Bfeg

.

By A. M. Grove, a 1908 Zanerian, now with B. C. Kassell. engrosser, Chicago.

the hi hn

Some students who sent in work on the first

and second lessons have not been heard of
since. There may be some specimens gi\'en to
those doing the "best work at the end of the
course, and if you rest on your oars too long you
will be counted out at the finish.

BAIBD'S CRITICISMS.
C. E. B.. Winooski. Vt. Your work is very

good. Write .\'our work same size as copy.
Second shaded stroke of li and /i is invariably off
slant. Finishing stroke of & is only one space
high. Retouch your work carefully after it is

written, you will find it the very best kind of

practice. I expect some fine work from you in
the future.

W. A. D.. Rockford, 111. Your worK on the
third lesson is very good. You should read in-
structions given with lesson No. 1. as to pen
liftings. Slant your work a little more. Send in
work same size as copy.
K. L.. Bristol. R.I. Write your work same size

as the copy. Your double turns in letter p are
too angular, second part of k is too weak looking
fortlie first part. Study the cop\- carefully.

P. E. C. Bowling Green. Ky. Your work is

nice. No particular criticisms.
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Good Writing Easily Tauglit
The enthusiastic teacher who provides for his student good copies,

logically arranged and carefully graded, ought to get good results in

penmanship. The mediocre teacher who uses Modern Commercial Pen-
manship, will get fairly good results in spite of his mediocrity.

WHAT IT IS
Modern Commercial Penmanship is a carefully graded course in

plain, business writing, containing 60 lessons, 60 pages of copies, and
accompanied by as many sets of instruction very carefully wrought out.

The price of this book is 50c. Copies will be sent to teachers for exam-
ination upon receipt of 25c.

The Commercial Text Book Company
DE:S MOINES, IOWA

A'-d^gZ'-T^ ^^<^--?^z,.€^<^ ^^.

A specimen of business \^T^ting^ not intended for publication

Mr. Ross is one of our finest penmen as well as a loyal sup-

porter of the B. E.
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DESIGNING

and

ENGBOSSINQ
By

E. L. BKOWN,
Rockland, Me.

JJ

The Heading of a Set of Resolutions.

First rule vertical center line of page, tlieii

rule height lines about three-fourths of an inch
apart, placing tlie point of the dividers about 6-

inches Iielow Iiase line cif lettering. The double
cvirve is ol)tained hy placing the i>oint of dividers

at just the right place at top of sheet. After the
ruling is tlone block in the lettering very rough-
ly in order to find tlie exact space the letters

must occupy that the line will be well balanced
—the word "Whereas" must be carefully pen-
ciled l)efore niking. This is a strong, graceful
letter and ipiite difficult for Ijeginners. Use wa-
terproof ink, and after the letters are finished up
carefully, add the water color shade. See that

the color flows freely and that the shading is

uniform.

Tlie instructions below were unintentinnallv
omitted from the Decemijer Business Educa-
tor. Thev were intendefi to accompany Mr.
Brown"s lieailtiful ilhlstration in that ninnlier.—
Editor.

Having conHned ourselves to wasli drawings
for tlie last few months, we present a pen draw-
ing as material for this lesson, lielieving a change
beneficial.

I'en drawing hassonie advantages over brush
work, as it comes out in engraving to look more
like the original drawing whereas the effect of
wash and color Is lost in reproduction, and tlie

half tone cut requires the most favoralile condi-
tions for satisfactory printing.

Pencil the design first giving careful attention
to the arrangement of tlie holly branch, form and
finisli of initials "S" and "C." Observe that the
color values on the holly leaves arc developed
by the u.se of iiarallel lines, w ith very little cross-
hatching. Keejj the word Season's lighter in

effect, bring out the letters by using a dark back-
ground of cross hatched lines and spots of
soliil black. In the word "Compliments" the
the lettering is dark in tone and the background
light. Thicken the lines wliere the darkest val-
ues occur, and add spots of plain color where-
everreiiuired for contr,a.st. .\im to obtain desir-

ed effect with as few lines as possilile.

The -^nlMcrt
the eii^MM^-r;
Maine m\i\ \ r;i

part of In^ c.liK .

ence Senini.ii \

.

to New York ai

tended Fulsoni
.\lbatiy

nf this sketch. Mr. J. E. Soule,
..f I'Inladelphia, was born in
I- :!t;o, anil received the greater
iiHiii at flu- East Maine Confer-
liiuksijort. Me. In '61 became
id for a couple of vears after at-

's Brvant I't Stratton College at

t; tlierefroin and after-
vard being emriloved as a teacher for a numbei
of years in that institution. He then went to
Boston with Tlie Bryant, Stratton & Hyde Col-
lege for iit-arh- two vears, when he went to
Philadelpliia where he has remained ever since.
He worked for Mr. Kiniberlvof the Bryant &

.Stratton Ciillet;e. i.f I'Inla.k-lpliia, for three or
four vears, luitU the death of .Mr. Kiinberlv,
when the college came into the hands of Mr.
Soule. He conducted it until '84 or '85 when he
sold it and went into business as a banker and
broker. .Vfter several years in that line he re-
tired from it and has since then devoted his time
to pen art work, along the line of engrossing.
During the e.irlv days of his penmanship ca-

reer, he had tlie pleasant experience of being in-
timate with I'ather Spencer, even traveling and
sleeping with him. He was also quite well ac-
(luaintetl with his family, who were always par-
ticularv kind in advanchig the interests of aspir-
ing vouiig men. They always had a cheering
word and a helping haiid for "every one who de-
sired to lieconie [iroticient in the profession.
He got his start in tliuirishing and lettering

from the famous John I). Williams, with wholn
he traveled a great deal for a few years. One of
the pleasantesf recollections nf his life along in

the 60's and 70's was his assiuiation with Mr.
H. W. Flickenger, one of the most unselfish and
delightful of all men. He knows of no one in
the profession whom he admires and respects
more and every good word that can be said of
him is fully deserved.

Since tliirtv vears of age,
deal of attention to athletic

he has l„.,-ii ouite sncces:

he ha a great
and sport in which

.il. -At the present
tntie Ik- h^is neariv loo tine cups, medals and
hrcnzes. winch he won in competition. For
iiiaiiv \ cars he was one of the "Big Four" of the
Kivcrtiin liunClub, this "four" being acknowl-
edged the amateur champions of the world in

shouting. Ten years ago he gave up this sijort
-.iWiX since only uses the gun in field work.
For twent\'-tive years he gave a great tleal of

attention to htixing, finding nothing in the world
so beneficial to his health as that exercise, build-
ing ni) from 100 to 220 pounds by judicial use of
the glo\es. He recently gaveupthis phase of
g\niiiasiuin as being rather too strenuous for a
mail past lio.

The tiaiiie of billianls he has played since a
lio\' and has the honor of lieing one of the six to
represent the Tnited States in the .\niateur
Tournament for the championship given at the
Racquet Cluli of New York. F'or several vears,
however, Ins princiiial pleasure has been' golf,

which he has tiUived throughout the North and
South ill season. He lielnngs to the following
clubs "rnion League of I'Inladelphia," "Phila-
delphia Coniitrv Club," "The Kettle Club."
"The Kiverton Cun Club." "The .Aroniinink
(iolf dull. riie Hamilton Whist Club." "The
I'liion I.eafjue Whist Club," "Tin Whistle
Club, of Pinehurst, N. C.:" and ".American
Club in the Citv of Mexico." He is also a mem-
lier of the .\Iasonic Fraternity, The Mayflow-er
Societv, Sons of Revolution, Founders and Pa-
triots of America and the National Amateur Bil-

liard Association of America.
His business is a specialty and he has confined

himself mainly to one line and has never .at-

tempted work of a great variety, although having
the ability to do almost any line if he chose to

do so. He does a vast amount of political work
for Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and United
States <ioverniiieiit. At the time this was writ-

ten he had on hand an order from the Govern-
ment of Canada and was just finishing one for

the (Jovernment of Korea. He does much work
for England, Sw-eden, Russia, Prussia, France,
Italy, Venezuela, Brazil. Mexico and Japan.
The' Pennsvlvania, Reading and many other
railroads are regular customers, and nearly all

the Banks, etc., of this section of the country. So
much for Soule, the engrosser and Athlete. Now
for Soule, the man.
His office is always open to penmen .and

everything he has is at their hands if they care to

inspect the work. The more that call upon him
the hetter.he is pleased and if he can in any way
aid them it gives him the greatest possible
pleasure.

He says his children are all married and he has
plenty of time to entertain congenial men. Your
editoi- can vouch for this, haviiii; been ilcliylitful-

Iv entertained by him last siirinu w hiU jiicnding
the National Commercial Teai lur-' .\-^-.,m i.itiou.

Few men in our profession [>o--sc.^s tlie knowl-
edge and skill that he docs :nid vet wlio are so
little known and whose iiic.di-^i\ is so marked as

to well nigh make it imiii.-sil.lc t.. secure work
from his hand for puliluaiic.ns. We have tried

for some years to get a specimen of his work and
only recently succeeded; it was presented in the
December number of The Business Educa-
tor,
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" Progressive Dictation Exercis-
es," is the title of another of the
large series of booklets published
by the Phonographic Institute Co.,
Cincinnati, O. This booklet is print-

ed in large bold type with marginal
references and shorthand characters,
making it doubly practical and con-
venient.

"Muscular Movement Writing" by
C. A. Faust, 40 Dearborn St., Chica-
go, 111., is the title of the best booklet
published on that method of virriting.

It is superbly graded, the instructions
clear and to the point, and the illus-

trations well executed. Mr. Faust
deserves success in his efforts to im-
prove the handwriting of young peo-
ple, and we learn with pleasure that
his method is used quite extensively
although not having been published
very long.

"The Standard Domestic Science
Cook Book"by Wm. H.Lee and Jennie
A. Hansey, Laird and Lee, publishers,
Chicago, is the title of a 526-page,
substantially-bound, splendidly-
printed, artistically illustrated book
devoted to the subjects implied in the
title. It contains 1400 receipts and is

divided into 32 departments, making

it very easy to refer to anything de-
sired. It also contains 135 special en-
gravings, including 16 lithographic
plates in natural colors. The re-

ceipts are all given in plain language
so as to be easily understood by any-
one.

Full leather, $2.50. Washable Ker-
atol Edition, $1.75.

We recently had the pleasure of re-

ceiving samples of the "Carpenter
Commerce Cassettes" comprising lit-

tle enclosed frames 31x4 inches in

size, each one containing a different

product, the object of which is to il-

lustrate in the school room in the
most convenient and faithful manner
the products of the earth in their
raw or original state as well as in

the various processes of manufacture.
One frame contains samples of red
and white cedar, another contains
Java coffee in its original form and
in its washed or process form, anoth-
er contains samples of pure merino
wool of rare quality, and another con-
tains a sample of hard red wheat.
These cassettes are being used very

largely by commercial schools in con-
nection with their course in Commer-
cial Geography. We predict that ere

long these cassettes will be found not
only in commercial schools but in

public schools as well, as we have
never seen anything quite so attrac-

tive and appealing to the eye as these
little concrete pictures of real things.

The eye is the natural avenue through
which we learn most, particulary as
concerns things. Hence the value of
these little compact packages of real
materials from which we derive our
food, our clothing and our shelter.
Manufactured by Frank O. Carpenter,
Department of Commerce, English
High School, Boston, Mass. For in-

formation, price, etc., address as
above.

Book of .Mphabets" by H. \V. .Sliaylor, twen-
ty -four pages, ccipy hook style, price SI.00 per
dozen, puhlisheci by Ginn & Co.. Boston. New-
York and Chicago, is the title of the best little

book of the kind we have ever had the pleasure
of examining, particularly for public school use.
The alphabets are all distinctly modern and
practical with terse instructions.

"Ink and Questioned Documents" by .Albert
S. Osbom. Examiner of Questioned Documents,
Rochester, \. Y., is the title of the most con-
crete little booklet on the subject named in the
title we have ever had the pleasure of examining.
Persons interestetl in this science and art will do
well to apply to the author for price, as none
were given in the sample sent. The student of
hand writing has a great deal to consider aside
from the writing itself, such as the materials with
which ami upon which it is written, etc.. etc.

DESIGNS AND CARD WRITERS' MANUAL
Oontmins 70 pages. 190stylfs of cardi illustrated. Tells
all about how to order the bett and oheapest carfls— cards
that are quieksell,?rs. Don"t fail to send for this book and
samples before placing your order foreards. A 2c stamp
will bring it to jonrdoor- Addresv,

W. McBEE. 19 Snyder SI. N.S.. PiUsburg. Pa.

FOR SALE An excellent httlc Busi-
ness School in Pa. A Bar-

gain, as tiie owner wishes to enter the ministry.
.\ddress, O. T., care

BUSINESS EDUCATOR. COLUMBUS, O.

r'V-cf

Telephone, Telegraph, Telleverybody
that our practical publications are giving satisfaction in most of the leading and pro-

gressive business schools in the country (as well as in a large proportion of other schools

having commercial departments), and that their popularity is constantly increasing

—

because, with -the aid of these text-books, teachers are enabled to produce the best

possible results in a minimum of time.

Write us regarding our Practical Spelling, New Practical Spelling, Letter Writing,

Graded Lessons in Letter Writing, Plain English, English Exercises, Practical Short-

hand, New Practical Typewriting, Commercial Law (new text). New Practical Arith-

metic, Practical Bookkeeping (three editions), and Twentieth Century Business Prac-

tice. A copy of the Everybody's Dictionary (vest-pocket size) should be in the hands

of every student and stenographer, or any other person having need of such a book
for ready reference.

Illustrated catalogue free

Hhe Pratciicskl Text Book. Cotnpstny W^

Cuclid Ave. ana 18th St.. Cleveland. Ohio

PRACTICAL T£XT— CLEVELAND
BOOK. COMPANY
^ O H I o -

^
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•I.odkiiig I'd" by Mr. W. E. Den Rnioklyn, N. Y.

YOVR. SIGNATVRE
Written in the Mills style of businesi
writine and a cut furnished of the same
for $2.25. Send copy of the combination
of initials you prefer and also state size
of cut desired. Address,

E. C MILLS. Script Specialist,

195 Grind Ave., ROCHESTER. N. Y.

ORIGINAL HANDWRITING
The most inspiring, valuable and beautilul of all copies

A high standard of original penmanship designed for the

teacher or student who has the ambition to become a fine

pt-nman. Each course consists of twenty parts.

Compendium of Business Writing «3.n(i

Compendium of Ornamental Writing 4.(i0

Compendium of Card Writing 4 t<i

Compendium of Flourishing - r> (lU

Rosewood Oblique Holder, the tlneb.t ..'Sii

H. B. LEHMAN
CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL ST. LOUIS. MO

BSTCRBROOK'S PENS
' Kasy to write

CORRECT DESIGN
Hard to

UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

ISO STYLrES

A 1 FKOKKSSKIN.M.
Fine pointed and elai

tic for card writing

TKX I W'KIIKKS
M;u1e in .i widths and wi

long point to both left
and right

453 Business .^nd Coi.i.ki

With tine and extra fini

points. Elastic and
smooth writing

ESTERBROOK STBELr PEN MF"G. CO.
26 JOHN ST.. N. Y. CITY CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

donstant

QboertiS'

ing pays

in tlje

Business

(Educator.

every state

ada and Mexico. My finest Cards an
style, any color, the best you can ^e

cents per dozen- Ornamental caps..

Scrap Book specimen. 10 cents. If ii

for my lournal. Inclose stamps Ad
M. A, Atisa^mm, Pr

Marietta Commercial Ccllege. M

ng, any

. Fine

HIGH GRADE

DiPLOMASAlifi

CERTIflCATES.

THE H. a B. QDBIITY mEHHS:
Better DIPLOMAS than you have been
using for less money than you have been
paying.
Send for new Illustrated Catalog— 1908-9 Edition

Among the new designs this season we
have a Pervmanship C«f-tifio&te~ a
beautiful specimen of offhand Penmanship
and decorative drawing. Ask to see a full-

sized sample. We get up special designs,
with your ideas combined with ours, and
the result is always the same—o^. Beatxti-
ful Diploma.. Send for sketches and
estimates.

Resolutions Engrossed and Illuminated

HOWARD fBL BROWN
Makers of Fine Diplomat ROCKLAND. ME.

^J ^^/^tii,^t^e^j4j.^,a/n.e^^SU/fi&i^e^iJ<J^'t^^.'^i^^x^fi^/y^'u^^^ X J
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- World's First Prize in Penman
BMp. Bf my new system I can make an ex

pert penman of yoa by mail. I also teac

Book-keeping and Shorthand. Am placm

my students aa instructors in commercial co

teses- If you wish t.j become
e I will send y^u
e Pen* and a copy <.

"
C. W. RANSOM.

3825 Euclid Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

eL CARDS
for 15 cenis
I will give free ft pack
samples and send terms
rder.agents with each

AGENTS WANTED
Dl AUI/ ^ADnC I have the very best blank
DUnPIIV UAnUO cards now on the market.
Hand cut Come in 17 different colors. Sample 100
postpaid, 16c. 1.000 by express, 75c. Card Circular
for red stamp.

lOO postpaid, 25c. Less for more.
or Very Best White, 15c, per bottle.

der, IOC. (liilott's No. 1 Pens, lOc. per doz. Lessons
Card Writing. Circular for stamp.

W. A. BODE. Box 176, FAIR HAVEN. PA.

n?ES2tUTiON5 En.

JEndrossed -Pfll

-km iNKPORTRAnS

SIZES SHADING PENS SI.00 Catalog and Price

List Free, write tor it,

R, R, LEE. Stiadlng Pen Mfgr,, Pontiac. Mich.

A.t Portland, Oregon
iiiv address until further nuti<.e will be ---are ot the

HOLMES BUSINESS COLLEGE.
Portland. Oregon.

from which point I intend to do better work
than ever, .\nyone wanting artistic work of
real merit should not fail to write me before
placing his order. I do a wide range of an
work, most anything from penmanship for

reproduction to portraits in oil, and I feel

that I can suit you.

uerly at 112 \V. 61st, New York

One of the leading schools of Penmanship and
Drawing in the V. S. Under the persunal super-
vision of L. M. Kelchner.
If I nterested write for information. Address

Fru. 0. B. Lon^well, Hi^land Park College,Du Hoinu, la.

BECOME A.N EXPERT
Have an expert knowledge of tbe art in which you are

eitgaged and thus make penmanship interesting and

Secure a copy of Courtney's Method of detecting Korg-
ery and Raised checks. Facinating, interesting and in-

structive from cover to cover. Profusely illustrated with
photogaapbic reproductions of famous forgeriea.
A dollar and a half brings it to you by return mall.

F. B. COVRTMEY
f'edar Rapids Business College, Cedar Rapids, I«.

ocof>oa(/cf/> /Af /'//'.sra^ss ^rn£ £>
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FINEST PENMANSHIP SVPPLrlES OBTAINABLrE.
PENS AND HOLDERS.

Zanerian Fine Writer Pen—The best

and finest tine writing pen made—best

for engrossing, card writing and all fine

script work. Gross $1.00 % gross 25c

I dozen - 12c

Zanerian Ideal Pen—One of the best
pens made for general penwork—busi-

pess or ornamental. One of the best
pens for beginners in penmanship.
Gross 75c. % gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c

Zanerian Medial Pen—A high-grade
medium, extra smooth pen for business
writing. None better, just right for

students and accountants. Gross 75c

^ gross 25c

Zanerian B<

durable, comi
For unshaded bu

Pen—

A

elled. if equaled. Gr
75c. % gross 25c. I do

Gilhtt's Principality No. 1 Pen—

A

ine writing pen. Gross $1.00. % gross

GUtotfs Double Elastic E. F. No.
604 Pen—A medium fine writing pen.
Gross 75c, % gross 25c. 1 dozen-.-- 10c

Cillott's Magnum QuilI E. F. No.
601 Pen—A business pen. Gross $1.00

% gross 25c. 1 dozen - 12c

Gilhtt's No. 303 E. F. Pen-Used
largely for drawing purposes. Gross
$1.00. !igross25c. 1 dozen 12c

GiUotfs Lithographic Pen No. 290
—One of the finest pointed drawing
pens made, ti pens 25c. 3 pens 15c

GUIott's Crow Quill Pen No. 659—
Very fine points. 6 pens 35c. 3 pens 15c

Soennecken Lettering Pen — For
making German Text. Old English, and
all broad pen letters. Set of 12—num-
bers 1, 1!4. 2 2^. 3. 3?4, 4, 5, and 6

single pointed and 10. 20. and 30 double
pointed 25c

Zanerian Obhque Penholder— Ha.nd-
made, rosewood, nearly 12 inches long,

a beautiful and perfect holder, 1 holder
50c

Fine Art Obhque Holder— InWid
and fancy, hand-rnade, rosewood, and
by far the most beautiful holder made-
Nearly 12 inches long. I holder sent in

a small wooden box ---$1.00

Excelsior Oblique Holder—The best
low-priced oblique holder made. Many
hundreds of gross have been sold.

1 holder 10c, 6 holders - $ .35

1 dozen 60
V4 gross 1.35

14 gross 2.60

I gross 5.00

Straight Penholdei— Cork tipped
and best for business writing, flourish-

ing, etc. 1 holder 10c, 6 holders 40c. 12

holders - 65c

CARDS. INK. PAPER. ETC
Arnold's Japan /nA'-Nearly 14 pint

bottle by mail postpaid $ -40

1 pint by express 45
1 quart by express

Writing Papers—All our writing
papers are 8sl0f-4 inches in size and
contain 960 sheets to the ream. Ruling
" "

hed wide {%

Blank Cards—White bristol with
finest surface for fine penmanship.
100 by mail postpaid $ .28

500 by express *5

1000 by express 1.35

B/acJt Cards—Best made for white ink.

100 by mail postpaid $ .28

500 by express - 75

1000 by express 1.35

White Cardboard—Wedding Bristol

for fine pen work. Sheets are 22x28.

6 sheets by express $ .60

12 sheets by express 1.00

2 sheets by mail postpaid- 50

White Cardboard—With hard finish,

much like ledger paper. Sheets are

20^ix23 inches.
6sheets by express $ .40

12 sheets by express - 70

3 sheets by mail postpaid 50

Black Cardboard—Finest for white
ink. Sheets are 22x28 inches.

6 sheets by express $ .50

12 sheets by express 75

2 sheets by mail, postpaid .50

Wedding Paper—Finest for penman-
ship or drawing. Sheets are 21x33.

6 sheets by express $.50
12 sheets by express 70

3 sheets by mail, postpaid --- .50

Zanerian India Ink—A fine drawing
ink and best for preparing script and
drawing for photo-engraving.
1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .30

1 dozen bottles by express 2.00

White Ink—Very fine.

1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .25

ch) .

ifint

ch).
: 14 lb. white wove—
by express $3.15

160

50 sheets by mail postpaid 55
Extra fine 12 lb. white wove

—

1 ream by express--- $2.70
^ " " ..- 1.45

100 sheets by mail postpaid .65

Extra fine 10 lb. white wove—
1 ream by express $2 15

H " " --- I

""

100 sheets by mail postpaid
Extrafinel21b. Azure (blue)-

1 ream by express $2.20
}.^ " •• 1.20

.70

10() sheets by mail postpaid .65

Extra fine 1754 lb. Wedding stock-
1 ream by express .-- $4.50

}4
" ' 2.50

%
" " - 1-40

50 sheets by mail postpaid
Medium Grade Practice Paper

1 ream by express $1.70

100 sheets by mail postpaid --

Send 5 cents in stamps for i

sheet of each of the six grades

All goods go by mail postpaid, except those mentioned to go by express
the heavy goods is to order fair sized quantities and have them go by freight.

We handle the best and can save you money. Cash must accompany all orders.

Remit by money order, or stamps for small amounts

which purchaser pays carriage charges. Of course the cheapest way to secu

Prices are too low to keep accounts.

Address, ZANER (H BLrOSE^R, COLVMBVS, OHIO.

\_X. '->'^'^'^<*^'''i*^'i<^''nt^^^^^i^iJ^e4wii,a^U^U^^z-n^/y^'tc^.^'r/fri^ \_J
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A GOOD TIME TO PUT IN A NEW BOOK
Is the beginning- of the New Yeai- when new classes are being formed.

Put one or the other of the Budget Systems of Bookkeeping-

"Business Bookkeeping and Practice" or "Commercial and Industrial Bookkeeping."'

You will never regret it and you will experience what the perfection of teaching methods and
practical office means in the preparation of commercial students.

P'oryourlaw classes use RICHARDSON'S COMMERCIAL LAW. It cannot be equalled for results

Get Ready to Teach New Rapid Shorthand for Next Year

Write us and we will tell you why.

BOOTH'S PROGRESSIVE DICTATOR is going into about one new school every day—the lab-

or saver—the speed maker. It supplies the right kind of matter in the right quantity. It

covers correspondence in 20 different lines of business. It can be introduced at any time.

It don't displace anything but lung power. It makes a place for itself. It employs every

spare moment of the time of every student to the best advantage. It will put new life and
fix new standards of attainment into your shorthand department.

WHY? Write and we will tell vou.

SADLER-ROWE COMPANY
Publishing House BALI I IVI (JK iL , IVIL/. Publishing House

~\ MUNSON SHORTHAND I—
Numerous are the shorthand systems presented f(ir public approval, most of them basing their claims

for consideration upon their novelty or their radical departures from recognizedly sound principles.

POWERS & LYONS MUNSON is presented for your consideration as the system which makes the best use of those sound prin-

ciples of phonography which epitomize the wisdom of the years and the practical utility of which has been demonstrated by exper-

ience and tested by time.

MUNSON shorthand is free from the irrationalities that stamp the thousand and one faddish systems. Among reliable systems it

takes first rank because of its consistency and freedom from exception. MANUAL OF MUNSON SHORTHAND is a thorough and

pedagogically arranged text. Its development is simple and easy, and more rapid than in most shorthand texts, yet at no point

does it sacrifice thoroughness for speed. Every step contemplates the ultimate result- a consistent and harmonious whole. It is

supported by a full line of Munson publications.

MUNSON EXERCISE BOOK
MUNSON FIRST READER
MUNSON SECOND READER
DICTATION STUDIES—Munson*
SHORTHAND DICTIONARY—Munson*

In ,-iddition, we publish authoritative texts for every subject in the stenographic course, includint; Complete ToUCh Typewriting In-

structor, Modern Business Speller, Modern Business English, Modern Business Writing, and Popular Dictionary (pocket edition)

Need we say vour correspondence is solicited ?

CHICAGO POWERS &, LYONS NEW YORK
Also in other leading systems

^^^ ^/(^Tte^t/c,le4^i^.a,n^^^^/^i/^I^J^ei^iiM'C^..£4^i-nj€'/^4>^ j^ J
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TEACHERS' PROFESSIONAL EDITION. ONE DOLLAR A YEAR
FEBRUARY, 1909
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Principals of Commercial Departments in

High ScHools ^^^

Parochial Schools
will do well to learn more in regard to onr

Folder System of Business Practice

As the above letter written by Mr. Trickey, Principal of the Commercial Depart-

ment in the High School at Winthrop, Mass., is self-explanatory, no comments
;ire necessary.

OUR REGULAR ACTUAL BUSINESS SYSTEM
Over-the-counter tr&nsactionsi

is for use in

Business Colleges and Large Commercial High Schools

For further information in regard to the most practical

system of bookkeeping in use today, write to

Che F. H. BLISS PUB. CO. Saginaw, Mich.

ex. ^^''^'^/^'^^^^"'^^^'''^Jyf'r^Jy^-^^y^^Ay^^/^^ ?^,,t/y^ui,^.J^:^ J^.^j/^l^ W^^^^^y'rr JQ
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CPHBTlEII-GBEfil} GOIITEST

OFFICIAL REPORT
DRAKE SCHOOL SPENCER SCHOOL

PUPIL

Exam.
Aug. 29
Total
Words
Credited

Exam.
Oct. 24
Total
Words
Credited

PUPIL

Exam.
Aug. 29
Total
Words

Credited

Eiam.
cict 24
Total
Words
Credited

AdaMunson---
]

Edith Evans --

Seville Smith..

AnnaLohse... \

Salome Tarr...

J. W. Rush .---
J

4576 5121

Clara Boorman
Mildred Payne
Gladys Taylor, t

E. Buermeyer.

A.Jarvis.--- .-

E. Decker

4330 5293

Examine the figures in the above report. Note that at the
end of four months, .\ugust 20th. the Gregg students were
( 1.57(i— 4.^.'!0) 24() words ahead, then look at the close of

the Contest. October 24th. when Chartier students were
(.')29;!

—

.t121 ) 172 words ahead. A clear gain for the Chartier
students in less than two months of (240 plus 172) 418 words
on the Gregg students. Think of it, 41S words, a gain for each
Chartier student over the Gregg student of H9 2-3 words in two
months, August 2!tth to October 24th.

If the Chartier students had won at the end of four months,
then suffered such a defeat, in the final contest, as the Gregg
students did. the money would have been returned to

Mr. Gregg, ifthe committee had sent it to us.

If Mr. Gregg wishes to square himself and the committee, he
can do so by accepting our challenge to continue the contest,

with public monthly demonstrations.

We do not accuse Mr. Gregg or the committee of trickery,

we wish to be just. If he will have his three or four best

students write against our three or four best students, and if

his students write within "iO words of our students, we
promise to quit the shorthand business. Conditions: Matter
is to be read at the rate of 150 words per minute from pitpers

just from the press. Public Demonstration, People from the
audience selected to correct the papers. Results announced
immediately. When Mr. Gregg is asked to meet us again in

lersev City, he answers in the language of the Raven
•NEVER MORE."

EXTRACT FROM PITMAN'S LETTER
"From a close study of the

had any doubt in regard to t

is simply a case of the 'Sur
fer you our cougratulations

wo systems, we have never
B outcome of the contest. It

ivalof the fittest' and we of-
i this connection. "

Mr. Pitman, after a close study of the two systems, recog-
nizes the superiority of Chartier Shorthand over Gregg.

CHARTIER SHORTHAND by MAIL
Free Course to Teachers. Any intelligent teacher

can master the course in ten nights and be ready

to apply it.

Write today for the first lesson and begin the most
facinating study of your life.

CHflBTIEK-SPEIIGER PDBLISHIIili GO.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
L. C. SPENCER, President

^ J

The Musselman
Publications

Business Letter Writing—One of the neat-
est and brightest little works on Commer-
cial Correspondence. Unlike anything
else published. Write for sample pages.
Single copy sent postpaid for 50 cts.

New Commercial Arithmetic

A book of 479 pages, thoroughly covering
the subject. Copy sent postpaid for $2.00.

Practical Bookkeeping

Commercial Law
High School Bookkeeping

Business Speller

Try a bo.\ of Musselman's Perfection
Pens. 25 cents.

For full information and sample pages,
write

D. L. Musselman Pub. Co.

Quincy, Illinois

MAIL COURSE
IN ACCOUNTING
AND AUDITING

BY R. J. BENNETT, C. A... C. P. A.

Principal Detroit Business University.

Certified Public Accountant.

A course of carefully graded lessons in Theory and Ac-
counts. Auditing, Business Law. Cost Accounting,
Corporation Organization and Practical Accounting,
together with numerous sidelight and specialties pertaining

to the accountancy profession. The course is thorough,

authoritative and complete, and prepared with the assistance

of Certified Public .\ccountants and Lawyers. It will bear

the closest inspection, and any person who is anxious to ad-

vance cannot afford not to take the course.

Every commercial teacher should aim to improve himself

in auditing and accounting and thereby increase his money-
making ability. We can prepare you for a first-class postion.

We prepare candidates for C. P. A. examination in any
state.

Sena ]or outline oj course ana special rates.

R.. J. BENNETT, C. P. A.
15 WIloox St., Detroit, Mloh.

^ J^ K^/feii^l/aU^iA^,a^i^!^^^^^^^^<iAeyt4i::^-t^^,-£^tt^n,^vt££i^^ (g^i^i,?^:i^^S^^ T j
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THE ZANERIAN COLLEGE.

Far from the splenddr of the ancient wall.

Sheltering the dead gods long passed to dust,

Whose austere beauty «e still hold in trust.

As heritage of limes when each faint call

From high Olympus sounded but to fall

On ears that waited but to welcome just

The hint of duty, nor in doubt discussed

The instancy of yielding soul and all

To the dead gods of old. New gods unfold

In temples strii)ped of stone and peristyle.

Who speak the old high message on the street.

Where men with slitteil eyes filch but the goUl

Of sunset; and the sordid, modern while

Sees beauty like the fJreek at Pindar's feet.

Melvin Cassmore,

Seattle. Wn.. Coml. School.

Gillott s Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRWCIPAUTY.^

PRINCIPALITY PEN, No. 1

CrT^™* ° CULOTT'S
I

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F

Gillott's Pens have for seventy-five years stood the
most exacting tests at the hands of Professional and
Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, but never
equalled, GillolC* Pens still stand in the front rank, as
regards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

JosepH Oillott en Sons
ALFRED FIELD <& CO., Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

SvMMER. Training Schoolt
F'or TeskcKers of SKorthskncI an.cl Typeivritin^

^c/d^^i^
(Headquarters for Grexg Shorthand and Rational Typewriting)

ChicAgo* 111.

A practical course of training in the most approved methods of teach-

ing Qregg Shorthand and touch typewriting as developed by Mr.
John Robert Qregg.

Write for Particulars

During the summer the covention of the Uregg' Shorthand Association will be held

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
Chicago New York

(^ J^
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IT NCANS more: bvsiness
F^or H&xxr ScKool

IF YOU TEACH

(The Shorthand of the English-speaking people.—Guilbert Pitman.)

IT ALSO MGANS BETTE:R. RE:SVLrTS
MORE BUSINESS—BETTER RESULTS-that's what you want isn't it?

GREGG SHORTHAND
insures both

Write us to find out how you can prove it without in any way disturbing your present managements

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
Chicago New York

mF YOU are interested in the latest and best in the

^ lino of a Penmanship Text you need to look into

the revised and improved Compendium or Teach-

ers' Manual entitled The Zanek Method of Arm
Movement Writinc; intended for pupils and teachers

in Commercial and High Schools. Correspondence so-

licited with school proprietors.

ZANER & BLOSER
Penmanship Publishers Columbus, Ohio

(^^.^tV?'^^^^at^^^^/i'g;<.^;^;^^i-&^/£f .>^^^<'-g^ <>^g^<^ '/fef./f-y: ///f ii/f,~tuy/^-J/../^ .-^.-/(.J^'-i^feJJ.- (c^c/e/:<:e^^^r ^(^
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REGENTS' EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
For Business School, High School, Commercial Teachers,

Stenographers, Book-Keepers, Correspondents and Typewriters

1. What are the title and salutation to be used in addressing firms composed of men and women?
2. Do you address above-described firms as "Messrs. Smith, Brown & Co." and ealutethcm as "Gentlemen" or"Messr8. and

Mesdames Smith. Brown & Co.," and salute them as "Gentlemen" or "Gentlemen and Ladies": or what style do you use?

3. How should a married woman sign a business letter?

4. Why is any other point but the colon wrongly used after the salutation?

5. What rules eovern the formation of hyphenated or unhyphenated compound words?

6. What determines the placing of quotation marks before or after the comma, semicolon, colon, and the interrogation

point?
7. Can you explain effectively the principles that determine the paragraphing, use of display type, balancing on the page,

capitalizing, and isolation of words that describe an order for goods so that your pupils can understand?

8. Can you describe how to divide figures as a word at end of line?

9. What is the plural for "Dear Madam"?
,

10. Can you give the rule for the use of "&"?

11. Is there a gain or loss in speed in typewriting the abbreviations "inst.," "ult.," and "prox."

12. Can you define these terms? Stet. verbatim, c. i. f.. et. al., ss., s. s.

In the •'Style Book of Business English." there are 220 questions like the above, besides a hundred pages of the theory of

correspondence, with specimen letters, covering the whole field in detail that every teacher of Business English or stenog-

rapher or correspondent or book-keeper, ought to know.

Style Book and Key sent post paid on receipt of 75c

CHAMPIONSHIP GOLD MEDAL AND CASH AWARD FOR WRITERS OF

ISAAC PKTMAN'S SHORTHAND
Increased Cash Awards Amounting to $525.00

MEDAL AWARD

Pitman's Journal offers a Championship Trophy
(value $!?.)) for competition at Providence, R. I., on Sat-

urday, April 10, 1909, in connection with the annual meet-

ing of the Eastern Commercial Teachers' Association,

when the Egan International Cup (open to all shorthand

writers and now held by an Isaac Pitman writer) and the

Miner Gold Medal (open to all writers of less than ten

years' experience), will be competed for. The trophy,

which is of solid gold and weighs four .and one-half

ounces, is given for the purpose of arousing enthusiasm

and emulation among the writers of Isaac Pitman Short-

hand, and must be won three times consecutively before

it can be retained permanently. The competition is open
to writers of the Isaac Pitmau system who have com-

menced the study within the limits of North America, and
there is no limit as to age, sex or color. This medal will

not be awarded unless the gross speed exceeds 1(50 words
per minute, and the net speed I'lO. Candidates must enter

their names with Isaac Pitman & Sons 'H Union Square,
New York City, before the date of the Providence meeting.

The present holder of the Medal is Miss Nellie M. 'Wood.

CASH AWARDS

In addition to the trophy. Pitman's Journal also offers a

cash award of f'ioO to any writer of the Isaac Pitman short-

hand who may be successful in winning the Eagan Internat-

ional Cup, also a c'ash award of $17."> to any writer of the

Isaac Pitman system winning the Miner Gold Medal. This
offer is open to all Isaac Pitman writers, .American or

otherwise.

THE WORLD'S RECORD FOR SPEED

is held by Miss Nellie M. Wood ( an Isaac Pitman
writer) who won the Eagan International Cup (1908)

with a gross speed of 2()0 words per minute and a net speed

of253 words per minute.

THE WORLD'S RECORD FOR ACCURACY
in high speed shorthand writing is held by Sidney H.
Godfrey (an Isaac Pitman writer) who wrote at the third

International Speed Contest, Philadelphia, 1908, at the rate

of 180 words per minute and turned in a transcript 99
4-5 per cent correct.

Send for "Why the Isaac Pitman Shorthand is the Best"

and a copy of "Pitman's Shorthand Weekly."

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, 31 Union Square, New York
Publishers of

"Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand," •$! .50

"Practical Course in Touch Typewriting,' 75c

oc '.tAAe>^^^f7(-^C/i(/'^J/'e>-J:^<fy^'^^^ ^Y^^y^JJ-^d^la^ct^-c^^/J^ JL)



VOLUME XIV. COLUMBUS, O., FEBRUARY, 1909.

TME BUSINESS EDUCATOR
Entered at Columbus, O., Post Office as 2nd Class Matter

Editor
Manager

Published Monthly (except July and Aucust) by
Zaner & Bloser, 118 N. High St.. Columbus, O , as
follows : Teachers' Professional Edition, $1 00 a
Year (Foreien Subscriptions 30 cents extra : Cana-
dian Subscriptions 20 cents extra). Students' Pen-
manship Edition. 75 cents a Year (Foreign Sub-
scriptions 20 cents extra : Canadian Subscriptions
10 cents extra )

Remittances should be made by Money Order
or Bank Draft, or by currency at sender's risk.

Stamps accepted. If personal checks are sent, add
20 cents for collection fee.

Two Editions. The Teachers' Professional
Edition contains 48 or more pages, twelve pages of
which are devoted to Accounting, Finance, Mathe-
matics, English, Law, Typewriting. Advertising,
Conventious, etc., and Departments specially suited
to the needs of teachers, principals and proprietors
The Students' Penmanship Edition contains 36

; same as the Professional Edition,
pages devoted to commercial sub-

specially suited to students in

nd Private schools, and con-
anship. Engrossing, Pen Art,
f the Professional Edition.

pages and is

less the twel
jects. This e

Commercial, Pub!
tains all of the Pi

and Lesson featur

voted to the pro-Tlie Business Educator i

gressive and practical interest
tion and Penmanship. A journal whose mission is

to dignify, popularize, and improve the world's
newest and neediest education. It purposes to in-

spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, and to
further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-
ness education.

Change of Address. If you change your ad-
dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as
the new address. We lose many journals each issue
through negligence on tlie part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to forward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

Snbscriberft, If we do not acknowledge receipt
of your subscription, kindly consider first copy of
the journal you receive as sufficient evidence that
we received your subscription all right. If you do
not receive your journal by the 10th of each month,
please notify us.

Advertising Rates furnished upon application.
The Business Edvcator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the
most intelligent and well-to-do anionp those inter-
ested in business education and penmanship in the
United States, Canada, England, and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of High Schools, Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among o&ce workers, home
students, etc.

Rates to Teachers, Agents, and Clob
Raisers sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or many
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished to secure
subscriptions.

Mr. Warren H. Sadler, of Satiler's Bryant and Stratton Business College,
and the Sadler-Rowe Company, Baltimore, I\ld., died Jan. 7, 1909 of Bright's
disease. This news, we know, will come with quite a shock to many in our
profession, who, in their hearts, e.xtend sympathy to the bereaved family,

Mr. Sadler was one of the few remaining pioneer business educators. His
presence at our conventions will be greatly missed, for he was, because of

his genial disposition, a universal favorite. Whole-souled to a fault, yet ag-

gressive almost to the last, he exerted an influence for brotherhood and pro-

gress in the profession second to no other. This is a monument more endur-
ing than marble, and a legacy far more valuable than millions of dollars.

THE INDIANAPOLIS MEETING.

The National Commercial Teachers' Federation, comprising the follow-

ing National Associations : Private School Managers', Business Teachers',

Shorthand Teachers', Penmanship Teachers,' and High School Commercial
Teachers', which was held in Indianapolis during the holiday week was a

fairly successful meeting. It was well attended, considering the times, and
many excellent addresses were presented by able men from various parts of

the country.

It did two very commendable things for which it deserves unstinted praise:

It elected Mr. M. H. Lockyear, of Lockyear's Business College, Evansville,

Ind., president for 1909, and it also voted unanimously to go to Louisville,

Ky., next December to hold its ne.xt meeting. A better man for president,

and a better place to meet could not be found this year, we believe, and there-

fore we wish to congratulate the Federation upon the sanity of its choice.

These two things practically assure a rousing meeting less than a year

hence. With Mr. Enos Spencer as host, we may rest assured that the local

arrangements will be well planned and executed; all that will remain to make
it a success will be for one and all to plan during the year to turn southern-

vi'ard next Christmas time and enjoy such a hospitality as only the Kentucky
Colonels and Belles can give.

Shorthand & Typewriting School,
41 Charlotte Road, Sheffield, Eng.

Dear Sirs: To adequately describe my appreciation of the "B. E.," I

should require to give a whole string of adjectives. It is interesting, educa-

tive, instructive, amusing, etc., etc. "Good (iumption" is first class, and

every month I use this page for speed practice with my advanced students in

shorthand. The students are sometimes doubtful about some of the words you

use, such as "Locoed," etc., but after having the articles read to them two or

three times they begin to understand what is intended.

Yours faithfully,

D. Summerfielp.
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VVhaf Experience Has Tau§lit Them

BylOME. DWYEB,
Professor of Commerce,
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ON THE BUSINESS TRAINING

TRACK.

And it came to pass that John, the

son of Henry, went into a far country
to win the hand and heart of a

maiden of the House of Penna. On
the third day he beheld a beautiful

damsel gathering flowers in her fa-

ther's garden. She was fair of face

and comely of figure and his heart

waxed warm and he said within him-

self, my heart desireth that this beau-
tiful maiden should be my wife.

Straightway he addressed the maiden
and made pretty speeches and many
compliments and day after day he

filled her ears with the tales of beau-
tiful mansions and goodly estates and
told her of the consuming love in his

heart; all to be hers in exchange for

her hand in marriage.
How-be-it, the damsel heeded not

his implorings because she knew not

the words which he spake in an un-

known tongue.
Straightway there cometh another

out of a strange land who had heard
of the beauty of this fair maiden and
who had acquainted himself with her

language, and she listened to his

words and barkened no more to the

unknown words of John. After many
days behold the dismay of John when
he saw the stranger carry her away
as his bride.

John returned to his father's house
and took counsel with Henry, his fa-

ther, to whom he told all. "Thou
foolish and unworthy son," said the
father, "thou shouldst have first

learned the language of the maiden's
country then thou mightest have had
thine heart's desire. Go now, there-
fore, and learn this strange tongue
then go and woo her sister." Henry
straightway did as he was command-
ed, then went the second time to this
far country and to the maiden's sister
he did pour out his heart in words
that were as music in her ears. And
she gave heed to his words and he re-

turned to his father's house with hi.s

beautiful bride.
You smile at John's stupidity in

thinking he could go "a courtin"
without a knowledge of the young
lady's language but this is preciselv
what many of the American mer-
chants have done and are doing.
They have actually sent large quan-

ties of advertising literature publish-
ed in a language that the people did
not know, to foreign countries and
kept doing so until an American con-
sul protested in an official report
against such a practice. These mer-
chants must have been bashful bach-
elors who, in their younger days,
were unaccustomed to society, other-
wise they would not have the pre-
sumption to attempt to woo Davie
I'ortiinc without a means of commun-
ication.

It is an acknowledged fact that a
foreign market for our goods is a
necessity and merchants and manu-
facturers are discovering good open-
ings in South America, but they are
hopelessly handicapped for a common
language. Some of the people, it is

true, know English but not many peo-
ple will take the trouble to learn the
English language just for the sake of
buyingAmerican goods, any more than
you learn the French language that
you might buy Swiss chocolate—you
can get a substitute with less difficul-

ty. Likewise the South Americans.
If further proof is needed on this

point, just glance through the follow-
ing advertisement which contains an
attractive offer :

Posta vassitassi ile bana elly cent
irsal idene parassinin bedeline oda
texyini itchoun atideky outch sheyl-
erden birini guenderirium: Birtashib,
ya bir yirmy dort dane moussaver
atchik mouhabere varakassi, ya bir
takim nazar tashlary. Satoun aldig-
hiniz sheylerden hoshnoud kalmaz-
saniz, vine o sheylery satip paranizin
iki katini ala bilirsiniz.

The above is a bona fide offer made
in a language in common use and the
contents are of interest to many of the
readers of this magazine, but the
writer could hardly hope to retire on
a fortune should he depend solely up-
on the returns from this kind of ad-
vertising. Neither has the merchant
who advertises thus any more reason
to hope for success.
What American commerce needs

and must have, if our goods are to
find a foreign market—now a neces-
sity—is young men and women who
know the language of the country
where the business is to be done. No
merchant can hope for any degree of
success unless he meets these people
upon their own ground. Foreigners
are not falling over one another in
their rush for American goods—.gen-
eral impression to the contrary—but
the prejudice of the prospective pur-
chaser must be overcome,the merits of

the goods made clear and the working
of mechanical devices fully explained,
And this must be done in keeping
with American standards. America's
competitors found out long ago that
this could be done only by using the
language of the people themselves.
American merchants must also come
to this point of view or they will play
a losing game.
Salesmen must be sent to the field

and agencies established in the prin-
cipal cities and be conducted by
Americans. Right here is a chance
for a fine lot of young men to add
Spanish to their commercial training
and to make large places for them-
selves. It is the experience of ex-
porters that satisfactory service in
the foreign market can be had only
by one of their own nationality, reli-
able though the native may be.
The correspondence of the home of-

fice will require some one who can
read and write the Spanish corres-
pondence. Follow-up, circular let-
ters, announcements and advertising
matter must be prepared. The in-
dustrial conditions of the country
must be followed and the taste, likes
and dislikes of the people studied
and this can be done better through
the native language and literature
than in any other way.
With the knowledge of Spanish add-

ed to an otherwise good business
preparation there ought to be bright
prospects for ambitious young peo-
ple. The field of salesmanship is
large and the stenographer should
look to the management of the for-
eign correspondence department, as a
logical result.

Make your preparation hcttey tliati

Ihc best and there will be plus signs on
your pay envelope until you begin to
fill the pay envelopes for those in
your employ. Merchants and manu-
facturers are constantly looking for
ways of doing things better than they
have ever been done before and they
are willing to pay for them. It seems
to the writer that here is a good op-
portunity for bright young people to
assist enterprising men to increase
their foreign trade—to help to do it

better than it has ever been done be-
fore—and at the same time advance
their own interests.

Not long ago the editor of a well-
known magazine made the statement
that his magazine needed a young
man to fill a ten thousand dollar posi-
tion but had the greatest difficulty in

finding a man qualified to take it.

There were plenty of one thousand
dollar men, he said, but we needed a
ten thousand dollar man. He found
such men to be very scarce. This is

the common experience with concerns
employing highly qualified help.
How would such a salary suit you,

my young friend? Is there any rea-
son why you should not command
such a salary?
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Lessons in Business Writing No. 2
S. E. LESLIE.

PENMAN, EASTMAN COLLEGE, POfGHKEEPSIE. N. Y.

Subscribers' writing criticisefl free. Send Specimens to Mr. Leslie at above adilress, inclos-

ing a self-aildressed postal, and >'t»ur criticism will reach you long before it could possibly

appear in the B. E.

J
Copy is. The movement exercises in Lesson I were practically all, except the straight lines, based on the direct oval. With this Lesson the indi-

rect exercises arc taken up. These may seem more ilifficult to you at first, but it will probably be because you began practice on the direct oval, and not

that the inilirect oval is really any more difficult than the direct. Make this oval exercise two spaces high. When made properly this indirect oval

should look exactly like the corresponding direct oval in Lesson I.

Copy isj. Vou should study about 1-a of the time at lirst. Criticise the copies severely and your own work just as carefully. This will enable you
o train the eye, and to know good forms when you see them. Make this indirect retraced oval two spaces high. It might be a good plan if your move-
ment lacks freedom, to try it three spaces high for a little while.

Copy 20. It might be well to remind you about a correct position. It is very easy when one is thinking about the form of letter, movement, etc., to

forget his position. You cannot hope to become a good penman or even retain your health if you constantly write in a poor position. Study illustra-

tion I. in the Janu;ir\' niMnbt-r.

Copy '21. "^'nu have here a variety of movement exercises which should be practiced very carefully. You shoidtl by this time be able to contrt>l the

hand quite easily in the movement exercises.

Copy a'2. This is perhaps the most valuable plate in this lesson. The first three lines of this copy are based on the nidirecl oval, and the principle

used in the third line is found in a number of letters. Practice it carefully, making the turn at the top quite round. The last three lines are based on the

direct oval. In the second line of the last half, notice how the i is developed. In the last line yiui have just the opposite from the third line. The
piinciples are made sharp at the top, and have rather a round turn at the base line.
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COPY 23. The same plan will be followed with the small letters as with the capitals; that is, when a new letter is first taken up a large letter will

siiven to show the correct form. These letters are for study. Of course you understand they are not to be practiced this large. In practicinR the letters

youshouhlbecarefuHogetthe same number on aline as is given in the copy. In making the i yon will observe that the down stroke is practically

>iraight.

Copy 24. The ii is composed of the same strokes that are used in the i. Keep the two down strokes straiglil and parallel to each other. In the sec-

ond line of this copy endeavor to have uniform spacing between the letters. You will have a great deal of this kind of practice in this aTid the next les-

son. It is (lesigneil to enable yon to api)l\- the Tnovenient in writing words

Copy 3.'). The first stroke for tlie e is just the same as the beginning stroke in the /. The ilown stroke is cnrved slightly with a short, ronnd turn a

the ba.se line. In the second line vou will have a review of the three letters you have iust practiced.

Copy 26. In the m you have an application of the movement used in the third line of Copy 22. Stndy this letter carcfvdly before beginning prac-

tice. Join three rather rapidly without lifting the pen.

xm/^
Copy 27. The n is like the last tw<( parts of the /». In the second line you have an excellent review of previous letters. Watch spacing, slant

arid movement.

yn/
Copy 28. The beginning stroke for the c is the same as that for the m and n. Retrace slightly at the top. Sometimes the pen is lifted on the c- in

order to make a more accnrate form, bnt I would advise you to retrace the top. In writing the word in this copy use just as easy a movement as possible.

Copy 29. The beginning stroke for the o is the same as that for the c. Always close this letter at the toi). Watch the si)acing in the word.

Coi'Y 30. The beginning stroke for the a curves a little more than that of tin

Study the form. Write the word in the second line very carefully, and criticise vo
o. This isadifflcnlt letter,

NS'ork often.

d will unilonbtedly give yon trouble.
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Copy 31. Note that the first part of the r is similarto the first stroke in the n. Tlie last part will undoubtedly give you trouble. Retrace the up
stroke slightly at the top, and finish the same as the o.

Copy 32. The x is iifit a ver>' ditiirult letter but should be made with care. The cross stroke is usualh- made upward.

'^^>' /^3::>' ^^2::>'

Copy 33. The first part of the ir is made like the n. The finishins

valuable word for review of previous letters.

stroke is exactly the same as is used \\\ the r. In the second line you have a

Copy 34. Study the form of the large s very carefully, as it is <ine of the most difiicult small letters. The top of the letter is made sharp. Write the

word with as much ease as possible.

Copy 35. Make the beginning stroke in the r the same as in the s. This is another letter that beginners always have trouble with. This is the last

letter of this lesson, anil now before proceeding to the next copy it would be a good plan to review for at least one hour all the letters in this lesson.

Copy 36. The capital letters given in the first Lesson, should now be reviewed in connection with the small letters given this month. In every

case join the capital to the small letter without lifting. Several pages should be made of each word, and more than that if you feel you are not making
satisfactory improvement.

(r

^

=^

J
Boost yourself by Boosting i\\i Business (Ebucator.
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Lessons in Business Writing

Penman, Blair Business College, Spokane, Wn.

Subscribers' writing criticised free. Send Specimens to Mr. Berkman at above address by the

20th of each month. Then watch for your initials in these columns about five weeks later.

-.^
Supplementary Lesson Number three—Lesson fifty-one.

Refer to October and December numbers of The BfSi.VESs Educator for Supplementary Lessons One and Two. The supplementary lessons are

given only as examples—and the reader (writer) is supposed to catch the hint, try it. equal and excell it—and to "pass it on" to others to help kindle a

flame the latent spark of ambition. Did you ever stop to think HOW. WHEN or WHERE you received your first inspiration to learn to write well

Many, no doubt, can recall the time landcansee if now in their mind's evei wlien some "beautiful writine" made an impression on their mind—and
never to be erased

Lesson fifty-two.

Two letters—C and B—are given in this lesson. In business writing, it is commendable to join capital letters together when conv uniein. Especially

is this true in signatures, etc.—when Initials are used. Two movements (direct and indirect) are used in writing C B. Practice the letters until you can

make both letters easily, rapidly, and can. if need be. write the copy for several hours withttut tiring. Watch slant of letters as well as height. If the

copies given in these lessons seem too difficult for you, you can rest assured that some of the copies given in previous lessons have not been mastered

Lesson fifty-three.
"All aboard" for practice on Signatures. Practice the names separately for a while—until you have it down "pat" as some say. After mastering the

names given in this lesson, begin work on your own signature—and form some suitable combination for the Initials, and finish with some kind of a
curlycue. Many people prefer having some kind of a mark, scroll, or curlycue below their signature—and then there are.others who think, say and do
otherwise. Two things are necessary in this kind of writing: PLAINNESS and RAPIDITY.
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Lesson fifty-four.

4 romnlpte definition of a contract is embodied in the sentence siven herewith. Bv careful reading, you will note that a contract contains four ES-

SFnViTl ELFMEVTS ifaster not only- the meanius but also the ^..rdunz. the lettering, spacing, slant, movement, as well as arrangement of work

^M the oarTer For ordinary pra^^^^^^^ should be written at the rate of 10 to 20 words a minute. At times, it is necessary to wTite faster
"M the pai.er h orj.r.i nao praciic^^^^

Coinbine "on.l M( 1\-E.MENT with FORM and the-words-a-minnte will tal<e care of themselves.

Lesson fifty-five.

.\s the indirect movement seems t.i be more -lifficult to master than the direct, two (.f the capital lettere are _sn:enjn tins lesson inj;exercis^^ form

Just keep the pen down on the paper lof course, it's understr

then keep it up for a few weeks von'll be surprised some day
not be able to make •troiHl letters" always but the muscles
obey the dictates of the mmd.

to master than the direct, two of the capital letters are given in this lesson in exercise

rstood that you'll put it in motionl and make letters by the "wholesale instead of retail

lav to find tliat it's just about as easy to make the Z and J as it is to "roll oft a log. It

\ in the arm will keeji telling you ''they are enjoving the work" and roll easily, graceful

And
may

lly and

Lesson fifty-six.

OPTIONAL LETTE
who have adopted the same
that can be purchased for S4

RS will be the name given to this lesson. The letters griven herewith are used considerably in certain o^ces a d b> indn idii^^^

le as standard forms. It is nothing but natural that we differ in writing as in other things. Some are
f,^

'^p,^'*," '!'\,^^":i'{,?A?^^

54.98 and then others prefer S'2.5 and 830 suits. If you like the styles as given, "take em. The price is the same-\V OKK.

^ ? ^ ^ ^
^ . A

07-
f̂ 7'T f^ T T r T f7 f

Lesson fifty-seven.

Be enthusiastic over writing because of its utility or beautv. AH work will seem l.ke pla> if >'''>
•\'"5.^"Vn"iHh 'nV^'hetlel"^^^^^

. has good writing been so much in demand. No other one thing serves s,. well as a ^t<^W ng s .me to some*
,, At^ s of p, Ik- iti.M too

d not only the day when it was written but several years, in many cases, thereafter. Main social letters, and it applies to letters oi .ippiR.ui ". loofore has good writing been
Iv—and not only the day when it was writren our several > ea.L,,

"."r, '"T'i'riiT;c;V. ,:;,,, i-V,,.;. >Tr>o ro-.ri,

are kept and admired for vears. What an interesting meeting it would be if all BrsiNtss Ei>i t .\TOR re.idi

riences when "writing was a stepping stone to something bett'

juM gather togetlK
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Lesson fifty-eight.

The main drill on this lesson will be to write eacli abbreviation without checking the nioti

from capital to small letter. Be careful where to place the dot-period. Make at least forty per

arm. \V:it(h otherv occasionally, (those who write wein and don't be afraid to ask quest

or raising the pen. The difflcuh part is in changing

nute. Have the power come from the muscles of the

until you get the needed information.

Call 'cm CTKLYCLES. Ifs simply playing with 1

ath signatures. Only a few are given

;

and "cut 'em out" and place same on top

Lesson fifty-nine.

ime say it i IS to milk. They are used mainly at the close

neath signatures. Only a few are given ; you "make up" others. Try this plan ; "Make each curlycue the very best you can—then get a pair of scissors

and "cut 'em out" and place same on top of copy. You will either be satisfied or something will keep telling you "Oh. I'll make it better."

Lesson sixty.

Who IS the author of the accompanying verse? ((jreyi That's right ! Prose and poetry writnig is niterestmg. .Arrange it so it wdl look well on the

page. Bear in mind that the appearance shows up first, then movement and last—foriu. Do not sacrifice one for the other. Slight finger action, at

times is helpful. It is excessive finger action that is tiring and detrimental to graceful writing. To those who are discouraged. REMEMBER- Di;

ageinent rc\ eals the desire which is the motive of success.

(T

\.

=^

CKITICISMS
JJ

J. C. K,, .Minn. Permit me to compliment voii
on the harmonious effect of initials in your sig-
nature. You are ready to tr>* for a certificate as
stton as you make some improvement in sen-
tence writing.

E. J. McK.. Pa. The finishing or ending
strokes are not as strong as the other work. It is

a pleasure, indeed, to look over such neat work
as you enclosed.

G. J. T., Nebr. Make C smaller. Will expect
to see you make great improvement by next
month.

J. H J., Ohio. Avoid making extra flourish-
es too large. Most of your work is up to certifi-
cate grade.

E. R. L., 111. Have the ellipses slant the same
as other writing. Some of the extended loop let-

ters below line are pointed. Make "em rouiul, if

you can.

L. A. N.. Pa. "Very good" would be express-
ing it mildly when it comes to arrangement of
all your work. The second stroke in s seems to

be curved too much.
J. W.. .Mo. You didn't use a good pen in get-

ting out your specimens. Good materials mean
"a whole lot" when it comes to penmanship.
The best is tione too good.
A. P.. 111. You can gel speed by writing fa.st-

er. Spend considerable time on exercise w(trk.

K. P. S.. Md. Watch the shoulder part of z
carefully. You are "coming right along."

R.E. C. Mass. Your figures are exceptional-
ly good. The other work, too, is almost up tt»

certificate grade.
\'. E, H.. Wis. It is encouraging to me to

know that you are so interested in writing.
Work liecomes a pleasure when it is congenial.

I,a. \'. W.. Mich, (ilad to know you have
practiced faithfully on all lessons up to date.
Sentence writing is what you need now.
M. .N.. Mich. Makecapitals thesame in height.

Well pleased with the quality of your lines.

W. J. T., Pa. Your pen is too coarse. Lette
r neetls the most attention. You have the abil-
ity if you only apply yourself.

C. H. M., Mich. Try for a certificate. Some
of your writing is above grade and some below.

E. C. P.. Don't know what state you live in.
Make bottom of i round insteatl of pointed. You
have a ver\' nice even line.

M. R. S., Mil. Spend considerable time on the
ditferent exercises. In sentence writing, be
careful with the spacing of letters—distance be-
tween letters.

F. B. E., la. .Always look forward to the re-
ceipt of your specimens with much pleasure.
You have a tendency to get the top part of the
extended loop letters pointed occasionally.

A . C. M ich. That's right, get right after it for all
you are worth. Too many people have stick-to-
it-ite-ness that lasts only a month or two.

.1. E. P., Ont. Yes, Mr. Ransom's new pen-
holder is a good one. Y'ou are almost in line for
a certificate.

K. E. B.. Wash. Your determination, al-

though hanfiicapped by the effects of a large
calibre bullet passing through the palm of your
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hanti. sountls like success to me. Here's broth-
erly feeling and best wishes to you.

K. C. Calif. You surprise me with some of
your work. Once in a while, however, the lines
are too heavy—evidently pressing down on the
pen.
E. B. F., N. Y. (lood work sent. Let me see

some of >'our other work.

J. C. R., Minn. Very good work, indeed.
Now for alighter line—or finer pen.
R. K. W., Kans. You have developed a very

nice dainty line. Watch base line—ami form of
each letter.

J. A. H.. Pa. Make the third stroke in K
shorter, .\void having the capital letters strike
one another.
R. X. T.. N.Y. You are reath' to try for arer-

tiHcate. Thanks for excellent Xnias design.

Tl. M. R., la. Hope you will continue to im-
prove as you have begun. Try using a finer
line.

M. E. S., Md. Letters K and y. are not as
good as the other letters. You are making rapid
progress.
M. M.. Tenn. Regular ft)olscap paper is good

for penmanship practice. Study forms of letters
carefully.

(). B. W.. 111. Study carefully the "rf" part of
H—the joining in the 1 ottom. Avoid ink spots
on paper.
n. B. J., Ky. You .sent a good set of capitals.

Letter/is the only one out of proportion—too
large and wide at the top.

L. (;., Ohio. Excellent ellipses. Curve first

stroke more in rand s.

V. B., Ind. Make the first part of H and K
larger—rounder. Review r and then get ready
for next month's work.
M. \V . Miss. Can you secure better tpiality of

paper? You stop the motion, once in a wliile.
when you finish letters. Keep on.
F. K.. la. Better late than never. Would sug-

gest that \'ou make the small letters larger-
taller.

K. T., la. Letter p altogether too long. .Sen-
tence writing, however, is quite good.
C. H.. Okla. Small letters too near together.

Y(m have done as well as can be expected on
most of the work.
O. L. H. (Jood work this UKmth. .All up to

grade. Thanks
B. (J., Ken. Note that the shoulder part of r

is made almost like a right-angle. Compare let-

ters. Omit the loop in the bottom of P.
D. N., Wash. The extended loop letters puz-

zle you the most. Make the down stroke
straight as it crosses the up stroke.

W. .T. B.. Ky. Verv free movement, indeed.
Daily personal criti<ism would make you a fine
writer.

.I.S.W.. Ky. "Ion are trying baril--but lack
m movement. Write faster and avoid gripping
die pen.
F. C, Calif. "1 ou are improving. Watch re-

traced strokes in p and r/.

T. II., McK. O. You need to spenil more
time on each copy before taking up the next.
Compare your writing with copy (luite fretiuent-
ly.

E. W. H.. Calif, .\nswering your three letters

in one, will sav that practically all your writing
is up to certificate graile. Keep on —and success
to you.
E. R. B.. Pa. Due 2 cts. You are starting out

about as well as anvone. and if you keep it up
for a while -"good for you" and all concerned.

E. R. T., Wash, ^'es, you have maile c<insid-
erable improvement. 'I'ou are ready to try for a
certificate most any time. Work this month is

O. K.
D. S. W„ Md. In practicing capital letters

avoid having letters touch one another. Ap-
pearance shows up first, then movement, and
last— form.

J. B. W., Kans. You space too far between
wortls. The stamps enclosed are returnetl in
personal letter to you.

M. .\.. .Md. You are improving rapidly.
Spend more thiie OH loop letters below the line
of writinj.'. Such letters as g- .;, /, .rand z.

L. M. S.. Pa. Keep "dav-light" in letter e.

"liiii are starting out nicelv. Keep right at it for
several moiiths ami it'll be worth more to you
than von can estimate in dollars and cents.

W. .\. M. You will soon be writing coijies for
the Zanerian, or some other headquarters ior
penmanship, if >-ou keep on at the rate you are
going now. Let the good work continue—but
send rr.e less paper next time.

M. A. D., Fla. You are entitled to a certifi-
cate—if all your work is as good as what was
sent. Here's a "hand-shake" for old times sake.

<;. P. B., Pa. Your movement design is very
uni<)ue. It ranks well with the best received
this month. Tr\- writing the small letters a
trirte larger.

B. W.. Mass. You are very careful in all your
work, .loin the third stroke in K "higher up."
Make first stroke in Fand 7" shorter.

H. T. K., Wyo. Make the down stroke in z
(|uite straight. Colored inks are injurious to the
eyes.

\V, R. F.. O. Letters fluctuate too much in
size in lesson 18. The other lessons are up to
grade.

B. M. P.. O. All your work lis very neat, plain
and business-like. Retrace more in letter d and
study form of r carefully.

L. M. L. Where do you live? Some of the
work shows that you have practiced quite a little

on some of the copies, 'y'our reward will come
later.

D. M. K., Wis. I'se darker ink if you can.
You are doing gootl work for one being en-
gaged in other work during the day time.
P. M. L., la. Due 2 cts. Keep margins

straight. Supplementary lesson No. 2 is excel-
lent.

E. M., Wis. No, vour writing is far from cer-
tificate grade. You can. liowe\'er. win a certifi-
cate if you apply yourself, follow instructions
and copies carefull\-. and alwavs "tr\' vour best."

J. F. L., S. Dak. .\11 your capital letters are
stronger than the small letters. We improve the
very moment we notice our errors. Stick close
to base line.

<i. S., O, You are stuilying form about as
carefulb' as anyone- and the best part of ! is

that it will be of help to you all through life,

(iood work.
Z. C Minn. Review r and s. The re.st of

your work is very good. If you are careful in
your work >'ou will soon win a certificate.

P. L. P., K\'. You are going after it as if you
meant business—and believe you do. No criti-

cism needed except the ink that you used was
altogether too pale.

H. B. R., Pa. /is the weake.st letter so far.

Your other work is "good"—but you need better
material.

W. H. B., Minn, Yes, you are using good arm
movement in all your work. What you need
n(»w more than anything else, is form study.
N. S.. Minn. Study turns and angles carefully

anilvnii will soon surprise yourself, as well as
others, w ith a neat, accurate style of writing—the
kind admired by all.

H. F., Wis. Yoti need not send so many spec-
imens hereafter. Send only your best" work.
Watch the last turn, carefully, in the bottom of
ni and n.
H. J. C, N. Y. Ink rather muddy. Your

writing, however, is away above the aveiage re-
ceiveiiat this end of the line.

E. C. S., Ohio. Would suggest that you make
the down strokes in i and a longer. Avoid
using the fingers too much in .Arm Movement
Writing.
C. A. S., Ohiti, You have followed instruc-

tions and copies very closely. Study finishing
stroke in a carefully.

E. P., t)hio. Pleased with the uniformity of
copies sent. You are ready for next month's
work.
W. D., 111. Be sure to close * at the top.

Second stroke in V is made with a compound
stroke. Other work O. K.
D. E. B., Kans. Your capital letters are good.

Use darker ink and success to you.
W. H.S., Pa. Letter r needs most attention.

Notice copy carefully. .Second-watch vour
spelling.

E. A. T., Wash. Your work this month is So
per cent, iietter. WouUl suggest that >'Ou spend
at least a day on each copy.

J. K. S., Culia. You are doing exceptionalh'
well for being a home .student. Believe you are
writing a trifle no fast.

M. .1. W., Mass. .\void bringing up the last
stroke in I' too high. You have had excellent
training and drill work heretofore.

Z. B. B., Wash. Delighte<l with your work
this month. The railroad experience that you
get nowadays will be worth much to you, no
doubt.

C. L. H., Me. You are following the series of
lessons about as closely as anyone. Success, as
a rule, follows faithful work.
W. D., 111. Your ink didn't flow freely. Jf too

wide in the bottom. Other work good.
E. B. B. You need to develop a lighter line or

else use a finer pen. Evidently you have not
practiced as much during the past month as
heretofore.
M. L.. Kans. Have \'ou tried for a certificate ?

Kxteniled loop lettei^s below line of writing
bother you quite a little.

H. W. S., Ohio. First stroke in rands too
straight. Be careful with the shoulder part of z.
G. A. E., Ohio. Letter r seems rather narrow

according to height. Watch the la.st stroke in A'
carefully.

T. <;. B., Mo. You ought to win a certificate
within two or three months if you keep on at
the rate you begun. Your sentence writing is

the weakest so far.

D. F. B., Ky. Too many ink spots and thumli
marks on paper. Don't see how much ground
von can cover—but how easilv, how rapidlv,
how well.
D. L. M. R., Pa, Fine work this month. 'I'oiir

work ought to be satisfactory for a professional
certificate.

H. B. I., lud. Clad to know that you area
student of C. W. Ramson. "Foundation work"
seemsto be lacking in your ca.se—have not de-
voted enough time and practice to exercise and
movement work.
C. D. B., W. Va. Your ink isn't mixed well.

-Not careful enough in beginning and ending
strokes.

A. W. .A.. Conn. All your work is arranged
systematically. Make the loop in f, below line,
longer.
R. C. L., (Jkla. You have not mastered the r

and s. The same is true of several of the other
letters. Stick to one thing until you master it,

M. M. R., Ky. Let the down strokes come
"away down" to the base line, or line of writing,
before making a turn. That one thing will im-
prove your writing considerably.
L. H. G., Ohio. All your work is excellent ex-

cept the ellipses. Your ink looks muddy in ex-
ercise work. Personal letter to you.
H. S., la. A certificate will soon be yours if

you'll apply yourself. Study form of each letter
carefully. You have plenty of movement.
R. H.. Ohio. Would suggest that you review

Band H. Here's thanks for followirig instruc-
tions and copies so closely.

\'. E. M., Ohio. Have seen you ilo better
work. If you can, .send specimens next month
written with India ink.
T. J., Tenn. More movement, please. .\11

lieginning and ending strokes should be written
quite rapidly.
C. W. B., Tenn. Keep the capital letters with-

in a space in height. Keep dust out of the ink
well. The good parts of your writing will take
care of themselves,
C. E. B.. Vl. Congratulations for excellent

work this muiitli. Make bottom of B wider.
Try for a certilicate.

E. .\., ( )hi<t. Letters J and I' seem to bother
you the most. First, study the form each letter
—then practice until you can reprotluce it.

L. (i., (.)hio. Little more movement in ytiur
writing would he lieneficial. Make.?? wider ac-
cording to height.

D. T., Ohio. The / is made too \ertical for
the other letters. Finish I' with a graceful
swing upward and to the right.

M.M T., Ohio. You, too. have done well on
the moveinent drills. The finishing strokes, oc-
casionalh", break the harmonious effect some-
what.

.\. W. D.. Ohio. Fine movement drills. Fine
penmanship will follow later as sure as ilay fol-

lows night.

C. S., Minn. Work is verv good. Can you not
write more of a running hand? It will be no inoie
practical, l>ut will l>e good practice for yiai.

^

^

Bcrkman's ^lessons anb t7i5 prizes, anb 'Leslie's anb l^is skill are, by

all obbs, tt)e best of ttje year in tt^e penmanst^ip profession.

=^
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A BLACKBOARD LESSON BY J. A. BUELL,

Minneapolis, Minn., Business College.

Teaching Penmanship is tme thing and getting results is another. To teach writing successfully where the penmanship classes are large, the black-

hoard is indispensable. The .students should pay close attention to the teacher's explanations, and the teacher should devise a way in which to hold

the attention of eadi in<hvidual student iluring the penmanship hour. To do this is not an easy task, but it can be done and is done by many of our

liest writing teachers. To aiil both the stuilent and the teacher is the aim of this article.

My advise to the student is, follow every detail of your teacher's instructions. You cannot expect to succeed unless you do follow his instructions.

Remember that you do not know how to write, and you do not know how to practice. Your teacher knows these things and can teach you so that you

may learn if you will. There is a right way and a wrong w ay to practice. Be sure to get the right way, then go ahead.

Teachers, plan your lessons so that you can direct the work of each individual student. See that each one is doing just what you are asking him to

do. Do not permit the students to write a single letter until you say ready. After you are launchecl. keep them going steadily until they have

completed a certain exercise. This will prevent unneccessary scribbling which, you know, is useless. Count for every letter. Spell the sentences

out in full. Learn to spell systematically so that the students can write the words at the same time.

Plea.se notice the accompanying cut. Our pages are 8 by ln% incJies, and are ruled three eighths. The lines numl)ered 2. a. 4. H. 7, P, 1(1. 11 are

ruled with red ink. .Ml our students have the same kind of practice paper. Begin on the left side and write the capital K. I We take up one letter for

our exercises.) Count for each letter and write nine liTies. Go on the right side and write nine lines. Turn the paper around and write across the lines

directly under the last capitals you have written. Count nine for the small R and write one at each count. Turn the paper clear around and write under

,he first capitals you wrote. Write nine lines. Turn the paper around right and cross your own writing. Leave a line between the upper and lower half

of the page. Write the sentence nine times. Turn the page around and write the capitals across the lines on the left side. Join them this time. Finish

the page by writing the capitals on the right side.

It takes about twenty-five minutes to complete a page. Drill the class on ovals and special exercises during the rest of the writing period.

iSssSSiE&SI

mmsmi
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One of the most novel and well executed blackboard illustrations ever printed. By J, A. Buell, penman Minneapolis, Minn., Business
College. See comment herewith.— [Editor. 1
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Kroni Wilson's Modern Business College Catalog, Seattle, Wn,
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' What Others

ave Done Yoi

Can D(.

Also."

STUDENTS' WOR.K AND PAGE
Dedicated to the best engravable specimens of exercises and business

WTiting received from schools and students; improvement.

timeliness and excellence considered.

Observation,

Care and Appli

cation — The
Essentials.

^ ^ ^^ .r ^ ^ ^ ^ 1^ /-Tp ^
By R. A. Kiihl, pupil of Rev. Pius Meiiiz, St. John's I'uiversity, Collegeville. MinTi.

a(Le^(L(ba(i(iGy
aQya(ia(i(^Gy(b(i(i(^(i(i(L

By Jolin .M. Moose. Caml)ri<lge. C)., pupil of Marietta, ().. Comuierrial CoUe

uLi.
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Arm Movemeut Writiug—Miss Seall, teacher: H. \'aii Kiper. supervisor. Circleville, tJhio. The

writing was reduced more than one-third in photographing for engraving. Does not this beat the

old, slow, cramped, eye-destroying finger movement copy-book work?

CLUB CHAT.

H. C. Russell, penman and commercial teach-
er in Kinyon's Commercial School, Pawtucket.
K. I., has just mailed The Business Educator
a handsome list of subscriptions. Some time
ago Mr. Russell presented an excellent course
of lessons in business penmanship to our read-

ers. Those who are acquainted with his wf>rk

know that he is an A 1 teacher of penmanship.

(i. E. Gustafson. penman in the Interstate

t'ommercial College. Reading, Pa., is an appre-
ciative subscriber to The Business Educator.
A fine list of subscriptions was recently received
from him. Mr. Gustafson is a young man wdio

has excellent qualities and who is getting the
l>est of results in his penmanship classes.

.-\ list of subscriptions, over half the hundred
in.'irk, has been received from P. W. Errobo,

I'res. of the Pittsburg, Kan., Business College.

Mr. Errebo is an old friend and clubber of The
lU'siNESS Educator. He has a large school

which he knows how to conduct successfully.

.\n appreciated list of subscriptions, nearly

half of which is to the Teachers' Edition, was re-

leived from L. H. Hausam, the skillful penman
and scientific teacher in the Salt City Business
College. Hutchinson, Kans. Some of our older

readers will remember some of the articles which
Mr. Hausam has contributed to The Business
Educator, and they will be pleaseil to have us

announce that he is now preparing more good
things for our readers.

C. A. Robertson, penman and teacher in that

high grade MacCormac School of Chicago is pa-

tronizing The Business Educator verj- liber-

ally. His second club—a fine one-has been re-

cently received. We are hearing the best of re-

ports of Mr. Robertson's work.

G. C. Kreighbaum. penman in the Cleary Bus-
iness College. Ypsilanti, Mich., clubs The
Business Educator regularly each month.
.A. large list of subscriptions was received from
him just before the holidays. Mr. Kreighbaum
is a fine penman and even better teacher.
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EDITOR S PAGE—PENMANSHIP EDITION
A Forum for the Expression of Convictions Relating to Methods of Teaching and the Art of Writing

OUR PLATFORM : FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH

^ J
FACTS. NOT THEORIES, CON-

CERNING MOVEMENT.

Upwards of a decade ago, penmen
generally believed and taught that

there were three, distinct, separate
movements used in writing, and many
still so believe. These three radically

diflferent movements were: finger

movement, fore-arm o r muscular
movement, and whole-arm movement.
Finger movement was supposed to

e.xist in the hand, fore-arm movement
was thought to exist in the muscle
foreward of the elbow on the under
side of the arm, while whole-arm was
believed to exist somewhere near the

shoulder.

The facts as disclosed by anatomy
are as follows: The main muscles
which move the fingers are located on
the fore-arm, and are the same ones
on which the arm rests in either the

finger or so-called muscular move-
ments.

The muscles which move the fore-

arm laterally across the paper are

located on the upper-arm between the

elbow and shoulder.

The muscles which push and pull

the arm in and out of the sleeve, as in

the fore-arm movement, are not lo-

cated on the arm at all, but upon the

chest and over the shoulder blade.

The muscles in front of the elbow
propel the fingers or serve as a con-

trol for arm movement. By "arm"
movement we mean the use of the

arm as a propelling instrument in

writing as opposed to finger move-
ment. We also use the term instead
of "muscular" because it is more self-

explaining, as all movements of the

fingers and arm are muscular.

We also call it "arm" movement be-

cause the so-called muscular and the

old-time whole-arm movements are

nearly the same. The only difference

between the two is that in the one the
arm rests upon the muscles in front

of the elbow and in the other the del-

toid muscle on top of the shoulder
raises or suspends the elbow. This
last named muscle possesses no pow-
er to propel the arm; only to raise it,

and the muscle in front of the elbow,
likewise, has no power to move the
arm, only to limit and thereby in part

control the action of the shoulder
muscles.

The satiic muscles propel the pen in

'ichole-arm as in "muscular" moc'cmeiil,

the difference being this: When
the elbow is raised we cannot very
well write small, and when it is rest-

ing we cannot very well write large.

But identically the same writing mn^-
cles are used in each of the move-
ments named.
Thus it is that any one learning to

write with either of the movements
named can soon learn with little effort

the other movement. Especially is

this true where the whole-arm is ac-

quired first, for it then means but the
toning down of the same movements
which have been employed, without
changing the action of the muscle in

the least.

This explains why any one who
wrote whole-arm twenty years ago
can write it just as well today if, in

the meantime, he has been using the
so-called muscular movement. If the
same muscles were not in use all of

the intervening years he would of
course lose most if not quite all of the
former skill. The facts are these

:

The same muscles being in use when
the elbow rests as when raised, they
keep in constant training, and can
therefore be used with the elbow rest-

ing or raised.

This also explains why and how a
child taught to write large with the
whole-arm movement finds little or
no difficulty in the third and fourth
years in dropping the elbow on the
desk and going on with the arm in

writing, since the same muscles have
been in training and therefore in use.

The difficulty, if there be any, is,

not to get the pupils to rest the arm
in the fourth grade, but to keep the
arm at the elbow free of the desk or
slipping upon it until the fourth year,
thus disproving the arguments that
it is difficult to break up whole-arm
movement. The transition from
whole-arm to fore-arm is natural with
children and therefore easily and
quickly, and, not infrequently, un-
consciously, made.
Therefore, finger movement is dis-

tinct from arm-movement, while the
fore-arm and the whole-arm are prac-
tically the same.

THE BERKMAN CONTEST.

Those who are in the lead, in the

different contests, at the present

time :

1. F. B. Evans, Des Moines, la.

2. Raymond N. Thompson, Al-

bany, N. Y.

3. Jack E. Pearl, Delhi, Ont.,

Canada.
4. Can't report.

5. D. L. M. Raker, Harrisburg,
Pa.
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And that means women, too, who can lift burdens of mental detail in commercial offices. Script from Wilson's Modern Bus. College Catalog, Seattle, Wn.
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A. Faust. Tn Presidem 1908. eral Secretan*.

REPORT OF THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' FEDERATION CONVENTION, INDIANAPOLIS,
IND., DECEMBER 28-31, 1908.

The thirteenth annual convention
of the National Commercial Teachers'
Federation is history. President
Miner's ambition to have this conven-
tion different from all preceding con-
ventions was realized and everybody
went home happy. The convention
was marked by many disagreements
between the President and other Of-
ficers of the Federation and much
public criticism by the President from
the platform and in the newspapers
and more private criticism of the
President, and his methods by the
members and other Officers of the
Federation.
The attendance was about the same

as last year, but owing to hard work
before the meeting, the registration
was larger. The report of the Gener-
al Secretary showed an increase in

membership since the Pittsburg
meeting of about one hundred and
eighty and an enrollment prior to the
meeting of more than two hundred
against eighty last year. This was
largely due to additional advertising,
the Secretary's office alone having
handled about eleven thousand
pieces.

President Miner's address was large-
ly made up of recommendations for

amending the present constitution
and by-laws of the Federation, new
by-laws, twelve in number being pro-
posed. These were referred at his

request to four committees for con-
sideration. None of the changes
were adopted by the Convention as
the reports of all committees were
promptly referred to the Advisory
Council and were not reported on
during the meeting.
We were welcomed to the city by a

real live mayor. This is promised
every year but Mayor Bookwalter of

Indianapolis, and Ex-Mayor Maybury
of Detroit, are the only specimens
produced before the Federation in the
thirteen years of its existence. Mayor
Bookwalter critiizsed the present
method of teaching Mythology and
dead languages in the public schools
and neglecting the important three

R's and commending the work of the
commercial school in taking this im-
perfect product of the public schools
and trying, and withmuch success, too,
to perfect this product forthe market,
the business world. He was follow-
ed by Mr. E. J. Heeb on behalf of the
Commercial School Teachers' Associ-
ation of Indiana.
Robt. C. Spencer, of Milwaukee, re-

sponded to the address of welcome in

his usual charming way and the audi-
ence showed their appreciation and
love for this representative of the
"Old Guard" by a hearty reception of

his introduction by President Miner.
Vice-President J. F. Fish, on be-

half of Mrs. E. N. Miner, wife of Pres-
ident Miner, presented to the Federa-
tion an elegant gavel. This presen-
tation was made with the understand-
ing that the names of all past presi-

dents of the N. C. T. F. should be en-
graved upon the gavel. The Federa-
tion accepted it with a vote of thanks
to the doner.

Chicago. Miss Elizabeth VanSant, Second V.-Pres. 1908. J. K. Fish, First \'.-Fres. 1908.
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\V. i. 'limis. Seccmd \'.-Pres. lixiO.

Mr. A. P. Sheldon, of Chicago, was
the first speaker on Tuesday's pro-
gram. His subject was "Psychology
Applied to Business Branches" and
was one of the most interesting and
instructive addresses ever delivered
before the Federation. He made the
point that honesty, decision and hard
work would bring success, and with-
out these, lasting success was impos-
sible.

The greater part of Tuesday's pro-
gram was given up to the demonstra-
tion of various machines and devices.
The Underwood Typewriter Com-
pany was represented by Mr. C. V.
Oden, of New York; the Writerpress
Company by Mr. H. L. Bean, of Buf-
falo; and the Burroughs Adding Ma-
chine Company by their advertising
manager, Mr. E. St. Elmo Lewis, of
Detroit, who at one time was promi-
nent in commercial school work. In-

stead of making a Burroughs talk,

he called attention to some of the
mistakes that were in his opinion,
being made by commercial schools of
the country and made a strong plea
for better equipment, better teaching,
and abetter finished product.
The demonstration feature did not

prove to be popular, even with the
book and machine representatives.

Mr. .•^. II. Kast, I ii.li:iii:i]ji.lis. Clniirnian (if

the Executive Cmnmittee of the N'. C. T. F.
for 1008, whose conscientious, efficient anil
intlefatij^able labors contributed largely to
the success of the Hoosier meeting.

and the majority down on the program
for a demonstration did not appear.
The address of W. N. Ferris, of

Michigan, on "Efficiency" was one of

the most appreciated numbers on the
program and was delivered in the
usual forceful (Ferris) manner.
The social entertainment in the

Chamber of Commerce at which G.
W. Brown, of Illinois, was Master of

Ceremonies, was intended to be as
much different from the usual ban-
quet as it could be made, and in this

particular at least, it was a success.
After a buffet lunch, the members as-

sembled in the auditorium where a
pre-arranged program was carried
out and much enjoyed. The reading
of Mrs. Pearl Elliott, of Cincinnati,
Harlan Eugene Read, of Peoria, on
the "Old Guard" and Uncle Robert
Spencer on the "Young Member of

Enos Sijencer. Louisville, Ky.. Chairman
Ex. Comm. I!i09.

the Federation" were especially well
received.
The paper read Thursday afternoon

by James N. Kimball, of New York,
on "Where King David Made a Mis-
take," was one that should have been
heard by all members of the Federa-
tion instead of the sinall percentage
staying until the convention was over.
The object of the paper was to call

attention to the exaggerated state-
ments contained in the advertising
literature of the majority of commer-
cial schools. It was gotten off in

"Kimball" style which helped to im-
press upon the audience the ridicu-
lousness of some of the statements
made even by reputable schools.

Louisville, Kentucky, was selected
as the next place of meeting and the
following Officers will serve the Fed-
eration for the ensuing year :

President, M. H. Lockyear, of
Evansville, Indiana; First Vice-Pres-
ident, Miss Gertrude O. Hunnicutt,
of Lansing, Mich.; Second Vice-Pres-
ident, N. I. Tinus, Chicago, Illinois;

General Secretary, J. C. Walker, De-
troit, Mich.; Treasurer, C. A. Faust,
Chicago, Illinois; Executive Commit-
tee, Enos Spencer, Louisville, Ken-
tucky, H. O. Keesling, New Albany,
Indiana, Jerome B. Howard, Cincin-
nati, Ohio, J. D. Brunner, Indianapo-
lis, Indiana, and J. T. Gaines, Louis-
ville,PKentucky.

Big Rapids, Mich. Mrs. .\. K. Elliott. Ci) Robert C. Spencer, Milwaukee. Wis.
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Eugene Keatl, Peoria. 111.

THE SOCIAL.

REPORTED BV MR. F. E. LAKEY, ENG-
LISH HIGH SCHOOL, BOSTON, MASS.

At8:30p. m.,Dec. 30, "Ringmaster"
G. W. Brown started the fun and for
three hours, fun, pure, unalloyed
pleasure, wit and repartee reigned
supreme. Seldom has an evening
been spent by the hundreds present
more informally, more spontaneously,
more full of surprise. Few left until
the end, and the change from the
yearly formal banquet was voted a
decided success.
The Ringmaster warned any one

who tried "to be serious" that he
would be regarded as a delegate from
the lower regions. Each one was to
speak freely, fearlessly, briefly.

The ones selected to reply were
"just folks." The "first voice" was
Mr. S. C. Williams, who made a very
happy reply in behalf of the Eastern
Commercial Teachers' Association.
After several good stories, including
a play on the names of apples, he
said the E. C. T. A. came to the N.
C. T. F. for inspiration. It is glad to
follow a good lead. Glad to lead if

necessary, and it works in the heart-
iest sympathy with the National body.

G. \V. Brown. Peoria, 111.

The "second voice" came from
Miss Elizabeth Van Sant, Omaha, in
behalf of the Central Association.
She said no circus was better than
some business meetings. Conven-
tions are of two kinds 1) the family
reunion, like theCentral Association,
which takes in all the family branches
from the new babies to the latest bride
or groom. You know how the whole
family spends Christmas at Gradma's.
2) The formal kind, where the old
folks sit in one room and the little

folks in another. Miss \'anSant
closed by using an Irish anecdote in

which she proved herself as much of
an adept as her esteemed father.
The Ringmaster labored hard to

find words suited to introduce our
"fellow citizen, co-worker and visit-

or," S. A. Moran, of the Michigan
Federation. When it was announced
that Mr. Moran had gone home, the
Ringmaster announced that as the
"third voice did have Ann (Arbor) to
goto, he would goto Jane(sville)"
for the next "performer," W. W.
Dale, Janesville, Wis., who, in behalf
of the Wisconsin, e.xtended warm
greetings from that grand old state,

the home of Uncle Robert.

James N. Kimball, New York City.

Jerome B. Howard, Cincinnati.

Mr. J. D. Brunner, of Indianapolis,
in behalf of the C. T. A., of Indiana,
said that an ostrich egg was placed
before a bantam on its nest as an ex-
ample. So the C. T. A. of I. was the
ostrich egg for all other associations.
When the speaker described the posi-
tion of the vowels as follows—/ in the
midst of bliss, e in hell, u and all the
rest in purgatory, the ringmaster
quickly retorted that he did not
know Indianapolis was so near that
place.

Mr. Wilt, in behalf of the Buckeye
Association, spoke of Ohio's reluc-
tance to interfere in national affairs

(?) He was proud of the family
spirit.

Under the head of "Personal Greet-
ings" Mrs. Josephine Turck Baker,
Evanston, 111., related several inci-
dents as an editor and gave a reading.
W. C. Smith, Superintendent of the

Winona Technical Institute, Indian-
apolis, told anumberof apt stories and
then proceeded to render "Bombastic-
spludibus." Words fail to give any
conception of this extremely funny
number, which abounded in many
words of many syllables. In order to
work himself properly, Mr. White

nner, Indianapoli: S. C. Williams Rochester, N. Y.
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A. n. Wilt. Dayt^

made Jekylland Hyde change by using
a powder in water before the audience.
H. E. Read, Peoria, was the prince

of story tellers. His toast of the "Old
Guard" was handled in a masterly
way. In answer to the suggestion to

Oslerize the Old Guard, Mr. Read
said we can't spare Uncle Robert, he
is too weighty, nor Carl, the cham-
pion of all good causes, nor Enoch,
for we should have no one to tell us
the errors of our ways, nor Enos, for

who, then, would move to amend and
lay on the table ? We must emu-
late the Old Guard, even if we must
take medicine to do it. An old darky
asked a doctor to give his mule an
injection. The result was a three
mile run. When the darky found the
cost of the injection was 10c he want-
ed a 20c "squirt" so he could catch
the mule. Somehow we must keep
up with the Old Guard.
Uncle Robert Spencer said nothing

so appealed to his affections as the
idea of the "New Recruit." He has
grand possibilities in taking upon
himself, the responsibilities of Amer-
ican citizenship.

As a closing number, Miss Pearl D.
Elliott, Cincinnati, read the "Going
of the White Swan." Her work

S. A. Mi.ran. AnTi Arbor. .Mich.

showed the most careful training.
Her skillful rendering of the long and
difficult selection held the audience
spellbound to the end.
During the evening many gallons

of "Hoosier Punch" prepared accord-
ing to a unique receipt printed on the
card were disposed of. Miss L. A.
Sanderson was chairman of the En-
tertainment Committee. The evening
was in every way a success.

Menu.
FIFTY CENTS.

Olives Pickles
Bread and Butter

Ham Tongue Cliee.'se

Baked Beans Potato SaIa<I
Salted Peanuts

Coffee
HOOSIER PUNCH.

Chemical Analysis of Hoosier Punch.
.\ Scientific (.Juantitative and Qualitative Chem-

ical .Analysis oi Hoosier Puuth lAKgXx'i Indi-
cate the presence of the Following Ingredients:
Ac|ua pura - ..- .ytlll.OO

Saccharum 100.00
Cilricacid 5.00
Malic acid.- 1.00
Benzoate of soda - 0.01
Wood alcohol 0.00
Formaldehyde - -- 0.00
Phloxine, erythrosine, othyls of eosine,

ioilates and bromates of chlorated fiuor-
escine derived from methyls-.. q. s.

Milk of human kindness lots
Hate, revenge, uncharitableness none
Fresh fruits plenty
Physiological effect : Refreshing, cooling and

invigorating when taken after drv toasts.
iSignedi J. .\. lirKTY,
Sec'v State Board of Ilealtli.

Indianapolis. Pec. IKtli, inos.

Josephine Turck Baker. Evanston. 111.

CONCERNING THE MECHANICAL
EXHIBIT.

REPORTED BY MR. W. I. TINUS, CEN-
TRAL BUSINESS COLLEGE, CHICAGO.

A special feature of the National
Commercial Teachers' Federation
meeting at Indianapolis holiday week
was the Grand Demonstration Hall,

as the committee chose to style the
exhibition branch of the entertain-

ment arranged for those who attended
the convention. In this hall were ex-

hibited many modern devices, such
as are being introduced into the offi-

ces of many up-to-date and success-
ful business concerns in this country.
Among these may be mentioned the
adding machine, dictaphone, copying
devices, machines for printing circu-

lar letters, or other work of a similar
character, etc. Many styles of type-
writers were shown and practically

all of the demonstrators were empha-
sizing the desirability of having vis-

ible writing, or writing in sight. The

S. Ashhy, Bowling Creen, Ky.
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K. J. Hennet, f. P. A.. Detroit.

managers of the various typewriter
concerns extended a cordial invita-

tion to the members to have their

typewritten manuscripts, etc., pre-

pared by their respective operators.
These generous offers were gladly ac-

cepted by many of the members, who
were much in need of such expert ser-

vices, and who certainly appreciated
the opportunity offered.

Many of the leading publishers of

commercial text books were repre-

sented in this exhibit. Some of these
were exhibiting before the national
convention for the first time. Those
in charge of the various exhibits were
busy all times during the convention.
Some sales were reported, while much
general publicity was secured by all.

The advertiser's special privilege,

viz: that of exhibitors appearing be-
fore the convention in the General
Assembly hall to give a lecture or
demonstration, was indulged in by
but few, the prevailing opinion being,
that better results could be obtained
by practical demonstrations given at

the respective booths.

We learn with much interest that
through the personal efforts of Presi-

dent Miner, many exhibitors were in-

duced to take large advertising space

.\. F. Harvev. Waterloo, la.

in the official program, which
netted the Association over a thou-
sand dollars in cash.
The only criticism heard was con-

cerning the lack of room. Truly,
the hall was crowded, and much
more floor space should nave been al-

lotted to each exhibitor; but it is our
understanding that these exhibits

were placed in the largest hall that
could be secured in the building, for

demonstration purposes.
The Demonstration hall was in

charge of Mr. Carl H. Pierce, the
genial and well informed advertising
man, whom. President Miner brought
with him from his New York office,

The Typewriter and Phonographic
World, the official organ of the Na-
tional Shorthand Association. Every
possible convenience was afforded
the exhibitor, and all were emphatic in

their praise of the services rendered
by Mr. Pierce.
The association extended to Presi-

dent Miner a special vote of thanks for

the great interest he had shown in be-

half of the exhibit feature of the Asso-
ciation work, during his incumbency.

Frank ( ). Carpenter. Boston.

Report of the

NATIONAL BUSINESS TEACH-
ERS' ASSOCIATION CON-

VENTION.

The program of the business sec-
tion was carried out practically as
printed; a good indication that the
Executive Committee did its work
well.

President M. H. Lockyear, Lock-
year's Business College, Evansville,
Ind., read a very excellent paper.
His address was comrnendatory,
practical and elevating. We regret
that space forbids its presentation in
these columns. Mr. Lockyear is very
generally considered to be one of the
most level-headed men in the profes-
sion—who reflected dignity upon the
meeting over which he presided and
who will likewise reflect credit upon
the profession this year of his presi-

dency of the entire Federation.

Mr. A. F. Harvey, president, Wa-
terloo, la.. Business College, read a
very strong paper entitled "Some
Things a Business College Should
Teach Besides Text Book Matter."
This was followed by a very lively

discussion in which a large number

F. S. Spangler, Pittsburg. Carl C. Marshall, Cedar Rapiils, la. E. E. Gaylorti. Beverly. Mass.
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took part. When Mr. Harvey opens
his mouth to speak, something' worth
while usually follows because he
speaks with a tongue backed by con-

viction and conscience.

"How I Interest my Students in

Commercial Law" was admirably
handled by Mrs. J. M. Nicewan-
der, Central College, Danville, In-

diana. Her paper was a general sur-

prise. She is one of the brightest

women in our profession.

"A Commercial Education vs. A
Literary Education" by A. R. Brown,
Chicago, 111., Business College, was
well received.

"How I teach Bookkeeping to Be-

ginners" by J. B.Williams, Hall Bus-
iness University, Youngstown, O.,

proved that he had gotten down to

bed rock in the subject and he went
into detail in a simple and plain man-
ner as to the unfolding of a bookkeep-
ing course to the beginner.

"The Study and Practice of Ac-
countancy," by R. J. Bennett, C. P.

A., Detroit, Mich., Business Univer-
sity, was in the form of an address,
his plea being for the education of

young men capable of doing audit
work, and he urged upon the teach-
ers the necessity for auditors and
their scarcity at this time.

Frank O. Carpenter, Master De-
partment of Commerce, English High
School, Boston, Mass., discussed
Commercial Geography. He said in

part :

"Private business schools were
first established as a protest against

the old systems of education and to

supply a training that business men
demand.
"Though pioneers in that service,

they cannot now experiment but must
confine themselves to supplying what
business men approve.
"New methods must be left for the

public high schools to test.

"Public schools have examined
Commercial Geography, or the

Science of Commerce as it should be

called, for ten years and decide that

the science is of real value in educa-

tion and for business training.

"Business schools should adapt the

study it gives to the student

:

"1st. A knowledge of real things,

i. e. commercial products, and actual

conditions of labor, i. e. human in-

dustries that make a man better fitted

to deal with actual business life.

"2d. It enables a boy to advance
faster in any business because he has
been taught to think, see and judge
clearly. Many business men already

admit that pupils taking it make bet-

ter clerks and would support such
causes with voice and money."
"The Commercial Graduate, Worthy

or Worthless, Which?" was discussed
by Bert Sharp, Aurora, 111.

"Factors in the Effective Prepara-

tion of Commercial Teachers" by S.

C. Williams, Rochester, N. Y., Busi-

ness Institute, was handled in a mas-
terly way.

"The Value of Morning Exercises
in the Commercial School" by W. N.
Ferris, Ferris, Institute, Big Rapids
Mich., proved to be but another of

his many inimitable, snappy, pointed
addresses which enthused everybody.

Mr. P. S. Spangler, Duff's College,

Pittsburg, Pa., read a paper on "The
Advisability of Students Completing
Both the Bookkeeping and Shorthand
Courses." While reading this paper
Mr. Spangler asked if there was any
drinking water in the room. "Uncle"
Robert Spencer responded saying
"This is a dry town," which caused a
lot of laughter.

"Uses and Abuses of Teachers'
Agencies," by E. E. Gaylord, Bever-
ly, Mass., High School, was a mas-
terpiece—one of the best things on
the program.

"Modern Bookkeeping as a Busi-

ness Exponent" by J. A. Hiner,

Spencerian Commercial School,
Louisville, Ky., was good, and was a

sandwich of fact and folly.

All in all the Business Teachers'
meeting was enjoyable, helpful, en-

thusiastic and well attended.

New officers were elected for the

present year as follows: President,

Albert Jones, Richmond, Ind.; Vice
President, Mrs. J. M. Niswander,
Danville, Ind.; Secretary, J. B. Wil-

liams, Youngstown, O.

In discussing Mr. Ferriss' address
before the Business Teachers' Asso-
ciation, someone suggested empha-
sizing this year before students the

anniversaries of the births of the

large number of great men who were
born one hundred years ago. Some-
one asked for a list of these names,
and Mr. E. E. Gaylord, of Beverly,

Mass., who was present, has kindly

forwarded the following editorial in

the Boston Herald on January 1st.—

[Ed.]

1809-1909.

Comte, were he alive, could join with his lead-

ins Eng-lish disciple in Positivism, Frederic

Harri.son. in jubilation over the opportunity

which the new year is to give the western world
for paying homage to great men. We can all be

Positivists this year, for the output of potential

large humans was unusual in 1809, and the

world today sees that. Darwin, Lincoln, Glad-

stone, Tennyson. Mendelssohn. Edward Fitz-

gerald, Edgar Allen Poe. CMiver Wendell
Holmes and Chopin are names to conjure with

in their respective realms of science, state-craft,

music and literature. As their careers, their

achievements, their ideals are studied and re-ap-

praised, those who pay the homage of reverence
will get the widening of \-ision, the stiffening of

will, the insiglit into mainsprings of humanity at

its best and greatest, which always come from
study of biograpliy.

Jno. K. Gregg, New York City.
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Report of the

NATIONAL SHORTHAND TEACH-
ERS' ASSOCIATION.

At eight o'clock Monday evening,
December 28th, the thirteenth annual
meeting of the National Shorthand
Teachers' Association was called to

order in the study hall of the Short-

ridge High School Building, India-

napolis, Indiana, by President Ray-
mond P. Kelley, of Chicago. Words
of invocation were pronounced by
Reverend Layton C. Bentley, pastor
of Broadway Methodist Church, In-

dianapolis.

The President's address dealt with
the problems of our association work.
Several recommendations were made
and later a committee consisting of

Mr. Tinus, Miss Hunnicutt and Mr.
Cummins was appointed to consider
same. The report of the Secretary
was then read and approved.

W. D. M. Simmons, chairman of the
Employment Department, reported a

fair stage of progress and recom-
mended that the department, as such,
should be conducted by the Federa-
tion. At a latermeeting it was decid-

ed to discontinue the department.
The program was then taken up.

The first paper of the program, "The
Correlation of Shorthand and Type-
writing and the Production of Ac-
curate Transcripts"— J. L. Harmon,
Bowling Green University, Bowling
Green, Ky.; D. P. Bettinger, Bettin-

ger, Business Institute, Lockport,
N. Y.
Mr. Harmon was not present. Mr.

Bettinger responded and opened the
discussion. He mentioned the neces-

sity of harmony in the several studies;

commended sentence practise instead
of too early dictation— if dictation is

given too soon, the inspiration that
would otherwise result is a failure;

stated that a teacher of typewriting
should be able to do what he tries to

teach; that inspiration should be the
reward of accuracy; recommended the
early introduction and use of carbon

paper as an aid to carefulness and
accurac}-.

Earnest discussion by the members
followed. That criticized typewriting
should not be copied but that the
student should make the second copy
from his corrected notes was a good
point brought out.

The second paper, "Latter Day
Tendencies in Shorthand Writing and
Their Significance tothe Teacher and
Pupil"—Clyde H. Marshall, court and
general reporter, Chicago; Mrs. S.

H. East, general reporter, Indianap-
olis. Mr. Marshall could not be pres-
ent so his paper was read by Mrs.
East. The paper condemned short
course methods and systems. "There
is a place for them, regulated by the

law of supply and demand, but the
supply is now in excess of the de-

mand." Mr. Marshall thinks our
courses should be more thorough;
thinks it possible to become so skilled

in writing that notes may be taken at

the rate of two hundred words per
minute and the notes be made just as

good as at a rate of fifty to one hun-
dred.

Robert A. Grant, of St. Louis, as
chairman of the executive committee
made a short report.

President Kelly urged co-operation

for the good of all papers and discus-
sions. He also urged the "Get ac-

quainted" idea.

Tuesday, Dec. 29th, 1908.

Mr. Frederick J. Rose, of Chicago,
said he thought many of the state-

ments made in Mr. ]\Iarshairs paper
were based on rather superficial

knowledge. H e admonished the
teachers to train the mind and de-

velop the character of the student.
"It is not the system but the brain
behind the pen that accomplishes."
"Have the pupil thoroughly ground-
ed in the principles of his system-^
any standard system—and then de-

vote your time to the development of

the 'upper story.' " " In the old
country I can show you fifty expert
writers to one in this country; in this

country, there are fifty amanuensis
stenographers turned out to one in

the old country."

Further discussion was lively. Mr.
Gregg told of his experience in Eng-
land covering a period of eight years.
Mr. Charles M. Miller and Mr. W. E.
Cornell also talked of conditions in

England and agreed that while the
presentation of principles is perhaps
crude, more importance is attached
to the development of accurate, rapid
writing than in America.
The next paper, "A Practical Meth-

od of Teaching the Principles of

Shorthand"— Miss Elizabeth Van
Sant, Omaha, Nebraska.

The paper was forceful and full of

good points. "Many of the pupils
that come to us might become good
stenographers in one, two, three or
four years, but not in the space of a

few months." "Shorthand is an un-
usual tax upon the memory ; it de-

mands of the student quick thought,
quick decision." "The methods
adopted by any teacher must be var-

ied to suit the class and the student.''

"The bright student will succeed al-

most anywhere. To the slow student,
explain what is coming, but let the
bright one get it for himself," were
some of the points mentioned. "I

am more anxious to get the student
into the dictation class than I am to

secure a thorough knowledge of the

principles. When he is started in

dictation I can hold his attention, en-

courage him and make up what is

lacking." "Weekly inspection of

note books and constant review of

principles is kept up in connection
with the dictation work."

The next paper, "Can we as Teach-
er Do What we Attempt to Teach
Others to Do?"—C. W. Bowerman,
Detroit, Michigan; Charles McMullen,
Madison, Wisconsin. Mr. Bower-
man was not present. Mr. McMullen
had read his paper, so gave a synop-

V, E. Haymond, Evansville, Ind, \V. D. M. Siiiimons, President lyoy. KaviiuHKl V. Kelly. President I'JUS,
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. Arnold, Demer.

sis and opened the discussion. It

seemed the consensus of opinion that

to become a successful teacher it is

necessary to have experience, and the
more thorough and varied in practi-

cal work, the better.

Mr. Andrews—"I think every bit of

reporting lever did has made me a
better teacher and every bit of teach-
ing has made me a better reporter.

The ability to show the pupil how the
work is done inspires confidence in

the teacher and confidence in the pu-
pil's self, thus enabling him to do
more and better work."

Wednesday.
The first paper—"How to Organize

and Conduct Office Practice for Sten-
ographers"—J. A. Stevens, Chicago;
L. A. Arnold, Denver; C. A. Balcomb,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Charles M. Miller. New "^cirk City.

Mr. Stevens was not present, so Mr.
Arnold presented the subject and
opened the discussion. Some points
brought out were that the school
should be equipped with letter-press,
mimeograph, adding machine, etc.,

and the work carried on just as it

would be in the office.

Mr. Balcomb insisted that a student
should "do a day's work in a day."
A few letters and bills do not consti-
tute a day's work. "Every student
should be put on his own initiative
where possible." "Give training in
self control." He stated that he has
six offices conducted in regular of-

fice style. Mr. Balcomb also brought
out the point that the teacher should
be measured by the number of fail-

ures among his pupils—not by the
successes. "The teacher must be
enthusiastic. Don't be discouraged
by the magnitude of the task."

H. L. ,\n(lrews. Pittsburg.

The discussion was interesting and
elicited from many their ideas and
methods.
The second paper— "Is it Possible

to Teach Business Common Sense
and Intelligence in Letter Writing"--
Sherwin Cody, Chicago; H.A. Hagar,
Chicago.
Mr. Cody responded in an off-hand

talk. He thinks a student should learn
much from writing the dictation and
transcribing it. He said that the sten-

ographer must understand what he
writes. "Stop me in the middle of a
sentence, if necessary, and let me ex-

plain what I am saying."
"Grammar, in its best form, should

give us a little rule-of-thumb by which
we can test the correctness of a sen-
tence."
"Make the student understand the

business situation—what is to be done
—that is business common sense."

A SPLENDID PHOTOGRAPH OF THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEAC
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Shtrwin Ci_>d>'. Chicago.

"Haveenthusiasm and ability and ex-

press the meaning with perfect clear-

ness—that makes correct Eng-lish."
"Never use a comma or other punc-

tuation mark unless its use helps to

express your meaning."
' 'A command of conversational Eng-

lish is necessary in business. A busi-
ness letter is a little talk on paper."
Mr. Hagar's talk was along a little

different line. He said—"Teach the
students the fundamental truths of
grammar."
"Use short words that say what

you mean."
The foregoing papers were very in-

teresting but time would not permit
of lengthy discussion.
The next paper was very scholarly

and instructive— "Pedagogy as Ap-
plied to the Teaching of Shorthand"
-Wm. A. Hadley, Lake View High
School, Chicago. No discussion was
had but it was suggested by Mr. S.

Will. A. Ilailley. CIlKagc.

A. Moran that the printed report be
carefully studied.

The final session was called to or-

der Thursday- morning at nine o'clock

by President Kelley.

The first paper—"Shorthand From
an Educational Standpoint" — Clar-

ence A. Pitman, New York. Mr. Pit-

man was absent and by request of

the Association, his paper was read
by Mr. P. B. S. Peters, of Kansas
City. Some good points were
brought out

:

The value of training the mind to

follow and retain the words of the
speaker ; the habit of systematic
work; aid in the use of good English;
making the writer critical, were
some of them.
The next paper—"The essentials of

Correct Typewriter Operating and

Methods of Securing the Desired Re-
sults"- H. F. Pratt, St. Louis, Mo-
The discussion was opened by Miss
Van Sant. The paper was strong
along the lines of correct teaching.
Mr.W. D. M. Simmons, of Nashville,

Tenn., as Chairman of the Commit-
tee appointed at Pittsburg to consid-
er the typewriter keyboard, submit-
ted a comprehensive report. Same
was accepted and committee increas-
ed and retained for another year.
The election of officers resulted as

follows :

President, W. D. M, Simmons,
Nashville, Tenn.; Vice-President,
Miss Mollie E. Wilson, Dubuque,
Iowa; Secretary - Treasurer, F. E.
Haymond, Evansville, Ind.; Advisory
Council, Raymond P. Kelley, Chica-
go, 111.; Jerome B. Howard, Cincin-
nati, O.; L. C. Spencer, N. Orleans, La.

Respectfully submitted,
F. E. H.WMOND,

Secretary N. S. T. A.

I FEDERATION CONVENTION, INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA, DECEMBER, 1908.
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Fr.mk E. Lukey, Host. mi.

NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL COM-
MERCIAL TEACHERS' AS-

SOCIATION.

REPORTED BY MISS IdA E. BRAINERD,
SECRETARY, ERIE, PA.

The opening session of the High
School Teachers' Section showed an
increased enrollment, and the excep-

tionally good attendance at each

meeting attested the fact that much
interest is felt in this department of

the work.
After the invocation by Rev. George

J. Grist, pastor of the Moravian
Church, President G. P. Eckels de-

livered his address, in which he dem-
onstrated that the man with the

broadly trained mind has a capital

which cannot be valued in dollars and
cents, and that we owe to every boy
and girl a greater duty than teaching
how to earn a few dollars each week.
He spoke of the fact that the high
school enrollment has doubled in the

last ten years and that the commer-
cial course has had much to do with
this growth. It is therefore neces-

sary that proper consideration be
given to the work. There should be
better preparation on the part of the

teacher; the standard of work should
be elevated; the demands of the busi-
ness world must be met.
Next in order was a round table—

"Are the Commercial Requirements
Formulated by the North Central As-
sociation of Colleges and Secondary
Schools Reasonable, Attainable and
Sufficient for Commercial Teaching
in the High School?"
This discussion was opened by P.

B. S. I'eters, Manual Training High
School, Kansas City, a member of

the committee formulating the report.

Further debate showed some opin-
ions adverse to the committee's views
a number of those present holding
that the requirements are too severe
considering the time allowed and the
credit given.
"\'alue or Aid of Psychology in the

Class-Room"—Frank E. Lakey, En-
glish High School, Boston.

(i. P. Eckles, Pittshurg.

In this instructive paper Mr. Lakey
emphasized the necessity of getting
right principles into practice. He
stated that psychology is important
in helping the teacher better to under-
stand himself and giving a basis for

understanding the child whom he has
to teach. The old education was
based on the study of the nature
mind but the new education is the
study of the child mind.

In his analysis of the boy, Mr.
Lakey proved that up to 12 years
of age boys are impressionable, from
12 to 16 years the impressions crys-

tallize, from sixteen to eighteen is the
crisis in the boy's life, and from
eighteen to 24 comes the reconstruc-
tion period. The influence for evil is

greatest at twelve years, when boys
have no judgment; the influence for

good being greatest from sixteen to

eighteen. If one can get hold of the
boy at this time and direct him
aright, he can probably be saved.
There are more conversions at

this time than at any other. Pa-
rents make a great mistake in not
keeping in touch with the new inter-

ests and concerns of their children.
Doubt is strong at eighteen or nine-

teen, when the boy begins to leave
the "know it all'' period. Competi-
tion in study, games, etc., is also
strong and this is the time to put him
on his honor.
The conduct of boys varies greatly

at different months of the year. In

spring is the call of nature and the
boy begins to feel new life, even
though he does not know what is the
matter with him. In a school of

twelve hundred and fifty pupils there
were more cases of discipline in

March than in any other month. In

our reform schools the largest num-
ber of commitments comes in June
from the start the boys take in March.
February is the lowest month for

commitments therefore the wrong the

boy does at that time is pure cussed-
ness. In March and October nature

L. C. Speiict-r, Xew Orleans.

is working with him and he is not so
responsible for what he has done.
Upon motion carried a vote of

thanks was tendered Mr. Lakey for

the great amount of time and thought
e.xpended in the preparation of his

paper.
"Attitude of the College and Uni-

versity Toward Commercial Training
and Toward Commercial Work in the

High School" A. H.Wilde, Ph.D.,
Principal Evanston Academy, Evans-
ton, 111.

As Dr. Wilde was unable to be
present. Prof. H. G. Moulton, who
has charge of their commercial work,
acted as substitute.

In treating this topic the increasing
interest in commercial instruction

was noted and emphasis laid upon
the necessity of furnishing courses
to supply the needs of pupils leaving
school from the seventh grade on-

ward. Because commercial subjects

have been considered foreign to cul-

ture they have been tabooed, but as

the main economic pursuit of this

country is commerce it is the duty of

the schools to train for commerce.
Cases were cited where colleges and
universities had introduced commer-
cial courses and the statement made
that the university profits by contact
with men of affairs. In addition it

enriches itself, as well as the com-
munity, in applying itself to a new
field of teaching.
"The Science of Commerce and its

Place in the Schools"—Frank O. Car-
penter, English High School, Boston.

In beginning his talk Mr. Carpen-
ter said: "That education only is

worth while which fits a man to take
his place in the world: that education
only is practical. He then explained
that the thing nearest us is the last

thing we consider of importance or

that we fit ourselves for. He demon-
strated that the science of commerce
takes in things men need and make
use of, the manner in which men buy,
sell, and pay for goods, the means of

transportation and communication
and the comparative study of nations,
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Miss Florencf K. ll..r-lcy. Ciiiciiuieti.

Mr. Carpenter's idea is that this
work should begin in the kindergart-
en, teaching by stories, pictures and
handling and making use of the com-
mon things about us, The study
should proceed by natural steps
through the grades, so that every pu-
pil entering high school shall know
the main staples and for what
they are used. Then in the high
school commerce should be taught.
Mr. Carpenter stated that natural

sciences, such as geology, are those
which will exist if man disappears
from the scene: the human sciences
are those to which man is necessary.
The science of commerce is the first

of the human sciences man ever used.
Its use began when the savage who
had lost his spear swapped part of
his deer for a new spear.
"How to Organize and Conduct

Office Practice for Stenographers"—
L. A. Arnold, Central Business Col-
lege, Denver; C. A. Balcomb, Spen-
cerian Commercial School, Cleveland.
The main thoughts brought out in

connection with this topic were that
the equipment must be ample, the
work organized and condacted ef-

fectively. Students must be trained
and inspired to do the work thought-
fully and intelligently, not mechani-
cally. The student must do the work,
not the teacher, and he must do a
day's work in a day, five or six let-

ters and a few bills not constituting
a day's work. Students must be
taught initiative and to follow gener-
al rather than specific instructions.
Self control is part of the training.
Self-control, self-reliance and initia-

tive are the three ends to be aimed at
in this work.
"Is it Possible to Teach Business

Common Sense and Intelligence in

Letter Writing?" — Sherwin Cody,
Cody's School of English, Chicago;
H. A. Hagar, Gregg School, Chicago.
Among other things Mr. Cody stated

that shorthand pupils should be train-

ed in business letter composition be-
cause it is necsssary to know the com-
mon sense back of the dictation given.

W. H. SiRH-iiuikfr. ChRa^rn.

Business letter composition should
be taught from the point of view of

developing the business common
sense of the pupil. The most import-
ant thing for success in letter writing
is enthusiasm in the subject. The
ability to express the meaning with
perfect clearness makes correct
English. One rule of grammar to be
impressed from the start is to be sure
the thought is expressed with perfect
clearness and accuracy.
Mr. Cody's idea is that composition

should be taught first, then grammar
should be taken up to show where the
faults are.

Mr. Hagar disagreed with Mr.
Cody's method of procedure and
thought grammar should be taught
before composition is attempted. He
advanced the further suggestion that
pupils can be taught to write good
letters by copying good letters.

"Pedagogy as Applied to the Teach-
ing of Shorthand"—William A. Had-
ley, Lake View High School, Chicago.
An attempt to discuss in a few

words this scholarly paper would be
absolutely valueless. The material
necessary for its composition must
have necessitated wide research and
a great amount of study and thought.
When the printed report of the con-
vention is ready for distribution it

will be well worth one's while to
study this excellent treatise.

L'pon motion carried a rising vote
of thanks was tendered Mr. Hadley
for his labor in preparing the work
presented. The desire was also ex-
pressed that the paper might be print-
ed before the regular report is issued.
"Can Touch Typewriting be Suc-

cessfully Taught in the High School?"
—P. A. Fishel, Commercial Depart-
ment, High School, McKeesport, Pa.
Mr. Fishel is of the opinion that

touch typewriting can be taught
under the same circumstances and
with the same degree of success as
English, geometry, physics and other
subjects, by employing an expert
teacher, giving to it five periods a
week, and those in authority seeing
to it that just as effective teaching is

D. D. Mueller. Cincinnati.

done in typewriting as in any other
subject. Mr. Fishel stated that he
has no patience with any course cov-
ering less than four years, and laid
stress upon the necessity for careful
consideration of English in all the
work.
Miss Mary E. Sullivan, Shortridge

High School, Indianapolis, opined
the discussion on this paper, and,
while she agreed with Mr. Fishel as
to the necessity for good English
training and a competent instructor
whose entire time is devoted to the
subject, she thought it impossible in
most schools and really unnecessary
to give four years to the course. Her
idea is that when pupils fail to make
a success of typewiting the difficulty
is generally' traceable to the teacher.
Miss Sullivan's view with regard

to the time allowed was supported by
the majority of those present.
The election of officers for 1909 re-

sulted as follows :

President, Frank E. Lakey, Boston;
Vice President, A. H. Sproul, India-
napolis; Secretary, W. H. Shoema-
ker, Chicago; Advisory Council, S.
A. Moran, Ann Arbor;' C. M. Cope-
land, Athens, Ohio; G. P. Eckels,
Pittsburg.
A short discussion of one or two

round tables followed and the meet-
ing was adjourned, everyone feeling
like expressing the sentiment of the
old soldier at the camp fire, "I'm
glad I was here."

THE CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION.

The Business Educator Associa-
tion, of California, is a wide awake
affair as shown in a combination pro-
gramm and report recently received.
The portfolio of manuscript number-
ing some two dozen sheets, contains,
first, a programm of the Convention,
which was held in Heald's Business
College. San Francisco, December 28,

29 and 30. Second it contained a very
complete report of the meeting held
July I, 2 and 3, at San Jose. The
program foi the December meeting
promised about as much in the way
of instruction, inspiration and enter-
tainment as it would be possible to
crowd into three days. And the re-

port of the July meeting makes it

very plain that a profitable as well as
an enjoyable time was had.
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QUESTIONS IN AUDITING.

(Jiiestion 1. An Electric Light Coiniiaiiy

tiiKis its plant taxetl to its capacity, and lets a

contract for the installation of additional ma-
chinery to increase said capacity. In auditing

the accounts for the year, you find an amount in

round figures charged to the contractors and
credited to revenue account for estimated loss

of Revenue through delay of contractors in in-

stalling the machinery. Do you consider this

proper? What would you consider your duty
under the circumstances.

Answer 1. The Auditor should first ascertain

whether the Contractors have admitted Hie claim

against them or not. If the claim has been ad-

mitted, either voluntarily or under legal process,

the entry is a perfectly legitimate one although

care should be taken not to include the amount
as part of the Revenue from the electric light

operations, hut as an independent profit. If,

however, the claim has not been admittetl by
the Contractors the entry should not be allowed
to pass at all except perhaps as a Contingent
claim to be noted on the Balance Sheet. On no
consideration should it appear as an Asset or be

included among the profits of the period so long
as it is in dispute. This method of taking profits

is a dangerous one and often ends disastrously

to the company.

Question 2. A Manufacturing Company re-

quires a statement showing the outcome of

seven months' operations. It appears that by
reason of manufacturing having been commenc-
ed while the plant and the power development
were incomplete, freciuent stoppages took place

so that the production was much below capacity,

while the costs of production were abnormally
high. -Assuming actual running time at 4 1-2

months net what weight would you attach to

these circumstances, the Directors having asked
that they be taken into account in determining
the disposition of the following items :

Materials $140,000
Pay-roll operatives 37,300
Pay-roll non-productive labor 18,250
Bond interest accrued 14,560
Salaries 7,205
Insurance - 3,020
(Jeneral expenses 1.1.50

Sales for period 182,400
Inventories of manufactured goods at

cost to produce r2,l(M)

.Answer 2. According to the tjucstinn the

Company's output was actually manufactured in

four and a half months of running time, although
seven months' Wages and Expenses were
paid. Provided the .\uditor was satisfied as to

the truth of the information given him in this

respect, be would be justified in preparing a

statement, which would show the normal profit,

in contrast with the actual profit. The
(Jross Exi>enses for the period outside of
Material were 881,545; of this amount only
0-14 or ?.">a,121.7B is the normal charge against
the output for this period; the difference, S2n,-
123.21, is the loss due to stoppages. The fig-

ures given in the Statement as per question
show a loss of 820,745; the diflference between
these two loss amounts shows a Profit for the pe-
riod of 82,378.21 without taking into considera-
tion the fact that under normal conditions the
output would liave been larger and the profit

proportionately increased With the propor-
tionate increase of output we woukl have a Net
Prolit for the period of seven months of 83,000.-
44 ;is shown by the following statement. In
brief the points to be allowed for are (al De-
crease of running expenses to a basis of four and
one half months' time which would give the Net
Profit for four and one half months or tb) the in-

crease of Output from the amount given in the
Question to the amount which would have been
produced under normal conditions in seven
months. A simple calculation will show us that
the Sales instead of being $182,400 would have
been this amount increased by 5-9 of itself;

which is $283,733.33 and that the Inventories
instead of being 812,400 would have been
810,288.80. This would of necessity increase
the cost of Material from $140,000 by 5-0 of it-

self making 8217,777.78. The first statement
shown below is based upon the supposed nor-
mal conditions and would show the normal Net
Profit.

Question 3. An issue of First Mortgage
Bonds for the erection of a factory building sells

at 85. How should the transaction appear in the
Company's Balance Sheet and why ?

vVnswer 3. Assuming the issue to have been
200 bonds of $100 each the total liability of the
Company to be met at the maturity of the bonds
would be $20,000. The interest would also
liave to be provided for as the coupons fell due.
The nrriiMl rash received at $85 per each $100
b li->I7,i"Hi wbilea liability of $20,000 has
bii n ,11 Ml, (I I'lie difference of 83000 is practi-

cally till- >aiiic as additional interest on the 817,-
000, though settled in advance by being includ-
ed in the fact of the bonds. The 83,000 should
therefore be spread over the term of years for

which the bonds have been issued. Assuming
the time to have been three years the entries to
be made would be as follows :

1. At Commencement

:

Discount on Bonds 83000
Cash - 17000

To Bonds Payable -- -820000

2. At The End of The First Year :

Profit and Loss .- 81000
To Discount on Bonds $1000

The effect of the last entry would be to charge
81 000 of the loss in issuing the bonds to the first

\'ear. and r) similar entry would be made at the
cikI nt ( M li -iiliseciuent year. The balance of
.S-'iiiiiMr iiiiTiv; at the Debit of "Discount on
Bi>rHl>" \\ '.nil! lie treated as an asset in the same
sense as "Reserve for Bad Debts" is considered
a Liability. It would not, however, appear in

the Balance Sheet as an Asset but would be

iharged to Surplus account or (Ied\ictecl from the
total of the bonds in the following manner ;

Bonds Payable 820000
Less DiscountonBondscharge-

able to following years 2000 818000

.\t the end of the scond year the amount ap-
pearing in the Balance Sheet would be 818000,
and at the end of the third year the liability

would be the full 820000, for which amount set-
tlement would have to be made with the bond-
holders.

This is the. simple way of handling such a
problem, and would suffice in most cases, but
if compound interest were to be computed on
the bond discount the results would differ to scmie
extent.

TYPEWRITING CONTESTS.

The Eastern Commercial Teachers' Associa-

tion will hold the annual typewriting contests at

its convention at Providence in April under prac-

tically the same rules which have governed the

two preceding contests.

The "Journal Trophy", which is a silver cup
valued at 8100, will be competed for again in

the "World's Championship Contest." Miss
Rose L. Fritz won the "Trophy" at Boston in

1907 and again at Philadelphia in 1908. The
"Trophy" is held by the winner until it is won
by someone else at an annual contest. A gold
medal becomes the permanent property of the

successful contestant and this indicates that he
held the "World's Championship" for that year.

A Gold Medal valued at 825 will be prepared

for the winner of the "School Championship
Contest." This medal becomes the absolute

property of winner. Silver and bronze medals

will be given to the second and third competitors.

The above prizes are offered by the Penman's
Art Journal of New York.

Eligibility—.\nyone may enter the"World's
Championship Contest." but the "School Cham-
pionship Contest" is open only to those who be-

gan the study of typewriting since January 1st,

1908, and who have since that date spent some
time in either a public or a private school as stu-

.dents of typewriting.

A detailed statement of the regulations gov-

erning the contests will be published in the edu-

cational papers next month. .\ny persons who
are thinking of entering the conte.st should com-
mimicate with the chairman of the committee and
receive a copy of the rules as soon as they are

definitely agreed upon by the members of the

committee.
Committee :

(jERTRUDE Craig, Simmons College, Bo.ston.

Gertrude H.^rvey, Rhode Island

Commercial School, Providence, R.I.

F. (i. Nichols. Chairman Rochester Business

Institute. Rochester, N. Y.

MANUFACTURING ACCOUNT.

Material -

Tolal Expenses as per question..

Net Profit

--8217.777.78
--- 81,545.00

$299,322.78
3,699.44

Sales
Inventories

$283,733.33
10,288.80

8303,022.22 8303,022.22

The statement constructed in such a way as to

pear as follows :

;how the actual results for the period would ap-

.MANUFACTURI.VG ACCOLTNT.

Sales .-- -
81.545.00 12,400.00

8194,800.00

«221,545.00 8221,545.00
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TALKS ON ENGLISH
S. ROWLAND HALL,

ncipal of the School Advertising, Internatlon;

Correspondence Schools.

SCRANTON, PA.
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THE SLOVENNESS OF OUR

SPEECH.

"Imagine that the one td whom you are writ-

ing: is seated across the table from you, and
write in much the same way that you wouUl
talk" is a good g^eneral rule for producing natur-
al, convincing English. It is my favorite rule.

But. as Nathan Shepherd says in his excellent
little booK, ''Before an Audience," to be natural
would be very unfortunate for those wlm have
the habit of picking at their noses or nibiiling

their tinger-nails. Just so. the product would
be poor if people generally wrote as they speak.
"Sloven" is a fitting word— given by Henr>'
James, I believe—to describe the mumbling, the
repetition, the poor pronunciation, the neglect of

the impressive pause, the besprinkling of slang,

and the common errors of grammar that charac-
terize the language of most people.

I am not exactly a purist. I do not argue that in

business language we sliould be careful not to

say rounder or more perfvet. that it makes
much difference whether we say as though or
as if: nor ami iHsturbed by the fact that it is

impossible to parse had hetter. I'niloubtedly
a teacher should keep on the safe side, should
set a little higher standard than that he expects
students to reach, but there are so many really

unfortunate blunders that we can well afford to

let hair-splittnig alone. Neither do T argue
that all slang is out of place. Language has ;is

much right to grow as other things, but. as has
been well said, it is a good plan not to be the
first to use nor the last to cast away. Some
slang is very effective. Were 1 to write an ad-
vertisement of Spaulding's straight-grained,
wax-finished baseball bats, I should probably
write that they were the kind that "smash out
the corking hot liners," for this is the language
of the ball field and would appeal to prospec-
tive purchasers of baseball bats more than ele-
gant language would. But there is no defense
for such perversions as "awfully nice," "s(ime-
thing swell." and the like.

Important as is the study of grammar, it does
not correct slovenness of speech. The fact is,

of course, that none of us appreciate the gift of
speech, or the gift of sight, or any other of the
great gifts of the senses, until we lose one of

them.
Well-selected reading will enlarge the vocab-

ulary and stimulate I(»gical processes of thinking.
"Reading." says Bacon, "maketh a full man;
writing an exact man."
Association W'ith careful speakers—those who

appreciate the music and impressiveness of a
well modulated, well-controlled voice and the
richness of our English language will help
more, for example is always a better teacher
than precept. We are all imitators, to a greater
or less extent. We get the thoughts of others
from newspapers and magazines and make them
our own thouiz^hts. Tlie peculiar expressions
and manner of speaking of those with whom we
come in daily contact make greater impressions

METHODS IN

ARITIilVlETIC
Q. n. VAN TCVL,

^05 West 133th St., New Yorit City. N. Y.

^

-J^

DIVISION OF DECIMALS.

Division of Decimals is tlie subject chosen for

this paper liecause so many students finil dif-

ficulty in locatinji the point in the quotient.
My plan is to locate the point before beginning
to divide. I will first take an example in which
the divisor is a whole numl)er.

Divide 3.125 by 125

125
I

3.125

Before .attempting to divide we will place the
point for the quotient. Directly over the point
in the dividend place another point, thus:

125 ' 3:135

Dividing, now, we find the first significant

figure of the quotient to be 2, which we write

over the 2 in the liividend like this.

2

125
I

3:125

250

625
The two in the ciuotient is placed over the 2

in the dividend because the 2 in the dividend is

the figure farthest to the right that is used to

enable us to make the first division. Care should
be taken that the figures are written directly
over one another.

Continuing the division we write the 5 over
the five in the divitleml.

Having thii

the one in th

complete.

125 3:125

250

we now write a cipher over
(lend. The division is now

125 3.125

250

Following a careful ilriU on many similar

problems. I then take such a case as this:

Divide 1.296 by .36

.36
j
1.296

In this case we have not a whole number but a

decimal as a divisor. The first, then, is to

change the divisor to a whole number. This is

done by moving the decimal point to the right

hand side of the in the divisor.

36.
j
1.296

By canceling the point and drawing the light

line from its original position to its new posi-

tion emphasis is laid on the fact that the point

is mor'ecf to the extreme right side of the di-

visor. In this case, moving the point is eq\iiv-

alent to multiplying the divisor by 100. This

will necessitate multiplying the dividend by

im us than we are aware of. I have lived about
ten years in the North, antl when I now go to
my Southern home, people tell me that my ac-
cent is changing to the typical accent of the
North.
Granting th.at good reading and asso-

ciation with well-educated and carefully-
speaking people are both important, what else?
Well, an important third means is afforded in
oral drills on correct and faulty diction and re-
views of w-orks devoted to the correction of
faulty English. There are a number ofgood books
on this subject. I have no reason for exploiting
any of them, but if there- were more works
of the character of Alfred .\yres' Verbalist
in business office libraries, business speech
would be much better. The review of such
books would prevent the use of double neg-
atives, the use of don't for doesn't, pro-
viding for proi-ided hadn't ought to for
shouJd't, the confounding of shall and irill
and would and Bhonld. the writing of alright
for all right, principalior principle, accept
for except, the saying of at either end when
the meaning is at both ends, the writing of
if '.s. the possessive pninoun. with an apostro-
phe, the pronouncing of again with tlie sound
of gain. etc.

Eternal vigilance is the price of good speech
as well as of liberty. Between periods of study
we fall into slovenness. much as our linen gets
soiled between its trips to the laundry. Most of
us need to review a good handbook now and
then in order that we may cast out the parasites

and renew the beauty of our speech.
If you are a student ant! share a room with oth-

er students, do as a certain group of students
once did; make an agreement among your-
selves that you will correct one another's errors

in the choice, relation and pronunciation of
words. It will not only result in greater care—
the neeilful thing—but will enable you to cor-
rect some errors that otherwise you may never
know you are making.

100. or moving its point 2 places to the right.

Ourtlivisor and dividend now appear this way

:

36.
j

129.6

Having made this change place the point for

tlie quotient directly over the neu- point in the
dividend and divide as before, writing the first

figure of the Quotient over the 9 in the dividend,

etc.
3.6

36.
I

129.6

108

A case which fre(|uently like trouble is

Ihi;
Divide 4:00 by .004

.004
I

400

As before first change the divisor to a whole
number by moving its point three places to the
right. In the divideml the point must be
moved the same numlier of places. If there

are not a sufficient number of places in the divi-

dend, annex ciphers until the desired number is

obtained. This will give our example this ap-
pearance :

004.
j

400000.

Emphasis must be laid on the importance of

these preliminary steps including the placing

of the point for the quotient over the point in

the dividend after it has been moved. Divid-
ing, we have

100000.

004.
I

400000.

One more illustration will lie sufficient to

show clearly all the points in this method.
Divide .008 bv 800.

i
Here, it is observed, our divisor is a whole

number and no change in the position of the

points is necessary. Placing the point for the

quotient we attempt the division.

800
I

:008

but find that before we can proceed ciphers

must be annexed to the dividend. Then we have

(Cotitinued on page32.)

800 .008
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MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING.

The mail order business has assumed sucli

vast proportions in this country during: tiie past
few years tliat business methods including ad-
vertising', have been specialized and adapted to
its uses. The study of mail order methods is

one of great interest to those who are willing
to apply themselves seriously to the task. But
for those who think the>' have nothing to do
after sending out a few small advertisements
but file away the checks and ship goods there is

a considerable amoimt of disappointment in

store.

Mail oriler business like any other branch of
commercial .activity reciuires careful thought
and attention if anytliing is to be made from it.

To those who are willing to pay the price and
gain the knowledge from actual experience
there is a good thing waiting.
Mail order advertising in its widest sense dif-

fers but little from any other branch of publicitj'.

There is the same use of headline, the collecting
of strong sales points, the illustration to tell

what cannot be expressed in words, the same dis-
play and attractiveness to all that is shown in the
ail. But there are certain things to be sought by
the mail order advertiser which must cause some
difference between his ads and those of the lo-

cal, retail merchant.
In the first place advertising space in the us-

ual mail order periodicals of which more will be
said later, is so expensive that the small adver-
tiser cannot expect to tell his storj- in the ad.
He seeks to explain some of the more attractive
features, and by naming the price in connection
with these details he arouses an interest and de-
sire to know more' about the article. The ad
closes with a request for the reader to send for
free circular or catalogue in which the entire
proposition is described in detail. When this
form of an ad is used the sole object is to induce
people to send for the catalogue. When the
name is once secured the advertiser will contin-
ue to mail his printed matter at various inter-
vals until the order is secured.
Another form of ad is one in which the whole

story is told in the ad. This form requires much
space, usually a page in the magazines or cheap
story papers. Fine print is used for all but the
large display headlines and an immense amount
of reading matter is condensed into a single
page. The explanation must be so full and
complete that no ordinary question regarding
the article is not answered in it. There may be
a letter or two to send all names secured from
this advertising but no descriptive circular is re-

quired.
This form h.is one advantage in that the ex-

pense ()f a large number of printed circulars is

saved, together with the postage necessary to
carry the printed matter to its destination. There
is one serious drawback in that no name list is

secured. The usual mail order dealer thinks as
much of the name list secured from his adver-
tising as he does of the first orders receive<I from
them. These names arc those of people who
are interested in his line and may with all rea-
son be considered likely to purchase. He there-
fore keeps on sending these people his various
form letters, folders, catalogues, circulars, etc..

and at last secures one or more orders.
Few mail order dealers expect to receive from

first orders a sum sufficient to pay all expenses
of advertising and printed matter. Were it not
for the following up of these people for repeat
orders the business would be far from profitable.
Hence most dealers use the first form of adver-
tisement mentioned above, and by its use se-
cure a good name list and a few orders. By giv-
ing entire satisfaction in the filling of the first

orders they pave the way for the repeat orders

on which there is no expense for advertising.
Then, too, these names can be used for a >'ear or
two and at the en<l of that time the dealer may
sell them to other firms that wish to circularize
them with a different line. Some dealers
sell these names any time to other dealers
in a different line. Some think it best
not to allow their use by other firms on the
grounds that people have a certain amount of
money to spend on various mail ortler goods.
If they spend it for one thing they will not
spend so much for other goods. Hence every
dollar that another dealer gets from these people
lessens the amount the first dealer will get from
them.
Some dealers enter the mail order field with but

a single article, but this is not usually profitable
unless this article is an expensive one and re-
peat orders are not to be expected as would be
the case with pianos, automobiles, and the like.
When any smaller, cheaper line is chosen there
should be other goods prepared to sell after the
first article or "leader" has been sold. A cata-
logue containing descriptions of these goods
may be prepared or they may be described on
circulars, a separate sheet for each article. In
many cases the maker of the article will furnish
a circular which being printed in large quanti-
ties may be secured at a very low figure. The
dealer's name andaddressshoukl be printed some
where on the sheet. Never, never use a rubber
stamp for this purpose. It looks too trifling and
shows at once that the firm is trying to econo-
mize a ven,' limited capital by this means.
The dealer should prepare for use a full line of

printed matter, letter heads, envelopes, return
envelopes, order lilanks, and perhaps a mailing
card. All stationery used should bear the card
of the dealer and all letters should if possible be
written with a typewriter. In this day practical-
ly every business man, particularly mail order
men, use a typewriter for their correspondence
and the absence of it marks the amateur of limit-
ed capital. A good typewriter can be obtained
now for so low a price that there is no excuse for
its absence in business letter writing.

It is a principal of mail order business that it

pays to make sending an order as easy as possi-
ble for the customer. It is for this reason that
the order blank and return envelope are provid-
ed. It is easy to fill in a blank when every word
is suggested by the headings, and a printed re-
turn envelope does away with all necessity for
the use of pen and ink in directing the envclo|je.
Since from the nature of the casi' most of the

mail order dealer's customers live in rural com-
munities or in the smaller villages, it is neces-
sary to use a medium which circulates among
tliis class of people.
Experience has shown thai there is no better

medium printed for this purpose than the cheap
monthly papers devoted to llie farm, the home,
fancy work, poultry raising and cheap fiction.
There are nearly a hundred of these papers
printed in the Uniteil States which will carry the
message of the mail order man into the very
hands in which he desires it to go.
Rates are somewhat high in these periodicals.

Most of these papers have Large circulations,
some issue more than a million copies each
month. While in the p,ast a large number of these
went out as sample to names purchased from va-
rious dealers, the recent postal law has effected a
radical change by reducing the number of sam-
ples a periodical might send and be permitted
second class rates. This has reduced the circu-
lation of some of these papers, but there are
enough real subscribers to give immense circu-
lations.

Space is sold by the agate line, single column
width, and costs from fifty cents per line up to
six dollars per line for some of the larger circu-
lations. But even at this rate they prove the

best mediums available. At this rate some firms
use half page or full page ads and consider them-
selves repaid by results.

The beginner should never spend too heavily
lor advertising until he has tested his proposi-
tion and found whether or not it will draw. It

usually pays to have a mail order expert write
the ads for the first few months, but even the
expert cannot always tell what will be a success.

Some prominent dealers have made money
and secure<l an excellent list of names from ads
of a few lines. CJther firms claim that unless a
large space is used the ad will be lost among the
mass of other ads which will appear in the same
paper. In a sm.aU ad there can be but little dis-

play. At most it can be a cut of the object to be
sold, or the name of the object in as large type
as may be. The remainder of the ad must be in

smaller but always perfectly legible type. It is

best to get electrotypes made of all ads used
since then the advertiser can be sure of the ads
appearing just as he wishes it.

Another feature of mail order advertising is

the keying of all ads This is identifying the ad
used in a certain paper in such a way that it may
be known from every reply received in just
what paper the writer .saw the ad. The most
common method is some variation in the
adtlress. The old method so long in
use of inserting in the address, "Dept. 3," or
"Dept. B," or something similar is not always
certain of securing results since many people
fail to write it in the address. A better way is to
make a change in the street number. This may
be explained to postal officials and usually
proves the surest method.
The use of coupons in which the sender writes

his name and address and returns the sheet in a
letter is good, but it always requires a stamp and
envelope when otherwise a postal card would
answer. Some firms make a change in the
name of the firm, spelling the dealer's name
differently or adding an extra word. The use of
this key is to show the dealer how many orders
each medium brings him, and which mediums
it will pay him to continue, and how many to
tlrop.

QUESTIONS ON LESSON SIX.

1. How does mail order advertising compare
with ordinary retail advertising?

2. Explain the the two forms of mail order
ads usually used.

3. What is said about making a profit on a
single article? How does the mail order dealer
expect to make a profit?

4. What are the best mediums for regular
mail order advertising? Why?

5. Figure up the number of orders ^t would
be necessary to receive to pay all expenses for
a twenty five cent article costing the advertiser
17 cents prepaid if he uses a ten-line ad in one
paper at S3 a line.

U. Wh<at is meant bv "keying" an ad? Illus-

trate.

7. Select six typical mail oriler advertisements
of from five lines to a page each and study their
construction. Choose the ads of houses known
to be successful or ads that appear every month
in one or more papers. Note the display;
headline, or cut: the descriptive matter: does
the dealer expect to sell from the ad directly or
iloes he ask the reader to send for lists?

Arithmetic Continued From Page 31.

800
I

:00800

which divided appears thus:
.00001

800
j

.00800

The common error here is to place the 1 over
the 8 in the dividend. This mistake cannot be
too strongly guarded against. A little persist-

ent effort and practice, however, will produce
excellent results.

This method may be new to some of my read-
ers. If so, and you are not sure that you have
something better let me suggest that you give
this scheme a good thorough trial. If you are as
much pleased with it as I am. I am sure you will

use it until you find something still better.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF LITTLE
THINGS.

1 have often spoken to my students about the

importance of "little things" in their shorthand

and typewriting course, anil 1 have endeavored

to bring out some of these points in my articles.

I believe most teachers pay some attention

to the "little drops of water and little grains of

sand," but as 1 have stated before this is not al-

ways possible in the small school where one

teacher has all the work to do. Invariably it is

only the routine work that occupies his atten-

tion. He hears his regular classes and requires a

certain amount of work to be done, but in my ex-

peirence, I have found that it is only the work in

which the student comes in daily contact with

theteacherthat receives the most earnest atten-

tion.

Consequently, typewTiting, which should re-

ceive even more attention than shorthand, ami I

believe you will agree with me in this respect, is

usually left to the stutlent himself. He pro-

gresses according to his ability and to the

amount of time expended in practice. This is

all right for the student who likes typewriting
and who makes good progress in it, but then we
have those students who can see no fascination

in sitting at a machine for three hours a day and
"pounding" ke>"s. I'suallj' this class of stu-

dents do literally "pounil" the keys, especially
when they make a mistake, and in doing this

they make a greater mistake still, for they not
only do material injury to an expensive piece of

mechanism, but retard their own progress anil

ruin their disposition.
These are the ones we teachers must pick out

for some special attention and words of encour-
agement. We must begin all over again and
point out the "little things" and if finally we
succeed in making the subject interesting,
the progress will take care of itself.

I am making l")etter use of the typewriting
manual than ever before and the result is very
gratifying. Every student in my school must
write every page in his manual, and remember
only perfect copies are accepteti. Now, in

most schools the typewriting instructor is dis-

carded as soon as tlie pupil is in dictation and at

onetime I pursued this method, too, simply be-
cause the student did not have an opportunity to
practice forms from his manual after doing the
work retiuired of him in the dictation class.

However, 1 have changed this anil all type-
writing practice work is now taken from the
manual, although there may not be two students
in the class that are writing the same lesson. I

find that this makes my work lighter and that 1

do not have to make so many explanations,
or at least when 1 do make explanations
they are more readily understood.

If the stuilents will learn all the forms in his

typewriting manual, there will be no need for

the teacher to explain the correct form of a let-

ter, or how an envelope should be addressed.
He will knowthata short letter should be cen-
tered"; a medium length letter should be
"double space"; and a long letter "single
space" with "double space" between paragraphs.
He will learn how to make bills and by the way
this "billing" is another important phase of

typewriting instruction. "Tabulating" it is

generally called in schools, but this term is not
understood by one out of a hundred business
men.

I once sent a young lady to apply for a splen-
did position; in fact, it was in one of the best
offices in the city, a large wholesale house. I

considered her to be a first-class stenographer in

every respect, and the thought that she wouUl
not give satisfaction, did not enter my head.
Imagine my surprise when she returned half an
hour later and began removing her wraps. She
said the first question she was asked was if she
understood "billing" and on her replying in

the negative, she was told that she would not do.

She could "tabulate" better than any other stu-

dent in the advanced class. This was only a

little thing, this difference in the name or term
applied to a particular branch <tf typewriting,

but it was tile cause of a bright student's failing

to obtain a lucrative position. A knowledge of

laliulating orliilling is very essential in large of-

fices, especially wholesale groceries and hard-

ware, and I have known it to add from SIO.OO
to S15.00 per month on the salary of the stenog-
rapher.
A few days ago I sent another student to a

large wholesale office where she applied for

and obtained the position as stenographer, but
she had not been working half a day when she
called me up over the telephone and said she
could not find the marginal release of the

I'nderwood machine that she was to use. I did
not think that I could explain over the telephone,

for if she could not find it in as conspicuous a

place as it is, I thought that something must be
wrong with the machine and that I had better

call at the otllce. I did so and fountl that in

trying to write "S2.40" on a bill head, .she did

not have room for the "40c." The machine had
moved as far as it would go and the marginal
release would not help matters any. The
trouble was that she had placed the bill head in

the machine too far to the right. I had walked
eight blocks to take a piece of paper out of a

machine and put it in again.

So I say it is the "little things" that count.

We must spend a little more time in the type-
writing room and pay a little more attention to

the typewriting work, if we want our prospec-

tive stenographers to do first-class work and to

be less annoying to their employers.

THE BLAIR BUSINESS COLLEGE.

Spokane, Wn., Jan. 5, loot).

Editor Business Educator :

Enclosed find photo of a young lady in our

school whom we think is more than an ordinar>'

typist. She entereil my department September

1st, last, and on December 20 took a thirty-three

minute test and after deducting five words for

each error she hail enough to make her forty

words to the minute. The matter used was

taken from No. 36 of the "Riverside Literature

Series," the article being entitled ".V Test of

Maine Birch." This is six words better than

IVIiss Kroeplin did last October in New York

City, when she established the world's record for

a student under four months. Miss Kroeplin

used the same matter.

While Miss Mollie Benson is the best student

we have for the lime she has been in school, we
have many more with excellent records. X\\ my
students carry shorthand and all other subjects

that go to make a first class stenographer.

I feel that proper recognition is .due Miss

Benson for if she improves in the next eight

months as she has in the last four months the

world's best typists will be obliged to recognize

her.

Hoping to hear favorably from you, I am.

Vers' truly yours,

C. Warren Jones,
Supt. Typewriting Dept.

From E. H. Norman, President, Balti-

more Business College, Baltimore.

In the death our good and dear
friend, Professor Warren H. Sadler,
the cause of business education has
lost one of its most loyal, faithful

and useful members. During his

long and useful career he always took
an active interest in our profession,
and did much to elevate and dignify

the work he loved so well.

Those who knew Professor Sadler
best, loved him most. He was a big
hearted man with a lovable disposi-

tion. Many are the acts of kindness
he has bestowed upon others, and
there are a host of friends who will

greatly miss his help and counsel.

It will be gratifying to the profes-

sion to know that the excellent

school, so well and favorably known,
of which he was the head for so many
years, will continue its good work.
Professor Sadler's eldest son, Mr.

Fairman A. Sadler, who has been the

active and successful manager of the

school for a number of years, will

continue in charge, and we bespeak
for the Institution a continuance of

the high grade work, for which it is

characterized.

Sadler's Bryant & Stratton Business

College, Baltimore, Maryland.

January 13, 1909.

Editor Business Educator :

We deeply regret to announce the

death of our most excellent and
worthy President, Mr. W. A. Sadler,

an account of which you will notice

in the papers we have just sent you,
under separate cover.

We are sure that you share our
sorrow in the loss of a great pioneer

in Business Education, a warm
hearted friend, a most congenial com-
panion, and a sympathetic adviser.

Yours fraternally, and in sorrow,

The Faculty of Sadler's Bryant
& Stratton College,

Per J. E. Plummer.

Miss Mollie Benson.
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A letter receiveil from Hresident Williams.of the

Capital City Commercial Collese, of Des Moines,
informs lis that that institution is enjoying a
prosperous year. The attendance during the
months of September and October was some-
what light, but after the electi<iri the school tilled
rapidly and now has a daily atteTuiance of almost
five hundred students. We also learned that the C.
C. C. C. management is erecting a new building
exclusively for the use of the school and that it

will be ready for occupancy July 1st. This evi-
dence of prosperity is also evidence that the C.
C. C. C. is a good school.

Henry L. Brown, penman, in the old reliable
Beckers Business College, is now clubbing The
Brsi.VESs Edl'CATOr. .V handsome list is here-
by acknowledged. Beckers Business College
students have all that is good in the line of com-
mercial education.

Miss Eloise Winhafer goes from the Worcester
Mass., College of Commerce to the Dover, N.
H., Business College as teacher of Gregg short-
hand.

F. C. Steward, solicitor for Strayer's Business
College, Philailelphia, has bought the Horton-
Large Business Institute. Trenton, N. J.

S. C. Bedinger, who was with Hill's Business
College, Sedalia, Mo., until it was closed recent-
l.\-, has a new position in the Springfield, Mo.,
Business College.

William Lueders, formerly proprietor of the
Sterling, 111., Business College, now owned by
<j. W. Brown, has been chosen as principal of
King's Business College, Charlotte, N. C.

Aliss Myrtle L. Thurston, a Ferris Institute
graduate, has a position with the Hillside. Wis.,
Home School,,a girls' preparatory school.

I.L.Smith, of New Castle Pa., has sold his
business college to E. R. Welsh, of Oil City, Pa.
Mr. Smith is opening a new school at Sayre, Pa.
John B. Alley, of Marblehead, Mass., is a new-

teacher in the Bnant & Stratton Business Col-
lege. Manchester, N. H.

The many friends of Dr. Cheeseman A. Her-
rick, who for a number of years has been at the
head of the School of Commerce of the Boys'
High School, Philadelphia, will be glad to learn
of his having been chosen as principal of the new-
Girls' Commercial High School of that city.
Doctor Althouse.one of Doctor Herrick's efficient
assistants, has been promoted to Doctor Her-
rick's position.

Mr. C. M. Clark, engrosser, Washington, D. C,
recently got out an attractive souvenir postal in
the interests of his business.

Des Moines College, a Baptist instituton of
Des Moines. Iowa, has added a commercial de-
partment, which is under the direction of Mr. W.
A. Warriner. formerly of Brown's Business Col-
lege of Sioux City. Mr. Warriner is a good man
and should build up a strong school.

Mr. X. H. Wright is the man who has charge of
the penmanship department in the big Bryant &
Stratton Business College. Louisville, Ky, A
great many subscriptions rind their way into the
hands of his pupils, a large per cent of which win
The Business Educator certiHcate. The
Business Educator wishes Mr. Wright a con-
tinuance of his success in getting results.

.\ recent letter from Mr. B.C. Reitz, proprietor
of the Garden City Commercial College. .Mis-
soula, Mont., reports the largest enrollment in
the history of the school, with the outlook for a
good increase in business at the beginning of
the new year. Mr. Reitz has succeeded in build-
ing upan institution of which he and the citizens
of that city and state may well be proud.
Mr. W. M. Anderson, formerly a teacher at

Sioux Falls, S. D., has been engaged as assistant
in the business department of the Capital City
Commercial College of Des Moines.
Mr. O. E. French, who for a number of years

has been Superintendent of Schools at Creston,
Iowa, has been engaged by the Capital City Com-
mercial College of Des Moines, to take charge of

the work in English. Mr. French is recognized
as one of the best grammarians and rhetoricians
in the West and will add strength to the C. C. C.
C. teaching staff.

A. A. Lang, formerly with the Kewanee Bus-
iness College, Kewanee, 111., is now connected
w-ith the Bradrup & Nettleton Business College,
Winona, Wis. The Business Educator ex-
tends best wishes to Mr. Lang for success in his
new- location.

E. H. McGhee, the well known efficient pen-
manship teacher, in the Stewart and Large Bus-
iness Institute, Trenton. N. J., besides his regu-
lar work, has been elected to take charge of the
penmanship cl.iss in the evening school of the
Y. M. C. A. of that city. Mr. McGhee states
that he is spreading the tidings of good penman-
ship wherever he goes. Keep up the good
work.

Mr. W. H. Whittekin, formerly with the
Southwestern Business College, St. Louis, Mo.,
is now handling the commercial branches in
the new t:ollinsville, 111.. Iligli School. He has
been fortunate enough to lie a fonuer pupil of
Prof. E. I). Clark, who has charge of the penman-
ship work in the Marion. Ind., Normal School.

Mr. John F. Siple, w-ho many years ago wieldei 1

a skillful pen in Cincinnati, and of more recent
years was located in Philadelphia, is back again
in Cincinnati, as of old. He has charge of the
penmanship work in the evening school of the
Y. M.C. A.

Mr. H. E. Adrian, recently, of Cleveland, Ohio,
is now teaching in the Albany. New York, Busi-
iness College.

From a letter from Mr. J. E. Soule, the engros-
ser, of Philadelphia, whose work was shown in
the December Business Educator, and whose
biography was printed in the January number,
we quote the following:
"On the 9th of January, I start for a trip to

Egypt, Rome. Paris, London, etc.. fo be gone
several months, and w-hile a»-ay I shall give con-
siderable time to the study of the "Missals" in
the museums in Rome, Paris and London. I

hope to absorb some of the beautiful skill in col-
oring possessed by the monks of old times, and
that some of it may be reflected in mv futrue work.
I never feel satisfied with what I do. and have
never yet made a piece, which, after it was com-
pleted, I did not see room for improvement."
We w-ish him a most enjoyable and safe jour-

ney and in view- of the well know-n fact that you
can get only in proportion tlrat you are capable
of giving, we w-ould that he w-ill imbibe a large
amount of artistic beauty because he takes a
good deal with him.

CATALOGS
=^

CIKCCLAKS
==^

\o finer school journal has reached our desk
for many a day than the one from tlie National
Business College, Roanoke, Va. The illustra-
tions are unusually effective, unique and up-to-
date. Pres. Coulter knows not only how- to con-
duct a school hut how- to conduct advertising of
a high plane and on an honest basis.

The twentieth annual catalogue of the Nation
al Business College, Roanoke. Va., is a first

class product, being handsomely printed, artiis-
tically covered, profusely illustrated and honest-
ly written. Covered in blue with attractive
script embossed in gold.

King's Busine,ss College, Charlotte and Ral-
eigh, N. C, puts out good advertising literature
in the form of catalogues and school journals.

The Steward & Large Business Institute,
Trenton, N. J. is greeting its patrons with a
modest but first class booklet of 15 pages, illus-
trative and descriptive of that institution.

The Eastman-Gaines school. 120 3rd St. and
Lenox Ave., New Vork, recently put out a very-
attractive souvenir booklet of its 16th anniver-
sary program of graduation exercises held Dec.
181h, 1908. From the illustrations therein we
should judge that it is one of the finest equipped
conmiercial .schools in America.

The Beutel Business College, Tacoma and
Everett, Wash., publishes a very good catalogue.
It is printed on rich cream paper and bound with a
brown cover w-ith embossed title in gold, making
the cover very effective. These institutions as
far as we can learn are enjoying prosperity, due
to conscientious endeavor.

Becker's Business College, Worcester, Mass.,
publishes a splendid catalogue indicating a
prosperous and progressive school. The cat.
alogue is covered in brow-n with the inside
a pure white enameled paper. The type
is large and readable and the illustrations sug-
gestive of an up-to-date school. The institu-
tion was founded twenty-one years ago by Mr.
E. C. A. Becker, and is now- being conducted as
an incorporated institution, his wife acting as
treasurer, Waher S. Doud being president.

A beautifully illustrated journal is hereby ac-
knowledged from the Holmes Business School.
Portland, Ore. The illustrations therein are
from the brain and hand of Mr. G. S. Henderson,
whose w-ork appears from time to time in our
pages and upon its title page.
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One of the largest classes in its histon,- was

graduated by the Capital City Conunerciai Col-
lege, of Des Moines, Thursday evening, Decem-
ber 17th. It consisted of one hundred thirty
members. The annual address was delivered bi,-

Hon. Richard C. Barrett. Ex-State Superinteml-
ent of Public Instruction. The Educator ac-
knowledges receipt of an invitation to the exer-
ercises.

Reports from Highland Park College at Des
Moines. low-a, indicate that the attendance in the
commercial department is good.

The Meridith College Co., Zanesville, Ohio,
are teaching bookkeeping and accounting, short-
hand, typewriting, aud penmanship by corres-
pcmdence. as well as in their own institution.
Mr. Meredith is recognized as one of ourable ed-
ucators and ever seems to be on the alert for
improving his school by improving his course of
instruction, etc. We doubt not that this new
correspondence course is timely and practical.

Mr. Frank C. Stew-ard of Strayer's Business
College, Philadelphia, has purchased a large in-
terest in the Horton-Large Business Institute,
Trenton, N. J., and the school has therefore been
changed to Steward and Large Business Insti-
tute. We wish the school prosperity- under the
new management.

The New Albany, Ind.. Business College, re-
cently moved into their new home in the Depauw
College Building, located in the most beautiful
residence part of tlie city, where it is now able
not only to give the necessary instruction for a
commercial course but to provide room and board
for pupils from outside of the city.

The new million-dollar Y. M. C. A. building,
just dedicated in Philadelphia, is to be the home
of a new commercial school for the City of
Brotherly Love, the Y. M. C. .\. having decided
to maintain commercial w-ork as a part of its

educatit)nal efforts.

From R.G. Laird we learn that the applica-
tions for admission to the Boston High School of
Commerce w-ere so numerous N\-hen school
opened in September that, after turning every
bit of available space into class room, nearly "200

students w-ere turned aw-ay. This indicates that
the course given by this institution is considered
by the public to be a very valuable one. S. D.
Trumbull, formerly of the New- Jersey High
School, recently became an addition to the fac-
ulty Of this institution.

Des Moines in w-ell supplied with excellent
business schools. In addition to the C. C. C. C.
the Iowa Business College, the Des Moines
Business College, the People's Business
College, Drake I'niversity, commercial depart-
ment. Highland Park, commercial department,
and there are three well patronizedi commercial
high schools.
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Report of the

NATIONAL PENMANSHIP TEACH-
ERS' ASSOCIATION, INDIA-
NAPOLIS, IND., DEC. 28 TO

31 INCLUSIVE.

REPORTED BY C.E. DONER, SUPERVISOR
OF PENMANSHIP, BEVERLY, IIASS.

While the attendance was not so
large as it was last year at Pittsburg
and the year before at Cleveland, yet
it was a very interesting and enthusi-
astic meeting. There were very many
interesting and helpful discussions.
The address by President McCann
was listened to with interest, after
which Mr. T. A. Hopper, of North
Manchester, Indiana, read a very
good paper on "The Beginning Class
in Penmanship." Mr. Hopper thinks
that there is no class in any branch
of study that should receive more
careful attention in starting than the
beginning class in penmanship. He
believes in posting specimens for

comparison, and to arouse interest
and enthusiasm. Mr. Hopper thinks
that one of the secrets of good teach-
ing is good discipline. He advocates
the use of the best material. Mr.
Hopper uses the term arm movement
and not muscular movement as it is

L. C. McCann. President 1908.

sometimes called. This paper was
discussed by W. C. Henning, I. W.
Pierson, J. H. Bachtenkircher, C. C.
Curtiss and C. A. Faust. Mr. Hen-
ning outlined his discussion by first

emphasizing correct position; second,
correct penholding; third, movement;
and fourth, how to practice. Mr.
Pierson believes that one of the first

requisites in the class room is to

gain the confidence of the pupils.
He sets a good example by illustrat-

ing with his own body, position, pen-
holding, movement, etc. He makes
quite a point of counting by gliding
the penholder or pencil over an
empty "stogy" box. Mr. Pierson be-
lieves that the pupils must first get a
mental picture of the copy. Mr.
Bachtenkircher believes that the first

and most important thing is to teach
the pupils the mental picture of the
form. This he does by teaching the
pupils to close their eyes, especially
in the first grade, which is excellent
mental practice.

On Tuesday morning, Mr. M. A.
Adams, of Marietta, C, read a paper
on "How I Teach Penmanship." Mr.
Adams had some practice work of his

pupils' to show to the audience. Mr.

E. Doner, \'ice-Presi(lent lUUM,

Adams gave a very good rule for
daily practice which is, "Write half
the time, compare half the time, and
think all the time." He said, "Show
me a student that does no thinking in

his penmanship and I'll show you a
failure as far as penmanship is con-
cerned." During the daily practice he
has his pupils practice from five to
ten minutes on some exercise that has
a similar movement as the letter or
letters that are to be given. He pro-
ceeds with his work in the following
manner: First, exercises; second,
principles; third, letters; fourth,
words; and fifth, sentence, page work
and letter writing. Mr. N. H. Wright,
who was to discuss this paper was
not present to perform his part.

The section then listened to a very
interesting address by Mr. F. W.
Cooley, Superintendent of Schools,
Evansville, Indiana. Mr. Cooley had
a paper but he did not read it. He
discussed his subject instead. In
teaching the subject of penmanship
he does not lay so much stress on the
subject itself, but more stress on the
method of doing. He believes in em-
phasizing in the school curriculm the
three r's, and then if there is time
left spend it on the other subjects.

K. C. Cuttrell, Secretary 1009. T. A. Hopper, N. Manchester, Ind. J. H . Bachtenkircher, Chairni
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\V. C. Henning. Cedar Rapids, la.

He believes that the course of study
in our public schools is over-crowded.
He does not believe in teaching pen-
manship until the third year, and
that what writing is done by the pu-
pils should be strictly under the su-

pervision of the teacher. He favors

the plan of teaching the teacher to

write well herself. He does not con-
demn the copy book, but condemns
the misuse of it. Mr. Cooley thinks
that the most dangerous individual

is the specialist in our schools today,
because he thinks too much of his

subject and not enough ot the child.

I wish to say. Amen to this statement.
After Mr. Cooley concluded his ad-

dress, there were discussions by Mr.
Bachtenkircher and Mr. Faust. These
discussions would at times get very
warm. Mr. J. W. Woodruff, who was
to have discussed this paper was not
present for some unexplainable rea-

son. The meeting was then turned
into short experience talks, partici-

pated in by R. C. Cottrell, G. B.
Jones, L. C. McCann, J. H. Bachten-
kircher and G. P. Roberts. Mr. Cot-
trell illustrated a short talk from the
board in which he showed how to de
velop word writing from movement
exercises. Mr. Jones believes in

working for the best interests of the

H. (). Keesliiiji, New Albany. Ind.

pupils, and advocates keeping the
work of each grade within the ability

of the child. He gives both board
work and paper work in movement.
Mr. G. T, Wiswell at this time made
a point that he does not apply move-
ment in the first two grades. Mr. Mc-
Cann then said that he thought we
were going to seed on the idea of

movement and that we should call a

halt and give a little more attention
to form. Mr. Bachtenkircher believes
in plenty of board work for the first

half of the year and advocates very
large writing for small pupils.

On Wednesday morning there was
a short but very interesting address
given by Mr. Charles F. Coffin, of In-

dianapolis. Mr.. Coffin emphasized
very strongly that he thought there
was too much teaching done in our
schools and not enough trainitig.

He said that the children are taught
a great man^- things, but they were
not trained to do them. A unanimous
vote of thanks was extended to Mr.
Coffin for his excellent address.

.Miss Charlotte M. Ziefjebaur, New .\lbany, Ind.

The next paper was by Mr. C. W,
Ransom, of Kansas City, Mo., on
"The Creation of Penmanship." Mr.
Ransom first traced the history of

writing from the early Phoenician and
Roman periods down to the present
day. He believes that penmanship
as we teach it today is a growth and
development. Mr. Ransom's paper
was enjoyed very much. Discussions
followed by George W. Thompson and
E. D. Clark.
The next address was by Mr. J. H.

Bachtenkircher, who spoke on "A
Lesson at the Board." This was a
very interesting talk. Mr. Bachtenkir-
cher believes in a great deal of board
work during the first half of the year.

He does not believe in changing of

left handed pupils. He advocates
large writing in the lower grades,
which he says avoids finger move-
ment.
Mr. H. O. Keesling then spoke on

the subject, "Teaching Helps in Pen-
manship," which was from the busi-
ness college man's standpoint. He
gave some very practical illustrations

on the board. He advocates the
teaching of one simple style of letters

and teaches the letters according to

likeness. He believes in small writ-

ing for business practice. This pa-

st. .\. .\danis. Marietta. U. J. O. Peterson. Colninbus. O. Miss Julia Bender. Greeiisburg, Ind.
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per was discussed by Messrs. Brun-
ner, Curtiss, Cummins, Pierson, Ran-
son, Faust, Henning, Peterson and
Whitacre. The use and non-use of a
blotter under the hand was thorough-
ly discussed. Some advocated the
use of the blotter and some did not
advocate the use of it. The question
of preliminary movement preceding
the making of capital letters came up
for discussion. Some spoke in favor
of it and some opposed the move-
ment.
"Card Writing" by Mr. J. O. Peter-

son, Columbus, Ohio, was well pre-

sented. He treated it historically

and then touched upon the outlook
for the future.

"Our Work and Health" by Miss
Charlotte M. Ziegelbaur, Supervisor
of Penmanship, New Albany, Ind.,

was excellent and brought forth con-
siderable discussion. In fact this

was star number of program. It is

to be regretted that more did not
hear it. But you can and should
read it in the Official Report later on.

There were a nuraberof supervisors
of penmanship present at the various
meetings, and I hope that next year
there may be more at the meeting at

Louisville, Kentucky.
The following officers were elected:

Pres., L. E. Stacey; \'ice-Pres., C. K.

Doner; Sec'y, R. C. Cottrell,; Ex.
Com., M. A. Adams, C. P. Zaner, C.
W. Ransom.

THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
NEW ENGLAND ASSOCIATION
OF PENMANSHIP SUPERVI-

SORS WAS HELD JAN.
9, 1909, IN BURDETT
COLLEGE, BOSTON

Never before in the history of the

Association have the members and
visitors received the cordial welcome
and courtesies extended them by the

Proprietors and Officers of Burdett
College.

Mrs. S. E. Morris. Louisville.

The convention was opened at 10:45

a. m. by Mr. C. E. Dorner, President.
Dr. Louis E. Pease, of Burdett Col-

lege, delivered the address of wel-

come Mr. A. R. Merrill, Saco, Me.,
read a paper on "Use and Abuse of

Movement Exercises." Mr. Merrill's

subject was one of much interest to

all present and they followed his dis-

course very closely from beginning to

end. Mr. Merrill did not deal in gen-
eralities, but said something definite

and of value to those who are engag-
ed or interested in the supervision of

Penmanship in the Public Schools.
Discussions followed by Messrs.
Houston, Prince, Martin, Hoff, Ben-
nett and Wraught.
At 1:30 p. m. all present were invit-

ed to adjourn to the College Office

where luncheon (a good substantial

dinner) was served. This came as a

surprise and it is needless to say it

was a pleasant surprise and one that

will be long remembered.
P. M. meetirig called to order at

2:30. Mr. J. C. Moody, New Britain,

Conn., read his paper "Scheme of

work for Each Grade- a Syllabus,"

K, D. Clark, Marion, liul

Mr. Moody exhibited good judgment
in telling in detail his general plan of
carrying the work from grade to
grade, making it useful and progress-
ive. In addition to the illustrations
given on the board, Mr. Moody dis-
played specimens of pencil and pen
work taken from the different grades
and systematically arranged in a
scrap book.
Discussions followed by Messrs.

Rowe, Bennett, Hoff, Houstin, White-
house, Martin, Cook, Wraught and
Deering.

Mr. H. W. Shaylor, Portland, Me.,
delivered his address on the subject
alottedhim: "Do you believe in hav-
ing teacher's meetings for the pur-
pose of teaching the teachers to write
well? If so, how do you conduct the
meetings?" Mr. Shaylor said in part
that he did believe in conducting
meetings for the purpose of teaching
teachers how to write well. He out-
lined his own plan of training the 200
teachers under his supervision and
allowed that the location of schools
and number of teachers would be im-
portant factors in adopting a plan for
reaching the teacher in any city.

Manycompetent supervisors of expe-
rience were heard from on this sub-
ject and valuable information was
gathered from them.

Officers elected for the coming year
are: J. C. Moody, President, F. W.
Martin, Vice President, A. B. Wraught,
.Sec. and Treas.
The meeting was well attended.

The program ably carried out. Be-
fore adjourning the association voted
that Mr. F. W. Martin be instructed
to compose, engross and present the
thanks of the association as a whole
to the Proprietors of Burdett College
for their generosity and hospitality.

F. W. Martin,
100 Boyleston St.

Boston, Mass.

, .XnnM.od. ().
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SUCCESSLETS
FOP AMBITIOUS YOCNG PEOPLE

E. D, SNOW, Principal,

Mjple City [>ii.siness School, Hornell, N. Y.

=^

-^

IF YOU HAVE GENIUS

You have heard that expression be-

fore. No other combination of four
words has created so much doubt in

the minds of young people, and with-

ered so many ambitions that might
have lead to a splendid success.

Thousands of cultured and success-

ful men and women have, by their in-

spirational talk, lifted young people to

the very pinnacle of lofty ambitions,
only to pull them down again with
the string, "If you have genius."

Some time after ''The Flood" a

man suffering with strabismus sol-

emnly stated that "Poets are born,
not made," and since then everyone
who has gained eminence in any pro-

fession or business has appropriated
the saying to his own line of endeav-
or. You would think to hear these
people talk that a person could suc-

ceed with just ordinary talents in

every business or profession, excpt
the one they are following, but that
in their line of work one must have a
special brand of genius direct from
the hand of the Creator in order to

make a three base hit. That is one
way of smothering one's self with
beautiful bouquets.
Of course, "Poets are born, not

made" and the same could be as
truthfully said of every other form
of life, long haired or otherwise. No
one, to my knowledge, ever assumed
that poets were nailed together in a
carpenter shop. Grr nted that a man
may be poet born, he will still have
to do some altitudinous hustling else

his product will be too raw for hu-
man consumption. Finished poetry
does not gush from the mind of even
a "Natural born."
But you say, "Now, honestly, isn't

it necessary to have genius in order
to make one's ideals come true?"
Certainly, you must have genius, but
genius is merely another name for
your recognition of the sublime truth,
that the Supreme Life which gave
you birth and sustains you every in-

stant of your life, is infinite in possi-
bilities of development, and will pos-
itively actualize the most noble and
lofty conceptions that rise to your
consciousness if you will only keep
this belief constantly in mind and
act accordingly.
"That is too good to be true," I

hear some one say; "you cannot real-

ly mean that I can accomplish what-
ever I set out to do." Yes. Love for

your work, plus the belief in the In-

finite within you, will surely enable
you to do it.

"And there is no string tied to the
promise?" Not a string. Love for

one's work added to this Supreme
belief in one's true self, is the secret
of success in the life of every person
who has "made good," and necessar-
ily enriched the world in the process.
Now, don't ask your friends and

relatives what they think about it be-
cause ninety-nine per cent, of the la-

beled geniuses of uoday were called
chumps and blockheads in their
youth, and chumps and blockheads
they would have remained had they
accepted as true the estimates that
others placed upon their ability, or
supposed lack of it.

Don't waste any time wishing
that you were some one else, or that
you were as highly "gifted" as Mr.
So-and-So. Do as he does. Work
your own gold mine.

ietta. Wasliiiigtnri
roiinty. Ollio, in tlie year 1860, Mr. J. .A. Buell,
now nf Minneapolis. Minn., an instructor in all

branches commonly taught in business schools,
was the first of the now large number of self-

taught penmen to receive the Profe,ssional Pen-
manship certificate at the hands of The Busi-
ness Educator.
Tlie foundation for his education was laid in

the chstriit schools of Washington county,
whicli he attended until the fall of 1877. at which
time he entered the Green Street (irammar
school, then presided over by Mr. John D. Phil-
lips. Here he continued his studies until he
passed the required examination and secured a
teacher's certificate. Having no desire to be-
come a public school teacher, he followed Hor-
ace Greeley's advice and went west to grow up
with the country. At that time. \Ve.st was any-
where in the Mississippi valley, and he took up
life as a farmer in Illinois.

".-Miout this time," Mr. Buell says, "sometime
in the year of '82, 1 became interested in some
samples of penmanship, mostly of the ornament-
al type, whicli 1 ran across in an old business

college circular. Comparing them with my
writing at the time, and with writing of all the
best writers I knew. I decided that they were the
work of artistic tlrawing, refusing to believe that
they could be produced by a steel pen in a full,

unhamperefi sweeps of the arm.
"Later I secured a copy of (iaskell's Compen

ihnm and sul^scribed for the Penman's Gazette, a
penmanship magazine edited by G. A. Gaskell.
of Jersey City, N. J. These not only gave sam-
ples of such ornamental penmanship, but also
reproduced copies of plain business writing,
giving some lirief lessons in the way the work
was accoinplished. This did not look so impos-
silileandl started in to see what 1 could do in

tlie same way.
".Vs I look back now. tlKise efforts were most

laughable, but then they meant the liegininng
of a fascinating study which 1 have i-ontinued
ever since, .\bout this time 1 entered the Little
Rock. Ark., Connnercial College, and studied
inider the tutelage of Prof. S. .\. D. Halm, then
at the head of the Penmanship Department for its

President, Prof. .Aaron Bales. Here 1 also studied
Bookkeeping and received a diploma from that
institution, April 15, 1884.

".\t that time. [ knew just enough bookkeep
ingand penmanship to make it impossible for

me to do anything but go back to farming. I

returned to Illinois ami fanned. Meanwhile I

was developing the start which 1 received iji

penmanship into something more of a talent,
and was also getting a more scientific knowledge
of bookkeeping by working out problems and
entries by myself.
"Becoming interested in all the business

liranches, taking up a little shorthand out of a
pamphlet I had received through the mails, I de-
cided to take a post graduate course in some goofl
business college, and to this end, entered the
Champaign. 111., Business College and Short-
hand Institute. Here I studied Benn Pitman
shorthand, reviewed bookkeeping and practiced
Ornate Writing and Flourishing. From here I

went to Indiana and began teaching in a little

liusiness college. It was only a beginning, but
it opened up a new field of work for me whicli I

liked.

"June H, 1902, I received the Phonographic
Institute teachers' certificate in Benn Pitman
shorthand. Then I put the finishing touches on
my ornamental writing, and Feb. 15, 1005, was
awarded the first Professional Penmanship cer-
tificate issued by The Business Educator.
Steady advances through the little Indiana busi-
ness college, the Red Wing Business College.
Tlie Tri State Business College. Toledo. Ohio,
and the Lutheran Ladies' Seminary in Red
Wing, have finally placed me in the largest and
l>est m.inaged business college in Minneapolis:
and this from a start so insignificant that it was
ahiiost sidetracked at the lieginning by a little

incredulity on my p.art.

"I attribute my continueil interest in com-
mercial work to the many magazines which,
through all the years since I first began, have
been the most important part of my daily mail."
In 1906, Mr. Buell .attended the Zanerian Col-

lege, completing the prescribed course in Pen-
manship and Lettering.

fT
WONNELL'S
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ciimcisivis
^ J
C.T. E. S.. III. N. di.lii't sa:

do some vtrvfjood work. Iain ahvavs shul to
Iiuarfroin out who realizes lust w hat liis staiid-

anl of work is. 't'oii write with extellent move
ment. but llieheve you use a little too iimch
speed on your small letters. Strixe for accuracy
of form and you will see marked improvement.
Watch especially finishing strokes on your small
letters. Re.id carefully my instructions for IP.

Shape up the 6'. Thanks for your appreciation.
L, V. M., Okla. I would advise you to work

more on business writing for a while than on the
ornamental. You haven't a good movement.
The work before me was executed very slowly.
My advice to you is to start in witli Leslie's les-

son in the Januan,' number. His instructions
there is just what you need.

E. A.. Tenn. You have excellent movement,
and semi-<K'casinnalIy strike a good form, but
you need t(^ study f(»rm very closely. T believe
vou can learn to write if vou stick to it.
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LESSONS IN ORNAMENTAL WRITING
Morwalk Business

Specimens ftir criticism

Mr. Wonnell bv the

Colleee, Morwalk, O.

should be mailed to

25th of the month.

-.JJ

A yi aslced me tfida^ it natural for you toThe only freiiius wortli mentioning is that which results from stickins everlastingly at it

write ?'
I wish 1 hail space to tell you what I told him.

.\ freak may get $40 a week in a museum but he deserves no credit for it.

It has taken me 10 years to learn to write as well as I do and yet I have enough faith in myself to believe I'll do l>etter work in tlie next f

tlian I can do now. 1 lielieve the majority of failures in learning penmanship are due to a lack of faith in one's self.

Kead Snows .\rtici,e in the Janu.^rv Kducator, then examine yourself.

IDEALS.

Remember this— if you are one of the successful ones, you will never catch up with your ideal—not in this world. The fellow whc
tied with his penmanship is never found beyond the amateur class. 1 don't believe I ever turned out a specimen in my life that just suited me.

Study the liest copies \'on can find from the different penmen, eliminate the weak points if you can anil select the good ones.

ver lo

INSTRUCTIONS.

should be exactly the reverse of the upper loop.

jht retrac

The lower loop letters, .;, .r. ^antl z, the 1

movement is used than on the upper loops.

Notice form of z closely. First part should be just like first part of /;. the

Make lower part of <j just like /.

.\ great many fairly good penmen fall <lown on f and rf. 1 believe you will find the copies almost self explanatcry. 1 his shade i

decreasing shade. To make it, spread nibs of the pen, then use quick action, finger and arm, and lift the pen in motion a little above base

up the stroke carefully and finish. To make shade square at top, retouch it as shown in copy, but be careful, don't hurry—make it

don't build it up too much.
Shade in small p is called increasing shade. I'se arm movement principally and stop before lifting pen. Ketouch carefully.

All who can repeat the golden text, hands up.

A trifie less finger

s called the

line. Catch
smooth and
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J. C. R., Minn. Some of yonr work indicates

that vou used too coarse a peii. Your upper loop
letters generally cross too high. This is caused
bv vour not ee'ttint; enouph curve ripht in the
hes'innintJ of the up-stroke of the loop. In
making p. I would advise you to shade it below
the line as shown in the February lesson. In
vour small letters be careful to init a little more
curve in your upstrokes.

C. E. B.. Vt. You are doing some excellent
work. Make the shades on stem of

P. H and A" shorter, throwing the
hulk of the shade Im the base line. Beginning
Hourish stroke of T should he a more graceful
compound curve. Top oval of sectmd part of

your H is too large and lower oval too small.
Vou get too much speed on your small letters.

Slow down and make them RHJHT.
S. (). S.. Canada. \'ery nice work indeeil.

There are no suggestions that 1 can make that

will be of value to you, for vou scnu to be on
the right track; however, I shall be [.leased to re

ceive your work regidarh'. "^'onr 1' twrnisi-
is very nice, yet you miss ou the Hni^hm;j stroke
ofthe" Fin hot gettint; it :i . oiii|,onii.l inrve.

No. 1 do not shade the dow n stroke m tin- niiiier

loops, except on the /. wbuli in.u l.r shaded
near the base line, but if vou Ijave a IJ, you
should not sha<!e both of them. I would sug-
gest slowing down a little on the small letters to

get accuracy.
F. \V.. Iowa. I appreciate very much the

kind words \-fiu have to say concerning my les

sons. >'ou have a nice start in your work. How
htng ha\'e vou been working on Penmanship r

Your movt^nient seems to be a little limited.
Do vou use whole arm movement? I prefer it

for combinations and flourished capitals. Strike
out with a little more confidence.

F. C N.. S.Dak. ^'ou had some very nice work.
If you could give your entire time to penman-
ship vou could without a doubt become one of
our Hnest penmen.

J. K. B., 111. I am very glad to know that my
former criticism has been some help to you.
Your business writing is very neat and you
show careful work on your ornamental. I don't
believe you use a pen with enough flexibility.

Try Gillotfs No. IllH or No. 1. Swing out with
free whole arm inovenient with \'our capitals.
Make your shades a little heavierand occasional-
ly make your work larger, although the work \oii

sent me is large enough for practical piirfjnses.

F. B., 111. Y.ui write a verv gooil business
hand and the work sent me in ornamental shows
considerable ability. You get your shades very
nicely placed. I think practice is all you need.
Of course, when I say practice, that includes
form-stutiy. 1 might suggest that you make a
very careful study of /?.

Beginning oval of P. B and
High anfl shades on stem too
on movement, excefit I be
I hltlc too fast at times, espe-
'iis. ^ iiii must learn to make
MdilN .IS the large Hv wheel
no! .IS fast. Study capitals

vo-ir shade on the line. You arc doing some
very neat work, however, and 1 believe it is pos-
sible for you to become very fine. You need to

study .s. Y'ou make r all right. The up-stroke
in your s slants too much.

J. F. C Pa. I am glad you have the desire
and I do not believe that you are an exception
to the principle 1 laid down, that desire carries

with it ability. I am pleased with the spirit

which you express in vour letter. I can't be-
lieve that vou have reached your limit. I have
some other suggestions, which I will make to

you liy letter, 1 guess I will make one right here.
In a former letter vou enclosed astanii) for reply,
enclosing it in an envelope which reads, "Smoke
Helmar Cigarettes, etc." Maybe you got this

envelope b>- accident liut it made me wonder.

E. H. M.. N. J. 1 am glad to admit that some
of your work is an inspiration tome. The qual-
itv' of stroke which you get IS very rare. I know
\oii are not looking for compliments entirely, so
1 will trv to give you a few suggestions that may
belji vou. ^ on could be a little more accurate
ill voiir small letter work. Some of your letters

are perfect inform, then again you have some
that are off iiuite a little. In your business writ-

ing, when doing accurate work lift your pen in

making ( and r/. You make vour shade a little

too long on the conibiiu-.l curve stem of P. I

think itiat on the H vou get the top oval too
larLM III . oinparison with the lower oval. On/
voiit liiiisliinL: ovals should be more horizontal
than vol! iii.ikc them. I mean the finishing
o\,ils .ilio-, r the baseline. Try beginning your
rioiirisli ot,/ higher above the baseline. In the
signature i /. /. Powers i vou get your oval on
the / too Hat. Take a little more time in re-

touching shades of t, d and p.

E. E. W., Ohio. .A very excellent lot of speci
mens and neatly arranged. Some of your signa-
tures measure up to a very high standard. Your
liusiness writing is excellent. Make the shades
(ui stem of P, i? and J? shorter. Loop of second
part of /?comes too close to stem, /.too much slant,

J. .\. N., Pa. My candid advice to yon is to
take up the course now starting in The Busi-
NFSS Educator by Leslie. Yon haven't gooil
enough foundation in business writing >'et to do
very much work on ornamental, I don't want to
discourage you, but I do want you to start right,
then you will reach a higher standard in your
work, ll wimld be useless for me to attempt to
critiiize the specimens you sent me, L'SE
BETTER PAPER.
W.J.E., N.J. Study closely the compound

curve stem for P. Make beginning oval for

stem of B higher and more nearly norizontal.
The top of / is too wide anil oval too small. The
top of / is too vertical and liack not straight
enough. Makesfuller. Some of your capitals ap-
pear to have been made with too stitTa pen. See
September number for instructions on this point.

H. G. P.. 111. You have made very rapid ad-
vancement in your work. If you will stick to it,

no doubt you can become a real penman.
A, A. A., Mass. Glad to receive your work.

It is a pleasure to look at such work as that

which vou sent me. Your business writing is

very fine and von have a splendid start in the or

narhental. Sometimes the road is a long one
but all who have the right kind of stuff in them
reach the goal. No doubt you will reach it.

Make beginning oval of C larger. Make E
lower in reference to base line. Study very care-

fully my instruction on L and 5. Make beginning
oval of G higher.

K not horizoiilal c
long. Nocriticisi
lieve you realh' k<
cially on conibiiiat
your arm work as >

on an engine lu
closely.

Z. C., Minn. The beginning part for M. A'
and ir needs your careful attention. You don't
get the oval ihrown uroimd tite huae line nor
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By C. F. Zulauf, penman in Hcrantun, Pa., Commercial Institute.

Superscription by E. D. t'larlte, Marion, Iml., Normal School
By VV. .\. H.ide, Pittsburg, Pa.

i
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B\ J. D. 'riKlcl, 114 N. iMain St.. Salt Lake City. L'tali
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9SlZtS SHADING PENS $1.00. Catalog and Price
List Free, write tor \y

R. R. LEE. Shading Pen Mfgr.. Ponliac. Mich.

become: A.N EXPERT
Have an ex|tert knowledge of the art in which you are
ngra«ed and thus make penmanship intereRting and

ery and Raised checks

photogaaphic reproduc

ng and
Profusely illustrated ^

f famous lorgeries-
A dollar and a half brings it to you by return mail.

F*. B. COVRTNEY
Cedar Rapids Business CoUe£^e, Cedar Rapids, la.

A. PERFECT MEMORY
or anytbing else that you desire to remem-
ber. You would be willing to give anything
within reason for such a memory, and now
you can have it for a very small sum, plus a
little effort on your part.
TK.* NAtxaral Memorx System
abowe you how to employ the same methods
that the emotions use in giving you a perfect
memory of all the details of anything that
you love. This is the method used by all

great men and women, and you can make it

spell success for you. If you want to have a
perfect memory for names and faces; to
secure commaad of excellent English: to
spell well; to have all of your information
available for instant use, send for a copy
today PRICE S%^ CENTS.
E. D. SNOW, 172 Main St.. HORNELL. N. Y.

IF YOV
have studied penman
ship under the old
methods and failed to

acquire a rapid busi
ness hand or an accur

ate professional style,
enroll with us, as we guarantee to make
you an expert or refund your money.

for full information and samples.

SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL OF PENMANSHIP
101 MAIN ST.. KEWANEE, ILL

H GOOD BDSINESS COLLEGE FOB SALE

It is in one of tlie riciiest counties in
the United States ; town of 1 1000 : no
opposition: enrollment greater than
last year. Write

Lock Box 372, Paris, Illinois

F. W. TAMBLYN, 1 1 1 8 Grand Ave., Kansas Clly. Mo.

School
Advertising

Why nut use some weatherproof

They last a long lime and give a

lot of publicity for a little money.

I can supply you with high-

grade, illustrated, follow-up sys-

tems at a price that will surprise

you.

Write me. I have about every-

thing made in this country suit-

able for school advertising.

Scliool

Advertising

M. W. CASSIMORE

122 f . SSthSt.. SeatlU Wash.
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WANTED '^° ^'-'^ * GOOD

BUSINESS SCHOOL
ADDRESS, MIDDLE WEST

Care of Business Educator. Cohinilms. Ohio.

WANTPn Business Colleges. Hieh Schoolsnnn l tU andwould-be Teachers to know
that a superior Training School for teachers in both
the Commercial and Shorthand ( Isaac Pitman
Courses) is conducted by the School of Commerce.
Accounting and Finance. Picton, Ont.. Canada.
Mr. Sayers. the Principal, is an honor sraduate of

the School of Pedagogy and has had an experience
of several years in both High School and Model
School work, having been connected as an instructor
for four years with a Government Training School for

The Pratt Teachers' Agency
Til Fifth .-ivENUE. NF:w YORK

Recommends college and normal graduates,
specialists, and other teachers to colleges
and schools.

The Agency receives many calls for commer-
cial teachers from public and private schools.
and business colleges.

WM. O. PRATT, MANAGER

WANTED Commercial and Shorthand^"^^^ teachers to know that they can
secure the best positions through the Central
Teachers' Agency. Established 1899. Regis-

racancies everywhere. Drop us a
line today.

E. C. ROGERS
Coltxnnbus, O,

for CoAn Increasing Demand
ographers. typewriting. bookkeeping;, penmanship.
and allied subjects. Personal recommendation
tcir positions in high schools. Business Colleges.
L'niversities Salaries $6(K1 to $180(1

Your desires realized through Tha THURSTON
TEACHERS' AQENCV.
Free enrollment until March 1st. Send for booklet

ANNA M. TflURSTON, HansEer
378 Wabash Ave. Chicago. III.

TYPEWBirmii IJFEhU UHILL8
Fifty snappy, well graded lessons in type-

writing, leading from a low rate of speed up
to 75 words per minute. Nothing so care-
fully graded from one speed to another has
heretofore appeared. The ascent is so easy
and gradual that you hardly realize the in-
crease until you find yourself in the ranks
of the rapid operators. The price:

FIFTY LESSONS FOR FIFTY CENTS
Send Stamps or M. 0.

C. E. BIRCH, Lawrence, Kans.

IT IS TIME TO PREPARE . We call the atteiUion of
facilities for proviclins: first

or the new scho
chool rnaiKieren

las^ teachers on short notice. If yon have never trieii n-, lei w.

luote what some satistieil people ha\'e said al i n^. Inn w c lia\ en't time. .\n<l we wan!
1 teachers to register anil be reail.v. UNION TEACHERS' BUREAU. 229 Broadway, N. Y

Ilk

A TYPEWRITER FR[[ ^^^^— we are
giving a Junior Typewriter to every
person taking our Gregg Shorthand
Mail Course.

WKITK TuDAV F»- R KILL FARTICULAKS

WE have placed over 50 Commercial
Teachers in good paying positions
this fall and ever>' one has " made

good." We never recommend a person
unless he can fill the place. When in need
t»f a teacher let us help you. Enrollment
free to Commercial Teachers. Penmanship

itial. Sch(H.lsf(. sale

D. S. GommerGiai Teactiers* Bureau,
G. W. Beckler. Secy. Chillicothe. Ohio

Positions Not All Filled

We now (September 10th) have the

following openings for commercial
teachers to be filled .

One $1.'>00 High School position.

Five $1200 positions. Two High
School places.

Ten positions paying from fOOO to

$1200.

Eighteen positions paying from $.500

to $!I00.

We Need More First-Cliis Teachers

Continental Teachers' Agency,
Bo-wllng Green, Ky.

Free Enrollment if you mention this paper.

Indiana. Btxslncss Collet*
Has schools at La Fayette. Logansport, Koko-
mo. Anderson. Marion. Muncie. Richmond.
Columbus and Indianapolis. The INDIANA
BUSINESS COLLEGE of Indianapolis is the
CENTRAL BUSINESS COLLEGE.

Qualified T«aoh«rs
In either the Grege. Chartier or Pitman sys-
tems furnished schools on short notice. Tell
us your wants and we will make a selection
that will please you.

Prospeotiv* Stu<l«nta
Of a business colleee should send for our
literature. Write:

In<lla.n& Business Collars
Box 353, Indianapolis. Ind,

POSITIONS •^' ^^^ Indianapolis Convention we received a number of or-

K^^n ICftO^'in '^^''^ ^°'^ teachers and managers to begin work next September
^."^ «T»**y ** —one especially fine opportunity for a manager to secure an

interest in one of the best business colleges in the entire country. We need good com-
mercial teachers—young and old— to fill the many openings that come to us. Let us
send you full information, with no obligation on your part in case you do not wish our
services. No advance fee required. THE SPECIALISTS' EDUCATIONAL BUREAU
ROBERT A. GRANT. Manager. Webster Groves. St. Louis. Mo.

TBHINING SCHOOL FOR GOIQinEBGiBL TEHOflEBS
.\t large expense and after the most exhaustive study of methods and requirements for

a Normal training department we have made possible the maximum of effectiveness in

preparation for commercial teaching with the minimum of expense and time.

The calls for our graduates for splendid positions in all parts of the United States con-
tinue to pile up, though our list of candidates was exhausted several months ago. The
splendid successes of our graduates arouse the immediate interest of prospective com-
mercial teachers as soon as they learn the facts.

Our prospectus and bulletin giving full information

mailedfor the asking.

Rochester Business Institute, Rochester, /V. Y.

A HORN or PLrGNTY IN 1909
The New Year carries a cornucopia for commercial teachers. .\ tidal wave of pros-

perity is on the way, and the last four months of this year will see commercial schools

inundated with business. The next five years should be the harvest time for commer-
cial teachers who are business-like enough to market their service through a high-

grade commercial taachers' agency, as the railways seek to get the highest price for

their bonds by marketing them through the office of an Al bond broker.

This is January 2. We need a college-trained commercial teacher of first-class

ability for Japan. $2fi7.3 and traveling expenses : a highly-trained commercial spec-

ialist and executive for a splendid new higher commercial school in the East. $1800-

$2000 ; a commercial school leader for a great new school in the South backed by one
of the leading financiers of the nation. $1,")00-$2000 ; two shorthand principals in Al
private schools at $1,100. and others of lesser degree too numerous to mention in this

limited space. Most of these are for next year's work. We want to get into touch at

once with high-grade commercial teachers and with well-prepared beginners, espec-
ially men who write well. No charge whatever unless we find for you a position

that you decide to accept. The risk is all ours. Write to us. Do it now.

THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY

E. E. Gaylord. Manage

A SPECIALTY BY A SPECIALIST

Prospect Hill Beverly. Ma

y/j^r>Jy/-</A//?/7^?./ff^£^/:yr'r'-^^j^^7Af^?-y//^'^'/^.y- -^r^J^ ?/.r..JJ f^^^T^^vz/^v-T}OG
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The above is a likeness of Mr. E. M. Coulter,

proprietor of the National Business College,

Roanoke, V'a.

He was born in Pittsfield, 111., in 1871. He
attended the Kansas Normal School for one
year. Later he took the conimercial and normal
penmanship course at the Gem City Business
College, Quincy, 111. Still later he took work in

the Zanerian, after which he taught in the St.

Louis, Mo., Business University for five years.

For the past twelve years he has been connected
with the National Business College, and for the

past seven years has been its owner and mana-
ger.
Mr. Coulter is a man of high ideas and intense

<lesires. As a consectuence he has built up one
of the most successful educational institutions

in our profession. He has done much to raise

the standard of commercial education in his

section of the countr>'.

As some one has very wisely said, "No institu-

tion of merit was ever built without intense

thought, careful preparation, and willing sacri-

fice on the part of some one." Such a man is

E. M. Coulter who has made a success of the

school t)ver which he now alone presides.

He is without question one of the very finest

penmen in our profession. Probably no other
business college manager writes quite as pretty

a signature to each and all of his letters as does
Mr. Coulter. By so doing he shows the value
he places upon penmanship as an attractive

means of advertising.

Personally and socially he is quite as congen-
ial and well liked as he is professionally profi-

cient antl successful.

irYOvifirisHTO earn
while you learn, write to

P«Lt-«on*s P«flvnn&n« Keolcutc. la.
My projioeitions' and price lists will interest you. They

MONOGRAM STATIONERY
NOTICE • The latest out' Just discovered' Somc-

thiognew in Fendom ! Send 50e toi a half pint hot. of
my embossing liquid. - 'ItHas the Raised tffect" ; as a start-

er; for monoei-aminBrRlatlonery. etc. Any pen enthusiast
can use it. Notbing like it in the world! Send 3.'»e for an
excellent box of high grada linen stationery with your
Initial! embossed Into a monogram, in gold or colors, post
paid. Send 25c for It! white, colored, comic, or nourished
cards w ritten to order 500 per cent guarantee.

A. W. H RONISH, 205 Catherine St., Syracuse, N Y.

Well established bnsineSB

Population, city,
FOR SALE ollege. 17th year. No

30.0{Xi. Income past year $10,000. Middle Atlantic
State. Fine territory. Hastier can become in-
dependent in few years. ^.iiOO buys it. Will more
than pay for itself 1st year besides expenses. If
you have the money and want a field to yourself
and a bargain, write. Have no time to waste on
cariosity seekers. Give evidence of good faith
and reliability .Vddresp,

X. Y. Z.. Care ot BUSINESS EDUCATOR

m?y97M/?^mi

nd Shorthaad.

Favorite Pens and a copy of the Ran
Journal.

C. W. RANSOM,
3825 Kuclid Ave . Kansas City. Mo

YOUR FULL NAME WRITTEN IN A LARGE, I

FLOURISHED, POLICY SCRIPT STYLE I

BY THE CHIEF I

POLICY WRITER
in one of America's largest life insurance com-
panies- A specimen of beauty and skill as ap-
plied to practical purposes. On bristol board
4x11 inches mailed in tube for 50 cents.

Chas. E. Bear. Box 192 Madisun S<i- Sta.. New York

THE RANSOMERIAN OBLIQUE
THE HOLDER THAT MAKES WRITING A PLEASURE

I use it exclusively in my expert writing; invaluable to the professional,
to the amateur or to the beginner. You can write easier, longer and better
by using this great instrument.

Some of the special features of this holder are very clearly expressed in the following
unsolicited letter from G. W. Weatherly, President of the JopHn-Carthage Busioesa
College Company of Joplin, Mo. This letter tells its own story. Read it.

Mr. C. W. Ransom, President, Joplin, Mo., Sept. 21. 1908.
Ransomerian School of Penmanbtaip. Kansas City Mo.

My dear Mr. Ransom;—! have given one of your penholders a three months' long trial, a careful and severe
one. side by side with the best and most expensive holders made, ones eostin^ three or four times as much, and
today yours is the only one remaining on ray desk— it has forced the others back into the drawer among the
things kept for "old times sake "

I have never found the equal of the holder With it the finest writing can be produced all day
long without causing that "tired feeling" so common to professionals for "it fits the finger." To the beginner,
it opens up the gate to a new field, creates a new ambition along penmanship lines, as it is a progress maker—
with it you can fairly see the improvement in your writing.

The holder occupies a field of strictly its own ; in fact, two of them, it being the only one, so far
as I know, that can be changed into either an ornamental or business holder at will, and Is equally fine in
either. ThU feature is valuable. It is a handsome holder, will last forever, and it is absolutely useless for the
penman to look for anything better ureven ' juet as good" for it is not made.

Very truly. G. W. Weatherly. President.

This beau'iful solid rubber holder will last you a life time and the price is only
SO cents mmcb post paid. Special prices to schools and colleges; write for them.

Address

:

C. W. RANSOM, Prest., Ransomerian School, \«2Ss«%Vmo:

DIPLOMAS FOR EVERY SCHOOL

EVERY SCHOOL NEEDS DIPLOMAS
WE CAN rVRNISH ONE OR A THOVSAND

"The science of business is the science of service and he

profits most who serves best"—WE AIM TO PLEASE

XELLr VS ^'^^^ y°^ require in the DIPLOMA LINE:—
— 1st, quantity—2nd, quality, (paper or parchment)

We can then write you fully, and to the point,

with samples for inspection.

"There is more in Business Buildintf

than in Business Getting" -WE MAKE
GOOD.

AMES <a ROLLINSON COMPANY
203 Broadway

NEW YORK

Walter e Dunn ^^^^ experience as Diploma Makers covering

The Diploma Man forly years—is at your Service.

DO IT NOW AND DO IT RIGHT. YES DO IT RIGHT WRITE NOW
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From the fascile pen of the energetic and capable president of the National Business College, Roanoke. Va., Mr. E. M. Coulter.

^
No Other System of Writing
It tells the Pupil and Teacher How. It will pay you to investigate.

has eqaaleil the Faust as a result getter.
More graduates and less labor to get them,
has been the record in schools using the
If you are interested. WRITE AND I WILL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT

Faust Method
^^

Send for sample sheet i

\-.
C. A. FAVST, 40 Deat-born Street, CHICAGO, ILrL.

:^
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Le»sons tn

Roundhand
W. A. Balpd.

Jj
1 18 N. nish sr..

Columbus, O.

-.JJ

INSTRUCTIONS FOR LESSON
NO. SIX.

This month we begin (m the capitals and you

will find that the masleo' "f them is very im-

portant. Though in ordinary work capitals are

used much less than small letters, a few shaky

looking capitals can easily spoil the appearance

of an otherwise neat looking page. The shaded

strokes in the capitals in Roundhand differ from

the shades used in ornamental writing in that

they are not of the short, snappy order.

In this lesson we have eight capitals. You
will notice that certain strokes are repeated in

ilifferent letters and you should keep this fact in

mind when making them. If you would always

study a letter and note wherein it contained

strokes used in the formation of other letters you
would acciuire a good style of WTiting in a com-
paratively short time.

The first part of the I', If, n and K is a double

turn, this part of the letter should be kept com-
paratively high, the top part of it not being

more than one-half space lower than the second

shaded stroke.

The capital V has this beginning and the sec-

ond shaded stroke is a straight line on the main
slant, this seconil shailed stroke will be some-
what difficult to make, it begins and ends with a

hair line and the heaviest part of the shade
should be at least about half the height of the

letter. The finishing stroke is a hair line join-

ing the shaded stroke at the base and is curved
considerably near the top and finished with a

dot. The first part of the 11' is the same as the

V, the third shaded stroke is not quite parallel to

the second, these two strokes being about three-

fifths of a space apart at the top and one space

apart at the base line, the finish is the same as

in the I'.

The I'and II' are both three spaces in height.

The first part of the Z is an oval slightly more
slanting than the rest of the letter, the main
stroke in the il is a compound curve beginning
and ending with a hair line, this stroke is more
slanting than the main strokes in the II'. the

loop at the base line is quite small and the shade
on the finishing stroke is nearly vertical. The

hair line crossing the main stroke is a horizontal

compound cur\'e.

The first part of the capital H resembles.the cap-

ital I'until it comes to within about ^2 space of the

base line, when it curves to the left and finishes

with a dot '-j space about the base line, this first

half of the H differs from the I' in that it is only

2?^ spaces high. The second part of the H is

three spaces high, it may be made without rais-

ing the pen or the hair line may be made down-
ward the same as the upper loops in the small

letters, the hair line crosses the shaded strokes

at about 'i- their height.

The first part of tlie K is the same as in the U.
In making the second part begin at about h^ the

height of the first stroke and make the hair line

upward finishing with a dot, the shaded stroke in

the seconil part of A' is a compound cur\-e and is

a difficult stroke to make just right. The second

part of A' is three spaces in height.

The capital N begins with a dot '2 space above
the base line and after making the turn at the

bottom is a straight line on the main slant, the

shaded stroke is similar to those in the Fand 11',

but is more nearly vertical. The finishing stroke

is the first stroke inverted.

The first stroke of A is made upward the same
as in the A', but is much more slanting in order

that the shaded down stroke may be on the mam
slant, the finish of the A begins at the base line,

is made upward and turning to the left forms an

oval, the line crosses the main stroke of A about
I4 space above the base line. The shade on the

oval should be parallel to the main stroke.

The first stroke of M is made the same as the

first stroke in A. it is not as slanting as the first

stroke in the A. nor as vertical as the first stroke

in the A', but just about half way between the

two. The down strokes are similar to the shaded
stroke in the small 1 and are parallel.

There is plenty in this lesson to keep you
busy for a month, some of the principles in these

letters will be found in many of the other capi-

tals, the main stroke in the first part of the H ap
pears some ^'hat modified at limes in just ttne-

halfof the letters of the alphabet. Let me see
ytiur best work on this lesson.

C. E. B., W'inooski, \'t. Your work on Lesson
4 is very nice and neat. The worst fault is your
ink, it does not fiow freely, it may be either due
to vour ink well becoming dirty or too much
gum in the ink, if the latter, add a little water.
Ct.>ine again.
R. L. H.. Cincinnati. You need more practice

on upper loops, you have a tendency to get them
pointed. The finish on b and i" appear weak,
you are inclined to give more space between
letters than in them, they should appear the
same. Many thanks for the good words.

P. E., Bowling Ureen, Ky. Your work is very

food, in fact the best I have received this month,
'our ink is a little too thick. Keep coming.
Z.C Hartland, Minn. You are a trifie late in

the dav but 'tis better late than never. You
should rule lines for the top of your small letters.

Try and make up the work you have let go h\.
You can come out all right in the end if yiiii

work hard.
.\. A. A.. Fitchburg, Mass. Your work com-

pares very favorably with the work received from
other students. Your shades appear ragged,
perhaps your pen is not properly adjusted. You
do not begin the shades on the upper loop let-

ters soon enough. Your spacing between 6's is

too wide. I think you will be doing good work
at the end of the course if you stick to it. Your
ink is not the best.

W. A. McL, Xor«ood, O. Your work looks

that is less glossy.

C. E. ,\., Penna. Your work is very neat. Your
work on the words was not as good as on the ex-
ercises. Try and make up the work you have let

go by vou. square up ends of n and ni as it

gives them a much nicer appearance, "^our
work on the third and fourth lesson just arrived.

Rule lines for the tops of minimum letters, mea-
sure the copy and make your work the same
size.

/^n^

a/j//^^
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Good Writing Easily Tauglit
The enthusiastic teacher who provides for his student good copies,

logically arranged and carefully graded, ought to get good results in

penmanship. The mediocre teacher who uses Modern Commercial Pen-
manship, will get fairly good results in spite of his mediocrity.

WHAT IT IS
Modern Commercial Penmanship is a carefully graded course in

plain, business writing, containing 60 lessons, 60 pages of copies, and
accompanied by as many sets of instruction very carefully wrought out.

The price of this book is 50c. Copies will be sent to teachers for exam-
ination upon receipt of 25c.

The Commercial Text Book Company
DES MOINES, IOWA

445 BreckenridgeSt., Buffalo, N. Y. By A. E. Cole, Prin.. Com'l. Dept. Tareiitum, Pa„ High School,

C X '^^'^'^^^'^^'^^^'^^"^^'^^^^^'^^':^<^*'^'^^^ ^(^
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DESIGNING
and

KNOBOSSING
By

E. L. BROWN,
Rockland, Me.

-J
k'ssoii will prove

a gr<n)il one for younjj

pen artists, beings sini-

ftle in (lesigrn and
rrL-atment. First lay

off very roughly in

pencil, aiming for

cliaracter of lettering,

-^pacing. etc. Make
unigh, irregular lines

I n the treatment of the

rustic letters and try

to avoid a stiff set, ap-

pearance. This tie-

sign shows what may
he accomplished with

a few lines. Study

Ihe arrangement and
thickness of the lines

very carefully. The
hackgroimd of the

initial "D" is to imi-

tate a screen, and the

lines should he exe-

cuted free hand with

some attention to

regularity. Thicken

little to give the letter relief.

LEARN TO WRITE CARDS FOR $1.00
ForilOOwe "ill umHrtake to tell you all we know

about card writing with examples of fancy and engraved
tyle work iind duggeBtlons as to tin- liest materials to

of great "

xpen thK lil

L'lird wrii

pro

the prospecti'

Zaner Says: "You write a skillfnl card." The West-
ern aays: "Mr. Peraons' ladies' curds are especially
line " Cnil Moelter. Hubl>»ll, Mich., snvs "Your cards arc
the best I have seen." 50 best quality written cards 70c;
dor, 20c. U. s. stamps talien. Address.

F.E. PERSONS. 445 BrcckenriilgiSt,. Buffnlo, N. Y.

SPECIMENS

The skillful S. X. Kaliler. one of the proprie-

tors of the Metropolitan Commercial School, E.

St- Louis. 111., recently showed us what his

pupils are doiiie in the penmanship class. The
work is specially good. Mr. J. F- Wiegers, one
of his pupils, is imitating his instructor very

closely. We wish him success.

Each year at Holiday time we are favored with
some very tastefully and skillfully executed
cards as well as a yearly subscription from our
long-time friend and patron, Mr. William
Rhoads, 235 Pearl St., Reading, Pa. One of the

cards he inclosed is executed entirely with pen-
cil and represents a very skillfully executed
card.

From W. .\. Bode, the penman and card

writer of Fair Haven, Pa., we have just received

specimens of work, the best we have ever re-

ceived from his pen. We have placed some of

this work on file and our readers will have the

pleasure of looking at it later tin.

The following pupils of the Augustana Busi-

ness College, Rock Island, 111., have submitted
specimens of penmanship which are top-notch
in quality: E. T. .\nderson. S. C. Kogelgren,
Bernaril kallin. Clarence .Skallberg. Roy Lind-
ahl, Bertha Skog. C. E. Flodman, Catherine
Farrell, John Pearson, K. Knox, Tennis John-
.son, Chas. Hanold, Geo. Borg, Carl Burgeson,
Gust Carlson, Carl A. Seagren and Joel E. New-
man.
Mr. C. \.. Krantz has had charge of the work

in this institution for some ten or twelve years
and is getting results secured by few teachers of

penmanship. Besides being a penman and
teacher of a high order of ability, Mr. Krantz
is an artist. His designing and engrossing is

good, and he possesses equal ability in handling
oil, and water-colors.

.Specimensof penmanship executed by tlie pu-
pils ill the I'nion Commercial College, Char-
lottetown. P. K. 1., where C. H, Pruner has
charge of the penmanship department, are re-

ceived. These specimens are about as good as

any we have received from commercial colleges
this year, and Mr. Pruner is to be congratulated
upon results obtained. He says "never before

have we been able to do such good work in our
penmanship classes and I attribute a great deal
of success to the plain and aspiring copies now-

running in your excellent paper."

A beautifully executed set of capitals, orna-

mental style, is received from W. R.Hill, princi-

pal of the International Business College, New-

port News, \'a. Mr. Hill's penmanship has the
ear marks of superiority. He has the ability to
become very fine if lie will but give it the
necessary time and attention,

Mr. R.C;. Brunei. Haywood, JIan., writes a
splendid business hantl as well as an ornate
hand as shown in a letter recently received
with enclosure of cards.

Walter M. Bishop, penman in the .\Itoona,
Pa., High School, has a class in penmanship
that is <loing very creditable work, if we may
judge by the specimens he recently mailed us.

He has a right to be proud of such a class. The
class may also consiiler themselves fortunate to
be under the guidance of such an instructor.

Mr, N. R. Fiebig, who has charge of the pen-
manship department in the Central Business
College. Stratford. OiU.. is doing his share to ad-
vance the interests of better penmanship. Spec-
imens before us show that his pupils are all

writing easily, rapidly and with the arm move-
ment. It is unnecessary for us to say that Mr.
Fiebig is a supporter of The Business Educa-
tor, and we wish him continued success in his
work.

Some very good strong business writing is re-

ceived from the pupils of St. John's Business
University, CoUegeville, Minn., Rev. Pious
Meinz, instructor. This school turns out year in

and year out a large number tif good business
writers.

Mr. C. B. .\dkins, Jersey City, N. J., writes a
splendid professional hand—the kind that carries

off a Business Educator Professional Certifi-

cate. His writing contains far more than aver-
age strength and freedom as well as a good de-
gree of accuracy.

The best practice work we have seen this year,

and some of the best we have ever received from
high school pupils was recently sent us by Mr.
(). S. Browning, who has charge of the Commer-
cial Department of the Newton. la.. High
School. Mr. Browning has received instructions

from some of the best penmen in America and
has [jrofited by it.

Some unusually good business, ornamental
and free-hand round hand writing has been re-

ceivetl from Mr. E. D. Clark, penman in the
Marion, Ind., Normal School. He is following
the work of Madarasz as given in The Busi-
ness Educator, and is putting up a close imi-

tation to the master's work.

The pupils in the Rhode Island Commercial
School are to be congratulated upon receiving
instructions from Mr. C. H. Blaisdell. .-V bundle
of specimens recently reached our desk which
are very fine indeed. .\ great deal of credit

should be given to Mr. Blaisdell, while it oc-

curs to us th,il he has some excellent material

from which to get results.
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BOOK REVIEWS

J
The Lift- iif Sir Isaac Pitman by Alfred Baker,

Isaac Pitman Jt Sons, Publishers, 31 Union
Square, New York City, N. Y. S2 net, 392
pages, cloth bound, gilt top and side, is the title

of a most important contribution to shorthand
literature as well as to the commercial teaching
profession. In this biography no efforts seemed
to have been spared by the author and publish-

ers to make it an authoritive and complete rec-

ord. It deals not alone with his work as a phon-
ographer but also with the many distinctive

characteristics which made him a man of courage
as well as a reformer and inventor.

The book makes it very plain how phonogra-
phy came to be invented and under what circum-
stances it was brought to the attention of the

most prominent men of the time. Sir Isaac

not only greatly improved the art of writing

shorthand but he advocated quite as strenuously
phonetic spelling for universal purposes as well
as for shorthand. It is not saying too much we
lielieve to assert that the present reform in the

way of simplified spelling owes something to

tlie zealous work done by Sir Isaac.

To all who teach shorthand, the life of Sir Isaac

Pitman is well nigh indispensible, and we
therefore recommend that those who have the

best interest of their profession at heart procure
a copy of this excellent contribution to our
cause.

Sir Isaac Pitman was born in 1813 and worked
incessantly as but few men have ever worked in

any profession or at any calling until 1897. As
someone has very aptly said he was a tireless.ter-

rilile worker. The book is handsomely bound and
l)rinteil on linen like paper with appropriate il-

lustrations throughout.

If you have not investigated Goodyear's Pat-

ent Loose Leaf Note Books, manufactured by
the Coodyear- Marshall Publisliins: Co., Cedar

Rapids, la., you should do so, as they appear to

us to be the best thing upon the market for al-

most any conceivable kind of note book service.

They are durable, flexible, handy and practical.

Business Letters Numbers, Classified Corre-
spondence by Benn Pitman and Jerome B.

Howard, Phonographic Institute Co., Cincin-
nati, O., came to our desk just before Christmas.
It is engraved and printed so perfectly that it

makes one wish he had learned shorthand just

for the purpose of reading these little booklets
from time to time as they come from the press,

and, by the way, they seem to be comingfasteras
the years roll by, indicating an ever increasing

business. Our personal acquaintance with Mr.
Howaril and dealings with him for many years
makes us believe he is worthy of this increased
patronage.

"The Exposure of Some Fallacies Concerning
the Teaching of Bookkeeping" is the title of a

straight-from-the-shoulder, 16-page, original,

interesting, convincing booklet from the Sadler-

Rowe Company, Baltimore, Md. It's well worth
your time to read it, whether you are a teacher,

principal or proprietor, whether you are thinking
of buying or exchanging books or not. Mr.
Harry Marc Howe, the author has therein said

some things which are calculated to cause per-

sons interested in the teaching of hookkeep
ingto pause anil ponder.

Dear Mr. Zaner:

It maybe of interest to some of

yourreaders to know thatthe Citizens' Savings lV

Trust Company of Cleveland. Ohio, has got out

for all of the eighth graile schools in Clcvelaml
a most interesting chart, showing the v.iri.iii>

books and papers that are of interestto driKisi-

tors in their bank, and showing, also, a cl.is>iti-

cation of the savings, checking and banking-by-
mail departments. I obtained one of tliesi-

charts for the commercial department of our
high school, anti consider it well worth having
in any school room where arithmetic or i)ook-

keeping is taught. Mr. F. R. Morrison, the ad-

\'ertising manager fortliis company, writes me
tliat he IS wdliiig to send fliese to anv -.cliools

that desire them, provided the school will pay
the express charges. They will send them on
no other condition.

Sincerely yours,
E. E. GAYLORD.

FOR SALE
A well established Business College in a rap-

idly growing town on the Pacific Coast.

30,000 population to draw from. Personal

reasons for selling

Address, PACIFIC,
Care of Business Kducator, (^olumbus. Ohio

WANTED TO BDY

DESIGNS AND CARD WRITERS' MANUAL
Contains 70 pajres, 190 styles of cardi illustrated Tells
all about how to order the belt and i-heapest cards—card^
that iue.iiiicksellfrs. Dout tai) to send for this book and
sample- liefiu e plai mg your order forwards, A 2c stamp
will Ijnnj; It to ) Mill' door. Address.

W. NcBEE. 19 Snyder St. N.S.. Pittsburg. Pa.

ARE YOU MAKING IT YOUR BUSINESS
TO PREPARE YOUNG MEN AND YOUNG WOMEN
FOR ACTIVE LIFE IN THE BUSINESS WORLD?

If so, you should use the best possible aids in your work.

IT IS OUR BUSINESS to furnish "the best" text-books on commercial subjects. This is

our specialty, we devote our time and best efforts to the work.

One or more of our publications will be found in use in practically all of the long-established and lead-

ing business schools, which is ample proof that they make good; and this is not surprising, considering that

they were first published to meet the needs of one of the foremost commercial schools in the country. The

superiority of these books was scon recognized by the proprietors of other schools, and their fame is now

wide-spread.

Vou cannot afford to overlook the merits of our practical publications on spelling, cor-

respondence, English, shorthand, typewriting, commercial law, arithmetic, book-

keeping and business practice.

THE EVERYBODY'S DICTIONARY (vest-pocket sizel is the most valuable book of its

kind on the market, and a copy should be in the hands of every student and stenographer.

Write us concerning your needs Illustrated catalogue free

li^r

S^.r

PRACTICAL T£XT
. CLEVELAND

QOOK COMPANY
-•OHIO ^^ -^
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By H. K. Williams, Albin-Willianis Studii), I'ortkind, Oreg-on.

I

for IS

1 one do

11 give free a pack of
plea and send terma to

agents with each order.

AGENTS WANTED
BLANK CARDS ,'a,'r''n^!i' IT.^r'r^^.

olors. Sample 100

for
by 75c.

Abo

Card Oir.

25 different
COMIC JOKER CARDS .ind
IlXi postpaid. 25c. Less for more. Ink. Glossy BUck
or Very Best White. 15c, per bottle. 1 Oblique Pen Hol-
der, Iiic. (Jiilott's No 1 Pens. 10c. per doz. Leasona in

Card Writing. Circular for stamp.

W. A. BODE. Box 176, FAIR HAVEN. PA.

AA Pof-tland, Oregon
ill be

HOLMES BVSINESS COLLEGE,
Portland, Oregon,

from which point I intend to do better work
than ever. Anyone wanting artistic work of
real merit should not fail to write me before
placing his order. I do a wide range of art

work, most anything from penmanship for
reproduction to portraits in oil. and I feel

that I can suit you.

'/3!^^^^4^7i^

erly at 112 W. 6lBt, New York

YOVR. SICNATVRE
Written in the Mills style of busines*
writing and a cut furnished of the same
for $2.25. Send copy of the combination
of initials you prefer and also state size
of cut desired. Address,

E. C. MILLS, Script Specialist,

195 Grand Ave., ROCHESTER., N. Y.

ORIGINAL HANDWRITING
The >nost inspiring, valuable and beautiful of all copies

A hii^b standard of original penmanship designed for the
teacher or student who has the ambition to become a fine

penman. Each course consists of twenty parts.

Compendium of Business Writing $3.00
Compendium of Oi-namental Writing 4.00
Compendium of Card Writing 4.00
Compendium of Flourishing 5.00
Rosewood Oblique Holder, the finest .50

H.B. LEHMAN
CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL ST. LOUIS, MO

THE DVGOVT PENMAN
Will give more and better service than

any other penman in America for the same
money.
Send 25c for circulars and samples. No

postal cards or empties answered.

Address.

JASPER JAY STONE. Niotaze. Kans.

Constant

Clbr)ertts=

ing pags

in \\\z

Business

€t)ucator.

I Tes^oK Per^moknahlp By Ma.Il
Finest of copies; complete instruction; thorough

criticism. No better courses given by any one. I

send my pen-work to every state in the Union, Can-
ada and Mexico. My linest Cards and WritinR, any
style, any color, the best you can get anywhere, 25
cents per dozen- Ornamental caps.. 20 cents. Fine
Scrap Book specimen, 10 cents. If interested write
for my Journal. Inclose stamps Address,

M. A.. A,<lak.nni«« Prcs..

Mftrietts. Commercial College, MarietliL. Ohio-

HIGH GRADE

Diplomas AND

CERTiriCATES.

THE H. i B. QUBllTY PIEBHS:
Better DIPLOMAS than you have been
using for less money than you have been
paying.
Send for new Illustrated Catalog—1909 Edition

Amone the new designs this season we
have a Penmanship Certificate—

a

beautiful specimen of offhand I'enmanship
and decorative drawing. Ask to see a full-

sized sample. We get up special designs,
with your ideas combined with ours, and
the result is always the same—Bk. Beauitl-
ful Dlplomak.. Send for sketches and
estimates.

Resolutions Engrossed and Illuminated

HOWARD <SL BROWN
Makers of Fine DiplomM ROCKLAND, ME.

.^i^,,>el/:cdj>lii^^me^^^.</^^^e/i-^<^*c/^^:^^z/iry^^tr./^^ X J
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One of the leading
Drawing in the U. I

onof L. M.Kelch
'

i nterested write for information. Address
Fret. 0, H. Lon^well.Hlffliland Park College,Dw Holnu, la.

'-pRIEti

'feLUTIDNS &E.

INDR065ED -PBi

'-ANDInkP0KTRAIT6

THE BETTEQ KIND OF GHBD8
Six ways to write your name, I5o
Written on two dozen cards, 25o

Zaaeria
HuTTON Place

Graduate
COLl'MBUS, ( )HIO

e:ste:rbrook's pe:ns
" Euj to write with.

CORRECT DESIGN
— Hard to nfl€ up."

UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

150 STYLES

A 1 PROFESSIONAX TEXT WRITERS
Fine pointed and elas- Made in 3 widths and wi

tic for card writing long point to both left
and right

453 Business and college
I With fine and extra fine

points. Elastic and
smooth writing

SSTERBROOK STSELr PEN MFG. CO.
26 JOHN ST., N. Y. CITY CAMDEN, TtE'W JERSEY

FiNGST pe:nmanship svpplie:s obtainabLtE:.
PENS AND HOLDERS.

Zanerian Fine Writer Pen—The best
and finest fine writing pen made—best
for engrossing, card writing and all fine
script work. Gross $1.00 K gross 25c
1 dozen --- 12c

Zanerian Ideal Pen—One of the best
pens made for general penwork—busi-
pess or ornamental. One of the best
pens for beginners in penmanship.
Gross 75c. % gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c

Zanerian Media! Pen—A high-grade
medium, extrasmooth pen for business
writing. None better. Just right for
students and accountants. Gross 75c
% gross - - 25c

Zanerian Business Pen—A s

durable, common sense busine;
For unshaded business writing
never been excelled, if equaled.
75c. K gross 25c. 1 dozen

oth.

CHhtt's Principality No. 1 Pen—

A

fine writing pen. Gross $1.00, % gross

Gillott's Double Elastic E. F. No.
604 Pen—A medium fine writing pen.
Gross 75c. S4 gross 25c, 1 dozen 10c

Ciilott's Magnum Quill E. F. No.
601 Pen—A business pen. Gross $1.00
H gross 25c, 1 dozen 12c

Gillott's No. 303 E. F. Pen—Used
largely for drawing purposes. Gross
$1.00, }i gross 25c, 1 dozen 12c

Gillott's Lithographic Pen No. 290
—One of the finest pointed drawinc
pens made. 6 pens 25c, 3 pens loc

Soennecken Lettering Pen — For
making German Text. Old English, and
all broad pen letters. Set of 12—num-
bers 1. IH. 2 234. 3. 3H. 4. 5. and 6
single pointed and 10, 20, and 30 double
pointed - 25c

Zanerian Oblique Penholder—Wajad-
nade, rosewood, nearly 12 inches long,
1 beautiful and perfect holder. 1 holder

Fine Art Oblique Holder— Inlaid
and fancy, hand-made, rosewood, and
by far the most beautiful holder made.
Nearly 12 inches long. I holder sent in

a small wooden box — $1.00

Excelsior Oblique Holder—The best
low-priced oblique holder made. Many
hundreds of gross have been sold.
1 holder 10c, 6 holders --$ .35

>4 gross 1.35

H gross ---- 2.60
I gross - 5.00

Straight Penholder— Cork tipped
and best for business writing, flourish-
ing, etc. 1 holder 10c, 6 holders 40c, 12

holders 65c

Blank Cards—V^'h

finest surface for fine
100 by mail postpaid -

.500 by express
1000 by express

CARDS. INK, PAPER, ETC,
Arnold's Japan Ink—Nearly H pint

bottle by mail postpaid $ .40

1 pint by express .45
I quart by express 75

Writing Papers—All our writing
papers are 8x1054 inches in size and
contain 960 sheets to the ream. Ruling

faint and can be furnished wide (M

Black Cards—Best made for white ink,

100 by mail postpaid $ .2*

500 by express -- 71

1000 by express 1.35

White Cardboard—"Wedding Bristol
for fine pen work. Sheets are 22x28.
6 sheets by express $ .60

12 sheets by express 1.00

2 sheets by mail postpaid 50

White Cardboard—"With hard finish,

much like ledger paper. Sheets are
2014x23 inches.
6sheets by express ---$ .40

12 sheets by express - - 70
3 sheets by mail postpaid 50

Black Cardboard—Finest for white
ink. Sheets are 22x28 inches.
6 sheets by express $ .50

12 sheets by express 75
2 sheets by mail, postpaid--- 50

Wedding Paper—Finest for penman-
ship or drawing. Sheets are 21x33.
6 sheets by express - $.50
12 sheets by express - 70
3 sheets by mail, postpaid 50

Zanerian India Ink—A fine drawing
ink and best for preparing script and
drawing for photo-engraving.
1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .30

1 dozen bottles by express 2.00

White //]A—Very fine.

1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .25

ch).
Extr

'{Hi ch).

50 sheets by mail postpaid .55
Extra fine 12 lb. white wove

—

1 ream by express $2.70
'2 * " - 1.45

100 sheets by mail postpaid .65

Extra fine 10 lb. white wove-
1 ream by express $2.15

H " " 1.20

% " " .70

100 sheets by mail postpaid .60

Extra fine 12 lb. Azure (blue)—
1 ream by express $2.30

H " " -- 1.20
.70

100 sheets by mail postpaid 65
Extrafine I7J4 lb. Wedding stock—

1 ream by express $4.50

H " ' 2.50
%

" " 1,40
50 sheets by mail postpaid .70

Medium Grade Practice Paper—
1 ream by express $1.70

.55

100 sheets by mail postpaid 65
Send 5 cents in stamps for a sampl

sheet of each of the six grades.

lil postpaid, except those mentioned to go by express, on which purcha

We handle the best and can save you money. Cash must accompany all orde
Remit by money order, or stamps for small amounts.

iage charges. Of course the cheapest way to :

Prices are too low to keep accounts.

Address, ZANE:R (Sl BL0SE:R, COLrVMBVS, OHIO.

(^ X ^''^''^^^''^^^ '''''^^''^^i^^e'>^<'''(y^'^i'^''iy^y'>r^i/^>r y^ J
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The Substantial School Uses Substantial Books

THE SADLER -ROWE BUDGET SYSTEMS OF BOOKKEEPING

Are unequaled mediums of instruction in this important subject. They provide partial or complete courses,

full of meat and substance, and the training they impart is practical and to the point. The courses are

GRADED-every page presents SOMETHING NEW-something not found in other books—something the

student will appreciate most after he enters business life. They are a standing indictment of the inefficiency

of other texts just as they are the acknowledged preference of the capable discriminating teacher.

The Standard Schools that Go on Year After Year

increasing profits and prestige are the schools that are using them.

BOOTH'S PROGRESSIVE DICTATOR

Has been a revelation to hundreds of schools of what can be accomplished by the best use of the students

time and the saving of the teacher's strength for the more important functions of instruction. Try it with a

dozen students and learn the truth for yourself. No matter what system of shorthand you use, it will suit you.

Don't make machines of your teachers.

SMITH'S TYPEWRITING LESSONS

Something we don't advertise much because they sell themselves. Let us tell you about them.

SADL,ER-R.OWE COMPANY
B ALrTIMOR.!:. MD.

STENOBRAPHER'S BUSINESS PRACTICE
IS NOT FOR THE BIG SCHOOL ONLY.

It is for the small school as well as for the large one. In fact, we do not see how the small school can

do without it, if it does not want to be out-classed. The largest business schools in the United States

use STENOGRAPHER'S BUSINESS PRACTICE and find it the most satisfactory solution of the question

of office practice for advanced students. Any school, no matter how large or how small its stenographic

department, can use this course in practical oflEice work to equal advantage.

The work of each student is entirely independent of the work of others. It makes no difference

whether there be one or one hundred in the class. Each receives the daily mail, takes the daily dicta-

tion, transcribes, gets out form letters and circulars,attends to copying, manifolding, filing, indexing, card-

ing, and the other details of daily office work. Each gets the same instruction in shipping and other rou-

tine business duties, business and legal forms, mimeographing, mailing, and advanced typewriting prac-

tice. The course is carefully arranged to cover the entire range of ordinary office work. Its use will

greatly increase the efficiency of your shorthand department.

^ I ^^r A ^r I r^ IVI ^^TTI I^ I F ^^ ^*^ ^''® *^^^® °* ^ '^°'"'^ which is to be placed

L^ IW I r\ I I Vi^ 1^ ^ I yj L^ I t«^ ill the student's hands when he has com-

pleted the text book. It guides him when he most needs direction and places the acquiring of speed

on a scientific basis. Special editions in six leading shorthand systems.

If you are interested, write to us about either of these publications. We shall be

pleased to give you further and more detailed information

v..

^ST^^^I POWERS & LYONS NEW YORK

C^ _^/^,^i/,^)j a,,^.3if/-/'J/'' ''J-''-€y^^''''-^'^^y'~'<^''/^'"'^^'^'^''^-^^ X }



TEACHERS' PROFESSIONAL EDITION. ONE DOLLAR A YEAR
MARCH, 1909

^
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E. C. T. A.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Pedagogical and Practical Papers on

Accounting, English, Advertising,

Arithmetic, Typewriting Methods

of Teaching, Success, Gumption,

Mechanical Devices in Modern Edu-

cation, Penmanship, Engrossing,

Etc.. Etc., Etc.

News Notes, Book Reviews, Con-

vention Reports, Biographical

Sketches, Etc., in this and all other

numbers.

#

^^-
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Principals of Commercial Departments in

HigK ScHools ^rxd

ParocKial Schools
will do well to learn more in regard to our

Folder System of Business Practice

As the above letter written by Mr. Trickey, Principal of the Commercial Depart-

ment in the High School at Winthrop, Mass., is self-explanatory, no comments
are necessary.

OUR REGULAR ACTUAL BUSINESS SYSTEM
(Over-the-counter transactions)

is for use in

Business Colleges and Large Commercial High Schools

For further informatitou in regard to the most practical

system of bookkeeping in use today, write to

C6e F. H. BLISS PUB. CO. Saginaw, MicK.

Ci^-^^'<^i'<^i/.t^^>d^^>i^^Sff<f^j/f^u y^-^:^^
)Q
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MODERN BUSINESS ARITHMETIC
A practical, analytical and scientific treatise relating to numbers and their application, adapted

to the wants and necessities of the Commercial School, and of those High Schools, Academies and
Colleges which give speical attention to Commercial Training.

The work is Clear and Accurate in Definitions, Logical in Explanations and Practical in its

Methods of Solution. _ ,, , ,. „ .-.^ „ ^ „ . -, ,„
One Volume, Vellum, 430 Pages, Price $1.50.

KIMBALL'S BUSINESS ENGLISH, .50

A simple concise,comprehensive and teachable text

in Business English, presenting in a plain and log-

ical way the subjects relating to the facts of the

language and to the laws of its structure.

One Volume. Vellum de lu.xe, 160 Pages

MODERN BUSINESS LAW, .rs

The most practical course yet offered to Commer-
cial Schools, in which the study of Commercial Law is

to some extent subsidiary. Hundreds of illustrative

cases and business forms.

One Volume, Cloth. 272 Pages.

KIMBALL'S BUSINESS SPELLER, .30

A course in classified business words, by G. S.

Kimball. •

Kimball's Business Speller is the most popular
and successful Commercial Speller in the World.

One Volume, Vellum de luxc. 140 Pages.

Modern Business Correspondence, .50

A practical treatise on the writing of business
letters, including voluminous exercises in word-
study, synonyms, punctuation, ad. writing, etc., by
Frank M. Erskine.

One Volume, Vellum de luxe. 1 75 Pages.

^PFflA I • Examination prices will be quoted to teachers who wish to examine
*-" '-^^'^^l- * any of these books. Wholesale prices furnished on application.

The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Publishers, Indianapolis, u. s. a.

I^F YOU are interested in the latest and best in the

*^ line of a Penmanship Text you need to look into

the revised and improved Compendium or Teach-

ers' Manual entitled The Zaner Method of Arm
Movement Writing intended for pupils and teachers

in Commercial and High Schools. Correspondence so-

licited with school proprietors.

ZANER & BLOSER
Penmanship Publishers Columbus, Ohio

\^J^'^^t'^i&Jj:iJ.a//t/.3rffr^^J/f/^ fJyfr/^/^^7,>f/£y^>(.f:^S^:n2ji^^^^ iR^/-<g^z<^y
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Gillott s Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN, No. 1

ClILOTT'S
I

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F

Gillolt's Pent have for seventy-five years stood the
most exacting tests at the hands of Professional and
Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, but never
equalled, GilUtt't Pein still stand in the front rank, as
regards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

JosepH Gillott ^ Sons
ALFRED FIELD « CO., Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

The Musselman Publicatioivs

Business Letter Writing—One of

the neatest and brightest little

works on Commercial Corre-
spondence. Unlike anything
else published. Write for sample
pages. Single copy sent post-

paid for 50 cts.

New Commercial Arithmetic

A book of 479 pages, thoroughly
covering the subject- Copy sent

postpaid for $2.00

Practical Bookkeeping

Commercial Law
High School Bookkeeping

Business Speller

Try a box of Musselman's Per-

fection Pens, 25 cents.

For full information and sample
pages, write

D. L. Musselman Pub. Co.

Quincy. Illinois

You Have Thoutght About

WKy Not Act Now?
You have seen the success of Gregg Shorthand-
resulting from its merits--you know its popularity.

Why not investigate now?

Write for particulars of our special in-

r vestigation ofter. It's worth while.

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
Chicago New York

Q^ .^'Wrrt/z^^fJ »„f/.:yi^/^/,j/,r>J >^ v^,>/i/^^^/#y^<<^.^-^^?x^?^ff>y.-y/y.J^ .^,.•/^^;>^,;^^,. (Saf^yc^z/j^T^'^^
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SvMMGR. Training SchooLt
F*or Tea,cKers of SKorthand an<l Type-vi^ritinigt

C^i^i?iH

(Headquarters for Gregg Shorthand and Rational Typewriting)

Chica^Ot 111.

A practical course of training in the most approved methods of teach-

ing Qregg Shorthand and touch typewriting as developed by Mr.
John Robert Qregg.

During the summer the convention of the Gregg Shorthand Association will be held

Write for Particulars, cAddress^ Gregg School
OR

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
Chicago New York

^ =^

EMDIEHGIESvsGBIPPLEDPBIIieiPLES
Chartier=Qregg Shorthand Contest

at Jersey City, N. J.

OFFICIAL REPORT
DRAKE SCHOOL SPENCER SCHOOL

PUPIL

End of
Aug. 29 Contest
Total Oct. :.'4

Words Total
Credited Words

Credited

PUPIL
Aug. 29
Total
Words

Credited

End of
(Contest
uct 24
Total
Words
Credited

Ada Munson.-- "l

Edith Evans

Seville Smith..

AnnaLohse-- \

Salome Tarr.-

]. W. Rush ..--
J

4576 5121

Clara Boormanl
Mildred Payne
Gladys Taylor, l

E. Buermeyer-

A.Jarvis

E. Decker

4330 5293

Examine the figures in the above report. Note that at the

end of four months, .\ugust 2i)th, the Gregg students were
(toTU—4330) 241) words ahead, then look at the close of

the Contest, October 24th. when Chartier students were
(r)2!t.'i—5121 ) 172 words ahead. A clear gain for the Chartier
students in less than two months of (24ti plus 172) 418 words
on the Gregg students. Think of it, 41S words, a gain for each
Chartier student over the Gregg student of (iO 2-3 words in two
months, August 2!lth to October 24th.

"Chartier Shorthand is so simple that a child can learn it. It

has equally as great advantages from the standpoint of view as other
standard systems."—Eastman Business College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

FREE MAIL COURSE TO TEACHERS

CHARTIER -SPENCER PUBLISHING CO.
yv NEW ORLEANS, LA. n

MAIL COURSE
IN ACCOUNTING
AND AUDITING

BY R. J. BENNETT, C. A.. C. P. A.

Principal Detroit Business University.

Certified Public Accountant.

A course of carefully graded lessons in Theory &nd Ac-

counts, Auditing, Business Law, Cost Accounting,

Corporation Organization and Practical Accounting,

together with numerous sidelight and specialties pertaining

to the accountancy profession. The course is thorough,

authoritative and complete, and prepared with the assistance

of Certified Public Accountants and Lawyers. It will bear

the closest inspection, and any person who is anxious to ad-

vance cannot afford not to take the course.

Every commercial teacher should aim to improve himself

in auditing and accounting and thereby increase his money-

making ability. We can prepare you for a first-class postion.

We prepare candidates for C. P. A. examination in any

state.

Sena Jor outline o; course ana special rates.

R.. J. BSNNETT, C. P. A.
15 WUoox St., Detroit, Mioh.

^j^ ^^•<<g^^^^<i^a!^^;:<^^^^^.^&^^fc/<^^.^^:<<^^^^<:^Cl;^Cg^^/fe^^^^ J^ J
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Are YOU getting the results in your

shorthand department that you an-

ticipated? The question is asked

in view of the increasing number

of applications received for our Free

Mail Course from teachers of Light-

line and other "easy" systems. Per-

haps it will pay you to investigate.

Send for "Why the Isaac Pitman Shorthand is the Best,"

and a copy of '^International Contests."

REGENTS' EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
For Business School, High School, Commercial Teachers,

Stenographers, Typists, Book-Keepers, and Correspondents.

1. What are the title and salutation to be used in addressing firms composed of men and women?
2. Do you address above-described firms as "Messrs. Smith, Brown & Co." and salute them as "Gentlemen" or "Messrs. and

Mesdames Smith, Brown & Co.," and salute them as "Gentlemen" or "Gentlemen and Ladies": or what style do you use?

'.i. How should a married woman sign a business letter?

4. Why is any other point but the colon wrongly used after the salutation?

5. What rules govern the formation of hyphenated or unhyphenated compound words?
6. What determines the placing of quotation marks before or after the comma, semicolon, colon, and tlie interrogation

point?

7. Can you explain effectively the principles that determine the paragraphing, use of display type, balancing on the page,
capitalizing, and isolation of words that describe an order for goods so that your pupils can understand?

S. Can you describe how to divide figures as a word at end of line?

9. What is the plural for "Dear Madam"?
10. Can you give the rule for the use of "A"?
11. Is there a gain or loss in speed in typewriting the abbreviations "inst.," "ult.." and "prox."
12. Can you define these terms? Stet. verbatim, c. i. f.. et. al., ss., s. s.

In the "Style Book of Business English," there are 230 questions like the above, besides a hundred pages of the theory of

correspondence, with specimen letters, covering the whole field in detail that every teacher of Business English or stenog-

rapher or correspondent or book-keeper, ought to know.

Style Book and Key sent postpaid on receipt of 75c

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, 31 Union Square, New York
( "Cotir.se in Isaac Pitman Shorthand," $1.50

Publishers nf
' "Practical Course in Touch Typewriting," (cloth 75c.). SOc.

(~Y ._y/<;<ie'g^/;fe^Aa//<gi^<g?i.^!:^;^<^iCi^^^.^<<'T^<^<tC^^ J^ J
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THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR
Entered at Columbus, O., Post Office as 2d(1 Clasi Hatter

Editor
Business Manager

Published Monthly (except July and Ausust) by
Zaner & Blosek, 118 N. High St., Columbus. O., as
follows : Teachers' Professional Edition, $1 (X) a
Year (Foreign Subscriptions 30 cents e.^itra : Cana-
dian Subscriptions accents extra). Students' Pen-
manship Edition, 75 cents a Year (Foreign Sub-
scriptions 20 cents extra : Canadian Subscriptions
10 cents extra)

Remittances should be made by Money Order
or Bank Draft, or by currency at sender's risk.

epted. If personal checks are sent, add
20 cents for collection fee.

Two Editions. The Teachers' Professional
Edition contains 4H or more pages, twelve pages of

which are devoted to Accounting, Finance, Mathe-
matics, English, Law, Typewriting, Advertising,
Conventious, etc., and Departments specially suited

to the needs of teachers, principals and proprietors

The Students' Penmanship Edition contains :S6

pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,

less the twelve pages devoted to commercial sub-
jects. This edition is specially suited to students in

Commercial, Public and Private schools, and con-
tains all of the Penmanship, Engrossing, Pen Art,

and Lesson features of the Professional Edition.

The Business Educator is devoted to the pro-
gressive and practical interest of Business Educa-
tion and Penmanship. A journal whose mission is

to dignify, popularise, and improve the vporld's

newest and neediest education. It purposes to in-

spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, and to

further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-
ness education.

Chan,§e of Address. If you change your ad-
dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as
the new address. We lose many journals each issue
through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to lorward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

Subscribers. If we do not acknowledge receipt
of your subscription, kindly consider first copy of
the journal you receive as sufficient evidence that
we received your subscription all right. If you do
not receive your journal by the 10th of each month,
please notify us.

Advertising Rates furnished upon application.
The Business Educator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purcha.sed and read by the
most intelligent and well-to-do among those inter-
ested in business education and penmanship in the
United States, Canada, England, and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of High Schools, Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among office workers, home
students, etc.

Rates to Teachers, Agents, and Clab
Raisers sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or many
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished to secure
stibscriptions.

TRIBUTE TO WARREN H.

SADLER.

Editor The Business Educator :

"Thou knowest 'tis conimon; all that
live must die

Passing through Nature to Eternity."

I have learned of the death of our
brother educator, Warren H. Sadler.

This sad ne-ws fills my heart -with

sorro-w and brings to memory his

many virtues, his educational ser-

vices, his noble traits of character,

his humanities and his achievements
in the great cause of practical educa-

tion.

For nearly half a century, I knew
Warren H. Sadler. I esteemed him
as a true and honorable man, and ad-

mired him for his fidelity to the noble

cause in which he was engaged. He
was as gentle and sympathetic as a

child and yet as firm and steadfast in

his laudable purposes as a military

chieftain. He was grateful and loyal

to his associates, regardless of their

influence or station in life. His home
life, as a husband and father, was
gentle and gracious to the highest

degree. He believed in the father-

hood of God and the brotherhood of

man. As he marched along the

thorny road of life, he practiced

faith, hope and charity. He was ever

courteous and congenial and wore a

perpetual smile to cheer and encour-

age all who came in his presence.

In the beautiful language of

Shakespeare.

His life was gentle; and the elements
So mixed in him, that Nature might

stand up,

And say to all the world, THIS WAS
A MAN !

But, alas, how uncertain is human

life! Our friend and associate, War-
ren H. Sadler, is no more.
"He has gone and we are going all,

Like leaves we wither and like leaves
we fall."

He has gone to that undiscovered
country, from whose bourne no trav-

eler returns. He has finished his

earthly labors and finished them well.

No more will his voice be heard in

loving words and in golden counsel
in behalf of knowledge, truth and vir-

tue, and for the uplifting of man-
kind.

He has taught his last lesson and
has bequeathed to mankind an ex-

ample of life's work, radiant with

noble deeds which challenge our ad-

miration and which are worthy of our
highest emulation. He has departed
from this world of truth and error

and his pure soul is at peace and rest

with his former companions who have
preceded him to that Celestial Em-
pire of Spirits which lies beyond the

the stars, and in which God is the Su-

preme Ruler.

In the days to come, he will be with

us only in loving memory; though
from the records engraved on mem-
ory's tablets, we can still enjoy the

presence of his splendid character,

noble teachings and humane ex-

amples.
Farewell, dear friend- -farewell, un-

til we meet in the spirit life.

"Calm on the bosom of my God,
Fair spirit rest thee now!
E'en while with ours thy footsteps

trod.
His seal was on thy brow.
Dust, to its narrow house beneath!
Soul to its place on high!
They that have seen thy look in death
No more may fear to die."

Geo. Soule,
Soule College, New Orleans, La.
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The ()l<l .Man r.iiin- in li.okint: irritated anil

grouchy. "What's tlie matter? Lose some
good sales?" He and I were more than mere
buyer and seller. "No, not that, but its just as

irritating and worse for the business."

"Must be prett>' batl." And then the old man
unbosomed himself as he sometimes has to me
in our ten years of business acciuaintaiice.

"It's Tompkins, bookkeeper, been bookkeep-
er here for ten years. Cjot a grouch and a kick

and you can't tell him why the trouble is with
him. Wants more salary and more important
work, and because we don't give it he's spread-
ing dissatisfaction wherever he can."
"Say, did you ever try managing a business?"

No, I never had. "Well." he went on settling

down in his chair, "you've got a lot coming to

you when you do start. Now, this Tompkins
came here ten years ago to keep books. He gets
along fairly well on the books, but he simply
can't be trusted to do any real thinking. He's
got a mechanical mind clear through, but he's
worked by machine method so long without
really thinking, he'd enter an account 'Timbuc-
too, Indiana," if the bill clerk made a mistake,
and he'd never see the mistake.
"You see. Tompkins never did much thinking

in his work, no imagination, justa machine, nev-
er tried to look art)und and see if there isn't

.some better way of keeping accounts even. All
the improvements we have came from others,
and he's kicked and roared and grouched anil

pretlicted troubles out of every change, from
loose leaf ledgers to carbon paper, .\lways
wanting promotion and never preparing for it.

Promotion, why, one day when the credit man
was on a vacation he came to me wanting to
know why I had it in for him. Young fellows
would come in and pass right over him. Well,
Tompkins kept books a long time and ought to
have known the history of every customer. But he
didn't. The accounts didn't mean anything to
him any more than .so many figures and so much
due. .\n account didn't represent a business
income with so much profit. He couldn't get
his imagination to work to see a man and a cus-
tomer on each page.

I didn't know that then, that is I wasn't sure of
it. So I told him to go ahead and see what he
could do putting part of his time on collections.
Thought maybe he could work in as an assistant
to the credit man.
"Well, I didn't hear much till a week later.

One of the salesmen came in off the road and
hunted me out in a hurry. 'What' s the
matter witli the credit man?' he asked. I

told him there wasn't anything I knew of.

'Well, what's he pushing J— & Co,, so for ?

They're among my finest customers and are
good, perfectly good, but are not ready to pay
right now. Been putting some money into
corn while its down to fifteen cents and they'll
probably double their money by spring. They
always pay and generally take cash iliscount.
But we've lost them now. Can't sell them fifty

cents' worth, and they ought to be good for half
my salary in profits for years to come. Called
there as I was coming in. Mad as a hornet they
are, said if their credit wasn't good for a little bal-
ance like that when you knew the circumstances,
they'd had enough of us.'

"I asked him what he was talking about, and
then it came to me about, Tompins doing some

inllecling. Sureenougli, lluit waMt. Thatl.al-

lance meant to him just so nmch money coming
ilue, and as he was collecting he wanted it paid.

Course a cretlit man would have seen how
prompt they'd always been, what a nice profit

their account representetl and taken their ex-
planation at least till our salesman called per-
sonally and reported differently. But. Tomp-
kins! Figures were figures, a balance was a bal-

ance, to Tompkins, and he lost one of our best
customers." The (^Id Man looked disgusted.

"He lacks imagination, can't see anything to
do or learn except just what's put to him and
handedout to him. Why, imagine a man work-
ing on those books ten years and around the
credit man all the time and not pick up enough
in all that ten years to be assistant even. Talk
about initiative! Why, an ordinary' bright boy
just loafing there ought to have had enough ex-
perience to be learning the credit man's part

enough to help him into the higher priceil work.
But not Tompkins. He's too literal, can't see
over the top of the ledger heading and see the
firm as individuals and customers to make profit

out of. He's got so, I guess he thinks orders
just happen, justroll in as a matter of course.
Business to him is just debiting and crediting
and getting a trial balance. Initiative! he
hasn't enough initiative or imaginatittn to— well.
he'd go four blocks further to come down town
the same route every time.

"Well, there's only one of him, anyway," I

said, trying to get some consolation out of it for
the Old Man.
"No, that's just where the trouble comes,"

said he, "There's so many of them and one of
them makes new office help the same way,
especially if he's in charge of the new ones.
.\ good foreman developes those under him.
He teaches them to be accurate and, methodical,
hut he makes them use initiative and see all

sides of the work the\' do, the beginning clear
through to the euiling.
The wise executive is the one who knows

when to break a rule. He knows the business is

run for a profit. But fellows like Tompkins get
so short-sighted with their eyes glued to a page
they think the universe just exists for the pur-
pose of keeping up an intricate system of office
work. Anybody that's e^er sold goods knows
that system is only an agent, a means of attend-
ing to the accounts and shipping the easiest and
best way. Whenever s>-stem interferes with
business it's time to change the system because
it ought to help business not hinder it.

But you couldn't get that into their heads with
a hammer, not with such fellows as Tompkins.
System is business with them, and the whole
thing is so many cut and dried rules and customs.
Some people are born that way and some

grow into it, so devoid of imagination and inia-

tiative a boariling house doesn't mean a meal to
them unless somebody leads them in and puts it

before them. .\ field is just so much open
ground, doesn't mean a place to work and make
money on a crop. Can't see any possibilities in

anything.
I got one of the same kind on trial as a stenog-

rapher. She was pure branil. Transcribed "le-
gitimate" "legidiment," "limpid purity" was
"limped charity." Spelled tropic "trophic"—by
sound and not sense. I said, "If you folks will
drop over," and she wrote it, "If your forks will

limp over." Said 1 dictated that way. Wouldn't
it "get" you?

I agreed it would "get" anybody anywhere, ami
the Old Man having relieved his minil regarding
folks who lack imagination and "thitik," we
proceeded to the sale I had called about. It was
a fine order and had to be rushed so I sent it in

by wire. But the shipijing clerk faded to obey
instructions to rush, put it through in regular or-
der so as not to violate the system he had. And
then 1 really knew part of what the Old Man was
talking about.

CONCERNING
HAND

Kouudliand, or engrossing script, is the oldest

style of.writing now in use, and it embodies more
of the principles of tine art than any other style.

Hence the fact that it is in demand for decora-
tive purpose.

No better course of lessons has probably been
given in modern tiin^s than that now appearing
in these columns by Mr. Baird of the Zanerian.
The forms are most carefully planned and pre-

sented, and the best are yet to come.
He has in preparation some specially skillful

and beautiful work which we shall present in due
course of time. In the meantime follow his in-

structions and be the better prepared to appreci-

ate the really high art he will present.

The alternate light and heavy lines; the con-
trasting curves, turns, straight lines and angles:
and the rythmic effect of etjually spaced shades
combine to make this the finest art in the .script

world of characters.

.Ami it's profitable, too.

•SO SAY WE ALL'

ZANER &BLOSER.
Columbus, Ohio.

Gentlemen:—
I thank you very much for the timely sugges-

tions, which you gave me with reference to the

engraving of specimens of writing. I wish to

take the opportunity at this time to say a few
words with reference to The Bu-'siness Educa-
TOR. I have found it a source of unlimited in-

formation on penmanship, together with its

many invaluable .suggestions on other lines of

commercial work. After having once become
thoroughly acquainted with the many good
things this journal gives its readers, I cannot
possibly understand bow a teacher of commer-
cial work or of penmanship alone can think of

getting satisfactor\" results from his work, with-

out the invaluable aid of The Business Educa-
tor as a constant reference, to higher ideals

and greater accomplishments. I look forward to

its coming with as much interest and pleasure as

I woidd to the receiving of a letter from a very
dear friend. It is my wish that in a very short

time this paper will be instrumental in awaken-
ing the ideas on the subject of penmanship in

the minds of a greater number of our boys and
girls in our schools and elsewhere.

With best wishes for the continued success in

the great work in which you are involved, I re-

main.
Sincerely yours,

C. A. Shoults,
Prin. of Com'l Dept.

The Fountain Pen

Do you think that writing with a fountain pen
will spoil my penmanship? P. R. W.
The fountain pen will have but little to do with

either spoiling or improving your penmanship.
It is more a matter of care at all times than it is a
matter of style of pen or hokler,
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Lessons in Business Writing No. 2
S. E

PENMAS, Eastman cOllEqe,
Subscribers' writing criticised free. Send Spec
iiip K self advlressed i»ost;d. and \cmr critic-ivn

appear in tile B. E,

LESLIE.
POUGHKEEPSIE. N Y.

to Mr. Leslie at above adtlress, inclos-

•each yon lonsr before it could possihly

COPV 37. It will be my plan ni the first few Lessons to give some movement exercises. Xo matter how skillful you become, you will always need
movement practice. Arm movement writing is the easiest system of writing known, and has as its foundation movement exercises. You will find the
exercises in the beginning of this Lesson more difficult than in the previous lessons. Follow the direction of the arrow, and try to keep tlie two parts

in equal size.

Copy 38. Make the direct retraced oval on the regular slant, then without lifting the pen make an oval on the back slant crossing the first one.
This exercise is valuable for giving you control of the hand.

Copy 39. This Lesson wdl be a review of the two previous Lessons. Much practice will be given to the wide spacing of small letters. I consider
iliis wide spacing the most valuable practice of any work in the course, because it not only develops the movement but enables you to gain control of

it. The letters will be spaced very widely at first and gradually made closer together. In this exercise retrace each of the four letters given, making as

accurate forms as possible. Turn the paper around and write across the blue lines.

COPY' 40. This copy will be a severe test of your movement. Write the letters on every fourth line, remembering that the connecting strokes are

made very long, and that the letters are no larger than in ordinary spacing.

C\)l-v 41. Ill this plate IS given a review of all the small letters yon had in last month's work. Ihe letters are written on every third hue. Write
these without lifting the pen till you finish the word. Spend at least one hour on each line. Of course this seems like a lot of time to spend on one
copy, but it is necessary if you expect to become a good writer.
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Copy 42. We write the letters in this copy on every line. You should endeavor to make quite accurate forms, but of course should not sacrifice

yours movement in doing so. i liope you will enjoy practicing this copy as it is a very valuable one, training you in accurate and uniform spacing.

Copy 43. You will observe that the beginning strokes in the first letter of each word in this copy are the same. Watch this beginning stroke care-

fully to see that it is curved in the right direction. You have some long w'ords here which ma>- give you trouble, but if you master them future Lessons
will be easy.
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Copy 44. The letters are now brought down to ordinary spacing. I have said nothing about speed up to the present time, but on these words I

would advise you to increase your speed a little. On the first word write about fifteen words per minute.

Copy 45. Again, the capitals are reviewed but in more difBcult copies than in last month's Lesson. At the end of each line a signature is given.

Spend considerable time on these signatures, writing the complete signature without lifting the pen.

BERKMAN'S CRITICISMS.

T. M. (;.. N. .1. Make J longer above line of
writing than below. Also curve the last stroke in
\' more, (iood form in other letters.

.'\. A. A.. Mass. (Jood work. Submit work to
the publishers of The Business Educator
for examination.
H. B., Ind. You needTto study the arrange-

ment of work on page. Avoid practicing on too
many copies. Stay with one thing until it is

mastered.
T. C;. B., Mo. Certainly, you can become an

c.tpert pcmnan— if you are w illing to pay the
price. The price ' is-STUDY, PRACTICE,
CARE -and carefulness in the little things
means mure than any other one thin^.

J. B. \V., Kans. Your signature shows up
well at tlie liottom of a letter. You are entitled
to a Certificate, If you have not already received
erne. Let me liear from you again.

W.C. 111. "inur work is arranged very well;
Watch two tilings—"Keep dust out of the ink.'

ami "finishing strokes."

L. M. N., Me. You seem to have trouble with
letter Z -between the count of two aiul three.
Spend most of your time on sentence writing
now.
E. McM., Calif. The work you sent is certain-

Ig typical of the energy of your state—and it

ranks well with the best received from San Jose.
You ought to win a certificate within two or
three months all right.

\". E. H.. Wis. Why not curve the down
stroke in L more? Try it. W looks weak.
Some of the other work is U. K.
H. W. S.. Ohio. You are doing good work by

devoting only a half hour a day to penmanship.
The saying- "we reap what we have sown" ap-
plies to" penmanship as well as other things.

E. D. B.. .Mil h. Better quality of ink and pa-
per is neeiltvl. Send me specimens of all copies
given in tlie series of lessons in The Business
Educator. Come regularly.

W.A. M., Mo. Your "ambition" reflects it-

self in the work submitted. You are doing
"good work" for being a home-student.

\.. M. L., Minn. Fine work on capital letters.

Review the "j exercise." You used too coarse a
pen in S(tme of your work.
M. E. K., Pa. The ciualitv of your work is

much better than your ink. You have followed
instructions and "copies ver>' closely. Curve
first stroke in L more.

W. S. S., 111. Certainly you have a chance to
win a certificate—but the specimens you en-
closed are not up to grade. Try using darker ink.

C. H. M., Mich. Y'ou leave too much space
between initials and your name. Practically all

work sent this month is up to gra<le. What kind
of work are you engaged in ?

.1. A. H., Pa. Omit shading entirely for busi-
ness writing. You'll liecome a fine penmen if

y<Hi keep on as \'ou have begun.

F. L., R. I. Thanks for cards, also beautifully
written letter. No iloubt. you'll win a profes-
sional certificate ere long. Didn't use g(>o(i ink
—lottks muddy.
E. B. T., Mich. You have done exceptionally

well when it comes to neatness and arrangement.
The one thing th.at will be of great help to you
in writing is M()\"EAIENT. Let the muscles of

the arm do the work Instead of the fingers.

A. W. A., Conn. You are turning out some
good work. If you continue to improve, as you
have been doing, you ought to win a certificate

wltliin a short time.

L. F. (i.. Ohio. You need better (luality of

paper. Remember, the best is none too good.
No, your writing isn't up to grade yet. Write
larger.

V. B., Ind. You, too, had some "fuss" in your
ink. Why not get some India or Japan Ink.

Review the W.
J. H. J., Ohio. Yourt's are "no good." Too

ilark or heavy for business writing. The other
lines are all ciuite free and business-like. Some
letters are "tine."

K. T.. la. Your "third most valuable posses
sion" is a good one. Y'ou need to watch
finishing strokes carefully. Study form of c and

A. E. S.. la. Small writing is the most diffi-

cult for you to execute. Well pleaseil with most
of your "exercise work. Paper too oily.

H. F., Wis. Study carefully the form of k, es-

pecially the last "down" stroke. You can be-

come a good WTiter if you are careful in little

things.
\'. E. M.. Ohio. Would suggest that you

make the small letters Larger— in keeping with
the capitals. (i<iod work on capitals.

G. P. B., Pa. (Jood qualitv of lines. Small
"w" isn't as good as the other letters. Continue.

M. M. R., Ky. Lesson 45 needs more atten-

tion. Make finishing strokes faster. You are

improving rapidly.

E. R. L.. 111. Spend more time on very small
writing. I'se the same movement, however.
Small "w" is the weakest letter.

F. K.. Tex. Glad to know you are busy. If

you really long to become a good writer—and
willing to pay the price—you'll become a good
writer all right. There isn't any doubt about that.

M. .S. L.. .Mass. You are either writing too
rapidly or you do not have a good mental pic-
ture of some of the letters. Study B, M and Z
carefully.

C. B.. Texas. You need considerable practice
on the ellipses and different movement exer-
cises. Try for Arm Movement Writing right
from the start.

.\. C. Mich. Letter J is made too vertical for

the other letters. More movement needed in

sentence writing. "Push" on finishing strokes.

D. M. K., Wis. No, you are not writing too
fast. Review Lesson 44 as well as the "K ex
ercise."

B. L. W.. Mass. Have used your "Special"
desigTi on bulletin board for several daj's. Why
not try to win In the second contest. Fine work
in sentence writing.

E. M. W., la. You make fine "r s." The il

slants more than the other letters, (iood capitals.

D. S. W., Md. You don't write straight enough
Watch line of writing carefully letting all down
strokes come clear to base line before you make
the angle or turn.

E. D. L., N. Y. Y'our exereise work is very
good. If you can get your writing as good as

the exercises, you'll soon see a certificate loom-
ing up in the liistance.

J. C. R.. Minn. Dilute your ink more—unless
you want to use the specimens for engraving
purposes. Work up to standard.

D. L., Mass. Letter "W" needs the most
study and practice just now. Watch finishing

stroke in Y and Z.

Z. C, Minn. You will be booked as a contes-
tant in Contest No. 4. Remember, now, "the
best work ever" next June.
H. E. H., Md. You will need to watch the

crossing of t. You are ready to begin study on
angles and turns.

A. T. O. C. Mass. Well pleased with your
work this month. All up to grade—and some
away above.

A." P.. 111. Your answer to question in Lesson
45 is a good one. It is doubtful if there is anyone
who can find a better one.

{Continued 07i page 15.)
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Lessons in Business Writing

Penman, Blair Business College. Spokane, Wn.

Subscribers' writing criticised free. Send Specimens to Mr. Berkman at above address, inclosing a

self-addressed postal, and your criticism will reach you long before it could possible appear in the J?. E.

.^

No more work will l>e

written thereon.

The BrsiN'Ess KnriATOR. but if you will send ni

Lesson Sixty-one.

elf-addressed postal >(iii wUI

Here we have the "runuing exercise." Let the pen glide easily and rapidly over the paper. Not simply how many, or how accurately, but

HOW EASILY RAPIDLY and PLAIN. It's given as an exercise to develop the untrained musclesof the "writing arm." The exercises can also be

written cross-wise. Keep counting as you practice-1. 8, 3. 4. 5. s. 7, 8. ill. 10. finish, And the finishing strokes mean a whole lot in writing. Always

l>e on the alert.

Lesson sixty-two.

Many people admire the "ruiininghand style" of penmanship, especially for correspondence purposes. If you like it. learn it; if not leave it for

others-but you may be sorry later on. Watch carefully the spacing between letters, height of letters and straightness. Keep letters small, and the

sliding strokes long.This style of writing is used considerably nowadays for Invitations. Announcements and social functions~and the beauty of it is. it

seems to be getting more and more popular.

-r^—s_-^--

Lesson Sixty-three.

Write TOMORROW clear across the page. Keep on writing it smaller and smaller each time. As soon as you have filled a page of this kind of

writing, turn your page half way around and write the word—placing a letter on each line or between lines if you prefer. This kind of writing will help

in two things—"To write straight" and "spacing between letters." The strength or quality of line, too, will show up well in this style. It is, therefore,

of inestimable value to studeTit>; who liavi- not mastered the muscular Arm Mnvenient Writing.
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Lesson Sixty-four.

"I am ill receipt uf your letter" is a very common expression used in business correspondence. If "repetition is the secret of improvement," stick

right to the copy until it is mastereil. Whether the writing be large or small, use the same form and movement. Here's the count; I— I, a-m, "am"
(and just as the \\or<l is pronounced, you shf)uld make the fiiiishinii stroke of last letter in word—a very strong stroke, please), i-n. "in." r-e-c-e-i-p-t

•receipt." o-f, "of," y-o-n-r, "your," I-e-t-t-e r, "letter," etc.

Lesson Sixty-five.

Now we are ready for ".\ to Z" in word practice, h will be divided into tliree lessons. You will note tliat tliere are no extended loop letters, above
line of writing, in these words or lessons. It will serve as a review on Capital letters, as well as an onward rolling movement drill suitable for the product

work of the style of writing given in this course of lessons and as advocated by The Business Educator.

Lesson Sixty-six.

From J to R in this lesson. Avoid raising the pen in tlie small letters. That applies to the three lessons. Uivc these words a great deal of practice.

And then keep in mind— it isn't the amount of practice but the KIND of practice—thoughtful, systematic, careful, enthusiastic, high-grade practice. If

you have not been following any systematic way of study and practice, you're not living up to your opportunities. Set aside a certain time each day

for study and practice. Don't do it, fho. unless you really think and believe its a good plan.

Lesson Sixty -seven.

Summer -In the gi>od old summer tune." 'Ibat sounds good these ilays. doesn't it r Well, snnnner wdl soim be here agaui. In the meantime,

however, the ambitious student will want "two things" (my guess), at least—"A good ha)id writing" and a "Certificate." Oh, yes, and then there's a

chance to win one or more of the prizes in the five contests. "Cheer up" if you have the blues. Keep in mind there may be many, many people in this

world—and some who are very near and dear to you. too—who have it much worse than "you think" you have it now.
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Lesson Sixty-eight.

A review of the smalUetters—three in a group. Study form of each letter carefully. Make thre'e letters "just alike"—if you can. And all who can

makethTeeletters"just alike." from a to z. hold up your hands I Well! Well! Only a few in this big class. In this lesson, practice on the letters from

a to n only. Pronounce each letter as you write it. If voul have not mastered the movement, the fundamental principles of Arm Movement Writme.

refer to former numbers of Thf, Bi-sinks.s Eni'CATOR or elsewhere for movement drills, exercises, calisthenics, etc., anfl "get in the game" as soon :{s

you can.

i;PiL..-'£yL'e:t,^ :—^£—-t£.-—(£-

Lesson Sixty-nine.

This isn't "e-z," but "o-z." How much practice, did you say? Uh, all you can spare—and then some, in some cases. Maybe your ink isn't mi

well. How about your pen— is it a new one or an old rusty one? What kind of paper ilo you use? And then there's the position at desk, how to I

the pen, paper, light, copy, criticism, time, movement, spacing, margins on paper, quality of line, and arrangement of work on page.

Lesson seventy.

This lesson will be devoted to exercise work. .Make the ellipses with the two movements—direct and indirect. Watch the arm as you write. See

thai the arm works in and out of the sleeve—and that the power comes from the the muscles above the elbow, principally, and away up to the shoulder.

Plenty of sentence writing, page writing, and product work will be given in the remaining numbers of The Business Educator, "(iet in line" for

•^ Certificate by June, next, if not before. Thanks.
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Criticisms Continued From Page 11.

H. K. K., Pa. Yiui have iiol lieeii watiliiiig

the marjriiis on your paper. Ever\' now atul

then, the finishing strokes are Wunt - not written
fast enough.
E. J. McK.. Pa. The "V Exercise" needs

more attention. Also review figures. Tliey are
ninrh weaker than your other writing.

(J. S., Oliio. Your work this inontli is up to its

usual staTiiiard. Have vou a t'ertitirate ? I )nce
in a wliile. \/in do not write fast eiiongt;.

,1. ]•. \V., Nclii Send idy spetime i>f all

in the series of lessons in The
BisiNESs Educator. Your work shows you
have had gfiod training heretofore.

(>. B. W.. 111. You are ui the improvement
class. Avoid writing too near edge of paper.
(Jet better paper.

W. H. S.. Pa. Curve last stroke in L more
•Also, note the little loop in t.J ver>' particularly^

E. A. T.. \Va.sh. In Lesson 4ii. you have
made several "p's" altogether too large for the
other le.sson. Eesson 45 is a good one. Excel-
lent typewritten letter.

E. R.T.. Wash. You seem to be constantly
improving. The exercises, however, look dim-
ink rather pale. Come and see me when you are

ith.il

using sucli good
is getting much
as you are that

I,. iMako -M lligher according to width-ctirve
down stroke more in T>.

Z. B. B.. Wash. You have made great im-
provement this month. Perhaps as much as
anyone who has sent in specimens for criticism.
You will he booked in Contest No. 3.

E. B. B.. Pa. No. you wrtite the copies tot)

hurriedly this time. It is possible to
is while practicing! too fa.st as well e

.Strike a happy medium.
.M.C. K.. Md. (ilad you are

ciuality of |ia|)cr. Your writing
stronger. Am just as anxious
you win a good hand writing.

J. H. J., Ohio. Supplementary lesson No. 2
received. The edge of "Cross" *isn*t as smooth
as you are able to make It. The "inking in"
process, otherwise, is good.

M.R.S.. Md. By the way. some of you peo-
ple in I'nion Bridge are "comin" right along."
Sentence writing isn't straight enough. Will
watch your improvement next month,

II..\. T.. Ohio. Doing better. Loop letters
helow line of writing, are fine. Second -str(-ikv

in "r" needs attention. Fix it.

G. A. E., Ohio. You have not spent enough
time on the Ellipses and other movement exer-

I Spoka
ir
Ke

ises. Your w riting lacks strength. Have light
nough line.

T. A.J..Ten 1. Make .Ismallerjn signature. Yon
lave mit a go )d mental |)icture of the (|uestion

Tk this
stn and thatS

E. 11. \t. ^"

ger. That is in sentence writ
Hat counts. Work near to grade,

(i. .1. T., Nehr. Ink too pale, (iet tl

aterials ipaper. ink, pens, etc.) you can
ust, if vou want to turn out first-class wo
R. N. T., .N. Y. Who is the author o
10!) Motto? It's a dandy. Your writir^

ause or other, doesn't seem to l)e up ti

for

sual 1 l\\ standard.

B. K. K., I'a. Make first stroke in F and 1
horter—so it won't touch the 'cap part" on top
Vatch firnsliing strokes all through your writing

gement. Sentence
t straight enough. Stick right d^

base line.

I.., Kans. Woul
if caiiital letters i

rk. Study
D. N., Wash. Your work this month is all

well arranged. There is one thing lacking meire
than anything else, snd that is the "fitushing
strokes."

M. M., Tenn. It wouhl have been better if

you had spent all your time <ui one or two copies
instead of all that were given. You will beciutu-
a gootl writer if \ow don't change copies too
often.

M. S. L., Mass. Make the first stroke in the 1

1

and K exercise shorter. Your sentence writing
is beginning to look better and better to me.
M. N'., Mich. You make good figures. "S'ou

have a tendency to place letters too far aI)o\e

line of writing.

B. U., Ky. Yes. you ought to win a certificate
in a few months. Can see a gradual change in
your writing from month to mimth.

O. L. H., Ohio. You'are using excellent pa-
per. Curve down stroke i[i L more. Your spec-
imens show carefulness and th(tughtfidness, on
your part, all the way through.

L. A. N., Pa. You have very good form in
\"our writing liut lack in movement. Lesson 4.5,

smallwriting, is much better than your other work.
R. H.. Ohio. Allow me to congratulate you

for your promptness ami regularit>' in semling
specimens each month. Wish that all students
wouUl know the ^alue (tf regularity and jnmct-
nality.

K.E.C.. Mass. Your practice sheets show up
well. Stutly shape and form of r. Will await
your specimens next month with pleasure.

F. M. G., Ky. you are making some splendid
D's. In fact, all your work is good this month.
Now for more work on sentence writing.

C. D. B., W. Va. Y'ou do not stick close
enough to the line. You also write too fast, oc-
casioiKilh'. Keep a-goin*.
C. W. B.. TeTHi. Thanks for letter and words

of commendaticui. No criticism needed on pen-
niansljip this month. However, "lookout" for
erasures, struckover letters, and punctuation
marks in tyiiewriting.

J. D., .\la. ''i'our first lessoti just received. Its
really as good as any received from Alabama so
far. You'll l)e a penman some day— if you are
not afraid of work.

!i. E. W.. .\. Y. Due -i. cts. I'se darker or
tliicker inl<. SoiTie of the specimens show \-ou
lia^ c been vei-y careful in your work.

P. .M. L., la. Sa\" ! you have some f^real
whirls in y(utr signature. Your sentence writing
looks much better to me now than last month.
E. K. T., Mich. You diil as well on the 'wavy

lines" this moTith as anvone. Evidently von
like beautiful writing. You are headed in the
right direction.

.M. C. C. Ohio. Your letter sounds good to
me -but can't retiiember having met you' at an\'
time. Hope our writing will meet—enough tii

"shake bands" anyway.
II.M.K., la. .Not ciuite enough movement in

sentence writing. Write faster. The work this
month is nnicb better than heretoff)re.

M. E. D., .\. Y. Here's a suggestion: .Set
aside a certain time each day for practice antl
stud\'. ^'ou are starting out nicely, but you need
to sitend mur-h time on movement exercises.

9^ C^

\^^^LJP.

By Fraiu-is B. Courtney, Cedar Rapids. la.. Business College.

7/n^~
^

study the truthful sentiment, young man, young woman, aswell as the superb script from Wilson's Modern Business College Catalog, Seattle, Wn.
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POSITION.

By A. S. Gregg, Supervisor of Writiiit; ami

Drawing. Lorain. O., Public Schools.

One's position when writing is a niatlci of

sreat importame. In public school work it

should receive careful attention. It has much to

do with efficiency in the execution of tine and

graceful forms, and also with the health and

general attitude of the child toward the work in

hand.
To secure efficien

cy in execution, it

is essential that the

muscles employed
shall be free to .ict

without obstruction.

The position innsl

be such that the

movements are free.

yet under ciimplete

control. Since writ-

ing is usually re-

quired HI books or

upon paper placed

for convenience on

a desk or table, this

ideal of freedom is

somewhat modified

by the position of

the surface upon
which the writing

is to be done.

To secure the

greatest freedom
p<.>ssible. it is our

opinion that t li e Kiylilh
tirst writing lessons

sliould be practiced

by the children in a standing \f

writing done upon a blackboaril or smne ver-

tical surface. The movements are then perfectly

free and are not obstructed as they nnist be. more
orless, when writing at the desk. Thislblackboard

practice should be continued until considerable

skill has been obtained in the execution of forms.

When the desk is used, the position should lie

such as to maintain as far as possible the saiue

movements used at the blackboard. To this end

we reconnnend the use of large forms throughout

the entire first year and part of the second year

of school
The position should lie healthful. Health is

the greatest wealth and should always have first

consideration in the practice of any art. A health-

ful position should be made a habit so that long

periods of writing may be accompanied with

liodily crunfort. comparative ease, and real enjoy-

ment. None of the vital organs should be sup-

pressed or their functions interfered witli. T'le

chest should be free to expand in the act of in-

spiration and the whole breathing process should

be natural.

The pupil should sit directly facing the de,sk.

not diagonally or with one side to it. The luidy

should be erect. Both feet stiould be kept flat on

the floor and uncrossed. The direction. "Sit in

the middle of the seat and cover all the seat you

can." will usually bring pupils into the correct

sitting position. Both elbows shouhl be kept

near tlie edge (pf tlie desk, the shoulders tlie same

I Imjmi; J|{ :?

The stage of the physical developmeat-of+he
child must be considered to some extent in the

matter of holding the pen or pencil; but, in gen
eral, the holder should be held in the right hand
between tlie tluinib and the first linger, ami
crossing the sccoiul linger at the root of the nail.

Tlie thumb should be opposite the first joint of

the lirst linger. The hokler should be held at an
angle of forty-five degrees, the end pointing

over the right shoulder and moving exactlv like

the pen.

The paper should be placed on the desk so

that the lower edge makes an angle of about
twenty-live degrees withthe eilge of the desk

nearest the pupil.
Care should be
taken that this angle
is not increased or
a side position or
twisting of the bod\'
will result.

The disciplinary
\ ahie of good posi-
tions on the part of

I>iil)ds Is very great.

The position of the
Iniiiy has much to

do with the spirits.

or moods of the
cliild. Certain posi-

tions teiid to pro-
duce depressicin of

iilki

liltli ng. Illustrating

the height, and the spine straight laterally. The
liody should incline slightly forward bending at

the hips. The back should not bow outward,

thus crowding the abdomen and the stomach.

The right arm should rest upon the cushion of

muscles in the fleshy part of the fore-arm just in

front of the elbow, thus forming the center of

nuition and control. The palm .should be down-

ward and the hand should rest and glide on the

nails of the third and fourth fingers which are

turneil back under the palm and are the (mly

points of contact with the paper. The first and

second fingers should be extended. The wrist

should not touch the paper, neither should the

side of the hand adhere to it, but the hand should

move c-isily over the paper being supported only

by the third and fourth fingers. .The thumb and

finger joints shiHild not work. Tlie entire hand

moves as a whole, the motion originating in the

,irm and shoulder.

and a spirit of indif-

ference towards tlie

work. We know that

certain gestures and
positions a c c o m -

pany certain emo-
tions :as.forin.stance,

thecleiuiied fist, the
feeling of anger :

tlie lioweil head, the

sense of shaiue : the

erect form, the feel-

ing of manliness,

etc. N<iw, we lielieve that the reverse is also

true, that the position or gesture has at least

secondary influence upon the state of mind and

tends to produce or to promote the correspond-

ing emotion. It is easier to get mad with the fist

clenched; to experience a sense of shame with

the head bowed and the face covered than to sit

with head erect and the body in a position that

accompanies a feeling of dignity and manliness.

Therefore, incorrect positions of pupils should

receive immediate attention and the correct po-

sition taught and secured.

Whenever you find a pupil who sits carelessly,

who habitually slouches back in his seat or slides

down half-way under his desk, you may know
that a problem confronts you that must be

handled with discretion and vigor. Such
i

tions must not be tolerated unless you w
encourage iiidiiTerence. disrespect, lazine

all the evils that follow in their train.;,

h tr

Correct pen lioldiiig. .\. S. (iregg, Lorain, (). A good position at the desk.
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"What Others
Have Done Yoi

Can Do
Also."

STUDENTS' WOR^K AND PAGE
Dedicated to the best engravable specimens of exercises and business

writing received from schools and students: improvement,

timeliness and excellence considered.

Observation,

Care and Appli-

cation — The
Essentials.

/ "^=r

1 Jessie Lardii

By Frank W. Burnett, pupil. Natio

CLUB CHAT.

We appreciate such a list of subscriptions as

was recently received from Mr. J. E. Lord, with
llie Srhiidl of the Evanpelist, Kimberliu Heights,
Tenn. The pupils in that school are evidently

getting the pioper kind of instruction.

Rev. Pius Meinz, who has charge of the pen-
numsliip in St. John's L'niversity, C()llege\ille,

Minn., is (^ne of our most enthusiastic teachers

of practical business writing. We know of but

2 Peter Kutsch. 3 Martha Myres. 4 Carrie Renshaw. 5 Frank Walker. 6 Clifford Beihl. 7 Matilda Harper.

Pupils of A. E. Cole. Prin. Com'l Dept., Tarentum, Pa., High School.

commercial branches in the Tarentum, Pa., High
School, clubs The Business Educator about
once a month. Mr. Cole is one of our most pro-
gressive young teachers. He is a hard worker
and a fine business writer. He has a fine class
of pupils if we may judge from the specimens of
work which he sends us from time to time.

We are in receipt of a list of subscriptions
from the Elkhart, Ind.. Business College, I. E,
Berkeypile. penman. Seven of these subscrip-
lioiis are for the Professional Etlition, showing
Ihafthese puiillsarc looking for the liest in Type-
writing. CoTnTiierclLtl Law, .Arithmetic, etc., as

\\ell;is in i^ennianship. We believe more biisi-

nr^^rolk-ge pupils should be subscribers to the
l*rMft->si( inal Edition, as it contains many things
that is ..f value to them.

Mr. E. .S. W(tlfe, the skillful penman who has
charge of the Commercial Department of the
Lincoln, Nebr., Business College, either has a

very large class in penmanship or else every
one of them are subscribers. Another list has
recently been received from him. He has sent

in about as many subscriptions for THE Busi-
ness Educator as any school in the country,
Tiiose who know Mr. Wolfe, know that he is

a very capable and enthusiastic teacher.

Mr. N. H. Wright, penman and commercial
teacher in the Bryant & Stratton Business Col-
lege, Louisville, Ky., continues to send in sub-

scriptions from time to time. Mr. Wright is

getting results in his penmanship classes ex-

celled by none. A great many certificates are
,

continually being sent to his pupils.

Mr. C. H. Melchoir, of Melchior's Tri-State

Business College. Toledo, Ohio, has favored us

thusfar this year with Itil subscriptions, clearly

indicating that his pupils are receiving the at-

tention due them in the subject of penmanship.
Mr. Melchoir is one of our veteran but enthusias-

tic teachers of good writing. He evidently has a

large school in order to induce that many pu-

pils to subscribe.

al Business College, Roanoke, \'a.

few that are securing better results. He recently
clubbed The Business Educator in tine

style.

A splendid list of subscriptions is hereby ac-

knowledged from Mr. J. A. Buell, penman in

the Miniieap..lis. Minn.. Business College. THE
Business Educator knows no more loyal

and enthusiastic patron than Mr. Buell. Pupils
under liis instruction can not remain long indif-

ferent to the subject of good writing.

Mr. Arthur E. Cole, last year with Duff's Col-

lege, Pittsburg, and who is now handling the
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OUR PLATFORM : FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH

J
WRITE THE EDITOR. BROWN'S LESSONS. BERKMAN'S CONTEST.

What is there in The Business Ei>-

ucvTOR that you like most? What is

there that you like least ? Whom
would you like to see give a series of

articles on Bookkeeping, English,
Typewriting, Law, Etc. Etc. Which
subjects would you prefer to see dis-

cussed ?

Now will you not drop us a line to

indicate your wants, or what you con-
sider the average teacher's needs, so
that we may be of real service to the
largest possible number.

It costs but little more to publish a

good journal than a poor one, and in

the end the best is bound to be the
most profitable.

Write the Editor.

ANOTHER FROM CASSMORE.

We have on hand another article

from the pen of Mr. M. W. Cassmore,
entitled, "The Girl in the Business
School." It is a companion article

to the one published some time ago
on "Adolescence," and it suffers not
a bit in comparison, which is saying a
good deal. Many teachers, we are
sure, will await and read this contri-
bution with interest and pleasure
and profit.

For although we have heard little

about the article on adolescence, yet
we feel sure there are many teachers
in our profession who have read it

with the keenest interest. Were it

not so The Business Educator
would have ceased long since.
Nor do we deem it best always to

present only "popular" subjects, but
as well those which cause teachers to
think ahead of the procession of com-
monplace professionals.
Cassmore is a student; even more,

he is a thinker and quite original.
Nor is he merely intellectual. For
much of that which he writes is con-
structive and conscientious; it is of
the inner self as well as of the peda-
gogical and practical.
Simply get in the thought-line for

the article which will in due time fol-

low.

Years come and go but E. L. Brown
keeps his fund of practical and artis-

tic ideas on engrossing flowing full

and free for aspiring students in the
fine art of embellishing spoken
thought, professionally known as
"Engrossing." We recall no one liv-

ing or dead who has contributed so
many practical ideas upon and so
many concrete examples in Engross-
ing as he of Kockland, Me.
He is equally at home in I'^lourish-

ing Roundhand, Lettering, Pen Draw-
ing and Brush Work, all five of which
are necessary in the physical and
mental equipment of a successful
modern engrosser.
Some of the things he has recently

given are real gems of the engrosser's
art; poems in technic, effect and final

result. He is skillful but eminently
well balanced and sane : a thing
which cannot be said of all who han-
dle the pen skillfully.

Many are those who have caught
their first inspiration from his pen,
and many, too, are they who have
won from his instructions and illus-

trations a profitable ib-product of
their regular calling. Not a few
have become professionals by follow-
ing his lessons in The Business Ed-
ucator.
And he has in store for us some

splendid things which you'll see and
enjoy from time to time before St.

Peter asks you to come up higher to
embellish manuscripts and polish a
golden seat.

Z. B. Brown, Elberton, Wn., is now
in the lead in Contest No. 3. The
other "leaders" are the same as given
in the February B. E.

Horn to Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Yocum, Massillnn.
I.. ;i ten 1)1)1111(1 (laupliler, Marjorie Jov, on 2-2
mi 4:ao p. 111.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert C. Kns.sell

Leonard Herbert Russell
Dec. 20, 1008-nlbs.

Kinyon's Commercial School, Pawtucket, K.I.

CONTENTS

Of the Professional Edition of

the Business Educator for

March, 1909.

Kditoriai..

ACCOUNTANCV, R. .1. Bennett. C. A.,

C. P. A.. Detroit. Micliisaii, Hu.siiiess

University'.

Arithmetic, fi. H. \'an Tiiyl. New York

City, N. Y.

Talks on English, S. KolaiiU Hall.

International Correspondence Schools,

.'^(ranton. Pa.

Co.MMERCiAL LAW, Clarence E. Birch,

L. L. B., Haskell Institute, Lawrence,

Kansas.

.\ii Writing, C. L. Chamberlin, Osseo,

Mi<'higan.

Typewriting, H. Breitenstein. .Xbhott

Business College, Billings, Mont.

Association Announcements, Etc.

School and Professional.

News Notes and Notices.

Catalogs and Circi'lars.

Etc. Etc. V/tc.

'ma/?'ii^j±

This script appeared in the Catalog of Wilson's Modern Busine.ss College, Seattle, Wn., J. P. Wilson, proprietor. The catalog, like the script,

superb—none better nor more "pat to the purpose."
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THE MECHANICAL DEVICE IN

MODERN EDUCATION.

When one takes a survey of the ed-

ucational field during the past half

century he is impressed with the

many great changes which have been

made in almost all classes of schools

and in nearly all subjects.

Many of these changes have come
little by little and so silently that in

the course of a decade one marvels at

the improvements and changes when
taking a mental inventory of the

times recently passed.

Nothing emphasizes these changes

and improvements more than the big

annual business shows of New York
City, Chicago and Cleveland, where
the latest improved office appliances

are shown and exploited.

The attempt at such an exhibit and
demonstration at the Indianapolis

Convention of the National Commer-
cial Teachers' Federation last holi-

day week, although a partial failure,

was in the right direction. For our

teachers of business must get in clos-

er touch with these modern mechan-
ics of a business or technical educa-

tion. For the mechanical device is

to be found in all modern schools.

We recently visited the dairy de-

partment of a great university and in

the churning department alone were

all sorts of modern churns, separa-

tors, coolers, etc., etc., not for the

purpose of turning out vast quanti-

ties of butter and cheese, but for the

purpose of demonstrating different

processes of manufacturing a similar

product.

In our own sphere of activity the

typewriter seems to have been the

first mechanical device of any conse-

quence, for it not only relieved the

pen of a burden that was too great for

it to carry, but, what is still better, it

has pointed the way to many other

devices by which human effort is mul-

tiplied and yet minimized.

For following the invention and

improvement of the typewriter, the

adding machine was perceived and

perfected into a marvelously rapid

and accurate product, almost human
in intelligence in its more intricate

and complex forms.

Next in importance are the dupli-

cating devices whereby a single

stroke of the hand is followed al-

most simultaneously by a thousand

reproductions more faithful than for-

geries and more legitimate as well.

The business school without these

mechanical aids is like the agricultur-

al school without modern imple-

ments. And it is a sign of progress

and encouragement to see so many
of our schools adding these devices

almost as fast as invented. In this

they cannot act too quickly, because

the public is demanding that their

employes know something of and be

able to operate on short notice these

minute-saving dollar-earning effort-

multiplying devices.

It is to be hoped that the men in

charge of the Federation this year

may be able to evolve from the India-

napolis plan an unqualified success.

Not with the view of competing with

the purely office appliances shows,

but for the purpose of exhibiting and
explaining those machines which re-

quire instruction to operate, which

are in part educational in function,

or which demand practice to utilize

effectively.

And a mere room full of such ma-
chines for show and advertising will

not suffice, save for the superficial

employer and uninformed and gull-

ible student public. A few machines

intelligently handled will accomplish

more than a glittering array on an

idle shelf.

We therefore desire to compliment
those schools which have "grasped

the skirts of happy chance (inven-

tion)" and kept to the front by the

combined conservatism of their in-

struction in standard subjects and the

introductionof such mechanism as the

modern office world demands. For

most of these devices demand the

same thorough instruction in the fun-

damentals of a practical education as

was required before invention
abridged human effort and multiplied

human product.

Therefore the really up-to-date in-

stitution is the one which continues

to hammer away in a thorough man-

ner on spelling, arithmetic, composi-

tion, writing, accounts, business cus-

toms, shorthand, typewriting, etc.,

and at the same time illustrates and

and instructs in the use of the mod-

ern device, and provides the neces-

sary practice thereon.

f^'-

'-^
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TRADING AND MANUFACTUR-

ING ACCOUNTS

At the end of each year, and some
times more frequently, it is custo-

mary for business concerns to com-
pile Financial Statements, showing
the condition of the business at that

particular time, and the profit or loss

for the period just ended. These
statements vary somewhat in form
according to the nature and extent of

the business, the amount of detail to

be shown and the ideas of the ac-

countant, but they generally consist

of a Balance Sheet and a Profit and
Loss Account. A Profit and Loss Ac-
count (sometimes called a Revenue
Account) shows the earnings of the

business side by side with the expen-
diture, the difference between the two
being the Net Profit or Net Loss for

the year. It is generally divided into

sections for the purpose of enabling
the manufacturer or merchant to

make useful comparisons from year
to year, and to locate more readily

the causes of any noticeable increase

or decrease in the year's Gross or

Net earnings. I shall attempt to ex-

plain and illustrate these sub-divi-

sions for the benefit of the readers.

For Trading Account

The Trading Account (sometimes
called the Merchandise Account) is

the first section of the Profit and Loss
Account of the business of a non-
manufacturing trader, or the second
section of the same account taken
from the books of a manufacturer.
On its debit side it shows the total

cost of the goods received into stock,

made up of the invoice price plus
freight and duty, less return and al-

lowances; on the credit side it shows
the Sales less returns and allowances,
to which must be added the value of

the goods remaining unsold; the dif-

ference between the debit and credit
sides then gives the Gross Profit of
the business. In cases where figures

are to be used for the purpose of

compiling comparative percentage
statements, it is customary to deduct
the amount of the unsold goods from
the debit side instead of adding it to
the credit. Sometimes the Trading
Account of a manufacturing concern
is kept in such a way as to include
Wages, Factory Expenses, etc., which
more properly belong to a distinct
Manufacturing Account. The accom-
panying forms should be sufficient to

enable the bookkeeper to construct

a Trading Account from any data
which may come before him. (Form 1)

Form 2. For the purpose of making
yearly comparisons Form 2 is prefer-

able to the above, as it shows the
actual cost of the goods sold, by de-

ducting the Inventory from the debit
side instead of adding it to the credit.

This form is preferable in cases
where accurate analysis are to be
made.
Form 3. In cases where the costs

of Manufacturing is not kept in a

separate section by itself, the Trad-
ing Account would include on its

debit side Wages, Factory Expenses,
and any other items in the cost of

production or which form part of the

full cost of the goods handled. A
Trading Account of this sort is here
shown.

The Manufacturing Account

The first section of the Profit and
Loss Account in a Manufacturing
business, is generally termed the

Manufacturing Account which may
be kept merely for the purpose of as-
certaining the actual cost of goods
manufactured, or, if desired, to show
the profit on manufacturing, as dis-
tijiguished from the profit on Trad-
ing. By the first method the Manu-
facturing Account includes on its

debit side all items entering into the
cost of the goods manufactured, and
on the credit side the manufacturing
inventory, which consists of raw ma-
terial and goods in process of manu-
facture. The difference between the
two sides constitutes the Manufac-
turing Cost of the output and is car-
ried to the debit side of the Trading
Account, as shown below in the illus-

tration (Form 4) compiled from the
transactions here given.

In the illustration, (Forms 4 and 5)

the manufactured goods are turned
over to the selling department at the
net cost of manufacturing the same,
therefore the entire profits are shown
in the trading section. If the manu-
facturer desired to separate the Man-

(form 1) Trading Account
Cr.

(iuodsimhai (1 Jan. Sak-s
Less

for \ear-
Retiirns-

..$H(I,0(K1

Freiprht and (liity--- -- 1,700 829,000

SIO.TOO Gonil s on ham Dec- Si. l'J08-. 8.000

Slil.OOO

(iniss Profit arried o Prolit a ul

S37.000 837,000

(form 2) Trading
Dr.

(ioodson hand Jan. 1, 1908-.- 80.000
Purchases for year 8 18.000
Freight and duty. 1.700

19.700
I,fss Keturns .. - . 700

19,000
Dl-diut Invi'iltorv, Ver. H\. IKdS K.OOO

1 1.000

Cr.

.830.000
1.000

$89,000

Dr.
(form 3) Trading Account

Cr.

Stockonhand Jan. 1, 1908 8 7,000
Purchases to Dec. 31 828,000
Freight and Duty - 2,800

830,000

Wages - 12.000
Factory Expenses 1,000

850,800
Less Inventory Dec. 31 - 9,000

+1 .800
(iross Profit 23.200

805,000

! .Sales --- -- 865,000
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ufacturing Profit from his Trading
Profit, ha would charge the Trading
Account the same price for goods
manufactured by himself as would
have been charged if the goods had
been bought elsewhere. Assuming,
for the purpose of illustration, that

the goods shown in the foregoing
Manufacturing account had been
transferred to the Trading account

at a trade price of $13,340, instead of

an actual cost of $11,600, there would
have been a Manufacturing profit of
$i,740, but the Trading profit would
have been reduced by exactly the
same amount and would have shown
a Trading profit of $l,8(iO, instead of
$.'i,600. Both of these profits being
afterwards transferred to the Profit

and Loss Account would bring about

the same final result as if the Manu-
facturing profit had not been consid-

ered separately at all. In order that

the distinction between these two
methods may be readily understood,

the Manufacturing and trading Ac-

counts for the same transactions are

here shown in the (Forms 6 and 7)

just described.

Dr.
^FOR.M 4) Manufacturing Account

Inventorj' Jan. 1, 1908 :

Raw Material 82.300
riifinished (ioods..- 400

2.700

F'nrctiase nf Kaw material 8.000
Kreiniit and Dntv .1.800

7,S0O

Wages - 4.000
hactory Expenses - 400

S14,900

Inventories Dec. 31, 1908
Raw Material -.- 82.500
L'nfinished Goods 800

*3,300

Cost of (rOOtls
Manufactured transferred to Trafl-

ing Account 11.000

Dr.
(form 5) Trading Account

Cr.

Inventory of Fini.she<l (ioods Sales for year.
.Ian. i. 1908 ?4..-)00

Manufacturing Account Cost of
fioods Manufactured during

-the year 11.BOO
Purchases on Finished Goods.... 83.000
Freightanil Duty 900

3.900

Deduct Inventory of Finished
(ioods Dec. Ri. 1!)08

(;ros,s Profit transferred to Prntit

•20.000

ij.ooo

14.400

.'i.iioo

(form 6) Manufacturing Account
Dr.

Inventorv Jan. 1, 1908 Output charges to Trading Ac-
Kaw Material --. --- 82.30O count
Fntinished (iootls 400

82.700

Pnrctiasf of Kaw Material .(i.oiio

Freight ami Dntv -- ..I.nou
7.8O0

Wages ...4.000
Factor>" Kxjienses - - 40{»

14,000
Deduct Inventory, Dec. 31. lOOK
Kaw Material . -. 2,500
Intinished (ioods 800

3,300

.Manufacturing Cost - -- 11.000

.Manufacturing Profit Carried [to
Profit and Loss Account 1.740

813,340

Cr.

(form 7) Trading Account
Dr.

Inventory Finished (iood, Jan. I Sales for year.
1. 1908 8 4,500

Output from factory for year 13.340
(

Purchases of F'inisl'ied (ioods 3.000
Freight and Duly 90U

21.740
Deduct Inventory
Maiuifactnred (ioods on hand.

Dei. 31. ISHis _ .S.Koo

816,140
Tratliug (iross Profit Carried to

Profit ami Loss Account 1 .8(iO i

818.000
1

Cr.

.818.000

Summary of Transactions

Inventories Jan. 1, 1908 — .82,300
RawMiiterial 400
Finished Goods 4,500

87,200

Purchases ;

Raw Material - 80.000
F'inisheil Goods 3.000

9,000

F>eight and Duty :

On RawM.aterial -.81.800
On Finished Goods 900

82,700

Wages - -- 4,000
Factory Expenses.-- 400

Inventories Dec. 31, 1908.

Kaw Material 2.500
Infinished (Joods 800
Finished Goods 5.H00

8,900

{Contitined in April njimbcr.)

JOPLIN BUSINESS COLLEGE.

Subject : A Grafter Working Business

Colleges.

Jopliu. Missouri. December 9, 1908.

To all Business College Managers :

.\ man called at our school and represented

himself to be seeking a young man stenogra-

Iiher for a position in a real estate office in Paris,

.Arkansas. .\ young man was recommended,
and he aiul the stranger left school, as I was in-

formed, for the purpose of seeing the boy's pa-

rents. .After leaving the school the stranger in-

formed the boy that it would be impo.ssible for

him to accompany him home to see the parents,

owing to a business engagement, but would

meet him at the depot in time for them to take

the train together for Paris. After leaving the

school, the stranger informeil the young man
that it would l)e necessary to give bond, but as

he was a representative of a Bonding Company,
it would be an easy matter. The boy was will-

ing, and a tictitious bond was arranged and a fee

nf 824 was paid. In addition to the bond, a

ticket was given to the place of destination, and

an order, which of course was not honored, on a

hotel for a week's board. When train time

came, the boy was met at the depot by the

stranger but was informeil that owing to an un-

expeiled real estate ileal, he would be unable to

accornijanv him. l>ul instructed him to go aheail

and said he would follow on tJie next train. The
boy did so. only to find on arrival at Paris tfiat

the stranger had l)een closed out of a little real

estate business which he formerly ran. the Paris

Realty Company, and had nf> position to offer,

nor had he ever had one.

The description the police of thiscily are send-

ing oin is as follows; .\ge. about 50: height

about 5 feet 8 inches: weight about l(i5 pounds;

complexion, red: hair. dark. l)Ut turiung gray:

gray eyes: probably (ierman descent: ilrinks.

His real name is V.L. Estes. .Arrest and notify

J. H. .Myers. Chief of Police. Joplin. or Joplin

Business College.
Of course there is no ilanger of the stranger

with the crude methods followed here, being

able to dupe any business college manager, but

he might be able, .as he did here, to get the boy

away from school and induce him to part with

I'tiltC allv vours.

(i. W. WEATllKKl.V,
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SCRAMTON, PA.
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SOME COMMON ERRORS

One common error of stenographers

and correspondents— and one that I

have little patience with— is reason-

less abbreviation. I take a little

gleeful satisfaction in the fact that

the United States Civil Service ex-

aminers penalize for all abbreviations

except those called for in exercises of

which competitors are required to

make exact copies. Nothing does

more to injure the style of good Eng-

lish and good typewriting than such

abbreviations in the body matter of

letters as dept. for department, mgi

.

for manager, Ireas. for treasurer.

Sometimes, of course, an extremely

long title makes abbreviating advis-

able in the arrangement at the top of

a letter and on the outside of the en-

velope, but a good general rule in

letter-writing is, "When in doubt

don't abbreviate." In an address,

Pa.is all right ior Pennsyh'ania, but

body matter, unless the word follows

the name of a city of Pennsylvania,

spell it out. I spell out all short

state-names on my envelope address-

es. What is really gained by writing

/a. for loical On shift-key machines,

two movements are required in order

to make the period.

When there are columns of prices,

forms like lOc and $0.10 are good, but

in straight body matter a single quo-

tation should be written out as ten

cents.

There are different rules in differ-

ent printing offices, but the stenogra-

pher will be safe in following the

general rule of writing out all

amounts under one hundred and

using figures for sums larger than

one hundred. But such an expres-

sion as two or three millions should

be written in words.

Don't be guilty of writing 2-S-09

for February <S', 1909. Such abbrevia-

ting is on a par with Dr. Sr. and

Res'py Yrs.

A fault of stenographers that is al-

most as bad as that of excessive ab-

breviating is the tendency to over-

capitalize. Unless you are sure that

tlie capital letter is needed, use the

"lower-case" letter. Nothing be-

trays the novice more quickly than

over-capitalization. In beginning

work for a new employer it is a good
idea to ask what trade or office terms

he prefers to see capitalized.

Don't use the word gents at all, and

give the much overused word ladies a

rest whenever you can. There are oc-

casions, of course, when ladies must

be used, but use young women, house-

keepers, ivives, mothers, whenever
possible. Ordinarily the phrase men

and women is better usage than gen-

tlemen and ladies, though of course

this statement would not apply to the

introduction to a speech.

The word which is used a great deal

where that is a better word. In a

restrictive sentence such as "The
check that I signed," the word that

should be used. In a sentence such

as "Your check, -which reached me in

this morning's mail, came unsigned,"

-which is the better word, because the

clause is coordinating— is interpolat-

ed into the main thought of the sen-

tence Which is properly used even

in a restrictive sentence, however,

when it is desirable to avoid a repeti-

tion of the th sound. A well known
author of a work on English makes
the following statement : "I have

some satisfaction in reflecting that in

editing the text of the New Testa-

ment I destroyed more than a thou-

sand commas, which rendered the

text meaningless." The literal mean-

ing of the author's statement is that

his action in cutting out the commas
rendered the text meaningless! Sub-

stitute /'/;(7/forH'/;;V// and omitthecom-

ma before -which, and the statement,

means what he intended it to mean.

Watch out for double negatives. A
great many persons spoil their speech

by such expressions as "I didn't do

nothing about it" for "I didn't do

anything about it;" "I couldn't hard-

ly wait" for "1 could hardly wait."

It is very easy to make a mistake

and use a plural form for a singular

when a plural form comes immedi-
ately before the verb. The other day

I wrote, "Each of the following sub-

jects are correct." Of course, the

subject is each and the verb should

be is.

Try to avoid doubt as to whether

a verb should be singular or plural.

When there is a question, reconstruct.

Instead of writing "Ten years was
required," or "Ten years were re-

quired," write "A period of ten years

was required."

"If any one knows the whereabouts

of the papers let them comeforward."
Substitute him for them.

Remember that there are many ad-

verbs that do not end with ly. First,

-well, fast, slo-w, quick, etc. are ad-

verbs. It is correct to say "Come
quick" or "Come quickly." But

don't say "This cloth will wear
good;" rtr// is the right word.

Only is misplaced more often per-

haps than any other word in the

English language. If you say, "He
only ordered the books," the literal

meaning is that he did nothing but

send the order. The sentence with

only in a different place is different

in meaning." "He ordered only the

books" means that there were other

things to be ordered. Try to place

onlv near what it is intended to mod-
ify!

There is no such word as alright

in good usage at present. Use all

right.

It -was him and it is her are both

wrong. The correct forms are // was
he. It is she.

Providing is commonly misused for

provided. Say "I shall come provid-

ed I can spare the time."
Liable should be used only in such

sentences as "You are liable to ar-

rest." Use likely when mere likeli-

hood is referred to, as "You are like-

ly to regret the bargain."
You make none of the errors I have

mentioned? U.ood for you! But just

watch yourself to see how often you

sav "He don't" and "It don't" for

"He doesn't" and "It doesn't."

"Don't" is a contraction of do not,

and cannot be used correctly in sen-

tences such as those just given.
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RAPID CALCULATION

Before taking up a few lessons in

interest, I desire to outline briefly

a little work in what is commonly
called "rapid calculations." Some
references have been made in preced-
ing papers to this subject. I do not
believe in divorcing rapid calculations
and arithmetic. To the young man
or young woman entering a business
office today, speed, coupled with ac-

curacy, in making simple arithmetical
computations, is more important
than a knowledge of the more elabor-

ate solutions of advanced arithmetic
and higher mathematics.
The arithmetic of every day busi-

ness life is a very simple matter -so
simple in fact, that the greater part
of it can be done mentally, a pencil

being used merely to tabulate r-rsults.

I read only recently a statement made
by a man of many years experience,

that two-thirds of the arithmetical

work in a business office is straight

addition.

Let me then emphasize the import-
ance of this phase of rapid calcula-

tions. Some schools give a certain

period every day to this kind of work,
others have no special class exercise

in speed, but expect that it shall be
done in connection with the regular
arithmetic work. By whichever
method the exercise is conducted it

should be done by someone who is in

close touch with the other work in

arithmetic. Too much emphasis can
not be placed on the importance of

students using their knowledge of

"shortcuts" every time opportunity
offers. Class drill is not sufficient.

Practically every subject in the arith-

metic furnishes opportunity for its

application.

Now to the rapid addition.

1 like to begin with short columns,
involving the forty-five combinations.
The following are representative :

48 58 97 56 33 (i7 72

37 75 43 47 4(i 38 39

23 26 82 89 48 73 96

64 43 19 94 91 48 74

I watch my class carefully in this

work to see if any are adding on their

fingers, and to see who are slow in

the work. Quite frequently students
are saying over too many words to be
rapid. I find them doing this in ad-

ding the first column of above: "4

and 3 are 7; 7 and 7 are 14; 14 and 8

are 22, etc. Here are fifteen words

used where three words are just as
well and much quicker. I then add
the column saying only "7, 14, 22,"

pointing out to the class that all that
is needed is to say, or think results.
1 do not think it wise to say much at
first about adding groups of figures.
Most students will have all they can
do at first to add one figure at a time.
Another hindrance to rapid adding

is the habits students have of not be-
lieving their first thought or impres-
sion as to what a result is when add-
ing. They fear they are wrong and
so begin over again. I believe it more
important for students to take their
first thought and go on up the col-

umn quickly, even though the answer
is wrong than to stumble along and
then not be sure.

To remove this latter difficulty,

students are asked to lay aside pen-
cils and follow me mentally as I dic-

tate, "8 times 4, divide by 2, minus 1,

divide by 3, plus 8, plus 7, minus 4=?"
"7 plus 8, minus 3, plus 8, divide by 4,

multiply by 7, plus S, minus 1, divide
by6=?

9 times 6, minus li, divide by 8, plus
4, multiply by 4, plus 2, divide bv
7=?
While this is not all rapid addition

it arouses the sluggish mind and
serves to illustrate what I am now
ready to say to the class, that, if they
will add the column quickly the re-

sult is more likely to be correct than
it will be if they add slowly.

More columns of figures are now
dictated and again I watch for results

and in nine cases out of ten 1 find

1 have them started on the road to

speed.
If, however, I find that the class

does not add any better than before

there must be something else wrong.
It is probably due to a lack of knowl-

edge of the forty-five combinations.
1 then write on the board the follow-

ing :

3 4 5 6 5 6 (i 6 6 7 7 7 7 7

44 44 5 567334 5 78

8 6

I'sing this first as a class exercise

I point to these groups in a miscella-

neous order and have the class call

results. Then individuals are asked

to name results. The student should

"see" the results of these combina-
tions just as readily and quickly a,s

he will recognize a word by seeing it

written i. e. the combination of let-

ters gives the mind an idea separate
and distinct from the several letters
in the word.
This exercise may now be extended

by writing a "1" in the ten's place in
each of the upper numbers giving
this exercise

:

13 14 15 16 15 16 16 16 16 17
4 4 4 4 5 56733
17 17 17 17 18 18 18 18 18457886547 etc.

This is now used as a class and an
individual drill. Patient, persistent
practice along this line is sure to
bring good results.

Probably the best way for a student
to become rapid in addition is to
practice adding until all the possible
combinations are instantly recognized
and the results can be read as rapid-
ly as he could read a line of printed
matter.

Following these suggestions I give
many columns for practice gradually
increasing the length of the columns.
Occasionally I give one containing
from ninety to one hundred figures,

timing the class to see how long it

takes to add it. The best time made
is announced. This arouses enthusi-
asm and leads to more strenuous ef-

forts to reach one hundred figures a
minute.
Some students will find it conven-

ient and advantageous to add groups
of figures. To illustrate this method
1 find it advisable to write on the
blackboard such a column as this :

1431
1 27 I'

181/
129\
(67/
"I 88 f

f 75)
(27)
.861
63

141

It will be observed that, in this col-

umn, the groups, as indicated, are
not only readily recognized but are
easily added. It is, 1 believe, highly
important that these first groups be
made easy, for unless students can
use the groups advantageously they
winding to the "one figure" method.
Usually every student in the class

can use the combinations given above
and gain in his speed, whereby if he
were asked to use this method in the

following column he would meet with
discouragement at the outset

:

47
56
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The grouping here is not easy for

beginners and should not be used
until pupils have had considerable
practice on columns like the follow-

ing:
36 64 98 82 483
44 96 17 77 627
38 47 34 56 398
22 63 76 29 712

84 89 37 36 845
56 21 38 94 265
59 54 44 16 926
81 26 64 62 537
78 39 42 48 152

37 83 39 53 439
45 23 54 19 671

When students once become accus-
tomed to seeing and adding groups,
the only thing left for them to do is,

as 1 said in the beginning, to keep at

it. There is no royal road to rapid
addition. It takes practice, and lots

of it.

Occasionly 1 hear it said that the
adding machine does away with the
necessity for rapid addition practice.

The argument carries just about
as much weight as does the one
against the necessity for good pen-
manship because typewriters are so
common, and no more.

I do not think it advisable to at-

tempt adding two columns at once, as

that is beyond the majority of our
students.

R. H. McMann & Co., Bankers.

ROBT. H. MCMANN -JOHN E. HESS.

Denver. Colo., Dec. 15, 1908.

Gentlemen: 1 enclose here--

with my check for $1.20 in pay-

ment for one year's subscription

to Business Educator, in ad-

vance and "Lessons in Practical

Writing" by C. P. Zaner.

I am looking forward with a
great deal of anticipation for the

1909 numbers of the "Educator"
because its pages have certainly

been replete with valuable in-

formation and splendid sugges-
tions in the past, and its record

shows that it is growing better

from year to year. Any one
perusing its pages carefully can
not fail to profit by it.

Wishing you the very best of

success in the future, I am,
Yours very truly,

J. E. Hesse.

T Y P E VV R I T I N <j

H. BBEITENSTEIN,

Abbotf Business Colle. ge,

BILLINGS, MONT.
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In the previous articles that I have
written for this department, I feel

that I have covered the subject
of typewriting quite thoroughly,
and although I have not e.\-

panded or elaborated on each of

the different phases of the subject
that 1 have taken up, I have given
what I considered to be some good
advice. I know it was good advice,
for the majority of my students are
good typewriter operators. Surely
our students get plenty of "advice,"
and if they put into practice a small
percentage of what they receive we
teachers should feel gratified.

If we take portions of the scriptures,
especially those passages which it is

customary to use as texts, we will

find that they are simple enough ex-

pressions in themselves, but if we
give them more careful thought and
deep study, it is then easy to see
that they cover hundreds of hidden
meanings, and the passage can then
form a nucleus around which to build
a splendid sermon. So with many
articles on the subject of typewriting.
When 1 spoke of accuracy, I meant
accuracy in handling the machine, ac-

curacy in form, accuracy in spelling,
etc., and each one of these topics
could in turn be used as the subject
for a somewhat lengthy discourse,
but I will leave that to my co-educa-
tors to do in their class room.

This month I am spending consid-
erable time in dictating all kinds of
matter direct to the machine as it

will be but a short time before my
advanced class will graduate and
this particular branch of the type-
writing course is especially benefi-
cial to those stenographers who work
in lawyers' offices, for in such posi-
tions work of this nature is required.
1 also find occasion forthe students to

attend to minor "ailments" of their
machines, such as the ribbon failing

to reverse, the piling of letters, car-

riage stopping at a particular point
on the scale, etc. I believe every
teacher has had the same experience
in this respect that I have, and that

he knows the cause of, and remedy
for, these trifling ailments. If there
is one of you who can not explain the
"whys" and "wherefores" of these
things, then it is high time to pre-

pare yourself along this line, for it is

one of the many important parts of a
shorthand and typewriting course.

The difference between a copying
and a record ribbon should be ex-

plained. This should be taken up in

conjunction with the letter press
copies. Parenthetically I might say
that one good use to which an old
worn out copving ribbon can be put
is in the manufacture of an ink which
will be found especially desirable for

use in fountain pens. Simply place
the ribbon in a jar of water and leave

it there until the desired depth of

color is obtained. This ink flows

readily, and besides is economical.

Explain how to avoid removing the

ribbon from the machine in order to

make mimeograph copies. The cus-
tomary way is to disconnect one end
of the ribbon, winding it entirely up-
on one spool, but this is not neces-
sary. However, I do not wish to

presume upon anyone's knowledge of

the different machines, so if there is

anyone who does not know how to do
this on all machines, he can write me
a letter and I will explain the matter
next month in these columns.
We might say something more

about erasing; although of course
we should not allow any erasures in

school work, still we should give

some practical advice on it to the

student who is about to enter the

ranks of his profession. Particular-

ly should he understand how to make
«('a/ erasures on carbon copies. 1 be-

lieve every one of the above subjects

will form a good text, and if the

teacher is too busy to use the time to

personally preach the sermon, let

him dictate it at some odd moments
to some of the advanced students and
then put it on his bulletin board. I

think the latter plan is the best since

it saves a great deal of breath and I

believe the results are better.
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The Principles of Ad Writing

C. L. C H A M B E B L I N ,

O S S E O , M I C H I Q A N.

^
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THE CATALOGUE

Practically every mail order and
wholesale business man, and many
retailers, need a catalogue. The two
first named depend so extensively up-
on the printed page to show and des-
cribe their goods that it would be
difficult to carry on the business
without a catalogue. Many retailers

have found it desirable to list certain
articles giving descriptions and
prices for the benefit of those who
may not be able to look over the
stock on hand in the u.=ual place of

business.
The primary purpose of a catalogue

is to sell goods. It is not a work of

art, not a booklet of entertainment,
nor is it simply an example of the
modern pressman's skill. Yet a cat-

alogue may with entire propriety rep-

resent all these things.
There are three distinct kinds of cat-

alogues. No one can serve in place
of either of the others if it has been
properly prepared. Hence when get-

ting out a catalogue its kind must be
taken into consideration before even
the copy is written or the size, shape
or other mechanical features have
been decided upon.
The first kind of catalogue we shall

endeavor to describe is that of the
mail order dealer. The mail order
catalogue gives a complete descrip-
tion of the goods, frequently contains
illustrations, always states selling
arguments and gives the lowest cash
price.

The question of greatest import-
ance in the preparation of the mail
order catalogue is how to add to the
selling power of the book. . Illustra-

tions, copy, paper, covers, ornament-
al designs, type, display and testi-

monials—all must be kept subservient
to selling power. For if the cata-

logue does not secure the order, or at

least arouse a desire for the goods
there is no opening by which a follow-

up system may enter and operate. It

is obvious that the catalogue of the
larger mail order houses must pre-

sent the selling arguments. However
there is one exception to this state-

ment. When listing the smaller ar-

ticles the catalogue must present all

selling arguments but when the
larger, more valuable goods are con-
sidered it frequently becomes neces-
sary to print extra folders or pamph-
lets in which a more complete des-

cription and additional arguments
may appear. Kew people will order

goods involving any considerable
outlay without at least an exchange
of letters. There is a certain feeling of

caution over payingout money without
seeing the goods or knowing the deal-

ers, which leads many to write one or

more letters regarding the article,and
thus in a way get acquainted with the

dealer. For these letters the dealer

should reserve one or more of his

strongest arguments and give them
out in written or printed letters sent

in reply to inquiries.

There is a variety of opinions re-

garding what a catalogue should con-

tain besides the straight selling and
descriptive copy. With some lines

of business and among some classes

of people portraits of proprietors or

of the buildings in which the business

is conducted will be of value. They
serve as a sort of introduction and
tend to fix a feeling of confidence in

the house which often leads to sales.

This is especially true with articles

which are the product of high intelli-

gence and skill, or for a business

which depends largely upon the hon-

or and integrity of its managers. So
much depends upon making a cata-

logue suitable for the class of people

who will read it or the goods to be

sold that it is difficult to give general

directions upon this subject.

A second class of catalogues is one

giving full descriptions of goods from

the standpoint of the manufacturer to

the retailer who is expected to sell

the goods. Such a book is quite

technical in language used since both

writer and reader are supposed to

know the general meaning of the vo-

cabulary pertaining to the business.

Its aim is to show the retailer the va-

rious points of manufacture and use,

and to enable him to present these in

the most effective manner to his cus-

tomers.
This kind of catalogue is not usual-

ly so ornamental in design or mater-

ial. It is sent from one business man
to another, and direct, truthful ex-

planations and prices are what is

wanted. The experienced business

man may appreciate good paper and
press work but beyond the point of

legiblity he is not so much impressed

by it as to pay more for the goods
described in an artistic catalogue if

he thinks they are no better than

those described in the plain black

and white effect of a rival house.

Allow me to say here that writing a

manufacturer's or wholesaler's cata-

logue is the most difficult feat a pro-

fessional ad writer can perform. It

calls for such close technical knowl-
edge not only of the article described
but also of its leading competitors in
the same general line. F"or example,
think of the work involved in writing
a descriptive catalogue, including a
statement of advantages over rivals,
for a gasoline engine. This is only
one line and when other possible
lines are considered it will be seen that
there are just two courses open when
such a book is to be written: Either
get a man who is a mechanic to do
the writing and correct his copy, or go
into a thorough study of the subject.
The happy mean is of course for the
house to employ a good mechanic
who has sold the goods and knows
the principles o£ advertising.
A third class of catalogues is that

designed to aid the retailer in selling
certain lines. It usually contains
full descriptions, selling arguments
and illustrations of all desirable fea-
tures which the goods possess. Ex-
act prices are omitted as that is left

for the retailer to fix. If the goods
are expensive, special methods of
making payments are explained. In
style the language used is about half
way between that of the ordinary
mail order catalogue and that of the
wholesaler. It explains the process-
es of manufacture but does so in a
simple, popular style which any in-

terested reader can understand. It

will also explain similar processes of
its rivals and compare them with that
advertised. These catalogues are
sometimes mailed to people who
make inquiries from reading ads.
When so sent the prospective custo-
mer is referred to "the nearest deal-
er" selling the goods. Sometimes
these catalogues are sent by the thou-
sand to the retailer who in turn
places them in the hands of suppos-
ed interested parties. When used in
either way they are of great value in

paving the way for a sale.

There are many other important
things which may be said about the
making of a first class catalogue but
space forbids our going farther into
details at this time. The dealer who
possesses satisfactory experience in

his line should be able to devise what
is best for his particular business
and then stick to it. Selling goods is

the test of all advertising matter, and
if it sells goods satisfactorily the
catalogue is all right.

QUESTIONS.
1. Name the three kind.s of catalogues.
2. What is the primary ijurpose of a cata-

logue.
3. What are tlie distinctive features of the

mail order catalogue?
4. (ji\e some of the manufacturer's catalogue.
5. Some of catalogue designed to aitl retailers.

H. Choose two orthree articles usually sold by
mad and write proper descriptions for each as it

should appear in a catalogue.
7. Compare the points of excellence in struc-

ture in some common piece of machinery over
same parts in at least two rivals machines.

8. Go to a local dealer, select an article sold
by him and write a description which if printed
with cuts as needed would ai<l liim in selling the
article.
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MELN'ICS W. CASSMORE,
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Seattle. Washington.
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ATTENTION.

The whole success of the teacher
depends upon his gaining and hold-
ing the attention of his students.
At first thought, this statement

may seem unwarranted and extrav-
agant, but when we reflect that con-
fidence is the outcome of attention,
we recognize the validity of the claim.
I shall not take the time now to elab-
orate on the relation between at-
tention and confidence, for a very
significant connection will be obvious
upon slight inquiry.

It is difficult to hold the attention
of a class of restless youth- a multi-
tude of other pushing interests en-
gross them.
Many, if not all of the common er-

rors in school, are caused by inat-
tention.

Trial balances wildl)- oft', errors in
typewriting, inaccurate figuring—all

these and more, result from inatten-
tion.

How often the injunction comes
"you must be more careful—give
more attention to work. All mis-
takes are foolish mistakes."
We cannot, of course, do very much

by scolding or any other kind of talk-
ing. Habits are not made or un-
made so suddenly. In our treatment
we must work to eradicate gradually
the bad habit and replace it with a
good one. Tomorrow we may have
better students than today, better
business men and women in forma-
tion than yesterday—this is the way
of growth.

If our students are inattentive it is

somebody's fault. Festalozzi thought
ithis own and looked for the cause
within. The main causes of inat-
tention are simple and fundamental.
Suppose we take a typical instance

and imagine a class before us, re-
membering that the time to give in-
formation is when it is asked for.

The crowding of knowledge into un-
willing minds is a fruitful cause of
listless listening. If we would have
something well remembered, we must
precede it by a curiosity arouser. The
paternal counsel that "This is high-
ly important, etc." is not good teach-
ing practice.

It is also a vital principle of atten-
tion that the new should be knit or
connected to the old. The reason
why percentage is such a bug-a-boo
is that our te.xts nearly all treat it as
something quite different and re-

mote. There is no connection be-
tween it and any other portion of
arithmetic. Even should there be a
simulated jointure, this portion still

remains in bad repute in the stu-
dent's mind. "I understand every-
thing but percentage" is a frequent
admission. It is as much dissociated
from its neighboring chapters as if a
homily on physiology or medieval
history had slipped in unawares.

If we can break down this dividing
wall, lead the white lleeced flocks of
percentage to graze in the fair mead-
ows of measurements, we shall have
done much to dispose of one difficulty.

If, likewise, we say, "Tomorrow we
tackle something new. Get your dic-
tation books and be ready," we have
made the new thing doubly hard.

Very little things can destroy at-

tention for voluntary attention can
be sustained but a few seconds at a
time. If, for instance, the teacher
walks back and forth before his class
while talking, he will find their atten-
tion wavering in a few moments. It

is almost an axiom that it is neces-
sary to stand still if we would retain
the attention of our auditors. All
nervous movements, such as repeat-
edly adjusting the necktie, tugging
at a button, etc., are detrimental to
attention.

Perhaps no single factor is more
mportant than the voice—and good

voices are said to be rare in America.
It is quite difficult to listen to a voice
that is throaty, shrill, thin, with
hard, stiff-jawed tones. Even the
will, desiring to listen, cannot com-
bat such discouragement for long.
Under an unpleasant voice the most

attentive class will grow restless, ill

at ease, nervous, until some one
breaks the tension by a misdemeanor.

I cannot think that the voice is the
index of the soul, for some of the
rarest souls I have known have
spoken in poor and halting words,
and does not rumor have it that Satan
ever lures with dulcet tones? Did
not the serpent charm Eve with hon-
eyed words, so that to this day, wo-
man has been susceptible to the mu-
sic of the vibrant tone.''

Abdul Hamid, it is said, has a
voice so alluring that those who go
in as enemies come out as friends.

Like his fellow Turks, he is doubtless
as rotten as humanity can well be,

yet he and all his tribe are gifted

with voices that linger and enchant.

No, the voice is largely a matter of

proper mechanics colored by feeling.

If we clear the vocal passage, get the

stiff jaw down out the way, keep the

tongue flat and without that hump at

the back that spoils the tone, and,

most important of all, breathe,

breathe, breathe right, from the dia-

phram, keeping always a little re-

serve of air on hand and never gasp-

ing out tlie last word, our voice will

swell and fill the room and demand
attention.

Perhaps some will think I have
over-emphasized the importance of

the voice. I wish I could explain vo-

cally to these critics what I am trying

to get on paper. I am convinced that

the voice is a great, if unconscious,
factor in attention, not over-shadow-

ed in importance by any other.

I am, of course, assuming that the

teacher is familiar with and master
of his subject. This is the first ne-

cessity—to know your goods. After

this, there is a deal of art in proper
presentation—in pose and manner, in

voice ahd gesture. Nothing, of

course, is more distressing than the

elocutionist, but if some one could

be found who knew something of ex-

pression, all of us would be much
benefited by such instruction.
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WooDFORDS, Me., Dec. 11, 1908.

Dear Sirs : 1 must not pass this opportunity to express to you my very high opinion of

your most excellent paper. It is surely all that its name implies. It is a great source of

inspiration to me, as 1 know it must be to thousands of others. Wishing you the largest

possible success in your noble work, I am,

Gratefully yours,

Carlos L. Hill.

-J
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BANKS BUSINESS COLLEGE.

PHILADELPHIA
INC.

KDWARD M. HULL, A. M., PD. D.

PRESIDENT

February 15, 190ii.

The Business Kducator,
Columbus, Ohio.

Dear Sirs :

I am pleased to announce to the
readers of The Business Edi'cator
that final arrangements have been
made for the Twelfth Annual Con-
vention of the Eastern Commercial
Teachers' Association, to be held in

Providence on April 8th, 9th and 10th.

The hotel accommodations have
been arranged for in one of the best
hotels in the city of Providence. The
appointments and facilities of the ho-
tel selected as headquarters are ex-

cellent, and the manajjement has
given assurance that the comfort and
entertainment of the members will be
looked after with great care and
courtesy. A special rate has been
made for rooms, and I believe that
the accommodations obtainable for

the money will be perfectly satisfac-

tory to those attending the conven-
tion.

The Executive Committee has
taken considerable care in the ar-

rangement of the program and in the
selection of the speakers who will

address the meetings. In looking
over the list of men and women who
will participate in the events of the
convention, 1 am warranted in saying
that those present will receive a treat

beyond expectation in the way of
counsel on methods and other sub-
jects of interest in general school
work.
The session will be opened on

Thursday afternoon by the Governor
of Rhode Island and Mayor of Provi-
dence. Mr. T. B. Stowell will give
the response. The Rhode Island
State Commissioner of Schools will

also address the Thursday afternoon
meeting. The Local Committee of
Arrangements have a treat in store
for Thursday evening, which has not
been sufficiently developed for publi-
cation. There are some other sur-
prises.

The program for Friday and Satur-
day is full of good things that will be
much appreciated by those attending
the convention. The banquet has
been arranged for, and the list of
speakers has been decided upon.
This function of the convention will

be held in the Normal School Build-

ing, where beautifullj" decorated re-

ception rooms will be given over for

reception purposes, while the ban-
quet itself will be served in one of
the largest and most beautiful rooms
in the building. Inasmuch as enthu-
siasm and interest in any function of

this kind depends upon numerical at-

tendance, I hope that every teacher
and school man attending the con-
vention will attend the banquet, that

we may make this one of the finest

in the history of the Association.
Thursday' morning has been set aside
for sight seeing, and it is the inten-

tion of the local committees to take
charge of this part of the program in

a way in which it has never been ac-

complished before, so that every
member may visit the industrial and
commercial interests throughout the
city before the opening of the con-
vention.

In addition to this visitation, nu-
merous plans have been made for
the entertainment of the visitors,
which will be made known by various
committees upon the arrival of mem-
bers in Providence. All of these va-
rious excursions will be under the di-

rection of the chairman of the Enter-
tainment Committee and his many
experienced guides. No effort will be
spared to make the entire time a hap-
py, broadening and educational oc-
casion.

A FORE WORD.

THE TIME, April 7, 8, 9.

THE PLACE, Providence, R. 1., V

.

S. A.
THE EVENT, The Convention of

the Eastern Commercial Teachers'
Association.
The Rhode Island Commercial

Teachers' Club fa club formed as the
outgrowth of the effort to secure the
coming of the Convention to Provi-
dence! has not been asleep during
the last three months—on the con-
trary, its members have been thor-
oughly awake to the world and to
the things that go to make up a
(IREAT CONENTION.
The Executive Committee have

just held their meeting in final prep-
aration of the program, and although
secrets cannot be divulged at this

time, suffice it that there are to be
surprises and great treats for all that
come.
Plan now to visit the Great City

in the Little State at Easter Time,
and you will not be sorry.

Press Committe,
W. B. Sherman, Ch'rm.
H. L. Jacobs,
A. M. Stonehouse.

W. B. Sherman.

THE PROVIDENCE MEETING.

Plans for tlie entertainment of the menitjers to
tlie next Annii.it Convention of tlie Ea.stern
Commercial Teacliers' .Xssociation. wliieli will be
held in Providence on April is, 9, 10. are pro-
•rressinfr to snrli a point tliat tlie local commit-
tee ill chari;e oftlip work is coiilident tli.it those
who attend will be sliown arousing good time.
The .'^tatc Normal School, located near the

Capital of Khode Island, is to be the place of
meetiiis. and no haiipier location could he se
lected. as the Iniilding is ideal for a convention
of this liind.

.Mr. H. L. .lacolis. Principal of the Khode Isl-
and Commercial School, is Chairman of the Lo-
cal Committee on Arrangements, as well as a
member of the Kxecntive Committee of the
Kastern Commercial Teachers' .Association, and
he is leaving no stone unturned to malfe the
Convention one long to be remembered by the
visitors. The other members of the general
committee are Mr. T. B. Stowell and Mr. F. H.
Read.

Men prominent in the educational and com-
mercial life of llie country will be present to ad
ilressthe various meetings, while a number of
pleasant surprises have been planned for the en-
tertainment of tlie guests.

Sub-committees have been appointed, of
which the following gentlemen are Chairman:
Mr. W. H. Kinyon, Chairman of the Receptiim
Committee; Mr. W. B.Sherman, Chairman of
the Press Committee and Mr. C. W. Stowell.
Chairman of Hit- Banquet Committee.

Mr. Jacobs writes tliat he will be glad to fur-
nish full information 1o anyone wlio desires (o
.ittend the Convention, and who wishes to know-
more III detail <-oncerning the same.
The Executive Committee of the Eastern

Commercial Teachers' Association met in the
Rhode Island Commercial .School on Saturday,
-lanuary SOtli. at which meeting the final plans
for the Convention were perfected. After the
session was over, the members were entertained
at luncheon at the West Side Club of Provi-
dence by Mr. Jacotis.

The following local committees have charge
of the work of entertainment for the Conven-
tion :

LOCAL liENKRAL COM.MITTEE.

H. L. Jacobs, Chairman, Rhode Island Com
mercial School.
T. B. Stowell. Bryant & Stratt<iii Business Col-

lege.

F. H. Read, English High .School.

,\. M. Stonehouse, Rhode Island Commercial
ihoi.l.

H AM)l|.;|- lO.M.MITTt.K.

C. V\". Si. fll. Ch: Hr II A: Slrattii

Business College.
H. L. Jacobs, Khode Island Commercial

School.
F. E. I.akey, English High School. Boston,

Mass.

PRESS COMMITTEE.
W. B. Sherman, Chairman, Bryant & .Stratton

Business College.
.\. .M. Stonellouse. Rhode Island Commercial

School.

H. L. Jacobs, khode Island Coiiiniercial

School.

RECEPTION CO.M.MITTKE.

W. H. Kinyon. Chairman, Kin\'on's Com-
mercial School. Pawtuckel.
This committee also includes .Mr. W. B. Scott,

of the Bryant it Stratton Business College, and
about forty commercial teachers in the private

and public schools of Khode Island.
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TYPEWRITING CONTESTS.

The annual typewritine contests willbe lield

unilerthe auspices of The Kastern Commercial
Teachers' Association at tin- I'roviilenco Con
vention. April 111. ciniier the rules and regula-

tions which h.ive heen adopted for use in the In-

ternational Contest to he hehl in .\e\v "^ork

City, at the National Business Sho« next Octo-
her. and which are known as Dftice Appliances'

Rules. Several contests are to he held during:

the conuiiK vear under these rules and compar-
isons of the work ilone may he made.

World's Championship Contest

The "Journal Trophy" is a silver cup valued at

8100, and will be competed for in this contest.

Miss Kose L. Fritz has already won this

"Trophy" twice, and will compete for it a^ain
this year. If she wins this time the cup will he
lier property.

School Championship Contest

A medal valued at .?a.5 w ill become the per-

manent prnpertv of the winner of the '"School

ChampioTishir) Contest.'" Silver and bronze
medals will be Kiven to the .second ami third

contestants respectively.

The prizes for these contests are ottered by
the Pennian"s .\rt Journal of New "S'lirk City.

Eligibility

.\nyonc mayenterthe ""World's Champion
ship Contest," hut the "".School Championship
Contest" is open oidy ht those who bepan the
study of typewritnis; since .Ian. 1. inns, anil who
have since that dale speiu some time in a pri-

\'ate or public school as students of t\"pewriting:.

All persons ilesiring to enter the ""School
Championship Contest" should write to the
chairman of the Committee askinjr for an appli-
cation blank.

Rules Governing the Contest

1. .\ prelinnnary ci>ntest will lie held in

which the contestants will write lifteen minutes
from plain copy. The tirst'iive operators in this

rireliminary event will he entitled to compete in

the tinal contest.
2. In the tinal event of the ""World's Chain-

pionship Contest" the contestants will write one
hour from iilain copy.

A. In the Hnal event of the "School Cham-
pionshii) Contest" the cdntestants will wrile
thirty minutes from plain copy.

-I. .\ll contestants, whether for the "School"
or ""World's Championship." shall write at the
.same time and from the same matter. Those
who are coiupetins; in the "School Champion-
shii) Contest" shall cease writing upon signal at
the end of thirty minutes, while those in the
"World's Championship Cimtest" shall contiruie
to the end of the hour.

h. Tables, paper ami chairs will be turnished
by the Cinnmittee.

li. Contestants may use an.v machine of iheir
choice.

7. In event of breakdown of machine, another
may be substituted.
8. Contestants must furnish their own ma-

chines.

n. The contest will begin promi)tly at to::iO

a. ni. on the day designated above.

10. .\11 entries must be in not later than U a.

m. on the day the contest takes place.

11. For every error named below FIVK
WORDS will lie deducted from the total num-
ber written :

(a I .Striking the wrong letter.

I hi Failure to space between words.
let Omission or repetition of a word.
Id I Piling letters at the end of a line.

lei Failure to begin letters at SP.ACK TKN,
except at beginning of Paragraphs, i Writing
line shall be from 10 to 73 on the scale, i

(fi Deviaticm from the Manuscript in Para-
graphing. Punctuation. Capitalization, etc.

(gi For inclined margin caused by improper
insertion of the paper.

<hi For two or three inch margin at the bot-

tom of sheet.
( i ) For faulty use of shift key.

12. 1\ NOEVENTSHAI.i, .MOKK III AN
ONE ERROR BE COINTKI) IN ONE
WOR D.
13. All contestants shall write double space on

legal size paper.
14. The operators writing correctly the great-

est mnnber of words in the given time after the
penalties have been deducted will be ileclared

the winners.
l.'i. Copy will be selected bv the Connnittee,

and handed to the contestants by them just be-
fore the contest starts.

In. Tlie contest will take place at the Normal
School and no one will be permitted to be lui

I he stage unless he has a card furnished by the
I'ommittee. entitling him to compete.
17. If a machine breaks down, this fact wdl
not be taken into account by the Committee.
in. The ilecision of the Committee is tinal.

19. The passing uptin errors on copy in the
preliminarx" event will be tlone by the Commit-
tee behind locked doors, immediately following
the event.
"20. The passing upon errors in the final event
will be done by the Committee immediately
following the contest, and the decision will be
announced upon the evening of the dav of the
contest.

21. The work of each contestant shall be read
by at least two members of the Committee and
passed upon by the majority of the Committee.
2"2. The contestants shall be allowed to peruse

their work after the winners of the events have
been announced, for their personal benefit only,
that they may ascertain the maimer of making
errors and for their future guidance, but in

no event shall they be allowed to criticise the ile-

cision of the Committee.
23. The audience shall remain seated during

the entire time of the contest. No loud talking
will be permitted.
21. This entire schedule can be added to, and

is subject to change at the <liscretion of the Com-
mittee.

COMiMlTTKE :

.Miss (;kktri'i>e Craig. Simmons College.
Koston.

MissCertrl-de Harvey, Rhode Island Com-
mercial School, Providence, R. I.

.Mr. F. G. Nichols, Chairman. Rochester Busi-
ness Institute, Rochester. N. Y.

THE WASHINGTON MEETING.

WILSON'S MODERN BUSINESS COLLEtSE,

SEATTLE, WN., FEB. 15, 1909.

HfsiNESs Educator,
Columbus, Ohio.

CJentlemen :

.Although it is not niy business to do so, 1 am
going to give you a report of the Commercial
Section of the Washington Educational Associa-

tion, which met in Spokane Holiday week.
This Association meets annually and has the

following division of work. Of course, there

is the (ieneral Session, and then the Sectional

work under the following classification : Graded
school section, high school and college
section, county superintendent and nor-

mal school section, musical section, manual art

section, mechanical section, science section,

language section, schofil board section and com-
mercial section.

The officers for the Commercial Section for

the year 1908 were Prof. E. W. (Jold, Seattle

Commercial School, presitlent. Prof. (jeo. W.
Scott. Wilson's Modern Business College, Se-

attle, secretary.

The ftiUowing prograi

Business Man's Conceptii

Mr. Edwin T. Coman,
Bank, Spokane, Wash,
from the Standpoint of the Prospective ,Stu

dent," Prof. C. F. Beutel. Beutel Business Col-

lege, Tacoma. '"What the Commercial School
Owes the Student," Prof. H. C. Blair, Blair Busi-

ness College. Spokane. "Salesmanship, Adver-

tising and Sign Writing as Commercial Train-

ing." Prof. W. P. Underwootl. Empire Business

College, Walla Walla. "A Broader Shorthand
Education." Prof. W. X.Phillips, Pulman Col-

lege, Pulman. ""The Employment Problem."'

Prof. L. .\. May, Butte Business College. Butte.

Montana. ""The Probjem of .\dolescense in the

Business School."' Prof. M. W. Cassmore, Seattle

Commercial School, Seattle. "'Business Prac-

tice by Business Colleges," Prof. I. M. Walker.

Behnke-Walker Business College, Portland.

Oregon. ".Solicitors, Their Use and .\buse,"

Prof. M M. Higley. Northwest Business Col-

lege, .Spokane. "Commercial Law in Our Busi-

ness Colleges. ' Prof. U. S. Eikenberry, Acme
Business College, Seattle,

In the absence of the president, Mr. J. P. Wil-

scin was elected chairman. The meeting was

held in the South Central High School, our sec-

tional work being carrieil on in room fifty-two.

.\fter a short address by the chairman elect,

who offered some pointed suggestions as to the

betterment of the work of this .section, Mr. Co-
man was introduced. His paper was succient

and timely. In the absence of Mr. Beutel his

paper was read by Mrs. Richardson, of the

Standard Business College, Spokane. Prof. H.

1) was planned: "The
in ofthe Ideal School,"

Exchange National

""The Business College

e'-

V:

tire ijoii plannituj to attcnb tl7c propibcncc meeting of

tl^e Eastern Xoii mercial Ceacl^ers' Ctssociation in Clpril?

3t':^ the ercnt of tl^e season in commercial educational lines.

1^0 .n l^anb; a fine, fruitful, l^ospitable time is assured.

^^

J
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L". Balir's paper (in "What the Coninieroial

School Owes the Student" was exception-

ally well received' Mr. Underwood's
paper on "Salesmanship, Advertising and
Signwriting as Commercial Training" was
fraught with new and good suggestions worthy
of being given attention by the business schttols

of the country. Mr. Phillips's paper on "Broad-

er Shorthand Education" was very thoughtfully

prepareil. Jn the absence of Prof. M. W. Cass-

inore, of Seattle, his paper was reatl by Miss

Slattery, of the Standard Business College,

Spokane. Messrs. May, Walker and Eikenber-

ry were not in attendance, and their papers were
not read. Prof. M. M. Higley handled his sub-

ject, "Solicitors, Their Use and Abuse" in a

splendid manner. He saw fit to present the

matter extemporaneously, although he had a

well prepared paper in hand. The discussions

on all these papers were of special interest, as

discussions usually are.

At the close of the program Mr. J. P. Wilson,

of Wilson's Modern Business College, Seattle,

was elected president for the year liXii), with

power to appoint his secretary which he did in

the person of Prof. A. A. Peterson, principal of

the shorthand department of the VV. M. B. C.

The next meeting will be at Tacoma, Wash.
I regret very much that there is some apatlu'

on the part of the commercial teachers of the

State of Washington, and I am going to try and
arouse them to the importance of this State

meeting, and the advantages that will accrue

from iiarticipation. I am
Yours truly,

J. P. Wilson.

The Spencerian Commercial School, Cleve-
lantl, ()., is celebrating this year, by a series of

events, the fact that 40,000 pupils have attemled
the Spencerian Commercial School since IH48.

A complimentary musical program was given at

the Euclid Avenue Baptist church, Thursda>'
evening, February 18th, by the Musical Clubs Of
the Western Reserve University. We congratu-

late the Spencerian for having ushereil into the

business worUl so many young men and women
during the past sixtj'-one years of its existence.

We sincerely hope that the coming years may
be as fruitful as the past, and that it may con-
tinue to grow and keep abreast with the times.

When the school started in 1848 Cleveland was a

city of 18,000 inhabitants. At the present time
it ranks seventh in population of the cities in

the United States, instead of forty-fifth as when
the school was started.

.
The Fremont, ().. Business College, formerlv'

owned by Mr, Bert German, is now in the hands
of Mr. T. F. Chester and Miss Mimiie Eisen-
hard, and the name has been change<l to the
Actual Business University and Normal Train-
ing School.

(T

A. F. (iates. formerly kr

Our many reatlers will be surprised to learn

that Mr. A. F. Harvey, the well known business

etlucator, of Waterloo, la., has seen fit at this

late date to change his name to Almon F. (lates.

When he was but f<mr days old his mother died

and he was taken and reared by a neighbor fam-

ily nametl Harvey. For twenty years he has

contemplated taking his original and rightful

name, but deferred doing so for fear his foster

parents might take offense. However, at the

twenty-fifth annual commencement exercises of

the Waterloo Business College, February Itth, lie

announced his decision, and from this on it will

be necessary for us to mentally catalogue him

with the G's instead of the H's. This will for

some time, and perhaps for all time, be a trying

thing for s<mie of us to do. But we love him too

much to complain, and we shall therefore accept

the verdict he has rendered as the (me that is

best and just. Thus, for 46 years he has honored

his foster parents with their name, but from this

on he intends honoring the parents of his own

blood. May the A. F. Gates prove to be the

same successful, sincere, loyal man that A. F.

Harvey always has proved to be. is the sincere

wish of The Business Educator, and we

doubt not that it is also the wish of thousands in

our profession.

Inorderto better enable our main readers to

associate the new name with the fainiliMr face we

sli.ill print tbeni herewith.

CATALOGS
'^

V OBCULAKS
z:^

Reno College. Pittsburg, r

creditable little catalogue \

tone tinted block on each page.

Mr. (;. W. Anilerson. proiirietor of Prince Al-
bert, Sask. Business College, publishes a very
good little catalogue concerning his school in
the great northwest.

The Budget, published by the Sadler-Rowe
Co., Baltimore, Md.. free to those interested in
commercial education, is always welcome to
this office liecause it is always full <if original
ideas and practical suggestions. You will do
well to get on to their mailing list.

The Troy, X. Y.. Business College journal.
Holiday numlier, is before us, printed in green
with borders and side paragraphs in red, making
it novel and attractive. It is small in size but
high grade in quality—the very opposite of
many newspapers -like cheap journals.

"(Jood Work" is the artistic .ind appropriate ti-

tle of the book of proofs ill cmiiiercial illustra-
tions and designs from .Mr. David Parkinson,
501 Stephens Bldg.. Detroit. Mich. .Mr. Park-
inson is doing unusually high grade commer-
cial drawing and designing. He received his
first instruction years ago from the eilitors of
The Business Educator and has added to
that little beginning year after year until his
services are \'aluable and in demand.

The Salem Commercial College cjuarlerlv is

the title of a very readable journal published by
the .students of the Salem. Mass., Commercial
School. It is well edited and splendidly printed,
and therefore a distinct credit to the pupils and
school.

The Elyria, Ohio, Business College Co., Miss
E. M. Johnston, Pres., distributes an attrac-
tive calendar containing a beautiful evening
landscape scene.

The firm of Howard and Urowii. Rockland,
Me., is sending oul an artistic circular filled full
with designs of modern artistic forms, which you
will do well to secure if yon are looking" for
something along the diploma line. This firm
has been doing business for a gootl many years
anti has been doing it on the sciuare, as well as
arti.stically.

McCann's Business College, Reading, Penn-
sylvania, and Mahanoy Citv, Pennsj'lvania,
i^ distriliuling an effective calendar 24 liy 30
iiuhc-^ainciig its patrons. We believe this cal-
endar ;td\ertising is good proN'iding the calen-
dar is nt such tiuality as to secure a coiisijicuous
place in the home or business office. The one
before us is so large that the blind could almost
see if It is therefore goodto liave in large of-
fices. McCann usualh' puts out good advertis-
ing.

Cordial and artistic Holiday greetings, circu-
lars, etc.. have been received from the following:
Caiiital Citv Commercial College, Des Moines,
la.; Kasrnian -Gaines School, .New "lork City;
Peine Si lioni, Philadelphia, Pa.: Lawrence,
Kaiis., Hii>iiie-<s Colic-e; Mc Pheisoii, Kans..
Colk-e: K-^tlu-rMllr. I;i , Hn-iii.-ss College; 1.

Z. Ihu-kin.Lii, M,;-iri^,iiiMlli', I'j,: St. John's
I'liivciMiN , CoM.-rMilr, Mnin ; I'.iis.ins, Kans.,
Busiiies> I'.illcnc: Coliiiiil.i.i (.Miiiiiiercial Col-
lege, .St. l.oius, ,Mo.: Isaac I'ltiii.ni \- Sons, 31
rniniiS.|.. West, New Ic.rk Citv.

r '^

perl^aps you knou? of some oxk^ tot^o ougt^t to

rcab tt]c Business €5ucator ? Zsf so, sen6 us l^is

or l)er abbress anb we'll glaMy mail a sample

copy or tit>o.

^= -J
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^

J
Miss Alice Warniaii, of Auburn, Me., is teach-

ing Chartier shorthand in 1. L. Smith's new
scliool at Sayre. Pa.

C". H. iMimima, formerly of tlie Wakefield.

.Mass.. Iliph School, is now in charge of the

commercial deiiartment of the .\ngrusta, Me.,

Hish School.

S. C' Diver, of the Wooster. Ohio. High
School has taken the principalship of the com-
mercial department of the Detroit Commercial
College: aTid J. W. Morris, of West Kentucky
College. Maytield. Ky.. isin charge of ttie Ini-

tiatory Department of the Detroit Commercial
College.

Holland Helman. a graduate of the Fort

Wayne. Ind.. Business College, has purchased a

school at Alton, 111.

Richard F. .Aust, of Lymansville, R. I., is a

new commercial teacher in Thibodeau's Com
mcrcial College. Kali River. Mass.

Warren N. Drum, a recent graduate of the

Lackawana. Business College, Scranton, Pa., has

ch.arge of the commercial department in the

Flemington. X. J.. High .School.

\\'. E. Benscoter. a Harvard graduate, is filling

a substitute engagement with the Technical

High School Springtiehl. Mass.

.\. T. Adams, for several years with the Min-
nesota School of Business. Minneapolis, has re-

centlv been electe<l to take a position as com-
mercial teacher in the .South Side H'g'i S<hool.

Miinieapolis.

Miss Emma G.Bates, of Oneouta, N. Y.. lias

been chosen for the shorthand work in the Yonk-
ers. \. v.. High .School.

C. (t. Davis, recently of Marion. Ohio, is a

new commercial teacher in the Central High
School. Cleveland.

W. A. (ioodrich, of the Sadler. Bryant &
Strattou School. Baltimore, has recently taken a

position as commercial teacher in the Spring-

Held. Ma.ss., Business College.

We wi.sh to call the attention of our readers to

the advertising that is being done in our journal

bv the Kewanee Business College. Kewanee.
111. Heretofore ailvertising done by this insti-

tution in our journal was over the name of the

Scientific School of Penmanship. How-
ever, the proprietor of this institution.
.Mr. .\dolph Mohler, states that liy adopt

ing the name of his business college as the name
of his correspondence school of iienmanship. his

business college will get the benefit of some
publicity at the same time he is furthering the

interests of his correspondence school.

Mr. A. A.Erblang. principal of the Commer-
cial Department of the (juincy. 111.. High
School, reports that he has many more applica-

tions from i)Upils for entrance into his penman-
ship classes than he has been able to accept.

Kiftv pupils were thus recently rejected for lack

of room and teaching time. He reports that be
intends to have larger rooms and more .assistants

in the near future. Wealso learn from the pub-

lic press of that city that Mr. Erblang is an

arlept sleight of hand entertainer, he having as-

sisted, to the surprise and enjoyment of all. in a

high school entertainment recently given in

that city.

in onr la.st issue of THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR
we announced the acceptance of a position in

the Hillside Home School, Hillside Wis., by
Miss Myrtle I.. Thurston, anil stated that she

was a Ferris I n.stitute (iraduate. Our attention

has since been called to the fact that she is a re

-

cent graduate of (he Lansing. Mich.. Business

iMivcrsity. We gladly make the lorrc-clioii and
regret having made the niislake in the Hrsl

place.

Prof. I). T. .\iiiies. the famous handwriting

expert and formerly editor and publisher of the

Penman's Art journal. New York, and now of

Mountain View, Calif., has for some time been
quite ill but is again able to be out and about his

business of expert handwriting. Mr. Aimes is

now one of the oldest living penmen of note.

We wish him health and many, many more
years of enjoyment and profit among us.

.Mr. S. McVeigh, of the Bliss Business College,

North Adam.s, Mass., is president of the Mer-
chants' Association of that progressive city.

This bespeaks the fact that Mr. McVeigh is en-

terprising in more than mere school manage-
ment, anil that he is recognized as a man among
men at home. This indirect advertising by
thus becoming identitied in a iHiblic way with
public men and institutions is the best possilile

kind. Nor do we wish to infer that the cily is

not greatly helped by his public enterprise and
CO operation, to say nothing of his etForts to

equip the ,\ oung generation to do etlicientl> the

things that the commercial interests of the city

demand.

The Shelby Business College, Shelbyville, 111.,

Mr. H. D. .Sparks, prop., seems to be a good lit-

tle school, if we may judge from the catalogue
before us, and the correspondence we have had
with the principal.

Another evidence of the world-wide spread
of practical knowledge, and of mechanical aids

in carrying on the world's worK. is shown by the

enterprise and skill of the Remington typewrit-
er Co.. in the manufacture of a Japanese type-
writer, which does the work in the Japanese
language and characters almost as successfully

as in our own. The Japanese Remington is

therefore truly an evidence of expansion in two
directions; first, the enterprise of one of our
leading industries, and second of the progress-
ive policy of Japan to adopt one of the potent
means of the spread of education and commerce.

On January 23rd Mr. H. T. Loomis, of the

Practical Text Book Co.. Cleveland, Ohio, ex-
tended to the members of the Colonial Club and
their families an invitation to an entertainment
comprising a stereopticon trip to the Mediter-
ranean and the Orient, showing views from
visits to the Islands of Madeira and Malta, to

Spain, (jibraltar, Algiers, Athens, Constantino-
ple, Smyrna, the Holy Land and Egpyt. with
sliorl calls at Naples, Anialfi, Capri, Rome,
Florence, Pisa. Monte Carlo, \'enice, Milan,
Lucerne, Dresden, Berlin, in Holland. Brussels

Paris. London and Stratford.

Mr. R. C. Chillis, recently with the Salt City
Business College. Hutchinson. Kans., is now
handling Penmanship and Gregg Shorthand in

the Hebron. Nebr., Business College. The S.

C. B. C. is now turning out a good many Com-
mercial Teachers. Mr. Childs will no doubt
make a success of his work.

From the press of Berlin. Ontario, we learn

that W. D. Euler. of the Berlin Business Col-
lege, has been elected to the City Council. He
has also been selected as one of the two to

auflit the accounts of the city light commission
ami llie street railway department. We are glad
lothiis mile that Mr. Killer's services are being
recognized and utilizeil bv the good people of

Berlin.

Mr. L. R. I'hrich, of Onset. Pa., is now teach-

ing penmanship and assisting in the commer-
cial branches in the .\ctual Business College,
.\kron.O.

Mr. C. .v. LeMaster, who for Hve years was
manager of the Drake School at Orange, N. J.,

opened a school of his own December 1st and
reports a splendid beginning. Mr. G. S. Steph-
ens has charge of his commercial department.
We have known Mr. LeMaster for a number of

years and have confidence in him as a

teacher and as a man. The people of Orange,
too. seem to have taken stock in Iiii4i for last

November they elected him as a memlier of

the Cit_\" Council from the waril in which he has
been residing.

Bavless Business College. Dubuiiue. la., cele-

l>rated its Golden Jubilee. October 'i, 1 dos. .\p-

Ipropriale exercises were held and a large audi-

ence was present to testify to the wortli and iii-

lUience of that institution.

.\t a recent exhibition at Glasgow. Miss Rose
L. Fritz surpassed her own and all previous rec-

ords by writing 1,731 words in fifteen minutes,

or at the rate of 115 words per minute. A few
days later she wTote at the Holborn Town Hall,
London, Eng., at the rate of 117 words per
minute for seven minutes. Miss Fritz' previous
best record was 111 words per minute at Man-
chester last March. These records were made
on the Underwood. She uses the method as

developed in "Practical Course in Touch Type-
writing" by Charles E. Smith.

Mr. H. D. Sparks, Shelbyville. 111., opened the
Shelbyville Business College last September
and since that time has enrolled nearly sixty
students, being a satisfactory number consider-
ing the times and the size of the city. He re-
ports a splendid spirit among the pupils, and
says that most of his pupils spend about nine
months each on bookkeeping and shorthand,
(jood rather than big seems to be his motto. A
better one could not be found.

C. J. Lewis, of Owosso, Mich., has accepted
a position as principal of the penmanship lie-

partment of the Norwich Commercial school,
Norwich, Conn, L. M.Crandall is at the head
of this institution.

W. N. Anderson, a Highland Park College
graduate, is a new commercial teacher at the
Capital City Commercial College, Des Moines.

J. R. Anderson, princij^al of Brown's Centur\'
Business College, St. Louis, has purchased
Barnes Business College, of which for many
years Mr. Anderson was principal. The two
schools are til be consolidated under Mr. .\nder-
son's management.

Lester T. Jossein, a recent grailuate of High-
land Park College, Des Moines, is a new com-
mercial teacher in the Cortland, N. V., Business
Institute.

H. E. Adrian, until recently with the Ohio
Business College, Cleveland, is no\\" \\ilh the
.\lbany, N. Y., Business College.

W. E. Bartholomew, last year at the head of

commercial work in the Rochester, N. Y..

schools, has returned to Pittsburg, from which
Rochester took him. His return at an increase of

$1,000 over the salary he had been receiving, is

the happiest sort of compliment to his worth.

.\t the graduation exercises of Peirce .School,

Philadelphia, in December, the Hon. William
Jennings Bryan was the principal speaker, and
the Hon. Leslie M. .Shaw. ex-Secretary of the
Treasury, was the presiding ofiicer.

Margaret McAuslan is a new teacher in the
Milnor. N. Dak., High School. She is a gradu-
ate of the Ferris lestitute, Big Rapids. Mich.,
and is in charge of shorthand and commercial
work.

Mr. J. R.Anderson, who for some years was
manager of the Barnes Business College. St.

Louis, Mo., not long since purchased a control-
ling interest in tlie mImh.I. He reports tlie larg-

est Jaiiuar\' l^usl]lc^s ill tiie liistory of the school.

We can trutbfulh' say that witii .\nderson in

complete control nti better school so far as qual-
it\-and conscientious effoit can be found any-
where, for Mr. .•Vnderson is as untiring as he is

conscientious and alert.

C. L. Bosworth. formerly of Smith's Business
College. Sayre, Pa., has recently joined the
teaching force of the Elliott Business College,
Burlington, la.

Mr. C. D. Davis, a pupil in the School of Com-
merce, Marion. ()., is now teaching the commer-
cial subjects in the Central High School. Cleve-
land. O.

Striking evidence of the world wide popular-
ity of the Isaac Pitman sasteni of shorthand is

shown in the fact that the latest edilion of the

"Phonographic Teacher" issued by Messrs.
Isaac Pitman & Sons, has on the title page the

announcement of the three million two hundred
thousandth edition,

Mr. Ashton E. .Smith, a brother of Mr. S. O.
Smith of the Willis Business College. Ottawa.
Out., and who is a graduate of that institution,

has been appointed to the position of coiniiier-

cial teacher in Marion, (.)., College.

Mr. W. E. Haeselerof Springfield, O., who was
recently with the Bliss Alger College, Saginaw

,

Mich., is now in the Commercial Department of

the South Central High School, Spokane, Wn.
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SUCCESSLETS

FOB AMBITIOUS YOUNO PEOPLE
E. D, SNOW. Principal,

Maple City Business School. Hornell, N. Y.

^
BOOZE ANDV CIGARETTES.

Of course you do not intend to be-

come a drunkard, and convert your
mind into a menag'erie of creeping
reptiles, pink rabbits and grinning
imps, neither do you expect to be-

come a putty-faced cigarette fiend

with intelligence minus. No one
ever plans that kind of a finish— it

comes for lack of planning.
Do you know how a man reaches

the drunkard stage or the vacum
minded, shriveled form cigarette

stage? He reaches it by just one
drink at a time or one cigarette at a

time.
Of course a young man is not going

to become a drunkard or even drink
so that it will interfere with his busi-

ness or prospects for promotion. Oh I

no.
However, he isn't going to be prud-

ish, but is merely going to be
"sociable" when he is out with the

boys. Anyway, what is wrong with a

"harmless glass of beer" and a few
"wild oats?" Honest, young man,
you have been out with the boys and
had some retreating chin hand you
that line of feeble-minded talk, and
what did you .^ay and do? Did you
say "no" and stick to it, or did you
yield just to show them that you were
a "man" and then let them "drink
you under the table" where they in-

tended to put you when they began.
Sometimes a young man yields be-

cause he fears that a refusal will lose

him their friendship. Well, about all

I have to say on that point is that

anyone who would cease to be your
friend because you refused to drink
with him is mighty poor doorniat ma-
terial and to lose him would be a dis-

tinct gain.
The young man who expects to go

through the world twice—first, fool-

ishly, then wisely—has another guess
coming. You will go through but
once and you may as well get the

maximum amount of pleasure out of

it as you go along, and the one hun-
dred thousand who go down to drunk-
ards' graves every year in the United
States will tell you that in order to do
that you must cut out booze— not

part of it, but all of it.

"I can take a drink, orlet it alone."
Ever hear that expression? Ever utter

it? That is one of the best "pullers

in" for the boose joint, and it is a

second cousin of delirium tremens,
and if you stick to it you will land in

the Mission bread line.

Did you ever sit down all alone and
plan out how you are going to become
the great, big success that you have
dreamed for yourself, and which you
can surely make come true if you go
at it right? Did that plan include
booze and coflfin nails?" If it did,

just take time to visit a Reformatory
or a City Mission or Police Court.
There you will find the finished prod-
uct—men and women who started out
in life with high ideals and excellent

prospects; who could "take a drink
orlet it alone;" who knew a glass of

beer would not hurt anyone, and who
wanted to be sociable. For shame
that anyone should call the maudlin
talk inspired by booze, sociability.

Anyway, what is there in a "social

glass" for you? Does it bring you the

right kind of friends? No. Does it im-

prove you physically or mentally? No.
Does it increase your finances? No.
Then what do you get out of it? Let me
tell you. You get a society that unfits

you for home and office. You get a

lessened vitality and a distaste for

study and honest work, and if you
stay at it long enough you get— fired

from your position and from the so-

ciety of people who are best able to

promote your interests. Honest,
would you trust a young man who as-

sociates with a crowd of boozers ? Of
course you wouldn't.

The big business men of the coun-
try, men who actively control and di-

rect the large business interests do
not booze. Just one glass may cloud

the brain so that they may lose mil-

lions for themselves and their stock-

holders.

If there is any one thing that will

separate a young man from ambition

quicker than cigarettes, I have yeu to

hear of it. Cigarettes make the user

irritable and in time renders one total-

ly unfit to think connectedely or oc-

cupy a position of trust, and the

shrewder business men refuse to em-

ploy a cigarette smoker. There is a

great scarcity of young men for the

more important positions in offices,

and the chief cause is cigarettes.

Cigarettes kill ambition, dwarf the

intellect and stunt the physical struc-

ture of every youth who habitually

uses them. Then why inhale them?
That is the question, and the answer
is up to you.

I'',very little while the big cigarette

manufacturers cause articles to be

printed, saying that the use of cigar-

ettes is really beneficial. Let me tell

you that anyone who says that booze

or cigarettes are other than hurtful,

is a direct descendant of Ananias.
Now, young man, do not pass this

question to some one else. )'«>?/ must
answer it and answer it right now if

you wish to succeed.
Booze and cigarettes. Cut 'em out.

tr

^=

CLUB CHAT

.^
Mr. G. C. Kreighbaum, a Zanerian of 1907, is

now handling the penmanship classes in the
Cleary Business College, Ypsilanfi, Mich. Mr.
Kreigebaum is a fine business writer, but his
abilitj- as a penman is excelled by his ability as a
teacher. He tries to see that each one of his pu-
pils are subscribers to the Business Educator.
A fine subscription list was recently received
from him.

The Business Educator has been placed
in the hands of a great many of the pupils of the
Oelwcin. la.. Business Tniv<.rsitv. R. E. Eklunrt,
President. Mr. \V. K. I.etsch has charge of the
penmanship. He himself is a good business
writer, and he evidently intends to see that his
pupils get the right kind of instructions.

W. C. Wollaston, principal of the Port Huron,
Mich.. Business University, recently remindeil
us that he is .still conducting the same high-
giaile school, by remitting the price of a large
list of subscriptions. Mr. Wollaston usually car-
ries away more Business Educator certifi-
c.ites for the number of pupils he has than any
other readier in our profession.

From the Bli.ss College, Newark, ()., wliere
Mr. C. S. Jackson has charge of the Commercial
Department, we acknowledge a nice list of sub-
scriptions. Mr. Jackson has skill possessed by
l)Ut few penmen, although his modesty prevents
liim from writing much for publication. From all

reports he and his partner, Mr. Yates, are con-
ducting an .\ No. 1 school.

E. C.Barnes, one of the hustling proprietors
of the Barnes C<immercial Scliool, Denver, Colo.,
clubbed THE Business Educator again last

month. By their persistent efforts .-iiid fair deal-
nig the Barnes Brothers have built up a
gooil school and The Business Educator
wishes them a contimiance of their success.

Ilthie of the most persistent clubbers of The
iiisiNKSs Educator lives at Laurium, Mich
Hi- name is K. P. Bower and he handlesthe
prnnianslup in tlie Laurium Comiuer.ial .Scliool.

lie prepared as a teaclier i .f penm.uisliip in the
Zanerian during the summer ofliMl.san<l vcrv
favoralily impressed all of those who knew him.

C. A. Roliert.son. penman in the McCormac
.Scliools. Chicago, is on hand again this month
witli another club. We hear good reports from
proper sources regarding Mr. kobertson's teach-
ing ability. He is one of The Business Edu-
cator's best friends and one of its most i-(jn-

sistent clubliers.

Mr. .\.F:. Cole, principal of the CoiTunercial
Department of the Tarentum, Pa., Higli .Sceool,

has favoreti us from time to time with subscrip-
tions until nearly all of his students are subscrib-
ers to The Business Educator. .Mr. Cole is

a young man who is rapidl\' working to the
front as a commercial teacher.

Mr. H. (t. Phelps, of the Phelps Commercial
Scliool. Bozeman. Mont., has favored us with
nearly one-half a huiulred subscriptions. This is

iMuisually good considering the territory in

whicli his school is located. Although the
school is comparatively new it has been well
patronized from the start.

Mr. J. W. Martindill. the skillful ppinnan wlio
hascharge ofihe commercial work in the Wa-
tertown, Wis., High School, has been boosting
The Business Educator this year in a man-
ner that is very satisfactory to the editors. Mr.
Martindill is one of our most appreciative iiat-

rons.
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LESSONS IN ORNAMENTAL WKITING

Specimens, tcisjcther with

critiiisni should be

CoUeee. Norwalk, O.

a self-addressed postal, fu

mailed to Mr. Wonnell

-.^

INSTRUCTIONS

Kor tills month's practice. I present to yon the V, I' and 1'. These letters contain a shade peculiar to themselves, the compound curve shade. It is

somewhat difficult to make right. Notice that the shade is heaviest at half its length. I would advise you ro trj- lifting the pen in motion at

base line, then catch up the stroke very carefully anfl Hnish. This however is only a suggestion and you may find it easier to make it without lifting.

1 usually lift the pen at the angle in f'and Kalso.

In the sentence practice watch closely to keep the spacing between words uniform.

In the (inotation, be careful to arrange words on second line so that the upper loops do not mix with lower loops above.

In sending me work for criticism, send not less than four or five pages, and send it in along envelope if possible to avoid so much folding of paper.

No more work will be criticised in the Business Educator. .Send me a self-addressed postal and you will recei-ie your criticism written thereon.

^ ?/ '^

?- ?- 9- ?'' ?/- ?/' 9- 9-^o
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ClilTICISMS

J^
.l.F. C. I'enn. (ila.l you like the lesMiiis.

va quite sure that vou are tuakintr an inipro'

iient. The hist hatch nf si.eiiuieus is tlie best
lifn. yet •Study K(

C. C. D.. Kans. Vour work is really beautiful.

Surely vou are not workiner sers hard on the
farm. Your work is so jiood that I passed it

around mv class to show them that arm move-
ment can he used under all conditions. No
(ioubt you are a penmanship teacher. My advice
to you is to get into the harness and follow the
profession of penmanship.

S. A.. Ohio. How old are you? How long
have vou been practicing penrrianship? I hardly
know how to criticise your work until you ans-
wer the above questions.

F. B.. Iowa. You are doing excellent work,
considering the time you have been working at

it. I presume vou area student of Kelchner's;
fortunate for vou if you are. If not. tell me the
next time and I will try to give you more spe-
cific criticism. You will certainly be a winner
after you have given it the necessary time.

W.J.E.. N.J. (; crosses too high. The tin

-

ishing oval above the line is too small. The
cap for F is (|uite graceful, but the part over the
stem is not horizontal enough. Your work ap-
pears to have been written with too stiff a pen.
Try to get clear cut shades, ni and n too sharp
att'op. Tr>- some wide spacing on small letter

work.

E. E. \V., Ohio. 'les. vour work pleases me very
nruch. Your shades are smooth and your hair-
lines verv nii^. Loop uflitoo slanting. Your
signature that vou worked out is \ cry good; but
it does not altogether suit me. Maybe I will try
it for you some of these times. It is not a very
easy signature to write.

A. E. S., Iowa. How much in.struction have
you had in penmanship '' How old are vou ? I

cannot give you much criticism until the ab()ve
questions are answered : only I might say
that your ink seems to be rather stickey. Yet it

does' not look bad. I use Zanerian India ink,
and prepare it according to instructions which go
with it. Arnold's Japan ink and Worthington's
ink are good. too.

y^^^
( J. E. L., Tenn. You write an excellent busi-

ness hand and no doubt can succeed with
the ornamental. I think you have gone
a little to the extreme on movement ; and
in so doing, have sacrificed the form a little. My
advice to you, therefore, is "Slow up."

(t. L. D., Mich. You are coming fine. Per-
sonal criticism will he mailed to yon.

J. .A. N.. Penn. See criticism for February.
K. W.. Iowa. 1 am glad that you are enjoying

my lessons. If you enjc)y the work you are
bound to succeed.' ,\m glad yon are improving
in speed. Be careful now; don't go to the other
extreme. Shade on F and T is too high. Make
about 40 pages of 1.

E. C. E., Neb. Excellent work. -Ml you need
is good copies and lots of practice. Finishing
ova! of S carried a little too far to the left. Your
loop letters are very good, but you appear to
lose your nerve on i. I think it would pay you
to practice on the lower part of f alone, making a
few pages of it.

Z.C Minn. Your work on the iiiiper loop let-

ters is ver\' good iufleed. Tlie only criticism be-
ing, that "vou are a little careless at times in
placing the pen on 1 after lifting it. Take a lit-

tle more time. Your work on the f is \ery tine
indeeil. On S and L you don't get enough
compound curve to the shatles. Shades are to<i

long.
J. K. B., 111. You don't get heavy enough

sh,ades yet. Did you heed my former advice in

regard to a more flexible pen? ^'ou do \fr\'

good work in penmanship, considering the fact
that you are doing manual labor during the day.
I admire your grit in working on penmanship,
ami I can see some symptoms of victory.

E. II. (i., N. Y. Thanks for the very frank
and interesting letter from you. Mr. H. sends
his cordKil 'Wational Greetiiigs." You do very
nice work with the pen, although I do not think
you have reached vour itieal or limit.

L. E. (i.. S. Dak'. Yes, I think you c;ui win a

certificate. It may take you a year to do it. aiul

you may ilo it in one-half th:it time; depending
iif course, on the time you can give the
work. You have an excellent start on pennian-
ship, anti no iloubt you will come out finely
after while.
G. E. M., Kans. Your business writing is

great, anil you do some very nice work in the
ornamental. You make your shades too long.
In G the angle slants too much, ^'our I work is

very nice. You need to practice most on capi-
tals'. If you could get a little more contrast in

the hair-lines and shades of your capitals it

would he an improvement. Study the flourish
heginning J.

W. R. H., Iowa. You ask wh:tt is wrong.
.Nothing very serious. The main criticism is

that your hair-lines are not smooth and clear-cut.
I think that is mainly due to the pen that you
used and possibly the ink and paper may be re-
sponsible in a measure. How long have you
worked on penmanship? What is yotir ambition?

J. H. J.. Ohio. 1 see a great big improve
ment in >Mur work, hut wont yfui please use
l»lack ink for all of your ornamental wctrk: You
made some letters that are almost perfect: such
an improvement.
F. L.. K. I. 1 think that you have reached

vour limit until you change your line of work.
I doubt not, that yon coidd become one of our
best penmen even yet if you were to give it

your entire attention. Some of the work that
you sent me is very tine, but it seems that you
cannot always depentl upon your arm.

E. H. M., N. J. Make finishing oval of stem
of F higher vertically in proportion to length,
horizontally. You don't get loop of G lonp
enough. Study closely the form of T and V.
I refer to the cap which begins below the base
line, swinging around and over the top of the
stem.

J. H. F., Ore. Your work is all right for a
starter; of course 1 could criticise it quite at

length, but do not think that is the best thing to
do on your first work. <jet some gooil black ink:
Zanerian India is goo<l. You will fiml it adver-
tised in the back of The Business Edi'cator.
Try to make your sh:ides shorter.

C E. B., \'t. It appears that .your pen iliti not
work very well. \\'e will blame the pen this

time. Try to get your shades on (i T and F
shorter arid not so high. Take a little more time
(m vour small letters. This is similar to what 1

told you hist month. I made this criticism be-
fore looking at my former one.

E. C. \V., S. Dak. Y'ou sent me some very
ne;tt work. Oval of stem of T and F is not hori-
zontal enough. \erv hard to explain this in
words. Maybe vou will understand it. The cap
for the stem letters is too small. Keally about all

you need is good copies and lots of practice.

S. O. S.. Can. 1 think you might improve on
your m and n. by studying closely the work of
some of our best penmen. The fault is that
vour up-strokes of these letters do not curve
enfingh. I do not believe that you have prac-
ticed enough to have reached your limit. You
are an excellent writer now. l^ut I know you re-

alize there is room for improvement. 1 think
that if vou could occasionally put in five or six
hours at a time following some of the best copies
to be had. that you would be very much pleaserl
with the result.

By C R. Hill, Conestoga, Pa,
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The handsome features which appear above

belong to Mr.' J. A. Knotts. one of our young
commercial teachers. Mr. Knotts was 1 orn in

Ness Co.. Kans.. July 1.5, 188.5. He graduateil

from the public schools and taufllit three terms

in that state, beginning at the age of eighteen.

He then graduated from the Commercial-Short-
hand and Penmanship Departments of the Salt

City Bus'iness College, Hutchinson. Kans.,

where he was fortunate enough to come under

the tuition of that well known penman. I,. II.

Hausam, to whom he gives great credit.

He is now principal of the Penmanship and
Commercial Department of the Atchison, Kan-
sas Business College. He states that he has a

class of abcuit thirt>' taking special work in artis

lie penmanship after school hours. Specimens
of penmanship which he recently submitted
show that he is capable in every way of giving
such instruction. It is needless for us to say
that he is an ardent supporter of The Bi'SINE.ss

Kinx ATOT.

w
ANTED! A POSITION AS
COMMERCIAL TEACHER
in a first-class school by one who has
had considerable experience in bus-

iness as well as commercial school work.
Address, Indiana,

Care Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

FOR SALE rnsj
tusiness School

Southwest,
pays big money, Own-;r has two schools

and wishes to dispose of one. Cash buys
this.

Address H. H., care of

Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio

A FIBST=CLASS

Business College man Wanteii
to take an interest in a fine, rapidly growing
school with first-class equipment. One of
the best locations in the Middle West.
For information, address, Opportunity,
Care Business Educator. Columbus, Ohio.

C. W. RANSOM, 248 RELIANCE BLDG.. KANSAS CIH, MO

/y /

ty)Aa/rte/) /a. yummr:
Practical and skillful Koundhand by Mr. C. W. iNorder, Engrosser, Chicago, 111,
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By P. W. Costello, Scranton, Pa., a most effective piece of engrossing.
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One nftlie verv best ((inmierdal te:uliers ni

the pnifession is Mr. A. B. Curtis. T\-iim;m Miicl

Accnuiitant, ill the MiniieMpolis. Minn., Busi-

ness Colles;e. He was horn, 1K711, (m an Idwa
farm. He attended the district schools until

18iiii, when he entereil Simpson Collep^e. Indi-

anola. low a. for the four years' cour.se. He ilis-

likcd nenmansliip l>ut made splendid progress
in hooktieepniji. correspondetice, grammar, etc.

( )ne dav Prof. K. L. Aliller said to him :
'"> onr

Bookkeeping is "O. K.' but your penmanship
looks like Horace Greeley's of old."
He received his diploma, 1900, for the full

commercial course and the next year assisted

Prof. Miller for his tuition. The following year
lie assisted for his board and tuition, and then
accepted a position as stenographer and book-
keeper to the Secretary and Treasurer of Iowa
College at Grinnell. After four months, he
went to the Minneapolis Business College.
August 37, 1903. In 1906 he resigned and took
charge of the Hutchinson, Minn., Business Col-
letie, but returned to the M. B. C. in 1 9ii7.

Notwithstanding his apathy for writing he is

now one of our best ornate writers, and last fall

was awarded the Professional Pennianship
Certificate issued by The Business Kduiwtok.
He has been a constant reader of The KiiriA
•|-<)R chiring the past five years and attrilmtes his

success as an ornamental writer to die exrellent
lessons given in it.

(no shorlhandl, able lo take charge, if necessary.
of business practice offices, and tosolicit. Sadler-
Rowe bookkeeping One who can teach penman-
ship preferred Excellent opportunity and perma-
nent position with a well-known and high grade
business colleee. located in a niiddleAtlantic state

Instructions: State ace. experience, church athl-

ialions, if any salary 1 12 months], and send tesl-

imonials Irather than refer), in reply to Ibis

Address, Permanent Position.
Care Business Educator, Columbus, CI.

WESTERN SCHOOL FOR SALE
(Jne <if the largest, oldest, best equipped
Business Colleges on the Pacific Coast
for sale. This is not a cheap proposi-
tion but an excellent opportunitj-
for two live young men with some
inonev to invest. Adiiress H,
are Business Educator, Columbus, Uhi

TYPEWRirmi} SPEtU DRiLLS
Fifty snappy, well graded lessons in type-

writing, leading from a low rateof speed up
to 75 words per minute. Nothing so care-
fully eraded from one speed to another has
heretofore appeared. The ascent ia so easy
and gradual that you hardly realize the in-
crease until you find yourself in the ranks
of the rapid operators. Theprice:

FIFTY LESSONS FOR FIFTY CENTS
Send Stamps or M. 0.

C. E. BIRCH, Lawrence, Kans.

IFYOVW^ISHTO EARN
Willie you Ifarn, write to

Pa.raon's PsnmKn. Keokuk, la.
My propositions and price lists will interest you. Tliey

Business College for Sale .l'i> ,'i''

it aljoiu -O.lMXtpopulatioii other 1>u>iir-^-. nilr

IVANTFn To buy Commercial School inWi*n IC^W ;,j,^. „{ „r,t legs ^j,a„ 25,000.

.\d<lress, BUYER,
C. ire of Hiismess Educator. Columbus, Ohio.

NOTICE!!!

.
2o.''i Cattierine St.. Syr;

OR SALE AT A BARGAIN
m .\ Business College located in South
I Central State. Well equi|.ped. exteii-

I sivelyadvertised.andnosclioolliasbet-
I ter reputation. Will sell at a sacrifice

I on account of other interests demand-
iiig proprietor's time. Address A. B.

Care Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

YOVR. SIGNA.TVRE;
Written in the Mills style of business
writing and a cut furnished of the same
for $2.25. Send copy of the combination
of initials you prefer and also state size
of cut desired. Address,

E. C MILLS. Script Specialist,

195 Grand Ave, ROCHESTER.. N. Y.

FOR SALE
.A. well established Business College in a rap-

idly growing town on the Pacific Coast.

:iO,000 population to draw from. Personal
reasons for selling

Address, PACIFIC,
Care of Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio

ENGROSSER WANTED
ONE HAVING EXPERIENCE
IN ENGROSSING DIPL MAS.

ROUNDS -THURMAN CO.
t 605 Schiller BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL.

WE TEACH
Sciervtific

PENDIflNSfllP
by Mail

Have you failed to acquire a rapid business
hand, or an accurate professional stvle by
old methods? If so, enroll with us, as we
guarantee to make you an expert or refund
vour money.
Seiul 25 eent.s for full information and your
name written in 12 different combinations.

Kewance Business College
101 Main SI.. KEWANEE. ILL.

I.. W. Karleii.

l*oIic\- p;iigrosser.

luiuitaiile Life Insur-
;inhe Co.. Des Moines

A..I. Karleii.

Policy Engrosser,
Bankers' Life Associ;
tion, Des Moines, la

For Sale.
A well equipped Busisess College in a west-
ern city of ten thousand inhabitants. A
money makingr school. Other school in-
terest my reason for selling.

Address, P. P.
C;ire of Business Kducatnr, Columbus, ().

TYPEWRITERS
NEW AND

SECOND HAND

Some of THem nut Sligiitiy Used.

ALL OF THE BEST AMERICAN MACHINES

Remingtons $20 Densmores $18

Smith Premiers $25

Olivers . . $30 Underwoods $40

Also all other machines from 40 to

80 per cent lower than regular deal-

ers prices.

We guarantee them to be in perfect
condition. We send them to your
nearest express office C, O. D., with
privilege of examination before
paying.

Send for our free catalogue, price list

AND 5 DAY TRIAL OFFER

EASTERN SALES CO
192 WEST BROADWAY
NEW YORK

DEPT. 317
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THE EVOLUTION OF A SIG-

NATURE.

By Fred S. Heath, Concord. N. H.

Wlien the novice looks upon an elaborate,

skillfully executed signature the first query that

naturally arises in his mind is how the author exer

discovereil such a harmonious blending of lines,

shades and ovals. And he goes to work upon his

own name, perchance, and expects some new and

linished combination to spring full grown from his

peu.Kew really new combinations come that way.

They are rather an evolution or development
growing out of careful study and experiment.

.Some portion of the new signature is first sug-

gested to the mind. This is worked up and oth-

er parts are suggested and added until the com-

plete signature, hannonious and balanced, is

mastered.

To make this clear some simple illustratiiuis

are given. We wish to make a simple but grace-

ful signature of Mr. Zaner's name. First we
write it with simple, unconnected letters iNo. 1 1.

We see at a glance how readily the C will con-

nect with P (No. 2). Looking at this carefully

we see that the long stem P is more graceful, al-

so that the ovals of P aild 7. do not bal.ance well.

No. 3 is the result of these changes. We now
see how easily a graceful flourish may connect P
and Z. and ciur signature reaches its complete

stage (No. 41. But in Nos. I. 2 and 3 we have

paid little .ittention to the niceties of execution,

our aim having been to suggest the relatiimship

of the several parts. But now that we have built

up the main idea we will watch every detail of

our completed sign.iture. putting into it all our

grace, dash and skill.

We would like another combination of the

same name, which shall be more out of the ordi-

nary. Let us begin again with simple un-

connected letters. This lime we will take an-

other form of P and see wh.af we can make of it

I No. r>i. The beginning ovals of C anil P ap-

pear to crowd-are not in perfect balance. We
note that they are about the same size and shape.

Can one oval serve for b<ith letters? Let us try

I No. 111. Ver\- good, but we find that the last

line of C falls so close to the stem of P as to spoil

the appearance of both, so we will finish the C
with an oval below the line. We also observe

the same trouble with P and Z which we found

in the other signature. The lieginning oval of

Z is therefore omitted. We now have No. 7.

The small oval or loop between the main strokes

of C and P looks crowiled and out of place. Lei

us omit it: also let us connect the stem of P with

Z. We now have our complete signature. We
aildthctinal flourish around the small letters so

as to make the signature as different from the

first as ptissible. As in the former instance we
will put all our skill into play as we write the

finished signature.

No. 1» is rather intricate. Vet it is Inult up
from very simple forms. The steps of develop-
ment are not given. Let the reader work them
out for himself. Study of this kind will greatly

increase your powers of perception and de\"elop

originality. The skilled penman often works
out signatures without putting all the steps upon
paper. With him it is more frequenlly a mental
process. But for the amatuer the method we
iiave suggested is best.

An excellent imitation of the writing of Mr. F. B. Courtney by H. K. Williams. Albin-Williams Studio, Portland, Ore.
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WANTED Commerciil ud Shorthand^^^^^ teachers to know that they can
secure the best positions throueh the Central
Teachers' Agency. Established 1899. Reeis-
trationfree; vacancies everywhere. Drop us a
line today.

E. C. ROGERS
MANAGER

20 E. Gay St., Columbus, O.

The Pratt Teachers' Agency
70 Fifth Ave., New York

Recommends teacher.s to colleges,
public and private schools.
Advises parents about schools.

WM. O. PRATT, Mgr.

An I ncreasinsr Demand '°' commercial
teachers, sten-

ographers, typewrit inc.book keeping, penmanship,
and allied subjects Personal recommendation
for positions in high schools. Business Colleges,
Universities. Salaries $6M to tl80(l.

Your desires realized through Th» THURSTON
TEACHERS' AGENCY.
1-1 ef enrollMi.-iil until March Isl. Scud for bo.iklet

ANNA M. THURSTON, HaniKer
378 Wabash Ave. ChicaEo, III.

YOUR TURN MIGHT BE NEXT
If You Were enrolled with Us.

We are placing 'em ritrlit akuiK. Schii..ls
are looking for teachers for next year
already. They know it will be a banner
year. If you are thinking of makinji a
change, it will co,st you nothing to enroll
with U.S. If we don't place you, we will he
the losers. Penmanship essential.

U. S. COM'L TEACHERS' BUREAU, Chillicothe, Mo
(i. W. Beckler, secri-tary.

In<ll»n« B'u«lnaa« Collstfa
Has schools at La Fayette, Logansport. Koko-
mo, Anderson, Marion, Muncie, Richmond,
Columbus and Indianapolis. The INDIAN.^
BUSINESS COLLEGE of Indianapolis is the
CENTRAL BUSINESS COLLEGE.

QxsAllfled T«»ohers
In either the Gregg, Chartier or Pitman sys-
tems furnished schools on short notice. Tell
us your wants and we will make a selection
that will please you.

Prospcotiv* Students
should send for our

Incll»n« Bu«In«aa Coll«^«
Bax 35}, Indianapolia, Ind.

IT IS TIME TO PREPARE We call the attention of
„ cilities for providing first

lass teachers on short notice. If you have never irit-il us let u-: slmw vmi what we can do. We'd
like to quote what some satisfied people have >:iiil ahciiit ii>. Inn w c h.iven't time. And we want
all good teachers to register and be ready. VNION TEACHERS' BUREAU, 229 Broadway, N. Y.

UNIVERSITY MEN WANTED Knur men are wanted for exceinional
positions in a great school of com-

merce which is now being organized. Each apphcant must be a high class specialist in one of
the following subjects! : Penmanship Arithmetic. Shorthand or English. Salary 81 2ij(i to $2000
or more. We shall have many other openings for competent meii and women. It may mean
much to you to have your registration in our files. .No advance fee retinired. Write us.

C6e SPECIALISTS' EDVCATIONAL BVREA.V
ROBERT A. GRANT Manager WEBSTER GKOVES, ST. LOUIS, MO.

A HOST OF OPPORTVNITIES
Are Open to the Members of tKe

CONTINENTAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
Bo-wrllng Green, Kentucky

Plenty of Places for Capable People. Free registration Ifyou mention this Journal

SOPIilER SCHOOL FOR GOmPIEBGillL TEPOHEBS
The Summer School for commercial teachers to be conducted by the Roches-
ter Business Institute this year will open July 6th and close August 13th.

During this special six weeks' term our usual complete schedule of the peda
gogy of the commercial subjects will be given Our bulletin gives the particulars.

Many prospective students for this course who desire advanced instruction in

the Commercial texts are planning to begin work with us one, two or three
months in advance of the special summer session. Inquiries cheerfully an-
swered by correspondence. Our representative will take pleasure in giving
personal explanations to inquirers at the E. C. T. A. Convention at Provi-
dence. April 8th. 9th and 10th.

Rochester Business Institute, Rochester, /V. Y.

23 POSITIONS

$1000 to $2700

Thi; itten Feb. 1. Toda ?hav open-most of them
for next summer or next fall—'! positions paying from
jlOOO to $2700. Fifteen of them require no evening teaching.
Eleven of thetu are in excellent high scbool.s, normal
schools, colleges, and academies.
We are receiving indisputable evidence of a remarkably

active season soon to open. Our plan subjects teachers to no expense unless we find for them a
position that they decide to accept, of course no business-like teacher would think of accepting
a position unless it should represent a sufficient betterment to justify our commission charge.
The risk and the work are ours. The decision rests with yon. Wc may lose at least oar time and
labor, ifyou enroll with us- for you may get a position through some other source. You cannot
loae anything. We especially want high-grade, experienced teachers, although each year we place
many beginners, Especially Young Men Who Write Well. May we help you? Make up your mind now

THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY

E. E. G4ylord, Manager

A SPECIALTY BY A SPECIALIST
Prospect Hill Beverly. Mass.
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SPECIMENS

Some verv artistic peiiniansbip is hereby ac-

knowledpreii from Mr. W. .1. Slifer, iif the Mr
I'hersiin. Kaiis.. College.

.Mr. J. F. Bowers. La Junta. Colo., formerly of

McPherson. Kaiis.. College, is (loins some very

i-retlitahle pen portrait work examples of which
we have recently had the pleasure of examining.

Mr. John W. (iearhart. Fifteen. O.. submits
specimens of his own work together with some
of his stutlenls*. which are very fine. He is a fine

business penman. Some of his pupils, however,
are following him very closely. He and his pu-
pils both follow the le.ssons given in The Brsi-
NESS Educator.

Mr. C. R. Tate, of the School of Commerce
Cincinnati. t)hio. is writing a very up-to-date

and practical style in copper plate script, as

shown by a package of cards recently recei\ed in

connection with a subscription.

Mr. W. H. P^arles. penman ami commenial
teacher in Stanley's Business College. Macon.
Ga.. has sent us specimens of his pupils' class

work, which is all verv uniform. Nearly ever>'

pupil is writing with a free arm movement.
They are using the Arm Movement Methotl of

Writing and both teacher and pupils should be
congratulated upon the results they are achiev-

ing.

A well written letter in a running business
iiand and some flourished designs for envelopes
are hereby acknowledged from Mr. I. C. Col-
cord, Heaidsbnrg. Calif.

.Mr. C. H. Blaisdell. the efficient teaclier of

practical penmanship in the Rhode Island Com-
mercial School. Providence. R. 1.. inremitting
81.00 for a renewal of his subscription says.

"This is the seventh time that I have remitted
for The Business Educator, and each year I

enjoy more than the year before, sending $1.00.

as 1 think the paper is certainly progressing."
Mr. Blaisdell also sent specimens of his pupils
every day practice work which shows the high
grad^ work done by the pupils of the R.I. C. S.

We have received specimens from tlie sixth

grade pupils in the Pillsbury School. Muskegon.
Mich.. Miss Lenna M. Rovick. supervisor of

wTiting. which we have never seen excelled, if

equalled. .She is to be congratulated as well as

the pupils and teacher for the results secured.
The writing is specially strong and graceful,

clearly nidicating that it was done with the arm
movement and not with the fingers.

We recently had the pleasure of i.ssuing .some

certificates to tlie grammar grade pupils of the

public schools of New Albany, Ind., Miss Char-
lotte .M. Ziegelbaur, supervisor. They are teach-

ing and iisinp ,\rin Movement Writing with the

result tliat they are getting a good deal of practi-

cal writing HI the upper grades of New Albany.
It has not been long since pupils of the business

colleges were the only ones Jo receive certifi-

cates, but the public schools are rapidly catching

up with the procession of practical writers.

One of the best letters written in the orna-

mental hand recently received at this office is

from the pen of Mr. J. A. Snyder, the capable

teacher of penmabsliip in the Ferris Institute,

Big Rapids, Mich. The work before us clearly

indicates that if Mr. Snyder continues his prac-

tice he will soon be one of the few topnotchers

in the penmanship field.

The pupils of McCann's Business College,

.Mahanoy City. Pa., are getting all that is coming
to them in the way of penmanship instructions.

The work in that institution is in charge of A. M.
Toler, who is a very skillful penman and enthu-

siastic teacher. Specimens of work recently re-

ceived show that the pupils are doing their part.

Specimens of penmanship are received from

Mr. A. 1,. Peterson, Holdrege, Nebr., including

business and ornamental penmanship an<i flour-

ishing. He has the making of one of America's

very finest penmen.

C. P. Kberhart, who has charge of the Com-
mercial Department of the Steubenville, U..

High School, is getting splendid results in pen-

manship, as evidenced by some of the high

grade work we have just received from the pens

of his pupils. He states that these pupils have

been practicing but three iO minute periods a

week. But at that the pupils are doing nearly as

well as pupils in Business Colleges who have

live periods a week.

Mr. Richard Blossom Farley, son of our well

know;i, highly esteemed and skillful professional

penman and teacher, Mr. D. H.Farley.ofTrenton.

N. J., exhibited his work at the 104th annual ex-

hibit of the Academy of Fine Arts. Philadelphia,

during holiday time. We are pleased to thus

announce the success of Mr. Farley. Jr.,—a suc-

cess in keeping in the art world, with that of his

father in the penmanship world. We congratu-

late both.

We know- of no school that is getting better re-

sults in penmanship than those secured by the

Union Commercial College, Charlottetown, P.

E. I., Can., C. H. Pruner penman and teacher.

Thirteen specimens of work was recently sub-

mitted to us, every one of which was up to our

requirement for a certificate. Mr. Pruner has

given us an account of how he stimulates inter-

est in his penmanship classes which will be

found in another column of this journaj.

WANTED «s

Who, to-day, would think of buying a key-

winding watch ? Then why buy an old-fashioned

nropper-filler fountain pen which is certainly more

inconvenient and a greater nuisance than a key-

winding watch, and fully as antiquated ?

CONKLIN'SrSoPEN
fills itself by dipping in nearest ink-well and pressing

Crescent-Filler. No bothersome dropper—no fussy prep-

aration—no mussy fingers—no cussy atmosphere. Can't

leak or sweat. 'Writes as easily as filled. The most im-

proved and up-to-date fountain pen made. Sold by

CHAS. E. be:ar
P O. Box 182. Madison Squ<>re SUtio NE:W YORK

sss Colleges. High Schools
uld-be Teachers to know

that a superior Training School for teachers in both
the Commercial and Shorthand ( Isaac Pitman
Courses) is conducted by the School of Commerce.
Accounting and Finance. Picton. Ont.. Canada.
Mr. Sayers, the Principal, is an honor graduate of

the School of Pedagogy and has had an experience
of several years in both High School and Model
School work, having been connected as an instructor
for four years with a Government Training School for

Teachers.

GROWING
BIGGER AND BETTER
Full account of the new home of the

Ransomerian School of Penmanship will
be published in the new edition of the
Ransomerian Journal which will be from
the press about February 25. -

It also contains some of the finest speci-
mens of penmanshii^ ever published,
coupled with ni:tn\* portraits of its success-
ful students who are some of the most
widely known teachers and Inisiness ed-
ucators of the profession. If vou wish a

idlJV of this largo lt> page journal, write
me. II is free.

.^Ib Kcliance building,

KANSAS CITY. MO.

Is your
school
organized
as a selling

force ?

r'*\'er\" schoolman suspects, if he

Iocs not know, that he wastes a

ot of money in advertising.

I can sho\s' >'ciu how 1o avoid the

waste. This plan costs about a

dollar a student and you keep
the dollar until the enrollment.

It saves money—gets more re'-

siilts. To save time, write me a

long letter describing your past

advertising.

M. W. CASSMORL
122 E. SSIhSt., Seattit Wash.
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From J. P. Wilson's Modern Business College Catalog, Seattle, Wn. Mr. G. S. Hen<lerson>xecute(l the script—also the title-page of the B. E.
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W. A. Balrd.

r 18 N. Mljh St.,

Columbus, O.

z^
111 tl»s lesson you liave nine capitals, quite

cnouprh to become acquainted with in one
iiiontli, some of these letters are bound to

(rouble you to some extent, but if they were too

easy they would not be worth while learning.

These letters are more ilitficult than those in the

precetling lesson but from the practice you have
now had they will jjerbaps l>e mastered by you
in less time. You will discover that some of the

strokes used in the last lesson are also employed
in makinsf some of the letters appearing this

niontb. If you study carefully before \ou prac-

tice you will discover a certain relationship iu

letters that will make their execution easier for

you. You are too likely to regard each letter as

iieing made up of entirely new principles, and
th.it being the case you will have a harder time
mastering them.
The I has for its main stroke the same princi-

ple used in the first part of the //and A', it has

a little more curve than in those two letters but

the principle is the same. Begin the I with a

hair line and give it plenty of curve at the top,

the dot at the bottom is one half space above the

base line. The second shaded stroke should
cross the first about one space above the base

line. This second stroke is not shaded as heav-

ily as the first.

The / will be a difficult letter on account of

its great length, it is five spaces long, three

above and two below the base line, give the/
plenty of curve iu the main stroke which begins
the same as the I. the bulk of the shade is lielow

the base line. You can continue the first stroke

and make the loop without raising the pen or

you can make both sides of the loop downward
as per instructions given on the lesson in lower
loop letters. The second shaded stroke in the

/ is the same as in the I.

The S is three spaces high, the main shaded
stroke contains the same principle as the I. The
,'< may be made in three strokes, first, the main
shaded stroke, second, the stroke forming the
loop and third, the stroke to the left of the stem.
The dot at the bottom is one half space above
the base line.

The L, if I may judge from my own experi-
ence, is one of the hardest if not the hardest let-

ters in the alphabet. The main stroke must be
well curved and the loop on the base line long
and narrow. The upper part is the same as the
s'anil may be ma<le either with three different

strokes as given in the instructions for making
the .S' or it may be made with one stroke. I pre-

fer the latter.

The top part of the G is the same as the .s and
r,. The G may have either two, three or five

pen liftings. The main shaded stroke in the top
of the G is slightly curved and extends to within
one space of the iiase line. The shaded stroke

which forms the lower part of the G is the same
stroke as is used in the /and the stem of the 5.

but is only one antl one half spaces high.

The C is three spaces high, the upper part is

the same as the G. The shade on the main
stroke begins about one-half space from the top
and ends about one half siiaie from the base line.

Ke rarelul not to curvetliis stroketoo much. The
shade <m the oval formed at the bottom is added
after the letter has been completed.
The -E isa difficult letter and will require much

practice. The first form given is the standard

but the other seems to be more popular. The
lower part of the E is the larger and resembles
the lower half of the C, be careful as to the size

of the loop at the center of the E.
The main stroke in the jT is but two and one

half spaces high and is the same principal as

that used in the I. The oval made in forming
the top is more slanting than the stem, avoid
getting one side of this oval flat.

The F is m.ide exactly the same as the T with
a hair line crossing the stem about one and one
haif spaces above the base line well curved.
There is enough in this lesson to keep you

busy, but cheer up for the worst is yet to come.

BAIRD'S CRITICISMS

F. L., Bristol, K. I. Your work on the Dec.
and Jan. lessons shows some improvement,
yoirr upper loops are better than the lower loops.
Yon should study carefully the shape of the
shade in the loop letters. I would advise you to

read instructiims in September and October
number regarding pen liftings.

C. E. A., Pa. Your work on lesson 5 looks
good. Watch spacing of letters following small
o. You are inclined to get the loops too wide.
Put in more time on the capitals, the shaded
strokes in the I' and II' should be practically

straight. The oval in the A is too small.

Z. C, Hartlaiul, Minn. Your ink is poor and
some of your work has the appearance of having
been done in a rush. I believe >'ou could learn
to write .Script tine if you gave it the proper at-

tention and time. Let me have your besf work
on the next lesson.

R. I,. H.. Wellsville, Pa. Your work isscat-

tered out too much and is larger than the copy.
Work slower antl with more care. .See criticisms

to F. L. as to pen liftings.

C. E. B., Winooski, Vt. Study the .shape of

the loop and the shape oi the shade. Your ink
is too glossy, do not use too much (jum .\rabic

as it prevents the ink from flowing freely. .See

instructions regarding pen liftings in .September
and October number, they will help you won-
derfully if you follow them.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

National Penmanship Teachers' Asso-

ciation, 1909

Chairman, Mr. R. L. McCarty,
Spencerial Commercial School,
Louisville, Ky.
C. C. Lister, New York, N. Y.
C. W. Ransom, Kansas City, Mo.
The above names were recently received

from President L. K. Stacy, Meadville, Pa.
Either Mr. Stacy changed his mind (a most com-
mendable thing to do), or we were, misinformed
when we announced in the February number
the names of Adams. Zaner and Ransom.

naJeo^ne'/ozen CARDS
for 15 cents.
I will eive free a pack of

—
' samples and send terms to

ai^ents with each order.

AQENT8 WANTED
Dl AMI/ PA one 1 h»^« th« "-'^^J ^e^^ blank
DUrtWIV l/HnUO <-ards now on the market.
Hand cut Come in 17 different colors. Sample 100
postpaid, 16c. 1,'XMJ tiy express, 75c. Card Circular
for red atamp.

COMIC JOKER CARDS i^^S 'LT^fi'
100 postpaid, 25c, LesH for more. Ink. Glossy Black
or Verv Best White. 15c, per bottle. 1 Oblique Pen Hol-
der, KJc. <iiiIotf a No 1 Hens, lOr. per doz. Lessons in

Card Writing. Circular for stamp.

W. A. BODE. Box 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

-^^yyrm^yt^^
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Good Writing Easily Taugiit
The enthusiastic teacher who provides for his student good copies,

logically arranged and carefully graded, ought to get good results in

penmanship. The mediocre teacher who uses Modern Commercial Pen-
manship, will get fairly good results in spite of his mediocrity.

WHAT IT IS
Modern Commercial Penmanship is a carefully graded course in

plain, business writing, containing 60 lessons, 60 pages of copies, and
accompanied by as many sets of instruction very carefully wrought out.

The price of this book is 50c. Copies will be sent to teachers for exam-
ination upon receipt of 25c.

The Commercial Text Book Company
DES MOINES, IOWA

By J. D. Todd, 114 N. Main St., Salt Lake City, Utah.
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DESKiNINti

and

EN CiBOSSING
By

E. L. BKOWN.
IJoc.kland. Me

J
We will take for this lesson the part of a set of

resolutions following the heading given in the

January number of this journal.

Lay off this design about !•! inches from left

to right, giving special attention to the arrange-

ment of the wording, roughly suggesting the

style and character of the lettering and decora-

tion. The letters of the name "Sylvaniis H.
Kenyon" should be at least five-eighths of an
inch high, those of the word "Whereas" about

one-half of an inch high, and the extreme height

of initial "W" should be aU inches. Rule lines

for height of script one-fourth of an inch apart,

leaving a space of one-half of an inch between
script lines.

Give especial attention to the initial "W," and
its decoration, drawing same in pencil very care-

fully l)efore inking. Use waterproof India ink

on tbe lettering, and aim for uniform spacing

also smooth, clean cut letters. Next add the

water color, using dear lamp black, or lamp
black with a few inches of Payne's gray. It will

require some careful study and practice to ac-

quire the knack of color haniUing, and the stu-

dent must not be discouraged if his first attempts
are failures. Use the color freely and work rap-

idly, carrying the brush along over the surface

with the drawing tilted a little so the color will

readily follow the brush. Use a brush tilled with
pure water for blentling purposes, for instance in

finishing the decoration on word "Whereas."
The background of "W" was made red com-
posed of vermilion and crimson lake, and when
perfectly dry given a wash of lamp black. A
little red was left in places giving a very pleas-

ing affect.

By H. K. Williams, Albin-Williams' Studio, Portland, Ore., being an imitation of the
work of late, skillfull C. C. Canan.

By 11. L. Darner, .Assistant Instructor in the Zanerian
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BOOK REVIEWS

"The Little \'iolinist"an(l other prose sketches
by Thomas Baile>' Aldrich, in the Amanuensis ,

style of phonography, by Benn Pitman and Je-
rome B. Howard, Printed by the Phonographic
Institute Co., Cincinnati, O., is the title of an-
other of those booklets which this firm publishes
from month to month. These splendidly writ-

ten, engraved and printed publications must be
hailed with delight and enthusiasm from time to

time by the writers of this sy.stem. They must
have a large sale to justify the large expense to

publish so many of them.

".\ccounts. Their Construction and Interpre-
tation" for Business Men and Students t>f Af-
fairs by Wm. Morse Cole, A.M., Assistant Pro-
fessor of Accounting in Harvartl I'niversity,

Houghton Mifflin Company, Publishers, Bos-
ton, New York and Chicago, 345 pages, cloth

bound, well printed, is the title, size, etc., of a

most excellent book tlevoted to the subject of

Accounts. The rapid development of the re-

sources of this country, an<l a consequent in-

crease of business, resulted in hap-hazard meth-
ods of taking care of this business by way of

proper inventories and account.s bearing upon
costs of protluction and distribution: of raw ma-
terial and their manufactured products. A large

number of large failures are due to incompe-
tency in the Accountancy department, where
relative values, should finally be shown and the
true condition of business revealed. This book
deals with the fundamental principles of Ac-
counts rather than with Bookkeeping. It ex-
plains the essentials of Bookkeeping and Ac-
countancy rather than aims to develop specific

methods for various lines of business. The first

part of the book is devoted to the principles of

Bookkeeping wliile the second part is devoted
to the principles of Accounting. .\n\ one in-

terested in the subject of Accounts, ought we
believe, to be a possessor of this book.

"Lincoln's Address at Gettysburg" has been
handsomely engrossed and illuminated by Mr.
W. E. Dennis, Brooklyn. N. Y., 357 Fulton St.,

with whose skillful and artistic work most of

our readers are familiar. In this specimen of art

work Mr. Dennis has done the subject ami him-
self full justice. It is just such a picture as should
be framed and exhibited in every school room,
containing, as it does, one of the tersest speeches
ever made, and handsomely embellished by one
of .\merica's leading engrossing artists.

"Beers Live Wire," Volume 1. No. 1, .January

moo. Beers Publishing Co., New York. Toron-
to and Liverpool, is the title of a new shorthand
magazine devoted "to those wht) think." as the
author expresses it, and incidentally also in the
interests of Beers' shorthand. It is certainly a

live proposition in the publication line. We
have glanced through it with a good deal of in-

terest, amusement and profit. The engraved
plates therein, with light-line Gothic notes at

the bottom, are creations of neatness and practi-

cability. "Beers Live Wire" appears to be neith-

er deadly nor devilish an<l is therefore well

worth looking into.

"Typewriter Bookkeeping" by Ira S. Brown
M. E.. published by the t'nderwood Typewriter
Co., New York Citv, N. Y., 30 pages. Maroon
paper cover, is a work that is quite timely anil

progressive. Persons interested in this phase of

work (and where is there the business college
man who is not? i will do well to look into thi.s

new mode of record, which is destined more and
more to play a prominent part in the w(irl<l of

accounts. Antl the typewriter seems destined
to invade the worUl of accounts quite as success-

fully and as extensively as it has invaded, during
the past, the great and expanding field of cor-

responilence. Certain it is that there is a great

deal of laborious work being done with the pen
that rightly should be done by a more effortless

and expeditious method. Certain it is, too, that

no one liails with more delight this impro\-eil

methiKl than The BrsiNE.ss Edixatok.

U. C. C. "LOOSE LEAF" SYSTEM
OF FILING PENMANSHIP

PRACTICE.

On entering the Union Commercial College
each student is furnished with a pad of practice
paper and a "Loose Leaf" binder in which to
transfer his practice work on penmanship each
day. At least one page of work is done at home
and handed in at the writing class.

This work is dated, arranged in order of merit,
by the instructor, and placed in temporary files

on the class-room walls by one of the senior
students.

It remains here one day and is then handed
back and filed by the students in their "Loose
Leaf" binder.
This binder is arranged to hold at least one

thousand sheets ami when the "first" and "last"
specimens are filed it forms an album that is

well worth keeping to look back upon in future
years.

Besides this the college every year donates a
medal for the student making most improve-
ment in writing.

The most interesting, and valuable prize how-
ever is a certificate from The "Business Edu-
cator" wjiich every good student aims to se-

cure.
C. H. Pruner,

Penmanship Instructor, Union Commercial
Can. College, Charlottown, P. E. Island.

rOD OAI t Well established business

rUn OMLu coUege. nth year. Nocom-
petion. Population, citv,

30.000. Income past year $10,000. Middle .^-tlantic
State. Fine territory. Hustler can become in-
dependent in few years. $5,000 buys it. Will more
than pay for itself 1st year besides expenses. If
you have the money and want a field to yourself

curiosity seekers. Give evidence of good faith
and reliability, .\ddre9s,

X. Y. Z., Care of BUSINESS EDUCATOR

LABOR SAVING DEVICES
are rapidly growing in popularity in every line of business.

vhen the aids that will produce better results, and in less time.Why use stage-coach methods in your teaching,

are easy to procure and inexpensive.

Skilled workmen are particular that the tools they use are the best obtainable. Is it not just as important that

the teacher, no matter how well informed and wide-awake, should put in the hands of pupils only the best
text-books^ The teacher wields influence in the schoolroom: the text is the constant companion of the student

—in class, in home work, and for reference after the school course is completed.

If you are spending your energy in the classroom trying to incite your pupils to enthusiasm in the various com-
mercial subjects, we suggest that you lighten your labors by introducing our popular text-books.

These publications were first issued to meet the needs of a large and popular commercial school. They enthuse
the student and save much of the teacher's time, the subjects being presented in a clear, comprehensive, and
interesting manner. The aim of the authors was to encourage self-dependence and to develop thinking
power. Everything that a pupil should know is presented attractively, but nonessentials are omitted.

These are the books.

Plain English
Exeraised in English
Practical Spelling
Practical Shorthand

Commercial Law
Practical Bookkeeping
Practical Letter Writing
Lessons In Letter Writing

New Practical Spelling
New Practical,Typewriting
New Practical Arithmetic
Business Practice

^S^"

Do you wa?it to learn more about [these books f Write to us at once. We shall be delighted

to send illustrated catalogue and full information.

PRACTIC-ALTEXt
--^CLEVELAND

QOOK COMPANY
-OHIO -'- ^

^_
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By E. F. Kichardyoii, Bulfalo CJap. Ky.

DESIGNS AND CARD WRITERS* MANUAL
Contains 70 patres. 190 styles of cards illustrated. Tells
nil about how to order the bett and cheapest cards—curds
that are quick sellers. Don't fail to send for this book and
samples before placing your order for cards. A 'ic stamp
will bring it to your door. Addre.ss,

W. McBEE. 19 Snyder St-. N. S.. Pittsburg. Pa. X ^at^
SIZtS SHADING PENS $1.00. Catalog and Price
List FreOi write tor It.

R. R. LEE. Shading Pen Mtgr., Pontiac, Mich.

fine up-to-date

J. A. STRYKER. 96 N. Kifth St.. COLUMBUS, O.

One of the leading schools of Penmanship and
Drawing in the U. S. Under the personal super-
risionof L. M.Kelchner.
If interested write for information. Address

Free 0. H. Longwell, Highland Park College, Des Motnes, la.

A PKRrSCT
F'ot* Nannes «:

MEMORY
or anything else that you desire to remem-
ber. You would be willing to give anything
within reason for snch a memory, and now
you can have it for a very amall sum, plus a
little effort on your part.
TH* N&txar&l M«mot*y Syat«nn
shows you how to employ the same methods
that the emotiona use in giving you a perfect
nuniory of all the details of anything that
you love. This is the method used by all

great men and women, and you can make it

spell success for you. If you want to have a
perfect memory for names and faces; to
secure command of excellent English: to
spell well; to have all of your information
available for instant use, send for a copy
today price: SO CENTS.
E, D. SNOW, 172 Main St.. HOHNELL. N. Y.

(Eonstant

ing pays

in \\[Z

Business

€t)ucator.

THIS BOOK
iCANMAKEYOUA *FREE*
GOOD PENMAN
at Your Home Our*

ing Spare Time.

Why go away to school to i

penmanship when by the
"_ n be d<j

Quickly at home with lesi

one tenth the cost
giviDg up present occupation ?

My book. -'Utnc to Become a Good
s copies and spec-

1 tells howothei
e&\i,FREE. If yc
your name will be
the finest you eTi

F. W. TAMBLYN, 1118 Grand Ave.. Kansas Clly. Mo.

^^^ ^^^€^t-€i//.:UU^^:^t^^^^^^/-y€^/ijri^U^'^^^>^^ ^ ^•.r^/^-.y- J^J
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HIGH GRADE

DIPLOMASmd
CERTinCATES.—*2^>

THE H. i I QUBLITY PIEflHS:
Better DIPLOMAS than you have been
using for less money than you have been
paying.
Send for new Illustrated Catalog— 1909 Edition

Among the new designs this season we
have a Perwmarmship OertifIc&te—

a

beautiful specimen of offhand Penmanship
and decorative drawing. Ask to see a full-
sized sample. We get up special designs,
with vour ideas combined with ours, and
the result is always the same—Sb. Beauti-
ful DIplomek.. Send for sketches and
estimates.

Resolutions Engrossed and Illuminated

HOWARD (Si BROWN
Makers of Fine Diplomas ROCKLAND. ME

e:ste:rbrook^s pe:ns
" Euy to write with,

CORRECT DESIGN
- --=1- ^^= Hard to use up."

UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

150 STYLrES

A 1 PROFESSIONAL
ine pointed and elat
tic for card writing

Text Writers
Made in 3 widths and wi

long point to botli left
and riglit

453 Business and College
With fine and extra fine
points. Elastic and

sojooth writing

ESTERBROOK STECLr PEN MFG. CO.
26 JOHN ST., Pf. Y. CITY CWMDE^N, NEV^ JERSEY

become: an expert
e an expert knowledge of the art in which yoi

^ciire a copy of Courtnoy'!
and Raised i.hecks. Faci

togaapbic reproduc'

Method of detecting Forg-
latins:. interesting and in-
Piyfusely illustrated with

A dollar and a half brings it to you by return mail

W, B. COVRTNEY
Cedar Rapidi Business Colleep. Cedar Rapids

ORIGINAL HANDWRITING
The nios-t inspiring, valuable and beautiful of all copies

A high standard of original penmanship des.igned for the
teacher or student who has the ainbilion to become a fine
penman. Each course consists of tweniy parts.

Compendium of But-inets Writing 83.00
Compendium of Ornamental Writing 4.tiO
Compendium of Card Writing - 4.0(1
(^omoendium of Flourishing ;"> (lO

Rosewood Oblique Holder, the finest .5U

H.B. LEHMAN
CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL ST LOUIS. WO.

FINEST PENMANSHIP SVPPLrlES OBTAINABLrE.
PENS AND HOLDERS.

Zanerian Fine Writer Pen—The best
and finest fine writing pen made—best
for engrossing, card writing and all fine

script work. Gross $1.00 % gross 25c
1 do .12c

Zanerian Ideal Pen—One of the best
pens made for general penwork—busi-
pess or ornamental. One of the best
pens for beginners in penmanship.
Gross 75c. M gross 25c. I dozen 10c

Zanerian Medial Pen—A high-grade
medium, extra smooth pen for business
writing. None better. Just right for
students and accountants. Gross 75c
K gross 25c

Zanerian Business Pen—A smooth,
durable, common sense business pen.
For unshaded business writing it has
never been excelled, if equaled. Gross
75c. /i gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c.

GUlott's Principality No. 1 Pen—

A

fine writing pen. Gross $1.00, K gross

Cilhtfs Double Elastic E. F. No.
604 Pen—A medium fine wri(>ng pen.
Gross 75c. K gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c

GUlott's Magnum Quill E. F. No.
601 Pen—^A business pen. Gross $1.00
/i gross 25c, 1 dozen 12c

GUlott's No. Z03 E. F. Pen—Used
largely for drawing purposes. Gross
$1.00. ^ gross 25c. 1 dozen 12c

GUlott's Lithographic Pen No. 290
—One of the finest pointed drawing
pens made. 6 pens 25c, 3 pens 15c

GUlott's Crow Quill Pen No. 659—
Very fine points. 6 pens 25c, 3 pens 15c

Soennec/ren Lettering Pen — For
making German Text. Old English, and
all broad pen letters. Set of 12—num-
bers 1. 1%. 2 2J4, 3. 3K. 4, 5, and 6

single pointed and 10. 20, and 30 double
pointed. -- 25c

Double Holder for Soennecken Pens
—Holds two pens at one time 10c.

Zanerian Oblique Penholder—Hand-
made, rosewood, nearly 12 inches long,

a beautiful and perfect holder. 1 holder
-50c

Fine Art Oblique Holder— Inlaid

and fancy, hand-made, rosewood, and
by far the most beautiful holder made.
Nearly 12 inches long. Iholder sent in

a small wooden box $1.00

Excelsior Oblique Holder—The best

low-priced oblique holder made. Many
hundreds of gross have been sold.

1 holder 10c. 6 holders $ -35

/i gross--- 1-35

% gross 2.60

I gross -- 5.00

Straight Penholder— Cork tipped

and best for business writing, flourish-

ing, etc. 1 holder 10c. 6 holders 40c. 12

holders - 65c

CARDS, INK,

Blank Cards—White bristol with
finest surface for fine penmanship.
100 by mail postpaid $ .28

500 by express - .75

1000 by express 1.35

B/acA^ Cards—Best made for white ink.

100 by mail postpaid-.- $ .28

500 by express 75
1000 by express 1.35

White Cardboard—"Weddins Bristol

for fine pen work. Sheets are 22x28.
6 sheets by express $ .60

13 sheets by express 1.00

2 sheets by mail postpaid 50

White Carc/6oa/-d—With hard finish,

much like ledger paper. Sheets are
20',^x23 inches.
6 sheets by express $ .40

12 sheets by express -- _--.. ,70

3 sheets by mail postpaid .50

Black Cardboard—Finest for white
ink. Sheets are 22x28 inches.
6 sheets by express $ .50

12 sheets by express 75
2 sheets by mail, postpaid 50

Wedding Paper—Finest for penman-
ship or drawing. Sheets are 21x33.
6 sheets by express .- $ .50

12 sheets by express .70

3 sheets by mail, postpaid 50

Zanerian India Ink—A fine drawing
ink and best for preparing script and
drawing for photo-engraving.
1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .30

1 dozen bottles by express --2.00

White Ink—Very fine.

1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .25

PAPER, ETC.
Arnold's Japan /nir-Nearly J4 pint

bottle by mail postpaid $ .40
1 pint by express ,45
1 quart by express- .75

Writing Papers—All our writing
papers are 8xlOJ^ inches in size and
contain 960 sheets to the ream. Ruling
is faint and can be furnished wide (H
inch) or narrow (-H inch).
Extra fine 14 lb. white wove

—

1 ream by express $3.15

50 sheets by mail postpaid
Extra fine 12 lb. white wove-

1 ream by express

.95

100 sheets by mail postpaid 65
Extra fine 10 lb. white wove-

1 ream by express $2 15

K " * 1.20

100 sheets by mail postpaid .60

Extra fine 121b. Azure (blue)

—

1 ream by express $2.20

K " " 1.20

.70

100 sheets by mail postpaid .65

Extra fine 17}4 lb. Wedding stock—
1 ream by express $4.50

y^
" " 2.50

%
" " 1.40

50 sheets by mail postpaid .70

Medium Grade Practice Paper—
1 ream by express $1.70

!^ " " -• .95

^ " " .55

100 sheets by mail postpaid .65

Send 5 cents in stamps for a sample
sheet of each of the six grades.

All goods go by mail postpaid, except those mentioned to go by express, on which purchaser pays carriage charges. Of course the cheapest way to

the heavy goods is to order fair sized quantities and have them go by freight.

We handle the best and can save you money. Cash must accompany all orders. Prices are too low to keep accounts.

Remit by money order, or stamps for small amounts.

Address, ZANE:R (Sl BLrOSE:R, COLrVMBV, OHIO.

(~X ,^il^^ff^i/,j^ij a,i^S^(/!/^j/te^.iy^f-i^.^//'f^^yf-^y^'^^^^ X )
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The Power of Persuasion
Lies in the Contenis of the Sadler-'Rowe Books

And not in what we say of them. They bear acquaintance. They creep into the affections of the

good teacher who puts soul and intelligence into his teaching, and they are wizards for stirring up and
developing the latent possibilities of the young men and women who study them.

Therein lies tHeir po^ver. They have life —' soul
That is why the Budget Systems of Bookkeeping and our otlier books have a distinct individuality—a liv-

ing vital influence that is seen in the training of everyone who studies them.

F'lrst orders from aclcliiioiisLl schools
Are coming daily for Booth's Progressive Dictator. One big school has already ordered 350 copies
since its trial order of 50 copies. The biggest and best contribution to attaining speed and accuracy in

writing shorthand that has appeared in a decade. Sample copies for those who mean business.

lahe Neiv E^ssentials of Arithmetic
Has been displacing the feather weight texts which have appeared so plentifully in recent years—thev
wouldn't stand the test of time nor train in the real calculations of business.
The New Essentials Does. Nuf Sed !

tVe have full descriptions of our books for those who want them,

sadLtCr-icowe: company

A STRONG COURSE IN BOOKKEEPING
Our new course, the POWERS & LYONS ACCOUNTING SERIES, we believe to

be superior to any course published, in strength and thoroughness, life-like

representation of business, and completeness of detail. The four parts are :

1 MOdGrn Accountant '^^'^'^'''s'^'''^°'^'he beginner, it is on the "theory" plan, no business papers being
used. It lays a. solid foundation for the "business practice" sets which follow it.

2 ^vhOIGScLlG ACCOUntinfl This is on the individual practice pUn. It goes much farther than sets on this plan
il published by others, in that it really teaches the customs of business, uses forms

and papers just as they are used in business, and adheres to customary business procedure in every detail. No other so-called "bus-
iness practice" sets do this. Wholesale accounting introduces many new and up-to-date features not seen in any other work on
bookkeeping for schools, including the loose-leaf order binder, cost accounting by departments, taking an inventory by accounting,
and many others,

3 MGrCSntllG ACCOUntinfl This is a more advanced business practice set than no. 2, The transactions are just

y a little more complex, the books just a little more elaborate and the accounts more
highly classified. It is a splendid set which has the heartiest endorsement of all teachers of accounting who have used it.

4' Modern COrOOrcltiOn ACCOUntinO ^hls emphasizes those features wWch belong peculiarly to corpor
r a ation accounting and not to ordinary mercantile accounting. The

transactions illustrative of operation and distribution are purposely not emphasized and the accounting that has to do with these
mercantile transactions is purposely made very simple so that the student can concentrate upon those features which belong
distinctively to corporations.

Schools which want the best accounting course on the market should use the full series outlined above.

Try one or more of the advance sets this year and next year you will want to use the full course.

CHICAGO
I POWERS & LYONS |

nEW YORK

(X •^'^^^?yi''^<^i4;g>^^<^^^g&^^<S>/^^^^ 9;ruyn/f:m/<>?.i^.j:iA^ jMfe^i'^ze^^ -^ fS^j^f.e^/vJ'cf- J(~)
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For BUSINESS COLLEGES and
Large Commercial High Schools

For FINANCIAL REASONS it will pay proprietors of Business Colleges to install the Bliss System of
Actual Business next September.

For EDUCATIONAL REASONS it will pay prospective students to attend the school where this sys-
tem is used.

The fine array of Actual Buinesss Offices, which this system requires, furnished with the thirty large (.)fhce Books,
ranging from 200 to 1200 pages each, together with our Loose Leaf Ledgers, Card I,edgers. Tabulated Boxes, Post
Binders, and the hundred-and-one other office appliances, will sell more tuition for you next .\ugust than your best
solicitor.

With the first order for students' outfits we will sell the Office Books and appliances at exact cost to ourselves.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS

THE F. H. BLISS

OG 'r/*'^i/^tlcLi:^>i
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Successful Commercial Texts
MODERN BUSINESS LAW. ^O^e volum., 212 pages, cloth.^

In presenting those features of Business Law that are necessarily rules of ordinary
business conduct, the subject has been simplified and treated to meet the requirements
of Commercial Schools without sacrificing ACCURACY.

SENTENCE METHOD ofTOUCH TYPEWRITING.
S. D. van BENTHUYSEN. (One volume, vellum de luxe.)

A practical and thorough treatise covering every phase of Typewriting Work and
qualifying operators for the most technical positions. Enthusiastically praised where-
ever used. Published in three editions of which one conforms to each standard machine.

MODERN BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE.
F. M. ERSKINE. (One volume, zellum, 175 pages.)

A comprehensive work devoted to the writing of business letters, including
voluminous exercises in word study, synonyms, punctuation, ad writing, etc. Designed
to increase vocabulary, correct expression, and aid the use of the right w^ord in

speech and writing.

SPECIAL EXAMINATION PRICES quoted to teachers who wish to examine these books with a
view to their adoption.

WHOLESALE PRICES UPON APPLICATION

THE BOBBS-MERRILL COMPANY : PUBLISHERS : INDIANAPOLIS

/^'

FACTS and FIGURES
Chartier«Qregg Shorthand Contest

at Jersey City, N. J.

OFFICIAL REPORT
DRAKE SCHOOL SPENCER SCHOOL

PUPIL
Aug. 29
Total
Words
Credited

End ol
Contest
Oct. 24
Tot«l
Words
Predited

PUPIL
Aug. 29
Total
Words

Credited

End ot

Tota'l
Words
Credited

Ada Munson--. 1 Clara Boorman!
Edith Evans.. Mildred Payne
Seville Smith-.

AnnaLohse -. f
4576 5121

Gladys Taylor-
^

E. Buermeyer. 4330 5293

Salome Tarr.-- A.Jarvis

J. W. Rush .... E. Decker

Examine the figures in the above report. Note that at the

end of four months. August 2i)th. the Gregg students were
(4.'j7G—4330) 24(1 words ahead, then look at the close of

the Contest, October 24th, when Chartier students were
(5293—5121 ) 172 words ahead. A clear gain for the Chartier

students in less than two months of (240 plus 172) 418 words
on the Gregg students. Think of it, 41.S words, a gain for each
Chartier student over the Gregg student of 09 2-3 words in two
months, August 29th to October 24th.

"Chartier Shorthan
has equally as great ad'
standard systems."— Ki

is so simple that a child can learn it. It

ntagesfrom the standpoint of view as other
man Business College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

^Z

FREE MAIL COURSE TO TEACHERS

SPENCER PUBLISHING CO.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

-.J^

e-
'-^

\r.

TBE DIUSSEIIQBII PDBLIGBTIOIIS

BUSINESS LETTER WRITING
One of the neatest and brightest little works
on Commercial Correspondence. Un-
like anything else published. Write for

sample pages. Single copy sent postpaid

for 50 cents.

NEW COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC

.\ hook of 479 pages, thoroughly covering the

subject- Copy sent postpaid for $2.00.

Practical Bookkeeping

Commercial Law

High School Bookkeeping

Business Speller

Trv a box of Musselman's Perfection Pens,

25 cents.

For full information and sample pages, write

D. L. PIDSSELinBN PDBLISBINe GODIPHNY

Quincy, Illinois
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MAIL COURSE
IN ACCOUNTING
AND AUDITING

BY R. J. BENNETT, C. A., C. P. A.

Principal Detroit Business University.

Certified Public Accountant.

A course of carefully graded lessons in Theory and Ac-

counts, Auditing, Business Law, Cost Accounting,

Corporation Organization and Practical Accounting.

together with numerous sidelight and specialties pertaining

to the accountancy profession. The course is thorough,

authoritative and complete, and prepared with the assistance

of Certified Public Accountants and Lawyers. It will bear

the closest inspection, and any person who is anxious to ad-

vance cannot afford not to take the course.

Every commercial teacher should aim to improve himself

in auditing and accounting and thereby increase his money-

making ability. We can prepare you for a first-class postion.

• We prepare candidates for C. P. A. examination in any

state.

Sena /or outline oj course ana special rates.

R. J. BENNETT, C. P. A.
15 WUoox St., Detroit, MIoh.

Gillott s Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN, No. 1

I LOTTS
I

'•ffYii''ir'=iiir

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No, 604 E. F

Gillolt's Pens have for seventy-tive years stood the
most exacting tests at the hands of Professional and
Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, but never
equalled. Gillott's Pens still stand in the front rank, as
regards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

Joseph Gillott (Si Sons
ALFRED FIELD <tL CO.. Sole Agents

93 Chambers St NEW YORK

u
FOB T«E

V

Are you prepared to meet the demand for

(""The Shorthand of the English Speaking People"—Guilbert F'itman.)

•

If not, let us explain how you can INSURE SUCCESS with little

effort or cost.

Write us ISOW—before it Is too late. All correspondence confidential.

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
Chicago New York

(^ X ^'^^<'' <^''J^ '^ ^'l^^^f^^.J/''' >-J.-"-</''y/tfr ^/y^ y^'/^^ /// yj /.r J//to/// f/.^.^//^ ^^//^/)>/^.JJ ff^r/atYz/i-/ J^ J
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SvMMER, Training School
F'or TesicKers of SKortHand arvcl Type^ivriting

^C^/d-C^^C^

(Headquarters for Gregg Shorthand and Rational Typewriting)

CHicagOt 111.

A practical course of training in the most approved methods of teach-

ing Qregg Shorthand and touch typewriting as developed by Mr.
John Robert Qregg.

During the summer the convention of the Qregg Shorthand Association will be held

Write for Particulars, cAddress, Gregg School
OR

THE GREGG
Chicago

PUBLISHING COMPANY
New York

$150 for 15c
Sounds Like a Gold Brick Game.

But it isn't.

Listen and 1 will tell you. It is a little book
entitled

"Heart to Heart Talks with

the Office Assistant,"

and it is crowded from cover to cover with just

those things that every young man and young
woman should know who wants to make good in

an office. You cannot get this information in

school, and a business man will not tell you until

he is ready to fire you, because he thinks you
ought to know. This little book tells, in plain lan-

guage, how to avoid the small mistakes that lead

to failure, and it tells it from the business

man's standpoint. It is worth a hundred and fifty

dollars, or more, to any ambitious boy or girl, but

it costs just 15c. It will save you many a heart-

ache, put new life into you, and if you follow its

teachings your advancement will be swift and

sure. No circulars.

Send 15 cents today.

E. D. SNOW HORNELL,
New York.

Rock Isi,..\nd, III., Feb. 20. 1909.

Messrs. Zaner & Bloser,

CoLu.MBus, Ohio.

Gentlemen : —For many years I taught
jienmanship without a text of any kind, writing
all copies on the board. I believed then that

the results obtained were all that could be de-

sired. However, since I began to use "The
Zaner Method of Arm Movement Writing Com-
pendium " three years ago, I have been agree-
ably surprised to find that, with the use of this

ptnmansphip text, good writers can be turned
out in one-half the time required before. And
it is but natural after all. The pupil has before
him constantly the inspiration of good copies,

not only in the school room but also when he

is practicing in his private room. I must say
that in many cases the results have been re-

markable.

I shall certainly continue to use " The
Zaner Method of Arm Moveriient Writing" in

my writing classes, for in my opinion there is

no better text.

Wishing you success, I remain,

Sincerel}' x'ours,

C. L. Kr.^ntz,
For eleven (11) years with

.\ugustana Business College.

.-/ v.
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A Clean Sweep for the

"New Typewriting*
Professional and Amateur Contests Won by

Advocates of CHARLES E. SMITH'S

*' Practical Course in Touch Typewriting''

At the National Business Show, Madison Square Garden,

New York: October 23. 190.S, Miss Rose L. Fritz demon-

strated her supremacy over all competitors by again win-

ning the Silver Trophy (value |1,000); Leslie H. Coombes

won the Gold Medal and Title of Champion Typewriting

Amateur, and Miss Celia Shaurauth beat the one-year

record by seven words a minute.

THE REASON
The reason of the phenomenal success of "A Practical

Course" rests mainly in the scientific and pedagogical way

in which the student advances while mastering the key-

board. The strong fingers are not strengthened at the ex-

pense of the weaker fingers; neither are the weak fingers

wearied with drills in advance of their more nimble broth-

ers. All the fingers are trained all the time, with due

consideration for the strength and suppleness of each.

The student goes from the known to the unknown, the line

of least resistance being followed throughout, so that he

acquires the ability to write by touch almost before he

knows it. This method has been one of the funda-

mental factors in producing all of the most rapid

and accurate typists of the present day.

The following typewriting records are now held by advo-
cates of Charles E. Smith's method as presented in "Pk.^c-

TicAL Course in Touch Typewriting." and all are writers

of ISAAC PITMAN SHORTHAND.

WORLD'S RECORD
Word's per Minut

ROSE L. FRITZ . World's Champion . . 99
L.H. COOMBES . . Amateur Champion . 75
CELIA SHANRAUTH One-year Champion . 59
ELSIE SCOTT . . School Champion . . 52
JOSEPHINE KROEPLIN

Minimum-time Champion . 34

In these contests five words are ileducted for every error.

In the Amateur Contest, October 20, 1908, Madison

Square Garden, Miss Celia Shanrauth established a new

record by writing at a net speed of 59 words a minute,

after .")0i weeks' school-time. Miss Josephine Kroeplin

made the remarkable record of 84 words, net, per minute,

after three months and 2.S days of school-time.

What the World's Champion Says:

"I am pleased to state that I consider A Practical Course

in Touch Typewriting' the best typewriting instruct-

ion book that I have seen. The exercises are ex-

cellent and have helped me wonderfully in working

up speed. The whole course is very interesting from the

beginning and it cannot but produce the best results in the

shortest time. I attribute my success in typewriting in a

large measure to the assistance given me by Mr. Smith, the

author of tbe book, and I am sure anyone who uses it

will be more than pleased with the results.—Rose L.

Fri/z, '/'he World's C/iaii/pto// fyfisl.

What the Amateur Champion Says:

"I belie\'e it is the best system of typewriting ev.er de-

vised. The lessons are so arranged that they not only

keep up the interest but compel the enthusiasm

of the student from beginning to end. It would be a

revelation to typists who have learned by some

of the other methods to see the gain in the skillful manipu-

lation of the typewriter which would come to them merely

from working through the first twenty budgets of ' \ Prac-

tical Course.' They would then be loud in their praises of

what has so aptly been called the 'New Typewriting."

—

Leslie H . Coombes, Amateur Championship Typist.

Sixth Edition Now Ready, Price 50c, Ciotli 75c
Published for Single and Double Keyboard, also for the Oliver.

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, 31 Union Square, New York
I

"Couise in Isaac Pitman Shorthand." $1 .50
Publishers of I "Style Book of Business English/ ' 7 5c

I "Book of Homonyms, " 7Sc
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THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR
Entered at Columbua, O., Poat Office as 2nd Class Matter

C. p. Zaner.
E. W. Bloser, Busii

Editor
i Manager

Published Monthly (except July and AuRust) by
Zaner & Bloser, 118 N. High St., Columbus, O , as
follows : Teachers' Professional Edition, $1 iXI a
Year (Foreign Subscriptions 30 cents extra : Cana-
dian Subscriptions 20 cents extra). Students' Pen
manship Edition, 75 cents a Year (Foreign Sub-
scriptions 20 cents extra : Canadian Subscriptions
10 cents extra.)

R.emi|-tan<'es should be made by Money Order
or Bank Draft, or by currency at sender's risk.
Stamps accepted. If personal checks are sent, add
20 cents for collection fee.

Two Edli-ions. The Teachers' Professional
Edition contains 4H or more pages, twelve pages of
which are devoted to Accounting, Finance, Mathe-
matics, English, Law, Typewriting, Advertising,
Conventions, etc., and Departments specially suited
to the needs of teachers, principals and proprietors.
The Students' Penmanship Edition contains 36

pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,
less the twelve pages devoted to commercial sub-
jects. This edition is specially suited to students in
Commercial. Public and Private schools, and con-
tains all of the Penmanship, Engrossing, Pen Art,
and Lesson features of the Professional Edition.

The Business Educator is devoted to the pro-
gressive and practical interest of Business Educa-
tion and Penmanship A journal whose mission is

to dignify, popularize, and improve the world's
newest and neediest education. It purposes to in-
spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, and to
further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-
ness education.

Change of Address. If you change your ad-
dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as
the new address We lose many journals each issue
through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to forward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

Subscribers. If we do not acknowledge receipt
of your subscription, kindly consider first copy of
the journal you receive as sutficient evidence that
we received your subscription all right. If you do
not receive your journal by the 10th of each month.
please notil

Advertising Rates furnished upon application.
The Business Educator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the
most intelligent and well-to-do amonp those inter-
ested in business education and penmanship in the
United Jjtates, Canada, England, and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among

college proprietors, teachers and pupils.busi]
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of High Schools, Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among office workers, home
students, etc.

Rates to Teachers, Agents, and CInb
Rafsers sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or many
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished to secure
subscriptions.

THE TIMES.

"Well, how are the times with you
this year?" has not been an unusual
salutation question when friends
meet, or even strangers chancing in

the same direction or awaiting some
train.

And the answers have not been the
same by any means. The proprietor
of one exclusive shorthand school re-

cently said: "Never had so large a
school as now." Another proprietor
of a similar school in a city similar in

size and location said: "Our school
is very poor and has been for a year."
Business schools in the same cities

were similarly situated : one had
fifty pupils more than ever before,
antj the other fifty less. And so it

seems to have been the country over.
Some localities have suffered much
more than others.
Coal communities, whether minin.g

or consuming, have felt the times se-

riously, and some manufacturing
communities and business schools
have fared accordingly, but on the
whole, we think to a less degree than
business concerns. Due to the fact

that many young people have gone to

school because they could not find

desirable employment. In schools
of this class, the attendance has been
good but the collections slow.
But now that business seems to be

gradually regaining its lost grip, we
may reasonably assume that schools,

too, will begin to feel the effects of

improvement, as concerns finances.

And we sincerely hope that the

school world will from this on, all

along the line, gradually regain the
lost attendance and collect back tui-

tion.

We dare say that business school
proprietors have borne the depres-
sion with as much cheer and little

kicking as any other line, which indi-
cates that we are not "knockers."
And in and through it all The Busi-

.N'Kss Educator has been supported
and clubbed as never before, for
which, of course, we are very grate-
ful. As a consequence we shall en-
deavor to show our appreciation by
increasing our hustle to put out a
better journal than ever before.

.\DVERTISING IN THE BUSINESS
EDUCATOR PAYS.

M. A. .\dams, proprietor of the Ma-
rietta, O., Commercial College, who
has been advertising in our columns
for some months past, wrote us un-
der the date of March 8th as follows:
"1 have received more calls for work
that I advertise to do by mail from
The Business Educator than any
other two magazines. So I believe
that The Business Educator has a
large and extensive circulation and
reaches the best class of people in

the United States."

Other advertisers are reporting
similar results. Unquestionably,
The Business Educator is one of
the best advertising mediums in the
field, and this is the reason why those
who give our columns a thorough
trial, as a rule remain with us from
month to month.

tr-

3u5t 5cn6 ow \\\<i Club. VOa nccb it in our
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SUCCESSLETS
FOP AMBITIOUS YOUMG PEOPLE

E. D, SNOW, Principal,

Maple Cif-y Business Seiiool, Morne.ll. N. Y.

==^

J
BELIEVE IN YOUR TRUE SELF.

Nothing is impossible to the person
who has the courage to try for it. A
well planned campaign, followed by
"keeping everlastingly at it" will

surely bring success. Not for a day,

month or year, but for life—that and
that alone is the stick-to-it-ive-ness

that wins out. Do not grit your
teeth and grimly stick to it, but smile

and joyously move toward your goal.

"Love makes the world go round,"
whether in social or business life and
the person who learns to love his

work—its plannings and executions-
has a firm grip on success every time.

Millions of people are good plan-

ners—for themselves and others—but
they lack the love of work that would
make their dreams come true; they

are just what the world calls "quit-

ters."

Millions of others work 12, 16, 18

hours a day—but have no plans ex-

cept for the moment's enjoyment.

Both of these classes are good wish-

ers. The first class wishes for execu-
tive ability that the world might
wonder at, admire and enjoy the crea-

tions of their mind. The second
class wishes for sufficient imagina-
tion to plan out beautiful, practical

things that their irresistible energy
would soon make real.

It seems to be human nature to

imagine that had we been born at a

different period or in a different en-

vironment that things would have
been so different and success much
easier of achievement. We forget

that this has been the attitude of

mankind during all ages.

As we read the lives of successful
men and women of today we long for

the opportunities which they had,
and wish that we might read their

minds so that we could discover the
apparently secret formula that made
them what they are.

Listen! I will tell you the secret.

They believed in themselves. They be-

lieved that the Infinite Mind that
made them a living sensient being
did not limit them to a bare joyless ex-

istence. They believed that the Mind
that could create them and keep them
without a consciousthoughtof theirs,

was unlimited in His power and love

of creation, and that He would flow

into and make breathing entities of
their loftiest thoughts. Such a belief

illuminates the whole world and
makes possible the fulfillment

of one's most cherished dreams.
To such a person there is no past,

no future ; only here and now,
with an intense love to actualize

the wonderful opportunities that
come crowding in from every direc-

tion.

Know this, that mankind is so
closely related that one cannot love
without being loved. That he cannot
benefit others without being greatly
benefited.

Every successful person of today
was at onetime called visionary, fool,

lunatic, blockhead, until he had
made good his own estimate of him-
stlf and then he was pointed out as a
genius.

Revise your opinion of yourself and
remember that the Supreme Intelli-

gence that has flowed into the minds
of men and women and made them
great in history, stands ready to do
even greater things for you, and
through you for all humanity.

It matters not where you live or
your station in life, the Infinite Mind
is no respecter of persons, and is

omnipresent, and the person who be-
lieves will always find that the next
step ahead is half taken.
You can make your loftiest ideals

come true. You cannot accomplish
this by just merely wishing; wishing
that you were someone else or that
some good fairy would come along
and do your work for you and wake
you up when it is completed.
Hard work will not alone place you

at the top of your chosen profession
or vocation. A person might saw
and hammer for years and not build

a presentable house; he must have a
plan; must know just what he is go-
ing to do and how to make every
stroke count. And so must you plan
out your work if you do not wish to
waste your effort. And remember
this, a person is not only the "archi-
tect" of his own fortune, but he is

the builder as well.

There is an awful lot of drivel doled
out to aspiring people. They are told
that those who wish to achieve emi-
nence in the line that they have chos-
en must be born that way. Just as if

the Supreme Being were limited in

any way. Just as if He cannot flow
into and make real the loftiest
thoughts which man is capable of
conceiving.

I tell you that if you believe in your
true self and plan out and work for
great things, instead of indulging in

mere wishes, you will surely accom-
plish your desires.

Every normal, healthy person has
an ambition to be something more
than he now is. He wants to forge
to the front in some particular line,

but he doesn't know how to go about
developing his latent resources, and
he hesitates about asking any of his

friends for advice for fear they may
laugh at him, or consider him weak-
minded for harboring such high and
seemingly unattainable ambitions.
Everyone is quick to acknowledge

a success, but how few are willing to

encourage you to step out and be-
yond your present circumscribed life,

and fewer still are there who are com-
petent to show you how to lift your-
self to a higher plane of life and en-
joyment.
Many good people attempt to en-

courage others, but generally close
by saying that if you have "genius"
you can succeed, and if you do not
possess "genius" you might as well
not try. This brand of encourage-
ment always acts as a wet blanket
around one's cherished ambitions
because one always wonders if he pos-
sesses the latent ability that will

enable him to make real all of the

beautiful things he has dreamed of or

desires.

Let me tell you that if you really de-

sire to better your condition; to know
more so that you may enjoy more,
that there is no seeming obstacle be-

tween you and the coveted position in

life that you caimot surmount, pro-

viding 3'ou carefully plan out your
work and keep persistently at it.

Remember, every deep-seated de-

sire is rooted in the latent ability to

make it real.

^
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Well said, well done, too, by G. S. Henderson. From Wilson's Modern Business College Catalog, Seattle, Wn. Mr. J. P. Wilson, the
proprietor, lias for many years been recognized as one of our best penmen.
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Lessons in Business Writing No. 2
S. E. LESLIE.

PENMAN, EASTMAN COLLEGE, POUOMKEEPSIE. N Y.

Subscribers' writing criticised free. Send Specimens to Mr. Leslie at above address, inclos-

ing a self-addressed postal, and your criticism will reach yoii long before it could possibly

appear in the B. E.

J
Preliminary Instructions.

1 am certainly pleased to have so many young people following my course and to receive so many fine specimens. It is always a pleasure to look

these over, aM<l 1 hope my criticisms will be helpful. I fear, however, that some are not following the copies ftr instructions as closely as they should,

so I am going to scold just a little at the beginning of this lesson. When I receive a large number of specimens within a week or ten days after The
Business Educator has been issued, I know that you have not had time enough to practice the copies as carefully as you should. I have received

quite a number of specimens where words have been mispelled regardless of the correct spelhng in the copy. 1 cannot understand this, especially if

you have the copy before you when you practice. Now I hope that you will do better in this respect, and that I may never receive another mis-spelled

worti during this course. You should not hurry through the work thoughtlessly in order to gel your specimens to me for criticism. Since I am sending
the critici.s7iis on postal cards, it makes no difference how late in the month the work re.iches me. Do not forget to enclose along with your practice

work, a self addressed postal on which 1 shall return my criticism to you.

Copy No. 46. This lesson contains eleven different capitals, all made with the same beginning stroke. It would be a very good plan to review

the movement exercises in Lesson No. 2, but if you already have a goof! movement it might be well to proceetl at once to the M. Many do not seem
to understand that the large letters at the beginning of each copy are for study only. Do not make these large forms but just study them. The down
strokes in the M should be retraced about half their length. Note the rinishiTig stroke. Lift the hand from Ibe i)aiier while it is moving.

Copy No. 47. If you have mastered the M you will have very little trouble with this copy. Do not neglect to practice the retraced letters. This is

very import.ant and trains yitu in making them all the same size. On not make the Iteginning loops too large. Make fifty letters per minute.

^ ^^ ^^^ ^/7 ^n^ ^/

Copy No. 48. The Q is formed like a large figure 2. The small looj) on the base Inie is the si dithcult part of this letter.

-.!S»«^C=^ '='<^^ <^<C^ iS^'CJ^ &<.^ -^L^ <::»<_> ^*C^ ^<_>' o"^
^ ^ ^ ^ tf^ '^ ^

Copy No. 4i). The V begins exactly like the Q, bul a different turn is made at the base line. The last part of this letter is made about two-thirds

as high as the first part. Von will also note that the finishing stroke is precisely like the tlnishing stroke in the A which you practiced in Lesson No. 1.

Watch your position and use iilcnty of movement.

Copy No. 50. The first stroke in the W is the same as the first stroke in the M. The last part of the letter while rather <lifricult is similar to the

small t which is generally used in finishing words. Make these letters at the rate of fifty per minute to start with.
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Copy Xo. 51. I consider the X one of the most difflcult letters in this Lesson, and while it is not used a great deal everyone who pretends to

write at all should be able to make it well. The letter is made by joining two different strokes. You may find it difficult to always make these letters meet

just right, but practice it verj" carefully.

^. ^Y ^ ^ ^ ^ '^
^ JZ> U^ ^^Ly 'Uy' ^ij' ^Ly U^

2y ^:^^ ."O .^ .2:^ :-?-' .?^

CoFV No. 5a. 1 have found it quite ditliculi tu make two \"s exactly alike, Init 1 do nut w ish to disinuraae ynu. 1 just w^uil toicll you that

have a diflicult letter before you. and want to iirjje you to practice it all the mcirc diligently. Study the large forniN. nhservinp that the last jiarl is t

thirds as high as the first.

7^ "h 'h^ T T y T ^ T
y 7- ir 'y T 7~ 7- y T T

Copy No. 53. In making the retraced H the first letter in each case should be made rather slowly, ^ini tnust remember. '.however, that they

shiiidd not be drawn but WTitten with an easy movement. The two strokes in the H are made the same height.

% 7^ ^ y y % 9y % %^ %
Copy No. 54. While the first stroke of the K is like that nfthe H, ymi will lind the sei-oiid stroke one of the most difficult strokes iti writi!

This stroke is joined to the first stroke by a small loop in tlic center. If you find this letter very ihltiicill. do not leave it because of that fact but [ir

tice it all the more carefully.

A
Copy No. 55. It wouhl be well before lieuiiinuit; serious iMactlie on tlii.M.o|)> . lo rcvit-w the straiwlil line exercise three spaces liisib. Tin

down stroke in the loop of the Y is very clirticiilt .inrl re(|iiires lots of movement. The fart above the base line is exactly like tliel'. Keep the i

stroke in the Y as straight as possible.

^/ ^j ^y '^/ ^/
/ / ¥^ ¥ ^ # ^

Copy No. 56. The Z has a small loop on the base line like the Q. but yon will tiiul the looii below the line tjiiite ilitflcult. He sure to keep

the two parts of this letter on the same slant. The tendency in inakinii^ the ^' and 7. is to set the loops loo lonj;. The> should not be made so long

that they interfere with writing on the line below.

(f ^ ^ CT) '^ '^ (^O^'^^

Copy No. 57. In this copy we have a review of all the capital letters given in this 1?sson together with the small letters given in previous lessons.

This is undoubtedly the most valuable copy in the Lesson, and I hope to receive some very excellent work on this copy for criticism. Make your let-

ters the same size as those given in the copy. If you have some time before you receive the next copy of The Bl'.siness Educator, you might re-

view all of the movement exercises which you have had. in preparation for the small loop letters which will be given next month.
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Lessons in Business Writing

Penman, Blair Bu»tness College, Spokane, Wn.

Subscribers' writing criticised free. Send Specimeiis to Mr. Berl<man at above address, inclosing a

self-atldressed postal, an^l \-our critirisni will reach yt»u long before it'ccmld possible appear in the B. E. J
Lesson Seventy-one

Goodmoming! Glad to see you. How are you this morning? .-Ml ready for the KoJl Call, please. Annie (present), Billy (present), Celia (here),

David (present), Edith (herei. Flora (here), Grace (presentl, Harry i present i, Irene i present), James ;i present), Katie (herel, Laura (herel. Glad to

know thatall are present today. That's just what business men admire -regularity, punctuality, "there!" \'i>w for careful, thoughtful, intelligent

practice on names from A to Z.

Lesson Seventy-two

The afternoon class will be composed of Marie, Neola, Oscar, Peter, Queen, Reece. Susie, L'nali. \'iola. Xenia, "i'oung and Zaner. Now, just because
your name is near the end of the list, don't think for a minute that "you" are at the "foot of the the class." i Hope the Editor won't read this.) Most of

these names can be written without raising the pen—that is joining the small letter to capital. Try it I .\nd there'll be many students, who'll "wake up"
and tind that the\' ha\e mf>re skill up their slet-\e than they will ever be able to utilize.



Lesson Seventy-three

The ruiininehanil is ;i favorite style amoiiK ijemneii

execution—the long, slender upward curves, and sliort do
when once mastered. It doesn't take as much concentratK

i really the
1 strokes— it iz\

. of ertort, thou

...^st popular style kiio'ftii for cofre

.•es the ni\iscles of the arm a rest,

jht, and preciseness as ordinary wr

oiulence purposes, etc. By its ease in

t is. perhai)s, the easiest style to write

1 practice the following names of Citie

Lesson Seventy-four

think where they are located, in what State, in what part, and what it is noted for. tJf course the

ou are in Rome, as the saving goes—"Do what the Romans do" an . .

learn penmanship, you nuist 'think penmanship, talk penmanship, practice penmanship.ain" tliought"s'ho'uld be"penmanship practice." 'when you are in Rome, as the saying goes-';Dow_hat_the Romans do''^ami^when you pracj^ice__pe^^^^

anship-"Do what the best penmen do." If you want to

Itogether too many "want to he's" in this world already.

Lesson Seventy-five

board! for Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New York, Omaha, Portland, Quincy, Rochester, Seattle, Toledo, I tica and, \ ancouver. By the way,

ivhaveeverlivedin,orvisited,Hveormoreofthecitiesjustnamed? It'll be understood, of course, that your City is it —but-there are

It would be a queer world if we'd all like the same thing, or things, and all live in the same place. Moral-(,et the best of each lesson, and

All aboard
how many
others. It would be a queer
leave the rest for others

Lesson Seventy-six

Just three names in this lesson. That doesn't mean less work. Write and arrange the names .so they will look well on the page. These names

may be rather difficult, at first on account of the leng_th. It'll bea pretty good test of vour pereevera,jce. D^d you ever^top \oJI"' ,„"i!,^^^""^,^ "!?th
there are in the world who "begin.things" and how fe'R- stay with it long enough to see and know what succe.ss really looks like. In short-"stay wi
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Lesson Seventy-seven

Here is a common form for a Receipt. Learn to write a Receipt, if you have not already done so. Punctuate carefuUy-and remember alwaysARM MOVEMENT. Test yourself by writing a Receipt on a blanlj sheet of paper and then compare it with the form given herewith, or submit it to
others fur exaniniatioii and cnticism. Just so ifs dotie in a business-like way and meets tlie approval of liusv office workers.

-cp-ii^'C^t^t.yL^

Lesson Seventy-eight

The vowels
ist Uieful—bu
ve it the time and attention it de

II. 11 and sometimes y^ are used more than any other letters. .\ 11 words contain one iir more vowels. Therefore they are the
most Uieful-but invariably

, are^ written niore carlessly than Ihe other letters. This lesson will be an excellent drill on these important letters— if you'll
erves. Turti tlie pas;e half-way around and pnictice, placing a letter on each line on your paper or between lines,

Lesson Seventy-nine

Common form of Note. Note the difference betweeen a Note and a Receipt. I.earn i

1 be able to write the correct form for a Receipt. Note. Check. Draft and otherconimun,
clean ahead of you."

inly the form. Iiut the wording as well. Every one ought
imercial pajiers. In fact you'll have to or others will get

exj^ecti

ere lony

Lesson Eighty.

iitcnce will be hailed with delis;ht by ambitious students; others won't like it. The ambitious > ouiig men and women of totlay will be the in-

en and women of tomorrow. .Vnd tliat doesn't include the "dreamers" and "waiting for something to turn up" class either. And if you are

1 CertiHcate to "turn up" some of these days, without your having earned it by hard faithful work, some one, no doubt, will be disappointed
Here's my hand for the worker and my boot for the swell hea(|.
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Rv A. M. Toler. Penman in IVIrCann's Business College. Mahanov Citv. Pa

-C.

^(A^ <^.

A fonr-niniiths' pupil's work in tlie National Business College. Knanoke. \a.
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This niTcscntN th.- result (if a lesson as reportcil herewith siiveii by A. B. Curtis. Keunian Mhiueaijolis. Miiiu.. Business Cnneu'c

An abbreviated stenographic report of tlie penmanship lesson given Feb. 11, to a class of over one hundred students.

DIRECTED BY A. B. CURTIS, PENMAN,

MINNEAPOLIS BUSINESS COLLEf.E.

Preliminary Work—Turn your books and write across the page on which you wrote yesterday. Begni at the top. on the left side. Take the di-

rect oval. Do not write too fast nor too slow. The first thing in mind is position, always! Make your work as neat as possible. iCoiuiting). Take the

curved upward .itroke for a short time-the first stroke of the capital ''G". Get plenty of curve in this stroke. Write. iCounting). Plenty of curve

!

Carefully! (Counting). Make the upw.ard stroke, as before. Add the direct oval at the toi, niakiii;; it alxuit two-thirds of the way to the baseline.

ilUustratingt. This way again. The last part of the "G" is made witli a straight line: coming one-lialf way up the oval, shiii. reverse the motion to the

baseline. Watch carefully. Study your fortns. Ready, write.

Lesson Proper.

11. and >(iuwill have a good letter. Write the capital "G" in the first

i\ . In the four narrow i-ohinnis at the right of the page, write the figure

jurcs. p:nd with a lit; ht .lowiiwaril stroke. Place two figures in each

i! iCountingi. Turn \ our books and write across the lines under the

disjoining the letters. ( )ne letter to each count. iCountingl. Turn
iTote crosswise under the figures. Coiuuct the letters with a slightly

Turn to a clean page. Notice the points to which 1 have called your attt

four narrow columns at the left. One letter to each count. (Counting i. Th
"ti". (Notice the COP51. The figure "U" is made a little taller than the otli

column. Write, beginning m the ruled lines the top. Don't forget por

capitals. Leave the ruled' lines blank. Write one small "g" in each s|>:

your books around and write on the line, beginning before the first line yi

curved stroke. Now pupils, it is necessary ti> follow the instruction and blackboard corrections absoluteh . 1 cannot give individual instruction, and it is

not necessary. Turn your books and write across this exercise. Let us write a little faster this time. Ready. In the first i\ide column at the top of the

page, in the ruled;iines, write the word"gain"twice. Be neat. Skip one line under the smaH"g"exercise and fill this column. I will count for you(g-a-i-n,

etci. In the center wide column, in the ruled lines, write, "ginger" and "go." Just put a little "ginger" into your work. Skip one line below the ex-

ercise work and fill the center wide column, (Counting!. In the ruled lines at the top of the third wide column write the words, "going" and "gone."

.Always ha\e yonrliooks and pens ready for work before class. Close your ink wells; class excused.

The accompanying cut was written by one of the pupils while in class. ( lur papers are 8x10 I -2 anil are rule.l with lines as indicated besides the or-

dinary riiliiiK.
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Pupil. Minneapolis. Minn.. Business College. .' A. Buell and A. B. Curtis. Penmen.

By Anna A. Knight, Pupil Bliss CoUegre, Lewiston. Me.. Robcpe C. Hayne^jPenman.

P/^ /^^.
By C. K. Ziilauf, Penman m Scranton, Pa., Commerrial Institute

By F. B. Courtney, Cedar Kapids. la.. Business Culleye
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Mis& L.iuri< Jatie Breckenridge. whose portrait

appears above and whose black-boarti writing
appears herewith, together wilh the work of one
of her pupils, is at the present a second grade
teacher in Lafayette. Ind.. Public Schools,
where her work is appreciated for its high qual-
ity.

After completing the work in her home school
at Lafayette, she attended the Cook Co.. Nor-
mal. Bayview, Mich., summer school and Mar-
tha's \'ineyard summer school.

Fcir some time she has been giving her atten-
tion to penmanship for the purpose of cjualifv-
ing as a supervisor. With that in view she se-
cured special attention of Prof . J. H. Bachten-
kircher, under whom she has been doing work
forsome years, and the last year she attended
the Zanerian.
Her pupils are <!oing usually high grade work

in other lines as well as in penmanship, such
as weaving, sewing, painting, etc. Her success
has been far above the average and we predict
that as a supervisor she will achieve success, as
she possesses those qualities of leadership.
which are essential for inspiring others to
higher and more efficient effort. In luoi she
was elected Grand Matron of the order of the
Eastern Star forthe State of Indiana.

School room and black-board scenes. Miss Breckinridge, Lafayette, Tnd. See accompanying
sketch.

.^—
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By Master Paul Grady, Second Grade, Lafayette, Ind., Miss Laura Jane Breckinridge, teaclier: Mr. J. H. Bachtenkercher, supenisor.
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EDITOR 5 PAGE—PENMANSHIP EDITION
A Forum for the Expression of Convictions delating to Methods of Teaching and the Art of Writing

OUR PLATFORM : FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FifeST TO FINISH

J
METHOD VS. SYSTEM.

The conventional copy-book is "on

its last pegs," and it is literally

"down and out" in the most progres-

sive and practical communities.

Why?
Simply and almost solely because

it presented but half of the essential

whole of the art of writing. It pre-

sented the form or mental half only;

The movement or manual half was

omitted and ignored.

And the matter of form was not in-

frequently put up to the pupil with-

out method of presentation on the

part of the teacher or of acquisition

on the part of the pupil; it was us-

ually merely a matter of slavish imi-

tation sometimes brutal in its crude-

ness and cramptness. It was simply

a case of a system of letter forms -vith-

out a pedagogical plan of acquiring

them practically.

The teacher was relieved of the

knowledge and skill concerning the

teaching and learning of writing, and

the books failed to present a graded

series of exercises to develop the

manual part of letter construction.

Absence of exercises and methods of

instruction were the chief faults and

consequent failure of the copy-book.

And in passing let it be understood

that it was not the fault of the form

of the book but of the nature of work
in it and the absence of method back

of it that lead to its undoing.

The needs of the day, then, are im-

proved methods of teaching writing

and the presentation and practice of

exercises in connection with the letter

forms. Not a new tangled fad of

slant or system, but a sensible meth-
od of instruction on the part of the

teacher and of efficient practice on
the part of the pupil.

Writing, not script drawing is the

modern need. Intelligent teaching
must supercede side-stepping indif-

ference, and intelligent practice will

then take the place of slavish script

drawing.

A WORD TO STUDENTS ABOUT
LEARNING TO WRITE.

Much time, effort and paper are

worse than wasted by pupils of writ-

ing by indifferent observation, inat-

tention to details and impatience.

We shall endeavor here to point out

a few things the student should do if

he desires to learn the best possible

hand in the least possible time.

The first essential is to "drink in"

all your teacher has to say about the

copy you are about to practice. If no

instruction is given by your teacher,

but criticisms instead, then study

carefully your text to find what it

says about the copy to be practiced.

Next, examine critically the copy so

that you may know just what you are

attempting to make. Know its chief

or essential features, and then strive

to reproduce them.

Pay special attention to any criti-

cism your teacher may make or any
suggestion he may offer. For con-

structive criticisms are the essense of

instruction and should be carefully

digested and followed.

Above all things practice systemat-

ically. Fill line after line orderly, so

that when the page is completed,

even though the work in detail may
be faulty, it will appear good as a

whole.
Be sure your pen, ink and paper

are such as to enable you to produce
good results. Keep the ink free-

tlowing, the pen unclogged and the

paper free from finger prints.

"Mix brains with your ink" is an
old saying but a good one just the

same. Therefore study quite as much
as you practice. Stop frequently to

discover your weak places. Then
wade in to strengthen them. Failure

cannot follow such procedure.

Remember that it is not so much
talent as intelligent application that

tells in learning to write. Therefore
resume your practice with more criti-

cal observation and more determined
will, and improvement will soon be
noted.

Keep up the patient, persevering
practice and a good handwriting will

be yours for life. And like a good
wife it will serve you faithfully, ever

ready to help when in need.

Those who are in the Lead, in the Dif-

ferent Berkman Contests, at the

Present Time.

1. F. B. Evans, Des Moines, la.

2. Helen Cunningham, St. Mary's
Monroe, Mich.

,S. Benj. F. Quisenberry, Berea, Ky.
\. Can't report.

.5. D. L. M. Raker, Harrisburg, I'a.

IMr. Alton H. Perry
Mrs. Florence L. Warman

Married
Thursday, March 11. 1909

Brockport, New York
[Mr. Perry is Treas. and Prin. of tlie Martin

ihool. Pittsliurtr. I'a.

I
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Devoted to the Best Interests of Business Educat
are cordially invited to enter the Arena of Publicity to
Editor and Publishers reserve the right to reject any coi
pressed in these columns. They believe a journal of this cla
reasonably expect respectful attention and liberal space. Y.

harvest is sure. We hope that neither timidity on your part
public. Let us hear from you whenever the spirit of good w

,d Dedicated to the Expression of Conscientious Opinions upon Topics Related thereto. You
5 those things uppermost in the public mind, or of which there seems to be most need. The

;ion they see tit. Nor do they desire to be understood as endorsing all of the opinions ex-
id calibre is in part a public institution, and a vehicle in which the professional public may
bought plant-s may here find soil for propagation, and if rightly'used and cultivated, a rich
an editoral frost on our part, may be responsible for anything good failing to reach the
air play or originality strikes you. We await your contributions with cordial anticipation.

CUT-RATE TUITION.

"Anybody can cut prices, but it

TAKES brains TO MAKE A BETTER
article"—THE PHILISTINE.

If we have nature fakirs in our
profession they exist under the guise
of tuition cutters. Substituting the

fake for the real in the (uni natural
history world is no worse, if as bad,
as substituting cut for living rates

in tuition. For cut-rate tuition in

these days of rising prices can mean
but one thing which is ruin to the

cutter (proprietor) including the cut-

tee (student). The profession is in-

jured just the same as the innocent
public when capital and labor lock

horns.

Some one has said that "War is

hell," we'll go further than that and
say that the cause of war is hell.

Not long since a number of schools
in a school-burdened city combined
and began to cut rates against two or

three who did not respond to the "in-

vite" to "jine the aggregation." As
a consequence var was proclaimed.
Is it difficult to imagine which will

think "war is hell" before peace is

restored?

In these days of rising prices, in-

creased cost of living, multiplied de-

mands, and higher requirements, the

question is not one of rate-cutting
but rate-raising. Only the short-

sighted, irresponsible, unprofession-
al can argue to the contrary. Are
j'o// going to let some unscrupulous,
cheap-skate, cut-rate fellow dictate

the terms you shall make for your in-

tellectual wares? If so then the con-
ditions in your city or in your mind
must be like unto war and a place
that they say is hotter than this.

We know something what it is to

have to compete with cheap tuition

and low subscription rates, but we
aim to lead in quality and of course
in price. For the latter is essential

in order to have the former. Teach-
ers, good teachers, cannot live on
wind. Living that is something bet-

ter than merely decent cannot now be
secured for the asking. Good rooms
cannot be rented for a song. Adver-
tising that is dignified cannot be had
for thirty cents. Then how can you
afford to cut rates?

Better abandon your city or the
profession than to cut rates. If you
are crowded to the point of tuition

reduction, or the alternative to starve,

sell or move; do one of the three
last named and thereby respect and
honor the profession. It's more hon-
orable in the long run to surrender
(even though humiliating at the time)

in the right than to make terms with
the devil by rate-cutting. For he
who once contracts the habit of cut-

ting rates rarely ever gets cured ex-

cept by failure.

Our experience and observation
during the past quarter century leads

us to conclude that the way of the

rate-cutter is hard and the wages are

death to nine out of ten who enter

therein.

If, because of partial success or

failure due to incompetency; hard
times; strong, shrewd or even un-
principled competition; or what not,

you are thinking of reducing the

price of your tuition, think several

times "/u'l'ee" before you do it. Then
before you do it don't do it at all.

Just emphasize a little harder, a

trifle more strenuously and simply a

little more sanely the advantages of

a commercial education, and the

thoroughness and superiority of your
school and courses, and success will

in all probability abide witlh thee ere

death does. Either that or quit be-

fore you cheapen yourself before

your fellows and before your own su-

perior self.

But a few years ago a young man
became involved in his endeavors to

conduct a small but first-class school
in an unappreciative locality near
which there was strenuous competi-
tion. He quit rather than sacrifice

principles, shouldered debts the law
would not have required and started

anew as a teacher. A letter just the
other day revealed the fact that he is

teaching in one of the finest schools
in the country (good salary, short

hours, high service) completing a

course in higher accounting, tutor-

ing at $4.00 a lesson, doing ex-

pert accounting Saturday's at $2.5.00

a day, and paying his assumed in-

debtedness. Does anyone think for a

moment he has "lost" anything by
his high-minded honesty? Instead,

he is doing better than if he had per-

severed against odds or cut rates.

And in a few years he will have risen

above financial worries and be recog-

nized a man and not a cut rate cheap
skate.

Cut rates? No, never. Sell or quit

and offer your services to some board
of education as head of their commer-
cial department before you enter the

pawn-shop of the business college

world. If you can't conduct a school,

try to teach one. Then if you fail,

try something you can do just as good
as or better than anyone else and
success will come your way if you de-

serve it. And there is enough of the

god -like in you to deserve and achieve

success if you but believe in your-

self and live up to your ideal.

Cut cigars and other unnecessary
expenses, economize where ever you
possibly can, but don't cut tui-

tion rates. Just a little more com-
mon sense and courage, and the

senseless act of tuition lowering will

be as unnecessary as it is unwise.

r '-"%

35n't it about time you're roritino; us u?t?at

you'b like to see in tt|e B. €. the coming year

ax(^ xv^io you'b like to see gipe it?

^. =^
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ACCOUNTANCY
R. J. BENNETT, C. A., C. P. A.,

Principal Def-rol)-, Midi., Busine.ss University.

=^

J
{Continued from March inimbfy.)

The Profit and Loss Account

Form 8. After the Manufacturing
and Trading Profits have been trans-

ferred to the credit side of the Profit

and Loss Account, it is then debited
with the remaining items of expendi-
ture and credited with the additional

items of income; the difference be-

tween the two sides, as it now stands,

will show a Net Profit or Net Loss for

the year. It is sometimes advisable
to divide even this portion of the
Profit and Loss Account into sections,

as for instance, when there are spe-

cial profits or losses arising from in-

vestments outside the business prop-
er, interest on capital or a Profit and
Loss balance from a previous year.

The profit or loss arising from the

legitimate business of the concern
during the business covered by the

statement should be shown distinctly
in any event; if any other Profits or
Losses are to be incorporated, this
should be done in a separate section
of the statement. The illustration
submitted (Form 8) shows the appli-
cation of this principle.

The unapportioned balance of the
net profit, as shown in form 8 is some-
times carried below on the credit
side. Another method would be to
carry it to the credit of Undivided
Profits Accounts ("since that is really
what it is) or even to the Surplus Ac-
count.

If the foregoing had been the Profit
and Loss account of a Partnership
business instead of a Company, the
last portion of the account would
have been modified to suit the condi-
tions. The debit side would show
apportionment of profits about as fol-

lows :

Interest (in C:ii)ital :

A. Brown S300
C. Davis +1)0

* 7(MI

Balance of Net I'rolits:

A. Brown 3-,'). 5,34ii

C. Davis 2-5 3.50(1
8,i)0(J

*!I,I5(1(I

The allociation of different items
of cost between the Manufacturing
and Trading and Profit and Loss Ac-
counts is not clearly defined in all

cases, since accountants do not al-

ways agree in the matter, and since
the circumstances in each case must
be considered in order to make the

proper disposition of charges. For
e.xample, discounts on sales or pur
chases, depreciation, rent, insurance,
bad debts, etc., are some of the items
that cause dispute. The reader, how-
ever, must use his best judgment at

all times, and be governed by the
conditions underlying the matter.

Departmental Trading Accounts.

The enormous development of re-

cent years of the Department princi-

ple as applied to mercantile estab-
lishments has made the question of

Departmental Accounting a most im-
portant one. It is not sufficient to

know whether the business as a
whole is paying or not, the account-
ant must be able to show from his

books how each department stands,
whether it is making money or losing
it. To do this he must treat each de-

partment, as far as possible, as a

separate business and prepare his ac-

counts accordingly. In compiling
his Annual Statement instead of

showing one Trading Account he will

have one for each department, all

of which will be closed into the same
general Profit and Loss Account.
The Departmental Trading Account
differs materially from those we have
already considered, owing to the fact

that it is charged, not only with the
cost of the goods handled, but also
with the entire expenses of running
the department both direct and indi-
rect. It is not always easy to deter-
mine the best method of apportion-
ing indirect charges against the de-
partment; each department has to

adopt the plan best suited to its par-
ticular conditions. Take the item of
Rent, for instance; this may be divid-
ed in proportion to the floor space
occupied by the different depart-
ments, the relative value of the floor

space, the value of the stock carried
or the Sales. The first or second
methods would seem to be most
equitable. The salaries paid to the
clerks of the various departments are

a direct charge, but the cost of man-
agement, advertising, delivery of

goods, etc., would probably be ap-

portioned according to the Sales.

These, however, are matters for the
directors or managers of the concern
to decide, although the opinion of the

accountant would doubtless be ac-

cepted in most cases.

For each department a separate
Trading Account similar to the fol-

lowing would be made out

:

Dr.
( FORM 8) Profit and Loss Account

Cr.

Kent .- - $1,00(1
Salaries 3,000
InsnraiK-e 200
A(iverti.sing 1.200
(jeneral Expense - 800
Disconnt on Sales 900

7,100
.Net profit for year carriefl clown 7,000

1 1,700

Dividend No. U, (S per cent (i.OOO
Surplus - 2,500
Balance carried forward to next year 1,100

*n.Hoo

Manufacturing profit from man-
ufacturing account 85,0(10

(iross profit from trading account !i,0O(i

Discount on i)urchases 70(t

Net profit for year brought down 7,(

.Surplus Profits from last year 2.1

Tradinj; Account, Dress Goods Department.

86(

st-

,000
1,1500

% 30,000

00,000

00,600
25,000

74.600
25,400

100,000

5,000
1,000
3,000
2,500

11,500

13,900

825,400

I'urchase's -

Gross I mlit brouglu down...

Deduct Inventory December 3

Salaries

1(10,00(1

25,4oo

Net Profit of Department carri ed down

825,400
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SHALL, WILL, SHOULD, WOULD.

Many persons who make no other

noticeable errors in English err hab-

itually in the use of shall, n ill, should

and :coidd. Indeed, those who do use

these words correctly on all occasions

are so few that they are distinguished

by their correct usage. Perhaps not

a great many blunder so badly as the

poor Frenchman who, falling over-

board, cried, "I will drown; no one
shall save me," but most people say

"I will" and "I would" dozens of

times daily when they should say "I

shall" and "I should."
The principal difficulty in the use of

these words comes from the fact that

the meaning of shall and :t/ll is entire-

ly different in the second and third

persons from what it is in the first

person ; likewise with uould and
should.

When re/// is used with the person-
al pronoun I in a declarative or af-

firmative sentence, as in "I will,"

resolution, willingness or determina-
tion is expressed. If mere future ac-

tion is referred to, the expression
should be "I shall." When, however,
we pass to the second person, the

meanings are reversed; "you will"

refers merely to future action, while
"you shall" means that the speaker
intends to control or force.

"Will you?" conveys the sense of

invitation or request. ".Shall you?"
is a simple inquiry as to future ac-

tion. The editor of Correct English
has a happy illustration of the cor-

rect use of these two interrogative
sentences in the example, "When the
young man says to the young woman,
'Shall you go to the theater?' it means
that her father will pay for the tick-

ets. When he says, 'Will you go to

the theater?' it means that the young
man will pay."
By way of emphasis, it may be re-

peated that should and icould are gov-
erned by the same rules that apply to

shall and u'ill. The following ex-

amples will make the distinction
clear :

1 s/j(>/i/rflike ti. gii. but I shall \m\ liavc

tiiiic.

If wotihl were use<l in the forefrojug senteiict'

in plare of shoiihl. detennination orwillinjj-

nejis "til like to eo" woulil lie implied, whicli. of

course, is not the intended meaning:.
1 sliDlllrUK- slad to liaM- you write nn- ;il.oin

I resolveil that I would (determination i have
my ONvn way about it.

We will I expressing willingness i help you,
but we shall lexpressing future action) not he
aide to do it at once.
We should (future action) be glad to meet

you there, and I believe he would (future ac-
tion 1 too.

Shall (future actioni you be there?
Will (invitation) }-ou come to dinner with usr
You will please try to adjust the n.atter

promptly.
The bill isa just one and you .<i/ia// certainly

pay it.

Yon will do 'hat, I am sure.
I should certainly regret that, and I know

you would.
He should he informed, for I promised that I

would \ex him know.

Occasionally it is difficult to decide
whether the sense of the sentence re-

quires shall, to express mere future
action, or 7till, to express willingness.
For example, take the sentence, "If
he sends me the bill, I shall, of
course pay it." Here the general
impression conveyed is that the pay-
ment of the bill is a matter already
decided, and shall is correctly used.
If, however, willingness or determi-
nation is to be expressed, -'.'til must
always be used in the first person.
Occasionally should conveys the

sense of obligation or duty. Xote the
following sentences:

We ihould he\p him; it is our duty
to do so.

You should write to him oftener.

They should act more promptly;
you uould do so under similar condi-
tions and I know I should.

A study of the foregoing and simi-

lar examples will show that it is only
by careful discrimination that shall,

will, should and -ivould may be used
correctly on all occasions. But all can
at least remember that closing senten-
ces of letters should be "Shall we hear
from you further?" rather than "will

we hear from you further?" and "1

should be pleased to have you ex-

plain" rather than "I would be
pleased."

SUBJUNCTIVE MODE.

1 ^aid 11 ai 1 (lo//y,/(L^

make liir 1 sorrv. and 1

vet.

By Albert Backus,

I'OkTL.\Nn BUSINESS C0LLE(_;E, I'ORT-

L.AND, OREGON.

In the masterpieces of literature

the subjunctive mode is made use of

to express thought with accuracy and
precision, and the most finished

writers of today gladly avail them-
selves of it to give grace and accur-

acy to the expression of thought.

The subjunctive mode diflfers from
the indicative in two tenses: the/irc,?-

ent subjunctive implies doubt, con-
tingency or futurity, while the impo-
tect subjunctive is an aorist and
serves to suppose a case as a mere
supposition, a case contrary to fact.

There are distinct forms for the
present and imperfect tenses, namely:

Present Imperfect
I, we i I, we]

thou you be thou wert, you y were
he, they \ he, they J

With reference to the number and
form of tenses that should constitute
the subjunctive mode, grammarians
are at variance, and few even deny
the existence of the mode altogether.
But the above classification is sup-
ported by Goold Brown's Grammar of
English Grammars, and in the main
by Buehler, Baker and other modern
grammars. Usually, however, the
classification is made into the Pres-
eut and Past tenses, instead of as
above, Prest/il and />»perfeeI tenses.
The classification of Present and

Past tenses is likelj* to mislead: as,
"If I arrt-inhis place, I would go."
In this sentence, "were" does not in-

dicate past time. It merely assumes
a condition contrary to fact, meaning:
"If I were fnow) (but I am not) in his
place, I would go." This sentence
does not refer to past time at all. It

refers to present and future time,
which according to the best usage, is

alicays the time referred to by the use of
the imperfect for?/! of the subjutictii'e.

The following rules may be used as
a guide in the use of the subjunctive
and indicative modes :

1. A supposition which is assumed
to be true is expressed by the indic-
ative.

2. A supposition which is made
without any hint as to its correctness
is expressed by the indicative.

,1. A supposition contrary to fact is

expressed by the subjunctive.
4. A supposition which is viewed

by the speaker as untrue or unlikely
is expressed by the subjunctive.

,S. Wishes a.nd e.i'ho) tatiof/s are ex-

pressed by the subjunctive.
I). Theauxiliary verbs, may, might,

would or should, express the subjunc-
tive idea.

7. The present form of the subjunc-
tive "be", implies doubt contingency,
or futurity.

8. The plural form of the verb in

the subjunctive imperfect tense is

used for either singular or plural
subjects. The singular verb is used
for either singular or plural subjects
in the subjunctive present tense.

In the following sentences the ital-

icized form is the correct one :

1. If I were (wasi in his place, I

would go.—Rule 3.

The supposition is, "If I were in

his place," This supposition is con-
trary to fact, and the speaker knows it.

( Con/iuued 071 pa^e 15. i
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Taking the last example as an il-

lustration we have
100 — 6 to be multiplied by 100 — 3.

100 - ti

100-3

J
RAPID CALCULATIONS-CON-

TINUED.

If two thirds of the bookkeeper's
arithmetical work is addition, the re-

maining third is largely multiplica-

tion. In a preceding article I have
spoken of multiplication of fractions.

I would like to say just a few words
here on the subject of rapid multipli-

cation.

In writing invoices the work is

largely multiplication, and the clerk

who can make his extensions mental-

ly has a great advantage over one
who can not get the results except by
multiplying with paper and pencil.

Suppose we have the following:

48 yds. (i 35c

56 " " 43c

29 " " 8.5c

Instead of re-writing these numbers
for the purpose of multipling we get

the results by what is sometimes
called "cross multiplication," thus,

48 yds. r.' 35c = $16.80.

5 8 = 40, write the zero and
carry 4.

5 X 4 = 20; 20 + 4 - 24.

3X8= 24.

24-}-24 = 48, write the 8 and carry 4.

3 X 4 = 12, 12 + 4 = 16, write the 16.

The next item in the bill would be
extended thus :

56 yds. fe 43c = |24.08.

3 X 6 -- 18 write 8 carry 1.

(3 X 5) + 1 + (4 y 6) = 40, write 0,

carry 4.

(4 )• 5) +4 = 24.

This method can be extended to

numbers having three or four figures,

but I do not think it advisable as the

time required to master it is more
than the average student will care to

devote to it. Cross multiplication

with two figures in each factor, how-
ever, is easily mastered and is well

worth the time taken to learn it. It is

of more use than any other "short

cut" method of multiplication, be-

cause it can be applied to a greater

number of cases than any other one
method.
The work required in cross multi-

plication can frequently be shortened.

Take the following cases, for in-

stance:
46 X 36 = 1656.

82 X 42 = 3444.

37 X 47 = 1739.

54 y 74 = 3996.

Here the unit figures of each pair of

factors are alike. In the first pair

the product is very easily and quick-

Iv obtained thus :

(i 6 = 36, write 6, carry 3,

now add the tens figures (4 and 3) and
multiply the sum (7) by 6.

(4 X 3) = 7; (7 > 6) + 3 = 45, write

5, carry 4, then multiply the tens.

(4 X3) +4 =16.
Therefore the product is 1656.

Now take the second pair.

82 > 42 = 3444.

2 2 = 4.

2 12 (8 + 4) =24, write 4, carry 2.

^, (4 X 8) + 2 = 34.

The same rule will apply to factors

when the tens are alike, thus :

86 X 84 = 7224.

68 64 = 43.52.

39 X 33 =1287.

Using the first example as an illus-

tration we obtain the following :

4 X 6 = 24, write 4, carry 2.

[8 X 10 (6 + 4)] + 2 = 82, write 2,

carry 8.

(8 X 8) +8 = 72.

Therefore we have 7224.

These methods may need explain-

ing several times, but patient, per-

sistent practice will bring results in

time.
The following method gets results

very quickly but is limited in its ap-

plication to a few numbers. It is

easily learned and is worth knowing.
98 / 96 = ?

Take the difference between each

number and 100, and write that differ-

ence just above the numbers, thus :

98 ,< 96 = ?

Now multiply these differences to-

gether.
4 ,. 2 = 8.

Next add these same numbers and
subtract their sum from 100.

4X2 = 6.

100 — 6 = 94.

Tlierefore 98 96 = 9408.

In writing the product, if the pro-

duct of the differences (4 •-: 2) is ex-

pressed by one figure as in this case,

8, write a cipher in tens place, then

next at the left write the difference

between 100 and the sum of the dif-

ference (4 + 2).

In the following one the cipher

would not appear in the product, the

tens place being occupied.

94 X 97 = 9118.

3X6=18.
100 - (6 4- 3) =91.
This short method can be easily ex-

plained, especially to students who
have studied elementary algebra, by
making the multiplication in alge-

braic form.

10000 — (6 X 100

j

- (3_>^100) + 18

^lOOTO ^9X 100r+ 18.

10000 --900 = 9100

9100 + 18 = 9118.

The same principle can be applied
to numbers over 100. For example
take 106 ' 108.

106 • 108 = 11448.

First take the difference between
each number and 100, which, it is

plainly seen is (i for the first number
and 8 for the second.
Multiply together these differences

8, and 6, giving 48.

Take the sum of 8 and 6, 14 and add
it to 100, giving 114.

Therefore 106 108 = 11448.

Algebraically the work would ap-

pear thus :

100 4- 6

100+ 8

10000+ (8 X 100)

(6 X 100) + 48

10000 + (14 X 100) + 48 = 11448.

Students should be taught to recog-

nize in the following numbers the

same fractional parts as those given
earlier in this series.

1{ i;; 2J 3Jm 16s 25 33A

125 I665 2.50 333J etc

To multiply by the usual method
by any number in this list is com-
paratively a long operation (save

possibly by the first number.)
In the first column we have
1 of 10; of 100; and i of 1000.

In the second
;. of 10; I of 100; and i of 1000.

In the third

1 of 10; \ of 100; and 1 of 1000.

In the fourth

i of 10; J of 100; and i of 1000.

To multiply by any of these num-
bers, keeping in mind the above frac-

tions, is a very short operation.

The following will illustrate :

125 >' .538 = 8
I

538000
"

672.50

125 is 1-8 of 1000; annex 3 ciphers

and divide by 8.

16-- X 47.52 = 6
I

475200

79200

16^ is ,>, of 100; annex 2 ciphers and
divide by 6.

2J X 345 = 4
I

3450

862i

2J is I of 10; annex 1 cipher and di-

vide by 4

333^ 4439ii = 3
| 4439333

J

1479777J

333i is i of 1000. In place of annex-

ing 3 ciphers, carry the \ out decimal-

ly 3 places and divide as before.

This scheme saves so much time

every time one has an opportunity to

use it, that I feel it worth while to

emphasize it to my classes.
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SPECIALTY ADVERTISING.

Specialty advertising embraces all

those methods and plans by which
the advertiser places his name and
goods before the prospective buyer
through the gift of small articles de-

signed for the personal daily use of

the customer. These articles should
if possible suggest the use of the
goods to be sold, though many firms

get good results from other articles.

The main feature is to give some-
thing which the customer will find

useful and which he will keep at hand
constantly.

Sometimes these articles are given
free, sometimes they are given in

return for some service. There is

scarcely a business of any kind which
does not find it of advantage to col-

lect and preserve a list of names.
More will be said later regard-
ing the use of names, but it

will be sufficient at this time to

know that most firms preserve such
lists and of course must "possess
some means of securing these names.
Some depend wholly upon the results

of regular adverti.'^ing. Others con-
sider this too slow and go out after

names by various means. Here is

one of the most effective points of

specialty advertising.

A small article, almost anything
that comes handy about home or of-

fice, is offered to anyone interested
in the line of goods sold who will

write asking for catalogue. By this

plan, one name only is secured for

each article given. Sometimes a few
questions are asked regarding the
reader's probable need for the goods
sold.

A more e.xpensive article is some-
times offered for a list of names.
Thus one maker of steam heating ap-
paratus offers one year's subscrip-
tion to a popular magazine the usual
subscription price of which is $1.50

per year in exchange for six names
of those who are interested in steam
heating and who expect to buy a plant
in the near future. This magazine at

club rates sells for ninety cents per
year, at which rate the manufacturer
is paying LS cents each for his names.
Of course some of the names will

be worthless, but on the other hand,
some will be names of church, school
and lodge boards composed of sever-

al people, some of which will be very
apt to be in the market for the same
steam plant on tlieir own account at

some future time. If the firm sells a
steam heating plant to one out of
forty names received the direct cost
is but six dollars, a vet)' moderate
amount when one considers the good
which may afterwards come in from
other sales in the same vicinity re-

sulting from the first one.

Of course every dealer finds it de-
sirable to make a good impression
upon his prospective customers. If

the customer has decided to wait a
year or longer befere purchasing the
goods and the dealer knows that it

will be useless to urge a sale at pres-

ent he must in some way keep his

name and business before the pros-
pective until he has bought the arti-

cles of some one. ^Mere advertising
matter will not always do this. After
the customer has seen the goods in

actual use he is not interested in any
mere printed description. Then, too,

many people dislike to be deluged
with printed matter and may become
prejudiced against a firm that sends
them printed matter every week.
Business men know, too, that it is

not always safe to rest upon a prom-
ise from the prospective that he will

communicate with this house before
purchasing. The intentions may be
good at the time, but some rival

house is very apt to come with a

"very special offer" which is good
a day or two, and then only if con-

cealed from other firms. They hint

at "the trust" which makes the prices

of all goods of the kind, and say that

the present offer is below trust prices

and can only be obtained if kept a

secret from other firms. Of course
this looks good and many times the

offer is accepted without communicat-
ing with the other house.
To prevent business of this kind,

the dealer must keep in touch so

closely that this prospective will feel

no other firm has so close an interest

in his welfare. He makes a list of

his best prospects and sends them
some useful article which may or

may not have an intrinsic value. If

this article can be made to suggest

the goods to be sold so much the bet-

ter. But a gift of any kind if it be

really useful will be preserved and
used.
The dealer must strive to make a

good impression upon his prospects

so as to convince them of his honesty

and upright methods of dealing. If

he has some experience in dealing

with the public he has learned a thing

or two about human nature which

stands him in good stead. He has
learned that human feelings nearly
always sway human reason and judg-
ment. And herein lies the value of
specialty advertising.

Some go so far as to say that spe-
cialty advertising is an effort to sell

goods by means of bribing the custo-
mer. This is all foolishness. A
man's trade is worth money. It is a
principle of modern business prac-
tice that a man must expect to spend
money to get trade. He must expect
to spend money on some form of ad-
vertising in order to find customers
and make sales.

Again, a house spends money for
trade when it pays its salesmen's
salaries and commissions. It pays
for trade when it gives a discount for
a certain amount of sales, or an extra
amount of goods for the price of a
smaller quantity.

These things are not called bribery.
A small gift from dealer to customer
stands in the same list with these
other legitimate expenses. It is a
part of the regular expense which the
dealer expects to pay for trade.

Furthermore it is a very desirable
kind of expense. It expresses a feel-

ing of friendliness and good will on
the part of the giver in a form which
causes him to be remembered. To
call such small gifts bribery is to im-
peach the intelligence of both giver
and receiver. Who would sell his

patronage for the small value re-

ceived ?

The worst that may be said of
specialty advertising is that it is a

play upon a human weakness of much
the same nature as "treating" and a

device which is very apt to prove suc-
cessful.

To describe the various articles

used in specialty advertising would
require much more space than is

available in this department. Cellu-

loid, cardboard, paper, cloth, leather,

wood, glass, iron, steel, copper, al-

uminum, brass and tin are a few of

the materials used. And almost every
article made of these substances is or

may be used in connection with this

method of obtaining and holding
publicity.

As stated, let the gift be something
which suggests the goods to be ad-

vertised. Thus, one maker of a

tooth paste gives a handsome tooth

brush, or a tooth brush holder.

Many banks give small iron banks
to children in which to save pennies,
nickles and dimes until the sum is

sufficient for deposit.

A well known stove dealer presents

his customers a book of popular fic-

tion every Christmas. Are these re-

tailers not rendered more friendly,

more open to arguments from this

house, and less susceptible to argu-

ments against it, on account of this

little gift ?

( C«iili)ii(ed on /'('i!'' -^''^
'
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THE GIRL IN THE BUSINESS
SCHOOL.

From my previous article on Adol-
escence it might appear that the boy
is the only problem the school faces;

yet the girl is a more concealed and
far subtler one.

Girls are reticent where boys are

boisterous, have greater capacity for

enduring pain, -pass through the

crucial adolescent changes more rap-

idly, so that even to the careful ob-

server, the inner feminine mind and
motive are difficult to analyze.

An eminent French scientist has
spoken of woman as first a beast of

burden, next a domestic animal, then
a slave, then a servant and after that

a minor. While this harsh character-
ization is perhaps a little overdrawn,
still all of woman's past racial life has
tended to concealment, to evasion, to

submission, so that in everything
that reveals her real nature she is si-

lent.

There have been a few invaluable
records left us. Madam Roland,
George Sand, Louisa Alcott, Helen
Keller, Marie Bashkertseff , Mary Mc-
Lane, Ada Negri and a few others
have given us remarkable evidence of

the condition of the feminine adoles-

cent consciousness. From these rec-

ords we may judge that the experi-

ences spoken of, differ only in inten-

sity from the universal experience.
It may be noticed in passing that
gifted people tend to prolong their

youth and to carry into maturity that
elasticity, that "springiness" of soul
which is one of the marks of genius.
All the records we have are of

such gifted people. There is never
anybody around to write the lives of

the common ones, and whoever will

reveal the inmost thought, shall find

it, as Emerson says, the universal
thought of all and become the un-
common chronicler of the commonest
feelings of the race.

So we may safely receive these
deep, impassioned out-pourings,
scanty as they are, as typical of all

budding womankind.
I may say first that there is in

America no system of education for

girls to make women out of them,
as we seek so earnestly, though some-
times so futilely, to make men out of

boys.
Our educational plan is an inherit-

ance, which we cannot seem to forget.

It was but yesterday the girl started

to school and, of course she had to

goto a boy's school, taking a boy's
treatment and being molded and
fashioned like a boy, drinking in a
boy's ideals, learning of the manlike
virtues in the stories of valorous
Rome, hearing always of great men

—

no wonder our high schools are to-

day the despair of thoughtful people.
To be sure we have so-called "girls'

schools" but from these, wherever
opinions have been given, we hear
that they establish no different pro-
cedure even in gymnasium work, for

their girl classes.

The time was once that he who crit-

icised the American school system
was thought to be a sort of traitor;

that idea is entirely gone, and we
now recognize the critic as the best
friend of our schools of all kinds.
Sure of this acceptance, I can make
apology for whatever condemnation
I may make, not of persons, but of

conditions and methods.
The difference between the budding

boy and girl is that the boy acts his

racial impulses; the girl thinks hers.

The boy reverts to racial occupations,
hunting, stealing, warfare, the com-
pany of "gangs" and such things;

The girl broods on love, religion,

pride of ancestry, has intense long-
ings for fine clothing and jewelry, a
mania for candy, a desire for death,
sometimes reverts to profanity and
almost always has a vague and won-
derful ideal in mind as her lover.

These things are not rare, peculiar
instances; some of them go on in

the minds of every girl who comes
under the commercial teacher's care.

It is no wonder they are somewhat
trying and hard to get along with at

times. Here is the great trouble in

mixed classes. Treating all students
alike is the veriest rot. Nothing is

so good for the pugnacious and way-
ward youth as a good trouncing, and
many a boy has been reformed by Dr.
Spankster's remedy, gentle senti-

mentalists to the contrary, notwith-
standing.
But to be harsh with a girl at this

age is a crime. Yet I cannot say
that I look with disfavor upon co-ed-

ucation. Our high schools do not

hold their boy students because near-

ly all their teachers are women, just

at the time that the boy needs the

masculine ideal, and because the girl

at the same age is nearer maturity
than the boy and excels and shames
him. Our high schools feminize and
"sissyfy" theboy making him useless

and inert.

Those private schools for boys who
choose their teachers for their manly,
virile accomplishments in games and
contests are not far wrong. The
savant and bookworm should have
nothing to do with the boy in his

teens. There is a lesson here for

some business schools with their per-

fectly proper young lady faculties.

So much for conditions. We must
determine first of all the object of

our business schools in their relation

to girls. Are they to train for inde-

dendence and self-support or will

they keep in mind woman's necessary
and natural functions.

If we decide to educate for celi-

bacy it simplifies our duties but puts
the efficiency and value of the school
upon a lower plane. If we insist, in

our course, in keeping alive those in-

stincts of domesticity that prolong
the race, we shall do what few schools
are doing.

I do not mean that the business
school shall become an institution

for the study of culinary mysteries.

The attempt of high schools to re-

form by putting in sewing and cook-
ing classes does not anticipate or

help nature. Boys become more pro-

ficient cooks than girls when they set

out to be. Cooking and sewing are

not racial occupations— but recent

discoveries and innovations in the

history of the race, and so do not af-

fect the poise and growth of the soul
to any great degree.
What we need to do is something

more evanescent and primal—to deal

with all the instincts of womankind
so they will not be ridiculed or sham-
ed out of growth.
Every school should have on its

walls a picture of the ideal woman, if

not one of the Madonnas of genius, a

picture of a radiant child, a land-

scape with a home in it—the rose-em-

bowered cottage of romance, if you
wish it. It should also have pictures

for the boy, and each one should sup-

port and parallel the impulses of the

budding, growing creature.

As a matter of business for the

private school, these things will in-

duce students to stay longer and
complete a thorough course—to "like

the school."
Frequent allusion should be made

to great women, great womanly wo-

men, and extracts should often be read

from their biographies. Suggestions

on the harmony and beauty of cloth-

ing are necessary. The girl should

learn to dance; in fact, no girl can be

said to be educated who has not learn-

ed the rhythm of motion. My refer-

ence here is not to the ball-room

dance, which is far from good, but to

those now almost forgotten dances

which are the essence of grace and
harmony of motion—the dances that

grow out of folk lore and old tradi-

tions.

(
Continued on page 2i'.)
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TYPEWRITING
n. BBEITENSTEIN,

Abbotf Business College,

BILLINCiS, MONT.

===^

--^

As in my previous articles I have
discussed about all the different

phases of typewriting, I feel that it

will be entirely proper to use the

space this month for the discussion

of a subject which will be fully ap-

preciated, I know, by every teacher.

During the past month, I received a

communication from one of the read-

ers of The Business Educator, ask-

ing if it is practical for a stenogra-
pher to change from the sight method
to the touch method while working.
The following, which I quote from
the December 1902, "(iregg Writer,"
answers this question fully :

It is perfectly feasible to change
from the sight to the touch method
without in any way interfering with
the operator's work. The writer is

personally acquainted with many op-

erators who have completely changed
from sight to touch without the

slightest inconvenience. One young
man, a stenographer in a lawyer's of-

fice, where the work was exceedingly
heavy, made the change in a few
months, and thereby not only added to

his ability to turn out more work of

a better quality, but added consider-
ably to his income.
The first requisites of touch opera-

tion are invariable fingering, proper
position of the hand, and independent
finger action. These three things
may be accomplished fully as well by
the sight method, though not quite so
quickly. After the finger action has
been mastered and the hands trained

to occupy habitually the same posi-

tion over the keyboard, then, grad-
ually practice writing without look-

ing at the keys. Very few sight op-
erators use more than two fingers of

each hand. The work of learning the
fingering should therefore begin with
these fingers and the third and fourth
graduallly brought into use. This
will not be so easily accomplished as

might be imagined, for such finger-

ing as has been previously used is

most likely to be of an unsystematic
and unscientific sort. From the
beginning of this work the oper-

ator should accustom himself to

proper hand position by keeping the

fourth fingers on the letter "a" and
the semicolon. No attempt should
be made at operation without looking
at the keyboard until complete con-

trol of the fingers is obtained. When
this is accomplished, the blanking of

the keyboard should be commenced,
by beginning with the outside row of

fourth finger letters, and working to-

ward the middle of the keyboard.
Sight operation may be used on the
unblanked keys, but after a key has
once been blanked it should be oper-
ated entirely by touch.

Do not attempt too much at the be-
ginning, lest you become discouraged,
but accomplish what little you set

about to do thoroughly. By follow-

ing these suggestions, and the in-

structions given in any first-class

work on touch typewriting, the new
method may be easily acquired, and
a foundation thus laid for the highest
achievement in typewriting.

SOME SIMPLE ARITHMETIC.

Ambition -f Preparation + Deter-

mination = Success.
Laziness • Anything else = Fail-

ure.

Energy / the Number of Days in

the Year = A Good Salary.

24 Hours — 8 for work -- Too many
for idleness.

One man's work '.- three people^
Nothing done well.

A week's savings 52 each year =
The best New Year's resolution.

Inherited fortunes >; s generations
: ,5 voung sports — brains = 5 idiots.

- Ellis S. Cook.

The Subjunctive Mode continued from

page 21.

They act as if it rr^/r (was) possi-

ble to deceive us. Rule 4.

In this sentence the supposition is,

"If it were possible to deceive us."

This supposition is viewed by the

speaker as untrue or unlikely.

I could jump across the stream if it

were (was) necessary. Rule 4.

The supposition is, "If it were nec-

essary." This is viewed by the

speaker as unlikely. Therefore the

subjunctive is used.

4. If she was (were) at the recep-

tion, I did not see her—Rule 2.

5. If he speaks (speak) only to dis-

play his talents, he is unworthy of at-

tention.—Rule 2.

In the fourth sentence the supposi-

tion is. "If she was at the recep-

tion." This supposition is made
without any hint as to whether she

was at the reception. In the fifth the

supposition-is, "If he speaks only to

display his talents," which is also

made without any hint as to its cor-

rectness. Therefore they are express-
ed by the indicative.

b. If the book is i be) in the library,

why don't you take it?— Rule 1.

The supposition is, "If the book is

in the library," which is assumed by
the speaker to be true. The book is

in the library.

7. If the book zccir (was) in the li-

brary, you could take it.— Rule 3.

The supposition, "if the book were
in the library," is assumed by the
speaker to be contrary to fact. The
book is not in the library.

8. I wish my mother were (was)

here.—Rule 5.

The thought of the speaker is "I

wish my mother were here" (but she
isn't). The use of the past tense
"was"', would make the sentence ri-

diculous--to wish that my mother
"was" here sometime in the past.

This illustrates the necessity of

classifying the tense as. Present

"be". Imperfect, "were". Were in

the indicative ispasf tense, but in the

subjunctive, "were" does not refer

to past time.

9. Ifthisi^c (isi treason make the
most of it—Rule 7.

In this sentence "be" or "is"
could be properlyused, but the mean-
ing would vary. If "be" is used, it

denotes doubt in the speaker's mind;
his thought being, "If this 6e treason
(but I doubt that it is treason), make
the most of it". Had he said, "If
this is treason, make the most of it,"

his thought would have been, "If
this is treason (and it is or may be
treason) make the most of it."— Rule
1.

In the following sentences, c/ioosc

the correct form of the verb and give
reason for your choice.

10. If 1 -was (were) in his place, I

would go.

11. If my father was (were) here he
would enjoy this.

12. He brags as if he was (were) of
note.

13. If an animal of any kind (were)
was kept shut up in a box, it would
surely die.

14. Oh, that you -were i was) blame-
less.

15. Though the vase was (were)

made of steel, the servant would
break it.

IB. Though the boy's coat was
(were) made of silk, he soiled (would
soil) it.

17. If the debtor /i(7j (pays) the debt
he will be discharged.

18. Though a liar speak (speaks) the

truth, he will hardly be believed.

19. I could write mere sentences if

it -was (were I necessary.

20. If this he lis) incorrect, make the

most of it.
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THE PROVIDENCE PROGRAM.

A glance at the program for the

Easter meeting of the Eastern Com-
mercial Teachers' Association at

Providence, R. I., reveals a lot of

good things for those who attend.

No one can afford to miss the meet-

ing who lives within a reasonable dis-

tance and who is not detained by
something more than business.

The E. C. T. A. is the most aristo-

cratic organization in our profession,

and yet it is so democratic in many
ways that no one who attends thinks

it the least bit blue or uppish. But
it does do things to a turn in the lat-

est fashion as well as in the most
hospitable manner.
With Dr. Hull in the chair, and the

program as announced by the Execu-
tive Board, an unsurpassed meeting
is assured, and Providence is again
going to prove her right to her name,
as she has more than once in the past.

Now but one thing remains to make
it an unprecedented success and that

is true Easter weather. Not the kind
the Washington weather man gave
Taft, but the kind we all want so the

rabbits' ? eggs won't freeze. Our
best wishes for the weather; the oth-

er things are assured. Now its up to

you individually to make the crowd
collectively what it should be.

GET YOUR TICKETS FOR PROVI-
DENCE.

If any doubt existed in the minds of

the members of the Executive Com-
mittee of the E. C. T. A., as to the

ultimate success of the Easter Meet-
ing, that doubt vanished when they
visited the beautiful and busy city of

Providence on .lanuary .SOth, and
clasped hands with local people.

It has never been my pleasure to

meet a better body of men. Their
earnestness and enthusiasm was con-
tagious, and 1 became so thoroughly
impressed with the idea that this will

be the best meeting yet held, that I

sincerely hope every member of the
Association will make a special ef-

fort to be present.
The Committee has worked faith-

fully to make up the best program
of which they were capable, and now
having finished their labors, are will-

ing to accept the verdict of the Asso-
ciation as to how well they have per-

formed the (lutjrs jntrusl4?d to them,

If you appreciate a warm, hearty
welcome, go to Providence Easter,
and you will get it. The local people
are working and planning day and
night for your entertainment, com-
fort and pleasure. Let us show our
appreciation of the earnest and faith-

ful efforts they are making, by doing
our best to get together the largest

attendance in the history of the As-
sociation.

E. H. NoR.MAN, Chairman.
Executive Committee E. C. T. A.

Baltimore, V€o. 25, 1909.

Program of the

EASTERN COMMERCIAL TEACH-
ERS' ASSOCIATION

Providence, R. I., April 8, 9, 10, 1909.

THURSnAV .MORNINc;, 9:.S0 TO 12

CROWN HOTEL.

Registration of members.
Payment of dues.
Trips in and around Providence,
under the direction of the Local
Committee.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, 1:30 TO 4:30

NORMAL SCHOOL.

1. Address of welcome to the State
of Rhode Island, Hon. Aram J.

Pothier, Governor of Rhode
Island.

Address of welcome to the City
of Providence, Hon. Henry
Fletcher, Mayor of Providence.

Response, T. B. Stowell, Bryant
& Stratton Business College,
Providence, R. 1.

President's Address, Edward
M. Hull, Pd. D, Banks' Business
College, Philadelphia, Pa.

Announcements and appoint-
ment of Committees.

Address—W a 1 1 e r E. Ranger,
State Commissioner of Public
Schools of Rhode Island.

School Management, E. E. Mer-
ville, Spencerian Commercial
School, Cleveland, Ohio.

The Newspaper Attitude to Sim-
plified Spelling, Charles T.
Piatt, Piatt's Business School,
Hoboken, N. J.

A Twenty minute talk on Pen-
manship, C. E. Doner, Beverly,
Mass.

I )iscussion.

10. What a business man expects of
a stenographer, A. W. Holmes,
Baird-North Company, Provi-
dence, R. I.

THURSDAY EVENING.

Entertainment to be provided
by the Local Committee.

i'RIDAY .MORNINC, 9:30 TO 12:31.1

NORMAL SCHOOL.

1. Suggestions to teachers of com-
mercial law, F. G. Nichols,
Rochester Business Institute,
Rochester, N. Y.

2. The Development of the Busi-
ness High School, Allan Davis,
Prin. Business iHigh School,
Washington, D. C.

3. What a Typist ought to know,
Archibald Cobb, Remington
Typewriter Company, N. Y.
City.

Discussion.
4. Beginners' Bookkeeping in the

High School, Frank E. Lakey,
English High School, Boston,
Mass.

.5. Beginners' Bookkeeping in the
Business School, C. H. Blais-
dell, Rhode Island Business
College, Providence, R. I.

Discussion.

6. A Seminary Method of Teach-
ing Commercial Subjects, Cal-
vin O. Althouse, Boys' High
School, Philadelphia, Pa.

7. Signs of the times in Commer-
cial School work, J. C. Walker,
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,
Detroit, Mich.
Discussion.

TRIDAV AI-TERNOON, 2 TO 4:30

NORM.VL SCHOOL.

1. Business Ethics, Hon. T. M.
Waller, Ex-Governor of Con-
necticut, New London, Conn.

2. The Perplexinjf problem of Com-
mercial English, Carl C. Mar-
shall, Goodyear-Marshall Pub-
lishing Company, Cedar Rapids
Iowa.

3. Business CorresDondence —
What it is and how it should be
taught, Carl Louis Altmaier,
Drexel Institute, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Discussion.

4. Typewriting, Miss Gertrude W.
Craig, Simmons College, Boston,
Mass.
Discussion.

.S. How the school can help the
graduate before and after grad-
uation, C. B. Pease, Burdett
College, Boston, Mass.

{). Arithnifctic, A. R. r)orman. Mid-
dleboro, Mass.
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7. Laboratory Methods in teaching
arithmetic, James E. Downey,
High School of Commerce, Bos-
ton, Mass.
Discussion.

FRID.W E\ ENING.

Reception, 6:30 to 7.

Banquet, 7; Toastmaster, Chas.
M. Miller, The Miller School,
New York City.

SATURDAY .MORNING, 9 TO 12:30

NORMAL SCHOOL.

1. Shorthand Contests for the Mi-
ner Medal and Eagan Cup (be-
ginning at 9;.

2. Typewriting Contests for the
Penman's Art Journal Trophies
(beginning at 10:,30).

3. Round Table (speakers limited
to five minutes).
Open discussion of practical
school problems, such as:
Methods of obtaining students.
Standards of admission.
Standards for graduation.
Securing employment for stu-
dents.

4. Commercial Education in Eng-
land, Horace G. Healey, Pen-
man's Art Journal, New York
City.

5. Shorthand, G. P. Eckels, Com-
mercial High School, Pittsburg.
Discussion.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON 2 TO 4:30

NORMAL SCHOOL.

1. Business Meeting (2 to 3:30):
a Reading of minute's and

General Secretary's report.
b Treasurer's report.
c Report of Committees.
d New business.
e Election of officers.

f Selection of place for next
meeting.

g Adjournment of busines s

meeting.

2. Training in Accountancy, Orlan-
do C. Moyer, Simmons College,
Boston, Mass.

3. Course of Study for a Business
High School, Carlos B. Ellis,
Technical High School, Spring-
field, Mass.

4. Announcements of results of
contests.

EASTERN COMMERCIAL TEACH-
ERS' ASSOCIATION.

ORGANIZED NOVEMBER 27, 1807.

Providence, R. I.. March 9, 1909.

Dear Reader:
Of course you are intending to be present at

the Providence Convention of the Eastern Com-
mercial Teachers' Association on April 8, 9 and
10,1909. The Providence Convention is to be

the best yet helti. You may have a vivid re-

membrance of the pleasure antl profitableness of

the former PROVIDENCE Convention, and we
are congratulating; ourselves that we have not

been in a lethargic state since then. We there-

fore wish you to come again, and enjoy the

many extra good things which we have been
providing for the comfort and nourishment of

both body and mind. \Vp offer vou some
'pointers":

First—The Rhode Island Commercial Teach-
ers' Club, composed of all the commercial teach-

ers of the State, is to be the host of the Conven-
tion—a novel idea.

Second—The program of the Convention is to

be of a high grade, with wide-awake anil pro-

gressive speakers.
Third—The Special session on Thursilaj'

evening is to comprise two lectures, one on
"The Evolution of Bookkeeping" and the other
t)n "Specializing in Modern Accounting."
Special niusic for the occasion.

Fourtli—Mill-day lunches will be provided in

the Normal School Building where the conven-
tion will be held.

Fifth—The Banquet on Friday evening in the

Normal School Gymnasium will be unitiue—
good supper, good music, good speeches, all

worthy of your special attention.

Sixth—Automobile and "walkers" trips under
cxperienceil guides will be made to some of the

large manufacturing concerns of the .'^tate. such
asCJorham's Brown & Sharpe's. Nicholson File

National India Rubber Co.. to Brown Univer-

sity and to historic buildings and other places of

interest.

Tlie half has not been told of what is being
prepared. We will tell you the remainder when
you get here. We are looking for«'ard with

pleasure to >'nur presence in Providence as ovir

guests on k\>x\\ 8. 9 and 10. 1909.

Will you kindly aiFvise us of the name and ad-
dress of any teacher in your school who has not
received a copy of this letter.

Fraternally yours,

EXECUTIVE COMMIT-TEE OF RHODE
ISLAND COMMERCIAL TEACHERS-
CLUB.

P. S.—An early applicatixm for reservation of

room at hotel should be made to Mr. H. L. Ja-

cobs, WA'i Butler Exchange, Providence. R. I-

It will be to your advantage to do this.

THE CONNECTICUT BUSINESS
EDUCATORS' ASSOCIATION.

The Si.xth Annual Convention of

the Connecticut Commercial Educa-
tors' Association was held in the

rooms of the New London Business
College, Saturday, February 20, 1909.

Mr. Brubeck, proprietor of the

school welcomed the members and
visitors in a few witty and well chos-

en words after which N. B. Stone,

President of the Association spoke of

the Progress and Needs of the Con-
necticut Commercial Schools. He
gave an account of the first attempts
at establishing this class of schools

by Mr. Barlett in 1834.

Mr. Stone then introduced Mr. Lis-

ter, of New York, who gave a practi-

cal talk on Penmanship with illustra-

tions on the blackboard.
Mr. Marshall spoke extensively

on the subject, "How and Why
We Should Know Words." C. B.

Post's subject was Correspondence
and was handled by him in an able

manner. He read some letters of ap-

plication and acceptances calling at-

tention to the weak points and show-
ing how stronger phrases might be
substituted.
Mr. Rowe, of Baltimore, spoke on

the "Ideal Business School, How
Promulgated and Kept to the Front."

Mr. Rowe concluded his talk by say-

ing that the business school, in order

to be successful, must be conducted

by men with truer educational in-

stincts.

One of the most interesting fea-
tures of the forenoon program was a
speech by Ex-Governor Waller, of
Connecticut, and a citizen of New
London, who said much in praise and
encouragement of the business school
and of the young men and women
trained therein.

Ex-Governor Waller was given a
vote of thanks by the Association for
his splendid address.

The afternoon session opened with
the Typewriter Speed Contest for the
Brown Trophy, a handsome bronze
cup presented to the Association by
I. S. Brown, of Bridgeport, Connecti-
cut, to be contested for only by stu-
dents of bona fide public or private
schools in the state of Connecticut.
The winner was also to receive a
gold medal properly engraved.
Out of the eight contestants the

three making the best record were :

Total Errors Net Speed
No. per mill-
words ute

Edith E. Eccles 2387 144 56
J. S. Chehowski 2088 130 48
Caroline Church 1879 135 40

Miss Eccles was afterwards pre-
sented with the cup and medal and
received congratulations from every-
one present.
The regular business meeting of

the association was held after the
contest and the following officers

were elected for the ensuing year :

President, L. B. Matthias, Bridge-
port; Vice-Pres. and Treas., E. J.

Goddard, Bridgeport; Secretary,
Miss Flora B. Pryor, Waterbury;
Member Ex. Committee, N. B. Stone,
New Haven; Asst. Sec, Miss Abbie
A. Coburn, New Haven.

In behalf of Mrs. Merrill, of Stam-
ford, Mr. Brown presented a gavel to

the Association and gave an invita-

tion to hold the next meeting in her
Stamford school.
Mr. Booth, of New Haven, gave a

talk on Mathematics. C. V. Oden, of

the Underwood Typewriter Co., fol-

lowed with a talk on Progress.
Rose L. Fritz, the World's Cham-

pion operator, took Mr. Oden's talk

on the typewriter, following him with
ease and then gave a one-minute ex-

hibition of speed, writing 123 words.
Miss Fritz's wonderful speed and
perfect command of the machine
elicited much applause from the mem-
bers and visitors.

1. S. Brown read a paper on the
Modern Use of the Typewriter and
the program closed with a short talk

on High Standards by C. G. Fitch, of

the Remington Typewriter Co.
It was the unanimous verdict that

Saturday's Convention was the live-

liest and most profitable in the his-

tory of the Association which though
only six years old has become an im-
portant factor in commercial educa-
tion in Connecticut.
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Ad Writing continued from page 23.

The story is told of a certain dealer
in a line of jfoods which from their
nature must have a limited list of
customers, who gave one customer
whose particular custom he sought a
complete, leather-bound dictionary
of the highest grade. The only thing
in the form of an ad found upon it

was the expression—"Presented with
the compliments of Blank, Dash and
Company.
As the story goes the firm received

the custom of the firm it thus sought
for the simple reason that the expen-
sive and useful gift they had received
stamped this house so plainly on the
minds of the entire office force that
this house alwayscameto mind when-
ever anything in their line was re-

quired.

On the other hand the profits from
their trade would pay for several
dozens of dictionaries and "then
some'' as the phrase goes. It was a
paying investment for the house.

QUESTIONS.

1. What is specialty advertisinpr ?

2. What are suitable articles for the use of
specialty advertising ?

3. Explain tliedouMe use (if sucli articles-
premium and jrift.

4. Malie a list of articles which you may have
Itnown dealers to give. Calendars, maps, pen-
cils, match safes, mirrors, etc., are frequently
so used.

.5. .Vote the use of such articles in Ijuililing

name lists. These may he found in the adver-
tising pages of newspapers and magazines.

(1. Make a list of five different lines of busi-
ness and suggest suitable articles to be used in
specialty advertising by each.

Adolescence continued from page 24.

And now because all those who
have read this far are people of
sense, I shall speak of the periodi-
city of woman's life. Everythingelse
should give way to this highest law
of her being. During the "monthly
Sabbaths of rest" there must be
leisure. Here the woman should
stop and let nature work. lam sure
that many chronic diseases of women
are due to the thoughtless forcing of
girls during these times, without re-

gard to their deepest nature. If the
business school takes note of this it

will be the first.

The unfortunate tendency of much
education is to hasten the flight of
adolescence; we should rather delay,
retard it. Keep the boy and girl
spirit alive as long as possible—not
make aged and sedate business men
or mimicking parlor marionettes of
growing children. Delay adolescence
—give it things, ideals, emotions,
heart throbs to feed on. Call girls
and boys by their first names. Miss
.lones at sixteen is an impossibility--
a travesty on nature. Deal gently
with girls in all sympathy; with boys,
especially during the combative stage,
with some force, even rudeness of
speech and manner. If the boy drags

his feet, lounges, has dirty clothes, it

will do no good to tell him in clear
and mellifluous accents that you ex-
pect him to be a gentleman. He may
not know just what a gentleman is.

He does not understand such lan-
guage. Tell him to "Brace up and
quit being a slob," and it will pene-
trate into his conscience.

I cannot hope to exhaust this topic
although already far exceeding just
limits for this article. If it gives
someone a little insight into a trying
time for girls and some sympathy for
their troubles, it will do enough.

M. W. C.\SSMORE.

Charles Currier Hcale. one of the best linown
shorthand reporters in the Cnited States, and an
author of many books pertaining to the practice

of his profession as well as one of the founders
and a past president of the National shortiiaml

reporters' association, died early today in a san-

atorium, \\here he had gone from his home, 2S

Mon\inient St., West Medford, Mass.. to recu-

perate from the effects of a nerv<ius breakflown
which lirought on heart disease. Continued
overwork caused the breakflown which resulted

in his death at the age of 4-i years.

He was born in W;est Medway in 18U4. He
was the author of a textbook known first as

"Simplified Phonography" and later as "Beale's

Shorthand" which ran through 10 editions, con-

taining a shorthand system of his own invention.

For several years subsequent to 18H4 he con-
ducted successful shorthand schools in Boston.

Providence and Lynn before turning his atten-

tion to professional shorthand and official court

reporting. .\t the time of his death he hehl tin-

position of official court reporter to the second
jury session of the superior court of Suffolk

county, to which he was appointed in litOH.

IVIr. Beale was a member of the .\merican dia-

lect association. His collection of 200 works on
rnemciry training and dialects is very complete
and contains treatises which are 400 years old.

He was also the author of a curious manuel
called "Mnemonics."
lnlK89the National shortliand reporters' as-

sociation was formed. Mr. Beale served untir-

ingly on executive, legislative and pulilication

c<iinnuttees, an<l in IDO.'iand again in llio4was

chosen president of the organization.

While at work carrying on his professional

^liorthand duties he took a fouj year course in

the Boston Y. M. C. A. law school and was ad-

mitted lothe bar in imi7. In connection also

with the directors of the Boston Y. M. C. .\. he
became interested during the past season in a
class of instruction for shorthand writers in the
iluties of professional reporters. In the absence
of teachers qualified for this service Mr. Beale
undertook the personal instruction of the class

and prepared its curriculum. He was also en-
gaged since last fall in the reporting of a series

of addresses before the graduate school of busi-

ness administration connected with Harvard
university.

It was the literary side of shorthand rather
t!ian the professional that appealed most strong-
ly to Mr. Beale. He accumulated a library of

shorthand works of nearly 3000 volumes, con-
taining rare copies of first editions. He also

maile a thorough study of the history of short-

band, and in this field must be considered as

having attaineil an authoritative position. Few
men. it is said by those who were associated

with him, have delved more deeply and with
more painstaking and studious research into the

literature of shorthand.

His paper on-"The Sileril Man." depicting tlie

court stenographer at his talile in the busy court-

room, is regarded as a classic among the profes

sion. Embraced in his shorthand library are

nearly all of the productions issued from the old

Phonographic institute "engraved on .stone by
Ben Pitman." His collection of periodicals

comprised complete files of all important Amer-
ican and English journals, as well as a notable

collection (if the printed proceetlings of trials

and debates reported by early American and
English shorthand writers, and a number' of val-

uable manuscripts, including some tiny testa-

ments and psalm books in the old English sten-

ographies.

He loved his profession for its own sake and
used his keen mind in endeavors to uplift

shorthand standards. His conspicuous ability

and fidelity as court reporter in the superior

courthouse in Boston earned for him during his

10 years' of service the good-will and esteem of

bench and bar.

He issur\'ived by a wife and a daughter. Miss
Helene Beale. age li).

The funeral will take place at the residence. 28

Miinument St., at '2 o'clock. Saturday afternoon.

FOR YOU.

"Report of Committee on Tuition

and the Address of J. A. Lyons,"
given at the Indianapolis Meeting of

the Private Commercial School Man-
agers' Association, is the title of a

booklet of eighteen pages recently

received from J. A. Lyons, 378 Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, which every

commercial school proprietor, prin-

cipal and teacher should read. It

contains those unpleasant truths

few have either the conviction or

courage to utter, and the very infor-

mation proprietors and teachers need

to strengthen their backbones. Ac-

companying the pamphlet is a list of

questions which every school man
should answer truthfully and prompt-

ly. This committee is giving val-

uable time to the subject and YOU
should show your appreciation and
approval by aiding all you can. "Do
it now."
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(T \NEWS NOTES
AND NOTICES

Mr. Charles H. McGuire is now As-
sociate Manager of the Specialists'

Educational Bureau devoting his en-

tire time to the business. Mr. Mc-
t'juire is a man well qualified both by
training and experience, for this im-

portant work. He was for several
years in charge of the Kansas Wes-
leyan Business College at Salina,

Kansas, and later associated with
Mr. J. P. Simon at Superior, Wis., as

partner in the New Era Bu.siness Col-

lege. In addition to school work, his

experience extends into the field of

public accounting, having been em-
ployed in the Treasury Department
at Washington for one year. For two
years Mr. McGuire has been at the
head of the commercial department
of the Cony High School, Augusta,
Me.

In a piano contest recently held at I'tica. N.
Y., Leon J. A. CoUis was awarded first prize, a

piano valued at $435. Mr. CoUis WTOte the
sentence "Kimball Pianos Excel" and number-
ed each sentence consecutively 3.352 times: be-

inp Sill) times more than his nearest competitor.
'Ilie writing was ilone on one side of a canl

three by four inrlies; lioth words and tit-'ures

were discernalile. Mr. Collis is quite active in

all branches of penmanship and enjoys a lilieral

patronage in the way of engrossing resolutions,

diploma tilling, etc. He was for several >-ears a

public card writer, but is now bookkeeper for a

large trucking company in this city.

Miss Dorothy Helme. a graduate of die .\1

l>any Business College, is the new commercial
teacher in the Oneoiita, X. Y.. High School.
She follows Mi.ss Emma G. Bates, who goes to

the Yonkers. \. Y.. High School, at a handsome
salary.

Miss Sadie H. Pickard is the new (Jregg short-

hand teacher in the Dover, X. H. Business Col-
lege.

J. A. Madden, a very worthy Zanerian, reient-

ly joined the staff of the Bowling Green. K\'..

Business fniversity as an assistant teaclier.

Cbas. W. Gay, of Schenectady, X. 'i'.. has

purchased the Dayton, Ohio. Business College.

K.F. Kennedy, formerly secretary and treas-

urer of I'liion College, Eau Claire. Wis., has
purcliaseil the entire interest in this college held
l)\' H. (7. Martin. Mr. Kennedy is now Presi-

tlent and Managerof this well known institution.

Mr. P. \V. Costello, of Scranton, Pa., with
wliose work in the engrossing line our readers

are familiar, recently received the order for the
engrossing of the resolutions passed by the Na-
tional Democratic Convention on the death of

Ex-President Cleveland, and those passed four
years ago by the same organization on the death
of I'niteil States Senator Jones.

The School of Commerce. Marion. Ohio, on
April 2nd celebrated the 2nd birthday anniversary
of that institution by moving into new (luarters.

We take it for granted that this means the old

<iuarters became too small and that it was neces-
sary to secure larger and better (luarters to proji-

erly accommodate all .students of this school.

M. .-V. .\dams, the enterprising anil well

known proprietor of the Marietta. ()., Commer-
cial College, recentlv purchased the Braniger
Business College, Parketsburg. W. \'a. .Mr.

.\dams is having splendid success in conducting
the Marietta school and he states that he believes

he will meet with success in Parkersburg. Mr.
Braniger has retired from school work, having
purchased a farm near Kimbolton, O., where he
expects to remain for some time.

Mr. H. E. Byrne, of Tyler. Texas, whose por-

trait appears above, is a Missourian hy birth,

having been born thirty-eight years ago.

When Mr. Byrne left home to enter the btisi-

ness world he did so with a feeling of confidence
because he was able to write well and teach
penmanship. He knew that with that ability he
could make a living anywhere. Many young
men think they must have money back of them
in order to succeed, but not so with Mr. Byrne,
or any other young man who has practical skill

in his band and common sense in his head.

With the skill and pluck referred to above a^

his principal capital, he began his business col-

lege career about eighteen \-ears ago, since

which time he has succeedeil by degrees until

at the present time he is principal owner of six

business schools in as many different states as

follows: Tyler, Tex.. Commercial College:
Fredonia. Kan., Business College; Moberly.
Mo.. Comnierci:Ll College: Capital Citv Busi

ness College. (;uthrie. Okla.: Columbus. .Miss..

Business College; and ,\thens, Ga.. Business

College. .\nd unlike many chain schools, we
hear only goo<l reports of the Byrne Schools, in-

dicating that conscientious vjork is being done
all along the line.

In connection with the business college work,

he has built up quite a publishing business

along shorthand and bookkeeping lines, and
deals not a little in real estate, etc.

The Tyler Commercial School was opened in

liiiiOanil for the past two years they have had
annual enrollment of 1.50U day sttiilents. This
bespeaks unusual ability to gather in students

and to take care of them satisfactorily. It means
not only an abundance of hustle, but a genial

personality as well. .\nd the greatest success

can be achieved only through the possession of

these two essentials.

.Mr. Byrne comes north frequently to attend

the .\. C, T. F. and thus keeps in touch with the

profession.

3t'5 about time

to pack your

grip for pror)i=

&cnce.

Harry C. Spillman. the wide awake secretary of

the Department of Business Education of theXa-
tioual Educational Association, which meets in

Den\'ernext summer, reports they are expecting
the largest attendance of commercial teachers in

the history of the Department of Business Edu-
cation. Mr. Spillman is preparing a special re-

port which will be of considerable value to com-
mercial teachers, a copy of which will be sent to
any teacher free of charge who will forward his

name and address.

C. A. LeMaster, proprietor of the LeMaster
Business In.stitnte, Orange, N. .I., under date of
Match .5th, writes as follows: "Our school is go-
ing splendiiUy. We have been in existence but
three months the first day of this month. We
started with twelve students in the day school
and three in the night. .\t present our total en-
rollment is one hundred and twenty-one.

Mr. E. H. Norman, of the Baltimore Business
College, recently delivered a most entertaining
and profitable lecture to the young ladies of the
Stcnogniphers' A.ssi>ciation of Baltimore. Mr.
Xorman is getting to be recognized as one of the
really few eloquent men in our profession.

The new Collegiate Institute, Picton, Ont.,
formiUly opened its doors to the public, Friday,
March 12, 1909. We wish for it a larger field of
usefulness, ami increased prosperiti,'.

The pupils of the Rhode Island Commercial
School, Providence, R. I., under the wise guid-
ance of Mr. C. H. Blaisdell, are following the
lessons by Messrs. Berkman and Leslie ven,-
closely. His pupils are all doing good work.
He intends exhibiting some of this work at the
Eastern Commercial Teachers' Association Con-
vention, held at Providence, April 8, and 10th.
We doubt not that this exhibit will be a popular

Mr. (i, E. Spohn, of the Capital Citv Commer-
cial College, Madison, Wis., reports a splendid
attendance in that institution. He says the en-
rollment will doubtless exceed that of a year
ago by at least 15 percent. This is very good
considering the year and the times.

Mr. T. B. Chandler of the Erie. Pa., Business
College, recently sold his interest to Mr. Amos
M. Cassel, who will now conduct the .school
alone, with the aid of an efficient teaching force.
.Mr. Chandler steps down and out at the
aihise of his physician because he is in need of
a change of climate. Mr. Cassel reports a splen-
did growth in the school during the past two
years with an excellent outlook for the balance
of this year. We wish the institution the suc-
cess it merits, and Mr. Chandler the health and
|)rosperity he deserves whereever he may locate.

On Friday evening, March lii. I!i0!i, the stu-
dents of the Willis Business I'niversity. Spring-
field, O., gave a reception to all friends and
prospective students of the institution. Your
editor had the pleasure of attending one of these
functions about a year ago and he confesses
that It was one of the most enjoyable affairs he
ever had the pleasure of witnessing. The Wil-
lis School is a good one in more ways than one.

(Jn Friday evening, February 19th. there was
held in Cornwall. Out., a re-union of the stu-
dents of the Cornwall Commercial College. Mr.
(jeo. F. Smith, the enterprising Principal, ar-

ranged a fine program, the details of which were
under the direction of Mr. C. A. Bowes, head of
the Commercial Department. .\ most enjoyable
time was had.

.-Vnnouncement is inatle t)f a change in the
ownership of the publishing business of Powers
i-t Lyons, Chicago and New York. J. .\, Lyons
has purchased the interest of O. M. Powers. Mr.
L>ons and Mr. Powers have been associated in

business for twenty-one years. Mr. Powers will
devote his time and attention exclusively to the
.Metropolitan Business College, of which he is

president. The publishing business will contin-
ue under the management of J, .\, Lyons. The
name of this well-known house is now J. .-Y.

Lyons »& Company. We bespeak increased pros-
perity to the new-old firm and wish it all the
prosperity it deserves. Mr. Lyons is one of the
best known Commercial School and Text-book
men— a big man in ways more than one and as
reliable as he is big.
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A Little Talk, with Mr. J. C. Walker of the Burroughs Adding Machine Company, Detroit, Mich.

Mr. Walker, ( leneral .Secretary of the National Commercial Teacher's

Keileratioii, has been closely comiectetl with commercial school interests

for the past fifteen years. He is probably as well acquainted with commer-
cial school men as any (tther man in the country, and knows the ins anti

outs of the commercial school from the standpoint of the administration

as well as the educational tiepartments. Hence he is an ideal man for the

head of a department such as this Educational Institution Department,
IhroUKh which the Burroughs Company is furnishing practical service to

instructors ami principals of commercial schools. In a recent interview

with Mr. Walker, the following may be of interest to our readers:

I understand, Mr. Walker, that the schools and universities are be-

tjinning tt) use the adding machine for purposes of instruction as well as

for practical business transactions in their offices."

" Beginning, diti you sa>" ? " "Why. to-tlay—March first—there are

a.SO schools using the Burroughs machine, and I am receiving an average
of (me order every day. "

" But are all of these machines used for instruction ? " was asketl.

"Probably three hundred out of the total number are used daily for

instruction as well as for the routine office work."
" You know that in a commercial school the Burroughs machine can

be made to do double duty: during school hours in the class rooms as an
implement of instruction, and also in the office for the necessary work in-

ciilental to the administration of the business affairs of the .school. This
has brought about a change from former con-

ditons in connection with graduates from var-

ious departments of commercial schools. II

used to be the case that the graduates from the

stenographical department enjoyed a great

advantage (tver his classmate from the bofik-

keeping department, because the former knew
the mechanics of the typewriter and the latest

makes and improvements, while the latter was,

almost without exception, ignorant of modern
time-and-labor-saving devices in his own de-

partment. Hence it has come about that em-
ployers gave preference to an inferior man
with some experience over a vastly superior

man equipped only with a commercial educa-

tion. The employer felt that the latter would
set about his work in an anti(|uated fashion,

while the former, though inferior in ability

would yet understand the use of labor and
time sa\'ing appliances."

"These were conditions which we tried to

change " Mr. Walker continued " and we in-

augurated a missionary campaign upon the
plea that every pupil was entitled to a know-
ledge of the newer and shorter systems, no
matter in what ilepartment of business he was
being educated. In time our efforts bore
fruit, and caused a small revolution in certain

departments of business schools.

"Do not think, however, that the campaign was without practical results
in the actual business world over. CJne prominent banker told a commer-
cial school teacher thai whereas it look three months to educate a man to
do accurate work in a banking office, they could now take a business
schtiol graduate and put him to work on the Burroughs Adding machine
ihe first day.

" That is a great recommendation when a banker says that he can take
a commercial school graduate and put him to work the first day. Vou
know as well as I do that almost every bank in the country uses our
machine. The Corn Exchange Bank of New York, for instance, uses an
even hundred of them. It is practically a .self evident proposition then,
Ihat a man who knows how lo use this machine—the mere operation re-

quires about ten minutes to learn stand a better show in applying for a

bank job, than the man who knows nothing abiuit the actual work which a

machine can do. It needn't take much argument to demonstrate that,

and that's the reason the schools are putting in the Burroughs.
•• .\nd do not ihink that the banking business is the only one in which

^ ou will find the adding machwie. Th'ere are nearly eighty-five thousand
Burroughs in use to-day, all over the country, and the young commercial
graduate wouhl have a long search before him if he atlempteil to Hnii an
nidu.stry in which the machine has not been used."

" How about your missionary campaign :is you call it. How ilici you
stir up the schools to an interest in the new ideas ?

"

"By showing them that the Burroughs was bringing about the adop-
tion of many entirely new systems of doing business" was the reply,"
and by bringing the knowledge home to them that they are teaching
many antiquated methods so long as they ccmtinue to do without the lat-

est clcvices. We told them that they would be hopelessly behind the pro-

cession if they neglected our business system, and we laid plans to help
them.

" Our Salesmen take machines into the business schools, and demon-
strate what the machine can do. By showing the variety of uses to which
the machine can be adapted, we furnish pretty exclusive proof that a
bookkeeper cannot afford to be without the knowledge of its uses. The
Burroughs business systems go with the Bourroughs machine, and all

these short cuts which our Business Systems Department is constantly
working out for Burroughs users :ire of too great practical value for the
schools to ignore.

"A portfolio is furnished the school, which contains five skeleton
lesson sheets outlining a course in the study of the Burroughs Bookkeep-
ing Machines and its uses. Thus flue teacher, even if not an expert oper-
ator on the Borroughs, is able to direct the pupils in that work. In this

portfolio is included also a collection of forms used every day in offices

all over the country, in connection with the Burroughs. There are 140 of
these forms, distributed among various departments of business. There
are:

Trial Balance Forms,
Sales Forms,
Banking Forms,
Statement Forms,
Invoice and Consignment Forms,

County anil State Forms,
Telephone and Gas Company Forms,
Kailroail and Miscellaneous Forms,
Cost Accounting Forms,
Old Line Insurance Forms,
Fraternal Insurance Forms.

" We suggest to the instructor that the

student provide his own blank paper, and
make his own ruling thereon, thus becoming
familiar with the character of the ruling before

proceeding to the actual work upon the
machine.

" I think you will agree with me in saying

that this is one of the mo.st practical sugges-

tions ever made to commercial schools for the

improvetuent of their commercial facilities:—

the inst.-dlation of devices such as the Bur-

roughs Adding Machine. Of late years busi-

ness colleges have been building miniature

banking offices, maintaining an actual bank-

ing business, and have instructed their pupils

in mercantile businesses by means of actual

mercantile transactions. Why should the>'

not use the Burroughs Adding Machine when
they are using everything else of value' in the

business world ?

" In yet another way, " Mr. Walker went
on, "we have made ourselves of service to the

commercial schools, and that is through the

co-operation of our .-Vdvertising Department. " Mixlern Methods in

Business Education" is the title of a two-color folder which any school

using the Burroughs machine may obtain for the asking. This folder sets

forth at length the reasons why a prospective student would attend the

school in question rather than another, and may be used in place of a cir-

cular issued by the school, or to supplement the school prospectus. The
gist of this argument is that a commercial .school should educate the stu-

dent in the use of modern time and labor saving appliances, and that the

particular school referred to is prepared to do so.

" I should like to add a word," .said Mr. Walker in conclusion, " about

our special selling plans, and also of our rental system, whereby each

year, the schools may exchange their Burroughs machine for one having
every latest improvement. Then. too. we have an agency in every large

city in the L'nited States. Cauiula. Europe, .\ustralia, anil South Africa,

and an\'one who may desire to know more aluiut our Educational Institu-

tion Division may address any agency, or the main office in Detroit.
" Nor do I want to give you the impression that the machine is useful

to schools only for purposes of instruction. The Burroughs machine is

useful in any institution which has accounts to keep, and which recei\'es

and disburses money. The Commercial schools enjoy this advantage
however, that they can make the machine do double duty."

dall i]Our cO'tt'orker's attention to \\\z

Business fibucator an5 its niontl]ly budget of

timely information of a professional nature.
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On the Business Training Track
By ION E. DWYER,
Professor of Commerce.,

POBEKT COLLECiE. <:OMSTANTIN()PI.E.
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In the last article under this head,
the importance of a foreign language
as a commercial assetwas emphasized.
Another asset which should be placed
along side that one is a knowledge
of foreign weights, measures and
money.
The foreigners who are pouring in-

to our country at an ever increasing
ing rate must find employment of

some kind. Our free land is so near-
ly taken, that but a small per cent,

of the immigrants can hope to devote
themselves to agriculture. Thus they
turn, naturally to the manufacturing
industry in increasing numbers. This
increase in labor means an increase
in the output of the factories, all of

which must have a market. For ten
years we have been manufacturing
more than we could consume at home,
therefore a foreign market has be-
come a necessity, the need for which is

increasingly felt each succeeding year.

By geographical situation the South
American markets are logically ours
and our merchants are turning their

attention in that direction. But our
European competitors are already on
the ground actively working for //w/r

interests. In the ability to use the
language and with a working knowl-
edge of the weights, measures and
money of these countries, these com-
petitors have a powerful advantage
over their American rivals. They
speak (or write) to the people in

their own tongue and quote terms
and prices in denominations
with which the people are familiar—

a

thing that makes home runs and
piles up the score in ///£>// favor. Our
merchants must do the same if they
are to play a winning game on the
foreign selling fields.

As an illustration, suppose in re-

sponse to an inquiry from a foreign

merchant you were to quote, let us
say, refrigerators 2i by 4 feet and 18

inches deep at $15 each. Such quota-
tions would be "all (Sreek" to him as
he has no definite idea of what are
the equivalents of feet, inches and
dollars. Or reverse the case and sup-
pose you are offered carpets at 95

piasters per arshin, or nails at 25

pfennig per kilo, or silk at 5 franc and
oO centimes per metre. Your first

mental question is "How much in

dollars and cents is this per pound or
yard?" You must first know the ex-

act equivalents before you can con-
sider the offer.

Now if a competing firm should
quote you these same things in de-

nominations with which ^'ou were fa-

miliar, it does not require a profit to

say which of the two will get your
order. Our foreign competitors are
doing this thing continually, and the
necessity of speaking in terms which
will be readily understood by the
prospective customer, is forcing it-

self more and more upon the atten-
tion of the American merchant and
manufacturer.

Coming thus into competition for a
market with those who are better
equipped than ourselves, we must be-

stir ourselves and see to it that, in

the future, we offer as good— prefer-

ably better— facilities as the mer-
chants of any other country.

Some of you are already asking
"How can this be done?" One ex-

cellent way is for ambitious young
men and women, as I know many of

the readers of this Magazine to be, to

prepare themselves to render such a

service to their employers.
Suppose one of our firms is com-

peting for a large order for machin-
ery, say, the electric lighting of a

city, the building of a suspension
bridge, or the supplying of the rolling

stock for an entire railroad, either

one of which would run into the mil-

lions of dollars. What would it be
worth to the firm to have someone in

their employ who could quote dimen-
sions, weights, prices, etc., accurate-
ly in the terms of the prospective
customer? To get the order means a
handsome profit, the enlarging of

their business and a foothold in the
foreign field. What would you be
worth to such a firm if you could do
the work for them? It is not too
much to say that this ability, with
the language, might easily be the
"thin edge of the wedge" leading to

a junior partnership or a stockholder
in the concern.

Firms doing a foreign business
must have such help and the young
business people will do well to pre-
pare for the demand which is sure to

come. It is the man that is "on
deck" that is next at the bat.

If these courses are not now offered
in your school, have a talk with the
head of the departinent or the pro-

prietor and 1 am sure they will be
glad to help you, either by private
lessons or by incorporating such work
into the course of study. You will

find teachers just as ready to help their

students as the students are to be
helped.

We all want our country to continue
her matchless industrial progress and
to see her take her rightful place in

the markets of the world. Thus only
can our industrial leaders look hope-
fully into the future. And it is for

you, young men and women, to ren-

der a significant service in this par-
ticular. It is the sincere hope of the
writer that some who reads these lines

will see here an opportunity to furth-
er our commercial interests and make
a larger place for himself in the
commercial world.

In almost every one's life Opportu-
nity knocks at least once and he is

wise who recognizes Her and opens
wide the door to this enchanting
guest when She comes to point the
way to larger success.

uilc <2UUo!)liu2 ^iiKRnc^j l)<2t't\><2<2n oii<2 man <\]i^ ci^:lk^r-

l>cta><2<2n one. cinimal anb anom^r- is prcciscft] mi$, Hial" one

K<zU more mccii cvnoHi^r.

ny E. II. MrGhee, IInrton-I..nrfrc Business Institute, Trenton N. .1.
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LESSONS IN OK NA MENTAL WRITING

Norwalk Business

Specimens, together with

criticism should be

College. Morwalk. O.

a self-addressed postal, foi

mailed to Mr. Wonnell

:=^

INSTRUCTIONS.

This imintli's iiistnictioii will he hricf liecaiise there are few new copies.

We take up the U. X ami /. which tiiiislies the capitals. Notice that U tiiiishes just like L. Make the shade heaviest at half the height. The shaile

(in X may he thrown a little lower than on Q and Z. Z is a rather ditticult letter to get ju.st right. These are the important points: lower loop should l)e

2-rt the length of part ahove the hase line; little loop must he on base /j'hp and shonlil slant—doTi't make it horizontal.

I am giving you also for iiraclice and review, a set of capitals. Tins yon wdl lind to he quite a test of skill. Watch these points: ltlift>riiii(yu\

sixe ant! spitcin^.

Theset of capitals given is off-hand work, there heing no patching. Theentireset w:is written in :ihout live minutes. Iwishlhey were hetler l.iiJ

trust you may find something in.them to inspire you.

/f=
VVONNELL'S

==^

^=
CKITICISIVIS

-.^

J. K. (i.. Pciin. Your work shows satisfactory

improvement. Make your small letters a little

larger, j is too high ahove the base line. Am
glad to note facts regarding envelopes referred
to in previous criticism.

K. J. B.. Iowa, (ilad you are pleased w ith les-

sons. Yon liave an excellent start in ornament-
al. My only criticism is, take a little more pains
ill forming your small letters and in retouching
t. (land p.

'/-,. C Minn. Study and practice will hring the
desired results for you. Alakc the shade on 'I'.

K and (i a little shorter and nearer the liasc line.

M. N. S., Penn. Yon have a fair start and 1

believe you can become an excellent penman in

time. Study the copies closely. Take a little

more pains in placing your pen on the paper.

J. K. B., III. Your frankness pleases me but
you must not allow discouragement to rule you.
I fear you don't have time enough for practice.

Remember the "Cjolden Text."

I). ,1. li., S. U. \ery creditable work. Yes, I

think you can win a certificate. Study closely.

Second part of B too small for first part.

B. N. v., Okla. Good business hand and fair

start in ornamental. Be careful in lifting pen
to iilace it so as not to show the lift. Make he

-

ginning anil linishing ovals hori/ontal. r too
narrow.

\V. J. K.. N. J. Did you try the wide spacing
yet? Your letters show a slight cramped ap-
pearance. Try to avoid making angle at bottom
of lower loop.

E. E. W., O. Skill comes slowly but I believe
yours is coming fully as fast as mine did. I

think all I need to say to you is, study good
copies exte^isively.

W. R. H., Iowa. This is better. Make begin-
ning oval ofC larger, same for (J. Study form.
.\re yon practicing daily?

.1. H..I., C). You are certainly on the right
track. There is no (juestion about your reaching
the goal of your ambition. I'se black ink. Lift

the jjeii at finish of w. Do not make p so long
lielow line. Stop making angle between i and
II. Don't make j so high above base line.

A. E. S., Iowa. Be more careful in re-touch-
ing t and d and in re-placing your pen after lift-

ing it. Do not make shades ilowiy.

K. L., R. I. Your ornamental letter is very
graceful. The oidy criticism 1 have to offer is

thai many of yoi

much, that is the
uniform.

shades are hunched too

-ease :ind decrease is not

E. C. K., Neb. Take a little more pains on the

mall letters. Ydur capitals are all right. .Shade

. d.andp.

.\. \V. C, N. J. Your liusiness writing is line,

lou could make penmanship aprofession. Stud\

OOP in C.

E. C. N., S. D. Study loop of C and H. Watch
beginning ovals on B, D, F, etc.; also watch
the finishing ovals of C and H to keep them hor
izontal.

S. (). S., Can. I have had to look pretty close-

ly to know what to tell you. Beginning oval of

D too small. Take a little more pains in re-

touching t, d and p. Notice what I said about n

in March No.

H.F. D., Mo. There is no doubt in my mind
of your reaching the goal of your ambition.

Y'our movement is all right but you need to

study form. Shade on Z too low. That is a

cute Utile Hiiisli in X. Crossing of <i too high.

C. L. <j., N. '^. I think your ideas regarding

the value of ornamental about right. .\ni

pleased to know that my work has been of value

to yon. Come again.

C. E. B.. Vt. Study closely the beginning
part of small p. Make o, a and r a little wider.

Top oval of B too wide.
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Some of the liest liftli grade work we have

seen for some time recently reached our d^sk
from G. H. Jones. Supervisor of writing in the

Norwood, I)., puhlic schools.

Miss Rose C. Beam, Washington. X. J..

writes an unusually fine engrossing hand as

shown in a letter recently received from her.

.^he expects to make engrossing a specialty and
from her penmanship we have every reason to

helieve she will make a success of it.

E. F. Richardson, penmanship teacher of Buf-

falo. Ky.. in sending a club for The BfsiNESs
Kducator inclosed specimens of his card

writing and Hmirishing. which show that he is

among our most skillful penmen, and the speci-

mens of work done by his pupils show that he

should also be numbereil among our most jiro-

gressive teachers.

Some of the finest exercise work we have ever

fiad the pleasure of examining comes from the

pupils of the Kingman County. Kans.. High
School, where Mr. Frank C. Hemphill has

charge of the penmanship. The specimen
done by Mr. Louie Schaar was indeed a beauti-

ful piece of work, but it was not done in ink suf-

ficiently black to engrave.

C. S. Jackson, one of the hustling proprietors

of the Bliss College. Newark, Ohio, called at our
office recently and left a large bundle of pen
manship pr.actice done by his pupils. Mr. Jack-

son has a uni(|ue method of teaching penman-
ship. The writing which he submitted is all

unite small and therefore \'ery practical forl)ook-

keeping work.

Mr. U. J. Browning, who has charge of the
commercial department of the Newton. la.,

lligli School, recently favored us with a large

bundle of specimens of his students' penman-
ship practice. These pupils are writing nearly
as well as pupils in business schools who give
more time to practice. A mnnber of these spec-
imens indicate that he will soon have a good
many pupils in line for Till-; Business Educa-
tor Certificate.

.\ large number of pupds in the Bartlett Com-
mercial College, of Cinciimati. where Mr. U. B.
Crouse is penman, are writing well. We have
known Mr. Crouse personally for a number of

years and have always found him getting
superior results in his iienmanship classes. A
number of his pupils now have their work up to

our retiuirements for a certificate.

.\ fine lot of specimens is at hand from C. H.
Blaisdell. principal of the Commercial Depart-
ment of the Providence. R. T.. Commercial
School. To those who know of Mr. Hlaisdeirs
\\'ork it is nnnccessar>' to sa>' that the work is ui>

to a high standard. The work of his pupils al-

ways is. The pages by the advance<l pupils are

neatly arranged and the beginners are starting

off in fine shape.

.\ fine lot of specimens have recently been re-

ceived from J. .\. Knotts, penman in the .\tcli-

ison. Kans.. Business College. These speci-

mens sho^\ a great deal of improvement over
the last lot sent in. Mr. Knotts lias a fine class

of pupils taking special work. Judging from
specimens from his own pen, which he inclosed,

we have every reason to beUeve that he is cap-
able of giving first-class instructions alimg the
ornamental line.

Mr. J. F. Bowers, penman in the La Junta.
Colo.. High School, has mailed us some work
done by his pupils which shows the result of

proper teaching. Hestatesthat his class has in-

creased from 20 to 45. This shows that he is

stirring up a great deal of enthusiasm in the pejt-

mauship class. Besides being a penman of a
high order. Mr. Bower has some talent as an ar-

tist.

Warren Douglas, President of the Douglas
Business College. McKeesport. Pa., submits
work executed by his pupils and asks whether
they are gt>od or whether they are in the "down
and out" class. If these specimens are iti the
"down and out" class" we wish that all other
schools would get their .work in the "down and
out" class also. The specimens show the result

<if proper penmanship teaching. Some of the
work is now up to our standard for a certificate

and all of the work is close to this standard.

A package of students' specimens are at hanti
from the Tri-State Busine.ss College, Toledo. O.
These specimens consist of designs which are
made up of exercises. Each student also sent
a page of business \\riting which shows the re-

sult of proper instruction in llic penmanship
classes. These specimens were written with ink
too blue to engrave successfully or scune of

theni would lia\e l)een reproduced iit Thi-: Hi's-

i.vEss Educator.

F. E. Mitchell, penman in the Bradford, Pa..

JJusiness College, has submittetl one of tlie

finest lots of .students' work that we have re-

ceived this month. Nearly all of these pupils
are up to the stanclaril for a Business Educa-
tor certificate. The work ofMi.ss Maude Fox
is especially go(^d and we have written to Mr.
Mitchell asking him ltd have her prepare some
work for engraving so that our readers nuiy en-
joy looking at it.

E. P. Bower, penman and counuercial teacher
in the Laurium, Mich., Commercial School, is

getting better results in his penmanship classes

than a great many older te,ichers. The speci.
mens he recently sent in are very good, not-
withstanding the fact that at the verj- opening of
the school year the pupils without exception
wrote vertical and backhand. Thanks to Mr.
Bower for the work he is doing for the cause of
giioil writing.

S.O.Smith, pennian and commercial teacher
in the W'dlis Business Lniversitv. Ottawa.
Out., has allowed us the j.leasure of lookuig
oveniuite a large lot of fiiie work done by his

penmanship pupils. These pupils liave been

under his care for only about six weeks and are
doing fine work. Mr. Smith inclosed a sheet of
Ids own work in the ornamental style, which
shows that he is getting up towards the top. ,\n

appreciated list of subscriptions to THE Busi-
NESS Educator reached us about the same
time we received the specimens.

A. A. Lang, a recent Zanerian, who is now
handling the penmanship and commercial
liranches in the Brandup & Nettleton Busine.ss
College. Winona. Minn., has about one hun-
ilred pui>ils in his penmanship class. The re-

sults he is obtaining, if we may judge from the
bundle of specimens which we recently received,
are ver\' satisfactor\'. These pufjils are all re-

i|uire<l to hand in work done outside of the
school room. Mr. Lang states that those who
are subscribers to The Business Educator ilo

better work than those who are not. .-\ gooii

many certificates are evidently going to find

their way into the bands of his pupils.

.\. E. Cole, Principal of the Commercial De-
partment of the Tarentum, Pa.. High .School,

sends in aliout as line a lot of specimens as we
have seen from a High School this year. The.v
compare very fa\"orably with Business College
work. Mr. Cole states that the specimens were
taken up from the regular class work an{i were
not prepared for inspection. There is not a

poor one in the lot. while some are exceptional-

ly fine.

E. F. Whitmore. penman in Strayer's Business
College. Washington. D. C, has about as many
gotid penmen in his class as anyone we know
of. The work he recently sent in is of a high or-

der. We have long recognized Mr. Whitmore
as one of our best teachers of practical writing.

Mr. E. T. Whitscni. penman ami commercial
teacher in the State i'niversity, (rrand Forks,

N. Dak., is raising the standard of penmanship
in that institution. Specimens which he recent-

ly submitted sliow that some of his pupils arc

writing hands that are quite professional. He is

a supporter of THE Business Educator ami
recently sent in an order for a good sized list of

subscriptions.

rnR ^Al F Fine Business Schoolrun<jni.b.,„ jhe Soutliwest,

pays big money. Owner has two schools

and wishes to dispose of one. Cash buys
this.

Address H. H., care of

Business Educator, Columbus. Ohio

I Buy and Sell " yo" desire
" to sell, or to

Cp||f\r|| e findabargain,
»3v/llvF\/l>»J write me .stat-"^^^~^^^^~^~^ ins particu-
lars, and I can serve you to your ad-
vantage.

M. E. MOGAN, DePere.Wis.

Specimen of Lithographic-like Script, by F. W. MartiTi. Boston.
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A plain serviceable, rapid, practical style of lettering for common every-rlay purposes, executed with either single i

double-pointed Soennecken or automatic pens of any size.

^/=^i^

lAf A MTpn ' '"" '' teacher of Bookkeep-
"'^'" t.U ing and desire a partner who
is strong in teaching Shorthand (Gregg or
Pitman), the object being to establish a

school. Or 1 am willing to purchase an in-

terest in a good school and take charge of the
Bookkeepmg work.

Address, K. M..

Care of Business Educator, Columbus, O.

FOR SALE
.•\ well established Business College in a rap-
idly growing town on the Pacific Coast.
30,000 population to draw from. Personal
reasons for selling

Address, PACIFIC,
Care of Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio

WESTEi SGiOL FOt SALE
( Jne of the largest, oldest, best equipped
Business Colleges on the Pacific Coast
ff)r sale. This is not a cheap proposi-
tion but an excellent opportunitj-
for two live young men with some
money to invest. Address H,

Care Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

a-c/c/i'^iotza./ ^Lily^isrt-iortctz-^ To ih<:-

^yv-orcs^^i'onaL- a-cl tiLon ionic n. utru may

Z^//-tan U t n<J J/ou j-oi~ /t»«3jr^ Cout-tc^t'e^

7<x ^^x*t^nctirz£f tfz C' ^^4:ri^£>rz^ 4yr-^« firz^^.

,-^ isrrs,

,

0^-

Jan. /V; '0&-
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A pen sketch made direct from nature \iy the editor, near the city of Columlms. Such a pen drawing requires about an hour for executii

the mental machinery is in good working order. This is the time of the year when oiie"s thoughts naturally turn to nature,

and sketcliing her is a pass time nothins else can excel, if you love art.

\A/ A M I ^11 business Colleges. Huh SchoolsT^I\n\^U ind would-be Teachers to know
thftt a supttrior Training School for teachers in both
the Commercial and Shorthand ( Isaac Pitman
Courses) iB conducted bv the Schcnl of < omnifrcp.
Accountineand Finance. Piclon. Unt . Canada-
Mr. Sayers. the Principal, is an honor eraduate of

the School of PedagOBy and has had an experience
of several years in both High School and Model
School work, having been connected as an instructor
for four years with a Government Training School for
Teachers.

^^Icaiin^j 9^«^ix^

9SlZtS SHADING PENS $1.00. Catalog and Price
List Free, write lor It.

R. R. LEE, Shading Pen Mtgr., Ponllac, Mich.

By J. I). TiMld. 1 14 N. Main St., Salt Lake Cits-, Utah.

Is your
school
organized
as a selling

force ?

Every schoolman suspects, if he
does not know, that he wastes a

lot of money in advertising.

I can show you how to avoid the

waste. This plan costs about a

dollar a student and you keep
the dollar until the enrollment.

It saves money—gets more re-

sults. To save time, writ*? me a

long letter describing your past

advertising.

IM. W. CASSMORE
122 C. SSthSt.. Seattl* Wash.
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while you l«ir,, >vrite to

P&.rson*s P«nm»n, Ksokuk, la.
My propositions and pj-ice lists will intei-fst yon. They

BEN THE PENMAN

TWILL WRITE Send 2c stamp for spec-
! DOZ. CARDS for 25c imens of my work thai
Every card a ^em. will open your eyes.

ROXBURY, MASS.

WE TEACH
Scletxtific

PEHniflKSHIP
By Mail

Have you failed to acquire a rapid business
hand, or an accurate professional style by
old methods? If so, enroll with us, as we
guarantee to make you an expert or refund
vour money.
Send stamp for specimen and full informa-
li<

Kewanee
101 Mail

Business College
Si . KEWANEE. ILL

TYPEWRITfRS
NEW AND

SECOND HAND

Some oi Tiiem but

ALL OF THE BEST AMERICAN MACHINES

Remingtons $20 Densmores $18

Smith Premiers $25

Olivers . . $30 Underwoods $40

Also all other machines from 40 to
80 per cent lower than regular deal-
ers prices.

We guarantee them to be in perfect
condition. We send them to your
nearest expres.s otHce C. O. D., with
privilege of examination before
paying.

Send for our free catalogue, price list

AND 5 DAY TRIAL OFFER

EASTERN SALESCO.
192 WEST BROADWAY
NEW YORK

DEPT. 317

By J. <). Peterson, Columlnis, Ohio.

UlAMTpn- A Pirst-ciass Experienced leach-iinii I t.u ^, ^, „,j Commercial Branchet
[no sliorlhaMdl, able to take
of business practice oflice_.

Rowe bookkeeping Onewliocan
ship preferred Excellent opportun
nent position with a well-known i

businesscolleBe.l
Inst

Be. if necessary.
jlicit. Sadie

iations, if any
Irathe
Addrf

lary [12 months), and
than refer], in reply 1

, Permanent Positio
s Educator, Columb

;h pen

wn and high k

IddleAtlantic stale
:h affil

ide

nd test-

WANTPn ''os'tlon by first-class-alt-
"'*'' ' ^" round commercial teacher,
capable of taking entire charge of a commer-
cial department. Well educated, married,
twelve years teaching experience and an
expert penman. Recommendations from
some of America's foremost business educa-
tors.

Address, C. T.,
Care of Business Kilucator, Cohimlius. ().

THE RANSOMERIAN OBLIQUE
THE HOLDER THAT MAKES WRITING A PLEASURE

I use it exclusively in my expert writing; invaluable to the professional,

to the amateur or to the beginner. You can write easier, longer and better

by using this great instrument.
Some of the special features of this holder are very clearly expressed in the following
unsolicited letter from G. W. Weatherly, President of the Joplin-Carthage Business
College Company ofJoplin, Mo. This letter tells its own story. Read it.

Mr C. W. lUnBom. President, .loplin. Mo. , Sept. 21. Ut08.

Kansomerian School of Penmaiiehip, KaiirSBh City. Mo.
My dear Mr. Kansum. - 1 havf (^iven one of yotnpeiihuldcr.s a three inoiitlis' long trial; a (•arefiil and srveiT
side by side with the best ajid most expensive holdei-s made, ones costintf three or four times as niueh, and

|

ning on my desk-

long without i.'ausint;

it opens tip the Kate
with it you canfairl

uund the equal of the holder. With it the llneat writing can be produced all day
red feeling"' so common to proft-ssionals for -'it llts the Hnger." To the beginner,
V field, creates a new ambition along penmanship lines, as it is a progress maker—

, improvement in your writing.
The holder occupieH a Held of strictly its own; in fact, two of them, it being the only one. so far

know, that can be chanijed into either an ornatnental or business holiler at will, and is equally Hne in

;r. This feature /a raUtable. It is a handsome holder, will last forever, and it is absolutely useless for the
nan to look for anything better or even "just as good" for it is not made.

Very truly. li. W. Weatherly, President.

This beautiful solid rubber holder will la.st you a life time and the price is only
SO cents each post paid. Special prices to .schools and colleges ;

write for them.
Address

:

Ml niiuonu n X n • e i I 3825 EUCLID AVENUE,
W. RANSOM, Prest., Ransomerian School, kansas city, mo.

OG X.A/ fi^^/^f'-^/rr- j(j:,/,.^>A,jj->.J rt/,^/.^i^^/y/'j/,f >J,yf'<// //^, y-"/" irzj
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Mr. E. P. Bower, wliose portrait appears above
was born October 1, 1887, on a farm near Len-
non, Shiawassee Comity, Mich., where he spent
his boyhood days. After completing a good
public school education he entered the Owcsso
Business College in October 1904, from which
school he was graduated April 18, lOOC. This
school was then managed and controlled by
Messrs. Reagh and Wollaston.
About the beginning of the year I 007. he ac-

cepted a position as assista,nt Commercial teach-
er in the Laurium Commercial School, with
which school he is still. In addition to his expe-
rience as a teacher, he has had experience in

practical work, having kept books for the brok-
erage firm of Paine. Webber & Co., of Boston.
Mass.. in their Calumet branch.
He says his training al the Zanerian in 1907

helps him greatly as a Commercial teacher and
especially as a teacher of writing.
Mr. Hower is a Viunig man ()f excellent prin-

ciples, unafraid of hard work, and ambitious to
be something more than the average. We be-
speak for him a successful career, and wish him
all he deserves.

An Increasin g Demand'" rcial

phers.typewr tiiiE. bookkeeping penman .hip,
and allied subjec ;s Personal recommend
for positions in high schools, Business Colleees. 1

Uni i-ersities Sa aries $61X1 to $1801 1

you desires reali 7ed throueh Th« THURSTON 1

TBACMERS' AOEINCV.
Free enrollmeni ii mil March 1st. Se id for bo. klet

ANNA M. rnURSTON, na nafEer
378 Wabash Ave Chicago III.

The Pratt Teachers' Agency
TO FlFT r Avenue, NEW YORK

Recommends
specialists, an
and schools.
The Asency r

cial teachers f

and business c

college and norn
d other teachers

eceives tnany call

om public and pr
olleges

al graduates,
to colleges

. for commer-
vate schools.

WM. O. PRATT, MANAGER |

Tt|6D.s.GoiDneaG!iefs'Boreau
is in a position to assist both teach-

ers and schools. We solicit your
patronage. Enrollment free.

G. W. BECKLER, Sec. CHILLICOTHE. MO

GETTING OUR SHARE
( >f the calls for high grade commercial teach-
ers. Is your name on our list? A wise bus-
iness policy on your part to have it there.

Write today.

CENTRAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
E. C.ROGERS, Manager. COLUMBUS. O.

FOR. SALE
One of the best equipped Busine.'iS Colleges

in the Central States. School well established
and widely advertised. Does a business of
S3.500 to 84.500 annually. Especiallv well
adapted forinan and w:ife (both teachersi to
take hold of. One rent pays for splendid
(luarters for school and home combiiietl.
t TOtid reasons for selliner. Address,

OKEAT BARG.\1N •

Care of Business Kdufator, Columbus, Ohio

FOR. sale:
The best Business Colletje in Western

Pennsylvania, Will pa>' for itself in less
than two years; attendance constantly in-
creasing. This is a proposition seldom of-
fered. Investigate at once.

Address. "GREAT OPPORTUNITY"
Care of Business Educator. Columbus, Ohio.

If tlierc I.- :iiiv I"'-^sibilitv of vilur rcquirmt; uiir scrvHt-s iiow istlit-time to get in touch with lis.

Wcciiii help V..U. Write iL- in ccntidfiicc :ind see.

VWIOW TEACHERS' BVREAV 229 Broaaway, Mew Yoric

THE SPECIALISTS' EDUCATIONAL BUREAU"
ROBERT A. GRANT, Manager C. H. McGUIRE, Associate Mgr.

WEBSTER GROVES, ST. LOUIS, MO.
A bureau for commercial teachers and other specialists — not a general agency. Serves the best

Schools, Colleges, and Universities. Managed bv men of broad experience who will promote vour
interests efficiently.

Shrewd school men are now planning for next year. Your prompt registration with us may
mean much to you Write us/or free enrollment blank and complete information.

A HOST or OPPORTUNITIES
Are Open to the Me m bei-s of tKe

CONTINENTAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
Bo-wrlln^ Green, Kentixolcy

Plenty of Places for Capable P<ople. Free registration Ifyou mention this Journal

mm SCHOOL for coiqiqebcibl tepghebs
The Summer School for commercial teachers to be conducted by the Roches-
ter Business Institute this year will open July 6th and close August 13th,

During this special six weeks' term our usual complete schedule of the peda-
gogy of the commercial subjects will be given Our bulletm gives the particulars.

Many prospective students for this course who desire advanced instruction in

the Commercial texts are planning to begin work with us one, two or three

months in advance of the special summer session. Inquiries cheerfully an-

swered by correspondence. Our representative will take pleasure in giving

personal explanations to inquirers at the E. C. T. A. Convention at Provi-

dence, April 8th. 9th and 10th.

Rochester Business institute, Rochester, ^. Y.

Snapshots

at

Gold Mines

Seedtime

Precedes

Harvest

We Market

Your Wares

Every mail nowdays brings requests for teachers, and iocideiitally these letters
revea! gold mines of opportunity for those who are fortunate enoujfh to have a
chance to take advantage of them. Xaturally no one incurs an obligation-such as
the payment of comiuission to an agency-unleas there Is an incentive sufficiently
strong. vVe otTer that incentive: Our labor free unless we rtnrt for you a position
good enough that you decide to accept it. The risk is ouri; the gain youi"s. You can-
not lose anything but a few postage stamps, and a little time spent in letterwriting.
Enroll with an agency to which the leaders of comercial edncationconlide their needs.
' >iif "rites. '! have just bought Business College.';and I am going to take most of
my -t.itr \\ ith me from the State L'niversily. The man you placed with us last
vai \^ill tJike the shorthand, and we shall want you to get a college man to
take my \\urkat fromJiaOU to$1800, anda man to take charge of the commercial
work 111 the Model School, .it J12()0. School year nine months long." -.i city superin-
tendent says. "You have furnished all of our commercial teachers for fiv

oth*
r present t

"

1 m
,cher f

> foru
stand this climate. We shall expect you to get an-

I have confidence in your judgment." Another sup-
erintendent s.tys, Our present man does not quite fit the place. We know what you
eaiiil' I'm in i tlif Hack of some of your best, so that I may quietly look them
111' -";

' r TlH )i. art oi the commercial work in a State roliege- a man on
hi: , .V- In- ^.ilaiv ha.-- beenincreasfd fiomJI20" ti.e2U(«i. mid that In-

^'.ua M.^ linii ^Mlh a v..ungni»n assi-tant. whose initKiI .ahuv wjl] !„
1,111 nil . iittMi irn i,uM- aiitmally. Another coUetre commeivial man asks i„r ;,

;.'Ood cutniiierrial teaeher at $100 per nionth; and the principal uf a State Nornial
School asks for a ladv Ben Pitman teacher to head the shorthand department ai a
salary ol?12(X) tor t = n months. And ail tliis -with scores of others-here the first week
in March. almost a month before the season really opens normally. The position mar-
ket vrith us is always at a boiling temperature during May. June, July and August. Let
u= help you this year. "No position, no pay," is our motto—and \

'

igioated this slogan. We pi edicted that the others would come ti

hav
. and c they

PRINTED MATTER FREE

THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY

E. C Gaylord. Manager

A SPECIALTY BY A SPECIALIST

Prospect Hill Beverly. Mass.
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CLUB CHAT

Mr. Clyde C. Hriilge, with the Writing-Ster-

ling Schdol (if Business. Philadelphia, has re-

cently sent in a list of subscriptions to The Bl'S-

INESS Educwtok and states that more are to

follow. The \V. H. S. B. is one of our higli

grade schools.

V. L. Hughes, -\vith Heald's, San Jose, Calif.,

Business College, recently inclosed a remit-

tance to cover the cost of a fine list of

subscriptions to THE Business Educator.
Tln>se who know the Heald Schools know that

all of the commercial branches are taught in

an up-to-date manner.

Another list of suhscriptions numbering more
than a half-hundred comes from the New Era
Business College, Superior, Wis., J. P. Simon,
Pres. We have long known of the efficient in-

structions given in this institution in the pen-
manship line.

L. E. Jarrell. with the Capital City Business
College, Guthrie, Okla., is on hand with a fine

list of subscriptions. Mr. Jarrell gets good re-

sults in his penmanship classes and he says it is

hard to get along with a class wlierr thoy do moI

have The Husine.ss Educator.

G. O. Kreighhaum, penman in the Cleary
Business College. Ypsilanti, Mich., keeps send-
ing in cluhs. So far we have received 1.54 sub-
scriptions from that high school. The interest

that is being shown in penmanship matters
s[3eaks well for Mr. Kreighhaum as a teacher, as

well as for the progressiveness of the pupils in

the C. B. C.

One of our latest patrons is Mr. B. N. Wood-
son, Jr., Secretary of the Frederick Okla.. Busi-
ness College. He writes a good business hand
and is also—very proficient in the ornamental
style. He is clubbing The Business Educator
quite freely for a lieginner.

Mr. W. V. Hostetler, penman mi tlie Scmtli

Bend. Ind., Business College, in a letter order-
ing a large list of subscriptions, states that he
expects til have one hundreil pupils-win The
Busi.NESS Educator Certificates this year.

Mr. Hostetjer is getting fine results in his class-

es and will no doubt accomplish what he has
set about to do. We wish we had more pen-
manship teachers like Mr. Hostetler.

One of our best Canadian friends is Chas. E.
Walker, director of the business department of
the Brandon, Man., College. He recently hand-
ed us a tine list of subscriptions. He states that

he has a large class and that he is expecting to

win a great many Business Educator Cer-
tificates this year. Our Canadian friends are do-
ing their share to boost the cause of good writ-

ing in America.

Mr. Henry C. Leffingwell. with Silencer's
Business School. Kingston, N. Y., recently
dubbed us in a very satisfactory manner. We
have been receiving a good many subscriptions
from that school this year. Mr. Letiingwell
speaks of The Business Educator in terms
that are very encouraging to the editors. The
pupils of thai school are no doubt getting their
full share of penmanship, with two such pen-
men as Mr. Leffingwell and Mr Kelly as teach-

lite holioa-inc, :^c-;-.-lulioi;-. u'Oiv a^.^|..|c^;
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The effectiveness of the original is lost, as it was in colors. As will be seen, the pokl seal came
ont almost black. Blue photojrraphs quite lipht. But there is enoufrh value in the above

to inspire and aid the aspiring engrosser. By S. D. Holt, Engrosser, Philadelphia.

^fe:^
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By C. !'. Zulauf, Permian in Scranton, Pa., Commercial Institute
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This Valuable Book
Sent with our Compliments

1000 Requests in One Day

Not a Burrough
Catalog

Topics Discussed
low ihe Slone Age Man
"Kepi Boob"

_ ofMalhemalicsand
CommeiciaJ Bookkeepms

The Abacus and olher Calcu-
lating Devices

Business Practice in Ancient
Babylon

Origin of the "Carbon Copy"

Charles Babbage"5"Diffei

Bitlh of the Modem Adding
Machine

Short Cut Suggestio

Daily Cash Bala:

Slock Records and In

Comparative Statements of

Operating Expenses

Methods of Analyzing Gui-
ding Ac.

How a Trial Balance Can be
Handledwith Accuracy and
Quickness

Recapitulation of Sales in a
Relall and Wholesale Store

Hew to Handle Monthly

A Shorter and Better "^'ay lo

Handle Cish Received

Checking Invoicesby Maciiin-

Handling a Pay RoU w
Quick Accuracy

Gelling Cost of Day Laboi

Labor Costs by Jobs—
Shorter Way

Material Cost by Jobs

Finding CosI of Pi

Cotton Invoices Made in

third the Time
Saving Tinie in Adding

Listing Tons and Cwt.
HandlmgAddi

ches and Fractions of inch<

A Scheme for R.
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Qoundhand
W. A. Balrd.

118 N. m^h Sh..

Columbus, O.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR LESSON

NO. 8.

Ill tills lesson we take up the remainder of the
Capitals, nine in number. Some of these letters

will be found, to be (juite difficult, but careful

study of s(tme tif tlie important principles in-

volved will show such a similarity in the tliffer-

ent letters as to make them comparatively easy,
only comparatively.

Five of the nine letters given here have in

their make-up the capital stem, the same as you
found in last month's lesson in the /, S, X. T, F
and the last part of the G. The P is made up of
a capital stem three spaces high antl a top part
which begins the same as the top of T hut this

top part continues around as though a complete
oval was to be made but after crossing the stem
finishes with a slight upward curve. This cross-
ing of the stem is about at 1-2 the height of the
letter. Be careful in making capital stems ttt

keep the shade relatively high The Bis com
posed of a capital stem the same as the P. Tlie
top is almost the same, however, after the top
part passes to the right of the stem it does not
extend ciuite as low as in the P and it is kept
closer to the stem. After the loop at the right of
the stem is formed the stroke to the base line re-

sembles the top part of the E inverted. The S is

composed of a capital stem three spaces high the
same as in the Pand B and the top is practically
the same as the B as far as the loop to the right
of the stem. This loop is about horizontal
while in the B the loop slants considerably.
The last shaded stroke of the R will be found

to be (|uite difficult, it is found in but one other
letter, the A'. The U begins with are-
versed oval the same as the top of the T. The
first stroke which extends to the base line
should lie a compound curve and the last shaded
stroke is the same as is used in the small d and is

not more than 2 1-2 spaces high. The first part
of the Y is the same as the t' except that it is

shorter, being aliout 3-4 the length of the I'.

The last part of the Y is a capital stem 2 1-2

spaces high. The -Vis begun the same as the Y
but the first part of the letter if continue<i would
make an intlirect oval. The second part of the
letter is in the form of a direct oval. Avoid
shading this second part of the X. The () is a

direct oval. To make it begin at the top and go
down and around bringing the up-strt)ke to .3-4

lilt' Iieiglit of the letter and df)wn again witli a
lighter sliade than in the hrst down stroke. The
shade to the right on top is made downward.
The Q is made the same as the U with a finish-

ing stroke at the bottom which not very diffi-

cult.

The £) is a very difficult letter and will require
a great deal of practice. The stem which should
be well curved is but 2 1-2 spaces high and the
swing around the stem forms a direct oval or
rather a part of one. This oval comes to within
one space of the base line to the left of the stem.
The oval or long, narrow loop formed on the
base line should be carefulh- studied as it is an
important part of the i>.

Much practice on the capitals will be necessary
before you can expect to master them, but the
range of motitm which vou acquire by practice
upon them will add freedom to your small let-
ters.

There will be but two more lessons in this
course anil I will give a cimple of specimens to
those doing the be.st work at the finish, so work
hard from now on tfi win.

BAIRD'S CRITICISM.

I. H.G., WoodsHeld, Ohio. Your work looks
fine. The general forms of the letters are good.
I would advise you to shade-a little heavier. It

matters little whether you use wide'
spacing so long as you keep your work uniform
throughout.

C. E. B., Winooski, Vt. You depend alto-

gether too much on retouching to make your
work appear good. Shade down strokes more
when first made. Script for ordinary purposes
needs but little retouching. The dots on the
capitals are too small and weak.

K. L. H., Wellsville, Pa. Study the form of
letters in the copy very carefully and also the in-
structions. Watch where shaded strokes begin
and end. Kirst stroke in N. X and A is made
upward. The loop on second part of if is too
low. Spacing in small alphabet is bad.

Z. C, Hartland, Minn. Y'our work has a good
appearance and is better than the average I re-
ceive. Would advise you to use abetter grade
of ink. Be careful with the strokes in the small
II, m and n and do not get them wedge shaped.

W. A. D., Rockforil, III. First part of I', IC,

H and A" is not graceful enough. Do not get
shades bunched up. You could slant your work
more to an advantage. Study form carefully and
do not become discouraged.

F. L., Bristol, R. I. Read your instruction
over for Feb. lesson and you will discover that
you make the first stroke in A\ M an<l A the
wrong way. First part of V, If, H and K too
scrawly. Study form more and practice less.

W, A. Mc, Norwood, O. Your work looks
very good. The beginning pari of the Z is

three spaces high. You should shade a little
heavier. Your M is off slant. Good caretul
practice will make a good script writer of you.

.Mbin-Williams Studio, rortlaiid. Ore.

r/:>^
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Good Writing Easiiy Taugtit
The enthusiastic teacher who provides for his student good copies,

logically arranged and carefully graded, ought to get good results in

penmanship. The mediocre teacher who uses Modern Commercial Pen-

manship, will get fairly good results in spite of his mediocrity.

WHAT IT IS
Modern Commercial Penmanship is a carefully graded course in

plain, business writing, containing 60 lessons, 60 pages of copies, and
accompanied by as many sets of instruction very carefully wrought out.

The price of this book is 50c. Copies will be sent to teachers for exam-

ination upon receipt of 25c.

The Commercial Text Book Company
DE:S MOINES, IOWA

DESrONINti
and

i:NCiROSShNO
By

E. L. BKOWM.
Kot-kland. Me.

=^

^
ILLUMINATED PAGE.

This is the most elaborate and difflcult design
yet given, and it will afford considerable careful
study. Size of original design, 10 1-2 by 14
inches. .Vote carefully the other dimensions:
Width of border, left, 2 1-8 inches; right, 11-2
inches: bottom, 2 1-8 inches: top, 1 1-2 inches.
The top of initial "R" is 3 inches from upper
edge of border, ami the letter is 1 1-2 inches
high. The remaining letters in name "Robert
Masters" are about 3-4 of an inch high, inclo.sed
in a border 1 1-2 inches wide. The body text
should be about 1-4 of an inch high, the word
"Resolved" 1-2 of an inch, and "This Society-,"
3-8 of an inch.
The first and very important matter to receive

attention is the pencil drawing. Be satisfie<l
only with the very best pencil drawing vou are
capable of producing, and never be content with
the "good enough kind." It requires many
hours to design a border as elaborate as this one,
to make all parts harmonize and hang together.
If many erasures are necessary it will be better
to make your drawing on a sheet of paper, then
trace it on the bristol board, and in this manner
you will have a good surface for the pen and
brush work. After tracing the design on card-
board, draw the important words and scroll work
in detail, the color work to follow.
COLOR—The original of this design was

wrought in red, green, brown and gold, distrib-
uted as follows: Ground of border and name
"Robert Masters," brown tint: inner edge of
border, dark brown: initials "R. R. T." and "S"
red: scroll work, green. These colors were all
added to the pencil drawing. Mix yellow ochre,
light red with a few touches of new blue for the
background of the border. Add the backgroun<l
first. For the scroll-work, a mixture of Hooker's

green No. 2. and burnt sienna was usetl. \'er-
million with a little crimson lake for the red.
Mix Chinese white with the letters to give them
solidity. Add the gold and white dots and lines
after the color work is completed, then outline
the entire design in India ink. The outline of
the scroll work shouUl be str<Hig and uniform in
thickness, .\dding the ink will result in
strengthening the design where it appeareil
weak before.
The above may be consideretl suggestions and

not exhaustive instructions. However, ' perhaps
the advanced scholar will find sufficient tlirec-
tions to enable him to proceed with the work in-
telligently, but as there are many tints of the

aljo' :d colli - nd g(
judgment to obtain the proper mixture of the
various colors for the desired effect, and begin-
ners working from colored copies obtain the
best results. The student will find beautiful
color effects on post-cartls, often on magazine
covers, and while the majority of such examples
may contain many colors, the harmony of the
several shades may be studied with pn>Ht. Ke-
member that a few well selected colors are far
better than nlan^•, and our advice to beginners
is to learn to handle the three primary colors
tinst. adding other colors from time to time as
skill is acquired in mixing them to produce the
various tints and shatles.

By A. E. Cole, Prin. Coml. Dept., Tarentuni, Pa„ High .Schi

CX -^^'^'''^''^^^^''^'^^^^''-^'^^'i<^-^^^ j(~)
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AccoinpatiyiMg Instnicfidiis given on the preceeilint; iiage by Mr. E. L. Brown.
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BOOK REVIEWS

Heart t(i Heiirt Talks with the Office Assist-

ant," liy K. D. Snuw, Hotnell, N. Y.. is the best

little booklet of the kind we have ever had the

pleasure of reading. Mr. Snow, whose contri-

butions in The Busixess Educator are at-

tracting no small attention, has in this little

booklet said many of the things to employees
which employers frequently hesrtate for person-
al reast)ns to say. The booklet is published for

the purpose of distribution among students and
employees. We know of nothing better for a

business college to use as an advertising medi-
um than this small, sane, straight-forward pres-

entation of facts which, if observed, will lead to

-success. .\n announcement will be found else-

where in the advertising columns to which we
would direct your attention and invite your pat-

ronage.

"Practical Drills in Shorthand Penmanship"
by Geo. S. McC'lure, published by the (jregg
Publishing Co., New York and Chicago, is the
title of a new and practical little booklet of 64
pages, ilevoted, as implied in the title, to the
penmanship phase- of shorthand, as applie<l to

the Gregg System in particular. Mr. McClure.
many years ago was a professional penman of

more than ordinary ability, and later \\lien he
became interested in Shorthand he soon saw the

need of exercises in shorthand much the same
as exercises in longhand. He therefore brought
to the task practical skill not often possessed by
shorthand authors and writers. We predict that

this little booklet will be hailed with delight by
thousands of pupils of Gregg Shorthand. It is

a reprint of plates which appeared in the Gregg
Writer some years ago. It is published at the
remarkably low rate of 15c.

Elements of Phonetic Shorthand" by S. H
East, author and publisher, Indianapolis, Ind..

price SI. 50, is the title of "a complete course of

graded lessons based on the Benn Pitman sys-

tem of phonography" comprising 138 pages of

plate and type matter, substantially boun<l with

blue cloth. The plates have all been photo-en-
graved from original pen-w'ritten copies made by
the author. It is one of the best specimens of photo

engraved shorthand characters we have ever seen.

The author is especially skillful in hisexecution.

The purpose of the book is not to make short-

hand easy to attain but to enable the student to

reach a high degree of proficiency. "Speed
Drills" and ".Advanced Lessons" are the titles

of two supplementary booklets, which impress

usa.s being very practical to work up in speed.

The prices of these booklets are not given. If

interested you will do well to adfiress the author

as above.

The Book of Homonyms, by B. S. Barrett.

Isaac Pitman & Sons, publishers. 31 Cnion
Square, New York City, N. Y. is the title of -a

192 page, substantially bound book. Price 75c

net. It is devoted to those perplexing words
that are pronounced alike but spelle<l different-

ly, like principal and principle: past and
passed: presence and presents, (called

honiophonus irords.) aiu\ those other words
that are somewhat alike in both spelling and pro-

nunciation, called lionio^eneiins uordsi like

affect -.ind effect; adopt and adapt, perse-
cute and prosecute. The book contains

some 500 or 000 of these words alphabetically

arranged with exercises for the use of class and
home learners. To students ofstenography this

is an especially valuable book. It contains just

such information as will help any stenographer
to see what the top looks like.

DESIGNS AND CARD WRITERS' MANUAL
Oontftins 70 papres. 190
all about how to order
that are quick sellers. Don't fuil ind for this book and

before placing your order forcards. A 2c stamp
pill'bring it to your door. Address,

W. McBEE, 19 Snyder St., N. S., Pittsburg. Pa.

I will write you
„ CARDS

for Id cents,
I will ^ve free a pack of
samples and send terms to

a^nts with each order.

AGENTS WANTED
BLANK CARDS IJ^Tnll' irt^T'\n^it^.t
Hand cut Come in 17 different colors. Sample 100
postpaid, 15c. 1,(XX) by express, 75c. Card Circular
for red stamp.

COMIC JOKER CARDS -^S. 'i^'^.
10<i postpaid. 25c. Less for more. Ink. Glossy Black
or Very Best White, 15c, per bottle. 1 Oblique Pen Hol-
der, luc. Giilotfs No- 1 Pens. Hie. per doz. Lessons in
Card Writing. Circular for stamp.

W. A. BODE. Box 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

GROWING
BIGGER AND BETTER
Full account of the new home of the

Ransomerian School of Penmanship is

published in the new edition of the
Ransomerian Journal which is just from
the press.

It contains some of the finest specimens
of penmanship ever published, coupled
with many portraits of its successful stutl-

ents who are some of the most witlely
known teachers and business educa.tors
c>f the profession.

If you wish a copy of this large 16 page
journal, write for it. ll is free.

Z'*a Keliance Duiiaing.

Ki<VNSAS CITY. MO.

F'Ui^

Correspondence
is now recognized by wide-awake and progressive educators to be of as great

importance in thecommercial course as shorthand, typewriting and bookkeeping

The constantly increasing volume of business transacted by this method demands that^

students be given a thorough course of instruction in letter writing.

Your pupils should be so trained that, when they go out into the business world, they will

be able to write, not only a neat, well arranged letter, but one in which the right words are

used, correctly spelled—one that is terse, yet covering all the points necessary to secure the

business. This result cannot be attained from a course composed largely of model letters.

Our books on English, spelling,and letter writing present an ideal course, which incites in-

terestand enthusiasm, develops the pupil's thinking powers,and produces the desired results

in a minimum of time. Prominent teachers tell us that the longer they use the books the

better they like them. If vou are not familiar with the merits of these publications, there

is no time like the present in which to give them a thorough examination and a test in

your classes.

We are also the publishers of practical text books on the subjects of shorthand, type-
writing, commercial law, arithmetic, bookkeeping, and a business practice.

Our Everybody's Dictionary i vest-pocket sizei is invaluable to studentsand stenographers!

Write us at once concerning your needs. Illustrated catalogue free.

PRACTIC'ftLTEXt
-CLEVELAND

BOOK COMPANY

(Y t~^^i^'ir-^^!ikl^lJ;^^z^e^\^^^/'^^ '^/^fy^y?^/:t^^f^^/^/g^c^:g^i>7- Y )
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Harmony, Symmetry and Contrast in Signature Construction by H. L. Darner. Assistant Instructor in the Zanerian.

PENMANSHIP BY MAIL

autiful book coiitaiiiint? more than 7(

ns of peiuvork. FREE to all who \

ve their peiiiiianship. Addres.-;.
THE HAVSAM SCHOOL

For Sale.
A well equipped Busisess College in a west-
ern city of ten thousand inhabitants. A
money making school. Other school in-

terest my reason for selling.

Address, P. P.
Care of Business Kdiicator. Colundms. ( i.

YOVR. SIGNATVRE
Written iu the Mills style of business
writing and a cut furnished of the same
for $2.K. Send copy of the combination
of initials you prefer and also state size
of cut desired. Address,

E. C MILLS, Script Specialist.

195 Cr«nd Ave.. ROCHESTER.. N. Y.

i the regrular apen

QENTf! Wanted
A. W. H. RONISH, 205 Catherlne.St , Syracuse, N.Y.

C. W. RANSOM, 248 RELIANCE BLDG., KANSAS CITY, MO

Constant

Q6Dcrtis=

inq, paijs

in tl^c

Business

€bucator.

One of the leading schools of Penmanship and
Drawing in the f. S. Under the personal super-
visionotlj. M.Kelchiier.

If interested write for information. Address
Pres. 0. H. Lon^well, Hl^land Park College, DesHolnei, It.

Indiana. Bxislness Colla^a
Has schools at La Fayette, Logansport. Koko-
mo. Anderson, Marion, Muncie, Richmond.
Columbus and Indianapolis. The INDIANA
BUSINESS COLLEGE of Indianapolis is the
CENTRAL BUSINESS COLLEGE.

Qv»llfl«<l T«aoh«rs
In < th

fur
Gregg, Chartier or Pitman sys-

shed schools on short notice. Tell
ants and we will make a selection

that will

Prospective Students
allege should send for o

Wril

Indiana Business College
Box 353, Indianapolia. Ind.

A PERFECT MEMORY
VoT Namea atncl IPikGas

or anything else that yon desire to remem-
ber. You would be willing to give anything
within reason for such a memory, and now
you can have it for a very small sam, plus a
little effort on your part.

XKs Natxit-Kl Matnot-y Systam
shows you how to employ the same methods
that the emotions \ise in giving you a perfect
memory of all the details of anything that
you love. This is the method used by all

great men and women, and you can make it

spell success for you. If you want to have a
perfect memory for names and faces; to

secure command of excellent English: to
spell well; to have all of your information
available for instant use. send for a copy
today PRICE 50 CENTS.
E. D. SNOW, 172 Main St., HORNELL, N.Y.

(Y r^ft/^^^C't^&!ix^^/z^l^^^^^^^l^ArtJ:x^^c/^y/^a^^y^.y^^^ -Z^^;: 9^zi?z/^^^?y-'ft^'.^J/^ 'J^^/^/'f?-yJJ (^^€/Y:^z/-r'^- J[)
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MIGM GRADE

DlPLOMAS*se
CERTIPICATES.

F"or Public and Private Schools

Illustrated Catalog FREE
Full-sized samples of Diplomas or Certificates
mailed prepaid to interested parties. It will p ly
you to see our line before purchasing your supply.

REMEMBER THIS— If it is an
H. & B. DIPLOMA, it is ARTIS
TIC—TASTEFUL—CORRECT

in fact, it embodies the highest standard of
quality in diploma making.
Write me at once stating your diploma require-

ments, and we will show you what beautiful di-
plomas we furnish at reasonable cost.

Memorial Resoiutlons Engrossed
from $3 00 upward

HOWARD & BROWN, Rockland. Maine

e:ste:rbrook's pcns
" Easy to -write with.

CORRECT DESIGN
— Hard to use up."

UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

150 STYLES

A 1 PROFESSIONAL
Fine pointed and ela;

tic for card writing

Text Writers
Made in 3 widtljs and wi

long point to botii left
and right

453 Business and College
With fine and extra fine
points. £ las tic and

smooth writing

ESTERBROOK STCSL PEN MFG. CO.
26 JOH^f ST.. N. Y. CITY CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

BECOME AN EXPERT
Have aneipert knowledge of the art in which you art^

engaged and thus make penmanship interehtlng and
facinating to yonr pupils
Secure a copy of Courtney's Method of detecting Korg-

ery and Rai3ed Checks. Kacinatintr, interesting and in-
ctive fron r to c

of fanphotogaaphie reproduc
A dollar and a half brings it co you Dy return nmn.

r. B. COVRTNEY
Cedar Rapids Business Colle^, Cedar Rapids, la.

ORIGINAL HANDWRITING
The iiioist in.-ipiring, valuable and beaiitllui of all copies

A high standard of original ptnaians-hip de.«igned for the
teacher or student who ha:s toe ambition to become a tine
penman. Each course cons isis of twenty parts.

Compendium of Buf-ine.'.^ Writing J3.0f>
Compendium of t'rnamental Writing 4.<H.i

Compendium of Card Writing 4 0(i

Comoendium of Flourishing ,'. no
Rosewood Oblique Holder, the line^t 5(J

H.B. LEHMAN
CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL ST. LOUIS. MO.

FINEST PENMANSHIP SVPPLIES OBTAINABI^E.
PENS AND HOLDERS.

Zanerian Fine Writer Pen—The best
and finest tine writing pen made—best
for engrossing, card writing and all fine

pt work. Gross $1.00 J4 gross 25c
1 do .12c

Zanerian Ideal Pen—One of the best
pens made for general penwork—busi-
pess or ornamental, dne of the best
pens for beginners in penmanship
Gross 75c. K gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c

Zanerian Medial Pen—A high-grade
medium, extra smooth pen for business
writing. None better. Just right for
students and accountants. Gross 75c
H gross 25c

Zanerian Business Pen—A smooth,
durable, common sense business pen.
For unshaded business writing it has
never been excelled, if equaled. Gross
75c. M gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c.

Gillott's Principality No. 1 Pen—

A

fine writing pen. Gross $1.00. % gross
25c, 1 dozen 12c

Gillott's Double Elastic E. F. No.
604 Pen—A medium fine writing pen.
Gross 75c, K gross 25c, 1 dozen 10c

Gillott's Magnum Quill E. F. No.
601 Pen—A business pen. Gross $1.00
H gross 25c, 1 dozen 12c

Gillott's No. SOS E. F. Pen—Used
largely for drawing purposes. Gross
$1.00. 5i gross 25c, 1 dozen 12c

Gillott's Lithographic Pen No. 290
—One of the finest pointed drawing
pens made. 6 pens 25c, 3 pens 15c

Gillott's Crow Quill Pen No. 659—
Very fine points. 6 pens 25c, 3 pens 15c

Soennecken Lettering Pen — For
making German Text, Old English, and
all broad pen letters. Set of 12—num-
bers 1, 1^. 2 2%. 3. 3^. 4, 5, and 6
single pointed and 10, 20. and 30 double
pointed 25c

Double Holder for Soennecken Pens
—Holds two pens at one time 10c.

Zanerian Oblique Penholder—Hand-
made, rosewood, nearly 12 inches long,

a beautiful and perfect holder. 1 holder
..- -.-- 50c

Fine Art Oblique Holder— Inlaid
and fancy, hand-made, rosewood, and
by far the most beautiful holder made.
Nearly 12 inches long. 1 holder sent in

a small wooden box-.- ---$1.00

Excelsior Oblique Holder—The best
low-priced oblique holder made. Many
hundreds of gross have been sold.
1 holder 10c. 6 holders ---$ .35

1 dozen -. .60

% gross 1.35

}4 gross 2.60

I gross - 5.00

Straight Penholder— Cork tipped
and best for business writing, flourish-

ing, etc. 1 bolder 10c. 6 holders 40c, 12
holders 65c

CARDS. INK, PAPER, ETC.
Arnold's Japan /nt—Nearly 14 pint

bottle by mail postpaid $ .40

1 pint by express
I quart by express .75

Writing Papers—All our writing
papers are 8xl0!4 inches in size and
contain 960 sheets to the ream. Ruling

shed wide (M

Blank Cards—White bristol wilt
finest surface for fine penmanship-
100 by mail postpaid $ .21

500 by express 7i

1000 by express 1.3i

Black Cards—Best made for white ink.

100 by mail postpaid $ .28

500 by express -75

1000 by express 1.35

White Cardboard—y/edding Bristol
for fine pen work. Sheets are 22x28.
6 sheets by express - $ .60

12 sheets by express 1.00

2 sheets by mail postpaid 50

White Cardboard—With hard finish,

much like ledger paper. Sheets are
30,'^x23 inches.
6 sheets by express $ .40

12 sheets by express .70

3 sheets by mail postpaid 50

Black Cardboard—Finest for white
ink. Sheets are 22x28 inches.
6 sheets by express $ .50

12 sheets by express 75
2 sheets by mail, postpaid .50

Wedding Paper— Finest for penman-
ship or drawing. Sheets are 21x33.
6 sheets by express $ .50

12 sheets by express 70
3 sheets by mail, postpaid .50

Zanerian India Ink—A fine drawing
ink and best for preparing script and
drawing for photo-engraving.
1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .30

1 dozen bottles by express 2.00

White Ink—Very fine.

1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .25

Ch)( ch).

$3.15
;^ '

1,60
y,

50 sheets by mail postpaid- 55
Extra fine 12 lb. while i

1 ream by express -- $2.70
14 " " 1.45

100 sheets by mail postpaid .-

Extra fine 10 lb. white wove—
1 ream by express $2 15

K ' "
-- 1 20

%
100 sheets by mail postpaid
Extra fine 12 lb. Azure (blue)—

1 ream by express $2
y, " " 1.20

.70

100 sheets by mail postpaid .65

Extra fine 17J4 lb. Wedding stock—
1 ream by express $4.50

}4
" " 250

% " " 140
50 sheets by mail postpaid .70

Medium Grade Practice Paper

—

am by express--- $1.70

% " ..

100 sheets by mail postpaid --

Send 5 cents in stamps for <

sheet of each of the six grades

.55

All goods go by mail postpaid, except those mentioned to go by express, on which purchaser pays can
Ihe heavy goods is to order fair sized quantities and have them go by freight.

We handle the best and can save you money. Cash must accompany all orders.
Remit by money order, or stamps for small amounts.

iage charges. Of course the cheapest way to secure

Prices are too low to keep accounts.

Address, ZANER (Si BLrOSER, COLrVNBVS, OHIO.

(^ J^ K^/t^t'fi^<J^l^ an)^'^</^J/ij4J'Ca'e^^//l^9?i£^^t>r.^y-^>r..r^ze^-^^ JC)
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Pail TljiBii ol BoBlli's Piogiessive Diclaloi

is now on press. It covers speed exercises in court reporting

and legal forms. Correspondence will have prompt attention

Booth's Dictator has made such pronounced success that imitations of it may confidently be expected

to appear on the market within the near future, as about enough time has elapsed for the imitation brand

authors to get out something; ''just as good."

The fame of Sadler - Rowe Publications
is extending every year. Weak and inferior commercial texts of other publishers come and go. Every year

brings us an increase and extension of business from those who have tried the lower grades of texts and

found them unsatisfactory. We have already received assurances from a sufficient number of schools

that our texts will be adopted for the coming school year, displacing other texts, to maintain a pretty good
sized publishing business from this business alone.

NOW IS A GOOD TIME to consider ways and means for strengthening your course next year. If

you are not familiar with the Sadler-Rowe texts you will find in them something worth while.

We solicit correspondence from all those who are looking for thp best in commercial text books.

We have something to suit students of all grades, in public, high and parochial schools.

SAI>LrE:R-ROWE: COMPANY
B AI^TIMO R.E:, MD.

THE Distinguishing Feature
of our texts on business pi'actice is their

LIFELIKE REPRESENTATION OF BUSINESS
The accounting features and business papers used conform in detail to those in actual use in the leading
business houses of the country. Business methods and customs are actually and truthfully represented.
The actual custom in a given business is never violated—we spare no pains to investigate business con-
ditions and to reproduce them faithfully. Take, for instance, our

This is an individual business practice set which follows our Modern Accountant
V^L| _|p„- I - A /»/»mif*iif\ ii

(theory) or will follow any reliable and thorough theory text. The commodities dealt in are
Tf IlUlCSalC «%CCUUI\lII\g bought from veritable business houses located in the trade centers where such goods

are usually bought. They are bought on the terms that usually obtain in the purchase
of those commodities. The bills are exact reproductions of bills actually made out for us (in most cases) by the billing clerks of

leading dealers. Then the goods are sold. The procedure of billing and filing orders is faithfully represented. The terms of sale

on which a given commodity is sold are the terms on which that commodity is customarily sold in business.
This is only one instance of the many that might be cited to show our adherence to actual customs and practices. The

student is taught not only bookkeeping but business as well. The results are marked, in the progress of the student and in the keen
enthusiasm he puts into his work.

V« jjl K.i\nr\ftn.-k\n. ti
These are advanced business practice sets which are to be used

rierCanilie i\CCOUniing following WholesaU Accounting. The many teachers who are

M„J___ /^„«.,^„__ i* „_ A__^ !*_«» familiar with the merits of Wholesale -Accounting will be equallyModern Corporation Accounting pleased with these t to sets

Now is the time for you to try one or more of these excellent sets in your advanced classes.

Use one of them this year, and next year you will want to use our complete Accounting Series.

J. A. LrYONS (Ql company
Sx>ccessot-s to

CKica^o POWERS m. I^YONS New York

\Sx. ^-y^'^'^>'^''i^i^i^*^-^<'/^^^>-JU'-e^^<i'^<^7t^/^'/^'t<^^'^^ X J
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For BUSINESS COLLEGES and
Large Commercial High Schools

For FINANCIAL REASONS it will pay proprietors of Business Colleges to install the Bliss System of
Act;ial Business next September.

For EDUCATIONAL REASONS it will pay prospective students to attend the school where this sys-
tem is used.

The fine array of Actual Buinesss Offices, which this system requires, furnished with the thirty large Office Books,
ranging from 200 to 1200 pages each, together with our Loose Leaf Ledgers, Card Ledgers, Tabulated Boxes, Post
Binders, and the hundred-and-one other office appliances, will sell more tuition for you next August than your best
solicitor.

With the first order for students' outfits we will sell the Office Books and appliances at exact cost to ourselves.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS

THE F. H. BLISS

(^ ,^''r/r^>A.Jr/.J rf>^?^,:i}/^y^j/ff)^:y////'/'/f^;>?A'y^-r^.'/f'r7.-^fr^?/> J(^
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Successful Commercial Texts
MODERN BUSINESS ARITHMETIC. (U- CURTIS. One volume, vellum. 430 pages.)

A New and Complete Treatise on Commercial Arithmetic adapted especially to
the wants and necessities of Commercial Schools and High Schools. Clear and Acci\-
rate in Definitions, Logical in Explanations and Practical in its methods of solution.

KIMBALL'S BUSINESS ENGLISH. (C. S. KIMBALL. one volume, doth. leO pages.)

A Thoroughly Modern Text, presenting the subject of English clearly and correctly,
teaching the student to express himself properly and forcibly in the language of Modern
Business usage.

MODERN BUSINESS PUNCTUATION WITH EXERCISES.
{Text, one volume, vellum. Exercises, in tablet form, paper binding.)

This publication is a direct and effective treatise designed to meet the needs of
Commercial Schools and contains in compact and concise form all the rules which
govern the punctuation of Business Letters.

THE EXERCISES consist of a collection of business letters, extracts from notable speeches, etc.,

arranged in such form that the pupil must actually insert the necessary punctuation marks—an admirable
arrangement that has made the publication universally successful.

SPECIAL EXAMINATION PRICES quoted to teachers who wish to examine these bopks with a
view to their adoption.

WHOLES.\LE PRICES UPON APPLICATION

THE BOBBS-MERRILL COMPANY : PUBLISHERS : INDIANAPOLIS

FACTS aivd FIGURES
Chartier=Qregg Shorthand Contest

at Jersey City, N. J.

OFFICIAL REPORT

=^

DRAKE SCHOOL SPENCER SCHOOL

Total
Words
Credited

Ada Munson-
Edith Evans
Seville Smith

Anna Lohse -

Salome Tarr-

J. W. Rush .-

Total
Woi-ds
Credited

Clara Boorman!
Mildred Payne
Gladys Taylor- i

E. Buermeyer-

A- J-"-
E. Decker '

Total
Words

Credited

^

Examine the figures in the above report. Note that at the
end of four months, .\ugust 29th, the Gregg students were
(4.576—4330) 240 words ahead, then look at the close of

the Contest, October 24th, when Chartier students were
(.i293—.5121 ) 172 words ahead. A clear gain for the Chartier
students in less than two months of (246 plus 172) 418 words
on the Gregg students. Think of it, 418 words, a gain for each
Chartier student over the Gregg student of 69 2-3 words in two
months, August 29th to October 24th.

"Chartier Sliortliand is so simple tliat a child can learn it. It
has equally as great advantages from the standpoint of view as other
standard systems."— Eastman Business College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

FREE MAIL COURSE TO TEACHERS

SPENCER PUBLISHING CO.
NEW ORLEANS, LA. J

^=

^z

THE MUSSELMAN PUBLICATIONS

BUSINESS LETTER WRITING

One of the neatest and brightest little works
on Commercial Correspondence. Unlike
anything else published. Write for
sample pages. Single copy sent
postpaid for FIFTY CENTS.

NEW COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC
A book of 479 pages, thoroughly covering

the subject. Copy sent postpaid for |2.

Practical Bookkeeping.

Commercial Law.

High School Bookkeeping.

Business Speller.

Try a box of Musselman's Perfection Pens,

25 cents. For full information and

sample pages, write

D. L. mDSSELinaN PUBLISHING CODIPBNY

Quincy, llinoi5

'^

z^
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MAIL COURSE
IN ACCOUNTING
AND AUDITING

BY R. J. BENNETT, C. A., C. P. A.

Principal Detroit Business University.

Certified Public Accountant.

A course of carefully graded lessons in Theory and Ac-

counts, Auditing, Business Law, Cost Accounting.

Corporation Organization and Practical Accounting,

together with numerous sidelight and specialties pertaining

to the accountancy profession. The course is thorough,

authoritative and complete, and prepared with the assistance

of Certified Public Accountants and Lawyers. It will bear

the closest inspection, and any person who is anxious to ad-

vance cannot afford not to take the course.

Every commercial teacher should aim to improve himself

in auditing and accounting and thereby increase his money-

making ability. We can prepare you for a first-class postion.

We prepare candidates for C. P. A. examination in any

state.

Sena for outline oj course ana special rates.

WL. J. BENMETT, C. P. A.
15 WUoox St., Detroit. Mloh.

Gillott s Pens
Th« Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN, No. 1

awsm
' O OII.LOTT"ITTS

I

'i''\f r"liir

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F

Gillott's Pens have for seventy-five years stood the
most exacting tests at the hauds of Professional and
Business P«nnien. Extensively imitated, but never
equalled, Gillott'a Pens still stand in the front rank, as
regards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

JosepH Gilloti (Si Sons
ALFRED FIELD <& CO., Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

Is Your School
among the many in which

fThe Shorthand of the English Speaking People—Guilbert Pitman.)

will be introduced this year?

IF NOT

—

Why not prepare now to take advantage of the great and growing demand for instruction
in Gregg Shorthand ?

Our special offer of a free course of lessons liy correspondence is still open.

The time to act is NOW !

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
Chicago New York

0Q5 '/?^-^-«i/ir^/''<i?^^'Sy'5'^;^>^Ar/^^ v"^^ .^^^^/'^^i.^.JJ f^^^/fyr^/^T' J[)
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SvMMCR. Training SchooLt
F'or TeAcKers of SKortHAnd and Type-w^riting

'-/d^i^C^'C^/d^i

(Headquarters for Gregg Shorthand and Rational Typewriting)

Chicago, 111.

A practical course of training in the most approved methods of teach-

ing Qregg Shorthand and touch typewriting as developed by Mr.

John Robert Qregg.

During the summer the convention of the Qregg Shorthand Association will be held

Write for Particulars, c/lddress, Gregg School
OR

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
Chicago New York

"Lessons in Ornamental Penmanship

'

BY C. P. ZANER.

Is the Ulii Titlk of an entirely New Book containing ninet^'-six pages,

cloth hound, of instructions and illustrations comprising Elements, Prin-

ciples, Exercises, Letters, Words, Pages, Cardwriting, etc.: in fact just such

a course as is given in the Zanerian where it is used as a text. Moreover, it

contains the masterpiece in Letter Writing by the famous A. D. TAYLOR,
when he was in his prime, and has probably never been etiualed for accuracy

and gracefulness. To purchasers of the old book of the same title, either in

slip or flexible-back form, a special rate of seventy-five cents is hereby

granted until July 1st, 1909. To others, and thereafter, the regular price is

one dollar. Zaner & Bloser Company, Columbus, Ohio.

(~)^ ^f</i/ii/€A£U,ef/t<r^Cii/^-^iJ//i/J^ >f t// ///^/^/yT y^/t yrc j//, ,//,, j// //<^.J.//^ ^j'l'^.jf^f^.JJ (fi^ff^/^z/f?- Xj
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"The Bi!
<^ Four"

^

Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand
Adopted by tlie Hew York Board of Education

An Entirely Hew Exposition Of the Author's System of Phonog-
raphy, arranged for use in Bnsiness Colleges, High Schools and

for Self Instrnction.

SPECIAL FEATURES
"i Short Lessons, simply graded.
' Words and Sentences introduced in the first lesson.
< Bnsiness Letters introduced in theseventh lesson. There are 89

letters in all
" Position writing tanght from the commencement.
"' Phrases tanght from the fifth lesson, and indicated by hyphen.
' Reporting style tanght from the commencement
* Finally of Outline—no form introduced before the principle

governing it has been explained

A Practical Course in Touch Typewriting
Adopted by the Hew York Board of Education

By CHAS. E. SniTH
" Author of " Cumulative Speller £ Shorthand Vocabulary"

The reason of the phenomenal success of ".^ Practical Course''
rests mainly in the scientific and pedagogical way in which the
student advances while mastering the keyboard. The strong
fingers are not strengthened at the expense' of the Iweak fingers;
neither are the weak fingers wearied with drills in advance of
their more nimble brothers. All the fingers are trained all the
time, witfi due consideration for the strength and suppleness of
each. The student goes from the known to the unknown, the line
of least resistance being followed throughout, so that he acquires
the ability to write by touch almost before he knows it. This
method has been one of the fundamental factors in producing the
majority of the most rapid and accurate typists of the last few
years.

"It seems to me that the thousands of lucky students who have
tested the merits of ' A Practical Course in Touch Typewriting'
makes anything 1 may add to its worth almost unnecessary. I
believe it is the most constructive text-book on touch typewriting
that has ever been written.—E/s/e Scott. Winner of Cold Medal,
Students' Championship Typewriting Contest. Philadelphia, April,
18. 1908.
"I am pleased to state that I consider 'A Practical Course in

Touch Typewriting,' the only text-book from which I studied, the
best typewriting instruction book that I have seen. The exercises
are excellent and have helped me wonderfully in working up
speed. The whole course is very interesting fro'm the beginning,
and It cannot but produce the best results in the shortest time. I

attribute my success in typewriting in a large measure to the as-
sistance given me by Mr. Smith, the authorof the book, and I am
sure anyone who uses it will be more than pleased with the re-
sults."—Rose Z.. Fritz. The World's Champion Typist.

"1 am securing excellent results from the use of your 'Course in
Shorthand' in both my day and evening school classes. The text-
neitherwell graded and the subject matter orderly arranged,being
book is too elaborate for the evening school classes nor too brief
for day school classes ~ a judicious medium."— C. Carl Hughes,
Teacher of Isaac Pitman Shorihand. The High School of Commerce.
City, and Evening High School. Newark. N. J.

"We are getting excellent results with Isaac Pitman's 'Short
Course in Shorthand,' and we expect to save almost a term by the
useofit. All our shorthand teachers praise it highly." Edwin A.
Bolger. Teacher of Isaac Pitman Shorthand.Commercial High School.
New York. Brooklyn. N. Y.

"In saying that the 'Course in Issac Pitman shorthand' is the
most practical, pedagogical shorthand text published, I believe
I merely express what hundreds of others have already said. In
changing about one hundred and fifty pupils from a Pitmanic
modification. I have not heard a single objection "— £". H. Craver,
Instructor in Shorthand. Patterson {N. I.> High School.

Handsome Cloth, gilt,240 pp. Price $1.50

Price so cents. Cloth 75 cents.

Published for Single and Double Keyboard, also for the Oliver.
A separate cardboard Chart of the Keyboard printed in five colors

accompanies each copy.

How to Become a Law Stenographer
By W. L. MASON

"yHIS Cotnpenditim of Legal Forms is a book of 168

1 pages, entirely unique and designed to afford a
ready and practical aid to familiarity with law

work, and is intended for use in High Schools and
Business Colleges as well as by individual stenograph-
ers and typists who desire to prepare themselves to fill

lucrative posions in law offices, or as court reporters.

This work fills a need which is not met by any other
work on the subject. It does not pretend to be a treat-

ise on Commercial Law, but a book of Law Forms
simplified and accompanied with explanations and
directions for arranging on the typewriter.
The book contains a large number and variety of

forms, together with directions for arranging the same
on the typewriter, as well as explanations of peculiar
terms and expressions used by lawyers, and a care-
fully compiled list of Latin phrases in common use,

with definitions, as found in law papers. The forms pre-
sented for study are atithentic legal documents used in

real legal transactions or in actual trials of cases, and
are not theoretical compiltions of the compiler.
In preparing this new and revised edition of a work

which has already had a wide circulation, and proven
to be very popular, as well as invaluable to the am-
bitious stenographer and to the teacher of shorthand
and typewriting who is aiming to prepare his students
to enter law offices, several new features have been
introduced, among them, a set of legal documents
peculiar to other sections of the country outside of
New York, SUff Boards, Cloth Back, 7Sc; Cloth, Gilt, $1.00

Style Book of Business English
This new treatise will especially appeal to teachers of English

wherever it is .seen. Teachers of this subject using this work can
feel assured of vastly better results than they have ever before
secured. It will be an inspiration to both teacher and student.

J

"It has given me much pleasure to examine your 'Style Book
of Business English.' We hope to use it in our classes next year
as it is a little too late for us to make any use of it this season. It
certainly contains a great many of the things which all stenog-
raphers ought to know, and which many do not."—Edward H
Eldridga. Simmons College. Boston, Mass.

"Style-Book of Business-English" has a number of original
features which appear to be specially practical, one of which is

the student from day to day records his work in the book, after
which it is graded and the per cent given, and when through with
his course his standing in English is easily determined by foot-
ing up his per cents that he received from day to day. Certain it

is that students pursuing shorthand need just such helps as this
book gives, and its sale is therefore not so much a matter of profit
to its publishers as a benediction to all those who may be its pos-
sessor and, profit by its lessons."—Business Educator, Columbus. 0.

"This book saves the class-dictator the great labor of giving the
business style for capitalizing, displaying, abbreviating, word,
compounding and the hundred other points in typing let-

ters. No dictator has time for this. Therefore it is not done. The
pupil goesout to meet the ridicule ofemploycrs who want typists
who know the difference between a social letter and a business
letter.—John .4. Sher. Si. John College. Brooklyn.

138 pp., Cloth, gilt, 75 cents.

^
Isaac Pitman & Sons, Publisim<S, 31 UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK
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THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR
Entered at Columbus, O., Post Office a3:2ndclasi Matter

C. p. Zanek,
E. W. Bloser,

Editor

Manager

Published Monthly (except July and August) by
Zaner & Bloser, 118 N. High St., Columbus. O , as
follows : Teachers' Professional Edition. $1.00 a
Year (Foreign Subscriptions 30 cents extra ; Cana-
dian Subscriptions 20 cents extra). Students' Pen-
manship Edition, 75 cents a Year (Foreign Sub-
scriptions 20 cents extra : Canadian Subscriptions
10 cents extra.)

RemiH-ances should be made by Money Order
or Bank Draft, or by currency at sender's risk.

Stamps accepted. If personal checks are sent, add
20 cents for collection fee.

Two Editions. The Teachers' Professional
Edition contains 48 or more pages, twelve pages of
which are devoted to Accounting, Finance, Mathe-
matics, English, Law, Typewriting, Advertising,
Conventions, etc., and Departments specially suited

to the needs of teachers, principals and proprietors
The Students' Penmanship Edition contains .16

pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,
less the twelve pages devoted to commercial sub-
jects. This edition is specially suited to students in

Commercial, Public and Private schools, and con-
tains all of the Penmanship, Engrossing. Pen Art,

and Lesson features of the Professional Edition.

Iducafor is devoted to the pro-
t of Business Educa-
nal whose mission is

improve the world's
purposes to in-

A iou

Tbe Business
gressive and practica
tion and Penmanship
to dignify, populariz
newest and neediest
spire and instruct both pupil «*.« ,^.,^,.^,. „„,. .^

further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-
ness education.

Cban.§e of Address. If you change your ad-
ress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, ifdress, _ .

possible), and b
the new add
through negligence
Back numbers cai
Postmasters are i

unless postage is se

We lose many joiir

) then

supplied,
"ward journals
t purpose.

Subscribers. If we do not acknowledge receipt
of your subscription, kindly consider first copy of
the journal you receive as sutficient evidence that
we received your subscription all right. If you do
not receive your journal by the 10th of each month,
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AN EASTER BANQUET

FOR A TRIO OF FELLOWS, WHO ARE STRIVING TO MAKE GOOD,
THROWN BY E. E. GAYLORD, BEVERLY, MASS., WITH NO

THOUGHT OF PUBLICATION ON HIS PART AND
WITHOUT PERMISSION ON OUR PART.

La.st night I read with a great deal of enthusiasm your pointed editorial

article, "Cut-rate Tuition" in the April Educator. You have struck

the nail right on the head, and you have made an appeal that no self-

respecting man can criticise. I read also, all of Cassmore's article,

which is handled with the delicacy necessary to the subject and with the
force that the importance of the topic requires.

Isn't it remarkable the way Henry Behrensmeyer holds his nerve ?

That piece of work on page thirty-tive is enough to make any punky,
old.one-time ink-slinger like me want |to get out his stick of India ink and
his box of Principality pens to begin the hopeless task of trj-ing to train

himself into shape to write decently. Don't fail to give us from time to

time any such specimens as this that you can get hold of. It is a delight.

Your own little sketch at the top of page thirty-seven is a piece of art

work, not a piece of penmanship. It is the kind that makes Gibson and
Frost internationally famous in black-and-white.

THE BERKMAN LESSONS.

If another series of lessons in busi-

ness writing ever contained so many
original ideas, so much versatility in

instructions, and so 'much unselfish

enthusiasm, we do not now recall

them. Surely he has maintained a high

standard in execution, and as surely

has he sustained an unusual interest

and enthusiasm which seem to have
increased from month to month. This

is proven by the large number who
are following his lessons from start

to finish ; even some professionals

who have been at it longer than he

has.

We delight in taking this opportu-
nity to express our appreciation and
wishing him an abundance of health
in order that he may continue the
good work in the cause of better
writing.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 1909.

National Penmanship Teachers' .\sso-
ciation.

R, L. McCarty, Chairman, Spencerian Com'l.
School, Louisville, Kv.
C. C. Lister, New York City, X. Y.
C. W. Ransom. Kansas City, Mo.

.ADVISORY COUNCIL.
M. A. .\dams. Marietta, O., Ci5m'l. College.
C, W. Ransom, Kansas City, Mo.
C. P. Zanei, Columbus, O,
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These articles that have appeared
heretofore on this pap;e were written
when I had more leisure and more or

less of a literary atmosphere. Now,
there is an atmosphere of more brus-
qaeness that comes from the "whole
thing" in a "country bank" which
means keeping three stoves going,
sweeping, using the dust rag on
countless square feet of furniture and
glass, as well as making loans, col-

lection, doing counter work, keeping
books, acting as stenographer, legal

advisor and all in between. So if

you miss a smoothness of language,
you will be gainer in a touch of the

real business.
About two months ago a nice look-

ing traveling man walked up to the

window of a bank accompanied by
the local hotel man. He showed a

telegram from the Toledo Jewelry
Co., stating the bank in a neighbor-
ing town was instructed to cash his

draft on the company for fifty dollars.

He had a plausible explanation that

the wire came after banking hours
just as he was leaving the town. The
hotel man said he was O. K. The
drummer had made the town three
times, and had e.xhibitedhis lodge re-

ceipt.

Now, what would you do ? Cash
his draft, or refuse and perhaps of-

fend the hotel man? No time to sit

around and study, if you cash it you
must not appear to doubt or hesitate.

Well, that bank cashed the draft.

Mr. Drummer went out with the train.

The draft was returned protested, no
such company. Up to date the bank
has fifty to charge to profit and loss.

Incidentally, 1 happened to know of

the drummer's whereabouts and the
bank is after him. What is the legal

status of the case as regards Mr.
Drummer! Is there a plausable ex-

cuse he can make to save himself, and
what can be done with him? There's
some practical banking for you.
Also it illustrates the need for the

first of the bankers' ten command-
ments — Thou Shalt not cash the
stranger's check. You may say they
should have required the hotel man's
endorsement. Yes, according to rule
but a rigid adherence to every rule
will sometimes lose lots of business.

.Another case along the same line.

A tine looking young man dropped
in. Wanted to buy a draft paying for

it some currency and a hundred and
fifty or so in checks made payable to

a packing companj-. I got him iden-

tified by phone from a local butcher
as traveling man for the packing
company. Would you have given the
draft for the cash and checks? If so,

how about the endorsement ? If not,

why not? If you wouldn't, under
what conditions vi'ould you? What
was to prevent the man's collecting

the firm's accounts all over the terri-

tory, cashing the checks and disap-

pearing? He assured me he had au-

thority to sign the firm's name to

checks collected and had done so at

other banks along the line.

I didn't cash them, as he failed to

show me written authority to endorse
for his firm, and he went out "knock-
ing" the bank all over town. Sup-
pose he had fraudulently endorsed,
then left the country. Who lost, us
or the firm, and what could I do to

"stick" the firm for the checks ?

What would you do to keep from
losing? Mostly questions, but that's

what you face at the cashier's window.
Talking about rules. You've had

the commandment not to cash the

stranger's check. Yet I have violat-

ed it probably on an av^erage of twice

a week. Thus far the only money
I've lost was three dollars out of my
own pocket I advanced to a cattle

dealer from Western Nebraska, who
gave a plausable story, with a pre-

tence thatrwould carry him through
chilled steel. And I still believe he
is honest, just neglectful, and will

pay that three dollars. All rules even

in as rigid a business as banking,
carry their exceptions to be judged
according to circumstances.
For instance, the rule is, allow no

overdraft, refuse payment of a check
for more than the depositor's bal-

ance. Try that rule rigidly on the

people of this section and you'll near-

ly go out of business. It depends.

If the man is a good customer, is re-

liable, cash the check and give him a

nice friendly talk to show him what
it means. If the depositor is worth

little to you and risky, turn it down.
The news will likely be all over the

neighborhood in two days, the man
will be "cussing mad" literally, but
vou can afford hisenmit)' perhaps for

the sake of the object lesson to oth-

ers.

This is all to show you merely that

rules will not serve as an infallible

guide. With every business man,
rules are merely to be followed unless
circumstances seem strong to indi-

cate a different procedure. For in-

stance, 1 now know my packing house
salesman was all right, we wouldn't
have lost a nickel by taking his en-

dorsement of firm checks. If rules

were infallible, we folks would rest

easy by getting a set of rules and fol-

lowing them machine fashion. Rigid,

unfailing rules are all right for book-
keeping and maybe English, for fig-

ures and words do not harbor resent-

ment, fight back, get insulted and
have a peculiarity at every corner,

except that spelling is a little
"touchy" and figures won't always
add right, but that can be mastered
by practice.

My, but it does make me smile to

remember the students who used to

insist on saying what they should
study. Some of them didn't need
grammar, spelling, penmanship, Kng-
lish, commercial law.

I was in a bank the other day
where a young man has just started

in. Most of the time he keeps his

hands folded. He writes such a

hand they wouldn't let him touch a

book or record if he paid a salary for

doing it. He has no knowledge of

commercial law or business papers,

so he can't work at the window cash-

ing checks, drafts, etc. He feels too

good to make a success of the janitor

work, can't run the typewriter, isn't

at all accurate with figures, and as

he doesn't seem disposed to learn

any of these accomplishments, the

chances are there'll be another corn
husker soon. What he ought to do is

go to a good business school and get

all they can give him there, especial-

ly in the very branches most business
school students think they don't real-

ly need. The man running that bank
took all the branches with high
grades, in one of the best busi-

ness colleges. He makes an im-
portant use of his excellent English
in letter writing as secretary of the

local business men's club, resulting
in considerable benefit to himself,

also in writing bank ads. Still the

average person who doesn't have a

day's experienceto guide, is likely to

say he doesn't need English training
for business. Every business house
of worth takes a pride in good rec-

ords, you mustn't expect them to pay
vou for mutilating their books or

sending out a letter with thumb
marks," erasures or bulls in English.
If vou do expect it. you'll probably
get' what that young man will get be-

fore this is set up in type, that's un-
less you change.
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Lessons in Business Writing No. 2
S. E. LESLIE.

PEMMAN. EA5TMAW COLLEGE, POUOtlKEEPSIE. N. Y.

Subscribers' writing criticised free. Send Specimens to Mr. Leslie at above address, inclos-

ing a self-addressed postal, and your criticism will reach you long before it could possibly

appear in the B. E.

J^

Copy 58. With this Lesson we take up the most difficult letters, ni my estimation, m the whole course. In my practice I have had; more trouble
with the small loop letters than all the others combined. If you have practiced the movement exercises in previous lessons carefully, you will have
a fairh" good movement for the loops already, but I have given two exercises at the beginning of this Lesson which you will

find very valuable before taking up the letters in this Lesson. Keep the lines par;illel in this exercise, and make them \ ery liglit.

CoP'i OH

ishing strokes

f the h.ind .itliiril 111 t lie distance across the page without lifting in making thi al two spaces high. Note the beginning and fin-

COPY 60. In each case you should study the large form of the letter at the beginning of a copy. 1 notice in specimens sent me for criticism, that

many are in the habit of practicing these large forms. They are intended for study only. You will observe that the long down stroke in the 1 is straight.

The beginning stroke should curve a great deal. Observe the spacing between the letters carefully.

Copy 61. The loop in the h is practically the same as in the 1. The turn at the base line, however, is sharp instead of round as in the J, and the last

part is finished in the same manner as the last part of the a or 113. The words in the seccmd line of eacli copy sbouki be practiced very carefulh'. Dott't

give up if you ilo not make them as well as you wish at first.

Copy 62. The last part of the h is finished like the last part of the r or tr. The turn at the base line should be quite round. In wTiting the word be

careful to close the a at the top.

COPY' 63. You will find the last part of the k more difficult than that of the bor h. It resembles the R. Study the form and make it very careful-

ly. You have in the second line an excellent word for practice. Watch spacing, slant, and movement. A fair degree of speed should be useil. While
I have endeavored to form the letters quite accurately, I have not used a cramped movement in writing the copies, nor drawn the letters out.
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Copy (i-t. Now we come to the most ditlicult letter in this Lesson. Mud I h^ive taken special pains to make an accurate form at tlie beginning of the

copy for study. Study this large form very carefully. Note where the lines cross.also observe that the loop below the line is just about the same size

as that above. It is ditUcnlt to keep the down strokes parallel where three letters are joiiied. By careful practice, however, you will succeed.

Copy 85. The part of the q above the liase line is just like the a. The loop lielow the line is exactly like tliat of the r. Write from 12 to 1.5 v\-ord»

per minute in practicing tlie word "quiver."

Copy 86. Theiis just like /above the base line, and the loop below the line is shaped similarly to the loop in the i turned up-side down. The
down stroke in this loop should be kept quite straight. The tendency will be to make all the loops below the line too long. Remember tliey should

not interfere with the writing on the line below the one on vvliich they occur.

Copy 88. The ^ is made like the (jr above the line. The loop below the line is the same as in tlie.r. In writing the word "going" you wdl note

that the final g is not hioped. This style of g is better to use w lien it occurs at the end of a word.

T:̂ ^^ -TTT -TT^ 'TTT^-^

Copy on. Tlie lirst tiart of the z is like tlie lirst jiart of tlie «. The looi. lielow the line. liowf\ er. is similar to the loop in the C. Study this loop

very carefully.

^ -7- ^ ^-TT ^>7T -rrr ^-TT -r
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Copy 70. The p is a little different than any letter you have had. Observe that the first part is twice as high as the second part. The loop below the
line is not made as wide as the loops in the other letters. Yon probably will not find this a very difficult letter, but nevertheless give if careful practice

Copy 71. The t is made about two-thirds as high as the loop letters. The beginning stroke should curve quite a good deal, but the down stroke is

made straight. A good many penmen lift the pen on the t. I would not advise you to do this. Retrace the up stroke about half its length. In writing
the word in the second line, note the form of the final t. This style is nearly always used at the end of a word.

-7^^ J:^ ^ .t^tt- _J^tt^ jUty ja:^ja:t>

_ Copy 72. The d is a combination of the t and a. The second part is made just twice as high as the first part. The d is even more difficult than the

j^ and while I do not want to discourage you I have found it one of my most difficult letters.

Copy 73. Now, before you begin practice on this copy, I want to remind you that I am receiving work from students each month not more than a

week after The Business Edijcator i.s from the press. In some cases I imagine the copies are not practiced, but just written oflF and sent to me with a
view to obtaining a compliment. Now, really, you do not deserve a compliment or any encouragement if you are following the course in this manner.
I am receiving specimens also without any name or address on the specimens, or any postal enclosed for the return of criticism, and quite a riumber of

letters each month with "'Postage Due" marked on the envelope. I don't mean to scold, but it seems to me if you were following my course carefully
you would not neglect these little things. At least two hours should be spent on each copy, and I hope that' you witl really practice the copies and
then arrange work neutlj; and send to me regularly each month—the more the better. I am anxious to help you but I want you to help yourself first

as much as possible. Now for practice on this copy in which you have a review of many of the loop letters. You will find some of the combinations
here ilifficult. but they are used every day in business writing, and should be practiced until mastered. Don't let the bright warm days of spring check
your enthusiasm. It's difficult to practice at this season of the year, but you must not take the weather into ccmswleration if you are going to learn to

write.

y-OtTT^yL.cJ^

/7'7^^

By H. B. Lehman, Central High School. St. Leuis. Mo

'^



Lessons in Business Writing

Penman, Blair Bustnesft ColleSe, Spokane, Wn.

Subscribers' writing criticised free. Send Specimens to Mr. Berkman at above address, inclosing a

self-addressed postal, and your criticism will reach you long before il could possible appear in the B. K.
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THE BERKMAN CONTESTS AND PRIZES

The different Contests will close June 20, 1909. So be sure to be on hand with your specimens.
awarded soon after, and the announcement made in the September B. E.

Those who are at the head of the list, in each contest, at the present time-

Contest No. 1 F. B. Evans, Des Moines, la.

Contest No. 2 Helen Cunningham, Monroe, Mich., St. Mary's
Contest No. 3 S. B. Brown, Elberton, Mich.
Contest No 4 Jack E. Pearl, Delhi, Ont.. Canada
Contest No. 5 D. L. M. R.aker, Harrisbur^, Pa.

Prizes will be
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Lesson Eighty-one,
Record cards are used verj- extensively in all

lines of business. Banks, Insurance Offices.
Wholesale and Retail Houses, as well as offices
cif all kinds and descriptions, use cards of this
nature—generally with some printed matter and
ruling on card suitable for business in which it is

used. In fact, record cards seem to be about as
popular in all offices as souvenir post-cards are
To tourists, travelers—and young people.

Lesson Eighty-twro.
Be very careful in ruling the record car<Is given

in Lessons 81 and 82. It will be an excellent
drill on ruling. Of course, it won't amount to
anything unless you put forth your very best ef-
forts in ruling the cards. That's the "main
part" of these lessons. Next study and practice
writing that is suitable (that is as to size of writ
mgi to card used. Very large WTiting should al-
ways be discouraged in this kind of work.

Lesson Eighty-three.
Now for a couple of lessons on envelope ad

dressing. The old saying "First impressions
aie lasting" can be applied to letter writing as
well as other things. Now, really, can't you re-
member the time when you received a letter
with yourname written beautifully on the en-
velope? Sure you can—and isn't it lasting

-

.\ndifgood writing is within reach of all, whv
not master it. Here's a slogan that will apply to
the good, bad and indifferent (writers) - ''get
busy."

Lesson Eighty-four.
Note carefully where to begin the superscrip-

tion on envelope. When you have addressed
an envelope in your very best business style of
writing, show it to some of your friends, busi ness
men, teachers (if you are fortunate enough to at-
tend school), or any person who has an interest
in you and your work, and ask them to criticise
jt and tell you wherein it is wrong—what part
needs attention.

Lesson Eighty-five.
Just one lesson devoted to card writing—writ-

ten with plain business writing. Note the differ-
ence in cards used by ladies and gentlemen.
Many different styles, sizes, tiualities, etc., of
cards are used. However for all purposes, per-
haps nothing is better than white cards (best
quality I and name written or engraved thereon
with black ink. The main thing in card writing
is to get the name centered on the card. Keep
trying.

Lesson Eighty-Six.
Vou may not like the wording of this invita-

tion. However, study, practice and learn the
form. The ability to create things in this world
is worth more than to imitate. Both are essen-
tial. Happy is the boy or girl, the manor wo-
man, who is able "to df> things"—something a

Lessox h\.
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little better than anyone else. Avoid writing
invitations on ruled paper. Watch margins—
not only on the sides, but above and below the
writing as well.

Lesson Eighty-seven.
"Sow a thought you reap an action : sow an ac-

tion you reap a habit; sow a habit you reap a
character." That's an old saving and a good
one. Don't know who is the author of it. Do
you.' An excellent way to practice business
writing is to turn page half way around and
write across the lines on page—placing a letter
on each line, or between lines.

Lesson Eighty-eight.
DESIRABLE HABITS-will be the name

given to Lessons 87 and 88. Here's a question:
What three habits (out of all the desirable hab-

its given in the two lessons) do vou like to see
developed the most in your best friends?"
Come now—don't be bashful. And now, lest we
forget—STIDY, STUDY, STUDY - PRAC-
TICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE-C AR E,
CARE, C.\RE-the price of good writing. Will
you pay the price? Thank you!



Lesson E^ighty-five.

Lesson iEighty-eight,

By E. G. Miller, Supervisor nf Writing in the Mt. N'errioii. b„ Public Schools

l^^-^-^/^ (S ^^jJ^k^^^^ -^

Py A, L. Hickman, penman, Kansas Wesleyan University, Salina, Kans.
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By Francis B. Ccuirtiiey, Cedar Rapids Ta., Business CuUege.

^ar^^U^. , //(a^y^ / f . / f^
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Bv H. B. Lehman, St. Louis, Mo., Central High School.

.Mr. K. (). Pratlier Ikis hei-n re-i-lectr.l to the

Principalship of the Department of Commerce
and Penmanship in the North Dakota Si-hool of

Science, of Wahpeton, \. Dak., at a liandsdme

salary. Specimens of penmanship which he re-

cently inclosed showing improvement in pen-
manship seems to make it plain why tlie man-
agement of this school would wish to keep Mr.
Pralher in their employ.

L. W. Hammond, formerly of Batavia. N. Y.,

is now teaching penmanship in the Acme Busi-

ness College, Everett, Was. Mr. Hammond has

been in other lines of work for some time, but

judging from a letter just received from him he
has lost none of his skill in penmanship. His
writing is free and forceful and possesses just

such qualities as students need to practice from.

We are glad to welcome Mr. Hammond back in-

to the teaching profession and we wish him
much success in the Acme School.

A bunch of specimens of svriting from the pri-

mary anil grammar grades of the public schools

of Mt. Vernon, Ohio, under the supervision of

Mr. E. G. Miller, clearly indicates that the writ-

ing of the pupils is gradually being transformed

from the slow cramped finger style to the free

arm movement handwriting, so much in demand
today. The little folks as well as the big are

catching an inspiration of freedom in writing

anfl are doing splendid work. The teaiiiers, too,

are doing their part as shown in the uniformity

of the work of the pupils of the various grades in

the specimens submitted. We had tlie pleasure

of visiting the schools some months ago and it

was a pleasure indeed to see teachers and pupils

in action. It will not be long until good writing

will be the rule rather than the exception on the

part of these pupils, as the specimens submitted

show study as well as practice, the two things es-

sential for success in the "queen of arts."

A large package of 1st and 8th grade speci-
mens of writing from the pupils of the public
schools cif Mt. Vernon, Ohio, where Arm Move-
ment Writing was introduced last fall and where
E. (j. Miller supervises the writing clearly shows
a remarkable progress in so short a time. Mr.
Miller and the teachers under him are rapidly
transforming slow finger movement writers into

busi-ness-like penmen. The first year work is

unusually good in both form and freedom.
Those antiquated or pessimistic people who
think the children cannot be made to write a

good hand with the .\rm Movement should
see these specituens to be convinced.

Miss .Alice E. Curtin, Pittsfleld. Mass., Super-
visor of Writing, is securing practical results at

the hands of all her pupils, as shown by speci-
mens betore us. The work in grades seven and
eight, Russell School. Miss Rerdon. teacher, is

especially free, good inform and of a high av-

erage throughout the entire room, and the same
is also true of grade nine of the Center Gram
mar School, Miss Brennan, teacher, and grade
six of the Tucker School. Miss Flemming, teach-

er. Miss Curtain's success as supervisor is one
more proof of the wisdom of elevating grade
teachers who show something more than ordi-

nary ability to that of supervision. The experi-

ence to be derived from general teaching is in-

valuable to a supervisor.

An inspiring lot of specimens are hereby ac-

knowledged from the enthusiastic and capable
supervisor of writing in the Muskegon. Mich..

Public Schools, Miss Lenna M. Rovick. The
work is wonderfully free, uniform, strong and
accurate. Few schools are accomplishing as

much in the way of writing as those under the

leadership of Miss Rovick, which speaks well

for her practical skill and inspiration as well as

for the faithful following and efficient daily

drills on the part of the regular teachers.

Beautiful specimens of penmanship in the or-

namental style keep coming from Mr. J. (i.

Christ, the excellent penman of Lock Haven,
Pa. Mr. Christ keeps constantly improving, the
last specimens sent in being the best we have
yet received from him.

F. E. Persons, Buffalo, N. Y., whose advertise-
ment appears elsewhere in these columns, and
who is making an offer to furnish a variety of

pen work for but 25c writes that customers tell

him that his offer is worth 50c. Some, hesays.
state that his cards are the best they have seen.
Mr. Persons is no doubt building up quite a

good business in that line of work.

The pupils in the West Side High School,
Denver, Colo., C. E. Stretcher, penman and
commercial teacher, are becoming ven,- skillful

v\ith (he pen. Mr. Stretcher is justly proud of
his cla.s5es, as shown by the beautiful out-of-the-
ordinan,' designs, which he recently submitted.

Mr. J. A. Kirby, who handles the penmanship
and commercial branches in the Rutherford, N.
J.. High School recently sent us pages collected
from each pupil in his penmanship class. The
specimens consisted of the sentence "You can
now use arru movement," written length-wise
across the sheet. The work was all spaced wide
and indicates considerable skill. These speci-
mens were all very uniform and show that Mr.
Kirl^y is one of our best penmanship teachers.

We are in receipt of specimens of penmanship
practice from Miss M. Eleanor Peterson, with
the Commercial Department of the Two River.
Wis., High School. The pupils are all doing
fine work, some of them already having their

work up to our retiuirement for a certificate.

Miss Petejson states that this is the first class in

penmanship that the Two Rivers High School
ever had. We wish to congratulate her upon
the success she is making of it. ,

Work done by the pupils of the Jackson, O.,
Business College, .Ashton E. Smifl;, penman
and commercial teacher, is recei ed. These
pupils have not been working lon.t; at penman-
sliip, but Mr. Smitli has all of ther; in line.
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The above signatures were written liy students in Bliss Business College, Ciilunilius, ( ). Tliey speak for themselves as con-
ns the nature of the instruction in penmanship griven in that school. Some of the best sulimitted were rejected because the

i was too blue or pale to engrave successfully. Certain it is that these young people are going out into the world with a good
nature and handwriting to match.
And by the way the Bliss school has had the largest attendance this year in the history of the institution which means that
nany as three hundred and ninety-some <lay students have been in attendance at one time, exclusive of night students, with

^
tal eurollment since September of upwards of five hundred and eighty-some day students, mo.st of whom take the combined
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Mr. S. E. Leslie, the man who is presenting to

our readers a most practical course of lessons in

business writing, is not only a fine penman but
is a teacher as well. During the past year he
has been one among our heaviest clubbers,

which indicates that he teaches large classesjn
penmanship each day.

C. E. Chamberlin. the efficient penman and
commercial teacher in the Ellsworth College.
Iowa Falls. Iowa, is doing what he can for The
BusixESs Educator and the cause of good
writing by sending in subscriptions. We have
known Mr. Chamberlin for some time antl have
come to recognize him as one of our most pro-
gressive teachers.

C. \V. Fogarty. penman in the Drake Business
College. Plainfield. N. J., is helping to swell
the subscription list of The Bl'SIXESs Kdl'CA-
TOH. A recent club received fn.iii him is a fine

one. The way Mr. Fogarty signs hi- name at

the bottom of his letters would lead one to be-
lieve that he is one of our most skillful penmen.

Mr. L. E. Jarrell. of the Capital City Business
College, Guthrie. Okla., is one of The Busi-
ness Educator's good friends and supporters.
He sends in a good many subscriptions from
time to time and is securing good results in his

penmanship classes.

W. I. Stewart, who has charge of the penman-
ship in the Elliott Commercial School, Wheel-
ing, W. Va.. is a frequent clubber of The Busi-
ness Educator. He is getting results in his
penmanship classes too. Specimens of work are
received from some of his pupils who are get-
ting to be quite good at lettering, drawing, etc.

Mr. S. O. Watson, with the Meredith College,
Zanesville. Ohio, recently increased the sub-
scription list of The Business Educator by
sending In the names of some of his pupils as
subscribers. The Meredith College is getting to

be famous in that part of Ohio for the high grade
a\\k\ efficient work it is doing.

On March 28th, after an illness of one week of

pneumonia, Mr. G. W. H. Stanley, of Stanley's
Business College, Macon, Ga., passed from this

life. This will come as sad news to his many
friends. Mrs. Stanley will continue the institu-

tion antl endeavor to maintain the same liigh i^x-

der of instruction which has characlenzed it in

the past.

This information came from Mr. W. H. Earles.
who has had charge of the commercial depart-
ment. He says the institution is one that gives
first class instruction and is Ihorough and com-
plete in all of its work. He expects to remain
and do what he can to help to continue the good
work orginized by Mr. Stanley. Our sympathy
and best wishes are hereby extended to Mrs.
Stanley.

N. H. Wright, the skillful penman in the
Bryant and Stratton Business College, Louis-
viUe. Ky.. still keeps sending in names of pu
pils wlio are up to our requirements for a certif-

icate. The Business Educator is in the
hands of a great many of his pupils, and he re-

cently sent the price of another good sized list

of subscriptions.

E. F. Richafdson, the expert penman and
teacher, is now teaching in East Lyini College,
Buffalo, Kv. He states that he now has the best
cla^sheever had at that place an<.l lie has been
teaching there for sixteen ^ears. Mr. Richard-
son recently favored the Business Educator
with a list of subscriptions, some of which were
given as prizes to pupils who madtr most im-
jjrovement in writing. Each of the following
named persons won asubscription to tlie journal:
L. B. Buchanan. O. S. Day. E. G. Roberts. Roy
C. Moore, and Miss Mattie Johnson. The first

named made first best improvement, ihe second
made second best, and so on. Mr. J. M. Hill
proved to be the best penman and won a book
on writing as a prize. Undoubtedly Mr. Rich-
ardson is doing much good to further the cause
of good writing and is deserving of the success
he is achieving.

m/imm'mjiWf^"^'^^
4'Vkryyi'j''>^>^^^ ^

.,;^<>V7^^^>^^ mAyvvt^m^ ulunaAyyviy

S. (). Smith, penr Willis Business College, Dttawa. Ont.. Can.

iiy Geu. \V. Kluti, -Nctls, Fa.
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EDITOR'S PAGE—PENMANSHIP EDITION
A Forum for the Expression of Convictions Relating to Methods of Teaching and the Art of Writing

OUR PLATFORM : FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH

^ J
THE OLD, OLD ESSENTIALS TO

GOOD WRITING-

Position, Form and Movement.

Are as true and important today as

when first defined perhaps centuries

ago.
The angular, semi-angular, verti-

cal, semi-slanting, and other theories

and fads may come and go, but the

true essentials remain the same. The
angular went because the form was

not legible enough; the semi-angular

went iaecause it was too fine-art like

for business and because it was
drawn rather than written; the verti-

cal went because it ignored certain

essentials of position and movement;
and the semi-slant went because it,

too, ignored methods of execution

commonly known as "movement."
And any system will go glimmering

into oblivion that neglects any one

of the three old true and tried essen-

tials: Posiition, Form and Movement.

Try as you may to teach the art of

writing well without recognizing this

trinity 'of essentials and you'll fail as

surely as the sun rises and sets on

schedule time.

The copy-book failed with its sys-

tems of angular, semi-angular, verti-

cal and semi-slanting forms because

it emphasized position and form only

and ignored movement.
The movement phase of these es-

sentials is perhaps the most import-

ant of the three because it involves

method of acquirement and execution.

The copy-book represents system

rather than method; letter forms

rather than methods of instruction.

Had not the advocates of movement
also emphasized position and form,

it, too, would ere this have been del-

egated to the "wuzzers." But it con-

cerned itself with methods of ac-

quirement and execution, and not

mere form and position and it won
even though oft' times presented by
uneducated, over- zealous, narrow
specialists.

But a better day is dawning be-

cause it is broader, saner, more prac-

tical and pedagogical. Arm move-
ment has won because it neglects

none of the essentials of good writ-

ing. Our success will be in propor-

tion that we at all times keep these

three essentials in mind and there-

fore in practice : POSITION, FORM,
MOVEMENT.

A WORD WITH STUDENTS.

This is the time of the year when
students are inclined to become rest-

less and impatient. This is the time

you begin to think you want a posi-

tion. You are inclined to think you

have been in school long enough and

are now deserving of a job.

Now the chances are you are not

yet ready for a place because you

have not completed thoroughly all of

the work prescribed in the course.

Now to be honest, is there not some
part ycu have slighted or skipped

over lightly? The best thing to do

nozv is to strenghthen your weak

places.
Perhaps it is spelling or punctua-

tion or law or arithmetic or penman-
manship or typewriting or corres-

pondence, etc. No matter which or

how many you are weak in, ?iow is

the time to "make good." Have you

backbone enough to do it.?

After thorough preparation comes
the position; and it will come in due

course of time if you do not "rest on

your oars" in the meantime. Success

comes to him who labors and hustles

until he overtakes it.

So give more thought to thorough-

ness than to quitting school. Noif

is the time to dig down deep for a

solid foundation so that you will nev-

er hereafter need to stop in the midst

of a busy career to do that which you

owe it to yourself to do no-w.

And before you are aware that

"busy career" will have you in its

unrelenting grasp overwhelming you
with details and duties and responsi-

bilities, testingyour strength, sound-

ing your depth, and trying your self

control. Thoroughness is the best

armor with which to face this future

foe or friend and this is the time to

be buckling it on.

A word to the wise is sufficient; a

page to the foolish is unnecessary.

MR. WONNELL

Whose lessons in Ornamental Pen-

manship in these columns have been
studied and practiced by a large

number of enthusiastic penmen-to-be,
deserves our thanks and theirs as

well for the course of lessons now
drawing to a close.

Mr. Wonnell is a fine fellow person-

ally, even finer than he is penman,
which is saying a gooddeal, and he is

always filled to the brim with enthu-
siasm. It has been only a few years

since we persuaded him to abandon
a country grocery and climb the pen-

manship laddre—with what success

his own work speaks.
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EDITOR'S PAGE—PROFESSIONAL EDITION
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Devoted to the Best Interests of Business Educaiic
are cordially invited to enter the Arena of Publicity to d
Editor and Publishers reserve the right to reject any com
pressed in these columns. They believe a journal of this

nably expect respectful attention and liberal space.

^:
publi( Let

We hope that i

" from you w
:ithe

»nd Dedicated to the Expression of Conscientious Opinions upon Topics Related theretc
iss those things uppermost in the public mind, or of which there seems to be most neec
tiication they see ht. Nor do they desire to be understood as endorsing all of the opini
ss and calibre is in part a public institution, and a vehicle in which the professional publ

ueht plants may here find soil for propagation, and if rightly used and cultivated
part, may be responsible for anything good failing to rej

strike We lit yc ibutic irdial :

QUIETUS FOR QUICK QUITTERS.

Books have been written, lectures
given, and even correspondence
courses created on the art and science
of securing a situation. And many,
many more have been written, spoken
and designed on the things essential
for holding the position after having
secured it. But as yet we do not re-

call having read a treatise on the art

and science of quitting the job as
successfully and artistically as se-

curing it. And why not ?

Is not the ending of a task quite as
important as the beginning of it ?

Is not the beginning for the sake of
the ending? Can not any one very
easily start a thing successfully, but
is it not a fact that but few can or do
end it as successfully as they begin
it? Then why not give it a little more
thought and consequently a little

more conscience?

We have in mind the practice of
many thoughtless young men and
women who, after they secure a posi-
tion and acquire experience, or a lit-

tle surplus cash in it, suddenly leave
it without forethought, hindthought
or warning, to accept another which
looks good at a distance or from a
superficial investigation. They seem
to think only of themselves, and not
their unselfish selves at that.

Now the facts are a new employe
rarely ever earns his first month's
salary, nor several of them. But on
the other hand, the first months in a

position are the most valuable to the
employe, no matter how low the wage.
After having gained the confidence

of the employer, he depends upon
you to carry on a certain part of his

business in a manner that bespeaks
continuance of and confidence in the
business it has taken years to build
up. Is it right to your best self or to

your employer to sever that service
summarily without sufficient cause or
due notice? Xo, not one in a hundred
times.

.•\nd in no line of human endeavor
does this mean more to all parties
concerned than as commercial teach-
ers and school proprietors. Com-
mercial teachers generally should
instil into their pupils' minds the
sacredness of contracts; not merely
from the letter of the law, but from
its spirit as well.

But strange and paradoxially as it

may seem, commercial teachers seem
to be quite as quick to quit positions
without notice as other less respect-

ed persons. After you have won the
confidence of your employer and the
respect of your pupils, can you afford
to suddenly step down and out some
evening, bidding your pupils good-
bye, hoping (?) they'll find some one
in your place in the morning? Can
you think of a bigger injustice to the
employer and a more embarrassing
position for him to be in? Not until

sometime you find yourself in a simi-
lar position.

This is not intended as a criticism
of the thousands of commercial
teachers who would under no circum-
stances leave their employers in a
lurch, but of those who do so now
and then. Nor is it a defense of

those unscrupulous employers who
drop teachers without warning
"when the birds begin to sing in the
Spring" and the pupils begin to thin

in attendance. No, no; for such we
have no sympathy save for the fact

that "they know not what they do" in

the sight of their better selves and
their creator if they ever had any.

It is easy for some people to use al-

most any petty difference of opinion
or criticism as an excuse for a resig-

nation or dismissal when a better job

or employe is in sight, little count-
ing the cost to the one or ones thus
discommoded. One such uncalled
for resignation, or one such unde-
served dismissal, creates more dis-

trust and suspicion than a dozen
faithful ones can blot from the mem-
ory of the victim, be it employer or
employe.

For the sake of our common calling,
for the example set before thousands
of students, for the sake of your own
sacred self, do not in the fit of pas-
sion sever your connection with your
employer without due reason and no-
tice. Time will teach you the folly of
fitful action on the one hand and the
wisdom of faithful service on the
other hand.
As an employe, quit your position

if possible on good terms with your
employer, and as an employer, you
need, also, to part with your employe
in such a manner as to cause him to

speak well of you as he circulates in

the profession.
"How to Quit a Job Gracefully"

would be an excellent title of a much
needed book for a large number of

frivolous students about to seek em-
ployment, and a few short-nosed
commercial teachers. Who will vol-

unteer the authorship? We feel dis-

posed to publish it free of expense.

E. H. Xorman,
Prest, E. C. T. A., 1909-10.

Response of E. H. Norman, President

of the Baltimore Business College in

accepting the presidency of the East-

ern Commercial Teachers' Associa-

tion.

Ladies and Gentlemen :

II is not unusual for a convention to make a

mistake, it has been intimated thai Congress is

not infallible, and I am therefore not surprised

that this conventiim has proven that it is not an

exception to the rule. You might possibly have

committed a great blunder, but I can hardly see

lio» . That >-ou could have acted with more
wisdom must be apparent to all present.

It is indeed gratifying to me to know that my
work anil conduct among you, has been such as

to cause you to consider me a fit person to guide

the destinies of this organization during the

next twelve months. I appreciate deeply tlie

honor you have conferred upon me, but permit

me to assure you that it has not atkled one inch

to my stature, that there will be no swelling of

the cranium and that the old hat will still be

ample large. I tlo not believe that an office can

elevate or dignify a man, but 1 do believe that

a man can dignify an otHce. Any man who is so

small that he can bask in the reflected glorj' and
dignity of an oflnce, is too small a man to fill that

otiice and perform its functions with that degree

of dignity and efticiency so necessary for the
growth and prosperity of the organization which

he represents.

I ask and hope to receive the support and help
of every member of this Association, and witli

that help and support, I, as your servant, do
solemnly pledge to render the best service of
which 1 am capable in the performance of my
duties.

I desire no higher honor and cherish no great-

er distinction, than that when my work on earth

is ended, it may be said of me, he was loyal and
faithful, and did the best he could for the cause
of Coramercial Edifcation. I thank you.
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REPORT OF THE

Eastern Commercial Teachers' Association
By PBANK E. LAKEY.

-^

J
The Twelfth Annual Convention

held April 8, 9, 10, at Providence, has

come and gone. Little Rhody has

maintained her reputation for gen-

uine hospitality. In many ways a

new record has been set. The excel-

lent work done at Philadelphia a

year ago made the efforts of the

Rhode Island Commercial Teachers'

Club, the host of the Convention, all

the more difficult. The Convention

has never met in so ideal a building.

With ample light on three sides, a

gallery, comfortable seats, free from

all outside disturbances by the spa-

cious grounds, the individual mem-
bers enjoyed a varied and useful pro-

gram. The exhibitors had an abund-
ance of room on the floor below and
were satisfied. Mr. T. B. Stowell,

whom every commercial honors and
revers, did his utmost to secure a

profitable convention. As usual he

succeeded. Mr. H. L. Jacobs, as

chairman of the local committee, had
all the cares due any mortal in sever-

al years. The hotel accommodations
in Providence at their best are insuf-

ficient. Mr. Jacobs had to face the

renovation of the largest hotel in the

city and yet, despite a voluminous
correspondence, all weremade happy.
Mr. C. W. Stowell, chairman of the

banquet committee, Mr. W. B. Sher-

man, of the Press Committee, Mr.

W. H. Kinyan, of the Reception, were
tireless and successful workers.
Small wonder then that the combined
efforts of the two Associations result-

ed in the best financial showing and
the largest membership since organi-

Edward M. Hull, President.

zation. At Philadelphia all the ex-

penses were reported paid by the lo-

cal committee but late bills amount-
ing to over $160 were paid by the

Treasurer. This year the local com-
mittee, thanks to the energy of Mr.

F. H. Read, secured money enough to

pay all known bills save the one for

badges and to turn over a surplus of

over $50, The actual paid member-
ship in 1905 was 241; in 190fi, 218; in

1907, 276; in 1908, 302 and in 1909, there

are 30 more than a year ago, with
enough in sight to maintain the in-

crease. Each year should see the

Association grow better and stronger

and no one would be more delighted

to have Washington again raise the

record than the loyal members of the

R. I. Club. Success to' Washington
and to President Norman.

F. E. Lakey, Sec'y.

Thursday morning was spent in

sight seeing and in automobiling.
Sharp on time Thursday afternoon
President Hull called the convention
to order and introduced His Excel-

lency, Governor Aram J. Pothier to

the 150 or more members assembled.
His address emphasized the need of

character in education. He dwelt at

length on the need of closer trade re-

lations with the nations of Central

and South America. Hence the need
of a knowledge of the Spanish lan-

guage and Spanish customs. It is of

interest to note that Governor Poth-

ier is by birth a French Canadian,
while Mayor Fletcher is an English-

man. His Honor emphasized the
need of sound business principles in

carrying on any project. If we are to

develop our resources we must have
first, last and always, a business
training. It is the most important
influence of the day and the main
cause of the failure of 95 per cent, of

business men. Mr. T. B. Stowell, the
honored head of Bryant and Strat-

ton's College, replied fittingly to the
address of welcome. Without en-
dowment, without gifts, commercial
education has come into its own,
even in the highest institutions.

Nobler ideals help us to so conserve
our energy, our force, our teaching
that we may achieve the maximum
amount of good for our pupils. If

the Convention is to help us person-
ally do better and truer work in the
schoel room, it must be a part of our-
selves.

President Hull delivered an annual
address which held close attention.
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Edward H. Eldredgc.

His theme was the unconscious in-

fluence of the teacher. The silent

and involuntary influence of a teach-

er is as important as any part of his

work. This something can never be
expressed in speech. This uncon-
scious teaching is the best of one's
work because the teacher's real self

goes into the mind and influences the
character of the pupil. Class room
trouble is usually due to lack of

knowledge on the part of the teacher
of the forces and causes affecting the

pupil. The pupil watches closely the

teacher's demeanor. Let your hearts

beat if you would strive to reach the
hearts of your pupils.

State Commissioner of Public
Schools, Walter E. Ranger, greeted
the teachers as one who had years
ago taught bookkeeping and com-
mercial law. He spoke on the ser-

vice of commercial education in the

past for vocational ends and showed
its influence in blazing the way for

industrial courses. It is a part of the

New education which has opened the

school door to the life of the people
and has shown the relation of school
life to life in the shop, the street and
the home. The keynote of this con-
vention is character. In vocational

F. H. Read.

education, we have the foundation of

good citizenship.

After the appointment of the sever-

al committees, and election of 38 new
members, C. E. Doner, Beverley,gave
a valuable talk on penmanship. Many
questions from the audience were
quickly and clearly answered. Extra
time was voted Mr. Doner, so keen
was the interest.

The paper by Mr. A. W. Holmes, of

the Baird-North Company, Provi-
dence, on "What a Business Man
Expects of a Stenographer," proved
the most suggestive number of the

program. For several years Mr.
Holmes taught in a private school.

He said not one in ten stenographers
know how to apply for a position.

The business man wants to know
name, experience, school, speed, ma-
chine used, whether or not a touch
writer. It is a crime not to teach
touch typewriting. The girl just

from school cannot do a day's work.
"She talks a lot, loafs a lot, wants a

lot" (of pay). She must have inter-

est in her work, cut out the "gab fest"
do real work eight hours a day, six

days in the week. Do anything asked,
even to catching flies. In corres-
pondence speed without accuracy is

A. W. Holmes.

a snare and a delusion. Say "whoa"
when going too fast. Spell well-
dictionary habit a good one. Keep
pencils of employers sharp. I want
my letters written as I dictated, not
to suit my clerks. Nimblemindedness
is one of greatest assets. Teach
adaptation and application, forceful

and positive personality, energy,
caution and common sense. Loyalty
to employer is as great a virtue as
honesty.
The heads of departments were

asked to express their views on the
qualifications of a stenographer.
Each placed loj'alty above all. Con-
centration on the subject in hand.
To get the other side,' Mr. Holmes
quizzed his stenographers. Their
comments were "quiet, courteous, in-

terested in work. Not a mind reader.
Sugar better than lemons. Don't
expect her not to leave if she gets a
better position."
Free passes are not issued over the

road to success. Opportunity does
not knock at your door. Yon must
knock Opportunity's door down. To
hold a position never forget punctual-
ity. Politeness, Accuracy, Alertness,
Amount of work. Energy, Efficiency,
and above all, Absolute Reliability
are essential.
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At the exercises Thursday, Princi-

pal T. B. Stowell, proved himself a

capable presiding officer. Tourtel-
lot's Orchestra rendered several ex-

cellent selections.

Mrs. E. E. Fowler, of the Burroughs
Adding Machine Co., gave an inter-

esting illustrated lecture on the

"Evolution of Bookkeeping," from
the stone age, through the clay age
to our modern systems.

F. I. Brown, of the Library Bureau
in treating the subject "Specializing
in Modern Accounting" proved him-
self a past master in his subject as

well as a most entertaining speaker.

His address alone was worth the cost

of attending the Convention. He di-

vided his subject into I Opening and
Keeping books, II Auditing, III Cost
Accounting, IV Statistics, V Organi-
zation. Each was carefully explain-

ed. Beware of false reports. By the

aid of statistics, overstocking and
overselling are avoided. The card
ledger enables three clerks to handle
40,000 accounts with a saving of time
over the book or loose leaf ledger.

Balance sheets at frequent irregular

intervals prevent much dishonesty.
Through organization, we achieve 1)

character building, 2) power of ac-

curate reasoning, 3| power to con-
vince and influence others, 4) Con-
centration. Business 's a profession.

Friday morning opened auspicious-
ly. Many members had arrived dur-
ing the evening and the attendance
was large. Mr. F. G. Nichols, Roch-
ester Business Institute, in "Sugges-
tions to Teachers of Commercial
Law," urged that the teacher should
know enough of law to pass the bar
examination. Use text book with
cases. Consult young lawyers fre-

quently. Daily preparation of teach-

er essential. Interpret lesson to pu-
pil. Cases of local interest are the
most valuable. Encourage the ques-
tion habit.

Principal Allan Davis, of the Busi-
ness High School, Washington, D.

C. H. Blaisdell.

C, believes in a separate high school
for special lines. Studies must be
intensive but not narrow. The princi-

pal must co-ordinate the courses.
Class distinctions do not arise be-
cause of a separate high school.

Such a school reacts on the grades
and so gives the people what they need.
"What a Typist Ought to Know"

was handled in an entertaining man-
ner by a man who does know, Mr.
Archibald Cobb, of the Remington
Typewriter Co. He stated that the
phonograph had raised the average
speed five words per minute. Pupils
incapable of becoming typists and
stenographers should be directed to

what they can do well. The business
school should be the first to experi-
ment with new devices. Then your
graduate becomes a most desirable
advertisement for you.
"Beginners" Bookkeeping from the

High School Standpoint was discuss-
ed by Mr. F. E. Lakey and from the
"Business School point of view," by
Mr. C. H. Blaisdell, of the R. I. Com-
mercial School, Providence. Mr. La-
key, noted the favorable conditions
especially in the raising of the age
for beginners. The unfavorable con-
ditions are 1) lack of drill in penman-

ship in the grades, 2) poor prepara-
tion in arithmetic, 3) low value placed
on time in the high school by many
parents. He outlined the work to be
covered and suggested business ex-
hibits, illustrations from real life,

talks by business men, training in
business customs.
Mr. C. H. Blaisdell, outlined some

of the varying conditions in the busi-
ness school, and emphasized the nec-
essity of laying a better foundation
for the bookkeeping course by in-

struction in the English department
to those who are deficient in the ele-

mentary studies. He gave a synop-
sis of the different methods in use,
calling attention to the weakness of
some and outlining a course for the
beginning of the year.
He called particular attention to

student's outgoing papers, empha-
sizing neat, accurate billing and
proper forms of notes, drafts, etc.

He closed his remarks with sug-
gestions to teachers on the checking
of books, and showed how to save
time in the school room by having
typewritten rules for provingjcash,and
for findingerrors in trial balances, etc.

"A Seminary Method of Teaching
Commercial Subjects" by Mr. Calvin
O. Althouse, Philadelphia, proved to
be the compilation by the student of
a quantity of material on a given
subject under the guidance of an ex-
pert, the reproduction of the same
orally to a group of students interest-
ed in the general subject." As ac-
tually in operation in the Boys' High
School, it stimulates the pupil to do
his best and to do original
work. Visits to industries, the
student becoming a producer in-

stead of a copier of ideas, the devel-
opment of individual initiative are
among the many advantages.
"The Signs of the Times in Com-

mercial Work," by Mr. J. C. Walker,
Detroit, of the Burroughs Adding
Machine Company, included the in-

creased efficiency of private schools
to overcome the competition of pub-

Culvin O. Alttum
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lie schools. The following prescrip-

tion was recommended to the private

business manager, "Practice what
you preach, treat Competitors fairly.

Improve the Courses of Study, Truth
Telling, Advertising." There is

more demand for trained, capable
bookkeepers and office assistants

than ever before. Train the student
for what he must do on leaving the

school—office practice, letter writing,

daily proof of posting, filing devices,

billing as required in actual business,
adding and listing machines. Teach
more Arithmetic, Letter Writing,

Spelling, Business Methods and less

Bookkeeping. Advertise so as to

create business and not to hurt your
competitor.

At the afternoon session the paper
on "Business Ethics," by Ex-Gover-
nor Waller, of Connecticut, was
omitted owing to his absence.
Mr. Carl C. Marshall handled the

"Perplexing Problem of Commercial
English," in a vigorous, original and
helpful manner. Mr. Marshall al-

ways has something to say worth
saying, and he knows how to make
telling points. He quoted eminent
authorities who believe grammar is

not an aid in language training. In-
stead he believes the natural, logical
and only effective method of gaining
in language power is to continue the
speech processes of childhood, i. e.

learn words, their forms, meanings
and how to use them. Grammar for
the most part is learned unconscious-
ly in our childhood. The language
of books and of intelligent adults is

altogether different from our child-
hood tongue. In common life we use
600 or 800 Anglo Saxon words. He fa-

vors word study and composition.
For each w(ird learn 1) how to pro-
nounce it, 2] spell it, 3) meaning, 4)

use. Such study may become fascin-
ating. One half of our words are de-
rived from Latin. Read Grant
White's "Words and Their Uses," or

J. C. Walker.

Brander Matthews' "Our Parts of
Speech." Good English is largely a
matter of habit. Therefore form and
continue the habit of reading the best
authors.

"Business Correspondence" by
Carl Lewis Altmaier, Philadelphia
was fully up to the speaker's former
high efforts. The typewriter dupli-
cating apparatus and the postal ser-
vice have increased the efficiency of
the business man. Today he is crit-
ical and exacting. Business corre-
spondence is an indispensable
agency of commercial intercourse.
It is the "art or ability of grasping
business facts or propositions in
their entirety and discussing them in
the form of a letter clearly, complete-
ly, concisely." The subject includes
1) technique, 2| composition, ,3) pos-
tal information. The writing of bus-
iness letter tends to develop business
sense and judgment and bring to the
student's attention many business
practices, customs and usages. At
least thirty hours should be given to

Miss Gertrude W. Craig, Simmons
College, Boston, followed with a talk
without notes on "Typewriting."
She spoke easily and gracefully and
said that of the three methods, teach-
ing by rows, by fingers or by combi-
nation, she preferred and used the
first. It is a fatal error to accept
anything but perfect work. Bring
advanced pupils into class with be-
ginners for encouragement. Teach
mechanism of the machine. Use
copying tests once a week. Average
26 words per minute with one error in
100 words after 50 hours' work. Three
periods of 50 minutes per week for
class work.
Mr. C. B. Pease, Boston, discussed

"How the School can Help the Grad-
uate Before and After Graduation."
This depends on your conception of
success. Your ideal should be
worthy of your best efforts. The three
classes are 1) the prospective stu-
dent, 2) the actual student and 3) the
graduate. Tell the prospective stu-
dent the truth. Permanency should
be your keyword. The schools with
the shortest courses are the shortest
lived. The actual student should
give his incentive for best work in
the high standards of instruction you
maintain. The lines of least resist-
ance do not lead to success. Call
laziness and indifference by their
right names. Guard your recom-
mendations carefully. In discipline
the slogan must be, "Obedience first,

last and all the time." Financially,
prompt payments should be required.
The cause of the trouble is almost
wholly with the schoolmen. A stu-
dent well trained, graduated and
placed in a desirable position is the
best advertisement possible for a
school to have. The good will of a
graduate is a valuable asset.

The simple title, "Arithmetic," of
the paper by Mr. A. R. Dornian, Mid-
dleboro, Mass., gives no idea of the
mine of valuable information it con-
tains. The author confined himself

Carl C. iMiirsliall Curl Linus .Mtuuiier.
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to 1) What shall be taught and 2)'how
shall it be taught. He sought from
business men what they consider of

special value, what deficiencies the

graduates show, to what extent cer-

tain branches are taught. This was
used as the basis. Oral and class

work give the best results. Addition
at every lesson. Note book and neat-

ness as well as analysis of thought.

The paper should be published in

full.

A new feature was introduced by
Mr. James E. Downey, Boston, in the

"Laboratory Method in Teaching
Arithmetic." The primary object is

to give drill—drill in fundamentals

as well as drill in habits of industry,

sustained attention and concentrated

efforts. Material can be gleaned
from business organizations and
from government departments. All

work is independent. Good results

are stimulated by the legitimate

spirit of rivalry fostered. The fund

of practical information makes the

method valuable.

Banquet.

About 250 sat down to a most de-

lightful banquet. A pleasing inno-

vation was the presence of an excel-

lent orchestra. The decorations of

flags and bunting were admirably ar-

ranged and made the Normal School

gymnasium very attractive. The
only drawback was the serious illness

of toastmaster, Charles M. Miller,

who was obliged to leave during the

serving of the excellent menu. Mr.

C. O. Althouse substituted on very

short notice. His part was especial-

ly felicitious and able. The toasts

and speakers were "Integrity the Ba-

sis of Business Success," Judge
Charles C. Mumford; "The Consid-

eration of Commercial Education in

the Higher Institutions of Learn-

ing," President W. H. P. Faunce, Of

Clia.-i. M. Miller.

Brown University; "What Next?"
Walter H. Small, Superintendent of

.Schools, Providence; "The Import-

ance of Detail in Bookkeeping," Na-
than W. Littlefield, Esq., Referee in

Bankruptcy; "Civic Obligation of the

Business Man," Hon. John W. Cass,

Postmaster, Woonsocket, R. I.

The able list of speakers was pre-

pared by Mr. T. B. Stowell, who
aimed at securing addresses of merit

and help rather than mere entertain-

ment. Judge Mumford praised ex-

President Roosevelt for his effort to

raise the ethical tone of business.

Integrity absolutely necessary. Pres-

ident Faunce said-much of the finest

idealism comes through commercial-
ism. Thought and action must go
together. Men want life, fuller, rich-

er, deeper life. Mr. Small consider-

ed the Commercial High School the

answer to his toast, "What Next?"
Mr. Littlefield cited the Standard Oil

Co., as an example of attention to de-

tail. Many failures and frauds arise

from lack of bookkeeping or avoid-

ance of book keeping. Bad book-
keeping folio winggood bookkeeping

is almost irrestible evidence of fraud.

Full and accurate bookkeping,
coupled with honest intent, usually
results in a discharge from bank-
ruptcy. Carelessness is a sin worse
than downright wrong doing. Mr.
Cass urged that a higher grade of

public officials be elected and said

young men were especially wanted.
The credit for this most enjoyable
evening, and for the many details

which add materially to the pleasure

of the diners is due chiefly to Mr. C.

W. Stowell. His previous wide expe-

rience and good taste were plainly in

evidence.

At the Saturday morning contest
the attendance was large and the in-

terest keen. The committee on the
Typewriting Contest have made the

following official report

:

World Typewriting Championship.

Wrds Pen- Net Wrds
rors ally Min.

Rose L. Fritz .54SS 54 270 5218 862?
I-.H. Coombs 5130 97 485 4645 77^5^

Celia Shanrauth 4288 145 725 3563 5D?-3

Ethel E. Eccles 5334 498 2490 2844 47'

SCHOOL CH.\MPIONSHIP.

Maude Linker 1789 32 160 1629 54ji

Corrinne Bourdim 1871 49 245 1626 51!

Florence Wilson 2112 98 400 1622 54 L

Calixta M. Diipoiit 1892 126 630 12S2 Alj,

M. H. Miner 1686 05 475 1211 40ii

John Sabol 1725 128 640 1085 36t

Marjorie F. Bass 1616 119 595 1021 34^i,^

Ida Blumenson 2136 383 1915 221
7J/,

]\Iiss Fritz having won the "Journal
Cup" three times, is now the perma-
nent holder. In the school class, a

$25 medal is won by Miss Linker and
silver and bronze medals by Miss
Bourdon and Miss Wilson. All the

prizes were offered by the Penman's
Art Journal. The large number of

words written by Miss Eccles, a new
comer, and the extreme closeness of

the first three in the school contest

are worthy of note.
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In the Shorthand Contest the Results

Were :

—

FOR THE EAGAN CUP.

Nellie M. Woorl
Testimony, 380 rate, time, h minutes.

Total Errors Net Av. per Minute
1386 64 1332 204|

Solid Matter. 240 rate, time, 5 minutes.
1202 64 1138 2273

Willard B. Bottome.
Testimony, 260 rate, time, 5 minutes.

1309 78 1231 246t

Solid Matter. 240 rate, time, 5 minutes.
1202 188 1034 2Uti;_

This beinjc the third time Miss
Wood has won first place, she now re-

ceives the cup permanently, as well

as the inedal and prize offered by C.

A. Pitman & Son. The contestants
were Miss Wood, Mr. Baltoine, Clyde
H. Marshall and F. A. Carlson, of

Chicag^o. Wat Ormsby, E. B. Elson
and C. W. Elmer, of N. Y., and Leroy
Weber, of Washington.

FOR THE MINER MEDAL.

The contestants were Messrs. Mar-
shall, Elson, Carlson, F. H. (iertler,

Chicago, E. G. Wiese and Miss S. L.

Tarr. Before the transcription Mr.
Ormby withdrew. Later Messrs.
Carlson, Wiese and Elson and Miss
Tarr also withdrew.

No contestant qualified. ]\Iessrs.

Marshall, Weber, Gertler ar.d Elson
were disqualified on account of er-

rors of more than 10 pc;r cent—giving
allowance of full credit in each of two
papers submitted. The medal was
therefore returned to the E.xecutive

Committee. Messrs. Marshall and
Ciertler had the best averages. Both
committees made their reports before

6 p. m. Saturday.

Mr. H. G. Healey omitted his paper
on "Commercial Education in Eng-
land" for lack of time and spent a

few moments relating interesting in-

cidents of his trip in England.
"Shorthand," by Mr. (i. I'. Eckles,

Pittsburg, was a capable, thoughtful
paper. Competion between systems
has revolutionized and modernized

shorthand. A knowledge of the men-
tal, nerve and muscular activities of

the pupil is necessary. Retain inter-

est of pupil by tact and study of con-

dition. We must save the energy of

our pupils by the elimination of ar-

bitrary outlines and by pedagogical
methods gain increased speed and
legibility. The difficulty in reading
notes is usually with the method.
Movement drills very helpful. Vol-

untary attention springing from a

pupil's desire to learn is most essen-

tional. Do not beg for attention.

Again we must have enthusiasm.
The last paper, coming as it did al-

so Mr. Eckles', after the election of

officers fell to Mr. C. B. Ellis, of

Springfield. That both gentlemen
held the close attention of a large

number is a marked compliment. Mr.
Ellis, in discussing a "Course of

Study for a Business High School,"

said the boy in the high school,

has not finished his general education
and so combines general and voca-

tional training. Business men re-

quire three things 1) good, legible

hand, good figures, 2) add, multiply

and subtract accurately and quickly,

?f) how to express ourselves clearly

briefly, grammatically in a letter and
how to spell correctly. Modern lan-

guage not essential. Two to four

years are necessary. English should

hold first place.

Current literature as "World's
Work," "System," etc. are of value in

cultivating an alert, active interest

in business life. History for good
citizenship is necessary. In arithme-

tic business men want the four fun-

damental processes, simple fractions,

billing interest, discount, mental
drill and a few simple short methods
—Commercial Geography and knowl-
edge of location of places are valu-

able. Pennienship and bookkeeping
are absolutely essential, as are law,

stenography and typewriting. Mr.
Ellis exhibited an admirable four-

year course of study.

the election of officers was as
follows:—

President, E. H. Norman, Balti-

more; First Vice-Pres., Allan Davis,
Washington; Second Vice President,
W. H. Kinyon, Pawtucket, K. I.;

Third Vice Pres., J. C. Walworth,
New York; Gen. Sec, F. E. Lakey,
Boston; First Asst. Sec, Miss Flora
B. Pryor, Waterbury, Conn.; Second
Asst. Sec, Miss Alice M. Wood,
Poughkeepsie; Treasurer, L. B.
Matthias, Bridgport; Asst. Treas.,

Mrs. L. B. Matthias, Bridgeport; Ex-
ecutive Board for three years : CO.
Althouse, Philadelphia, and E. H.
Eldredge, Boston, (re-elected).

THE COMMITTEE OF INTER-STATE COM-
.MERCE COM.MISSION IS:

Chas. M. Miller, New York; H. M.
Rowe, Baltimore ; John J. Eagan,
Hoboken; Louis B. Moffat, Philadel-

phia; S. McVeigh, No. Adams, Mass.;
W. L. Smith, Maiden, Mass.

Dr. W. H. P. Faunre Nellie M. Wood. K. (i. l.;unl.
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S. C. Williams.

THE COMMITTEE ON THE DEATH OF
MR. CHARLES CURRIER BEALE:—

R. G. Laird, Boston; S. C. Wil-
liams, Rochester; H. G. Healey, New
York; C. A. Pease, Boston; T. B.

Stowell, Providence.

AND ON THE DEATH OF MR. WARREN
H. SADLER:—

H. M. Rowe, Baltimore; E. H. Nor-
man, Baltimore; W. H. Patrick, York,
Pa.; C. W. D. Ccffin, New York; E.

E. M. Huntsinger, Hartford.

Seldom has a program contained
so many valuable papers. It is a
matter of real regret that the Associ-
ation does not publish its proceed-
ings. Only four failed to answer to

their names —one because of sickness.
If objection were to be made, it would
be that too many papers were pre-
sented. As a result discussion was
practically impossible.
Not only does the Providence Con-

vention stand as a leader financially,

numerically, socially, but it was hon-
ored by the presence of a Governor,
Mayor, State Superintendent of
of Schools, and the head of a great
University. Providence yields now

Dr. H. M. Rowe.

to Washington and wishes the
Capital City and our new President,
typical of the true Southern gentle-
man, even greater success and great-
er achievement.

SHORTHAND CONTEST

The Shorthand Contests for the
Eagan Cup and the Miner Medal were
held at the meeting of the Eastern
Commercial Teacher's Association
at Providence, Saturday, April 10.

The following entered the contest for

the Eagan Cup :

Miss Nellie M. Wood, Boston, Mass.
Mr. Clyde H. Marshall, Chicago.
Mr. F. A. Carlson, Chicago.
Mr. Wat Ormsby, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mr. Willard B. Bottome, N. Y.
Mr. Le Roy Weber, Washington.
Mr. E.B. Elson, N. Y.
Mr. C. W. Elmer, N. Y.
The following entered the contest

for the Miner Medal

:

Mr. Clyde H. Marshall, Chicago.
Mr. F. A. Carlson, Chicago.

S. McVeigh.

Mr. F. H. Gertler, Chicago.
Mr. E. G. Wiese, N. Y.

Miss S. L. Tarr.
Mr. E. B. Elson, N. Y.

Before the transcribing began, Mr.
Ormsby withdrew. Later Miss Tarr
and Messrs. Carlson, Wiese and Elson
withdrew. Messrs. Marshall, Weber,
Gertler and Elmer were disqualified
on account of errors to a greater
number than the ten per cent, which
were allowed by the rules.

It will be seen that no one qualified
in the contest for the Miner Medal,
and therefore the custody of the
medal returns to the executive com-
mittee of the Eastern Commercial
Teachers' Association.

In the Eagan Cup contest, Miss
Nellie M. Wood transcribed the "240

solid matter," which consisted of
1202 words in the five minutes. She
made 64 errors, leaving 1138 words
net, with a net rate of 227 3-5 words
per minute.
Mr. Willard Bottome transcribed

the same matter, making 111 errors,
lOSll words net, or a net speed of 218
1-5 words per minute.

K. M. Uiiiitsiiiger,
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K. A. Tibbelts.

In the testimony, Miss Wood trans-
cribed the "280 take" which consist-
ed of 1368 words in the five minutes.
In this she also made 64 errors, giv-
ing 1322 words written correctly at an
average net rate of 264 2-5 words per
minute, beating her record of last
year by 11 words per minute.
Mr. Willard's record on testimony

was made on the "260 contest." This
consisted of 1309 words. He made 78

errors, making the net number of
words, 1231, or 246 1-5 words a min-
ute. The contest was awarded to
Miss Wood, and as this is the third
time she has won the Eagan Cup in

succession, it entitled her to the per-
manent possession of the cup. She
also received a medal and a cash
prize which was offered by Mr. Clar-
ence Pitman.

Edward H. Eldridge.

PROGRAM.

Central Commercial Teachers' Asso-
ciation.

DES MOINES, IOWA, JUNE 3. 4,

ceptifni. Registration. Musical Program
slied by Hifrlilanil Park Collefre of Music.

James Rea, Executive Board.

FRID.\Y .MORNING, 9 O'CLOCK.

Adfiress of \\'eIconie .--— t). E. French, Des Moines, Iowa
Kespnnse C. \V. Ransom. Kansas City, Mo.
Music furnished bv the Drake Conservatory of

Music.

THE MODEL SCHOOL, 10 A. M. 12 M.

"Morning Exercise." A five minute talk by .1

.^. Carothers, Des Moines, Iowa.
Instruction to teachers. Pres. Peck.

Business Section.

10.10:30. A Model Lesson in Commercial
Law, J. O. Weaver. St. Paul. Minn.
Critics : J. A. Lyons. Chicago, 111.; Geo. W.

Jones, Des Moines, la.

lOr.SO-U :00. A Model Lesson in Arithmetic.
(J. E. King, Cedar Rapids, la.

Critics : W. A. Warriner, Des Moines. la.;

W. R. StoufTer. Des Moines, la.

11-11:30. A Model Lesson in Bookkeeping.
W. H. Gilbert, Marshalltown, la.

Critics: C. Bayless. Dubufiue, la.; .S.. H
Goodyear, Cedar Rapids. la.

11:30-13:00. A Model Lesson in Penman
ship, .\. N. Palmer, New York City.

Critics : G. W. Brown, Peoria, III.; L. N.
Kelchner. Des Moines. la.

Shorthand Section.

10-10 ::jO. .\ Model Lesson in Typewriting.
Elizabeth Van Sant, Omaha, Neb.
Critics: H. L. Lady, Des Moines, la.; Jessie

Davidson, Kansas City, Mo.
10:30-11:00. A Model Lesson in Dictation,

Mary Horner. Waterloo. la.

Critics : J. A. Gunsollev. Lamonia, l;i.; Car-
rie A. Clarke. Des Moines. la.

.N. Kimball.

11-11:30. A Model Lesson in English, C. T.
.Smith. Kansas Citv. Mo.
Critics: W. M. W.atson. Lmrohi. Neb.; G.

.\. Rohrbough, Omaha. Neb.
11:30-12:00. Free for all. (Jeneral subject,

"What I Want to Know."
Under this head many tell their trouliles and

ask for help.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON.
From 1 :30 until 4 o'clock the sections will

hear the reports of critics and the discussions of
lioth of the reports and of the lessons except
that the Shorthand Section will ;idj<>urn in time
to bold the Preliminary Typewriting Contest
liefore 4:00 p. m.

GENERAL SESSION.

4:00 to 5:00. President's Address and Dis-
cussion. Business Lesson.
5:15 to 8:00. Complimentary Baniiuet at

Chamberlain Hotel,
8:15 to 11:00. Theater Party. InpersoU

Park. Courte.sy Des Moines Commercial Chib.

Program Western School Managers'
Association.

THURSDAY EVENING. 7:00.

Registration of Members.
Report of Committee on School Co-oper.ation
Characteristics of Fake Schools—Discussed by

T. W. Roach.
State Supervision to be discusssed by W. G.

Lenderson. Chicago.
General discussion opened by P. A. Whitacre,

Cedar Rapids, la.

FRIDAY MORNINli, 8 :;60.

Tuition Charges. C. T. Smith. Kansas City,
Mo.: P. W. Errelio. Pittsburg, Kans.
Election of officers.

E. L, Tluirstun, Second \. Pres, T, J, Risinger, Third V. Pres.
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SATURDAY 1:30 P. M.

Advertising—The Newspaper. H. H. Boyless;

TheC'irrnlar. C. D. Mc(!regor; The Cntaloe. (i.

E. King, (ieneral Discnssion.

Banquet.

SAVERY HOTEL -FRinAY EVENMNG.

"To-day, "C. L. Moody, Hutchinson. Kan.
"The Value of the Schoohnistress to the Com-

inuiiity and Otherwise," Mary Horner, Water-
loo, la.

"Round People in Square Holes," W. A. War-
rimer, Des Moines, la.

"School Days," ii. W. Brown. Peoria, 111.

"Words." Carl Marshall. Cedar Rapids.

"Tomorrow." A. N. Palmer. Xew York City.

The.iter Party, Des Moines Commercial Club.

The banquet is complimentary to tl>^ enrolled

members of the C. C. T. .\. and the W. S. M. A.

and is furnished by the advertisers in the prn-

sram.

BIG C. C. T. A. MEETING.

The Central Commercial Teachers' As-
sociation Plans for a Big Time

at Des Moines June 3d, 4th

and 5th.

One of the largest and tncst enthu-

siastic meetings of the year will be
that of the Central Commercial
Teachers' Association to be held in

Des Moines, Iowa, June 3d, 4th and
.Sth. A strong program which appears
elsewhere, has been prepared and
princely entertainment has been pro-

vided for the members. The Western
School Managers' Association will al-

so meet in Des Moines at the same
time and will join with the C. C. T.

A. in a number of programs.

It is anticipated that there will be
a particularly hard fight for the

Brown trophy this year. A large

number of schools have signified

their intention of having contestants

on the ground.
One of the innovations will be a

model school. A number of teachers

of recognized ability will present

model lessons, using the tuembers of

the Association as students. These
lessons will be conducted exactly as

the teacher would conduct the same
lesson in his own class room. Friday
forenoon will be given to this work,
while Friday afternoon will be devoted
to criticism and discussion. For each
lesson two critics have been appoint-

ed—masters in their particular lines.

These critics will make a detailed re-

port at the proper time in the after-

noon, following which there will be
opportunity for general discussion.

The plan is practical and promises
to create more interest than anything
that has ever been offered in a simi-

lar convention. It has many fea-

tures of excellence that will at once
commend themselves both to the

novice and to the experienced teach-

er. From the time the bell rings for

Miss Van Sant's lesson in typewrit-

ing at 9 o'clock in the morning until

A. N. Palmer, of New York City dis-

misses his class in penmanship,
there will not be a dull moment.

TALKS ON ENGLISH
.S. ROLAND HALL,

>rlnclpal of the School AdverH.sln§. Infe.rnaHon.

Correspondence Schools,

SCRANTON, PA.

=^

z^

THE STENOGRAPHER AS AN
EDITOR.

One of the prominent women's magazines
some time ago, in its column of suggestions to

business young women, published a bit of advice

to stenographers that ran something like this:

"Your employer expects you to tran,scribe and
punctuate the exact language he dictates. You
shouhl never attempt to edit."

This is sometimes the situation, but rarely.

.Another view of which is an extreme one in the

other direction, is the idea that the stenograph-

er should do a great deal of editing.

Of course there are certain kinds of work that

the stenographer should be careful to transcribe

word for word, and point for point, hut if this

rule were made to apply to all classes of work
one of the stenographer's highest offices would
he taken away and a great many letters would
reflect discredit on those responsible for the dic-

tation.

I have yet to meet the man who can dictate

clear, orilerly, well punctuated language, page
after page—who does not occasionally repeat

himself, string sentences out too long and put at

the ends of sentences clauses or modifiers that

belong at the beginning or in the middle.

rnfortunately. only about one stenographer

in fifty or a hundred is capable of doing tactful

editing on letter dictation. It goes without say-

ing that one who is deficient in English should

not risk giving assistance to another. It is safer

to err on the side of editing too little rather than

go too far. But granting that the stenographer

is strong in English one of the first c|uestions

that should be .isked the new employer is

whether he always insists on an exact trans-

cribing or is willing to give a little liberty in

clarifying ambiguous constructions, changing
words that have been erroneously used, and im-

proving the punctuation. Of course all such

editing work should be done tactfully in any
case, and notwith an air of superior intelligence.

Certainly there can be no good reason for

writing "Each of the items are correct" when
gram maticaJ construction requires is in.stead of

are: for writing "We .sell our tobacco direct

from factory to smokers in perfect condition"

Not the least enjoyable of the

events will be the musical program
furnished by the Highland Park Col-

lege of Music, Drake Conservatory
and the Des Moines College of Music.
The very best artists in these institu-

tions will participate.

The banquet at the Savery Hotel
will be a thing of joy and will long
linger in the memory of those pres-

ent. We could hear Carl Marshall
speak on "Words," or W. A. Warriner
discuss "Round People in Square
Holes," or listen to Palmer's "Fore-
casts," without thrills of happiness
yea, surges of unutterable joy. An-
other excellent thing about the ban-

quet is that it is free to the associa-

tions. The enterprising advertisers

have put their heads together and ar-

ranged to feed the hungry teachers

without money and without price— to

the teachers.
Des Moines is the largest modern

cavalry post in the United States.

The Des Moines Commercial Club

when "We sell our tocacco, in perfect condition,
direct from factory 1o smokers" avoids the
squinting construction.

Most employers have their favorite words and
expressions and do not want these changed.
If, however, a dictator uses a pet word to excess,
the skillful stenographer can find a way of omit-
ing it occasionally, or of using a synonym
where the repetition becomes a detriment.

I aways dictate my punctuation, hut few dic-

tators seem to follow this plan therefore, the
competent stenographer has a good opportunity
to improve the raw material by proper para-
graphing and punctuating. A common fault of

the average dictator is that of stringing out long
sentences. By cutting these up with semicolons
or periods, the language will be clarified.

Incidently. it may be noted that many dicta-

tors nowadays like to use in their letters con-
tractions like "I'll," "I'm," "tloesn't," etc The
stenographer in such cases should not write the
words out, but should use the contracted forms
here given.
Early in his career 'the stenographer should

begin trying his hand at composing simple let-

ters] of inciuiry and answers to routine corres-

pondence. By so doing, he can gain the confi-

dence of the employer in his—the stenographer's
—ability as a letter writer, and gradually m(>re

and mfire of the daily correspontlence will be
turned over to the stenographer for attention.

When the employer is out of town or too busy to

give a matter attention the reputation of the of-

fice will be helped if the stenographer writes a

courteous note, explaining why full reply

cannot be made at once and assuring the

correspondent that he will have early attention,

the stenographer signing the letter as secretary.

If I may be partUmed for a reference to my own
experience I may say that this kind of work w'as

largely the means of my being offered a better

position early in my stenographic career.

The stenographer, as the medium through
which all the office correspondence passes, is

only feathering his own nest when he sees to it

that every letter is a credit to the dictator as

well as to the transcriber.

When in doubt, make a suggestion to the dic-

tator and ask if he wishes to adopt.

will escort the members of the Asso-

ciation to this most interesting Fort.

The Commercial Club will also enter-

tain the Association at a theatre

party on Friday evening following

the banquet. If there is anything
else to be done to make the meeting a

success, the local committee will try

to discover it.

The address by Hon. Lafe Young,
of Des Moines, on "The Trend of

Business" will be a gem. Mr. Young
is the man who had the honor of

placing in nomination for the V^ice-

Presidency at Philadelphia, the fa-

mous hunter, Theodore Roosevelt.

Des Moines is a beautiful city at all

times, and particularly so in the sum-
mer. It is well wooded, handsomely
platted and is full of generous, whole-
souled people who will be ready to

strew roses in the pathway of the

stranger.

Brother and Sister, let tis meet
IN Des Moines,
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INTEREST.

According to my observation and exijerience
there is no other part of arithmetic so [joorly
taught in the public schools as interest. Xot
over percent, of the students entering
commercial schools can correctly solve simple
interest problems. The methods in use Ijy pub-
lic school graduates are too long and teibous.
Errors are more plentiful in long sulutiuns.
hence the few correct answers even from those
students who use their method correctly.

Interest should be taken up early in the com-
mercial course, that students may be able to
make better progress in their bookkeepnig
work. In presenting the subject to my class for
the first time I like here, as in other subjects, to
have my students first \vork a simple problem in
interest by their own method, preserving their
work to compare with my solution. I would
give a problem like this ;

Find the interest at per cent, on 8463.-10 for
20 days, the answers to be given in the nearest
whole cent.

Kor this problem I find the majority of stu-
dcnls using one of the two solutions which 1

give in full for the purpose of comparison.
First, the cancellation method :

23.17 46.31
463.40 X 20 X 6 23.17

380 X 100 15
60 5
H 3

Second, the old "6 per cent, method :"

20 4- 6 = 31,) or S.003'3
8463.40

.0031-1

81.544e62:,
In Ihe first of these solutions there are used 36

figures and 5 other arilhmctical characters, to
say nothing of the extra Hgnres that would be
used by the students in dividing 23.17 by 15.
I The student would use not less than 2(i figures.)

In the second solution I have used 42 figures,
3 of which would be omitted by the student,
leaving 30 figures that practically every student
who uses this method would use in his solution.
I now give the class my solution.
Thus:

84
I

63.40 --^ 60 days' interest

1 I 5446 = 20 "

1 explain briefly to my class that by pointing
off two places in the dollars, which 1 have indi-
cated by drawing a vertical line always
gives the interest for 60 days at 6 per cent., 20
days being 1-3 of 00 days, the interest for 20
days equals 1-3 of the interest for liu days.

I cannot now recall having ever brought a
class to this point in the subject without having
put to me by the class the questions "How do
you know that is true?" or "Will that work In all

cases?"

Those questions bespeak interest on the part
of the class. The arousing of interest in the
subject has been my object up lo this point in
the lesson. Let not any teacher think that be-
cause he has once had his class interested that
that will be sufficient for the whole term or
yearl He must furnish new food for thought
e\ery day.

If I can now answer these questions, so that
my class will know my solutions are correct, and
that my method will work in all cases, I will
have won many converts to short solutions in
interest.

In

! months or 60 days at

days at 6 per cent, is

ver to tlieir questions I ask them to
make careful note of the statements, which I

then write on the black board :

The interest on $1 fori year at 6 per cent, is

8.06.

The interest on 81 for
6 percent, is 8.01.

The interest on 81 for
8.001.

The interest on SI for 600 days at 8 per cent.
is 8.10.

The interest on 81 for 6000 days at 6 per cent,
is 81.00.

Every student wdl recognize the truth of the
first statement. For those who have ilitliculty
in readily grasping the truth of the other state-
ments a few questions by the teacher, or a brief
explanation, will make them clear.

Using these statements as a foundation we
formulate the four fundamental principles of in-
terest. Starting with 00 days, we find the inter-
est on

8580
8820
8375
8415.8(1

multiplying in each case by .01.

By observing our answers we find each one
pointed off 2 places in the dollars. This will
lead the class to see that no matter what princi-
pal they use the interest may be found by point-
ing off two i)laces in the dollars. Hence our
first principle :

To find the interest for 60 days point ofT two
places in the dollars.
Similarly for 6, 600 and 6000 days we prove

together that the following principles are true :

To find the interest for 6 days point off 3
places in the dollars.
To find the interest for 600 days point otT <ine

place in the ilollars.

To finil tlie interest for 6000 (lavs point oiT no
places iji the dollars.

The first two of these principles are bv far the
most important for the average student and
should be thoroughly learned.
The following problems are good for prelimi-

nary practice :

Find the interest at 6 per cent, on :

800.00 for 60 days 8 600.00 for 30 days
900.00 for 00 days

1,200.00 for 60 days
450.00 for 60 days
320.50 for 60 days
456.25 for 60 days

81,200.00 for 15 days
1.600.00 for 15 days
2,000.00 for 15 days
2.400.00 for 15 days
320.00 for 15 days
18.00 for 15 days

Illustrations :

Find the interest on S80(
cent.

800.00 for 30 days
1,000.00 for 311 (lays

1,600.00 for 30 davs
000.00 for 30 davs
325.60 for 30 days

8 600.00 for todays
900.00 for 10 days

1.200.00 for 10 days
1.500.00 for todays
300.00 for 10 days
60.60 for 10 davs

for 6(1 da i at per

8 I 00 = days" interest.
(Point off 2 places.i
Find the interest at 6 per cent, on S600 for 30

days.
86 I 00 = 60 days' interest.

3 I 00 = 30 days' interest.
Fin^ 60 days' interest and take 1-2 of it for 30

days.
Find the interest at 8 per cent, on 81,200 for

15 days.
812

I
00 = 60 days' interest.

3
I
00 = 15 days' interest.

Find 60 days' interest and take 1-4 of it for 15
days.
Find the interest on 8600 at 6 percent, for 10

days.

86
I

00 ~ 00 days' interest.

1 I 00 = 10 days' interest.
10 is 1-6 of 60.

Find 60 days' interest and take 1-6 of it for 10
days.
In the following problems use days as a ba-

sis and find the interest at G per cent, on

:

S -too.00 for 6 days 8 800.00 for 3 days
1.400.00 for 3 days
2,000.00 for 3 days
5.000.00 for 3 days
100.00 for 3 days
20.00 for 3 days

8 600.00 for 1 day
000.00 for 1 day

3,000.00 for 1 day
0,000.00 for 1 day

60.00 for 1 day
240.50 for 1 day

Slid.00 for 6 days
l.uoo.oofor 6 days
1,000.00 for 6 days
150.00 for 6 days
15.50 fore days

8 000.00 for 2 days
1,200.00 for 2 days
1.500.00 for 2 days
400.00 for 2 days
100.00 for 2 days
125.00for 2 days
Illustrations, using the first exampl_ ...

of the foregoing groups:
8

i
400 = 6 days' interest.

Point off 3 places.
8

I

800 = 6 days' interest.

i 40 =3 days interest.

Find 6 days' interest and take 1-2 of it for 3
days.
8

I

900 = 6 days' interest.

I
30 —'2 days' interest.

Find 6 days' interest and take 1-3 of it for 2
days.

8
I

600 ~ 6 days' interest.

I 10 =1 day's interest.
Find 6 days' interest and take 1-6 of it for one

day.

On the morning of April lA, 1909, the Elyria,
Ohio. Business College, Miss E. M. Johnston,
proprietress, was consumed by Hre, the loss
being about 83000, which was covered by 81500
insurance. Rooms were immediately secured
elsewhere and within twenty-four hours the
school resumed work nnicli as usual. This be-
speaks the kind of enterprise that has made the
school so successful, the enrollment during the
past year being the largest in the history of
the school. We are indebted for this information
to Miss Johnston's able Lieutenant, Mr. Wm. A.
Turner, principal of the commercial department,
whose shoulders aided materially in handling
the responsibilities of the hour.

TO SCHOOL PROPRIETORS

The following is a good description
of Carl Herschberg, Jr., a check for-

ger; wanted by this department on a
charge of forgery: About 26 years old,

5 feet, 6 or 7 inches tall, stout build—
165 or 170 lbs., light comple.xion,
rather ruddy smooth face; gives his
address as R. F. D. No. I, Kalama-
zoo, Mich. His particular line is

swindling Commercial Schools. He
writes a letter a few days in advance,
making inquiries in regard to terms
of tuition, and then calls in person
and passes a forged check in pay-
ment for a larger amount, getting the
balance in cash.

We should be pleased to have you
communicate at once with the Police
Department of your city should you
receive a letter or a call from anyone
answering this description, as we
hold a warrant for this man.

Respectfully,

John J. Downey,
Supt. Police,

Dated April 8, '09. Detroit, Mich.
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ACCOUNTANCY
K. J. BENNETT, C. A., C. P. A.,

Principal U«tr-oit, Midi.. Business Universify.
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ERRORS AND CORRECTIONS.

Inquiries on accountancy matters are con-
stantly being; received from ilifferent parts of
the country, and 1 usually answer tlieni by per-
sonal letter. The following letter, however, is

worthy of more than passing notice and I am
taking it as a basis for this month's article.
Messrs. Zaner & Bloser.

Columbus, Ohio,
(jentlemen :

I am a subscriber to The Business Educa-
tor and would like very much to have you ans-
wer in your magazine or have some one else
answer the followmg: Wliat i.s tlie general o'r
correct plan of rcMK-dyingcmirs II okkeeping?
I find teachers in tins -wt.,.,, f,, II,, wing different
plans, sonic allowing tTasure>. others ruling outwnh reil ink, Willie s,,rne make << muter charges
Of course, erasures arc not allowable in law \'et 1
haveseeii these three ideascarrie.l i.,it in actual
business. Can y,,ii iiuote me the law in regard to
the matter and suggest the best plan for correct-
ing errors? In some sets, it is pretty hard not to
make some mistakes. Trusting "I shall hear
through your paper, I remain,

Sincerely yours.
E. E. Oates.

Errors are usually due to carelessness, or to a
relaxation of that watchful care that a bookkeep-
er should always possess. So long, however, as
human nature is liable to err, just so long will
errors on books of account have to be dealt with.
Nevertheless the careful bookkeeper should
strive at all times to prevent errors by exercising
care. It is much easier to prevent errors than to
find them if they exist or even to correct them
after once locateil. It is better to go over the
work twice at the time it is being done, than to
wait until the trial balance period and then have
to spend from one to four days tr)ing to locate
errors. "An ounce of prevention is better than a
pound of cure." Indifferent, half-hearted,
slovenly work will produce errors, but the book-
keeper who works with the determination that
errors shall not lie made will not have any of
them to deal with.

Errors Classified.

The following list indi,'ate.s the errors most
prominent, or the comlifions under win, h they
usually occur. Addition, Posting, Oniis-ion in
Posting, Double Posting, Posting to the wrong
side or to two accounts. Transposition of figures
In posting. Transplacing or niisptacing figures.
Carrying forward from one page to another.
Bringing down balances. Closing accounts.
Footing the ledger accounts for settlement or
fortrial balance. Calculating the differences of
accounts. Transferring amounts to the trial bal-
ance. Entering on the wrong side of trial bal-
ance.
A great many errors are due to faulty addition.

caused largely by poor figures or uneven ar-
rangement of columns, erasures and corrections,
tigures placed upon figures, or to lack of concen-
tration of thought. If one is tired, sleepy and
worn out, or in a hurry, he Is liable to make mis-
takes, and the work done under such conditions
should be reviewed with care at another time.
Errors of 1. 1(J, 100, looo, etc.. are usually in ad-
dition.

Locating Errors.

Too much stress can not be placed on careful
work .mi\ roiislHnt chcckSiji;. The po.sting
of each day should he reviewed the following
day in order to iletect errors if any have occurred.
Business must receive attention anil if the trial
balance is "out" the error should be found dur-
ing spare moments or at sight, or the discrep-
ancy may be entered up until a more convenient
time. It should be located, however, at the
earliest possible moment. A new bookkeeper

should make sure that his predecessor's Trial
Balance is correct in order to save future delav
and inconvenience.

Correcting Errors.

The methods of correcting depend upon the
nature of the errors and the books in which tliey
may be found. Adjustment and correction of
entries are often required, and should be done
in such a way as not to obliterate the original en-
try or to make the adjustment complicated and
unintelligible. Erasures on books of original
en^rr should not be made under any circum-
stances. An original entry should contain a clear,
coriiplete accurate history of the business trans-
action, and should not be covered up or altered.
(Original enteries are the only evidence accept-
able in a court of law, and erasures would seri-
ously effect their reliability as evidence.
An error in a book of orignal entry may be

corrected by marking the words "Void Correct-
ed page " in the margin, or it may be can-
celled by drawing red lines through the entry
and by noting the page where the correct entry
may be found. The correct entry should
note also the place where the incorrect entry
may be found. An error in computation, which
is evident tmm the data given, may be cancelled
by drawing a red line through the wrong
amount and by placing the correct figures
above it in red ink. Corrections are usually
made in red ink so as to show their meaning
more clearly and conspicuously. Wrong
amounts in a Ledger account, or other book of
subsequent entry, may be corrected as explained
above, or in any other convenient way, but eras-
ures should be made sparingly and with reluct-
ance. Erasures are resorted to almost dally by
some bookkeepers, and by many business men,
without any trouble or loss occurring, but such
erasures might be construed as ear marks of
fraud, change, or crookedness of some kind.

Reverse Entries.

Entries often have to be adjusted or reversed
after having been posted to the wrong account;
also because of having been journalized incor-
rectly. These adjusting entries can be made by
any student who has a kiiowleilge of element-
ary bookkeeping. In case a transaction has
been journalized" Mdse. to J. C. Long $185,"
which should have been the opposite, two en-
tries are require,! to make the correct adjustment,
as "J. C. Long to Mdse. S185." for neutralizing
the first entry and putting the books intothe con-
dition they were in before the error was made.
The correct entry may now be made. Instead
of using cancelling entries, an amount po.sted to
the wrong side of an account or to the wrong ac-
count may be corrected by drawing a red line
through figures after which said amount is

placed in its proper account. It Is not advisalile
to let amounts remain In accounts where they do
n,it heUiiig with, lilt some cancelling mark ti'i in-
dicate that they belong to and have been
changed to some other account, even if an ad-
justing entry has been made. I am not in favor
of making cancelling or cross entries, because
they usually cause confusion later, when con-
siderable time may be lost in trying to explain
or discover their meaning.

Question.

The following answer is by one of my students
in accountancy, in reply to the question; Give
examples of Errors of Commission. I';rrors of
Omission, and Errors of Principle.

Answer.
ERRORS OF COMMISSION.

(1) Wrong posting, entry to Debit side in-
stead of to Credit side.

(2) Wrong footings.
131 Posting S87. 78 as 878.87. (Transposition

of figures.)

errors of omission.

Failure to provide proper reserves for <lepreci-
ation of assets, subject to wear and tear, or for
shrinkage in values, such as

(II Depreciation on Machinery.
1 2) Depreciation on Horses and Wagons.
(3) Depreciation on Furniture and Fixtures.
(4) Failure to include accrued items, or other

barges.

^ errors of principle.

Incorrect distribution of purchase invoices or
of expense outlays, resulting in the loading of
capital accounts with charges which should be
charged to revenue, or vice versa, as,

(1) To charge a new engine to "Expense"
account when same has not been purchased for
the replacement of an old one.

(2) To charge repairs of an engine to "Equip-
ment" account.

(3) Charging "Repairs" to "Machinery and
Plant" instead of to "Repairs Acct." .

(41 "Revenue" charges, charged to "Capital
Expenditures."

15) Neglect to provide for accrued interest to
date of balance sheet on time loans.
Then again, an error In principle would refer

to the following—a debit may be an asset, ex-
pense or loss—a cre<lit maybe a liability, profit,
reserve or capital, but if a debit or credit be er-
roneously posted, 1. e. expense in place of asset,
or profit in place of liability, while not affecting
the trial balance it would be an error In the prin-
ciple of double entry, which reiiulres that for
every debit there shall be a credit.
On the other hand, taking for instance an item

such as freight. This is an expense, but freight
inward Is a CHARtJE to or part of the COST,
whereas freight outward Is a selling expense, and
charged against the sale, and while lioth post-
ings are debits a misapplication or inerging of
inward and outward freights woulil be atechni-

References and Court Decisions.

Before books of account can be admitted It

must be shown by the party presenting same
that they are fair and honest, 8 Johns, 211 (N.
Y. reports); 1 Browne (Pa.) 257; Jackson vs.
Evans, 8 Mich. 476, 101 Mich. 218, 112 Mich.
471. However books kept by bookkeepers who
cannot remember each entry but were made in
the usual course of business are admissable,
Faxon vs. Holbs, 13 Mass. 427; Karrvs. Stevens,
34 Iowa 123, 103 Mich. 181. Entries may be
made on slips of paper or memoranda and trans-
cribed, Montague vs. Dougan 68 Mich. 89. En-
try must be made before rights of the parties be-
come fixed, Bailey vs. (ierrnan 111 U. S. 216 i L'.

S. Supreme Court). When properly verified
books are prima facie evidence of the facts there-
in stated. Jones on evidence \'ol. 2. Sec. 591.
In many states books of original entry only

are admissable—where testimony shows that the
book presented is the only book kept it is a book
of original entry regardless of the name of the
book or the form in which kept, Patrick vs. Jack.
«2 Illinois 81. Entries must be made at or
about the time of the transaction—Jones on evi-
ilence Vol. 2, Sec. 587. There Is no statute in

Michigan requesting admission of books as evi-
tlence. It is custom sanctioned by the courts.
Where erasures are made they must be ex-

plained. Churchiuaii vs. Smith (i Wharton 146
I l. S. Supi;enie Courti. They are not excluded
because of erasures, Schettler vs. Jones 20 Wis.
412. If erasures show the>* were made at the
time of original entry and can be satisfactorily
explaineil tlie\- will be ailmltted. Theircreili-
liilit\- IS fortheJur\-, Cgsuell vs. DoUiver, 2
Mass. 217; Cole \ s. .\iidersoii, 8 N. J. Law 68:
Lovelock vs. tiregg. 14 Col. 53.

The rule followed by Mich, is known as the
New York rule. Rice on evidence Vol. 2. Sec-
tion 818. There is the U. S. Supreme Court
rule. The Texas rule is in opposition to admis-
sion of books of account and the examination is

rig ill before atimission is alloweil. There is an
English and a Colonial rule all shading on the

question as to the time entries may be made. It

is very complicated by decisions and numerous
rciuirements and the outcome usually rests up-
on the discretion of the judge or jury.
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SUCCESSLETS
FOP AMBITIOUS YOUNG PEOPLE

E. D, SNOW, Principal,

Maple City Business School, tlornell, M. Y.

==^

-^

Here is a bit of correspondence your editor recently ran across which he thought
too good to confine to Mr. Snow and the young ;man in Alberta. So it is

given by our request and permission of Mr. Snow; the young man's name
being withheld.

Caloary, Alta, March 24. '09.

Mr. E. D. Snow,
Homell. N. Y.

Dear Sir; In 5-our article entitled. "If I only had a chance," you said if not in these words, that

any young man who hadn'l had a chance was as inactive as Lot's wife after she was turned into salt.

You apparently forgot scores of young men who through force of circumstances miss their earh'

schooling, and then have to struggle for years to catch up.

The boy I have in mind was forced to leave school before he was fifteen, and toil early and late to

help support a widowed mother antl sisters.

The question I would like to ask is this: Is it because he is inactive, if after six years' struggle, he
manages to get back to school to find himself more dull than the younger boys? Is^itlhis fault when
for six years he has toiled to build a home for his mother?
This is the case of one boy in Alberta, but I am sure there are scores more like him. While your

so-called successful boys are usually helped through college, and often started into business with a

capital that would take them years to earn.

It is true that Abraham Lincoln, Thomas Edison and a few others had no help, but they are one of

ti\'e thousand.

I hope you make exceptions, and would like to read more of your articles.

Yours sincerely.

HORNELL, N. Y., April 10, 1909.

Calgary, Alberta.

Dear Sir:—
I have your letter of March 24, and was very glad to receive it. I infer from

your remark.s that you are the boy, and that you must be about twenty-two or

twenty-three years old now.
You state that when the boy gets back to school he finds himself more dull

than the younger boys. If you were to stop and think for a while you would
find that if you had devoted yourself to one line of work for five years and
were to go into some other kind of work, that you would find the same condi-

tions prevailing. You would apparently be duller, but in reality it would
only be in that particular line.

The letter you have written shows that you have not gone backward but
have made steady advance, even under what you term adverse circumstances,
when you get older you doubtless will be thankful that those; circumstances
were yours to enjoy and take advantage of. I know you will excuse me for

being personal, because I am going to say something to you that probably not

one of your friends would say, but which is rather obvious. Evidently, you
think you have had a tremendously hard time and that the majority of boys
are more fortunate because they have escaped the conditions of life which
you have had.

I am about 20 years older than you are and have seen quite a little of life in

various parts of the United States, and have met a great many people who
are successful; not necessarily in finances, but in living. 1 take it that dur-
ing the five years j'ou devoted to the enobling and developing work in provid-
ing for your mother and sisters that you devoted some time each day to read-

ing and study, and a great deal to thought, no matter whether you were work-
ing or not; at least your letter shows that. The thing that I criticise, and
because of your youth it is not to be wondered at, is the fact that you look
upon it as an awful hardshiji, when it was undoubtedly a blessing for you.
If you go through life feeling that things are against you, you are not going
to get all that you should out of life. We can go through but once and we
should be as happy as we possibly can and we can increase that happiness
from day to day by looking upon the bright side, or at least upon the bright
side of what we would like.

If one wishes to be unhappy, all

that he has to do is to think that some
one else is enjoying more than he is,

and that everything is against him.
I might say to you that while I lived
at home until I was eighteen years
old, my people did not provide any
clothes for me after I was nine years,
and when I wanted to go to school I

had to provide for myself, because my
father was a country Methodist Minis-
ter, and you know that means very
littlemoney in the family. Every pen-
ny had to be accounted for and I never
was unhappy for a moment thinking
that the boys had a lot of spending
money and I had none. Those that
had spending money wasted a lot of
time spending it, while all that time I

had for study and improvement.
If there has been something in your

life that has been unpleasant and re-

gretful, look away from it and consid-
er the present and what the future
holds for you. Do not think you have
been unfortunate simply because you
have not amassed a fortune and are
not able to own two or three red
automobiles. You are wrong in your
assumption that a great many boys
are helped very materially on their
way towards success, or that a great
many of them are furnished a capital
by their own people. Literally, thou-
sands of boys and girls earn their
money before they go to college or
while they are attending school, and
then hustle so hard that some monied
man believes in them and is willing
to place his capital against their
ability. Probably Abraham Lincoln
and Thomas Edison are e.xceptions,
considering the height to which
they have risen, but they merely ty-

pify what the majority of clean
minded boys and girls can and are
doing every year. I believe too fully
in the latent ability of each boy and
girl to think that any one of them
can be long kept down, no matter
where he may be located, if he will

but believe in that ability and do his
best.

Now, if you are in the habit of talk-

ing or even thinking that you have
had a hard time, forget it. No one
ever reached very high ground by
imagining that he is in prison in the
low places. Success does not de-
pend upon the amassing of a fortune
or of reaching a point where you con-
trol fortunes, but rather in being
happy and useful to yourself and oth-
ers, no matter where you maybe lo-

cated.

If I have not made myself perfectly
plain, I should be pleased to hear
from you again, and I assure you
that while some of these stateinents
may seem rather harsh, I am saying
them in all kindness; otherwise, 1

should not write at all.

Sincerely yours,
E. D. Snow.
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LESSONS IN OKNAMENTAL WRITING
Norwalk Business

Specimens, together with
criticism should be

CoIleKe, MorwAlk. O.

a self-addressed postal, for

.mailed to Mr. Wonnell

-.J

INSTRUCTIONS.

For your stiuly and practice this month, I am giving: \-ou a variety of material, a receipt, superscription, boily-writing and the names of some of ou
leailers in tlie profession, Dili it ever occur to you that so many oi our best penmen ahva\'S write "er" at the end of their signatures? Well, 1 don't be-

lieve I'd give up. if my name didn 't end that way.

Study especially the small letter work in the body-writing. You've heard this many times but here it goes again, in capital letters.

STl'DYKOKM. WATCH SLANT, SIZE, SPACING and STYLE, It took me a long time to learn this lesson of STUDY, Take some of the

most perfect copies in the penmanship journals, and, also, get some work fresh from the pens of our best penmen, then, sit down and enjoy your-
self for ten or fifteen minutes, looking intently at the copies. Look at them as the expert judge of stock at a fair looks for points of excellence and
weakness.

If you will follow this ailvice, you'll be surprised to see how rapidly you can improve. Tell me when you send in your next work for criticism,

whellier you tried it. and with what result. If you don't liud it as 1 sav, lie frank to tell me so— 1 love the truth, even if it does bite a little at times,

HELP YUIKSELF TO THE INK.

^-t^-'li:Z^-::<^^-^^<^zy Ao<^
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"You Never Can Tell" is the title

of a series of articles for the Student

Edition of The Business Educator,
which Mr. Chas. T. Cragin, Manager
of Thompson's Business College,

Holyoke, Mass., will contribute the

coming year. To those who followed

his articles a year ago in these col-

umns, entitled "The Call of the City,"

we need say nothing more, but to

those who are not acquainted with

his mental output we will add that

no man in our profession wields a

better or truer pen. We congratu-

late the young people on our line up-

on the fact that they are going to

have the privilege of following him
the coming year. He will draw his

material from actual contact and ex-

perience with young people who
promised much and amounted to but

little and from those who promised
but little and amounted to much.

And there is no better field for inspir-

ation and instruction than this same
sourse of humanity, and there is prob-

ably no one in our profession who
can so nearly do it justice as Mr.

Cragin,

TINUS CONVALESCING

The many warm personal and pro-

fessional friends of Mr. W. I. Tinus,

of the Central Business College, Chi-

cago, whose labors have been so un-

selfish and zealous in the National
Commercial Teachers' Federation

for the past dozen years, will be

pained to learn of his serious illness

since January 7, soon after his return

from the Indianapolis convention.

His illness is due to a complication

of ailments resulting mainly from
over work. He has been at times

quite low, but through our mutual
friend, Mr. J. F. Fish, of the North-

western Business College, Chicago,

we learn that on April 14th, he was
improving very satisfactorily and
that he expected to be able to leave

the hospital before May, but that in

all probability he would not be in

school work until fall.

We all wish Mr. Tinus a complete
recovery, for if any man among us

deserves more than he, we'd like to

see him show either his head or his

hand. Certain it is that Mr. Tinus is

a man whose ability, industry and
zeal are second only to his unselfish-

ness, reliability and unimpeachable
character.
And now. Brother Tinus, of the big

heart and willing hand, we want you
to "take good keer of yourself" and of

that better half and family, whom we
have heard are just as deserving and

faithful as yourself. Just "letdown"
and listen to that watch tick your co-

workers gave you in Chicago some
four years ago, and for every tick of

the watch you can count a heart throb
from your true and numerous friends,

all pulsating thoughts of sympathy
for your suffering, of congratulation
for your convalescence, of hope for a

complete recovery and long life, and
of a grand reunion next holiday time
down in the city of Louisville, in the

State of Kentuck, in the vicinity of

fine women, fast horses, Enos and
Colonel Waterson.

PENMAN NEBK. STATE NORMAL writes

tine visiting, friendship and graduating cards at

25c per doz. Pack of 25 cards 5uc. Diplomas
lettered in finest German or Old English text.

All work sure to please. J. A. STRYKER
Kearney, Nebr.

SITUATION WANTED
IN RESPONSIBLE

UP-TO-DATE SCHOOL

By a man of sufficient experience
to prove his genuine ability as a

commercial teacher, organizer and
disciplinarian; clean habits, good
penmanship. Can assume respon-
sibility of a department, or of a

school.
"H. I. E."

Care of Business Educator

By J. D. Todd, 114 N. Main St., Salt Lake City, L'tal
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By J. D. Todd. IH N. Main St., Salt Lake City. Usah.

F'or- Sa.le«
A well equipped Busisess College in a west-
ern city of ten thousand inhabitants. A
money making school. Other school in-

terest my reason for selling.

Address, P. P.
Care of Bnsniess Educator. Columbus. O.

Penman,
Commercial Teacher

and Manager ot abil-
'^~^^~ —

' ity, experience and

reputation, desires a position %yhere he

can teach and "make good." Address

"NORTHWEST."
Ca^re Bu>ine» Educator. COLUMBUS. O.

by
grosser and teacher of pen-

manship, who is also strong in other com-
mercial subjects. At present associated^with
one of the best schools of the East. Would
invest in good school.

Address, Loyal,

Care of Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

NOTICE!
PENMEN AND CAHDWRITERS can more than

double earnings by
eettintr a \ pint bottle of "Has The Raised Effect"
embossing fluid for monograming stationery BY
HAND. 25 cents (enough to make Sl.UXi clear profit)

—anyone who can write can use it. Every lady of

style uses monogram paper when she can procure it

without the expense of a steel die. Send '^h cents for a

box of linen stationery with your monocram in gold.

Calling Cards 16 for 35 cents. Agents Wanted.
A, W, H. RONISH.

205 Catherine Street. Syracuse. N. Y.

BECOME A.N EXPERT
Have an expert knowledge of the art In which you

engaged and tnus make penmanship interenting

Secure 'nil rtnev' s Method of dete (•tin e K.
ery and R&iaed uh BCkS t'ac nating. and
tructiv fromcov cover . ProtuselT 1IU9 Irated «

ptiotoga phic repr udiic tloni. of famou fo rgenea
A dollar and a halt brings It to you by retu rn lail.

W. B. COVRTNEY
Cedar Rapidi Business CoUeee, Cedar Rapids, la

YOVR. SIGNA.TVRE:
Written in the Mills style of busineBS
writing and a cut furnished of the same
for $2.25. Send copy of the combination
of initials you prefer and also state size
of cut desired. Address,

E. C. MILLS, Script Specialist.

195 Grand Ave., ROCHESTEK.. N. Y.

(SIZES SHADING PENS $1 .00. Catalog and Price
List Pre*, write tor It.

R. R. LEE. Shading Pen IMIgr.. Pantlac. Mich.

UlAMTCn I am a teacherof Bookkeep-
tl rMI kU ing and desire a partner who
is strong in teactiing Shorthand Kireergr or
Pitman), the object being to establish a
school. Or 1 am willing to purchase an in-
terest in a good school and take charge of the
Bookkeepmg work.

.\DPRESS. K. M..

Care of Business Educator. Columbus. ().

WANTED
uperK

usinessColUgcs. High
d would-be T.achers
ing School for teacher
d Shorthand ( Isaac
d by the School of Co

ercial

Courses) is condu
Accounting and Fi
Mr. Sayers. the Principal, is an hoi

the School of Pedagogy and has had
of several years in both High Schi
School work, having been connected
for four years with a Gove lining School for

CpCC TO STUDENTS OR AGENTS sending me
• '-*-535.a» worth of orders for Monogram
Stationery and Calling: Cards, before July Isit. a Wat-
i-rman Ideal Fountain Pen; beside the regular agents'
lommispion of 30 and 50 per cent You'll have no
tioublein getting up orders. Work speakt fur itself

.

Boxes of Liuen Stationery liuedium grade! 35c. Best
K'lade 50c with your monogram in gold. ( 'ailing cards
l<; for 25c. Yi pt. bot. of mv Monogram Embossing
Fluid,.̂ Uc. AGENTS WASTED
A.W. H. RONISH, 205 Catherine, St . Syracuse, N.Y.

'r^>^
I won the World's First Prize in Penmanship. By 1

my new system 1 can make an expert penman of you
I also toscti B<^ok-keeping and Shorthand. Am p!

student? as instructors in commercial colleges. If }

become a, Letter penman, write me. I will send you FKEE o

uiy Favorite Pons and a copy of the Ransomeriau Journal,

C. W. RANSOM, 248 RELIANCE BLDG.. KANSAS CITY. MO.

C/X <^//i?^^'^i><^$ii^^,^/^^'->^:^&S'^?^^ -^^/^U^^i-^^MI (^^^/f^-'^€Z^'7' JC)
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NEWS NOTES
AND NOTICES

J)

I,. M. Denning, a graiUiate of the Waterloci,

Iowa, Business College, has just taken charge of

llie roninierrial department of the Joplin, Mo.,
iiusiness College.

Mr. Loring. recently in charge of the com-
mercial work of the Hyde Park, Mass., High
School, has heen chosen as head of the commer-
cial department of the Waterhury, Conn., High
School to follow Miss Etta M. Hagar, who goes
to tme of the high schools of New York City.

Cj. W. Jones, who has been commercial in-

structor in the West Side High School, Des
Moines, and supervising principal of the com-
mercial work in the other high schools of Des
Moines this year, during a >"ear*s leave <if ab-

sence granted to the former head of the commer-
cial work, has just been chosen as principal of

the commercial department of the Model High
•School of the T'niversity f>f North Dakota, at

Grand Forks, Clay D. Slinker will return to his

old position in the Des Moines High Schools in

September.

Frank I'jka, a recent graduate of the State
School of Science, Whapeton, N. Dak., has been
chosen as an assistant in the commercial depart-
ment of that institution.

J. W. Donnell, of Kansas City, recently en-
gaged with Orr's Business College, Chicago, as
a commercial teacher.

Samuel Todd, of Lyons, N. Y., has just been
elected commercial teacher for next year in the
Johnstown, N. Y., High School.

W. J. Sherman, a recent graduate of Ferris In-
stitute, Big Rapids, Mich., is a new commercial
teacher in the Clinton, Iowa, Business College.

4,000 Half Dollars Given flwag

won erful sc entitle

Tr iumph p e n-

hnW er. the x rice of
whic h is 50c 1 will
give away 4,tX» ot
thfn free o the
first 4,000 persons
who ask for them
and send s ix 2c.

ind The
r pen holder. It fits

all effort of orrect

Stamps for expense of boxinc
"Triumph" is unlike any othe
the hand scientifically, relieves
penholding. prevents weariness and cramping, pro-
tects the fincers from ink stains, fosters the best
movement, makes good writing easy, and ejects the
pen when worn out without touching it with the
fingers. Patented in the United States, Canada and
Great Britain. Beautifully made of embossed met-
al, to last a lifetime. In prac
with best results. Mailed. 5

pamphlet of instructions, somt
an interesting 12-pafie booklet,
if you send NOW. (Foreign sta
Do not delav. This announc
L<liir.ator but once. Address

T. C. STRICKLAND,
M We.ttmln.ster Street. PROVIDENCE, R,

eourely boxed, with
elegant copies, and

all for six 2c. stamps
mps cannot be used,

)

iinenl appears in the

T. \'. Chandler, formerly manager of the Erie,
I*a., Business College, has sold his interest to .\.

.M. Cassell, who has been principal for some
time. Mr. Chandler has engaged with Mr.
Harry Watters, of Cincinnati, as a solicitor.

H.W.Strickland, a well known penman, has
given up his position in the Norwich, Coint.,

Business College to accept an appointment with
the Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Com-
pany at Springfield, Mass., where he will be en-
gaged as engrosser and clerk,

John T. Y'ates, associate i>roprietor of the
Newark Sch(K)l of Business, Newark, Ohio, (for-

merly a branch of the Bliss Business College.
Columbus, Ohio,! has bought his partner's inter-

est and hereafter will conduct the school himself.

Mr. P. M. Malm purchased the Brainerd,
Minn., Business College, of Mr. (j. M. Langum.
We understand he is doing his part in conduct-
ing a first class school. We wish him success.

Ashton E. Smith, recently principal of the
Commercial Department, Marion, Ohio, Col-
lege is now principal of the Jackson, Ohio, Bus-
iness College.

Capital City Commercial College, Des Moines,
Iowa, B. F. Williams, Pres., is now erecting a

new four-story building, the second, third and
fourth floors of which will be used exclusively
for the school. It will have a frontage of 66
feet on Walnut St. and 132 feet on Tenth .St.

The fir.st floor will be used for store room pur-
[loses. These evidences of prosperity in times
of depression bespeak a healthy growth, and the

kind of courage that wins. We have every rea-

son to believe that the reputation of the school

and the initiative of the present management will

IF YOU WANT t^o^^^'X'a'l^^^,-
Teacher or Supervisor of anv Commercial Sul
ject Shorthand, Penmanship, Music, Drawin
or lyianual TrainiTig. write to

Parsons' Agency, Keokuk. Iowa.

sustain this expansion, and we \\ ish therefore to

congratulate the good people of the Capital
City of Iowa, for having in its midst such a
school.

The Gi=egg Writer, Chicago, 111., Hnds its way
to our table regularly each month. Of course it

goes without saying that this magazine is inval-

uable to all (ireggites, Imt it is getting ro be
much more than that, as new departments have
been added from time to time necessitating an
enlargement in the number of pages until at the
present time it nimiliers fi-4 in each is.sue. \'ari-

ous departments have been added until the mag-
azine touches many things from practical as well

as optimistic points of view. The shorthand
plates and accompanying text are always timely
and well executed. The short biographies of

those who have .achieved success in shorthand
are stimulating. Convention reports are always
readable. All in all the Gregg Writer seems to

be enjoying prosperity as well as popularity.

Mr. R. A. Lee. Pontiac, Mich., appears to be
tiering a good business with the .Stoakes Auto-
matic Shading pen if we may judge from the

catalogues and circulars received from time
to time. His last catalogue indicates a good
business from both standpoints of merit and
profit.

ORIGINAL HANDWRITING
Thp most inspiiinp. valuable ami beautiful of all coplex

A high standard of urigrinal penmanship designed for the
teacher or student who has the ambition to become a fine
penman. Each course consists of twenty parts.

Compendium of Business Writing 13.00
Compendium of Ornamental Writing 4.00
Compendium of Card Writing 4.00
Compendium of Flourishing 5,00
Rosewood ObliMiH' Holder, the flnewt .50

H. B. LEHMAN
CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL ST. LOUIS. MO.

THE ie.^2SrSODyLElK.I-A.3Sr
SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW IN PENHOLDERS.

The Holder that Makes Writing A Pleasure.
C. W. RANSOM, W. L- GOICDON, Patente

Pat. Nov. 17. 'OS

Fits the fingers, does not cramp the hand. Used exclusively by C. W. Ransom. President of

the Ransomerian School of Penmanship, in his expert writing. Used and endorsed by the
leading professional penmen. Read what a few of them say

:

"It is a beauty."—Flickinger.
"Nothing just as good."—Weatherly.
"Hope vou sell a bunch of them."—Stacy.
"The best penholder ever put on the market. Hedinger.
A score of others likewise have tried the holder and will use no otlier.

This beautiful holder is made of solid hard rubber, and will last a life time. Order toilay ami
do not deprive yourself of the pleasure of using this wonderful invention. Price each,
postpaiii, 5i>c. Special prices to schools and colleges. Address

Ransom & Cordon Penholder Co., Reliance BIdg., Kansas City, No.
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LeaminfT tc sketch is but learning to put on paper in the simplest and most direct way that which one sees. Seeing is the essential thing. And
nothing will so develop the powers of perception as the eflFort to draw. And nothing else will teach one to appreciate and admire art and nature so

muchastheattempt to depict one's observations with pen and ink. This is the time of the year for out-door obser\ation, recreation and sketching.

Just make an honest effort at something simple—a rock with a bit of g^rass-a shrub or tree—a stump or shed—a bit of landscape as above—anything,

if in earnest, will bring results.
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INDIANA MEETING.

At a joint meeting of the Northern
and Southern Educational Associa-
tions, of Indiana, held April 1, 2 and
3 at Indianapolis, the Supervisors of

Writing of the State, fourteen in

number, met and held an informal
but most delightful and profitable

meeting. There was no "April-fool"
about it even though it was held on
that day.

Those present were :

J. H. Woodruff, Indianapolis; J. H.
Bachtenkircher, Lafayette; W. Scott
Hiser, Richmond; W. T. Turman,
Terre Haute; G. W. Thompson, Co-
lumbus; Miss Cornelia Koch, Evans-
ville; Miss Charlotte M. Ziegelbaur,

New Albany; Miss Julia Bender,
Greensburff; Miss Minetta Harlan,
Princeton; Miss Laura J. Brecken-
ridge, Lafayette; R. C. Cottrell, Lo-
gansport; Albert Jones, Richmond;
A. A. Faust, Chicago, and one or two
more.

In Indiana considerable depart-

mental teaching is done and that was
the first question discussed.

Miss Koch seeks to secure co-oper-

ation of teachers of writing with the
teachers of other subjects, since

the tendency in departmental work
is for the teacher of English or of

Mathematics to allow any sort of

writing to be done in those subjects.

Mr. Woodruff first secures the sup-
port of his Superintendent and then
exacts co-optration by holding the
principal and teachers responsible
for all written work, refusing to su-

pervise when the regularteacher does
not do her part. He wisely said it

was a waste of time to teach move-
ment a few minutes each day if it was
not practiced in all written work.
Mr. Bachtenkircher says it is neces-

sary to teach spelling, language and
mathematics all through the grades;
why not teach writing in all grades
also? He marks all papers "satisfac-

tory," or "unsatisfactory,' the first

by a check mark, the latter by a cross,

the last means that it must be done
over and in a satisfactory manner.
Mr. Hiser says his teachers report

all pupils not doing satisfactory work
and these, of all grades in each build-
ing, are detained at least once each
week and drilled until they get out of

the "delinquent" class.

Mr. Cottrell holds the regular teach-
ers responsible and hands all poor
papers back to be re-written.

"What is being done to hold the
writing up in High Schools?" was
next discussed.

Mr. Bachtenkircher keeps all speci-
mens of pupils as they leave the
grades to enter the high school.
Then he can combat undeserved crit-

icism of high school writing, if they
become neglectful, which they do if

not held up to a standard.

Mr. Woodruff said: "What's the
use of teaching writing through the
eight grades and then let it go to

pieces in the high school?" He is

therefore supervising but not teach-
ing in the high schools and requiring
teachers there to exact the best the
pupil can do at all times, no pencil
writing being allowed.
What would happen to spelling,

English and arithmetic, asked an in-

terested listener, if high school teach-
ers accepted anything the pupils saw
fit to hand in if the same policy were
pursued ?

Miss Bender reported no difficulty

in securing co-operation of the high
school teacher, and as a consequence
good work was being secured.
Mr. Hiser found from thirty to

sixty percent writing either vertical

or backhand because of the system
generally in use, which, although
slanting, was of such a nature as to

force finger action, restrict freedom
and encourage backhand.
Mr. Bachtenkircher was elected

chairman the coming year and he and

Mr. Hiser were instructed to see that
due notices were sent out in time for

the next meeting.
The meeting was one of the most

pleasant your editor has ever had the
pleasure of attending anywhere any-
time.
The commercial teachers last holi-

day time regretted they did not stop
at the Claypool instead of the Eng-
lish Hotel, but your editor and many
more never before ran up against
such a consummate falsifier behind a
hotel desk as at the Claypool. Res-
ervations made weeks ahead were de-
nied, and regular patrons were turn-
ed out at 10 o'clock in order that as
large a number as fifteen, it is said,
could be crowded into a room at $2.50
a day, European plan. Our frater-
nity will therefore doubtless steer
clear of these institutions, which
put money above truth, common
courtesy and service. With these, as
with the proverbial hotels in small
towns, "No matter which one you go
to you will wish you had gone to
the other." We found other hotels
obliging and honorable; to the credit
of Indianapolis.
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specimen of illuminated engrossing by Mr. C. L. Krantz, Augustana College, Rock Island, 111.
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WANTED
To bay a school in a city
of 20.000 or laraer. If

you have a good propo-
sition to otter address
B. E. C . care Business
Educator. Columbus. O.

FOR ^AIF Fine Business Col-1UI\ OALE lege in southwest.
Paying proposition. Owner has two
schools, wants to sell one. Will sell
for the inventoried value of furniture,
fixtures, etc. This is a bargain. Write
me quickly. Address C. B. U., care
Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

To Schools and Colleges
I have a number iif fir.st-rlass penmen who

are experienced commercial teachers, that
are open for engagement now.

If j'ou are in need of a penman or com-
mercial teacher write me at once. AddressC -W. RA.NSOM,
Pres. Ransomerian School (jf I\iini;iusliii).

212 Reliance Bldg., Kansas Lit\ , Mo.

FOR QAI F An unusually well
v»ii \jnub equipped business

.school, with a successful record covering
nearly a quarter of a century, in a New-
England city of 20,000 population, is of-
fered at a reasonably low figure, if sold at
once. Address A. H., care Business Edu
cator, Columbus, Ohio.

FOR. SA.LE:
The best Business College in Western

Pennsylvania. Will pay for itself in less
than two years; attendance constantly in-
creasing. This is a proposition seldom of-
fered. Investigate at once.

Address, "GREAT OPPORTUNITY"
Care of Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

a long established busi-""""^^
ness college. Income

last year more than $8000. Have other good
business and canjiot give school the attention it

deserves. If you have ability write and state
how much money you can invest. Will sell on
liberal terms. Address

R-ELIABLB,
Care Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

I Buy and Sell if yo" desire
to sell, or to^mnni ^ findabargain,

OV/llVfVfL/O write me stat-^^^^~"^~~~^~"^ ing particu-
lars, and I can serve you to your ad-
vantage.

M. E. MOGAN, DePere, Wis.

The Pratt Teachers' Agency
70 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK

Recommends college and normal graduates,
specialists, and other teachers to colieees
and schools.
The Agency receives many calls for commer-

cial teachers from public and private schools,
and business colleges.

WM. O. PRATT, MANAGER

GETTING OUR SHARE
Of the calls forhigh grade commercial teach-
ers. Isvournaine oh our list? A wise bus-
iness policy on your part to have it there.

Write today.

CENTRAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
E. C. ROGERS, Manager. COLUMBUS. 0.

TDeU.S.CoiD'lTeaclierslureao
is in a position to assist both teach-

ers and schools. We solicit your
patronage. Enrollment free.

G. W. BECKLER, Sec. CHILLICOTHE, MO.

ISMCOVRA.CING FOR SCHOOL,S A.ND TEACHERS
The outlook for a proaperuus season oould not be nii>re promising. Everything indicates a strong demand for

I this SI

Help them. Tell us your needs

VNION TEACHERS' BVREAV 229 Hi-oacl-way, Ne-w Yor-k.

nil AT ITY TAI IfS '''!•" '^ «l'^ """-f than one-f..urth of the .StatesyUAHl I lALIVd rnivrrsitu-s ,,f the United .states sele.ied in-
structors from this liureau. Many lit the 1 ust o|ienings for next year are lieina
rciK.rtedto us now, and we want to hear from all available commercial teachers-
young and old—at once. REGISTKATK/X IS FREE. Send for new an-

THE SPECIALISTS' EDUCATIONAL BUREAU
Robert A. Grant. Myr. C. H. McGuire. Associate M^

'W^ebster Groves, St. Lrotxis* Mo.

MOR.E: THAN 200 SCHOOLrS
Have asked us to make nominations for teachers during' the past

60 davs. We want more first-class teachers.

CONTINENTALr TE:A.CHER.S^ A-CENCY,BOWLING GREEN, KY.
FREE REGISTR.ATION IF VOl' MENTION THIS JOURNAL.

OVR MAN LrANDEID
c;. W. Jones, this year in charge of the commercial work of the Des Moines High

.Schools,, has just been chosen as head of the commercial department of the Model
High School of the University of North Dakota, at Grand Forks. He receives a
generous salary. There are 85 vacancies listed on our books this morning, April 3,
and more coming every day. We have a splendid list of available teachers this sea.
son, both men and women. "No position, no pay" is our motto. Printed matter free .

THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
A SPECIALTY BY A SPECIALIST

E. E. G&ylord, Manager Beverly. Mass.

SDPIIHER SGEOOL for COminEBIiieL TEilllllEBS

Teachers are planning now for better things for next year

A summer school term, presenting a complete and compact schedule of the
pedagogy of the commercial subjects, at the Rochester Business Institute,
will immediately and materially improve the conditions for every teacher
who takes the course. Term opens July 6 and closes August 13.

The regular staff of instructors includes : Dr. J. F. Forbes, the first

specialist to adapt Psychology and Pedagogy to the commercial subjects;

Mills, the peerless penman and writing teacher; Nichols, expert in high
school and business school Bookkeeping, Commercial Law, and Commercial
Geography; Williams, in Practical English; Cook, in Rapid Calculations;
Shannon and Ball, in Snorthand and Typewriting, and others.

Ferris of Big Rapids, Mich., Fuller of Wilmington, Del., and Wiers,
of Buffalo are among the specialists from outside.

Numerous Inquiries for Information Indicate a large attendance
The 1909 bulletin gives all particulars.

Rochester Business Institute, Rochester, IS. Y.

(^ j^ ,^/c^t-€i^i€l£lJ^ci/i<fi^^-jS(^i&iA/:iAut't^f-^i^'^'^/^''^^'^*^:/S^vnei-i^e{^^^^ -...^-f^^e »ie.J^ (Za^t^^ ee/i'/ jT)
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Off-hanil rouiulhand by L. Madarasz, one of the finest penmen the world has ever seen.

By Cristiiia Mciser. a seventh grade pupil of the Canton, U.. puhlii

schools, \V. C. Faust, Supervisor.

^<ia^iD$^--^

$150 for 15c
Sounds Like a Gold Brick Game.

But it isn't.

Listen and I will tell you. It is a little book
entitled

"Heart to Heart Talks with

the Office Assistant,"

and it is crowded from cover to cover with just

those things that every young man and young
woman should know who wants to make good in

an office. You cannot get this information in

school, and a business man will not tell you until

he is ready to fire you, because he thinks you
ought to know. This little book tells, in plain lan-

guage, how to avoid the small mistakes that lead

to failure, and it tells it from the business

man's standpoint. It is worth a hundred and fifty

dollars, or more, to any ambitious boy or girl, but

it costs just 15c. It will save \'ou many a heart-

ache, put new life into you, and if you follow its

teachings your advancement will be swift and
sure. No circulars.

Send 15 cents today.

E. D. SNOW nORNELL,
New York.

By C. J. Stryer, pupil of A. M. Wonnell, Norwalk, O
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ask iiniir arnipranri' nl rtiia aiiiiiu ipotlnioiiial

jj ifour ftfllo«'-countrtfiiwa a« a iiinccrc amS hcuit)vlKtupiv«;iatioit

Lf|wrn\ lo riw will of |ik\ii* >li;i Ki ijiw (ivclt) of ;/oiir liiuc,ii.oi;c;j.

J%s'lic> Ivx^k up to jikVi^ as OIK k>)' riic "wrii> foavV'n; ofvvtriiolilc
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A fine, effective, elaborate example rif f|ie engrossers' art embracing, designing, portraiture, ilrawing and lettering with brush and pen bv P, Wi
Costello, Scranton, Fa..

"
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Lessons In

Roundhand
W. A. Balrd.

1 18 N. ni*h 9\.,

Columbus, O.

=^

J
INSTRUCTIONS FOR LESSON

NO. 9.

This month we have an example of Kngraver's

Script applied to a commercial paper. You will

also notice that the greater part of the work is

smaller than you have had up to this time.

.\rrangement and neatness in your work will

be a factor this month more than ever, and I ex

pect to see evidence of greater interest on your

part, as the work should now begin to be a pleas-

ure and not a task, because you will have some-
thing to look at besides a monotonnus hum-
drum of letters when the lesson is finished.

Write your work the same size as the copy,

ruling both head and base lines to govern the

height of minimum letters. The wording should

be sketched in with a lead pencil in order to get

the proper arrangement. Watch the spacing

between words as well as in them. Do not get

the spacing narrow in one word and wide in the

next, shifting the paper so as to keep the pen

the same distance from the eye at all times will

be found of great benefit as regards spacing and
slant also. Watch the slant carefully as there

is a tendency to write more slanting as the

size of the Work decreases.

Careful study of the forms of letters is of

course of the greatest importance, but arrange-

ment and neatness are also very important and
they require no additional skill. They are

merely a matter of carefulness and fore-thought.

It might be a good idea for you to look over

the instructions given all through this course

and examine your work carefully to see if you

are following them.
I expect to receive more work and better work

than on any of the previous lessons as you need
to be on edge for the final test that comes next
month.

BAIRD'S CRITICISMS.

Z. C, llartland, Minn. I have your work on
lessons 6 and 7. You do not study the forms in

the copy as careful as you should. Beginning
stroke of V, W, H and K are too breezy looking
and they have not enough curve. Your .4 and

J>f are generally too wide. Give more attention

to your small letters. Work slow and carefully.

Study the form of the stem in T. F, I, S and L
and try to make them as near like the copy as

I)Ossible.

F. L., Bristol, R. I. Your work looks good,

yon are improving. Work slower and make
each stroke as carefully as you possibly can.

Your work has a free easy appearance that is nec-

essary to good work, but it is not quite as accur-

ate as it might be.

P. E. C, Bowling Green, Ky. Your work is

about as good as any I receive. Y'ou look like

a contender for first prize. Work carefully.

R. L. H.. Wellsville, Pa. Your work is im
proving. Follow the copy closely. The final

test comes next month and yon want to get in

line.

A PERFECT MEMORY
For Names and Faoaa

or anything else that you desire to remem-
ber You would be willing to give anything
within reason for such a memory, and now
you can have it for a very small sttm, plus a

little effort on your part.

XKa Mat-ural Memorx Syatain
shows you how to emploj; the same methods
that the emotions us* in giving yon a perfect
mtmory of all the details ot anything that

you love. This is the method used by all

great men and women, and you can make it

spell success for you. If you want to have a
perfect memory for names and faces; to

secure comma ad of excellent English: to

spell well; to have all of your information
available for instant use, send for a copy
today, price: SO CENTS.
E. D. SNOW, 172 Main tt.. HOBWELL. N. Y.

ETERILII

EII6II08SI1INK

WRITE EVERLASTINGLY BLACK
The Eternal Ink is for gen-
eral writing in plain or fountain
pens (2 oz. bottle by mail 20c.)
The Engrossing Ink is for

special writing, engrossing, etc.

12 oz. bottle by mail 30c.

i

These inks write black from the pen
point and stay black forever; proof to
age, air. sunshine, fhemicals and fire.

If ,l;»r denier <toPs nnl „„pplv
flirsr inks. .«,«,( (O

CHAS. M. HICCINS & CO , Mfrs ,

271 Ninth St. Brooklyn, N. V

A GRAND OFFER
Fifty Cent! Wortli of Artistic Penwork for 2Sc.

Nine large, fine quality cards with your
beat ornamental style

ds all di ferent desit
One large flourished Card, bird design—postal

card size—with name inserted This whole lot only 2r>c

postpaid; value SOc.

Theabovsare sent separately for l.nc. •J.'ic and lOr re-

, 44.1 Breckenridge St.. Buffiil

Is your
school
organized
as a selling

force ?

Every schoolman suspects, if he

does not know, that he wastes a

lot of money in advertising.

I can show you how to avoid the

waste. This plan costs about a

dollar a student and you keep
the dollar until the enrollment.

It saves money—gets more re-

sults. To save time, write me a

long letter describing your past

advertising.

M. W. CAS MORE
122 E. SSthSt., Seatllm Wash.

•^^/^y ^/fp/f^r/'i/i€J,.
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Good Writing Easily Taught
The enthusiastic teacher who provides for his student good copies,

logically arranged and carefully graded, ought to get good results in

penmanship. The mediocre teacher who uses Modern Commercial Pen-
manship, will get fairly good results in spite of his mediocrity.

WHAT IT IS
Modern Commercial Penmanship is a carefully graded course in

plain, business writing, containing 60 lessons, 60 pages of copies, and
accompanied by as many sets of instruction very carefully wrought out.

The price of this book is 50c. Copies will be sent to teachers for exam-
ination upon receipt of 25c.

The Commercial Text Book Company
DBS MOINi:S, IOWA

High grade script designing by C.

R. Hill, Newark, X. J., Drake Busi-

ness College. Mr. Hill possesses much

more than common originality and

skill as shown in the above elaborate

yet harmonious design.

J

Board "-Directors

^ V^*^ •* TROTTON.

-^,. .„,;,-. „„„„f..tf..Ufr,ffu(r, A.,i>vi,.J, jl..,.,.u.ill

l.< ,rv^tli| i,,,,,.. ,„ :,ll cur Satuti «..fcr,n«.. .,,.> l/i. m.m«f

..1 t,, „„..,l,j.. .iu-rl. ^iii unlirin, J.-foti.n lo l!,.- ii,jl.»r. J ^u

By E. H. McGhee,;Stewarii-Large Bus. Inst.. Trenton, N. J.
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DESIGN [NO

and

ENOIiOSSINO
By

E. L. BUOWM.
Koitkland. Me

^

-.^

PEN DRAWING

As «-e have stateil l>efore. a peiiinan is now-

adays called upon to do all kinds of pen. pencil

and brush work, and in order to meet competi-

tion he must be capable of turning otf work of a

wide variety, including script, lettering, flour-

ishing, elaborate color illuininatinn. pen por-

traits, etc., etc.

The pen sketch of tlie old man sliown in this

coiniection is quite effective and full of strength

and character. We will explain the process of

enlarging, but for the most beneficial results we
always recommeml free hand work, as by the

latter method the drawing and proportions nec-

essarily demand more attention. P'irst line off

the picture to be copied as shown in "plate one,"

then increase the size of the squares for the en-

largement. Outline the picture on the larger

diagram, observing carefully the parts of the

the picture covered by the smaller squares, then

draw them in same proportions on the larger

squares. Next draw in detail, suggesting all

the important lines of the face and the color

values. .Stuily the pen -technique critically:

.7"hickness and direction of lines, cross hatching,

etc. The most difficult part of this sketch is the

ilrawing of the hand and if the student finds it

necessary to put more time on the hand than on
the face, he must not feel that liLs efforts are

wasted

.

We wish tcMnir.Hlnce tn tlip readers of The
Business Educator the man who claims own-
ership to the above countenance, C. L. McNitt.
He was born at Ravenna. Mich., in 1887. His
parents moved to the farm when he was but
Ave years of age, where they have since made
their home. Mr. McN'itt, like most other farmer
boys, secured his education during the winters,
having attended high school during the years of
lOO-t-5-0. He then taught in the public schools
for two years. About this time he became in-

lerestefl in commercial work and took a course
at the Marion, Ind.. Normal College and Busi-
ness University, where he was fortunate enough
to be under the instruction of that well known
penman and teacher. F;. I). Clark, from whom he
received sufHcient instruction and inspiration to
make him determined to some time reach the
top round of the penmanistic ladder. He com-
pleted the penmanship and commercial courses
in the M. N. C. & B. V. in May. 1908, and spent
the remainder of the summer in the Zanerian

College, where he imjjressed those who became
acquainted with him as a quiet, unassuming and
gentlemanly student. On December 30,1908, he
was married to Miss Gertrude Groeneveld, of
Conklin, Mich. He is now employed in the
Laurium. Mich., Commercial School, and it is

hardly necessary to add that w'e have received
very favorable reports from the proper sources
regarding his ability. We wish that all young
.Americans had the ambition and hustle that is

possessed by C. L. Mr.Nitt.

Pauline Zartman
March 3. liioii 8 pounds

Mr. and Mrs. Zartman

Mr. Zartman is the supervisor of writing in the
Omaha, Neb., Public Schools.

Indiana B-usIness College
Has schools at La Fayette. Logansport. Koko-
mo, Anderson, Marion, Muncie, Richmond.
Columbus and Indianapolis. The INDIANA
BUSINESS COLLEGE o( Indianapolis is the
CENTRAL BUSINESS COLLEGE.

Quallflecl T«aoK«rs
In either the Greee. Charlier or Pitman sys-

tems furnished schools on short notice. Tell
us your wants and we will make a selection
that will please you.

Prospective Student*
Of a business college should send for our
literature Write:

Indiana Business College
Box 353. Indianftpoiis, Ind.
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CATALOGS

CIRCULARS .,

The Bryne Business Colleges comprising the
following : Tyler Commercial College, Tyler,
Texas; Athens, Ga., Business College: Capital
City Business, Guthrie Ukla.; Columbus, Miss.,
Business College: Kredonia, Kans., Business
College, H. E. Byrne, president, publishes a
very good catalogue of 188 pages.

The MacCorniac .School, Chicago, issues a
creditable In-monthly journal in the interests of
that school of quality.

The Commercial and Pen Art Department of

the (jeorgia Military College. Milledgeville.
(ia., K. H. Bond, Principal, is putting out an at-

tractively illustrated eight-page circular contain-
ing many specimens of original and well exe-
cuted penmanship.
Handsome post cards have been received

frnm the Whitmore Business College. St. Jo-
seph, .Mo.; David Parkinson, the commercial
illustrator of Detroit, and the Norwalk, Uhio,
Business College.

Tlie American Commercial School. AUentown,
I'll.. (). C. Dorney, proprietor puts outs a good
catalogue but not a whit better than the school
he c(tn(iucts. The illustrations are timely, ef-

fective and appropriate, the printing well done,
and the paper of good quality. The red white
and blue effect in the title is quite in keeping
with the name of the institution.

Kecent advertising literature has been receiv-
ed from the following: The Chartier-Spencer
rul>lishing Co., New Orleans, La.; Isaac Pit-

man & Sons, 31 Union Square, New York City,
N. '^'., Waterloo Business College, Waterloo,
Iowa: Baltimore, Md.; The Rhode Island Com-
mercial School, Providence. K. 1.. and The
Marion Normal CoUege, Marion, Ind.

The program for the Eastern Commercial
Teachers' Association, held in Providence, R. I.,

Easter \seek. the report of which is found in the
Professional Edition of this number, was issued
in novel and practical form. It was inclosed in

imeofthe (lOodyear-Marshall Publishing Co's
patented cloth coN'ered note-book covers. Judg-
ing from the amount of advertising included
with the program it must have been profitably

produced. In the back of the book were includ-

ed sixteen pages of blank paper of excellent
quality for the purpose of note-taking by those
in .attendance.

The new Ransomerian circular recenth' re-

ceivetl makes it perfectly plain that the school
is carrying on a very extensive business by cor-

respondence. The offices have recently been
located in the new Reliance Building. Kansas
City, Mo. The paper is tilled full to overflow ing

with fancy specimens of penmanship, portr:iits,

testimonials, etc. We presume Mr. Ransom is

carrying on the most extensive business of giv-

ing instructions exclusively by correspondence
than any other person or firm.

The Hausam School of Penmanship, Hutchin-
son, kans., is now incorporated under the name
of the Hausam School Co. with a boartl of ilirec-

tors as follows: L. H. Hausam, Pres.: E. K.
Pentz, Mce Pres.; J. A. Knotts. Sec.-Treas.;

A. G, (jates and H. C. Hanson. The Company
recently issued a very practical, S8-page circular

in the interests of their students and work. It

contains a great variety of creditable penman-
ship by pupils, and clearly illustrates that Mr.
Hausam has been doing a splenilid work by cor-

respondence and doing it single haniled. Any
one interested in penmanship by correspond-

ence would do well to secure a copy of this cir-

cular.

An artistic catalogue tilled full to overflowing
with beautiful, appropriate and practical illus-

trations of diplomas is hereby acknowledged
from F.W.Martin Co., 100 Boylston St., Bos-

ton, Mass. The title page, printed in gray, is

one ofth^ most efTective things we have seen
for many a day.

"Diplomas and Certificates" is the artistic

heading of a profusely illustrated circular issued

by and in tlie interests of Howard & Brown, .\rt

Engrossers and Designers, Ruckland, Me. It

begins to look as though this Hrm is doing a di-
ploma business almostas extensive as it is artistic.

Mr. L. C. Rusmisel, St. Joseph, Mo., Princi-
pal of the Commercial High School, recently is-

sued a very nice 4-page circular ad\'ertising his
(ief)graphical and Industrial Lectures. Any
one interested in lectures of this sort would do
well to open up correspondence with him, for
from what we have heard and seen we believe
be is able to present stimethmg worth while.

Advertising literature has been received from
the following: School of Commerce, Cincin-
nati. O.; Wright-Sterling School, Philadelphia,
Pa.: Minneapolis, Minn., Business College;
Port Huron, Mich., Business University; Bur-
roughs .\dding Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.

"The Record" is the title of a splendid school
paper published by and in tlie interest of the
Bryant and Stratton Business College, Provi-
dence. R. 1., T. B. Stowell, Principal. The
April number seems to be full to overflowing
with excellent things, some of which were es-
pecially written for the Record, while others
have been gleaned from appropriate sources.

"What Maryland High School Teachers
Think of the Baltimore Business College" is the
title of an especially attractive little booklet con-
taining testimonials from student educators of
th:it well known school.

.\nd here comes the second edition greatly
improved iii appearance of "Heart to Heart
Talks with the oHice assistant" by E. D. Snow,
Hornell, N. Y. We will be surpriseil if this little

booklet does not prove to be about the biggest
seller of anything ever published in our profes-

If you are looking for something extr:i tine in
the way of artistic printing anti engraving, a lit-

tle booldet from The Campbell Co., 205 Canal
St.. Chicago, indicates that that is a good place
to .secure it. It contains some very fine ex-
amples of the printers' and engrossers' art.

The News Letter is the title of a very well
written and printed 16-page booklet from the
Barnes Commercial School. Denver, Colo,

The St. Louis Times, Friday, March 2(jth,
contained a splendid write-up of Mr. II. B.
Lehman, the teacher of penmanship in the Cen-
tral High School of that city.

YOV CANNOT AFFORD
to overlook the methods of otir New Pi-actical Arithmetic, because the success in the business world

of the graduates of the commercial department largely depends upon their accuracy and rapidity

iu figures.

Our text-book produces the best possible results iu the minimum of time and at a saving of

much drudgery on the part of the teacher, because the fundamentals are presented in a clear and

interesting manner, developing the student's ihit^k-ing powers and self dependence. The problems

are all practical, Imsuicss problems (not puzdes), and a plentiful supply of mental drill is provided.

The book also contains a large number of short methods of particular value in banks and business

houses, and special attention is given to subjects used in business.

We have in preparation (nearly ready for publication) a book on Rapid Calculation, with ac-

companying Exercises, which constitute the most unique and useful helps yet published for the

teaching of short ;iud rapid methods iu figures. These give an extensive collection of practical

short cuts (in pamphlet form), accompanied by a series of Speed Exercise (in tablet form). The use

of these methods will enable your students to perform quickly all operations with figures that are

1 called for in business offices. We predict that the new publications will prove exceedingly popular.
1

' Write for complete description and sample pages.

Our popular text book on the subjects of spelling, letter writing, English, shorthand, type-

writing, commercial law, and bookkeeping, and the Twentieth Century Business Practice would
surely interest you. There are more practical features of value to students and stenographers in

our Everybody's Dictionary (vest pocket size) than in any other book of its kind on the market.

Illustrated catalogue fiee. We pay the freight.

RRACTICALTEXt^i BOOK COA\PANY
-CLEVELAND I -OHIO -
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A bevy of black-birils "caught on the wing" in Kansas by Mr. I.. H. Hausani, presiilent. Hausani Correspondence School of Penmanship,
Hutchinson, Kansas. If you think ycni can do :is well, send on the Hock and we'll do the rest.

PENMANSHIP BY MAIL

prove their pen

Box 265

all wliu wish

THE HAUSA3I SCHOOL

One of the leartinK siho.il!. of Penmanship
Drawing in the V. S. Under the pers

onof L. M. Kelchner.
* If interested write for information. Address

i Pru.0.B.lon2well,BInland Park College,DuMoinu, la.

^4 1 can make a (food penman of yow at
vour home during spare time. Write fur
riiv free book "How to Become a Good
Penman " It contains beau'iful speii-
mt-ns of penmanship and tells how oth
ITS he<aiiu- ^'oofl penmen by the Tmblyn
sv^t.-m. Vuur name will be eletrantly

' -^^ "--/'_,'

wiHU'ii uii a car d it V..U tiicl..s.' a stamp. F. W. TAMU.
LYN, 41 IH Mt

Constant

Clbcertis=

ing pays

in \\[Z

Business

(£bucator.

name c

for 15 cents.
I will give frea a pack or
samples and send terms to

accents with each order.

AQENT8 WANTED
BLANK CARDS \.^S\'^ oT^hrU^Kf.
Hand cut Collie in 17 different colors. Sample 100

postpaid. 15c. l.lKXl t)y express, 75c. Card Circular

cbilVc loKER CARDS ^X. ^^aTa.'-'
10(1 postpaid. 2.10, Less for more. Inlt, Glossy Black

or Very Best White. I5c, per bottH. 1 Oblique Pen Hol-

der, luc. tiiilotfs No. 1 Pens. lt)c. per doz. LesBons in

Card Writing:. Circular for itamp.

W. A. BODE, Box 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

(~X ^Mt-/^Ui'i^i^^ani^-^€/^&J/iei^^t-<:^:-Mr7fz^y^f'./lr,n?^^^ J^y^.^U^njuM^&^ie<^/i^ Xj
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MIGM GRADE

Diplomas AND

CERTinCATES.

For Public and Private Schools

Illustrated Catalog FREE
Full-sized samples of Diplomas or Certificates
mailed prepaid to interested parlies. It will pay
yoti to see our line before purchasing your supply.

REMEMBER THIS If it is an
H. & B. DIPLOMA, it is ARTIS
TIC—TASTEFUL—CORRECT

in fact, it embodies the highest standard of
quality in diploma making.
Write me at once stating your diploma require-

ments, and we will show you what beautiful di-
plomas we furnish at reasonable cost.

Memorial Resolutions Engrossed
from S3 00 upward

HOWARD & BROWN, Rockland. Maine

e:ste:rbrook's pe:ns
" Buy to write with,

CORRECT DESIGN
^— Hard to ase up."

UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

150 STYLES

A 1 PROFESSIONAI,
Fine pointed and elas-

tic for card writing

TEXT \Yriters 453 Business and Cih.lege
Made in 3 widths and witli With fine and extra fine

long point to both left points. Elastic and
and right smooth writing

SSTERBROOK STEELr PEN MFG. CO.
26 JOHPf ST., F*. Y. CITY CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

DESIGNS AND CARD WRITERS' MANUAL
Contains 70 patres. 190 styles of cardi illustrated. Tells
all about how to order the beit and cheapeit cards—cards
that are quick sellers. Don't fail to send for this book and
samples before placing yourorderforcards. A 2c stamp
will brine it to yourdoor. Address,
W. McBEE, 19 Snyder St.. N. S.. PilUbur«. Pa.

The Business Educator
the best advertising medium for penmen ai

immercial school interests.

Patronize its Columns.

FINGST PE:]HMANSHIP SVPPLrlES OBTAINABLtE:.
PENS AND HOLDERS.

Zanerian Fine Writer Pen—The best
and finest fine writing pen made^best
for engrossing, card writing and all fine

script work. Gross $1.00 % gross 2&c
1 dozen 12c

Zanerian Ideal Pen—One of the best
pens made for general penwork—busi-
pess or ornamental. One of the best
pens for beginners in penmanship.
Gross 75c. % gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c

Zanerian Medial Pen—A high-grade
medium, eitra smooth pen for business
writing. None better. Just right for
students and accountants. Gross 75c
% gross 25c

Zanerian Business Pen—A smooth,
durable, common sense business pen.
For unshaded business writing it has
never been excelled, if equaled. Gross
75c. }i gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c.

Gillott's Principality No. 1 Pen—

A

fine writing pen. Gross $1.00, Va gross
25c. 1 dozen 12c

Gillott's Double Elastic E. F. No.
604 Pen—A medium fine writing pen.
Gross 75c, '% gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c

Gillott's Magnum Quill E. F. No.
601 Pen—A business pen. Gross |1.00
5i gross 25c, I dozen 12c

Gillott's No. 503 E. F. Pen—Used
largely for drawing purposes. Gross
$1.00, Ji gross 25c. 1 dozen 12c

Gillott's Lithographic Pen No. 290
—One of the finest pointed drawing
pens made. 6 pens 25c. 3 pens 15c

Gillott's Crow Quil! Pen No. 659—
Very fine points. 6 pens 25c. 3 pens 15c

Soen/jecJcen Lettering Pen — For
making German Text. Old English, and
all broad pen letters. Set of 12—num-
bers 1. 15^. 2 2^. 3. 354. 4. 5. and 6
single pointed and 10, 20, and 30 double
pointed 25c

Zanerian Oblique Penholder—Hand-
ade, rosewood, nearly 12 inches long.
. beautiful and perfect holder. 1 bolder

50c

Fine Art Oblique Holder— Inlaid
and fancy, hand-made, rosewood, and
by far the most beautiful holder made-
Nearly 12 inches long. 1 holder sent in

a small wooden box $1.00

Excelsior Oblique Holdei—The best
low-priced oblique holder made. Many
hundreds of gross have been sold.
1 holder 10c, 6 holders $ .35

1 dozen .60

% gross 1.35

% gross- 2.60
I gross - 5.00

Straight Penholder— Cork tipped
and best for business writing, flourish-
ing, etc. 1 bolder 10c, 6 holders 40c. 12

holders 65c

CARDS. INK,

Blank Cards—White bristol with
finest surface for fine penmanship-
100 by mail postpaid $ 28
500 by express .75

1000 by express 1.35

Black Cards—Best made for white ink.

100 by mail postpaid $ .28

500 by express - 75
1000 by express 1.35

White Cardboard—"Wedding Bristol
for fine pen work. Sheets are 22x28.
6 sheets by express $ .60

12 sheets by express 1.00

2 sheets by mail postpaid 50

White Cardboard—V/ith hard finish,

much like ledger paper. Sheets are
20'^£23 inches.
6 sheets by express I .40

12 sheets by express 70
3 sheets by mail postpaid-- 50

Black Cardboard—Finest for white
ink. Sheets are 22x28 inches.
6 sheets by express - $ .50

12 sheets by express 75

2 sheets by mail, postpaid .50

Wedding Paper—Finest for penman-
ship or drawing. Sheets are 21x33.
6 sheets by express - $.50
12 sheets by express 70
3 sheets by mail, postpaid- -- .50

Zanerian India Ink—A fine drawing
ink and best for preparing script and
drawing for photo-engraving.
1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .30

1 dozen bottles by express 2.00

White Ink—Very fine.

1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .25

PAPER, ETC.
Arnold's Japan /nir—Nearly ]6 pint

bottle by mail postpaid $ .40

1 pint by express- ,45

1 quart by express 75
Writing Papers—AU our writing

papers are 8x10^ inches in size and
contain 960 sheets to the ream. Ruling
is faint and can be furnished wide {}4
inch) or narrow {H inch).
Extra fine 14 lb. white wove—

1 ream by express $3.15
1 60

50 sheets by mail postpaid
Extra fine 12 lb. white wove-

1 ream by express

100 sheets by mail postpaid .65

Extra fine 10 lb. white wove—
1 ream by express $2.15

H
100 sheets by mail postpaid 60
Extra fine 12 lb. Azure (blue}—

1 ream by express $2.20
H " " 1.20

%
" '"

70
100 sheets by mail postpaid .65

Extra fine 17J4 lb. Wedding stock—
1 ream by express $4.50

% " " 250
% " " --- 1.40
50 sheets by mail postpaid .70

Medium Grade Practice Paper—
1 ream by express --$1.70

H " ^*
.95

.55

.65100 sheets by mail postpaid -.

Send 5 cents in stamps for <

sheet of each of the six grades

All goods go by mail postpaid, except those meotioned to go by express, on which purchaser pays carriage charges. Of course the cheapest way to j

the heavy goods is to order fair sized quantities and have them go by freight.

We handle the best and can save you money. Cash must accompany all orders. Prices are too low to keep
Remit by money order, or stamps for small amounts.

Address, ZANKR (SL BI^OSER, COI^VMBVS, OHIO.

Q J^ i^^i'e^i.&t£4<iia'n<^'^^e^i&i^e'itli^e-c^^.^A^'n/£-,-y,e>tei^>r,-tfutz/<^c'n4!t^ .^y^^e^/9ie<iJ^G?^<^£t!!/rf- T )



Save Money on Your Book Purchases
A poor book, is clear at any price, but -we offer you

THE BEST COMMERCIAL TEXTS IN PRINT
At prices considerably lower than even the cut prices of the inferior texts. Those who use our books
know this. But let us talk quality— price is secondary with us and should be with the teacher.

DRILLS IN WRITING CONTRACTS
Now on press. For years we have been teaching what the law is, but can your boys write contracts

—

ordinary every-day contracts that everj' business man must execute. "Rowe's Drills in Writing Contracts"
will qualify them. These drills go best with Richardson's Commercial Law but they can be used
with any good text. In pad form with blank forms and all necessary documents included.

When you want something new and" best in the text book line, write to us. We originate. Others
follow. Several new books of surpassing importance, in preparation, will be announced in due time.

THE NEW ESSENTIALS OF BUSINESS ARITHMETIC
Met with a most encouraging reception this year. Next school year will see many additional adoptions
displacing some of the "pretty" texts printed in colors which have been found unsatisfactory.

Patronize the Book House that Originates Things

SADLrGR-ROWC COMPANY
B A. LTI M O R.E:. MD.

wny Yofl siioflHl Familianzii YoofseK wiift Our Teuls on Accoopliiifl

IT WILL BE A PROFITABLE THING FOR YOU to be familiar with the most thorough and life-like course on the market.
Our publications are in use in the largest and best schools of the country. As an instance of this, we have recently received
testimonials from twenty principals, representing twenty branches of one of the largest business college systems in the world, each
of whom regards as the strongest feature of his course the text on bookkeeping published by us which he uses.

IF YOU STAY WHERE YOU ARE next year, you will be in a position to offer your students a more satisfactory course
than the one they are now studying, unless tliey are now studying our course.

IF YOV APPLY ELSEWHERE for a position, think what it would mean to be able to say that you are familiar with J. A.
Ijyons A Co's Accounting Series, which are in a class by themselves for strength, thoroughness, and life-like representation of
the customs and practices of business.

J. A. LrYONS (Si CO.'S ACCOVIHTING SE:RIE:S
1. Modern .Accoxintant. 3. Mercantile .Accoi^ntin^.
2. Wholesale A.ccotxntin^. 4. Moclern. Corporation Accounting.

OUR TEXTS ARE NOW SO WIDELY SOLD that the chances are that you will be re(|uired, wherever you go, to teacli one
or more of thcMj. If not, think of the advantage to you of being able to introduce a course that will be an improvement on the
old one. The fame of our texts on accounting is being carried East and West by the teachers themselves. They are bound to

come to you, but why not be a member of the advance guard ?

SOME RECENT ADOPTIONS OF OUR TEXTS.

CoMi'LKTK Tot'cH TvPEWRiTi Sf; INSTRUCTOR / Adopted by the State Text Book Commission of Louisiana for exclusive
MoDKRN Business Speller \ use in the High Schools of that State.

Birch's Rapid Calculation—Adopted in Boston. Mass., for use in the High Schools and in the grades.

J. A. LrYONS ^ COMPANY
S\xcoessora to

CKica^o POWERS (Si LrYONS New York

\^^J^ '^^*^/i'€f-//Jy >.J ^f./f^.^//Yy.J//r >.J ^/ t'/r///^A?/^ yr^/ /^r 9/'?r / ^ /r/-? /^ / /<^',^y_ //^ . J^^ f^^^i'AjJ f^r^^rT^^^^/h^' Y )
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For BUSINESS COLLEGES and
Large Commercial High Schools

AN UP-TO-UaTE actual UUMNESS UFFICK

For FINANCIAL REASONS it will pay proprietors of Business Colleges to install the Bliss System of

Actiial Business next September.
For EDUCATIONAL REASONS it will pay prospective students to attend the school where this sys-

tem is used.

The fine array of .\ctual Buinesss Offices, which this system requires, furnished with the thirty large Ofifice Books,
ranging from 200 to 1200 pages each, together with our Loose Leaf Ledgers, Card Ledgers, Tabulated Boxes, Post
Binders, and the hundred-and-one other office appliances, will sell more tuition for you next August than your best

solicitor.

With the first order for students' outfits we will sell the Office Books and appliances at exact cost to ourselves.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS

THE F. H. BLISS Sagiiiaw, mim.

—X-l
(^ ^^fig(iM^i/iii&iJia^ia^.::i}i/-i£jyu kj^y/'-t/'^^i^^ -^^^u-j^ 'i^<jj fc<g^^<r<?<^y y^ )
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Sentence Method of Touch
Typewriting*
(DESIGNED FOR ALL STi'LES OF MACHINES)

WRITING BY SENTENCES is the rational method of learning to operate a tjpewriter.

There is a rhythm of motion in the writing of sentences that stimulates the interest and results

in a mastery.

WHEN A STUDENT WRITES SENTENCES in his foundation lessons, he logically

reasons that he is accomplishing something. The process is easier, more rapid, and less stren-

uous to the operator than practice from separate words. The LESSONS IN SENTENCES
are based upon scientific and inductive principles, and the real spirit of a desire to excel in-

spires the student to exert his most superior effort.

This book was prepared by a teacher of FIFTEEN YEARS' EXPERIENCE, and every

lesson in the text was THOROUGHLY TESTED FOR TWO YEARS before it was offered

to the publishers. The book qualifies operators for the most technical positions, and is the

hast Word on Typewriting Instruction
A SPECIAL EXAMINATION PRICE will be quoted to teachers who wish to examine this book with a view to its adoption

Wholesale Price Upon Application

THE BOBBS-MERRILL COMPANY Pwfc/w/ier^ INDIANAPOLIS USA

^
FACTS aivd FIGURES

Chartier=Qregg Shorthand Contest
at Jersey City, N. J.

OFFICIAL REPORT

"^ ^'- '-^

DRAKE SCHOOL SPENCER SCHOOL

PUPIL
Aug. 29
Total
Words
Credited

End ot
Contest
Oct. 24
Tot.l
Words
Credited

PUPIL
Aug. 29
Total
Words

Credited

End 01
Contest
uct 24
Total
Words

Credited

Ada Munson--- 1

Edith Evans .- 1

Seville Smith.- I

Anna Lohse ---
\

Salome Tarr---

J. W. Rush ..--

4576 5121

Clara Boormanl
Mildred Payne 1

Gladys Taylor [

E. Buermeyer-

A.Jarvis

E. Decker '

4330 5293

Examine the figures in the above report. Note that at the
end of four months, August 29th, the Gregg students were
(t.576—4330) 24(i words ahead, then look at the close of

the Contest, October 24th, when Chartier students were
(.5293—,5121 ) 172 words ahead. A clear gain for the Chartier
students in less than two months of (246 plus 172) 418 words
on the Gregg students. Think of it. 418 words, a gain for each
Chartier student over the Gregg student of t)9 2-3 words in two
months, August 29th to October 24th.

"Chartier Shorthand is so simple that a child can learn it. It

has equally as ffreat advantages from the standpoint of view as other
standard systems."—Eastman Business College. Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

FREE MAIL COURSE TO TEACHERS

SPENCER PUBLISHING CO.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

^= J \-.

Ghe Musselman Publications

BUSINESS LETTER WRITING

One of the neatest and brightest little works
on Commercial Correspondence. Unlike

anything else published. Write for

sample pages. Single copy sent

postpaid for FIFTY CENTS.

New Commercial Arithmetic
A book of 479 pages, thoroughly covering

the subject. Copy sent postpaid for $2.

Practical Bookkeeping,

Commercial Law,

High School Bookkeeping,

Business Speller.

Try a box of Musselman's Perfection Pens,

25 cents. For full information and

sample pages, write

D. L. MUSSELMAN PUBLISHING CO
QUINCY, ILLINOIS

-J
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MAIL COURSE
IN ACCOUNTING
AND AUDITING

BY R. J. BENNETT, C. A., C. P. A.

Principal Detroit Business University.

Certified Public Accountant.

A course of carefully graded lessons in Theory and Ac-

counts, Auditing, Business Law, Cost Accounting.

Corporation Organization and Practical Accounting,

together with numerous sidelight and specialties pertaining

to the accountancy profession. The course is thorough,

authoritative and complete, and prepared with the assistance

of Certified Public Accountants and Lawyers. It will bear

the closest inspection, and any person who is anxious to ad-

vance cannot afford not to take the course.

Every commercial teacher should aim to improve himself

in auditing and accounting and thereby increase his money-
making ability. We can prepare you for a first-class postion.

We prepare candidates for C. P. A. examination in any
state.

Sena }or outline oj course ana special rates.

R.. J. BENNETT, C. P. A.
15 WIloox St., Detroit, Nloh.

Gillott s Pens
The Noat Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN, No. 1

- O OlILOTTS
MitS?tT^'^i''hi'^irf

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F

Gillolt's Pens have for seventy-Uve years stood the
most exacting tests at the Iiaiids of Professional and
Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, but never
equalled, Gilletl'* Pens still stand in the front rank, as
regards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

Joseph Gillott (Si Sons
ALFRED FIELD <& CO.. Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

/T '-^

OUR NEW BOOK

APPLIED BUSINESS ENGLISH
BY HUBERT A. HAQAR

THH APPLICATION'S THE THING!"

Sample Copy, Post Paid, Twenty-five Cents.

The Gregg Publishing Company
NEW YORK CHICAGO

^: -J
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218 WORDS A MINUTE
In the E. C. T. A. Shorthand Contest at Providence,

R. I., April 10, Mr. Fred H. Qurtier, a writer of

rXhe Shorthand of the English Speaking People—Guilbert Pitman.)

Made a record of 218 words a minute, iie^, for five minutes. Mr. Gurtler is 24years
of age, has had less than four years' actual experience, and has been a court reporter
less than one year.

This record, l)v a writer of Mr. Gurtler's age and experience demonstrates
anew the the wonderful speed possil)ilities of GREGG SHORTHAND.

Send for a free copy of the first lesson and the "Speed Booklet "

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
Chicago New York

DIRECTORS: L. H. Hausaiu, Pres., E. K. Pentz, Y. Pres., J. A. Knotts, Sec.-Treas. A. G. Gates, H. C. Hanson.

' / Ur .

'

^ JxCORPORATKIi

We make the unqualified claim to give the most comprehensive course; to have the most scientific system ; to use
the most thorough method and to maintain the highest standard for graduation of any correspondence school of pen-
manship in the world. Many of our present students are graduates from other schools and their endorsements are
couched in the strongest language.

SPECIAL ADVANTAGES.
1. Each step is scientific and progressive—no experimenting, no guess work.
2. All the work submitted by students is carefully marked as to errors.
3. Each lesson consists of from one to five single-spaced typewritten pages of instructions and criticisms prepared

especially for the student to whom it is to be sent. This makes the course strictly Individual in all details.
4. Each lesson tells exactly how to execute the work outlined, a distinctive feature ofour course, and one repeatedly

praised by our students.
5. All copies are fresh from the pen and of the finest quality obtainable.
6. Every graduate is an e.Kpert of the first rank, in all departments of pen art.

7. Positions are secured free of charge for all students as soon as they become qualified in any substantial part of the
course. Thus they earn and learn.

8. Course includes : Twelve Styles of W^riting and all kinds of signature and combination work ; Eight Styles of
Lettering; Flourishing ibirds, animals and ornamentation) ; Perspective Drawing; Wash Drawing; Freehand Drawing;
Designing ; Automatic and Methods of Teaching.

9. The school is incorporated and permanent— its Directors are all penmen.
10. It saves the cost of room and board incident to attending school away from home.

COMMENT OF A WELL KNOWN PENMAN.
"1 can certainly notice a greater improvement in mj penmanship since working on your course than ever before, and

not having gone further than the first lesson it has opened up to mean entirely new lighten the penmanship field. You
certainly have gone deep into the subject, and I am looking upon your course as one that is going to be of inestimable
value to me " Signed: R. S. MARLOW, Prin.

SPECIAL RATES to penmanship teachers and all who have made a substantial start in penmanship. Finest
catalog ever issued by a correspondence school of penmanship free to all who desire to further improve their penmanship.

Address L. H. HAUSAM, Pres., Box 255C, Hutchinson, Kansas.

\^ J^ -_x'^«^»'<^<^fe=i/^^^-<?/'?<^'^<:8y/V^//^4afe<i;-t^^g^ jf J
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FOUI^TH INTEK.NATIONAL
Shorthand Speed Contest
=i^= Providence, 1^. I , April 10, I9Q9 ^=^=

Isaac Pitman Shorthand
A^ain the Victor!!

A New World's R^ecord
Miss Nellie M. Wood wins for the third time and permanently the Egan International Cup,
with a gross speed of 280 words per minute, and a net speed of 264 2=5 words per minute.
Writers of all the principal systems were represented in this ccfntest-

Isaac Pitman Shorthand lias Demonstrated Its

Superiority Over All Other Systems
hv winning all the principal honors in the following International Shorthand Contests :

First International Contest, Baltimore, 1906. The Miner Gold Medal, the only trophy
awarded, won by Sidney H. Godfrey.

Second International Contest, Boston, 1907. Miner Gold Medal won by Sidney H. Godfrey
and the Eagan International Cup, won by Miss Nellie M. Wood.

Third International Contest. Philadelphia, 1908. Eagan International Cup, won for the sec-
ond time by Miss Nellie M. Wood.

Fourth International Contest, Providence, 1909. Eagan International Cup, won for the

third time and permanently by Miss Nellie M. Wood.

The Ifollowin:^ scale represents the highest OFFICIAL NET speeds
attained in the above contests.

Graha^m 246
ISAAC PITMAN

The Isaac Pitman System of Shorthand WritinS i» the Ideal vehicle for accurately recoi-dlnj the utterance.<i of

the most rapid speaker. For ease of acquirement, facility of execution, and legibility in transcription, it has no equal.

Write for " Why the Isaac Pitman Shorthand is the Best," and copy of "Pitman's Shorthand Weekly."

Particulars of a Free Mail Course for Teachers wilt be sent on request.

ISAAC PIT/WAN & SONS, 31 Union Square, NEW YORK
j
"Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand," $1.50.

Publishers of - "Practical Course in Touch Typewriting, ' 50c.

] "How to Become a Law Stenographer, " 75c.
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THE BUSINESS EDUCATOB
Entered at Columbus, O., Post Office aa 2nd Clasi Uatter

E. W. Bl
Editor

Manager

Published Monthly (except July and August) by
Zaner & Bloser, 118 N. High St., Columbus. O . as
follows : Teachers' Professional Edition, $1 00 a
Year (Foreign Subscriptions 30 cents extra ; Cana-
dian Subscriptions 20 cents extra). Students' Pen-
manship Edition, 75 cents a Year (Foreign Sub-
scriptions 30 cents extra : Canadian Subscriptions
10 cents extra.)

Renill-tan.e.s hould be made by Money Order
or Ba nk Draft, o by currency at ender' isk.

Stamps accepted. If persor alchecks are set 1, add
20 cent s lor collect on fee.

Two EdiHons. The Teachers' Professional
Edition contains 48 or more pages, twelve pages of
which are devoted to Accounting. Finance, Mathe-
matics, English, Law, Typewriting, Advertising,
Conventions, etc., and Departments specially suited
to the needs of teachers, principals and proprietors
The Students' Penmanship Edition contains 86

pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,
less the twelve pages devoted to commercial sub-
jects. This edition is specially suited to students in
Commercial, Public and Private schools, and con-
tains all of the Penmanship. Engrossing. Pen Art,
and Lesson features of the Professional Edition.

The Business Educator is devoted to the pro-
gressive and practical interest of Business Educa-
tion and Penmanship A journal whose mission is

to dignify, popularize, and improve the world's
newest and neediest education. It purposes to in- -

spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, and to
further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-
ness education.

Change of Address. If you change your ad-
dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as
the new address. We lose many journals each issue
through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to forward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

Sabscrfbers. If we do not acknowledge receipt
of your subscription, kindly consider first copy of
the journal you receive as sufficient evidence that
we received your subscription all right. If you do
not receive your journal by the 10th of each month,
please notify us.

AdverfisinJ Rates furnished upon application.
The Business Educator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the
most inrelligent and well-to-do amonp those inter-
ested in business education and penmanship in the
United states. Canada. England, and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of High Schools. Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among of&ce workers, home
students, etc.

Rates to Teachers, A§ents, and Clab
Raisers sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or many
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished to secure
subscriptions.

Pledge now your best efforts in behalf of the B. E. for the coming ye
advertising, articles, specimens, or news items

be it in subscriptions,

A LETTER
THAT TELLS ITS OWN STORY

BRADFORD BUSINESS COLLEGE

Bradford, Pa., April 12. 1909.
Zaner & Bloser,

Columbus, Ohio.
GENTLEME.V:—Please repeat our advertisement in the Mav number of The
Business Educator.

It ma\- be of interest to you to know that we have found your magazine
the very liest advertisine medium we have ever had anything to do with. We
plared an a(.i\f^rtisement in another penmanship journal, as you, no doubt, have
noticeil, anil did not receive a single reply. W'e wrote to a large number of
scliools and in e\'er>' case received replies stating that tliey had not seen our
advertisement, as they did not ha\'e that magazine in their office. This has
proven to us that The Business Educator is absolutely the best medium,
both from the advertising stan<lpoint antl from any other stantlpoint.

You can depend upon our co-operation at all times.

Sincerely yours,

BRADFORD BUSINESS COLLEGE.
OEB-MJB By O. E. Beach



THE TRIO OF YOUNG MEN WHO HAVE "MADE GOOD" AND WHO WILL PRESENT THE LEADING
LESSONS IN BUSINESS WRITING THE COMING YEAR.

iVO^^-i-^-z-^^r

From the heart, brain ami pen of the Editor to express apprei i;itii to. reveal substantial g:routli antl co-operation, and show the quality of hi

lanship nerve.



Some of the men who \Vill help to make the B. E. the leading exponent of penmatiship the coming year.

H. B. Lehman.
St. Louis, Mo.

^j U. Todd.
S. L. City. I'tah.

fT

\.-.

"^

A Foretekste of Future Features of the B. E.

-J
The independent, progressive, practical policy which

has characterized The Bu.siness Educator in the past
is still in the saddle, where your loyal support has made
it secure.

The past may be good enough for some, but we can
promise a better future, because our horizon is wider,

our friends more numerous and our support more sub-

stantial. Not all of our arrangements have been com-
pleted with contributors, but enough to insure an un-

usually high-grade product for the entire year.

The Penmanship Edition

will surpass anything ever jirinted in our profession for

high-grade penmanship, inspiring articles for young
people, and fine pen art.

The Professional Edition

will contain a number of fearless editorials, the usual
Departments which have placed journalism in our pro-

fession on a par with other lines of endeavor, and un-

biased convention reports, news items, etc.

Business Penmanship.

Messrs. H. L. Darner, S. E. Leslie and Fred Berk-

man will supply the regular lesson features. And are

they not a trio worth tying to? F. B. Courtney, H. B.

Lehman and others will help to complete the good work.

Ornate Penmanship.

James D. Food, of Salt Lake City, of whose work
our readers know something, is working on a series of

lessons which will speak for themselves as soon as they

appear.

The men whose contributions

Supplementary work of an unusually high order has
been prepared in the office of the Zanerian for lovers of

fine art in writing. Your editor, too, has indulged his

artistic impulses by preparing some of the best free-

hand script head and end pieces he has ever executed
(which, of course, does not mean very much.) A. M.
Wonnell will also contribute his mite of gracefulness
from time to time; and there are others, too, who will

decorate our pages with their skill.

Engrossing

will receive due attention at the hands of such past
masters as E. L. Brown, P. W. Costello, S. D. Holt and
C. L. Krantz. A. W. Kimpson and Paul Engelhart, are

two new lights of much more than ordinary promise who
will give instruction in lettering and roundhand.

Miscellaneous.

Specimens, Students' Work, Flourishing, Odds and
Ends, Blackboard Lessons, etc., will continue to charm,
to inspire, to please and to lend variety to our pages.

The Literary Features

of the Students' Edition were never so promising as

with Chas. F. Cragin and E. D. Snow, both scheduled
for work the entire year. And we still have on hand ar-

ticles by Messrs. F. A. Keefover and Ion E. Dwyer,
whose work always commands attention.

Methods of Teaching Writing

will be ably handled by such men as L. H. Hausam, J.

H. Bachtenkircher, and leading supervisors who are

achieving successful results in all grades.

are in a class by themselves.

Chas. T. Cragin,
Prin. Thompson's Bus. Institute, Holyoke, Mass.

E. D. Snow,
Piin. Maple City Bus. College, Hornell, N. Y.

L. Madarasz,
Penman, Knoxvtlle, Tenn.



Chas, (_'. Jones
Dunkirk, N. Y.,
Accountancy.

Mrs. Laura c nisvvanoer.
Danville, Inrl.,

Commercial Law.

CIRCH,
Lawrence, Kans.,
Arithmetic.
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SOME OF THE PEOPLE WHO WILL CONDUCT THE DEPARTMENTS IN THE PROFESSIONAL

EDITION OF THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR THE COMING YEAR.

At the special request of a number of our subscrib-

ers we sought and secured the retention of the services

of Mr. S. Roland Hall, of Scranton, Pa., who will con-
tinue to contribute to the Department of English an-

other year. This we consider a compliment to all con-

cerned, and we feel sure that Mr. Hall's contributions
will continue to be as helpful, practical and timely as in

the past.

Mrs. Laura C. Niswander, Central Normal College,

Danville, Ind., will contribute to the Department of Com-
mercial Law, and we feel safe in promising something
worth following from the pen of this comparatively new
name in our profession.

Mr. C. E. Birch, of the Haskell Institute, Lawrence,
Kans., who contributed to these columns last year a
splendid series of papers on Commercial Law, will fol-

low Mr. Van Tuyl's articles on Arithmetic with a se-

ries on the same subject that will, we feel sure, add to

his already deserved reputation.

Mr. Charles C. Jones, Public Accountant and Auditor,
Dunkirk, N. Y., who is a school and business man com-
bined, has been engaged to contribute a series of arti-

cles on Bookkeeping, Accounting, Auditing, etc. You
are safe in anticipating something you can use.

Along the line of Advertising, we have been particu-

larly fortunate in securing so able a person as Mr. J. W.
D. Grant, of Rutherford, N. J., the well-known advertis-

ing specialist, who will contribute to our columns
the coming year. Our school men will now "sit up" and
prepare to "take notice" for Mr. Grant knows his sub-

ject about as well as anyone considering the largeness,

changeableness and many view-points of it.

The Department of Typewriting has not yet been ar-

ranged for, but we are on track of some talent which we
hope to announce in our next issue.

The brilliant Melvin W. Cassmore, of the Seattle,

Wn., Commercial School, with whom our readers are ac-

quainted, will contribute a series of articles entitled "To
Young Teachers." He is a live wire you cannot afford to

disconnect.

Convention Reports, Miscellaneous Contributions,

News Items, etc., will continue to keep The Business
Educator in the lead in our profession.

YOU are hereby cordially invited to keep your name
upon our list, and to add to it the name of some co-work-
er whom you should reserve from "stand patism" by in-

ducing him to subscribe and become a "p>ogressi2>e."

M. W. Cassmore.
Seattle, Wn.,

"The Young Teacher.'

J. \V. D. (iRANT.
Rutherford, N. J.
Advertising.

S. Roland Hall,
Scranton, Pa.,
English.
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Lessons in Business Writing No. 2
S. E. LESLIE.

PENMAN, EASTMAN COLLEGE, POUGHKEEPSIE. N. Y.

Subscribers' writing criticiseii free. Send Specimens to Mr. Leslie at above address, inclos-

ing a self-addressed postal, and your criticism will reach you long before it could possibly

appear in the B. E,

-J
Copy 74. The first thing to bear in mind in beginning practice on figures is. that ever>- figure must be perfectly legible. Do not try to write rapid-

ly at tirst, but endeavor to make each figure so legible that it would be impossible to mistake it for another. After you are able to do this, then you
should increase the speed until you are able to write from 120 to 150 per minute, but remember that a single illegible figure in a long column will ren-

der it impossible to obtain a correct result, and that it is absolutely necessary to make each figure perfectly plain. I have intentionally written the fig-

ures quite small in my copies, because in bookkeeping work you are required to write them this way. Do not neglect figure practice because you enjoy
practicing the letters more. Make three figures between two blue lines, and do not let them touch each other. Keep them spaced uniformly.

Copy 75. The cipher is shaped like the o. Close it at the top and endeavor to keep them all the same size. Make about luO per minute.

In very rapidCopy 76. Make the beginning stroke of the 6 almost straight. This figure is usually made a little higher than the cipher and thi

figure writing the O and the 6 are made too much alike. Distinguish carefully between them.

This style is given be-Copy 77. The 2 is made the same height as the i. Begin it with a small hook. Note in particular the finishing stroke,

cause it is made more rapi<lly than the style with a compound curve as a finishing stroke.

Copy 78. The 3 is made the same height as the 2, and begins exactly like that figure. Lift the pen from the paper quickly in finishing.

Copy 79. The 5 is composed of two strokes. The lower part is finished like the 5. The horizontal stroke at the top should join the first part.

Copy 80. Study carefully the form of the 4. The last part is made a little higher than the first stroKe.

Copy 81. The 7 begins with a little check mark. The long down stroke drops below the base line a little. Make at least 100 per minute.

Copy 82. The .9 begins like the a and is finished like the 7, the down stroke coming below the line. Close this figure carefully at the top.

COPY' 83. The 8 is perhaps the most difficult figure. It is made the same height as the 6. Note the small arrow indicating the direction of the be-

ginning stroke. Some make it beginning with the other stroke. It matters little so long as you make a good figure.

COPY 84. While it is important to make these signs well, explicit instructions are unnecessary. Study the forms and practice them very carefully.

Make them no larger than the copy.

Copy 85. Practicing figures in vertical columns is very valuable. In this work you might make them a little larger than in prev.ous copies, writing

two rt)ws between two blue lines on your foolscap. You should now increase your speed from 120 to 150 figures per minute, making each figure per-

fectly legible. I hope you have improved your figure writing greatly in practicing the foregoing copies.

Copy 86. Before beginning practice on the following copies, you should review a variety of movement exercises given in previous lessons. Re-
trace each S in the first line 6 or 8 times. Curve the beginning stroke a great deal. The letters should be made 3-4 of a space high.

Copy 87. The beginning and finishing strokes in the G are like the corresponding strokes in the .S. Study form of letter carefully. Do not slant

it too much.

Copy 88. The initial stroke of the L is like the beginning stroke of the C. The loop at the base line is like that in the Q.

Copy 89. Make many pages of the retraced D. The loop on the base line is not quite as flat as that of the L. Finish the same as O.

Copy 90. Study form of T. Note that the cap does not touch the body of the letter.

Copy hi. Note the slight difference between the forms of Tand F. Do not slant these letters too much. This is a common trouble.

~" Copy 92. This style of B is a most practical one. Do not make the loop in the first part too wide. The retraced letters should not be neglected.

They are very valuable copies. The B is finished like the S' and G.

Copy 93. The i? is exactly like the B, except the finishing stroke.

Copy 94. The P is made like the first part of the B or S.

Copy 95. Review the indirect oval before practicing the /and/. The long down stroke in the /should not be curved too much. This is the

most common error. Finishing stroke same as S, G, etc.

Copy 96. The beginning stroke of the / is the same as the /. The top of the letter is usually made a little wider than the /. Keep the

long down stroke straight. The letter should not extend too far below the line. Note how it is proportioned.

Copy 97. Here you have a very valuable review of the capitals in words. I hope to receive some fine specimens for criticism on this plate.

//// // ///////////////////////////////////////////// //////////////////////////////
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Lessons in Business Writing
FRED BERKMAN,

Panman, BUIr Business College, Spok«ne, Wn.

Subscribers' writing criticised free. Send Specimens to Mr. Berkman at above address, inclosing a

^elf addressed postal, and your criticism will reach you long before it could possible appear in the B. E.

Allaboard! We are now ready for the "homestretch." Are you still ih the race? Onlyone round more—and we'll know the winners. Now
watch, carefully, the position, pen, ink, paper (the angle in which you are holding it), blotter, desk, chair, light, surroundings, copy, instructions, and

all. And then at the command "go." forget all about the " past, present and future," and concentrate your thoughts and energies on your work at hand.

The outcome will take care of itself.

This lesson will be suitable as a final test to determine whether or not your writing is up to Certificate grade. If you can't write a satisfactory copy

in one day. or one week—just lake two weeks' time in which to do it,—or even a year if necessary. Do as an ambitious young man in Ohio is doing (at

least that is the way he expresssed it in a letter) "refuse to give up." That's the kind of determination and stick-to-it-ive-ness it takes to win out in this

big world of ours.

Sincerely trust (hat all who have followed the series of lessons have been benefited, in some way or another, and that the effort and time put into

the work has been "worth while." If, on the other hand, you cannot see any noticeable improvement in your work, my advice to you is to diagnose your

own case carefully, before making your final decision, and then follow Nature's Laws.

Remember the Contests.

To be of real help to some one (and to young people especially) is an ambition of mine, but I realize that there is something far nobler than

that—to live and be a true, upright, straight-forward young man or woman is the noblest. How far short comes the best endeavors. I thank you.
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A section of one of the many large sheets of tigures neatly arranged and skillfully executed by the students of the Salem Commercial School, Geo.

P. Lord, president, and Mrs. Nina Noble, teacher of writing. Specimens of penmanship received are among the best of the season, indicating su-

perior training.
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EDITOR'S PAGE—PENMANSHIP EDITION
A Forum for the Expression of Convictions Relating to Mettiods of Teaching and the Art of Writing

OUR PLATFORM : FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH

^ z^
ARM MOVEMENT.

Is now being applied to writing in

public schools from the kindergarten

to the high school to a larger and
more succssful extent than ever in

the history of teaching writing. The
plan, originated by the publishers of

The Business Educator, of starting

six-year-old children with large writ-

ing and arm movement is provingeven
more successful than they antic-

ipated.

By this method only is it possible

to secure good forms and free move-
ments with an absolutely healthful

position of the body, and with the

minimum of pen gripping, eye strain-

ing and nerve tension.

The arm movement is growing nor-

mally and not by strenuous promo-
tion methods. Moreover, results are

being secured at the hands of regular

teachers, without straining, over-

training, or neglect of other things.

You will see more and more in the

way of results from this time on in

these columns; the work of pupils of

all ages, small and large.

The reforms we have been working
for, such as simple forms, bettergrad-
uation according to years, more co-
operation in the machinery of writ-
ing, more rational teaching, good
copies, etc., are winning, even our
competitors being forced to abandon
long loops, one-idea-for-all methods,
slipshod copies, simon-pure muscu-
lar, etc.

The arm movement idea is winning-
unexpected triumphs because it is

pedagogical and practical; being
based upon form and movement and
adapted to pupils of different ages
and grades, the same as other sub-
jects and texts.

Success, therefore, for the first

time in all grades -is attending the ef-

forts of pupils and teachers general-
ly. And by it supervisors are achiev-
ing triumphs never dreamed of by
copy-book methods.

ANOTHER TALK WITH STU-
DENTS

A teacher's influence does not end
with the school room, nor are his im-
pressions of pupils limited to that
locality.

A teacher rightly suspicions pupils

who change their manners as they do
their coats upon entering or leaving
the school room.
Pupils of business schools need

early to recognize in their teacher a

friend whose influence they may want
when in need. For teachers are ap-
pealed to by employers for informa-
tion about his students just the same
as employers appeal to each other
about employes and other matters
of business.

And your teacher soon learns that
he must be frank with the business
employer if he wants to encourage
his future patronage.

It is not alone therefore what you
accomplish in your studies, import-
ant as that is, but your success de-

pends largely upon the impression
you make upon your teacher, and for

two reasons : First, as you have im-
pressed him, so will you impress the
average employer. And second, if

you impress him favorably, he in turn
will impress others favorably con-
cerning you.

And the best impression you can
make is not that of brightness nor of
shrewdness, nor of scholarship, but
of reliability in minor rather than
in major matters.
Thoughtfulness, coolness, prompt-

ness, sureness, sincerity, truthful-
ness, industry, perseverance are the
qualities which go farthest in estab-
lishing faith and confidence and en-
thusiasm in a fellow.

If you lack in any one of these, be-
gin today by cultivating that quality
or faculty. And the way to do it is

to practice it in your daily life.

Think the quality you wish to devel-
op and it will soon respond to the
brain throbs, just as surely as circu-
lation and muscle respond to activity
and resistance.
You cannot afford to impress either

your teacher or your classmates in-

differently or negatively. Those who
are your classmates today will be
your business associates tomorrow.
And we do not soon forget our school
day doings; be they good or bad.
Above all things, therefore, seek to

impress and win your teacher by
what you are rather than by what you
may assume. Seriousness and as-
sumption mix about as well as oil

and water and the one can be detect-
ed from the other just about as easily.
Therefore aim not to deceive but to

convince by being true rather than
merely polite. The teacher accepts

all on the same basis; he gives you
credit for being true, earnest, indus-
trious and trustworthy until you
prove by word or act to be otherwise.
He has but one label for you when
you enter—O. K. The one he uses
when you leave has been formed by
your own acts, not by his own pre-
meditated thought.

A greater responsibility therefore
rests upon students' shoulders than
they usually suspect. Think serious-
ly, act deliberately, feel generously
and time will unfold a future for you
full of achievement, satisfaction and
success.

CONTENTS

Of the Professional Edition of

the Business Educator for

June, 1909.

Accountancy, K. J. Bennett, C. A.,

C. V. A., Detroit, Miiliigan. Business

t!niversily.

Arithmetic, (j. H. \'an Tuyl. New York

City, N. Y.

Talks on English, S. Roland Hall,

International Correspondence Schools,

Scranton. Pa.

Ad Writing, C. L. Cliamberlin, Osseo,

Michigan.

Typewriting. H. Breitenstein, Abbott

Business College. Billings, Mont.

Association Announcements, Etc.

School and Professional.

News Notes and Notices.

Catalogs and Circulars.

Etc. Etc. Etc.
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EDITOR'S PAGE—PROFESSIONAL EDITION
Devoted to the Best Interests of Business Education, and Dedicated to the Expression of Conscientious Opinions upon Topics Related thereto,

are cordially invited to enter the Arena of Publicity to discuss those things uppermost in the public mind, or of which there seems to be most need.
Editor and Publishers reserve the right to reject any communication they see fit. Nor do they desire to be understood as endorsing all of the opinio
pressed in these columns. They believe a journal of this class and calibre is in part a public institution, and a vehicle in which the professional publi
reasonably expect respectful attention and liberal space. Your thought plants may here find soil for propagation, and if rightly used and cultivated,
harvest is sure. We hope that neither timidity on your part, nor an editoral frost on our part, may be responsible for anything good failing to reach th(
public. Let us hear from you whenever the spirit of good will, fair play or originality strikes you. We await your contributions with cordial anticipation

=^
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THAT COMMERCIAL HIGH

SCHOOL QUESTION.

"What does all this Commercial
High School business mean?" is not
an infrequent inquiry on the part of

private commercial school men.
Many view it with alarm, believing-

they see in it the displacement of the

privately - owned and -operated
school.

Our answer is that it means death
to the poor rather than to the good
private school. And the sooner that

a large number of the cheap, short-

course, inferior schools are dispensed
with the better forthe public, the bet-

ter for the worthy private school, and
the better for the commercial depart-
ment in high schools.

We are in favor of public schools of

as many sorts as are necessary to

meet the demands of the complex
conditions involving society today.
The day of only the three R's is

passed, and with it the type of school
in which they were taught.
Our public specialized schools are

preparing pupils for trades and pro-
fessions; why not for business ? It is

not for us to lament these changes,
but to meet them in one of two ways.
First, conduct a high grade private
school. Second, if we fail in the first,

or do not care to enter it, offer our
services to the high school as princi-

pal or teacher where the pay is good
and sure, the work pleasant, and the

hours shorter than any proprietor

can enjoy in conducting a private,

profitable school.
A letter today from a commercial

teacher in a high school in the middle
west .ays: "I am getting$2,000for nine
months, short hours and three months
for profitable field work." Surely no
one should object to this. And no
one does but the school that does in-

ferior work, or the one with a shift-

less proprietor.

Of course in small cities where
there is barely room for one school,

the up-to-date commercial depart-

ment in the high school makes it

hard sledding for the private school

no matter how good it may be.

But in many of the smaller cities

boards of education are forced to add
the commercial departments because
of the inferior instruction given in

the private school or the la.x method
of conducting it as concerns depart-

ment, etc.

A superintendent in a city of some
twenty-five thousand inhabitants not

long since said he was thinking seri-

ously of establishing a commercial
department because the business
college proprietor persisted in adver-
tising "Why go to the High School ?

"

and who constantly endeavored to se-

cure pupils from the grades. And
there are many just such short-nosed
penny-wise school proprietors who
invite the very thing they fear.

In another city we know of a pri-

vate school which has catered to the
high school and as a result the board
of education instead of establishing
a commercial department pays tui-

tion for its pupils and sends them to

the private school. That shows good
sense on both sides, forthe private
school can handle the score of high
school pupils for less money than the
board could employ an efficient teach-
er.

The way to make yourself and
school safe is to make your course
more practical and intensive than the
high school three or four year course
can possibly be because of the aver-
age age of the pupils, the hours of in-

struction, the number of non-essen-
tial studies imposed, etc. As a rule
pupils apply themselves more assid-

uously when paying tuition than
when getting it free. Short term pu-
pils, too, apply themselves more tena-

ciously than those who expect to be
in school two, three or four years.

The day of the commercial high
school is dawning; the day of the
cheap private school is waning; the
day of the .good private school is

here and in full favor. May it linger

as long as it can and does do the
work better and in less time than the

public institution. In the meantime
fear not the publiccommercial school
but your own weak spots in your own
private school. Strengthen them
and you'll be on "easy street" for a

long time to come.

OUR APPRECIATION

Is hereby expressed to Mr. H. Breit-

enstein, for the services rendered in

contributing the entertainin.g and
instructive articles on Typewriting
in these columns during the year.

His contributions have been sensible

and therefore helpful. Our acquaint-

ance and dealings with him have left a

good impression, and we hope to see

him represented in these columns
from time to time in the future. He
has won our best wishes.

TO MR. BENNETT

Whose articles on Accounting and
Finance have been appearing regu-
larly in this journal during the past
two years, we desire to extend thanks
for the promptness and regularity of

their arrival as well as for their time-
liness, helpfulness and practicabil-
ity. Many have been those who have
been benefitted by their study and
application. Mr. Bennett has won
many new friends by their prepara-
tion and presentation, and we ear-

nestly hope he may again sometime
contribute regularly to our columns.

publ
New

Mr. Chas. C. Jones, the

subject of this sketch, grad-

uated from the Dunkirk, N.
Y., High School in 1895,

and from the Biiflfalo Bryant
& Stratton Business College

ill 1897. In 1898 he organ-

ized the Commercial De-
partment of the Dunkirk
High School, one of the first

c commercial departments in Western
York.

The year of 1901 -2 he spent in traveling, and
1902-3 he taught in the Pittsburg, Pa., Acad-
emy, returning to Dunkirk in 1903, since which
lime he has had charge of the Bookkeeping
branches of the Commercial Department of the

High School.

In connection with this high school teaching,

lie has followed the profession of expert ac-

cc Hinting for nearly a ilecade. during which time

he has made many important audits and investi-

gations. He has done all of the auditing for the

city of Dunkirk, in all of the departments, since

1904. He performs the work usually done by
what is known as the City .\uditor.

For a number of years he has been appointed
annually by the different boards in control of

municipal affairs to take charge of their annual

audits. At the same time he is an official audi-

tor for a savings and loan association, several

corporations, and for a time was auditor of the

N'alley Railroad in Pennsylvania.

Thus, while his principal occupation has been
that of teaching, he has found time to follow the

profession of expert accounting and auditing,

which has been helpful to him in his teaching

as well .-is financially. It is a simple illustration

how a well-trained high school commercial
teacher can find time to do a certain amount of

expert work if he is ambitious to make hiinself

more useful to his pupils as well as to the com-
munity. ,

Our readers will therefore be glad to know
that Mr. Jones is to contribute a series of articles

along the line of accounting to The Business
Educator the coming year, beginning with

September. His combined school and business

experience is just such as to enable him to pro-

duce a series of articles that are right up to date.

In other words, it takes a man who can do
tilings to tell others something worth while in

this day and age of intense interest and action in

all lines of human endeavor, and of which our

profession is not an exception.



COMPARATIVE STATEMENTS

Comparative statements are made
for the purpose of exhibiting the op-

erations or financial condition of a

concern for two or more years, or for

the corresponding months or periods

within those years. The shrewd bus-

iness man is anxious to know what
progress his business is making dur-

ing a given month this year as com-
pared with the same month during the

past year, or series of years. By do-

ing so he is able to keep in touch with

the conditions within his business

and be governed accordingly in the

policy to be adopted in its future

conduct.

These statements are usually made
to cover the trading account, the pro-

fit and loss account, and the assets

and liabilities, and for any other ac-

count or statement which permits of

comparison. It permits also of a

close analysis of accounts and condi-

tions as well as a comprehensive re-

view of income, expenditures, etc.

The net increase or decrease is usu-

ally shown in amounts, and some-
times in percentage as well. A per-

centage statement permits of a more
ready comparison of ratios since per-

centages are more easily compre-
hended and compared than amounts.
Sometimes separate exhibits are pre-

pared from the same data, one con-
sisting of amounts only and the oth-

er of percentages only. The percen-
tages are usually based upon the
turnover (cost of goods sold), but
sometimes they are based on the
sales. It matters little, for compara-
tive purposes, which base is used, so

long as the same plan is followed
each year, but for accuracy in results

the turnover is no doubt the one to

use. Many contend, however, that
the sales represent the volume of bus-
iness done, and that they therefore
present a more reliable basis on
which to reckon percentages than the
cost price, which in many cases is

hard to determine.

Exhibit A. This statement, for

which I am indebted to the Peirce
Manual, speaks for itself and shows
the operations for 1907 compared with
190(i. If percentages are required,

they may be exhibited in a similar
statement using the purchases as
the base. All items of expenditure
should be computed on this base.
Exhibit B. This monthly state-

ment is copied from the forms used
by a well known navigation company
and presents a very interesting study.
The name and amounts of course are
fictitious. Each item of income and
expenditure is represented in detail

in accompanying statements which
are extracted from the different led-

gers. In the columns representing
increase and decrease, the increase
is always entered in black ink and
the decrease in red.

=^

ACCOUNTANCY
B. J. BENNETT, C. A., C. P. A.,

Principal l>ftroit, Midi., Businr.ss University.

=^

A. B. White & Co.

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF TRADING AND PROFIT AND LOSS.

TRADING
CREDITS

Year Ending
Dec. 31, 1906

8103.077.16

103,077.10

73,823.36
4,458.11
948.33

11.949.90
1.353.54
878.03
314.73
210.13

4,001.38

97.737.51
g 5.339.65

Year Ending
Dec. 31, 1907

8102,386.20

102,386.26

74,012.35
2,380.15
248.25

10,029.09
2,468.90
1,006.12
440.61
89.96

5,442.80

97,618.23
4,768.03

102,386.26

Decrease
In P

680.90

1,088.99

1,115 36
728.09
125.88

1.441.42

Decrease

5,190.64

Increase
rotits

Sales.
Total Credits.

DEBITS

Purchases—Cost of Goods Sold.
Premium Ware,
Advertising,
Salaries.
Commissions,
Stable Expenses,
Insurance,
Legal Expenses,
General Expenses

Total Debits,
Net Profit from Tradin

2,077.96
700.08

1.730.81

120.17

571.62

103,077.16 5190.64

PROFIT & LOSS

CREDITS

Total Credits,

DEBITS

aiji 1007.

E.XHIBIT .\.

5.339.65
670.65

4,768.03
1.051.52

571.62
380.87

6,010.30 5,819.55

863.753.888.36
19.08

4.752.11
» 129.73 148.81

3,907.44
2,102.86

4,022.38
1,197.17 [Decrease] 905.69

6.010.30 5.819.55 1,435.37 1.435.37

The American Transportation Company.
SL'MMARY OF OPERATIONS .

MONTH OF JUNE. 1907.

Month of June, 1907-06. Six Months Ended June 30th.

Current
Year

Previous Increase or
Year Decrease

Current
Year

Previous Increase or
Year Decrease

57.680 40
10,432 25

52,117 20
10,366 47

5.513 20
65 78

GROSS REVENUE OF
STEAMERS.

Passenger Revenue
Freight Revenue

117,433 30
58,710 70

107.400 27
59,605 60

10,033 03
8S9 90

68,002 65 62,483 67 5,578 98 Total 176,150 00 167,005 87 9,11413

0.231 00

12 76
10.427 20
2.012 63
1.572 45

6,112 70

221 00
9.726 41
2,072 47
1,561 36

118 30

208 24
700 79
59 84
11 09

OPERATING EXPENSES
Main, of .Steamers
Main, of Bldgs., Wharves,
Equip.

Running Exp. of Steamers
Traffic and Terminal Exp.
General Expenses

12,074 89

350 00
27,546 78
12,103 78
17.450 36

11,500 67

703 00
26.411 20
12,087 01
17,320 14

1,174 22

4Ui 00
1.135 58

16 73
136 23

20,350 04 19.693 94 562 10 Total 70,131 81 68,082 62l 2,049 19

47.800 01
1.220 46

42.789 73
1.115 23

5,016 88
105 23

Net Earnings
Other Income

106,018 19
3,468 39

98,923 25
3.212 40

7.094 94
255 99

49,027 07 43,904 96 5,122 11 Net Income
Interest on Bonds

109,486 58 102,135 65 7.350 93

49,027 07 43,904 90 5,132 11 Total Net Income
Dividends

109,486 58 102,135 05 7,350 93

49,037 07 43,904 96 5.122 11 Surplus 109,486 58 102,135 65 7,350 93

R. J. Bennett, General Auditor.
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^^k TALKS ON ENGLISH
I^^H S. ROLAND MALL,

I^S'' Principal nf the School AdverHslng. Internaflonal
Correspondence Schools,

^^i^ SCRANTON, PA.

^

:^

COURTESY IN CORRESPOND-
ENCE.

There have been man}' business
sermonettes preached on the value of

courtesy in business correspondence,

but all of them have been needed.

The lesson of courtesy is one that

most of us have to learn over every

now and then, for it's human nature

to be discourteous sometimes even
when our better natures know that

courtesy is the better part.

But if we could see ourselves as

others seeus, the abusive letterwould

never be written, and the big stick

would not be used at all until after

the soft answer had been tried and
proved fruitless.

I can recall an occasion in my own
experience when a hasty letter to an
editor that I thought had given of-

fense injured me materially. It had
not been mailed twelve hours before

I regretted my action. For years I

tried to remove the unfavorable im-

pression that I made on the editor,

but I am not sure that I have to this

day succeeded.

The abusive or ill-spirited letter is

a picture of us at our worst, and the

unfortunate feature is that it is a per-

manent picture—keeps us a long
time before our correspondent in that

sour or sarcastic mood, though we
may in fact have recovered our com-
posure in fifteen minutes after the

letter was written. But there the let-

ter stays on the other man's desk or

in his file, an everlasting rebuke to

the writer and a reflection on his

firm.

Be above abuse. The man who
writes you an abusive letter merely
shows his smallness and his inability

to control himself. When you reply

in like spirit, you descend to his lev-

el. If you get the better of the con-

troversy, what is gained? The other

fellow wouldn't probably admit his

defeat, and even if he realized that he

got the worst of the scrap, he is only

madder than ever.

Heap coals of fire on his head by
being gentlemenly. Acknowledge
your mistake, if you have made one.

A frank manly confession disarms

the other fellow. Even if there's just

a chance that you may have erred,

tell him that "while we aim to give
perfect service, we do make mistakes
sometimes, and when we do, we con-
sider it a favor to have our attention

called to the mistake or neglect."
By so doing you will biiild up, among
hundreds who have never met you in

person, an impression that you are a

man above average, and this impres-
sion will in time bring its reward even
from a purely commercial point of

view.

Another example: Sometime ago I

received a letter from a correspond-
ent who, after reciting some imagi-
nary wrong, was unusually harsh in

telling what he thought of our com-
pany. His opinions were entirely

unwarranted by the facts in the case,

and it seemed to be an occasion where
a strong letter of rebuke would have
been justified. Indeed, it was diffi-

cult not to refrain from giving the

correspondent just what he deserved.

However, a reply was dictated, in

which the matter under discussion

was put before the complainant in a

fair business way, and an appeal

was made to his own sense of justice.

He was asked what he would have
done had he been in our place. Then
the suggestion was made in a court-

eous way that those of us who had
read his letter didn't believe it repres-

ented his real opinion of the com-
pany, that we thought he must have
written impulsively, that he would on
reflection see, as a matter of justice

to himself, that an apology should be

made and so on. The apology came
by next mail, and all were happ>\

The soft answer had turned away the

wrath.

The best suggestion I can make for

dealing with abusive letters is to let

them rest a day before replying. By
that time you will be able to take a

good-humored, rational view of the

matter and smile at the things that

the day before made you hot under
the collar.

Just remember that when the other

fellow has made you mad he has suc-

ceeded in his purpose. Even if he

does succeed, don't give him the sat-

isfaction of knowing it. Your own
satisfaction in knowing that you

treated him better than he deserved,
that you are too big a man to be sup-
ersensitive or to return petty insults,

will more than repay you for the loss

of the very temporary pleasure you
would have had in "throwing it into

him."

Oi course you know how pleasant
it is to go into a store or an office, to
receive considerate attention and to

get a hearty "thank you." It's just
the same way in business corres-
pondence. No matter how small the
favor, never fail to write your court-
eous acknowledgment. It need not
be long. Just a sentence or two will

usually do, but do try to write that in

a natural style, so that it will be re-

ceived as a true reflection of your
feelings. By "natural", I mean a
style that is devoid of hackneyed ex-

pression. Say "Thankyou," "Ithank
you for your attention," "We appre-
ciate your thoughtfulness", "If we
can ever do anything out here for you
please let us know" or anything rath-

er than the greatly worn expressions
such as "Thanking you, we are,"
"Trusting to receive your further val-

ued favors," etc. Remember that the
better class of correspondents nowa-
days laugh at these old nest-egg ex-

pressions. You never use them in

conversation. Why use them in writ-

ten conversation—which is all that a
letter is?

As I write of courtesy, I think of a
Western correspondent of mine from
whom there always comes a prompt,
courteous reply, no matter how un-
important the subject. Although I

did not for years meet the man, I

formed an impression from his let-

ter.s—as we do of all our correspond-
ents—that he was a most business-

like, sincere man. When I did meet
him in later years, my mental pic-

ture of him did not have to be
changed.

Said the President of the great

Chemical Bank of New York: "If I

could speak the language of twenty
nations, I should preach courtesy in

them all."

Even when it is necessary to be
firm, there is something to be gained

by being gentlemanly.

Courtesy is one of the greatest of

business assets; and it costs nothing

to possess it.

(Editor's Note. Only people who have a great

deal of correspondence with a large number of

people covering many years of time can fully

appreciate the valued importance of the above

communication- Teachers will do well to read

the article to their students. It will bear rich

fruit and may save some person sad experi-
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ARITHMETIC
Q. M. VAN TrVL,

OS Wdsl- ISSth St., New York City, N. Y.
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$8 90 = 2m'nt's. int.

INTEREST CONTINUED.

Last month I stated the four fun-

damental principles of interest solu-

tions by what is commonly called the

bankers' method. I also jj^ave some
examples and illustrations in which

60 days and 6 days were the founda-

tions of our solutions. The time in

the several examples given last

month was in each case some easy

fractional part of 60 days or 6 days.

My purpose, in this article, is to ex-

plain those solutions in which the

time may be any number of days, or

years, months and days.

First, I will consider a few cases in

which we have any number of days

less than 60. Take for instance the

finding of the interest on $1,200 for 37

days at 6 per cent.

$1 200 = 6 days' interest.

7 20 =36 "
20 = 1 "

$7 40 - 37 "

$12 00 = 60 days' interest.

00 = 30
20= 6
20= 1

$7:40 = 37 "

In this case the number of days, 37,

is not a convenient fractional part of

60. It is then necessary to separate 37

days into such numbers as are multi-

ples and divisors of 6 days, as in the

first solution, or into such numbers
as are convenient fractional parts of

60 days, as in the second solution.

Just at this point students will need
a little drill in determining what com-
bination of numbers of days are best

to use. No set rule, however, can be
given, each student studying out his

own combinations.
Practice on the following will help.

Separate the following numbers in-

to groups of numbers each of which
shall be a convenient fractional part

of 60 days.

41 days , 30 days i of 60 days
41 days = -^ 10 " Mi " " "

/ 1 " MO
^30 " \

10

56 days -

45 davs

20 "

6 " 1-10 •

30 "
\

' "

15 " i ' 30
etc.

In the following numbers it is gen-

erally better to form such groups as

will contain multiples of 6 days and
fractional parts of 6 days.

Thus :

4yaays--
J iday, i of 6 "

97 ,, „ f 24 days, 4x6 "
-' - \ 3 " i of 6 '•

IQ .. _ I 18 " 3 X 6 "
^^ - \ \ day, i of6 "
36 days = 6 v 6 days,

etc.

Practice will soon make clear to

each student what is best to use in

each case.

From such problems as the follow-

ing the teacher can learn if his pupils

have grasped the idea presented in

the above exercises :

Find the interest at 6% on:

$ 320 for 33 days $ 1,300 for 16 days
640 ' ' 18 ' 1,150 " 18 "

960 ' ' 13 " 1,800 " 59 "

1,000 • • .39 " 2,400 " .32 "

1„S60 • 45 " 450.60 17 "

3,000 ' 27 " 213.60 11 "

When the time is more than 60 days
the method is exactly the same as for

numbers of days more than 6, i. e. we
use multiples of 60 days the same as
we do multiples of 15 days.

Take $.365 for 298 days at 6"„.

$3|65 =60 days' interest.

]4i60 =240 " " =4 60 days
11825 = ,30

" " =iof" "
12166= 20 " " = 4 " " "

365 = 6 ' " =1-10" "
1216= 2 " " = J of 6 "

18 1282

$18.13 = interest for 298 days 6"o.

Drill on the following :

Find the interest at 6% on:

?290 for 160 days $ 750 for 100 days
320 ' • 180 " 850 ' • 93 "

298 ' ' 220 " 940 ' 101 "

445 ' ' 113 " 760 • 116 "

645 ' ' 75 " 1,250 ' 87 "

836 ' ' 90 " 1,500 • 147 "

.Students sometimes experience a
little difficulty in their first attempts
to apply this method to problems in

which the time is expressed in years,

months and days. This makes it

necessary to emphasize the fact that

for the purpose of reckoning simple
interest 60 days and two months are

the same, so that in finding the inter-

est on f890 for 9 months and 15 days,

we say that pointing 00^2 places gives

the interest for two^months, thus :

days

4 ,

\ of

42275

$42.28 = interest for 9 months and
15 days.

In case the time is longer than 1

year change the years and months to

months before finding the interest.

Find the interest on $1,460 for two
years, 6 months, 20 days at 6 per cent.

2 years, 6 months = .30 months.

114 60 = 2 months' int.

219 00
4 866

15 X 2 mo.
Jof " "

223 866

$223.87 = interest for 2 yr., 6 mo.,

20 days.

Find the interest at 6% on :

$84.25 for 8 months. 12 days.
75.00 " 9 " 15 "
68.32 " 3

" 22 "
245.50 " 1 year, 6 months, 25 days
627.13 "1 "9 " 13 "

1,369 72 "2 "3 " 14 "

By far the greater number of inter-

est solutions in business are prob-

lems in which the time is a short pe-

riod, hence the greater amount of

time and space devoted to it.

§.T. W. D. Grant, whose por-

trait appears herewith and

who will conduct the coniins

year in these columns, the

department devoted to ad-

vertising, was educated at

Alliany, N. Y., Academy,
and Amherst, Mass.. College

( B. A. Coursei. and belongs

to Delta Upsilon fraternity.

He lias been engaged in pnlilishing and adver-

tising work the past eight years in Boston and

New York City. He was advertising manager

of Hapgoods — "the national organization of

lirain brokers." While there he learned much
concerning employment comlitions. and gtiined

not a little of material nserl in his big-selling

book entitled "How to Market Aliility."

He was subscription manager of the Butterick

Publishing Co.. handling two hundred and fifty

girls and over 3,000 oon names, on the mailing

list of the Delineator, Designer and New Idea

magazines. Later on he w.is circulation manager

of the Physical Culture magazine, and is at

present advertising and publicity manager of a

large real estate concern doing extensive busi-

ness in all of the large cities in this country.

During the coming year in the Business

Educator he will endeavor to teach managers

and proprietors of schools to prepare their cata-

logues, etc., to buy printing to the liest advan-

tage, to do their own advertising generally, and

to help them to teach their pupils some of the es-

senti.dsof advertising. In other words, he will

try to tell our reailers some of the things he ha<l

to lind out in the school of experience. Mr.

( jrant is a believer that every man shcndd direct

his own advertising, rather thaji to turn it over

to someone less familiar with, and consenuently

less interested in, the business.
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TYPEWRITING
H. BBEITENSTEIN,

Abbott Business College,

BILLINOS, MONT.

^ /f

'
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In one of my previous articles I

mentioned that I felt that I had about

exhausted the discussion of the var-

ious phases of typewriting as they

relate to the teacher, so you can im-

agine my surprise when I received

more letters of inquiry last month
than ever before. It was my inten-

tion when I took charge of this de-

partment to answer these inquires

through the columns of The Busi-

ness Educator, but the questions

usually asked concerned topics that 1

had discussed in earlier numbers of

the magazine, and I, therefore, refer-

red those seeking the information to

previous numbers of the Educator,
or answered them direct by mail.

I recently received a letter, howev-
er, that I think will afford me a good
subject to discuss this month, for 1

am sure that every teacher has had
the same question asked him many
times. An extract from the letter is

given herewith. "Will you please

tell me the easiest way to acquire

speed in typewriting? (The italics

are mine.) I have been a stenograph-

er for about two years, and do not

feel that I have the speed that I

should have in typewriting."

Now, teachers, this is a question to

which we should give some careful

thought and one which it would be

well to speak of occasionally in the

class room—not that there is an easy

way to get up speed on the typewrit-

er, because no one has yet discovered

it, nor ever will; but because this is

the //«;'(/«/ feature of the shorthand

course, and certainly the hardest

feature should have the most atten-

tion.

It may be that the one who asked

the question was never a student in

a business college, although this is

hardly to be expected nowadays as

the business public is so rigid in its

demands that one can not perfect

himself at home as was once possible;

he must go to some up-to-date busi-

ness school where the teachers are

keeping abreast of the times by con-

tact with the large business houses,

banks, etc, studying their methods

and learning what is required of a

Stenographer or bookkeeper. So if

we take it for granted that this F. B.

who signed the letter mentioned
above is a graduate of a business col-

lege, then it is evident that some
teacher failed to tell him that there

was no easy way to acquire speed in

typewriting, and hence I am justified

in writing this article.

I would advise that even the suc-

cessful stenographer, and certainly

the advanced student, should prac-

tice the fing'ering exercises over and
over again hundreds of times until

each finger knows the key it should

strike. Then all that is necessary is

some more pains-taking, thoughtful,

and accurate practice.

We might learn a lesson from the

great pianists who spend from four

to eight hours every day merely prac-

ticing runs and scales. A good vocal

teacher does not start his pupils sing-

ing songs. In fact it will be months
before the simplest arrangement is

attempted. The time is spent in vo-

calizing, placing of tones, etc. The
rest is easy. If we can induce our

students to master fingering, then

they can begin to think of speed, or

rather they will not have to think of

it for It will take care of itself.

I say "induce our students", be-

cause it is iny opinion that typewrit-

ing like spelling depends more upon
the student himself than upon the

teacher. Of course, there must be a

teacher to point out the right way, to

require a certain amount of work,

and to give advice and inspiring

talks upon the subject; but after

all the student must do the real

work, inust practice, Practice, PRAC-
TICE.
Concerning the inquiry that I re-

ceived from California relative to the

Underwood typewriter, I will say

that I do not know of any way of ad-

justing the ribbon feed so that the

ribbon need not be removed for cut-

ting a stencil. It is compaiatively

an easy operation to remove the rib-

bon on this particular machine, and

as far as I know this is the only way
it can be handled.

(The above article was written for the May
lumiberofthe B. E. Imt came too late for that

number owing to Mr. Breitenstein's serious ill-

ness (Itirinfc March and April caused by a long

siege of appendicitis.)

^

COMMERCIAL TEXTS AND
TEACHING,

A Criticism by C. T. Cragin,

Manager. Thompson's Institute,

Holyoke. Mass.

^^

-J
I have just received a nicely printed,

brown covered pamphlet containing
a large amount of interesting infor-

mation about the cost of doing busi-
ness in commercial schools. This
pamphlet tells how much it costs to

get business, how much it costs to

house a student, to teach him, to fur-

nish him a typewriter. And from it I

learn that the average Class A schools

of this country, that is, schools in

cities of 200,000 and upwards, are los-

ing 26c a month on every student
they take, while the Class B Schools,

in cities of less than 200,000 inhabi-

tants are making 27c a month. If

this reoort is true, and I wouldn't
think of questioning the reliability of

the committee on tuition, it is indeed
a cheerful prospect for the proprie-

tors of class A schools and shows
why the teacher who averages over

.flOO a month sometimes has to wait
for his salary, and explains in some
measure why even the proprietors of

class B schools are seldom afflicted

with gout or killed in seventy iniles

an hour automobile smash-ups.
But what particularly interests me

in this brown covered pamphlet is the

very able 11 page article entitled,

"Why lengthen. Why Strengthen the

Bookkeeping Course," by my friend,

J. A. Lyons, the hustling publisher
from Chicago. Mr. Lyons says, "Is

it possible for schools so to train pu-

pils in the science and in the art of

bookkeeping that they can pass from
the school room to the office and
there do acceptable work as a book-
keeper, and without passing through
a long probationary period." And
then, he assumes, for the time being,

that our answer is yes, and proceeds
to ask: Second, "What do you con-

ceive to be the purpose of yourcourse
in Bookkeeping? Is it to give disci-

pline to the inind—to train for clerk-

ships and office boy positions, or is it

to enable you graduates to attain the

highest possibilities of a thorough
course such as is conteinplated in

question one?"
I am very well aware that the edu-

cational world is not waiting with

breathless eagerness to hear from
me on this subject but I like to say

things once in a while just for my
own gratification even if they don't

amount to much, and while I agree

with pretty much everything Mr.

Lyons says about the shortcomings
of present business college courses

in bookkeeping and the desirability

of improving conditions, yet I am
afraid I cannot subscribe to the idea

that the business college ever did or
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ever will, directly, supply any great
percentage of the first class book-
keepers of this country.
A good deal of water has run under

the bridge since I had my first expe-
rience with business colleges, and I

have seen the growth of the modern
business college almost from its be
ginning. There were no shorthand
students in this country 30 years ago,
at least none to speak of. It was all

bookkeeping. I was 22 years old when
I went to business college, and I was
one of the younger set at that. There
were plentj' of men in the big East-
man college at Poughkeepsie, gather-
ed from all parts of the fTnited States,

Canada and South America, and they
were all ages from 18 to 50, very few
under 18, the majority of them over 21.

Within recent years I went into a

big school in Mr. Lyons' own city of

Chicago. They said they had over
2, .500 students that year. Many of

the girls wore pigtails down their

backs and lots of the boys were in knee
breeches. Not many of the husky
fellows of my day went direct from
the business college to become book-
keepers in the big offices of the coun-
try, very few indeed, though lots of

them got positions as bookkeepers in

the smaller business houses of that

day.
The bookkeeping of that time was

not less complicated than the book-
keeping of the present day, indeed I

think it was rather more complicated.
For it is a mistake to think that all

the multitude of detail that goes with
modern bookkeeping makes the book-
keeping more complicated, on the

contrary the object of pretty much all

this detail is to make the mere book-
keeping more simple, but modern
bookkeeping needs much more of

mathematics and of the ability to

reason and classify and think for it

shows a good deal more, than did the
bookkeeping of 30 years ago. It

seems to me that our aim at the pres-

ent time in the school-room, with the
class of material we get to work up-
on, is to simplify rather than to com-
plicate our bookkeeping course. I do
not know what the rest of the schools
of this country are getting, but I

have had a school experience extend-
ing over various widely separated
sections of this big countrv, and I

have found the same conditions
everywhere, perhaps a little aggra-
vated in late years.
A lot of city students whose knowl-

edge of arithmetic is pretty nearly a
minus quantity and with almost no
reasoning power whatever. The
country boys and girls are better in

this respect, they are better in

mathematics and their reasoning
power is better. I may be away out
of date when I express the opinion
that not one boy out of five who goes
to the business colleges of this coun-
try can be made an absolutely first-

class accountant by any process

whatever. Girls are better up to a

certain point. They will do clerical

work more readily and more accurate-
ly than boys, but, when you reach a

certain point, then they stop. Possi-

bly if we could have the boy the same
length of lime that it takes to make a

Chartered Accountant in Scotland,
seven years, we might make a book-
keeper capable of handling the ac-

counts of the Standard Oil Company
or any other big corporation.
The English Accountant and the

German Accountant goej through a

course pretty nearly as extensive and,
naturally, when he gets through he
knows something about accounts.
But our boy comes to us from the

Grammar School or the High School.
He cannot add 100 figures in a col-

umn five wide and twenty deep in

three minutes and add it right to save
his immortal soul, when we get him.
I mean the average boy, of course
there are exceptions. He expects to

stay with us about six months, a
year at most, and then hewants a job.

What are we going to do about it?

It is a condition not a theory that

confronts us. Mr. L. L. Williams, of

Rochester, is a veteran educator
with a good lot of gray matter under
his rather sparsely covered dome of

thought and the big Rochester school
is one of the best in the country,
getting as it does the cream from the
great business city on the Genesee
and the rich country towns of West-
ern New York. Mr. Williams excited

great commotion a few years ago in a
teachers' convention by saying that
business colleges were simply clerk

factories, or words to that effect.

I; did not sound imposing enough for

the distinguished educators who were
present and they hopped on Mr. Wil-

liams with great vigor, but he did
not mind that for he can take care of

himself, and like the immortal Jim
Bludso, is "an awkward man in a
row." I must confess that I have come
to think very much as Mr. Williams ex-
pressed it.

The business college is a training
school for clerks. We must take the
material we have. We must brace up
their arithmetic, this is the big basic
study of the modern business school.
Given a boy that is absolutely A 1 in

arithmetic, a boy whose mathematics
are all right and you can make an ac-

countant out of him, but you cannot
do it in the modern business school.

You dont have him long enough and
you won't get him long enough. H
he is going to school three or four
years, he will go to the high school
where his tuition and his books and
everything else is free. I wish this

were not the case. I wish we could
keep him out of the business school
until he was sixteen or seventeen
years old, then keep him in it two
years. I wish we could get our mod-
ern educators, with their expansive
ideas of cultivating the child's mind

in every possible direction so that he
will strike his affinity, to realize that
about three quarters of these children
have to get out and hustle for bread
and butter; and that a knowledge of
reading, writing, arithmetic and com-
mon English was of more importance
than many of the new tangled notions
with which our public schools are
loaded down. I know this is old
fashioned, and I will be told I am
away out of date, but 1 have been in

the business world and 1 know what's
wanted there, and 1 know what they
get there.

The young man who is trained thor-

oughly in mathematics and who is

taught to reason, and you can teach
a boy to reason if you have him from
the beginning easily enough, that
boy will become a first class account-
ant as soon as he gets into the office

and gets a chance at the business.
But nobody is going to make him
head bookkeeper. The business
houses of the country never did nor
ever will go to business colleges for

their bookkeepers. They will go
there for office help, for assistants
and all that, and as one drops out an-

other will move up or as marked tal-

ent shows itself it will make its way
to the head.

If I were going to write a book on
bookkeeping, which thank the good
Lord I am not, I don't believe I would
try to catch every minute technical
custom of every big business house in

the particular lines of business it was
necessary to take up, but on the con-
trary I would, in the early part of that

book, give a good deal more attention
than I or anybody else has thus far de-

voted to the study of the few great
basic accounts of business. I would
give thebeginnera lot of practice in de-

termining when these accounts were
to be debited and to be credited, and
I would try to teach him what the
accounts really meant. I do not sup-
pose my experience has been any dif-

ferent from that of the average teach-

er, and when I say that I have seen
many a graduate of good schools
who had no real idea of what a bal-

lance of Merchandise, Bills Receiv-

able, Interest and Discount, Commis-
sion and other like accounts meant
or how a debit or credit of these ac-

counts affected the business I do not
suppose I shall astonish anybody be-

cause every other teacher has had the

same experience.
Give me a boy that knows what

these accounts mean, who knows how
a debit or a credit to any of them af-

fects the business, and let this same
boy have first-class mathematical
ability and he will manage the books
of a big business house or corpora-
tion as soon as they will be ready to

let him, which will not be until he
gets through wearing knee breeches
and can show hair on his upper lip.

There are a great many text books
on Bookkeeping, and they remind me
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of what a Kentucky colonel said when
somebody mentioned "bad whiskey."
Said the Colonel; "Suh there is no
such thing' as dad whiskey, some is

better than others, but there is no
bad whiskey." Some text books are
better than others, but I have failed

to see a real bad text book in use in

any of the business schools I have en-
countered. A student has much more
to fear from poor teachers than he
has from poor text books. It always
seemed to me a good thing to have at

least one man connected vvith a
school who really knows something
about practical bookkeeping, and
I cannot say that the average
business college or high school
teacher's knowledge of the art is very
extensive. He could not design and
open a set of books for a good sized
business to save his life. For the
chances are that the only knowledge
he has of the art is what he got in

school where he was one of the bright
boys and was taken on as a teacher
after he had finished his course.
Do not understand me to mean that

it is necessary for a teacher in book-
keeping to have been a practicing ac-

countant. By no means, most of the
best teachers of this country have not
had actual business experience as ac-

countants any more than most of the
best teachers of stenography in this

country have had actual experience as
reporters. As a matter of fact, the
first-class bookkeeper is not generally
a good teacher, nor is the court re-

porter especially gifted in that direc-

tion. It takes a lot of personal mag-
netism to make a good teacher and
the bookkeper, the accountant, the
court reporter is very much of a ma-
chine and seldom has much of the
quality of personal magnetism, which
is so attractive in the school room.
But if the first class teacher has had
that experience, it does not hurt him
any.

I need not say in closing that no-
body is oblij^ed to think as I do on
this question. This is a free country
and everybody has the utmost liberty

of opinion.

SPECIAL TO PRIVATE SCHOOL
MANAGERS.

At the Pittsburg meeting of the Private School
Managers* .Association a committee was appoint-
ed on "Tuition an<l Business Statistics." The
report made by this committee at Indianapolis
was received with much interest and was con-
sidered so important that it was ordered printed
and distributed broadcast at the expense of the
association.

Yt)u, Brother School Manager, have doubtless
received a copy of this report and appreciate the
business suggestions it contains, "^'ou also ap-
preciate the care with which the information was
arranged and the excellent manner in which it

was printed. Valuable as the report is, it was
seen that it would be of much greater value if

additional and more general statistics could be
procured. With this in view, the comittee was
continued for another year and. has already sent
out a list of questions upon which to base its re-

port at Louisville,

The next report will benefit us just in propor-
tion to our cooperation with the committee.
Statistics are earnestly desired from all school

Mr. H. <;. Schuck, whose porrrait appears
above, was born a Hoosier. December 6 1875.
He started to school when but five years of age,
attending six months each year until 13 years
old. after which lie assisted his father on the
farm nine months each year, attending school
during the three winter months. .At 17 he be-
began working for another farmer nine months
each \'ear until be was of age. living at home and
attending school during the remaining months
of the year.

During the four years employetl by this farmer
he saved S500, S400 of which he gave to his pa-
rents and on 8100 he completed a course in the
commercial department of the Indianapolis
Business University, paying cash for his tuition,

books an<l stationery, and working for his other
expenses. Upon completing his course he se-

cured a position with the Stoddard Mfg. Co..
Dayton. ()., remaining three years, during the
evenings of which time he practiced penmanship
and took a course in elocution.

Resigning his position he took a special
course in English in Schauck's School of Kn-
glish, Dayton. In September 1900 he entered
the Zanerian and completed the professional
course in June the following year. July 1, inol.
he took charge of the commercial and penman-
ship departments of the Ft. Smith. .Ark., Com-
mercial College. .At the end of three years he
resigned to accept a position witn the (ireat
Western and Normal Business College. Webb
City. Mo., where he remained one and one-half
years. The school failed financially, leaving
him in the hole to the tune of S300. But in old
Missouri he met Miss fJrace Goodrum. the
Belle of the West, (which he has a right to be-
lieve!, who became Mrs. H. G. Schuck, August
li>. 100.5. The same month he took charge of
tlie penmanship and one of the commercial de-
partments of the Rider, Moore & Stewart
Sch(»ols, Trentoit, N. J., remaining one year.

managers everywhere, whether in or out of the
association. If you have not already returneii
the list of ciuestions sent you, let me urge >'Ou to
do so at once. The information will be helpful
to all alike. The committee ought to have sta-

tistics from a thousand schools. If this can be
accomplished, the Louisville report will be the
most valuable document ever placed in our
hands.

If you have no,t the information necessary to
answer the tiuestions asked by the committee
oflf-hand, dig it up. It will pay you in the light
it turns on your own business, aside from the
value of the report.

Nothing can interest us more than tuition

nttes. The object of the committee is to gather
information to be used in determining an equit-

able tuition charge, under varying conditions,
based upon the cost of the services rendered.
The committee is composed of gentlemen in

whose motives and ability we all have the ut-

most confidence. They are working earnestly
and unselfishly in our interest. Let's cooperate
with them.

W. B. Elliott, President,

Private School Managers' Association.

Mrs. H. G. Schuck. whose handsome features
are shown above, is of English parentage, hav-
ing been born July 26, 1886, on a farm near La-
rrar. Mo., (and this. too. will be reinem\;ered
was the birth-place of Mr. J. F. Briley who
passed through the Zanerian to New York City
and success, but who some ten years ago was
claimed by the white plague, and is now an en.
grosser on High). .After completing the public
.school part of her e<lucation she tlevoted three
years to the study of music and elocution in La-
mar College. After graduating she taught elo-
cution two years in the Western Normal School,
of Webb City, Mo. She is ambitious to be one of
the most highly accomplished in her line. Dur-
ing spare time in the past four years she has
been giving private lessons in music and elocu-
tion, and at the same time studying under one of
the finest musicians in Boston.
There is a youtig penman in the home of Mr.

and Mrs. .Schuck by the name of Anthony Good-
rum, who was two years olil January 17th. That
the boy and his mother are good lookers is evi-

denced by the fact that they won a prize given
by the Boston Post for the most beautiful photo-
graph of mother and child, three thousanti con-
testants having taken part. .And the above pho-
to we dare say spe.aks for itself and but confirms
the judgment of the voters mentioned.

after which he accepted his present position with
the Fitchburg, Mass.. Business College.
He is an enthusiastic teacher anfl a fine pen-

man, too. He insists upon pupils acquiring a
gooil handwriting, to develop accuracy and rap-
itlity in arithmetic and other subjects. He is a
strong advocate of honesty and truth, and vig-

orously presses these with other virtues upon
the minds and hearts of his students. .As a con-
setiuence, he gets next to students, good and
bad, and inspires them to greater effort and
higher manhood.
Mr. Schuck is below the average in size but

away above the average in energy and pluck,
perseverance, ability and morals. We have
known him personally and professionally for

nearly a decade and each year our stock in him
goes a little bit higher.

The publishers of the Business

Educator are doing their best to

improvethe journal byactingupon

valuablesuggestions received from

a number of its faithful and pro-

gressive supporters. We are al-

ways open to conviction through

suggestion and criticism, so be

free to write at any time you think

of something worth while for us to-

know, looking, if need be, a year

or two ahead.
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BUSINESS COLLEGE DAY.

Business College Hay is to be a distinctive feature of the beautiful Alaska-Yukon Pacific Exposition

which will open its doors to the public June 1st, at Seattle, Wash.
August 7 has been selected for the event. No special feature day of the fair is attracting more at-

tention in the great .Vorthwest. The management of the e.xposition appreciating the importance of com
mercial training is doing much to give this special day prominence.

The immediate responsibilities for the occasion have been placed upon the local schools and these

have taken hold of the task with a good will and a determination to succeed. At a meeting of the school

managers it was decided to make the day one of more than local interest.

An effort is made to secure several speakers of national fame and it is fondly hoped that an informal

convention of the commercial school men of the United States and Canada might be brought about.

Practically every commercial teacher expects to visit the fair some time during the summer. Why
net do so early in August and at the same time meet those in sympathy with his work.

We hope that we will have the program ready for publication in the July number of the various

school magazines, .^ny commercial teacher desiring special information pertaining to the meeting, or

to the fair will be cheerfully supplied. E. W. Gold,
Seattle Commercial School, Seattle, Wn.

LOUISVILLE MEETING OF THE
FEDERATION

The (Jeneral Executive Committee i>f ttie Nat-

ional Commercial Teactiers' Federation met at

the (jalt House. Louisville. Ky., .April 10th,

ISiOfl. Present: Knos Spencer. Chairman,

.lerome B. Howanl, J. D. Bruner, H. < ). Kees-
linp and J. T. (jaines of the Committee, and M.
H. Lockyear. President of the Federation. In

the absence of the General Secretary-, F. M. Van
Antwerp was appointed to act as Secretary for

this meetin^r.

.Mthough a little early for definite action, the

program for the December Convention was out-

lined and all preliminary arransenients were
made for the meeting. The Gait House, that

praiKl old Southern hostelry that has been the

scene of so many historic incidents in by-gone
days, was selected as Federation headquarters.

.Ml the meetings of the Federation and sections

will be held under the hotel roof, ami the mem-
bers whose good fortune it will be to be pres-

ent will mingle together for three days as one
big, happy family, surrounded by the comforts

and air of hosijitality that can he found in no
other hotel in the countrj'. Rates for rooms
without bath, SI,00 and up, with hath, $2.00

and up; special rates for parties of four occupy-
ing one large room. Reservations can be made
at any time through the Chairman of the Execu-
tive Committee.
Publishers and others desiring to make ex-

hibits will rent rooms or space for exhibition

purposes from the hotelcompany and all arrange-

ments for exhibit space should be made with the

hotel company.
The Committee voted unanimously to issue a

neat, attractive program containing no adver-

tising.

The Convention will open on Monday even-

ing, December 27th, with an informal reception

and registration of members and continue

through the 28, 29 and 30, closing with a grand

Old Kentucky Dinner on the evening of the 30.

The Old Kentucky Dinner will be the most uni-

que and magnificent aflfair in the banquet line

that the Federation has ever seen and it will be

free to the members. The Federation will oti

that evening be the guests of the commercial
teachers of Louisville and New Albany ami par-

take of their hospitality.

The commercial teachers of Louisville and
New Albany gave reception, and dinner to the

Executive Committee on the evening of .Xpril

10, at which about forty teachers were preseTit.

Federation enthusiasm was at a high ebb. The
total members of the profession propose to leave

no stone unturned to make the 1909 convention

of the N. C. T, F, the greatest convention ever

held, and if the good-fellowship and hospitality

manifest at the dinner given the Executive Com-
mittee is a sample of what they are going to do
for the Federation, it can be truthfully said that

any commercial teacher in America who misses
the 1909 convention will miss a rare treat that

comes oidy once in a lifetime.
Begin right now making your plans to spend

three (lavs and four nights in Louisville next

December. They will be three of the happiest
and most profitable days you have ever spent
and at the end of the fourth night you will be so

charmed with Southern hospitality that you will

never want to leave Louisville and the old Ken-
tucky home.

Schedule of Meetings.
Monday, December 27, 1009.

8:00 P. M. Informal reception and registra-

tion of members.
Tdesday, December 28, 1909.

8:00 A. M. to 10:00 A. M. Meeting of -Advis-

ory Council. 10:00to 12:00. Meeting of Gen-
eral Federation. Address of welcome by May-
or and Governor—Response—President's ad-

dress—Report of (Jeneral Secretary— Report of

Treasurer—Report of Committees Appointment
of Committees.
2:00 P.M. Meeting of Sections.

'

8:00 P.M. General Federation. Three pa-

pers.

Wednesday, December 29, 1909.

9:00 to 12:00. Meeting of .Sections.

2:00 P. M. General Federation. Three pa-

pers—Selection of place of meeting—Election of

ofiicers. Evening for Theatres and visiting.

Thursday, December 30, 1909.

9:00 to 12:00. (ieneral Federation. Four
papers
1:30 P.M. Meeting of Sections. Election of

ofiicers.

6:00 P. M. Old Kentucky Dinner, (irarul

Finale.

Commercial teachers of Louisville banqueting and conferring together for the purpose of i.erfecting plans for the entertannnent of tlie National

Commercial Teachers' Federation next holiday time. Whooper! 'Won't we have a fine old time? It is not too early for jroii to begin to plan to be

there if it is not too soon for these good people to begin to prepare for our coming.
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WHAT DOES A BUSINESS MAN
EXPECT OF A STENOG

RAPHER ?

PAPER READ AT E. C. T. A. BY A. \V.

HOLMES, BAIRD-NORTH CO., PROVI-

DENCE, R. I.

Usually many things he doesn't
get.

In five years I have hired and fired

approximately two hundred stenog-
raphers — near stenographers and
just the plain mercerized imitations.

Out of the lot we have found just

five real stenographers. We haven't
lost one of the five. Four are still

working with us, and the President
of our company married the other.

The percentage of real live wires is

so small that their value is equal to

that of Government Bonds.
To begin at the beginning.
I need a stenographer. I advertise

for one or telephone to a school or to

a typewriter agency.
Several applicants call for inspec-

tion.

Not one in ten knows how to apply
for a position. It is almost as im-
portant to teach your students how to

apply for a position as it is to pre-

pare them for one.
Last fall a girl, twenty-four years

old, applied for a position with us.

I asked her if she was a high school
girl, and she said "Yes." I said,

"Did you graduate?" Said she,

"Naw, I was tooken sick and had ter

cut it out.
"

My catechism is about as follows :

Name, Age, E.xperience.
Are you a high school graduate?

Where did you learn stenography ?

What system of shorthand ? What
speed ? What machine ? What speed?
Are you a loucli operator ? If the ans-
wer to the last question is "no" it's

all off.

It's a crime not to teach couch type-
writing.

Finally, I select a girl whose dress-
es are a little more than knee deep,
whose hair is not in a braid down her
back, who operates by touch, and
whose face and conversation seem to

indicate human intelligence.

I will eliminate the experienced
girl because she has little interest for

you. As I understand my commis-
sion, you want criticisms that may
suggest ways of making your product
more efficient.

We have three classes of work for

your girls: labels or addresses, graph-
ophones — ordinary correspondence
work from dictation.
Our label makers must be good op-

erators of the typewriter, and they
must be able to read writing that
oftentimes is miserable. They must
exercise considerable judgment.
Above all, they must be careful. At
this work a girl can save more than
she can earn.

It costs tic in postage to mail one of

our catalogs. If the address is in-

correct, we must send fie to forward
or return the catalog, and at a cost
of 2c. At 8c for each error, it doesn't
take long to lose a dollar, and the
loss, if it be packages of merchandise
sent wrong, is even greater.

Let me give you a few samples of

the errors that we find in addresses :

Fort Worth written "Fort North."
Santa Rosa " "Sawta Kosa."
Alden " "Oltew."
Utica " "Victa."
Bath " "Both."
Milwaukee " "Wilmoukie.;'
Unity " "Mity."
To correct this fault, I suggest that

you encourage your girls to read
more— solid stuff, not silly novels.

Almost without exception, a girl

fresh from school cannot do a day's
work. It has never been required of

her, and she seems to feel that it is

all a joke anyway. She talks a lot.

loafs a lot, thinks she is doing us a

favor, thinks she is worth a lot of

money. And, moreover, the school
proprietor thinks the same.
Teach your girls to be more care-

ful—to realize the importance of their

work—to be interested in it— to see

that the interests of employer and
employee are identical.

Teach her to cut out the gabfest
and concentrate on her work. Can't
you give her two or three weeks of

real work— at least eight hours a day
and six days a week?
Won't you please discourage that

careless, indifferent, don't - give-a-

damn air ?

The Graphophone.
The graphophone work requires

a good typewriter operator, hearing
that is unimpaired, and a thorough
knowledge of English and punctua-
tion. In order to punctuate well, she
must carefully follow the voice in-

flections of the dictator.

The girls object strenuously to the

graphophone because, through their

use they lose their shorthand speed.

It's mighty refreshing to hear a girl
say, "I'll try it" and then get right
down to business.

Through the shorthand feature you
are able to lengthen your course, and
somehow you drill it into the dear
girls' heads that they are done an in-

justice if they are not given dictation.

Won't you please tell your girls and
boys that you are not training them
to write shorthand, nor to operate a
machine, but to earn a living. Tell
them to do anything they are told to
do even if it's catching flies.

Again, you must have your school
rules about letter forms, etc., etc.,
but just before a girl leaves you for a
position, tell her it was only a joke-
tell her to ask the bossyV/j/ how he
wants his work done. Tell her she
has only one end to work for—to
please the man for whom she is work-
ing.

The Correspondence.
The important part of a stenogra-

pher's equipment is the shorthand,
for without that she isn't a stenogra-
pher.

First, she should be taught to write
shorthand accurately. If you will
put more hard licks into securing ac-
curacy and less into speed, you will
be getting nearer to the desired re-

sult. Speed without accuracy is a
snare and a delusion. A child's
scribble is just as useful as short-
hand that cannot be deciphered.

Insist upon accuracy, and don't fail

to tell your students to say "whoa''
when the dictator is getting hopeless-
ly ahead of them. I don't mind be-
ing interrupted—I'm used to it, but
to receive a letter with a few phrases,
or a short sentence or two omitted, is

damnable; then to add to the tem-
perature, to have the fair one say,
"That is what you said." Tell your
girls never to say "That is what you
said." It may be true, but it isn't
diplomatic.
My advise then is, secure accuracy

at any cost, then devote whatever
time you can to speed— it's of sec-
ondary importance.
Next comes operating the machine.

Accuracy again comes first, speed
second, stick - to - itiveness third.
The stenographer fresh from school
accomplishes little because she can-
not apply herself steadily to her work.
She's as intermittent as a dog with
fleas.

Now if our stenographer is to be
worth while, she must spell well— it

consists in knowing whether you
know or not—being sure.

Oftentimes a girl isn't sure of her
spelling, and moreover, she's too
lazy to refer to the dictionary.

It's up to you to see to it that your
students acquire the dictionary habit.

I recommend that yow include a dic-

tionary in each shorthand outfit, and
that you conduct a class for the study
of words. QAwt it the dignity of a
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regular daily recitation of at least 15

or 20 minutes. Prepare a carefully

selected list of from 300 to 500 com-
mon, useful, pregnant words—words
of many synonyms, and assign say

ten to a lesson, more would be too

many.
I believe that the daily study of

words, and the careful comparison of

the values and uses of their sy-

nonyms and antonyms would be of

great benefit to your shorthand stu-

dents. I believe it would induce the
dictionary habit, first, by proving
its undoubted value, and second, by
impressing upon them the tact that a

reference to the dictionary is easily

and quickly made.
Our friend, the stenographer, must

have a thorough knowledge of Eng-
lish and she must know how to punct-
uate. Punctuation is only made pos-
sible by carefully following the sense
of the words— ///c mtaiiuig to be co?i-

veycd as voiced by the dictator.

Correct punctuation is not a matter
of opinion. It is that use of commas,
periods, etc., that enables the reader
to grasp the exact meaning of the
dictator.

Poor spelling is not uncommon;
poor punctuation and poor judgment
in paragraphing is very common.
You don't pay enough attention to

the paragraphs.

A stenographer .= hould be taught
penmanship as surely as a student
of the commercial department. A
great many stenographers are miser-
able writers.

1 have seven card files of informa-
tion in my desk that require attention
daily, weekly, monthly and yearly, as
the case may be. Without leaving
my chair I can tell who has been late

or absent, how many times, and how
long. I can tell who among our man-
ufacturers sell to jobbers and who to

retailers, their terms and their evi-

dent business policy. I can tell the
nature and amount of our supplies
and their cost; the number of custo-
mers in each state, and how much
money they have sent us, etc., etc.

1 e.xpect my stenographer to keep
these records up to date.

It is necessary that she write well,

because I am particular on that point.
Each day about five o'clock a list

of items that have been ordered by
our customers and that are out of

stock, is placed upon my desk. If I

am away I expect my stenographer to

order the necessary items with ac-

curacy and judgment. Let me repeat,
with accuracy and judgment.

I usually have a formidable array
of pencils on my desk; those with
sharp points are here, the dull ones
there. I expect my stenographer to

keep them sharp, and only a few
girls know how to sharpen a pencil.

My desk is always in orderly disor-

der; I expect my stenographer to

keep it clean and supplied with fresh

blotters.' Moreover, she isn't expect-
ed to disturb 07ie thing.

I never dictate a letter that my sten-

ographer is able to answer. 1 go
through my correspondence and say,
"Tell this fellow 'no' in a diplomatic
way. Tell that one 'We are not in-

terested' and to the waste basket,
etc."

Such letters as I dictate, I want re-

turned just as I dictate them, with
enclosures if any—everything com-
plete.

I am interrupted often while dictat-

ing. I don't mind it, but I want my
stenographer alert to give me the last

word, not a whole paragraph, as soon
as 1 am ready to proceed. That's
just wherein the average stenograph-
er is a lemon. She isn't alert, she
dreams and drifts and after I have
gotten back to my work— after I have
dictated a sentence or so, she comes
to with, "What did you say? Were
you talking to me?" The greatest nat-

ural asset of a stenographer is what I

call nimble-mindedness.
The average school proprietor, 1

believe, is afraid of his students. He
doesn't call them down for fear of of-

fending them.
It's refreshing to have a stenogra-

pher anticipate one's wants -to ask
if she can't do so and so for you— to

accept the responsibility of added
detail.

Can you not contrive somehow to

increase their capacity for detail ?

1 always intend to plan my work so
that my stenographer can complete
her work before closing time, but if 1

fail, I want her to stay right with it

until completed if it means a half

hour overtime.
It's a pleasure to have a stenogra-

pher ask if there is anything she can
do before she leaves at night.

With us a stenographer's greatest
advancement lies in her ability to be-

come a correspondent—to dictate real

live letters.

The call for efhcient helpers is fast

increasing, and thoughtful men re-

alize that efficiency depends upon
careful, scientific training.

You who manufacture stenogra-
phers must progress, because the
more business men get in a stenogra-
pher, the more they will require, and
rightly so.

Strive to teach your pupils the ne-

cessity of adaptation,and application.
Strive to develop in each a more
forceful and positive personality-
only positive people have executive
ability. Strive to develop their

energy, their caution, their common
sense.
Impress upon them the importance

of treating business as confidential—
that loyalty is as great a virtue as
honesty.
Listen—loyalty is a great word, and

a greater quality.

When this subject was assigned
me, I requested four of our heads of
departments to write me a letter stat-
ing what they expected of a stenog-
rapher. I will read a few extracts
from those letters.

Just one sentence from No. 1 :

"Above all, she should be conscien-
tious in the performance of her
work." That's loyalcy.

Just two paragraphs from No. 2:

"I believe that the first requisite of
a good stenographer is that she keep
absolutely to herself everything con-
nected with the correspondence of
the firm which gives her employ-
ment." Loyalty again.

"A stenographer must concentrate
on the subject in hand: her work
must not be done mechanically."
Concentration. Another great

word — another great quality. If you
can develop concentration you are a
genius — truly worthy of standing at

a teacher's sacred desk.

Writes No. 3:

"A stenographer, owing to the na-
ture of her position, often becomes
possessor of private afTairs that are
not for public ears, and her ability to

keep her knowledge from others
should be closely watched at first.

No business man wants to feel that
his affairs are public property." He
expects loyalty.

Two paragraphs from No. 4:

"A stenographer to be really valua-

ble should be able to answer any
questions arising in the department
in which she is employed. She should
be neat, business-like, careful, and
willing to do whatever work is re-

quired of her, instead of feeling that
her work must be wholly on corres-
pondence. Stenographers who stick

to dictation and machine work only,
soon become machines themselves
and very seldom become valuable."

''Above all, a. stenographer should
realizi that things written and talked
about during business hours are to

forgotten when she leaves the office."

Once more loyalty.

I have read these extracts to show
you that not one of the four failed to

emphasize LOYALTY.
I also requested two of our capable

stenographers to write me a letter

telling me what a business man
should «ci/ expect of a stenographer.
These letters were very interesting.

From No. 1 1 will give you simply the
last paragraph, in which she states

what a stenographer should be:

"She should be quiet and courteous;
must not be meddlesome; should not
talk outside regarding the business,
and in order to produce the best re-

sults, she should be interested in her
work."
The paper from No. 2 is headed,

"Don't for the Business Man", and
they are so pithy and apropos that 1

will read the list:
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1. Don't expect your stenographer

to be a mind reader — the Age of Wis-

dom has not come.
2. Don't expect her to never make

mistakes — only Angels are exempt
from mistakes.

3. Don't forget that she is ?io/ a

machine, and also that the Perpetual

Motion theory hasn't worked out yet.

4. Don't expect her not to leave

you if she gets a better position.

5. Don't expect that she is going
to show an interest in the business

unless you give her an encouraging
word once in a while. All women like

appreciation, and you don't need to

be afraid she will get a swelled head
if you cease handing out the lemons
and pass her a lump of sugar as an

antidote once in a while.

G. Don't bully her; don't blow
smoke in her hair; don't swear at her,

don't make love to her and last, but

not least, don't forget that she is

HUMAN.
Teach your pupils that advance-

ment is the result of purpose — of de-

termined and continuous effort—
free passes are not issued over the

road to success.

In your President's address this af-

ternoon, he said, "Man is made by
God, and by himself." No truer say-

ing was ever uttered. Man must be

his own architect. The old saying

that "Opportunity knocks once at ev-

ery man's door" is the merest tommy
rot. Opportunity never knocked at

anybody's door, and never will. In

fact, it is necessary for a man to break

down opportunity's door by hard

work, stamina, character, and unre-

lenting determination.

Hubbard says, "When in doubt

mind your own business." Include

that in your preachments on business

ethics.

You do wrong if you don't give
your students suggestions on the

why, what and how, of applying for a

position. Have a page of printed
rules or suggestions on this subject,

and give each graduate a copy.

Again, you do wrong if you fail to

give your students talks on how to

keep a position after one has been
secured. Moreover, a page of sug-

gestions for future reference on how
to hold a position.

I'm a great believer in printed in-

structions, and by exchanging ideas

with a dozen schools, you would soon
be able to compile a very valuable

lot of suggestions.

To sum it all up, a business man
expects a stenographer to be punc-

tual, polite, and pleasant; to be ac-

curate, alert, and ambitious; to be

earnest, energetic, and efficient: to

be reliable, and absolutely loyal.

Mrs. Laura C. Niswander,
whose portrait appears here-

with, is a native of the Wol-
verine state, lier maiden
name beingr Coales. While
yet an infant her parents

moved to Ohio wiiere she

lived until about five years

ago. She atten<led the i-Hiblic

schools of Wauseon O., and

later studied Music and Elocution in the Wauseon
Normal, graduating from the Elocution Depart-

ment. After taking a Post-graduate course in

Phelps' School of Oratory she was employed in

the Wauseon Normal as a teacher of Elocution.

One of the tdusiness teachers of the institution

was J. M. Niswander. Mrs. Niswander about

this time concluded that Commercial teaching

was more to her liking so she begun its study

after her marriage to Mr. Niswander.

.\lways on the alert to improve her mind, she

has graduated from the following schools since

finishing her Elocution, viz : Fayette Normal
t'niversity, Commercial Shorthand and Scien-

tific courses; Shorthand, Tri State Business Col-

lege. Toledo. Ohio; Classic and Law courses.

Central Normal College, Danville, Ind.

She has taught in public Schools of Ohio,

Wauseon Normal, Fayette Normal I'niversity,

Tri-State Business College, North Manchester

ilnd.) College, Central Normal College.

She is at present Principal of the Shorthand

Department of the last named institution. She

teaches all Commercial branches but Penman-
ship, but likes to teach Bookkeeping and Com-
mercial Law best.

Mrs. Niswander is the mother of a daughter

seven years old who has already announced her

intention of following in the footsteps of her

father and mother by becoming a teacher, and of

course a commercial one.

Mrs. N. takes great interest in Lodge work.

She is a Past Worthy Matron of the Order East-

ern Star, and a Past Grand at the Kebekahs.

She is a member of the M. E. church and a

teacher in its Sunday School.

Mrs. Niswander. it will be recalled, created

more than usual interest at the X. C. T. .\. at

Indianapolis, last holiday time.

<-)ur readers will now have the opportunity of

following her in these columns in a series of ar-

ticles on commercial law, her services having

been engaged for the coming year.

/^=
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NEWS NOTES

AND NOTICESJ
Prof. W. M. Bryant, for several years in charge

of the School of Commerce of the State I'niver-

sity of North Dakota, has bought Brown's Busi-

ness College, Lincoln, Neb., and will take

charge of it in time to put through the campaign
for the fall business. Mr. J. W. Rohlfing. a re-

cent graduate of the Gem City Business College,

( juincy, 111., will be one of the instructors under
the new management.

H. (J. Staton, last year with the Ely. Mitui..

High .School, will be an assistant connnercial

teacher next year in the State School of .Science.

Wahpeton, N. Dak., where Mr. E. O. Prather.

\x ho went there last September at a good salary,

has been re-elected at an increase of 66 '3-3 per

cent.

Miss .Annette M. Page, who now has charge of

the shorthand department of the Parsons. Kan.,

Business College, will have similar work with

the Lincoln. Neb., Business College next year.

Mr. Lester Tjossem. a graduate of Highland
Park College, Des Moines, who is now with the

Cortland, N. Y., Business Institute, has signed a

contract for three years to teach at Highland
Park College.

Miss Harriet C. Eaton, of the Northampton
Commercial College, has been elected commer-
cial teacher in the Islet, N. Y.. High School.

Mr. R. Haubrich, principal of the Neillsville.

Wis.. Business College, has purchased the
school.

Mr. J. A. Lakness, of Earlham. Iowa, is to be
an assistant commercial teacher next year in

Link's Modern Business College, Boise, Idaho.

E. (r. Miller, now supervisor of penmanship
intlie Mt. Vernon. Ohio, public schools, is a

recent addition to the staff of Zaner and Bloser,

Columbus.

.\. M. Wonnell, of Norwalk. Ohio, formerly
with Ferris Institute, Big Kapids, Mich., and
one of the most brilliant graduates of the Zaner-
ian College, is a new addition to the staff of his

Alma Mater.

.\. H. Delano, now head of the commercial
work of the Arlington. Mass., High School, is

to be next year principal of a new commercial
school organized by the Boston Y. M. C. .\' for

day ^'ork.

Miss Carolyn Hankinson, of Richmond, Ind.,

is a new teacher of shorthanil in the Portland,

Ore., Business College.

.Mice Wells, formerly with the Euclid .School,

Brooklyn. N. Y., will have charge of the short-

hand department of the Troy. N. Y., Business
College next year.

Miss Clara M.Townsend, forsome years short-

hand teacher in the (Jshkosh. Wis., High School,
will teach shorthand next year in the State Nor-
mal School at Salem, Mass.

Ray O. Hall, a graduate of the Northamptcm,
Mass., Commercial College, will sail this sum-
mer for Constantinople, where he goes on a

three-year contract as an assistant commercial
teacher in Robert College.

W. J. McDonald, of Burdett College, Boston,

is the newly-elected commercial teacher in the

State College of Washington, Pullman, Wash.

O. W. Rister, recently of the Atchison. Kan.,
Business College, has accepted a position with

the Riverside. Calif.. Business College.

H. T. Jett. of (Jreenville. III., College, will

have charge of commercial work in the Western
Military Academy, I'pper Alton. 111., during
next year.

H. E. Newton, of Highland Park College, Des
Moines, goes to the Mountain City Business Col-

lege, Chattanooga, Tenn-, as a new commercial
teacher, beginning in September.

This month J. M. Pierce, who recently has

been with the National Business College. Roan-
oke. \"a., wiUjoin the staff of Goldey College,

Wilmington, Del.

Miss Irene Curry is a new teacher in the Fari-

bault. .Miiui.. Business and Normal College.

.\. E. Spalding, for some years commercial
teacher in the Central High School. Hancock,
Mich., has accepted a similar position in the

Houghton. Mich., High .School.

Logan GutTy, of Bowling (ireen. Ky., is a new-

commercial teacher in the Joplin, Mo., Business

College.

E. I. Fish, who has been with the Rider-Moore
& Stewart Schools, 'I'renton, N. J., this year, re-

cently changed his positifui and is now adver-

tising man for the Practical Education Institute,

of Philadelphia.

B. I. \'an (jilder, recently with \'alparaiso,

Ind., University, is the neA' shorthand teacher in

tlie West Virginia Business College, Clarks-

burg, W. Va.

H. G. W. Braithwaite, who for some time has
been principal of the Ottawa, Ont., Business
College, has bought that school.

W. W. Petrie, wlu) for nearly eight years was
in charge of the shorthand work of the Beverly,

Mass.. High School, recently accepted a position

as head of the commercial department of the

Hyde Park, Mass., High School.

J. G. Burridge, of the Summit. N. J., High
School, will be a new addition to the statf of

commercial teachers in the New York City High
Schools, beginning in September.
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The second best contestant for the "Eaptan

Cup" at the E. T.C. A.. Mr. Willara B. Bottome,
New York City, was at one time a pupil of Mr.
Samuel E. Large, now of the Stewanl-Large
Business Institute, Trenton. N. J.

Mr. J. .\. Knotts. who for two years has been
with the Atchison, Kans., Business College, re-

signed his posilion to go on the road this sum-
mer for the Hausam School of Correspondence,
Hutchinson. Kans., he being the secretary and
treasurer.

Mr. H. A. Koush, who has been with the

Drake College, Jersey City, N. J., the past year,

is now connected with the Long Island Business
College. Brooklyn, X. Y. Mr. Roush is a fine

l)enman and enthusiastic teacher, as well as a

hustler.

\V. S. Pritchett, who for a number of years

past has been dean of the commercial depart-

ment of Campbell College, Holton, Kans., sev-

ered his connection with that institution on
April 2nd and has gone to Idaho Falls. Idaho,
where he has a farm of eight\' acres, and to

which he will devote his .-ittention. Mr. Pritch-

ett has been favoring The Business Educa-
tor with many subscriptions from year to year
and it is but natural that our best wishes go with
liim to his new field of work.

Mr. Hervey G. Ellis has been selected to fill

the position formecly occupied by Mr. Pritchett

and, judging from the subscriptions we have al-

ready received from Mr. Ellis, he tloes not in-

tend that The Business Educator shall lose

its foothold in Cajnpbell College.

Mr. J. A. Stryker, a recent Zanerian graduate,
now has charge of the peinnanship in the State

Normal School at Kearney, N'ebr. Mr. Stryker
is a hustler from the word go and possesses more
thaTi the average skill as well. We predict for

him success.

Ralph O. Wiggins, who recently had charge
of the commercial work in theChappaqua Moun-
tain Institute, Chappaqua, N. Y., has accepted a

Ijnsition as commercial teacher in the Lyntlon
Institute, Lyndonville, \'t.

.Mr. F. P. Sullivan of New York City, who
has spent the past two years in Columbus attend-

ing the Zanerian part of the time and Ijeiug em-
ployed the other part to write on Records in

the Secretary of State's ofiice, has been electei-1

supervisor of writing in the public schools of

Ashtabula, O. Mr. Sullivan has prepared thor-
oughly as a supervisor and is an enthusiastic

teacher, and will, we are sure, meet with success.

Mr. E. A Stiles, who has been at the Zanerian
for some time has secured a pi>silion as policy
engrosser in the Home Life Insurance Co.,
.New York City. Mr. Stiles has acquired a high
degree of skill in engrossing script, and is sure
to make good.

Mr. John U. Peterson, who has been at the
Zanerian some time, has been elected supervis-
or of writing in the public schools of Tacoma,
Wash. Mr. Peterson is a young man of much
more than ordinary ability and character, and we
therefore predict for him an enviable success in

he Great Northwest.

Mr. T. Courtney of Grand Kapids, Mich., with
whom many of our readers are acquainted, hav-
ing given a series of lessons in ornamental pen-
manship in this journal a couple of years ago,
has engaged with the Ogden, I tali. Business
College, I.. A. Martin, presiilent. Mr. Courtney
is one of fuir most skillful penman and success-

ful teachers, and we precict for him success in

the progressive west.

The Tri State Business I'niversity at tlie head
of which is C. M. Melchior, who has been in the
harness for thirty-hve years, has just moved in-

to very capaiious quarters in the Calvin Build-
ing, Toledo. Ohio, The I'niversity occupies
18U0O square feet of Hoor surface and gives the
iiillowing courses: Bookkeeping. Civil Service.

Elocution, Mechanical Drawing, Shorthand and
Telegraphy.

Mr. H. L. Darner who has been teaching in the
Zanerian the past three years and assisting in the
office of the B. E. leaves to take charge of the
F'alls City. Nebr. Business College, heretofore
conducted by Mr. J. C. Leister, who goes into

other business. Mr. Darner is a young man of

unusual ability and character and deserves suc-
cess. We most heartily congratulate the people
of Falls City and vicinity for securing his ser-

vices and citizenship. He will give them a high
grade school and conscientious service, and they
will do well in turn to give him a liberal pat-

ronage.

The subject of this sketch, Chas. F. Zulauf. a
"Michigander," was born Nov. 1.5, 1883, on
a farm near Ubley, Huron. Co. Although living

more than two miles from the nearest school
house, graduated from the common school dis-

tricts at an early age. After completing his work
in the district school, his parents movetl to the
village of Ubiy. where he entered the high
school. After completing the desired course
here, he passed the county teachers' examina-
tion, and began work as a teacher in the rural

districts, being only seventeen years of age. He
eventually became one of the foremost teachers
and educators of his county.
Finally, realizing that there was a wider field

in etlucation. he decided to take a business
course, anil in consequence entered that popular
and well known fducatioiial institution, the
Ferris Institute. Big Rapids, Mich. After 8*2

months' careful, conscientious work, he finished

the commercial course with high standings.
While a student in this school, he also did tutor-

ing in penmanship for Mr. A. M. Wonnell.
who was then the penman in the Institute. He
also had charge of night school four months in

this institution. About (me week after leaving
the Ferris Institute, he secured a position as
commercial teacher in the Mt. Clemens, Mich.,
High School.
'Phe following fall he was engaged as com-

mercial teacher in the Staten Island Business
College, New York City, where he taught suc-

cessfully until near the end of the following
April, having then decided to take a course in

professional business writing in the Zanerian
College. After three months' work, he secured
his certificate in business writing. He says that

this training has helped him considerably as a
commercial teacher and as teacher in writing.

Last August he engaged with the Commercial
Institute, Scranton, Pa., as a teacher of penman-
ship and other commercial branches. So suc-

cessfully and satisfactorily has his work been in

this college that he was recently re-engaged for

another year, at an increase in salary'; besides,

with the confidence and great determination to

make good he purchased an interest in the col-

lege. The school is practically in its first year,

and evidently Mr. Zulauf is promoting his best

interests for the uplifting and advancement of

the institution so tliat it may become one of the
leaihilg collillicri ial schools.

Mr. Zulauf is an active and interested member
of the ( jrace Evangelical Lutheran church, hav-

ing charge of a Bible class in Sunday School in

his respective church

^

CATALOGS
CiKCULABS
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J. A. Lyons & Co., successors of Powers &
Lyons, Chicago and New York recently issued
a little booklet of 32 pages giving a list of their
publications which now number a good many.
This firm, due to the level headedness of Mr.
Lyons, has gradually increased its business from
year to year and pushed to the front, until today
it is recognized as one of the largest publishing
houses of commercial texts.

The Practical Education Institute, Philadel-
phia, Pa. publishes an excellent little periodical
entitled, the Practical World, in the interests of
that institution as well as of business education.
\'olume 1, No. 1 impresses us most favorable
indeed. We wish it the success, the brain and
the enterprise its publishers merit.

The Rochester, N. Y., Business Institute, is

putting out a splendidly written and printed
catalogue, entitled "Summer School Bulletin."
in the interests of its Normal Course for com-
mercial teachers. The summer term opens Jul>'

(jth and closes August 13th. They have a fine

faculty lined up for .active service, and fortunate
are those who maj'be in a position toavail them-
selves of the high grade instructions offered in

practically all of the commercial subjects. If

interested you should write without delay for

their "Summer School Bulletin".

The South Western Publishing Co., Knox-
ville, Tenn., publishers of "Twentieth Century
Bookkeeping" are giving to their patrons a
most attractive five-foot tape line convenient for

the pocket. It is one of the most attractive, prac-
tical and valuable novelties of the kind we have
ever had the pleasure of receiving.

An especially commendable product of the
students of the typewriting ilepartment of the
Kansas City Commercial High School, Kansas
City. Kans., is hereby acknowledged. The con-
tents from a literary as well as from a typewrit-
ing stand point are especially high grade and
commendable, indicating that the instructions

received by these pupils is right up-to-date.

The Lockwood-.Stoltz Art School, Kalamazoo,
Mich., is putting out a fine piece of advertising

labeled 'Catalogue B." Mr. G. H. Lockwood,
the art instructor, is probably I he leading teacher
of practical art, siuii as designing, illustrating

and cartooning, of the present day. and this

catalogue bears evidence of the fact that he se-

cures practical results on the part of his pupils.

The printing, binding antl illustrations are all

thoroughly artistic and reveal a sense of color

quite in keeping with the knowledge of design-
ing; which cannot be said of all who teach de-
signing and printing.

The Beacon, published by the Indiana Busi-
ness College, Indianapolis, is the title of an un-
usually attractive illustrated school journal of

eight pages. It contains a large number of por-

traits of former students, as well as the portraits

of the managers of its various schools.

If you want to know the difference ibetween
the Ideal and Fake School you ought to secure a

copy of the paper read before the Western Com-
mercial School Managers' Association, held in

Kansas City, Mo., November 27-28, of last year.

It can be secured by addressing Prof. A. Y.

(jates (Harvey.) Waterloo, la., who presented

it at that time and has since published it.

" tjuestioned Handwriting and Forgery " is

the title of a little booklet from our near-genius

friend, Mr. W. E. Dennis, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

Dennis knows the hooks and crooks, the ins and
outs of writing as few men know it. Being one
of the most skillful penmen in the world he

knows some of the skill required by a forger.

The Administrative Board of Extension
Teaching of Teachers' College. Columbia I'ni-

versity, New York City, is offering a course in

Isaac Pitman stenography beginning next fall.

Mr. Frederick R. Beygrau, instructor of short-

hand at the Christian Association of Columbia
I'niversity and B.arnard College, has been ap-
pointed teacher. As stated in a recent issue of

this Journal, the course in stenography at Earl

Hall, Columbia University, has been so success-

ful Hiat it has been added to the regular curricu-

lum of Extension Teaching at Columbia,
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On the Business Training Track
By lOM E. DWYER,
Professor of Commerce,

ROBEKl COLLEGE. CONSTANTINOPLE.
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Men with capital are constantly

looking for places to invest it where
the capital will be safe and the divi-

dends good. Would you like to make
a safe and highly profitable invest-

ment? It is possible for almost any
reader of this Magazine to do so. The
field for such an investment is that

of shoilhand. There is no branch of

business preparation which offers

such excellent opportunities for rap-

id advancement as this one.

In the first place the study of the

subject makes the brain active and
alert. But by far the greatest ad-

vantage is that it brings the stenog-
rapher into close contact with the

best man in the concern.

Such a large amount of business is

now done by correspondence that all

phases of the business are being con-

stantly poured into the stenogra-

pher's ears. If the stenographer is

of the right sort, much of this infor-

mation will be stored away in the

brain to be used as needed. The re-

sult of a few years of intelligent work
of this kind is that the stenographer
knows more about the policy and de-

tails of the business than any other

member of the office force. As the

business grows the proprietor will

need some one upon whose shoulders
he can put some of the minor busi-

ness matters, and naturally the sten-

ographer is chosen because of his in-

timate knowledge of the affairs. Thus
more and more is given over until he

who started as a stenographer, be-

comes confidential clerk with even

more substantial promotion ahead.

Did you ever feel the charm of a

strong personality as you listened to

his words? Of a certain man it was
recently said :

" It would be a liberal

education to live in that man's home."
The managers of industrial enter-

prises are men with personalities

who are an inspiration to those asso-

ciated with them and to their steno-

graphic work would give a large out-

look on commercial and kindred sub-

jects. Such an atmosphere is condu-
cive to growth for any young person.

Commercial positions are not now
the only ones for this kind of work
as a private secretary is now indis-

pensable to many clergymen, lawyers,

legislators, investigators, travelers,

literary people, etc. The mere men-
tion of this matter ought to be

enough to fire the imagination of the

ambitious. The mere doing_ such
work would be an education in itself.

The investment of some time and a
little money in a good shorthand
course makes such a return easily
possible for the young person who is

willing to qualify himself for such
work.
The qualifications for such a posi-

tion must include, besides a profi-

ciency in shorthand and typewriting,
accuracy in spelling, punctuation,
composition — in short, a good com-
mand of business English which is

just as important as a knowledge of
shorthand. This one thing (deficiency
in English) has kept many a young
person, otherwise well qualified, in

the background. With the day and
evening schools, free and otherwise,
there is little excuse for inefficiency.

One should have at least the equiv-
alent of a high school education—the
the broader the education the better
the grasp of the larger affairs to

which such a position leads.

The courts, the State and National
civil service as well as the various
business concerns are needing young
men in larger numbers year after

year, yet the civil service roster from
which appointments are made is al-

most always empty and business men
constantly asking for U'ell qualified

help. Strange to say that, in spite

of this demand, the supply is ineffi-

cient. The young ladies have shown
more ambition and better judgment,
in this matter, than the young men.
It is time for the young men to wake
up.
One firm, which finds employment

for thousands of young people each
year, says that they have four times
as many calls for young men stenog-
raphers than they can fill. " There is

not a city in the land today," they as-

sert, " where a young man who is a
competent stenographer and type-

writer operator cannot secure a posi-

tion for the asking."
Some years ago the writer was con-

fronted with the assertion that the
profession was overcrowdeci, there-

fore a waste of time to take a short-

hand course. To refute this false as-

sertion, 1 undertook to get a list of

the unemployed, competent stenog-

raphers in a given city of fair size,

but / was tillable to find even one.

The following testimony, which 1

find in a pamphlet entitled " A Step-

ping Stone to Success," is from men
in prominent positions who have
proven this matter in their own ex-

perience. Such evidence would be
taken in court as conclusive; in the

minds ofthe readers of The Busi-
xEss Educator it should be equally
convincing.
George S. Cantlie, Supt. Car Ser-

vice, C. P. R. Co., says :

" Through being brought into close personal
contact with the executive head of departments
it affords opportunities to acquire a thorough
greneral knowledge and information that could
not very well be obtained without a knowledge
of shorthand."

H. M. Brown, Assistant G. F. A.
Ontario Div. C. P. K. Co., says :

"It is hard to estimate the value of shorthand
to a young man. As for myself it secured for
me my first position in the railroad company,
and I attribute my rapid promotion to a large ex-
tent to shorthand."

Hon. Frank M. Eddy, U. S. Con-
gressman from Minn., made the fol-

lowing statement :

" 1 think a knowledge of shorthand and type*
\\ riting almost an essential to success in these
days. While there is an abundance of ordinary
stenographers and typewriters tlie demand for
experts always exceeds the supply. This is
especially true of male stenographers"
Another man high in railroad cir-

cles writes :

" I attribute many advantages to the knowl-
edge and practice of shorthand. In my case it

has been the stepping-stone to positions that I

could not otherwise have aspired to.
"

A man who was once confidential
secretary to Hon, Cornelius N. Bliss
and who has held other responsible
positions says, for your encourage-
ment :

" I found myself poorly equipped in many re-

spects at the outset to render efficient service in

l.iig houses and high places, but shorthand and
typewriting were the tools with which I won
promotion."

Frederic Ireland, Official reporter.
House of Representatives, says :

"If I were fiftreti years old nirain and
wanted to he earning S'J.l.OOO a year in
some ^reat business by tlie time I was
tliirty I would study to hecoine a sood
amanuensis ami ^et into the manager's
u/fice as stenographer. There is no
Quicker, easier way to ' huralarize ' suc-
cess. "

E. V. Murphy, Official reporter, U.
S. Senate, says the following regard-
ing his chosen profession :

" It has always afforded me a most comfortable
subsistence: has given mean intimate acquaint-

ance with men of national renown: and 1 think
with all due modesty 1 may say it has greatly

enlarged my knowietige on a variety of subjects.

Tltere is no calling which affords such
an opening for young men who are Just
starting out in life as that of slenogra-
ptiy. The demand for stenographers is so

great in the goverinnent departments that it

seems impossible to supply il.

YOUNG MAN OR
YOUNG WOMAN

Keep your name on our

subscription list as the

B. E. will be of help to

you in time of need in

your new position where

you will need encourage-

ment and help.
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SUCCESSLETS
FOB AMBITIOUS YOUNG PEOPLE

E. D. SNOW, Principal,

Mapla City Business School, Hornell, N. Y.
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COURTESY, CLEANLINESS AND
CLOTHES.

Courtesy, or politeness—like truthfulness, is

not natural. Some acquire it at home through
example and precept. Others acquire it by
associating with courteous, cultured friends.
With others, it dates from the birth of a great
love for a refined woman. A great many ac-

quire a veneer (glued on only) for business rea-
sons, and a vast number never acquire it because
as they express it. they "prefer to be frank."
which generally means rudeness, or plain
brutality of speech and actions.

Real courtesy wells up from a love of your fel-

lowman and a great respect for the Supreme
Life who dwells within your being and makes
possible your continued existence. If you are
really conscious of this Divine Life within, you
will no more think of being rude because some
one else is rude, than you would think of
swearing because some one else uses profane
language: in other words, real courtesy eman-
ates from within, instead of being a mere re-
Hection of the sunshine of some other being.
True politeness brings happiness to two—your-
self and the one to whom it is extended and it

is always a tremendous "pull" in the business
world.

Do not get the impression that to be courteous
means to be a "Willie boy" with a "sissy" grin
on your face and an attitude of cringing humil-
ity. That kind of an apology for a human being
fails to comprehend that he is the direct heir of
the Infinite Life; that he is a Prince with a vast
legacy of life. love, happiness and sunshine
that can never be squandered by the most prod-
igal of giving.

CLEANLINKSS.

That means cleanliness of your body, mind,
speech and action. The young man who fills

his mind -the Divine gift -with obscene stories
and thoughts handicaps himself for the higher
spheres of life and happiness. The young man
who thinks that lewdness is a mark of manhood
has unconsciously and probably unintentionally
insultetl the pure womanhood and manhood —
the influence which is making for a better civili-

zation and greater happiness for all mankinil.

I am sorry to say the majority of young men do
not appreciate the value of ph>'sical cleanliness.
Some of tbein seem to think they bathe regular-
ly if they go in swimming every Fourth of July.
One man said he bathed twice a year- if he
neeiled it. If you value the good opinion of your
friends or your fellow workers in an ofHce. do
not let a week go by without a hot water soap
i)ath. plus a good stiff scrubbing brush, and dur-
ing the summer months make it oftener.

Kemember that a streak of clay around your
neck will not take the place of a necktie; and a
deposit of eartli in your ears, or clay wristlets

might give the impression that you were in the
real estate business. I might also add that un-
less you have lately been bereaved it is not in

good form to have your finger nails and teeth
draped in morning. There is no more offensive
sight than a set of teeth that looks and smells
like a garbage heap. A little physical exercise
night and mourning with a tooth brush and an
occasional visit to the dentist will help some.
In these days of safety razors a young man

should shave every day A growth of whiskers
that recalls the peculiar beauty of a brush fence
is not inclined to inspire tlie "boss" to promote
you to that position that requires a "front" .as

well as ability. The young man who lives up to

the position just ahead of him is pretty liable to
get left.

An annual hair cut is hardly enough. It

gives a chance to lose too many things during
the year. Better make it monthly.
Antl now let us take a whack at the feet, a

great many of which, judging from the odor,
ought to be in the glue factory instead of in

shoes. A great many young men with Samsoni-
an feet have been passed on to some other es-

tablishment because their employer did not care
to be asphixiated. Soap, water and muscle form
the proper remedy.

CLOTHES.

Someone, who must have lived in darkest Afri-

ca before the advent of a white man. said that,

"Clothes do not make the man." That is doubt-
less true today, but they can mar his prospects.
The purchase of good clothes is an investment
that will yield excellent dividends and create a
greater respect for yourself. .\ tailor m.ade suit

at $30.00 or 835.00 will wear twice as long as a
ready-to-wear suit at 815.00 or S18.00 and the
tailor made suit will look better all the time.

Shirts, collars and cuffs : do not wear them so
long that it would look like disrespect for age to
send them to the laundry. Clean linen—get the
habit.

Some young men buy good clothes, good
footwear, good linen, and then place a 99 cent
hat at the top which makes them look like six

battered nickels. Of course, a shoe brush and
blacking— at least once a day. and a clothes
brush are always included in the outfit.

Occasionally a boy thinks too much about
dress, lie likes suits with immense checks—the
screamy kind— colored vests that have to be
looked at through smoked glass, and neckties
that are so lurid that one feels like calhng out
the fire department. One feels that that kind of
a youth ought to have the "fresh paint" sign ctn

him—and you might omit the word "paint."
Young men say they cannot afford to ilress

well. I tell you you cannot afford not to. Not
expensively, but well.

K e m ember—Courtesy , Cleanliness and
Clothes; a trinity that you must not ignore if

you would succeed.

PENMANSHIP OR COMMERCIAL
BRANCHES .'

A teacher of penmanship recently asked
whether we would advise him to perfect his art

or to prepare as a high grade commercial teach-
er. He is holding a good position and while
holding it desires to look ahead and qualify him-
self either more thoroughly in penmanship or in

commercial subjects.

Our reply was that it depends mainly upon
which kind of work he prefers to do. As a
teacher of penmanship he could expect in a few
years to secure at least from 81,200 to 82000 a
year, and as a commercial teacher he could ex-
pect to get a little higher than that. The future
of commercial education is larger, apparently
at least, than that of penmanship, although there
is a better outlook for teachers of writing today
than we have e\"er known, largely we think be-
cause (»f the revival of interest in good writing
and the development of the movement question
in connection with teaching it. There is more
of a demand today for teachers of writing, and
at a better wage, than ever before.

And likewise there is a far greater demand for
commercial teachers today, and at a far larger
wage, than ever before in the history of commer-
cial education. Both lines of effort are therefore
promising, and it depends upon one's talents
more than upon anything else as to which line
of effort one should adopt as a profession.

Penmanship is but apart of commercial edu-
cation. The latter includes many subjects, pen-
manship being one of them. Penmanship in it-

self is a highly specialized profession and is in-

tended for those who have talent rather than for

those who have just good general ability.

The teacher of penmanship is a specialist the
same as a teacher of mathematics in a high
school, or a teacher of English, or a teacher of

history, etc., and if he does his w'ork equally
well he is on a par with them, although it

would be difficult to find anyone engaged in

teaching these other branches that would ac-

knowledge that a teacher of penmanship could
be their equal in importance or ability.

We get out of life three things: a living, mon-
ey and enjoyment. The first is necessary for

physical existence and the last is necessary for

spiritual existence. If the money earned is used
in the interests of larger enjoyment, all well and
good, but if used as an end or object of worship
it is batl. Where money seems to l)e the end of

a young man's ambition we usually recommend
mercantile pursuits—the field of liarter. l)ut

where a person's ambition is to be of the great-

est service and to do the things he enjoys we
then recommend following the bent of his nat-

ural inclination.be it art. industry, literature or

whatever it may be.

Of course the most successful are those who do
well and cheerfully the things they like to do
and the things they find necessary to do. wheth-
er they like them from the standpoint of natural

inclination or not. In all things there is more or

less of the bitter intermingled with the sweet,

and justly so, for without the bitter we would
not be able to fully appreciate the sweet. Our
advice is therefore to follow as closely as poss-

ible along the lines of one's natural inclinations,

for along that line is to be found larger enjoy-
ments ;md a larger field of usefulness than along
any other line. For, after all, to be of use is and
shoulil be the object of existence.
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SCIENTIFIC CRITICISM

By L. H. Hausatn,

PRESIDENT OF THE HAUSAM SCHOOL
OF PENMANSHIP, HUTCHINSON,
KANSAS.

All progress is accomplished throug-h

the process of elimination. By this

I mean that we are continually choos-

ing and discarding, continually

grasping after that which seems to

offer satisfaction to the physical, in-

lellectual or moral part of self, and
again casting it aside as unfit, insuf-

ficient or undesirable. By this pro-

cess of choosing, selecting and elimi-

nating we are gradually advancing
in one direction or another. What
were our ideals, the stars of our fan-

cy, the inspirations of our hopes,

yesterday, are today commonplace
and uninteresting. The law applies

to all nature,—to the grass, the shrub
and the tree; to creatures that creep,

that swim, that walk and that fly. All

are selecting, whether voluntarily or

involuntarily it matter not, all are

choosing in the hope of finding satis-

faction and all are eliminating anddis-
carding what has been used or is use-

less.

In matters of penmanship the law
is particularly easy to trace. In the

process of striving to realize the

ideal we have most of all to deal with

the correction of errors. We are en-

gaged in a struggle to eliminate that

which does not correspond to the

ideal in the mind, that which conflicts

with the soul's ways, for after all the

struggle of all creatures is one of

striving to adjust the outward to har-

monize with the inward, to make the

real correspond with the ideal. And
in this process of correcting we have
to consider two very important prin-

cipals, viz:

First— AN ERROR IS NEVER VERY
D.'\NGEROUS UNTIL ITS EXISTANCE IS

KNOWN. After it has been discovered

its opposition becomes active and the

Struggle to overcome it becomes more
and more intense as it progresses.

This principle of the struggle of pro-

gression is noticeable in all life and
in all the phases of life. An error may
be practiced for centuries or an age
and no one feel any the worse for its

existence, but no sooner has it been
discovered than it becomes endowed
with " vitality " and armed with wea-
pons of destruction.

Second, an error may be elimi-

nated ONLY BY seeing THE PERFECT
IDEAL BEHIND IT OR THROUGH IT.

This also applies to all life and to all

conditions. In practicing penman-
ship the correcting of errors should
be undertaken on this wise : First,

Discoz'er exactly what the error is, lo-

cating it with the utmost exactness,

because no error may be overcome,
no evil dislodged until its "exist-

ence " and its location are known.

Second, Form a clear and distinct oul-

li7ieor ideal in mind of the perfect foim
that should displace the error. This
will enable one to keep a steady aim
and to keep from becoming frightened
at the bug-a-boo that has risen to

thwart further progress, and will be
a guiding star to one's efforts.

Third, Fix the eyes on the point

•where the error lies and where the cor-

rection is to be made and then apply
the pen.

It is of the utmost importance that

the eyes be FIXED on the point under
consideration with perfect concentra-
tion, and it is equally important that

the mind be kept exclusively on the

ideal that is to become expressed. If

these two conditions can be fulfilled,

the eyes kept rigidly focused and the

mind exclusively concentrated, any
error may be corrected in a very short

time. In fact "time" is not an es-

sential element in correcting errors

or even in mastering penmanship. It

is all a matter of thinking pri-

marily and of muscular and ner-

vous adaptability, secondarily.

.Mr. L. H. Hausam.

While trying to correct one error

no thought should be given to other

points. Other parts of the letter

should give no concern at all during
the period to be devoted, physically

and mentally to the correction of the

one point selected. The eyes should
not be allowed to follow or

to attempt to follow the move-
ments of the pen, or to wander in any
wise from the one point selected for

assault. All thought, all attention,

all sight, all nervous energy, all mus-
cular force should be concentrated
on the one particular place where the

correction is to be made, the place

where the perfect correspondence be-

tween the ideal and real is to be es-

tablished.
In this manner one error after an-

other should be sought out, defined

assaulted and eliminated. The pro-

cess is simple, is scientific and suc-

cessful, and it is by this process
alone that progress toward the

perfect in art is made. The process

is little understood and for reason of
this ignorance much time and energy
are expended in a work that should
be accomplished without regard to
time and without waste of energy.
There should be no scattering of
forces, no dividing of attention so
long as one part of the letter is lack-
ing perceptibly beyond the rest of it.

But step by step each part from the
grossest to the finest should be dealt
with until an even quality is estab-
lished throughout the letter.

After having disposed of all outly-
ing errors, having "leveled up" the
entire letter, though perhaps still

leaving it far from perfect as a whole,
then the eyes should be focused as
nearly as may be at the MIDDLE OF
THE LETTER, maintaining as near-
1}' as possible an equal distance from
all extremities, and thus centri-fo-
cused they should be held with un-
swerving fixedness, while the letter
or exercise undergoes the sure pro-
cess of evolution that must bring it

at last to perfection.

LIMITS OF MOVEMENT.
A common difficulty with students

especially beginners, is to be able to
make the upper and lower ovals or
loops of letters, and more espec-
ially of the capital letters, with
the same ease and accuracy. This is

due to having the writing line too
near one of the other of the limits of
the movement. If the arm is habit-
ually contracted a little as it is being
placed in a writing position the writ-
ing line will naturally fall nearer the
lower or inside than the upper or out-
side limit of the movement; and thus
the lower ovals or loops will be found
more difficult to make. Again if the
arm is habitually extended in the
movement a little while being placed
in a writing position the writing line
will fall nearer the upper or outer
than the lower or inner limit of the
movement ; and] consequently, the
upper ovals and loops will be more
difficult to execute. By writing high-
er in the movement scope the difficul-

ty first described will be removed and
by writing lower in the scope the oth-
er trouble will be eliminated. The
more common error with beginners
is to write too near the lower limit of
the movement as it is a very natural
thing to contract the writing muscles
a little as the arm is placed on the
table.

RANGE OF MOVEMENT.
Difficulty is sometimes experienced

in writing on all parts of a line with
one position of the arm. In such an
event the difficulty is lack of range of

movement. The limits of the move-
ment should be pushed apart farther.

This is best accomplished by prac-
ticing the larger compact oval exer-

cise, or the straight line exercise,
making either about two inches in

height without lifting the arm. It is

simply a matter of developing the
" rubber " of the skin where the arm
rests upon the table. This can be
done to a surprising degree and is

the sure way to secure movement of a
kind and quality that will enable one
to make capitals, capital exercises,

and combinations, and even do flour-

ishing with the arm-down movement.
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WANTED lease an establislieil

less college ( not for

sale), to a "live wire" man for a term of years,
who can earn while working under the prop-
osition from Sa,000 to S5,000 per annum.
Address "ESTABLISHED Business," care

Business Educator, Columbus, O.

Wanted Bookkecpinj and Fenmanship
Instructor.

One-half interest in established Short-
hand School will be given for 83,500 cash
and services, to man or woman who can
teach the above branches. This should be
a 100 per cent, investment. In answering
give reference and state nature of experi-
ence. P. (). Box 255. Baltimore. Md.

OWN A BUSINESS.
If you are cut out for a Business Col-
lege Man, we will sell you a school
complete in every respect, on terms
that the school will meet. Address
"Investigate", care Business Edu-
cator, Columbus, Ohio.

JUNE IS THE MONTH
OF ROSES, BRIDES and

B.(£.(£erttficate5
Win a Fair Hand for bus-

iness life, and we will

grant the certificate.

Is your
school
organized
as a selling

force ?

Every schoolman suspects, if he

does not know, that he wastes a

lot of money in advertising.

I can show you how to avoid the

waste. This plan costs about a

dollar a student and you keep
the dollar until the enrollment.

It saves money—gets more re-

sults. To save time, write me a

long letter describing your past

advertising.

M. W. CASSMORE
122 f . 55(ASr., Statu* Wath.

A POPULAR EXPRESSION.
"I look forward with pleasure to the coming of each les-

son," writes Mr. W. R. Byrne, Ass't Cashier of the Bank of
Mobile, Ala.
Our large 16 page journal, which is llj by 15i inches, con-

tains nearly 100 cuts and fine specimens of penmanship, both
plain and ornamental, showing the work of business men,
penmen and eminent business educators who are successful
Ransomerian students.
This splendid new journal is just from the press and will be

sent free to those who wish to improve their penmanship
Remember there is a best in everything. "Ransomerian'
stands for the best in the penmanship line. Get the best,
Write today. Address C. W. RANSOM, President of the Ran
somerian School of Penmanship, 248 Reliance Building, Kan
sas City, Mo.

By James D. Todd, Salt Lake City, Utah
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of Hettick, Illinois. After remaining for some
months in Sedalia, accepted a position asteaclier

of penmanship in the B—G. B. U. and Normal
School of Bowling (ireen. Ky. From there lie

went bacli on the farm near Mexico, Mm., re

maining several months writing cards and prac-

tising penmanship. After again leaving Mexico

he was engaged by Mr. C. W. Ransom of the
Ransomerian School of Penmanship of Kansas
City, Mo., which position he now holds. Mr.
Kimpsoii is gradually forging to the front as an
all-round penman and will some of these days
be heard from as his modesty will not let him
stop short of the top.

Mr. A. W' Kimpson. of Kansas City, Mo., bom
near Sturgeon. Boone Co., Mo., on March 19.

1883. His mother was of Scott Irish descentand
his father came from Ireland when a fifteen year
old lad : therefore he comes pretty nearly being
Irish. But his mother having filed while he was
yet an infant, his aunt. Mrs. Eliza Dean, who
died in April of this year, took him to raise, and
he gives her and her chiklren the cretlit of rear-

ing him to manhood. He lived with them on a

farm near Mexico, Mo., and attended the com-
mon schools of that neighborhood until 1903, at

which time his cousin, Mr. C. H. Dean, sent him
to the National Business College of Quincy, 111.,

where he came under the instruction of Mr. Jno.
F. Siple for nearly two years, and received from
him the first inspiration that made him desire to

be a penman. After leaving Quincy he accept-
ed a position with the Central Business College
of Sedalia, Mo., as teacher of penmanship, and
while there was married to MissOlive M. Gavett,

OTHERS SHOULD TAKE HEED.

Me.ssrs. Zaner & Bloser,
Columbus, Ohio.

Gentlemen :

I have been trying for a few months to do without The
"Business Educator", but I find that I so greatly miss its

regular monthly visits and the valuable information it con-

tains, that I cannot very well get along without it. 1 am en-

closing herewith One Dollar for another year's subscription

to begin with the April number if possible, this being the

first copy I have failed to receive for nearly three years.

Your paper is certainly a "BUSINESS EDUCATOR" in

the fullest sense of the word and should be in the hands of

every teacher in the land.

Most cordially yours,

R. S. Marlow,
Prin. Moothart's Bus. College.

Farmington, Mo.
May 8, 1909.

Before selecting your

Bookkeeping Text
for next year. Investigate

the merits of

20th Century
Bookkeeping

South-Western
Publishing Compan^y

Knoxvllle, Tenn.



BECOME AN EXPERT
faclnatitiK t

Secure a c .

,

ery ajid Raised Check.i. FaclDatin^, interesting and
structive from cover to coTer. Profusely illustrated with
photogaaphic reproductione of famous forgeries,
A dollar and a half brings It to you by return mail.

r. B. COVRTNEY
Cedar Rapida Businesa College, Cedar Rapida, la.

A PERFCCT MSMORY
or anything: elae that you desire to
ber. You would be willing to give anything
within reason for such a memory, and now
yon. can have it for a very small sum, plus a
little effort on your part.
TKe Na.txBr-&l Memory System
Bhowa you how to employ the same methods
that the emotions use in giving you a perfect
memory of all the details of anything that
you love. This is the method used by all

great men and women, and you can make it

spell success for you. If you want to have a
perfect memory for names and faces; to
secure commaod of excellent English: to
spell well; to have all of your information
available for instant use, send for a copy
today PRICE 50 CENTS.
E. D. SNOW. 172 Main St.. HORNELL. N. Y.

> M.me fine I'ei

S needing ray t

WANTED
After June 1, a posi-
tion as teacher of
penmanship, book-

keeping and arithmetic. Desire
work during June and July. Ad-
dress J. H. Bachtenkircher,

Lafayette, Ind.

THE RANSOMERIAN. ^°""Te°nhSlde^r-s':
"'''^ ""

The Holder that Makes Writing A Pleasure.
C. W. RANSOM. W. L. GOR.DON. Patenlees.

Pat. Nov. 17, '08

Fits the fingrers, does not cramp the hand. Used exclusively by C. W. Ransom, President of

the Ransomerian School of Penmanship, in his expert writing. Used and endorseil by the
leading professional penmen. Read what a few of them say: "It is a beauty."—H. \V. Flick-
inger. "Nothing just as good."—G. W. Weatherly. "Hope you sell a bunch of them."—L-
E. Stacy. "The best penholder ever put on the market.— S. C. Bedinger. A score of others
likewise have tried the holder and will use no other. This beautiful holder is made of solid
hard rubber, and will last a life time. Order today and do not deprive yourself of the pleasure
of using this wonderful invention. Price each, postpaid, 50c. Special prices to schools and
colleges. Address Ransom <b. Gordon!PenhoIder Co., Reliance Bldg., Kansas City. Mo.

apitals from the facile pen of K. A. Plummer. Baltimore, Md., Sadler's ii. ,t S. Business C<
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Concerning the Business Educator

Certificate.

If you have been practicing from the lessons

in The Business Educator during the past

tnontlis or year, and are desirous of securing a

Bi-siNESs Educator certifirate, now is the

time to submit a specimen.

If you are attending some school you should

secure the O. K. of your teacher and then submit

the specimen for our approval. If you are not

attending school send the specimen yourself.

Then if we C). K. it you can return it with fifty

cents for certificate.

You should submit a specimen containing a

set each of small and capital letters and figures;

and a sentence or two, all on one sheet, with

name and address and name of school.

The Business Educator certificate is a beau-

tiful specimen of script and lettering by the Edi-

tor with a unique, emblemetic illuminated seal

in colors, making it a work of art and a valuable

possession.

Good business writing is required. Neither

script drawing nor scribbling will win our

signature. Do not remit until we report upon

the acceptability of the specimen, not unless you

are a teacher or proprietor and know from exper-

ience what our standard and requirements are.

Now is tlie time to win a certificate if you have

won a good handwriting. Thousands will be

issued to as many worthy students the next few

months.

FOR s .A. r. e:
Long established and well equipped

business school in Southern New Eng-
land city of 50, 000 population. A good
chnnce for anj-one with cash.

Address, S. N. E.,

Care Business Educator, Columbus, O.

W A NTE^D
Two managers for business col-

leges in Southern and Middle States.

Must be men of executive ability
and hustlers for business. Great op-
portunity. Address,
DRAUGHONS PRAGTICAl BUSINESS COllEGE COMPANY

NASHVILLE. TENN

M,,.,/,„/,„/,„ jrarHui'cslcrn lOustncss doUccic; v /.,.«,,- '^/

^'

By A. W. Kimpaon, Kansas City, Mo., who will contribute a series of leisjns for students of Text Lettering and Engrossing.
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An Increasing Demand tor commercial

otiraphers. typewriting, book keeping. Denmanshlp.
and allied subjects. Personal recommendation
tor positions in high schools. Business Colleges.
Universities, Salaries $6tllJ to $1800,
Your desires realized through Th» THURSTON
TEACHERS' AQENCV.
Free enrollment until March 1st. Send for booklet

ANNA M. TflURSTON, HanaKer
378 Wabash Ave. Chicago. III.

To Schools and Colleges
I have a number of first-class penmen who

are experienced commercial teachers, that
are open for engagement now.

If you are in need of a penman or com-
mercial teacher write me at once. AdtlressC y^. RANSOM.
Pres. Ransomerian School of Peiinianship.

212 Reliance Bldg.. Kansas City. Mo.

KaiiioFQia Teacieis' flgeocy
Wants Commercial Teachers, es-

pecially MEN for High Schools and
Business Colleges.

C. C. BOYNTON, Mgr.
525 Stimson Block, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pratt Teachers' Agency
70 Fifth Avenue. NEW YORK

Recomme nds college
pecialists. and other
nd school
The Agency receives any calls for (

:ial teachers from public and private schools
ind business colleges,

WM. O. PRATT, MANAGER

FOR RENT
Two Floors of a Brand New Building

ill one of the suburbs of Chicago, situatetl
just where an up-to-date business college,
properly managed, would pav from the start.
Room for 400 students. Floors; 60x80
feet gross. Light on four sides. No compe-
tition in a territory of one hundred thousand
people. Close to the Elevated and surface
cars. Rent low to right party. Picture of
building and further particulars on applica-
tion. Steam heat. Electric lights. Mosaic
entrance. Colonial style of architecture.

HOPE PUPUSHINC CO., 5708 Uke St.. Chicago. Ill

Isaac Pitman Shorthand
FREE TO TEACHERS

Write for Particulars of Free Mail Conrse. It

will cost you nothing. We are unable to supply
the demand for Isaac Pitman teachers. Address

ISAAC PITMAN&SONS, 3! UNION SQUARE. NEW YORK

TtieD.S.ConineaGtiers' Bureau
is in a position to assist both teach-

ers and schools. We solicit your
patronage. Enrollment free.

G. W. BECKLER, Sec. CHILLICOTHE, MO.

WANTFfl ^<J*^'tion bv first-class en-
•' " " ^^ grosser and teacher of pen-
manship, who is also strong in other com-
mercial subjects. At present associated with
one of the best schools of the East. Would
invest in good school.

Address, Loyal,

Care of Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

GETTING OUR SHARE
Of the calls for high grade commercial teach-
ers. Is your name on our list? A wise bus-
iness policy on your part to have it there.

Write today.

CENrRALTEACHERS' AGENCY
E.C.ROGERS, Manager. COLUMBUS. 0.

I Buy and Sell l^
>° ?

^^^'p
^ to sell, or to

CpHflfll C findabarg-ain,
»3V/IlvF\/l>0 write me stat-^^~~^^^^~^^~~ ing particu-
lars, and I can serve you to your ad-
vantage.

M. E. MOGAN, DePere.Wis.

ENCOVRAGING FOR SCHOOLrS A.ND TEACHERS
The outlook for .a pro^reruu- season coula not lie more promising. Everything indieatts a strong demand for

St class teachers this summer, .s
' '

Ip them. Tell us your needs
immer, .School managei-s desiring the best
needs

VNION TEACHERS' BVREAV 229 B

THE LAND OF OPPORTUNITIES;
J^^i^.h^'i^^ollrio^

will open the first of June for the purpose of exploiting the resources of the Pa-
cific Northwest. We are specializing in the work of placing commercial teach-
ers of the better grade. Wonderful opportunities for live coinmercial men and
women in this growing country. INFORMATION FOR THE ASKING.

NORTHWEST TEACHERS' AGENCY
615-16-17-18 Pioneer Biag. SEATTLE. W^ASH.

ST. LOUIS THE CENTER Prompt service for schools and teach-
ers. We want suitable candidates for

entire faculty of a Xew Kiuiowetl Commercial School—bookkeeping, penman-
ship, shorthand, telegraphy and assistants. Fine openings in New York, Mich..
Wis., Wash., Ore.. Idaho, Colo., Ariz.. Calif, and West. Numerous calls for suc-
cessful managers and solicitors. We pl.ace teachers where they want to go- No
publicitv—No advance fee.

THE SPECIALISTS' EDUCATIONAL BUREAU.
Robert .\. CiRast, Mgr. C. H. MctJriRE. A

^Vebstet- Groves, St. L.ovils, Mo.
iate -M.iJ

more: than 200 schools
Have asked us to make nominations for teachers during the past

60 davs. We want more first-class teachers.

CONTINENTAL, te:a.che:r.s' a.ge:ncy,
BOWI^ING GREEN, KY.

FREE REGISTRATION IF VOL' MENTION THIS JOURNAL.

President C
TaWs
Summer
Home

c

The summer home of the Nation's Chief Executive is in "The
Garden City of the North Shore" of Massachusetts, about a half-
mile from the permanent home of the Nation's chief commercial
teachers' agency. The White House clerical staff has quarters
in the Beverly Board of Trade Rooms, a stone's throw from the
Beverlj' High School Building, and five minutes walk from our
office. Oh, bv the way, we have just placed a man in Robert Col-
lege,Constantinople, fight in the midst of lively doings: anoth-
er in the State College of Washington, at Pullman; a lady at the
head of the shorthand department of the of the State Normal
School, Salem, Mass.. and a lot of other notable positions that are
interesting but not tjuite ripe for announcement. Now is the n un-
to let us help you. Morethan 125 vacancies on our bookb tiKla\-

i.Xpril 3U1 and more than 200 available teachers -maiiv first-class.

lator atlon Free

THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY

E. £. Gaylord, N&n&ger
A SPECIALTY BY A SPECIALIST

Prospect Hilt Beverly. Ma

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR COMMERCIAL TEACHERS
There is at present the most active demand for graduates from the

Teachers' Training Department of the Rochester Business Insti-

tute that this school has ever known.
Commercial teachers planning for next year should send at once for

our new 1909 bulletin, giving particulars regarding our July and Aug-
ust Normal Courses for commercial teachers.

TERM OPENS JULY 6 AND CLOSES AUGUST 13

The bulletin contains the names of 127 graduates of the school now
teaching in 28 states and foreign countries.

Numerous inquiries for information indicate a large attendance.

ROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE Rochester, N. Y.

CX ^_/^t'ei/iue-iJia^^^^^^^^!^^^>^^^i^^'^^^-^^^'^^''^^'^^^^^'/S^^^ie^^''^^'^^'^^'i^ ' '^^i<i^>z-ei^'&x^«:iz/i>r J^ )
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Off-hand roundhand by L. Madarasz, Knoxville, Tenn., one of the finest penmen the world has ever seen.

IdSik-nl ability of stiinul

if perfectly

Some especially attractive flourished post
cards with appropriate sentiment thereon are

being published by \V. McBee. Pittsburg, Pa.,

\s hose advertisement appears regularly in our
columns. The designs have been flourished
with care and considerable skill, and *-he borders
have been wrought artistically.

Chas. F. Zulauf, the skillful penman in the
Commercial Institute, Scranton, Pa., sends us a

tine lot of penmanship practice done by his pu-
pils. Not a poor one in the bunch, but many
good ones.

N. B. Good, who in the past has been hand-
ling penmanship in the Williams Business Col-
lege, Oshkosh, Wis., liut who is now with the
American Connnercial School, AUentown, Pa.,

is getting superior results in his peinnanship
classes this year, as e\'idenced by a line lot of

specimens which we recently received from the
pens of his pupils. Some of his pupils are writ-

ing siitiiciently well to secure Business Edu-
CATOK certificates.

Mr. H. A. Keneau, of the Lawrence School of
Busine»^. Appleton, Wis., is a line penman, a
tine fellow and a first -class teacher. Specimens
recently received from his pupils show the right

kind of training for these days of business ag-
gression.

Some creditably written cards are hereby
acknowledgeil from Mr. J. M. Moose, Cam-
bridge, Ohio.

Mr. L. H. Hausam, president of Hausam's Cor-
resporulence School of Penmanship, Hutchin-
son, Kan., recently enclosed st>me specimens of
his own, as well as some of his students, which
show a high order of abdity on his part, as well
as on the part of his pupils. When it comes to
thoroughly <ielicate hair lines and sparkling
shades, Mr. Hausam can cut as graceful and del-
icate a swath as anybo<ly. And what is still more
important and quite as difiicult, is the psycho-

ig otiiers almost
»y correspondence,
ma, Texas, one of

his pupils, although not following the penman-
ship, but rather the plow, flourishes a card about
as skillfully as the old time Texan could throw a

lariat, and we dare say a great deal more grace-
fully. You will see more of Mr. Hausam's work in

these columns from time to time.

We recently had the pleasure of granting cer-

tificates to a number of students of the Bryant &
Stratton Business College, Warren, Ohio, Miss
Bessie Brownlee being the instructor in writing.

Miss Brownlee's penmanship is of an unusually
practical nature, being simple in style, very sys-

tematic in construction, and executed in a busi-

ness-like manner. The work by the pupils

clearly illustrates the fact that the B. & S. is

maintaining the reputation of this historic name
for excellence in penmanship as well as in other
things.

E. W. Miller, the hustling principal of the
commercial department of the Willis Business
I'niversity, Springfield. O., recently mailed us a

large lot of specimens showing the work that his

I enmanship pupils did. Many of these speci-

mens are nearly up to our certificate standanl.

No finer work, both spee<l and quality consid-
ered, has ever been received at this office than
specimens in business writing from the Scran-

ton, Pa., Business College, H. D. Buck, princi

pal, and C. W. Carlton, penman. The work is

marvelously accurate considering the fact that

the specimens were written at a rate of speed
varying from twenty to thirty-five words a nun-
ute.

O.J.Browning, principal of the Newton, la..

High School, sends usspecimens of his penman-
ship pupils' work regularly each month. Mr.
Browning, as sttme of our readers know, is a very
successful teacher. It is needless for us to add
rhat the work which he sends in is of a high
grade

.

Some of the best work we have received from
public schools is hereby acknowledged from the

pupils of the public schools of Calumet, Mich.,

Mr. H. A. Don, Supervisor of Writing. Al-
though Mr. Don has been at work in the public

schools of that city but a short time, he has al-

ready brought about quite a revolution in writ-

ing.

A finely written letter in a business hand is be-

fore us from Miss Ethel L. Delin. Kinsman, O.,
whose penmanship is of an unusually attractive,

nature. Moreover, she is an enthusiastic and suc-

cessful teacher of practical writing.

Mr. C. v. Crumley, director of the Commer-
cial Department of the Enid, Okla., High School,
recently submittetl specimens which secured
twenty-four Business Educator Certificates. The
fact that Mr. Crumley sent nearly one hundred
subscriptions during the year indicates that he is

arousing much more enthusiasm among his stu-

dents than the average teacher in high school
work. The people of Enid will do well to re-

tain his services for he is evidently giving them
up-to-date instructions.

Mr. C. E. Baldwin, principal of the Columbia,
Mo., Business College, swings quite a profes-

sional pen, as shown from some very excellent-

ly executed ornamental script specimens before

us. He has been following very closely some of

the Madarasz script we have been running in

these columns and. like many more, seems to be
making a genuine success of it.

Shuman Says

:

"Your booklet, 'Heart to Heart I'alks
with tlie Office Assistant,' is sound,
terse, admirably written, eminently reada-
ble and convincing even to those who
most need such advice. Employers could
well alTord to present a copy to every new
employe, and those who have sense enough
to act on its suggestions would find tne
booklet worth its weight in gold."

EDWIN L. SHUMAN.
Literary Editor

Chicago Record-Herald

Send 15c today for copy

E. D. SNOW, Hornell, N. Y.
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A CROWNING VICTORY
FOR THE

"NEW TVPEWRITISSG^^
First, Second, and Third Places Won by Advocates of Charles E. Smith's

"Practical Course in Touch Typewriting."

At Providence, April 10, lilOO, Miss Rose L. Fritz won the International Typewriting Contest
for the third time in succession. This victory gives Miss Fritz permanent possession of the trophv
donated by the Penman's Art Journal. In this contest Mr. Leslie H. Coombes came second and
Miss Celia Shanrauth third.

THE WINNERS
The following brief summaries tell of some of the records held by advocates of Charles E. Smith's method as presented in

"Practical Course in Touch Typewriting," and all are writers of ISAAC PITMAN SHORTHAND:

ROSE L. FRITZ, the Worlds Champion Typist, has maintained her title in the face of the keenest competition in
twelve successive contests. She possesses the trophy presented by Othce Appliances, representative of the American Cham-
pionship, and also that presented by the Penman's Art Journal, representative of the Internationa! Typewriting Champion-
ship, having won each of these trophies three times in succession. Miss Fritz has twice won, and is the present holder of
the $1,000.00 Silver Trophy, representative of the World's Typewriting Championship. In the contest at Philadelphia for
the International Championship, Miss Fritz copied 2,JT(> words, net, in iri minutes, an average of 99 words a minute. This
!!> the. best record that has eve.r bee.n made in (tompctilion anywhere, by any one.

1. ESI. IK H. COOMBES. the Amateur Champion, won the title at Madison Square Garden in October last from one of
the largest lists of competitors ever assembled in a contest. His average for TiO minutes was T.j words a minute, net. ,\t

Providence Mr. Coombes came second to Miss Fritz, averaging 77 words a minute, net, for one hour.

ELSIE SCOTT, the School Champion for 1908. maintained an average rate from copy of .iS words a minute, net. for
2.5 minutes. Miss Scott's record was made immediately after having dictation for 2.5 minutes. Her net average for the .50

minutes dictation and copying was 47 words a minute.

CORINNE BOURDON, the winner of the Silver Medal at the Students' Contest, at Providence, maintained a net
average of .54 words a minute for .30 minutes. The fact that Miss Bourdon only began the study of typewriting in Septem-
ber. IOCS, makes her record a most enviable one.

In all the contests men tione.d above, five, words were deducted Ifor every error.

Sixth Edition ; Price, 50 cents ; Cloth, 75 cents

ISAAC PITMAN ti SONS, = 31 Union Square, New York

^ REGENTS' EXAMINATION QUESTIONS No. 2
Based on a Study of Begents' College and Migli School E\amination Papers

1. What is the proper salutation for public officials? For "P. O. Box 10 ?
"

2. What kind of letter has no salutation and no complimentary close ?

•T. Can you draw up a simple, yet exact, legal form of copartnership ?

4. What is the rule governing the use or omission of "st," "d," and "th " after date-figures '

.5. Can you define the principle underlying capitalization, punctuation, and display in business letters, ads., and circular

13. Can you prove that the larger part of typewritten words usually abbreviated should be spelled in full ?

7. When are figures to be used, and when spelled out ?

8. Can you show in diagram form the difference between a social and a business letter
''

'}. Can you rewrite and indicate correctly which are abbreviations ? Pro. re via et. al per con per. cent incog.

10. Can you write a list of .50 French terms (not dry goods words) and 35 Latin terms used in everyday English 'f

In the " Style Book of Business English." there are 230 questions like the above, besides a hundred pages of the theory
nf correspondence, with specimen letters, covering the whole field in detail that every teacher of Business English or stenographer
or correspondent or bookkeeper ought to know.

Style Book and Key sent postpaid on receipt of 75e

IsaekC Pitman 8* Sons, 3 1 Union Squcire, New York
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l-'or instructions conceniiiig tliis wonderful specimen of engrossing script (.the finest ever printetl in a pennum's paper) see the second following page.



Good Writing Easiiy Taugiit
The enthusiastic teacher who provides for his student good copies,

logically arranged and carefully graded, ought to get good results in

penmanship. The mediocre teacher who uses Modern Commercial Pen-
manship, will get fairly good results in spite of his mediocrity.

WHAT IT IS
Modern Commercial Penmanship is a carefully graded course in

plain, business writing, containing 60 lessons, 60 pages of copies, and
accompanied by as many sets of instruction very carefully wrought out.

The price of this book is 50c. Copies will be sent to teachers for exam-
ination upon receipt of 25c.

The Commercial Text Book Company
DES MOINES, IOWA

Skillful ornate writing by W. C. Browntielri. Penman. Bowling, A">

Business University.

Conklin, Mich.
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Leftftons in

Roundhand
W. A. Balrd.

I 18 N. niSh 9K,

Columbus, O.
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LESSONS IN ROUNDHAND NO. 10.

Page %vritine is the very hardest test to which
you can be put in a practical way and this

month's lesson will give you an opportunity to

see what you can do in the way of real practical

work.

There are many places where you may "fall

down" if you are not always on the alert. You
may not be pleased with your first efforts but do
not became discouraged. Write and rewrite the

letter many times and if you practice faithfully

you are sure to succeed.

Kule lines an eighth of an inch apart or even
less than that di.stanceandu.se every 5th or 6th

line as a base line. Mark these lines on the

margin with a check sign in pencil.

On the line above the one yon have checked,
sketch in the wording in pencil very roughly the

same size as you expect to write with the pen,

being careful to get equal spacing in all words.

By this penciling process you will be able to

keep a nice even margin on the right hand side

of the page. This is absolutely neces.sary if you
expect to turn out a nice looking page. A soft

lead pencil, well sharpened should be used for

the ruling. Rule the lines as lightly as possible

that they may lie easily removed with Art Gum
or a Sponge Rubber when the work is complet-
ed. .\ section liner is generally used by en-

grossers to do accurate and rapid ruling.

There will be many things to keep in mind
m working upon this lesson anil while you are

centering your thoughts on one thing, another
may be overlooked. Much practice and careful

study will in time overcome your faults and a

well written page will be the result.

Try to m;ike every shaded stroke equally
heavy. It will be necessary to watch your slant

closer than ever before. Kememberthat in all

minimum letters the shade begins at the head
line and ends at the baseline. There is a tend-

ency to cut the double turns short. Try to avoid

this. Make all minimum strokes appear eiiually

high.
I'se (liUotts 303 pen for writing the letter ac-

companying this lesson.

1 have received some very good work and a

number of communications from different stu-

dents which shows they are intensely earnest. .As

The Business Educator is not published dur-

ing July or August I would advise you to re-

view the lessons from the beginning. In the re-

view make the minimum letters aliout 3-li> or

1-8 of an inch in height. Enclose a stamp for

the return of your work and I will criticise it

personally.
NOTITE—To the two students submitting the

best work on this lesson I will give a specimen
letter in Engraver's Script. These students,

however, must have submitted work for criticism

on at least four diiTerent occasions previous to

June 1st. All work must be in before July 1st.

DESICiNINCi

ENGROSSING
By

E. L. BKOVVN,
Rookland, Me.

J

Baird's Criticism.

;irk les:C. E B., Winooski, Vt.
'

ft was a big improvement over lesson 7. ''I'ou

depend too much on retouching. Learn to

make good clean shaded strokes without going
over it. Better read instructions on lesson No. 1

regarding pen liftings.

C. E. A., Mo. You should write the same
size as the copy. Your work is not systematic

at all. You cannot expect to accomplish very

much working in that manner.

Z. C, Hartland. Minn. You are doing better

work on the capitals than on small letters. Try
and get all down strokea equally heavy. Study
form carefully.

W. A. D., Rockford, 111. Your work is begin

ning to look better. Study the shape of the cap
ital stem very carefully. Try to make the work
look graceful. Stick to it and ymi will succeed.

R. L. H., Wellsville, Pa. Yourwork on lesson

8 is good, but is larger than the copy. That
copy is given for a inirpose and would advise

you to write the same size. Your work is not as

poor as you imagine.

A. K., Des Moines, la. Your work has a neat
business like appearance. Stmly form carefully

and you can become a fine script penman. Its

in you. You should have sent in work before

now.

We show herewith a variety of headings which
contain some artistic lettering and effective de-

signing, as applied to diploma making.
In the design "Mack College" there is consid-

erable careful study. The original of this line

measures 15x2 1-2. Letters seven-eights of an
inch high. First make a careful pencil drawing
giving especial attention to the form and char-

acter of the scroll work and lettering. In inking

the pencil drawing see that all your lines are

sharp and clear, as weak, indistinct lines will not

reproduce satisfactorih'.

The old English letters in the next line must
be well formed ami carefully spaced, as there are

no embellishments to obscure defects.
" A C-'ompeteiu Bookkeeper and Amanuensis"

is perhaps the most difticult heading of the three

owing to the line tinting. The tinting is best

executed with a spacing square, and a ruling

pen. The lines must be uniform in thickness

and spacing for the be.st effect.

ETERNAL INK

EMOSniNK
WRITE EVERLASTINGLY BLACK

The Eternal Ink is for gen
eral writing in plain tirfountaii
pens (2 oz. bottle by mail 20c.
The Engrossing Jnk is for
special writing:, engrossing, etc.

(2 oz. bottle by mail 30c.)

These inks write black from the pen
point and stay bluck fort-ver; proof to
age. iiir, sunshine, chemicals and tire

If yifitr dealer does nnt supply
ttiesi' inks, send to

CHAS. M. HICCINS & CO , Mfrs ,

271 Ninth St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

^ilaliiiiirtlilirrtiif»'#iiiiiplii^^^^
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We recently received a splendid list of

scriptions from Mr. J. M. Reaser. of the Spen-
cer Business College, New Orleans, La. The
size of the list submitted clearly indicates a

gootl-sized school and splendid enthusiasm for

the middle of April. This speaks well for Mr.

Keaser. the instructor, as well as for the pupils

and school.

.\ list of forty-five subscriptions is hereb\' ac-

knowledged from Miss Jennette E. Baldwin,

Principal of the penmanship department of the

Los Angeles, Calif., Polytechnic High School.

Miss Baldwin herself writes an unusually strong,

high grade business hand, and back of it is an

enthusiasm that never tires and a common sense

that commands attention. She is achieving un-

usual results in writing and is therefore gaining

an enviable and deserved reputation on the

coast.

We don't go much on patent medicines, but'

springtime somehow does require tonics, and
the best tonic for an editor and publisher this

time of the year is a good sized list of subscrip-

tions. Such a one is hereby acknowledged from

.Mr. K. C. Haynes. of the Bliss Business College,

Lewiston, Me., indicating that spring fever is an

unknown malady in the Bliss School.

We acknowledge the leceipt of a good list of

subscriptions, from the Scranton Business Col-

lege, Scranton, Pa., H. D. Buck, Principal, and

C. W. Carlton, Penman. These gentlemen are

ever on the alert for anything that will help in

the school room, and judging from the number

(if subscriptions for The Business Educator
we have been receiving from this institution

they heartily believe in our journal as an aid in

their penmanship classes.

A fine list of subscriptions recently came fritm

the Mountain State Business College, Parkers-

burg, W. Va., A. O.Sine, president and I. P.

Mensch, principal. These wide-awake, pro-

gressive gentlemen leave nothing undone to

further the interests of their students, and it

pleases us greatly to know that they consider

The Business Educ.\tor very necessary in

their penmanship classes.

We acknowledge receipt of another line list of

subscriptions from Dudley Glass, penman in the

Tyler, Tex.. Commercial College. Mr. Glass is

certainly doing much to raise the standard of

penmanshipin the Lone Star State, and it pleases

us greatly to know that he finds The Business
Educator a valuable assistant in this work.

We present elsewhere in this number of The
Business Educator an article of special value

to teachers and students of penmanship, entitled

' Scientific Criticism " by L. H. Hausam. Presi-

dent of the Hausam Correspondence School of

Penmanship, Hutchinson, Kans. When we say

that it is one of the finest articles that has ever

appeared in our profession, and one of the best

he has ever contributed, you will know that it is

something worth reading.

(T =^

BOOK KEVIEWS

The April number of the "Chartier Magazine,"
Xew Orleans, contains a splendidly written,

eight-page editorial- plea for the need of a uni-

versal system of shorthand to take the place of

longhand. This is an old enthusiasm revived
and we hope it may be more successful

than those made heretofore, for no one is more
in favor of a simpler and more expeditious mode
of expressing and recording thought than the

publishers of The Business Educator.

The April number of the "Gregg Writer,"

Chicago. 111., was the first to reach our table with

a very readable report of the Eastern Commer-
cial Teachers' Covention. which scores one
more for the enterprising editor and publisher of

that wide awake and progressive magazine. It

seems to be improving with each issue.

"The Phonographic Magazine." Jerome B.

Howard. Editor. Cincinnati. O., is the smallest,

meatiest, little magazine that reaches our desk.

If you have never seen a copy of it in its

abridged form you would do well to look into it.

50c a year.

"The Student's Art Magazine," G. H. Lock-
wood, Editor, Kalamazoo, Mich., is the title of a
new, old magazine which students of illustrating

and designing will no doubt hail with delight.
It is filled chock full from cover to cover with
practical suggestions to young pen artists, car-

toonists, etc., and is tilled to overflowing with
students' specimens, artistic designs, etc. Stu-
dents of illustrating will do well to secure a sam-
ple copy from the above address.

The Best Way To Meet Competition
is to pay no attention to what the "other fellow" is doing, but instead, make your own work so good

that competition is eliminated. The school in which students are dealt with honestly and given

thorough, practical training is bound to have its full share of patronage. There is only one BEST.

The use of our Practical Bookkeeping is one of the features that makes a school "best". This

is the joint work of practical accountants and successful teachers, therefore results are always certain.

Needless theorizing is avoided, and the subject is gradually, logically, and interestingly developed.

The concise explanations and abundance of illustrations enable the teacher to instruct a greater

number of students, and, at the same time, they materially lighten his labors. Combined with our

Twentieth Century Business Practice, the Practical Bookkeeping furnishes an ideal course.

To further perfect the work of the business department, we are about to publish the most

unique and useful helps yet issued, for the teaching of short and rapid methods in calculation. The

use of these methods will enable students to perform quickly and accurately all operations with

figures that are called for in the business world.

Our books on spelling, correspondence, English, shorthand, typewriting, arithmetic, and
commercial law are giving satisfaction in a very large proportion of the leading business schools, as

well as in the commercial departments of other institutions. By taking up the matter now, there
will be ample time to give any of these publications a thorough examination and test with a view to

adoption for use the coming season.

The Everybody's Dictionary (vest-pocket size) contains more practical features of value to

students and office workers than any other book of its kind.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE WE PA\\THE FREIGHT

PRACTICAL TEXT
• -.CLEVELAND

qookcoa\panV
-OHIO r^
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SIZES SHADING PENS 51.00. Catalog and Price

List Frea, write lor It.

R. R. LEE. Shading Pen Mlgr., Pantiac, Mich.

YOVR. SIGNATVRK
Written in the Mills style of businesa
writine and a cut furnished of the same
for $2.25. Send copy of the combination
of initials you prefer and also state size
of cut desired. Address,

E. C. MILLS, Script Specialiat,

195 Grand Ave.. ROCHESTER.. N. Y.

10c per Copy STUDENTS SOcperVesi

MAGAZINE
>Jk 11M^ H.Loc

Edit

^l in rf'r<- St to Stuiiei, ts ol Ca
Iff. Ue

les

sign
"p^ub-M

must
hes .111

lie tior sent a s a "F
Address GH LOCKWOOD.

Indian* Bvslncsa Coll«^«
Has school! at La Fayette. Logansport, Koko-
mo. Anderson. Marion. Muacie. Richmond,
Columbus and Indianapolis. The INDIANA
BUSINESS COLLEGE of Indianapolis is the
CENTRAL BUSINESS COLLEGE,

QMallfled Taaohers

at will please you.

Pf>osp«ottva Students
Of a busine olleee should send for

Indl&na Business Colis^s
Box 353. Indianipolia. Ind.

PENMANSHIP BY MAIL

Hi,

n"'il
il hook loiitniiiini.' more thuii 70 nne spet
pi'iiwoik. FREE to all who wish to im-

pro ve 111 ir pi-iiMian.ship. .address.
THE HAVSAil SCHOOL

"" 2.SS ; HtiTCHlNSox, Kansas

rite yo
one do; "en CARDS

I will give free a pack of
samples aod send terms to

agents with each order.

AOENT8 WANTED
BLANK CARDS l.^^:\ll' lV\^T\Z^^:l
Hand cut Come in 17 different colors. Sample KK)
[lOBtpRltJ. 15c. 1,0<K.I by expreb3. 75c. Card Circular

cVmVc JOKER CARDS t:^X. 'L%"T,^'
KM! poHtpaid. 25c. Leas for more. Ink. Olosny Black
or Very Best White. I.Sc, per bottle. I Oblique Pen "-'

Card Wr
1 Pens. KIC- per doz. Lespona

W. A. BODE. Box 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

'Ihis ly a bird ot an envelope superscrtptioii from the inimitable Dennis. The queytuiii iiatii

bobbed up into your Editor's mind, "Did Dennis pluck the plumes for his wife's "Merry Widtw
or to engrross faiicy resolutions with, before he sketched the shanghi-like ostrich"? If the latter,

expect some fancy work from his fertile pen for this unexpected publicit>'.

i 72 or 73 years young, and retires this summer from public service on a pension, having
taught in and about Greater New York lo these many years,

TEACHBRS COVRSE IX PEXMANSHIP
Send iiie a specimen of your writing for examination

and I will arrange a SPECIAL t'OUK-it: of 48 lessons with
instructions to suit your needs. The copies are beautiful

One o
Drawi
vision

f the leading schools of Pen
ig in the U. S. Under the personal saper-
of L. M.Kelchner.
terested write for information. Address
R. Lon^well, Bl^Iaod Park College,Du Moines, la.

veinent. ch t

r Urnaniental Writing «4.50
SPECIMENS

I irnamental letter, very tine rii)

Flourish, suitable for flaming !>ll

Uards^ per doz. "iSc. Th,' rtne^t oblique holder ."lO

ing for 2c stauip.

ntialHigiiS, , Mo

donstant

Q^DcrtiS'

tng pays

in tl^e

Business

(Ebucator.

PKNMAN NKBK. STATE NORMAL writes
tine visiting, friendship and graduating cards at

25c per doz. Pack of 25 cards 50c. Diplomas
lettered in tinest German or Old English text.

All work sure to please. J. A. STKYKEK
Kearney, Nebr.

(j[ ^/«:^^y^^fc^toA.feg/'<<g?,i^fe/'<^I//^,^:it;^/y^^^<<^ A J
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MIGM GRADE

DIPLOMASano
CERTinCATES.

For Public and Private Schools

Illustrated Catalog FREE
Full-sized samples of Diplomas or Certificates
mailed prepaid to interested parties. Ii will pay
you to see our line before purchasing your supply.

REMEMBER THIS If it is an
H. & B. DIPLOMA, it is ARTIS
TIC—TASTEFUL—CORRECT

in fact, it embodies the highest standard of
quality in diploma making.
Write us at once stating your diploma require-

ments, and we will show you what beautiful di-
plomas we furnish at reasonable cost.

Memorial Resolutions Engrossed
from $3 00 upward

HOWARD & BROWN, Rockland. Maine

e:ste:rbrook's pe:ns
" E»»y to write with,

CORRECT DESIGN
— Hard to nse np."

UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

150 STYI^ES

A 1 PROFESSIONAI,
Fine pointed and alas

tic for card writing

TEXT WRITERS
Made in 3 widths and wi

long point to botli left
and riglit

453 Business and College
With fine and extra tine
points. Elastic and

smooth ^vriting

ESTERBROOK STBELr PEN MFG. CO.
26 JOHN ST., m. Y. CITY CAMDCN, NEMT JERSEY

DESIGNS AND CARD WRITERS' MANUAL
Contains 70 paBeu, 19U styles o( c.rai lllustr»ted. Tells
all about how to order the bett and cheape.t cards—cards
that are quick sellers. Don't fail to send for this book and
samples before placing your order for cards. A 2c stamp
will brine It to jour door. Address.

W. NcBEE. 19 Snyder Si , N. S.. PitUburg, P*.

The Business Eduoator
Is the best advertising medium for penmen ai

commercial school interests.

Patronize its Columns.

fine:st pe:nmanship svppLriE:s obtainabLtE:.
PENS AND HOLDERS.

Zanerian Fine Writer Pen—The best
ind hnest tine writing pen made—best
for enRrossing, card writing and all fine

Gross $1,00 % gross 25c
I do .12c

Zanerian Ideal Pen—One of the best
pens made for general penwork—busi-
pess or ornamental. One of the best
pens for beginners in penmanship.
Gross 75c. H gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c

Zanerian Medial Pen—A high-grade
medium, estrasraoolh pen for business
writing. None better. Just right for

students and accountants. Gross 75c
% gross ---- 25c

Zanerian Business Pen—A smooth,
durable, common sense business pen.
For unshaded business writing it has
never been excelled, if equaled. Gross
75c. J4gross25c, 1 dozen 10c.

Cillott's Principality No. 1 Pen—

A

fine writing pen. Gross $1.00, % gross
25c. 1 dozen 12c

GillotVs Double Elastic E. F. No.
604 Pen—A medium fine writing pen.
Gross 75c, M gross 25c, 1 dozen---- 10c

Cillott's Magnum QuiU E. F. No.
601 Pen—A business pen. Gross $1.00
% gross 25c, 1 dozen 12c

Gillott's No. SOS E. F. Pen—Used
largely for drawing purposes. Gross
$1.00. Ji gross 25c, 1 dozen 12c

GiJIott's Lithographic Pen No. 290
—One of tbe tinest pointed drawing
pens made. 6 pens 25c, 3 pens 15c

Gillott's Crow Quill Pen No. 659-
Very fine points. 6 pens 25c, 3 pens 15c

Sod/inec/re/i Lettering Pen — For
making German Text, Old English, and
all broad pen letters. Set of 12—num-
bers 1. l]4. 2 2H. 3. 3}4. 4. 5. and 6
single pointed and 10. 20. and 30 double
pointed 25c

Zanerian Oblique Penholder— HsLud-
nade. rosewood, nearly 12 inches long,
1 beautiful and perfect holder. 1 holder

- 50c

Fine Art Oblique Holder— Inlaid
and fancy, hand-made, rosewood, and
by far the most beautiful holder made.
Nearly 12 inches long. 1 holder sent in

a small wooden box -$1.00

Excelsior Oblique Holder—The best
low-priced oblique holder made. Many
hundreds of gross have been sold.
1 holder 10c, 6 holders $ .35

% gross 1.35

% gross 2.60
I gross 5.00

Straight Penholder— Cork tipped
and best for business writing, flourish-

ing, etc. 1 holder 10c, 6 holders 40c, 12
holders 65c

CARDS. INK. PAPER. ETC,
Blank Cards—White bristol with

finest surface for fine penmanship,
100 by mail postpaid ----$ .28

500 by express - .75

1000 by express 1.35

S/ac/f Cards— Best made for white ink.

100 by mail postpaid $ ,28

600 by express 75
1000 by express 1.35

White Cardboard—Wedding Bristol
for fine pen work. Sheets are 22x28.
6 sheets by express $ .60

13 sheets by express 1.00

2 sheets by mail postpaid 50

White Cardboard—With hard finish,

much like ledger paper. Sheets are
20f3x23 inches.
6 sheets by express $ .40

12 sheets by express 70
3 sheets by mail postpaid 50

Black Cardboard— Finest for white
ink. Sheets are 22x28 inches.
6 sheets by express $ .50

12 sheets by express 75
2 sheets by mail, postpaid 50

Wedding Paper— Finest for penman-
ship or drawing. Sheets are 21x33.
6 sheets by express $.50
12 sheets by express .70

3 sheets by mail, postpaid-- ,50

Zanerian India Ink—A fine drawing
ink and best for preparing script and
drawing for photo-engraving.
I bottle by mail, postpaid-.- $ .30

1 dozen bottles by express--- 2.00

White /njt—Very fine.

1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .25

Arnold's Japan /ni:—Nearly 14 pint
bottle by mail postpaid $.40
1 pint by express .45
1 quart by express 75

Writing Papers—AU our writing
papers are 8x10'-^ inches in size and
contain 960 sheets to the ream. Ruling
is faint and can be furnished wide (M
inch) or narrow {H inch).
Extra fine 14 lb. white wove

—

1 ream by express $3.15
14

" " 1.60

shy mail postpaid ,55

e 12 1b. white wove—
by express $2.70

1.45

its by mail postpaid
le lOIb. whitewove-
i by express

100 sheets by mail postpaid .60

Extra fine 12 lb. Azure (blue)—
1 ream by express $2.20

H " " -- 1.20
.70

100 sheets by mail postpaid .65

Extra fine 17^ lb. Wedding stock—
1 ream by express $4.50

% " " 2.50

% " " 1,40

50 sheets by mail postpaid .70

Medium Grade Practice Paper

—

1 ream by express $1.70
4 " " .95

55
by mail postpaid 65
ents in stamps for a sample
cb of the six grades.

All goods go by mail postpaid, except those mentioned to go by express, on which purchas
the heavy goods is to order fair sized qnantities and have them go by freight.

We handle tbe best and can save you money. Cash must accompany all

Remit by money order, or stamps for sma

iage charges. Of course the cheapest way to £

Prices are too low to keep accounts.

Address, ZANER eSk BL0SE:R, COI^VMBVS, OHIO.

oc .yij,.,^y^^^y,r^y^r^y^/-'^^rr^rv/-''/^'^X2)U^A^^i-^^jy , '^t^'-^
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Rowe's Drills in Writing ContraLcts
pvBLriCATiON i>e:i.aye:d.

The announcement of these Drills brought so many inquiries that we concluded to extend the work
somewhat- Some thirty thousand students used Richardson's Law this year. That number and
some more will use these Drills with Richardson's text and other texts during the coming school
year. SEE THE DRILLS.

Earnest's English Correspondence
This little book is a prime favorite with teachers who want to get right to the heart of things in a brief way in

English and Correspondence Drills. List 35 cents.

Ba^ker^s Correct E^n^lisH. Ho^w^ i.^ Vse It*
This is the premier wort on English for those schools that teach the kind and quantity that ought to be

taught. Its the premier seller, too, but that is another matter. List 65 cents.

IWTl^Xr 1MV<*THtf^T% ^Wr*Y Y 17*17 For shorthand students and vocabulary building*^*-'^' *»»-#* «*Vr*-P ^KT m^U^m^a^^»
jj,ig speller has never been equaled, and is a

great aid in teaching English— reasons why good teachers like it. List 20 cents.

Macfarlane*s Commercial and Industrial Geography.
The adoptions of this book, have steadily increased since its first publication, and it is accepted as standard every-

where. List |1.20 New books coming on. Watch for our announcements.

sadLtCR-rowe: company
B A.LrTIMO R.E:, MD.

THE BOOK HOUSE THAT ORIGINATES THINGS.

J. A. LrYONS ^ CO/S ACCOVNTING SE:RIE:S
These are unquestionably thejtexts on bookkeeping for you to use in your classes next year. There are no more

thorough and life-like texts on the market. Examine these texts now, and be prepared to give your next year's stu-
dents the best that skilled effort can produce—the best that your trained judgment can select.

HERE THEY ARE ALL NOTABLE SUCCESSES.
1. 9fodern AcCOAirii'ta.tX't '^ ^^^ fi""^*- '" ^^^ series, it is a thorough, pedagogically—developed text

for beginners, on the so-called "theory" plan. It lays the foundation, and
does it well. Modern Accountant devel°ps journalizing and account study at the same time. If you prefer a text
that starts out with journalizing alone, ask for The New Complete Accountant instead.

2. IVholesale .Accountlt^^ '^ t'^^ second in the series. It follows Modern Accountant, or The—

:

;- New Comple Accountant mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
Wholesale Accounting; is constructed on the "individual business practice" plan. It teaches not only bookkeeping
of u high order, but business customs and office methods as well.

3. I^erc&n'tile .AcCOtxn'tin^ 'S the third in the series. It is a little more advanced as to its ac-
^ — — =^ counting features, and retjuires of the student a little more figur-

ing, than does Wholesale Accounting.

4". MoclciTk Corporation Accouxntin^ 's the fourth in the series and the latest of our
=

—

'~'
- advanced sets on bookkeeping. It emphasizes

the peculiarities of corporation accounting as such. It is consistent with the laws of any state. Incidentally, it

teaches something about the laws governing the organization and conduct of corporations.

You may be using one or more of these texts in your classes now. Thousand.s of
teachers are. We want to impress upon you the fact that they are all of the same high
order, and that you should use the full course as outlined ubove.

May we have your correspondence in regard to

the use of these texts in vour school next year?

J. A. LrYONS CSl company
S^xocessor-s to

CKIca^o POWERS Ol LrYONS New York
\ ^__^ J
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